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THE SALISBURY HOTEL,
SALISBUEY SQUARE, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.G.

This Hotel is now Open, and affords accommo-
dation much needed in the vicinity, and families

will find it replete with every convenience and
comfort.

It is furnished and fitted up in the best possible

manner, and with all tiie latest improvements.

There is a large Hall, with a Committee-room
attached, well adapted for Public Meetings, Large
Dinners, Wedding Breakfasts, &c.

There is an excellent Coffee-room for Ladies, or

families not requiring private Sitting-rooms.

A large and well ventilated Room has been set

apart for Smoking.

There are Hot and Cold Baths on every floor.

The Hotel is one of the quietest, and at the same
time one of the most centrally-situated houses in

London, while the accommodation generally is very
extensive, so that the Agriculturists of all countries

may here have the oppoi^unity of meeting with each
other.

The Tariff will be found to bear a favourable com-
parison with any Hotel of a similar character.

Bed-rooms for Visitors' Servants.

THOMAS HIGGS, Manager,
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FBI ZES
WON BY

J. AND F. HOWARD,
AT THE

ROYAL SHOW, NEWCASTLE, 1864,
BEING THE

LARGEST NUMBER of MONEY PRIZES ever awarded at any Meeting

of the Royal Society to one Exhibitor.

THE FIRST AND ONLY PRIZE OF £15

FOR THE BEST WHEEL PLOUGH FOR GENERAL PURPOSES,
THE FIRST AND ONLY PRIZE OF £8

FOR THE BEST HARROWS FOR GENERAL PURPOSES.
THE FIRST AND ONLY PRIZE OF £1

FOR THE BEST HARROWS FOR HEAVY LAND.

THE FIRST AND ONLY PRIZE OF £5

FOR THE BEST HARROWS FOR LIGHT LAND.
THE FIRST AND ONLY PRIZE OF £20

FOR THE BEST HARROWS FOR STEAM POWER.
THE FIRST AND ONLY PRIZE OF £12 lOs.

FOR THE BEST STEAM CULTIVATOR AND RIDGING PLOUGH COMBINED.
THE PRIZE OF £25

FOR THEIR SET OF STEAM CULTIVATING APPARATUS FOR SMALL OCCUPATIONS.
THE PRIZE OF £10

FOR THEIR PLOUGH FOR STEAM POWER.
THE PRIZE OF £10

FOR THEIR WINDLASS FOR STEAM PLOUGHING.

3. AND P. HOWARD HATE LONG DEVOTED ATTENTION TO THE MANUPACTtTKE OF

mPLEMENTS FOR ALL FARTS OF THE WORLD,
AND ARE THE LARGEST EXPORTERS IN ENGLAND OF

Catalogues, with full particulars of the above ; also, of Howard's Steam Cultivators, which are in use
throughout England, as well as abroad, sent free on application to

JAMES AND FREDERICK HOWARD,
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD, ENGLAND.
^ LONDON OFFICE-4, CHEAPSIDE (Three doors from St. Paul's).

LIVERPOOL OFFICE—19, Sweeting Street.
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THE FAKMEE'S MAGAZINE,

SEPTEMBER, 1865.

PLATE I.

PORTRAIT OF SIR EDWARD KERRISON., BART., M.P.

SIR EDWARD KERRISON, BART., M.P.,

THE LATE PRESIDENT OF THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

Sir Edward Kerrison ranks very worthily with

such men as Mr. Handley and Mr. Pusey, who
at long intervals have been selected from the

lower House to fill the office of President of

the Royal Agricultural Society. Whether proved

by the performance of his several duties in the

Council Chamber, on the show- ground, or yet

more practically by his business about home,

Sir Edward has earned some deserved distinc-

tion as an agriculturist. His name stands upon

most of the Committees in Hanover-square,

and he has taken an especial interest in the

education question ; at the great national meet-

ings, as well as in the Eastern Counties, his

herds of highly-bred shorthorns and polled

milch-cows have pretty generally their place on

the prize list, while Sir Edward has also culti-

vated the breed of Suffolk cart-horses with pro-

portionate success. The Hall farm and home-

stead are thus well stocked with the best sorts of

the district; nor has the care of the man been for-

gotten about Scole, for Lady Caroline Kerrison

has designed and published a series of plans for

labourers' cottages, which, it is understood, have

been carried out on her husband's estates. To go

a step further, we may say that Sir Edward has

the innate taste of a country gentleman for rural

sports, has a quick eye for a clever cob, and

during the season may be seen twisting his team

from Piccadilly into the Park, if not joining the

Ot-D Si:ri:es.1

procession of the Four-in-hand Club on a pilgrim-

age to Greenwich or Richmond. Although he
gives his strong support to a smart pack of har-

riers. Sir Edward is not himself much of a hunting
man, but he is better with the trigger, and, in fact,

rather a heavy game-preserver in Suffolk, and a
good man on the hill in Ross-shire.

Sir Edward Kerrison's election to the post of

President was a very popular one, and he has dis-

charged the requirements of the office with every

credit to himself. At Plymouth, indeed, he rode

the lines day after day, followed by a servant on a
high-stepping hack, with indefatigable industry,

and at one time on the Wednesday had a narrow
escape from being received by the West Country
folks as the Prince himself.

Sir Edward Clarence Kerrison, the second
baronet, was born in 1821, and succeeded his

father. General Sir Edward Kerrison, in 1853. He
finished his education at Oxford, and married ia

1844 the Lady Caroline Margaret Fox Strange-

ways, daughter of the Earl of Ilchester. Sir

Edward, who holds to Conservative principles, has

represented Eye since 1852, and was returned at

the recent election without opposition. He- is a

deputy-lieutenant of Suffolk, a lieutenant in the

Suffolk Borders Yeomanry, and a captain of the

10th Suffolk Rifle Volunteers, a corps that owes
much of its efficiency to the active interest which
the Captain takes in its conduct. -

[Tot.. T,VIII.-^-yo. 3.
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Sir Edward Kerrison's character may be best

gathered from the following inscription on a picture,

by Richmond, which is hung in the Corn Hall at

Eye:—
" This portrait of Sir Edward Clarence Kerrison,

Baronet, M.P., was painted at the request of 465

subscribers, consisting of the tenantry and residents

of the borough of Eye and neighbourhood, in

testimony of the high esteem in which he is held

as a landlord and country gentleman and neigh-

bour, and by their desire is placed in this Corn

Exchange, to the erection of which he has so libe-

rally contributed. A.D. 1857."

Sir Edward was mainly instrumental in founding

this Hall ; while he has also established a reforma-

tory at Thorodon for boys convicted of crime, has

built twice over a flax factory at Eye, and done a

deal for the new Middle-Class College, at Fram-

lingham, adding the munificent gift of £2,000 to

his original subscription of £500, in order that the

school might start fair and free from debt.

We are indebted to a correspondent for the

following curious tradition associated with the

family property of the Kerrisons :
" The extensive

estates of Oakley Park and Brome Hall, in the

coanty of Suffolk, are situated chiefly in the

parishes of Hoxne, Thome, Oakley, Denham, and

Eye, in a finely wooded and highly cultivated

district. The manor of Oakley Park was erected,

about forty years since, by the late baronet, from

designs by Smithe, and is in the Grecian style

a noble banquetting hall occupies the centre of the

building, and is supported on handsome pillars of

red granite. It is eighty- four feet long, lighted

from the ceiling by dome lights. The statuary and

other works of art are very valuable. This spot is

the more interesting to all who take an interest in

the history of England's kings, as the mansion is

traditionally said to stand on the spot where King

Edmund was first traced, when martyred by the

Danes, and tied to an oak tree near the Old Abbey

Farmhouse. The fall of this tree, only a few years

since, in a still June night, was supposed to have

been caused by the great weight of the night dew

on the foliage. The tree was of that great age that

the wood had lost all its strength, so that, instead of

showing any clear rift, according to the run of the

grain, it broke into all sorts of shapes ; and, as if

to verify the universally-believed tradition that it is

the same tr^e where the martyrdom was committed,

a large triangular piece of the oak fell out, in which

is imbedded an ancient iron arrow's head. This

is carefully preserved, and has aflforded much in-

teresting conjecture and discussion amongst anti-

quarians."

PLATE II.

TO HOWDEN.
Here is a chance for a judge to pick up a good

one—not in all the crowd and bustle of the fair,

or rather of the day before, for the best business at

Howden is over before the fair begins— but after a

quiet look over the grey as he comes in from The
Grange. He is four off", by Chanticleer, and saw
hounds a few times last season. Poor "Nimrod,"
in his famous book on The Condition of Hunters,

tells a story, somewhat against himself, of how
when he took to farming in Hampshiie he drew a

couple of hundred pounds to go and buy bullocks

at Basingstoke. On his way, however, he met the

dealer's man, with a wonderfully clever grey horse in

hand, and of course they naturally pulled up to

have a word or two over so promising a nag. In
quite as much a matter of course, " Nimrod" got
his leg over him, and it ended by the two hundred
going in a lump for the horse, instead of to its

original purpose of buying beasts. Still, if we
remember rightly, the moral was all the best way,
for the grey turned out a clipper, and doubled the
outlay very shortly afterwards,

Howden and Horncastle are the two great horse-

fairs of the country, and the very names of these

two towns are as suggestive of such dealings as

Mark Lane is for corn or Hereford for cattle.

THE MINERAL PHOSPHATE OF LIME.
BY CUTHBEKT W. JOHNSON, F.K.S.

There is considerable reason to believe that the mineral

phosphate of lime has not yet been employed, as a ferti-

lizer, so extensively as its merits deserve. This remark
applies, we think, not only to its soluble but to its insoluble

state. Two prize essays on this important question are

inserted in the present volume of the Highland Society's

Transactions. The enquiry is not one of recent date. It

was in 1845 that Professor Daubeny -and Captain Wid-

rington made a voyage into Spain to examine the native

phosphate of lime of Estremadura (Jour. Itoij. Ag. Soc,

vol. v., p. 406). They found the phosphorite rock exist-

ing in large masses, a short distance from Logrosson, a
considerable village, about seven Spanish leagues to the

south- east of TruxLllo. It there forms "a rock varying

from 7 to 16 feet in breadth, traceable for nearly two
miles, and extending into the earth to a great, though as
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yet an unascertained, depth." Some specimens analyzed

by these usefully-employed voyagers consisted, per cent.,

of—
SOica 1.70

Peroxide of iron. ... ... 3.15

Fluoride of calcium (fluor spar) ... 14'.00

Phosphate of hme 81.15

They brought with them to England a sufficient supply

of the phosphorite for various trials. Some of these ex-

periments were made by Dr. Daubeny, on turnips, with
the following results {ibid, vol vi., p. 330) :

Roots. Tops.

lbs. lbs.

Soil simple produced per acre l-ij^OS 30,591
Manured with 10 c\rt. of bone shavings

peracre 19,339 35,210
Spanish phosphorite alone, 12 cwt. ... 28,639 42,016
Spauisli phosphorite, 12 cwt., mixed with

sulphuric acid 30,869 34,476
South American Guano, 2601bs 31,114 47,060
Bones, %Tith sulphuric acid, 11 cwt. ... 31,893 17,600
Bones, iinely powdered, 12 cwt 36,185 45,446
Stable dung, 22 tons 39,476 49,912

One conclusion to which these experiments tended is, as

Dr. Daubeny well remarks, that " as the Spanish phos-

phorite, which appears to act so bcnehcially, is wholly

destitute of organic matter, it seems to follow that the

more valuable portion at least of what is applied to the

land, when bones are scattered over it, is the phosphate of

lime, and not, as some have supposed, the oil or gelatine."

The useful result to which the Professor was thus led

was supported by the experiments of Sir Harry Verney on

the use of the phosphorite as a manure. Tbe soil to

which he applied it was a heavy sandy loam, resting on a

clayey subsoil : the ground was sown with mangel wm-zel

in 1844, whose seeds, through the extreme drought of the

summer, did not vegetate sufficiently for any satisfactory

conclusion. In April, 1845, the ground was sown wilh

Chevalier harlev, with the following result(tii6?, vol. vi.,

p. 333) :—
Manure per acre. Produce.

Tons. Cwts. Qrs. Qrs. Bush. Pks.

Soil simple 3 6 2
Burnt bones 18 5 3 3
Unburnt bones ... 1 7 5

Pigeons' dung ... 18 7 5

Spanish phosphorite and
sulphuric acid ... 18 6 3 2

Spanish phosphorite

alone 18 5 3 2
Superphosphate of lime 15 3 5 6 3

Stable-yard dung ... 20 8 2

Other experiments on the same important question were

made by Mr. J. B. Lawes, at Rothamsted, in Hertford-

shire {ibid, vol. viii., p. 510). He found, in some trials

upon the growth of turnips, in 1844, with various ma-
nures, that the following was the weight of the turnip bulbs

per acre :

—

Tons. Cwts.

Soil simple 2 4
SoU dressed with 3 cwt. of ground apatite, or

native phosphate of lime ... ... ... 3 1

3 cwt. of apatite, decomposed by sulphuric acid,

contaming 200 lbs. of apatite 6 15

874 lbs. of apatite, decomposed by sulphuric acid,

containmg 104 lbs. sulphuric acid and 270 lbs.

apatite ... ... ... ... ... ... 7 3

5 cwt. of superphosphate of lime ... ... 7 14
5 cwt. of superphosphate of lime—the land dug

six inches deep ... ... ... ... 8 15

These trials, then, entirely accord with the experience

of others on the native phosphate of lime. All these, in

fact, support the conclusion which Dr. Daubeny adopted

after numerous trials with the native phosphate of lime of

Spanish Estremadura {ibid, vol. vi., p. 329), that, whilst in

every instance a considerable increase of crop was obtained

by the addition of certain fertilizers, the Spanish phosphate,

especially when its action was quickened by the addition

of sulphuric acid, proved nearly as efficacious as bones

themselves, unless, indeed, when the latter were very finely

powdered.

In 1855 another series of trials with swede turnips were

reported by Professor Voelcker {ibid., vol. xvi., p. 92). In

these ti'ials the ground coprolites employed were found to

contain per cent.

—

Hygroscopic water ... ... 1.20

Water of combination, and a trace

of organic matter ... ... 3.20

Oxides of iron and alumina ... 4.84

Lime 39.81

Magnesia 5.68 ^ „„„„,,„ ,™ no

f'^fpi^—f ^if,[TttS.
Carbonic acid ... ... .. fi «/ ^

Insoluble siliceous matter ...

Alkalies, sulphuric acid, and loss..

5.82

12.56

3.41

100.00

The result of these trials, as the Professor remarked,

showed very considerable differences in the weight of the

bulbs raised by an equal money-value of different manm-es.

Thus whilst £2 worth of home-made superphosphate of

lime gave an increase of 8 tons 8 cwts. 16 lbs. per acre,

£2 worth of "economical" manure produced merely 16 cwts.

16 lbs. more per acre than the unmanured portion of the

field. Again, it will be observed, that whilst £2 worth of

dried night-soil gave only 9 tons 4 cwts. of roots, a mix-

ture of guano and dissolved coprolites gave 12 tons 16

cwts. 16 lbs., and dissolved coprolites alone 11 tons 12 cwts.

These differences are stQl more strikingly exhibited in

the following table, in which the different plots are ar-

ranged according to the increase which the various fer-

tilizers employed upon each produced ; the table likewise

shows the cost at which 1 ton of increase was produced

in each experimental trial.

Table showing Increase per Acre, and Cost of 1 ton of Increase,

in 10 experimental trials vpon Swedes.

Increase Cost of 1 ton

per acre. of increase,

tons. cwts. lbs. £ s. d.

Home-made superphosphate ... 8 8 16 ... 4 9

Dissolved coprolites and guano 7 12 16 ... 5 3^
Guano 6 8 56 ... 6 2^
Dissolved coprolites ... ... 6 8 0...0 6 3
Mixture of guano, soot, dis- "i

solved coprolites, and bone > 4 16 8 ... 8 3

J

super-phosphate ... j
Nut-refuse 4 16 ... 8 4
Commercial night-soil ... 4 0...0 10

Bone-dust 3 12 ... 11 li
" Economical" manure ... 16 16 ... 2 9 6f
Nothing
(Produce of the unmanured soil per acre, 5 tons 4 cwts.)

These trials were with the mineral phosphate of lime

dissolved in sulphuric acid. Other trials have been made
with the mineral phosphate alone, finely pulverized. Such

were those carried on at Glasnevin, in Ireland, by Mr.

Baldwin, in the season of 1859-60.

In the Glasnevin trials (Agri. Gaz., 1861, p. 437) the

famiyaid manure was applied at the rate of 30 tons per

statute acre—the artificial dressings at the uniform cost

of £3 per acre. The Peruvian guano cost £13 53., the

ground bones £8, the finely-ground coprolites £4 per ton.

The produce of swede turnips per acre from the land thus

manured was as follows :

Prom farmyard manure ... ... 18 tor.« 15 cwts.

Peruvian guano ... ... 12 10

Dissolved coprolites 14 10

Ground bones ,,, ... ... 10 10

Dissolved bones „, ... 11 5

Ground coprolites 14 5

«> 2
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lu the valuable series of trials lately marked by the

approval of the Highland Society, the mineral phosphate

vyas tried both in its simple state and when previously

dissolved in sulphuric acid. The experiments of Mr. R.

J. Thomson, of Kilmarnock, were upon yellow turnips.-

The whole field was manured with 25 tons of farmyard

manure per acre, and so much of each artificial manure

was added as to contain ISOlbs. of phosphate of lime per

acre. The produce, on two series of trials of turnips, in

tons and cwts. was as follows ^T/v/^j. High. Hoc, 1865, p.

496).
Section 1. Section 3.

Soil simple 16 18 13 16
Ground coprolites ... 16 14 14 18
Dissolved coprolites ... 19 13 17 11

Bone-ash 16 l-l 16 3
Bone-ash dissolved ... 19 18 17 5

Bone-ash and gypsum ... 18 4 17 10
Ground bones 18 10 18 2

Ground bones dissolved ... 19 5 18 10
Bolivian guano 18 16 17 8

Sulphuric acid ... ... 16 12 17 11

Gypsum 15 4 17 3

The quantity of sulphuric acid and gypsum applied was
made equal to that in the dissolved bone-ash.

The results per acre, reported iu the prize essay of Mr.
S. D. Shirreff, of Saltcoats, in East Lothian, were as fol-

lows. These experiments on swedes were made in the

season of 1863-64 {jhid, p. 501).

Produce.

Tons. Cwt.
4 cwt. of bone superphospliate \ „, ,

p
4 cwt. Peruvian guano )

4 cwt. of coprolite phosphate ") ^^ „

4 cwt. of Peruvian guano )
4 cwt. of dissolved phospliatic guano 7 oi n
4 cwt. of Peruvian guano )

"

The next trials were Avith the white globe turnip

:

Produce.

Tons. Cwt.
6 cwt. of dissolved bone-a.sh ")

-,^ ,^
2 cwt. of nitrate of soda

J

6 cwt. of dissolved coprolites "j ^^ ,„

3 cwt. of nitrate of soda 3
6 cwt. of bone-asli \ ^, ,_

3 cwt. of nitrate of soda ) ~

The mineral phosphates commonly employed at pre-

sent by the artificial manure makers are either the copro-
lites of the Suffolk crag, or those from the lower chalk

of Cambridi^eshire, or the native phosphate of lime of

Norway. These have been carefully analyzed and de-

scribed by Professor Voelcker {jbid, vol. xxi., p. 350). He
remarks, first, of the Suffolk coprolites (pscudo or false

coprolites) : "These phosphoric deposits occur iu the more
recent tertiary strata, as a layer varying fi-om three to

eighteen inches in thickness, between the coralline crag
and London clay. The Suffolk crag is exceedingly rich

in fossils, consisting partly of the fractured and rolled

bones of cetaceous and other animals, with some fish-teeth,

and chiefly of rolled water-worn pebbles, which were for-

merly supposed to be the fossilized excrements of saurian

and other animals, for which reason they were called co-

prolites.

" Professor Buckland, however, showed that they are not
true fossil excrements, but in all probability calcareous

pebbles which have undergone a peculiar metamorphosis,
and become impregnated with phosjihoric acid by long-

continued contact with decaying animal and vegetable
substances.

" The name pseudo or false coprolites, which Professor
Buckland proposed for them, has been generally aceejHed
by the scientific world. In commercial phraseology, we
have to imderstaud by Suffolk-coprolites, or crag-
roprolites, or p«eudo-coproTite9,, the mixed fos.sil-boiic».

fish-teeth, and phosphatic pebbles which occm' in the

Suffolk Crag.
" These phosphatic matters are distinguished from the

grey-coloured chalk-coprolites by a brownish, ferruginous

colour, and smoother appearance. They are very hard,

and yield, on grinding, a yeUowish-red powder.

The subjoined analysis represents their average compo-
sition

—

Moisture and water of combination with a trace of

organic matter 2.53

Lime 38.20

Magnesia ........ 1-34

*Phosphoric acid 24.24

Oxide of Iron 4.81

Alumina 3.72

fCarbonic acid . 5.37

Sulpliuric acid 1-40

Potash 56

Soda 1.18

Chlorine -07

Fluorine and loss 4.31

Insoluble .siliceous matter 12.27

*Equal to tribasic phosphate oflime (bone-earth) .

fEqual to carbonate of lime .....
The following is the result of an analysis of an

sample of Cambridgeshire coprolites :

—

Moisture and organic matter

Lime
Magnesia ...

Oxide of iron

Alumina ...

*Phosphoric acid ...

fCarbonic acid

Sulphuric acid

Chloride of sodium
Potash
Soda
Insoluble siliceous matter

Eluorine and loss ... ...

100.00

52.52

12.20

average

4-63

43-21
1-12

2-46

1-36

25-29

6-66

•76

09
•32

•50

8-64

4-96

100-00
* Equal to tribasic phosphate of lime (bone-earth) 54-89

t Equal to carbonate of lime ... ... ... 15-13"

The native jihosphate of lime, or apatite, as the Pro-

fessor remarks, is a hard and often well-crystallized mine-

ral, chiefly composed of phosphoric acid and lime. It is

found in this country in Devonshire, Cornwall, and Scot-

land, but not as yet in sufficient quantity to allow of its

being collected for technical purposes. In America it is

found imbedded in granite at Baltimore, in gneiss at Ger-

mantown, in mica-slate in "West Greenland, in granite iu

Connecticut ; and in granite, in ilaine, and in various

other localities. On the Continent it is found in several

places, as in the Tyrol, Bohemia, Bavaria, Sweden, and

Norway. Most commonly it occurs in thin seams, im-

bedded in crystalline or volcanic rocks, but seldom in

sufficient quantity to repay the cost of working.

Mineralogists distinguish several varieties of apatite.

Generally speaking apatite has a light green or a reddish

colour. The apatite which at present is imported into

England from Norway is found chiefly at Krageroe.

A specimen of red-coloured apatite furnished, on ana-

lysis, the following results :

—

Hygroscopic water ... ... ... ... "43

Water of combination ... ... ... ... "40

'"Phosphoric acid ... ... ... ... ... 41-88

Lime ... ... ... ... ... ... 53-45

•(Chloride of calcium ... ... ... ... 1-61

Phosphate of iron and alumina ... ... ... -66

Insoluble siliceous matter ,., ... ... 1-24

* Equalto tribasic phosphate of lirae (bone-e»rth)

f Containing cliloriue « f..
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Tliis s|)cciiiieu had n hriLiliI red r.iloiir like irousloiic,

and yet it contained but very little oxide of iron. Another
sample of very light grceu-colourcd, almost white, apatite

from Ki-ageroe, contained

—

-1!)

-23

Hygroscopic ^y.'^te^

Water of combination
*Phosphoric acid

Lime
tChloridc of calcium
Oxide of iron

Almuina ...

Potash
Soda
Insoluble siliceous matter

41-25

50-63

6-il
-29

-38

-Oi
-13

-82

100-36

* Equal to tribasic phosphate of lime (bone-earth) 8939

t Contaming chlorine ... ... ... ... i'Od

'i'hcse valuable rcicai-clies ou the use of the luineral

phosphate of lime ought to lead us to other and more
varied experiments. The natural fertility of those soils in

which the mineral phosphate of lime abounds would rather

lead to the conclusion that, even in its apparently in-

soluble state, this salt is available by the growing plant,

in some way which at present we are not able to clearly

understand. Professor Way long since described some of

those soils, which are dispersed over our island {Jour. Roy.

Ag. Sac, vol. ix, p. 56) ; and, indeed, where the tourist

sees the farmers of Suffolk spreading the shelly crag (which

contains this salt) in such copious dressings over their

light barley-lauds, and the farmers of the counties of

Devon and Cornwall, in far larger quantities, employing

as a manure their similarly-composed sand, such a tourist

C.U1 hardly avoid the conclusion that the phosphate of lime

in these dressings must constitute, in some mode or other,

a considerable portion of their value.

A FEW WOEDS UPON THE POTATO DISEASE.

BY A PRACTICAL TAKMER.

I deeply regret that we have many unmistakable mani-

festations of the return of the potato-disease. For the

past two years we have been wholly free from it in the

neighbourhood from whence I write, but this year it

appears to commence with more than ordinary rapidity

and virulence. On Tuesday last, August 15th, I was ex-

amining a field of mine of twenty-four acres, an excellent

crop, and all looking well. On AVednesday we had much
vivid lightning, tremendous thunder-claps, followed by

heavy rain. To-day, August ISth, there is scarcely a

healthy plant of regents to be seen. Of flukes the

appearance is much better. The haulm is only just

showing symptoms of attack. On the further side of the

field stands a plot of a new variety of " red regents,"

scarcely affected at all ; and adjoining are three acres of

Dalmahoys, which are partially touched. In another field

of twelve acres, a short distance oft', are planted about

eight acres of rocks, one acre of regents, one acre of flukes,

one acre of " red regents," and one acre of Skerry blues.

The rocks have all gone, or nearly so ; the regents still

tolerably free ; the flukes only just showing a few decaying

leaves ; the red regents are nearly free ; but the Skerry

blues do not show any signs of decay whatever. I would
observe that I am speaking of the haulm only in these

remarks. The tubers in any case have not yet suffered

much damage ; but my neighbour, who is an extensive

grower, finds many already in his fields, and to the extent

of four and five at a root. In another field of mine of

nine acres, lying at some distance from the above fields,

I have five acres of Renfrewshire regents, two acres of

Dunbar regents, both direct from Scotland ; and two plots

of rocks and Dalmahoys respectively. The rocks are by

far the most decayed in this field, and the Dalmahoys look

best. The regents are about equally decaying, but there

are diversities in two or three instances, owing chiefly to

the varieties of manures, and management applied, which

at a future day I wish to recur to. At present the milder

manures cause the better appearance in the crop, and have

done so throughout their growth. The manures applied

have been pond mud over the surface ; then a dressing of

fold-yard dung in ridges ; next a liberal sowing of a mix-

ture of pond mud, ditch readings, and fold-yard manure,

mixed, and decomposed by a strong admixture of lime and

salt ; and lastly, to this was added, in the first part of the

field, 3^ cwts. of Lawes' s>q)er2ihosj)hate per acre, on the

next portion 3^ cwts. of best Peruvian, (juano per acre,

and on the last portion Z\ cwts. of Birmingham blood

manure (highly popular here). Lawes' superphosphate

from the commencement took a decided lead, and has

held it up to the present time, and the haulm is more
healthy looking. The Peruvian guano has, up to near this

time, been the lowest on the scale of progress ; but since

these rains have put in, it has pushed the haulm into

stronger growth, as both haulm and leaf denote ; but this

part of the field shows more disease than either of the

other parts. The other manure has proved well, but cer-

tainly it does not equal the superphosphate ; and should

the crop of tubers also prove advantageous to the super-

phosphate, it would suftice to show that, in this case at

least, an expenditm-e in artificial manure in superphos-

phate to the amount of £1 3s. lid. per acre is equal to

the expenditure of £2 7s. lOd. in Peruvian guano ; or it

tends to prove that this particular soil is deficient in

phosphates. Be that as it may, this is the state and pro-

gress of the crop under the varieties of manure, the soil

itself being a mild loam of medium character. When I

raise the crop I shall endeavour to ascertain the difference

in tubers. But I am digressing from my intention in

writing this paper. It was chiefly to suggest immediate
action in stemming the disease. There are several ways
of modifying these attacks. The first I would point out

is to take a pair of strong horses and good moulding-
plough, and mould up the crop as closely and eftectuaHy

as possible, so as to prevent excessive moisture operating,

or atmospheric influences to abet it. The next course to

this, and perhaps a better one, is to cut off or draw up
the hauhn so that none is left, and then to mould up the

ridge again so that no moisture or droughts can enter the

ridge. This com-sc, however, prevents the fm-ther de-

velopment of the crop. Another, and the easiest course,

is simply to cut off the haulm, and with it to carefully

cover the ridges ; but this is not effectual. In the other
cases it is truly serviceable, but still not fully eft'ective.

Another course is to press the haulm aside, so that the
dews and rains should deposit their moisture between the
ridges ; but this is a very defective way. The vpinds

soon disturb and raise it up again " all manner of ways."
Another plan is to take up the crop. This is also a bad
pi-actice. It is to no purpose to lift the crop tUl it is i-ipe

and ready, as the good tubers will then soou rot. If the
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. skins will aljide a tolerably liard rub they may do, but

not otherwise ; and at present this cannot be the case iu

a general crop. No one knows what ought to be done.

The most prudent and wisest course is to wait with all

patience the result of the attack. A course of tine wea-

ther will effect far more than all the skill and contrivance

of cultivators. The prospect is by no means a bright one

as respects the crop, but when the haulin is removed there

is almost a full stop put upon its growth. It is better to

wait awhile than to do this ; but the exclusion of air and

moisture from the tubers cannot fail to be right. Un-
questionably it would be both safe and wise to lift the

potato crop as soon as it ceases to grow, and the tubers

denote maturity. The slight depth of covering in the

ridge does not suffice as an effective protection from rain

or disease. Every effort must be made to save this valu-

able crop, for it is not at all unlikely to be our main
dependeuce in the ensuing winter. Meat is already selling

at uinepence per pound. In face of this we have the

Russian Rinderpest and a deficient harvest. Food must
be dear. It may yet be imperatively necessary for the

Government to forbid importations of stock, and the

losses akeady sustained are very seriously affecting the

community. The Riuder))est is daily spreading, and
removals of stock are perilous. The country is on the

alert, having at last become aroused to the consequences

of this tremendous evil. The idea of mutual protection

or mutual insm'ance is all right enough, but it won't stay

the infliction. There caunot be a doubt but that every

animal travelling from the interior of Russia, passing

through various climates, much unpropitious weather, and

without sufficient food, is just in a state to take any infec-

tion, or spontaneously to imbibe one. Some regulation in

this particular ought to be enforced. If the shippers can-

not prove that due and satisfactory care has been taken of

the stock shipped from their first stage of transit up to

their landing stage, they ought not to be permitted to

land. It may be hard upon exporters or importers, but

no unhealthy or unduly emaciated stock should be per-

mitted to land on our shores. A knowledge of this

w'ould soon put these classes of men upon their guard,

and it would be found that but few Russian or any other

stock from the interior of the continent would find their

way to this country. I trust every stockowner will, if

for his owu sake merely, do his best to prevent the in-

crease of this fatal disease.

IS IT A FALLACY TO FEED CATTLE AND SHEEP ON MALT?

Dear Sir,—" Feeding cattle on malt is a fallacy." These
are Mr. Gladstone's words in his budget speech for the present

year. Is it a fallacy to feed cattle on malt, may I ask? for this

IS a question important and interesting not only to the scientific

man and the practical grazier, but to every flesh-eating individual

in the country : to men with large families and scanty incomes,

to the arlizau and the labourer it is one of vital consequence.

It is important to the scientitic man, because its solution wiU
show wliether or not food that has undergone a change before

being swallowed, similar to tliut which takes place iu the di-

gestive apparatus, is more readily assimilated in the body of the

beast, it is important to the practical grazier ; for if semi-

malted and malted grain possess the llesh and I'at-forming pro-

perties wnich many assign to it, a great end will be obtained.

Iu the first place he wilt have, at the present price of raw-

grain, a commodity equal in nutritive value to tlie best linseed-

cake, semi-malted at £i per ton, malted at from £2 to £3 per

ton cheaper. At present, the best hnseed-cake as cattle

food has no known equal, and with the scarcity of the

natural cattle food (turnips, wurtzel, grasses, and green rape)

daring the last three seasons and the present one, it has main-
tained a price higher than bread, the food of man. Let the
farmer once appreciate the value of germinated grain as food
for cattle and sheep, as it ought to be appreciated, and he will

have good grounds for sayhig to the linseed grower and cake
crusher, " Unless you_can supply me with the best linseed-cake

at £8 or £9 per tou, i can and will do without your commo-
dity." Malt for cattle involves the interest of eveiy meat-
eating individual, for it is not enough to give man bread, with-
holding other comforts; but at the present high price of all

kinds of meat, butter, and cheese, very little else than bread,
beer, and water can be obtained by thousands of our fellow-
countrymeu. Wliat is the cause of the present high price of
meat? is a question I frequently hear asked, and it is a question
I rarely hear correctly answered. It may he remembered by
some who have read my letters to Bell's W'eekli/ Messenc/er for

October and November, 1863, that I there jiointed out the
grazier's difiiculties. These had been then owing to two un-
favourable seasons in the grass roots and green cole crops, and
consequently an insufficient supply .of the natural food of cattle

and sheep ; and, rather than buy artificial food, almost every
grazier lessened the number of .his breeding flock, and many
gave up breeding altogether. Hence it will appear that the
primary cause of the high price of meat has been the failure
of the natural food-crops of our flocks and herds, and the
enormous' expense incurred by the grazier in substituting arti-
ficial food. The hay this year is next to an entire failure.

From the thinness of the crops it has been found that thousands

of acres are not worth the cost of mowing. In this neigh-

bourhood turnips and the artificial grasses have been sown,

have vegetated, and been swept away by the fly ; again sovyn,

and again swept away ; and tlie wurtzel is a very inferior

plant. These are the raw materials of the rich juicy flesh ex-

plained by " Engineer," iu a letter on " Watery Obesity," to the

Mark Lane E.tjjress, January 16th of this year, and which that

gentleman says "costs the farmer comparatively little;" and

further, he adds that " the epicurean appetite of the public is

annually becoming more squeamish about the quantity and

quality of fat as compared with wlijft it was at the commence-
ment of the present century." Surely " Engineer" and his

epicurean friends must lately have had no other meat than fat

Leicester mutton. We, in the land of the Southdowns and half-

breds, have not had reason to make a similar complaint ; but I

am very forcibly reminded that there is such a combination of

circumstances as will greatly influence the production of any

kind of fat as human food, and all the squeamish pubhc will have

to find fault with will be the extravagantly high price of all

kinds of meat. " Saccharized grain is not superior to the raw
grain from which it is produced." Tins is the sum and sub-

stance of the asserted result of the experiments carried on by

the direction of the Board of Trade, and mainly conducted by

Mr. Lawes, which have produced so mischievous an impression

upon the minds of many agriculturists and the general public,

and have been pecidiarly favourable to the cause of those who
oppose the repeal of the duty on malt—experiments which
have given semblance of truth to Mr. Gladstone's declaration

that " feeding cattle on malt is a fallacy," and aflbrded some

sort of justification to the determined opposition of Mr.
Thompson, and others, to Sir Fitzroy Kelly's motion.

It is a new thing to feed cattle and sheep upon grain at any
stage of saccharization ; and at what period has anything

new been introduced without meeting with opposition from the

great majority of persons? Stephenson's assertion that car-

riages could be drawn along roads at the rate of forty miles an

hour was received with contemptuous incrediUity by some of

the leading minds of the present century ; sending messages

along copper wire with the velocity of lightning, lighting

towns with gas, and many other great improvements in our

social system, at first were thought fallacious. The applica-

tion of 4 cwt. of guano upon laud, and producing an increase

in weight of turnips of from 15 to 20 tons per acre, was thought

a fallacy. When tea was first introduced, one boiled the leaves,

ate them, and threw away the decoction ; another ate the

leaves dry ; a third, after boiling, ate the mixtiu-e of leaves
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and water with a spoon. I scarcely need reuiiud the readei- of

the now esteemed value of this plant. AVheu lirst iutroduce;!

into Britain, potatoes as food for man were thought a fallacy
;

the tubers were cut young, cooked, and served at table like

asparagus ; the berries were next eaten, and after a variety of

ways of cooking were declared " nasty things, and only tit for

pigs." As with tea, so with tlie use of saccharized grain, the

fault has been in the cooking. The material, iu the form of

brewer's malt (and this I have stated iu former letters) is over-

done, and therefore partially unfitted for use as a cattle food
;

but, as I shall presently show, properly-prepared saccharized

grain is one of the most nutritious foods at the command of the

stockmaster, and of the highest value to liim in his present

exigency.

Those who regard Mr. Gladstone as a prophet, those who
think the malt-feeding experiments of the Board of TVade con-

clusive on the question, those who complacently submit to

losses amongst their tlocks and lierds, using artificial feeding

stuifs often containing 70 per cent, of impurities, and rejectinr/

the more nutritious, wholesome, and cheaper wheat and barley
;

and those who are content to pay lid. per lb. for common
joints of meat, 15d. per lb. for chops and steaks, may pooh-pooh !

and cry out " IIuml)ug !" at wliat an humble individual like

myself has to say upon the dietary and general management of

live stock ; but the exigencies of the present season have com-
pelled not a few to listen more seriously to the dictates of rea-

son and common sense, and thousands of sheep and lambs, and
hundreds of horses, have been fed in this neighbourliood, dur-

ing the past winter, upon semi-malted wheat and barley. On
one farm alone, 100 qrs. of sacclianzed barley have been used

as food for sheep ; and at the present time seven sacks per

week of germinated wheat and barley are being consumed on

another farm, as food for old toothless crones and their lambs,

and both are fatting fast. To test the comparative value of

the two kinds of grain, one flock is having wheat, and the

other barley ; and to further test the harmlessness of germi-

nated wheat, one shearhng ram is eating a half-peck per day,

the produce of five pints of the grain iu a raw state, and is

fatting as fast as a pig when fed upon barley meal, milk, and
potatoes. This sheep is in a closed slicd, and during the last

month has had nothing to eat but semi-mailed wheat. Pro-

fessor Voelcker, in a report to the Anti-Malt-tax Association,

on the composition of five samples of malt, says, " Too large

an amount of sugar in food, it appears to me, may probably

have the eftect of nauseating ;" but if a sliearliug ram can eat

a half-peck of saccharized wheat every day for thirty days in

succession, remain iu health and fatten, there does not appear
any probabilities in the case.* Neither are there any grounds
for apprehending that " malt can never be used except as a

condiment, or in small quantities" (but what grazier ever thinks

of using any other single kind of food to fatten an animal

upon P) I am inclined to the same opinion so far as the burned
porter malt is concerned ; but ray experiments have taught me
to beheve that grain, in the various forms of saccliarization, is

the only article of diet, with tlic exception of rich grass, that

horses, oxen, and sheep can be fatted upon without the aid of

any other food ; and I will accept a challenge for any sum not

exceeding £500, to fatten six oxen or fifty sheep with sac-

charized wheat, against any other single food, time against

time, profit against profit.

White, in a book called " The Maltster," page 115, says,

" To feed cattle on malt is one of the popular delusions of the

day," aud states that "thirty-two stones weiglit of barley con-

tain 50 lbs. of nutritive or flesh-forming compound, 22^ lbs. of

sugar, aud 269 lbs. of gum aud starch ; 25^ stones of malt,

the produce of 32 stones of barley, contain only 30 lbs. of

flesh-forming matter, 53 lbs. of sugar, and 175 lbs. of starch.

There is therefore a loss in the malting process of 20 lbs. of

flesh-forming compound, aud 64' lbs. of good solid fatting ma-

terials ;" and Mr. "VYhite goes on to say that " the loss of

weight in barley, during the process of malting, is occasioned

by the rootlets of the grain feeding upon the starch when it is

germinating on the floor during the sugar-forming process."

And what do sucli gentlemen as Mr. White thiuk becomes of

the rootlets ? Do they not know that they are extensively used

as food for young colts, cattle, and sheep ? Sir, this closet phi-

losopliy bears a striking contrast to true experimental philo-

sophy, and to facts weU known to the lowest menial on a farm.

* Professor Voelcker appears now to take a more favourable
view of malt as food for cattle.

if tl\e quality of a feeding stutFis to be measured by the weight

of its diflereiit constituents in a raw state, then w heat would

be placed Jiighest in the scale; but so far from this being the

case, wheat in a raw state stands lowest, whilst in a saccharized

state it stands highest in the scale of animal dietetics.

I repeat here what I have said in former letters, that to fairly

estimate the value of a feeding stuft' it is not suUicieut tliat it

contains a large quantity of the fat and flesh-forming consti-

tuents, but that those constituents be in a form to be acted

upon within the digestive organs without deranging the func-

tions of digestion. He who appraises a cattle food regardless

of a knowledge of physiology, chemistry, and the mechanism of

digestion aud practical grazing, is about as capable of the busi-

ness as the navigator who attempts to steer a ship at sea with-

out a knowledge of the compass. If Mr. White, Professor

Thomson, Graham, and Dr. Lyon Playfair,* backed by the

whole Board of Trade, nay even by the Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer himself, were to tell the stockmaster to use raw wheat

and barley for feeding sheep, because they contain in this con-

dition, as Mr. White has told us, the largest quantity of nutri-

tive matter, I apprehend they would be answered in something

like the following language :
" Sirs, our labourers are almost

poisoned by drinking b:id"beer, and do you want us to poison

our horses, oui- sheep, and our oxen, by giving them raw wheat

and bailey ?" Again, to show the inconsistency of taking tlie

weight of the different nutritive constituents of raw grain as

the standard of its food value, witness the feeding of two

horses, one eating a peck of raw barley, the other the same

quantity in a saccharized state. The former will be poisoned,

and die in a few days, whilst the latter may continue to eat the

same quantity daOy week after week, and have no other food,

reinaiu in perfect health, aud get fat.

Surrounded by numerous extensive graziers, aud having been

called upon to investigate diseases which have so frequently

prevailed amongst the flocks and herds of this district, I feel

that I can speak with some little authority upon the subject

now under discussion ; and it is my duty to make known the

result of my experience, for the benefit of every British stock-

master at this his most difiicult period. Brought up upon a

grazing farm, I have from a boy had great dehght in all that

concerns the management of domesticated animals ; but it was

not until the year 1852 that I began seriously to study the dis-

eases and general management of cattle and sheep. In the

two succeeding years, 1854-5, I had awarded to me the R. A.

S.'s first prizes for two essays on the diseases of sheep. To
find a suitable food for a flock debilitated by disease has always

been with me a serious difliculty ; and during the last three and

present years, with a failure of the root and artificial grass

crops, this difliculty has greatly increased. Knowing that

saccharized wheat and barley was the appropriate food for horses

of delicate constitutions, or which were desired to be made fat

for sale, in 1855 I conceived the idea of giving germinated grajn

to sheep ; but it was not till the year 1860 that I could induce

a single grazier to listen to my suggestion. In that year a

noble lord in this neighbourhood, who being always anxious

to further the plans and purposes of art and science, was the

first to honour me with having my suggestion carried into

practice, by feeding an ewe flock upon saccharized wheat. The
shepherd, a fair sample of his class, was decidedly opposed to

the experiment ; but the steward, fortunately a man of intel-

ligence, and showing less prejudice against new systems than

most flockmasters, willingly consented to have the grain pre-

pared, and the flock fed as directed by me. The experiment

'was a success, and a great success too, for " my shepherd" con-

descended to confess that " sprouted wheat was capital stuff for

sheep, and hoped master woidd let him have more of it."

This year, his lordship's turnip crop being a failure, semi-

malted wheat and barley have again been used ; the ewes eat

it before lambing, ring, and after lambing ; the lambs eat it

ad libitum; and the fact of fat lambs being sold from this flock,

fi-om 10 to 13 weeks old at from 40s. to 44s. carries in itself

suHicient evidence- that the sacchari zed-grain system of sheep-

feeding is not altogether to be pooh-poohed. Atlvising sprouted

grain to a neighbouring flockmaster, I was told, as Mr. White

* "Barley, in the act of gerniinatuig, loses a certain amount
both of the constituents vphich form the flesh, and those which
form the fat of the animal." This was the answer of Pro-

fessors Thomson, Graham, and Playfair, in 1815, to the ques-

tion, by the Chairman of the Board of Excise, " Is malt supe-

rior to raw grain for feeding purposes ?
"
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ill "The Maltster" has told us, that " grain iu malting loses

a large amount of nutritive matter." Cotton cake, costing £G
per ton, containing 60 per cent, of impurities, was given in-

stead ; barley at that time being worth only £6 5s. per
ton, and when germinated contained no impurities. The green
crops were deficient and bad in quality, and the results were
pitiable. The ewes lost condition, the ;ifter-birth came away
dark-coloured and in pieces, many in a state of decomposition,
showing a want of nutrition iu the body of the ewe ; the
lambs died by dozens, and tlic surviving ones remain a most
pitiable lot, worth from 7s. to 1:2s. each. Only compare these
with tlie lambs the nobleman sold, 10 to 13 weeks old, at from
40s. to 44s. ! Another breeder had been feeding an extensive
breeding flock upon germinated barley: they ate it before lamb-
ing, and until tlie lambing season was over, and not more than
one per cent, of loss of ewes, and four of lambs, had been sus-
tained, and up to April 17th they were :is healthy, beautiful, and
valuab:e a lot of lambs as could be produced. Tiie shepherd
admitted, the steward and the owner admitted, that they had
never had less trouble with the lambs, and never a finer lot.

On the above date, the shepherd prevailed on his master to
use beans ; and beans were used instead of barley, and the re-
sults were so fearful that I feel at a loss for words to give a
true picture of the case ; however, in one month the flock had
been reduced £300 in value. When consulted, deaths of lambs
were taking place at the rate of ten daily ; and although the
ravages of the disease were put a stop to by medicine and suit-
able diet, yet the surviving lambs were reduced to the lowest
possible condition. Another flockmaster had expressed liis

opinion that barley during maltiug lost much of its goodness,
and used raw barley for feeding a lot of shearling wethers, and

the loss by death of between ~0 and 3U of the number was the

cost of the experiment. The sheep first appeared dull, walked
stiffly, the body much swollen : tliey staggered in walking, and
in twenty-four hours were paralysed ; many -were slaughtered
immethately when noticed ill ; yet so rapid had been the pro-

gress of the disease, that the fourth stomach had become dark
in colour, and softened so that the finger could be easily forced

through its walls, and in some cases had burst. The bowels
were similarly affected, and, to use the butcher's own words,'

were " rotten as a pear." In these cases neither the chemical
nor the mechanical law of digestion had been fulfilled : the raw
grain had found its way into the fourth, a delicate stomach,
without first being ground by the teeth, and acted upon within the

jiauneh or first stomach. There it underwent the putrefactive

fermentation, evolving large quantities of poisonous gases, and
the sheep died, as remarked in my last letter, poisoned by the
elements of their own food.

Should any of the opponents of the use of saccliarized grain

feel any doubt of the accuracy of my facts, or should there be
any gentleman who may be desirous of pursuing the subject,

for the sake of elucidating and establishing the truth upon the

question, I should be most happy to introduce them to those

flockmasters in this neighbourhood who are carrying out prac-

tically the principles I have advocated. In conclusion, I would
remark that the repeal of the malt duty is as much a question

for the meat as the beer consumer, foruntil restrictions in the

use of saccliarized grain consequent upon that obnoxious tax.

are removed, the product of flesh food in this country can
never be developed in proportion to the wants of an increasing

population. J. Seaman.
Frioij, &'. JFcddeii, June 30, 1865.

FIELD AND FERN; OR SCOTTISH FLOCKS AND HERDS; BY H. H. DIXON.—
A REVIEW.

The author of the two volumes before us is already favour-
ably known to the public by his " Druid" publications, and
more recently by his Essay on Shorthorns, which gained the
Eoyal Agricultural Society's prize in the present year. If
any evidence were wanting of honest industry in investigation
and extensive knowledge of his subject, we should have it in
these volumes

; and we are greatly indebted to the author for
an excellent work on one of the most important and difficult

qiiestions which can engage particular or general attention.
If any time could have been selected more adapted for the
treatment of stock tiian another, it is a season in which we
are suffering, and are likely to suffer, from the high price of
provisions. Causes of various kinds have combined to pro-
duce this efifeet upon articles of necessary consumption. It is

unfair to saddle upon any one cause, be it unusual drought, or
murrain, or increased consumption, that which arises to a cer-
tain extent from many causes ; but of one thing we mav rest
assured—that he deserves well at the liamls of all men, be
they producers or consumers, who calls attention to the im-
provements whicli have taken place, or points to any means
ivhich may be used for increasing those necessary articles of
daily consumption—the beef and mutton of these islands.
The exertions of Mr. Dixon have been well directed. With a
natural apology for frequent, but not vain repetitions, the
author pi oaiises an occasional break from the higher subjects
of his investigation, into tlie more lively themes of horseflesh,
salmon fisheries, dogs, and game. This promise he lias amply
fulfilled

; rendering his volumes, " North" and ' South," as in-
teresting to the general reader as they are important to those
more particularly occupi( d in the business of agricultural life.

His book is interspersed with anecdotes of men and localities

suflicieutly well knov\n to most of us ; and they are told with
a vigour and raciness which proves his own intimate acquaint-
ance with the subjects and his love for the labours he has
undertaken.

The original intention of the author, like aU other original
intentions which arc worth anything, seems to have been much
modified by circumrtances. We have all heard of the Irish
gentleman who set out with a small carpet-bag and one change of
uuen for a short visit to his friend, and who was found in the

same place, a welcome guest, at the end of three years, with an
increased stock of linen and the same bag. Mr. Dixon's first

idea was a modest one—" his pleasure in the Scottish woods
three summer months to take." The serious task which grew
out of this pleasurable excursion "plucked the heart out of"
three summers, a winter, and a spring, with about 8,000 miles

of travelling, and two hundred and fifty nights away from home.
The information which was collected in this extended survey

of Scottish flocks and herds filled two fat note-books to the

brim, and must have resembled the stuffing of the new linen

into the Irish gentleman's original carpet-bag, if, indeed, that

eccentric visitor has ever taken his leave. It is beyond the

province of a reviewer to substitute his rapidly-stored frag-

ments for the hard, well-digested matter of the author. It is

unfair upon the writer, and upon the public. In the present

instance it would be impossible to do so ; the book will speak

better for itself than we can for it. It is rather our office to

whet the appetite far more by giving only such a general out-

linn of Mr. Dixon's investigations as wiil show how really

valuable his labours have been, and how much real informa-

tion may be acquired by a careful comparison of " Tield and
Fern" with otlier sources of similar knowledge.

Perhaps no country has improved so rapidly, and attained

such well-deserved repute, in agriculture and the breeding of

stock, as Scotland. It presents itself to the inexperienced as

full of natural difficulties and inndaptation for the purpose.

Its character is one of presumed barrenness in many parts
;

and to English cars it sounds only as the Eden of the most
enduring sportsman. AVho that had no personal experience

of the fact, and w'as ignorant of the names of BosweU,
M'Combie, Douglas, Grant Diitt', of the Dukes of Atliole and
Kichmond, Lords Kinuaird, John Scott, aud Southesk, of

Smith of Deanston, and many others, could conceive the

efforts that have been made in the last five-and-twenty years

to improve the breeds of native cattle and sheep, to drain

successfully the unproductive lands, to reclaim the w'aste, to

improve the fertile, aud to plough and plant the " barren muir"

for the benefit of mankind? Deer forests and grouse hills

remain for the sportsman : the river aud the loch still yield

their silvery products to the fislierman in greater abundancs
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than of yoi'c. Tliey who participate iu these pursuits have
nothing with which to reproach increase;! civilization; and
tens of thousands owe a debt of gratitude to the names we
have quoted, for the more valuable supplies which have ad-

vanced to meet au ever-increasing demand.
When a man travels for his own pleasure there are many

modes of locomotion open to hira. In certain countries we
advocate a knapsack and double-soles, as being the only

means of enjoying its beauties; in others, a horse and saddle-

bags, posters, or the rail, as the case may be. To a man of

strong nerves, the transit from Bellinzona to Altorf may be
accomplished with much satisfaction in the coi'pc of a diligence.

When, however, the pleasure begins to assume an air of busi-

ness, and the voijmjcur lias laid upon himself a certain necessity,

we hardly see how Mr. Dixon's plan could have been im-
proved upon : he decided against walking, and very properly.

If the body be fatigued, it is almost impossible that tlie raiud can
work successfully. The very anxiety to be at the end of a tedious

journey militates against the due digestion of the information

we have oljtained, or (to speak metaphorically) of the aliment

we have been laying up in store. He judged wisely, in a coim-
try like Scotland, when he decided upon a hack. To a man
accustomed to the saddle the fatigue counts for nothing ; aud
the advantage of pushing on as occasion offers, of getting off

to walk, of transferring yourself, your hack, and your baggage
to the boat or rail, if necessary, speak volumes in its favour.

But let the inexperienced beware of any such temptation as the

author's success holds out : he wiU assuredly repent liim of his

temerity ; and when he has lost his time, his leather, and pro-

bably his horse into the bargain, he will find that a ride on an

unconditioned Galloway from Caithness to Kensington is no
joke. Mr. Dixon is sutRciently modest usually in speaking of

himself and his exploits, a virtue not found in every journalist

;

but he is fully justified, as claiming some merit for sitting
" three-quarters of an hour at niji,ht on a corn-bin, to be sure

that the ostler does you justice" : to say nothing of having "to
blindfold and stuft' the ears of your mare, aud twist her five or

six times round to make her forget which way you wanted to

go, when you found a Lanarkshire or Ayrshire blast furnace

roaring like a lion in your path, late at night, between yourself

and your inn."

Certainly tlie undertaking to which he committed himself
was no light one, and tlie modus operandi quite unfitted for any
feather-bed excursionist.

The Scotch tiiemselves are a pleasant and hospitable people

to travel amongst ; and the kindness with which our author
was received, and the readiness with which information on his

favourite topics was supplied, speak well for both parties.

Still, even here there are certain difficulties to contend with,

not so common in a country where the dialects are more fami-

liar to the ear. Gaelic to a Southerner is embarrassing, to

say the least of it—doubly so where accuracy of name is re-

quired ; and we believe that few meu would have cared to enter

upon so peculiar a study as that of a Gaelic dictionary. We
have before said that Mr. Dixon otters an apology for the dry-

ness of his matter ; and there can be no doubt that he has a

right to have his claim allowed, when " ewes and wedders" are

compelled to form a foreground for his picture, instead of the

joys and sorrows of human beings. It is tlm , however, that

we give the reader some limited insight into the method and

detail of the work itself.

Mr. Dixon, starting from Aberdeen, describes the incidents

of a very unpleasant voyage, as we all know, up to the Shet-

lauds. Here and in the Orkneys he finds ample scope for ob-

servation. He does not appear to have been bitten with the

mania of Sir Henry Dryden, or to have indulged in his taste for

ecclesiastical architecture, but to have gone at once to his

business in Jiand. 'Ihe cows we may leave to speak for them-

selves, or, rather, we recommend the reader to the pages of

" Field and Fern." It was, however, impossible to pass

tlirough such a district without a word upou horseflesh ; and we
have consequently a very interesting description of the ponies.

Instead of carrying peat, as heretofore, they have been sent

annually in numbers of from three to five hundred, to the pits.

The sum of £5 lUs.is said to have acted as a lure to the breeders,

who have furnished of late years the Northumberland col-

lieries. The drainuponthe Shetlands accounts for a smallersup-

ply during the last few years. The dealers' purchases, however,

have during the last two summers fallen off, and have given a

new impetus to the breeders. Northumberland employs the

greatest number of Shetlands, while Durham gl\es the prefer"

ence to the Welsh. The fact is that size and weight in the

collieries must teU. Men soon discover that the saving of out-

lay is a false economy, unless the work required is eli'ectually

performed ; hence the crosses, to produce size. It is said that

breeders are too indilfereut there, as elsewhere, to the points of

tlie sire. The probability is that half a loaf is better than no
bread, aud they take what they can get.

While on the subject of ponies, one thing is worthy of re-

mark : we scarcely ever saw, and never had, a thoroughly bad
one. They are usually enduring, usually sound, and capable

of performing journeys (due regard being had to pace) to which
the capability of horses bears no comparison. Many of these

animals, of which the author speaks, live, more or less, en-

tirely undergroimd. It is uo uncommon thing for them to

pass four or five years deprived of dayliglit—some that he men-
tions exceed fourteen or fifteen years in the pit, and one has

been a subterranean labourer for at least twenty. When we
add that an average day's work is some twenty miles (half

with empty tubs), we need not advert to the lactthat their fod-

der is of the best, and most abundant. These islands are said,

too, to excel in the quality of their wool, and on each sheep

there are three kinds or qualities : the first quality adds to

the comfort of our ^vjmeu in the form of veils and shawls, the
latter of which can be drawn through a wedding-ring ; and the

other sorts make stockings of various substance. The man-
ners, indeed, of the producers are not first-rate; for, like our
Welsli friends in the midland counties, they can scarcely ever

be considered as positively safe till they make their appearance
upou the table.

The journey from Tain to Inverness, taken as itwas at leisure

by the author, presents some interesting features connected
with shorthorn crosses and the rearing of calves. No truism
is more thoroughly impressed in this county than the fact that

you " must feed from the starting-post." There is great truth

in the aphorism that all " the goodness of young things goes iu

at the mouth" ; and whatever pains may be taken in breeding
cattle, be it of whatever kiud it may, they are all thrown away
unless the rearing of them go hand in hand with it. Our author
has not forgotten, in speaking of colour, the old Scriptural ac-

count of the force of external impressions, and he relates two very
striking anecdotes on the sul)ject. We shall allow him to tell the

story in his book aliout the strange cat and the stUl stranger

marks on the bullock, and the dog which chased the cow aljout

the meadow, and had the satisfaction of welcoming a calf

which corresponded to him " with photographic accuracy." In
one point we can experimentally bear testimony to the obser-

vation of Mr. Dixon—that a yellow skin (and especially about

^Uderney and Jersey cows) denotes a well-filled pail.

In speaking of sheep farming, it would have been difficult to

have avoided the vexala qiuestio of heather burning. AVe have
no desire to be put down as of either side—with the sheep or

with the grouse ; but there is no doubt that means may be

found to reconcile the interests of both parties, and that the

nermanent advantage of the country will depend upon it.

The fact is that sport, and everything connected with it, has
now become such a " furore"—men are so capable of payiug
for their pleasures, and so happily incUued to those which
have a healthy aud vigorous tone, that we have no anxiety to

thwart their wishes or injure their interests. We beUeve the
two may be made, if not coincident, at least unantagonistic

;

and if Mr. Houstoun's rotation system of cutting the heather
into squares, with considerable drainage, be found effective, we
should certainly recommend its adoption. Meu must have
mutton and they will have moors—" the moor the merrier," as

a friend of ours observed on an occasional visit to Scotland
;

but we never desire, with all our love of sport, to see the ne-
cessaries of life sacrificed for selfish interests or pleasures.

To possession are attached immense responsibilities ; and an
accusation has been made of late years, against Scotch pro-
prietors, of excessive avarice. The national ciuiracter stood in

need of uo such counterljalance to its proverbial hospitality
;

aud the robbing of Peter to pay Paul is a mark neither of wis-

dom nor morality. Every man has a right to do what he will

with his own, conditionally that he does ivith it no toroiig—

a

truth worth studying by the owners of certain mysterious
" flyers" on the turf; and it seldom happens that national pros-

perity is advanced by individual cupidity. The rich man wants
grouse, and the price he ofi'ers for them wiU command a supply

;

but tlie poor man wants mutton, and as lie can only afford to
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give a moderate sum for liid necessities, tlie country sliould be

permitted to carry at least its due proportiou of sheep. It is to

x?,y\ little purpose that crosses between Scotch sheep and

Leicesters or Southdowns receive so much attention if the im-

provement in size or quahty is met by a deficiency of supply.

Mais revenons a nos moidons, and leave those of the Scotch

lairds for the present. Dunrobin calls out the author's national

taste for sport, increased as it is by the sight of Purday's and
Lancaster's deer-saddles, and the details of hiU craft in the

Duke's guu-house ; and the poetry of his nature is let loose

upon the beauty of the dairy, by the ribbon borders " of pink

saponarium, white uemophylia, blue salvia," and other flowers

which " run coyly from the Castle gardens to the sea." The
Duke's piper, too, comes into the picture, not so much for his

talents as a mus'ciau as for his costume, Highlanders being as

uncommon north of Inverness as they are common between
Temple-bar and NottinghiU, or on the sands of our fashionable

watering places. Inverness and the claims of the Highland
Society give Mr. Dixon a proper occasion for a good spell upon
cattle. No man knows better how to make use of the oppor-

tunity. We will not rob him of the pleasure and profit, nor
inflict on the general reader the pain of going tiirough the

BelviUes, the Charlottes, the Druids, the Hantou's, the Fair

Maids of Perth, with all the other prize-winners and " Black
Venuses" enumerated by our author here and elsewhere.

We refer the enthusiast or the sceptic to his pages for gratifica-

tion or conviction of the immense attention that has been
given to the subject by our North British neighbours. Those
accounts will be found to be interspersed with amusing anec-

dotes of the breeders, and with salient remarks on the pecu-

liarities of the people ; and we cannot help adding, for the

benefit of others who may come after him, that from beginning

to end there is not one word of ill-nature or one single Irreach

of confidence. The gentlemen who have trusted Mr. Dixon
will have no reason to repent of their confidence ; and although
a work of this kind must have depended for its accuracy and
interest on the amount of intimacy which the author has been
allowed to cultivate in certain quarters, although he may have
been tempted by an appreciation of humour, which is mani-
festly one of his qualifications for popularity, and although the
Scotch character presents as many peculiarities to an English
mind as any other nation under the sun, there is scarcely a
word in the two volumes which, on that score, we would desire

to alter. We hope this is high praise : we mean it to be so
;

for the miserable instances of a contrary policy are sufficiently

numerous among literary men, and we can conceive nothing
so degrading to the profession.

We are glad to find a word for the Gordon setters. They
are all at the Castle—" black-and-white, with a little tan on
the toes, muzzle, root of the tail, and round the eyes." The
late Duke is said to have preferred it for an excellent reason

—

the facility of seeing them on the hill side. They are de-

scribed as " light in frame and merry workers." We only hope
they have plenty of opportunity of displaying their qualities

;

for one of the most melancholy deteriorations of sport in this

country is in the indifterence to a good dog, and the ordinaiy

employment of none at aU. Retrievers, to be sure, are, like

every dog, having their day ; but such setters or pointers as

we shot to twenty years ago seem to have gone out altogether.

There is also a curious account of a cross with a remarkable
sheep dog, taken from the Field newspaper. Whether well

authenticated or not, we are unable to say ; at least there is

nothing so extraordinary in the fact as that of the Duke of

Gordon's own fancy for a cross of the kind. We have seen

plenty of bob-tailed pointers, in many parts of England, and
aU over Germany, which might have been called anything, but

which went under the name of sheep dogs for the convenience

of the pot-hunters and to the detriment of the Queen's Ex-
chequer. An entertaining chapter is devoted to the late Captain

Barclay, the great pedestrian, and the trainer of Cribb for his

fight with Molyneux the black. We remember to have heard

or read of the way in which he walked away from the post-

chaise on his road to London, until the postboy and his pupU
began to think they had lost the Captain altogether. His view
of a country seems to have been that of Lord Cardigan, whose
practical eye saw little else upon the Limekilns at Newmarket,
though surrounded by the "cracks" out at exercise, than "a
splendid place to manoeuvre cavalry." His Cicerone at the
time, a friend of our own, takes a totally different view of the
value of the neighbourhood of Newmarket, and sees more in a

Derby v/iuuer or a candidate for the St. Leger than in all the
squadrons of cavalry in Great Britain. Captain Barclay was
impressed with the value of " Moss Paul," as a place " to train

a man" instead of a horse. The last of the Captain's line,

who goes as often by the name of " AUardice" as anything
else, is now in the Army, having passed his examination under
the auspices of the author of " Charlie Thornhill."

In the same neighbourhood figures the well-known name of

Boswell, the highest example of an improving proprietor. Not
a Mechi, but one of those simple, substantial pioneers of agri-

culture, who set an example of economy and discipline to

their tenants, instead of creating a jealous and impracticable

class of farmers, who would willingly be gentlemen if they

could only afford to be idle, and who never understand the

difference between improvement and expense. Cortachy is

connected with the name of Airlie, the present representative

of which family having created for himself a respectable claim

to some distinction in the House of Peers, is happy in passing

a fair proportiou of his time in the improvement of his estate.

This is done under the superintendence of Mr. Peter Geekie,

Lord Airlie's factor, and has more regard to the laying down
of a permanent pasture in the midst of country said to be

short of grass. The Piper is not forgotten, and Lady Airlie's

dairy-farm comes in for its meed of praise. Dr. Murray, of

Carnoustie, and the ups and downs of " The Cure," will

delight the raciug man ; for if the generality of Scotchmen
north of Perth are somewhat indift'erent to the charms of

the turf, the Doctor made up for the deficiency. We didn't

know the exact value of speculation in thorough-bred stock,

till we ascertained that the price paid for the horse that was
second to Voltigeur in a field of sixteen sires, for the prize at

Middlesborough, was 7s. 6d. As Mr. Dixon justly observes,
" there must be some virtue in medical attendance, or in Car-

noustie air."

In order that nothing may be wanting to make the book
readable, we have a full account of Mrs. Blair and her poultry-

yard, her baskets of rissoles, her Indian corn, and her enthu-

siastic superintendent " Annie." She has birds of all sorts,

each one the best of his or her kind, and, whatever may he the

state of the debtor and creditor account, she rivals the cele-

brated Mrs. Howard in her care and attention to her work.

That lady, we believe, made several hundreds of pounds out of

a pair of Cochin Chinas, which came originally as a present

from a grateful schoolboy, to the late Mrs. Peel, the wife of the

Dean of AYorcester.

Perth and Dunkeld are rich in legendary lore of shooting

and racing, and the account of the Caledonian hunt, with its

Ayr, Perth, and Kelso meetings ; its Ladies and its Lords
Eglinton, Mansfield, Stormont, Tweeddale, Glasgow, Wemyss,
and Moray ; its Whyte Melville, Little Gilmour, Sir David
Moncriefte, Alexander Ramsay, Sir David Baird, Sir John
Maxwell, and the Duke of Athole, with hundreds more who
have lived and died since 1777, the date of the establishment

of the Club, make up a most interesting chapter, which it is

wicked to forestall. Paton, the gun-maker, finds a niche as

well as others, and deservedly so. He enjoys the confidence of

some of the best shots in England ; amongst others that of

Lord Stamford, who two years ago had shot with no other

guns, and had not yet been tempted by a breech-loader. Since

then he has given way to fashion or conviction : with what
result we know not.

The hunting of the north, whose division from the south is

the Frith of Forth, is admirably summed up by the description

of the Fife kennels. Those men who have known the Ather-
stone formerly, and who have made a renewed acquaintance

with the Pytchley during the last season, will be glad to hear
of Mr. Anstruther Thomson's success in the nortli. It must
be a vastly dift'ereut country from that throwjh which we have
not unfrequently followed the gallant master. We iHYthrour/h

advisedly, for Mr. Thomson's weight would scarcely allow so

hard a man to go over a country so big as those in which we
knew him as a rider. Wliatever the deficiencies of country,

however, we are well assured that it has difficulties of its own,
more formidable in some respects, and of infinite value for

making hounds—a consideration more in accordance with a

sportsman's \aews than for breaking horses, a purpose to

which the Atherstone and Pytchley countries are too fre-

quently put by rash young men. Otter liunting has its repre-

sentatives and frequent mention in both volumes ; and if we
were asked to select a chapter full of racy incidents, and
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calculated to wake up a miud wearied with a triilc too uiucli

beef mul mutton, we should recommend a perus;il of the visii

to Dr. Grant and Sandy, on the roail from CoUlstream to

Hawick, iu the south. We have lieard of a uight wi' Burus,

and we have strong impressions of many pleasant ones with

hundreds of choice spirits ; but for a gentleman with a taste

for Dandie Dininonts, badgers, ferrets, rats, vicious liorses,

and for rough practice of every kind, medical, cynical, and
zoological, we should say a morning with Dr. Grant and his

otter liouuds, Robin, Walter, and Ringvvood " the biggest black-

guard of the lot," would be just the thing. As to giving any
sort of idea of tlie Doctor's establisliment in a review, which our

space warus us must soou come to an end, we dare not think

of it : the bits are so good that we can scarcely make a

selection, and tlien feel it would be unfair to do so. Let the

reader search for himself. We can guarantee him a hearty

laugli over the eccentricities of the Doctor and the " happy
family," of which he himself is the sbowinan and the

nucleus.

AVe seem to have said sufficient to explain the method and

the matter of these volumes, aud to recommend a perusal of

the originals. Space forbids us to do what we fain would do,

viz., extract a few of tlie anecdotes with whicli the driest

matter is interspersed . Nor is it necessary to treat the south

of Scotland with further notice than to say that it is as

honestly and industriously handled, and entirely after the same

fashion, as that part north of the i'orth, which we have more

elaborately specified. There will be found ample food for the

lover of the leash, among the lowlanders. Edinburgh appears,

to the abstraction of its picturesque beauties in these pages, as

a great emporium of wool. The steam-plough and the fine

arable land of the Lothians come in for their due share of

attention. The crossing of Downs with Dorsets and Leices-

ters, and Mr. Douglas and the Athelstaneford herd, (upon

the relative merits, as well the demerits of whose bygone

cracks, their owner, who is second to no man in the United

Kingdom as a judge, here makes a clean breast) are given

somewhat in detail ; and the remarkable " dodges " of the

showyard prove that the Ayrshire men are as wise in their gene-

ration as a Piccadilly dealer. The Eglinton tournament, and

the athletics of tlie late earl and his successor, occupy a few

pages ; and the book \vinds up witli a short descriptiou of one

of the nastiest rides through frost, rain, and eventually snow,

through a country with which we are well acquainted, to

Kensington. We presume the " garron " was not quite the

thing for the Quorn, Mr. Tailby's, or the Pytchley pastures

around Sir Hainald Knightley's at Eawsley, ov Mr. Dixon
cuiild hardly have resisted tlie temptation of a thaw.

The two volumes are illustrated by steel engravings of the

late Duke of llichmond, Mr. Hugh Watsou, late of Keillor,

Professor Dick, aud Mr. Nightingale, who was, until his re-

tirement from ill health in 1800, the most popular coursing

judge in England aud Scotland. Thus sheep, cattle, horses,

and greyhounds have each their special patron. There is also

a spirited sketch of the head of the prize West Highland bull

Duntroou, dravra on wood by Mr. Gourlay SteeU, R.S.A., the

auimal painter to the Highland Society. The camera has

been called in twice, first for an interior, in which Dr.

Grant, " Sandy", Ringwood, Pibroch, " Shammy," and a dead

otter arc grouped together ; aud again for " A Scene at

Knockhill." The latter really embodies " The Turf, the Chase,

aud the Leash" of Scotland. Mr. Sharp was secretary to the

Caledonian Hunt Club for a quarter of a ceutury. The white

horse Palliusburn was one of Earl AVemyss's best huuters for

four seasons ; and the greyhounds Carl Time and Tak Tent

are no unworthy representatives of Scottish " long-tails."

StiU, the author is nowhere to be found among the illustra-

tions. An old groom once asked an artist rather testily why
he wasn't in a hunting picture ; and that gentleman soothed

him by saying, " Foil are. Do/i't you see that hill ? loiCre

coming up the other side." By this rule Mr. Dixon is in the

preface. We find a woodcut of his mare Cockade, all ac-

coutred with pad, book-bag, macintosh, and valise ("just

fifteen-four the lot," as the worthy Dumfries bacon-dealer ob-

served who weighed them) ; and her rider is no doubt taking

notes in the cow-house, to whose door she is tied. This is at

least a fair suggestion.

AVe have one word only of censure, and we are sure it will

be well taken ; for the fault is far too common amongst the

writers on agriculture and sport throughout the kingdom.
The general interest and utility of the book is somewhat
lessened by the assumption of the author that the whole
world is as well acquainted with places, people, polled cattle,

and prize bulls as himself. In sport, this has amounted to a.

vulgarity of diction as common as it is incomprehensible.

In agriculture aud ordinary matters it leaves a blank upon the

mind of the reader, which nothing but oral explanation can

fill up. To persons well " up " iu the subject this is unim-

portant ; but it should always be borne in mind that one of

the duties of an author is to render his subject popular,

and then to elucidate it with that clearness which a popular

subject deserves.

THE SUMMER HOUSE-FEEDING OP DAIEY-STOCK.

In a former paper attention was drawn to this important
and interesting subject, by showing the results attainable from
a weU-nianaged dairy-stock, by full feeding, good laanagemeut,
patient aud never-flagging perseverance, and the most constant
aud untiring attention to the minutest details.

It is now proposed briefly to notice the breeds of cattle

most suitable for dairy purposes, aud the crops that can be

grown by the farmer pursuing a system of fixed husbandry,
with most advantage for the feeding of his cattle during the

summer aud autumn months. Keeping in view the principle

that a milch cow requires fuU feeding during the whole of the

milking season, these hints arc given to draw attention to

the providing of extra food at a time when dependence is apt to

be placed solely on grass.

The pastures, as everyone knows who is farming light land,

are often a very fluctuating source of supply ; a fortnight of

dry weather in May or June may so burn up the grass as to

materially injure its growth for the remainder of the season.

It becomes, therefore, the interest of the stock-owner to pro-

vide such food as will make him, in a great measure, inde-

pendent of the season, and enable him to keep his cows in fuU
profit and in good condition, whatever should be its character,

whether wet or dry.

Getting into dairy-stock requires a considerable amount of

care aud attention—as to the breed most suitable for the land

on which they are proposed to be put, and the situation of the

land, whether high or low, exposed or sheltered ; as a very

slight climatic difference exercises a large amount of influenee

on such a sensitive animal as a milch cow.

Choice having been made of the breed, it will well repay the
intending purchaser to exercise a little care, and go to some
extra trouble, and even expense, for the purpose of procuring
animals from an inferior soil to his own, as such animals, if of
a good sort and well bred, wUl at once begin to thrive, and
before they have been many months on their uew pasture will

exhibit a marked improvement in condition and produce. If

the contrary course has been pursued, and fine-looking animals
from a superior soil and it may be climate, have been pur-
chased, deterioration is almost sure to show itself, which will

continue until the cattle have been reduced to the size and con-
dition at which the laud wiU maintain them. Where house-
feeding is carried out with regularity, this difference will not,

of course, show itself quite so decidedly ; still this is a point
which will, under any circumstances, well repay a Uttle atten-

tion and consideration on the pait of the farmer.

The large graziers who supply the metropolitan and other
extensive markets are weU aware of this tendency in cattle to

improve or deteriorate when changed from their native soil,

and prefer stocking their pastures with well-bred healthy ani-

inals, purchased from breeders occupying land much inferior to

their own.
So great is the tendency to improve, shown by cattle removed

from middhng soils to those of first-class quality, that, after

being from two to three months on such laud as the rich
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feeding grouudb of the Euglisli niidlaiul counties, llie vale of

the Clyde iu Scotland, the golden vein in counties Tipperary

aud Limerick in Ireland, their former owners, if happening

to see tliem, have the greatest difficulty in reeognismg the

iuiiraals thcv themselves had reared.

A great "matter in the selecting of milking stock is pro-

funng them from lierds of known superiority in milking

qualities. In the case of pure hreeds, this can be doue vrith

comparative ease, as in most districts there are herds cele-

brated for the abundance of their produce, the young and

surplus animals from which being obtainable at somewhat

higher prices than the average value, on account of the cele-

brity of the parent stock.

In the absence of such opportunity, recourse must be had

to the fairs and markets of the neighbourhood. In the case

of gentlemen stocking, or even extensive farmers, it is mostly

better to purchase from a respectable dealer of known cha-

racter for probity and straightforward dealing. No one

could possibly object to pay a dealer worthy of confidence

a pound a-head profit ; and it will invariably be found that it

has been twenty shillings remarkaljly well spent. On con-

sideration, it is hard to say whether it will be spent at all, as

a man who is at every fair within liis reach, for the purpose of

purchasing and disposing of stock, becomes such an adept

that he will pick out the animals suitable for his purpose, and
have them bought, while the man who is only occasionally

a purchaser would be only in the act of searchitig for them.

Sellers have commonly much less huxtering (to use a com-
mon phrase) with a weU-known dealer than with a stranger,

or a person whom they know is not very well acquainted with

the value ; and thus the dealer has a double advantage.

If purchasing at a time when distemper is prevalent, it is

a very safe thing to purchase through a dealer, as he, being

aware of who has distemper, and even knowing the neigh-

bours of those who have it, he will, careful of his own reputa-

tion, have nothing whatever to do with their cattle.

No dealer of established character will knowingly buy ani-

mals from a tainted herd, however great may be tlie tempta-

tion in the way of profit ; and that very fact ought to be an
inducement to tenant-farmers and gentlemen-farmers alike to

give the dealers more encouragement than they usually do.

They are a shrewd, indefatigable, and hard-working class of

men ; and by penetrating into the remotest districts, and even
travelling from farm to farm, form a connecting link between
breeder and feeder highly useful, perfectly natural and in an
eminent degree favourable to the interests of both parties.

Next to providi)ig plentiful supplies of food, probably the

most important matter to be attended to is, the buying cows
that, from their form, general appearance and descent, will

have a good prospect of turning out good milkers.

The season may be an unfavourable one, and the hay be
spoiled or much injured ; it may be a dry one, and the grass

consequently bad and the tnrnips inferior—these can all be

borne and wdth patience too, as they are absolutely un-
avoidable. But when a stock-owner has been fortunate in

his endeavours to provide good hay and plenty of it—turnips

and other food all right both as to quantity and quality

—

there is scarcely anything more intensely galling, and tlie

memory of which will stick longer to him, than to find, on
balancing his books at the close of the season, tliat he has
been putting all his carefully and expensively-raised food into

bad skins ; in short, that he has taken his goods to an unpro-
fitabk market.

In selecting a mUch cow, the best judge will at times be de-
ceived; as a cow of very promising appearance, coarse, thick-

necked, and big-boned, will often be a prime milker, while a
eow of the most approved form will now and again prove so
\'. orthless as not to be worth house-room as far as her milking
qualities are concerned.

Whatever the breed of cattle, it will generally be found that

cows with the following characteristics moderately well deve-
loped will have a good chance of turning out good milkers :

The headlight and long, forehead broad, horn not too thick,

but clean, and in some breeds waxy (as the shorthorn for in-

st-<mce)
; the eye clear and rather prominent, neck rather thin,

forepart light, back straight, broad over the loins ; ribs well-

sprung, and the carcase deep ; bone not too heavy ; udder
nicely formed, well forward, with skin soft and elastic, the
paps well set out from each other, and neither noticeably large
nor yet inconveniently small ; lastly, the tail of a good milk

cow is nearly always long and tliiiij almost whip-like in its ap-

pearance.

It is worthy of note that the influence of the bull on
the milking properties of his progeny is very considerable.

So well is this understood in Lanarkshire and other districts

where milk alone is the object of the farmer, that much trouble

and expense is gone to, for the purpose of procuring a bull

from a herd of admitted excellence. No matter how diminu-

tive he may be (and to the eyes of those accustomed to short-

horns or other large breeds, Ayrshire bulls look particularly

so), if he is out of a milky stock the object of the purchaser is

gained ; and much praise is frequently lavished on a two-year-

old animal, not much bigger probably than a sliorthoru calf of

six months.
There are many useful breeds of cattle in the three king-

doms, some of them but little known outside the county or

district whence they derive their distinctive appellation, but

still worth adhering to and keeping pure for some quality pe-

culiarly their own—feeding it may be, dairy purposes, or labour.

Amongst those breeds chiefly reared and kept for the pro-

duction of beef, the shorthorn, Hereford, and polled Angus
hold a very prominent and deservedly high position. Each
Ijreed has its supporters, many of whom have attained a world-

wide fame ; and certainly the style in which they turn out

their favourites, whether to the show-yard of the Agricultural

Society or consigned for sale to a London salesmaster, does

them infinite credit.

Although amongst these Ijreeds a good milker is by no
means rare, and even in an exceptional herd the milking

quality may be found well developed, it is not pretended by
their most ardent admirers that they would suit in their purity

to be kept solely on account of their milking properties, and
would make profitable dairy stock. Had they no other pro-

perty, however, than early maturity and heavy weight, they

would for that alone be invalualjle. Of late years, the short-

horn has been the favourite, and the blood of that breed has
spread with wonderful rapidity, not only in these kingdoms,
but on the continent of Europe, America, and Australia.

The improvement effected by the infusion of shorthorn blood
in Ireland alone during the last few years is most gratifying to

all the well-wishers of that beautiful countiy. Twenty years

ago, and even less, the fairs were filled with gaunt and scraggy

animals, with long horns and coarse, thick hides, narrow over

the loins, the rumps light, being mostly drooping, while the

tail stuck up like the keel of a boat. Now the same fairs are well

supplied with beautiful young stock, straight along the back
as a gun-barrel, presenting, if it were only in this respect, a

marked difference to the cattle of former years—handsome in

their general outline, and particularly so in the set and appear-

ance of the horns and marking of tlie skin.

Immense numbers of young cattle are shipped \^eekly for

England and Scotland, the receipts for which form a large,

and, of late years, one of the surest sources of revenue of the

Irish farmer. A most significant aud gratifying fact in con-

nection with the Irish export trade in cattle was the presence
at the recent Falkirk tryst of such a number ol Irish cattle

as to constitute the staple of the largest August market that

has been held on that stance for the last ten years. A very

few years ago Irisli cattle at these markets occupied a very in-

significant place, the large buyers scarcely deigning to look at

them, and the farmers of the neighbourhood openly scouting

the idea of purchasing them. As already stated, the large in-

fusion of Shorthorn blood that has taken place during the
past few years in Ireland has been tlie chief cause of tlie

pleasing results now mentioned.
Of lireeds in general use, and of acknowledged merit for

dairy purposes, are the Dutch, Shorthorns, Crosses, aud the
Ayrshire. Dutch cattle are of large size

;
prevailing colour

black, with sometimes a white patch over the back, resembling
a sheet and are, from this, distinguished by the name of sheeted
cows. They are heavy milkers, but the milk is of rather poor
quality, and not very productive of butter. For this reason
they are more suitable for parties who have large contracts

aud supply work -houses, prisons, hospitals, and other public

institutions with milk, than for the ordinary farmer who has
to manufacture his produce into butter and cheese. Another
very serious objection to Dutch cattle is the difficulty of fatten-

ing them when past their prime, and the large quantity of food
they consume in the endeavour to prepare them for the

butclier. On account of these tflo faults in the character of
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this, at one time rather popular breed, they have of late years

been going down in public estimation. There are a few dis-

tricts wliere they are still to be found pure, and there are

county agricultural societies that still reserve a section for

Dutch cattle
; but the entries are yearly getting fewer, and

will in all probability shortly cease.

Of all other descriptions of cattle. Shorthorn Crosses are
now the most popular, where dairy business and rearing and
feeding are carried on simultaueously. They are, for the most
part, admirable milkers ; their calves, both heifers and
bullocks, can be fed-olf at an early age, and, coming to heavy
weights, bring large and remunerative prices : while the cows
themselves, when no longer useful for the dairy, are easily

fattened, and can be quickly got rid of. In the three king-
doms, but more particularly England and Ireland, this variety

of cattle is to be found in every county, and on every kind of
land, varying in size, of course, according to the quality of the
land. The same distinctive features are, however, always re-

tained, and they attain an immense size, and give extraor-

dinary quantities of milk, where the soil is rich and the climate

congenial to their habits and constitution.

The Ayrshire nest claims attention ; and it may be con-

cluded with safety that when dairy produce is the sole object,

and where the land is light and of indifferent qualit}-, this

breed is the most valuable of any. Mere size in this

case is not much of an object, as the small Ayrshire is considered

a better dairy cow than the larger or medium sized variety. To
keep them small in size, and partly to adapt them to the inferior

pastures of Ayrshire and neighbouring counties, they are very

moderately kept in the earlier stages of their growth, particu-

larly in the second year. This is supposed to add to their

milking properties, aud as they are generally made to produce

at the age of t^o years, an Ayrshire cow on her native pas-

tures is usually very small indeed. When removed to other

countries, and placed upon richer pasture, they grow larger
;

but by doing so, the milking pov.-crs are unquestionably in-

jured. So marked is this principle, that the Ayrshire cow is

seldom found in the same perfection, as a milker, as she is to

be seen on her n^ive soil, which may be said to comprise the

county from \'\hich she derives her name, and the adjacent

counties of Lanark, Renfrew, and Dumbarton. There she

takes her position as the dairy cowpar excellence, and is highly

and deservedly prized.

In these counties daily farming pays well, the farmers

having such a ready market for their products amongst the

large mining aud manufacturing population of AjTsliire, Ren-
frewshire, aud Lanarkshire, and on the opposite side of the

Clyde, at Dumbarton, and at Helensborough, and other

watering places on the Gare-Loch. In all these districts the

price of milk and fresh butter is always very high, giving the

surrounding fiirmers the advantage of being able to extract the

largest return obtainable from a cow in any part of the kingdom.
If the returns of an extensive stock-owner in Ireland were

compared with those of a middling farmer in Lanarkshire, who
sends liis milk into Glasgow every morning, it would probably

be found that the latter was just about double the former

;

this result aided by good feeding, but mainly due to the differ-

ence in price obtained for the produce. This alludes of course

to the large inland stock-holder, who has no other way of dis-

posing of his produce than by making butter for the large

markets, aud feeding pigs with the milk. In the neighbour-

hood of Belfast, Dublin, aud Cork there are dairy farmers who
understand the feeding of a cow right well, and make an ex-

traordinary sum per cow per annum ; but they have not the

dense population to supply that the farmers in the districts

above-mentioned have, and therefore they never can attain to

the same aggregate receipts.

To all farmers residing in the vicinity of large towns, a

supply of house food is mostly attainable from the breweries

and distilleries during the entire season ; for although they

may not be at work always, yet by storing the grains

and treading them iovra in pits, so as to exclude the air,

they form, after undergoing a slight fermentation, almost

better food than when fresh from the brewery. Large

returns are made from the use of this food ; but from the

almost periodical visitations of distemper that occur when
grains and wash are largely used, the profits come in the

end to be considerably reduced. Overlooking this rather

serious objection, it is quite evident that, although they v.-ere

desirous of doing so, the majority of farmers are so situated

that th« getting of such food for their cattle is simply an im-
possibility, aud must therefore, to obtain a supply" of house
feeding for the summer, cultivate such crops as will come ou
in succession to be ready when the turnips and mangolds are
finished in the spring, and continuing on during the entire

summer and autumn, until the Grey-stone, Pomeranian, and
other soft turnips are available to take their place. When
milking cattle are highly fed, and means are used to extract
the utmost amount of produce that they are capable of giving,
experience shows that there is considerable advantage in vary-
ing the food as much as possible. If one description of food
is constantly used, the cows tire of it, and do not eat it so
greedily, and by-and-by an unpleasant and unexpected reduc-
tion in their productiveness is experienced. It is quite possible
that the novelty of a change of food acts as a stimulus to the
whole system of the animal, and promotes the secretions.

Amongst the crops that can be successfully and profitably

grown for the summer-feeding of cows ; cabbages, Italian rye-

grass, clover and tares or vetches are the most prominent and
most useful. Sainfoin and lucerne are also valuable plants
for green fodder, and on certain soils and favourable situations

give a large amount of food. The cultivation of these plants
does not, however, seem to be extending ; and it would be very
dithcult to bring them into general use in the three kingdom.s.
At present their cultnation appears to be confined to England,
the chalky soils abounding there suiting the sainfoin pai-
ticularly well.

Cabbages are an excellent food for milch cows, and by regu-
lating the sowings, they can be had for a lengthened period" of
the year. This plant being a gross feeder requires abundance
of manure ; without therefore giving it a plentiful supply, there
is no use in attempting its cultivation. By deep cultivation
and liberal manuring, cabbages can be grown to the extraordi-
nary weight of 30 lljs. each. The weight per acre is enormous,
and the return to the manure lieap is correspondingly large.

This valuable plant has not taken the position as a field crop
tliat it deserves, lew farmers having an extensive break of cab-
bages. This is probably owing to the trouble unavoidable in
transplanting them, the loss of plants from dry weather and
careless planting, few ordinary farm-men being adepts at this

operation. Should the farmer not choose to occupy a portion
of his regular green crop break with this plant, it will well

repay bin to have an acre near the farm-yard planted with
them ; and if they are, now and then during the growing season,

watered with the drainings of the dunghill, or the contents of
the hquid-manure tank, he \vill have in the autumn a most ac-

ceptable addition to his stock of house food.

Italian ryegrass coming in early in the season is useful, if on
no other account ; but, like the cabbage, unless the farmer is

prepared to give it an unlimited amount of manure, liquid

being most suitable, it is much better for him not to grow it.

On poor or worn-out soils, or even ou rich soils, where it is

attempted to make repeated cuttings witliout subsequent top-

dressings, it is absolute foUy to grow it. Ou such land as the
water-meadows of Ediuburgli, that receive the sewage as it

haves the city, this plant gives an immense return, aud from its

being fit to cut at such an early period of the year, its value
is greatly enhanced. Where the farmer is so circumstanced
that he can by gravitation throw the droppings of his yards on
a few acres, or where the land is easily reached by a water cart,

he may grow heavy crops that wiU prove of great benefit to his
stock during the summer season ; but unless the watering can
be done economically, // will not pay.

Clover, thriving so well upon light soils, and coming in as it

does as part of the usual rotation on the farm, forms an ex-
tensive and valuable addition to the stock of summer-house-food.
K portion of the first year's seeds can be cut early, beginning,
if a favourable season, about the second week "of Mav, aud
going on until it becomes too hard for soiling, the remainder
being made into hay. Shortly after cutting and removing the
hay, the clover is forward enough to be cut a second time,
giving a large amount of excellent food, and worth to the ex-
tensive stock-master a very respectable sum in hard cash oy the
acre.

The last, but by no means the least important crop remaining
to be noticed is the vetch or tare. In this valuable legum.; really

the whole strength of the stock-feeder lies, as the various sow-
ings come in so conveniently as not only to create a diversity

of food, but keeps up the supply with uninterrupted regularity
for nearly six months of the year. Taking the ease with
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which it is cultivated and its excellent feeding properties into

consideration, it is questionable if there is a more valuable

plant known or cultivated in modern husbandry. They form

a capital article of food for all the animals usually found on the

farm—the horse, cow, sheep, aud pig ;
and all thrive equally

well upon them. For cows they are invaluable, as altlicugh

they do not greatly increase the flow of milk, yet it is rich in

loutter, and the quality excellent, the texture being firm, aud

the flavour delicious. "Wlieu sown, on land well prepared by

grubbing, ploughing and manuring, about the end of August,

they will come in by the 2oth of AprU following, if the season

is favourable and the situation sheltered. A mistake is often

made by being too long in beginuing to cut this crop, as before

the sowing is finished it is apt, if a heavy crop, to rot on the

ground, and thereby cause a good deal of loss, at a period of

the year, too, viheu it cannot very well be spared. This can

easily be obviated by making small sowings at a time, and

cutting early. However green and succirleut tliey may be,

vetches will not scour cattle—a quality in rich green food very

desirable. Vetches are usually termed a stolen crop, coming in,

as they do, at a period of tlie year that admits of turnips or

other green crop follovriug them the same season. It is no

loss to the farmer, however, to have one or two small sowings

even so late as that they will be the only crop on that portion

of his land for the season, as Ijy that means a supply of food is

provided that will keep the cattle off the winter food until

winter really has arrived (no slight consideration), and the

summer quality of the butter is retained to a more extended

period than is usually the case. There is no way cows will

eat vetches with greater relish, or in greater quantity, than
when just freshly cut, and brought in without lying in the sun.

To have them eaten thoroughly clean, it is a good plan for the

man in charge to begin at one end of the stall, giving a small

forkful to each cow as he goes along. By the time he has the

last one served the first is ready for a second allowance, which
he at once proceeds to give ; and so on, perhaps even to a

third time. It is wonderful what an amount of interest a man
who really loves the animals under his charge will take in en-

ticing them to eat, and how well he will succeed. The same
quantity of food put in before them aU at once, would not be

eaten with the same relish, and considerable portions would
remain that no amount of coaxing afterwards would induce

them to touch.

The leading features of this subject having now been touched
upon, we draw to a close, but cannot conclude without re-

commending the most constant care and assiduous attention to

every department of this business, as without the active super-

\ision of the master or mistress it seldom does well, and even
under the most favourable circumstances will fail of producing

the results that might reasonably be expected. J. S.

AUTUMIv^AL AGEICULTURAL SPEECHIFYING-.
Two of the most curious features in " extra parliamentary

ntterances," and the way in vvhicli noblemen deliver their sen-

timents to their tenants and neighbours, are the confident and
glibby manner in which every old and new point of agricul-

ture is discussed aud " settled,"'' aud the warmth with which
tenant-farmers are held up as deserving objects for a public

man's anxious care and solicitude. But why should there be

aU this expenditure of breath upon practical farmers exclu-

sively ? Matters of this sort are becoming sadly monotonous
and wearisome. If public men must talk—that is, if they con-

sider it their duty to say something at the county meetings
which periodically occur—why not vary the mode of address P

why not let the lecture, or ott'-hand after-dinner speech, turn

occasionally on cotton-spiuning, silk-weaving, or ship-building,

or some other branch of the nation s business ? Why should

farmers be the only class which, it is thought, need the assist-

ance and advice of noble lords, M.P.'s, and aspirants generally

for public fame and lionours ? The discussion of calicoes aud
ribbons, and stems, bows, sterns, and yard-arms, if judiciously

done, would at least have the freshness of novelty, and be with-

out that seed of irritation which is so often sown when men
talk about things which they generally admit they do not un-

derstand, to men whose interest and business it is to have in

respect to them a thorough knowledge. These suggestions we
make under the conventional supposition that the chairman
must make a speech of some kind about twenty minutes or

hall-an-hour in length, and that the other gentlemen who sit

at the cross-table or " above the salt," and into whose luvnds

the remaining toasts of the day are put, must follow suit. But
if we may freely give an opinion, we should say that it \vould

be far better for the gentlemen at the cross-table to " cut it

short" at an agricultural meeting, and by this means devote

one day iu the year to listening to what some of the many in-

telligent practical men could say, if the opportunity were given

tliem. Thus, while sound practical and scientific knowledge
would be tapped and encouraged to flow for propagation iu the

county in wJiich it was verbally expressed, and throughout the

country on the " wing of the press," gentlemen who spend the
" season" in London and the remainder of the year in the

country would be gradually iustructed, aud perhaps, in time,

become proficients in practical agricultural questions—sucli

as economy of capital aud profit and loss—in regard to which,
according to their own " utterances," they are now, generally

speaking, most lamentably inexperienced.

These reflections have been revived by a speech made by
Earl Grey, as chairman of the Northumberland Society, at the
dinner of that body, at Morpeth, a report of which will be
found on page 216, Earl Grey entered minutely, and with

considerable energy, into almost every point which belongs to

modern practice ; and by the toae which clearly pervades the

speech of the noble earl, it seems to him to be a matter of

great surprise, as well as extreme pleasure, that practical

farmers have not adhered to the rude implements and ancient

practices, which were taken as a matter-of-course, and suf-

ficent, fifty years ago, when the art of war \ras thought more
of than the arts of peace. To Earl Grey this may be a source

of great personal comfort, aud the pleasure it would aflord him
in congratulating his ft-ieuds on the discovery would no doubt

be equally deliglitful ; but to men who have been mixing with

farmers during the above period, and who have thereby become
familiar with their business-habits aud sound judgment, there

will be no room for an expression of joy and wonderment.
In support, however, of the above principal views and theo-

ries. Earl Grey discussed the show of stock aud implements,

which, he said, " gave abundant evidence of the progress which
agricrlture was making in the county." This is certainly an
interesting conclusion, but it is not an original oue by a long

way. The decreasing cost of harvesting was another point

;

ou which, even with the use of machinery, in the absence of

hand-labour, as a necessity, most farmers will say the noble

earl was not accurate. The blessings which belong to wool,

both as regards its comfort to the poor, and the help the high

prices of that article, from a greater demand, was likely to

confer on tenant farmers, were not lost sight of Kor were
the cheering prospects which belong to increased rents forgot-

ten. But let us be exact on this point. Said the noble earl,

using a judicious amount of lubrication to the biggest bolus of

his fanciful creations :
" Xo doubt the fanners had a hard

task in bringing about the great improvements they

had done ; but they had proved themselves equal to

the task, and the proof of it was that at that moment
the price of laud in Northumberland was higher than
at any former period, and it apparently tended rather

to rise than to faU." Then the noble earl came to root

growing, and the advantages to be derived from that greater

meat-producing system, and particularly where " the use of

portable rails or tramways" was adopted, " which in some
parts of England was carried out to a great extent ( ! ), and
Vfhich did very much in preventing land from being injured iu

getting away the crops." We should very much like to know
who was Earl Grey's informant on the " great extent" to which
these " portable rails or tramways" are used in any part of

England for agricultural purposes ; aud also who it is that

needs to be imformed that if tliese auxiliaries be used the re-

mainder will follow. For Earl Grey's information we may tell

him that no branch of farming can afford a profit on the use of
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such a system for'getting crops off. If any one attempts a
course of cropping that would be likely to require these ap-

pliances, tlieu the attempt would he wrong, and not the use

of the tramway to lessen a difficulty right. This theory of

course applied to heavy laud, the discussion of which would
not therefore have been complete had not the marvellous
effects of stcara-ploughing been ciuoted and cheerfully extolled.

Some other matters were gone into, aud to the gentlemen
amateurs aud town-bred politicians the whole speech was, no
doubt, an iutellectiial as weU as a political treat ; but, un-
fortunately, for a picture so happily drawn and delightful to

look upon, the whole thing to practised aud professional eyes

and ears is an utter absurdity. This conclusion we will uot
confirm by any ingenious argument that naturally suggested

itself in abundance during the reading of the speech before us,

but we wLli leave Earl Grey to show how easy it is for auy one
to raise questions, and, when the ground-work of the subject

is not understood, how much more easy it is to argue illogically

and thereby come to the most inconsistent and therefore un-
instructive aud damaging opinions.

How can the follovving be possibly made to harmonize
with the foregoing ? " Agricnlture was extending and im-

proving all over the world . the facilities of transporting corn

were also increasing. Foreign countries were adopting rail-

ways, and even those countries which had been most behind

and the exception were now adopting the railway. Thus
those increased facilities were rendering the transport of corn

to our shores from foreign countries more easy, and our popu-

lation were enjoying tlie inestimable Ijeuefits of that cheap

food which conduced so much to the general prosperity, and
it was not likely we should return to the old prices."

How can these views, which are the only ones made by

Earl Grey that had tlie slightest semblance of business accura-

cy in them, be reconciled with increasing rents, the expenses

attendant upon tlie use of more machinery (whether by steam

or horse power), and the higli price of manual labour? As
we have before said, from farmers having been so crippled by
low prices of corn that tliey could not afford to employ men in

the winter, the best of them have therefore deserted tlieir na-

tive village and left farmers in the lurch at busy seasons. The
fact is a large per-centage of land must go down to rye-grass,

clover, and other perennials, and the cost of machinery, horses,

and manual labour be therel}y lessened by two-thirds. The
Cleveland correspondent of the Mark Lane Ej:press hit this

question off in these few words :
" Grass is the great thing

needful, and the price of labour and of grain will, in this

district, compel a large acreage to be seeded down." Other
correspondents pointed as clearly to the same self-saving prac-

tice which the British farmer must pursue. Earl Grey, and the

theorists who agree with him, overlook two great facts, viz.,

that corn can be grown in " virgin" countries, where rents are
nominal, at less cost forla)jour than it can be in this country :

aud then, when so grown, it can be delivered in London or
Liverpool, from the other side of the Atlantic or Baltic, as
cheaply as corn can be carried to the same towns from some
jjarts of Northumberland. If present prospects are to con-
tinue, as above foreshadowed by Earl Grey, the labour-saving
system of laying down to grass must be as much as possible

adopted. Por, paradoxical as it may seem to theorists, by a far-

mer thus reducing his returns, his profits will be considerably
increased. But this result wiU ensue in this. way: The cost

of horse aiul manual labour on an arable farm in growing
roots and corn will be quite two-thirds more than the expenses
of grazing land. Then, as the production of meat will be less

on the grass land than it would be on the arable, the price of
fat stock will be more per stone, which wiU be another element
in increasing the grazier's profit on a less expencUture. It

is no use for Earl Grey to attempt to make water run up-hiU.
Nor must the noble Earl, and his admirers and followers, ex-
pect that faraners can pursue their business for benevolent pur-
poses. The same principles which govern commerce, trade,

and manufactures must sooner or later regulate agriculture.

The whole thiug turns on a question of capital, and the profit

aud loss on capital employed. If the public have to pay more
for meat, butter, and cheese, that is the public's affair, and uot
the farmers'. The British farmer is now pursuing his business
under laws w-hich admit of his being undersold in matters of
corn, therefore to save himself he must reduce his expenses by
growing as little of it as possible. Should paying prices again
ever occur, the laud can be again broken up for straw crops,

and it will then be improved for producing them.
Towards the close of his speech. Earl Grey expressed himself

with that noble-minded modesty which is ever to be admired,
and (agriculturally considered) \Tith that self-appreciation

which, when acted upon, is even more commendable :
" He

thought he ought to make some apology for having, a? a per-

son who could boast of comparatively little practical know-
ledge, ventured to address his remarks to persons of whom he
had no douljt nine-tenths knew far more about these matters
than he did." What a pity it is that the noble Earl did not,

subsequently to proposing " Success to the Northumberland
Agricultural Society," give another turn to the above senti-

ments, and then call upon one or more of the nine-tenths

referred to, to give him the information which he, by his own
admission, as well as the evidence of his " utterances," greatly

needed—that is, if the noble Earl desired to rightly view the
" signs of the times," and thereby to be able at some future

time to make a sound agricultural speech. W. W. G.

FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL GOSSIP.
A review of a few miscellaneous matters may be acceptable.

Among special agricultural exhibitions arranged for in Erance,

we may mention one wliich the prefect of the Aveyron has

just created for the sheep breed of Larzac, and which will take

place Sept. SOth and 27th. Some rather celebrated cheese,

made at Roquefort, is produced from the milk of the Larzac

ewes ; aud at the exhibition just organized, admission wiU only

be accorded to animals of this breed proceedmg from the de-

partments of the Aveyron, the Gard, the Herault, and the

Lozere. There will be two categories—one of animals reared

on the plateaux of the district, and the other of auimals reared

in the valleys. The prizes will be awarded with reference to

the three products of the Larzac breed : first, milk ; secondly,

wool ; thirdly, flesh. Besides class prizes, there Mill be a prize

of honour of £6 for the most remarkable flock of the district.

A departmental exhibition will also be held by the Central

Agricultural Society of the Puy-de-D6me, at Thiers, from

Aug. 31st to Sept. 3rd. " Prizes of honour" are proposed to

be accorded for the best directed working, for tnetayage, and
for gardening and fruit-tree culture. Prizes are also to be

given to deserving agricultural servants, &c.—It is satisfactory

to observe that au increasingly lai'ge number of eminent

Frenchmen are interesting themselves in agricultural matters.

As an instance of this we may note that the agricultural show
of the canton of St. Junien, in the arrondissement of Roche-
couart, in the Haute-Vieune, will be presided over, Sept, 17th,

by M. de la Gueronniere, senator, editor-in-chief of the journal
La France, and president of the general council of the depart-
ment of the Haute-Vienne.—The Norman Association has
held an agricultural and industrial cougress at Coutances,
This association -n-as founded by M. de Caument, who devoted
himself to its interests with much zeal.—A happy innovation
was introduced last year, in the shape of conferences conducted
on the field of the exhibition, by M. Corbiere, veterinary sur-
geon and secretary of the agricultural society of Lesieux. In
presence of a numerous public, and with stock on the spot, M.
Corbiere demonstrated the points of study which animals
presented with reference to their conformation, tlieir various
aptitudes, and the ameliorations which they are capable
of receiving.— The Emperor Napoleon, appreciating the
services rendered to agriculture by M. Lacour-LebaiUif,
laureate of the prize of honour in 1859, and an agriculturist

at St. Eargeau, has conferred ou him the cross of tlie Legion
of Honour.—We may also mention au exhibition held at
Liancourt by the Clermont Agricultural Society in the Oise,

At Liancourt is an implement establishment founded by M,
Duvoir, and now directed by M. Albaret. M. Albaret con-
structs steam engines intended to work in the fields ; and steam
tillage may possibly make a certain progress in Erance through
his ^exertions—Experiments of a satisfactory character con-
tinue to be made in the south. The agricultm-e of the south
of Erance is a good deal tried at present j and it is especially
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the south-west which complains the moat. Its complaints

are legitimate ; but it can only obtain satisfaction by mixing

in the°general movement which the whole country follows.

Uoou the sufferings of agriculturists in his district, the Comte

de' XoaiUes writes" as follows from Buzet in the Lot-et-Garonne :

" lu the plains which border the Garonne, and which have so

great a reputation for fertility, the wheat crop of 1S65 has

been deplorable ; never have I seen it so bad. The most for-

tnnite cultivators—and they are a small number—are at least

half below the results of an ordinary year ; in many cases, the

crops have fallen off to the extent of two-thirds, and some even

to the extent of three-fourths. Notwithstanding an almost

complete failure of the crop, wheat still sells at almost the

same price as it reahzed at the corresponding period of ISGi.

Everywhere propiietors are reducing their works and restricting

their expenses. Cattle are diininishin^j every day in value from

a want of purchasers in a position to pay for them. Products

of all kinds, fruits, S:c., no longer find purchasers, specidation

beino- at a standstill in almost everything. The winter will be

a trvln'T one. It is easy to foresee the lot of country labourers.

Many will go into the towns ; and this will be so many arms lost

for ever. Properties wiU he badly worked ; and sheds, badly

attended, will not return the necessary manure to the soil.

The disconrasrement experienced is thus profound and general."

We hope the Comte dcNoaillesthinkshehas" piled up the agony"

to a sulFicient extent ; if the picture is half as gloomy as he would

have it, it is an extremely discouraging one—M. De Monny de

Mornay, director of agriculture, an officer of the Legion of

Honour since ISoi; has been promoted to the rank of com-

mander. Many other French agricult\irists of more or less

eminence have" also received promotions and appointments in

connection with the Legion : among them may be mentioned

MM. Guevmard, AyUes, Goirond de Labaume, Paganon,

Charles Jobez, Naudin, Teyssier des Farges, Henri Mures,

Hardy, De Saincthorent, Duponchal, &c.—The forage-de.irth

which threatened French stock with famine must be met by all

possible means. Happily recent raius liave enabled herbaceous

veo-etation to display great vigour in the autumn, and farmers

mav now hope in consequence to replace in part the straw

which has made default, and the first cuts of natural and arti-

ficial forage which have failed. The facts noted show how
right it is to attach importance to the propagation of forage

which v\-ill gro^ in the latter months of the year, and it is on

this sround that !M. Barral has applied himself v^-ith energj- to

the propagation of Brome de Schrader. ^L Ponsard, of Omey,

writes that he has been very well satisfied with trials made of

rustic lucerne.—The note of M. de Lavergne on the diminu-

tion in the nun-iber of sheep in France has found contradictions

at the sittings of the Central Agricultural Society of France.

In the opinion of M. Barral the conclusions to be drawn from

totals based on the statistics of 1S3~ and 18.57 could only have

\alue in so far as the two elements of the calctilation were

comparable with each other. This eoadition M. Barral consi-

dered was far from being fulfilled, as at present if statisticians

have collected and registered totals they have never said

to what degree of approximation they had pushed their

calculations. Besides, if a diminution in the numbers

of flocks has arisen under the influence of disease, and

particularly of the watery cachexy of 1851 and 1855, it is

possible, and even proljable, that the evil is now com-
pletely repaired, and that the statistics collected in 1862,

but which have not yet been made public, would indicate

an augmentation in the " effective." M. Barral further ob-

served that in the estimates referred to by M. de Lavergne

account was only taken of the number of head, while regard

must be had to the average weight of the animals, which has

notably increased since the introduction of English breeds has

favoured those numerous crossings, which have augmented

the size and improved the general conformation of indigenous

French sheep breeds. Good reasons are not wanting, then,

for rejecting the conclusions drawn inferentially from the note

of M. de Lavergne. It may be remarked that the eminent

economist has affirmed nothing, but that he has confined

himself to comparing with each other the results of the

statistics of 1852 and 1857, calling the attention of cultivators

and agronomes to a situation which might he considered to

present cause for uneasiness if it were confirmed. At the

same time, MM. Delafond and Rcyaal did not consider it

doubtful, from observations they had made, that from 1851 to
]8.To, waterj' cachexy decimated flocks in several departmajti,

and that a great many flocki were sacrificed from the fear of

evil to come. Besides, the suppression of vaine pdture has

caused a certain quantity of sheep to disappear, and the break-

ing up of heaths in the centre of France has exerted the same
influence. In the case of many cultivators, in fact, the main-

tenance of a flock of sheep was intimately associated with the

possession of heath, on which the poor sent a scurvy lot of six

or eight sheep, escorted by two dogs, one or two children, and
sometimes even a woman. Tliis state of affairs, of which M.
MoU was a witness in Poitou, has become greatly modified

since the heaths have been brought into cultivation, and since

the scarcity of labour has given an important value to the

work of women and even of infiints. With the advent of

arable culture, heath has disappeared, and on many points

sheep have given place to horned cattle. In part of the east

of France the rendering valuable and letting of communal pro-

perties has brought about the same results, so that the fact,

indicated in the note of M. de Lavergne do not remain without

explanation, or, at any rate, without an appearance of proba-

bility. Tiie French appear to regard the sheep, rightly or

wrongly, as essentially the beast of poor lands and poor dis-

tricts, and some of them only rub their hands complacently if

he cedes the pas to more productive and more easily main-
tained species. But, properly speaking, sheep-breeding is not

in a bad position in France. If wool does not attain a very

high quotation, at least it is not very greatly depressed, and
meat sells at tolerably remunerative prices. Forage cultiva-

tion is making continuous progress, and flocks are being

notably improved from all points of view, so that the increase

in quality and weight compensates for the decrease in numbers.
Such are some of the hypotheses set up on a subject of con-

siderable interest. At the same time, all parties agree that it

would be desirable to have at hand the last statistics collected

in 1862. Statistics are not like wine, improved by the lapse

of time ; indeed, if they are to be of any use for national pur-

poses, they must be made available for the examination of the

public within a few months of their collection.

BAELEY AND MUSHROOMS.
Sir,—Wet nights and warm days make barley and mush-

rooms sprout, neither of which facts are profitable or pleasurable

to the farmer ; for the town or village cadger steals the fungi,

and the Chancellor of the Exchequer claps £5 an acre on
sprouted barley. So in a wet, warm August the farmer has

but a poor time of it. The old tale is likely to be proved, that

if barley were turned one way only it would reach the stack-

yard : any how it reaches it in bad plight, and tlie farmer asks

himself where he is to -sell, and the maltster where he is to buy,

all which anxiety is mainly caused by the £5 an acre tax. All
other commodities have a relative and graduated value, but bar-

ley is Jiiie or bad ; a few days' rain or a laid crop makes all the

difference between malting and grinding, and this because of tJie

£5 an acre duty. I plough about .300 acres, and I fear I have
not this year a quarter of barley fit for Burton. Being a burnt
child, I do not venture to sow a full rotation acreage, but take

spring wheat on the best land. Taking half of the five-course

shift (.30 acres) I may have about 150 quarters of barley.

What am I to do with it ? " Grind it," said a malt-tax miller

the other day. Yes, at a loss of 10s. per qr., or £75, in con-

sequence of the £5 an acre tax. I can't malt it for my own
use unless I pay the £5 an acre tax, although I employ durimf
the harvest about 30 hands, who, when mowing, reapinoi

badging, or carrying, drink half a gallon of ale and half a gallon

of beer each daily, a considerable portion of such ale and time
b^ing consumed in harvesting the said barley. By-the-bye, the

excisemen, who have now little to do, ought to be on the look-

out, or the farmers will be out-of-door maltsters in spite of

themselves. The said rural excisemen might fiU up their time
by gathering mushrooms for the supervisors. I mention this

because such method appears to obtain among railway officials.

A stranger was gathering mushrooms in one of our fields, and
I asked him who gave him permission. He said no one ; but

his master often sent him out for an hour or two to gather

mushrooms. " Wlio is your master ?" " The railway over-

looker." " Is he fond of mushrooms ?" " Very." Do you,

Mr. Editor, cat mushrooms and drink beer ? I hope you do
;

but for the ease of a quiet con.science and stomach, do not steal

one nor tax the other. Yours, &c., Geo. A. Mat.
Zlford Park, I6th Jufftui,
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AGRICULTURAL PROGRESS IN AUSTRALIA.

Some statistical returns, prepared in the Australian

noloiiies specially for distribution at the Dublin Exhibition,

furnish us with many interesting details of their ngricul-

tm-al progress. Taking Victoria first as the most
populous, and with an area nearly as large as that of the

island of Great Britain—-although as yet the population

is only seven to the square mile—we find that the crown
lands sold and granted in the colony from its first settle-

j

ment to the end of 1SC4 amounted to nearly six million
|

acres, the purchase-money realized being £11,690,000. !

The extent of laud remaining iaalienated at the same

date was 49,735,948 acres, of which 28,826,750 acres ,

were held under lease for pastoral purposes only by 1,161 ;

occupiers, giving an average of about 25,000 acres to
j

each occupier I The idienated land is nearly all in occu-

pation. By the last return rto April, 1864) 17,079

holders were in possession of lots of over an acre in ex- I

tent, the average to each being 314 acres. The same

return showed that nearly three-fourths of ihe alienated i

land was enclosed, but that only an eleventh was under

cultivation. The total extent crdtivated was 507,798 ;

acres, or less than an acre to every head of the popidation.

About 149,000 acres were under wheat, 152,000 acres

under oats, 8,000 acres under barley, 28,000 acres under
i

potatoes, 96,000 acres under hay, 35,000 acres under
I

green forage, and the remainder under minor crops.
|

Owing to atmospheric influences, the last harvest was to 1

a great extent a failure, but during the past ten years the

average produce to the acre of wheat has been 20 bushels,

of oats 27 bushels, of barley 23 bushels, of potatoes

2-fom--fifths tons, and of hay I5 tons.

The minor crops consist of maize, rye and here, peas,

beans, and millet, turnips, mangel wurzel, beet, carrots,

and parsnips, onions, tobacco and vines. For the two

latter, the soil and climate of Victoria appear to be well

suited, although their cultivation has only recently begun

to be much attended to. Tobacco during the last season

covered 623 acres, and produced 5.913 cwt. : vines

covered 3,076 acres, the produce of which was 121,000

gallons of wine, besides a large quantity of grapes other-

wise disposed of. At some of the recent agricultural

societies' shows in the colony the superior quality of the

wheat this harvest is spoken favourably of, the prize-

samples weighing respectively 67,672, and 68 lbs. the

bushel, and the first-prize barley 60i lbs.

There are now in the colony 110 flour mills, which last

year operated upon 3,280,000 bushels of wheat, and pro-

duced nearly 70,000 tons of flour. The live stock in the

colony, accoidins to the retiu'ns for 1864, amounted to

103,328 horses,'" 126,786 milch cows, 548,486 other

horned cattle, 7,115,943 sheep, and 79,655 pigs. All

these descriptions of stock show an increase in the num-

bers retm-ned in tlie previous year. Pigs seem particularly

to be getting into favour, the number kept having

doubled in five years, and sheep have increased in the

same period by one million and a quarter. There

seems a growing disposition in the colony on the part

of yeomen to hold small flocks of sheep, by which a

good income is to be derived with very little risk and

with little chance of its being affected by the fluctuations

in the market.

Any one securing a section of land, and having means

to fence and till a portion of this, and as soon as it is

fit to receive them, to put three or four hundred sheep on

it, may consider himself independent, AVhile new, and

in good heart, the land will produce euongli to pay the

expenses of tillage and of layiug down a few acres each

year under grass, while the keeping of sheep from the

first under such a system as this will not only prevent

any impoverishment of the land, but will actually im-

prove it. After a few years of such treatment and the

steady prosecution from the first of a plan for the pre-

])aration of it for sheep, a section of 040 acres should

keep from 1,000 to 1,500 sheep, allowing 100 acres to be

nndei' crop each year, or less, if the distance from market

be too great for the growth of agricultural produce. la

such case, the produce of the tilled land may be entirely

fodder for the sheep, and they will pay for what they

consume quite as much as is obtained in ordinary seasons

for grain or other crops, whUe the improvement of the

land goes on, and it is each year rendered capable of

carrying a few more. If the land is open, of good quality,

and well watered in the first instance no very long time

need elapse before it will be able to cai-ry its three sheep

to the acre, and a section in such condition will be a nice

property for a yeoman and his family. But no one need

expect to take up land, and do this all at once : for it is

only land which has been tilled and laid down with the

cultivated grasses that can support such a quantity of

stock. A well-selected section should, however, keep a

sheep to the acre from the first after being fenced in, and

such a flock ought not only to support the owner and his

family, but also assist besides in drawing out the latent

capabilities of the land.

The wool exported in 1S64, has been approximatively

returned by tlie customs at 39,407,7 2Glbs., valued at

£3,247,128, which exceeds by more than a third that ex-

ported from Victoria in the previous or any other year.

The tallow exports were 3,882,0001bs., valued at £00,230,

and the hides and skins valued at £102,084.

From the wheat statistics for South Australia we learn

that the number of acres xmder this grain last year was

390,714, against 335,758 the year before, an increase of

54.956 ; but the total produce was only 4,250,863

bushels, against 4,691,919 the year before, a decrease of

441,056 bushels. Thus the average was only eleven

bushels to the acre, a falling oft' of three bushels in com-

parison with the yield of the year before. The partial

tailures were suflicient to bring down the average much

below that of the previous year-, but the deficiency was

scarcely expected to be so great as it is. The highest yield

appears to have been that of the Mount Gambicr district,

17^ bushels to the acre, while some portions of the county

of Adelaide only averaged 6 and 7 bushels. The general

average of 11 bu>hels to the acre is the lowest for the last

five years. There will be, of course, a smaller suridus for

exportation by the 441,056 bushels of wheat less, equal to

94,463 tons of flour.

From the statistics of Tasmania we learn that there

has been a serious faDing off in several important items.

No correct returns of the wheat were to be obtained

farther back than 1857 : but in 1858 the quantity sent

out of the colony was 220,208 bushels, which was ex-

ceeded by upwards of 4,000 bushels in 1861, while in

1864 the' total export of wheat only amounted to 20,383

bushels. Thus, in three years, the export of wheat fell

awav to a tenth of what it was in 1861, the figures being

for that vear 230,398; for 1862, 182,193; for 1863,

98,524 ; and for 1864, 26,383 bushels. Nor was this

compensated for in any way by an increase in the quaa-
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tity of flour sent out of the country, for this declined from

5,158 to 4,319 tons in the one year; but, in point of

fact, more than the actual surplus was sold even then, for a

considerable quantity of flour had to be imported before

the end of last year, to meet the consumption of the in-

habitants. The quantity of oats has also fellen off

materially : from 546,590 bushels exported in 1860, the

highest year of the series, to 137,800 in 1864, and the

export of potatoes fell oif in the one year from 12,615 to

10,509 tons, though this last quantity was still greater

than had beeu exported iu any former years. Fruit and
jams alone showed an increase, in the former from

144,971 to 160,138 bushels, and in the latter from

7,450 to 21,670 packages iu the year. The exhaustion

of some portions of the land by bad farming, and the lay-

ing down of others in grass, would account for the great

falling olf in the yield of agricultural produce, as it does
not pay now to clear new land for tillage, and there is

none in Tasmania fit for the plough without. But how
are we to account for a falling off' in the yield of wool ?

In 1864 there were 4,972,383 lbs., an increase on the

year before; but the export in 1862 was 5,241,650 lbs.,

and in 1859, 6,107,903 lbs. The difference in the
seasons makes some difference in the weight of wool
grown ; but the number of sheep must have decreased to

effect such a change as this, while the flocks ought rather

to have increased with the decline of tillage. Altogether,

these tables show the state of affairs to be much worse than
any one was prepared for in Tasmania, and that island has

plainly lost for ever all claims to the title accorded her
her twenty years since—that of the granary of the

Southern Hemisphere.

ITOIiTH LINCOLNSHIKE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT MARKET RASEN.

This association has so grown with its growth that the

more attractive parts of its annual exhibition—viz., its

numerous and large classes of live stock—have become
almost altogether unwieldly or unmanagable as an under-

taking for a single day's show. "With nearly 500 lots and
pens of cattle, horses, sheep, and swine to be got into the

yard, or rather fields, in the morning, and to be "judged"
after 9 o'clock, the whole thing, to those who take ordi-

nary business interest in it, is a continuous process of

hun-ying and scurrying all day, the end of which is no
clear or defined opinion of the merit or demerits of any of

the classes or the judging, unless one set is stuck-to to the

end. To those who are officially or professionally en-

gaged, the labour is something so excessive that it is

impossible to get a complete and correct list of prizes by
the expiration of the longest time that one's physique may
be fairly taxed. On Thursday the judges had not

awarded the prizes of several of the different classes till

between one and two o'clock, p.m. ; and in the case of the

lighter breeds of horses, Messrs. Wood, Ellerby, and
Atkinson had two classes to get through with after the

chairman had taken his seat at the dinner-table, some time

after the houi' fixed, viz., three o'clock. The thorough-

bred stallions were iu the ring when grace before meat
was said, and the roadsters had scarcely walked straight

from the ring out of the show field when the noble

chairman was giving the usual loyal and patriotic

toasts. This delay, it may be at once fairly

said, was uo fault of the judges ; for some of the

horse classes were so good that it was a most difficult

task to dispose of the single and large prize for a class

which brought so many good animals together. Where
two or three prizes are at the disposal of the judges, there

is not so much delicacy felt as where a single declaration

as to comparative merit has to be made. And no one

who respects his own judgment, as well as that of many
men who, it is known, are looking on, can jump to a

decision in five or ten minutes, when four or five horses

are so equally good that it must depend at last on the

balance of taste and fancy, rather than judgment, as to

which shall be the one presented with the single sub-

stantial favour. This is just how matters stood at Mar-
ket Rasen iu more classes than the one of twenty-two
himter-geldings and fillies shown for the prize of £50.
What are the conclusions that we can only come to, on

the strength of the above observations ? Why, simply

tliat this assQcifttion must drop its diyisional distincUQa

of " North Lincolnshire," resolve itself into a county in-

stitution, pure and simple, and extend its annual meeting

to two or three days. There is plenty of field-room ia

Lincolnshire for an important county association ; and

with Great Grimsby at the northern end, and Hull across

the river, besides Boston, Stamford, and Grantham in the

south, Louth in the north-east, the town so well known
for its horse fair, Horncastle, more in the middle, and

not forgetting Gainsborough and Brigg, in addition to the

county town, there is ample scope for a migratory system

of visitation quite large enough to make a meeting a

novelty to the to^^'n and neighbourhood which may come in

turn for the next meeting. This is the first secret of

pecuniary success in county agricultural shows. The
neighbourhood and districts within easy reach by road

and railway were evidently in a state of general holiday-

making on Thursday last, when about 10,000 entered the

show-yard. This periodical drawing together of all classes

has advantages so well known that they need not be here

repeated ; and the readiness with which people do meet
when no opportunity occurs for it to be said, " I went
last year, or two years ago, and I don't care about it this,"

is a sufficient guarantee that any reasonable investment in

the portable shedding and water-proof roofing that may
be rcquii'cd for night-protection would be amply repaid,

pecuniarily, to say nothing of the increased and more
serviceable impressiou that would be made on the minds

of youths who are aspiring to agricultural success and

honours, and particularly on the minds of townspeople,

and outsiders generally, who now so often believe they

have a thorough acquaintance with all the ins-and-outs of

agricultm-e, both in its scientific as well as practical

bearings.

In the midst of such helter-skelter and tip-toeing around

j

the ring, to see the animals undergoing the authoritative

scrutinizing process, there is no fair opportunity for that col-

lected and instructive discussion which is so desirable; not,

however, so much that farmers may be umch improved in

]

their art, as that townspeople and outsiders may be suffi-

ciently instructed to know how to appreciate what is soundly

as well as otherwise correctly done, accoi'ding to the most

reliable principles of economy. But as it is, the only con-

clusion that it seems is generally come to is, that if such an

increased collection of fine animals can be made, and such a

large square of closely-packed machines can be pitched and

set a-going, farming must be in a very much increased state

of pecuniary prosperitj^, and that any cause but the right
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one is given for, or supposed to exist iu respect to, the

difficulties under which agriculturists and consumers arc

now struggling in regard to every first necessary excepting

corn. But if a two or three-day meeting took place, not

only would many more of the townspeople among whom
the meeting was held he able to pay their shilling or six-

pence, but exhibitors and friends of exhibitors, and sub-

scribers generally—iu short all the practical attendants

—

would have a tenfold opportunity for giving correct infor-

mation to classes who, in this respect particularly, prove

the philosophy of Pope's opinion when he says, " A little

kaowledge is a dangerous thing." This argument applies

to more societies than " North Lincolnshire," and to more
results tlian we have pointed to ; and as we have had a

good opportunity for observing the amount of energy and

pluck, as well as judgment in organization, which is

regularly displayed by Lincolushii'e men at fairs and ram
sales, we have not the slightest doubt but that steps will

be at once takeu to remedy the shortcomings pointed at

as regards an effective and impressive—correctly impres-

sive—agricultural exhibition ; and by another year a meet-

ing will be organized that will be worthy of their great

and well-cultivated county, of their good horses, of their

fine Shorthorns, their long and lustrous wool, and there-

fore of themselves as good men of business.

The Shorthorns were a large and 'good show, a

number of them being excellent, both for size and pro-

portion of flesh to bone ; while there was nothing to

complain of on this occasion about the vigour and hardi-

ness of the animals being on the decline from excessive

feeding and pampering. The prize of £20 for the best

hull was so offered tliat it coiUd be competed for with

animals outside the county, and it took in aU the other

classes above a year old. It was awarded to Lord Pam,
3 years and 6 months old, sire Lord Clyde ; and, as will

be seen by the prize-list below, he came from Yorkshire.

He is a very heavy -fleshed and thick-set kiudly red roan.

Mr. Sharpley's Lord Panton, a four-year-old, and bred by

Mr. Duddiug, is a very loug and heavy-fleshed animal,

with great fore-quarters and well-arched ribs, and his

hack is unusually true, considering his length. Mr.

Brown's JNListerman, which took the premium in the

three-year-olds, has a wide straight back and great

loin, is very fleshy, stands on short legs, and carries a

neat head and horn. In the two-year-olds, Mr. Middle-

hough's Prince of ^Yales, which competed in class 1, is

an extra-good light roan, with perfect hind-quarters,

great shoulder, and heavy but neat neck ; the only thing

required to make him of an A 1 stamp, being a middle

that, for one so good generally, is singularly weak just

where the tape goes. Mr. White's Baron Blencow

sh-e Royal Windsor, is a neat and smart silvery

white. Mr. Brand's red and white nine-months-

old calf Mohawk, sire Knight Errant, is wonderfully

good in his fore-quarters, brisket, and shoulder, and

carries the finest possible head, with a long tapering nose.

If a bovine stripling could be relied on for certainty in

regard to the promises he makes, as this young gentleman

has, in addition to that fine stylish movement which gives

a favourable impression even with animals produced for

food, we might predict with confidence that he would

make a considerable mark at future shows. Mr. Fol-

jambe's Duke of Windsor was second, and, at eleven

months old, would nearly make two, in appearance, of the

first ; but in Duke of Windsor there are many indications

that he will grow "raw-boned " with size, and otherwise

unlike, particularly about his head and horn, a prize-taker

in good company. Messrs. Dudding's Colonel Tuck, by

Friar Tuck, is a good long, straight backed, fleshy, and

otherwise promising calf.

The females were preceded by Mr. Torr's Gracious

Princess, which took the first prize in the cow class ; and

she is a line fashionable roau, with dee]), heavy fore-

quarters, and a tapering neck, and fine head and horn.

Mr. Mutton's Pearl was also very handsome. Mr. Lynn's

Pamela is an extraordinarily fat-natured and well-fed

symmetrical lieifcr, which promises much better for a

good position at Bingley Hall or Islington, than for a

good character as a breeder, ilr. Lambe's first yearling

is a heifer with great substance ; Mr. Foljambe's silky-

coated roan was a picture to look at ; and Messrs. Dud-

ding's second i)romises to be of great size and width,

as well as fidl of heavy flesh.

The pens of Leicester sheep were only six, but Mr.

Borton's prize was a good firm-backed curly and lustroua-

coated ram ; and Mr. Marris' No. 70 had an excellent

back and good "skin," while his pen of ten ewes were

worthy of the £10 prize, although they stood in their

smartness alone.

In the classes of " Long-wool sheep, not being Lei-

cesters," it was often diflicrdt to tell where Liacolns began

and Leicesters left oif. However, the character of the

Lincolnshire sheep, as it was found many years ago, before

turnip-growiug and folding were generally practised, stood

in the same relations to modern notions and necessity for

quick returns, as the Norfolk black-faced and the big

coarse-headed Hants sheep did to the more compact and

docile Southdown. If the Leicesters have in many cases

degenerated into smallness and fatness w'ith thin light

coats, and the Southdown has, under similar treatment

of in-and-in breeding, become too small for profit, there

cannot be a question raised about the fact that all our im-

proved and most valued modern flocks owe their supe-

rior qualities—the long-wools to the Leicesters, and the

short-wools to the Southdowns—to the way in which

long and rambling crooked fi-ames have been toned down
and brought into shape by these more distinct breeds.

Looking at the show of sheep at .Market Rasen from

these points of view, we were glad to perceive there were

growing opinions in favour of stock sheep being as mathe-

matically true in form as it is possible to get them ; for

if there is a limit to the size of sheep, it is folly to attempt

to grow donkeys in sheep's clothing, as this attempt at

unnatural development will be sure to result in flat ribs,

warped spines, and legs that drag behind the tail, instead

of being actively and firmly lifted in a correct position

beneath the carcase they are 'intended to support and carry.

It may be here appropriately asked, What is the ad-

vantage 'to anybody of attempting to produce extra-

ordinarily large frames, as a ride ? It is true, some large

joints of "mutton are wanted for certain purposes and on

certain occasions ; but if a large breed of sheep be kept

up, there will always be enough extraordinary off- shoots

from a flock to supply the demand for great legs and

saddles ; and there caunot be two opinions among men of

experience in regard to the diflerence in profits from a

flock when symmetry is made the first object and size the

second, and where size is made the main aim and sym-

metry and well-balanced frames left more to chance.

Anotlier point may be here touched upon. If there be

any truth at all in scientific conclusions—and no one can

doubt it, if he has weighed these mental resultswath practic-al

tests and calciUations—an acre of roots or green food and

so much corn would be worth so much for producing a

crop of mutton. If, say, two cwt. of guano and two ditto

of superphosphate would produce so many tons of turnips,

the food so produced would yield so much live mutton,

—supposing the sheep were equally healthy and thrifty

—

whether they were of a naturally small or large size. No
man wiU argue that a Hampshire Down does not eat more,

and exhaust the land more, than a Southdown. By the

same rule, a neat Leicester and an exaggerated Liaeola

differ in their consumptive and exhaustive characters.

For these further reasons, we repeat that the whim, or

F 3
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fasliiou, or opiniou wLicli now regiJates the actions of some

breeders and feeders is, on the ground of economy and

profit, almost altogether a mistaken one. It is quite true,

if sheep for sheep be taken, a 351bs. per qr. one would be

worth more than one weighing 251bs. per qr. But, then,

the points arise about fecundity and capacity to rear, as

well as about the weight of produce (other things being

equal), depending on the quantity of food that goes into

the mouth and stomach. For these reasons, we again

repeat that we were pleased to see the increased tendency

on the part of the judges and spectators, in favour of

true frames and straight, stiff legs ; and we have no doubt

but that these views will have grown more general by,

and be farther demonstrated at, the large sales of Lincoln

rams which will shortly take place.

After these general remarks, we will not make any

critical comments on individual sheep, further than to say

that Mr. Lynn's second-prize two-shear had a Leicester

ancestor, on one side or the other, not many generations

back, and that this stamp of sheep, and the other similar

ones in the yard, were undoubtedly to be preferred, both

on the score of economy of food and the direct prolit they

would yield by the weight of mutton and wool produced.

Mr. Edward Davy's pen of ten were tine old ewes ; as Mr.
H. Grantham's gimmers were very beautiful and uniform

in size, frame, and wool ; while Mr. Listers were regular

and neat in size, init not so true in character. Mr.
Young's she lambs were a capital pen of ten, and Mr.

Edward Davy's were a good second to them.

The pigs were much less numerous than these animals

usually are in counties where more dairying is done.

Among the large boars there were, however, -some excel-

lent specimens. The combination of size and quality, as

exemplified in jMr. Duckering's fine two-year-old hog,

fairly admits of its being pronounced a first-class animal

;

whilst jNIr. Dyson's enormous hog, at the age of 2 years

and 6 months, was as fine a quality as could be expected in

one of his size. It may be mentioned here that a modern
agricultural show-yard does not require the same class of

attendants as the rings of olden times, when bull-baiting

was popular, probably did. This we name because it is

equally important to tlic owner of stock and the public

that men given to sobriety and respectful addi'css should

be placed in charge of animals exposed for pulilic in-

spection ; and a more unmitigated and unwarranted
display of ruffianism, excepting that no blows were
exchanged, than was inade by a man professing to be in

charge of one winning exhibitor's pig, we never

saw. The regular attendants of an agricultural show-
yard do not need the full force of Leeds back-slums bully-

ism to di'aw or enforce rules for the inspection of animals
;

and the less scrupulous spectators, if they exceed the

bounds of reason in touching an animal, can be checked
without the use of that coarseness of speech and manner
to which it is to be hoped even the mining districts

around Leeds are strangers. Mr. Graham's young boar
of the small breed was very fine and neat ; and i\Ir.

Thornton's was a good second here. In the other classes

there was nothing below mediocrity and not much above it.

The horses as a whole were undoubtedly the best for

form, quality, and size according to their classes, that we
ever saw at a county meeting ; and, as Mr. Jacob "Wilson

said, in responding to the toast " The health of the Judges,"
the Market Easeu collection has undoubtedly surpassed
this department of the show at Plymouth. As regards
numbers too, we find there were only six more at the
Eoyal than at the North Lincolnshire meeting—the
number at the former having been 193, and at the latter

187. These facts alone are enough to justify the
opinion we have above expressed about the farcical per-
formance comprised in bringing so many animals together
to be before the public only seven liours, during which

time all the interest of judging, private comparison, and

philosophic examination have to be got through with, or

rather that impossible feat attempted.

The result of our record of the first class to which we
have to refer, will be some further confirmation. A prize

of £20 was offered " For the best thoroughbred Stallion

for Hunters." These were brought before the judges

after 3 o'clock, and while they were deliberating we went

to the next field to pick up a few stray late awards, which

we had not secured, and when we came back the ring was

cleared, and the horses had "left the field and gone,"

while at the same time no opportunity was allowed for us to

get the award ; therefore in this particular our readers

must be content to wait till next week. This, however,

is not much loss : indeed, as we perceive a local contem-

porary v.as in the same difficulty, perhaps the prize was
withheld for want of merit.

In the draught horses, Mr. Warburton's Splendour, a

seven-year-old iron grey, is an immensely powerful, well-

1 alanced and good-looking horse. ^Matchless and Farmer's

G'ory are also great and good bay horses of the Lincoln-

shire size and stamp. This was a good class. In the

roadsters, IMr. Bromby's Phenomenon looked well for com-

pactness and general appearances, while his style and

activity were equally commendable. Another of the same

colour, a bay roan. Young Quicksilver, is a leggy and light-

barrelled two-year-old, and promises to grow out of a

roadster's height as well as general character.

Among the marcs for breeding hunters there were two

to redeem the otherwise poor character of the long string

of twenty-two entries. The first prize is a twelve-year-

old bay, of great power and good appearances, her quarters

b!:ing roomy as well as correctly formed, and her tempera-

ment—an important element— undoubtedly courageous as

well as docile. The second, 'Mv. Fieldsend's, is what may
be termed a perfect model

—

uithln herself. This, in ad-

dition to the fine condition she appeared in, adding to her

natural beauties of form and features, made many
spectators inclined to think the judges had com-
mitted a great mistake. But in our opinion they

displayed great soundness in over-looking the fine

quality and brilliant appearances generally of the

dappled bay, in favour of the more roomy first prize.

This was a class for breeding hunters, therefore the

question of the probable issue had to be taken into

consideration ; and if there be any soundness in the

theory—that the best sii'e for hunters is a stout

thorough-bred horse, why it would have been a weak-

ness to have reversed the decision in favour of the fine

quality and beauty of Mr. Fieldsend's mare. For these

very elements, in addition to the second mare not having

an ounce of bone to spare, would give the great proba-

bility that her issue, if by a thorough-bred sire, would be

weedy " tits" or a lady's Rotten-row canterer. If the

two animals had been before us as mares for hunting

we should unhesitatingly have given the more elegant bay

the preference ; but as they wxre in competition as mares

for breeding hunters, we as readily agi-eed with the judges'

decision.

The other more important classes, which were brought

together by premiums oft'ered by gentlemen in the county,

were of a very interesting character. There were nine

five-year-old hunting mares and geldings in competition

for Lord Yarborough's £10 premium ; and Mr. Lacy's

black roan, which took it, has fine qualities, including a

good style of moving, combined with great power and

general good appearances. AVe were informed this horse

was bought by Mr. Collins, of London, at a long figure.

Mr. Hobbs, of Stainton Hall, Caistor, had in this class a

nice-topped short-backed gay chesnut gelding. In the

hackneys not exceeding 14 hands 2 inches the most

ttisctive one was jMr, Frankish's perfectly-formed light
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mare, of a beautiful quality, and a style of moving not to

be surpassed ; but the favour was coufcrred ou one witli

more size and substance, ilr. Olding's was a good brown

cob ; but buing therefore out of his class, he was " no-

where."

The class of the day, however, was formed of the

twenty-one hunting geldings and fillies, four years of age,

nmslered in response to the handsome £50 preniiuni

offered by ^Ir. Henry Chaplin. There were twenty-two

entries, but Mr. James Ilornsby's ehesnut gelding beeame

alarmed, after entering the horse-box, at Grantham, and

in plunging threw himself, from whieh he was sufficiently

put out of trim to prevent his making an appearance.

Two of the London prize horses were there ; Mr. Clark's

ehesnut. Cotton Stockings, and Mr. Percy's Cumberland

Bay ; but neither of these was more than commended,
although they were among the five between which the

single substantial award lay. AVe certainly never saw

five better animals standing together, and we should have

been equally satisfied whichever one might have received

the honour ; for, as we have observed above, it must have

come at last to a balance of taste and fancy, and not to a

decision from supei'ior excellences or one or more palpable

comparative defects. Mr. Clark, who had four entered, had

his bay gelding among the five, and he was also com-

mended. Mr. Jewison's brown gelding was also in this

lot, and therefore commended ; and we were afterwards

informed ou good authority that he was sold to Sir John

TroUope for 230. The class, as a whole, was a most ex-

ceUeat one ; but there were one or two that were altogether

out of place. One from Ulceby, a bay gelding, will make
a good single carriage horse for large parties who may
prefer long rides to pace ; and one from Newark, a bright

bay, and also a gelding, but whose colour was more

lusti-ous thau his other appearances, for with his linen-prop

legs, cow thighs, and other defects and uglinesses, it would

be difficult to tell where he would be in his proper place.

The premium was given to ISIr. Jackson Everett, Park-

ane, Doncaster, for his excellently-formed and stylish bay

gelding.

The roadsters not exceeding 15^ hands were the last

elass, and an excellent one it was, giving the judges some
difficulty to come to a satisfactory decision. Mr. Thorn-

ton, of Linccln, had three in this class, two of which were

very smart—one a black mare, with excellent appearances

for quick, light work ; and the other a very clever brown
gelding, with great working traits. The judges, however,

were inclined for more substance, and the award lay be-

tween Mr. Wakefield's very beautiful roan, with very fast

and good action; and Mr. West's very powerful six-year-

old brown mare, but which was more of a hunter animal

than the roan. The premium, however, went to Mr.

West.

PEIZE LIST:
CATTLE.

SHORTHORNS.
Judges.—Wm. Can-, Stackhousc, near Settle.

John Painter, Fovcst-row, Nottingham.

J. AYilson, Ayoodhouse, Morpeth.

Bulls above one year old.—Prize, £25, J. R. MiJdleliou-li,

South Mdford, Milford Junction.

Bulls three years old or upwards.—Prize, £8, Pereiia Brown,

Glentworth, Lincoln.

Two-year-old bidls.—First prize, £10, J. R. MidtUehough.

Second of I-i, John Cliarlesworth, Headfield, Devvsbury.

Yearling bulls.—First prize, £10, Elam Cartwriglit,WaIesby,

Rasen. Second of £4-, Benjamiu Wass, Worlaby, Brigg.

Bull-calves under a year old.—-First prize £5, G. Bland,

Coleby Hall, lincoln. Second of £3, G. S. Foljriinbe, Osber-

on Hall, Worksop.
Cows more than four years old, having produced a calf at

its natund time, within nine calendar months of the time of

showing.—First prize, £8, AV. Torr, Aylesby Manor, Grimsby.

Sccond'of £4', AYra. llutton, Gate Burton, Gainsborough.

Heifers, three years old, having produced a calf at its

natural time.—First prize, £7. Second of £3.—^'o cntnj.

Two-year-old heifers.—First prize, £0, John Lynn, Stroxton,

Granlluuu. Second of £4^, AVm. Torr.

One-year-old heifers.—First prize £0, AA'ni. Lainbe, Anbouni,

Lincoln. Second of £4, George Bland. Third of £3, Her-

bert Salt, IMetbley Park, Leeds.

She-calves under one year old.—First prize, £4, G. S. Fol-

jambe. Second of £2, Messrs. Budding, Pantou House,

'Wragby.
CoTTAGER-s Premiums.

Milch cow, having produced a calf within nine calendar

r.iontlis of, and in milk at the time of showing, the property of

a cottager or mechanic occupying uot more than ten acres.

—

First prize £ t, AYilliani Kirk, Stainfield, AA'ragby. Second of

£2, Edward Richardson, Hainton, AA'ragby.

SHEEP.

LEICESTERS.
Judges.—L. Borman, Irby, near Grimsby.

J. B. Slater, Cammeriugham, near Lincoln.

Rams of any age.—Prize, £10. John Borton, Barton House
MaUon.

Pens of ten ewes or gimmers, the ewes having suckled lambs

up to the 10th Jidy.—Prize, £10, Thomas Marris, Ulceby

Chase, LTceby.

LONG-AVOOLLED (not being Leicesters).

Judges.—R. Johnson, AA'estbrough, Grantham.

E. Lythal, Radford Hall, Leamington.

Uarwood Mackinder, Spilsby.

Rams of any age.—First prize, £15, John Lynn, Stroxton,

Grantham. Second, Charles Clarke, Scopwick.

Shearling rams.—First prize, £10, Robert Wright, Nocton

Heath, Lincoln. Second of £6 and third of £3, Wilham Col-

lingwood, Fulbeck, Grantham.

Two-shear rams.—First prize, £8, HenryGrantham, Sturton,

Brigg. Second of £3, Messrs. Charles and John 1). Lister,

Coleby Heath, Lincoln.

Pens of ten ewes, having suckled lambs up to 10th July.

—

First prize, £8, Edward Davy, Thoresway, Caittor. Second

of £3, Mr. Ealand, Aisthorpe, Lincoln.

Pens of ten shearling ewes or gimmers.—First prize, £7,

H. Grantham, Sturton, Brigg. Second of £3, Messrs. Lister,

Coleby Heath, Lincoln.

Pens of ten she-lambs.—First prize, £5, J. J. A'oung,

Claxby, Rasen. Second of £2, Edward l\I. Davy, Thoresway,

Caistor.

HORSES.
Agricultur.vl.

Judges.—J. Brooks, Grimsby.

R. G. S. Howard, Lincoln.

T. Plowright, jun., Pinchbeck, palding.

Riding Horses.

Judges.—AA'. S. Atkinson, AA'oodlesford.

T. EUerby, AA'hitwell, near Malton.

J. AVood, Market Overton, Rutland.

Stallions for draught horses.—First prize of £I5, W. AA'ar-

burton, sen., Sturton, Retford ; second of £5, AVilliam

Duckering, Tupholme, AVragby.

Stallions for roadsters.—Prize of £S, John Bromby, .^Uk-

boro', Brigg.

Mares for breeding hunters, with a foal at their heels.

—

First prize of £8, Charles Burkinshaw, Beuniworth, AA^ragby ;

second of £3, John S. Fieldsend, Stainton-lc-Vale, Market

Rasen.
Mares for breeding draught horses, with a foal at their

heels.—First prize of £8, Messrs. Lister, Coleby Heath, Lin-

coln ; second of £3, AVilliam Pennant, Barlow, Selby.

Mares for breeding roadsters, with a foal at their heels.

—

First prize of £0, J. Conpland, Hemswell Cliff, Kirtou Lind-

sey ; second of £3, Rev. AA'^ Jenkins, Fillinglu.m Rectory,

Lincoln.

Mares for breeihng carriage horses, with a foa at their
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heels.—The prize of £6, J. G. Little, Blyborough, Kirton-in-

Lindsey.

Hunting fillies, two years old.—Prize of £5, J. J. Young,
Claxby, Market Rasen.

Hunting fillies, one year old.—Prize of £i, W. £. Hobson,
Kettlebythorpe, Brigg.

Cart fillies, three years old.—Prize of £5, James Green-
house, jun., Blankney Fen, Lincoln.

Cart fillies, two years old.—Prize of £i, James Cook,
Kingerby, Rasen.

Cart colt foals.—Prize of £3, Anderson Kay, Glentworth,
Lincoln.

Cart fiUy foal.—Prize of £3, R. G. F. Howard, Temple
Bruer, Lincoln.

Premiums Offeeed by Ge:mtlemen.

By the Right Hon. the Earl of Yarborough, President

:

Hunting geldings or mares, five years old, the pedigrees to be

taken into consideration, £10 — William Lacy, Panton,
Vl'ragby. Hunting geldings or mares, three years old, by a

thorough-bred horse, the pedigree (if any) of the mare to be

taken into consideration, £5—Richard Mason, Keddington,
Louth.

Hackney geldings or mares, not exceeding fourteen hands
two inches in height, given by J. B. Stanhope, Esq., M.P.,
£5—Richard MilwaU, Thurgarton Priory, Southwell.

Pairs of draught horses, not less than four years old, jnares

and geldings only eligible (by J. B. Stanhope, Esq.), £5

—

George C. Woodhouse, Wellingore, near Lincoln.

Hunting geldings or fillies, four years old, substance, and
especially pedigree, to be taken into consideration, given by

Henry Chaplin, Esq., £50—Jackson Everett, Park-lane,

Doncaster.

Hunting foals, by a thorough-bred horse, tlie pedigree (if

any) of the marc to be taken into consideration, given by

Edward Heneage, Esq., M.P., £5—Joseph Danby, Hibald-

stow, Kirtou-in-Lindsey.

R/oadsters, not exceeding eight years old, nor fifteen-aud-a-

lialf hands in height, to carry sixteen stones, the quality of

the animal being particularly taken into consideration, given
by the Rev. Basil Berridge, £5—John West, Melton Ross,

XHceby.

PIGS.

Judges.—As for Leicesters.

Boars of a large breed.—First prize of £5 to Mr. R. E. Duck-
ering, Northorpe, Kirton-in-Lindsey. Second, £3, Mr. Johu
Dyson, Leeds.

Boars of a large breed, not exceeding twelve mouths old.

—

First prize of £3 to Mr. John Dyson, Adelphi Hotel, Leeds.

Boars of a small breed.—First prize of ki to Mr. C. W.
Graham, York-road, Tjeeds. Second, £9, Mr. L. T. Thornton,
Lincoln.

Boars of a small breed, not exceeding twelve months old.

—

First prize of £3, Mr. C. W. Graham, York-road, Leeds.

Sows of a large breed, having had a litter since 1st March,
1865.—First prize of £i, and second prize of £2, to Mr. E. E.
Duckering, Northorpe, Kirtou.

Sows of a small breed, having had a litter since 1st March,
1865.—First prize of £-i to the Rev. B. Snow, Burton, Ped-
wardine, Sleatbrd. Second, £2, Mr. L. T. Thoniton, Lincoln.

Three breeding pigs of the same litter, not exceeding six

months old, of a large breed.—First prize of £3 to Mr. R. E.
Duckering, IN'ortJiope, Kirton.

Three breeding pigs of the same litter, not exceeding six

months old, of a small breed.—First prize of £3 to Mr. John
Lynn, Stro.xton, Grantham.

There were also some other extra and .special prizes given
for stock, poultry, and wool.

IMPLEMENTS.
The entries undex- this head numbered 723 articles, and

a very great show they made. The trade, however, as it

has been, we regret to say, throughout the year, was pro-
nounced to be " not first-rate." As no prize list of the

implements was obtainable, we must he content with
giving merely the names of the exhibitors and mentioning

the sums offered as prizes. For reaping-machines of

various kinds £54 in six prizes were offered by the society,

but they have not yet been brought to trial. Hornsby's ma-
chines, although entered, were not on the ground, from some
unaccountable delay of the Railway Companies, between

Market Rasen and Plymouth, the Royal machines having

been depended on for this show. There were also twenty-

eight other prizes, amounting to £80, on offer, with £20
in addition placed at the disposal of the judges for dis-

tribution as they might see fit. These awards we will give

with the decisions over the reapers, which will take place in

a few days. The Tuxfords and Clayton and Shuttlcworth

trusted to local agents for any exhibition of their imple-

ments. Amies and Barford, with their more general manir-

factures and collection, made a great show with 40 different

articles, many of them being effectively displayed in motion.

Coultas, of Grantham, had several drills and hoes ; for one

of the former, for general purposes, we happened to see

he was awarded the £4 prize. Richmond and Chandler

also appeared, whom we also chanced to see were awarded

the prize for chaff-cutters. Beutall, of Heybridge, Essex,

had a large stand of machinery, with which a call was
made here, on the road to Doncaster for this week.

Hebb, of the Foundry Company, ^Market Rasen, and
Plornsby, of Grantham, had a collection of ploughs of

various sizes, and a steerage horse-hoe. The other manu-
facturers were Ashby and Jeflery, of Stamford, who had a

large stand of their well-known articles ; Ashley, of

Louth ; Ashton, of Horncastle ; Barton, of Great Grims-

by; Benson, of Sturton ; Cannon, of Louth; Chapman,
of Owmby ; Bradford, of Avashing-machine celebrity

;

Brigham and Bickerton, of Berwick-on-Tweed, showing

reaping machines, &c. ; Dickinson, V.S., of Boston, non-

poisonous sheep-dipping mixtures ; Clark, of Lincoln,

drills and other articles ; Marshall and Co., of Horncastle.

Besides these there were many other Lincolnshire village

manufacturers ; for this county is famous for its nimierous

and skilled local machinists. There were also a large

number of agents on the ground ; so that there is no fear

of Lincolnshire being henceforth looking up and being

well supplied with machinery.

THE ANNUAL DINNER
of the society was held in a marquee, in a paddock belonging

to Mr. Goodson, of the White Hart, by whom a good dinner

was provided, and served in a satisfactory manner. The pre-

sident of the society, the Earl of Yarljorough, occupied the

chair.

So far as the speechifying went, it could not be expected

that the minds ofthe country gentlemen woidd have settled down
to home aft'airs so soon after a general election, and although

politics are prohibited at this society's meeting, there is a way
of closely shaving the teeth of the wind, which was done on
this occasion, but in a very pleasant way, vrhich indeed was
unusually so, because brevity was the order of the day.

The Stewards of the yard and other ofticials, so far as we
could see, did the be-st they could to make everything pass

oflF pleasantly under the ditficidties mentioned. One good
idea, which was as courteous as it was liappily hit upon, we
must not forget to mention, as it maybe followed perhaps with
advantage in other small towns, wlicre, on similar occasions, a
large influx of visitors may take place. The Rev. F. R.
Pentreath, ilastcr of the De Aston Grammar School, placed at

the disposal of the Stewards tlie many beds that nearly forty

students require during term time. Thus, by the rev. gentle-

man's consideration and forethought, several visitors who
arrived late at night were, with the help of his obliging and
amiable lady, able to rest in comfortable quarters, when they

would otherwise have had to sit in a corner, or sleep—that is,

the weather being considered, lie two or three in a bed.
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THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

A CATALOGUE OF THE AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, &r'., EXHIBITED AT THE
TLYMOUTH MEETING, IN 18G5.

Allchix and Sox, Xorthamptou.
Seven-horse portable steam-engine £230, grinding mill £50,

screw jacks 22s.

Allcock, T., Eatcliffe-on-Trent, Notts.

Horse lioes 45s. and 65s., grubber 75s., horse rakes £7 10s.

and £8, carriage jack 25s.—Commended for liorse-rake.

Allen, E. E., 40, Parliament-street, London.
Twelve-horse double expansive portable steam engine £330.

Amies, Bakford, axd Co., Peterboro'.

Land rollers £8 10s. to £2-i, garden rollers 70s. to £8 10s.,

steaming apparatus £1 i to £26 10s., sack barrow and elevator

75s and 95s., corn miUs £20 and £27, four-horse portable

steam engine £160.

Arnold and Arnold, Plymouth.
Drilling machine 8 gs., pedomotive grindstone 60s.,

Gardner's double-acting turnip cutter £5 10s., oat crusher and
bean splitter £5 15s., chaff cutters 45s. to 84s., machine made
galvanized netting from 4d. per yard, Lloyd's flour miU and
dressing machine £6 15s., compound-action butter churns from
27s. Gd. to 85s., and simdries.

AsHBY AND Jeffery, Stamford.

Hayraakiug machines 11 to 16 gs., horse rakes £7 10s. to

£10, wheel hand rake 40s., chaff cutters 50s. to £14, oilcake

mills 65s. to £6, 4j-horse portable steam engine £135, eight-

horse ditto £220, thrashing machines—four to five-horse £65,
six to eight-horse £95, one-horse gear works 8 gs., rotating

harrows 70s. to 6 gs., steel crank shields 12s. 6d. and 15s.

—

Commended for set of patent steel crank shafts.

AVELING AND PoRTER, Rochcstcr.

Agricultural locomotive engines—eight-horse £360, ten-

horse £420, travelling rope porters 60s.

Avery, J. 6., 135, Regent-street, London.
Tubular churns (three specimens) 4 gs., 5 gs., and £7 10s.

—

Awarded silver medal for " Jebbs" tubular churn.

Ayshford, T. B., Fulham.
Dog cart £35, other carts 28 to 30 gs.

Badger, J. and W., Worcester.
Sets of diagonal lock-beam harrows 50s. to 80s,, ditto scuffle

drags 95s.

Baker, John, Ipswich.

Combined blowing and dressing machines (six specimens)

£9 10s.

Baker, T., Compton, Berks.

Portable cylindrical liquid manure carts £20 12s. and £24.

Ball and Son, Rotliwell, Northamptonshire.
Combined drill and presser £25, waggons £30 and £35,

carts £14 to £16, horsehoes£2 12s. 6d.to £7 10s., horserakcs

£8 and £8 10s., grubber £3 10s., scarifier £6 10s., harrows £4
10s , various ploughs £3 15s. to £4 10s., Clarke's patent

scythes £6 per dozen.—Awarded second prize of six pounds
for pair-horse waggon, and third prize of two pounds ten shil-

lings for single-horse cart.

Bamlett, a. C, Thirsk.

Two-horse mowers £26 and £22 10s., one-horse mower £22,
reapers £25 to £32, one-horse reaper £20, combined mowers
and reapers £26 and £32.—Awarded third prize of five pounds

for combined mowing and reaping machine.

Barber, D. IL, King-street, Liverpool.

Mower with flexible finger-bar, £22, two combined mowers
and reapers £26.—Commended for combined mowing and
reaping machine.

Barnard, Bishop, .and Barnards, Norwich.
Noiseless lawn mowers £3 10s. to £8s.

;
garden and park

chairs, stools, and seats, 8s. 6d. to £2 15s., garden tables £1

2s. 6d. to £1 10s., galvanized wire netting 4kl. to 2s. 3d. pel*

yard.

Barrows and Carmichael, Banbmy.
Portable steam engines—6-horse £200, 3i-horse £100,

thrashing machine £70, finishing £105.

Bayliss, Jones, and Bayliss, Monmore Green, Staffs.

Sundry hurdles 4s. lid. to 13s. 3d., and 4s. 6d. per yard;
continuous fencing Is. 9d. to 2s. lid. per yard, and self-

shutting haudgatcs £2 and £3, footpath gates £1 18s. 6d. to

£2 12s. 6d., other gates £1 5s. to £1 16s., tree guards 16s. to

19s. 6d., self-relieving chain harrow £3 18s., garden stool and
chairs 4s. 6d. to 17s.

Beach, J., Dudley, 'Worcestershire.
Farinaceous food for cattle £1 5s. per cwt., meal for milch

cows 15s. per cwt.

Beare, H., LivertoQ, Devon.
Combined thrashing machines £13 10s. to £55, portable

gears 7 gs. to £16, intermediate motion £3 chaff cutter 8 gs.,

turnip and mangold drill £9 10s. ; combined sawing, boring,

and tenoning machine £32 : winnower £7 10s., clod crusher
£9.

Benson, Martin, St. Duustan's Hill, London.
Pumps various £1 to £16 16s. 4d., fire and farm engine with

hose complete £25 2s. 3d.

Bentall, E. H., Maldon.
Chaff-cutters £2 5s. to 8 gs., root pulpers £3 13s. 6d. io

7 gs., turnip cutters £4 5s. to £5 17s., oilcake mills 3 gs. to

6 gs., corn and seed crushers 5 gs. to £10, two universal mills

5 gs., two oat kibblers 3 gs., bean mills £2 12s. 6d. to 3 gs.,

two-horse gears 8 gs. and 10 gs., with intermediate motions 3
gs., hroadsliares 5 to 7 gs., and horsehoe £2 14s. 6d.

Beverley Iron and Waggon Company.
Liquid-manure distributors £17 and £22, watering appara-

tus £1 10s., portable pumps £5 15s. and 7 gs., three-horse

reaper £42, two-horse reaper £37, waggons £29 10s. and £33,
carts from £13 10s. to £17, cartwheels with axles £5 to £15,
clodcrushers £18 10s., plain roller £15 10s., compound action

mill £20.—Awarded first prize of ten pounds for pair-horse

waggon, third prize of two pounds ten shillings for two-horse

cart, first prizeof four pounds ten shillings for harvestcart, second

prize of four pouuds for market cart on springs ; highly com-
mended for " other waggons," for single-horse cart, and for

market cart on springs.

BissELL, W., Wolverhampton.
Vertical saw frame and engine £88, circidar-saw bench £27,

morticing machine £14 10s., combined planmg machine £100,
tenoning machine £50, lifting jack 80s., bench cramp 28s.

Blackburn, R., Exeter.

Traction engine and steam cultivator £350.

Blinkiron and Hill, Spalding.

Double-acting force pump or fire engine £19 10s. to £47
10s., farmer's force pump £35, hand fire engine £9, village fire

engines £60 and £75, six lift pumps 21s. to 50s., and garden
engines 30s. to 50s,

Boby, R., Bury St. Edmunds.
Haymakers £14 and £14 15s., screeners and dressers £15,

self-cleaning corn screens 7 to £15, gravel or lime sieve 47s.

6d. to 67s. 6d., malt screens £5 and 6 gs., sample screen 35s.,

barley hummeller £5.—Awarded third prize of four pounds
for haymaking machine.

BowDEN, J., Chagford, Devon.
Horsehoe 50s., horserake £9, two-horse cultivator £6 10s.,

iron plough £5 10s.—Highly commended for single-row hor«e
hoe on ridge and flat, and for siugle-ro\Y gi'ubber.
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BowuAY, J. L., Modbury, Devon.

Corn drill £20 10s., seed and manure drill lO gs., manure

distributor H gs., grassraower £-2 10s., reaper with manual

delivery £~4, combined reaper and mower £30, horserakes 60s.

and 70s., muclune cart IG gs., two-horse gear 8 gs., one-horse

gear G gs., intermediate motions 3 and G g.';., chalf-cutters oOs.

to G gs., corn criisliers G gs. and £8 10s., flour mill £6 10s.,

root pulpers £5 to 7 gs., turnip cutter OOs. and £5 10s., pair

of rakes !)s. each, sheep rack 3 gs.

Bit.\DroKD, T., 03, ricct-slrccl, London.
Variety of washing, wringing, and mangling machines ~5s.

to £4'5, three-roller mangle OOs. to £G lOs., new bo.x mangle
£11 10s., churns 40s. to £0 10s., butter-makers .:21s. to G3s.,

cinder-sifter 15s. and 21s., and high-pressure vertical steam-

engine.

Bkagoixs, J., Banbury.
Park gates and posts £15 10s., lodge gate GOs., entrance

gates 50s. and 40s., field gate 27s. Cd., road gate 20s.

Pkextox, "W., Polbathie, Cornwall.

Turnip drill 15 gs., ditto one-row £7, nmnure distributor

£11, two-horse reaper with revolving cylinder £23, one-liorse

reaper £21, horserake -ios., tubular whippletrees 10s. and

18s. Gd.

Bridges, IL, 406, O.\ford-strcet, London.
Dairy articles Is. to 10s. ; impressions from butter prints.

Brixsmead, T., St. Giles-in-the-"\A'ood, Devon.
Syuchronical thrashing and reed-making machines £5 10s.

and Sgs., self- exercising and nursing chairs 20s. aud 30s.

BiilTiSH Seavixg Machixe Co.mpaxy, 71, O.vford-street,

London

.

" Alexandra" elliptic lock-stitch 7 to 2ogs.

Brow'x, 15., -13, Oakley-street. Lambeth.
Samples of the steel spring lever oil lubricators Is. Gd. to

7s., vermin exterminator Is. per box, fibrine meal 'cake for

do^s Is. per bag, concentrated poultry food Is. per bag, dairy

scales and glass weights and roscltcs, the latter Is. GlI. to 2s.

per pair.

Browx axd Mav, Devizes.

Portable steam-engines—S-horse £220, 2.^-liorse £75, com-
bined thrashing machine £55, t-horse " Cannon" pumping
engine £235.

BucKiXGHAM, James, Bathpool, Cornwall.
Butterfly ploughs £5 10s. to £6 7s. Gd., turnshare plough

£i 10s., eidtivators £8 10s. to £11 5s.

BuLLEY^ R. B., Station-road, Plymouth.
Landau sociable £130, barouche .£85, park phaeton £40.

BuxcE, J. S., Plymouth.
Longclolh shirts 77s. 6d. to 112s. per dozen, dress shirts

38s. each, spun silk shirts 15s.

Burgess axd Key, Newgate-street, London.
Mowers £18 to £25, self-raking and swathe-delivery reapers

£38 to £40, combined reaper and mower £28, centrifugal

pump £04 10s., water lift £40, sack truck I83, liquid manure
pumps £3 15s. to £2G 10s., mincing machines 12s. Gd. to

3gs., cask tilts 10s. Gd. to IGs., garden seat one guinea, garden
table one guir.ei, American churns 40s. to 50s.—Highly com-
mended for grass mower.

BuRXARD, Lack, & Co., Plymouth.
Concentrated superj)hosphate of lime.

BuRXEY AND Co., Millwall, London.
Liquid manure and water carts £17 10s., ditto cart bodv £4

10s., cistern to hold 400 gallons £4 10s., ditto COO gallons" £7,
galvanized ditto 5d, to Od. per gallon, cattle troughs 30s. to

55s., corn bins 45s- aud G5s., strong hog trough 4-s. per foot,

pump trougli 17s. Gd.

Burrow, J., Broadclist, Devon.
One-horse reaping machines £1G to £21.

Bury axd Pollard, South wark.
Three-horse self-regulating wind engine £110, half-horse

ditto £35, crushing mill £7 10s., agricultural pump £1G,
twisting apparatus £12 10s., conical boiler £0.

Calvert, P. C, Manchester.
Antiseptic fluid 2s. per gaUou, smearing salve. Is. per lb.,

specific for foot-rot Is. 3d. per Hi., carbolic" acid Is. Gd. per lb.

Cambridge axd Co., Bristol.

llorserakes £7 10s. and .£8, press wheel roller and clod

crusher £8 10s. to £14, chain aud tine-and-chain harrows

57s. Gd. to 100s., two-« heel laud presser Ggs., three-wheel

ditto 8 gs., two-horse gearv, ork and thrashing machine £24,

winnower £9, washing macliine 3 gs., mangle £4 10s.,

wringer 25s.

Cahr, T., Ricliniond-road, j\lontpelier, near Bristol.

Disintegrator for granulating conglomerated friable and uu-

fibrous materials .£70.

Carsox axd Tooxe, "Warminster.
llorse-hoes GOs. to &5s., single-row grubber 70s., chaff-

cutters 70s. to £0, horsegear 12 gs., turnip cutters 90s., oil-

cake crushers 3 gs., cheese presses 55s. to £G.—Awarded first

prize of four pounds ten shillings for single-row horse-hoe for

ridge and flat, and first prize of six pounds for single-row

grubber.

Carter .vxd Co., Swan-lane, E. C.

Combined reaper aud mower £30, screw-power reaper £30
;

agricultural carts for one horse 11 gs., for two horses £1G,

harvest raves 40s. extra ; market cart £1G 10s., grubber 75s.,

cliaffcutters 45s. to £7 7s. Gd., manure pump 55s., water car-

rier 53s., garden engines, lawn inowers, garden seats, kc, in-

cluding metallic corn-bin japanned inside and out, to keep the

corn free from vermin, aud to hold four bushels for 25s.

Carter axd Co., 237, High Holborn, London.
Collections of seeds, dried specimens, and growing in pots.

Chambehlaix, W., Dodbrooke, Devon.
llorsehoes £G 10s. and 32s. Gd., grubber 2 gs., cultivators

G gs. and £7 10s., common spade-plough 3 gs. and 4gs., one-

way ploughs 70s. and 77s., heavy drag 3 gs., light drag 57s.

Gd., ridging plough 55s., pair of light harrows SOs.

Chapman, W., Apethorpc, Northamptonshire.
Light two-horse waggon £27, three-horse ditto £35, one-

horse cart £14, two-horse cart for general purposes £15.

Childs, a. B., 481, Oxford-street, London.
Mowing machine £22 10s., double-furrow plough £20,

circular-saw bench £10, carriage lifting jack 15s., combined
cider mill and press £G, California lifting aud force pump £5,

broadcast seed sower 30s., washing machine 60s., clothes

wringer 30s., revolving ditto 30s.

Clay, C, Waketield.

Cultivator and eradicator £G 15s. to 11 gs., chain han'ows

SOs., llorsehoes 47s. Gd. and 57s. Gd.

Claytox, Shuttleworth, axd Co., Lincoln.

Steam-engines—ten-horse portable £295, eight-horse .£230,

six-horse £200 ; ten-horse horizontal .£240. tlu'ashing-machines

£97 to £120, grinding-mill £G0, circidar-saw beuch £21, pair

of pumps £50.

Cl.vytox axd Co., Paddingtou.
Brick-makers £70 to £195 ; tile, pipe, and brick nmchincs

£28.

Clixtox axd Owexs, "Whitcfriars, London.
Variety of pumps 21s. to £23 10s., pump handle 50s., well-

engine frames £9 and £18, pilla- horse-gear £41 10s., hydraulic

rams 5 gs. to £30, Holman's fire engine £15, garden engines

35s. to £5 15s., water barrows 42s. Gd. to 52s. Gd., compact
fire engine £G5.

Colemax axd Mortox, Chelmsford.
Steam-cidtivating apparatus £750, rope porter GOs., culti-

vators £G 10s. to £13 li.)s., water cart £20, potato digger £18,
clod crusher £17, two-horse gear £13, samples of shares.

Colthurst, Svmoxs, axd Co., Bridgcwater.
Paesimile of covering to Royal Flemish Farm with patent

Roman tiles lis. per square, ditto ridging tiles 4d. per running
foot, ditto sheeting with eaves 4d. per foot run.

Coombe, Ferris, axd Co., 68, Mark-lane, London.
Millstones £11 and £13, cement stone £24, smut machine

£15, flour dresser £33, flour mill and dres.ser £8, mill requisites,

sack barrows 18s., steam aud Mater gauges 27s. to £9, chon-

drometers 50s. to 70s., set of three corn mea.sures 4Gs. Gd.,

weighing machines 50s. aud 70s., screw jack 40s., pair of

pulley blocks GOs., Rushlon blocks 37s. Gil., chaff cutters 42s.

Gil. and 80s., corn aud lican crusliers G5s. and £5, and galva-

nized wire.
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CoucoKAX .VXD Co., 3C, Mai-k-laue, London,
Silk tiour dicsser £95, wire ditto £3(5, smut tleaucr £~d,

weiKhiiig iiKicliiiu; 70s., chondromctcr 5:2^. 6d., set of cora
racasiuTs (bushel to a (luartcni) ;)3s. to SOs., com iiieter's

bushel 3Gs., and shovel :2ts., malt kiln iloor of woven \viie Is.

per square foot, model of iu;ilt kiln, eorn-sample receiver oUs.,

sack truck ~ls., samples of woven wire &c., a variety of mill-

stones £S to £-2'2, seed screen 10 i;s., and sundries.

CoKMELL, J., Chelteuhain.
Liipiid manure or water carts £11< to £:20 15s., wrouaht iron

cistern 2-ls. to £5, ditto cattle troughs :21s. Od. to (J^s. Gd.,

corn bin -iSs , water cart and engine 'JOs., compact jiortaljle

gas apparatus £-20, gas meter £10, foliated iron work £5.

CoKXES, J., Xautwicb.
Three chaff cutlers, £5, £7 10s., and £S lOs.

CoTTAM Axu Co., 2, AVinsley-strcct, London.
^ ariety of stable tittiugs and recpiisites, pig and dog troughs

2s. 6d. to 10s., ventilators Is. fid. to -Is. 3d., corn bins 30s. to

3 gs., glass lanterns os. Ud. to 15s., cast-iron pump 45s.

CouLTAS, J., Grantham.
General purj)osc drills £2i and £35, forccarriage steerage

70s. and 'JOs., corn drills £18 to £~S, turnip and manure drills

£-5 and £~S, ryegrass drill £0(), manure distributor £11,
horsehoe £9.—Awarded third prize of live pounds for corn

drill, and third prize of seven pounds for two general purpose

drills ; also first prize of seven pounds for corn drill adapted

to hill-side delivery, and second priz'' of se\en pounds for

turnip drill on the llat, as well as tliird prize of live pounds for

drill on the ridge ; highly commended for drill for small seeds.

commended for general pui'[)ose drill and for corn drill for

small occupations, also for dry-manure distributor.

Ckaggs, R., 34, "Wakefiekl-street, Loudou.
Knife-sharpeners Is. to 7-s. 6d.,'wringers 1:2s. Gd. to 50s.

Craxstox, "W. M., 77, L'jjper Thames-street, London.
Haymaker for pony 13 gs.

CiTHBERT ax» Co., Bedale.

One or two horse reaper £0-, two horse reaper £:24.

—

HiglUy commended for one-horse manual reaping nuichinc.

Davey, J., Crasdiole, Cornwall.
Parallel expanding horsehoes with self-acting harrows

£3 10s. and £4 2s. Gd., improved horsehoe with three tines

£2, lever grubber £4, horserake £G 15s. Gd., turnwrest ploughs
£3 12s. Gd. and £5 17s. Gd., general purpose plough £4 2s.

;

cultivator, grubber, and scarifier £11.—Highly commended for

horse-rake and for single-row horsehoe on ridge and Hat.

Daty Brothers, Sheffield.

Portable steam engines—eight-hor.->e £230, six-horse £200,
steam hammer £80.

Day, Sox, axd Hewitt, ~'3, Dorset-street, Loudon.
Stock breeders' medicine che^t £2 12s. Gd., cattle medicine

and pamphlets.

Dell, W. U., 72, INIark-laue, Loudon.
Smut machines £55 and £12, mill stones £25 to £32, coru

elevators £10.

Dicker, J. axd W., Chagford, Devou.
Reaping macliiae £22, nlo^vcr for heavy crops £32, bin-

bottomed cart 10 gs., hand flour-dresser 5 gs., cheese press 3 gs.

Dodge, G. P., 70, Upper Thames-street, Loudou.
Vulcanized indiarubber driving bands, hose, tubing, and

double texture waterproof covers, these latter at £1 lis. 2d.

to £3 lis. 2d.
;
gutta perclia chiving band, indiarubber bucket,

deckle strap, ditching and malting boots, driving apron»,

capes, coats, &c.—Commended for set of indiarubber vulcan-

ized driving bauds.

Dowxe axd Co., Plymouth.
Shed or covering £9 10s.

Dray, Taylor, axd Co., London Bridge.

Wiunower and blower £9 10s., chafi-cutters £2 10s. to

£4 15s., corn mill £15, crushing mill £4, harrows £3 10s. and

£4 10s., weighing machines 2 gs. and £3 15s., grindstone

£2 12s. Gd., portalile forge t2 IGs., ditto bench and vice

£2> 12s. 6d., corn bin 2)^. (id., harness 7gs., American churns

£1 Gs. to £1 15s,, Californian pump £7, lawn-mowers £4 10s.

to £6 12s. Gd., self-adjusting scythes lOs. Gd. and 12s. Gd.,

sack trucks 15s, Gd. and iGs. Gd., lo-gallou farmers' boiF»"

£3 5s., small grindstone £1, and a variety of gardeu seats aud
tables.

EAST^vooD, J., Blackburn.
Compound-action churns for one gallon 30s. to t\sentv gal-

lons l)()s.

Eatox axd Sons, Thrapsiou.
Horsehoes 32s. Od. and 37s. Gd., comuined horsehoe an

turnip thinner G gs. and £10, sheep-crib and trough 22s Gd.,

rai'k-bar lifting jacks 3 and 5 gs,, lever ditto 2Gs. aud 27s. Gd.,

screw jacks 21s. to 25s., combined barrow and sack lift 35s. to

37s. Gd.—Awarded the prize of live pounds for horsc-lioe for

thinning turnips.

Eddy, J,, Kenl'ord, De\on.
Corn-drills £6 KJs. and £16, grass-seed drill 3 gs., horse-

hoes 45s., horse-rakes £8 and £'J lOs., grubbers G(Js., variety

of ploughs 2 gs. to 'Ms., pulverizer ploughs 75s. to £5, drags

70s., harrows 50s. to 75s., rotatory sifter £5, gravel screen

50s., draughts IGs. and 20s.

FowLKK AND Co., Lccds.
Complete sets of steam-ploughing and cultivatiug machinery

£875, £759, and £G93 ; ten-horse traction engine £45(J, trac-

tion waggon £75, seven-tined cultivator £70, extra .strong

five-tined ditto £75' steam harrows with slack gear £55, water
cart £25, ten-horse portable engine £275.

Fox AND Co., Plymouth.
Door mouldings 5s. to 22s. per 1(J(J feet run, door and shut-

ter 3s. Gd. to 10s. Gd. per 100 feet, base mouldings lis. to
IGs., facings 18s., astrigals ISs., architraves 22s. to 2Gs.,

skirting 10s. to lis. Gd.
;
jn-eparcd boards grooved, tongued,

aud beaded, 9s. to 21s. per 100 feet run ; ash cart aud coach
felloes 3s. (id. to lis. Gd. the set.

l"ox AND "Walker, Bristol.

Steam-engines—eight-horse portable £230, ten-horse hori-

zontal £120.

FiiEEMAN and Hardon, Straugewavs, near I^.lanchester.

Patent feeding cake £9 and £11 per ton ;
" original "' coudi-

liicntal food 25s. per cwt.

Freer, .1., Kothley. Leicestershire.

Grain aud seed planter £54, seed planter £20.

Fry, a. axd T., Bristol.

Seed aud manure drill £G 12s. Gd., grass drill 05s., two-
horse mower £22, one-horse reaper £1S, haymaker £14, horse-
rakes 30s. to 70s., one-horse carts £13 to £15, two-horite carts

£1G 10s., Haunara's harvest carts IG gs., chaise cart £21,
winnowing machines £G KJs. to £8 lUs., sheep rack 3 gs.

—

Awarded third jirize of two pounds ten shillings for harvest

cart, and highly commended for haymaking nuichine.

(iARRETT AXD SoN, Lcistou "Works, Suflblk.

Sixteen-horse portable steam-engine £420, ten-horse ditto

£270, four-horse £170, combined thrasher and dresser £75
and £125, straw-bruiser £45.

Gart&x axd Kixg, Exeter.

Cooking stoves 21s. to £27, Cobbett or wood-fire grate £5,
crinoline guard grate 12 ,2:s., garden lounges 2(Js. to 32s. Gd.,

garden chair 12s. Gd., verandah chair IGs. Gd., garden engine
£7 10s., set of stable cess-pits aud other requisites

; wire
fencing : lield-gate 40s.

Gerraxs, AV., Trcgoiiy, Cornwall,
(^'oru and seed drill £1S, land-presser drill 12 gs., jjortablc

horserake £7, broadcast-sower £7 10s.—Awarded second prize

of four pounds for land-presser drill.

GiHBOXS, P. and H. P., Wantage.
Seven-horse portable engine £215, combined thrashiu"-

machine £112.

GiUDS AXD Co., Half-moon Street, Piccadilly.
Collectious of specimens of permanent grasses, agricultura

:ind other seeds, and also growing specimens in pots.

Gilhekt, W., Shijipon, Berks.
Corn drill £25, steerage £4, turnip and luangold drill £20

corn and seed drill £18 10s., one-row drill 2 gs"

Gi.iDDOx, J., "Willitou, Somerset.
Kiichen Ranges £3 3s. Gd. In £18, American kitchener

(I gs., roasting apparatus £2 10s. and £4, heating stoves
£1 12s. aud £1 15s., iron hath £4 10s., saddle holler
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£i 10s., hoi water coil 3 gs., force pump M 10s., liydropult

&1 14s. 6d.

Goss, J., Plymouth.

Stencil plate letters 9d. per letter, branding figures and irons

4d. to Is. per letter, various kinds of type Id. per letter.

GoucHEE, J., Worksop.

Several sets of drum-beaters £3 9s. to £3 19s. 8d., drum

and concave £23 IGs., three drum ends £1 2s. 6d.

GouLDiNG, W. and H.- M., 108, Patrick-street, Cork.

Special manure £10 per ton, bone manure £7 per ton,

superphosphate £6 per ton.

GowEK AXD Son, Winchfiekl, Hants.

Variety of drills £2 ICs. to £33, drill presser for two fur-

rows 9 gs., broadcast seed machine £3 10s. and £5 los.,

broodcast corn distributor 5 gs.—Awarded first prize of eight

pounds for two-coulter ridge manure drill for turnips and

mangolds, third prize of five pounds for two-coulter ridge

driU for turnips and mangolds; first prize of six pounds for

tw"o-furrow drill presser, and commended for fiftecu-coulter

and thirteen-coulter corn and seed driUs ; also silver medal for

broadcast seed distributor.

Grant, J,, 26, Cockburn-street, Edinburgh.
Copies of the Scoiiisk Fanner S^d.

Green and Son, Leeds.

Four-horse steam-engine £85, lawn mo\vers £3 10s. to £24,

garden rollers £2 10s. to £7 10s., garden seats £1 13s. to

£2 7s. 6d., morticing machine £12 10s., wire sofa £1 12s. 6d.,

Green's pump £26 and £15, garden engines £3 19s. to

£6 10s., sausage machines 2 gs. to £16.

Geeening and Co., Manchester.

Assortment of wire fencing 4d. to 4s. 3d. per yard, straining

piUars 30s. and £3, standards 18s. to 30s. 6d. per dozen, fenc-

ing wire 12s. 6d. to 35s. per cwt., hurdles Is. lid. to 12s. per

yard, bar fence Is. lid. to 3s. 9d. per yard, gates and pillars,

tree guards, garden seats, &c.

Hare and Co., 31, Essex-street, Strand, London.
Specimen illustrations of machinery and prize medals.

Harvey, T., Plymouth.
Sulphate of ammonia £14 per ton, potato manure 90s.,

w^ireworm destroyer 80s., cements 20s. and 40s. per ton, iclithy-

osaurns fossil £100, ammonite ditto £30, of other animals £20.

Hawkes, T., Tiveiton.

Mamire and other drills £16 to £25, horsehoes 50s. and

70s., pulverizer ploughs £5 and £5 10s., general-purpose

jjloughs 70s. to 80s., corn crushers, £6 10s. and £12 10s.,

chatf cutters 45s. to £7 7s. 6d., Eclipse reaper 16 gs., carriage

lifter 15s., butter machine 10s. 6d. and 2 gs., case of cattle oils

2s. each, cattle food 18s. per cwt.

Hayes and Son, Stamford.

Waggons £29 to £44 10s., lorry £30, single-horse carts

£14 and £14 10s., two-horse carts £14 to £15 15s.—Awarded
tlie prize of ten pounds for light strong waggon, first prize of

four pounds ten shillings for single-horse cart, first prize of

same amount for two-horse cart, and second prize of tliree

pounds for harvest cart.

Haywakd and Co., 84, Whitecross-street, London.
Farm fire-engine or irrigator £33, garden-engine ditto £9

10s. 2d., hquid-manure pump chtto £13, pump on plank 100s.,

three-way cock and a variety of other pumps and garden-

syringes.

Headley, Edward, Cambridge.
Drag-rakes 9 gs., cattle-troughs, 23s. to 65s., pig troughs

15s. to 27s., sheep troughs 24s. to 38s., wrought-iron manger

38s.

Hearder, J. N., Plymouth.

Cooking and other stoves £5 to £14 10s.

Hellard, R., Taunton.

Victoria self-acting side-delivery reaper £35, reaper with

cranked bar £35.

Henton and Son, Westminster Bridge Road.
Elastic saddles £5 10s. to £10, saddle stands 12s., croquet or

cricketing tent £5 10s.

Kenwood, N., Tideford, Cornwall.
Manure distributor, with seed-box, £13 10s,, self-acting

sheaf-delivery reaper £30.

Hill and Smith, Brierley HiU, Staffs.

Expanding horsehoe 3 gs., skims £5 to £6, light land-roller

10 gs., rick-stands £5 to £30 10s., sheep racks 80s., sheep

troughs 20s. to 30s., gravel screen £6 16s., wheelbarrows 37s.

6d. and 35s., heating barrow 60s., black varnish Is. 6d. per

gallon, wire netting 3d. to 7id. per yard and 3d. per super.

foot, garden seats 45s. to 55s., garden roller 50s. to 90s., tree

guards 12s. and 21s., field gates 26s. 6d. to 70s., entrance gate

and pillars £8 to £15, wicket gate ditto 37s. 6d., variety of

sheep and cattle hurdles and fences ; turnstile gate and bow
45s.

Hill, M., Holsworthy, Devon.
Five hunting saddles 4 gs. to £5.

HiNDLEY, E. S., Bourton, Dorset.

Screw cider press £18 and £30, apple mill 14 gs., cider

screws £8.

Hogg, W., Upton Pyne, Devon.
Two-horse reaper £20, wheat drill £18.

Holmes and Sons, Norwich,
Corn and seed drills £37 down to £17 10s., seed and ma-

nure drills £33 8s. 6d. and £31 10s. to £34 7s. 6d. and £24,
" economical" ditto £15 2s. 6d., ridge roUer drill £8, hand
drills £3 and £3 15s., small 26-lever £22 ISs. 6d., manure
distributor £15 2s., broadcast sower £9 10s., horsehoe 10 gs.,

rotary harrow £10, six-horse portable engine £200, combined
thrashing machine £130, circular-saw table £36 10s., corn

dresser 9 gs., barley hummeller £4 10s.—Awarded the second

prize of three pounds for corn drill for hill-side delivery, a

silver medal for their new rotary harrows, and highly com-
mended for corn driU for small occupations.

HoRNSBY AND SoNS, Grantham.
Various drills £17 lOs. to £38 15s., drill presser 10 gs.,

manure distributor £13, horsehoes £3 to £13, grass mower
£33, self-raking reaper £35, swatlie-delivery ditto £34, chain-

delivery ditto £23, one-horse ditto ditto 19 gs., drop-sheaf

ditto 16 gs., eight-horse portable steam engine £235, combined
thrashing machine £110, variety of ploughs £3 13s. Cd. to £5
Is. 6d., turnip cutters £4 10s. and £4 2s. 6d., root pulpers £4
13s. 6d. and £4 3s. 6d. ; w-ashing, wringing, and mangling
machines £3 to 8 gs., india-rubber wringer one guinea.

—

Awarded first prize of ten pounds for general purpose drills,

third prize of four povmds for corn and seed drill for small

occupations, third prize of five pounds for turnip driU on the

flat, first ])rize of six pounds for " small seeds" driU ; second

prize of eight pounds for improved mower of natural and arti-

ficial grasses, first prize of eight pounds for combined reaper

and grass mower, third prize of five pounds for one-horse

reaper with grated drop-sheaf apparatus, first prize of ten

pounds for two-horse reaper with chain delivery, second prize

of five pounds for two-horse reaper with grated drop-sheaf

apparatus, and first prize of twenty-five pounds for self-acting

swathe-delivery reaping machine ; also highly commended for

corn and seed drill, and for dry manure distributor.

Howard, J. and P., Bedford.

Double-action haymakers 1 1 to 18 gs., horserakes £7 15s.

to £10, steam-cultivating machinery, with the necessary an-

chors, snatchblocks, &c., including two 14-horse self-propeUing

steam engines, £1,350 ; traction waggon £50 ; travelling

house £65 ; steam-cultivating apparatus, with 10-horse porta-

ble engine, £550 ; double-action steam cixltivator £21, water

cart .£30, ridging body and subsoil tine for steam cultivation

£3 15s., four-furrow steam plough £80, three-furrow ditto

£65, set of steam harrows £32 10s., variety of ploughs £2 78.

6d. to 10 gs., harrows £3 lUs. to 6 gs., plough sledge £1 10s.,

scarifier £9, whippletrees 17s. 6d. to £3 10s., dynamometer 3
gs.—Awarded first prize of six pounds and second prize of five

pounds for haymaking machines, and first prize of six pounds
for horse rake.

Humphries, E., Pershore, Worcestershire.

Combined thrashing machine £93 ; six-horse portable steam

engine £203.

HtJNT AND Pickering, Leicester.

Seed drills 18 gs. to £34, turnip drills £3 15s. to £6 lOs.,

back steerage £4 10s., horsehoes 3 gs. to £8 10s., combined
plough and scarifier £5, harrows £3 10s. and 4 gs., cultivator

and grubber £7 10s., ploughs £4 to £5 10s., sack barrows 133.

6d, and 21s., angle twitch rakes 3s. 6d., oilcake breakers £3
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59. to £0, com crusliers aud kibbling mills £!• 10s. to 8 gs.,

malt mill £5 10s., turnip slicer £3 15s., root pulpers £3 15s.

to £4 10s., cliecse presses £3 10s. and £3 15s., garden seats

18s. to £1 6s. 6d., garden table 25s., adjustable scythes 10s.,

milk can and carriage £.0 15s., pair of garden vases £9.

Hunt, R. and R., Halstead.

Clover and trefoU-secd drawer £50, one-liorse gear £11
10s., corn aud seed dresser £8 8s., turnip cutter 90s., disc root

pulpers 75s. and 4 gs., root grater 4 gs., oilcake breakers 3 gs.

and 95s.

HuTCHiNGS, W. A., Exmouth, Devon.
Waggonette £84 ; dog cart £68 5s.

HuxHASi AND BiiowN, Excter.

Smut machine £16, set of one ton differential pulley blocks

50s., with chain 9d. per foot, lifting jack for four tons £6, to

Uft eight tons 8 gs., Biddcll's combined mill £6, millstones

£11 to £15 10s., ludiau-corn mill 100s.

HuxTABLE, W., Ottery St. Mary, Devon.
Haymaker £10, horserake £8, two-horse reaper £18, pair-

horse waggon £22.

Ireland, J., Edward-street, Manchester.
Three-motion churns for four gallons 40s., to twenty gallons

90s.

James, Isaac, Cheltenham.
Liquid manure distributors, £13 to £26, street water cart

£22, liquid manure pumps 55s., India rubber suction pipe 3s.

per foot, gapping drills 10s. 6d., mortar temperer 7 gs. ; washer,

wringer, and mangier £5 to £9 ; clother dryers 38s.

Johnston, P., 290, Oxford-street, London.
Butter churns, to make 21bs. 18s., ditto 261bs. 65s., mangle

lOgs., butter prints 6d. to 5s., case of butter knives and beaters

Is. to 58.

Jones, J. M., Gloucester.

Leather composition Is. per box ; foot rot specific 2s.

Kearsley, H., Ripen.
Grass mower £22 lOs., reaper with back delivery £22, one

horse reaper 16 gs., combined reaper and mower £26 10s.,

hay-maker 15 gs.—Received third prize of seven pounds for

grass mower, and highly commended for combined reaper and
mower.

KiTMER, B., Fulston, Line.

Combined blower and dresser £9 (two specimens).

Lamoureux, Clark, and Co., Plymouth.
Miscellaneous collection of seeds for farm and garden cul-

ture.

Larkworthy and Co., Worcester.
Combined horsehoe and grubber 85s., variety of ploughs

65s. to 95s., " excelsior" harrows 45s. to £6, scuffle drags 35s.

to £5, whippletrees 15s.

Leblanc, D. r., 102, Meet-street, London.
Dioptical water-gauge tube for steam boilers 3s. to 40s.

Lewis, G., Kettering.

Steerage corn and seed driU £16 10s., steerage lever horse-

hoe 7 gs.—Highly commended for small occupation corn

drill.

Luke, W. H., Plymouth.
Printing machine by HarrUd, paper-cutter by Dawson, and

table.

LuxTON and Co., Hatherleigh, Devon.
Two-horse light reaper £18, corn drill £18, turnip or manure

drill £8, winnower £7 lOs., hay-turner £7 10s., horserake £9,

combined thrashing and winnowing machine £50, double

moulding and drilling plough 50s., chaff cutters 6 and 8 gs.,

corn and seed crushers 5 and 8 gs.

Lyon, A., Windmill-street, Fiusbury.

Mincing machines 10s. 6d. to £6 10s., chopping boards 4s.

and 6s. 6d., tobacco cutters Is. 9d. to 2s. 6d., cucumber slicers

Is., bread-cutters 16s., apple-parer 8s. 6d., whipping can 3s.,

kitchen knives Is. 8d., sausage-meat forcers 20s. to 40s., root

pulper £7 10s., canteen 8s. 6d., vegetable cutters 4s. 6d.

Macnaught and Sjiith, Worcester.

Landau £230, Whitworth dogcart £55, and Malvern dogcart

£48.

M'Neill and Co., BunhiH-row, London.
Asphalted roofing felt Id. per square foot, l)ituminous felt

Id. per foot, hair felt 7d. to Is. 3d. the sheet, rubber com-

pound for steam joints 8d. to Is. the set, and models.

Mancur, E., 174, Elcet-street, London.
Butter cleaner 10s. 6d. to 203., scales 5s. to 60s., nose ring

4s., wringer 10s. 6d. to 21;3., stable door detector 2s.

]\Iavi'lebeck and Lowe, Birmingham.
Chaff cutters 45s. to 10 gs., oilcake breaker 3 gs., turnip

cutlers 4 aud 5 gs., cheese press 50s., mangles 70s. and 10 gs.,

weighing machines 2 to 5 gs., chain harrows 35s. to 70s., tor-

mentor 4'5s. to 50s., grindstone with treddle 45s., road scraper

70s., drills 52s. Gd. to 90s., corn bins 323. to 44s., emigrant's

or farmer's tool chest £5 10s., portable forge 4 gs., smith's

bellows 3 gs., anvil 28s. per cwt., staple vice lis. and 20s.,

arms and boxes 28s. per cwt., mail axles 25s. and 27s. 6d.,

horsehoes 2 gs., pulley blocks 7s. and 34s., hurdles £10 15s.

per ton, lifting jacks 25s. to 10 gs., lifting crab 55s. and £6
7s. 6d., granary crane £7 10s., galvanized buckets 2s. 6d. to

3s. 6d., hop press 2 gs., sack cart 9s. 6d. to 16s. Cd., drag

rakes 8s. 6d. and 12s. 6d., wire strainer 2 gs., bundle of wire

14s. per cwt. of 300 yards, set of hames 2Gs. Gd. to 3Gs. Gd.,

spades 3s. 3d. to 4s. Gd., shovels and cast steel digging and
manure forks 3s. to 4s. 6d., hay forks Is. 9d. to 3s. Gd., set of

draining tools 39s., patent spades 3s. 3d. to 5s. 6d., weather

vane 55s., metallic churns 26s. to 37s. 6d., garden engine £5,
stack ventilator 3 gs., dynamometer 50s., garden seats 17s. 6d.

to SOs., vermin traps 6s. to 30s., garden syringes 4s. 6d.

to 14s.

Marshall, W., Upton Pyne, Devon.
Two-horse w^aggon £26, light ditto £24, plank side cart

£14, light one-horse cart £12 10s.

Marshall and Sons, Gainsborough.
Portable steam engines—nine-horse £251 5s., five-horse

£181 5s., combined tlirashiug machines £92 and £140.

Maunder, J., Ottery St. Mary, Devon.
Reaping machines with side or back delivery £21.

Maynard, R., Whittlesford, Cambs.
Chaff engine £42, additional wheel with four knives £3 os.,

instrument for changing ditto 3?., riddle ditto 14s., six-horse

portable engine £208.

Mellard, F., Uttoxeter, Staffs.

Cheese-maker £13 15s., cheese press £3.—Awarded silver

medal for " Pugh's" patent cheese-making machine.

Mellard, J., Rugeley, Staffs.

Turnip aud mangold seed drill 6 gs., ridging plough £3 10s.,

grubber and horsehoe £3, horsehoe with revolving harrow
30s., chain harrow £3, disc pulpers £3 10s. to 5 gs., coni-

crusher £4, chaff cutters 2 gs. to 10 gs., oilcake breakers £2
15s. aud £5, carriage jack 12s., curd miU £1 14s., cheese

presses £2 17s. to £5.

Merryweather and Sons, Long Acre, London.
Light steam fire engine £400, Paxton fire engine £112,

hand fire engine £30, reel, fire-pump, and fire bucket.

MiLFORD, G., Thorverton, Devon.
Pair-horse waggons £22 and £27, one-horse cart £11, two-

horse cart £13 10s., harvest cart £14, market cart £14.—Com-
mended for pair-horse waggon aud two-horse cart.

MiLFORD, 1\ P., Kenn, Devon.
Two-horse tipping waggon £28 10s., ditto for general pur-

poses £23 10s., Leeds one-horse carts £14 10s., Plymouth
harvest cart 12 gs., general cart £11 10s., two-horse farm and
road cart £16, harvest cart 10 gs., lifting jacks 15s. and
17s. 6d.—Highly commended for two-horse cart.

MiLFORD and Son, Thorverton, Devon.
Pair-horse waggon £24, three or four-horse waggon £29,

two-horse tipping waggon £37, one or two-horse waggon £21,
corn lades £1 extra, one-horse cart £14, two-horse cart £13
10s., har^'est cart £12 10s., market cart 19 gs., lifting jack 25s.

—Awarded second pi ize of six pounds for pair-horse waggon,
commended for " other waggons" ; second prize of three pounds
for two-horse cart, and commended for single-horse cart.

MooRE AND Co., Upper Marylebone-street, London.
Tool sharpeners Is. to 2s. Gd., water gauge glasses 4s. 3d.

to 6s. 6d. per dozen lengths, sheep marks Is. to 5s. each.

Morton and Co., Liverpool.
Self-acting winding straining pillar 453. and 32s. 6d., wire

fence and telegraph £155 to £150 per mile, wire fencing i^d,
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to Gs. per yard, tie post 37s. 6d., gates 13s. to 75s., lip;lituiug

conductor Is. Od. to Is. lUd. per foot, baru roof £70, iron

cottage ilSo, country house £4<00 to JtoOO ; orii:iiueut:il

church ; faniivard roof £37S to £300 to cover 100 bv lOU
f eet.

MuDFOKD, G., South Ile'.tbrJ, Notts.

Stack &c. covers Is. Od. to i!s. per yard, tents and marquees

2s. per yai-d, niacliine belting Is. Od. per lb., cocoa matting

Is. 6d. to ~s. per yard.

Ml-.sgk\ve, Bkotheks, 59, IIi<;h-strcct, Belfast.

Full-sized horse stalls 87s. 6d. to £8 15s., variety of stable

fittings and of double-staU cowhouse, iron piggery £13 10s.,

piggery yard £7 15s., piggery front 05s., slow combuslion
stoves 70s. to 10 gs., conservatory stove witli vapour chamber.

Neighbour and Sons, 127, High Ilolboru, Loudon.
Beehives 5s. to £10 l-4s. bees iucluded, bee dress protector

OS., artificial combs 6s. per duzcn, honey cutters 5s. per pair,

pressing roller 7s. Cd., bottle feeder 2s. (5d., fumigator 2s. 6d.,

fungus Is. per packet, indiarubber gloves 5s. 6d. per pair, bee
feeding trough 5s.

Newton, AVilsox, axd Co., 144, High llolijoru,

London.
Variety of sewing machines 2 to 10 gs.

Nicholson, W. N., Newark.
Haymakers 10 to 15 gs., horserakes £7 lOs. to £11, oilcake

b reaxers 60s. to 10 gs., land rollers 12 gs., sack elevators 52s.

Od. to 73s. Od., ditto and weit'-hing machine £5 15s. Cd., win-

nower £10, elevating apparatus for sacking corn from win-
nower 73s. Cd., portable steam engine £115, garden rollers G5s.

to .£7, wine and bottle racks 18s. and 30g., block-tin malt and
grain shovels.—Highly commended for haymaking machine.

NoERiNGTON AND Co., Cattc Down, Plymouth.
Samples of manure £0 5s. to £10 per ton, saddle-girth

12s. Gd., Peruvian guano £13 5s. per ton, linseed cake £12
10s. per ton.

NuNN, J. P. AND E. B., Boyston.
Drill for small seeds £16 10s., self-cleaning horsehoe £12

and single-row grubber 00s.

Nye and Co., 373, Oxford-street, London.
Mincing and sausage machines 12s. Od. to 12 gs., small

mills Gs. to 20s., rotary knife cleaners lOs. to £10 5s., taps Is.

6d. to 2s., vegetable cutters and slicers 20s.

Oldham and Booth, Hull.

Bone mills £47 to £200, bone and dust mill £90, eight-

horse single-cylinder portable steam-encine £230, steam winch
£67 10s.

Page, R., Morchard Bishop, Devon.
Two-horse reaper £20, ouc-horsc ditto 16 gs., corn drill £20,

winnower £0, reed-maker £0 10s.

Page and Co., Bedford.

Turnip and mangold horsehoes 2 gs. ;ind £2 10s., Leeds
prize horsehoe £2 15s., combined horsehoe, five-tine grubber,

and moulding plough, £4 15s. ; hay, corn, and stubble rakes

£7 10s. to £10 ; field roller £7 15s., pipe and tile machines
13 gs. to £20, one-horse gear work £12, chafl'cutters £2 10s.

to 11 gs., disc root pulper £4 10s., linseed cake mills £3 5s.

and £3 15s., various ploughs £2 7s. Cd. to £4 5s., four-wheel

scufflers 5 and G gs., sets of harrows £2 7s. Od. to £4,
whippletrees 7s. Cd. to £1 Cs., bench drilling machine £7.—

•

Awarded second prize of three pounds for single-row horsehoe
on ridge and flat, and second prize of four pounds for horserake

Paehaji, W. Bath.

Fences 7d. to 3s. 3d. per yard, hurcUc fencing 7s. per yard,

gate and pillars £2 10s., tent 10 gs., gates £1 2s. 6d. to £25.

Pabkes and Co., Birmingham.
Draining tools £1 10s. to £1 18s. per set, digging forks

3s. 6d. to 5s., other solid cast-steel forks Is. Od. to 15s., spades

and shovels Is. 3d. to 4s. Gd ; axes, hatchets, choppers, hooks,

trowels, hammers, and hoes, from Is.

Parkin, P., Exeter.

Cider press £22, screw and nut with two levers £8 10s.,

apple-breakers 16s., garden chairs 10s. to 2 gs., Cobbett
stone £5.

Parsons, G., Martock, Somersetshire.
Eiglit-horse portable engine £225, 2^-horse ditto £63, flax-

reaker and scutcher £63, flax-seeder 7 gs., one-horse cart

11 gs., travelling wheels £7 13s. down to £6 per pair.—
Awarded silver medal for combined flax-breaking and scutch-

ing machine.

Peirce, a. E., 73, Bridge Road, Hammersmith.
Cattle troughs £ 1 2s. to £3 5s., sheep trouglis 17s. Gd. to

£1 10s., pig troughs Os. Gd. to £1 Gs., sheep cage 12s., por-

table fence £3 5s., water cart or fire engine 10 gs., rotary

pumj> or ditto £5 7s. and delivery hose Is. 3d. per foot,

tubular wheell)arrow 30s., " eclipse" portable piggery £7,
"excelsior" shepherd's house £18, corn screens £5 10s. and

£9 5s., spare screen cylinders £2 and £2 10s., noiseless win-

nowers £8 and £9, sack holder 25s.—Awarded silver medal

for improved cattle troughs.

Penney and Co., Lincoln.

Corn separators 12 gs. to £21, malt screen £4 10s., grave

or lime screen 30s., sack lifter £2 12s. Gd., meat safes £1 to

£2, game or poultry nettii.g 4jd. to G.l. per yard, garden sofa

£2, ditto chairs 15s. and £1, ditto stools 4s. Gd. and 7s. Cd.,

ditto baskets 4s. and 7s. Gd., corn screens 11 and 13 gs., set of

six japanned wire dish co\ers £1 4s.

Petiiick, J., T.iracrtou Foliott, Devon.
Hand winnower £10, twD-horse farm cart 10 gs.

Phillips, E. A., 8, S-uthamptou Buildings, Chancery

Laie, Loudon.
Rotary spade or digger £50.

Phospho-Guano Co-M'ANY, London apd Edinburgh.
riiospho-guano in its r-i^v and prepared condition, and spe-

cimens of grain and other pioduce raised by its aid alone.

PicKSLEY, Sims, and Co., Leigh.

Chaff cutters 45s. to £24, oat and beau crushers 65s. to

£15, steel mills 90s. to £15
;
gorse bruiser £18 10s. ; turnip

cutter, slicers, and pulpers S5s. to £7 10s., oilcake breaker

65s., lawn mowers £5 to £6 10s., wringing and nmngling
machines 55s. to 75s., two lio'se mower £22, ditto reaper £22
10s., one-horse reaper £21, ho>^serakes32s. Gd.to 45s., two-horse

gear £9 10s., rasping mill £60, grinding apparatus 50s. to 95s.

6d., six-horse horizontal st^ar/. engine £160, four-horse vertical

ditto £115, drag-rake lis. Gd. and ISs., twitch and stubble

rake 4s. , whippletrees 10s. G/., suudry garden chairs, sack

trucks, pig troughs, hay and Uianure forks, with two-horse ver-

tical steam engine £55.— Avr:.r.led third prize of five pounds
for two-horse reaper.

Pitts, Thc .mvs, Plymouth.
Odam's superphospliate of lime 5 gs. per ton, prepared guano

£9 10s., blood manure .£7, dissolved bones £7, concentrated

phosphate £8 15s., special potato manure £7 10s.

Plenty, E. P., Newbury.
Water or liquid manure carts 11 gs. to £18 10s., galvanized

iron pump £4, ditto sheep troughs 20s. to 453., cattle trough

3Cs., lamb trough 18s.

Plimsaul Brothers, Plymouth.
Various pluughs 2 to 7 gs., wheel hand rakes 40s., horse

rakes 3Ss., and £8, drag rake, 18s., haymaker £8, lawn
mowers 90s. and £7 10s., comlnned mower and reaper £20,
one-horse " eclipse" reaper £17 6s., winnower £7, harrows

40s. to 80s., scuffle drag 4 gs., whippletrees 15s., corn mills

3 gs. and S7s. Od., combined mill 9 gs., corn crushers 5 gs. to

£6 10s., linseed cake breaker 70s., turnip cutters 85s. and 5 gs.,

chaff cutters 45s. to £10 19s., seed drill £20, sackbart'ows 12s.

and 14s., set of corn measures 37s., seed distributor 50s.

scythes 10s. and 13s., and variety of miscellaneous articles.

PoxTEY, M. L., Plymouth.
Specimens of seeds, roots, and trees.

Porter and Co., Lincoln.

Coal gas apparatus £45, corrugated shed for ditto £20.

Powis, James, and Co., Lambeth.
Combined mortising machines £16 to £30, circular-saw

benches £21 to £G0, endless-ljand sav/ing machine £38, gene-

ral joiner £75, tenon-cutter £75, floor -board planer £175.

PoAVis AND Co., Milwall Pier, London.
Mortising machines £10 and £21, band-sawer £38, juincr

£9i), saw benches £10 and £70, brickmaker £200.

Preece, T., Leominster.
Corn drills 5 to 21 gs., mangold drills £2 10s. to £5 15s.,

horsehoe £2 IDs., grubber 3 gs., corn drill £28.
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Priest anu Woolnougxi, Kingston, Surrey.

Lever drills £16 8s. to £37, turnip and manure drills tii) to

£.C6, grass seed drill £24, manure distributor £10 lUs., horse-

lioes £14 to £19.-—Awarded the first jirize of ti-n pounds for

general purpose drill, second prize of seven pouiuls for lever

corn drill, second prize of five pounds fur corn drill for small

occupations, first prize of eight pounds for drill for turnips S:c.

on the flat, second prize of seven pounds for drill for tur-

nips fee. on the ridge, and second prize of four pounds for drill

for small seeds ; also highly commended for general purpose

drill, and received-the second prize of five pounds for horsehoe

for general purposes, and the second prize of seven pounds for

dry manure distributor.

PucKEuixci AND Co., Bevcrlev.
Leeds prize market cart £~1, other carts £18 10s., £-3, and

£33, dog-cart £45, waggonettes £45 and £130, saddle stands

13s. Cd., single-horse harness 13 gs., pendoners Is. each.

R.A.\soiiE AXD Co., 31, E.ssex- street. Strand, London.
Long's non-poisonous specific for cure of scab in sheep 4s.

6d. per gallon, ditto for killing ticks in sheep 2s. 8d. per gal-

lon, concentrated non-poisonous eradicator 4s. per gallon, non-
poisouous sbee])-dipping composition Id. to l:jd. per head,

dressing fork and sheep skins with fleeces.

Rax SOMES AXD Sims, Ipswich.

Variety of ploughs £3 7s. Cd. to £7 5s., potato-raising body
£1 17s. Gd., ridging body £1 17s. 6d., digging body 7s. Cd.,

whippletrees £1 5s. and £3 10s., ponieltrees 13s. Od., sets of

harrows £4 5s. and £4 10s., corn screen £15, root pulpers £4
14s. Gd. and £7, bean cutter £4, steel mills £3 15s. to 9 gs.,

universal mill £13 10s., two-horse iron gear £4 5s., lawn
mowers £G 10s. to £8, eight-horse power portable steam en-

gine £330, combined thrashing machine £136, ninety-gallon

feeding pan £3.—Awarded silver medal for semi-circular

pomeltrees.

Rayxbird and Co., Basingstoke.

Collection of samples of seeds and new cereals, oilcakes, and
manures.

Readixg Irox "Wor.xS Compaxy.
Haymaker £15, hor.se rakes 7 gs. and £8 10s., eight-horse

fixed steam engine £95, eight-hors<- portable £330, six-horse

portable £195, three-horse ditto €130, thrashing machines
£75 and £110, perforated beatei drum £8 lOs., portable

thrashing nmchine and horse-gear £41, portable grinding mill

for horse-power £66, circular-saw bench £35 10s., chafi'-

cutters £3 5s. to 12 gs., oilcake m: 11 3 gs., barley-homer £4
15s., two-horse gear £13 5s., grass ;;nd seed broadcast sowing
machine 3 gs., combined sack cart ar.d l-older £1 lis. Cd.

Reeves, R. and J., V-'csioury, Wilts.

Manure, corn, and seed drills £3t 5 f.to £37 5s., corn drill

£31 10s., ditto and bean planter £33 li s., corn and seed drill

for small occupations £18, other drills £12 to £31 10s.,.manurc

distributors 10 gs. to £17, water can £15, barrow pump £G
lis. 4d., winnower 10 gs., com scieens £5 10s., thistle

destroyer 10s.—Awarded the prize ol ten pounds and first

prize of eight pounds for liquid manure corn and seed drill on

the ridge, and second prize of seven pounds for four-row liquid

manure and seed drill on the ridge ; highly commended for

four-row manure and seed drill on th.> Hat, also on the ridge,

and commended for general purpose dri 1.

Riches axd Watts, Norwich.
Eight-horse portable engine £330, grist mills £15 to £37,

corn miils £7 10s. to £13, chaff-cutter £8 10s.

RiCHMOXD AND Chaxdler, Salfoi'd.

Chaff-cutters £3 10s. to 18 gs., com crushers 5 gs. to £11
IGs., two-horse driving gear £16 10s., four-horse ditto £34,

root washer 4gs., turnip cutter £3, steaming apparatus £6 9s.,

sack holders £1 3s. and £1 13s., bread kneaders £5 and £35,

oat and bean crusher £10 6s., four-hors steam engine £105.

Ridley axd Co., Grantham.

Eight-horse portable engine £330 ; ditto combined thrash-

mg machine £110.

Roberts and Sons, Bridgewater.

Market carts 10 gs. to £14, Malvern dog carts £31 to £26,

Whitechapel ditto £30 to £26, waggonette £55, and a set of

dog-cart harness £7 IO5,

RoBEY and Co., Lincoln.

Eight-horse portable steam engine £230, combined thraah-

iiig machine £115, self-acting circular-saw bench £65, portable

mill £25.

RusTox, Proctor, and Co., Lincoln.

Portable steam engines—eight-horse £230, six-horse £200
four-horse £105, tlirashing machines £105 and £118 10s

portable mills £75 and £119, circidar-saw bench £14 10s. to

£45, centrifugal pump £52 10s.

St. Pancras Iron Works Compaxy, Old St. Pancras-

road, London, N.W.
Unerring gate latch 4s. 6d. to 5s. Od., iron field gate and

posts £3 9s. 9d. ; models of stalls, loose boxes, and variety o

stable fittings ; full-sized model of cow stall £3 7s. Od. per cow
iron piggery £13 lis. Gd., sheep and cattle hurdles 4s. 2d. to

7s. lid., pair of hurdle field gates £1 5s., wired hurdles, nin-

ning fences, and tree guards.

Saixty, J., Burnham, near Lynn.
Corn and seed drills £10 10s. and £38 10s., lever horsehoe

£10, manure distributor £16 10s.

Samuelsox axd Co., Banbury.
Self-raking reaper £30 and £35, meadow mowers £30 and

£31 10s., combined reaper and mower £33 and £36, " Eclipse"
reapers 10 gs., haymaker £14, turnip cutters 5 gs. and £4 5s.,

root pulpers £4 5s. and £4 10s., chaff cutters £3 8s. to £10,
lawn mowers £4 10s. to £7 10s., and linseed-cake breakers £3
and £3 10s.—Awarded second prize of seven pounds for one-
horse reaper, and second prize of fifteen pounds for side-

delivery reaping machine.

S.uvNEY, W., Beverley.

Horsehoe £5 10s., winnower £6 5s., combined winnower
and blower 10 gs. and £11, treadle grindstones 44s. and 533.,

treadle boot cleaner 3 gs., bread-cutter, riddles 40s. and 50s.,

sack lifter and filter £3 10s. and £3 18s., cinder sifters 50s.

ScRAGG, T., Calveley, Cheshire.

Pipe, tile, and brick maker, £31.

Sharmax, W., Melton Mowbray.
Hay or corn rakes Is. Od. to 16s. 6d., drag rakes 10s. to

16s. Od., stubble rakes 4s. and 5s., scythe sneaths 5s. 6d. to

9s. 6d., flour bin 18s. to 35s., sack trucks 14s. and 10s.,

strained wire fencing 14s. per cwt., bundles of wire stretches

13s. Od. each.

Shaw, Johx, New Wortley, Yorkshire.

Flexible lawn mowers 70s. to £11 10s , and Gardner's tur

nip cutters 4 to 5 gs.

Simpson's Cattle Spice Company, Hull.

Cattle spice 5s. per canister and 70s. per barrel ; digestive

powders Is. per packet.

Skeltox, J., Bodmin Hill, Cornwall.

Two turnwrest ploughs £5 10s. and £0 with .^kim coulter.

Smith, William, Kettering.

Steerage horsehoes £8 to £9 10s., useful horsehoe £0 10s.,

single-bar horsehoe 80s., winnowing and blowing machines
9 gs.—Awarded third prize of four pounds for general purpose
steerage horse-hoe, and third prize of two pounds ten shillings

for single-row horse-hoe for ridge and flat.

Smith, Brothers, Thrapston.
Haymaker 15 gs., horse-rake £7 15s., grist mills £5 to 15

guineas, bean mill 50s., and oilcake mill 05s.

Smith axd Co., Liverpool.

Palm-nut meal £0 per ton.

Spoxg, J. 0., 45, Mortimer Road, London.
Sausage and mincing machines 10s. Od. to 4 gs., wring

12s. Cd. to 30s., domestic articles from Is.

Stephexson Brothers, Plymouth.
Chaff-cutters 45s. to £10, corn crushers 5 gs. to £6 10s.

turnip cutters 8Ss. Cd. to £5 8s. Od., root pulper 73s. Cd., lawn
mower £6, garden engines 55s. to £5 10s., syringe 8s. 6d.,

garden roller 2 gs., set of corn measures 31s., lift pump 30s.,
manure pump 55s., washing machines 70s. to £6 14s. Od.

lever weighing machines 58s. to 84s., asphalted roofing felt Id.
per foot, flower stand 73s., kitchen range £11, ice producer
25 gs. to 63s., refrigerators 50s. and 75s., ice safe £7, freezing
compounds in cases lis. and 22s., cooking apparatus 38s. to
£33, Cobbett's stove 5 gs., laundry boiler 55s., pig troughs 38.
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to 20s., galvanized netting 5d. to Is. 3d. per lineal yard, sheep

shears 3s. aud is., fillin'g axes 2s. to 5s. 6d.

SuMMERSCALES AND SoN, Keighlej, Yorkshire.

Variety of wasliing, wringing, and mangling machines 65s.

to £9, sugar cutter 12s., paraUel vice 80s.

Sutton axd Soxs, Reading, Berks.

Collections of seeds and dried specimens, also growing

specimens and paintings.

SILVE.STEK, 3, Sheffield-street, London.
Cow railker 10s. the set, sijDhon Is. to 2s. Cd., tube cleaner

Is. to 21s., wringer Is. to 3s. 6d., turnip cutter Is. to 2s. 6d.

Tasker and Sons, Andover.
Corn and other driUs £20 10s. to £43, drill presser £15, sets

of trussed beam harrows 3 gs. to 90s., scuflBe drags £5, win-

nower 10 gs., corn elevators 5 and 6 gs., eight-horse portable

steam engine £233, thrashing machines £55 to £130, screw

jack 2 gs., set of tubular iron whippletrees 14s.

Thomas, Wm., 'Wellington, Somerset.
Bricks 25s. to 40s. per 1000, drain pipes 3d. to 7d. each,

and smaller bore 22.-;. 6d. to 90s. per 1000, roofing tiles 30s.

to £6 10s. per 1000, chimney tops 2s. to Gs. each, vases 2s. to

6s., ridge tiles 2s. Gd. to 4s. 6d. per dozen, &c.

Tinkler, R., Penrith.

Various churns 70s. to £5 15s., hay and garden rakes Is.

6d. each, winnower £9, horsehoe 75s. to 90s., land grubbers

70s. and 75s., double plough 94s.—Awarded second prize of

four pounds for single-row grubber, aud commended for single-

row horsehoe for ridge and flat.

ToPHAM, C, 31, Bnsh-lane, London.
Sausage makers 10s. 6d. to 50s., masticators 12s. 6d. to 21s.,

dairy and domestic utensils Is. upwards, tube brushes Is. to

4s. 6d., grindstone and frame 3 gs., boot cleaner 3 gs.

Trotter, W., South Acomb, Northumberland.
Flexible reaper £25, mower £20.

Turner, E. R. and F., Ipswich.
Four-horse portable engine £161, crushing mills 3 gs. to

£15 17s. Gd., corn mills £28 and £55, crane £5 10s., oilcake

breakers 70s. and 95s.

Turner's Strap and Hose Co., Greenfield, Lancashire-
RoUs of driving straps 2id. to 8s. 7d. per lineal foot

;

leather hose 2s. 6d. per foot.

Turner and Co., 13, Rose Terrace, Fulham Road,
London, S.W.

Sausage maker 17s. Gd. to 5 gs., masticator 15s., mincer 10s.

6d., washing machines 5 gs. to £9, kitchen dagger Is.

TUXFORD AND SoNS, Bostoa.
Portable steam engines—eight-horse £250, one-horse £G0,

two-horse £90, three-horse £115, ten-horse £270, twelve-
horse £330, ten-horse farmer's self-propeUing locomotive for

cultivating and farm-yard purposes £400, ten-horse steeple

engine £285, combined thrashing machine £120, straw
elevator £48, portable mill £45, Appold's centrifugal pump
£30 and £52, circular-saw table £20 and £23 10s., biiuling

spring for holding deals 54s., circular-saws 50s. to £9, lifting

jacks 30s. to 40s.

Tye, John, Lincoln.
Corn mill 70/. and 145/., pearl barley mill 30/. 10s., smut

machine 38/., crane for lifting millstones 6/., French burr mill-

stones 8/., grey miU stones 90s. aud 6/., mill chisels Is. 3d. per lb.

Underbill, W. S., Newport, Salop.
Turnip drill 95s., patching ditto 8s. Gd., ryegrass 70s., driU

press 61. 10s., horse-hoes 27s. Gd. and 33s. 'Cd., grubbers 50s.

and 60s., lever horse rakes 6/. 10s. and 7 gs., six-horse portable
steam engine 180/., combined thrashing machine 110/. com-
bined sawing machine 95/., corn elevators 5 to 6 gs., cultivators

95s. to 8/., ploughs 55s. to 72s. Gd., harrows 52s. 6d. and GOs.,

hand cart 70s., sheep rack 35s. and 45s., sheep troughs 17s.

6d. and 28s., cow crib 34s. 6d., cattle trough 23s. 6d., sack
barrows 10s. 6d. and 18s. 6d., cheese press 2gs., varnish stove
35s., poultry and game fences 9d. to 2s. Gd. per yard, tree-

guards 12s. to 24s. per dozen, standards for feuce Gs. to 21s.
per dozen.—Awarded silver medal for " Sketcliley's" combined
sawing, planing, moulding, and boring machine.

ViCKARY, J., Exe Island, Devon.
Apparatus for small gas works 50/„ rec\unbent gas bath 8/.,

meter 60s,, gas cooking stove 4 to 6 gs.

Waide, W., Leeds.

A''ariety of churns, to make from 1 to Gibs. 30j., to make
SOlbs. 5/. 10s.

Wallis, Haslam, and Steeyens, Basingstoke, Hants.
Corn drill 95s., turnip drill £29 lis. 6d., one-wheel

steerage 95s., horse-rake £8 8s. Gd., eight-horse portable

engine £230, thrashing and dressing machine £115, straw

elevator £53, spring hanger 72s. Gd., spherical bearings

lis. and 26s. 6d., thrashing machines £40 and £60 7s.,

barley avcUer 95s., corn dresser 10 gs., corn screens £8 17s.

and £9, sack holders 25s. and 27s. Gd., sack holder and sack

truck combined 43s. 6d., fixed gear two-wheel plough, £5 2s.

Gd., screw stump ditto 9Gs. Gd., " Excelsior" liarrows 70s. to

£6 10s, horse-hoe 45s., vertical lever drill £7 5s., screw ditto

£9 5s., set of chain harrows G7s. 6d.

Walton and Co., Worcester.
Indiarubber wringer 22s. 6d., Canadian washer 72s. 6d.,

wool and waste washer 10 gs., washer and mangle 8 gs.,

wringer and mangle 3 gs., clothes dryer 38s. ; tent to hold 30

persons, closing like an umbrella, and weighing but 50 lbs.,

£5 ; road scraper £5 15s.

Warren, J., Maldon.
Chaff-cutters 47s. 6d. to 11 gs., bean mills 3 and 6 gs., sets

of harrows and whipple-trees 67s. 6d. and 80s., oilcake mills

3 gs., wood beam ploughs 52s. and 68s. 6d., other ploughs

2 gs. to £7 10s.

Watts, R. J., Plymouth.
Elastic stitch cabinet and other sewing machines £9 to £18.

Webb and Son, Combs, Suffolk.

Assortment of leather machine bands, buckets, and hose, and
of vulcanized indiarubber bands.—Commended for machine
bands.

Webber and Co., Newton Abbots, Devon.
Combined thrashing machine £38 and £105, reed comber

70s. and £5 10s., mortar miU £G.

Weir, E., 142 High Holborn, London.
Spirit draining levels 30s. to 3 gs., workman's pendulum

ditto 15s., chondrometer 35s. to GOs., pumps 5 to 8 gs., churns

25s. to 45s., milk test Is., lactometer 6s., butter purifier 10s.

6d. to 52s. 6d., butter whisks 10s. 6d. to 24s., wasliing ma-
chines, mincing aud sausage-making machines, with samples

of small mills to grind coffee, pepper, spice, &c.

Western Counties Manure Company, Torpoint,

Cornwall.

Superphosphate of lime, guano, animal charcoal, bone, am-
moniacal, and turnip manures.

West and Co., 4, Montague-mews North, London.
Reaping machine £20, combined reaper and mower £20

aud £15.

Wheeler and Son, Gloucester.

Collection of agricultural seeds.

Whipple, E., Plymouth.
Chaffcutters 50s. to £8 10s., lawn mower £6, turnip cutter

90s., oat and bean crusher 95s., self-setting perpetual mouse-
trap 2s. 6d., rotary washing machines &c. 8 to 12 gs., and
variety of miscellaneous articles.

White and Co., 29, Bedford-street, Strand, London.
Earth closets for mechanically applying Mo\ile's system of

deodorizing and utilizing excrementitious matter by means of

dry earth, portable apparatus in deal case 30s. to £9 10s. with
partition showing supply of earth from behind.—Highly
commended.

White, J., 7, Trinity-street, Southwark.
Oil-feeders Is. 3d. to 3s. 6d., artificial dams 2s. Gd. to Ss,

each ; driving belts ; clothes wringers 12s. Gd. and 153., pen-

doners Is. to 3s. Gd., hand-drill 4 gs.

Whitehead, J., Preston.

Drainpipe, tile, and brick-making machine £21, solid-brick

maker £36, Ijrick presser 16 gs.

Whitmee and Co., 70, John-street, Clerkenwell.

Bean mill £2 15s., oat crusher £2 15s., corn crushers £4
to £20, linseed crusher £4 15s., corn mills £6 to £41, flour

dresser £15, flour mills £6 10s. and £20.

WiLKiNS, W. P., Ijiswich.

Five-horse portable engine £170, grinding mills £30 aud i5S5,
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Williams, J. 0., Torquay, Devon.
Cooking apparatus 30s. to £21, yacht caboose £2 to lii gs.,

boiling pot 123., recoil wind guard 15s., sliip stove £5 10s.

Williamson Brothers, Kendal.
Four-horse portable steam engine £lbO, vortex turbine

£135, centrifugal pumps £38 and £43, whirlpool blowing-

fan £21.

WiLLARV, R,, Preston.

Continuous trough for cowhouse £2 'is. per lineal yard,

food apparatus £25.

WiTHERiNGTON, T., Foregate-strcct, Worcester.
Medicine chests, sheep powder, articles for toilet use, cattle

medicines, and sheep-dippiug composition.

Wood, W. A., 77, Upper Thames-street, London.
Two-horse grass-mowers (three specimens) £22, one-horse

reaper £1S, self-raking side-delivery reaper £28, combined
mower and reaper £25.—Awarded first prize of ten pounds
for the two-horse grass-mowing machine, the second prize of

seven pounds for combined mower and reaper, and iirst prize

of nine pounds for one-horse reaping machine.

Woods and Cocksedge, Stowmarket.
Corn mills £28 10s. to £75, " universal" mills £7 10s. to

£15, crushing mills £5 lOs. to £15, stable mill £5 15s., bean

mill £3 15s., turnip cutters £4 10s. and £5 10s., root pulpers

£3 12s. 6d. to £5, oilcake breakers £2 12s. 6d. to £3 15s.,

poppy extirpator £8 15s,, two-horse thrashing machine £37,
one-horse carts 10 gs. to £15 10s., two-horse cart £1(3, horse
powers £10 to 16 gs., two-liorse mower £22, one-horse reaper

£18, asplialte apparatus £17, four-liorse vertical steam engine
£110.—Awarded second prize of three pounds for single-horse

cart.

Worth and Pontife.x, 293, Oxford-street, London.
Knife cleaner 3 gs., barrel stand 8s., fork cleaner 2s., razor

strop 3s., churns 18s. to 25s., milk pails 7s. 6d. and 12s. 6d.,

yoke 10s. Gd., bread-cutting machine, burglary preventor, boot
ami shoe cleaner, &c.

Wray and Son, Bedale.
Two-horse reaper £15, mower £19, one-horse reaper £15,

combined reaper and mower £25.

Wright, J., Sandford, Devon.
Drill for small seeds 50s., horsehoes 2g3. and 4-5s., grubber

40s., self-delivery reaper £20, one-horse reaper £18, horse-
rakes £7 and £7 10s., ploughs 75s. to £5 lOs. sheep rack on
wheels 65s., drags and whippletrees 15s.

Wright, H., Boston.
Stacking machine £35, straw elevator £35.

Wright, C. T. and N. T., Boston.
Straw elevator £35.

THE IMPLEMENTS AT PLYMOUTH.
As far as the trials of reapers are concerned, little re-

quires to be added to the account which appeared iu our

columns on July 17, and brought down the proceedings to

the previous Saturday night. The judges were early in the

field on the Monday, hoping to get through everything in

time for a peep at the stock on Tuesday. The iirst business

was to test the " selected" combined reapers and mowers
upon the heavy oats, and then on the lighter rye. Wood's
did its work well, the drop slat-platform being of great

assistance in the delivery of the rye. There is no pro-

vision for delivering the sheaves at one side. If these

trials are to be considered decisive, and sufficiently trust-

worthy to guide purchasers to the best machines, this is

no doubt one of the best for the farmer's money, the judges

having awarded it what may be called " the second" prize

of £7. Hoi-usby's combined machine took the chief prize

of £8, and certainly showed great capabilities in both the

light and heavy crop ; the main point about it is that, as

in some other machines not so well constructed as this,

two men have seats provided for them, one driving the

horses, and the other having only to attend to the

delivery of the sheaves with his rake. Bamlett's two-
horse combined reaper and mower did not work to equal

advantage, but did its cutting extremely well, and came in

for a prize of £5. Keai'sley's two-horse combined ma-
chine made a decidedly inferior performance in comparison

with the former machines, but still was considered suffi-

ciently meritorious to deserve a high commendation ; and

a commendation was awarded to Barber's combined ma-
chine, in which the sheaves are pushed off at the side.

This machine would bear considerable improvement in

make and finish of its parts. On the whole, we are not

very favourably impressed with this class of machines :

they may answer for a grass district where a small pro-

portion of corn is grown ; hut, at present, the public will

exercise a discretion by purchasing strong grass-mowers

for heavy hay, and strong reapers for good grain crops, a

system that will pay far better both in quantity and

quality of work done, and more especially in the item of

repairs, than attempting to get too much out of one im-

plement.

The selected manual-delivery machines were tried again,

and then several were tested by the djTiamometer, light-

ness of draught being in favour of Wood and Samuelson,

In the class of one-horse reapers Wood's machine, with
back-delivery slat -platform, very deservedly took the first

prize of £9, as this is an implement thoroughly "proved"
on the farm. The second prize of £7 went to Samuelson's
" Eclipse" reaper, with tipping zinc-covered platform for

back delivery, aud no intermediate driving-shaft, the very

simplest of all in respect to moving parts. Hornsby's ma-
chine came in for the third prize of £5 ; the cutting was
excellent, and the drop-platform for back delivery is made
of slats, with their under-edges bevelled, so as to collect

more projecting stubbles iu the slits for catching and deli-

vering the sheaf upon the ground. The dividing iron is

specially adapted for keeping the standing corn off the cut

sheaf. Cuthbcrt's machine received only a " high com-
mendation," though its work was universally acknowledged
to be very good. The judges seem to have laid down the

principle that their awards must be to the machines, and
not to the men working them ; and they thus made up
their minds that Cuthbert is the cleverest rake-man in

England ; so that by consequence, his unequalled per-

formance was due mainly to his personal skill and address,

and but little to his machine. The main merits of this

consist in the strength of its construction just in those parts

that long field-practice has gradually improved. The plat-

form, for either back or side delivery, is simply a flat board,

with the addition of a small friction-roller at the back ; and
in light crops perhaps a tipping platform would be decidedly
better ; but for delivering very heavy crops, nothing can
surpass the plain immovable board. Page, Picksley and
Sims, Dicker, Bowhay, and BanJett did work calling for

no special remark. In the class of two-horse manual deli-

very reapers, the first, prize of £10 was won by Ilornsby
and Sons' new machine, in which the man picks up and
divides with his rake, and drops a slat platform with the
sheaf upon a lower platform having endless chains that

deliver the sheaf at the side. We need not say more
than we have already done concerning this novel and
most valuable invention, except that this decision of the
judges is fully consistent both with the actual perform-
ance of the machine, more particularly upon the

rye, and the great facilities which it promises in

the harvesting of crops in very varied conditions.

Hornsby's grated drop-platform reaper, with back delivery

only, takes tlie second prize of £6 j and an equal prize is
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awarded lo Tickalcy and .Siius' " C'liiiiii))iou"' reaper, uitli

shafts, larye main-wlieel, peudulum sliug for the eou-

necting-rod etui of the knil'e-bar, and the back half of the

platform made to drop, but balanced by a weighted lever.

Among the novel ideas in this class was noticeable Brcnton's

roller-delivery. The cut corn falls npon a transverse

roller of about eight inches diameter, made of wood, with

unnierons small iron staples, forming so many short pegs,

upon its surface. This roller is ordinarily at rest ; but

when a sheaf has to be delivered the mau's foot depresses

a treadle, and the other end of the lever raises one end of

the roller, which carries a small jilain wood rigger : this

rigger being thus pressed against a corresponding plain

wheel on the axis of the main driving-wheel, causes the

roller to rotate and carry over the sheaf, which it delivers

behind. The trial upon moist corn did not succeed, the

operation being better performed, however, on the Moiulny.

Another machine of this maker, but not brought out, we
believe, to the trial field, has a quadrant-shaped i)latform

with a conical roller, iatended to act as a side delivery.

The £40 for self-side-delivering machines is divided

into two sums of £:25 and £15 each, the former going to

Ilornsby and Sons, and the latter to Samnelson. The
concluding competition in this class was between Woods,
Sarauelson's, and Burgess and Key's side sheaf- delivery

reapers, and Horusby's swathe-delivery machine, the

IJeverley Company's swathe-delivering machine having

been withdrawn. Ilornsby's swathe-delivery first

prize reaper did not manage the heavy oats at all well,

but the rye was laid beautifully, the cut in both cases

being first-rate. The machine is somewhat like Lord
Kinuaird's improvement of 15cll, the coi'u falling, how-
ever, on a lixed inclined platform with horizontal end-

less chains passing across it, instead of upon a cloth web,

as in the Scotch machine. If the dividing iron is right,

and there is a sufficiently wide " throat" for a heavy

strawed crop to come off the chains, this is a very good
machine. We are of opinion, however, that had the

Beverley Company displayed a little more address in their

manipulation, for it does want a man with a head-piece

to hold the steerage-pole, their lately imin-oved machine,

would have made a better figure at riynujuth, and have
shown the full advantages derivable from a lirst-class

swathing reaper. Burgess and Key's sheaf- delivery

machine cut well, but delivered badly-formed sheaves : the

action of the rake appearing too sudden, and the motion

not sufFiciently smooth and quiet, at least for very heavy

crops. Wood's sclf-rakiug-olf reaper began in good style;

but the rake arm on the vertical spindle, which di'ives

the reel, of five flyers, is somewhat weakly designed,

although it enters the crop at the side, and sweeps the

])latform in the right direction, and therefore is good

in idea. Samuelson's machine, with automatic rakes

to reel-boards, revolving windmill-fashion, but in a

generally horizontal direction, did its work in a more
creditable manner; the slow motion of the rakes

enabling them to deliver the sheaf-bunches in a

tolerably neat style, though not so well as they are laid

by a manual-delivery machine. Two of the Banbury

reapers were tried ; the prize going to the lately improved

and cheaper of the two—the price £30. The axis of the

i
rakes is slightly inclined from the upright, leaning a

little towards the platform, the tilt of the rakc-arms in their

rotation being regulated by an irregularly-shaped circular

cam ; and instead of being driven by an endless chain, as

in the old machine, they receive motion by means of a

shaft with bevel wheel and pinion directly from the in-

termediate shaft which drives the crank. There is a

quadrant bracket for setting the machine at any requisite

height from the ground without disarranging the gear of

the main spur-wheel and pinion on the intermediate .shaft.

A question has been mooted whether or not the So-

ciety should in future prescribe what it means by a " one-

horse," and what by a "two-horse" machine. Most of

the machines exhibited imder the former category are

capable of taking about as wide a cut as those under the

latter denomiation ; the drivers simply taking a poi'tion of

their breadth where the crop is heavy. Some critics ob-

served that the useless knives were taking up motive

])owcr to drive them ; others said that these spare knives

are wanted for catching odd straws that lean over away

from the crop. A suggestion has been made that the

Society should limit one-horse machines to a finger-bar

of say four feet in length ; but this hardly serves a prac-

tical notion, for if any maker can bring out a machine that

will cut a breadth of six feet, and yet be of moderate

draught for one horse, why should'nt he ?

The dynamometer draughts of the selected grass-mowers

and reapers will appear in due course in the Royal Agri-

cultural Society of England's Toarnal ; but we here give

in a tabular fonn certain points as furnished us by some

of the makers.

PARTICULARS OF GRASS MOWERS AT PLYMOUTH.
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PARTICULARS OF MANUAL REAPING MACHINES AT PLYMOUTH.
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Kumbcrof revolutious

of crank for eacli

linealyard advanced
by the machine ...

Length of stroke of

the knife-bar

Breadth of a knife

along the bar

Lenth of a knife from
tlie bar to the point

Distance apart of the

fingers, centre to

centre

Knives plain or serra-

ted

Width of cut

Total breadtli of ma-
chine out to out ...

Weiglit of machine...

Shafts or pole

With or without reel

Mode of delivery

Side or back delivery

Price

Pickslcy nndiHornsby and

Sims' 3-Horse Sous' New 3-

Reaper. Horse Reaper.

3 inches

3 inches

2f inches

3 inches

plain

5 feet 85 inches

9 feet 3 inches

9 cwts.

pole or shafts

to order

no reel

Balanced tip-

ping platform

Sheaves at the

back
With shafts

£31, with

pole £23 10s

llornsby and

Sons' New 1-

llorse Reaper.

3 inches

3 inches

2J inches

3 inches

plain

5 feet

8 feet

8;^ cwts.

pole

no reel

Tipping slat

platform and

endless - chains

on a lower fixed

platform

Sheaves at the

side

£33

Hornsby and
Sons' l-Horse

Reaper.

3 inches

3 inches

3f inches

3 inclies

plain

4| feet

7 feet

6^ cwt.

shafts

no reel

Tipping slat-

platform and
endless -chains

on a lower fixed

platform

Sheaves at the

side

£19 19s.

3 inches

3 inches

3-^ incliss

3 inches

plain

5 feet

8 feet

5 cwt.

shafts

Wood's
1-Horse

Reaper.

7i

3 inches

3 inches

Ij inches

3 inches

plain

4 feet 8 inches

8 feet 4 inelies

4-j cwts.

shafts

no reel no reel

Patent grated Drop skeleton

drop platform platform

Sheaves at the

back
£1G 16s.

Sheaves at the

back
£16 10s., with

extras £18

Samuelson and

Co.'s 1-Horse

Reaper.

4i

6 inches

3 inches

3^ inches

3 inches

plain

5 feet

7 feet 6 inches

5^ cwts.

shafts

no leel

Tipping plat

form

Shea\'es at the

back
£16 16s

Cutlibert and
Co.'s 1 or 2-

Horse Reaper.

6^"a

3^ inclies

3 incites

o'^ inches

3 inches]

plain

5 feet

7 feet 10 inches

9 cwts.

shafts

no reel

Fixed flat plat-

form with
friction rol-

ler behind

Sheaves at the

back or side

£32, or £24

PARTICULARS OF SELF-DELRTERY REAPING MACHINES AT
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Amongst the haymaking machines and horse-rakes it is

noteworthy that Messrs. J. & F. Howard cleared off all the

prizes they " went in"' for : that is, out of the £15 offered

for haymakers, they took £6 for one machine and £5 for

another ; and out of the £10 offered for horse-rakes, they

won £G for the new rake sent out by the Britannia Works.

The first-prize Bedford haymaker has really all the improve-

ments of "the Leeds prize machine—including the eccentric

motion for instantly reversing the action, without having

to make adjustments at both ends of the machine; it works

most effectively, both as a tedder and turner, f.nd

without the possibility of clogging
;
yet the selling price

is only eleven guineas. The second-prize larger-sized

machine is the old one v.ith -leveral improvements—as a

solid steel spindle in place of the tubular axle ; the re-

versing of the action is accomplished at one movement,

without touching the rakes ; and the springs are inserted

in slots without being weakened by holes through them.

The Bedford horse-rake has been much improved by

giving the teeth a larger sweep, and a larger leverage for

rising over obstacles when in work ; and to secm'e greater

lightness for lifting while preserving the same strength

as before, the steel teeth are rolled tapering, that is,

slightly decreasing iu thickness all the way from the

hinge end to the point, where the tooth is only half an

inch thick. The raising is effected by sinking the hinge

bar, the main axle forming the fulcrum ; and the curve of

the back and lower part of the teeth is concentric with

this axle as a centre, so that the teeth have no tendency

to lift up the hay when rising. An easy beU-crauk lever

arrangement enables the teeth to be easily lifted by the

hand, and to keep up when lifted, without any catch or

hook. Messrs. Howard have brought out the best ar-

rangement we have seen of a seat upon a horse-rake, with

hand levers for ready-lifting of the teeth. This is well

adapted for hot coimtries, but will scarcely be much pa-

tronized by farmers at home.

Boby's third-prize haymaker is an admirably-made tool,

extremely simple in the working ])arts, and upon wheels

of well-seasoned wood. Mr. Nicholson's haymaker re-

ceives a high eommeudation. This machine, excepting

improvements in a few details, won the first prize at the

Salisbury meeting, is pecidiarly efficient, with extremely

simple gear for driving both the forward and the back

action, and defies any crop to clog it or wrap upon the

barrels. Mr. Nicholson has a number of clever diagrams,

showing the cycloidal track of the teeth and the frequency

of the points of contact with the ground (or the crop) in

the case of his own and other first-class machines, from

which, according to theory, the Newark machine ought

to beat all others hollow. It did not appear, however,

during the trials accorded to the several machines,

that this did more tossing and separating of the grass

or that it turned the tedded hay more efficiently than
others. The late improvements consist of a small

eccentric for altering the pitch of the shafts; a better

form of fork-barrel, with a hoUow fitting the axle-

casing, to preclude the possibility of any wrapping and
clogging. Mr. Nicholson has brought out a ten-guinea

horse-rakc ha\ing the back-action only. This new machine
has an adjustable seat for the driver. A. and T. Fry

receive a commendation for Grace's new haymaker, with

disc or solid wheels, and the axis so placed as to relieve

the horse's back of pressure, the man partly balancing by
riding; the cage, however, is in one revolving piece—giving

iar less advantage than with a division. Ashby and
Jeftery have still farther improved their original hay-

maker, which has, iu its day, won so many prizes. With-
out any complication, the forks are so contrived

that their velocity may be increased or diminished
at the ])leasure of the operator—a valuable facility

for suiting all sorts and conditions of grass.

The springs also have considerably greater power than

in previous machines. This firm also makes a fourteen-

guinea haymaker, with zig-zag arragcment of forks and

reversing motion ; and their eleven-guinea machine, of

six inches' less breadth, works both ways, but with the

forks in a single revolving cage. Among other hay

machines that struck our notice were Huxtable's light

skeleton machine, with crank axle for setting at different

heights, but with only one-way action ; as also Cranston's

"kicking" hay-tedder, the great merit of which is its

lightness of draught, and its action Ijeing under complete

control of the driver on his seat, without stopping " the

pony ;" for it has the recommendation of not requiring so

much as a horse to work it.

The second prize for horse-rakes was awarded to Page

and Co, of Bedford, their implement being well-constructed,

simple and effectual in principle, and with oval steel teeth.

The breadth taken at one time is 7 feet 9 inches, and the

price low.

THE IMPLEMENT YARD.

Notwithstanding previous announcements in hopeful

newspapers, nobody expected to find a heavy show of

mechanism down at the sea-coast of Devonshire. The

figures teU "us that while Leeds had 5,488, Battersea

5,064, and Worcester 5,839 implements, Newcastle

last year had 4,024, and Plymouth just one less.

All the great makers were represented iu the sheds.

Benlall had a fine show of chaff-cutters, mills, and

pulpers. Coleman and Morton exhibited their steam-

cultivating apparatus, prize cultivators, and rotary po-

tato-digger. The Reading Iron-works Company showed

their fixed steam-engine, chaft'-cutters, thi-ashing-machines.

Tasker and Sous showed drills, and Seaman's trussed-beam

harrows. Blackburn's traction-engine was a singular

featm-e in the machinery-in-motion department; the

boiler upon small wheels running on a sort of endless

tramway inside a large drum, while the steam cylinders

and gear-work are upon an external frame. A large

diameter and great bearing-surface are attained by this

manner of construction ; but modern practice points to

economizing weight, and keeping the steam hot, as two

sources of success in designing " tractor" engines. Car-

son and Toone showed prize horse-hoes, and single-row

grubbers, unequalled for strength and efficiency. The
Beverley Iron and Waggon Company came out with

their usual strength in machine-made carts and waggons

for all purposes, prize one-horse carts with " tips,"

harvest-carts, and sets of patent wheels. Woods
and Cocksedge showed mills, weed extirpators, and the

horse-powers for which they are famous. Eaton and Sons

exhibited horse-hoes, and their prize revolving turnip-

thinner. J. and P. Howard had a fine stand of hay-

makers, ploughs, their certainly unequalled ridging and

potato ploughs, ploughs with the new " digging breasts,"

ffcxible chain -harrows, and their apparatus for steam cul-

tivation. The new traction-engine, having the boiler

placed transversely upon a three-wheeled frame, displayed

its facilities of turning, and ascending and descending

inclines. These engines are specially applicable for con-

tract companies, to w^ork on the double-engine system,

hauling the implement to and fro by a single line of rope.

For ordinary farm-use, the stationary windlass, with two

winding drums, was exhibited. Ransomes and Sims had

a great display of Newcastle prize ploughs, corn screens,

mills, their steam engines and thrashing machines.

One novelty here was the semicircular whippletree, in-

vented by Mr. Edmunds, of Rugby : the foot-chain is at-

tached by a friction-roUer, which, running at liberty

within the semicircular back of the whiiiplctrce, changes

its place according to the position of the whippletree, thus
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always preserving an equal strain upon each horse ; and the

judges honoured this invention with a silver medal. On
the next stand was Phillips' " rotary spader," invented

by " Cicero Comstock," of America. A very ingenious

combination of mechanical motions is employed to direct

a number of tines properly into the ground, and again to

adjust Iheir position on emerging with llu; brol<en earth.

Drawn by four horses, this barrel of spikes proposes to

dig eight inches deep and three feet wide ; but it was

not taken out, we believe, to the trial-field. The con-

struction is of nothing like so strong a character as that

of Samuelson's rotary forker. Reeves had a large

show of drills, water-drills and manure distributors.

Clay showed his cultivators and weed eradicators,

with a wonderfidly simple and good ridge horse-hoe,

which can be set to diftereut widths without stopping the

horse for the purpose. Ireland's three-motion churn is a

clever thing, accomplishing a great deal of dashing with

very few moving parts. Page and Co. had a good stand

of horse-rakes, chatf-cutters, and ploughs. Whitehead ex-

hibited his drain-pipe, brick, and tile machines. Amies,

Barford, and Co. had an extensive entry of water-ballasting

rollers, water-ballasting adjustable garden rollers— the

framing of the lightest kind, and the i'riction and wear on

the bearings reduced to a minimum ; also the farmer's

steam cooking-apparatus, and the Felton American

corn-grinding mill. Mellard's new cheese-making ap-

paratus, invented by Mr. Pugh, of Uttoxeter, deservedly

came in for a silver medal. We had supposed that no-

thing could surpass Keevil's invention ; but here we have

numerous points of improvement in cutting, gathering,

pressing, andvatting curds, altogether by far the cleverest,

most hardy, and valuable contrivances we have yet seen

for a great cheese dairy. Sharman shows the use of gal-

vanized and tubular iron in hand rakes, corn bins, and

vessels. Ball exhibited ploughs and carts. Childs

sent the California lifting and force pump, a neat con-

trivance, with ample provision for the passage of solid

bodies through the valves. Mapplebeck and Lowe had a

large assortment of chaff-cutters of tbeir own manufacture,

a great variety of agricultural articles, and an interest-

ing collection of models. Priest and Woolnongh
showed their di'ills and horse-hoes. Skelton's

turuwrest plough, well named " The Butter-fly ",

is a remarkably ingenious tool : one niouldboard is

advanced and the other retired, the share turned over,

the sideway adjustment given to the coulters, and the

land and fmrow wheels set at liberty and refixed in the

new position, all by a single movement of the plough-

man's hand Another turn of a handle puts the

skim-coulter from right to left-hand action. Tinkler ex-

hibited churns of all sizes. Wallis, Haslam, and Co.,

showed steam thrashing-machines, di-essing-maehines,

and sack -holders. Garrett and Son showed portable

steam-engines and thrashing-machines, with a great

novelty iu the form of a machine for reducing straw to a

soft mass, for rendering it more easily digestible—pro-

bably this may introduce a more profitable economy of

straw food into English agriculture. The machrae re-

quires to be di'ivenby an S-horse engine ; but it is very

likely that a moi-e rapid rate of performance will be at-

tained by gradual improvements in the friction-drum and

concave, by which the straw is torn into small shreds.

Peirce showed a capital assortment of japanned wrought-

iron troughs, the best possible for all sorts of stock to

feed out of. Richmond and Chandler had a large num-

ber of chatf-cntters. Bradford contributed a great show

of washing machines. Plimsaul Brothers had the largest

stand in the yard, comprising a vast variety of agricul-

tural and horticultural imi)lemcnts and tools. Boby
showed his well-known corn-screens, and haymakers.

Picksley and Sims exlubited among numerous other articles

a new chaff-cutter, which cuts two different lengths of

chalf without changing the wheels, and also a really good

gorse-eutting and bruising machine for preparing this

valuable and cheap produce for horse and cattle food.

On Brinsmead's stand was a " synchronical thrashing and

reed-making machine," that is, a machine for stripping

out grain from the ears, while leaving the straw unbroken

for thatch; also a child's self- exercising nm-sery chair, a

chair mounted upon a wood spring, giving it a dancing

motion. John Fowler and Co. exhibited their

steam-ploughing and cultivating machinery, and a 10-

horse traction-engine, admirably designed, very powerful,

with the bearings all covered from dirt, and easily oiled

while the engine is in motion. Hornsby and Sons had a

large stand "of drills, ploughs, pulpers, and washing-

machines. Burgess and Key exhibited reapers and

mowei's, pumps, American churns, and a number of

domestic articles. On Holmes' stand was Mr. Everett's

new rotary harrow or twitch-extirpator, a sort of adapta-

tion of tlie haymaker cage to the work of forking : in

the trial-field we believe this tossed the soil about well, and

received from the judges a silver medal. The price is ex-

ceedingly low Willary's method of supplying a con-

tinuous cattle trough with cake and turnips, falling broken

or cut from a travelling machine, is very ingenious ; but

we think scarcely a practical motion, at least iu its pre-

sent form : iu exceedingly large feeding establishments

it might answer. Allen's twelve-horse expansive portable

engine excited considerable attention, owing to the sim-

plicity of the means by which it economizes a

vast proportion of coal and water. Tuxford and

Sons had a fine show of their prize portable en-

gines of various powers, from twelve -horse down

to a one-horse engine—just the thing now wanted for

various light processes of the barn and feeding-house.

Wright showed a novel straw-carrier, which feeds itself

with straw and conveys it to any distance and height, in

any direction—requiring, however, much previous fixing

and after-removal, when only a single day's thrashing is

concerned. Clayton, Shuttleworth, and Co. exhibited por-

table-engines and thrashing-machines. Robey showed

portable steam-engines. Brown and May showed steam-

engines and punips. Ruston, Procton, and Co. had

portable engines, thrashing-machines, and saw-benches.

Barrows and Carmichael exhibited a thrashing-machine

with a spring table-shaker, and vibrating-board driven by

a single crank-shaft. Webber and Co. had a thrashing-

machine without a vibrating-board, the corn being

conveyed along a fixed board by means of scrapers under

the shaker-boxes. Maynard showed his sifting chaff-

engine, with four knives—the most powerful chaff-cutter

inuse. Riches and Watts sent the American grist miU.

Aveling and Porter had a couple of traction engines,

with the disc wheel ready steerage, and light pitch-chain

driving gear. These engines travelled upon common roads

all the" way from Rochester in Kent, accomplishing the

long journey in six days.

The department of seeds and models comprised

Neighbour's popular beehives ; the display of seeds,

roots, cereal specimens and samples, of Thomas Gibbs

and Co. ; a fine stall of seeds and roots of Sutton and

Sons ; another show of seeds by James Carter and Co.

;

Harvey's powder for killing wire-worms ; and Raynbird's

samples of cereals.

Monthly Council.— Wednesday, August 2, 1863
;

present. Lord Tredegar, President, in the chair, Lor

Chesham, Major-Gen. the Hon. A. N. Hood, Mr. Ark-

wright, Mr. Raymond Barker, Mr. Cantrell, Colonel

Challoner, Mi: Clayden, Mr. Brandi-eth Gibbs, Mr. Hol-

land, M.P., Mr. Randcll, Mr. Sanday, Mr. Shuttleworth,

Q 2
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Mr. Thompsou, Mr. Torr, Mr. Wells, Mr. Frere, and

Professor Siiuouds.

Finances.—Major-Gen. tlie Hon. A. N. Hood, cliair-

11) an of the eomuiittec, presented the report, from which

it appeared that the Secretary's receipts during the past

month had been examined by the Committee, and by

Messrs. Quiltcr, Ball, and Co., the Society's accountants,

and were found correct. The balance in the hands of

the bankers on July 31 was £7,497 16s. The Committee

rec-ommended that the money now on deposit (£1,000) be

withdrawn to meet the Plymouth expenses. This report

Avas adopted.

Journal CoiiMrrrEE.—Mr. Thompson reported that

in Class II. the only Essay sent in was not considered

deserving of the prize.

In Class Y. the prize of £25 is awarded to the Essay

bearing the motto " Suum Cuique," written by Wm.
Henry Hcywood, Dunham M.assey, Altrincham, Cheshire.

The Essay 504, by W. T. Carriugton, Hallington,

Uttoxeter, is Commended.
In Class VII. the prize of £20 is awarded to the Essay

bearing the motto " Rufus," written by A. Bailey Denton,

Stevenage. The Essays 560, by John Evvart, Bigg Mar-

ket, Newcastle-on-Tyne, and 508, by Philip D. Tuckett,

76, Old Broad-street, are commended.

In Class IX. the prize of £10 is awarded to the Essay

bearing the motto " Antevcni, et subolum," &c., written

by William Little, Bunker Hill, Lambton Pence Houses

;

and No. 579, written by G. Murray, Overstone, North-

ampton, is commended.

The following list of subjects was recommended for

Prize Essays for 1866 :—

•

£
1. County Essay, Worcestershire ... ... ... ... 50

2. ditto Leicestershire ... ... ... ... 50

3. Town Dairies, especially with reference to the Preva-

lence of Disease ... ... ... ... ... 25

4. Mountain herds of Sheep: pure or crosses ... ... 20

5. Leaves of Plants
;
power of resisting drought ... 20

0. Improvements of Waste Lands in connection with
Mines ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 15

7. On the use to a Fanner of Magnifying Glass or simple

Microscope ... ... ... ... ... ... 15

8. Any other Agricultural subject ... ... ... 10

Recommended that the Shorthorn, Hereford, and

Devon Herd-books to the present time be purchased for

the Library.

This report was adopted.

Veterinary.—The following are extracts from the

report of the Governors of the Royal Veterinary College

for the year ending 31st December, 1864 :

—

During this period all the means at the command of the

College were kept iu full operation,the lectures, demonstrations,

chemical instructions, kc, being daily delivered so soon as the

scholastic session commenced, viz., in the mouth of October,
according to established custom.

Tiie chief subjects treated of iu the lectures on Cattle Patho-
logy, after tlie necessary introductory ones, were the pliysieal

and vital properties of the blood, with the pathological changes

it undergoes in inflammation and other morbid conditions of

the body.

This section of the instruetious included likewise a full de-

scription of the causes, symptoms, and treatment—prophylactic

and curative—of the diseases commonly known as lledwater

iu cattle and sheep, Blackleg, or Quarter Garget, Splenic Apo-
plexy, Diabetes, Purpura, &c., together with the results of in-

ilammatiou, such as effusion, suppuration, adhesion, ulceration,

and mortification.

The number of pupils in attendance was larger than ordinary,

no less than fifty-eight " freshmen" entering between October
and the commencement of the Christmas vacation.

The yearly increasing entries of pupds, with the extended in-

structions and more rigid examination, bids fair to elevate the
profession, and to keep the country well supplied with scieutilic

veterinary surgeons on whom the agriculturists can confidently

rely at the time of need.

The Bovine animals admitted into the infirmary have af-

forded useful instruction of a practical nature, although the

cases of disease have not been of any uncommon kind. One
case, however, of disease of the eyeball, requiring the perform-

ance of a bold but delicate operation, very rarely had recourse

to in the lower animals, was successfully undertaken, the re-

sult proving most satisfactory. Another complex case of dis-

ease of the womb, associated with an accumulation of purulent

matter within the organ, also required a surgical operation,

the performance of which was attended with the happiest re-

sult. These two cases are only alluded to for the purpose of

shon ing that operations requiring an accurate knowledge of

aiiatomy are among many others brought before the notice of

the pupils, on which occasions every step of the process is fully

explained to them.
The number of morbid specimens received from country ve-

terinary surgeons and others has been fully equal to any former

peiiodof the like duration ; and these also, according to the

established custom, have been used for the benefit of the class.

Many of them have possessed novel features; and, as such, a

selection has been made for publishing iu the FctcrinariaH the

particulars of the cases iu which they occurred.

The governors are fully alive to the necessity which exists

for the strict investigation of every new or modified form of

disease which may show itself among the animals of the farm ;

and they only require the cordial co-operatiou of the members
of the Society to enable them to accomplish this desirable

object, and apply the knowledge obtained to the practical

advantage of the agriculturists themselves.

Many members of the Society continue to consult the pro-

fessor of cattle pathology in cases of serious outbreaks of

disease ; and the governors have learnt with much satisfaction

that his visits into the country during the past half-year, for

the purpose of studying the causes, with a view of arresting

the progress of disease, as well as the instructions given for

the treatment of infected animals, have, as a rule, been followed

by beneficial results.

In the report for last year, mention was made of a series of

experiments being instituted in order to elucidate much of the

mystery which still surrounds the existence of parasites within

the animal body. This intricate and important inquiry is still

going on ; and several of the facts arrived at have already

been used with advantage, both in freeing animals from para-

sites and in warding-otl' their attacks.

The following letter from Professor Simonds was read,

and directed to be published :

—

" Royal Veterinary College, Aug. 1, 1865.
" To the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society.—

I

have to report that the disease which has recently made its

appearance among cattle continues to extend its ravages, and
that, since my last report, several more of the London dairies

have become the seat of the malady.

"Besides this, the disease has also shown itself iu different

parts of the country, as, for example, in Shrop.shire, Suffolk,

Norfolk, and Sussex. In each of these instances, although

the places are far removed from each other, the cause of the

outbreak can be clearly traced to the introduction of animals

in whose systems the disease was incubated. The facts I am
in possession of give no support to the opinion that the

malady has had a spontaneous origin in this country, but that

it has been introduced from aljroad, by the importation of

foreign cattle.

" I have also to report that I am in daily communication with
the Government, who have adopted a system of inspection of

the diseased cattle within the boundary of the metropolitan

police, to keep iu ciieck the progress of the malady, and who,
I have reason to believe, will transmit without delay some
suggestions for the consideration of the council, having the

same object in view. "James B. Simonds."

The committee recommended the usual grant of £200
to the Royal A'eterinary College for the year 1865. This

report was adopted.

It was moved by Mr. Holland, M.P., and seconded by
Major-general the Hon. A. N. Flood, that the Veterinary

Commitfce may meet (if summoned by the chairman)

from time to time between this meeting and the Novem-
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ber couucil, aiul that the committee l)e cm])owere(l to take

sucli steps as tlicy may consider necessary in rci'erencc to

the cattle plague and sniall-pox among slieep.

^Iketixc; at 15uky, ix 186G.— It was arranged that

the Ibllowing members of the Bury committee should

proceed at once to Bury St. Edmunds, and make arrange-

ments, viz.. Lord Tredegar, Sir Edward Kerrison, Mr.
Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Randell, and Mr. Sanday.

Show-yaud CoxTiiAcr.—Mr. Randell presented the

following report -.

—

Your Committee have to report, that acting upon the re-

coiumendatiou of the surveyor at Plymouth, they agreed to

purchase from Mr. Manning sacii offices and other articles as

were well adapted to their several purposes, a list of whicii,

with prices annexed, is appended to the Surveyor's report. It

will be seen that certain offices are purchased for £1'57, the

annual charge for the use of whiclrhas been (including cost of

Ir.msit and fixmsf), £37:2; other things are purchased at a

cost of £177 :Cs., making the total £63 1 :3s.

Tlie charges for the use of the latter cannot be accurately

stated, they liaviug formed part of other charges ; but as the

annual cost of such of the offices as have been separately

charged for has been 80 per cent, of value, it may be inferred

that the Council have paid liberally for the use of the re-

mainder. Carrying out the principle that the permanent

oIKces should belong to the Society, the contract for next year

should provide that tlie entrances (which we hope to sec an

improvement upon the old ones), the office for Council and Se-

cretary, with any other building of t!ie sort which may be

found necessary, shall be retained, thus leaving for future years

only the temporary erections to be contracted for.

As no inventory of the Society's plant was to be had at Ply-

mouth, your Committee requested jMr. Manning to have the

whole, with that now purchased from him, carefully packed

and removed to Bury St. Edmunds, furnishing the Council

with an iuventory of everything, which he promised to do.

The Surveyor will attend to its disposal at Bury.

The Surveyor reports upon Mr. Manning's bill for work at

Plymouth, tliat the portion to which the schedule of prices

agreed upon in 1863 applies amounts to £~,970 Is. 4'd., the

value bcmg£i:,6y3 lOs. 7d., excess £:lS-2 Is. 9d ; other works

not provided for by any agreement as to prices, £502 3s. 8d.,

the value £380 l(Js. 8d., excess £121 13s. ; supplemental bill,

£59 5s. Gd., the value £13 5s. Gd., excess £16 ; total amount
in excess of the value of work, including certain extra charges

which should form part of measured work at stated prices,

£119 lis. 9d.

Seeing, however, that the prices for the greater part of the

work have been previously agreed upon, that for much of the

remainder Mr. Manning has precedent to show, and for all,

the Couucil by the Secretary, have agreed to pay, it only

remains to do so, and to hope tiiat the new system may prove

as advantageous in practice as it is soaud in principle. To
carry out this principle no time should be lost, and we recom-

mend tluxt the Surveyor be instructed to prepare plans and
detailed specilications for the Show-yard works at Bury St.

Edmunds, and that the Show-yard Contract Committee be em-

powered to settle such plans and specifications, and to obtain

by advertisement tenders tliereupon, to be opened at the

Council Meeting in iN'ovembcr.

This report was adopted.

The following letter was received from the Privy

Council

:

"Privy Council Office, AVhiteluiU, Aug. 2, 1865.
" My Lord,—I am directed by the Lord President of the

Council to transmit to your lordship the accompanying copy

of an Order which has been issued by a committee of the Lords

of the Council, and to re(|uest that you will have the goodness

to lay it before the Royal x\.gricultural Society.
" Your lordship is probal)ly aware that there has lately ap-

peared in some of the dairies in and near Loudon a disease

amongst the cattle, closely analogous to, if not the same as,

that which has of late years prevailed extensively in Russia,

Austria, and tlie eastern parts of Europe, called the cattle-

plague, being a species of typhoid fever. The loss of animals

caused by it in those countries has been very serious. Returns

have been furnished to this office by which it appears that in

J §64, 159,476 cattle were attacked by this disease in Russia,

out of which 104s71i died. The powers vested by law in tiie

Government, with respect to the diseases of cattle, arc very

limited ; and, moreover, it does not appear that in countries

where liic Governments possess the amplest powers for dealing

with cases of this kind, and where they have exercised those

powers with great vigour, any sinaial success has attended their

measures. Tlie Lord President therefore thinks that it is upon

the care and circumspection of individuals interested in tlie

cattle trade that the chief dependence must be placed for pre-

cautions to be taken which may prevent the spreading of this

formidalde disease. It is of the iirst importance tliat all farmers,

cowkeepers, or dealers in cattle, when purchasing new stock,

should, for several davs, not less than 12 or 14., keep their

cattle apart from the rest of tlieir stock, until in fact there is

reason to think that the new purchases are free from this

disease.
" If a farmer, cowkeeper, or salesman should be desirous to

.

get rid of any animals sull'ering from the disease in question, or

even any which may have been in close contact with animals

sufferim? from that disease, it should lie impressed upon him,

as a public duty, that, at the present juncture, he should not

send tbeni to markets, or other places, where they would be

brought into contact with other animals ; but should cause

thein to be slaughtered at once ; and thus do what he can to

prevent the spreading of the disease.

" Particular attention should be paid to the elemsing of all

yards, slieds, and other places where cattle are kept ; and tliis

cleansing should be especially insisted upon Mhere there has

been any manifestation of this disease. These places should

be disinfected by the free use of chloride of lime or other allied

compounds. It is also of great importance that all diseased

animals shoidd be as quickly as possible removed to as great a

distance from the healthy as circumstances will allow ; and all

indirect as well direct "communication be strictly prevented

between them. The animals which are the most severely

alfected having at once been killed and buried, their skins may

be preserved to the owner by being placed in a disinfecting

fluid as soon as removed from the body.
" That it is advisable to kill the diseased animals at once is

best shown by the circumstance that it rarely happens that

where the disease is allowed to run its natural course, deaths

are at a lower rate than 80 per cent., and also by the fact that

every diseased animal is a continuous source of danger by dis-

seminating the elements of the infection.

" I sulijoin an account of the symptoms, which, according

to Professor Simonds, of the Royal Veterinary College, who

has paid particular attention, both in this country and iii

Galicia, to the disease in question, are the usual characteristics

of the maladv-
" Professor Simonds states that, with the present amount ot

experience, no special plan of medical treatment can be laid

down ; but that it would appear that tlu- disease is best com-

bated by a free use of stimulants, conjoined with antiseptic

agents, the stren<4h of the anim:d being kept up by a liberal

supply of wheat, "or oatmeal gruel, boiled linseed, and sinular

dietetic agents.—I have' the honour to be, my Lord,

" Your Lordship's obedient servant,

" The Lord Tredegar," S:c. " A.ktiiur Helps."

Description of the symptoms of the disease before re-

ferred to :

—

" Variations in the earliest indications of the disease will be

manifested, these depending somewhat on the severity of the

attack, but more esjiccially on tlie circumstauce as to whether

the digestive or respiratory system is the chief focus of the

malady.
" As soon as the affection declares itself, the animal ceases

to take any kind ot food, and in most cases even refuses water.

Rumination is suspended; and the animal stands with its head

drooping e.iid the ears drawn back. If made to move, it shows

great prostration of strength, and freqaeutly staggers as if about

to fall. Tlie skin is hot in places, and often remarkaljly so

between the limbs, the hind ones in particular. An exudatiou

early takes place from these parts, and is succeeded by cracks

and'sores. Tlie hair is staring, especially along the upper part

of the neck, shoulders, and back. The extremities are cold,

even at the commencemeni of the disease—and in a later

stage the increased heat of the surface of the body gives

place to a remarkable coldness, especially along the course of

the spine.
" Tears trickle from the eyes, which are red and expressive
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of suffering, and a watery discharge flows early from the

nostrUs. There is a coutinuous increase of these secretions,

which become naore or less purulent in tlie advanced stage of

the malady. The mouth is hotj red, and ' furred,' often pre-

senting liere and there raw-looking spots, especially on the

inner side of the lips and along the roof. The breath is fcetid.

The respiration is increased, and generally accompanied with

a moan in the advanced stages. A slight cougli is also pre-

sent in some cases. The pulse is quick and weak, and scarcely

to be felt, excepting at the heart, even at the commencement
of tlie disease.

" The bowels are sometimes torpid at the outset, but diar-

rhoea, leading to dysentery, mostly foUows, the evacuations

being slimy, and of a dirty yellow colour, occasionally tinged

with blood. Tenesmus is likewise present as a rule. Slight

tremors of the muscles of the shoulders and thighs are to be

observed in some cases, and so also in an emphysematous con-

dition of the skin along the upper part of the back. In milcli

cows the secretion of milk is quickly arrested, a remarkable
diminution in the quantity taking place, as one of the early in-

dications of the attack. As the disease advances towards a

fatal termination, the prostration of the vital powers becomes
more marked, the breathing short, quick, and more painful, the

alvine evacuations fcetid and more slimy, and the surface of
tlie body deathly cold. The animal will sometimes sink as

early as 12 hours from the conimencement of the attack, but
in many cases the disease will be protracted to the fifth or sixth,

and occasionally to the eighth or ninth day.
" The period of incubation of the disease is found to vary,

the majority of the animals sickening on the tenth day after

exposure to the infection ; but some have been attacked on the
seventh day."

This letter having been read, it was moved by Mr.
Thompson, and carried, that the thanks of the Council be
given to the Lord President, for the communication with
which he has favoured them on the subject of the Cattle

Plague, and that his lordship be requested to give instruc-

tions that any further information that the Government
may receive on tliis subject may be communicated to the
Secretary of the Royal Agricultural Society as early as

possible, with a view to its immediate publication.

The usual leave of absence was granted to the Sec-

retary, and the Council then adjourned over the autumn
recess to Wednesday, the 1st of November.

THE YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
MEETING AT DONCASTER.

Under what may be termed new management, and with

a certain additional interest imparted thereby to the pro-

ceedings, the great Yorkshire Society paid its visit to Don-
caster under very encom'aging auspices. The selection of

the site was in itself an especial advantage, as there are

few towns better calculated to entertain a large gathering,

although the inhabitants, with their annual Leger week
in the way of a precedent, may be too ready to spring at

once to war-prices. However, the neighbourhood, in

some return for any such prospective profit, had contri-

buted very liberally to the prize-sheet ; and the new
Secretary could by no means complain of having his ener-

gies crippled from any want of funds. In fact, he was
enabled once more to go beyond the customary pro-

gramme of an agricultural exhibitiou, and to add on a

few classes of fox-hounds to the horse, cattle, sheep,

swine, and poultry sections of the Show. Through the

repute into which he brought the little Cleveland Society,

Mr. Parringtou's administrative powers have been well

known for sometime past, and a glance over the ground at

Doncaster assured us that the master-mind was still busy
at work on every available improvement. Prominent
amongst the additional facilities for the public, rendered so

necessary by the increasing popularity of these occasions,

•was the adoption of the telegram board placed in the

centre of the ring where the judges were engaged,

and upon which was given the number of the

class under inspection, the winning figures being
run into the vacant slide beneath, immediately that the

award was settled. It is almost impossible to conceive

the amount of trouble and annoyance saved by such a

plan—one we must say, in justice to ourselves, that we
were the tirst to suggest to the direction of the Royal
Agricultural Society some years since, and that uow may
very probably be brought into use at the national

meetings, as Mr. Milward, Mr. Dent, Sir John Johnstone,

and Mr. Wilson, all members of council, must have seen

how well the system answered at Doncaster. Then the

rings were kept scrupulously clear of people who had " no
business" there; and, until the raiu set-in, a deal of
the duty of each day was got through with nice method
and commendable despatch. The Tuesday, as heretofore,

was devoted to the trials of the implements ; but this, at

best, can be considered little more than a bye -day ; and,

with lowering, threatening weather, very few people were
present to watch the several machines put through their

2)aces. These were confined to thrashing machines and
grinding mills, both of which did some very good work
in competition, the cleaning from chalF and self-delivery

into the sack being an especially noticeable feature in

the performance of the thrashing machines, and a

point for which the Taskers received a medal. The
tirst prize, however, it will be seen, went to the new
limited company of Marshall and Sons, with another

limited liability concern, uow known as Robey and Co.,

second, and the old house of Ransomes and Sims still

standing on its own original foundation, taking all sorts

of prizes and commendations for every variety of imple-

ment. On the same principle that a new whip was
awarded the huntsman who had brought hoitnds the

greatest distance to the show, a cuj) should have been

presented to the famous Ipswich firm, though this doubt-

less found its return in other w'ays, as the prize-list will

prove. There was a long array of stands backed by rows

of engines and larger machines on the ground, the York-

shire and other North Country manufactories being, of

course, very strongly represented ; and through these the

judges carefully proceeded, on the look-out for actual

novelty or fm'ther improvement, with a view of testifying

to this by the allotment of certain miscellaneous moneys
at their disposal. But here again the return will be the

best commentary, if we merely add on authority that the

work made by the griuding-mills sent to trial was very

generally good ; although, as will be seen from a letter in

another colunm, some of the trials, more particularly of

the thrashing machines, were not considered sufficiently

searching to be reliable.

Hitherto the judges of cattle, sheep, and pigs have

been summoned for the Wednesday, and the heavy and
light horsemen for Thursday ; but under the new arrange-

ment all these several sets commenced early on the former

day, thus leaving the Thursday and Friday open for the

parade iu the ring, or more systematic inspection in the

boxes ; a certain zest still being given to the Thursday

by the hounds being brought upon the tlags, and Blair

Athol, the famous Derby and Leger winner, led forth
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in all lii3 lonely grandeur at stated intervals. But
even hounds and liorscs are not quite everything to a

Yorkshirenian, and it is amusing to notice how the

public turn aud return from one ring to another. At one

minute they have the tliorough-bred stallions under view

;

at the next they are criticising the companion-class of

coach-horses ; and then they are off to see what is doing

with the Shorthorns. Somewhat cm'iously, considering

that this is the home of the breed, the Shorthorn cattle,

although no other sort is ever exhibited, do not muster in

any great numerical force at the jVII-Yorkshire Meetings,

and the best old bull of the Doncaster show came all the

way from Scotland. This was Lord Strathallan's Fosco, the

second at Newcastle last summer, and who really seems to

have gone on improving ever since we last left him. The
white is now as level and true as a working bidl need be,

aud in a small and not otherwise strong class lie at once

placed himself; Lord Pam, the second, though an animal

of some repute, being very slack behind his shoulder ; and
the third but a middling beast in any company. The two-

year-olds were, by simply counting them up, in more
force ; but they were only a rough lot in the bulk, and

with not a hrst-class bull in the entry. Mr. Middles-

borough's Prince of Wales is certainly a deep, heavily-

fleshed animal at his age ; but he is pulled down by a bad

thin "papery' touch, aud he had to yield accordingly to a

Bates bull of Mr. Taylor's, with some style about him, as

he went round the ring ; but that, nevertheless, does not

promise to grow up to his present pride of place. In so

many words, as with Doctor Fell, we don't like him

;

while the third prize was almost, if not actually, de-

formed ; and the neat, but light. Baron Bleucow, fresh

or stale from Plymouth, had thus to be content with a

commendation. lu another very middling held of yearlings,

IViar Tuck, looking little the worse for his travels, won as

easily as the Scotchman did in the first class ; but his

brother. Friar Bacon, found some far more formidable op-

position amongst the calves, where he was fairly beaten by

Mr. Foljambe's llobin, quite a grand young bull, with

plenty of length and fashion, a famous touch, and the walk
of a race-horse. Of course, the natm'al question at once

arose as to why Robin did not show at the Royal? and
to which Mr. Woods straightway replied that Plymouth
was too far oil' to send on young things, or old either ; as

it is said that a circular is now in the course of signature,

the object of which is to prevent the national meetings

being ever again held at such inconvenient distances from
everywhere. Still, had IViar Bacon been also reserved

for the home show, he could have finished no higher

than A good second ; and the rare quality of Master Hope-
well was enough to secure him the third prize, to which

the Yorkshire Society is here extending its encourage-

ment. The cows and heifers were altogether better than

the male animals, a fact proved by the Doncaster

Champion Cup being awarded to Lady Fragrant, to whose

extraordinary improvement wc spoke when we saw her at

Plymouth. Lord Feversham's Princess, again, we reported

of as going on famously, while his Lordship matched her

here with a deep square heifer, if^ not quite so elegant,

though Captain Oliver divided them with a very

pretty little white, rather under-aged for her class, and a

curious comparison to Mr. Eastwood's Lady Emily, the

best calf at Howden, since when she has grown wonder-

fully, but lost style in proportion as she increased in breadth

and depth. The heifer-calf class here was one of the best

of the show, but with Mr. Foljambe again to the fore with

a half-sister to llobin, as also by Imperial Windsor, aud

another, so good and clever all over, that om- only regret

would be to see stock so full of promise exhibited at so

early an age. We have always been inclined to consider

these calf classes a mistake, although it is but right to

say that breeders seem to take to them very kindly.

Lady Fragrant had not much to beat until it came to the

cup race, when they pitted Robin against her, and this,

despite something to pick from in a very fair class of

cows, where Pride of Southwickc was in 1)looming con-

dition, and indeed has seldom looked better. Then
Perfume, so neat and trim and tasty, was all her

trainer could make her, and Double Butterfly wearing a

deal fresher than when these gay beauties get further

a-field. Queen of the May, however, was scratched, from

being dead amiss, and so the second prize went to a great

fine well-grown cow of Mr. Dugdale's, but bred by Mr.
Hales in Kent, and hence her title. Mr. Workman sent

a curiosity into this class that looked more like dairy

piu'poses, and that grand old ruin Prince Alfred took the

first-class medal in the extra stock, one or two of the

judges maintaining that he would have stood well in for

the champion cup, had the conditions rendered him
qualified to compete. We do hope yet to get a sitting at

the Prince, if it be only to show what the sign of " the

Bull's Head" should be.

The sheep show, but a short one, depended mainly uii

the Leieesters, of which the shearling rams were a capital

class, and where Mr. Borton again won everything. His
first ram was first at Plymouth, and in the old class his

first was second at Plymouth and first as a shearling at

Newcastle, with second prizes and commendations two or

three deep, still speakingto the increasing excellence of the

Barton flock, which now wins as easily abroad as it does

continually about home. Mr. Marshall also repeated his

West Country triumphs with his Improved Lincolns, but

not without some creditable competition ; and Lord
Wenlock had it all his own way with the short-wools, a

kind of Shropshire-Southdown, and a useful sheep no

doubt, but not very imposing in appearance, which did not

seem to tell much with Messrs. Druce and Purves

;

though it is right to add that Mr. Simpson's four-shear

down ram, pronounced to be a very good sheep, and which

took the first-class silver medal in extra stock, was also

bred by Lord Wenlock.

It is questionable whether a big pig is ever quite ap-

preciated out of Yorkshire, where Mr. Wainmau, Mr.
Dyson, Mr. Diekin and others gain great fame, and " some

reward beside," by their monster whites. Some of the

large sows were very good, and not so coarse as they

commonly run ; but the two best classes of swine were

the small" boars and small sows. The judges gave a gene-

ral commendation to the latter, and the first prize boar

was the best pig in the yard. He is good all through

with capital shoulders and fore-quarters, a rare back, and,

moreover, a nice coat, or in fact, with some covering in

the way of hair on him. We were pleased, indeed, to sec

that the judges, as in the case of Lord Wenlock's young

sow and other prize-takers, clearly made this question of

coat a leading point ; for nothing looks worse, or wxars

worse than a bare pig, though to nothing are we more
certainly coming. It is an abuse that the awards can per-

haps alone correct, and it is, we repeat, satisfactory to record

that the decisions at Doncaster should go to check so

growing an evil. The second -best small boar, a famous

one to meet, and rather better than Mr. Mangles' about

the head, was first the other day at Plymouth, and the

Givendale pig a Royal first at Newcastle, whence he takes

his title, for names are given to pigs in Yorkshire almost

as religiously as they are to horses or children. The pigs

of any breed not qualified to compete as large or

small seem to depend mainly on the bigger sorts for

their excellence, such as it is ; and of the pigs

for use, that is stores. Sir George WombweD and

Mr. Walton sent two famous pens, which finished

first and second, with due discrimination evinced over

their relative merits, Sir George's being particularly good

about their necks and shoulders. Of course the colour
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ran all through upon white, and an Essex or Berkshire

breeder would look in vain for anything of a darker hue,

Mr. Hutton's big prize sow being, we believe, the only

entry on the ground with even a stain on her skin.

Compared with Plymouth, the horse show at Doncaster

was a great success ; and a wonderful thing if it had not

been, when we take into consideration that in one place

they think and talk of nothing but Leger winners, fair-

days, and good steppers, and in the other of squadrons,

salutes, regattas, oars, and boats. The arrangements
and conduct of the horse show under the experienced direc-

tion of the new secretary were almost perfect, and
we have no doubt that everything would have
worked well on the Thursday if it had not been for the

torrents of rain, which put a damper upon everything.

The horse ring itself was first-rate. During the judging it

was divided by a centre rail, forming companion rings for

two sets of judges ; but this demarcation line was afterwards

removed, thus making a grand circle for the promenading
of the different classes. If there was one thing wanting,

it was a little more pasteboard—a point we have insisted

on over and over again ; that is, the horses should be

numbered on both sides the head—not with flying strips,

but thick pasteboard, or rather painted leather—a number
for I// ej/(df//;shy all means, and also one iov the jutblic)

a customer that the real itinerant showman or accom-
plished Barnum never forgets, as upon such depends the

continued success of these meetings. We allude more
especially to the business of the first day, at half-a-crown a

head, when, through this slight omission, the catalogue was
next to useless, without a man had the legs of Spring-heeled

Jack, or tlie perseverance of a Drinkwater, to dodge the

horses round and round the ring. The boxes and sheds

were a great improvement on Howden ; but, if anything,

some of the horses were a little too much boxed
up ; for if a groom liked to turn the key, and wend
his way with some insidious treatmg-friend to the

refreshment booth, and there, o'er a glass of Hodges, Bass,

or Burton, dilate upon the wonderful points or splendid
action of the animal he was in charge of, the interested

and paying public might wait and whistle in vain for a
view. This in future may be prevented by having shift-

ing sides, open in the day and closed at night, as already
adopted at the Royal meetings. Of thorough-bred's

there was a large display ; and one of the great at-

tractions of the show, if not the greatest, if we may judge
by the eagerness with which the crowd rushed to the ring
on his parading it twice a day, was Blair Athol, the
Olympian hero of 'G4, who was kindly sent by his

owner to be exhibited, but not to contend for a prize.

Everybody's mouth, both lads' and lasses', was full of the
praises of Blair Athol, as well as " Butter Scotch," a
sweetmeat in great vogue in the town of Doncaster, and,

as we are told, throughout Yorkshire. "We must say
that we delight in seeing a brawny, middle-aged man with
his mouth crammed full of lollipops, as it shows that he
has still sweet reminiscences of the little kindnesses of

his poor dear mother. A great many, though, seemed to
prefer "ginger." We can join in the praises of Blair
Athol without the Butter Scotch, for he has much thick-

ened since put to the stud, while he danced round the
ring with his springy action as if hung upon wires. Many
of his foud admirers made him out the winner of great

races he never started for, and as having beaten horses he
never met.

Now to go along with the judges, who commenced
their labours between eight and nine, beginning at the
beginning this time with the thorough-bred stallions for

getting hunters, instead of keeping them to the last, as
they were wont to do. The two prizes of £25 and £10
brought together no less thau seventeen ; the first on the
Jist being Antwerp, the second-prize horse at Howden

last year, and of whom we thus wrote :

—

'' Antwerp
is a dark brown, about fifteen-three, with a

good head, fine, strong, well-made neck, running

into a beautifuUy well-laid shoulder, capital round

barrel, first-rate back and loins, with good quarters,

thighs, arms, and wiry short legs. He is a picture

of strength and hardiness, being muscular and vigor-

ous as a gladiator, but, withal, the gentleman. It is

seldom we have seen a country stallion that we have liked

better, and must own that after our eyes had once rested

on him they would not take to any of the others." The
next was King Brian, a useful country stallion, and a

horse of great substance, with a good sensible head, a

long neck, capital top,|'and big short limbs ; while he is a fair

mover, but so frightfid a disher that his highness when
trotting would scarcely get along some of our old lanes

and bye-ways without brushing the banks. Then came
the sweet-headed, blood-looking, clean-limbed Skirmisher,

beautiful to look at, but a little light in the middle ; and

the very neat and showy deep-topped, short-legged

Drumour, against whom, barring a little heaviness at the

point of his shonlder, there was not much to say, com-
bining as he does strength with light free action and fine

quality. The fifth was Cawston, a nice-looking, compact,

big-framed, and big-limbed horse, as a hunter all over ; but

in his action he drew his hind legs after him in a wide strag-

gling manner, as if they were of very little use, and in a

way that was anything but pleasing to the eye. After

him, the weedy Pax, the vulgar wooden-looking Llan-

wrist, the renowned game old Yorkshire Gray, who
looked more of the neat hack or hunter for a light-weight

than a sire, and the short-necked, goodish-middled, leggy

Rivet, that we did not fancy. Then, there was Richmond,
a very useful horse, long, low, and muscular, with capital

ends and limbs ; but Engineer we consider a brute, and The
Swell a misnomer, who surely ought to have been called

The Snob, for a more vulgar, half-bred-looking dandy in

the shape of a thorough-bred we have seldom seen. With
old Sharston time had worked wonders, and left be-

hind but a faint memento of the past, though Aribbas was
all over a neat one, and for symmetry, action, and
the way he carried himself, take him all in

all, one that few on the ground could beat.

Croton Oil at twenty-four years of age is still a game-
looking old horse of great character, with a long light

middle, good ends and limbs; and last, though not least,

came St. Clare, a horse that we look upon as a curiosity,

for his head is wrong, his neck heavy, and his shoulders

go too far into it. He has certainly hunting withers ; but

withers alone will not make a hunter. His back is slack

and hoUow, and he is leggy though big in the limb. We
were going to say he looks like a coach-horse, but we
hardly know what he looks like ; certainly not a thorough-

bred sire or a hunter. And if, as we said last year, " he is

not to be found in the Stud-Book, his owner might as

well have entered a Clydesdale," as he cannot comply

with these conditions, and the jn-izes must be withheld.

The first of these went to Cawston, the second to St. Clare

;

and if ever any Judges went for quantity instead of

quality, they did at Doncaster on Wednesday last, when
they awarded that second premium in the way they did.

The reserved horse was King Brian. For the £50 for

thoroughbred staHious, to serve mares in the neigh-

l)ourhood of Doncaster, Antwerp, Pax, Llanwrist, i\j-ib-

bas. Engineer, The Swell, Sharston, Poynton, and
St. Clare again entered the circle, the prize going

of comse to St. Clare. The hunters showed a falling

off, after the Howden Show of last year, as rather weak
for Yorkshire, for one looked in vain for such horses

as Melton, Sprig of Nobility, Highwayman, and Sir

Robert Peel. The hunting brood-mares were good, Mf.

Tindall wiAuing with a level, deep-vibbed, powerful mare,
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with fine big limbs, but an upriglit shoulder. TIic sc-

coud, Miss Nighlingiile, was a vanuiul old marc, of an oul-

and-ou'. sj,oo(l stamp ; a rare shape, without lumber,
and that looked going in her time with any hounds.
Old ^Marigold, the dam of :\lelton and Sprig of No-
bility, showing better than ever, with a foal by her
side, aad the winner of a host of prizes, was in the
ring, as also ISfaid of the j\Ieadow, a pow^erfiil one,

but lacking qnalitr, of Mr. Everett Jackson's

;

while Mr. jMcUows, Mr. llodgkiuson, and Mr.
Suowden showed a fair style of mare, and IMr.

Oliphaut a relict of the past—the remains of a good sort.

The two year-old hunting geldings were not tirst-rate,

IMr. Boynton's chestnut being neat, but with not the
best of shoulders ; and Mr. Shepperd's bay being long,

low and hardy-looking. Mr. Leaf had a chcsnut of some
character forward, but there was a lamentable falling-olf

behind. The two-year-old fillies were no great improve-
ment on the geldings; Itlr. "Wightman's first being a tilly

of great power, lengthy, with short, big limbs ; and Mr.
St. John L. Clowes, by Aribbas, very neat, but light of

bone. Mr. Tetlow had a long, big-boned filly ; but Mr.
A'ickers's "Miss Smith" w'as anything but a hunter to

look at. Of the three-year-olds, with fourteen entries,

eight only were shown, Mr. Clark's Patient, an old-

fashioned coll, no beauty, with a bad eye, but a good

mover, being placed first, and a rather good-looking brown
of jNIr. Meiklewaite's second ; whilst j\Ir. Booth's Buf-

foon, one of the nicest-formed horses we have seen for a

long time in the shape of a hunter, as on whom, at the

outside of the ring, they were betting two to one, was no-

where ! and Mr. Bean, of York, had also a nice, showy,

corky bay in this class. The three-year-old fillies wei-e

good, Alice by Lord Fauconberg being very powerful

and compact ; Mr. Sykes' Gem good-shaped and wiry

;

and Mr. Bently showed a good stamp by Glaucus. With
an entry of nineteen, and nine only shown, ilr. Jackson

Everatt was first with Memnon, a clever, compact horse,

with rather small joints ; the second, Mr. Percy's Inglcby,

the prize ^horse at Islington, who was also second to

Memnon last week at Rasen, being a good-looking, stout

horse, with fine limbs, but a little too much
fiourish in his paces for a hunter. Mr. Clark's Cotton
Stockings is a horse of some character, but he went
very short ; and Mr. Lister's Woolwich, a lengthy

grand-looking horse of some quality, that would not

be out of his place as a hunter, a charger, or in the park.

Mr. Marley's Blondiu was a short, two-ended horse

;

Mr. Swinbick's Gil Bias, a light blood-like hunter, and
ISIr. Batty's also of a fair stamp. The first and
second four-year-old hunting fillies were two neat

ones in a very small class. The five-year-olds, pos-

sessing not less than three crosses of blood, with ten

in the ring, went to ^Ir. Darley's Camillus, a good topped

horse, with a beautiful blood-like head and neck, but light

of bone below the knee ; while the second prize, Spring-

water, was also a very neat mare, with rather a long

waspy middle. Mr. Maynard's Shrubland was a nice

showy horse, wqth light head and neck, and Mr. Pease's

Silas Marner looked as stout, compact, and short on the

leg as ever. Mr. S. Levison Lane's Sportsman was a

rare good sort, up to weight, long, deep, powerful, and

short on the leg, as a prize horse at Stockton, Middlesboro,

and Ripon ; and Mr. Booth had a fine mare in Ballet Girl,

but with barely the three crosses in her appearance. The

six-year-old geldings or mares were a poor class, and but

few 'anything like hunters. The first, Peter, is a slashing

blood-like horse, but in his paces he w^ent round and high,

more, in fact, as a charger, whilst Conjuror was all over

a hunter, as moreover he went like one. Mr. Barton's

Viscount was useful-looking forward, but fell off behind

;

and Mr. Barker's Sultaness had the winner's failing, and

looked and went more like a light charger. Mr. Smith's

Patch was a stout, but apparently not much of a mover;
jNlr. Greetham's King Dan not a bad sort, and Mr. Bent-
ley's Corringliam up to weight at a certain ))ace.

The roadsters were not in great force, nor was there

anything very grand about them for Yorkshire. The first

prize stallion. Pride of the Isles, was a small kind of

Noi'folk trotter, with a round heavyish shoulder and
head very badly set on ; the second Merrylegs, a compact
big-limbed horse with a vulgar head, but a good mover.
Mr. Warburton's Pride of Engand was very handsome, and
j\lr. Read's Qui Vive, a useful sort for a Brougham or heavy
dog-cart ; while IMr. Laycock's Young Merrylcggs looked

dull in his coat, and leggy, and light in his middle, but he
moved well. The roadster brood-mares were but three.

Bonny being a stout, short, rather vulgar mare, and
Gipsy of a good stamp, long and low, with lots of charac-

ter ; but the other, IMr. Hawley's Nancy, was just a clever

little hack. The three-year-old roadster geldings or fillies

were a poor lot, the first, Mr. Lofthouse's, being just a
commoii old-fashioned sort that one generally sees now-
a-days with a butcher up, shouldering his tray. The
second, the property of Mr. Norton, had a good frame,
limbs, and action ; and Mr. Clowes, whose runner knew
how to show a horse, had a clever lengthy filly that was also

a good goer. Of the hackney marcs and geldings we did not
see much, having only just time to note two or three old
friends, namely. Crafty, who took the first prize, Mr.
Pease's Whitefoot, and a nice old flea-bitten cob of Mr.
Richardson's, when a thunderstorm broke over-head, down
came the raiu in earnest, and away went the judges and
the court helter-skelter, as if old Judge Jefteries himself
had risen up amongst them, and was going to hang the
lot. The gentlemen's cobs were anything but a gentle-

manly lot, the only gentleman among them being Rory
O'More, a cream-coloured Irish horse, the property of SI)-.

Hadsock. The first prize, Robin, was a strong, useful

cob, with not the best hind-leg action, nor i-emarkable

for very good looks, whilst the second was a stong, useful

on wooden legs, and woe to the gentleman of sixteen

stones that trusts so much real property on so an un-
Avieldy a heap ! while Mr. Norton's Tom Sayers
was a long, vulgar cob, with action rough enough to shake
all the shape out of any sixtecn-stone citizen in the

kingdom. There were one or two nice hacks shown
as ladies' horses—the first. Dandy, being a neat
corky gallow^ay, very fair in his paces ; and the

second, }tlr. Clowes' brown mare, about as neat a hack,

with plenty of blood, as one woidd wish to see. Mr. Bent-
ley's bay looked and went like a lady's horse ; and Mr.
Benson's Betty, though not a beauty, was about the best

goer, bringing her hind legs well under in her canter.
Among the ponies over twelve hands there were some
very nice ones, but nothing to startle the eye like King
Pippin at Howden last year. Victoria, the first ponv,
is of a rare shape, with power, and Mr. IMilward'a
Rachel, the second prize, also a very nice one. Amongst
the others that ^ruck us were Sir W. R. C. Cooke's
Second to None, Mr. Linley's V\^llie, Mr. Hod-
kinson's remarkably gay, showy little fellow Rapid
Rhone, Mr. IMapplebeck's Charhe, Mr. Bentley's Gray
Charlie, Mr. B. Johnson's Cariboo, and ISIr. Ireland's
Jerry. There were some nice ponies also imder twelve
hands, and among them Mr. Dugdale's General Tom Thumb,
jlr. Richardson's Tncle Tom, the first prize, Mr. Barker's
Roland, Mr. Haggis' Billy Minute, and Mr. Bentley's
Brown Charlie. The second prize went rather to the
beseeching looks of an indefatigable little lad in boots,
than to the rat of a pony he was riding about all the day

;

and from this we di-aw this conclusion, thatif ayoimg lady
had been up in the palfrey class, and had cast such beseech-
ing looks ou Mr. Bennett or Mr. Hobsoix as this lad did,
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wliea tliey tvere looking out for a second for the pink

ribbon, or tipped one a winning smile and the other a

dieaway, no matter whether she had Ijeeu on a brown

all legs and wings, a wooden-going grey, or a model Suf-

folk Punch, we feel quite satisfied she would have carried

off the colours. As a nod is as good as a wink, wc shall

expect to see some ladies up by next year.

The coachers were very well represented throughout, if

not in numbers so much as iu quality. The lirst-prize

stallion, Priuce Arthur, is a very grand-looking horse, a

dark bay Cleveland, though perhaps not so good a mover
as some of the others, and he was the lirst-pi-ize at

Howdcn last year also. The second. Candidate, was
a strong well-built horse, with big limbs, and a

good stepper ; while ilr. Haig's Brown Harkaway had
good action, as had Mr. Dawson's Scriveton. Amougst
the others that caught our eye were IMr. Deuby's
Eawelifl'e and Liverpool, and Mr. Benton's Nobleman.
The brood mares with foals were a capital class, old

Venus, who has taken the prize four years in succession,

being again the winner. We have often described her in

these columns, and she only wants seeing to be appre-

ciated. The second. Lady Manor, was another great

prize-takei', and of a first-rate stamp, as were Mr. Coul-

son's Bess and Mr. Benton's Polly Hopkins. In the

two-year-old class the second prize struck us as being a

little coarse, and the first as rather a nice colt ; and iu

the fillies, with only two entries aud a prize for each, they

were of about the same caKbre, the best being a very neat

one, and the second more common-looking. The three-

year-old geldings' prize was taken by a good one of Mr,
Johnson's, that has won already at Scarborough and
Driffield ; but the second was rather leggy. The three-

year-old fillies were a nice lot, and went as they stood in

the catalogue, the third aud unrewarded one being Mr.
Robinson's Iludby Lass.

The agricultural horses were in strong force, but the

principal competitors in many classes were old stngers,

and as well known iu the agricultiu'al world as Professor

Simouds, Alderman Mechi, or Mr. Fisher Hobbs,.and
had met one another almost as often. For instance,

there were Lincolnshire, the Newcastle horse Champion,
a Clydesdale famous in Yorkshire and Dublin, and Young
John Bull, the Worcestershire prize horse, all now iu

competition. Lincolnshire beat Champion at Howden
last year ; but Champion had beaten Lincolnshire pre-

viously, and now beats him again at Doneaster. Cham-
pion is a beautiful specimen of the Clydesdale, as active

as a kitten, and as good-looking as he could be. Indeed,

it was a treat to see him move, when bearing iu mind the

tons of flesh one has to meet with in the shape of cart

stallions, going along as if they were a burden to them-

selves. The Worcestershire horse, a fine specimen of the

dray-horse, beat the Newcastle winner for the second

place ; while Champion also put iu a bid for the £50 for

serving mares in the neighbourhood of Doneaster, and, with

nearly the same competitors, of com'se was awarded it.

There were many fine specimens of the cart stallion, but,

rain coming on, they were ordered in almost as soon as

they were out on the second day for parade. For brood

mares with foals suckling, jMr. Tenuant's well-known

sturdy blacks, Trip and Jet, put all other competitors

in the back-ground ; and another of Mr. Tenuant's, a

very useful grey, was first in the three-year-old class ; as

was Mr. Norton in the four-year-old, withont opposition,

with Conqueror, a neat, light, active cai"t-horse. The
catalogue was strong in entries of agricultural horses,

but many of the classes did not iura out half the num-
bers put down ; and the pride of this section centred on
the stallions, over which the judges dallied for between
two and three hom"s before they ever came to a decision,

s Tuesday, as vye have said, was duQ and threatening,

while Wednesday, with showery weather during the morn-
ing, broke out into a thunder-storm about four, and
rapidly cleared the ground ; aud on Thursday more heavy
rain fell about mid-day, to the total discomfiture of the

fox-hound judges, who had to get through their remainder

as best they could. Lord Wemyss once more carried off

the chief prizes, as he was wont to do in the Cleveland

country, though the competition was not wp to whatwe have

seen in the North Riding, and huntsmen would appear to

require a deal of enticement, in the way of supplementary

premiums for themselves, to induce them to enter. But
there is no prettier sight, on a fine day, than a hound
show, with the men grouped about in their scarlet coats,

whereas the elements went all against this at Doneaster,

about the only thing that the management had not pro-

perly provided for. Let us, still, always except an official

prize list, which a society of such calibre should certainly

give, as it is unfair alike to the exhibitors and the public

not to do ; but this is an old and now almost a solitary

grievance. There was a dinner, at which the retiring

president the Duke of Devonshire took the chair, to be

succeeded in turn by the Honourable Admiral Duncombe
in 1866, when the meeting will be at York, where as a

rule it should be held every third or fourth year.

PRIZE LIST.
CATTLE.

SHORTHORNS.
Judges.—W. Bartliolomew, Waddington Heath, Lmcoln.

J. Douglas, Athelstaneford, Drem, N.B.
G. Dniry, Holker Hall, Newton-in-Cartmel.

Bulls above three and not exceeding six years old.—First
prize, £20, Viscount Strathallan, StrathaUan Castle, Auch-
terarder, Scotland (Fosco). Second of £10, R. J. Middles-
borough, South Jlilford (Lord Pam). Thu'd of £5, J.

Dickinson, Partridge Hill, Bawtry (Roj-al Oak). Commended

:

P. Brown, Glentworth, Lmcoln (Masterman)

.

Bulls above two and not exceeding three years old.—Fh'st

prize, £20, J. Taylor, Moreton Whalley, Lancashu-e (Shan-
non). Second of £10, J. R. Middlesborough (Prince

of Wales) . Third of £.5, W. White, Bm-rill, Bedale (Prince
Ai'thm-). Highlt/ Commended: J. Charlesworth, Headfield,

Dewsljuiy (Baron Blencow). Commended: T. Dawson,
Poundsworth, Driffield (Next of Kin), and E. Hodgkinson,
Morton Grange, Retford (Highland Duie)

.

Bulls above one aud not exceeding two years old.—Fii'st

prize, £20, F. H. Fawkes, Faruley Hall, Otley (Friar Tuck).
Second of £10, S. Wiley, Braudsby, York (Earl of Derby).
Thu-d of £5, J. Peacock, North Holme, York (Veteran).
Commended : Rev. J. D. Jefferson, Thicket Priory, York (Duke
of Waterloo).

Bull Calves above five and not exceeding twelve months
old.—Fu-st prize, £10, G. S. Foljambe, Ostaerton Hall, Work-
sop (Robin). Second of £5, F. H. Fawkes, Farnlcy Hall,

Otley (Friar Bacon). Thh-d of £2, T. 0. Booth, Warlatay,

NorthaUerton (Master Hopewell)

.

Cows of any age above three years, in-ealf or milk.

—

Fu-st prize, £20, Lord Feversham, Duncombe Park, Helmsley
(Pride of Southwicke) . Second of £10, A. Dugdale, Rose
Hill, Bm-nley (Kent Cherry). Thu-d of £5, Lady Pigot,

Branches Park, Newmarket (Perfume). HigMy Commended :

J. R. Middlesborough (Gay Lady). Commended: R. East-

wood, Thorney Holme, CUtheroe (Double Butterfly), and J.

Taylor (Eugenie).
Heifers not exceeding three years old, in calf or millc.

—

Fu-st prize, £15, T. C. Booth, Warlaby (Lady Fragrant).
Second of £5, Lady Pigot (Ladye of Rosalea).
Heifers not exceeding two years old.—First prize, £15,

Lord Feversham (Princess). Second of £5, R. E. Oliver,

Sholebrooke Lodge, Towcester (CampaueUa) . Higlili] Com-
mended: Lord Feversham (Violet). Commended : R. Eastwood
(Lady Emily).
Heifer Calves above Ave and not exceeding twelve months

old.—Fu-st prize, £10, G. S. Foljambe, Osberton Hall, Work-
sop (Rose of Windsor). Second of £5, Messrs. Dudding,
Panton House, AVragby (Pride of Panton). Rhjldj Com-
mended: R.Eastwood (My Mary). Commended: Lady Pigot

(Victoria Rubicunda), and R. E. Oliver (Chi-ystaUma).
The Champion Cup, value £25, for the best animal iu any

of these classes, to T. C. Booth, Warlaby (Lady Fragi-ant).

CATTLE OF ANY BREED.
Cows for dairy jturijoses.—Fu-st prize, £7, Lord Londes-

borough, Grimston Park, Tadcaster. Second of £3, E.
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Hodgkinson, Mortou Grange, Retford (Ruth). Commended:
W. Jenkinson, Cadeby, Doncaster.

EXTRA STOCK.
Fii'st-class SUver Medal, T. C. Booth, WaHaby (Shorthorn

biiU, Prmco Alfred). Second-chiss Medal, G. S. Foljambe
(fat steer).

SHEEP.
LONG- WOOLS.

Judges.—J. Buckley, Normautou Hill, Loughborough.
H. Mackmdei', Laugtou Grange, Spilsby.

LBICESTERS.
Shearling Rams.—Fh-st prize, .£15, J. Borton, Barton

House, Malton. Second of £o, J. Borton. Commended : J.
Borton, for three other rams.
Rams of any age.—First prize, f10, J. Borton. Second of

£o, J. Borton. Commended : T. MaiTis, The Chase, Ulceby.
Pens of Five Ewes.—First prize, £10, W. Angas, Nosw'ick,

Driffield. Second of £d, J. Simpson, Spofforth Park,
Wetherby.
Pens of five Shearling Gimmers.—First prize, £10, J.

Borton. Second of £5, J. and E. TiudaU, Knaptou Hall,
RilUngton. Commended: W. Brown, Highgate, Holme, on
Spaldmg Moor, and R. Level, Knapton, RilUngton.

LINCOLN AND OTHER LONG-WOOLS.
(Not quaUlied to compete in Leicesters.)

Sheai'lmg Rams.—Fu-st prize, £15, T. B. Marshall, Bran-
ston, Lincoln. Second of £5, T. B. Marshall. Commended

:

E. J. Howard, Rise Farm, Nocktou, Lincoln.
Pens of five Ewes.—Fii-st prize, £10, R. C. Workman, Aim-

holme, Doncaster. Second of £5, W. Mellows, High Melton,
Doncaster.
Pens of five ShearUng Gimmers.—Fh-st prize, £10, R. C,

Workman. Second of £5, T. B. Marshall.

SHORT- WOOLS.
JxJDGes.—J. Druce, EjTisham, Oxford.

P. Pui'ves, Alcouljmy, Huntingdon.

Shearling Rams.—Fh-st prize, £15, Lord Wenlock, Escrick,
York. Second of £5, Lord Wenlock. Commended : T.Maxris.
Pens of five Ewes.—Fnst prize, £5, Lord Wenlock, Escrick,

York. Commended : Lord Wenlock.
Pens of five Shearling Gimmers.—First prize withheld.

Second of £5, J. Brown, Rossiagton, Bavrtry.

EXTRA STOCK.
First-class SUver Medal, Joseph Simpson, Spofforth Park,

Wetherby (for fom'-shear down ram). Second-class Silver
Medal, W. iBro^m, Highgate (fat Leicester three-shear ewe).

PIGS.
Judges.—J. Druce, Eynsham, Oxford.

P. Piu'ves, Alconbm'y, Huntingdon—

.

J. Buckley, Normanton Hill, Loughborough.
H. Mackinder, Langton Grange, Spilsby.

Bears of a large breed.—Fu-st prize, £5, W. B. Waiuman,
Carhead, Crossholls, Leeds. Second of £2, R. Dickin, Old
Road, Stockport. Highly Commended: J. Dyson, Dock-street,
Leeds.
Sows of a lai'ge breed, in pig or milk.—First prize, £5, J.

Dyson, Leeds. Second of £:i, R. Duckeriug, Norihorpe,
Kirton-in-Lindsey. Mighli/ Commended: S. S. Jackson, Nel-
son-street, Hahfax. Commended .- C. W. Graham, York-road,
Leeds. -.

Boars of a small breed.— First prize, £5, G. Mangles,
Givendale, Ripon. Second of £2, R. Dickin. Highly Com-
mended : J. Brown, Rossington, Bawtry, and Wm. Parker,
Golden Lion Inn, Bradford.
Sows of a small breed, in pig or milk.—First prize, £5,

Lord Wenlock, Escrick Park, Yox-k. Second of £2, M.
Walton, Founch'y-street, Halifax. Highly Commended : B.
Calvert, MjTtle-place, Bingley. The class Commended.
Boars of any Ijreed, not qualified to compete as large or

small. First prize, £5, R. E. Duckeriug. Second of £2, C.
W. Graham.
Sows of any breed, in pig or milk, not quaUfied to compete

as large or small.—Fu-st prize, £5, M. Walton, Foundry-
street, Halifax. Second of £2, J. Norton, Nortonthorije
Hall, Huddersfleld.
Three Store Pigs of any breed and of the same litter,

from lorn" to nine mouths old.—First prize, £5, Su- G. O.
Wombwell, Bart., Newbm-gh Park. Second of £2, M. Walton.

Pigs not Exceeding Twelve Months Old.
Boars of a large breed.—First jjrize, £3, J. Dyson, Adelphi

Hotel, Leeds.
Sows of a large breed.—Fu-st prize, £3, R. E. Duckeriug.
Boars of a small breed.—Fu-st prize, £3, Wm. Parker.

Commended : C. W. Graham.
Sows of a small breed.—Fii-st prize, £3, Lord Wenlock.

EXTRA STOCK.
First-class Silver Medal, S. Wiley, Brandsby (litter of pure

small bred pigs, ten weeks old). Second-class Silver Medal,
M, Walton, Halifax (gUt, seven months, middle breed).

HORSES.
HUNTERS AND ROADSTERS.

Judges.—J. E. Bennett, Boswoi-th Grange, Rugby.
G. A. Grey, Milfleld, Wooler.
W. E. Hobson, Kettlebythorpe, Brigg.

COACHING AND AGRICULTURAL HORSES.
Judges.—W. Robinson, Hutton Hall, Ovington, Darhngton.

B. Wilson, Brawith, Thirsk.
C. Wood, South Dalton, Beverley.

Thorough-bred StaUions for getting Hunters.—Fu-at prize,

£25, J. Peacock, North Hohne, Oswaldkirk, York (Cawston).
Second of £10, J. Smith, Hut Green, Poutefract (St. Clare;.
Thorough-bred Stallions, not less than four years old, for

getting weight-carrying hunters, to servo mares within a
radius of 15 miles round Doncaster staying one whole day in
each week in the town dm-ing the season 1806), at a charge
not exceeding 4 guineas each mare, including the groom's
lee.—Prize of £50, J. Smith, Hut Green (St. Clare).

Stallions for getting Coach-horses.—Fu-st prize, £20, J.
Johnson, Brigham, Driffield (Prince Ai-thm-). Second of £5,
R. GUI, Kelfieid, York (Candidate). Commended: Robt. GUI
(Governor,.
StaUions for gettiug Roadsters.—First prize, £10, W. H.

Brown, Beltolt, Bawtry (Blazeaway). Second of £5, B. Bal-
derstone, Mount Pleasant, Boston (.Merrylegs).
StalUous for getting Agi-iciUtural Horses.—First prize, £20,

Wm. Simpkiu, jun., Biu-ton Agnes, Lowthorpe, HuU Cham-
pion). Second of £10, T. Johnson, Hatfield, Doncaster
(.Young John BiUl). Commended: S. Strickland, Headley
Hall, Tadcastor (Lincolnshu-e;.

StaUions, not less than fom- years old, for getting agricul-
tural horses, and to serve mares within a racUus of 15 miles
round Doncaster (staying one whole day in each week in the
town) dui-ing the season 1866, at a charge not exceeding
3 guineas each mare, including the groom's fee.—The prize
of £.50, W. Simpkiu, jun. (Champion). Highly commended

:

T. Johnson (Young John Bull). Commended: S.Strickland
(Lincotushu-e).
Brood Mares for breeding Hunters, vnth Foals sucking.

—

Fu-st prize, £10, Wm. Tindaff, Wheatley, Doncaster (Fanny).
Second of £5, A. Macbean, The Hall, Thirsk (Miss Nightin-
gale. )

Brood Mares for breeding Coach-horses, with Foal sucking.
Fu-st prize, £10, W. and F. Coulson, Gaterley Farm, Castle
Howard (Venus). Second of £5, Wm. Harrison, Hutton
Rudby, Yarm (Lady of the Manor).
Brood Mares for breeding Roadsters, with Foal sucking.

—

First prize, £7, Wm. Charlesworlh, Netherton, Wakefield
(Bonny). Second of £3, G. Machin, Hatfield, Doncaster
(Gipsy).
Brood Mares for breeding AgriciUtm-al Horses, with Foal

sucking.—Fh-st prize, £10, Wm. Tenant, Barlow, Selby
(Trip). Second of £5, Wm. Tenant (Jet).

Two-year-old Hiuiting Geldings. — Fu-st prize, £7, T.
Dawson, Pomidsworth, Driffield (Boynton). Second of £3,
J. Shepherd, Beechgrove House, Tadcaster.
Two-year-old Hunting FiiUes.—Fu-st prize, £5, J. D.

Wightman, Sutton House, Malton. Second of £2, St. J. L.
Clowes, Tortworth. Bawtry.
Two-year-old Coaching Geldings.—First prize, £7, R. J.

Beutley, Finningley Park, Bawtry. Second of £3, S. Water-
house, High EUers, Doncaster.
Two-year-old Coaching Fillies.—First prize, £5, J. Jackson,

jun., Great Ayton, Stokesley (CUff Lass). Second of £2, John
Waller, High Leven, Yarm.
Two-j'ear-old AgricvUtural Geldings or FUhes.—First prize,

£7, E. Hodgkinson, Morton Grange (Heart of Oak). Second
of £3, T. Turner, Arnithorije, Doncaster.

Thi-ee-year-old Hunting Geldings.—First prize, £10, W. H.
Clark, Hook, Howden (Patient). Second of £5, R. Mickle-
thwaite, Ai-dsley House, Barnsley (Darfield).

Ttu-ee.year-old Himting FiUies.—Fu-st prize, £7, T. B.
Ireland, Tadcaster (AUce). Second, R. Sykes, Drighlington,
Leeds (Germ.

Thi-ee-year-okl Coaching Geldings. — First prize, £10, J.
Johnson, Brigham. Second of £5, J. S. DarreU, West Ayton,
Scarborough"(The Ebor).
Three-year-old Coaching FiUies.—First prize, £7, C. Wood,

Span-ow Hall, Saltou, York (Darby). Second of £3, Messrs.
W. and F. Coulson, ciaterley Farm, Castle Howard, York
(Violet).

Three-years old roadsters, geldings, or filUes.—Fu-st prize,
£7, Christopher Lofthouse, Tadcaster. Second of £3, J. Nor-
ton, Nortonthorpe HaU, Huddersfleld (Lord Fauconberg).

Thi-ee-years old agi-icultm-al geldings or fillies.—Fu-st pi-ize,

£10, Wm. Tennant, Barlow, Selby (Tom). Second of £5, C.
Oxley, Hambletou, Selby (Punch;.

Four-years old agi-icultural geldings or filUes.—First prize,
£10, J. Norton, Nortonthorpe, Huddersfleld (Conqueror). JVo
other entry.

Four-years old hunting geldings.—Fu-st prize, £15, Jackson
Everatt, Park-lane, Doncaster (Memnon). Second of £5, H,
J, Percy, Howsenrigg, Aspatria, Cumberland (Ingleby)*
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Highly commended: R. 0. Lister, Ouseflcct Cinxngo, Goolc
(Woolwich).
Four-years old liuntinfT fillies.—First prize, £10, M. Kicld,

Tadcaster. Second of i;5, Wm. Tindall, Wlieatley, Doncaster
(Regalia).
Five-year-old hunters, geldings, or mares, warranted sound,

and to possess not less than three crosses of blood.—First

prize, i;20, Henry Darley, Aldby Park, York (Camilhis).

Second of iio, J. Robson, Windlebeck, Ganton, York (Spring
Water).
Hunters, geldings, or mares, si.K-years old and upwards.—

First ijrize, £20, A. Barker, Hatfield, Doncaster (Peter). Se-
cond of £5, Sii- J. V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P., Haclcness,
Scarborough (Conjuror).
Hackneys, mares, or geldings, foui'-years old and upwards,

qualified to carry 12 stones, and not less than 11 hands high.
—First prize, £20, H. J. Percy, Howsenrigg (Crafty). Se-
cond of £5, G. Wa.kefield, Nessingham, Ku-ton-in-Lindsey
(Pride of the Isle).

Gentlemen's cobs, any age or sex, qualified to carry 16

stones.—First prize, £10, H. J. Percy, Howsenrigg (Robin).
Second of £5, B. Milward, Conisln'o, Rotherham (Selim).
Ladies' hackneys, of any age or sex.—Fu'st prize, £10, W.

H. Gaunt, Old ThornviUe, York (Dandy). Second of £5, St.

John L. Clowes, Torworth, Bawtry.
Ponies, from 12 to 14 hands high, any age or sex.—Fu-st

prize, £10, J. W. Pease, Woodlands. Darlington (Victoria).

Second of £5, R. Milward, Thiu-garton Priory, Southwell,
Notts (Rachel).

Best ponies, under 12 hands high, any age or sex.—First
prize, £10, J. AV. Richardson, Willoughton, Ku-ton-in-Lindsey
(Uncle Tom). Second of £5, J. W. Turner, Sickling Hall,

Wctherby (Bullet).

EXTRA STOCK.
First-class silver medal, A. Hind, Crowle, Ba^^•try (cart

horse), J. Jackson, Doncaster (Depper).

DAIRY PRODUCE.
Cheese, not less than 1 cwt. in quantity, made since October

1st, 1861, the produce of one dau-y .—Fu-s't prize, £8, E. Temj^le,
Saltcrgill Farm, Yarm. No other enfri/.

Fu-kins of butter.—First prize, £5 ; second, £2. No entry.

Si.K pounds of fresh butter, in single pounds.—Fh'St prize,

£5, R. C. Workman, Alnxhohne, Doncaster. Second of £2,
Thos. Waite, Chequer House, Doncaster. Third of £1, B.
Thompson, Foulds, Tickhill, Rotberham.

WOOL.
Judge.—T. Clayton, Stainley Hall, Ripon.

Five hogg fleeces, long-wool.—Prize, £5, R. C. Workman,
Almholme.

S'ive hogg fleeces, short-wool.—Prize, £5, B. H. Brooksbank,
Tickhill, Rotherham.

FLAX.
Judges.—R. Briggs, Leeds.

H. Ludolf, Leeds.

Specimens of mill-scutched flax. No entry.

Specimens of dew and cold water retted hand-scutched
flax, not less than 20 stones, retted and scutched by the exhi-
bitor.—First prize, £10, F. Moody, East Butterwick, Bawtry.
Second of £5, J. BeacheU, RawcUffe Grange, Selby.
Specimens of green flax, growth of 1863, not less than 20

stones, grown by the exhibitor.—Fu-stijrize, £10, J. Laverack,
Keadljy, Bawtry. Second of £5, J. Lofthouse, Borough-
bridge.

IMPLEilENTS.
Judges.—T. Martin, Wainfleet, Lincoln.

W. Owen, Engineer, Rotherham.
T. Scott, Broom Close, Ripon.
J. AVUson, Manor House, Morpeth.

Thrashing Machines, ch'iven by steam power, subject to
thorough trials in thrashing grain and delivering it into sacks
ready for market.—First prize, £50, Marshall, Sons, and Co.
(limited), Gainsborough. Second of £20, Robey and Co.
(limited), Lincoln. Commended: Ransomes and Sims, Ips-
v.'ich ; and Ruston, Proctor, and Co., Lincoln.
Grinding :MiUs, di-iven hy horse or steam power, subject to

thorough trials in crushing and grinding aU descriptions of
grain.—Prize of £20, Amies and Barford, Peterborough, for a
Felton's American grist miU. Commended : H. Whiteley, Don-
caster; and J. Hodgson, Duffleld, Beverley.
The silver medal for the invention of any new and im-

proved principle of construction as applied to farm imple-
ments, to Fowler and Co., Leeds, for their 8-horse power
single cylinder engines, with self-moving and reversing gear.

Silver medals were also awarded to

—

W. Tasker and Sons, Waterloo Iron AVorks, Audover, for

application of chaff delivery to thrashing machines.
John Plant, Birley, Sheflield, for earth closet and commode.
Ransomes and Sims, Ipswich, for a six registered equalizing

pomeltrees.
E. B. Allen, Westminster, for an 8-horse power patent

Rouble expansive portable Bteam engine.

MISCELLANEOUS.
£2, Ransomes and Sims, for BiddeU's patent root puljier.

£2, Ransomes and Sims, for a patent rotatory adjustable self-

cleaning corn screen. £2, Marshall, Sons, and Co., for appli-
cation of a mill to a thrashing machine. £2, Spencer and
Co., Doncaster, for a potato planting machine. £3, AV.
Bushby, Newton, Bedale, for a plough and digger. £1, C.
Topham, Bh'ch-laue, London, for assortment of solid tube
brushes for cleaning of boiler tubes. £2, AV. Sa-wney, Bever-
lej^, for patent sack lifter and tilter. £2, R. Puckering, Bever-
ley, for a market cart. £2, Amies and Barford, for patent
turntable rollers. £2, Amies and Barford, for Proctor's
patent straw elevator. Highly commended: Patterson and Co.,

Beverley, for comiDound action mOl.

FOXHOUNDS.
Judges.—Capt. Percy Williams, Barnby Moor, Retford,

Mr. AA''. H. "Williamson, AATiitburn, Durham.
Sir AVatkin AV. AVjmu, Bart., AVynnstay.

Thi-ee couples of entered hounds, of either or mixed sexes,
no hound lieing older than a seven season hunter, the silver

Champion Cup, value £20, Lord AVemj-ss ; and to AV. Chan-
ning, huntsman, a gratuity of £10. Second, a silver goblet,
value £10, The Earl of Yarborough ; and to Ninrrod Long,
huntsman, agratuity of £3. Highly commended : Mr. Scratton.
Unentered dog hounds, pupped since 1st December, 1863,

a claret jug, value £10, Earl Fitzwilliam; and to Harry
AjTis, jun., huntsman, a gratuity of £5. Second, a silver
flask, value £-5, Lord Hawke ; and to E. Owen, huntsman, a
gratuity of £2. Highly commended : Lord AVemyss.
Unentered bitch hounds, pupped since 1st December, 1863,

pair of silver claret cups, value £10, The Earl of Yarboi'ough

;

and to Nimrod Long, huntsman, a gratuity of £5. Second,
silver cigar case, value £.5, Mr. Harcourt Johnstone ; and to
his huntsman a gratuity of £2.

Stallion hoiuids, not less than three-season hunters, and
certified to be the sii'es of living puppies, pair of sflver claret
cups, value £10, Lord Wemyss ; and to AV. Channtng, hvmts-
man, a gratuity of £3. Highly commended : Lord Yarborough.
A Silver-moiuited Hunting Whip, for the huntsman who

brought hounds the longest distance to the show, was awarded
to AV. Channmg, huntsman to Lord Wemyss.

There were also Prizes for Poultry.

TRAINING THE AYllSIIIRES.—The sliow dodges of

the Ayrshire men are iue.\liaustible, and not unattended with

danger, as one man in his last twenty-four hours of a " strong

preparation" fairly hurst his bull. A great deal depends upon

the jockeying during that time. A cow is generally kept sharp

set tiU four or five hours before tlie show. If she had been on
too fine food, her paunch would be dra\'ni up, and tlie vessel

would lean forvvard, and the teats not in position ; whereas if

the paunch is gradually filled in these last few hours, first by
giving her common food, and then by coaxing her into quantity

l)y Ijettering it at eveiy supply, she is filled to repletion, and the

vessel hangs taut and square. She often gets her pound of

salt at night, and between the two agencies she should be
turned out quite the thing in the morning. Cows are also

kept well up to " tid" during the show season with gruel made
of linseed-meal, oatmeal and flour, diluted with their own milk,

and sometimes as much as 31bs. of treacle ia it. The shape of

the vessel is also as carefully looked to and adjusted as the

Spanish cock's comb, which was, \\'hile the fashion set that

way, kept up in pasteboard spliuts, till just before going into

Bingley Hall. A board is put below the vcsrel with holes

for the teats, and tied with strings round the cow's back, so as

to keep it in position, and the vessel is laved with cold water

all night,ijto make it flat and contracted and give it consistency.

They arc also washed over with butter-milk, and the finer

lights put in with soap and gum. Sometimes the co\^' barbers

use butter-milk for the legs, and take to hair-oil, audthe liorns

are rubbed with charcoal or hawthorn ashes, in accordance with
an old superstition. In short, the day and night before the

show are, in many instances, quite as important as an artist's

glazing-day at the Royal Academy. The judges are all wcU
up to " the little game," 'which extends to scraping rams'

horns almost to the quick, and then japanning them, and is

on all fours with that artistic clipping to hide weak points,

against which old Val Barford, K.C.B. (Knight of the Chp-
ping Board), struggled so long, tiU the Royal English Society

issued its ukase.—" Field and Fern, or Scottish Flocks and
Herds," by The Druid.
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THE HIGHLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT INVERNESS.

The appointment of Inverness as the place of meeting,

by rotation, in 18G3, had a pecnliar signitlcancc. It was
at this pleasant " key of the Highlands," in '40, that Mr.
Hall Maxwell entered on the oflicc of Secretary ; and it

is here, after a most eventful uinetceu years, during which
the number of members has increased i'roni 3,560 to

about 4,200, that he announces his retirement. Two
meetings were held at Inverness prior to that of '46,

Belville's year. In '31 the Highlanders mustered well,

and the great " Corryhoylic descended from the mountain
with his buck goats." In '39 the jealousy of the clans

was aroused against the growing popularity of the short-

horn crosses, and Mr. AVetherell stood forward, in a very

hot discussion, as the champion of the " red, white, and
roan." The meeting, in '56, was such a success that the

Society once more settled to give up the biennial, which
had been adopted since '48, and stand by an annual

system. Time has worked wonders during those

nine years. The mail-coachman no longer pulls up, to

give his horses breath and the passengers a scenery treat,

at the entrance of the Pass of Killiecrankie. Aberdeen is

joined by the iron road to Inverness, with a branch line to

Banff; the direct Highland Kailway, when lairds and
" masters" do not keep the train dawdling for their sove-

reign will and pleasure at the stations, makes short work
of the once-dreaded 100 miles; and the Sutherland men
take the train South at Meikle Terry.

The business of the show commenced at 4 a.m. on
Monday, with the meeting of the judges and the commit-
tee. Mr. Hall Maxwell stated that the entries consisted

of 301 cattle, 132 horses and ponies, 812 sheep, 34 swine,

II collie dogs, a new feature, 294 head of poultry, and

707 implements, and that after careful examination by a

V.S. not one of the animals, many of which, in consequence
of the single train, did not arrive till Sunday, bore the

slightest trace of disease. After dinner. Professor Ander-
son delivered a lecture on the Chemistry of "Wool and its

Management, and a slight discussion between the High-
land and Lowland flockmasters on smearing and dipping
appi'opriately closed the evening.

Owing to the unavoidable absence of Earl Rosslyn, the
chair at the judges' early breakfast on Tuesday was taken

by Earl Caithness, The morning brought with it some-
thing more than one of those Scotch mists which

" Wet tlie puir Scotchman to his sark,

The Englishman to his skin,"

and the judges and their esquires had a very rough time
of it. Excepting those who were specially interested in

the cattle, few left their hotels, and only £151 9s. was
taken at the gate in 10s. and 5s. payments. The show-
yard was situated about I3- miles from Inverness, on the

farm of Seafield ; but the spot was a very exposed one,

and great complaints were made by owners of cattle re-

specting the very insufficient shedding which was put up,

despite the minute specifications made by Mr. Hall Max-
well, and the appointment of a professional architect.

The banquet at the Music Hall was by far the most cheerful

feature of the day. The chair was taken by the Duke of

Argyll, who was dressed in the Celtic costume, and wore
the Order of the Thistle, and the Duke of Athole, the

Earl of Caithness, and nearly 450 other noblemen and
gentlemen supported Iiim. His Grace's four years of

office now expire, and it seems quite understood that he

will be succeeded by the Duke of Richmond. The speech

in which his Grace proposed the Highland Society

chiefly consisted of a refutation of a lecture delivered by
Mr. Leone Levi, an international jurist, upon the state of

the Highlands ; and he also stated officially that Govern-
ment intended to apply to England and Scotland the same
system of statistics which had proved so reliable in Ire-

land. In the course of his comments on the announce-
ment made by Mr. Hall Maxwell, his Gi-ace observed
that, " during the whole course of its existence, the So-
ciety had never had a secretary of more energy, of more
zeal, and of more efficiency," and proposed a vote of

thanks to him for his services. This was responded to in

a manner which shov^ed how deep and abiding is the con-
viction of the services Mr. Maxwell has rendered to the
Society, for whose sake he gave up a very high position as

an advocate.

Even in a Scottish meeting all national prejudices are
broken down, and the numbers in the catalogue begin to
run with the shorthorns, of which there were 87 entries.

Every shorthorn has departed months since from
Athelstancford. The brothers Mitchell, who were in

such strength last year with Mistletoe and Blue
Belle, sent nothing. Mr. Stirling's herd had not
a solitary representative, and even the Brothers Cruik-
shank did not bring one to do battle from their 350. Still,

in the old bull class, they won by proxy with Mr. James
Geddcs' British King, a good roan bull, but perhaps
lucky from the fact that Fosco, the second to Van Tromp
last year, had gone south to Doncaster. The commended
bull Caractacus was also calved a few months after the
dam left Sittyton. One of old " Reattie's" medal buUs,
Viceroy, was second, and " KiueUar's" Prince of Wor-
cester, the Challenge Cup bull at the Royal Northern the
week before, had to be content with third honours. It

was curious that in the two-year-old class, the Duke of

Buccleuch's Royal Errant, Mr. Balfour's Prince Loth, and
Lord Strathallan's Allan should be again in their Stirling

order of merit. " The Royal" has not the masculine
character of " The Prince," but the latter, who is more of
a big framed steer gettei', like his sire Great Seal, has
rather "given" in his back, and Allan lacks scope
and grandeur in his forehand. Lord Kinnaird's yearling
bull Oxford Louis was better in his touch than any of
them, and if Lord Strathalhin could only again manage a
third, his Rosa Bonhem-, which had taken a third and a
second before at these shows, worked up into the first

place among the cows, where " KinncUar" was second,
and Mr. M'Kessack's Lady Ehna commended. In the
two-year-old heifer class, Mr. Stephen, of Inchbroom,
with his Emperor and Picotee blood, was second and third
to " Reattie," and the combination of Prince Louis with
Lord Privy Seal gave Lord Kinnaird a yearling heifer first

with Princess Harriet. The Duke of Richmond was
second with a daughter of Whipper-in's, one of the four
first-prize Royal bulls which are stationed between John
o'Groat's andKeir; and a daughter of Douglas's Hiawatha
furnished a third to Mr. Geddes in a good class.

The West Highlanders, headed by the first-prize aged
bull and cow at Stirling and Kelso respectively, and
each of them bred by the Marquis of Breadalbane,
came out 88 strong, and formed along with the
Leicesters the strongest features of the show. Both
the first and third aged bulls were of Breadalbane
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blood, and the former of them was the Duke of

Athole's famous red Donald. His Grace was also

first and third with his brindled Oscar and black GiUe

Dubh, and first and second with his cows Mhor and

Proisag Odhar ; while Mr. Allan Pollok took two firsts

for his black "Willie" and his dun heifer " Seonard," and

Mr. Malcolm, of Poltalloch, a first and a third. Mr.

Peter, another purchaser of " Breadalbanes," had also two

bronze medals for his portion ; but even that was no light

honour, in such an array.

Mr. McComble, who had made a great week of it at

Aberdeen with the polled and the fat cups, besides other

prizes, marched northward with a heavy black brigade.

The fifteen-year-old Charlotte and her daughter Pride of

Aberdeen were there with Daisy, for the medium gold

medals ; and Sir George Macphersou Grant also scut his

prize Perth cow, Mayflower of Montbletton, so as to en-

able the Angus-men to judge what " waste is made by

time," which seems to touch this race very lightly.

" TDlyfour" was never in greater force. Champion of

his own and President 4th of Mr. James Leslie's breeding

took first bull prizes for him ; Lovely and Fancy, both

daughters of The Belle, stood first and second in the cow-

class ; and his peerless Kate of Aberdeen, winner of the

polled cup at Aberdeen, was first in the two-year-old

heifer, and Bloom in the yearling heifer classes. Mr. Collie,

of Ardgay, had a first and second for bulls, and " Port-

lethen," " Shielhill," " Easter Skene," and Lord Kin-

naird did not go empty away. Mr. McCombie's buU
success was much greater than usual, as in the only bull-

class in which he did not get a first (and was in fact well

beaten), one of his own breeding, Press of Aberdeen, was
second. Dahomey, a Stirling first, was among the old

bulls, but took nothing this journey ; and Lord Southesk

made no entries whatever. No Galloway bulls were

shown ; but as, thanks to his Grace the Duke of

Buccleugh, Messrs. Graham and Cunningham had

the requisite four in each of the female classes,

the breed was judged separately from the Angus.

Mr. Cunningham with his Kate and Diana had the best

of it, the other first-prize going to the Duke for Emblem,
of his Grace's favourite Knight of Lyddesdale and Free-

booter cross. Mr. Graham had no Scmiramis or Harriet

to confront her with this year, but he was second to Kate

with two Hannibal cows.

Colly Hill of Battcrsea fame and Premium represented

her Grace the Dowager Duchess of Athole in the gold

medium medal ranks of the Ayrshircs. The former,

although nine years old, was giving four gallons a day in

the height of the grass last year, and led everything in the

Dunkeld dairy save Marion. In the cow in-milk and in-

calf classes, her Grace made eleven out of the twenty-

three entries, and won all six prizes. Whitclegs and

Brockie, a second at Perth in his Grace's lifetime, were

eligible in each class, and headed them accordingly ; and

Charmer and Queen of Hearts were the other Dunkeld
prima donnas. Mr. Stewart was first in the heifer class

with Dainty, which was separated from one of the Duke
of Hamilton's by a heifer of Mr. Doun's, and also first

in the bull class with Royal Buttei'fly, a name which
Towueley has so tended to popularize.

Fat stock are never out of season in Scotland, and

there were sixty-three entries, or eighteen more than

there were in the Ayrshire classes, and fifteen less than

in the combined forces of the Black and all Black. The
latter had a splendid representative in the extra class in a

polled ox of Mr. Harris's, bred by "Lochdhu." "Tilly-

four" was very sweet on this beast at the last Forres fat

show, but Mr. Harris would not sell unless the black

went as one of a large lot, at a price which would
have seemed fabulous if Mr. INIartin of Aberdeen had
not given £94 10s, for a cross two-year-old steer this

spring, aft.er a hot conflict with " Tillyfour," who had his

revenge by beating it for the fat cup with a cross-bred at

Aberdeen. There is no doubt that if Mr. Harris had held

to his black, he would, with luck, have broken the six

years' Smithfield charter, which Mr. McCombie holds for
" the best Scot bullock." Flushed with his stock triumph,
" Tillyfour " was determined that nothing should part

them ; and hence the four years and two months' speci-

men of ox-beef has quitted Earnhill for Tillfour at £100 !

Mr. Harris, we deeply regret to say, has just had an acci-

dent with a turnip-pulper, which has deprived him of his

right hand. Besides this poll, he showed a very grand
shorthorn-cross ox, and took another iirst with him. Sir

Alexander Cumming also came up strong with similar

crosses, and beat the £94 10s. steer, among others. The
Dunrobin Highlanders, which are said to have a title of

fully two hundi'cd years, were in their right place at the

head of the Highland oxen class, with a fine home-bred
black, and the l)rown and dun of Sir Alexander, both of

which were bred by Mr. Archibald Stewart, of Dunvegan,
Skyc, had to yield. Curiously enough, Inverness-shire itself

wound up the cattle part of the show with a quartet of

iilderneys, as if to make a milk protest in the teeth of the

great beef-producing northern counties.

There was a satisfactory show of horses for agricultural

purposes; and Mr. Steedman, one of the Plymouth bench,

was again in office. Sir A. G. Cumming's prize mare at

Inverness, in '56, came, as in duty bound, for her medium
gold medal, and wore wcU for fourteen. In the old stallion

class it was rather a question of form versus action be-

tween the winner, Mr. Sam Clark's horse, and Mr. Muir's.

One had won at the Perth Union and the other at Glasgow
this year ; and the Dowager Duchess of Athole was third

with her Diamond. In the three-year-olds, Mr. David
Riddell won with a clever " General ;" but the ruck, like

their seniors, was bad, and the strength of the Clydesdales

centred on the two-year-old class, Avhere Mr. Clark's

winner made his mark, followed by good ones of

Mr. Riddell's and Mr. Kaye's, the last being the only

one bred by his exhibitor. It was a hard run match for

first in the yearling colts, and as Mr. Young bred Young
Baronet he retii-ed from the bench. His colleagues could

not agree, and Professor Dick and another \\ S. from In-

verness also went iuto opposite lol)bies. The knotty point

was then referred to the breeder of Thormanby and
Dundee, who was one of the stewards in attendance, and
he decided in favour of \ oung Baronet, a horse with not

quite the bone and substance, but more lifting action than

his antagonist, which was bred and owned by the Duke of

Hamilton.

The first prize for Clydesdale m.ares with foal went, after

a brief consultation, to a brown mare, Jean, the property of

Mr. Fleming, of Kilkerran, well-known as a successful fan-

cier of Arabs, Ayrshircs, and Gordon setters, and as the pur-

chaser of that Athole herd of West Highlanders, which made
room for the Breadalbanes. Another " Jean" was second,

and the Dowager Duchess of Athole again received the

bronze medal. Mr. Fleming's other brown mare came to

the fore in the mare-in-foal class, but it was a much
" tighter fit" with a mare of Mr. Buchanan's, which had
three years more on her head. The Duke of Hamilton
won the three-year-old class with his Stirling filly, beating

a filly by his own Sir Walter Scott very decidedly on the

point of bone. In the next two classes Mr. Fleming

was third and second, in the latter case with one

of his own breeding, while Mr. David Riddell and

Mr. Archibald Johnston stood in the first places.

The Duke of Athole beat young Mr. Hope Johnstone of

The Heuk with his grey Glentilt in the pony-stallion

class, and among the extras were a lot of Shetland ponies

(as at Battcrsea) from Mr. Walker, of Maryfield House

;

and three thoroughbred stallions—one of them, Pulchi-
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nello, from Marion, and Roebuck by Geucralj who was
commended.

The Border Leicester men pushed the strong ad-

vantage which they have gained at the Kelso and I'aIIu-

burgh sales right up to the foot of the Higlilands. Either
the judges got ])uzzled, or the aged tup class was unusually

level ; but at all events, the judges took more than H hours
over it. Eventually, Mr. Ainslie, of Costerton, was placed

first for a rather small but very perfect sheep, bred by
Lord Polwarth, and Mr. Balfour, with one of his own
breeding, and 51r. Rennie followed in order. There were
iifty iu the Dinmont class from nineteen exhibiters, and
Mr. Purves, who sells 100 tups at Kelso each year, headed
the poll with an admirable sheep. IMr. John Torrance and
Simsou, of Courthill, ranked next, and the former had
also the reserve number. ^Ir. Purves made three entries,

Mr. Sirason four, and IMr. Torrance six. In the old ewe
class, Mr. Ainslie won again, and he was also third in the

gimmers, where Mr. Simsou drew a-head of Mr. Purves.

Lord Polwarth did not seud anything. The Sutlierland-

shire breeders showed a very poor front when Mv. Brydou
flung down the wager of battle to them at their own
portals. In fact, the jMoodlaw tups were the only good
ones shown, and after clearing everything with them,

ineludiug the reserve nmnber in one class, and taking

three prizes with the only three he had in the

other, the remaining reserve number went to

Ml'. Robert Paterson, of Bighouse, near Thurso.

In the class of ewes with lambs at their foot jMr. Brydon
was also first with his only entry; Sir E. E. IMoutgomery

and Mr. Shortrecd, both lowlanders, were second and
third ; and then came a selection from Mr. Jlitchell's Ribi-

gill'sewes—so good a flock that the ewe cast sold recently

at Falkirk at 31s. Gd. "Moodlaw," however, had to

lower his colours in the gimmer class ; and Captain John
Frazer, of Balnain, luverness-shire, w'as the proud and

happy man who did the deed. The blackfacesmade a very

grand show, as they were certain to do. Mr. Thomas
Murray, of Eastside, i\Ir. John Archibald, of Overshiels,

and Mr. Malcolm, of Poltalloch, principally rimg the

changes, except iu the dinmonts, where "Overshiels"

missed nothing but the reserve. The Duke of Richmond
only showed Leicesters ; and, in fact, they are gradually

getting out of Southdowns at Gordon Castle ; but still the

old blood in Mr. Bruce's hands was strong enough to

divide the Southdown honours with Mr. Scott Skirving,

who has often had these classes pretty nearly his own
way. Neither he nor Mr. Gibson could stand against Mr.
Beale Brown, who came down, as is his annual wont, with
Cotswolds, and added two more firsts for tups and ewes to

his prize list. Mr. Reid was second to him in the old tup

class with one which he purchased from him at Stirling last

year; and JMr. Jonathan Peel showed his Lonks, some of

which have been sold to cross with the blackface, and got

a special recommendation for them. In Shropshires, the

Glainis Trustees took the two firsts and a third, and Mv.
Gibson the two seconds and a third. Brae Moray, a curious

old breed of sheep " with roan face and legs, hairy wool,

and as wild as a roedeer, and with lambs which are

always yeaned with a yeUowisli-red spot on the shoulder

and the tip of the tail," were also represented, and the

sheep ranks w'ere wound up by a " fom'-horued" tup from

Lochmaddy.
There were thirty-four entries of pigs, but j\ir. Find-

lay only took one prize for sows of the large breed. Two
Berkshires were first and third in the large boar class,

and in both classes for boars and sows of the small breed

Mr. John Laing bore up well for the Kinross district.

The lunatic asylums in the north of Scotland have always

been rather famed for their good pig-feeding, but that at

Elgin has enlarged its sphere, and came second with the

best large boar. For the pen of large pigs under eight

months old it was a match between Rossie Priory and
Hamilton Palace, and the former won with 5 months and
10 days to the good.

The new prizes for shepherds' dogs under six brought

ten entries, but nine were in the dog class, where two
handsome blacks were placed first and second.

Mr. Merry's only entry was made in a field of seventeen

for coloured Dorkings ; but a brother M.P., Mr. Dudley
Marjoribanks, and also from Bcauly, was more fortunate

with his pens of game-fowl and llonens. Mr. David
Ainslie followed up his Leicester firsts with one for ban-

tams; and Mrs. Ferguson Blair, the henwife /;«;• excellence

of Scotland, did not enter or seud a single bird. She has

done enough for her fame without sending upwards of 100
miles for the sake of silver and bronze medals ; and this

is not the best time for plumage.

The show of implements was large, although 394 less

than at Kelso, where the English makers had such a fine

chance ; and the horticultural department was very rich

iu seeds, samples of grasses, and plants, iucluding several

new importations of pines. The Howards, and Ransomes
and Sims had large stands of implements, as had
Amies and Barford. Mr. Freer, of Rothley, sent a grain
dibbling machine, and Mr. J. Ireland, of Manchester, an
improved chmm ; and a digging machine was also there,

said to be the invention of one Cicero Comstock, of Mil-
waukie. Special trains were run in large numbers, but
at the end of the second day, the receipts were only

£437, or £543 behind Stirling, which had Glasgow and
Edinburgh for its " feeders."

PRIZE LI ST.
CATTLE.

SHORTHORNS.
Judges.—Thomas Hmit, Thornington, Coldstream.

Nicol Milne, of Falilonside, Meh'ose.
Andrew Mitchell, Alloa.

Bulls calved before 1st Januaiy, 1863. — Breeder of best
BiUl, Silver Medal. Fu-st prize, £20, James Geddes, Orbliston,
Fochabers. Second of £10, Anch-ew Longmore, Bettie, Banff.
Third, Bronze Medal, Silve.ster Campbell, Kinellar, Black-
burn, Aberdeen.

Bulls calved after 1st January, 1863.—First prize, £20,
Duke of Buccleuch and QueensbeiTy, K.G., Dalkeith Park,
Dalkeith. Second of £10, Ai-thur James Balfour, of Whitting-
ham, Prestonku'k. Thu'd, Bronze Medal, Viscoiint Strath-
allan, Strathallan Castle, Auchterarder.
Bulls calved after 1st January, 1864. — First prize, £10,

Lord Kinneai-, K.T., Rossie Priory, Inchtui-e. Second of £5,
Hem-y Gray, The Mains, Cushuie, Alford, Aberdeenshire.
Thu-d, Bronze Medal, Viscount StrathaUan, Strathallan
Castle, Auchterarder.
Cows of any age.—Fu'St prize, £15, Viscount Strathallan.

Second of £S, Silvester Campbell. Thu-d, Bronze Medal,
David AinsUe, of Costerton, Blackshiels.
Heifers calved after 1st January, 1863.—Fu'st prize, £10,

Andrew Longmore, Rettie, Banff. Second and thu-d, £5 and
Bronze Medal, Wilham Stephen, Inchbroom, Elgm.

Heifers calved' after 1st Januarj^, 186i.—Fu-st prize, £8,
Lord Kinnaird, K.T., Rossie Priory, Lichtm-e. Second of
£Ji, The Duke of Richmond, Gordon Castle, Fochabers.
Thu-d, James Geddes, Orbhston, Fochabers.

HIGHLAND.
Judges.—R. D. Campbell, of Jiu-a.

Donald Macleod, Coulmore, Inverness.
Jolm M'Laren, Monzie, Blah- Athole.

Bulls calved before 1st January, 1862. Breeder of best bull
Silver Medal.—First prize, £20, The Duke of Athole, Blair
Castle, Blair Athole. Second of £10, Duncan Macpherson,
Kingussie. Third, Bronze Medal, Robert Peter, Urlar, Aber-
feldy.

Bulls calved after 1st January, 1862.—First prize, £20, Allan
PoUok, Ronachan, Clachan Cantire. Second of £10, Alex-
ander Cameron, CamjDbell of Monzie, Kiidoch Lodge, Fort-
WUUam. Thii-d, Bronze Medal, John Stewart, Duntulm,
Portree.

Bulls calved after 1st January, 1863.—First prize, £10, The
Duke of Athole. Second of £5, Alexander Fraser, Faillie, In-
verness. Third, Bronze Medal, The Duke of Athole.
Cows of any age.—Fu-st prize, £15, The Duke of Athole,
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Second of £S, The Duke of Atliole. Tliii-tl, Bronze Meilal,

John Malcolm, Poltalloch, Calltou Mor, Lochgrilplicad.

Heifers calved after 1st Januaiy, 1862.—First prize, £10,

Allan Pollok. Second of £5, Jobn Stewart, Duutnlm, Por-

tree. Third, Bronze Medal, John Malcohn.

Heifers calved after 1st January, 1863.—First prize, £3,

John Malcolm. Second and thu-d, £.li and Bronze Medal,

Robert Peter.

POLLED ANGUS, ABERDEEN, AND GALLOWAY.
Judges.—Robert Hector, Montrose.

George Milne, Haddo.
A. C. Pagan, Innergeldie, Comi'ie.

Bulls calved before 1st January, 1863.—Breeder of ItestBuU,

Silver Medal. Fh-st prize, £20, William M'Combie, Tillyfour,

Aberdeen. Second of £10, Robert Walker, HiUside House,
Portlethen, Aberdeen. Third, Bronze Medal, Alexander
Morison, of Bognie, Mountblairy House, Turriff.

Bulls calved after 1st January, 1863.—Fu-st prize, £20, Wil-

liam M'Combie. Second of £10, John Colhe, Ardgay, Forres.

Thu-d, Bronze Medal, Thomas Lyall, Shiolhill, Ku-riemuir.

Bulls calved after 1st Januai-y, 1861.—Fu-st prize, £10, John
Collie, Ai-dgay, Forres. Second of £5, D. R. Lyall Grant, of

Kingsford, Afford, Aberdeenshu-e. Thu-d, Bronze Medal,
William James Taylor, Rothiemay House, Huntly.
Cows of any age.—First prize, £15, WiUiam M'Combie.

Second of £8, WilUam M'Combie. Third, Bronze Medal,
Robert Walker.
Heifers calved after 1st January, 1863.—First prize, £10,

William M'Combie, TiUyfom-, Aberdeen. Second of £5, Wil-

liam M'Combie, of Easter Skene. Third, Bronze Medal, Lord
Kinnau-d, K.T., Rossie Priory, Inchtiu-e.

Heifers calved after 1st January, 186i.—Fu-st prize, £3,

Wilham M'Combie, Tillyfour, Aberdeen. Second of £Jt, Ro-
bert AValker, Mountbletton, Banff. Tliird, Bronze Medal,
John CoUie, Ardgay, Forres.

AYRSHIRE.
Judges.—John Bau-d, of Ury, Stonehaven.

Peter Drew, Carmyle, ToUcross, Glasgow.
Duncan Macfarlane, Torr, Helensburgh.

Bulls calved after 1st January, 1862.—Breeder of best Bull,

Silver Medal. First prize, £20, John Stewart, Bm-nside Cot-
tage, Strathaven. Second of £10, Robert Wilson, Nether
Johnstone, Kilbarchan. Third prize u-ithhdd.

Cows in-MUk, of any age.—Fh-st prize, £10, second of £5,
and thu-d, Bronze Medal, The Dowager Duchess^ of Athole,
Dunkeld.
Cows in-Calf, of any age.—First in-ize, £10, second of £o,

and thu-d, Bronze Medal, The Dowager Duchess of Athole.
Heifers calved after 1st January, 1863.—First prize, £10,

John Stewart. Second of £5, William Dunn, of Dahnare,
Tarbolton. Third, Bronze Medal, The Duke of Hamilton.

FAT STOCK.
Judges.—John Dudgeon, Almondhill, Karklistom

Thomas Middleton, Davidstou, Cromarty.
J. Stewart Menzies, of Chesthill, Aberfekly.

Oxen of any Pm-e or Cross Breed, calved after 1st Januarj'-,

1862.—Fh-st prize, £8, Richard Heath Harris, Earnhill, Forres.
Second of £1, Walter Scott, Glendronach, Huntly.
Oxen of any Pm-e or Cross Breed, calved after 1st January,

1S63.—First ijrize, £6, second £3, Sh- Alexander P. Gordon
Cmumhig, of Altyi-e, Bart., Forres. Thu'd, Bronze Medal, J.

and AV. Martin, Aberdeen.
Oxen of any Pure or Cross Breed, calved after 1st January,

ISei.—Fu-st prize, £4, Su- Alexander P. Gordon Cumming, of
Altyi-e, Bart. Second, of £2, David Ainshe, of Costerton,
Blackshiels. Thu-d, Bronze Medal, John Ferguson, Bast
Grange, PoiTes.
Highland Oxen calved after 1st January, 1861.—First prize,

£3, James Gordon, of Manar, Keith-Hall. Second of £4,
Andrew Longmore, Rettie, Banff. Thu-d, Bronze Medal,
Ai'chibald Stewart, Claigin, Dunvegan, Skye.
Highland Oxen calved after 1st January, 1862.—Fh-st prize,

£6, The Duke of Sutherland, K.G., D<uu-'obin Castle, Golspie.
Second of £3, and thu-d. Bronze Medal, Sh- Alexander P. Gor-
don Cumming, of AltjT-e, Bart.
Cross Heifers, calved after 1st Jamiary, 1863.—First prize,

£6, Hem-y A. Rannie, Mill of Boyndie, Banff. Second of £3,
lOdward Tew, Coul Cottage, Alness. Thh-d, Bronze Medal,
Su- Alexander P. Gordon Cumming, of Altyre, Bart.
Cross Heifers calved after 1st January, 1864.

—

No award.

HORSES.
FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Judges.—James Salmon, Benston, PaLsley.
James Steedjnan, Boghall, Roslin.
Alexander Young, Keh- Mains, Dunblane.

Stallions foaled before 1st January, 1862.—First prize, £30,
Samuel Clark, Manswrae, Kilbarchan. Second of £15, James
Muir, Hardington Mains, Wiston, Biggar. Third, Bronze
Medal, The Dowager Duchess of Athole, Dunkeld. Breeder
of best Stallion, Silver Medal.

Entire Colts foaled after 1st January, 1862.—First prize,

£20, David RiddcU, Kilbowie, Duntocher. Second of £10,
Andrew Wilson, Whiteside, Alford. Thh-d, Bronze Medal,
William Murray, Kilcoy, Redcastle, Killearnan, Inverness.

Entire Colts foaled after 1st January, 1863.—Fh-st prize,

£15, Samuel Clark. Second of £8, David Riddell. Third,
Bronze Medal, James Kay, Hill Fai-m, Gargimnock.
Entire Colts foaled after 1st January, 186-1.—First prize,

£10, Robert M'Keau, Lnmloch, Bishopbriggs. Second of £5,
The Duke of Hamilton and Brandon, Hamilton Palace,
Hamilton.
Mares (with Foal at foot) foaled before 1st January, 1862.

—First prize, £20, Peter Beattie, Insch, Aberdeenshire.
Second of £10, John Hendrie, Castle Leathers, Inverness.
Third, Bronze Medal, The Dowager Duchess of Athole, Dun-
keld.
Mares (in Foal) foaled before 1st Januai-y, 1862.—First

prize, £15, J. N. Fleming, Kilkcrran House, Maybole. Second
of £8, Alexander Buchanan, Garscadden Mains, New Kil-
patrick.

FilUes foaled after 1st January, 1862.—First prize, £10, The
Duke of Hamilton and Brandon. Second of £5, Alexander
Murdoch, HUton, Bishopbriggs. Third, Bronze Medal,
Alexander Stewart, Bog of Cawdor, Nairn.
Fhhes foaled after 1st January, 1863.—First prize, £8,

David Riddell. Second of £i, Alexander Buchanan. Third,
Bronze Medal, J. N. Fleming.
FiUies foaled after 1st January, 1864.—First prize, £6,

Archibald Johnston, Lochburn, MaryhUl, Glasgow. Second
of £3, J. N. Fleming. Third, Bronze Medal, Hugh A. Gair,
Hilton, Inverness.

PONIES.
Judges.—Sir Alexander?. Gordon Cumming, of Altyi-e, Bart.

Major Home, of Sth-koak, Wick.

Pony Stalhons, not excecchng 14 hands.—First prize, £10,
The Duke ofAthole, Blair Castle, Blair-Athole. Second of £5,
Charles Hope Johnston, the Hewk, Lockerbie. Thh-d, Bronze
Medal, Donald MacLeod, Couhnorc, Inverness.
Pony Mares, not exceeding 14 hands.—First prize, £8, John

Bailho Bailhe, of Leys, Inverness. Second of £4, Fountaine
Walker, of Foyers, Muh-ton, Inverness. Third, Bronze Medal,
Hugh Mackenzie, of Dundonnel, Ullapool.

SHEEP.
LEICESTER.

Judges.—Joseph Bell, SoalehiU, Lazonby, Penrith.
Peter Reid, Drumfork House, Helensburgh.
John Wilson, Edington Mains, Chirnside.

Tups not above Four Shear. — First prize, £10, David
Ainsley, of Costerton, Blackshiels. Second of £5, Arthxu'
James Balfom-, of Wittingham, Prcstonkh-k. Thh-d, Bronze
Medal, Henry A. Rannie, MLU of Boyndie, Banff.
Dinmont or Shearling Tups.—First prize, £10, William

Piirves, Linton Bui-ufoot, Kelso. Second of £5, George Tor-
ronce, Sisterpath, Dmise. Third, Bronze Medal, George
Simson, Coiu-thill, Kelso.
Ewes not above Four Shear. — First prize, £8, David

Ainslie. Second of £4, John Garland, Cairnton, Fordoun.
Third, Bronze Medal, Thomas Ferguson, Kinnochtry, Coupar-
Angus.

Shearling Ewes or Gimmers.—First prize, £8, George
Simson. Second of £4, WiUiam Purves. Third, Bronze
Medal, David AmsUe.

CHEVIOT.
Judges.—WiUiam Aitchison, Linhope, Hawick.

Mi-. AVilham Piu-ves, Linton, Burnfoot.
Alexander Denholin, Baitlaws, Biggar.

Tups not above Fom- Shear. — Fh-st prize, £10, James
Brydon, Moodlaw, Langholm. Second of £5, James Brydon,
juu., Kinnelhead, Moffat. Third, Bronze Medal, James
Brydon, Moodlaw, Langholm.
Dinmont or Shearling Tups.—Fh-st prize, £10, Second of

£5, Third, Bronze Medal, James Brydon, jun.
Ewes not above Four Shear, with Lambs at Foot.—First

prize, £8, James Brydon. Second of £4, Sir G. Graham
Montgomery, of Stanhope, Bart., M. P., Stobo Castle, Peebles.
Third, Bronze Medal, Robert Shortrced, Attonbiu-n, Kelso.
Shearhng Ewes or Ghumers.—First prize, £8, Sir Graham

Montgomery, of Stanhope, Bart., M.P. Second of £1, James
Brydon. Thh-d, Bronze Medal, John Ai-chibald, Glengelt,
Lauder.

BLACKFACED.
Judges.—Alexander Denholm, Baitlaws, Biggar.

John M'Laren, Monzie, Blah--Athole.

Tups not above Four Shear.—Fh-st prize, £10, Thomas
Mm-ray, Eastside, Penicuik. Second of £5, John Ai'chilaald,

Overshiels, Stow. Thh-d, Bronze Medal, Allan CunnLngham
Pagan, InncrgekUe, Conu-ie, Crieff.

Dinmont or Shearling Tups.—First prize, £10, Second of

£5, Third, Bi-onze Medal, John Archibald.
FAves not above Foxir Shear, ynth Lambs at Foot.—First
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prize, £S, John ilalcolm, of Poltallocli, Callton Mor, Loch-
gilphead. Second of £i, Allan Ciinniugham Pagan. Third,
Bronze Medal, James M'Pherson, Dnuuore, Ardersier. Best
Pen of Lambs, Silver Medal.

Shearling Ewes or Ginimers.—First prize, £8, Thomas
Mm-raj-, Easide, Peuicnik. Second of £4, John Archibald.
Tliii-d, Bronze Medal, John Malcolm.

SOUTHDOWNS.
Judges.—Robert ElUot, Laighwood, Dunkeld.

William Goocllet, Bolshaw, Arl)roath.

Tups not above Four Shear.—First prize, £10, James Bruce,
Burnside, Fochabers. Second of £5, D. R. Williamson, of
Lawers, CriefF. Third, Bronze Medal, Robert Scott Skirving,
Camptoun, Drem.
Ewes not above Foiu- Shear, or Gimmers.—First prize, £3,

Robert Scot Skirving. Second of £i, Jas. Bruce. Third,
Bronze Medal, Robert Scot Sku-ving.

LONG-WOOLLED OTHER THAN LEICESTER,
Judges as for Leicesters.

Tups not above Four Shear. — First prize, £10, Thomas
Beale Brovm, of Salperton Park, Andoversford, Gloucester-
shire. Second of £10, Walter Reid, Drem. Third, Bronze
Medal, Thomas Beale Bro\vn.

Evres not above Four- Shear, or Gimmers.—First prize, £8,
Thomas Beale Browne. Second of £4, John Gibson, Wool-
met, Dalkeith. Third, Bronze Medal, Robert Scot Skirving,
Camptomi, Drem.

SHORT-WOOLLED OTHER THAN SOUTHDOWN.
Judges as for Southdowns.

Tups not above Four Shear.—First prize, £10, Andrew
Ralston, for the Glamis Trustees, Glamis House, Glamis.
Second of £.3, and Tliii'dj Bronze Medal, John Gibson, Wool-
met, Dalkeith.

Ewes not above Four- Shear, or Gimmers.—Fu-st prize, £8,
Andrew Ralston, for the Glamis Trustees. Second of £i,
John Gibson. Thml, Bronze Medal, Aiadrew Ralston, for the
Glamis Trustees.

CROSS.
Shearling Wethers of any Cross.—Fu-st prize, £0, John

Hiiuter, Dipple, Fochabers. Second of£3, Alexander Ronald,
son, Little Gight, Methhc. Third, Bronze Medal, Sir
Alexander P. Gordon Gumming, of Altyre, Bart., Foitcs.
Lambs of any Cross.—First prize, £4, A. and A. Cowan, 5,

Bridge-street, Inverness. Second of £2, Edward Tew, Coul
Cottage, Alness. Third, Bronze Medal, John Ferguson, East
Grange, Forres.

S W I N E.

Judges.—Thomas Begbie, Queenston Bank, Drem.
Da\ad Mundell, Aucliindrean, Lochbroom.
Robert Ander.son, of Lochdhu, Nau-n.

Boars, large breed.—Pu'st prize, £8, Andrew Ralston, for
the Glamis Trustees, Glamis House, GlamLs. Second of £1,
James Reid, Lunatic Asylum, Elgin. Third, Bronze Medal,
Donald Cameron, of Lochiel, Achnacany Castle, Fort-
William.
Boars, small Ijreed.—Fu'st prize, £3, John Laing, Glen-

deuglie, Mihiathort, Kim-oss. Second of £4, AVLLUam Steven,
Inchbroom, Elgin. Third, Bronze Medal, Colonel WLLliam
Eraser Tytler, of Aldourie, Inverness.
Sows, large Breed.—First prize, £6, Thomas D. Fiudlay,

Easterhill, Glasgow. Second of £3, Captain A. M. Clarke,
Meddat, Parkhijl, Inverness. Thii-d, Bronze Medal, The
Duke of Hamilton and Brandon, Hamilton Palace, Haniilton.
Sows, .small breed.—Fu-st prize, £6, John Lauig. Second

of £3, Alexander Simpson, Seafield, Inverness.
Pens of three Pigs, not exceeding eight months old (large

Breed).—First prize, £4, The Duke of Hamilton and Brandon,
Hamilton. Second of £2, Lord Kinnaird, K.T., Rosssie
Priory, Inchtui-e.

THE DUEHAM AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
MEETING AT DURHAM.

The twenty-third annual show of the Durham Coimty
Agricultural Society was held on Aug. 8th ; while the last show
of the society, forming the tweutj -second, was held at Gates-

head two years since, no show taking place last year, in con-

sequence of the meetiug of the Eoyal Agricultural Society at

Newcastle. Everything considered—keeping in view the many
excellent meetings the society has had, and the fact that a

larger number of entries were looked for in some of the classes

—this meetiug can scarcely be described as being superior to

those which have preceded it.

In point of numbers, the shorthorns made a poor show

;

but so far as quahty is concerned, a better display could

scarcely have been desired. Every animal might, with credit

to its owner, have taken a prize ; and, indeed, the majority

had already taken honours at previous exhibitions. Chief
amongst these was tlie celebrated roan cow Corinne, the pro-

perty of Mr. John Wood, Stanwick Park, Darlington. This
animal took fii-st prize at the Royal show at Plymouth this

j'ear ; and, of course, she did not fail to secure the first prize

at Durham. There were seven entries in class one, for the

hest buU of any age. Two prizes were given, the first of

which was awarded to Mr. T. C. Booth's Prince Charlie, and
the second to Mr. W. Lambert's Pizarro ; but so excellent

were the whole seven animals that the judges, after a some-

what lengthened consultation, resolved that the whole class

should be commended. The other animals were Surly,

belonging to Mr. John Newton, Hexham ; Royal Butterfly

16th, belonging to Messrs. Stephenson and Coulson, Hex-
ham ; Earl of Derby, belonging to Mr. Samuel Wiley,

Brandsby, Yorkshire ; ByweU Victor, belonging to George
Atkinson, Seaham HaU Farm ; and Lord Pam, tlie property

of Mr. J. R. Middlebrough, South Milford, Yorkshire. Ano-
ther Plymouth prize \rinner competed in class 4, and gained

the first prize as the best two-year-old heifer in-calf—namely,

Mr. C. T. Booth's Lady Fragrant, which also took honours at

the late show at Doncaster, and at the Peterboro' show. Mr.
T. JoUy's Empress of the Isles, which has been successful in

nearly every show at which she has been exhibited, took the

first prize us the one-year-old heifer. The second prize in the

class for heifer-calves was awarded to Mr. M. Stephenson's

Miss Beverley ITtli, wliicli headed the list at Hexham the

preceding day ; while the first prize was given to Miss Bever-

ley 18th, the property of the same gentleman, which, strangely

enough, came oft' second best at Hexham. In the shorthorn

section, a piece of plate of the value of one hundred guineas

is given annually by the society, and competed for on the con-

ditions mentioned in the prize-list. This cup was won in

1860, at Bishop Auckland, by Captain Gunter's Duchess 77th
;

at Darlington, in 1861, by Mr. Richard Booth's Sailor Bride
;

at Sedgefield, in 1862, by Mr. Booth's Queen of tlie Ocean

;

and at Gateshead, in 1863, by Lady Pigot's Rosedale. This

year it has been won by Mr. T. C. Booth's Lady Fragrant.

A piece of plate of the value of twenty-five guineas is given

as a second prize, and competed for on similar conditions.

The prize was won in 1860, at Bishop Auckland, by Mr. Jef-

frey Buhner's Earl of Derby the 2ud ; at Darlington, in 1861,

byJMr. Jeifi-ey Buhner's Princess Royal 2jid ; at Sedgefield, in

1862, by Mr. G. Atkinson's white heifer, Snowdrop
; and at

Gateshead, in 1863, by Mr. G. Atkinson's Ringlet. This year

it has been wou by Mr. J. W. Botcherby's White Cherrj',

calved 21st July, 1863, and which competed unsuccessfully in

class •!.

The sliow of horses was in every respect an excellent one

—

by f;ir the most important the society has had for some time,

the entries in every class being at once numerous and good.

Mr. Joseph Webster took the prize of £20 for his blood stal-

lion, Strathern ; while the first prize for cart stallions was
gained by Mr. Matthew Reed, Beamish Burn, for England's

Glory. The first prize for three-year-old colts for the field was

given to Buffou, the property of Mr. J. B. Booth, Killerby,

an animal which took the first prize at Darlington and Guisbo-

rough. Previous prize winners in fact were very numerous,

it being no uncommon circumstance to come upon two or thi ee

in each class. Among the more important of these \^ hich also

took prizes yesterday were a two-year-old bay fiUy, belonging

to Mr. J. W. Pease, Darlington ; the yearling colt, Bird of

Passage, belonging to Mr. J. B. Booth ; and a yearling cart

filly, belonging to Mr. AVm. Dickman, Fence Houses.

A number of animals were exhibited as extra stock. Among
these were several fine ponies and horses, an Alderney buU,

one pair of Brittany, one pair of Alderney, and one pair of

Hereford cows, one Kerry cow, and a pen of Shropshire lambs.

R
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In the same class tno lieautifiil Newfoundland dogs and one or

two pairs of golden and silver pheasants were also exhibited.

The extra stock proved a great attraction to visitors. No
prizes were given, l)ut several of the animals were marked

highly commended.
The show of pigs and poultry was an exceedingly good one,

hut of sheep the display was very short in numbers. The
quality of the latter, however, was fully up to the average, and

tlie prizes vs'ere gained by really fine specimens of the Leicester

breed.

There were eleven stands of implements upon the ground,

and, in accordance with an arrangement come to, the imple-

ment committee were empowered to award prizes to any agri-

cultural implement on a new and improved principle of con-

struction, and combining etficiency, simplicity, and economy,
wliicli may be recommended hj the judges, provided the

amount does not exceed £5. The exhibitors were Mr. J.

Weighill, Albert Foundry, Pickering ; Mr. T. E. Colgrave,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne ; llr. John Richardson, Carlisle ; Mr.
N. Willis, Hettou-le-IIole ; Mr. John Bamlet, West Sher-

Imrn ; Mr. J. Malcolm, Dm-ham ; Messrs. C. Scott and Son,

Telton ; Mr. W. Bushby, Newton ; Mr. John Boyd, Durham

;

Mr. John Dickinson, Durham, &c. Prizes of 10s. each were
awarded—1st, for an eclipse one horse-power reaping machine,
with two knives, price £17 ISs. 6d. ; 2nd, for an oilcake

breaker, price £4 lis. 6d. ; 3rd, for an oat and 1}ean crusher
;

and 4th, for a sheep rack. A prize of £1 was given to Mr.
Eichardson, Carlisle, for a winnowing machine exhibited by
him, price £7 10s. A prize of £1 each was given for the fol-

lowing articles exhibited by Mr. Gregory :—1st, a Wood's
patent grass mower, which received the first prize at the Koyal
Agricultural Society's show at Plymouth ; 2ud, a Wood's
patent drop board reaper, which also received a first prize at

Plymouth ; 3rd, a Banilet's patent combined reaper and mower.
A prize of £2 was given to ilr. Willis for a reaping machine
and a horse hay-rake with steel teeth ; a prize of 10s. to Mr.
Bamlet, for a double mould-board plough ; a prize of £1 to
Mr. Bushey, for a reaping machine and a plough and digger

;

and £1 to Mr. Boyd, for a stand of ironmongery.
Tlie judges were : For cattle, sheep, and pigs—Mr. Raine,

Morton, Tinmouth ; Mr. Dent ; iVrchdeacon Newton ; and
Mr. Scott, Broom Close. Por horses—Mr. TurubuU, Under
Lee ; Mr. Wilkinson, Wittonstall ; Mr. Hodgson, Bramper

;

Mr. J. Wood, Stanwiek Park ; Mr. J. Furneis, Coxhoe ; and
Mr. Bolam. For implements aud poultry—The Committee.
The annual dinner took place in the Durham Town Hall in

the evening, under the presidency of the chairman of the
society, Sir Hedworth Williamson, Bart., M.P., and there was
a large attendance.

PRIZE LIST.
CATTLE.

SHORTHORNS.
A piece of plate, of the value of 100 guineas, to the owner

of the Ijest Shorthorn breeding animal (of either sex) ex-
liibited, and to become the absolute property of the person
who shall win it three years in succession.—T. C. Booth
(Lady Fragrant).

A piece of plate of the value of 25 guineas.—J. W.
Botcherby ('\Miite Cherry).

Bulls of any age.—First prize, 20/., T. C. Booth, Warlaby,
NortimUerton (Prince Alfred). Second of 5/., W. Lambert,
Elriugton Hall (Pizarro).

Bulls under two years old.—Second prize, 5L, T. C. Booth,
Warlaby, Northallerton (Commander-in-chief).

—

No com-
petition.

Cows, in-calf or milk, having had a calf within the last

twelve months.—First prize, 10/., J. Wood, Stanwiek Park,
Darlington (Coriune). 'Second of 51., W. Lambert (Queen of
Beauty)

.

Two-year-old Heifers, in-calf.—First prize, 6/., T. C. Booth
(Lady Fragrant). Second of St., J. Wood (Clotilde).

Oue-year-old Heifers.—First prize, il., T. Jolly, Warlaby,
NorthaUertou (Empress of the Isles). Second' of 21., G.
Atkinson, Seaham Hall Farm (JiJia 2nd).

Bull-calves under twelve months old.—First prize, 3/., T. C.
Booth, Warlaby, Northallerton (Prince Christian). Second
of 1/., W. Coxon, Plawsworth, Durham (Ariel).

Heifer-calves under twelve months old.—First prize, 3/.,
M. Stephenson, Fourstones, Hexliam (Miss Beverlev 18th).
Second of 1/., M, Stephenson (Miss Beverley 17th}. '

LEICESTER OR LONG-WOOLLED SHEEP.
Rams of any age.—Prize, 51., J. Simpson, Spofforth Park,

Wetherby.

—

Two entries.

Shearling Rams.—Prize of 51., 3. Simpson.

Pens of five Ewes having reared lambs this year.—Prize of

3/., J. Simpson.

Pens of five Shearling Gimmers.—Prize of 3/., J. Simpson.

PIGS.
Boars, large breed.—Prize of 3/., R. Duckering, Northorpe,

Kirton Lindsey.

Boars, small breed.—Prize of 3/., George Mangles, Given-

dale, Ripon.
Sows, large breed.—Prize of 2/., R. Duckering.

Sows, small breed.—Prize of 21., G. Mangles.

HORSES.
Blood Stallions.—Prize of 20/., J. Webster, AUerstone,

Pickering (Strathern).

Cart Stallions.—Prize of 20/., M. Reed, Beamish Burn,

Chester-le-Street (England's Glory).

Brood Mares, for saddle.—Prize of 51., J. W. Pease, Dar-
lington.

Harness Mares.—Prize of 5/., W. and F. Coulsou, Gaterley

Farm, Castle Howard (Venus).

Cart Mares.—Prize of 51., J. M. Pattison, Norwood.
Sweepstakes of 5s. each, with 21. added, for Foals for the

saddle.—J. W. Peas, Darlington.

Sweepstakes of 5s. each, with 21. added, for Foals for har-

ness.—AV. and F. Coulson, Gaterley Farm, Castle Howard,
York (Vesta).

Sweepstakes of 5s. each, with 21. added, for Cart Foals.—
George Hobson, Harperley MiUs.

Three-year-old Colts for the field.—Prize of 51., J. B. Booth,
T\i]|pv1iy, Catterick (Bufl'on).

Three-year-old FilUes for the field.—Prize of 5/., J. Atkin-

son, Low Beaumont IliU.

Three-year-old Colts for harness.—Prize of 51., George
Robinson, Marton, Middlesbro'.

Threc-ycar-old Fillies for harness.—Prize of 51., W. and F. ''

Coulson (Violet).

Three-year-old Cart Colts.—Prize of 5/., Robert Hird,

Brierton.

Three-year-old Cart Fillies.—Prize of 51., Jolin Crawford,

Liunley.

Tv.'o-year-old Colts for the field.
—^Prize of 4/., J. B. Booth,

Killerby.

Two-year-old Colts for harness.—Prize of 4</., C. L. Wood,
HowUsh HaU.

Two-year-old Fillies for harness.—Prize of 4/., John Jack- .—

son, jun,, Clilf House, Great Ayton, Northallerton.

Two-year-old Cart Colts.—Prize of 4/., F. Potts, Ovington,
Northumberland.

Two-year-old Cart Fillies.—Prize of 4/., J, W. Pease,
Woodlands.

Yearling Colts for the field.—Price of 3/., J. B. Booth.
Yearling Fillies for the field.—Prize of 3/., J. Walton,

Acklam, Middlesbro'.

Yearling Colts for harness.—Prize of 3/., C. L. Wood.
Yearling Fillies for harness.—Prize of 3/., J. Jackson, jun.

Y'earling Cart Colts.—Prize of 3/., Forster Potts, Ovington,
Northumberland.

Yearling Cart Fillies.—Prize of 3/., WiUiam Dickman,
Lumley, Fence Houses.

Mares or Geldings not more than eight years of age, quali-

fied to carry 13 stones with hounds, and wai ranted sound at

the time of entry.—George H. Burnett, Blaydon-upon-Tyne
(Verdant Green).

Roadsters, Mares, or Geldings not more than eight years

old.—Prize of 10/., George Mulcaster, Housenrigg, Aspatria,

Cumberland (mare—Crafty)

.

EXTRA STOCK.
Highly commended: H. J. Baker, Esq., Elemore HaU

(black mare Exmoor pony) ; H. Marshall, Sands House
(horse pony) ; H. R. Webster, Morton House (pony) ; John
Holt, Skinner-street, Stockton (jsony by The Cure) ; E. and
Is. llichardsou, Sunderland (draught horse—Buck).

Cows.—Highly commended : H. Marsliall, Sands House,
]3urham (pair of Brittany cows and pair of Alderney cows)

;

Viscount 15oyne, Brancepeth Castle (pair of Hereford cows).

Sheep.—Highly commended : Viscount Boyne, Brancepeth

Castle (pen of Shropshire lambs),
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NOETH LANOASHIEE AQRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT ACCRINGTON.

This sliow was held on August 13th, when the attenduuce
of visitors was numerous, considering the weather, whidi was
threatening throughout the day. As a whoU% the meeting
proved inadequate to the expectations of the Council. Compared
with previous years, the entries were not so large ; and among
the Shorthorns, a number of persons who had entered failed to

exhibit. The cause of absence is probably attributable to

several local shows being held within a comparatively few
days of each other. Implements \\'ere also more select than

numerous. Tliey included a few new features in chatT cutters,

root cutters, and pulpers. The judges were—Implements :

Messrs. lloberts, Boulton, and Addie. Cattle : Messrs. Tallant,

Dodds, and Patterson. Horses : Messrs. Bromley, Morphett,

and Brewer. Sheep and pigs : Messrs. Jefferson, Bradbury,

and Baxter. Butter, cheese, roots, and seeds : Messrs. Walker,

Melling, Logan, and Cartmell. Poultry : Messrs. Hindson
and Foulds.

The following are the principal prizes :

IMPLEMENTS.—Best mowing machine. Society's silver

medal and £10, Kearsley, Ironworks, Ripon. Second best.

Society's silver medal aud £5, llichmond and Chandler, Sal-

ford. Best collection of agricultural implements, £10, Picks-

ley, Sims, aud Co., Leigh, Lancashire. Second best, £5,

llichmond and Chandler.

CATTLE.—Shorthorns : Bulls two years old or upwards.

Society's medal and £10, J. Taylor, Moreton, Whalley. The
class commended. Bull above one aud under two years,

Society's silver medal and £10, F. H. Fawkes, Otley. Bull

calf under twelve months. Society's silver medal aud £3, Dug-
dale aud Sous, Mytton Bridge, Whalley. Cow or heifer above

three years old, and in calf or milk, £5, A. Dugdale, Eose
Hill, Burnley. Heifer above two and not exceeding three years,

£5, Lady Pigot, Branches Park, Kewmarket. Heifer not ex-

ceeding two years, £3, Lady Pigot. Heifer calf, £3, B.

Baxter, Elslack Hall, Skipton. Cattle of any breed : Bull two
years and upwards. Society's silver medal and £10, W. Boul-

ton, Park House, Daltou-in-Furness. BuU above one aud
under two years. Society's silver medal and £10, F. Leach,

Brungerley, Clitheroe. Bull calf under twelve months, £3,
Dugdale and Sons. Cow in calf or milk, having had a calf,

cind above three years, £5, C. W. Brierley, Rhodes House,
Middleton. Three dairy cows, £5, L. C. Wood, Singleton

Lodge, Kirkham. Heifer not exceeding tliree years, and in

calf or milk, £5, M. Noble, Great Harwood,Accrington. Three
lieifers two years old and not exceeding three, £5, J. Wood-
liouse. Scale Hall, Skerton. Heifer not exceeding two years,

£3, R. C. Richards, Clifton Lodge, Preston. Three heifers one

year old aud not exceeding two, bred by exhibitor, .£5, R. C.

Richards. Heifer calf, £3, Baxter. Three heifer calves not

exceeding one year, bred by exhibitor, £5, B. Baxter. Extra

stock: C. W. Brierley. Cup, value 20 guineas, for the best

bull, any age : F. H. Fawkes, Otley. Cup, value 20 guineas,

for the best female animal, any age : A. Dugdale.

HORSES.—Stallion for waggon or dray purpo.ses. Society's

silver medal and £10, R. J. Robinson, Broughton, Manchester.

Stallion for agricultural purposes. Society's silver medal and

£10, J. Wallworth, Clifton, Mauchester. " Thorough-bred stal-

lion. Society's silver medal and £20, J. M. Grainger, White-
well, Clitheroe. Roadster stallion, not tborough-bred. Society's

silver medal aud £10, G. A. Jackson, Bradford. Brood mare

for agricultural purposes, being in-foal, or having produced a

foal in 1865, £5, J. CampbeU, HoUius, Padiliam. Mare for

breeding hunters, being in-foal, or having produced a foal in

1865, £5, Mr. F. Steiner, Hyndburn, Accrington. Brood mare

for harness purposes, being in-foal, or having produced a foal in

1865, £5, J. Peel, Knowlmere Manor, Clitheroe. Pair of

horses employed solely in agricultural pursuits, above three

years old, £5, R. Eastwood, Thorneyholme, Clitheroe. Pair

of draught horses, above three years old, £5, J . Green, Preston.

Three-year-old gelding or iUy for agricultural purposes, £3, T.

Cooper, Stoneyburst, T^lialley. Three-year-old gelding or fiUy

for hunting purposes, £3, J. Peel. Three-year-old gelding or filly

for harness purposes, £3, C. J. Stonor, Chorley. Two-year-old

gelding or filly for agricultural purposes, £3, T. Cooper. Two-
year-old gelding or filly for hunting purposes, £3, J. Peel.

Two-year-old gelding or fiUy for harness purposes, £2, S. Long-
worth, WhaUey. Yearling colt or filly for agricultural purposes,

£3, T. Cooper. Yearling colt or fiUy for hunting purposes, £3,

A. W. Eastwood, Brindle Lodge. Yearling colt or filly for

harness purposes, £3, A. W. Eastwood. Colt or filly foal for

agricultural purposes, £3, J. Openshaw, Hothersall Hall, Bury.

Colt or fUly foal for hunting purposes, £3, T. Staffer, Stand

Hall, Whitefield, Manchester. Colt or filly foal for harness

purposes, £3, R. Walker, Thistleton, Kirkham. Hunter, four

years old aud upwards, and to leap, at the discretion of the

judges, three flights of hurdles 4 ft. G in. high, £10, G.

M'Cullocli, Ellesmere House, Pemberton, Wigan. Cob, above
13 and not exceeding l-lj hands high, £3, Dr. Hartley, Fern
House, Accrington. Pony, not exceeding 13 hands high, £2,
W. Hesketh, jun., Accrington. Cup, value 30 guineas, for the

best thorougli-bred stallion, J. M. Granger. Cup, value 20
guineas, for the best stallion for agricidtural purposes, J.

Wallwork. Cup, value 10 guineas, for the best brood mare for

hunting purposes, F. Steiner. Cup, value 10 guineas, for the

best brood mare for agricultural purposes, J. Campbell,

Padiliam.

SHEEP.—Shearling Leicester, £3 ; J. Simpson, Spofforth

Park, Wetherby. Rams of the Leicester breed, of any other

age, £3 : J. Simpion. Ram of the Southdown breed, of any

other age, £3, T. Statter, Strand, AAliitefield, Bury. Shear-

ling ram of the Shropshire Down breed, £3, D. R. Davies,

Mere Old Hall, Knutsford, Chesliire. Ram of the Shropshire

Down breed of any other age, £3, D. R. Davies. Shearling

ram of the Lonk breed, £3, J. Peel. Ram of the Lonk breed

of any other age, £3, J. Peel. Ram of any other breed

adapted to a mountain district, £3, G. Browne, Troutbeck,

Windermere. Pen of five Lonk ram lambs, £3, R. Westall,

Lower Moor, Accrington. Pen of five Leicester ewes,

each having reared a lamb in 1865, £3, G. Browne. Pen of

five shearling Leicester ewes, £2, J. Woodhouse, Scale Hall,

Skerton. Pen of five Shropshire Down ewes, each having

reared a lamb in 1865, £3, D. R. Davies. Pen of five shear-

ling Shropshire Down ewes, £2, D. R. Davies. Pen of five

Lonk ewes, each having reared a lamb in 1865, £3, J. Peel.

Pen of five shearHug Lonk ewes, £2, J. Peel. Pen of five

ewes of any other breed, each having reared a lamb in 1865,

and best adapted to a mountain district, £2, G. Browne. Pen
of five Lonk gimnier lambs, £1, T.Birtvvistle, Oak Tree Inn,

Accrington. Lonk ram lamb, £1, J. Peel.

PIGS.—Boar of the large breed of any age, £3, R. Dickin,

Old Road, Stockport. Boar of the small breed of any age, £3,

R. Dickin. Breeding sow of the large breed, in pig or milk,

£2, W. Gaman, The Green, T!iornton-le-Moors, Chester.

Breeding sow of the small breed, in pig or milk, £2, D. Hen-
derson, Accrington.

ROOTS AND SEEDS.—Collection of roots and vegetables,

not less than six distinct varieties, £1, J. Smith, Whittle

Woods, Chorley. Six roots of Swedish turnips, 10s., E. Turner,

Hopwood, Heywood. Six roots of any other kind of turnips,

10s., R. Thompson, Mythop, Kirkham. Six roots of long red

mangel wurzel, 10s., " T. Lazenby, Leyland, Preston. Six

Scotch cabbages, 10s., J. Smith. Twenty potatoes of any

kind, 10s., R. Thompson. Sample of round seedling potatoes,

£1, T. Crook, Leyland Lane, Preston. Sample of kidney seed-

ling potatoes, £1, T. Crook. Twelve carrots of any variety,

10s., R. Dunderdale, Nateby, Garstang.

BUTTER AND CHEESE.—Basket of butter, not less than

101b., £3, G. Haworth, Lower Darwen. Dairy of cheese,

consisting of not less than 1 cwt., £3, J. aud J. Porter, Hodder

Bank, Whitewell.

R 2
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THE DUKE OF ARGYLL ON HIGHLAND AGRICULTURE.

At the banquet wliicli attended the proceedings of the High-

land and Agricultural Society's show at Inverness, the Duke of

Argyll, president of the society, in proposing " Prosperity to

the Great Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland,"

said : In going over the showyard to-day I could not help

contrasting the picture which the show presented to me, in

the improvement which has taken place in the Highland

counties of Scotland, with another picture which I have

recently seen drawn in London with reference to the condition

of these counties. Gentlemen, about six weeks ago, towards

the end of the month of June, I received a very civil note

from a gentleman who may be well known by name to some

of you—a gentleman of great eminence connected vvfith the

social and economic sciences of Loudon, a foreigner and a

Jew by birth—Professor L. Levi, a very distinguished man,

who wrote to rae that he was about to read a paper upon the

agricultural and social condition of the Highlands of Scot-

land before a statistical society of London, and asking me if

I would come to hear the paper. Now, gentlemen, I was very

anxious to do so, because I confess that I have a very strong

impression of—I will not call it ignorance, because that will

be considered an offensive term, but of the want of informa-

tion respecting the real condition of the Highlands, which
e.'sists among many of our friends in the south of England,

especially among literary men, and which often, I am afraid,

is prevalent in the southern districts of Scotland. I went

;

and I must say th.it what I heard in respect to the peculiar

absence of information to which I have alluded exceeded my
most sanguine e.'cpectation. I do not know, gentlemen, whether

you will be surprised—I think you will—when I inform you
tliat the thesis or assertion with which this paper started was,

that the Higliland counties of Scotland were stagnant, and in

some cases in a declining state ; and the paper professed to

account for tliis terrible plieuomenou, that whilst the whole of

England and all the southern counties of Scotland, and many
even of tlie counties upon the eastern border, were in a most
thriving and prosperous condition, it was undoubtedly a most
melaiiclioly fact that the Highland counties of Scotland were
in a stagnant, and even in a declining state. Well, gentlemen,

you will perhaps desire to know what were the facts upon which
this learned gentleman—a gentleman of very great distinction

in literary circles in London—professed to found this ))icture

of the condition of the Highlands of Scotland. He had
elaborate statistics, which were painted on large boards or can-

vas, and the main facts to be brought out were these : First of

all, then, there was a very small population in proportion to

the acreage, as compared with the low countries—certainly

a fact not very startling to those who have, as I have done,

gone along tlie great north road, and observed the nature of

the country through which this line of railway passes. The
second was the proportion of rent to the acres, and I appre-

hend that farmers in this part of the country would be very

sorry to have to pay as much as their more fortunate brethren
in the south for the acres they cultivate. The third table re-

presents the proportion of acres in tillage as compared with
the acreage in pasture, and I need hardly say that in this

respect lie pointed out a most terrible discrepancy between the

northern and the southern counties. But, gentlemen, the most
damning of all remains to be told, namely, that if you
walk through the mountains of the Highland counties, you
possibly would meet with seven, or even, in some counties, ten

sheep for one man. That was the fact tliat was the clincher

to the argument, as showing the melancholy condition of the

Highlands. Now it was a very curious thing that there was no
table to represent the physical geography of the country—how
many of these acres were barren rock, how many were bog,
how many were uncultivated and on an angle of 45 deg. to

60 deg., how many occupied the tops of mountains. But no re-

ference whatever was made to the physical geography of this

country, without which, I need hardly tell you, the elaborate
figures were moonshine, and led to no practical conclusion. I
wish to say a word seriously with regard to the impression that
prevails in many minds in the south ; because I must say that

it is a remarkable fact that in a learned society in the middle

of London, containing many eminent men who are acquainted,

or who ought to be acquainted, with the condition of Scotland

—and my hon. friend Colonel Sykes, the member for Aberdeen,

in the chair—sucli a paper should have been read, showing such

remarkable absence of information. Nevertheless, I believe it

to be a widespread idea that the condition of the High-
land counties is in many respects decreasing as compared
with the condition of the country perhaps 120 or 150 years

ago. I need not tell you how erroneous this impression is , but

I think it worth while to enter into some of the causes of this

idea being so generally entertained by our brethren in the south.

If I were asked the main causes, I am not sure that I should

not allude first and foremost to the influence exercised by the

writings of our immortal countryman. Sir Walter Scott.

Seizing, as it was his part and duty to do as a great novelist

—

seizing on those characteristics of the ancient condition of

society in this country that wx-re capable of poetical and pic-

turesque treatment, he did treat of these in a manner such as

no otiier man could have treated them—lighting them up with
the splendours of his own unrivalled eloquence and genius.

The consequence has been the passing over in silence the more
melancholy facts in respect to the ancient condition of the

Higlilander—the consequence has been, I repeat, the general

impression now prevailing, that though in ancient times we
were terrible and formidable to our friends in the south, yet

among ourselves our population at home lived securely and
in plenty—living upon the moor fowl and upon tlie roe

and up<m the deer, always in abundance, witli milk from their

cows, and cheese from that milk—the people, in short, tliough

living in a primitive state, were yet in a happy and prosperous

condition. Also, when we come to look into tlie real facts as to

the condition of the Highlands before the closing of the great

civil wars that were concluded on the Moor of CuUoden, that

lies close to where I now have the honour of speaking—when
we look into these facts we shall find a very different picture.

I do not know that many of you may have happened to see a very

interesting work, published recently by Professor Cosmo Innes
—a thorough antiquary—who describes the condition of the

Highlander in the 17th century in these words :
" We know,

from authentic sources of information, that, in counties where
sheep were kept, tliey were in miserably small flocks, herded
close to the dwellings of the owner. Black cattle, in like

manner, were few and bad. It could not be otherwise. The
mountains swarmed with foxes and wolves, and otiier cow-
stealers more daring and skilful. Every clan was against its

neighbour. The country was covered with marauders, to
whom everything was lawful booty—that being preftrred which
could be moved off on its own legs. Even deer were scarce,

arising from the state of the inhabitants of the Highlands,
always on the verge of famine, and every few years suffering

the horrors of actual starvation." Now, gentlemen, this is the
picture drawn by Mr. Cosmo Innes, a man thoroughly ac-

quainted with all the old documents whicli reflect the domestic
manners and habits of Scotland during the 17tli, lOtli, and
15th centuries. There is another cause which has led to the
prevalence of the impression to which I have referred, and that

is the common notion, which was evidently the notion of
Dr. Leone Levi, that the introduction of sheep farming into the
Highlands was not an addition to the ancient culture, but was
entirely in substitution of it. Now, I believe this to be a very
general mistake. The truth is tliat, before sheep farming was
introduced into the Highlands, tlie pasture of the higher
mountains was wholly lost to tlie use of the farmer, and the
low grounds gave food to a few black cattle, while the lower
slopes of the mountains during the three months of summer
were used for the making of butter and cheese in those
little sheahngs which all of us have seen in our walks
on the moors. But the pasture on the higher mountains
was absolutely lost. No animal except the wild deer
pastured there. It was entirely lost as far as regards

the production of food for the liuman race. The introduc-

tion, therefore, of sheep farming, which took place exactly
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100 years ago—for I believe 176-i was the first year they saw
this system introduced into the Hi^^hhmds—was as really an
addition to the food-producing capabilities of the country, as

if the tops of tlie niouutaius had been for tlie first time re-

claimed from tlie ocean. I do not mean to say that sheep
farming is not, in certain particular districts—in the narrow
glens of our VVest Highlands, where the cottar tenantry
maintain a miserable cultivation, living upon very bad
oats and very bad here—I do not mean to say that sheep
farming may not have been a substitution in some of those
localities ; but I mean that sheep farming has been, not a
substitution of ancient tillage, but wholly in addition to

it ; and if you count it acre for acre, you have four or five

times the amount of laud under tillage now which you had
one hundred years ago. And one of the best proofs of this is

the extraordinary and almost incredible rise in the value of

land which has taken place in the course of the last hundred
years. To illustrate this, I may mention a particular case

which came under my own knowledge during the last few
years. I know one estate, of which I have the complete rent-

roll of one hundred years ago, and at the conclusion of the
civil war the rental was about £5,000. It is no longer in the

hands of one person, but is separated into several hands ; and
I know that the lands which from 1750 to 1760 represented

only between £5,000 and £6,U0U a-year, now represent a

rental of nearly £70,000. Now, making full allowance for

the ditfereuce in the value of money, you will at once perceive

the sort of increase that must arise from having the new culti-

vation and the employment of laud in entirely new purposes
;

and I must say tliat at a time like this, when the working-

classes are paying 9d. to lOd. a pound for meat, this does seem
the strangest accusation to bring against the Highlands, which
have used every exertion in their power, by the skill and outlay

of capital, to increase the supply of food for the country. A
third proof of this misunderstanding is the undoubted fact

that, at certain intervals, there have been periods of distress in

the Higlilands. iiut 1 think if you inquire into the fact yon
will find that the distress has always taken place exactly where
the old system has remained unclianged, where we have a very

poor cottar peasantry without capital and without skill, living

on potatoes and the produce of their little crops, and who,
being exposed to the vicissitudes to which our climate is par-

ticularly exposed, have felt the pressure of famine, which has,

in all circumstances, been a great affliction to tae Highlands.
Before passing on to another subject, you will allow me to

say a few words with regard to the otlier tenantry. I believe

some of the most successl'ul instances of the crofter tenantry

are to be found in the immediate neighbourhood of this city.

I am told, for example, that they are very thriving and suc-

cessful iu the district called the Black Isle, which, although it

no doubt at one time deserved its appellation, ought now more
properly to be called Yellow Isle, from the beautiful crops

with whidi it is covered. But I believe the small crofter

tenantry will only be able to maintain their places wlit-re

they are enabled to eke out their subsistence by daily

labour ; and 1 believe that in cases of success it has been in

consequence of their nearness to towns like this. But in

the western district of the Highlands, where access to labour

is more difficult, I believe the small cottar tenantry will be

naturally replaced by a much larger class of fanners; and I

do not believe this will be much hiss to the country, but, on
the contrary, as regards the produce of food for the use of

man, that the change will be one more for the better than for

the worse. I do not say this, geutlemen, without full appre-

ciation of the merits of the small tenantry ; but it appears to

me that, after all, there is a very great mistake in the law of

the country as to the tenure of laud in the Highlands. The
tenant-farmers of Scotland may rightly be divided into three

great classes. At the lower end of the scale you have the

small crofters to which I have rcfeired, and at the other end

of tlie scale you have the great capitalists of Berwick and

the Lothians, represented in the Highlands by the larger and
more extensive grazings. But betv\een these two extremes

there is a large class who are not embraced in them—the

great bulk of the tenantry of Scotland, what I may call the

middle-class tenantry—-men paying between £10U and £500
a-year. Now, although I believe it to be true that the small

cottar population of the Highlands is decreasing, I do not be-

lieve that this middle class is decreasing, but, on the contrary,

is increasing. I myself have had some personal experience of

all these classes of tenantry, and T know very well the immense

advantage which it sometimes is to men who own land, and

possessing great resources of their own. I know the owners

in such circumstances find their rents very secure, and that

tliere is very little trouble for the outlay of capital. I must

say this, that tenants lay out great capital themselves without

asking their landlords' assistance. I must say, passing from

Berwickshire and tlic Lotliiaus, that I never can cease to ad-

mire the magnificent crops there exiiibited ; and notwithstand-

ing my own preference, perhaps arising from early associations

and from the appearance of the country with which 1 am most

familiar, and where I chietly live— I confess that I do prefer

the landscape which is most thickly covered with happy in-

dustrious homes. I should be ungrateful to a class of men to

whom, I believe, the landowners of Scotland are under very

deep obligation, if I did not say that I believed a great deal

of the improvement of the land in Scotland has taken

place under the cave of men who are not great capitalists, who
have seldom more capital than just enough to stock the farm,

and have beyond that to depend upon their own labour, and

that of their" sons and daughters. I should indeed deeply regret

any change.from whatevercauseit might come, which wouldtend

to|itepreciateor disparage themiddle-class tenantry in Scotland, or

which would tend to substitute for them men of great capital like

the capitalists of the Lothians, or the great sheep-farmers of

the Highlands. I hope the great class of tenantry will con-

tinue to thrive and prosper, and that it will be the object of

the landlords of Scotland to preserve them. Now, having

said so much with reference to the inferences tliat have been

erroneously drawn from false statistics, allow me to pass to

another subject, to which I referred when first I had the

honour of presiding over this Society, and whicli I must be

again allowed to refer to, as it is the la.st time I shall have the

honour to address you iu the capacity of your president; and

that is the importance of having real, genuine siatistics to op-

pose to those imperlect, and, it may be, lalse statistics, whicli

are culled from accidental sources of iutormatiou by such

eminent men as Prof. Leoue Levi. I don't think that the errors

into which that gentleman fell were due to the tact that he

relied on statistics : on the contrary, the errors into which he

and others fell are due to the fact that we have no reliable

statistics of agriculture iu this country. It is a disgrace to us

that we should have to make such a confession at tins time of

day. I do not say this deprecatory of the Highland Society
;

because, so far as the Highland Society is coucerued, ruainiy

1 hrougli the exertions that have been made by our distinguished

secretary, Mr. Hall Maxw.4l, we have attempted to get some-

thing liKe a system of agricultural statistics tor Scotland; but

from various causes, to which I need not refer, i he attempt

br.jke down. The only part of the United Kingdom wiiich is

now able to present a complete and satistactor> statement of

its agncaliurai produce is the sister-king om of Ireland. I

have now to inform you that it is the intention of Her Ma-

jesty's Government to endeavour to get England and Scotland

to |jrovide a coaiplete system of agricultural statistics. The

difficulty hitherto standing in the way is that we have not had

in England and Scotland the same complete iiiacliiuery as in

Ireland. I therefore make an earnest appeal to the tenant-

farmers, who are intelligent enough to know the importance

of knowledge in all its'l'orms, to second the exertions of the

Government to enable them satisfactorily to say what are the

number of acres under each crop in the United Kin^ om, and

to give all such information. Were this done, and had we a

good system of agricultural statistics, we should be able more

etfectually to refute the erroneous statements made by Pro-

fessor Levi in his paper. Before passing from this subject,

will you allow me to mention that at the end of Professor

Levi's lecture I ventured to make some statements to the Sta-

tistical Society of London, which were very favourably re-

ceived, and they asked me to prepare a paper on the state of

the Highlands for the last 100 years—to be read at the next

meeting. I should lie very glad if any gentleman connected

with the Highland counties would supply me with any infor-

mation as to the traditions of his own neighbourhood or with

facts coming under his own knowledge in regard to the people

in his own district or county, as to the quantity reclaimed

within a given period, and the condition ot people now
as compared with their condition sixty or one hundred

years ago.
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EARL aEBT ON NORTHUMBERLAND FARMING.
At tlie Norihumbeiiaud Agricultural Society, Earl Grey

who occupied tlie chair, in proposing " The Northumberland

Agricultural Society," said he saw arouud him in that place

clear evidence that the society was well supported by those

who were interested in the cultivation of the land of North-

umberland. And he was told by those who were far better

judges than himself that in the show-yard there was also

abundant evidence, in the excellence of the stock and tlie

number of the implements, of the progress wliich agriculture

was making in the county. He was assured that the exhibi-

tion of stock did tlie highest credit to the breeders of North-

umberland ; and the fact that so many and such valuable im-

plements were shown was, he thought, unmistakal)le proof of

the progress which was making in improved fanning, because,

of course, those implements were not brought tliere unless the

makers expected to find a demand for tliem among the

fanners. They liad, therefore, he thought, clear proof that

agriculture was advancing in the county ; and he believed

that to that advance the Northumberland Society had in no

small degree contributed. For many years they had been an-

nually bringing together the owners and occupiers of land to

enable them to see each other's breed of stock, and thus a

very great impulse was given to the farming of tlie country.

It was to those that, at least in a great measure, they might

attribute the progress which had been made. i\s to the fact

of the progress, he thought that no doubt could be entertained

by any wlio, like himself, were old enough to remem-
ber what the state of things was twenty-five or thirty

years ago. The change in that time seemed to him, in

looking back, almost marvellous. They remembered that

at that time attempts which had been made to improve farm-

ing were few and feeble. Now, on the contrary, scientific

farming was almost universal throughout the county. The
sums which liad been spent on drainage in Northumberland

in the last 25 years alone might, he believed, be writteu not by

thousands of pounds, but by hundreds of thousands. They also

saw similar improvements in farm buUdings, especially in the

most important of farm buildings—he meant the cottages of

the farm labourers. He could remember the time when the

dismal Nortliumberland farm cottage was almost a by-word in

the kingdom ; and to a great extent he thought they deserved

the reproach—they had incurred it by the state of their cot-

tages. But he was happy to believe that at the present moment
there was no coimty in England in which more had been done

in a limited time to improve the dwellings of the labouring

class than in the county to which he was proud to belong.

Within the same time they had also seen a wonderful change

in the process of cultivation. Up to a certain number of years

ago everything seemed to have got into a state of stagnation.

People merely followed the beaten track of their forefathers,

and there was scarcely known an attempt on the part of fanners

to depart from time-honoured practices of former days. But
they had latterly awoke from their trance. Extraordinary ef-

forts had been made ; and they now saw in every department

of farming a wonderful cliange. The implements which they

now know were no longer the old-fashioned ones of their fore-

fathers ; and there was no county in England where a larger

proportion both of their grass crops and of their corn crops

was got by machinery instead of by hand than in Northum-
berland. That had all been done in a few years ; and he was
informed a few days ago by a tenant of his own that tlie cost

of harvesting the crops now-a-days by machinery was less by
one-half. That Was all improvement. And in the same man-
ner the increase of stock and the improved modes of managing
it—the improved modes of cultivating,J were aU testifying

to the progress which had been made. No doubt the

farmers had a hard task in bringing about the great im-
provements they had done ; but they had proved them-
selves equal to the task, and the proof of it was that at that

moment the price of land in Norfhmnberland was higher
than at any former period, and it apparently tended rather
to rise than to fall. The difficulties of the farmer had latterly

heen very great, but perhaps in the last twelve months those

difficulties had been greater than usual, because, if he was not

misinformed, the past year had been one of pressure and hea\'y

trial to a large proportion of the county. If he was not mis-

taken, they had most of them found that the corn crop of last

year was a very disappointing one, probably owing to the se-

vere winds which prevailed at the critical season, and thus tlie

crops had not come up to what was expected ; and while the

greater part of England had an unusually bountiful harvest, in

Northumberland, on the contrary, the farmers had in general

less than they calculated upon. That fact had been a heavy

trial to the farmers of Northumberland ; but it had been met
in a great deal no doubt by the high prices they had received

for their stock. That seemed to him to mark a sign of the

reduction in the price of corn to which they would have to look

forward in the future, because he did not think, if they looked

to the future price of that commodity, they could look for any
high price for corn in this country. Agriculture was extending

and improving all over the world : the facilities of transporting

corn were also increasing. Foreign countries were adopting

railways, and even those countries which had been most be-

hindhand and the exception were now adopting the railway.

Thus those increased facilities were rendering the transport of

corn to our shores from foreign countries more easy, and our

population were enjoying the inestimable benefits of that cheap

food which conduced so much to the general prosperity, and
it was not likely we should return to the old prices. With re-

spect to the growth of wool, the improved welfare

of the population, their increasing numbers, as well as

the increasing daily comforts of the people, would promote the

demand for wooUeu clothes. On the whole, he thought that,

with respect to farmer's stock and the growth of wool, they

might look for a continued high price for some time to come.

And that appeared to point out to them the direction in which
their efforts should mainly be made in endeavouring to meet
the difficulties which surrounded them as farmers. He
was persuaded that the old-fasluoned system of trusting to

a weak crop for fallow was gone for ever. As to the

increasing of the corn crop, he could teU them that it must
be done in combination with an increase in the production

of stock, and tliough there were great difficulties to be encoun-

tered—especially in certain ilistricts of the county—in increas-

ing the proportion of stock, from the nature of the soil on some
of the heavier lands near the coast, lie did not consider the

matter a great difficulty. StiU, he was persuaded that if tliey

set themselves resolutely to the task they would be able to ac-

complish it. He looked to their deriving great assistance in

that respect from the recent invention of the steam plough.

He knew that some of those who had already tried that imple-

ment had been quite astonished with its benefits, and they

believed that in a few years people would see the flat and heavy

lands of this country largely cultivated by the steam plough,

aud they would by that means be enabled to raise a larger pro-

portion of produce than was now done. He klso recom-

mended a greater growth of root crops, thougli it was almost

in vain to grow such crops unless they could have them often.

Much, however, might be done in that respect by the use of

portable rails or tramways, which in some parts of England

was carried out to a great extent, and which did very niucli in

preventing land from being injured in getting away the crops.

He believed that they might do more than they had done by

feeding cattle with tares and cut grass, and much might be

done by increasing the protection of those lands which in the

time of our ancestors were considered the main reliance of the

country for the supply of food, but which in our days seemed to

have been neglected somewhat. He thought he ought to make
some apology for having, as a person who could boast of com-

paratively little practical knowledge, ventured to address his

remarks to persons of whom he had no doubt uine-tenths knew
far more about these matters than he did. StiU he thought it

sometimes happened that those who might not be themselves

equal to carrying on any branch of industry practically might

yet be obsei-vers of wliat was done by others, and, by watching

the circumstances of the time and the prospect of the future,
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form a sound opiuion in wliat clircciiou tlic efforts of practical

men slioiild be made. But he thouglit he was not wrong by
directing them in tlie daily occupations on tlieir farms, and the

liighest authority on agricidtural matters concurred with him
in saying that their chief attention at that moment ought to be
directed to increasing the number of their stock.

NOETH-WEST OF IRELAND AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

The annual show, in connection with the above society,

was held at Derry on August 9tli, and proved a decided success.

At no previous show of the society was a finer display of

cattle made, and competent judges decided that the exhibi-

tion in every department was a very choice one, nothing

in the shape of inferior stock having been brought forward.

The yard was thronged during the day by ladies and gentle-

men, among whom were the Marquis of Abercorn, president of

the society ; Lord Viscount Hamilton, M.P. for Donegal

;

Lord Claud Hamilton, M.P. for Tyrone ; and Lord Claud

John Hamiltou, M.P. for Derry City. The acting judges

were Messrs. Seymour Mowbray, Charles L. EUison, and David
Hastings ; and the following is their award :

—

SHORTHORNS.
For the best Bull calved previous to January, 1863 : First

prize, £8, George V. Hart, Esq., Kilderry, Muff ; second, £4,

George Gather, Esq., Carrichue, Derry ; third, James Sinclair,

Esq., Dromore, Coleraine.

For the best Bull calved in 1863 : First prize, £8, Major
Hamilton, Brown Hall, Ballingtra ; second, £i, Captain

Perry M'Clintock, Seskanore.

For the best Bull calved in 186i : First prize, £S, J. G.

Grove (Wood), Esq., Castle Grove, Strabane; second, £4',

J. H. Brooke, Esq., Brookhill, Derry.

For the best Cow calved previous to January, 1862, in-palf,

or having had a calf in 1865 : First prize, £5, and second,

£3, J. G. Grove (Wood), Esq.

For the best Cow calved in 1862, in-calf, or having had a

calf in 1865 : First prize, £5, J. G. Grove (Wood), Esq.

;

second, £3, Samuel Smyth, Esq., The Cross, Deny.
For the best Heifer calved in 1863 : First prize, £5, and

second, £3, J. G. Grove (ATood), Esq.

For the best Heifer calved in 186-4 : First prize, £5, J. H.
Brooke, Esq. ; second, £3, N. M. Archdall, Esq., Crockna-
crieve, EnniskiUen.

AYRSHIRE CATTLE.
For the best Bull : First prize, £5, Mr. William Dounell,

BallinamaUard, Strabane ; second, £3, Robert L. Moore, Esq.,

Molenan, Derry.

For the best Cow, calved previously to January, 1863, in-

calf, or having had a calf in 1S65 : First prize, £3, Robert L.
Moore, Esq. ; second, £3, Mr. John M'lvor, Grange, Strabane.

For the best Cow, calved in 1863, in-calf, or having had a
calf in 1865 : Prize, £3, Mr. Gavin Craig, Oughtymoyle,
MagUligan.

For the best Heifer, calved in 1863 : First prize, £3, Mr.
Gavin Craig ; second, £1, Wm. Knox, Esq., Clonleigh, Stra-

bane.

For the best Heifer, calved in 1864 : First prize, £3, and
second, £1, Mr. WiUiam DouneU.

CATTLE OF ANY DISTINCT BREED OTHER THAN SHORT-
HORNED OR AYRSHIRE.

For the best Bull, £5, Samuel Gillilaud, Esq., Brookhall,

Derry.

For the hest Cow, calved previous to Janxrary, 1863, in-calf,

or having had a calf in 1865 : First prize, £3, and second, £1,
Samuel GOliland, Esq.

For the best Cow, calved m 1863, in-'calf, or having had a

calf in 1865 : First prize, £3, and second, £1, Samuel
GiUiland, Esq.

For the best Heifer, calved in 1863 : First prize, £3, and
second, £1, Samuel Gilliland, Esq.

For the best Cow in-calf, or giving milk (extra prize) :

First prize, £3,Mr . James Crawford, Rossuagallagh, Waterside

;

second, £1, Mr. John M'lvor, Grange, Strabane.

SHEEP.
For the best pure ShearHng Ram of any breed : First prize,

£5, and second, £3, H. L. Prentice, Esq., Caledon.

COUNTY OF CORK AGRICULTURAL
SHOW.

On the 2nd of August, tlie County Cork Agricultural Society

held their aimual show on the premises of the Corn Exchange-
The show was not so numerously filled up in its several sec-

tions as on former occasions ; but tlie general stock of short-

horns and sheep were very select, if we except that for aged
buUs. Li this section there were six entries. The leading

animal was iVmeer, the property of i\Ir. Henry Barry, BaUy-
adam, Carrigtwohill, bred by tlie late Mr. Coppinger. He
was seconded by Mr. Downing's Earl Windsor, which was first

in 1864. In the two-year-old bulls there were three entries.

Major Wallis, Drishaue Castle, taking the first place with
Felix, fi'om Mr. Jones of MuUinabro's lierd. In the section

for yearling bulls there were four entries, Mr. Anderson,

Grace Dieu, taking the first place, and Meade and Garde chal-

lenge Cup, for Jlercury, bred by himself. He was seconded
by Sir George Colthurst's Navigator, bred by Mr. Barnes,

Westland. The bull calves were very excellent, and contained

eleven entries, tlie first and second honours going to Jlr. Wel-
sted, BaUywalter, the prize for tlie best bull bred in the count}-,

and the Meade and Garde Challenge Cup for Winter King and
King Oberon respectively, both got by Elfin King.

In aged cows there were five entries, Mr. Jones, of Mulliua-
bro, heading the lot with his Lady Spencer, which was the prize

cow at the last spring meeting of the Royal Dublin Society.

In two-year-old heifers tliere were but two entries, Mr. W.
H. Massy standing first with Wood Belle, bred by the late

Capt. Ball. The second was Molly, belonging to and bred by
Timothy HaUanau, Currane.

In tlie section for yearling heifers there were five entries,

Mr. Welsted taking the lead with Rosette, the prize for the

heifer bred in the coimty, and the Meade and Garde Challenge

Cup
;
got by Elfin King out of Rosa by Crusade. She was

seconded by Jlr. Jones's heifer Lunette, by Master Harbing«r
out of Luna, by First Fruits.

In horses the numbers were much less than usual ; tlie £50
Challenge Cup for the best thorough-hred sire for getting

weight-carrj-ing hunters was awarded to Mr. F. H. Power,
Rosken, MaUow, for Jlouiit Zion. In agricultural horses there

was nothing deserving of particular notice.

In the show of Leicester sheep Mr. W. R. Meade took first

for a shearling ram, bred by himself ; the Representatives of J.

H. Smith Barry stood second for a Plymouth commended
shearling ; JMr. Meade taking both prizes for the first and second

best county bred.

In the section for aged rams the Representatives of the late

Mouutifort Longfield took the lead, and the Garde challenge

cup, and the first prize for the best ram of any other age bred

in the count}- ; Mr. Meade standing second, and taking also

the second prize for the best aged ram bred in the county.

In the section for tlie best pen of five shearUng ewes Mr.

David Hewetson stood first, and the Representatives of Mounti-

ford Longfield second, and also the prize for the best five

shearling ewes bred in the county.

lu shearling Shropshire Down Rams the Representatives of

J. II. Smith Barry took both first and second prizes.

The judges were—In sjiorthorns, L. Christy, A. Warburton,
and J. M. Royse, Esqrs. ; and in sheep, Seymour Mowbray,
A. Warburton, and J. M. Royse, Esqrs.

THE IMPLEMENT STANDS AT PLYMOUTH.—
Our report rather strangely omitted to make mention of

several firms famous for agricultural carts and other vehicles.

]Beyond the great Beverley Company, Hayes of Stamford got

up a good stand of waggons and single-horse carts, with which,

as the return will show, he took a number of prizes. There

were also some exceedingly well-made and nicely-fitted carts,

and a waggon that tips its load sidev.ays, on the stand of

Messrs. Thomas Milford and Son, of Thorvertou, Devon.

George Milford, of the same place ; F. P. MiKord, of Kenn,

near Exeter ; Fry, of Bristol ; and Ball and Son, of Roth-

well, also exhibited very well-designed, \vell-l)uilt, sound, good

harvest carts, marked at very moderate figures. Among the

novelties were the feeding-troughs of A. E. Peirce, ofHammer-
smith, made of wrought-iron and japanned—probably the best

tilings out for durability and cleanliness, and sold at a low price.
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OUR FEIENDS—THE BIEDS.

BY A PRACTICAL FARMER.

I was amused by W. W. G.'s liumorous notice of Mr.
Punch's lines on " The Season for Sparrow Clubs." * * *

Nevertheless, we must be upon ourguard lest we encourage a

dangerous increase of these friendly but highly mischievous

gentry—the common sparrow. I must confess I am
often in doubt whether the usefulness of the sparrow or

his mischievous propensities predominate. To look at him
just now, I should say he was the most impudent, auda-

cious, destructive little rascal known. There he is, looking

at me through my open window, as careless and indepen-

dent as if the whole world were his own, and not caring

to quit his perch although he sees me move close upon
him. Then look at my spouts how they are pestered by
nests ; and my climbing roses, my honeysuckles, and

ornamental wires and their trailers, how they are encum-
bered and marred by the like; and, take them down as

often as I may, there they are again—a little hard-working
persevering saucy rascal, and he is everywhere present.

If I go to my poultry-yard, there he and a fine cluster of

his fellows are ready to meet me ; and In my very presence

there they are, picking up the scattered food from the out-

skirts ; and the moment my back is turned, down they

come, regardless of cockerel or clucking hens, ard fighting

their way for the choicest scraps. In my fruit garden

there whole Hocks of them are, amongst my currants and

raspberries ; nor do they disdain to take a pick at most
other sorts, my walled plums and pears being very tempt-

ing. As to my vegetable garden, why he is a real

nuisance, a downright thief : my radish-seed beds, lettuce-

seed, onions, carrots, and every other little seed, he will

have, unless covered so that it is more trouble than profit

to him to get them, and so he is off elsewhere. But this

is all as nothing when I follow him to my corn-fields :

just look at the headland of the two-and-twenty acres, all

the length where the hedge is left to grow for draining

wood, why he and his clan have eaten or " ehampelled"

out the whole. You little rascals off^, with you !
" Boy,

why don't you keep them off?" " Can't, sir; they fly to

the other end and on again." " Do you shout?" " Yes,

sir ; but they don't care, they just fly up." " Are they

making like mischief in the forty acres ?" "Yes, sir; I

can't frighten them away." " Well, we must poison them
;

we can't suffer all this damage." " And, sir, they have

began of the mangold wm'zel seed, and some of them are

helping the birds on the tiu'uip-seed, but not many ; it's

the linnets ; but they are on the tares, and the cole-seed,

and some are on the liglit headland of oats, and some where
the barley is down ; but the wheat is the worst ; there are

thousands on the wheats, I can't keep half of them off,

and I am shouting at them at 4 o'clock in the morning
and all day, sir." " Well, my boy, you give a sad account

of them. We must get rid of them in some way, that's

certain ; Me can't go on so." Well, I leave the boy, and

walk on to the thirteen acres adjoining the sadly-injured

headland. What a beautiful crop of mangolds. Why
there is not a bare place to be seen. How is this ? Last

year all my crops were eaten by grub or wireworm, and
now how thriving they look ! I pass on to the thirty-one

acres. What a capital plant of swedes ! full everywhere.
Last year the grab and wireworm took nearly the whole.
This year I have the best plant I have had for many
years, and last year it was the worst. I wonder whether
the birds have had anything to do with it ! I told the

boy we would be rid of the sparrows ; but really " I must
think twice." I don't think they are any great catch at

caterpillars, or they would have cleared my currant bushes

long ago ; but they are right good hands at little grubs

—

i, e., wireworms, tom-tailor grubs, and the like ; but, best

of all, see them on a fine summer day chasing and chasing

and chasing butterflies, tom-tailors, beetles, cock-chafers,

moths, flies, and inmmierable insects in every variety.

And then, again, notice them picking up ants, worms,

and every little creeping thing, and again see them
amongst the aphides, bugs, spiders, fleas, ticks,

gnats, beetles, earwigs, and the thousands of flying insects

to be found everywhere. I see these busy little birds care

less for the larvtc of these insects than the insects them-

selves ; hence their indomitable perseverance and activity.

Well, after all, what am I to do ? Last year my crops

were destroyed by grub, wireworm, and aphides ; for I

lost 22 acres of beans by aphis. This year all is at pre-

sent safe. It is true we have a countless number of birds.

W' e have had a flue winter, we have had abundance of

food for them, and I know they worked hard both in the

field and at every hedge-bottom and tree-root ; and we
have less grub, less wireworm, less aphides, &c. Now if

the winter was favourable for the bird, it would also be

better for the grub, or the preservation of the chrysalis,

so that we might expect a renewal of attack upon our

crops ; but this is not the case. How far, then, are we
indebted to the friendly aid of the feathered tribe, not

forgetting my old friend Mr. Cock Sparrow? la all

soberness I must say we must acknowledge our indebted-

ness. It is mainly to their unceasing inroads upon the

retreats of grubs, wireworms, and chrysalides, that om*

crops are in such an enviable position—that our winter

food prospects are so good. I can speak most satisfac-

torily of a flock of rooks who spent nearly the whole win-

ter upon two fields of mine—one of 24 acres, from which

a fine plant of turnips and mangolds were completely eaten

off, and the other 22 acres of mangolds and swedes, which

were greatly injured. Upon these two fields they were

permitted to work as they liked : they bm-rowed into the

light soil to considerable depths, and I believe appro-

priated to themselves nearly all the grubs and most of the

wireworms. The grubs were those of the dart-moth,

large and full. On the 24 acres there is now growing a

splendid crop of potatoes, and on the 22 acres a good crop

of oats : for both I am, in a great measure, indebted to

the rooks. These rooks in their way are great thieves

notwithstanding : they make sad havoc with the newly-

sown grain, young potatoes, ripening grain, &c. ; but they

in return deliver us from some dire pests. I wish they

would use more judgment, but they won't : they pull up

the wheat-plant to get at the grub ; they tear up the grass

to get at the tom-tailor grub ; they pull-up the fine turnip-

plant to get the wireworm, and so forth, and I put them
down as greater friends than enemies to us.

The linnet, again, is a great and indefatigable rogue

upon our turnip and coleseed crops : he will not quit his

depredations upon them, shoot or alarm him as you will

;

but then he is equally industrious in searching for larvte,

and even caterpillars, or skimming after every kind of

flying insect, from the great dragon-fly to the tiniest

beetle. The lark, again, does much harm to the early-

sown grain on light soils, but he is ever busy after beetle
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and bng-aphis, and caterpillar too, besides bis daily ex-

ploits iu captimng tliese said insect progenitors in their

airy flights. The bulllinch is the worst of the feathered

rogues for the buds of our gooseberry, cherry, plum, and
other similar fruit-bearing trees, as also our flowering

shrubs : he is so notorious as to be named " piclc-a-bud"

in some districts, but he delights in the insect tribe. The
hedge-sparrow, almost harmless, though now and then

guilty of trespass, is for the most part supported by insect

food. The willow-wren is more addicted to ]n-cy upon
the tempting young buds of spring, but otherwise its food

is all from insect life. The robin is, next to the sparrow,

the boldest of our little feathered tribe : its chief food is

grubs, worms, caterpillars, and the flying insects. The
chaflinch is a great destroyer of our spring flowers, our

young turnips, and radishes ; but as soon as other food of

insect or grub life appears, they are happy in searching

after it. The tom-tit is another enemy to our early buds,

but he amply compensates for these little thefts by the

persevering way in which he draws out the chrysalides from

nail-holes and crevices, the secreted spider, and the many
hidden inanimate forms of insect life. The titmouse

—

" long-tailed tom-tit" ; its food is entirely of the insect

tribe, iu which pursuit he is most indefatigable, as it

is amongst the smallest of the tribe he luxuriates.

The blackbird and the thrush have a most unmistakable

taste for our cherries and plums ; but how often are they

seen in full pursuit of the finer specimens of butterfly and

moth ! and woe to the worm on the lawn should a black-

bird come in sight, and snails are not safe before them.

The magpie, although so roguish, and so desirous to feed

upon a young duckling or stray chicken, is the very best

fellow we have for searching out grubs and slugs in our

pastm-e-fields ; they even turn over the dried dung of

animals, and spread it over the surface, to the benefit of

many a slovenly grazier. The jay, when its progeny re-

quires food, will rob our gardens indiscriminately ; but

for the remainder of the year they confine their attacks to

woodlands and thickets, to seeds, worms, and grubs, acorns

and crabs, &c. The wryneck, the nightingale, the swallow,

the martin, the redstart, the fieldfare, the starling, the

lapwing are, more or less, birds of passage, or locating

occasionally in one district and then another. Their food

is almost entirely the produce of our woods, copses, and
hedge-rows for the one part, and of the fly, insect, and
grub tribe on the other, and immense quantities of all

these tribes do they consume. Verily we are greatly in-

debted to the feathered tribes for much of our prosperity,

as farmers, although we occasionally sufi^er damage. My
private opinion is this : 1 think God so orders and ordains

all things for the good of His creatures that we may safely

and securely leave all to His guidance. His stormy winds
or winter's blasts would soon relieve us from any excess

of danger from His minor creatures. AU, I doubt not, is

wisely ordained, and it is only for us to make use of those

salutary and customary devices for our daily prutection as

we usually adopt. I cannot think it altogether or per-

fectly justfiable to destroy any of God's creatures for the

mere sake of getting rid of them. There must be some
juslifiable cause, or it should not be done. Hence I am
an advocate for frightening away from our crops these

feathered rogues, rather than destroying them ; and I

think I have shown that the balance between the injury

they do and the good they achieve is much, if not
altogether, in their favour. It will at aU times be found
that the cause of their congregating in great numbers
upon one particular place or crop is that this particular

crop is in advance of all others ; but as soon as these come
up to the same advancement, then they disperse. They
must be kept aloof dmnng this interregnum.

VALUATION BY ARBITRATION.

to THE FARMERS OE CORNW.VLL GE^'ERALLy, AND INCIDENTALLY TO ALL OTHERS.

Gentlemen,—The time is near at hand, viz., Michaelmas,
when many changes of occupation annually take place, and it

is a common practice to take crops, and sometimes stock and
implements, by valuation. For many years past I have con-
sidered the usual system adopted in arbitration to be very

absurd. I believe I may say that there are three separate

systems in practice. Eirst, the buyer and seller each chooses

a valuer, and these two select a third, whose decision, in all

cases of dispute, is to be absolute. If the two first chosen

cannot agree on any particular valuation, the third man is

called iu Ijy them. He is told the opinion of each. He then

says what lie thinks ought to be done, and his decision is fiual,

if he is farther from the truth than either of the others ; but

the common practice of this //lird man is to cut the difference

in two. The second system is, the three arbitrators are chosen

as before. If the tirst two cannot agree, the third man is

called in—told what the two have in dispute ; he is then to

give liis decision, but that must not be above the highest nor

under the lowest ; and the probability is that be, too, as in the

former case, will cut the dijfcrence in tuiOy or very nearly so
;

hence the system of cutting in two is so well known, that the

two first arbitrators find it desirable to drive a bargain rather

than say really what they mean. The third system is, the

three men are chosen as before, and if the first two cannot

agree, they call in the third. He is not told wliat the two
think, but passes his own judgment, which is final, though it

may he much higher or lower than either of the others, so

that in any case of dispute the opinion of one man only out of

the three is taken to decide the ease.

Now, gentlemen, the inconsistency of such systems of valua-

tion must, I tliink, be apparent to anyone who reflects at aU.

on the subject. The first t\vo are fraught with the greatest

temptation to dishonesty ; while the last takes all the power
out of the bauds of the two first, and gives it all to one, which
cannot be what was originally intended by choosing three men.

I will just give a practical illustration or two which has

come under my own notice. First, two arbitrators are called

in to value stock, implements, and furniture. They agree till

they come to the last piece of furniture, on which there is a

difference of opinion of los. as to the value of the article.

Neither wiU give way. They send a distance of four miles

for the third man : be comes—asks what there is between
them—is told 15s. ; Ids reply is, " Cut it in two," for which
act they have to pay him the usual guinea fee. A second case

occurred last year. The first two umpires go into a field of

barley. The seller's umpire says there are 75 bushels per

acre ; the buyer's umpire says there are not more than 43.

Each is firm at what he says. The third man is called in, and
he says GO, whiclr is probably near the truth, but, as usual, is

nearly cutting it in two. Such cases as these are common in

valuation by arbitration. The case, however, is much worse
when one umpire is reasonable, but the other unreasonable.

Say John Jiles is a mean, inconsistent man, and values for the

seller. Henry Stiles is a reasonable, honest man, and is the

valuer for the buyer. John Jiles invariably sets down six or

nine bushels of corn per acre more than he really thinks are

in the field ; or, if he be for the seller, sets that less than he
believes the crop to be. Henry Stiles cannot be so dishonest,

but says nearly what be believes and knows to be correct.

They cannot agree. The third man is called in, and he, as

usual, cuts the difference in two, or nearly so, biased, to some
extent, as he cannot help bemg, by the two opinions he has
heard. In such cases much loss is sustained by the person

whose valuer is a f;ur honest man. In the third system, where
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the tliirJ man is uot told wliat the two thiuk, a case occurred

thus : Two vahiers cannot agree on the value of a hay stack.

The third man is called in, is not told what the two think,

sets his value, which is higher than either of the others, and is

perhaps the most out of the way of the three, yet his opiniou

is final.

Now, gentlemen, the course I recommend is plain, pointed,

and practicable, viz., choose your men, and they the third man,
as before. AVhen the first two cannot agree, call in tlie third

man ; say nothing to liim as to the dispute ; let him put liis

own j ndgmeut ; add that to the one nearest him in value, and
halve those two for the true value. This would make such

valuations as dishonest John Jiles's useless, or else make liim

approach as near the truth as he could, and hence he the

means of making aU dishonest valuers approach to honesty

and truth, and make useless the present system of dishonest
" banter" and give the opinion of two men out of the three for

the decision. If any person can offer a l)ettcr system, or im-
prove upon this, I shall he glad to see their opinions upon it

;

but if they cannot, I hope they will do all they can to get this

improved system of mine adopted.

I am, gentlemen, yours, &c.,

Talsliddy, St. Colnmb, Tiios. Allaa'SON.
July 26, 1865,

IMPROYEMENT OP TIDAL EIVEES.
Much of what was said in a previous article on the reclaim-

ing of land from the ocean by embanking, applies to the

deepening, embanking, and reclaiming of land from tidal

rivers, with a view to improve their drainage, navigation, and
fisheries, as well as the adjacent lands on both banks for agri-

cultural purposes. Our remarks at this time will therefore be
chiefly directed to the proper form and inclination of the
channel of the river, so that the general question under con-
sideration is one in practical geometry, scientifically speaking,

as applied to river improvements.
" Given the diiference of altitude hetween high and low

water at the mouth of a river, the length of the tidal channel,

and the volume of river water, required the dimensions of
the channel and embankments," is a proposition that has sadly

puzzled many a promising agricidtural student long before

now, and in all likeUliood it will afford to young tyros the ele-

ments of botheration for a long time to come. The ancient

historian Herodotus never fell into a greater mistake than
when he gave a blind credence to the priests of Egypt, who
informed him that geometry was first invented by them ; for

the changing of the course of the river Nile, and the other
river improvements thereby etfeeted by Menes, long before

their order of priesthood existed, proves not only a practical

acquaintance with applied geometry, but also witli tlie experi-

mental solution of our proposition itself ; whUe Noah's Ark,
the Tower of Babel, and the irrigation of the plains of
Nineveh and Babylon on the Tigris and Euphrates, from
whence Menes and his followers came to Egypt, further proves
that the antediluvian patriarchs must have taught their off-

spring the science of geometry as applied to agriculture and
the other arts. Both before and after the Noahitic deluge,

tlie whole human ra<!e were divided into castes ; and, at that

time, geometry belonged to the caste that included the agri-

cultural liody. Practically speaking, Noah was by profession

famUiar with geometry. This is manifest from the dimensions
of the ark, which involve a knowledge of the geometry both
of solids and superficies. It is equally manifest that Noah
and his sons taught their offspring, and that geometry was at

this early date well understood. The ruins of the great cities

and works, which cover the cradle of our race to this day,

prove the soundness of the conclusion. They even do more
;

for they leave it manifest that those at the head of the agri-

cultural body, such as Noah, were better versed' in this branch
of science than those who occupy a similar position at the pre-

sent day. No doubt, when mankind began to multiply and
congregate in large cities such as Nineveh, geometry was then
taught at the gates ))y aged and learned men, who made this a

part of their profession, teaching all who entered in or went
out of the city, but more especially the youth of that period.

In teaching the elements, diagrams were made upon the

ground with a staff—a method which has come down to our
own times, and which, although rude as compared with the
more refined one of the modern class-room, is nevertheless

equally truthful and instructive. Boys are fond of making
" circles," " love-knots," &c., and an innumerable variety of
figures, with the prongs of a fork or the like—figures generally
emanating from the circle—and not a few become proficients
also at elliptical and parobolic curves. So far, well. But, un-
fortunately, their education in this respect stops exactly at the
point where it should practically begin, viz., the application of

geometry to useful purposes, such as the solution of our pro-

position. It was not so in the days of Noah, Shein, Ham,
and Japheth, nor in those of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacolj ; for

the Hebrew historian Josephus tells his readers that it was
Joseph who first taught the Egyptians geometry ; and, al-

though lie is wrong in this conclusion, there cannot be a doubt

that very many extensive river improvements were effected

under the immediate superintendence of Joseph in the great

valley of the Nile, and that during the whole time the He-
brews were in Egypt much of their time was occupied in

carrying out improvements involving a knowledge of practical

geometry—solid and superficial ; and, further, that Egyptian

tyros, Hebrew and Coptic, had to address themselves both to

the scientific and practical solution of our proposition, and so

on for all subsequent ages down to our own times.

The above proposition on the form of the channel of a river

involves two practical questions—the one in tlie geometry of

solids, and the other in that of superficies ; and, as the sloping

sides of the channel and also thoBc of the embankments are

parabolic-curved surfaces, and not straight-inclined planes, for

reasons stated in a former article, it follows that both ques-

tions belong to the higher division of the science and practice

of geometry. And it may be added that we have purposely

made the somewhat lengthy digression contained in the pre-

ceding paragraph, in order to show the reader that the appli-

cation of " Euclid's Elements " to the improvement of our
rivers is uot a bookworm innovation or new-fangled notion of
modern times, but the, sterling experimental philosophy, or

practice with science, of all ages past and present. That this

application of Euclid's Elements of Geometry, as taught by
himself, has been sadly neglected in modern times cannot be
denied ; for it is but too truly verified in the state of our
rivers themselves, generally speaking—the physical laws of
Nature and the science of geometry harmonising therewith

being both sacrificed to a sort of fashionable time-serving ex-

pediency as it were, improvements being executed according to

a routine-pattern handed down fi'om one generation to another.

The fifth proposition in the first book of Euclid's Elements,
for example, viz., " The angles at the base of an isosceles

triangle are equal to one another, and, if the equal sides be
produced, the angles upon the other side of the base will also

be equal," has got the soiihriquet of "pons assinor/im." Now
what is a big ditch or river, in ordinary cases, but an inverted

isosceles triangle ? And when we come to examine practically

the equal angles at the base, how few practical tyros are there

who get across dryshod with flying colours ? In other words,
how small in number are the farmers who ever applied Euclid's

elements of geometry to the superficies of a drain, ditch, river,

or embankment P or the geometry of soUds to the contents of
the same? although in both cases such is truly tlie science of

the actual practice in question as taught. It follows therefore

that if farmers are to learn the science of this branch of their

profession, they must become masters of the application of
Euclid's Elements to river improvements ; and much more than
the few books of Euclid's Elements that have come doiSTi to

our day, and which do not contain the conic sections, are ab-

solutely required, the curve of a parabola being essentially ne-

cessary to elucidate and exemplify soimd practice. In other

words, when spoken in plain English, "pons assinori/m" al-

though the common rule taught both in agricultural works
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aud in the actual formation of rivers as au art, is not sound
doctrine ! Hence the injury wliieli the baulis of improperly-
formed rivers and ditches sustain Irom the action of the water,
more especially when the llowing currciit is of considerable

depth and breadth, and exposed to high Hoods, tides, and
storms.

Were the course of tidal rivers straight, and the bottom of
their channels of uniform inclination, the practical rule would
he simple, as in such cases they would increase in breadlh
towards the mouths as they increased in depth, due provision

being made at the same time for tlie action of waves towards
the ocean.

In practice, however, tidal rivers flomng in right lines, and
at a uniform inclination aud velocity, at low water, are the

exception, aud not the rule—so much so, that there is probably
not a singie normal example of the kind to be met with in the

United Kingdom, to which the above rule appUcs to its

naturally-formed channel. Where art interferes to control the

operations of nature, new channels may be made straight, and
the old crooked ones tilled up with tlie newly-excavated mate-
rials ; or the old channel may be straightened by means of

dredging aud embanking, and the bottom of the bed of the

river may at tlie same time be reduced to a common and
nearly uniform mclination. Several artiticial examples of this

kind might easily be quoted, were it necessary, where old out-

falls have been straightened and new ones made, the old having

been filled up, or converted into canals or other 2)urposes of

navigation.

When large rivers deposit much mud, fonning new land

rapidly at their confluence with the ocean, very great care re-

quires to be observed, both in making a new outfall aud in

straightening the old, l}y individual landowners occupying only

on one side of tlie river, otherwise tliey may do au injustice as

readily to themselves as to their neighbours. Land, for exam-
ple, was rapidly being formed on the right bank of a river

where it entered an arm of the sea ; but, inadvertently, a vessel

was allowed to discharge some ballast at a turn or bend where
it was presumed by tlie captain of the vessel that it would help

to straighten the river and improve its navigation. But the

hypothesis was unfortunate, the very reverse being experienced

;

for it so happened that during heavy storms, floods, and high
tides, the course of tlie stream gradually changed, the forma-
tion of new land takiug place at tlie left or opposite bank of

the river, while the navigation of the channel at its mouth be-

came more diflicult than previously. Simihir efl'ects are pro-

duced up the river, the current being liable to be deflected

from one side to the other even by the stoppage of tree roots,

to deepen tlie channel uuequaUy, and to cut in upon one side

or slope, if not protected, and to deposit gravel and sand,

thereby raising sand-banks, much to the injury both of the

navigation and drainage. Aud such results are equally liable

to be effected, whether the process of straightening is by deep-

ening the channel where " races" and "fords" have naturally

been made, or by narrowing it by embankments where " pools"

aud broad parts have been formed.

It often occurs, in inland tidal examples of tliis kind, that

the natural work of formation originally atfords the safest

practical rule for the operation of deepening, strengthening,

aud improving the bed of the river by artificial means. By
what law or combination of forces have the river and tide

scooped out tlie chauncl in which they flow, winding it about

so as to increase its length from two to perhaps four times,

making it broad and expanding in one place, narrow and deep

in another—here having a perceptible iuchnation, but there a

comparatively standing, or rather boiling, " pool" or " pot" ?

In this natural work foiu- causes may be said to have

operated towards its completion : the first of these is the gene-

ral inclination of the valley in which the river flows, as the

valley of the Thames or of the Forth ; the second is a diversity

in the quality of soil of which tlie valley is formed ; and the

third and fourth involve the action of the flowing and ebbing

tide, and that of the gravitation of the river, together with the

action of the winds and waves in stormy weather.

I. K we assiuue that the length of the tidal channel is ten

miles, measured in a right line, as the crow flies, but thirty

miles by the circuitous meanderings of the channel, and that

the Lolal Aill—say, for the sake of easy mental calculation—is

twenty feet, such data would give an inchuatiou of two feet

per mile in a straight line, but only one-tjiird of this in the

bed of the river, i. «?., a fall of eight inches per mile. The
former of these inclinations is uniform, hut the latter—the

natural fall—is the contrary, as lias already been stated, the

flow being rapid in some comparatively shallow places, but
" boiling" whirlpools in others, and the lengths of the pools

generally exceed those of the "rapids," or "races," or "fords,"

as they are provincially termed.

2. We must next take the reader hack to that period in the

history of the valley when the tide and river first began to

perform their respective operations towards the completion of

the channel of the river as it now exists, aud here we shall

find a veiy unlevel foundation to work upon, with an excess of

mud suspended in the river, and a correspondingly rapid de-

posit of fresh soil, which fast fiUs up aud levels the hoUows,
raising the surface, aud bringing the whole to its present com-
paratively level state. But in this natural work of bygone
ages we need hardly point out how diversified is the quality of

the soil, old and new, which thus forms the channel, as all who
have anything to do with rivers of the kind must be practically

familiar with it.

3 and -i. Flowing water in a valley has a natural tendency,

so to speak, to collect into oue volume in a channel, and to

scoop out aud deepen that channel in a right line by its con-
tinuous action ; while sea storms aud river floods would both
play havoc at the commencement of the work in a manner
which we shall iiot attempt to describe. Suflice it to say that

botli causes work towards a common ultimatum—viz., the

present bed of the river—which may safely be left, like all

other works of Nature, to bespeak its own philosophy, all'ord-

ing a very instructive lesson to aU who comprehend its ex-

pressive language. During a flood in the river, for example,

the velocity of the current, where it becomes confined between
narrow banks, is greatly increased : consequently, sand and
gravel brought down with the stream is swept tlirougli

this narrow part of tlie channel into the broad-expanding basin

immediately below. Here the velocity being insufficient to

carry it further, the gravel and sand are deposited, thus form-

ing a shallow bed ultimately, aud hence a rapid having an in-

creased velocity during the ordinary state of the river. The
details of this Mill be more fuUy explained under mountain
rivers : at present, enough has been said to accouut for the

natural formation of the unequal inclination of the channels.

A velocity of current due to an inclination of two feet per

mile would soon sweep away to the ocean in floods the or-

dinary materials of which the bed of the river was formed,

cutting it down to low water, or rather deep-sea level ; but the

original unlevelness of the ground, and the accumulation of

gravel, together witli the opposition of the flowing tide, had

diverted the stream into the circuitous channel it now occupies

of three times the direct line, thereby reducing its velocity in

the inverse ratio, or from two feet to eight inches on an
average, but less than this over its greater length.

In the tidal portion of rivers, therefore, there should be no
narrow and broad places, pools, and rapids, the incUnatiou per

mile being reduced to the minimum requisite to keep the

channel free from silting at low water. This wiU depend
upon the nature of the soil in the valley, so that every indi-

vidual case or valley must furnish its own practical rule. If

we assume that a fall of six or eight inches per mile is suffi-

cient, and that the length of the river can be shortened two-

thirds by straightening the channel, it will greatly increase

the fall for drainage at low water above the orchnary limit of

the tide, or nearly fourteen to fifteen feet. It is seldom, how-
ever, practicable to bring such winding rivers into a right line

;

but much can be done to straighten, deepen, and shorten them
in the vast majority of cases, thereby improving both their

navigation and drainage. And this is anuually becoming
more and more a practical question that imperatively demands
public attention ; for, as we progress in steam navigation, the

old nautical objection to straightening—that the windings and
broad places are needful to aid in tacking and beating against

the weather—is wholly out of date aud no longer tenable.

rEQMETPHS.
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HAY AITD STEAW ELEVATOES.
AilERICAN LOADERS AND STACKERS.

The paucity of agricultural labourers, and the conseciueut

liig-h price of labour in the United States of America, have

greatly stimulated the invention aud improvement of " labour-

saving machines," and to this general rule hay and straw

elevators form no exception. Composed of emigrants from

every province of Europe, it was natural for them to carry out

with them the labour-saving practices of the mother-country

with such improvements as the peculiar requirements of

American agriculture demanded, and this is exactly what we

find to be the facts of the case as recorded in the earliest writ-

ings on the agriculture of the Union. Hence the practice of

stacking hay and straw by horse-power has come down from

time immemorial to the present day unbroken. In other

M'ords, we can trace back the existence of the ship-tackle prac-

tices of the mother-country (chietly England and Holland) to

the commencement of the present century ; but, prior to that,

the chaiQ of history is so broken that the search cannot be fur-

ther prosecuted : and even up to 1830 much has to be sup-

plied in order to place the subject in a practical working form,

agricultural writers apparently taking it for granted that wliat

was generally practised was universally understood. And,

doubtless, so it was at the time ; but in the United States,

as in this country, the progress of mechanical improvement

was so rapid and great about the end of tlie last century and

the beginning of t'lie present one, that the farmers of the latter

period liardly knew what those of the former practised, liut,

after the issue of the U.S. patent-office publications, the pro-

gress of discovery and improvement is more easily traced.

In this branch of agricultural mechanics, as in reaping ma-

chines, our Transatlantic cousins are ahead of us. True, since

18.51—what between the stimulus of cheap patents, aud the

still more encouraging influence of the Great Hyde Park Ex-

hibition of tlie above year, when McCormick's and Hussey's

reapers made such a triumph in our harvest-fields—we have

been beating up, and perhaps are at the present time aiiead as

to straw-elevators ; but, when we embrace the operations of

loading and stacking hay in hay harvest, the mother-country,

it must be confessed, is yet unquestionably a long way behind.

The difference in question no doubt arises from the differ-

ence that exists between the state of the labour market in the

mother-country and the United States, " Necessi/i/ proving

herself to be the mother of invention" in the latter—thus

continuing to verify the truth of the old proverb. And what

merits a special notice under this head is the fact that the

English farmer had fewer mechanical appliances in stacking

hay and straw at 1850—the middle of the present century

—

than he had at its commencement—ISOO ; hence the charac-

teristically lukewarm reception which Cornes's elevator re-

ceived when it made its appearance in 1846 at the " Higldand

capital" of Staffordshire, as Leek has honourably been de-

signated.

Long before 1846 the more successful go-a-head farmers of

the New World were loading and stacking both hay and straw

by horse-power in various ways as to mechanism—ways which

we are only now beginning to imitate, and even squabble in

courts of law as to the priority of merit and patent right of

the important discoveries we are making !

The different mechanical appliances involved in the Ame-
rican loaders and stackers embrace the following five prin-

ciples, viz. (1), the old ship-tackle bundling system
;

(C) a

lever fork
; (3) " a traveller band ;" (!• and 5) the horse-fork,

endless rake, and inclined plane. From the United States'

Patent-office publications already referred to, and agricultural

periodicals, it appears that between 1838 and 1843 all the

above plans were in keen rivalry and competition both in the

patent-oltice and harvest field ; and we further learn, from the

claims of patentees, that all the above plans aro old inventions,

which had been in use from time immemorial, the claims of

the inventors being limited to special improvements upon the

several old plans in question of loading and stacking hay and

straw by horse-power.

We beg to draw the special attention of those of our readers

who may wish to examine for themselves the United States'

Patent-otfice publications in the English Patent-office to this

peculiar characteristic of disclaiming, as it were, in their

claims, what is public property in the old plans, in order to

show more clearly the special improvements for which Ame-
rican patents are obtained, lest they should overlook the im-

portance of the practical conclusion to be deduced from it.

Further, we are the more induced to do so as they may not

have access to the United States' agricultural publications

which notice the old loaders and stackers, and improvements

thereon that have never been patented.

To notice the annual crop of American patents for hay and
straw loaders and stackers during the last twenty-five years, or

quarter of a century, is far beyond the limits of our present

paper. We shall therefore contiue our observations to one or

two patent examples under each of the above five principles,

aud to a few extracts from United States' agricultural and
scientific periodical publications desci'ibing unpatented ex-

amples, and also of the more promising combinations of the

several plans ; and in doing so we shall rather follow the

chronological order of examples, without regard to the order

of the above subdivision of principles, as this will illustrate

more successfully and intelligibly the progress of improvement
both as to loaders aud stackers.

Example 1.—Uriah Beebee, of Clarendon, New York, ob-

tained a patent, dated March 28, 1838, for improvements in

machinery for conveying straw from thrashing machiries. The
special claims of tlie patentee are not given in the Patent-

office report of this date. At this period elevators were termed
" straw-carriers ;" and the one uuder notice appears to have
been somewhat similar in principle to Glandstone's " travelling

shaker." When only used for separating the corn from the

straw they were, and are still, termed " separators."

Ex. 2.—Russell Tomlinson, Jackson, Michigan, claims, in

his patent (No. 4,594, 1846), " hinging the slats, where they

are attached to the chains or belts of the straw-carrier or sepa-

rator, by which means the slats are nearly closed when on the

upper side, and open when on the uuder."

Ex. 3—Daniel Woodbury, in his patent fNo. 6,235, 1849),
both disclaims and claims thus :

" I do not claiiQ the endless

web or elevator (ii) in itself as a new invention ; but I claim

the projections or pins [c) on the said elevator in conbination

with the rack or slat-frame {d). I also claim the crank with
the toothed roller (/), to give this latter a traverse or side-to-

side motion—all for the purpose herein described."

Ex. 4.—Adam Linliurt and Samuel M'Clain claim, in their

patent No. 6,749, 1849, " wire belts or straw carriers."

Ex. 5.—Cyrus Roberts and John Cox, in their patent No.
8,480, 1851, claim ''jumping wheels" under the elevator, to

effect a similar purpose to Gladstone's Galloway "jumping
wheels."

While American agriculturists and implement makers were
thus improving their straw elevators for thrashing machines,

others were improving their " loaders and stackers" for load-

ing and stacking hay. Thus, in 1843, we find the "horse
pitch-fork successfully at work, pitching one ton of hay 15 feet

high in four minutes, which, in a very short time, drove the

old Dutch slow-going ship tackle bundling system fairly out of

favour in the estimation of every go-ahead farmer—the horse

fork being free to the adoption of all from its not having been

patented. As the American examples are written by practical

farmers, we shall allow them to give their own account of

pitching hay by horse-power, by quoting from the CuHivator,

a monthly periodical similar to the Farmers' Magazine.

Ex. 6.—" Pitching Hay hij Horse-power.—Having been a

reader of the Cnltivafor for some years past, and having never

seen any account of pitching hay by horse-power, I thouglit the

following description of a fork, which I have used for the last

five years, might be of interest to your readers. The tool is a

great saving of manual labour, especially when the hay )ias to
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be put up in liigli mows. It is simple iu its conslructiou, uot

liable to get out of order when properly maaaged, and can be
made by our common mechanics at so trilling a cost as to put
it within the reach of every farmer.

" The fork may be described as follows : A [fig. 38] is the

bead, 2S inches long and 2^ square, of white oak or some

other strong wood ; B is the handle, 5^ feet long, morticed
into the head, with an iron clasp, or hand, or hoop-iron to fit

tight over the head, and to extend six inches up the handle
secured by two good rivets through the handle to increase its

strength ; C C C C, the prongs of the fork made of good steel

and of the right temper, half an inch wide at the head and

[Hay fork, fig. 38.]

drawn out tapering to a point—they are to be twenty inches

long, eight inches apart in the head, with a burr to screw them
up tight, and a rivet on each side of the middle prongs to keep

the head from splitting ; E E, staples rivetted over the end
prongs to which the rope F F is to be attached—the rope to be

drawn together three feet from the head in the form of an ^,
and then the single rope to extend from that over a tackle

block, which is hung to a rafter at the peak of the roof of the

barn, and two feet over the side of tiie mow, and thence to the

bottom of the door post where another tnckie block is attached,

under which the rope passes ; G is a small rope attached to the

end of the handle, by which the fork is kept level, as it ascends

over the mow. As it approaches the place where the hay is

to be lifted, the rope should be slackened in the hand, when
the hay will tilt the fork so that it will discharge its load im-

mediately. The fork when loaded is raised by a horse, which
is attached to a swingle tree, to which the rope is fastened near

the lower puUy or tackle-block above mentioned. When the

hay is discharged from the fork, back up the horse, and be
ready for another fork full. The fork is drawn back by the

small rope. In this way forkfuls can be pitched up nearly as

quick as they can be by hand.
" A farmer that has a large quantity of hay to pitch will more

than pay for the trouble and expense of a fork of this kind in a

single year. With the assistance of a boy to lead the horse to the

fork, a man can with ease pitch off six tons of hay per hour,

and pitch it from fifteen to twenty feet high. On a trial of

speed, I have pitched a ton fifteen feet high iu four minutes.

The fork does not cost over five dollars, without the blocks

and ropes ; and I think they can be had altogether, ready for

putting in operation, of Garret Brown, Newton, Bucks County,

Pa., for seven dollars. (Signed) " A Practicax Fakiiek.
" BkcIs Count I/, Pa, April 18i8."

Ex. 7.—(From the CuUicafnr, 1851.—" Pitching Hay by
Horse Power.—I have used a horse pitch-fork similar to

that represented by a correspondent of the CuUh-aior for 1848,

page 122. It operates as well as there recommended. My
object in referring to it here is to furnish occassion to add

that I have not only succeeded as well as I expected in the

barn, but also in pitching on to stacks. My method of

arranging the machinery for pitching on to stacks is as

follows : I procured three poles, and chained the small ends

together in a proper manner, and raised them in the form of

shears, with a pulley suspended at the top over the spot where
I wanted the stack. The rope to which the fork is attached

is put over the pulley before the poles are raised, then under

another pulley in the bottom of one of the poles, about two

feet from the ground, A stake is then driven into the ground

at the foot of this pole, to prevent it from being pulled out.

Hitch on a horse to the rope, and all is ready. Two of the
poles should be about thirty-three feet long, and the other
thirty-nine feet. The object in having one pole longer than
the others is this : when the fork is stuck in the load, and the

horse' is pulling on the rope, the poles are likely to be pulled

towards the load if tliey are of equal length ; but if one of the
poles is a few feet longer thau the others, the load can be
drawn between the stack and tjie long pole, and the pole acting

as a brace, will make it impossible to pull the three over by
pitching. The poles should be as small as can be had of
sufficient length, and of some light timber. Mine are bass-

wood, about five inches iu diameter at the butt. One man can
handle them, one at a time ; and two men can raise tliera.

" Sylmnia, Bradford Co., PaP (Signed) " P. P. P.

Ex. 8.—(From the Cidticafor, 1856, by " P. P. P.," the same
correspondent as last, ex. 7)—" Pitching Hay by Horse
Power.—Mr. P. P. Peckham, of Sylvania, Bradford County,

Pa., writes as follows • ' In describing L. F. Allen's barn in tlie

Annual Register for 1856, page 179, it is very properly sug-

gested that something is desirable for unloadiug hay, &c. The
plan proposed is so far in advance of the hand-method that I

could like it if I thought it the best that might be adopted.

Allow me to propose the horse pitch-fork, as described in a back
volume I copied from the Cultivator, and made the first fork of

tills kind known in this part of the State about five years ago.

Now I think it would be safe to s.\v that about two hundred
are in use, and liked well. Some say they would not take a
hundred dollars for a fork, if they could not get another. I

am aware that an elevator would carry the hay on to a mow,
but would be more in the way, and could not be made to carry

the hay to any desired locality, as the fork would ; besides,

with an elevator, aU the hay would have to be pitched by hand
on to the elevator from the load.'

"

Both the old bundling system and traveller bands were pro-

posed for Mr. Allen's barn, and we quote the example to show
that both were being fast superseded by the horse pitch-fork.

The next example is also from the Cidticator, May, 1859,
written apparently by the editor, and embraces patented im-
provements on the common horse jiitch-fork in use.

Ex. 9.
—

" Every farmer who has ever pitched off from a

waggon in a day ten or twelve tons of hay is aware that no
labour on the fsirm can be more fatig 'ing. The common
horse-fork, which to a considerable extent has been brought
into use, has afforded great relief, this severe work not only
being avoided, but much greater expedition attained. The
effective force of a horse is at least five times as great as that of

a stout man ; and if half an hour is usually required to un-
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load from a \yaggon a ton of hay, then only six minutes would

be required to accomplish the same result with horse-power.

Actual experiment very nearly accords with this estimate, five

to seven minutes only heing reciuired by the assistance of the

best horse-forks.

"There are, however, some difficulties in the use of the

common horse-pitchfork. The most so results from the neces-

sity for tlie handle of the fork to sweep upwards in a vertical

position whenever the hay is dropped from it, and, falling

back, it is in danger of striking the operator. It is hence im-

possible to iise it under a low roof beyond perline beams, or

when the mow is nearly filled. To remove these difficulties,

C. E. Gladding, of Troy, Pa., has recently constructed a fork

which, after a recent trial, we are satisfied is an important im-
provement. It differs from the common horse-fork (Ex. 6,

fig. 3S) by i^lacing a hinge-joint at the connection of the head
with the handle, so that at any moment by a jerk on the cord,

which passes up a bore in the handle, the fork is dropped and
its load deposited. This may be done the moment it happens
to be swung to the most favourable spot. The fork is so luiug

that its weight causes the head to fly back of its own accord

and resume its former position, where it is held by an iron

catch until the next forkful is to be discharged. It should be
observed that the pulley of the rope suspending the fork should

be fastened to the liighest portion of one of the rafters over

the mow, aud a smooth board should be placed vertically

against the face of the mow for the forkful of hay to slide

against in its ascent. By attaching this rope in front of and
witliin a window, the hay is carried with ease in at the win-

dow ; and thus lofts over sheds, carriage-houses, &c., where
the common horse-fork could not be used, are filled ))y the use

of Cladding's improvement. It may (as well as the old fork)

be also used for stacking by making a tripod of three long

poles from which to suspend the implement."

Thomas F. Jarrett, of Horsham, Montgomery County, Pa.,

obtained on May 17, ISo-i, a patent (No. 10,989) for an im-

proved horse-pitclifork of the above kind, and the following is

his claim :
" I claim setting the catch free when tlie elevator

reaches any desirable height, by connecting the said catch with

a weight by a rope, whose length is adjusted in proper relation

to the height as described to make the weight operate on the

catch precisely when the elevator reaches such a height."

Ex. 10.—U.S., patent. No. 13,908, 1855. A hay-loading

lever-fork, actuated from the wheels of the cart. Patentee,

John K. Ilarris. The patentee, in his claims, states that

elevators on the endless-web plan were in common operation

in the States at the time, and this is the only thing worth
quoting.

Ex. 11 (1850).—A series of rakes on an endless belt, &c.,

for raking the hay from the windrows up an inclined plane

into the cart. It is attached to tlie back part of the cart, and
actuated from the wheels. In 1855 there is another example
of this kind, but v^'ithout an inclined plane—viz.. No. 12,547.

lu loading hay, the horses have to haul this cart upon the

windrow. But, no doubt, our Transatlantic cousins will get

over tliis objection by " placing tlie cart before the horses !"

or what would be preferable by making the maohiue rake the

hay laterally into tlie windrow from each side, and by the

second and conjoint process of raking it up into the cart, or

by a better plan than either of these examples.

In stacking hay by horse-power, the reader will have per-

ceived that the horse-pitchfork takes the place of the biiniUe,

the poles, blocks, and tackle in other respects being similar in

both cases, and that tlie improvement is a question of expedi-

tion in favour of the fork. There are, however, several prac-

tical objections to the above plans of working the fork, and
the following two examples (12 and 13) will show how these

are being obviated. The two principal objections are, we may
here observe, the depositing of the hay upon one part of the

stack only, and the other is the plank against the side of the

stack. The improvements therefore consist in giving the fork

first a vertical movement and second a horizontal one, and
this is now being done as follows :—

Ex. 12.—The pulley over the mow in the barn, instead of

being attached to a rafter, is suspended from a small travelling-

carriage, that works upon a railway having sufficient inclina-

tion to bring back the empty carriage and fork wlien freed

from their load. A second pulley is required at the upper end
of the inclined plane or railway. By determining the proper

length ofthe catcU-rope and, of the horse-path, the mechanical

reader will readily perceive that the fork-falls may be deposited

anywhere along the length of the mow or stack.

Ex. 13.—" Turner's Derrick Elevator, 1864." The title of

this machine conveys in the single word Derrick a general out-

line of its mechanism. In principle it is the old Dutch mast
and yard, only the yard is rigidly fixed to the mast, while the
mast turns in a socket in the bottom and in the coUar of a

tripod half-mast high, and thus swings the fork-faUs on to the

stack.

Ex. 14.—The elevation and conveyance of hay and straw in

bundles has several things to commend it, Indeed the only ob-

jection to the practice of bundling is the manual labour hither-

to experienced in the formation of tlie bundles, for a man would
pitch a load of hay in less time than he would require to bun-

dle it. But with strav/ from a thrashing machine, when it lias

to be carried to a short distance, it is otherwise, the odds being

then against the fork. Consequently for the last twelve years

and upwards numerous attempts have been made to solve the

problem of self-bundling apparatus, i. e. to make the thrashing

machine do the work of bundling ; but np to a recent date a

self-bundling elevator had not been discovered, or at least has

not been made public in the United States. American farmers

however have long been able to make the bundling apparatus

self-dischargiug by mechanism similar to that used by Jarret

in discharging fork-faUs from the horse pitch-fork. And we
may observe tliat tlie first example of this kind which came
under our notice was a non-patented one some ten or twelve

years ago in an American agricultural periodical.

Ex. 15.—Instead of bundles, by means of slings and similar

contrivances, one American farmer proposes elevating hay
and straw in nets. Thus when he began to load his hay, he
spread a net over the bottom of his cart. When half full, he

spread a second net ; so that when taken home to the barn or

stack-yard, first the one netful was elevated by horse-power

and tackle, aud then the other, the whole load being thus ele-

vated at two operations.

Some six or seven years ago the old American pitch-fork

(fig, 38) was made and used in this country, near Banbury, and

we believe may yet be seen in operation. It is the only ex-

ample we have heard of. Engineer,

NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

The prize of £20 for thorough-bred stallions for hunters,

which award we were unable to give last month, was given to

Mr. Robert Belts, Ilolbeck Lodge, Horucastle, for Elcot,

years old, sire Venison, dam by Defence,

The following is a list of

AWARDS EOR IMPLEMENTS.
Amies and Barford, Peterborough.—Set of harrows for light

land, £2; clod crusher, £2; wrought-iron field roller, JE2;

American grist mill, £2 ; set of steaming apparatus, £1 lOs,

;

straw elevator, £2 ; water cart, 10s.

Ashby and Jeflfery, Stamford.—New patent haymaker, 10s.

Wm. Ashton, Horucastle.—Drag and steel cultivxtors, £1;
horse-hoe for tm-nips, with steel shares, £1 ; one-horse grub-
ber, £2 ; set of chain harrows, £3 ; stook mover, 58. ; lever
lifting jack for waggons, 5s.

B. "H. Bentall, Heybridge, near Maldon.—Subsoil plough,
£3; chaff cutter, £1 ;'tiu'nip cutter, £1 10s.; oilcake breaker,

£1 ; horse gear, &e., for two horses, £1.
John Boyers, Market Rasen.—Set of gig harness, with brass

furnitiu'e, 10s. ; set of foiu'-horse gears, ditto, lOs.

Thos. Bradford and Co., Manchester.—Family combined
wasliing, wringing, and mangling machine, 10s. ; chum, 10s,

ThosT Brook, Market Rasen.—Two-horise harrow, £lj tur-
uiji cutter, double action, 10s.

George Cheavin, Boston.—Self-cleansing water filter, 5s.

John Cooke and Co., Lincoln.—Two iron jiloughs, £3.

James Coultas, jun., Spittlegate, Grantham.—General piu--

poso drUl, 6ft. Gin., twelve rows, £4.
J. Coultas and Son, Little Gonerby, Grantham.—-General

purpose drUl, 78 inches wide, £2.
L. Dawson, Market Rasen.—Broadshare and scarifior, £3.
Farmer and Son, Gauisboro'.—Two-horse mower, £3.
WQliam Poster, Lincoln.— Combined portable finishing

thi'ashing macliine, £5.
Hy. Grantham, Fulstow, Louth.—Dressing machine, £1.

Thos, Gellj Heiaijigby,—Market cai't on springs, 10s,
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Hays and Son, Stamford.—Two-horso cart, with bai-vcst-
raves and fixed sideboards, £2 ; one-horse Scotch cart, with
harvest raves and sideboards, £2.
John Hodgson, Louth.-—Six swatho rakes for heavy land,

10s.; fom- bundles of hay forks, 10.s.

Bichard Hornsby audSons, Grantham.—Champion plough,
R. A., with t^yo wheels, £3; patent wi'inging and mangling
machine, 10s.

;
general piu-poso horse hoe, commended.

George Huutei-, Ulceby.—Drag or cultivator, £2; ridge
di-ill, £3 ; set of harrows for light hmd, i'l.

WiUiam InguU, Normanby-by-Spital, Market Kaseu.—Light
two-horso waggon, with iron ai'ms, £1.
Dymoke Kcrmau, Wiuthorp, Biu'gh.—Fhe ongmo, 5s. ; 12

American clothes ^v^iugers, os. : three clothes dryers, 6s.

;

collection of champion ciu'pet-sweepers, os.

Benj. Kittmer, Fulstow, Louth.—Corn-di'ossing machine,
£2 ; blower, £1 10s. ; elevator, 10s.

Mixi-shall (Brothers), Kirkby-ou-Bain.—Corn-blower, 10s.
Marshall, Sons, and Co., Gaiosborongh.—Patent complete

thrashing and dressing machine, with grinding apparatus, £5.

THE TRLVL OF REAPERS.
This trial took place at Linvvood, on the LLacoln and

Wragby Road, aliout two miles from iNLarket Rasen, on tlie

farm of Mr. Burwell, on Wednesday. The business com-
menced on a field of wlieat south of the Busliugtliorpe Road,
where about 3,000 persons were present, including; the repre-

sentatives of Samuelsou and Co. of Banbury, Cuthljcrt of

Bedale, CrosskUl of Beverley, and Mr. J. Fletclier of Winter-
ton. After tlie wlieat had been reaped, a field of oats on the

north side of the farm, of about 15 acres, was also cut. The
machine of Messrs. Samuelsou was 35 minutes iu reaping one

and a-half acres of wheat, and only 31 minutes in cutting the

same amount of oats. The next nearest in time was the

Beverley Iron and Waggon Co.'s, but the judges awarded tlie

prizes to the latter machine, thinking that for aU the require-

ments of the farm it was the most suitable. The awards are

as under

:

For the best two-horse machine re.iper, with s^ide self-delivery.

First prize, £20, to Mr. Brooke, of Market Rasen, for the

Beverley AVaggou Co.'s reaper. Second of £10 to Messrs.

Coultas, of Grantham, for the same kind of machine, manu-
factured and patented by Messrs. Samuelson, of Banbury.

Second Class.—First prize, £12, to Mr. Henry Smith, of

Winterton, near Brigg. Second of £6 to Mr. John Fletcher,

of Winterton. This reaper had only been tried for a day or

two, and therefore stood well as a novelty of mamifactitre by
the exhibitor and manufacturer.

Third Class.—First prize, £8, H. Smith, of Winterton, for

Cuthbert and Co.'s one-horse reaper. Second of £5 to T.

Simpson, of Lincoln.

ROMSEY COUNTY COUET.
[July 25tu.]

Import.^! to Farmess.—Dixo:n and Cardus v. Stephen
Ayles.

The plaintifl's in this case, who are oilcake makers at

Northam, sued the defendant, who untU. the last few mouths
occupied a farm at Braishfield, for the sum of £13 odd, the

halance of an account for linseed cake sold in May, ISGl.

The defendant refused to pay the amoimt until he had been

recompensed for the loss of a large number of lambs which

he alleged had been killed by eating the cake supplied by
plaintifts.

Mr. Leigh appeared for the plaintiffs, and Mr. Mackey for

the defendant.

Mr. Cecil Dixon sworn : In May, 1861j, we sold Mr. Ayles

two tons of liuseed oilcake. We send out about 4<,000 tons

a-year. Part of the cake has been returned, leaving a balance

of £13 odd.

Cross-examined by Mr. Mackey : Mr. Ayles said lie would

pay the Iwlance when he had been compensated for the loss of

his Iambs. Mr. Ayles wrote for the cake, and we sent it by

rail to Romsey. We sell this cake for sheep. We sell it as

good oilcake. About the same time v.e sold cake to Mr.
Burney, Mr. Wallace, Mr. Lywood, Mr. Reeves, and other

gentlemen. Complaints were made to us by Mr. Wallace that

between 40 and 50 of his lambs had died through eating our

cake. The oilcake was composed of Unseed, bran, and ground

arashide nut. Cake is not supposed to be made of liuseed

only. The iiroportions of the various ingredients vary accord-
ing to llie quality of tlie seed.

Cross-examined by Mr. Leigh : Bran would not make the
cake unwholesome. We sold cake to several hundreds of cus-

tomers at the same time. We only had complaints from this

neighbourliood. We had no complaints of any ewes having
died. We have to sift the seed when it comes over, and the
quantity of weed seed and other things taken away would he a
considerable loss to us if we were not to replace it by some-
thing else ; and if the cake was only made of linseed we should
soou be in the bankruptcy court. All oilcake makers use the
same ingi-edients.

Mr. Joseph Mee said : I am agent to Messrs. Dixon and
Cardus. I sold oilcake to two or tliree hundred parties at the
same time. I only had complaints ft-om parties in this neigh-
bourhood. There vras great mortality amongst lambs that
season. I only knov,' of the composition of oilcake from seeing
the manufacture.

Cross-examined by Mr. Mackey : There was notamg more
used for this particular batch of cake than at any other time.
None of the parties told me directly that the oilcake had killed

their lambs. Mr. Ayles sent some of his back, saying that it

had killed his lambs. Mr. Wallace said lie had lost 46 hmibs.
Mr. Burney did not speak to me about his lambs. We never
bought charlock seed to mix with hnseed cake, but for rape
cake for manure. I bought 50 lambs of Mr. Wallace after he
had complained to me.

Mr. W. H. Gulliver sworn : I received 50 lambs from Mr.
Mee, and fed them on Dixon and Cardus's cake, and they
thrived well.

This was the case for the plaintiffs.

Mr. Mackey, on the part of the defendant, said that he
shoidd prove that the lambs died from eating the cake, as Mr.
Ayles had parted liis lambs, and those that eat the cake (hed,

and those Uved that had none, and many other similar cases.

After a little consultation on the ])art of the defendant and
his friends, they agreed to a verchct for the plaintiffs, as His
Honour said that if the case was adjom-ned the cost of bringing
various vritnesses to prove it would be very heavy.

THE ROYAL IVLEETING AT PLYMOUTH.
The following are the attendances day by day -.

—

Persons. Amount.
Saturday, Jidylo... 25 6 5
Monday, „ 1?... 1,063 265 16
Tuesday, „ 18... 4,707 595 11 10
Wednesday, „ 19... 17,269 2,159
Thursdav, „ 20... 42,943 2,147 14 10
Friday," „ 21... 21,969 1,099 12 7

88,036 £6,274 3

AN ACT TO ALLOW THE CHARGING OF THE EX-
CISE DUTY ON MALT ACCORDING TO THE
AVEIGHT OF THE GRAIN USED.

{Printed by Authority, June 29, 1865.)

This Act wiU come into operation on September 1 next.

Any maltster wishing to pay duty on the weight of the corn
or grain used must give notice iu writing to the officer of
Excise, which notice \:ould have to be renewed if the maltster
discontinued making malt for one month.

Every maltster, prior to placing corn or grain in any cistern

for the purpose of malting, must affix a cover to such cistern,

with fastenings, &c., ts the satisfaction of the officer of Ex-
cise.

Forty-eight hours' notice must be given iu w^ritiug of the
day and hour (not later than 12 a.m.) that the maltster intends
to steep his grain.

Maltsters must provide correct scales, weights, and bushel
measure, which shall at all times be kept in the malthouse.

If the weight of grain is found to exceed the declared weight
by 21bs. per bushel, the penalty will be 100/,

This Act \vill not repeal any provisions of other malt acts,

and \yill continue in force for four years.
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THE OIL RE GIONS

The word " bitumen" is a geueric one, compreliending

several varieties or species of inflammable substances, found

in, and proceeding from the bowels of the earth, applicable to

different purposes, and all possessing the same characteristics,

namely, 1st, that by exposure to the air and the application of

heat, they burn with a flame more or less vivid, leaving no,

or scarcely any residue. 2nd, That by distillation they yield

a liquid acid, but no ammonia, a small variable proportion of

charcoal being left behind in the retort. 3rd, That they are

either liquid or are capable of beiug rendered so by a mode-

rate degree of heat.

Naturalists have divided bitumen into two families—the

non-elastic and the elastic. The former comprehends naphtha,

petroleum, mineral-tar, mineral-pitch, and asphaltuni. The

latter includes raineral-catouchouc and suberiform-niineral-

caoutehoucs. A description of these will show that they are

but modiflcations of the same substance, assuming different

forms, but evidently proceeding from the same common origin,

which are believed to be the coal-fields, deep down in the

earth, the large cavities of which must possess inexhaustible

supplies. In proof of this, we may state that the walls of

Babylon and those of the tower of Babel itself (according to

the Scriptures) were built of unburut bricks, cemented ivifh

liiumen taken from springs of that substance found on the

banks of the Euphrates, which have continued flowing ever

since to the present day. The following is a description of

the different kinds of bitumen as named above

:

I. The non-elastic Bitumen.—1st, Naphtha : This substance

is of a light brown or pale yellow colour, quite fluid, and

transparent. It is the lightest of all liquids, its specific gravity

being 0.708 to 0.733. It has a pungent penetrating smell,

takes fire readily, and burns witli a bluish yellow flame, leav-

ing no residue, but emitting and depositing an abundance of

carbon in the form of smoke and soot. It may be rectified by

distillation with water, in the same manner as the essential

oils, and then becomes colourless aud weaker in its odour. It

does not combine in any considerable degree with either water

or alcohol, but unites readily with either turpentine, caoutchouc

or the essential oils. When rubbed with the caustic-fixed

alkalies, it forms a kind of " Starkey's soap." The concen-

trated nitric and sulphuric acids are decomposed with vehe-

mence upon it, converting it into a solid resinous substance,

soluble iu alcohol. Even the purest naphtha, when exposed to

the air, becomes first of a yellow and then of a brownish

colour, acquires a somewhat viscid consistence, and then passes

into petroleum. Naphtha is procured, for the most part,

from very copious springs of the substance at Baku, on the

shores of the Casnian Sea, where it is collected into earthen

pipes, and conveyed to the towns aud villages, to be burnt in

lamps, &c., instead of oil ; it is also used medicinally both ex-

ternally and internally, in rheumatic and other chronic com-

plaints. It is found pure in several parts of Italy.

2nd. Petroleum, or rock or stone oil, is of a blackish or

reddish brown colour. It is fluid, but somewhat viscid, and

almost opaque, exhaling a strong bituminous smeU. Its taste

is pungent and acrid ; its specific gravity 0.7-1-7 to 0.85-i. It

may be rectified by distillation with water, in which process

the carbon, which thickens and colours it, is left behind iu the

retort, and a colourless fluid comes over, possessed of all the

properties of naphtha. When petroleum is distilled /jwre, there

first arises some naphtha, then a watery empyreumatic acid, and

lastly a thick dark-coloured oil, a spongy coal remainiug in

the retort. In its combinations with and chemical union upon

other substances, it perfectly resembles the preceding species.

It is found wherever naphtha is, and in many other places

among stratified mountains, m the vicinity of coal. In Eng-

land, Colebrook Dale and other parts of Shropshire are the

principal places where petroleum is found. In some of these,

extensive strata of sand-stone are saturated with it, and the

naphtha procured by distillation of the stone was formerly sold

Under the name of " Betton's British oil," and was esteemed an

active remedy in sprains and rheumatism.

3rd. Mineral-tar differs from the foregoing only in degree.

It is more viscid, opaque, of a darker colour, and leaves a

larger carbonaceous residue. It is found in nature together

with petroleum, aud may also be procured by distillation from

coal.

4th. Mineral pitch is similar in external appearance to com-

mon pitch. When heated, it emits a strong unpleasant odour.

In cold weather it may be broken, and exhibits a vitreous

lustre ; but M'lien warm, it is soft aud tenacious.

5th, Asphaltum : The colour of this substance is brown, or

brownish black. It is light and brittle. When broken it

displays a conchoidal fracture and vitreous lustre. It has little

or no odour, unless it is rubbed or heated. It is considerably

inflammable, melts easily, and burns away Mithout leaving any

residue in the retort. It is principally found on the shores of

the Dead Sea in Syria, and in the island of Trinidad iu the

West Indies.

II. Elastic Bitumen.—1st. Mineral caoutchouc in colour

varies from yellowish l^rown to olive brown, and blackish or

reddish brown. The light coloured is often in a semi-fluid

state, and adheres to the fiugers ; the olive brown is elastic and

solid ; the blackish and reddish brown are hard, and have little

elasticity. It is found in a stalactitical form, or iu masses.

Its specific gravity, in the softest varieties, is about 0.9, and in

the hardest and least elastic 1.2. It passes into asphaltum,

and is partly soluble iu sulphuric ether. But the residue of

the solution, after evaporation of the ether, is not elastic, thus

forming an essential difference between the vegetable aud

mineral caoutchou.c. This singular material has hitherto been

found only in the cavities of a lead mine near Castleton in

Derbyshire, called the " Odin mine," accompanied with as-

phaltum.

2nd, Suberiform caoutchouc : When recently cut, it resembles

firm close cork in its colour and texture ; but, by exposure for

a few days to the air, it becomes of a pale reddish brown
colour. It is also sometimes iound friable, and passes by de-

composition into an ochreous powder. It has only been found

in a rivulet near the Odin mine, whence the preceding is ob-

tained, and appears to differ from it merely by being penetrated

by water. It occurs in nodules of various sizes, some weigh-

ing upwards of 13 lbs., tlie nucleus of which is very commonly
the brown perfectly elastic mineral caoutchouc*
Of these different substances, petroleum is the most im-

portant and the most abundant in those parts where it is found.

Thus, in the Birmese Empire, it is so plentiful that in one

mountainous district five hundred wells have been sunk, from

which 400,000 hogsheads are obtained annually. It was

formerly exported from thence to the United Kingdom in the

crude state ; but lately an English company was established in

India for the rectification of the oil, which is now brought

over iu a pure state, by which a considerable saving of carriage

is effected. The quantity from this source wiU probably in-

crease ; but the distance must cause the freight to be very high,

probably too much so to compete with the United States,

whence an equally abundant supply can be obtained, an account

of which we shall now proceed to give.

The districts of the United States, in which the greatest

supplies of petroleum are obtained, are the western part of

Pennsylvania, Western Virginia, and Eastern Ohio ; but,

recently, oil-mills have been sunk in the States of New York

and Michigan, and also in Canada. The most productive are

those iu Venango, Crawford, and Warren counties in Western

Pennsylvania, through which flows the stream now called

" Oil Creek," which has become celebrated as the site of the

richest oil-producing region at present known in the world.

It is a meandering mountain stream, that takes its rise in the

northern part of the State of Pennsylvania, near the south

line of Erie county, and with its tributaries waters Crawford

and Warren counties. After a course of about thirty miles it

unites with the Allegany river, seven miles from the town of

Franklin. " The valley through which Oil Creek takes its

* The account of these different species of bitumen is

chiefly taken from Rees' EncyclopEedia.
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course," says the account from which we derive our informa-

tion, " is narrow, and flanked on each side by liigli and rut;ji;ed

hills, on the toj) of which arc hroad fields of excellent farming-

land. The scenery on Oil Creek at one time no doubt was ([uite

picturesque ; but now, the bottom lands are dotted with tall

derricks, wooden engine houses, and iron smoke-stacks, out of

which columns of black smoke roll upwards to the clouds. The
pines and iiemlocks are cleared from the mountain sides, and
all is busy life."*

This entire region was formerly the great source from
whence tlfe valley of Ohio and Mississippi obtained their

chief supplies of lumber, or timber. In the spring of the

year, when the mountain streams were swollen by the

melted snow and ice, thousands of long rafts were sent down
by them into the Ohio and ^lississippi rivers, after passing

through the saw-mills on Oil Creek, near Titusville, by which
they were in some measure " licked into shape." It «as near
these mills oil first nmde its appearance in large quantities, so

that Titusville has unwittingly become the " metropolis of

Petrolia," the jiopulation having increased from 150 to 3,00(1.

About half-a-mile Uelow it, Oil Creek meets its principal con-

fluent, I'iue-creek, now better known as the " east brancli of

Oil Creek" ; and it is reraarkaljle that the delta formed by the

union of these two streams is covered with old oil-pits, sup-

posed by some to have been the work of the French settlers

about the middle of the last century, situated, as they are, be-

tween the French forts of La Ba-iif m\i\. Venanjo; but the

writer of the account believes that they were constructed by

tlie Indians before the appearance of the white man in that

region ; and this opinion is sustained by the following cir-

cumstance : In sinking a well recently in the neighbourhood

of Titusville, five feet beueatli a spot where a tree stood was
found a wooden weU-curb, or nrouth of an old oil-pit, in a

good state of preservation. By the rings of the tree it must
have been two hundred and forty years old, which fixes a date

for the well far anterior to tlie settlement of the French in the

vicinity.

The land of this region was the property of the " Holland
Conrpany," to whom it was granted for money advanced to

Congress during the Revolution. Towards the close of the

last century it was divided into lots of four hundred acres, and
sold at very low prices. Such was the rush of migration to

the west that the Venango region was neglected, and was
slowly settled uutil 17'J7,"when Jonathan Titus and S.amuel

Kier arrived there. The former purchased a tract of several

hundred acres, on which Titusville is built, and part of

the land is now vested in the " Titus Estate Petroleum Com-
pany," of New York. Petroleum certainly, under the name
of " Seneca oil," was early known to the settlers, and was
used by them both medicinally and for lighting and lubricating

purposes. It was chiefly obtained from two natural springs,

one of wliich was in the immediate neighbourhood of Titus-

ville, and on property now belonging to the " AVatson Petro-

leum Company" of New York. The other spring was on the

farm of Hamilton McClintock, within four miles of the mouth
of Oil Creek.

The first attempt to collect the oil was made by Dr. Brewer,

of the firm of Brewer, Watson, and Co. This, however, only

applied to the surface oil, which was absorbed in blankets, from

which it was wrung out, and used for lighting the lumber-

mills of the region. This was found so usefid and cheap that

in ISoi a company was formed, and termed " Tiie Pennsyl-

vania Rock-oil Company," being the first oil company ever

formed ; and prior to the sinking of oil-wells being even

thought of, the company purchased 100 acres of land on Oil

Creek, below Titusville, for the purpose of collecting the surface

oil ; but the scheme was soon abandoned, and tlie company
dissolved.

The oil movement remained in abeyance for three years,

although Professor Silliman had analyzed the oil, and given a

favourable opinion of it. But in the winter of 1857 Colouel

Drake arrived at Titusville, and having examined the oil-

springs, came to the conclusion that rock-oil could be obtained,

ike water,' by sinking a well. Acting at once on this con-

viction, he induced James M. Townsend and E. B. Bowditch

to join him in taking a lease of the lands of the " Pennsyl-

vania Rock-oil Company" for the term of twenty-five years, for

the purpose of boring for oil. With this lease Colonel Drake,

* Harper's New Monthly Magazine,"p. Stj.'J,

with fi lends fi-om Couuecticut, formed a company called " The
Seneca Oil Company," for the purpose of sinking wells under

the direction and control of the colonel. In the following

spring he removed, with his family, to Titusville, then a vil-

lage of a hundred and fifty inhabitants. Having made himself

aequainted with the subject of boring, he procured a man from

the salt-springs on the Alleghany Mountains ; but the man
failed to keep his engagement, and a whole year was lost be-

fore he could ))rocure another, and commence operations.

After encountering many obstructions and disappointments,

chiefly from tlie caving-in of the side-earth of the well, he had

recourse to Ijcnang ; and on the 29th August, 1859, at the

depth of 09 feet G inches, he struck a vein of oil, from which

he soon pumped at the rate of from thirty-five to forty barrels

per day. This was the first petroleum that was ever obtained

by boring.

The excitement occasioned by Drake's success was only

second to that of the discovery of the gold-fields

of California and Australia. Thousands of speculators

poured into the district from the neighbouring States

—

merchants, lawyers, farmers, even preachers, abandon-

ing their callings, rushed to the oil region and purchased

or hired land, which rose in value to fabiJous prices.

The firm of Brewer, AVatson, and Co., already re!'erred to,

took a lease ofthe farm of Hamilton JI. Cliutock, and com-
menced sinking a well, which found oil at the depth of seventy

feet. jMany other wells were sunk on dirt'erent farms, and the

whole district became studded v>'ith derricks and buildings

suitable for the operations. The produce of these, however,

though remunerating, was as nothing compared with one sunk

in 1861 by A. B. Funk, which at the depth of 470 feet struck

a reservoir, from which floN^'ed spontaneously a stream or foun-

tain of petroleum ; others now .adopted the plan, and one well

on the Buchanan farm yielded, without pumping, one thousand

barrels per day. Then comes the Empire well, pouring out

3,000 brls. per day ; next the Sherman well, in April, 1862
;

and the next year the " Noble and Delemaire" well, which,

after having been bored 167 feet, was abandoned. But soon

after the proprietor, Mr. Noble, recommenced the work, and

bored to the depth of 471 feet, when to his astonishment, the

petroleum began to flow copiously, and yielded a rich return

for the labour bestowed upon it.

This discovery of " flowing wells" produced such an abund-

ance of the material that pumping w'as abandoned as unprofit-

able. The reader will be able to form some idea «f the quan-

tity of petroleimi obtained, from the fact that the firm of

Brewer, Watson, and Co. expended 750,000 dollars for barrels

alone before they had realized any profit. They were, in fact,

the pioneers in the movement, and, in the end, reaped an

abundant harvest from their efl'orts. At their establishment

at New York they made great exertions to introduce the article

to general consumption. This required much time and labour,

and before it was accomplished the price of the article fell so

low as from 10 to 50 cents per brl., (or from 5d. to 2s. Id.), and

a large quantity was allowed to run into the creek, the owners

not being willing to expend money for barrels to receive it.

Tlie first person who attempted to refine the crude oil was

Samuel M. Kier, of Pittsburg. This was an important disco-

very, and was immediately adopted by W. H. Abbott, of Titus-

ville, who erected the first large refineiy at that city. There

being at that time no railroads to the works, the iron required

was conveyed in waggons through roads axle-deep in mud

;

and so dish'eartened were the parties concerned that they would

have abandoned the enterprise, but for the energy of Abbott,

who persevered till the building was completed.

An unfortunate accident occurred soon after the discovery

of the flowing wells. From some unknown cause, the oil at

the " Brown Well" took fire, "and," as described by an ej'e-

witness, " columns of black smoke rolled upwards into the air,

the blazing oil leaped heavenward, and, falling over on all

sides from the fiery jet, formed a magnificent fountain of liquid

fire. The sight was awfully grand ; but sad to relate, nineteen

persons were burned to death. Among them was ilr. Rouse,

one of the proprietors of the well. He lived for several days

after being injured ; and in framing his will, after making

certain beciuests, left to the county of Warren a handsome

sum, to be applied, one-half for road purposes, and one-half to

the poor of the couutv. This bequest is now valued at 150,000

dollars, or £30,000 sterling.

Tlie low price of petroleum, consequent on the enormous
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supply suddenly olitained before a regular or adequate demand
existed, produced tlie natural effect of causing a suspension of

the works, and in most cases the abandonment of the wells

altogether. The " oil bubble," as it was termed, was said to

be exploded, to the great delight of those prophets

whose prctUctions on such occasions are " always of

evil and never of good," and wlio always rejoice

in their fulfilment, whatever suffering it entails. It

was, however, but for a short time ; for very soon a demand
sprung up for petrolemn for lighting purposes, and it came
into universal use, as unequalled for cheapness and purity of

flame. Again thousands of speculators poured into the " oil

region," in which refineries sprung upas if by magic, and all

was activity and excitement. Railroads were laid down, fresli

lands were leased at higli rates. Tow-boats laden \'sdth barrels,

full or emptj', were constantly plying to and fro. Farming was
abandoned, villages suddenly grew into populous towns, and
the whole face of the country became one scene of bustle and
activity. The following description of tlie oil-region at the

opening of the present year will, we trust, be interesting to the
reader.

TitusvUle is situated at the head of Oil Creek, and
in Crawford County, Pennsylvania. Previous to the discovery

of the oil fountains, the only trade of the place was in timber,

which was then sold at from five to ten dollars per tliousand
feet for the best qualities. It is now worth from twenty -five

to fifty dollars, and the demand is greater than the supply.

The number of houses is more than one thousand. The im-
ports of merchandise by rail in 1863 was 70,000 tons ; and
the exports of oil 750,000 barrels. It is estimated that in this

year (1865) the entire exports from Titusville wiU amount to

18,000,000 doUars, or £3,600,000 sterling. The wooden
buildings are giving place to stone and brick, and building-lots

are seUing at from 1,200 to 1,800 dollars per lot.

The bottom lands below Titusville consist of a rich tract,

on which flowing wells are situated ; and the oil from thera is

said to be of a superior quality. It is supposed that by sinking
to the depth of 1,200 feet a larger flow of oil than any yet dis-

covered will be reached ; but this is at present only conjecture.

Wells are now sunk along the entire line of Oil Creek, north
of Titusville. A railroad has been constructed as a branch
from the Great Western and Atlantic Railroad. It passes
through Titusville to the Schaeffer Farm, which is mid-way
between Titusville and the Oil City, or about seven miles from
each. The railroad is about to be continued to this latter

place, which is situated at the base of a mountain, and at the
mouth of Oil Creek. It consists of only one street, and being
confined within a narrow space can never become a large
town. There are five or six hotels in the place, whicli are
usually filled with strangers, looking out for lots ou which to
build houses or sink wells. Besides Oil City, several other
towns have sprung up in the oil region, as Funkville, Petro-
leum Centre, and M'Clintockville. This latter is situated on
the M'Cliutock Farin, the mills on which belong to the M'
Clintock Petroleum Company of Philadelphia. About seven
miles below Oil City, and at the confluence of French Creek
with the AUeghany River, is the town of Franklin. It is situ-

ated in Venango County, and is the terminus of the "Atlantic
and Western Railroad. It is a place of considerable trade,
and thousands of barrels of petroleum are shipped or sent per
rail from thence. French Creek is a large stream here ; it

rises in the southern part of New York, and running nearly
parallel with Oil Creek, empties itself into the Alleghany
River. Its banks are studded with derricks, indicating the ex-
istence of wells along its course.

Oil is found in large quantities on both banks of the Alleg-
hany river for twenty miles above Oil City. The most cele-
brated are the Economite wells ; but others are now being
worked equal in yield, and the land is fast letting or selling at
very high prices. IMostof the wells are flo\vinff over, and re-
quire no pumping. The town of Tideoute, in Warren County,
receives part of the produce of these wells, and ships it by the
Alleghany River, on the west bank of which it stands. An-
other portion is taken in tow-boats to Irvine, fourteen miles
above Tideoute. These boats are dravra by horses, and carry
from 150 to 200 barrels of oil each. The horses often cross
and re-cross, and sometimes draw up tlie centre of the river
against the stream. Chery-run is another river on which oil
IS found in large quantities. The great Reed Well on this
stream \nelds 280 barrels of oil daity : and the land on the

banks of this and some neighbouring rivers has been pur-

chased at very high prices. Hundreds of wells are being sunk
or bored ou the sides of these streams. In short, the entire

counties of Venango, Warren, and Crawford, are now being

prospected for oil ; and one cannot traverse the country in any
direction without meeting with parties seeking new oil-lands.

Refineries for purifying the petroleum are rising up every-

where, and great improvements have been made in the mode
of distiUiug the oil. The largest establishment for the purpose

is at Corry, in Crawford County, Pennsylvania. It^is a brick

building, and cost, with the machinery, 150,000 dollars, and
employs upwards of 200 workmen daily, requiring 300 barrels

of crude oil daily to supply it.

Virginia has its oil region, comprising the counties ot

Pleasants, Richie, Wood, and Wirt. Ohio also has numerous
territories in which oil is found. On the Cow-neck Creek in

Virginia the Jackson and Pedo AVell was sunk to the depth of

587 feet, when a reservoir of oil was struck, from which flowed

at first 1,000 barrels of oil daily, of a fine iUumiuating quality.

Another on the Horse-neck Creek yielded an equal quantity for

a short time, but fell off. The Gilfillen Well, on the same
stream, 250 feet deep, gave 500 barrels daily, another 700, and
many others on the Canawha yielded from 25 to 1,000 barrels.

The Ohio oil-region has not hitherto been much explored, but

it is beginning to attract attention. The New York and
Ohio Petroleum Company has recently purchased about 5,000

acres, and have liegun sinking wells upon it. So important

and established have these companies become, that an agency

for those in Pennsylvania named the Connate, the Cybele,

the Ceres, the Themis, the Astrea, and the Nemesis combined,

has been appointed in France (Paris), the announcement of

which sets forth that 26 millions of francs of capital is to be
invested in tbem, and 12,000 acres of land have been pur-

chased on their united account in the oil region.

The depth to which these wells have at present been sunk
or bored is from 100 to 1,100 feet ; but there is reason to

think that, at a much greater depth, there is a reservoir of

petroleiim, .compared with which the quantities hitherto ob-

tained are but driblets. How far this opinion may be borne

out, remains to be seen. Certain it is that the deeper the

engineers have gone, the greater has been the flow of the

petroleum. In fact, it has only been by deep boring that a
" flowing well" has been obtained, by striking a considerable

reservoir or " vein" of oil. In most cases, however, the pres-

sure of gas is not great enough to force up the oil, without
the aid of a pump. Even those which flow vigorously for

some weeks have in many cases declined in power of flowing,

rendering the use of the pump necessary.

The mode of sinking a petroleum well is thus described by
an American writer in Harper's Magazine :

" After the spot

has been decided upon, which is in most cases in the lower
bottom-lands, a stake is driven into the ground at the spot

where the bore is to be commenced. A derrick is built, from
twelve to sixteen feet square at the base, and about forty feet

in height, running to a point at the top. The engine-house

is erected, and the necessary machinery made ready within.

Sections of iron pipe, six inches in diameter, are then driven

into the ground by means of a pile-driver, until the first

layer of rock is reached, which, in most cases, is found at the

depth of thirty-five or forty ieet below the surface of the

ground. Great care is taken that this iron pipe is driven

plumb. After the rock is reached, and the eartli in the pipe

removed, a l)lock-and-tackle is rigged at the top of the derrick,

and the driUing-tools, weighing in some cases 900 lbs., are

hoisted up and dropped into the driving-pipe down to the
rock. A temper-screw is then attached to the top of the drill

by means of a rope, and made fast to the end of a walking-
beam. This is a heavy horizontal piece of timber, supported
in the centre by a Sarason-post. The other end of the

walking-beam is connected with the driving-puUey by means
of a crank. The engine drives the pulley, tlie end of the
walking-beam rises and falls ; and thus the drill is raised or
lowered at will. At intervals, during the process of drilling,

a tool, called a ' reamer,' is inserted in the well, and the bore
is increased to the proper size. A ' sand-pump' is a metal
case from five to ten feet in length, constructed with a valve

at the bottom. This sand-pump is lowered into the well at

intervals, and when it reaclies the bottom the valve opens
and admits the borings, and when the pump is raised the valve

closes, and the contents are brought to the surface, After the
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bore is tlius cleansed, the drill is once more inserted and tlie

drilling is continued." A journal is kept, showing the diiTe-

rent kinds of rock and earth passed through, and tlie exact

points where watercourses, gas, or shows of oil are found. If

a large vein of oil is struck, the well is immediately tubed

with a 'Z or ih inch iron pipe, put together in sections. The
trucks or tubs that receive the oil are mostly of wooden staves,

and are placed at some distance from the well, but are con-

nected witli the pump l)y an iron tube attached to the spout,

conveying tlie oil to the tank. The expense of sinking a well

ranges from ~ to 3j dollars per foot. A well complete, in-

cluding all necessaries, is estimated to cost between five and
six thousand dollars."

The largest flow of oil has been obtained by sinking below

the third sandstone, which, however, is found at various

depths, and, in some instances, has not been reached at aU.

It is supposed that the "great basins" lie at the depth of from

1,500 to 3,000 feet, at which a perennial supply, it is supposed,

would continue to flow. It is the opinion of geologists that

the formation of petroleum is constantly going on in the la-

boratories of nature, and that immense quantities of carbu-

retted hydrogen gas, which accompanies the oil, are evolved in

its formation ; and that were it not constantly forming, the

escape of that which exists would soon exhaust the supply, by

which the pressure no longer operates to produce the tlowing

wells. Every theory, however, relating to the interior of the

earth l/ehiv the deptli already reached is mere conjecture,

founded, it is true, on analogy and observation, but liable to

be upset by actual experience. One thing appears to be esta-

blished to a certainty—that the basis of petroleum is coal

;

and, probably, coal of a certain description differing from that

which is found in England generally, because no petroleum is

procured in any of our northern coalpits, although sunk to a

much greater depth than any ot the oil mills in America. It

is, we think, probably the product of a species of coal richer

in oleaginous or other inflammable matters than common coa

more tender, and more easily acted iqjon by the natural heat

of the earth, by wiiich it becomes semi-liquiiied. This suppo-

sition is founded upon the fact tliat in ZVcw Brunswick, pre-

vious to the discoveries of petroleum in Pennsylvania, a com-
pany was formed for the purpose of distilliag oil from cmme
coal, which is found in that province in great abundance
This species of coal answers the description we suppose to be

applicable to that from which the petroleum of Pennsylvania

and otlier of the United States is produced. The " New
Brunswick Oil-works Company," as the establishment is called,

was conducted with great success, until the discoveries in the

P'nited States ; after which, as the New Brunswick oil was
obtained by distillation direct from the coal, it could not for

the moment witlistand the competition. Latterly, however,

the works have been resumed witli great credit and success.

We happen to kuow this from the circumstance that a relative

of our ov™, who held a number of shares, which he had laid

aside amongst his bad debts, has recently and most unexpect-
edly received a handsome dividend iipon them. We have
referred to this case as pointing to cannel coal, which is the

most inflammable species of that mineral we are acquairted
with, as at least possessing a large share of those properties

requisite for the production of petroleum.

The Old NoEroLK Farmer,

THE ESSEX STEAM PLOUGH;
OR,

OSBOEN'S SYSTEM OP BIGGER HAULAGE.

Justice has been but somevrliat tardily meted out to our.

West India planters M'Hae and Osborn, for what they have
done in advancing the cause of steam culture. This we be-

lieve mainly arises from the fact that the propositions of both
patentees were dillerently reduced to practice from what they
are described and illustrated in their specifications and draw-
ings. On entering tlie experimental grounds, the former
(M'Hae-) found that his project was subject to many cardinal

alterations before it came up to the demands of practice, and
as soon as these improvements were made, and tlieir efficacy

tested in the field, his engine and implement were immediately
shipped from Glasgow to British Guiana. The other's (Os-

born's) engines, &c., were shipped from London under some-
what similar circumstances ; so that the British farmerst

Scotch and Eughsh, hardly had time to ruminate on wha,
some few of their numbers only had imperfectly seen ; conse-

quently neither could arrive at a practical conclusion. Indeed,

so slight and imperfect were the impressions left upon the

public mind in both cases, as to the mechanical details of the

two implements, and methods of hauling, that almost every

vestige of them was obliterated before the Chelmsford,Mecting
of 1856, when steam ploughing was for the second time intro-

duced into Essex. At this latter period (1856) it was acknow-
ledged one of the greatest modern improvements, in the esti-

mation not only of the competitors for the prize offered by the

Royal Agricultural Society of England, but also of the gene-

rality of spectators ; but so completely was the former efi'aced,

that hardly a single individual was present who could give any
mechanical account of the first steam plough, all that remained
being a faint recollection that something of the kind had been
madp ; but its inventor, construction, and merits were ques-

tions upon which not a shadow existed in 1856 capable of

leading to their practical solution. Fortunately the Glasgow
and London newspapers recorded at the time the trial, experi-

.

ments made, and also the manufacturers of the engines, &c.,

and to these sources we can yet apply for information.

The report referred to above, relative to Osborn's steam
plough, will be found in the Muiinf/ Journal of October 14,

181-8, page 486, from which it is quoted in the January num-

ber of the Farmer's Mar/axbie for 1849, pp. 47 and 48. Both
reports are illustrated, sliowing the rigger method of haulage.

Tliere were two engines in the system. These \vere manufac-

tured by Mr. Wm. Curwood, engineer, AVhitechapel ; and the

experimental trials were made ou the farm of Mr. Tyler, near

Stratford, Essex.

Osborn's method of haulage is on the rigger principle, as

previously carried out by the other West India example

(M'Rae's), and subsequently by the late Mr. Fowler, but dif-

fering in the details of mechanism from either ; and also from

the prior examples of Pratt, 1810 ;
Chapman and Chapman,

1812; Saxton, 183r2 ; Pinkus, 1839; Claussen, 1846; and
those of a subsequent date, viz., Beadon and Smith, 1847 ; Sir

J. S. LiUie,1847 ; jVxnonx, 1853 ; and Fisken and Fisken,1855.

Osborn's tackle consisted of two vertical-grooved riggers

working in framing fixed by straps to the side of the boiler

plate, the one over the other, so that in going round these the

wire rope formed tlie figure 8. From the bottom of the lower

rigger the two portions of the rope were taken off tangentiaUy

by means of two smaU hori:',outal pulleys or friction \-iheels,

and from which they passsed to tlie opposite engine, or to an
anchored snatch-block at the opposite heatUand, where only

one engine was used, and at any desired angle required, the

two ends of the wire rope being attached to the implement be-

tween, or the four ends of the two ropes to two implements

between, where two engines and two implements were used.

Motion was communicated to the lower rigger by means of

gearing from the end of the crank shaft, wliich latter was
situated below tlie boiler.

There were two engines of 10-liorse power each, with vertiea

cylinders housed in the smoke box, motion being communi-
cated to the crank shafts below the boilers, on the old plan of

beams and side rods. They were rendered self-locomotive by
means of " stubb-wheels and chains connecting thim with the

crank-shaft."

The trial experiments on Mr. Tyler's farm were made both
with two engines, the one opposite the other, and also with
one engine, the rope passing round an anchored snatch-block

at the headland opposite. The distance between the^canals in

s, 2
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Britisli Guiana, where the eugiues were intended to work,

being only from 2-tO feet to 360 feet, tliey in the first trial

were only phxced 1:20 yards asunder; but in subsequent trials

tliis distance between them was increased to ~10 yards, and
also between the single engine and anchored pulley. The im-

plements used were one of Lowcock's two-way ploughs, a

Kentish turn-wrest, and an Essex two-wheeled plough.

The first trial witli a Lowcock plougli is reported a failure,

owing to tlie draught not being adapted for steam power ; but
the second and suljsequent trials are acknowledged successful.

At this time, Oshorn's own implements, those covered by his

patent, do not appear to have been made : at least no notice is

taken of them in the report. In point of fact, the two long
implements specified as designed for crossing the open ditches
in the low-lying plantation grounds of British Guiana were
not suited for the land in Essex—a very good reason for not
bringing them to the trial ground ; and the other implement
specified by Osborn apjiears as if it were the one at that time
in use by Alexander M'Rae, Esq., on his plantation, and
noticed by Leonard Wray, Esq., in his " Sugar Planter's
Guide," published by Smitli and Elder, Cornhill'^ in 1848, or
before Oshorn's experiments were made as above.

Such is a general outline of the first experiment of steam
ploughing in Essex, and although highly successful and satis-

factory in one sense, it nevertheless neither does justice to the
subject nor Oshorn's system of steam culture. In point of
mechanism, as a question of science in the march of improve-
ment, there is something so mysterious about the latter, Os-
horn's system of steam culture, that it requires clearing up,
for the reporter to the Miniufj Journal states, doubtless on the
authority of the patentee then in London, and no doubt pre-
sent at the trial, tliat " the mode for taking up the wire rope
constitutes the patent," i. c, the rigger system of haidage

;

whereas in the specification and claims" of the patentee, not a

word is said about rigger haulage ; on the contrary, two ver-
tical winding drums are specified in the letterpress, and de-
lineated in the drawings. Thus, quoting from the Patent
Ofiice " Abridgments of Specifications," " each engine carries

two drums on the side nearest to the other engine, and to these
druins are attaened chains or ropes, by which t«o four-wheeled
carriages, fitted with ploughs or other implements, are simul-
taneously drawn across the field in opposite directions, each
carriage pulling after it the rope or chain by which it is to be
drawn back again. Thus, while one drum on each engine is

at work winding up its rope, and so putting the ploughs or
other implements in motion, the other drum Is delivering out
its rope in readiness for the return operation."

Inventors, when tliey enter the Patent Office, sometimes find
themselves anticipated in part of their discoveries ; at other
times, different projects are so similar in character that they
are obliged either to confine their claims within a narrower
compass than they had intended, or else to allow prior aijpli-

cants to "specify out" before they give in their final claims,
which sometimes necessitates a second patent. This was more
especially the case under the old patent law, which allowed a
wider field to grasping claimants than the present statute does.
Something of this kind appears to have been experienced by
both M'Rae and Osborn. In other words, they had each two
ways of carrying out their projects, but were obliged to confine
tlieir claims to one, leaving the other for a second patent, pro-
vided it was not included in the claims of a prior patentee.
Indeed, on the part of Osborn this is manifest, for we find his
patent-agents took out a patent of the same date as his own for
a plan of rigger haulage, Claussen's patent No. 11,303 and
Oshorn's patent No. 1],304. being both dated July 23rd, 1846,
and taken out by the Messrs. Robertson and Brooman, 160,
Fleet-street. There is something so singularly interesting in
this, more especially when Claussen's specifications and draw-
ings are examined and compared with Oshorn's project as re-
duced to practice, that we have thought it worth while
drawing the reader's spteial attention to it, as a question in
the march of progress in connection with the working and
operation of our Patent Laws ; for had it not been for the extra
expense, Osborn would doubtless have had a second patent

;

and unreasonable as the expense of patents then was, it is pro-
bable that he would have secured the whole of his project by a
second patent had lie received greater eucouragement so to do
from English farmers, canal owners, &c. Hence the rationale
of the statement in the report of the Minmr/ Journal already
quoted, for the claims in the second patent would have then

been those referred to, viz., " the rigger system of haulage," or
" the mode of taking up the wire rope" as applied to steam
culture, and canal and road haulage.

But be these hypotheses, contained in the preceding para-

graph, as they may, one thing is manifest, viz., that to Osborn
belongs the merit of having first reduced to practice the plan

of putting the rope round the riggers in the form of the figure

" 8," so as to give it bite, and avoid the excessive abrasion and
tear and wear upon it experienced under the other West India

rigger system, that of M'llae, who put his rope twice, or a

sufiicieut number of times, round the barrel of his rigger to

make it bite. The objections to this latter system of yoking the

wire rope are too manifest to require pointing out, as are also

those of the former, but the odds are greatly in favour of Os-

horn's plan.

In the construction of his riggers and friction pulleys it

must be observed that Osborn fell into an egregious mistake,

one into which all his successors who have adopted the rigger

principle of haulage have fallen, viz., that of making them of

too small a diameter : the former (the riggers) beiug only 30

inches. This may be pardonable in the outset, but it is the

utmost that can he pleaded even in behalf of a practical man.
It was doubtless much against the success of the trial experi-

ments made on Mr. Tyler's farm, and still more against the

durability of the \^ire rope under continuous use in British

Guiana. But mistakes of this kind, although they oifen mili-

tate greatly against the successful introduction of a new pro-

ject, only apply to the construction, and not to the principle

upon which any peculiar mechanism is based. The report of

the trial experiments made in the mother-country speaks favour-

ably both as to the bite of the rope upon the riggers, and its

general freedom from abrasion ; the fact that the experiments

«"ere most successfully made when working with the greatest

length of rope is conclusive under the fomier head—bite

;

while the tangential method of taking off and leading on the

rope from and upon the vertical riggers by two horizontal fric-

tion wheels, was calculated to reduce the amount of abrasion to

a minimum. In this latter respect we aver Oshorn's system of

friction wheels or riggers is freer from objection than any of

his successors' methods that have yet been reduced to practice.

It also appears, from the report of the Mhnmj Journal, that

Mr. Osborn contemplated steam haulage both in the canals of

British Guiana and also on land, by working his rigger system

along an anchored wire-rope. In the former, canal haulage,

this would be effected simply by placing his engine longi-

tudinally in a punt. According to the report, two wire ropes

were to be anchored in the canal, one on each side for the up
and down traffic, the two eugiues in the two puuts thus acting

as two steam tugs, each hauling a fleet of barges after it, the

one fleet on the right side, and the other on the left side, the

two plying in opposite directions. In the latter case, rigger

traction on land would be performed on similar principles, as

the engine, in working itself along an anchored rope, would
haul two or more waggons after it, the principle being similar

to Chapman's plan.

Although in both these propositions Osliorn was anticipated

by prior patentees, in a manner which he probably was not

aware of when he applied to his patent-agents in London, yet

his plan involves improvements upon them which might have
been patented after one of them, viz., Claussen's already re-

ferred to, had been specified and out of the way. This, at the

time his engines were manufactured, was the case, the ground
then being clear ; and it is possible, as formerly hinted, that a

second patent woidd have been applied for had he received in

this country sufficient encouragement from farmers and cana

owners to justify the heavy expense wliicli patents then incurred.

But at at that time the agricultural mind was looking in a dif-

ferent direction for the practical solution of tlie problem of

steam culture, /. e., rotary action, wliile the general body of

the public was literally " railway mad," and bent upon filling

up every canal in the kingdom with the least possible delay.

Hence the upshot, no second patent, and only but a faint recol-

lection left of Oshorn's method of rigger haulage, there being

not one in a thousand who knew anything about it at the

Chelmsford meeting of the Royal As:ricultural Society in 185G.

His plan of using two engines ;,lso merits special notice, for

althougli the mode described in his specification is the working
of two implements on the old ridge and fallow system, yet he
also specifies the working of one-way implements, which anti-

cipates some of our modern discoveries.
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CATTLE VERSUS CORN AND MALT.
At a late meeting of the l)i)rc!icster Farmers' Club,

the following lecture was delivered by Mr. Uajien :

—

lu introducing the subject this evening, 1 cannot but
fear that I shall not interest you to the extent I shoidd wish
to do upon occasions of this kind, Ijut I am sure you will take
tlie will for the deed. The subjeet of my lecture is " Cattle

t'ersiis Corn and JIalt."' In the first place it may be supposed
that I should attempt to show the relative advantages of feed-

ing cattle and of growing corn ; but such is not my intention
/or a moment. It would be presumptuous on. my part, in the
presence of so many practical men, to attempt to prove that
you could gain more by one system than another, therefore I

sliall not argue the question in tliis way. I shall rather

demonstrate to you the fallacy of the advice given by many
people—members of Parliament and others—at agricultural

meetings, and indeed by all classes of the community, since

tlie advent of free trade, that it would be desirable for you to

fatten cattle instead of growing corn. It is my wish to show
you that the clfect of acting upon such advice would not be at

all to your interest or to the general advantage of the people.

And first, I believe, the price of meat, if you acted on that

principle, would be so reduced that you would fail in the object

you had in view. Therefore I am au.^ious to show you that it

would be a mistake to follow such advice. I must endeavour

afterwards to point out to you that it is more the duty of

county members to support your interests in the House of

Commons than to give suggestions of tliat kind. Especially,

gentlemen, shall I show you in the latter part of my remarks
that ill reference to the malt tax their duty towards you is

quite of a different character. You are aU aware that in the

advice they offer you from time to time they cannot understand

as well as you yourselves that respecting your individual pur-

suits you shoidd be better judges than tliey as to whether or

not it would be preferalile to fatten cattle rather than to grow
corn. I desire in the first place to draw your attention to some
remarks of a gentleman who is an eminent member of au ad-

orning county—Sir Lawrence Palk, in Devonshire, who, after

making a good speech, said, " The long and short of what I

would impress on the agriculturists is tliat they must look for

the future more to producing good beef and mutton than to

growing cereal crops." Now, gentlemen, you know, as men
of business, that price must depend upon supply and demand.
If you produce a larger quantity, price must low^r in conse-

quence. The price of meat for some years past, as you are

aware, has been, as I may say, the sheet anchor of the farmer.

But, gentlemen, the demand has lieeu met by tlie producers of

meat. jUthough the price has been high, and I admit has

been remunerative, it has been met by you ; for we must not

forget the expensive means that have been used in fattening

hose cattle, and those enterprising men who have done so

nave only met a fair return for it. I wish, therefore, to show
you, if the advice of Sir Lawrence Palk and other gentlemen

could be acted upon, what would be the effect. The answer

seems to me to be a common-sense one. The price of meat
must be reduced, and that to the extent of say Id. or 2d. per lb.

I believe myself most firmly that it would convert the present

fair profit into a positive loss (Hear, hear). Some have con-

tended that the increased snjiply would be met by increased

consumption ; but it is quite evident that unless you can reduce

he price of meat you cannot increase the consumption—not

11 an equal ratio, to say the least of it. And not only that,

the price of meat must be governed by the consuming capa-

bilities of the people. If it was possible, -o? instance, to get

meat up to Is. per lb., I would ask you if the great price would

not in a very short time be reduced in consequence of people

not l3eing alile to buy meat at such a rate ? Therefore, in

occasioning less consumption, tlie case would cure itself. We
know, too; that if it were possible to raise the wages of the

labourers and artizans of this country to the extent of twenty-

five or thirty per cent., it is quite possible the price of meat,

butter, and cheese would rise in proportion, xnd wages would

rise in proportion ; but wages, like everything else, are a mar-

ketable article, and you cannot raise the price of wages with

any view to their being marketable articles. Therefore it u oidd

take years to increase the price of wages. I have no doubt my-

self that in the course of years wages will so advance in this

country, if we continue prosperous, tliat the price of nieat and

produce will increase in value in proportion as wages increase ;

for you will lindtlie artiz.an-labouring classes of this country do

iiotwovk to save, but to live, and live w ell if they can. There-

fore it is only a question of time, but it must be a long time

before any revolution of that kind can take place. In refer-

ence to the price of meat, let me call your attention to the

report of a committee of the House of Commons that sat in

lS3-i or 1835 to inquire into the agricultural distress at that

time prevailing. Before that committee some eminent farmers

—

some of the best in the eastern counties—gave evidence, and

their evidence went to show that they were in the habit of stall-

feeding largely, but that they had to meet a loss on the animals

they sold. Their evidence was corroborated fully by each other

that the loss on these animals so fed amounted to£l or £C per

head each, and they gave them roots into the bargain. This

was at a time when meat was only 6d. per lb. You will agree

with me that iu fattening meat at 6d. per lb. your loss would be

something like it, but you would sacrifice your roots also in

feeding animals. But these gentlemen contended that, not-

withstanding the loss they sustained on feeding the animals to

supply the markets at such a price, they regained their profit

by what they called the value of the " muck" or manure which

they produced. Now, gentlemen, muck of itself will not pay

rent, however pretty the muck that can be made of it. Pat-

tening must be followed by corn. Every practical fanner

knows the necessity of a rotation of crops. Growing roots

alone (as many contend we should) could never repay him.

You cannot afford to sacrifice—as the Norfolk farmer contended

he could do—his crops for the sake of the corn and muck that

was to follow them, for that, as reasonable men, you know,

must depend upon the value of the produce hereafter. Now,
gentlemen, let me endeavour to show you the effect of depending

on foreign supplies of corn to feed the masses of this populous

country. 1 must first call your attention to the relative supplies

of foreign and British produce. Since free trade became tlie

law of this country, during the first twelve years we imported,

in round numbers, about 5,000,000 qrs. of ^^heat per annum.

But from 1S60 (when the worst crops were grown in England

tliat had been known for a half century) to 1863 we imported

10,000,000 qrs. of wheat per annum, or about sufficient to feed

lialf the population of this country. It is strange to say, too,

that during those years prices were reduced, and went down 2o

per cent, fbut this, I believe, was more in consequence of the

American war than from any other cause. They sent ns their

corn as being the only country which could receive it and pay

them their money, and from the effect of their own necessities.

But, gentlemen," I shall now suppose, for instance, that we
should unfortunately be engaged in a war with that country,

and that the supply of corn should cease. What would be the

consequences? If we should be, as well, engaged in a war
with our near neighbour—that great naval and military coun-

try—what woidd be the elfect on the price of corn ? People

argue that war has ceased—that we are so civilized that war is

almost impossible. But the history of the past is the best cri-

terion for the future. You will find we have had Iiefore as long

an interval of peace, and it was followed by war. As an
Englishman, I cannot help looking with some alarm at

the great preparations for war which are now being made
iu this and other countries. Sooner or later war must
come, therefore I Ixdieve most sincerely it is the duty

of a paternal government to protect agriculture, and do

all they possil)ly can to promote the growth of food for

the people of this country ; because, whenever war comes

—

for come it will, God knox^s how soon—the greatest

question of the day will lie, the feeding question—the feeding

of the people. If we have depeuded on foreign countries for

one quarter or one-half of the food of tlie people, I would say

this—that it is the absolute duty of the Legislature to promote
in every possible \^ay this branch of agriculture. We all
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know, geutlemen, M'but effect \\ ar has upon price ; for ouly iu

the years 185i-55, duriug- tlie time of tlie llussiau war—w lieu

too we had good crops—prices advanced as far as 80s. to 85s.

per quarter, just double those at present, and tliis whilst we
had good crops at liome, and this also at a time when we were

fighting happily, not against, hut with i'rance—when France

and England \^cre mistresses of the seas of the world ; when
there was no one to compete with, and so far as regards our

importations there was nothing whatever to prevent it. But
even at that time, with good root crops, wheat was selling at

80s. to 85s. per quarter. What would he the effect iu the

event of a great war unfortunately rising ? It may happen
that that greater country may fight against us, instead of with

us. Therefore, again I say it is the positive duty of the

Legislature of tliis country to protect and encourage the home
produce of the Uritish agriculturist. This, gentlemen, I do

not argue more for the sake of the farmer alone than for the

community at large. It is a national question, and I do not

urge it for the sake of the pecuniary advantage whicli may
arise to the agricidturist ; hut the supply of the people gene-

rally with food of home produce is the main question. Gentle-

men, one word with regard to the effect upon agricultural

iahour, if this insane advice, as I may call it, should he fol-

lowed. If the foreigner is to feed the people of this country
v.'ith their hread-food, if the system proposed by some men,
not well informed on the suhject, should be adopted, that we
."hould almost entirely grow roots instead of corn—which I

don't believe possible—the next thing must be tliat tillage land
mirst be converted into pasturage. Then, I ask, what would
be the effect on that deserving class, the agricultural kbourer P

We all know as practical men that every 100 acres of arable

land will tind employment for four men. If you convert that

land into pastiu'e, one man wiU do the work of four ; therefore,

by such a system, you throw out of employment a vast uumher
of men, and unjustly so. Gentlemen, I fear my remarks will

now touch a little on politics, iu this short address I am giving

you—and it slmU be very short I promise you. I have
endeavoured to show the effect of following Sir L. Palk's ad-

vice iu this matter : I wish now to show you what should he the

duty of County Members upon this question, aud with regard
to your interests generally. In doing this I do not wish for a

moment to leave out of the question the constituencies of

county memhers—you yourselves, gentlemen, and your class

generally, especially with regard to the duty your worthy
chairman has enlarged upon—the Malt Tax. That forms
part of my subject, and you will excuse my entering iipou it.

With men who have fuUy made up their minds, I do not intend

to argae the question upon all its merits, as I should be wasting
your time in doing so. I cannot, how'ever, help saying this,

with regard to it: That if any farmer lias entertaiued mis-

givings previously, I think for the last two or three years he
must have begun to see that our demands on that subject are

just and reasonable. If he looks at the price of barley he
win find that most unremuncrative ; he will iuid, however
much he wLll grow, however much he may improve liis soil, he
will get no corresponding advantage from it. In growing
malting barley, for instance ; if he grow's 20 or 80 less per

cent, over the country, he would get a much larger price ; hut
he does not get anything more from this extra quantity. So
far as regards the grinding value of the barley, it is quite

certain he cannot afford to grow it for grinding purposes. At
this moment the inferior grinding barleys of Europe, and
Turkey iu Asia, can be brought into this country at a much
less price than we can grow them. I \i-ould be prepared to

supply any gentleman in this room grinding barley, w-eighing

oOlbs. a bushel, at a guinea per quarter. I should be happy
to take orders for 5,000 or 10,000 quarters of good grinding

harley, at a guinea per quarter. If you get a large crop of

barley in this coimtry, the brew'ers positively get all the

advantage. The public pay the same price for their beer, and
not a farthing less (Hear, hear). If you get a large crop,

people get the advantage of cheap bread, wliich is alw^ays a

blessing ; but whatever the crop of Ijarley, the people never
derive any advantage. It all goes into the capacious pocket of
the brewei'. I don't blame the brewers; but there it wiU
continue to flow, unless you and your representatives in the
House of Commons bestir yourselves to alter the system, and
you should bestir yourselves fo be represented as every other
class of the community is represented. If you wish to get
the repeal of this tax, don't be satisfied with your members

saying to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, '• Oh, Mr. Chan-
cellor, my constituents want the repeal of the Malt-tax, but

don't inconvenience yourself about it. I meet them very

seldom, only about once a year, at joUy agricultural dinners or

at election times—don't inconvenience yourself about it. It

is quite true you boasted, Mr. Chancellor, in your speech on
the budget last year, that duriug the last nine years you liave

taken off taxation to the amount of nine millions a year. But
my constituents say they have had no advantage, nothing

worth mentioning ; but rather their agricultural burdens have
increased. I don't know whether 'tis a fact or not, but

they say so." That is wliat such a member would say. Now,
gentlemen, I think it is time for you to bestir yourselves and
say whether this is fair or not. It is time you should say,

" You have taken the duties off tea, sugar, and wine, and paper
;

but I feel no interest in these things, except in a very small

ratio, a very small degree indeed." But, gentlemen, it seems

to me you want men, regardless of all party feeling, to demand

'

justice at their hands. I would ask you, gentlemen, is the

next great surplus to be frittered away in the same way ? Are
you to have no benefit from it ? It is a question you have to

ask yourselves, whether it shall be so or not. According to

present appearances, tliere will be, as has Ijeen the ease for

some time, another great surplus to be disposed of. It will be

frittered away as before amongst people that ask for it

—

amongst people that liave the most influence with the Chan-

cchor of the Exchequer and the Government of the day, what-

soever that government may be—this is a matter of course.

As I have said before, I do not blame the members more than

I blame their constituents respecting this matter But I would
ask you how Blanchester would act under similar circum-

stances. Would they not put themselves in communication
with their members ; and if those members did not satisfac-

torily represent their opinions, would tlicy not change them ?

Most assuredly, yes. But, gentlemen, at T\Ianchester they have

Cli ambers of Commerce. And it is a well-known fact that the

Chamber of Commerce at Manchester carried Free Trade, and

we give them credit for doing so ; hut where is the Chamber
of Commerce for agriculture ? v/nat interest have you P How
are you represented in these matters ? Gentlemen, I am
coming to the pith of the matter ; I a)u comiug to tlie post-

script which contains the best part of the letter, as the ladies

say. I would suggest, if not Chambers of Commerce, that we
should have agricidtural boards in this country ; that we shoidd

put ourselves iu communication with our representatives

;

because they themselves are quite at a loss to know what we
require uidess we tell them, and I believe no agricultural

boards could be so easily formed as those formed by Farmers'

Clubs. They are supposed to, and I believe do most
thoroughly, represent the agricultural views of the districts in

which they are formed. People may sneer and say, " I don't

belong to one," but I say plainly they represent their views

and opinions in these matters. I see this exemplified in every

discussion that is introduced ; indeed, I saw it at the

last lecture that was so ably given in this room.

Many men adopt the opinions enunciated here. Only
lately a man said to me, " I shall not do so-and-

so until I hear what the lecturer says on the subject." There-

fore, however much individuals may keep aloof, and always

will keep (for we cannot all be of the same opinion), that we
do represent the agricultural opinions in our clubs and dis-

tricts, I have no doubt whatever ; aud that we shall continue to

do so I have no doubt. And if we are iu that position I would
ask if we cannot go further, and put ourselves, as time and
occasion may require, in communication w ith our members, and
let them know what we want. I believe they would be satis-

fied equally with ourse'ves ; but they are kept, as a rule—as

we should be without such societies as these—in darkness as

to our views, because they only get our views and opinions at

the after-dinner meeting of some agricultural society ; and it

is a mere nothing they can get there, NvhUst we, as agricultural

clubs, represent those opinions, and can tell our members what
we mean. In speaking of politics, I would say that as regards

party politics, I have been a member of various farmers' clubs

for a great many years, but I must say that I neve;- heard any

subject introduced of a party nature. I believe we have scru-

pulously avoided party politics, and therefore we have no rea-

son to be afraid of expressing our opinions fearlessly on all

subjects that relate to agricultural politics. I know the

fashion of the day, gentlemen, is, in a great measure, to ignore
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agriciilniral cLiims. I do not knou'wliy, but such is the case.

In the House of Curamous, aud out of it, we seem to have lost

our interest in the body-politic of this country. I believe it

most firmly that we have. I would uot say tlie inanufacturiu!^

interest has no claims : it has exercised its wisdom, I wUl call

it, in advancing its own claims and objects before the powers
tliat be in this country. They have indeed been heard, whilst
we have not, hoM'ever just our claims may have been ; but this

is no reason why we should uot insist upon justice on our side ;

we ask for nothing more. You are aware that in France, gen-
tlemen, the Government seems especially to take care of its

agricultural interest— that they luive a Minister especially

de\oted to the interests of its agriculture ; and you may have
secu, as I have secu within the last few days, a circular (and a

very sensible one too) addressed to tlie people of France in

reference to agriculture. The agriculturists of France com-
plain tliat prices are so lov.' that they are losing their money

;

and you know if men lose tlieir money tliey squeak, in any part
of the world. They blame their legislature first, in a very
sensible way. This Minister of Agricvdture replies, " It is

not so. It may be from your good crops, oi- the good crops

of Euglaiul. The facts with regard to France are these—that

they only import, and have imported within the last two or

three years of these low prices, three per cent, of their con-

sumption ; but then they have in the same time exported more
than they have imported." But, gentlemen, in this country

the case is entirely different. As I have shown you, we im-

port from one-quarter to one-half of our consumption—the

bread of the ])eople of this country. Tlie large importation

ought to be sufficient to satisfy any body of people tliat we are

not in a safe position to import a larger quantity than this,

especially, as I have said before, in the time of war, come when
it may. I don't mention these large importations that we
receive in this country for a moment with any view of v^'isliing

to re\'erse that system which lias been established here, and
firmly established within tlie last few years—-free trade, I mean.
Neither do we want, as I know of, a Minister of Agriculture

here ; but we want freedom to grow, untaxed, the natural pro-

ducts of our own soil. Tlie manufacturers argue, and with
irresistible reason too, that, from various circumstances iu tiiis

beautiful island of ours, with its enterprising people, we are

adapted to manufacture for the world, \ritli all our advantages
of coal and iron, whicli tend to make this country so great, and
we ought to become a great manufacturing people. There-
fore, with this irresistible argumeut, they obtained free trade

;

and, it appears, rightly too ; for you don't find a single man
v.'lio wishes to reverse this principle : whatever the feelings of

individuals may be, it is of no use. It is a matter of fact ; and
facts are stubborn things, as you all know, you can't contend
against. It lias become the law of the country, and you can-

not resist it ; but whilst you give the nianufacturers this privi-

lege, if I may so call it, you at the same time have a riglit

to say, " We in the countiy demand free trade—we demand
free trade for the growtli of one of our great productions (if

uot so great as wheat)—barley." We say, " If you are adapted,

yon of Manchester and you of the North of England, to be the

manufacturers of the world, we as agriculturists can say, Iu
all lairness we are entitled to produce what the soil and cli-

mate of this country are eminently and peculiarly adapted for
;

and why put a restraint upon our productions, if you untax

yours ?"
, We only say it in fairness ; we ask no favour. I lie-

lieve it is perfectly absurd to say that any favour is asked ; for

it is only a matter of justice we ask, like the rest of English-

men. • When we say we want no favour, we have been told

" You have got some little favours." And ^^•llat are they ? I

believe one of the greatest of these privileges is that our shep-

herd's dog is allowed to jog along free of tax: the rest is, I

believe, that the farmer, his master, saves about the same in

having no duty to pay upon his fire insurance. These are our

many privileges. We never asked for them, and we don't want
them : we only want to be put in the same position as tlie

rest of the community. It is difficult to understand how such

legislation could have taken place. I can only fancy it must

liave been done at a lax time of the session, in the dog-days. I

once happened to be iu the House of Commons in the dog-

days, and there I saw one of the senators lying on his back at

fuU-length, and his hat upon his face, just in the same way as

you see a lazy hind in a hay-field. It must have been at some
such time the legislation took place about the shepherd's dog.

We want nothing of the kind : we want fairness. We would

say to the people of Manchester, or wherever free-traders may
be, " Don't keep it aU to yourselves. Don't let your sympa-
thies run all iu favour of foreign producers." They say,

charity should begin at liome ; and I would say, let justice find

a resting-place there as well. Gentlemen, I don't mean to

detain you much longer. I trust I have said enough to show
the fallacy of substituting the fattening of cattle for the growth
of corn iu this country ; and if we left that principle, how
dangerous it would be in case of war, not only to the growers
of corn, but to the community at large. I trust I have thrown
out a hint with regard to your duties respecting your agricul-

tural members, that there should be a source opened up
whereby you may in some way or other communicate with
them from time to time, and that your opinions should be as

thoroughly represeuted to the House of Commons as every

class of the community is represented. This, I am sure, is due
to you ; and if you only demand it as your right, as English-

men, ill a just cause, you are sure to get it.

Mr. J. G. Homer agreed with Mr. Damen that the right

principle to go upon was to combine the production of stock

with the growth of corn. Indeed, he did not see how a great

portion of this country \^'as adapted to the production of meat
alone. On their hill farms, it certainly would not answer,
though there was some land that could perhaps be turned to

better account in pasture than corn at the present price. But
suppose they were to give up growing corn, as Mr. Bright
advised them many years ago in this tov^ai, the consequence
would be that the supply of the necessities of the people would
be left entirely to foreigners, and prices would soon have an
upward tendency ; for he was informed that, according to qua-
lity, ours was now the lowest market, with all our foreign im-
portations. The price of meat must be governed, in a gi-eat

measure, by the price of corn. Supposing they were left with-

out a root crop, or only half a root crop, and corn was very

dear, what remun&ration could they get with the cake so liigh

for the feeding, at present prices of beef and mutton ? None
whatever. But, witli the low price of corn, they were able to

feed with remuneration. With regard to the malt-tax they

only wanted fiiir - play. The Legislature thought they had
given the farmers a great boon by allowing them to malt

for feeding purposes ; but there were so jnany restrictions

that it could not be done. He believed it would be a great ad-

vantage if they could have malt to mix with other things, and
that if they were unfettered in this respect they would be able

to produce more meat than they did at present.

Mr. J. Galpin was called upon by the chairman, and said

he dissented from one portion of Mr. Damen's remarks. He
stated that not only in the House of Commons but out of

doors there seemed a disposition uot to do justice to the

agricultural interest. He of course could not speak for the

House of Commons, but on the part of those out of doors he

entirely dissented from that opinion. For his own part he

thought too much political matters had been discussed at these

clubs. That was his individual opinion, and he knew it would

not be received with approval by the members present.
_
He

was one of those who wished to avoid going into such subjects,

anrt whatever he thought himself he desired to accord the

same privilege to others. He, however, trusted the day would

be far distant before they saw m .ibei"! merely delegated from

an agricultural body or any other body to support individual

interest, but that they would be allowed to exercise their judg-

ment as honest and upright men for the good of the community
at' large. It would be an unfortunate thing if they made any-

thing a question of agriculturists against manufacturers ; and

he did not think any oue woidd feel it to his interest to advance

anything injurious to the agricultural interest.

The Chairman understood Mr. Galpin to draw a distinc-

tion between the feeling out of the House of Commons and

within the House. He said nothing about the latter.

Mr. DiVMEN thanked the chairman. That was a good
distinction.

]\Ir. G-\xriN said he^confined his observations to the out-of-

doors part.

Mr. T. II. Saunders offered a few remarks in support of

what had been advanced by Mr. Damen and Mr. Homer. He
also observed that on arable farms the stock cost them quite

as much as they got for it, or double as much as where they

had good deep grass land ; but theu they must manage accord-

ing to the soil and the climate, and could uot in many districts

pay attention solely to stock. As to barley, if Mr. Damen
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roiild supply good griuding samples at the price lie had men-
lioned, it was impossible to grow it here, and leave any rent

for the laudloi-d.

Mr. II. UuKE said his opiuion ^^as that the more stock they

kept the more com they could grow. In some localities the

land was naturally arable, and in others it was naturally

pasture. Within the twenty years he had been in this county

one-third of the land had been broken up ; and he thought

there was an opportunity of keeping stock to a much greater

value than when it was laid down. There was one tiling

which he would mention, and which they heard very little of

at farmers' clubs, or when they were going to take the lease of

a farm, which ^^as tlie climate of the country. lie believed in

this county they had as good a staple of land as in most coun-
ties, but the climate was very much \i'orse. If they only went
a very little distance, say between Christchurch and South-

ampton or Portsmouth, he M'as satisfied that there a man would
produce stock with much more profit and more weight with
roots alone in ordinaiy seasons than they could here with all

the roots and corn they could give them. This was a great

consideration when a man was taking a farm, and he estimated

that 5s. an acre would go a very little way towards it. He
believed there was more stock bred in this country than twenty
years ago ; but lie considered it a great question whether a

larger amount of meat was produced, and he would tell them
why. In the market that day he saw a lot of sheep sold

weighing about 7 stone, which, with a little extra keep, would
have made 10 stone. They would have well paid the expense
of keeping a little longer ; and stock was often sold just at

the time they were beginning to pay the farmer. Thus the

amount of produce was reduced, and the population of the

country were the losers. It was from facts like tliese that

he was led to doubt whether more meat was now produced
than a few years ago. They \iere obliged to keep their

corn till it came to perfection, but not so with their stock,

and hence the low price of the one and the high price of the

other.

Mr. G. W. Homer ohseiTed that they had been recom-
mended to grow more turnips, but he was inclined to think
they were the most expensive crop grown, although a portion
was necessary, because it vras the best crop under wliicli the
land was cleaned. A gentleman of considerable experience
informed him that he found his turnip crop cost him in grow-
ing about £i an acre, and that the jiroduce from it was but
£2—this under the ordiuaiy system of keeping a flock of sheep
upon them. That at first sight might appear rather startling

;

but when they considered the large breadth of land over which
sheep went, the clovers and turnips, and the produce of the
permanent pasture meadows \vhich they consumed, it was a
question whether his estimate was not a sound one. Now, he
thought the gro^dng of more cereals and pulse crops, and
feeding them on the land, would pay lietter than turnips. On
light laud they might sow an early description of pea, and by
being cut rather before ripe, it might be followed by a crop of
rape, previous to spring corn. On heavy land beans might be
substituted, which would be better food than turnips. As to

the question of the malt-tax, at the present time they were
bringing their nntaxed cider in this county from Devonshire
at about 10s. a hogshead, whilst the tax upon malt liquor was
about lis. a hogshead.

Mr. Damen, in reply, said he had very little to offer, as
most of the discussion supported the views he had propounded.
With respect to the observations of his excellent friend JMr.

Galpin, he did not for one moment suspect that there could be
any feeling whatever against the agrictiltural body in this

neighbourhood ; but he did contend that their interests had
been somewhat neglected or passed over in the House of

Commons for some years past. If they looked into it, they

would find that the representatives of the agricultural interest

had not had that weight in years past wliicli they might expect

under the system of free trade. He would refer to the Malt-

tax, and he must say on that question the agriculturists had

not had justice done them. He did not wish to put it in any

party spirit ; but as they had free trade in corn they now asked

for free trade in barley. He did not wish to see any rival

feeling created between town and country, manufacturer and

agriculturist ; but he wished to see justice done to the one as

well as the other.

Tlie CII.\IRMA^ , in closing the discussion, observed that with

reference to the question of introducing politics in clubs of

this kind, he must say he entirely differed from Mr. Galpin,

with this condition, that it was with agricultural politics they

had to do. These he considered lay strictly within their

province ; and he could not sit as a member of the club, more
especially as their chairman, without insisting on that condi-

tion. They had to do with the agricultural politics of the

country, confining themselves to those, and laying aside in ioto

all party politics ; and he conceived that every member was free

to go as fully as he liked into agricultural politics. This

brought him to one observation of his friend Mr. Damen, as

to the ignoring of the agricultural claims in the House of

Commons. He thought ]Mr. Daraen was right in what he had
said, that there was an ignoring of the claims of agricul-

ture ; and they could not take a better instance to show it

than the Malt-tax They had taken away protection to the

British agriculturist, to which he assented for the sake of the

common weal; but they claimed that equal justice should be

done them. If they took away the protection of tlie English

agriculturist in the growth of corn to the benefit of the foreign

grower, surely they could not refuse to do justice to the English

grower, by taking olf a duty which pressed as a heavy tax upon
an article wliicli ranked second in importance of all that he

grew. As to the fallacy of advising them to produce stock

instead of growing corn, he need only refer to the practical

experience of agriculturists, who need not be told which was
the most profitable way of employing their land. The system

which had been adopted for the last twenty years was the

raising and production of as much stock as they could, and the

gro^^ing of as much corn as they could ; and lie Ijelieved IMr.

Duke was right when he said that both must go together in

order to make a farm remunerative to the tenant. The larger

quantity of corn they grew the more stock they kept ; but lie

did not believe the increase in the amount of stock, even at

the present price, balanced the loss they sustained by the low-
ness of corn. Mr. Damen had alluded to the desirability of

their having some means of official communication with their

county members. All he could say upon that point was that

they had a better means of communication now than before

the establishment of these farmers' clubs. They might depend
upon this that it had brought them into more direct contact

with their county members than they had ever experienced

before ; and he rejoiced to know that this had been the case.

But at the same time he did not see why an agricultural board
should not exist in this country as well as commercial boards

—

the object being the protectiou and advancement of commerce
in the one case, and the protection and advancement of agri-

citlture in the other case.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Damen was then proposed by Mr.
Homer, and seconded by Mr. Clements, and that gentleman
having responded, the proceedings terminated.

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND.

THE CLONMEL SHOW.

Contrary to previous expectation, the Irish Royal for

1863 has been tolerably successful. It commenced with the

judging on the morning of Wednesday, Aug. 16, winding up
with a ball on Friday night ; and the attendance through-

out was good. Of course, the Lord-Lieutenant was there,

and delivered at the banquet on Wednesday an exceedingly

practical speech, in which he strongly inculcated the doc-

trine of self-reliance on his audience, which, he very pro-
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perly said, if disregarded they would never be able to

remedy the evils under which the country suffered nor ad-

vance its prosperity.

The Shorthorn class numbered seventy-nine entries, of

which very few were absent ; and the aged bulls, which

were turned out for tlic inspection of ^lessrs. Unthank
and Game, were a useful lot of animals. These gentle-

men took for their lirst choice ^Ir. Motlat's White Chief-

tain—a good-handliug, thick, short-legged bull, by Mr.

Barcroft's Sir Colin, the great opponent ia his show days

of Dr. ^rilale. The next was of a difl'ereut style, a mas-

sive, high-standing, wiry-haired bull, belouging to the

Right Hon. iMr. Fitzpatrick, who had picked him up at

the Newcastle Hoyal last year. ]Mr. Malcouisou's Field

^larshal 2nd, formerly Lord Waterford's show bull, came

in for a high commend, his good fore-end making up, in

the judges' opinion, for a vciy awkwardly -set pair ol hind

legs. There were also two commendations in this section,

namely, Mr. Butler's Prince Imperial by the Fairsby Le-

viathan, which was a challenge-cup winner of the Hoyal

Dublin Society ; and ]\lr. Barcroft's Gray Friar by Dr.

M'Halc, out of a Sir Samuel dam.

The first two-year-old bull, Felix, belonging to ^Ir.

Wallis, though not a stylish animal, has lots of substance,

and is an even bull, likely to get good stock. Last Easter,

at Dublin, this bull was also tirst in the two-year-old sec-

tion, when shown by his breeder, Mr. Jones, of jMullinabro.

The second bull at Clonmel, Gwynue of Lothian, beloug-

ing to Mr. Massy, was by Lamp of Lothian out of Sweet

Poll Gwynne by Duke of Cambridge (12747), and is a

good-handling bull, with wide rib, but looking a little

pinched-up in his gait when shown out. ]Mr. Cosby's

llavensvvood, also of Lamp of Lothian blood, and which

had been the best yearling of the Dublin Show last year,

was highly commended.

Tlie yearling bulls were headed by another of the Lamp
of Lothian tribe, in Mr. E. J. Smith's massive Chief of

Lothian ; supported by Mr. Kearney's Son of Dr. McHale
as second. This bull was shown in thin condition, which

brought out his lightness behind the shoidder more than

would have been the case if he had more flesh on him.

Mr. H. Butler's Fenian, by Paterfamilias (18521) out of a

cow of Holmes' blood, was commended.

There was a large turn-out in the baby-bull section, the

two prizes in it being given to a pair shown by Mr. Ander-
son, Grace Dieu, two very promising calves ; and these

left such a good lot behind them that the judges cleared

off all scores by commending every one of them.

Mr. E. J. Smith, who appears likely to take up the

place left vacant by the death of Capt. Ball, show^'d Capt.

Ball's Recherche in the cow class, and won with her.

Notwithstanding her frequent appearances in public,

Recherche keeps a grand cow, and is not only a show

animal, but a regular breeder. The second cow, IMr.

Anderson's Dandelion, from Mr. Langston's herd, has a

capital breast, and is also very good in her quarters. Mr.

Barcroft's My sic VJ, a former winner, came in for the

thii'd place in the section; with commendations to Mr.

Andei'son's Flower of Rocklands, Sir John Keanc's

Silver, Mr. Malcomson's Knight of Windsor cow, and

Lord Lismore's Flirtation, bred by the late Capt. Ball.

Mr. Jones had his Lady Spencer, with her good breast

and rib, in the three-year-old section, and won the first

place with her, as he has done before ; while Mr. Rey-

nell's well-bred Princess of Wales was put second.

la the two-year-old heifers there were some capital

beasts shown, and Mr. Massy's Woodbelle, bred by Capt.

Ball, was put first. She has an immense chest and

capital loin, but is getting rather gaudy behind. Sir

Robert Paul's very handsome Silk, with her sweet head,

and beautiful ruu of neck, breast, and rib, was second,

followed by commendations to the others.

There was a capital muster of yearlings, the judges

fixing upon Mr. Anderson's nice handling Gameheu 2nd

as first, with an exceedingly perfect heifer. Rosette,

belouging to JMr. Wclsted, as second. ^Ir. ^Meadows'

Fanny 15th was highly commended, along with JMr.

Welsted's Elfin Rose, which, like Rosette, was by Booth's

Elfin King.

Three nice heifer calves were picked out for honours in

that class, namely, Mr. Bloomfield's Medora, Mr. Ander-

son's Octavia Srd, and Mr. E. J. Smith's Sunshine,

which was the produce of his winning cow Recherche.

The other breeds, Herefords, Devons, Ayrshires, polled,

and Kerries were meagrely represented, and do not call

for any special remarks. In the strictly tenant-fanners'

section some good cows were shown, all of which proved

the extent to which Shorthorn blood has been drawn

upon for the improvement of the dairy stock of Ireland.

The horses were poor in point of quality, and served,

in most cases, to illustrate the necessity for im-

mediate and great improvement in this class of stock,

rather than to show advancement. The Crokcr Cup, for the

best thorough-bred weight-carrying stallion, was awarded

for this season to j\Ir. M'Craith's bay horse Forager, by

Cossack, dam by Liverpool.

The dift'erent classes of sheep were well represented,

particularly Leicesters and Shropshire Downs. In the

former Mr. Owen was the leading winner, obtaining the

loug-woolled Cup with his shearling ram ; while the

short-woolled Cup went to a Shropshire shearling ram,

exhibited by ]Mrs. Smith Barry, who took most of the

prizes in that department of the sheep classes. Mr.

Hamilton was also a successful exhibitcr of Shropshires.

Sir. Marris, Lincolnshire, came out well with Leicesters

and Southdowns, and Mr. Beale Browne with Cotswolds.

The show of Berkshires, in the swine class, was what

oue would expect in a district where pigs are not only a

leading description of stock, but where Berkshires are the

favourite breed. Messrs. Joyce and Malcomson were the

most successful exhibitors of that descriptiou of pigs ; and

jMr. AYainman and jMr. Napier of white swine.

There was nothing striking in the poultry sections ; and

the other minor departments of the show, namely, butter

and flax, were respectably filled.

The implement yai-d was not nearly so well supplied as

it ought to have been ; and it is alleged that the increasing

inditt'ereucc of mauufactm-ers to exhibit arises from the

want of that spirit of competition which is brought into

play by trials of the different machines. Whether this

view is correct or not, we cannot say ; but certainly the

entries of implements at the Irish shows are not in-

creasing.

The following gentlemen ofBciated as judges:

—

Shorthorns ; Messrs. Unthank and Game. Herefords

and Devons . Messrs. T. Duckham and Cnretou. Other
breeds : Messrs. Mowbray, Guthrie, and Hilliard. Farm
horses : Sir Percy Nugent, Major Burrowes, and Mr.
Darker. -Thorough-breds and hunters : Messrs. Boyd,
ThurneD, and Clarke. Leicesters : Messi's. Paintei", War-
burton, and Thuruell. Downs and Shropshires : Messrs.

Duckham, Cureton, and Thurnell. Swine : Messrs.

Chaloner, Borthwick, and Fisher. Poultry : IMessrs.

Darker and Staunton. Butter : Messrs. Forde, McDonald,
and Greene. Implements : Messrs. Borthwick, Wade,
and Fiulay.
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AGRICULTUEAL EDUCATION.

PUBLIC A^B PRIVATE CHARITY SCHOOLS,

Under primitive aud patriarchal times the gratuitous educa-

tiou of the rising generations by governments, cliiefs of clans

and tribes, and by wealtliy patriarchs, had many tilings to

commend it to the favourable attention of the general public
;

lji.it the progressof science, audthe subdivision of labonr,through
tlie instrumentality of the thousand-and-one chemical and
mechanical appliances of modern times, which have split

society into innumerable sections located over the face of the
whole liabitablc globe, and yet all united l)y a common
fraternal tie of industry, have changed tliis old educational

policy, and substituted in its place one of independent action,

whereby it has become the duty of every parent to educate his

own children, failing which tlie children must educate tliem-

selves as they grow up to manhood. What was once the rule

has now become the exception, the old policy being in a great

measure reversed. The change which has thus taken place is

no less interesting and instructive, when viewed in a social

light, than it is when examined in an individual and industrial,

as it shows the moral force and triumph of innate principle

over expedience, so to speak, that manifests itself in the breast

of mankind, struggling, as it were, to rise above their fallen

condition to that common level from which they fell ; or asMU-
tou lias beautifully pourtrayed it, in " Paradise Regained," only

attainable at the furtlier verge of Time. The change, how-
ever, is a work of progression, which at the present time is far

Ironi being complete; hence the mixed character of our colleges

and other seminaries for education, both puljlie and private,

that exist in every division of the kingdom, or we may say
throughout civilized Christendom, some being self-supporting,

others being partially or wholly supported by Government,
either by annual grants, or permanent endowments, or partly

by both ; and a third class being upheld by charity, either by
annual subscriptions or otliersrise, or by permanent endow-
ments.

_
A few practical examples will best illustrate the

respective merits of these several plans in this concluding
paper.

Tiie self-supporting system, the first of these plans, is the
ous that merits special attention, as it is daily gaining ground
in the estimation of the public, being free from many objec-

tions to which the others are subject. Its principle of action
is that of merit, both teachers and taught having to rely upon
their own exertions for their respective interests in the matter,
the former for their incomes, and the latter for their penny-
worth in the shape of ' education. If a schoolmaster is an
industrious, successful teacher, his merits are appreciated in the
locality where his scliool is situated; a large number of scholars

collect, to lieuefit by his abilities ; consequently he reaps a
correspondingly large salary in fees. If he is, on the oilier hand,
indolent and unsuccessful in his labours as an instructor of
youth, the reverse is the case, few attending his schools, so
that his income is correspondingly small. On the part of the
boys, their position is of a somewhat similar character ; for

under a good teacher the yoke feels much lighter, their en-
couragenient to make progress greater, and accordingly they
advance in their education more rapidly, costing tlieir parents
less money and time for schooling of a superior kind than
in the opposite case of a bad teacher, who invariably makes
indolent, bad scholars, and an expensive education. In the
former case a good education is obtained at a great economy
of time and jnoney ; in the latter an inferior education at a
sacrifice of both money and time. And the gains of the one
and losses of the other extend to more than school-fees and
the length of time spent at school ; for they include also the
board and clothing of the boys, and also the influence which
these circumstances have upon their future welfare when they
enter upon their apprenticeships as young farmers and labourers.
In a practical light, therefore, the difference between the two,
viz., a good and a had teacher, is not very easUy estimated.

It is not always the greatest scholar or the ablest man in
science who makes the best and most successful teacher, more
especially in the rudimentary branches of education. And

even in tlie lecture-room of the college, where a higher standard

of scientific attainment is necessary than in the grammar-school,

the more talented of two philosophers or learned men may not

prove himself the most successful teacher. This arises from

the fact that teaching the rising generation any branch of

science, as agricultural chemistry or mechanics, is an art and

not a science. It is not, for example, the science of agricultu-

ral chemistry, but the art of teaching that science ; and it very

frequently occurs that the most talented chemist or profound

scholar in any other branch of" science is remarkably deficient

of the art of teaching. It is not very easy to describe the dis-

tinctive characteristics of the one in comparison with those of

the other within the limited space at our disposal, but this is

the less to be regretted inasmuch as our readers generally must
be practically familiar with the facts of tlie case themselves, as

actual examples everywhere abound which are publicly ac-

knowledged.

It is upon a thorough practical knowledge of the art of

teaching that the success of self-supporting schools depends.
' The right man in the riglit place" has become a national

proverb, and in no case is it more applicable than in the school

and class-room. The truth of the proposition manifests itself

in every example, from the infant-school up to the professor's

chair of the college ; and if it is more conspicuous under the

self-supporting system, where teachers are entirely dependent on

scliool fees for their incomes, than under the otliers, where
their incomes are whoUy or in part paid by Government, or are

oljtained from some other charitable source, it is partly be-

cause the right man fiUs the right place on the taskwork prin-

ciple upou which the former system is founded, arid partly

liecause of the routine independence of teachers upon which
the latter two systems are founded, together with the little

value put upon gratuitous education by the taught, according

to the proverb, " Easy got, little valued." It may be fallen hu-

manity, but it is now the natural course of things, from which
no section of society is excepted ; the stimulus of merit, with its

appropriate reward, being essentially necessary to industrial

action in every art and branch of science and in every sphere

of the industrial world.

Self-supporting schools are very diiferently constituted.

Thus a teacher rents a house for an infant-school, grammar-
school, or college, and takes in pupils, his income Ijeing entirely

derived from fees—generally so much weekly, quarterly, or

yearly. The whole responsibility of the concern rests upon
himself : his merits as a teacher, for example, are known in the

neighbourhood to parents, who enter into an agreement with

him for the education of their children. In grammar-schools

and colleges he may have a number of assistant teachers in his

employment, but the principle of action is the same.

In other cases a number of parents join, rent a school, and
engage a teacher, who undertakes the work for the school fees

on specified terms. In this case the teacher is more or less

under the inspection of his employers, but in other respects

infant-schools, grammar-schools, and colleges are similar to the

last or first example.

Again, not a few landowners build schools, and engage

teachers, wlio undertake the work for the school fees, being

less or more under the supervision of landowners, agents, or

those whom they may appoint, as the minister and church-

wardens of the parish, or the managers of a dissenting congre-

gation, &c.

Again, self-supporting schools may be either day-schools or

boarding-schools, but further into details under this or any of

the above it will be unnecessary to go, as they are generally

well known.
On the merits of Government or national schools and colleges

much need not be said : at best they form a case of necessity,

the existence of the least of two evils as it were. The prin-

ciple on which they are founded, if principle it can be called,

is analogous to the old oft-told story of " robbing Peter to pay

Paul." The people are unable, for example, or thini them-
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sc-lves unable, to raise the wiud for the purposes of building
schools aiul colleges, auil of paving teachers lor educaling
themselves, and therefore they apply to Governmeut for auuiuil

grants or a round sum to cover a permanent endowment. Asxd
how does the Government raise the wind? Simply by taxing
the people, and thus making them pay indirectly for educating
themselves. AVc need not go furtlier into detail to sliow tlic

reader tliat as a cpiestiou of principle the establishment of
national schools will not bear a very close investigation. It is

only as a question of expediency that their existence can be
justified, and even when examined under this view the system
is greatly more expensive and less ellicient in its operation than
the modern self-supporting one already noticed.

Necessity, however, is subject to no economical laws, and
therefore Government must iu many cases tax the whole com-
muuitj% or rather those who pay the taxes for grants and en-

dowments. Tills is generally done for the ostensible purpose
of erecting schools and colleges for furnishiug a suitable edu-
cation for those \\ho are unable to educate their families as

they ought to be educated, and in many cases such is actually

the plain matter of fact. Tt is, however, otherwise in not a
few examples, more especially schools and colleges for teaching

science such as that of agriculture, for they are only adapted
for the more wealthy classes of societj-, who are able to educate

themselves. How few students are there, for example, at tlie

universities of Oxford and Cambridge, whose parents are not

well able to pay for their education on the self-supporting

principle ! and nearly the same thing may be said of the Irish

and Scotch universities. No doubt when these great national

seminaries were first instituted, landowners and those whose
sons they were designed to furnish with a suitable education

were iu a position similar to what the great bulk of fanners

are iu at the present time, so that as a ciuestion of expediency

it may be argued tliat the young lairds and lords should be

turned adrift to shift for themselves, and that these great semi-

naries, English, Irish, and Scotch, should be modernised to

suit the wants of the agricidtural body and others usually de-

nominated middle-classes, less able to pay for their education,

but who are taxed etpially, if not more heavily, collectively

speaking, than the upper classes. Either such ought to be the

ndc, or else if the upper classes are allowed to retain the great

national seminaries in question, then they (the upper classes)

ought to be taxed to support modern schools and colleges for

the middle classes. It is not likely that either of these two
propositions will be practically carried into effect ; but so far as

the agricultural body is concerned, the existing anomalous slate

of things should be borne in mind by landowners, who get tlieir

ious educated principally at the expense of the public, including

their own tenants ; for so loug as the lower and middle classes

are thus heavily taxed to pay for the education of the upper
and more wealthy classes, they will, as a matter of course,

be less able to pay for the proper education of their own
families.

It wiU thus be seen that the existence of the old system, with
its rich endowments and less amount of labour to perform iu

teaching, including the precept and example which it affords,

opposes the progress of the more meritorious and self-

supporting plan. That our old universities ought to undergo
a thorough reformation in the subdivision of labour and
class-rooms so as to conform to the requirements of modern
times is manifest, and in such a reformation we do not see why
teachers aud professors ought not to be placed more and more
upon the taskwork principle, and wealthy students made to pay
higiier fees, so as in a great measure to cover their education.

Government grants and revenues from endowed properties being

confined to buildings, museums, laboratories, and experimental

expenses in the dilferent branches of science, without regard

to that social division into upper, middle, and lower classes.

The least objectionable mode of Government assistance is

where it is confined to purchasing school and coUege grounds,

erectmg buildings, furnisliing museums and laboratories aud
other permanent works of this kind, and then leaving teachers

and taught to do the rest on the self-supporting plan. Eor a

few years small sums iu the form of salaries may, in some
pases, be given in order to start the self-supporting system

into healthy effective action ; but such salaries should be

terminable, aud the teachers aud professors thrown ultimately

wholly upon their own industry; for it is clearly, as has already

been sliown, the more remunerating plan for teachers them-
selves, also the cheapest plan for the taught, and the best plan

for all p;ij'tics iutcrcsted, provided always that the teachers are

thorough masters of the art of teaching.

Charity-scliools and colleges, endowed or supported by
private individuals, are free from many of the objections to

which Government ones are subject.

Many of our national seminaries, such as the Universities

of Oxford and Cambridge, are largely included under this

system, laud and luouey having been left tliem by private

individuals for educational purposes ; and iu a similar manner
many of our large charitalile institutions for the education of

certain classes of society are less or more mixed up witli

Government grants, llie latter having been found necessary to

give eflicieucy to the former in terms of the bequests of the

donors. There is a large portion of the rising generation

without the means of obtaining an elementary education, and
private cliarity can hardly be turned into a better channel

then in pro\ idiug such for this class, whose members, it must
lie borne iu iniud, are not exclusively confined to the lower

orders of society, but include luauy of the upper ranks.

Hence the different grades of charity schools which have been
instituted to meet the exigencies of the case, botli on the day-

school principle and also boarding-school principle.

In a review of this kind of schools the details are far beyond
our limits for discussing in a single paper. This is perhaps of
less importance, since comparatively little or no charity has
been extended towards tlie education of the practically agri-

cultural body, /. e., tenant-farmers and labourers. No doubt a
few bursaries at some of our Universities are open to com-
petition for the sons of the better-to-do class of farmers, and
a few who v.'ork tlieir way upwards under public or private

teaching to finish their education at coUege ; but, when com-
pared with the great bulk of the agricultural body, including

small farmers and labourers, they must rather be considered an
exception than otherwise.

It must not be inferred from this that we are advocating the
gratuitous education of the rising generation of the agricul-

tural body. Nothing could be farther from our mind, for the

small tenant farmers and agricultural labourers ouglit always to

be able to pay for the education of their children. No doubt
there are a fevv orphans for whom charitable provision requires

to l)e made, and for them alone we advocate a gratuitous

education. Charity advanced in the form of school fees

farther than this, is in too many instances charity mis-

applied. At the same time landowners, iucluding those of

corporate towns, may grant schools and colleges rent free, and
uphold them advantageously, as some of them do, without any
sacrifice of the self-supporting principle, as they woidd in the

vast majority of cases derive indirectly ample interest on their

capitals thus invested, while the industry of teachers and
taught would be mutually stimulated ; by doing so they would
in some measure repay the advantages they themselves

gratuitously derive from our national uni\ersities and schools

at which they are educated.

THE LATE DUKE OE UICHMONU.—" A gay, wild-

eyed roan with a white calf brought our eye back to sliort-

liorns in the pastures at Old Mills, where Mr. Lawson has a
nice herd ; and in front of us, about a mile away, the ' sun
shines fair' on tlie cupolas and warmly-tinted sandstone of the

Elgin houses. Hard by it is the celebrated Green, where many
a shorthorn Waterloo has been fought, and wdiere buyer and
seller have set each other like cocks so often, witli ' The Cock
of the North' to look on. There, too, came ' The Farmer's
Friend' in his simple guise, like an old soldier, always in time,

and \^itll a kind greeting and a pleasant story on his Ups.

Buclian Hero of the white eyelash had passed away from Mr.
Ferguson Simpson's hands before that gentleman took up his

residence at Covesea, near Elgin. Hence he never joined the

bull ranks on the Green ; but he won in a still greater fight at

Berwick-on-Tweed, against 'the English b'/lls, the Scotch
b/dls, and a' the b;dls. One of his great acbnirers, who had
his eye to a ' crank' iu the palings ou that memorable day,

thus describes the contest :
' I lookit, and they drew them,

and they sent a vast of them back ; again I lookit, and stilt

the Bucliau Hero stood at the heed. They had nae doot ot

him then. A Yorkshireman was varra fond of him. And he
wan ; and Mr. Simpson self him to Sir Charles Tempest for

two hundred. It was a prood day that for Aberdeenshire
and Mr, Simpson.' We rode through Elgin ^^'ithout drawing
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rp,ia. Time was pressing-, and we were only just able to

admire the tliistle on the tbuutain, to wonder why tliere sliould

be both a ' Eatchen-street' and a ' Batehen-laue,' and to glance

from the gaunt-eyed, tliin-legged wayfarer who illustrates the

psalm over the Alms House door, to the ruined cathedral,

where the ivy was shrouding the savage handiwork of ' the

Wolf of Badenoch.' The road wound round some curious

heather knoUs, and the long beech hedges and the Gordon
tartan, greeu with a single yellow stripe, soon showed that

Pochabers was nigh. The late Duke of llichniond used to

tell with great glee how, wlien other officers indulged in gaudy
papers, he lined his tent at Aldersliott with tartan during his

stay there with the Sussex militia, and hovv he proved himself

the canny Scot by uutackiug it and carrying it back to Good-
wood with him, to ' serve in the next campaign.' Shortly be-

fore the late Duke's death in 18G0, a new outlet was made to

the Spey, but it did not just chime in with tlie temper of this

most rapid and unmanageable of Scottish rivers, and taking a

turn eastward, it all but cut away the fishing station at Tug-
net. Watching the progi'ess of the works to defend the village

of Garmouth and its adjacent port of Kingston, gave his

Grace almost a daily object for a four-mile drive during his

last summer at Gordon Castle. When he had seen Tugnet,
he \vould often go and visit a small steading which he was
putting up near the railway station. The tenant only paid
£8 a-year ; but he was an old Peninsular man, and there was
the great tie. Many and long were his cracks about old times
and comrades with Captain Eife, who has also exchanged his

swori. for a ploughshare. His Grace quite astonished another
old ' caunon-bair of the district, who did not know him by
sight, when he asked him to fetch his Sunday waistcoat with
the medal on it. The old man could not tell for his life ' how
the gentleman kenned I wur theer, and that I wur hit gan
down the brae at Orthes : it's true enough. Did ye ever hear
the like ?' It vras the Duke's earnest care that his tenants

should do well, and he latterly loved far more to be among
his farm improvements and his Southdowns than he did to

go to Glenfiddich, where he had once been wont to spend
nearly half of his three montks' stay."—" Field and Fern, or

Scottish Flocks and Herds,'' hy " The Bniid."

PEOFESSOR SIMONDS ON THE CATTLE PLAGUE.

At a meeting of Norfolk farmers Mr. C. S. Read, M.P.,

presided ; and Mr. E. Howes, M.P., and Professor Simonds
were among those present.

The CiiAiiiMAN stated the result of an interview which he

and some other gentlemen had had at the Home-office on Mon-
day with Mr. AVaddington. Before they went to the Home-
office they proceeded to the Metropolitan Cattle-market, where
they found that the inspectors had made a rigorous examina-

tion, and had excluded some cattle. They saw some, however,

in which they fancied they could discover symptoms of the

disease. Professor Simonds accompanied them to the Home-
office, wliere they suggested that the Order in Coiuicil which
had been issued for the metropolis should be extended to Nor-
folk. The difficulty stated to e.\ist was that an Order in Coun-
cil could only be applied to a town or place within certain de-

fined limits. It was suggested that it would be desirable if

possible to prevent the removal of diseased cattle to different

parts of the country, but there was a disinclination on the

part of the Government to make such an order. A sugges-

tion was then made for the more efficient supervision of cattle

landed in England and for putting store stock in rpiarantine.

It was objected that there could be no quarantine, as there was
uo accommodation for tlie stock ; and it was also stated that

the existing inspection was considered to be sufficient. Pro-
fessor Simonds suggested that there should be abetter inspec-

tion of cattle coming from llussia. This opinion was favoura-

bly received. The Chairman, in conclusion, hinted that fanners

should agree not to purcliase stock in markets or fairs for at

least six weeks. This would prevent an importation of foreign

cattle and check the spread ofthe contagion.

Various statements were made as to the state of cattle in

Norfolk. Erom some localities the reports were very discou-

raging, but in other districts the cattle appeared to be still

healthy.

Professor Simonds expressed his opinion that farmers might
rely upon receiving some assistance from the Government, but

that in the main they must rely on themselves. The reason

why so little could be expected from the Government was the

amentable condition of our legislation upon these matters.

He was perfectly satisfied that the disease would spread in the

several places where it now existed, and that sooner or later,

unless stringent measures be taken, the whole of the country

would be att'ected. He did not come to this conclusion simply

hecause he viewed the disease as one which spreads its con-

tagion, or, if he took the view of his friend Mr. Wells, be-

cause it was atmospherical, but he came to the conclusion

from positive experience which had been gained in other coun-
tries, and also from the records which were left to us of the

experience which was gained in this country 130 years

ago, when the disease existed in England. It was re-

corded that in 174'5 the disease made its appearance in Eng-
land, and that it existed from time to time down to 1757.

When they came to look at tlie small amount of traffic which
then existed among cattle, when they came to look at the state

of society as a whole, at that time, and when they considered

that, under the circumstances which then prevailed, the plague

lasted 13 years, they liad certainly not much encouragement
or hope for its removal under existing circumstances. It was
also not very encouraging for them to remember the fact that

at the time of the last disease an Act of Parliament was
passed, empowering the King in Council to issue orders for in-

formation to be immediately given to the local authorities by
farmers and others whose cattle were affected, and npon
that information the King was empowered to order all such
animals to be killed and buried in pits with their hides on, the

additional precaution of throwing quicklime in the pits, and
keeping the ground enclosed for a given time, being also taken.

All these measures failed to exterminate the disease which
existed at the time of which he was speaking ; and, as to the

identity of the disease M'ith the one whicli now existed there

could not be a question, because those who described it at that

time were well calculated to do so, they being chiefly physi-

cians. It was very true that veterinary science was then in its

infancy—in fact it was scarcely in existence ; but the medical
science was of course very different.

The CuAiKMAN asked whether the last outbreak was occa-

sioned by foreign importation ?

Professor Simonds said it would be difficult to answer a

question of that sort, but he had no doubt that the disease was
introduced on that occasion as it had been on the present oc-

casion. A statement was on record that two calves were pur-

chased from some persons residing in Holland, the farmer who
made the purchase having the idea that the Holland calves

would improve his own stock, and when they came to look at

the milking qualities of the Dutch cattle they might under-

stand that there was a certain amount of truth in that state-

ment. Another statement was a very important one, and was
very likely to be true—namely, that some persons had pur-

chased from Zealand a large number of hides which had been
taken from diseased cattle, and they were stealthily brought
over to this country for the sake of making more money of

them. Either of those statements might be correct, and he
(Professor Simonds) was inclined to believe them, but aliout

the introduction of the disease at that time there could not be
a ((uesfion. They must recollect that this was a disease not

belonging to England. It no more belonged to us than the

Asiatic cholera, tlie ycUow fever, or any otiier of those diseases

belonged to us. It was a disease specially belonging to llussia,

Austria, and the Danubian provinces, Bessarabia, and the

whole of the countries lying eastward. The countries on the

west side of the line were strangers to the disease, save and

except upon its introduction. Sometimes it went into Prussia,

sometimes into Bohemia, and sometimes into Bavaria ; but it

never went there except upon tlie introduction of cattle in
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whose systems the disease was either iiiciibated at tlie time, or

the eattlc themselves were positively in a state of disease. It

was, however, scarcely possible for the disease to be introduced
iu the latter way, because the sanitary regulations of those
couutries were sucli as to prevent aninuils in that state being
allowed to pass. Therefore it could only be brought by ani-

mals after the ordinary period of incubation had passed, and
before the disease had begun to declare itself. It would always
he a knotty point for them to decide ; in fact, he dared say
they never would be able to decide it to the satisfaction of ail

their minds. There were such men to be met witli in Uw.

medical profession, and also in their own profession, who were
called contagionists ; and there were men not at all favour-
able to this view, of disease being spread by contagion, or

at any rate, not being exclusively spread by conta-
gion ; it was difficult, of course, to draw a line between the
two opinions. Perhaps it might be that the truth lay in

the middle there as it did in other things ; but let them at the
same time not lose sight of the fact that the disease was con-
tagious, and that it was by infection that it extended itself.

It was true tliat they could not always trace every individual

case as it occurred, as they had heard that morning, but it

was very difficult indeed to do that when they knew
the various sources by which the disease spread and
the various media that might be brought into opera-

tion. For instance, if they placed some sheep with un-

healthy cattle, those sheep which were not tliemselves sub-

ject to the same disease would not become affected for a

month or two, or more ; but, of course, the danger was to

other cattle. If they took sheep from an infected to a non-

infected lot of cattle—he did not care whether it was a mile

or two miles off—and mixed them with a lot wliich were per-

fectly healthy, the latter would be as likely to take the disease

as though they had been placed with the diseased cattle them-
selves. He knew of an outbreak whicli occurred the other

day in the neighbourliood of London, where the animals were
apparently isolated from all others. It was said, " Oh, here is

a ease of spontaneous origin." He had inquired into the case,

and the fact was found to be that the sheep were placed in pas-

turage in a park, a portion of the park being let off to dealers,

and the dealers were in the habit of not only taking their sheep

to the park from the market, but occasionally they would
allow them to remain, if not sold, until another market.
This being so, he thought they could not wonder at the exist-

ence of the disease in the market. Could anybody say that

we had had in this country a real good case of spontaneous
origin of the disease ? He had shown that for more than lOU
years this country had been free from the disease, and surely

during that time there had been sufficient mismanagement
among animals to induce the disease to appear if it could be
induced. Not only had this country been free from the dis-

ease, but it might be said that the whole of the continent of

Europe, generally speaking, had also been free from it for many
years. It was a fact, however, that it had now been intro-

duced. How did it get into Norfolk? Directly from the

Metropolitan Market. How did it get into Suffolk ? Directly

from the Metropolitan Market. How did it get into Shrop-
shire ? Directly from tlie Metropolitan Market. He could

show them that in almost every case—certainly eveiy case which
he had traced out—it was through the Metropolitan Market and
through the great traffic of cattle in this country that the

disease had spread as it had done. He would give them an

instance as to how it had spread in Sussex. Two or three

farmers, residing not far from Chichester, were dairy farmers.

They were in the habit, as was the custom in some parts of

Sussex, of making veal hj calves. One farmer went to Chi-

chester market and bought a calf. Believing that it was a

country calf, and had been sent there by a brother-farmer, he

put it to a cow, and in two or three days afterwards it was
uoticed to be dead. He was stating a fact whicli occurred in

Sussex. A cow next the calf-pen was first attacked, and then

the cow which suckled the calf was next attacked ; so that

the more directly cattle were together the -more certainty

there was of the spread of the disease. In the cases men-
tioned 11 cows and 13 calves -died. Another farmer lost 15

cows and 15 calves by introducing into his dairy a calf pur-

chased from tlie same source. He thought this was an answer

to the argument that the disease was an atmospherical affec-

tion. It seemed to him that the best way in which this evil

coiled 1)6 liiet was to form in the diflereut counties, where the

disease existed, societies such as that which it was proposed to

organize in Norfolk. By sucli associations they could, for ex-

ample, in Norwich put in full force an inspectorship of the mar-
ket, and so on. This \\ ould do good, no doubt, but not so much
as we might at first sight expect, because there might be a large

number of cattle on Norwich-hill which had been exposed to

tlie infection without any one knowing of it, as there might be
no signs by which the disease could be recognized at the time;
but there would be a moral effect—persons knowing there

would be an inspector, and not knowing how soon an animal
would show the disease, would hesitate to send such animals
to the market, and a great amount of good might thus be done.
With regard to seizing diseased animals, that was an important
point, and the law could be put in force in all towns where
there were corporations or powers sufficient. A great deal
might be done by the toxins, and a great deal might bo done
by union on the part of cattle owners, farmers, and others.

If they carried out the principle laid down by Sir Thomas
Beaucliamp, of non-remuneration to an individual who should
not within a certain lengtli of time give notice of the existence
of the disease, they would be doing an immense amount of
good, and he had heard that proposition with great pleasure.
There were one or two other points he should like to say a
word upon, because they had not altogether escaped those
whose duty it liad been to take some prominent part in this
matter. One was t'ie proposition that they should abstain
from buying cattle for a certain length of time, and it was also
suggested that they should aljstain from buying foreign cattle.

He considered that those two recommendations would have
contributed greatly to the value of certain propositions of liis

whicli had been put in type by the Privy Council, and circu-
lated, he believed, by tlie newspapers throughout the length
and breadth of the laud. He hardly knew whether, at a
meeting like that, it was legitimate in him to say tliat those
two propositions were really tlie first two that stood on his
list (Hear, hear), but as he was only a servant of the Govern-
ment it was not for him to disagree with their putting a
pen through those propositions, which ]iad been done, not
because the Government were desirous of doing what woidd
in any way prevent benefit arising from resolutions of the
kind, but tliat they felt that they might be hereafter called
upon to frame some resolution on that basis which they
could not practically carry out. For that reason, therefore,
those propositions were struck out. His proposal was, not
only that no fanners' purchases should be made for six

weeks, but that none should be made at all except to the
extent of buying animals fit for slaughtering, that no
store stock should be bought at a fair or mar-
ket at all, but that the farmers should buy of each other, and
not at the fairs or markets, for a time. With regard to

foreign cattle, he had suggested that they should avoid buying
them, as it was by them that the disease had been brought
into this country. When he said they slioukl avoid buying
foreign cattle, lie did not mean that they should avoid buying
cattle which was food for the people, but that they should
avoid buying foreign cattle that were not fit for food for the
people, and which when bought they must bring on to their
own farms to graze. Let tlie farmers get tlieir profits—if they
got any protits at all—out of tlieir own stock, and not
encourage foreigners to send their stock over here (Hear
hear). Mr. Bead had very properly drawn attention to the
impropriet)- of sending foreign store stock throughout this
country, and he had suggested the other day that store stock
should not be permitted to come into our ports. But who
was to draw the line of demarcation between a store animal
and a lean animal that was fit to be slaughtered ? If any of
those he was addressing went, as he had done, into the Mstro-
politan Market, and saw the beast sold to be knocked down by
the butchers, they would be puzzled to know what was a store
animal and what was a fat animal (laughter). There was
such an immense amount of practical dilliculty in the way
that it really coidd not be carried out ; but they might do
something with reference to importations from abroad. So
long as they kept westward of the line he had alluded to, there
was no risk of bringing the disease into the country

; the
moment they crossed the boundary, that moment danger arose.
It was a question to consider when the danger arose, and he
believed it was only within the last two or three mouths that
this kind of commerce had extended its ramifications into
Russia, Hungary, Poland, and Gallicia, and what had been
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the effect of it ? He liad heard of a lot of Russian cattle

coming here. It was told to liim in tlie most incidental

mannei-, and he began to study when he heard of it, Ijecause lie

knew that Russia was the home of the disease, and conse-

quently he knew the risk the English people were running.

He inquired how they were coming. He was told they were

to he got together at Revel. He asked were they coming

over tlie Baltic, aud was told they were, and that probably

they would come to Hull. He kept his eye on that cargo, so

to speak, and determined to find out all about it. He had no

reason to believe that any of those animals were afTected by

the disease, but he alluded to it to show liow the traflic had

come. The animals were got together at Revel, and sent over

in an experimental boat. They' were bought in Russia at a

very low price, which left a large margin in England to

cover expenses ; they were put on board a vessel, they came
round by Denmark, stopped at Copenhagen to take orders as

to whether tliey should be taken to Hull, or London, or else-

where, as suited the policy of the importers, because wlien

they talked aljout Dutch cattle they probably came directly

from Holland, but were not necessarily Dutch, and this was
what caused the difficulty with regard to quarantine. In

one boat he had alluded to, there were 3:20, and 145 were

sold in Hull, parts of which went to Manchester, Derby,

Wakefield, aud that district. The remainder, 175, went to

Loudon, lay for two or three days in the lay-house close by

Islington, where the disease first broke out, and when sold in

the Metropolitan Market no less than 1~0 of them went down
to Gosport to supply the shipping. A simOar thing had oc-

curred at Plymouth, aud only yesterday the towu-clerk of

Plymouth was with tlie authorities at the Privy Council-office,

and he spoke of the disease existing there—carried there in

the same manner by cattle bought iu the Metropolitan Market,

and sent down for the supply of shipping. Hence it was that

the disease got spread. They found tliat there was a little

too much difficulty in the way of coming round by that tem-

pestuous sea the Baltic, and so tliey adopted the plan of send-

ing the cattle from Revel and other ports to Lubeck, where
they were put ou the rail and sent to Hamburg aud shipped

with animals collected together at Hamburg, the \^'hole of

them coming over together ; so that when tlicy arrived here

no one could tell where the cargo came from. Part of them
might be perfectly healthy and from a healthy district, while

part might come from an infected district. If they could shut

the door against importations from those countries he had
alluded to, they would be doing much good. Under the Im-
portation Act they were empowered to take any measures they

liked ; they could even slaughter all diseased animals when
they came in, could liurn all the material they were surrounded

by, disinfect the ship—in fact, the powers were unlimited.

Consequently there was plenty of power to regulate the im-

portations ; but here was the difficulty—how could they, see-

ing that the cattle were brought overland to Antwerp by way
of Mayence, and shipped there—how could they identify every

animal ? lie believed, however, they miglit do a vast amount
of good by shutting those Baltic ports, aud that if tliey could

obtain an Order in Council to prevent animals from being

brought from ports of Russia, and if they planted a man
familiar with the breeds of cattle and tlie ins and outs of the

cattle trade at Lulieck, if the Luljeck Government would give

power to put such a mau there, as Mr. A'\'addiugton seemed to

tliiuk they would, they would be shutting out one of the chief

sources of the supply to this country of infected animals. If

they did not adopt all these precautions they would have im-

portation on importation year after year, from which the re-

sult would be a continued loss to this country. It was a most

difficult question for the Government to deal with, when tliey

remembered what was the present price of meat, and that the

English were a meat-eatiug people. Their present purpose

was chiefly to get rid of the evil now existing. He liad be-

fore said that every one must look out for himself and his own
interest, aud to a great extent be his own policeman in this

matter as well as a policeman over his neighbour, and he felt

assured they would to a considerable extent exterminate the

disease from their own districts (Hear, hear).

The Chajeman asked if it were a fact that the de-

velopment of the Russian cattle trade had only just taken
place.

Professor SiMONDS believed that untU the last few months
absolutely no animals were brought fi'om Russia to this coun-

try, which arose from the fact that they could not bring them
liy way of Prussia. When he saw some Podolian oxen,' he
asked some of the proprietors how they got them there. They
said they did not know. He asked how they crossed the

Prussian frontier, and was told they came by way of Prague.

His reply was, that they must have come by way of Cracow,
as the rails went there, aud he could not understand how they

were got here. His own opinion was that they had not come
that way at aU, but had come by way of the Baltic to Lubeck,
and thence overland. It would not answer the dealer s purpose

to send them the other way. The delays were too great for

them to be brought overland ; and this was one of the hopes
he had from shutting the Russian ports. The Hungarian
oxen they had not much fear of. It is true they might have
had something to do with bringing the disease here ; but the

gathering together of Hungarian oxen at Vienna, the lengtli of

time occupied in getting them to Mayence, aud from Mayence
to Antwerp, aud then shipping them here, exceeded the period

of the disease ; so that if they arrived in a diseased condition

it would be perceived by our inspectors, and no harm would be

done by them. Besides this, in Hungary a cordon was drawn
round a farm immediately the disease appeared ; no man, wo-
man, or child was allowed to go off or on, not merely during

the existence of the disease, but for three weeks after killing

the last animal. Even congregations in the churches were in-

terfered with ; roads were turned flhen possible, to prevent

passengers passing too near the infected localities, and the

most extraordinary measures, to English ears, were taken to

prevent the spread of the contagion. It could ouly be liy

passing through a thousand such cordons that the disease

could get to this country. Knowing that aU these regulations

existed there, aud that so sharp a look-out was kept, he was
inclined to believe that if the Russian ports \^'ere shut the dis-

ease would be shut out (Hear)

.

Mr. Wells asked Professor Simonds whether he really

thought the disease was spread by contagion or infection, and
in no other way.

Professor SiMOXDS said this was not a meeting for discussing

the pathology of the disease, and therefore they could not go
fully into that part of the question, although it had the higdi-

est interest for members of the profession ; but he thought tiiat

when they looked at all the facts iu connection with the dis-

ease, they were justified iu saying that it only spread by con-

tagion or infection. It was true that it could be hemmed in,

and was hemmed in. It might exist in a village where one
farm «'as infected, and there were perhaps twenty cattle on
that farm, and although there might be a hundred aud fifty

or two hundred other cattle in the village, if the regulations

were well carried out they kept it entirely within the boundary.

After further conversation, the proceediugs terminated.

THE DISEASE IN CATTLE.
SiE,—Having been for above 30 years extensively connected

with the trade and sale of cattle, I feel it my duty to forward

you the following facts and my experience relative to the pre-

sent disease iu cattle, which I think you will deem ought to

be published.

"iVhile we naturally view mtli alarm the disease among cat-

tle, and are anxious that every precautiou and proper steps

should be taken to stay the spread of such a cilamity, yet tlie

public should hesitate before they give credence to the reiterated

statements made by certain professors connected with veteri-

nary companies and colleges. AVe find upon examination of

their statements that they do not understand the origin and
cause of the disease, neither have they any remedies that have
been proved to be of any use or in the least efficacious ; also,

they are entirely at variance in their opinions among them-
selves. It is assumed by some that this disease has been im-

jjorted from abroad, yet though the most strict inspection, un-

der the direction of Government, has been made of every head
of foreign cattle, it is not proved that any are unsound, Init on
the contrary, that they are more sound than English, Irish, or

Scotch. Tills being vs'cU known by those who buy aud slaugh-

ter them, they are especially and almost invariably bought for

those parties who are the most particular in their investigation,

viz., the Jews. No class of people pay so much attention to

the cleanliness, wholesomeness, and sound state of their meat;

priests are appointed to see their oxen killed, and most mi-
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niitely examine the carcases : tliis must be admited as a very

distiuct test of the soundness of foreign oxen. It is also a fact

that SO per cent, of all the oxen bought to supply the Govern-
ment contracts are foreign; aljout 600 per week tliroughout the

year are required for these contracts. All the beasts are sub-

ject to a second rigorous oUicial inspection before they are

allowed to be killed at the various dock-yards, and then there
is a due inspection of the meat.

It is a very serious matter for any person to assert that for

which there is not the least proof, viz., that the disease is

brought into this country by the importation of foreign cattle.

It is a great blessing that they do come to help to supply the

increasing demand ol food for the people. AThat would other-

wise be the fearful price of meat ? Last Monday we had
3,800 foreign cattle in the Metropolitan Market all perfectly

sound, some of which, from their excellent quality, made as

liigh price per lb. as English, some moderately-sized beasts

from Brenren making £30 each.

One of Professor Gamgee's sapient remarks—that the in-

creased supply by foreign beasts, which is above one-third of
the whole supply of the London markets, tends to increase the

price of meat—proves that such Professors are merely pro-

fessors ; but those who heard his contradictory statements of

his own statistics in the committee of the House of Commons
last year, will know what reliance to place on his observations.

As to the proposition of causing foreign cattle to undergo a

quarantine for a fortnight, this would be perfectly unreasonable
;

for where could be the seuse or justice of detaining 5,000

cattle per week, if needed for immediate consumption, and
which are pronounced by eflicient Government inspectors to be

sound, in the vicinity of Loudon, where they might imbibe

the very disease which is prevalent in this country ?

As chairman of a large meeting, held last year, of graziers,

salesmen, and others interested in the trade and feeding of

cattle, relative to the foot-and-mouth complaint, it became my
duty to sign a circular, at the direction of the meeting, ad-

dressed to each Member of Parliament, to the efl'ect that, in

the opinion of the meeting, the foot-and-mouth disease was
caused by a baneful atmospherical influence ; Professor

Simonds subscribed to and concurred in this opinion, and in

each expression of the letter. If the foot-and-mouth com-
plaint was then caused by the bad state of the atmosphere,

why not the present disease, which simultaneously attacks

animals in various counties where they have not had any con-

tact with foreign cattle ? what is to stay the winds of the

atmosphere from visiting not only counties, but countries ?

In the absence of all proof that this disease is imported, for

no foreign stock has been known to be afl'ected until they have
l)een a considerable time in this country, is it not reasonable

to conclude that it is a species of cholera in the air ? There is

nothing antagonistic to tliis theory in the fact that the cow-
sheds of London are very generally attacked. In the case of
fevers and epidemics, would they not dwell and be fixed in

localities that were badly drained, and not properly ventilated ?

About 130 years since England was visited by a similar scourge

;

no foreign cattle was then sent.

The importance of the subject I trust will be a sufficient

excuse for troubling you with this letter, feeling it my dvity to

give publicity to facts that come under my extended experience.

I remain, yours obediently,

Stoie Newbigfon, Aurj. 11. John Giblett.

PROFESSOR FERGUSON'S REPORT TO THE IRISH

GOVERNJIENT.

In accordance with instructions received from the Irish

Executive, I proceeded to London to investigate the nature of

the cattle plague now raging in that metropolis, and the

best means of preventing its introduction into Ireland. On
seeing some of the cases, which were shown to me by Pro-
fessor Spooner, the principal of the Royal Veterinary College

at Camden Town, I immediately recognised the disease as an
old European continental acquaintance—one which had fre-

quently ravaged the bovine herds of Europe, particularly those

of the northern and midland states. The cattle malady, at

present so fatal among the dairies of London, and also to the

cattle of many of the English provinces, to \>liich it has
already extended, is maHgiiaut, contagious typhus—the most
important peculiarities of wliich are its great fatality and rapid

extension by contagion and infection. It is much more con-
tagious, infectious, and fatal, than any other disease affecting

the oxen trilie. It is also considerably less amenable to medi-

cal treatment, all kinds of which it has hitherto set most com-
pletely at defiance. Although by the majority of veterinarians

and agriculturists malignant bovine typhus is considered to be

iuvarialdy the result of contagion or infection, or both, such is

not the case. Malignant typhus can 1)e generated in an
animal without being the result of ehher infection or con-

tagion ; but once generated here in a single animal it becomes
rapidly extended and midtiplied by contagion and infection.

Some veterinarians deny its being either contagious or in-

fectious. They must, however, be atl'ected either with an
obliquity of judgment or an insidficiency of observation and
experience relative to the malady in question. It is not alone

contagious by immediate contact, but can be propagated from
diseased to healthy animals by mediate infection, or the latter

coming in close proximity with objects that have been in con-

tact with or the close neighbourhood of the latter. Dogs,
cats, and even fowl are capable of becoming the vehicles of

malignant typhus infection. This ceases to be a matter of

wonder when it Ijecomes known that the mouth-and-foot dis-

temper can be carried from an infected townland or a farm to

one at a considerable distance, on which the herds and flocks

have hitherto been sound, by crows and other wUd birds.

These feathered carriers of pustular infection, by walking over
the infected pastures, pvr some of the iufectious matter on
their feet, and in their flights in search of food convey it to

distant fields and pastures. However far-fetched may seem
this theory, it has been proved or demonstrated to be true by a
pinioned tame jackdaw being used in an experiment to test it

by being made to walk in a pen of infected sheep. His feet

would take up and retain a sufficient quantity of pustular in-

fection to infect a hitherto healthy portion of another and dis-

tant pasture. The experiment was a successful one. In a
few days the sheep confined in a pen on the hitherto healthy
pasture, into which the jackdaw had been turned after being
among infected sheep, were all aftected with the foot-and-

mouth distemper. The important question to be now decided

by the Government is, what are the best means of preventing
the introduction of the cattle plague or malignant contagious
typhus into Ireland ? There is but one way in which the
disease can be prevented from afiecting the bovine herds of
this island, and that is the immediate prohibition, by an order
in council, of the importation of any cattle from the seaboard
into Ireland. I wish it to be distinctly understood by the
Irish Executive that I regard the total prohiliition of cattle

importation into Ireland, as long as there is the slightest trace

of the disease in England, or those states having the disease in

them, from which that country imports cattle, as the only

means that have any probability of preventing the introduction

of the cattle plague into Ireland. I am thereby adverse to any
less stringent measures, such as quarantine. And even should

importation be totally prohibited, it is by no means certain

that the disease may not liecome generated from mere atmos-
pheric influence, or propagated by mediate infection, over the
vehicles of which Government have no control wliatever.

Hugh Ferguson,
Her JIajesty's Veterinary Surgeon in Ireland.

THE CATTLE DISEASE.
A supplement to the London Gazette of Friday, pub-

lished on Saturday, August 12, contains two orders by
the Lords of the Privy Council, dated the 11th of August,
relative to the cattle disease. The first is in the foUowimr
terms :

—

" Whereas, by an Act passed in the Session of the 11th and
12th years of her present Majesty's reign, intituled ' An Act to

prevent until the 1st day of September, 1850, and to the end of
the then next Session of Parliament the spreading ofcontagious
or infectious disorders among sheep, cattle, and other animals,'

and which has since been from time to time continued bv
divers subsequent Acts, it is (among other things) enacted that
it shall be lawful for the Lords and others ot" her Majesty's
Privy Council, or any two or more of them, from time to time
to make such orders and regulations as to them may seem ne-
cessary for the purpose of prohibiting or regulating the re-

moval to or from i^uch parts or pln.r(s as thfv may desiguate
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in such order or orders, of sheep, cattle, horses, swine,

or other nnimals, or of meat, skins, hides, liorns, hoofs,

or other part of any animals, or of hay, straw, fodder, or other

articles likely to propagate infection ; ajid also for the purpose

of purifying any yard, staljle, outhouse, or other place, or any

wao-o-ons, carts, carriages, or other vehicles ;
and also for the

purpose of directing how any animals dying in a diseased state,

or any animals, parts of animals, or other things seized under

the provisions of this Act are to he disposed of; and also for

the purpose of causing notices to he given of the appearance of

any disorder among sheep, cattle, or other animals, and to make

any other orders or regulations for the purpose of giving elfect

to the provisions of the said Act, and again to revoke, alter, or

vary any such orders or regulations ; and that all provisions

for any of the purposes aforesaid in any such order or orders

contained shall have the like force and efTect as if the same had

Ijeen inserted in the said Act ; and tliat all persons offending

against the said Act shall for each and every offence forfeit and

pay any sum not exceeding £20, or such smaller sum as the

said Lords or others of lier Majesty's Privy Council may in

any case by such order direct

:

" And whereas an order was made in pursuance of the

authority of the said Acts on the 21'tli of July, 1865, hy the

Lords of Her Majesty's Most Hon. Privy Council, applicable

to the city of London and to the metropolitan police district,

containing certain provisions for the purpose of preventing the

spreading of a certain disorder, of which the nature was at the

time of the making of the said order uncertain, but which has

since been ascertained to be of a typhoid nature, and is

commonly designated as the ' cattle plague,' and which may be

recognized by the following symptoms :

—

" ' Great depression of the vital powers, frequent shivering,

staggering gait, cold extremities, quick and short breathing,

drooping head, reddened eyes, with a discharge from them, and

also from the nostrils, of a mucous nature, raw-looking places

on the inner side of the lips and roof of the mouth, diarrhcea,

or dysenteric purging
:'

"And wheieas inspectors have been appointed in pursuance

of the provisions of such order :

"And whereas it is expedient to make further regulations

or the district to which the said order is applicable :

" Now, therefore, the Lords of Her Majesty's Privy Council

do hereby, by virtue and in exercise of the powers given by the

said recited Act, and the several Acts continuing the same, as

aforesaid, order as follows :

—

"1. That in this order the word 'animal' shall be inter-

preted to mean any cow, lieifer, bull, Lauu^i^, ox, or calf.

" 2. Every inspector appointed or to be appointed under the

provisions of the Order in Council of the 2itli of July, 1805,

shall have the power of entering upon and inspecting any pre-

mises in or upon which he has reason to believe that there is

any animal labouring under any such disease, from time to

time, as often as he may think necessary.
" 3. Every person witliin any district for which an inspector

shall have been appointed as aforesaid, upon whose premises

there shall be any animal labouring under any such disorder,

shall, as far as practicable, keep such animal separate and

apart from all other animals, and no person shall, without the

licence of such inspector, send to market, or remove from his

jjremises, any such animal, or any animal which has been in

the same shed or stable, or has been herded or been in con-

tact with any animal labouring under such disorder.

" 4. Every animal within any such district as aforesaid dy-

ng of such disorder, or slaughtered on account thereof, shall

be buried, if practicable, on the premises where it has died or

been slaughtered, or (if this be not practicable) as near

thereto as may be convenient ; and if such animal be not

buried with its skin, its skin shall be disinfected in such man-

ner as the inspector of the district may direct.

" 5. Every person within any such district, on whose pre-

mises there shall be any animal so labouring as aforesaid, shall

leanse and disinfect such premises in such manner as the in-

spector of such district sliall direct.

" 0. Every person offending against this order shall for every

such offence forfeit any sum not exceeding £20, which the jus-

tices before whom he or she shall lie convicted of such offence

may think fit to impose."

The second order repeats the preamble of the first

order. It then goes on to say

—

" And whereas since the making of the said order the said

disorder has appeared in other parts of England, and it is

expedient to extend the provisions of the said order to the re-

maining parts of England and Wales, and to make further

regulations for the purpose aforesaid for the last-mentioned

parts of the United Kingdom :

" Now, tlierefore, the Lords of Her Majesty's Privy Council

do hereby, by virtue and in exercise of the powers given by
the said recited Act, and by the several Acts continuing the

same, as aforesaid, order as foUows :

" 1. That this order shall extend to all the parts of England
and Wales not comprised in the said recited order.

"2. That in this order the word ' animal' shall he inter-

preted to mean any cow, heifer, bull, bullock, ox, or calf.

" 3. If at the date of the publication of this order in the Zo?i-

doii Gazette there shall be any animal labouring under any

such disorder in the possession or custody o' any cowkeeper,

dairyman or dairywoman, or of any milkman or milkwoman, or

vendor or purveyor of milk, or of any dealer in cattle, or farmer,

or person in possession of cattle, whatsoever, within those parts

of the United Kingdom to which this order refers, or if at any

time hereafter, while this present order shall continue in foice

and unrevoked, any animal, being in the possession or custody

of any such person as aforesaid within the last-mentioned parts

of the United Kingdom, shall be seized or attacked with, or be

found labouring or suftering under, any such disorder, notice

of the existence of such disorder, or of the first appearance of

such disorder in or among the animals belonging to, or in

t'le custody of, any such persons as aforesaid, shall imme-
diately thereupon be given by the person in whose possession

or custody such diseased animals or animal shall be, if sucli

person shall reside within any corporate town, to the mayor
or other principal officer of the corporation, or, if elsewhere,

to the clerk of the justices acting in and for the petty sessional

division of the county, or district in the nature of a countj', in

which he resides ; and upon receipt of such notice, or upon
any other information which satisfies him or them that such

disease has appeared within his or their jurisdiction respec-

tively, it shall be lawfid for such mayor, or other principal

officer, and for the said justices, if he or they shall think tit,

from time to time to appoint some veterinary surgeon, or other

person duly qualified, to lie an inspector, for the purpose of

carrying into effect the following rules and regulations within

the corporate towu or petty sessional division for which he

shall have been appointed, and the same authority may, from

time to time, revoke such appointment.
" 4. Every such inspector shall have the power of entering

upon and inspecting any premises in or upon which he has

reason to believe that there is any animal labouring under

such disease, from time to time, as often as he may think

necessary."

The 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th rules in the second order

are the same as the 3rd, 4th, 5tli, and Gth rules of the

first order.

THE BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND
AGEICULTUEAL SOCIETY.

A monthly meeting of the council of the society was iield at

Douch's Railway Hotel, Taunton, on the 11th -A.ug., under the

presidency of the Kight Hon. the Earl of Portsmouth. There

were also present Sir J. T. B. Duckworth, bart., Colonels T.

D. Acland, M.P., and II. A. E. Luttrell ; Drs. Brent and Gil-

lett ; Messrs. D. Adair, G. H. Andrews, R. G. Badcoek, W. A.

Bruce, C. and R. II. Bush, T. Danger, J. T. Davy, J. Daw, E.

H. Dickinson, E. S. Drewe, R. Dyniond, M. Earrant, H. Fookes,

J. Ery, John and Jonathan Gray, J. Gould, R. N. Grenville,

M.P.,' J. D. Hancock, T. Hussey, H. P. Jones, R. K. M. King,

J. E. KuoUvs, J. Lush, II. G. Moysev, S. Pitman, G. S. Poole,

W. Porter, W. A Sanford, J. W. SiUifaut, and W. Thomson

;

H. St. John Maule (Secretary), and J. Goodwin (Editor).

THE C.VTTLE PLAGUE.
Before the regular business of the day commenced. Colonel

Acland, M.P., drew attention to the importance of taking

some steps in reference to the visitation commonly known as

the cattle plague, which is causing so much alarm in various

parts of England. Through the exertions and instrumentality

of Mr. Daw, by whom the arrangements had been projected

and matured, a meeting had been held at E.xeter on the previous
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day, when a Dibtrict Cattle Assurance Association had been
formed, and a committee, comprising several members of the

council of this society, had been appointed with Mr. 11. R. M.
Daw as their honorary secretary : at the instance of that meet-
ing, he (Colonel Acland) had undertaken to bring the subject

under tlie notice of their council at their j)resent meeting. Mr.
Sanford, also, one of their vice-presidents, had specially

come among them for the purpose of calling their attention to

the subject.

Mr. Daw (Exeter) said the proper way to cope with (ho

evil would be by prompt action in local areas, and he tliuiight

it higlily desirable that a IMatual Protection Society sliouUl be
establislicd, in every Poor Law Union in the counties comprised
within the Society's area of operations, for the very simple
reason that the area of a Poor Law L^nion was quite large

enough for the disti-ibution of insurance risk, and quite as large

as consistent with promptitude of action. At the Exeter
meeting on the preceding day they utterly repudiated tlie idea

of treating the niatter in the form of a county movement, and
at one of tlie largest meetings ever got togetlier in the Guild-
hall, they hsd resolved to establish a Mutual Lisurance Asso-
ciation, confined to a district coincident with the area of St.

Tho;nas" Union, believing tliat that would be the best means
o f dealing with the evil, and leaving the residents in the other

unions to follow their example. Hence it was that they had
refused to allow several large stock owners in different parts of

the county to become insurers in tlie Exeter District Associa-

tion, but rather recommended them at once to form associations

iti their own immediate neighbourliood. This course of action

was tlie more essential because of the peculiar nature of the

disease. Tlie Association would be managed by a committee,

of V(-hich every insurer of 20 bidlocks would be eiigilde as a

member, but it would also include persons of influence and in-

telligence, who, though not actually owners of stock themselves,

might choose to show their interest in the objects of the Asso-

ciation by subscribing as tliough they were. In the event of

any animal being affected, the first step would be to call in an
inspector, who woidd have power to order its immediate de-

struction ; and two practical men having assessed the value of

any animal so destroyed, its owner would receive two-thirds or

three-fourths of the amount as might be agreed on in the con-

ditions of the Association. It must be obvious that in small

areas the affair woidd be mucli more manageable than in more
extensive districts.

Ultimately a committee was appointed to collect and dis-

seminate information on the subject of the disease, and with
authority to communicate with the Chairmen and Clerks of the

Boards of Guardians in the several Unions in the six western

counties, with the hope of calling the attentiou of agricultu-

rists throughout the district to the importance of adopting

due precautions against the spread of the malady.

A motion to memorialize the Government to adopt additional

precautions at the outports, in accordance with the suggestions

of Mr. Andrews at an earlier stage of the meeting, was negatived

by the casting vote of the Chairman.

A meeting of the Committee appointed to collect and dis-

seminate information on the subject of the Cattle Plague was
held at Douch's Hotel, Taunton, on Saturday, Ang. lUih, im-

mediately after tlie rising of the Council. The members pre-

sent were Mr. E. A. Sanford, in the chair, Col. Acland, M.P.,

and Mr. Daw.

The following form of letter to the Chairmen and Clerks of

Boards of Guardians in the Poor Law Unions in the counties

of Somerset, Devou, Cornwall, Dorset, Wilts, and Gloucester

was settled and approved, and ordered to l)e signed by the Hon.
Secretary and Secretary

:

" THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
" Bath, August Mth, 1863.

" Sir,—We are directed by We Council of the Bath and
West of England Society to communicate to you their opinion

that an association for the mutual protection of agriculturists

should be established within the area of each Poor Law Union,
in consequence of the cattle plague having appeared in the west

of England. We have the honour to request that you will be

so kind as to take, with the utmost promptitude, such measures

as you may deem most suitable to submit the consideration of

tliis question to a meeting representing the different parishes

of your union.

" We beg to inform you that such an association has been

established for Exeter and the St. Thomas's union surrounding

that cily. The rules adopted by that association shall be for-

warded to you without delay.

Tlie Council have appointed a committee to collect and
disseminate iuformation on this important subject ; and we are

directed by that committee to furnish yon with a copy of a

circular which has been suggested to the Council as likely to

be productive of good effects in arresting the progress of the

disease. "AVe have the honour to be. Sir,

" Your obedient servants,

"H. St. John Maule, Hon. Secretary.

"Jo.siAH GooDWi>f, Secretary."

Tlie following letter has been received from the Clerk of

the Privy Council, by the Secretary of the Bath and West of

England Society

:

Privy Council Office, Whitehall, 17th August, 1865.

Sir,—I am directed by the Lords of the Council to ac-

knowledge the receipt of your letter of the 1-lth iust., com-
municatiug the opinion of the Bath and West of England
Society for the Encouragement of Agriculture, Arts, and

Commerce, that au association for tiic mutual protection of

agriculturists should be established within the area of each

poor law union, in consequence of the cattle plague having

appeared in the West of England, and enclosing a copy of a

circular issued by the society ; and I am to state that their

lordships highly approve of the elibrts made by the society

with a view to prevent the spreading of the disease, and they

trust that the judicious suggestions made by the society will

be extensively adopted.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

Arthur Heips.
The Secretary of the Bath and West of

England Society for the encourage-

ment of Agriculture, Arts, Manufac-
tures, and Commerce.

THE XEW OITICERS.

At the meeting of the Council held at Taunton on Saturday

last, Mr. H. St. John Maule, who at a former meeting of the

Council had resigned the office of secretary, was elected hono-

rary secretary ; while Mr. J. Goodwin, who will still continue

to edit the society's Journal, was elected secretary in suc-

cession to Mr. Maule : and ilr. Spackman, land agent and

surveyor. Terrace-walk, Bath, was elected to the office of of-

ficial superintendent or director of the show-yard. The busi-

ness of the Society will henceforth be conducted in offices de-

voted to that purpose exclusively, a course rendered absolutely

necessary by the annually increasing magnitude of the Society's

operations.

AN EFFICACIOUS REMEDY FOR THE CATTLE
DISEASE is tar-water, made of the best Barbadoes tar, and

capsicum. Boil one ounce of capsicum in four gallons of

water. When the decoction has cooled down to lUO degrees

of heat, pour the same on one gallon of tar, stirring it well

ten or fifteen minutes with a flat stick. Let it stand twenty-

four hours or more. Then pour off the liquor, and administer

to each beast from one to one-and-a-half pints, three times a

day, until the whole four gallons are taken, w-hich seldom fails

in performing a cure. Smear a little tar on each nostril, and
upon every foot, and between each hoof. The cattle-houses

should be well cleaned and limewashed, and the mangers and

cribs painted over with hot tar, that which has been used for

making the tar-water being sufficient for that purpose. The
same, being burued in the cattle-houses, corrects the air in

them; but this should be done when they are empty, ere any

hay or straw is placed in them, to avoid the risk of fire. Bran-

mashes, with a little oatmeal gruel, sweet hay, or sliced tur-

nips may be used as diet, with pure water, and a small quan-

tity of common salt therein. Keep the bowels moderately

open with an occasional dose of castor oil and a table- spoonful

of sweet spirits of nitre. This is a cheap, safe, and efficacious

remedy. Good ventilation, combined with proper drainage

for conveying the excrement aw.ay through pipes or brick

tunnels, is absolutely necessary, to prevent the effluvia arising

from contaminating the surrounding atmosphere and spreading

distemper amongst the inhabitants, as this is a contagious dis-

ease, that ought to be immediately arrested, or direful

cou'iequences will be the result.—T\'eedon House Aug. 26,
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PRUSSIAN OFFICIAL REPORT ON THE CATTLE PLAGUE.

The Berlin official Annalen der Landwirthschaft publish the

following " extract from a report" drawn up by two physicians

who had been despatched to Russia by the Prussian govern-

ment in September, 1864, to inquire into the state of the

cattle plague then raging m some of its provinces :

" The tidings received from Russia of an epidemic disease

which, traveUiug from east to west, had during the last three

years shown itself in men and animals, especially horses,

proicpted the Prussian Government to despatch Herren Winkler
and Dressier, two veterinary surgeons, to Russia in the Sep-

tember of last year, for the purpose of collecting on the spot

scientific information as to the cause and nature of this epi-

demic.
" The Siberian plague, ' Tasva Sibirslca, or ScJialvali^

which by former Russian physicians was called the ' black sick-

ness,' or the ' plague of boils,' but is now knovra in the scien-

tific world by the name of
'
inisUda malicjna'^ ' carbuncnlus,^

and ' lieni/is,' was most prevalent in 18G-i in the well-watered

low lands near Lakes Onega and Ladoga, and along tlie rivers

Newa, Ocka, Wolchoff, Tschecksna, Malloga, Kyasma, Kuma,
Wyatka, and Volga. The flat level plains, extending along

these rivers, consist of meadow and pasture land, with a marshy
and sandy soil, partly overgrown with low shrubs, and partly

with pines and Scotcli firs. However carefully you may seek,

there is not a trace to be found of an artificial canal anywhere,

and as the natural watercourses do not descend in a body of

stfficient force, the water remained in a state of stagnation,

causing the meadows to resemble more nearly enormous swamps
tlian useful healthy pasture land. Only here and there do the

larger rivers, where the shore is tolerably elevated, burst

through the impediments opposing their course. Almost with-

out exception the water of these rivers and canals is of a dark

brovra muddy colour. Hence there is also a very insufiicient

supply of pure water for drinking ; wells of even the most
simple construction are scarcely ever to be seen. The sliips on
these waters are drawn by horses, and as tliere is a pretty con-

siderable traffic along the principal streams, many liorses are

constantly employed in this trying sort of work. Notwith-
standing this, however, the shores of the streams are not in a

condition to justify their being used for this purpose. The
towing-path is alternately a villauous stone pavement or a

muddy pool, materially increasing the labour required of the

horses.
" The cultivated portions of these plains and tliose used as

pastures for cattle are extremely small in comparison with their

extent. Even the larger landed proprietors are of opinion that

cattle of themselves bring in no material profit, but must be

kept for the sake of the manure only. The cultivated tracts

are lost amid the interminable plains of meadovv, pasture,

moor, and forest. Scarcely the tenth part of the surface is

appropriated to agricultural purposes, altliough the soil from
its chemical and physical properties, being composed of a most
excellent and rich black earth, would yield a most profitable

return. Indeed, on comparing this territory with similar tracts

of land in Germany, the idea involuntarily presents itself that

as yet the inhabitants are merecliildren, and have not got even
through tlie A B C of culture.

" These low lands are only very scantily inhabited, the vil-

lages and estates, with the exception of those along the shores

of some of the principal streams—as, for example, the Wolchoff

—lying at a great distance from each other. The houses,

which in the villages are chiefly of wood, are built quite close

to each other in a double row, and two storeys high. Some
few look toleraljly comfortable, but mostly they are made to

face any and all directions, bearing no signs of ever under-

going repair, though wood is left to rot along the roads. Even
in the towns—as, for instance, Tver, on the Volga, where we
changed horses—the small inns, liaving large courtyards and
extremely roomy but low-roofed coaclihouses, were almost

rendered inaccessible by insurmountable masses of filth. In
the stables there was a superabundance of dung. Altogether,

agriculturists in Russia are at a very low ebb of civilization.

With some few good qualities, there still prevails among them

extreme ignorance, superstition, barbarism, disorder, and un-
cleanUness. As they religiously observe every holyday in the

Russian church, they sink into idleness, and consequently into

poverty. The possession of large estates is not a guarantee

of intelligence and economy in their management ; there is

no such thing, as viith us, of the beneficial influence which a

large enterprising landowner exercises over the smaller ones,

by trying new experiments and introducing agricultural im-

provements.
" Altliough men and animals live in close proximity, kind

feeling for the domestic creatures reaches only so far as is

rendered indispensably necessary. So long as the country is

not covered with deep snow they must seek their sustenance

for themselves in the large meadows ; consequently, they at

times live in the enjoyment of great abundance, and at others

with difficulty find the means of subsistence. In like manner
domestic animals must slake their thirst wherever they can.

This they do in the muddy water on the shores of the rivers,

or in the hollow tracks left by the cattle. Proper troughs for

cattle are not anywhere to be seen. In the winter tliey find

but slight shelter from the snow and inclement weather in the

ill-kept courtyards, in sheds, and in narrow dark places, where
very insufficient food is given them, as the owner of cattle

never aims at possessing anything like an adequate supply of

winter provender. No sooner has the sun melted away the

snow than the cattle are driven to the pastures, still in-

undated with water, where, exhausted by the starving process

of the winter, they speedily consume what has been left from
autumn, as well as tlie first buds of spring, which the rapid

vegetation of that country quickly developes. As the herbage

grows the temperature increases in warmth, and the exhausted

animals liave not sufficient stamina to oppose to the great ex-

tremes of heat and cold which day and night offer. Added to

which, double work is required of the horses ; for, on the one
hand, there are the labours of the field which spring always

brings witli it, and which are universally done by one horse at

a time, and, on the other hand, the rustics undertake to tow
the numerous barges along the wide swampy rivers, and often

against tide. These heavy vessels, which are nearly square,

looking more like oblong chests than ships, and demanding in

their towage an enormous waste of strength, carry as much as -^

40,000 cwt., and are laden with corn, stones, bricks, hay, and
wood. The hard work of towing continues the whole day
without abatement, and this for many days in succession,

while during the short night, with heavy dews falling, the

weary animal has to seek his food for himself. The work they

have to perforin is oftentimes so fatiguing that the poor crea-

tures barely progress at a snail's place, being only capable of

putting one foot before the other, and requiring to be con-

tinually goaded on. Even loose horses find it difficult in au-

tumn to overcome the difficulties which these unmade roads

occasion. On September 29, when the authors of this report

were travelling in the country, 2,000 horses were still engaged
alone in towing the barges along the canal of New Ladoga to

Schliisselburg. On the Volga, near Tver, where a very active

navigation and traffic prevails, each barge, mostly laden with
hay and corn, had ten horses in a row to tow it along, while

three men on foot, furnished with shrill whistles of a peculiar

construction, were urging the animals to exert themselves to

the utmost. A still greater strain is put upon such horses as

are conveyed in the vessels themselves, sometimes to the num-
lier of 50, and who have to keep on at the labour for months
together. Of these, 12 and more work at the same time at

one single crank, to get the sliip away by means of anchors
sunk at a distance.

" The cattle have still less consideration shown them than
the horses. Pewer of them are bred, as they are comparatively

less profitable. Sheep and swine, which supply the population

with food and clothing, live with the moujiks, enjoying perfect

liberty, but also exposed to the pernicious influences of the

unhealthy climate.
" Spread of the Yasva.

"As early as the beginning of the 18th century the Yasva,
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as stated in ancient documents of tlie Church, occasioned pro-

cessions through the streets and prayers in the churches. To
the same end a statue was erected at Tobolsk to St. Nicholas,

which afterwards began to work wonders, and attained great

fame among the orthodox. A Uttle later, Pallas, Gmelin,
Renovatz, aud other scientific travellers collected more reliable

information on the subject. Since 1740, when Gmelin dis-

covered the first traces of the malady on the banks of the river

Irtisli, where it had been prevalent long before, it has been a

permanent scourge of Western Siberia, breaking out every
year in the hot season, and chiefly killing men and horses.

Sometimes more, sometimes less violent, it gradually spread
beyond its original home, following in its course the rivers

Irtish and Tobol, as well as their tributaries, and affecting

alike high lands and low lands, sand and swamp, and, indeed,

every sort of soU aud geographical situation. All domestic
animals without distinction were liable to be attacked by it,

but its most numerous victims were horses aud men. Its ap-

pearance always followed closely on the advent of the hot sea-

son ; cold weather, or a refreshing rain, as it counteracted the

ravages of the mediaeval plague, equally put a stop to the
Yasva. In 1798 the Yasva, advancing further west than ever

before, reached the Caspian Sea and Ukraine, penetrating at

the same time as far as the White Sea in the north, and even
showing itself in Lithuania and on the Russian shores of the

Baltic. In the first half of this century the disease continued

to exist in its original haunts, and, slowly progressing towards

the east, made its appearance in the more remote districts of

Siberia, as far as the Chinese frontier. In 1823 it visited the

provinces of Kasan, Cherson, aud Taurida, where it had never

shown itself before, and raged at Charkow, Kasan, and all

along the lower course of the Volga ; but it is only in the last

three years that it advanced again in a westerly direction, and
infecting all the country from Astracan to Lithuania and
Vitebsk, reached St. Petersburg, Olonetz, and the shores of

the White Sea. Its principal victims on this latter occasion

were horses ; next, in point of numbers, came cattle ; then

sheep, swine, and, as the last in the scale of suffering, men.
In some places all domestic animals were Liable to be attacked

;

in others, horses and cattle only.
" According to official, though, ])erhaps, not quite reliable

statements, the number of horses alone tliat perished of this

malady in ISG'i amounts to 72,309 ; but the loss is popularly

estimated at 100,000. Of cattle 60,000 liead succumbed in

the same year. Looking at some of the provinces infected,

we find 26,000 horses to have died in Novgorod, 12,000 in

Yaroslav, 4,860 in Olonetz, 4,109 in St. Petersburg, 4,000 in

Tver, and 3,182 in Vologda. In six districts of the Province

of Novgorod 13,888 horses, 4,300 cattle, and 2,308 swine
and sheep died, while only 1,059 horses, 578 cattle, and 95

sheep and swine that had been attacked by the malady were
saved. In some parts of the district of New Ladoga all horses

employed in dragging barges were carried ofl" ; in other parts

there were but few deaths, in some none at all.

" According to the same official sources, 938 persons were
attacked by the yasva in 1864, of whom 302 died. In the

above-mentioned six districts of the province of Novgorod,
the number of deaths amounted to 207, and tlie number of

persons saved to 360.

"No doubt the weather was particularly active in spreading

the yasva in 1864. There had been much snow in the winter,

but spring was late, and when it came at length rather hot.

The snow then passing away rapidly, the water inundated the

lowlands, and a luxuriant vegetation sprung up from the

combined influence of heat and moisture. The air was close,

oppressive, and impregnated with noxious miasmas. In the be-

ginning of June the temperature rose on the banks of the Upper
Volga to 30 degrees of Reaumur in the shade, while the niglits

were cool, and, in consequence of the over-charged state of the

atmosphere, wet and dewy. Thus all tended to promote the

spread of the murrain. On the 12th of June it broke out in

the province of Vologda, on the 17th in the province of St.

Petersburg, on the 22nd in Vladimir, on the 2oth in Olonetz,

on the 26tli in Tver, on the 27th in Kostroma, on the 9tli of

July in Yaroslav and Orel (where it ceased of itself after a

week's duration), on the 26th in Wilna, and on the 27th in

Moscow. It reached its climax from the 20th to the 28th of

June, when the heat was at its height. On the temperature

becoming cooler, the malady rapidly decreased, and in some
localities disappeared altogether. From the 14th of July the

heat began to increase again, and with it the plague; but

from the 20th, when a heavy rain purified the air, few or no
fresh cases occurred. In September, when the authors of this

report were travelling in the provinces that had so much suffered

from it, the disease had already died away.

"DiFFEKEXT Kinds of Yasv.\..

" There are two kinds of yasva, generally speaking, which
may either occur separately, or both at the same time, and in

the same locality. In the later case a variety of intermediate

stages have been observed by the physicians. The yasva is

either an acute or apoplectic disease, when it kills its victims

very rapidly ; or it'is chronic, when it is called diptheritic,

or exanthematic, from the boUs and spellings accompany-
ing it.

" The apoplectic kind kills the animal in an hour and less.

The animal suddenly begins to tumble, looks dull and stunned,

cannot stand fast on its legs, breathes heavily, now and then
emits a strange, half-involuntary sound, falls prostrate on the

ground, and dies with or without spasms. As a ride no boils

or blisters have been noticed in cases of this nature ; though
when death was a little longer delayed than usual incipient

pustules might be discerned on the skin. The apoplectic kind
is the rarer of the two, and always fatal.

" The exanthematic kiad does not necessarily end in death.

It begins with sudden and painful shiveriugs, which, after the

lapse of an hour, are foUowed by the appearance of small

pustules chiefly on the withers, breast, belly, udder, aud penis,

or, more rarely, on the ribs, hind legs, and erup. These
pustules rapidly increase in size, penetrating deep into the

cellular tissue. They are neither very hot, nor particularly

painful ; sometimes elastic, and allowing of being moved this

way and that way with tlie skin, sometimes hard, fast, and
sticking immovable in the body. On dissecting the animal,

they are found to contain decomposed ingredients of the blood.

As the pustules grow larger the animal begins to tremble, and
becomes feverish and doleful. It stands quite stiU, with its

eyes fixed, and its head hanging down. Notwithstanding the

fever and its increasing violence, the appetite does not altogether

cease, the normal functions of the body continuing at the same
time much as ordinarily. In many cases horses have suddenly

fallen to the ground, and died with food in their mouths.

Death, which is the ordinary termination of this the mUder
species of the malady, as well as of the apoplectic one, ensues

always within a fortnight, and, as a rule, without any pre-

monitory warning. Recovery is initiated by a gradual dis-

cussion of the tumour, and the peeling off of the inflamed part

of the skin, and the infected membrane.
" In some cases pustules have not been noticed until after

the fever had already continued for some time. This species

of disease always brought on death in a few days.

" The carcas'es become rapidly putrid, emitting a horrible

stench. The normal apertures of the body are frtquently

filled with sanguinary, frothy matter. At the beginning of

trie disease, the dead animals were frequently allowed to remain

where they had breathed their last ; or they were thrown into

the rivers, and, being washed up to the banks, deposited in

some stagnating pool by the current, whence they filUd the air

with pestilential vapour. It is said that St. Petersburg

remained free from infection until a very large number of dead

horses had been floated up to one of the metropoHtan islands

by the waters of the Ladoga Canal.
" The pud mortem examinations of apoplectic animals

showed abnormal secretions of blood in the cellular tissue, and
near the lungs, the liver, and tlie spleen, which latter organ

was very soft, spongy, dark-coloured, and turgid. The secre-

tions were of a dark red colour, and mostly clotted.

" In cases of exanthematic yasva, the pustules were fre-

quently of enormous size. At the bottom of the pustules

there was always some yellowish sedematous matter, which

penetrating into the body from its outer circumference, pierced

its texture, and even got as far as the great internal cavities

and the organs disposed in them. The fat had always entirely

disappeared, having been changed into that yellowish, sede-

matory matter ; and the blood was dark brown, like tar, and

in most cases serous. The organs of the abdomen were full of

dark-coloured blood and soft and spongy in texture ; spleen

and liver in the same condition, as in the cases of apoplectic

yasva. If the seat of the pustule were in the pectoral cavity,

the heart and lungs were similarly affected,

T 2
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"There was little diffeieuce between the symiitoms evinced

hy the carcases of horses and cattle. Slice]) are generally

atfected by the apoplectic form, and there is nothing reliable

known asto the yasva of the swine.
" Among the human part of the animated creation the male

sex is more liable to the disease than the female. In this case

the symptoms of the malady, occasioned or manifested by the

yasva pustule, are identical with those of the well-known

disease, pusiiila nmUfjiia. Acute pain first indicates the spot

where the pustule is to appear. A swelling of the skin ensues,

and there is a reddish hue noticeable on and near the spot

mentioned. At length a red point becomes visible, expanding

gradually into a bluish blister, varying iii size between a pea

and a threepenny piece. These blisters have been observed on

the face, throat, breast, arms, legs, hands, and feet. If there

are but few blisters, and if they are small and confined to the

arras, hands, and feet, the general state of the patient remains

tolerably good, and the inflamed portion of the pustule being

segregated from the rest, and falling off in course of time,

recovery follows as a rule. In ease of numerous blisters stud-

ding, however, the face and upper parts of the body, the state

of the patient becomes feverish and typhoidal. A painful en-

largement of tlie tumours is accompanied with headache, gid-

diness, and nausea, and death takes place after a few days, or

even hours, in consequence of a putrid decomposition of the

blood.
" It has been asserted by many peasants and village doctors

in Russia that the contagion is not always communicated to

man by animals, but will also attack men and animals at the

same time. The fact might be accounted for easily enough by

assuming the atmospheric and other local influences at work
to poison the human as well as the animal organism under

certain circumstances ; and there are, indeed, cases recorded

where the numlier ot men and women infected exceeded that

of the horses, while in other jjlaces human beings are said to

have cauglit the infection long before the animals. As a rule,

however, the contrary was the case.

" The Causes and Contagious Isatuee of the Yasva.

" As we have seen, the primary causes of the Yasva must be
sought in a variety of circumstances, peculiar to the locality

—

the low state of culture and civilization in those easterly parts
;

the many stagnating rivers and swamps evaporating noxious
miasmas, and converting the air into a most injurious and
oppressive sort of malaria atmosphere ; the bad water used for

drinking ; the sudden advent of summer, and the rapid change
of the weather from cold to warm and from warm to cold ; the
wet and swampy grasses eaten by the animals after the dry and
scanty fodder given them in winter ; and the excessive work to

which the horses are put whentlie barge-dragging and agricul-

tural season begins—all these are so many circumstances which
cause the animals to catch cold very frequently, and which, by
deteriorating the normal condition of the blood, increase their

disposition for the prevailing disease. To these must be added
the peculiar tendency of the Russian horses to suffer from con-
gestions of the skin, a disorder frequently attended with the
bursting of veins, or causing the animal to tear open with his

teeth the vessels of the skin when heated. This tendency is

nothing but the consequence of the want of proper cleanliness,

and often ceases when the horse is tended and curried, as is

the custom in other countries. Nothing, therefore, being more
fi-equent than a sick, sensitive skin and the loss of blood from
the capillary veins, we need not doubt that this is the very
reason of the pustulous or exanthematic form of the plague
committing such ravages among the poor neglected beasts.

" The plague being already extinct when the authors of this
report were travelhng in Russia, they had no means of testing
the difl'erenl opinions on the contagious nature of the Yasva.
Tlie majority of the peasants and village veterinarians, sup-
ported by some of the learned doctors, contend that the disease
is not contagious. Sick and healthy cattle, they say, had been
frequently kept together without the latter being infected ; and
the village veterinarians who had never dreaded touching dis-

eased animals, even though their hands might have happened
to have i-jien wounds and sores, had done so with impunity.
Other peasants are, however, convinced that the contrary is the
case, and that the disease is propagated by its victims. They
observed, however, that in some places the plague did not
break out until after the return of the horses from the river
work, and that the cattle and other animals caught the infec-

tion from the liorses. As to the experience of medical meii,

it undoubtedly goes to prove that persons attacked had come

into frequent and habitual contact with sick and dead animals
;

tliat they had been engaged in curing or otherwise preparing

for sale their hides, hoofs, and horns, or that they had only

transported these articles from one place to another, or touched

the stable utensils of diseased herds. As a rule, where the in-

tellectual condition of the peasants was lowest, the Yasva v.'as

most virulent among cattle and men ; although it is but right

to add that precautionary measures might have been more

stringently enforced in most parts of the realm. Horses, for

instance, although diseased, and sure to die within a few days,

were put to work all the same, and frequently exjiired in har-

ness. Ill the neighbourhood of St. Petersburg many hides of

diseased horses were sold to the tanners and curriers, which

led to their men being infected in great numbers, and not a few

carried off by the disease. On the other hand, it is equally

undeniable that persons were taken ill and got pustules who
had never come into contact with diseased animals ;

that hos-

pital attendants, whose duty it was to nurse a large number of

tlie sick, were not infected ; and that in some places a single

animal would be attacked without propagating the contagion

among the others.
" Wasps, infusorias, and a variety of harmless insects have

been charged with spreading contagious matter, and it is not

altogether improbable that the poison, in some cases, may have

been communicated by the sting of a bee, or some other tiny

animal of the kind. Indeed, some person would assert they

liad been stung by insects on the very place where the pustule

subsequently showed itself. Suspicion principally attaches to

the stinging and sucking species of breeze-Hies, such as Ta-

hanus and Stomo.ns calcitrous, and the mischievous gnat of

Kolumbatz {llharjiocohim Cacensis), which al times will appear

in swarms in .swampy localities.

'• The Cure of the Yasva, and Sanitary Measures
TAicEN to Prevent its Spread.

'• The apoplectic species of the malady leaves no time for

cure, and the means employed in cases of exanthematic Yasva
are, as a rule, without effect unless applied at a very early stage.

People used to cut open the pustules when forming, to burn

and cauterize the wounds with sidphuric acid and sulphate of

trali : to apply cataplasms of dough, linseed, hayseed, and to-

bacco leaves impregnated with sal ammoniac ; and also to keep

the wounds cold, and put ice on them, if possible. In some
cases peasants wcndd apply ants' poultices, or foment the

tumours witli hot bricks and stones, so as to slightly burn the

skin. Embrocations with a mixture consisting of l-9th of

creosote and 8-9ths of turpentine are also recommended as

useful. Men and women have been frequently benefited by

applying poultices saturated with vinegar of saturn and spirits

of sal ammoiuac in equal proportions directly the skin became
painful and a tumour visible.

" As a precautionary measure it was formerly prescribed to

kindle large fires, the smoke of v^liich was intended to kill

noxious insects and warn off travellers.

" On the late appearance of the epidemic in Western Rusiia,

SO veterinary surgeons—a large number, when the scarcity of

professional men in the country is taken into account—were

sent to the infected provinces by Government. But although

instructed to offer assistance and medicine gratis, their activity

was not attended with any remarkable result.

"We may also mention that it was only after the plague

had been raging for some time, that people were ordered to

bury the carcases at once, and in deep pits.

'• The supervision of domestic animals by Government phy-

sicians, as exercised in the ordinary routine of business, is no
guarantee against tlie s])read of contagious diseases. A herd is

simjdy driven past a Go\crnment physician, counted, and the

number compared with that mentioned in the passport. How,
then, is it possible for the physicians to distingaish the sick

from the healthy ? Tlie authors of this report heard a woman
say that she had washed off the purulent matter from the nose

and eyes of an infected cow just before the arrival of the medi-

cal man. In no case have diseased animals been killed by

order of the Government, or indemnification offered to owners

who should kiU them of their own accord.

"We believe ourselves justified in inferring from the above

that the Yasva is not a new and distinct malady, but only a

peculiar specicb of the well-known Lieniiis, or iuflaramatiou of
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tlic >>i)leen, wliicli bus liceii frequently witnessed in Europe and
America under loeal eircunistances similar lo those of the

liussian ])lains. The autlinvs of this reiio»1 had the satisfaetitni

of seeing their view of the ea-e adujiled liy lir-rr llaiiiit, tlie

famous ehief veterinary surgeon of the Government, who, hav-

ing- represented the Yasva as a distinct mahidy in his work on

epidemics among- animals, after rediscussing the subject with

them, now elas'^cs it with Licnitis."

AGRICULTURAL R E PORTS.
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR AUGUST.

Although the temperature has Ijeen tolerably high, the pro-

gress of harvest work in all parts of the United Kingdom has

been very slow. Immense (|uautities of rain having fallen, the

grain has remained in the fields some time after being cut, and
juucli of it has been carried in a damp state. The wheat trade

has, therefore, shown signs of firmness, and an advance of from
2s. to .3s. per qr. has taken place in the quotations. At that

amount of improvement, however, the business doing has been

only moderate. Millers generally are aware that the stocks of

old wheat on hand are large, aiul that very extensive supplies

of foreign have been purchased for immediate shipment to

England. It is, however, very evident that for several months
really tine wheat wil', be comparatively scarce and high in

price, although it is admitted on all hands that tlie yield of the

new crop as to quantity is nearly, or quite equal to last seasou.

Nearly the whole of the growth of barley has been secured in

our forward districts. The yield is certainly a full average
;

but most of the samples show a great want of quality : hence,

fine parcels have been held for more money, and enhanced rates

are anticipated during the coming seasou. The produce of the

oat crop is even smaller than was at one time anticipated. We
shall therefore be eliielly dependent upon supplies from
abroad to meet the consumption. Beans and peas are a very

middling crop, though certaiidy larger and of better quality than

last year.

Trom the above remarks it is obvious that both wheat and
barley have seen their lowest range for some time; but we are not

prepared to say that there will be any excitement in the demand.
Continental and American advices are opposed to any great

activity in the trade. The produce of the crops is represented

as large, but not of very fine quality. The prices at which it

is oft'ered are considered low, and we could he readily supplied

with wheat at rates which -would leave a fair margin of profit

in this couutiy.

The crop of potatoes in almost every county is proving
unusually large, and, with some few exceptions, wholly free

from disease. The great abundance of the growth, and the

low prices, 50s. to 100s. per ton, at which it is offered, must to

some extent have a controlling influence upon the value of the

better kinds offered. On the continent the crop is certainly not
equal to some former years. The probability is, therefore, that

the importations during the winter months will be on a very

moderate scale.

The turnip crop is a partial failure ; but, where successful, it

is very large. Swedes, mangolds, &e., promise the largest

return ever known ; indeed it is doubtful whether they can

possibly be consumed, owing to the small numbers of stock in

the country.

It is a fortunate circumstance, however, tltat the supply of

food is large at a time when butcher's meat is very higli in

price. An abundance of keep will tend uot only to fatten the

stock somewhat rapidly, but likewise to allay the present

excitement caused by the spread of disease in various localities.

The great abundance of food will, likewise, materially lessen

the feeders' outlay for linseed and eake.

Notwithstanding that the heavy rains have produced mould
in some localities, the growth of hops in Kent, Sussex, &c., is

likely to turn out unusually large, and of good quality. New
qualities have been disposed of in the Borough at from 140s.

to 180s. per cwt. As the stock of olds and yearlings is nearly

exliausted, present rates are considered safe for fine parcels.

The advance in the Bank rate for money to four per cent,

has somewhat checked the demand for English wool ; never-

theless very little change has taken place in the quotations.

The pubUc sales of Colonial qualities, wliich, in the aggregate,

will amount to nearly 140,000 bales, have piogressed steadily.

Really tine qualities have changed hands freely at full prices,

although the demand on continental account has been inactive

when compared with the previous series. Inferior and faulty

wools have given way 0|~d. per lb. The improved demand for

woollen goods in America is likely to bear considerable in-

fluence upon our manufacturing trade for some time.

The first cut of hay has at length been secured. It has

certainly exceeded last season, and the second cut in the

southern and eastern districts has been somewhat heavy.

Meadow liay has sold in London at from £4 15s. to £6 10s.,

clover £5 to £7, and straw £1 Ss. to £2 ~s. per load. The
pastures have presented a most luxuriant appearance, and much
(Ufficulty has been expericiieed in keeping down the grass.

The crop of apples is a partial failure, but the growth of

most other kinds of fruit is very large. The deficiency in the

crop of apples will be severely felt in our cider districts.

In Ireland fiiir progress has been made in harvest work.
Wheat and barley are about average crops, but other produce

presents a deficiency. The various markets Iidve beeu scantily

supplied with grain, for which the demand luas ruled steady on
rather higher terms.

The harvest in Scotland is tolerably forward, mucli less rain

having fallen than in England, and most accounts agree in

stating that wheat,, barley, and oats wUl be fair average crops,

though not of fine quality. The growth of potatoes is enor-

mous, and it is expected that very large shipments will be made
to the south during the winter. As a whole, the crop is free

from disease.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE DURING THE
PAST MONTH.

Much excitement lias prevailed throughout the country,

omng to tlie spread of disease amongst cattle in various

quarters. Every precaution has been taken to prevent con-

tamination—diseased animals have been seized in large

unmbers, and inspectors have been appointed with adequate

powers to condemn meat unfit for human consumption. The
losses amongst tlie cows in the metropolitan dairies have been

serious, and it has been found necessary for the Privy Council

to stop the export of cattle to Ireland. These precautions

have certainly become necessary-, because we do not hesitate to

say that the new disease which we term gastric fever is an im-

portation from the continent. We do not suppose that the

import of foreign cattle will be prohibited ; but our advice to

the graziers is, uot to purchase foreign store animals for grazing

purposes, and to the dairyman, to avoid mixing foreign cows

with English breeds, although they may give an immense
quantity of milk. If our views are carried out we shall hear

very little more of disease in auy quarter.

Fair average supplies of beasts have been on sale in the

London market, but at least two-thirds of them have been be-

neath the middle quality. Prime Scots, Devons, Herefords,

shorthorns, &c., have changed hands freely, at very full prices.

Ail other kinds have moved off heavily, on rather lower terms.

Foreign store beasts have been offered as low as 2s. to 2s. 6d.

per Slbs.

The numbers of sheep brought forward have been mode-
rately good, but mostly in poor condition. Prime Downs,
half-breds, &e., have sold freely, at enhanced quotations, and
even the most inferior breeds have realized extravagantly high

rates. The lamb trade has been devoid of animation ; never-

theless, prices have been supported.

In the value of calves very little change has taken place

;

hut pigs have produced more money. The prices paid for the

latter in some parts of the country have been unusually high.
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The imports of foreign stock into London have been as fol-

lows ;—
Head.

Beasts 16,536

Sheep 54.,333

Lambs 6,727

Calves 3,287

Pigs 8,251

Total 89,134

Compariso;n oy Imports.
Beasts. Sheep. Lambs. Calves. Pigs.

1864 11,475 39,114 2,716 2,786 4,326

1863 9,503 34,937 4,125 4,827 4,108

1863 5,630 30,653 5,204 2,060 3,297

1861 6.581 33,210 3,176 1,874 3,718

1860 6,647 38,349 1,856 2,520 4,075

1859 6,503 29,175 3,308 3,254 1,805

1358 8,293 19,500 3,764 3,512 2,935

1857 4,693 31,215 1,760 2,661 2,333

1856 5,677 17,801 1,271 3,301 1,901

1855 5,341 23,605 984 3,484 3,476

The total numbers of stock exhibited in the Metropolitan

Markets were as under :

—

Head.
Beasts 29,600
Cows 170
Sheep and lambs 147,530
Calves 3,838

Pigs , 2,175

Comparison of Supplies.
Sheep and

Beasts. Lambs. Calves. Pigs-

1864 29,420 154,300 3,426 3,046

1863 26,364 149,430 3,070 2,033

1863 24,073 154,920 3,354 3,013

1861 23,430 159,740 2,952 3,230
1860 32,390 151,500 3,346 2,070
1859 23,170 165,090 3,322 2,320
1858 26,915 151,530 2,127 3,510
1857 20,695 143,758 3,173 2,450
1856 21,271 147,250 3,354 3,875
1855 20,816 151,870 3,356 4,273

This district suppUes thus compare with the two previous
years :— Aug., 1863. 1864. 1865.
Prom Lincolnshire, Leicester-

shire, & Northamptonshire ... 14,000 13,500 9,830
Other parts of England 4,000 3,700 3,000
Scotland 101 133 739
Ireland 560 297 520

The comparison of prices stands thus :

—

Aug., 1860. Aug., 1861. Aug., 1863.
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef from 3 to 5 6 2 10 to 4 10 3 4 to 4 10
Mutton... 3 8 to 5 6 3 3 to 5 4 3 8 to 5 4
Lamb 5 4 to 6 6 5 to 6 5 to 6 4
Veal 4 3to5 6 3 4 to 4 6 4 to 5

Pork 4 to 5 3 10 to 4 8 3 8 to 4 10

Aug., 1863. Aug., 1864. Aug., 1865.
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef from 3 4 to 4 10 3 4 to 5 3 to 5 6
Mutton... 3 6 to 5 2 3 10 to 5 4 44 to 6 8
Lamb 50 to 68 58 to 68 60 to 70
Veal 34 to 48 40 to 50 42 to 54
Pork 3 6to4 6 3 6 to 4 6 4 to 5

The supphes of all kinds of meat on sale in Newgate and
Leadenhall have been very moderate. Prime qualities have
changed hands freely, at full quotations ; otherwise, the trade
has been in a most inactive state. Beef has sold at from 3s.

4d. to 43. lOd., mutton 4s. 4d. to 5s. lOd., lamb 5s. 4d. to Os.

4d., veal 4s. to 5s., and pork 4s. to 5s. 4d. per 81bs., by the
cajrcase.

NORTH UNCOLNSHIUE.
The crops are being rapidly ingathered, although much im-

peded hy the late rains. Sprouted wheat is spoken of freely
;

and potatoes, in the Isle of Axholme, are said to have suilered

greatly from tlic rain-storms. Turnips seem to have reaped a

peculiar advantage from the wet weather, which after IMouday

ceased ; but, mitU then, was almost incessant. Mangolds
generally look well, especially so on heavy land. Potatoes on

the Wolds are in prime condition, and realizing £16 to £17 per

acre, to be taken up and paid for in October, with the usual

ten or twelve days' grace. The cattle murrain has not at pre-

sent made a sign in this locality ; the railway officials, acting up

to the instructions of the Board of Trade, are busily occupied

in remedial measures, so far as the transit of stock on their

lines is concerned. This is evidently a capital plan. The
cattle-trucks are lime-washed, and the dose is repeated after

any of them have been used by foreign stock, and in some
eases by suspicious-looking animals passing through our own
locality. At Hull, wliicli is the chief port for cattle from

abroad, and transliipped in our neighbourhood, the authorities

are ou the alert, and every care is shown by them in the ex-

amination of stock, and placing any suspicious-looking beast

in quarantine ; but at present there has not been any case

at all analogous with the Russian rinderpest, and no case in-

deed calling for any special application for veterinary skill.

AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE,
FAIRS, &c.

ASHFORD LAMB FAIR, (Tuesday last.)—The supply

was about an average, and for good lots a brisk trade was
done at high prices, but very few remaining unsold at the

BEDFORD FAIR.—A poor show of fat cattle ; those sold

made from lis. 6d. to 12s. per score pounds. Best half-bred

wethers made from 8d. to 9d., ewes from 7id. to Sd. per lb.
;

good tegs sold at from 35s. to 40s., lambs from 30s. to 33s.

each. Small fat porkers made from 7d. to 72d., large 6-^d. to

7d. per lb.

BODMIN FAIR.—The following prices were made : Fat
cattle £3 5s. to £3 10s. per cwt.. Sheep 7id. to 8d. per lb.

Store cattle made good prices. A brislc sale throughout the
day.

BRACKNELL FAIR.—The supply of horned cattle was
very large, and in a healthy condition. There was a good de-

mand for fat beasts, which sold at from £18 to £34 each, and
store stock for grazing were in request, well-grown steers

selling at from £13 to £15, and heifers at £10 to £13. In
most instances a warranty was required against existing disease.

Among dairy cows there was but little business transacted ; for

although dairy farms are being greatly increased in this county
for the transmission of milk to London, yet the cattle plague,
which is so fatal among milch cows, deters country dairymen
from buying fresh stock. However, the prices made were from
£17 to £33 each. Many droves of lean and store cattle were
not sold. In the horse fair there was a good sale for best de-

scriptions of animals, some realizing 35 to 40 guineas.

COCKERMOUTH FAIR.—The general average price

given for lambs was 17s. 6d., but 18s. and 19s. a-piece were
obtained in some instances. Half-bred Leicesters were sold at

17s. to 25s. each, but went ofi" slowly at the latter figure ; the
more improved breeds realized 26s. to 32s. each, and several

lots were sold. Pure-bred Leicesters were scarce, and sold at

40s. to 50s. each. A sum of £3 15s. was asked for one, but
no purchaser was found. Mr. Robinson Mitchell sold a lot of

half-bred Leicesters at 24s. 6d. each. There was a small lot

of Iri; h wethers shown, but they were not sold ; 50s. each was
offered for them, but refused. Ewes were bought at 53s. and
55s. each, but transactions were few. The supply of cattle

was confined to a few. lots of Irish two-year-old heifers, which
realized £6 to £7 a-head. Upon the whole the prices were
considerably in favour of sellers, and though buying was not
brisk, before the fair concluded a large business was done.

CREDITON FAIR.—There was an average supply of bul-

locks ; sheep, above average. It was a " selling market," and
cattle fetched rather high prices. Sheep sold at 8d. per lb.

GLOUCESTER MONTHLY MARKET was moderately
supplied with fat cattle. The quality generally was rather

inferior, but trade was firm at advanced prices. The supply of

sheep and lambs was short, and the demand was consequently

active. A clearance was soon effected. The prevailing prices

were—Beef, 7d. to 8d. ; mutton 8^d. to 9id. ; lambs, 9d. to

lOd. per lb. ;
pigs, 10s. 6d, to lis. per score.
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GRANTHAM FAT-STOCK MARKET.—A small show
compared to late markets. Trade brisk. Ecel" Ss. Od. to lis.

per stone, mutton Sd. to 9d. per lb.

HI^'CKLEY FAIR was the dullest ever observed iu this

town. Almost impossible to state the prices given. Fat cattle

were sold at an advance of from Is. to ~s. per score pounds.
IPSWICH LA:\iB FAIR.—The cattle disease, no doubt,

affected both the attendance and the supply. The Corporation
had taken every precaution that no diseased cattle should
reach the fair. An inspector was stationed at every approach
to the field, and on every road, whether highway or by-way.
As yet sheep and lambs have been considered safe from the
infection

; but, nevertheless, there were fewer pens than usual.

Trade was brisk among the sheep. Lambs made 35s. to 37s.,

blacklaced ewes 60s. to 70s. Gd., haK-breds oOs. to 60s. Fat
beef fetched 9s. to 9s. 6d. per stone.

LANARK SECOND LA^MB MARKET brought together
a large gathering of dealers from various parts of Scotland,
and a few from Ireland and the bordering counties of England.
The morning dawned fair, and excepting a shower which fell

during the forenoon, the weather was favourable for the trans-

action of business. The .number of lambs was upwards of

16,000, wliicli added to those sold the previous evening, would
run up the total show to 20,000 head—the largest number that

has been brought forward at the second lamb market for many
years. The condition of all the lots was fair, though some
were perliaps more unequal than usual, owing to the severity

of the winter. In the afterpart of the day blackfaced wether

lambs could not be sold at all, and a great many lots failed to

find new ovi'ners. Blackfaced ewe lambs would be up from 2s.

to 3s. on the prices of the corresponding market of last year,

and Cheviot ewe lambs from Is. to Is. (id. Blackfaced wether

lambs were back from Is. 6d. to 2s. on the prices of the market
held at Lanark a fortnight ago. Cheviot wether lambs also

declined in value, and compared with the rates going at

Lockerbie last week, they indicated a fall of from Is. 6d. to 2s.

Crosses fetched nearly the same money as at recent markets.

Blackfaced ewe lambs sold at from 18s. 6d. to 24s. clad,

wether lambs at from 15s. downwards ; Cheviot ewe lambs,

seconds at from I7s. to 30s., and wether lambs at from 16s. to

32s. each.

LINCOLN FORTNIGHTLY MARKET.—A good show
of beasts, but a thin supply of sheep. The former made 8s.

6d. to 9s. per stone, and the latter from 8d. to 9d. per lb.

LUDLOW FAIR.—There was a numerous attendance of

dealers ; but the number of sheep was not so large as last

year. Fat sheep averaged Sj-d. per lb. Store sheep sold

ijriskly. The pig market was remarkably liigh, fat porkers

fetching ft-om 6d. to 6kl. per lb. The supply of cattle was
comparatively unimportant, this being essentially the sheep-

fair of the year. Fat beasts, of which there were very few,

realized 7d. to 7^. per lb. There was a poor show of horses.

Cart-horses were sold for £20 to £23 each. Of those of an
inferior description but few changed hands.

MxiRLBOROUGH FAIR.—Most of the pens of ewes and
lambs were in prime condition, and met a ready sale, at an ad-

vance of from 10s. to 12s. per head on last year, and fully os.

per head in advance of Britford Fair. There were several

strings of good cart-horses, and cobs in great variety. Cows
met rather a dull sale ; but there were large numbers offered.

On the whole, the sale was good, at greatly-enhanced prices.

jMARTOCK FAIR.—The attendance was not so large as

was expected, owing, no doubt, to the fine weather. There

was, however, a good number of fat beasts, which sold well.

Sheep and pigs fetched very high prices.

JIJELTON FAIR.—Owing to the prevailing epidemic, the

pitch of beasts was smaller than on any previous occasion.

Only few store cattle were offered. Meated beasts were in

good supply, and found ready purchasers at very full prices,

especially for prime quality. In-calved beasts were very slow

of sale, at reduced prices, none being at present required for

the London trade. The pitch of sheep was larger than usual,

especially of store lambs, prices for which ranged as high

as 'iOs.

MONZIE LAHtB MARKET.—There was a great defici-

ency compared with the corresponding market last year. The
high prices asked by holders in the morniug would not be ac-

ceded to by buyers, and consequently the day was well ad-

vanced before many sales were effected. About ten o'clock

sellers gave way a little ; and immediately afterwards a consi-

derable number of the best lots were picked up at the sub-

joined prices : Mr. Hugh M'Laren, Dunnichcn, sold his best

lot of cross-bred lambs at 23s. per head, and seconds at 19s.

each. Mr. John Wilson sold the top lots of the Morcnish

Cheviot lambs at rates ranging from £23 to £25 per clad score.

Tiie inferior lots brought ])riccs varying from £16 lOs. to £20
per clad score. Mr. AVilson also sold the Claggon lambs,

Lochtayside, which consisted principally of blackfaced stock.

The top price was about 20s. per head ; seconds ranged from

15s. to 18s. each. The current prices of cross-bred lambs

ruled from £20 to £22 per clad score. Blackfaced lambs

formed a large portion of the stock, and numerous lots oi

small inferior lambs were shown. Mr. Thomas Patton, Glen-

almond, sold his best lot of blackfaced lambs, to go to Kinross,

at £17 per clad score, and seconds at £15. Mr. Duff, Berry-

hiU, sold his blackfaced lambs to the same gentleman at simi-

lar rates. The other lots of the blackfaced stock brought

about the same rates, and some inferior lots ranged from £8
to £11 per clad score. Prices generally ranged fi-om 4s. to 5s.

per head higher than last season.

NEW ROMNEY LAMB AND WOOL FAIR. — There

was a brisk demand for lambs, some of which changed hands
at the highest prices ever known. The average was about 293.

per head, but a great many fetched 31s., and as high as 36s.

per head. There was not much doing in wool, though there

were several buyers present. The highest prices offered were
£23 per pack for Kent fleeces, and £15 for lamb wool. Flock-

masters held for £24 per pack for fleeces, at which price a
large quantity was offered.

NORTHAMPTON FAIR.—Scarcely anything selling : no
dealers or graziers. Some fat Beasts were disposed of, but at

very high prices, so extravagant, that they carmot be sold at a
profit for less than 9d. or lOd. per lb.

OLD RAYNE FAIR.—Like aU the other markets at pre-

sent, the turn-out of cattle was small. Fat beasts sold at 70s.

per cwt. Mr. Bro\ra, Knockollochy, sold 4 slots at £23 10s.

;

Mr. !Middleton, Clatt, a pair of stots for £40, and a pair of

qneys for £37 10s. ; Mr. George Hay, NetherhaU, a pair of

prime queys for £54 10s. ; Mr. Wilson, Moss-side of Newton,
three at £17 10s. ; Mr. Edwards, WeUlieads, sold 4 yearlings

at £11 10s. Mutton fetched 7d. to Sd. per lb. Mr. Grant,

Drumbulg, sold wethers at 25s. ; Mr. Singer, WUhamston, a

lot of ewes at 21s.

PENRITH FORTNIGHTLY IVLiRKET.—Beasts were in

demand, but the rates remained unchanged. Average prices

:

Beasts 7s. 6d. to 8s. per stone, sheep 72d. to 8d., lambs BJd.,

and calves 8d. to 8id. per lb.

SETTLE FxVIR was well supplied wth sheep and lambs,

and the attendance of the trade was numerous. A heavier

demand than usual was experienced, but the prices were about

the same.

SHAFTESBURY FAIR.—About 3,000 sheep were penned,

which readily changed hands at high prices. Lambs made 33s.

to 50s. the head, ewes 48s. Of stock there was not much
shown, but there was a ready sale at high prices.

STROUD FAIR was unusually " slow." Very little stock

was shown, but that disposed of realized high prices.

ME.RIGDEN'S SOUTHDOWN SALE.
The annual sale and letting of Mr. Rigden's Southdowns

took place at Hove on Friday last. The day was very fine, and
there was a large attendance of flockmasters, both from the
county and other parts of England. The ewes, pnncipally
four-shear, and 100 in number, were sold in lots of five, and
averaged £2 18s. The highest-priced lot of ewes were bought
by Mr.;Harris, of Chichester, at £5 10s., and the second priced
lot for Miss Talbot, of Gloucestershire, at £4 15s. Out of the
30 rams wliich were in tlie catidogue, seven were sold at an
average of £15 os. lOd., and ten were let at £15 lis. 6d.

The six-shear Battersea gold medal sheep, which has now
made about 300 gs. in lettings, was let to a " Shrop" flock-

master, Mr. Green, of Great Marlow, who also hired another
at 18 gs., and bought four at 11 gs., 11 gs., 15 gs., and 23 gs.

Mr. Tomhne, M.P., hired three, at 20 gs., 15 gs., and 15 gs.

;

Mr. Turner, of Chyngton, hired one at 20 gs. ; and his Grace
the Duke of Richmond another at 16 gs. Messrs. Humfrey,
Selby, Symes, Filder, Croskey, Harris, &c-, also hired sheep.
The great feature of the sale was the demand for tups to cross

with " Shrops."
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REVIEW OE THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

" Rain in harvest" has ever been a terror to hus-

bandmen, from the patriarchal age down to the

present; and we regret to make an unfavourable

record of the character of the past month. The
fear in July and in the previous months was
drought, and the traces of its effects have still been
left in a deficient crop of oats and a light one of

hay; but the month just passed away was without

seven days' co^isecutively fine weather. The bean
crop, indeed, if well harvested, has been made by
the copious fall, and esculents have become luxu-

riantly fine; but the potato disease has certainly

sprung up among the later sorts, and the bulk of

the corn crops has sustained much damage as to

condition, while the quality of the wheat was very

various previously, from the unusual fluctuations

of temperature. The samples of new that have
hitherto appeared create but sorry forebodings as

to the entire yield ; but, hapj)ily, there are excep-

tions, and perhaps farmers, anticipating the im-

proved value of everything fine and dry, have kept

these back for yet better markets. Nor can we
blame those who have the good fortune to possess

them, for so doing. We scarcely like any further

reference to disasters; but accounts from Poland
(once the granary of Europe) are doleful in the ex-

treme, and we hope they are exaggerated, for hail

as well as rain have come down heavily on the corn
in that country, and almost driven farmers to des-

peration. In France, too, they are decidedly short

this year, as well as in Southern Russia, while the

Western States of America have suffered so

severely as to give birth to speculation in New
York, at advancing rates. But if we go a step

further in the catalogue of woes, we must face

something still more to be deplored—" that terrible

cattle-plague," which has come as the most dismal
heritage of free-trade, and fastened upon us with

such a grip that the whole island is in consterna-

tion, from north to south. As there is, however,

one Being who can control the elements, and stay

the plague effectually, let us hope that both will

cease at His merciful command, and confidence in

His goodness ultimately fill the land ! We need
not, however, say much in referring to what has

already happened, in vindication of our opinion

that very low prices for corn seem next to impos-
sible. The following rates have lately been quoted

at the places named : The best wheat at Paris,

which has now become one of the cheapest mar-
kets, was quoted at 45s. per qr., red at Antwerp
47s., Zealand wheat at Maestricht 44s., red quali-

ties at Hamburgh 46s. 6d. per qr. The best old

highmixed Polish at Dantzic was held at 58s., cost,

freight, and insurance included ; red at Cologne,
43s. per qr., at Straubing 36s., at Venice 37s. per
qr. Floating cargoes of Ghirka from Odessa have
been placed in quantity at 43s. per qr., Berdianski
43s. 3d. per qr., Wallachian 37s. per qr., red at Stral-

sund 40s. 6d., Stettin 43s. ; spring wheat at

Chicago, 28s. 3d. per qr. of 480lbs. New York
quotations note the value of Milwaukie Club as

about 35s. per 480lbs, amber Western 36s. per

480lbs., winter 48s. 3d. per 480lbs.

The first Monday in Mark Lane o|)ened on small

English supplies of wheat, with moderate arrivals

of foreign. The show of samples this morning
from Kent and Essex was scanty, and with there-

turn of rain the market closed 2s. to 3s. per qr.

dearer; but the latter advance was made with

difficulty. Foreign also improved Is. to 2s. per qr',

the qualities most in demand being good dry

Russian. Cargoes off the coast improved in value

fully Is. per qr. The varied character of the wea-
ther through the week similarly affected the several

country markets ; those held early followed the

London rise of 2s. to 3s., then Is. easier terms

were accepted ; and as the close brought more
rain, there was again some enhancement of values.

Wheat at Glasgow was Is. per boll higher, and the

rise at Edinbro' was Is. to 2s. per qr. Holders of

foreign in the Irish markets insisted on higher

prices ; but not much business was done.

On the second Monday the English supplies

were scanty, but the foreign liberal. The morn-
ing's show from the near counties was moderate,

with a good proportion of new, poor in quality and
condition. Old samples were still dearer, say Is.

to 2s. per qr. ; but the sale was not brisk; new
continues quite neglected, as unserviceable to mil-

lers. A fair amount of business was passing in

foreign, at a further improvement of 2s. per qr., Rus-
sian sorts again being in principal request. The float-

ing trade was also improved to the extent of Is. to

2s. per qr. The weather being again very catching,

and the several country markets affected accord-
ingly, many were 2s. to 3s. per qr. dearer, though
little reliance could be placed in the stability of

so sudden a rise. Liverpool on Tuesday was ex-

cited, but calmed down again on Friday. Glas-
gow noted an improvement of Is. 6d. to 2s. per
boll, and Edinburgh was Is. to 2s. per qr. dearer.

The advance paid at Dublin on foreign samples
was fully Is. per barrel.

The returns of the third Monday were small,

both in English and foreign qualities. The morning's
show was also scanty, with but a small proportion
of old. These latter sold at the value of the pre-

vious Monday ; but new were exceedingly difficult

to dispose of, from their inferiority and unfitness

for milling. The foreign trade remained firm, but

no advance could be quoted. With the weather

somewhat improved, there was less demand for

floating cargoes, which were Is. per qr. cheaper.

Though Wednesday was a pouring day, and very

damaging, as some of the days intervening were

very hot and fine, a good deal of corn was carried,

and there was not the same universal advance.
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tnany places quoting no higher prices ; but the

majority were Is. to '2s. per qr. dearer, thus making;
the country clearer than London, and the markets
held on Saturday were generally of this upward
tendency. Glasgow made no alteration. Edin-
burgh was Is, per qr. dearer. Dublin was only
firm, no further advance being practicable.

On the fourth Monday the English supplies

were but moderate, though there was plenty of

foreign. There was a rather better supply this

morning from Essex and Kent, mostly new, the

condition of some of which was little above that

of grains. The upward movement had then ceased.

Even old English samples did not sell freely,

though only the former Monday's rates were de-

manded, and new, from being worse conditioned,

were of very doubtful value, tliough occasionally a

fine parcel was offered for sale at about the price

of old. The foreign demand was less brisk ; but
Friday's advance was insisted on for all fine dry
Russian sorts, sqch as Saxonska and Ghirka; but

secondary quality Danzic was not dearer, and the

demand slackened for fl.iating cargoes as well,

with prices below those of Thursday.
The imports into London for the four weeks were,

in English qualities, 15,035 qrs.; in foreign, 74,S07

qrs., against 15,989 qrs. English, 72,689 qrs.

foreign in 1864. The London averages commenced
at 46s. per qi-. and closed at 48s. 4d. The general

average opened at 4'2s. lOd. and closed at 43s. Id.

per qr. The imports into the kingdom for the

four weeks, ending lOih August were, in wheat

1,753,805 cwt. J in flour, 268,852 cwt. There
were no exports of wheat or Hour from London.

During the past month the flour trade passed

from a state of extreme depression and dulness into

one of full activity, with a corresponding advance.

Business in Norfolks and all country descriptions

had previously been at the lowest ebb, the manu-
facture entailing almost certain loss, but every

market-day noting an improvement of Is. per sack.

Norfolks have become fully worth 33s., some
holding for more ; while barrels, notwithstanding
their relative dearness, have gained 2s. per barrel.

Town millers raised their top price on the 14th
to 43s., at which it has since stood. The stock of

barrels in London is very reduced, and the rise at

New York is not favourable to large imports. The
imports into London in four weeks were 53,905

sacks English, 2,174 sacks 19,105 barrels foreign,

against 40,966 sacks English 1,406 sacks 56,332

barrels foreign in 1864.

The barley trade during the month has been on
a small scale, the season not having yet com-
menced, and the arrivals of new malting being

hitherto extremely scanty ; but prices have

gradually hardeneil for all kinds, in- consequence

of the smallness of stocks and the roughness of the

weather, foreign Baltic having improved in value

Is. to Is. 6d. and low grinding about 2s. per qr.,

Danube being worth 22s. to 23s. per qr. As much
barley has been out in the rain, fine Uj-ight quality

for malting is likely to be very scarce, and full

prices paid for it; but there must of necessity be

much that will prove discoloured and coarse, which

may weigh upon the markets. Not much depen-

dence can be placed on foreign this season to

supply any deficiencies of our own, as Northern
Europe, like ourselves, has had much wet. The
imports into London for the four weeks were 855
qrs. English, 12,168 qrs. foreign, against 1,110

qrs. English, 11,880 qrs. foreign in 1864. With
the weather so much against the barley crop, malt

has been steadily advancing in value, till fine

qualities have become worth 66s. per qr.

The past month, like its predecessor, has been
extraordinary for its imports of foreign oals; but

with the weather damaging to the small crop on
the ground, the market has borne the unusual
pressure well, uot having given way more than Is.

per qr., a decline of 6d. per qr. taking place on the

second and fourth markets. Fme 40lb. Danish
and Swedes are now worth about 22s. 6d. per qr.,

and Russians in proportion ; so, if there be any
falling off in the foreign supplies, we expect this

last Is. will be recovered : but as yet there is no
sign of it. The imports into London for the four

weeks were—in English sorts 1,594 qrs., Scotch
1,952 qrs., Irish 455 qrs., and foreign 271,643 qrs.

(half of which anived on the fourth Monday),
against 2,954 qrs. English, 40,094 qrs. Scotch,

14,127 qrs. Irish, and 229,495 qrs. foreign for the

same period in 1864.

Beans have been very steady through the month,
being all along high priced ; but on the fourth

Monday they advanced fully Is. per qr., some of

the new crop being cut, and reported to !)e damaged
by the wet weather. This grain, however, is too
high for speculation, and as they have a crop of

Maize in America this year, and shipments

have been coming forward for Ireland, we may
see some decline if the bulk of the crop escapes

damage, or should only be damp. Egyptian have

lately been selling freely at 38s., and Mazagans at

40s.. The imports into London for four weeks
were— 1,93 7 qrs. English and 5,691 qrs. foreign,

against 2,3o8 qrs. PvUglish and 1,451 qrs. foreign,

in 1S64.

Though the trade in peas has been small, prices

have been gradually hardening, old foreign having

followed the value of beans, and new coming as

yet in too small quantities to lower prices. Fine

new boilers are worth about 42s., but extra foreign

are held for more—grey at 36s. to 37s., and the

other sorts in proportion. The imports into Lou-
don for the four weeks were 910 qrs., exclusively

English, against 1,896 qrs. English and 4,204 qrs.

foreign for the same period in 1864. With a rise

in wheat and flour, and probable advance in meat,

it seems likely that fine boilers may improve in

value as Christmas approaches.

With good arrivals of linseed at the commence-
ment of the month from India, and some dulness

as the consequence, prices eventually hardened
again, both for seed and cake, and the price which
well-fed cattle now readily make prevents much
probability that rates will decline, more especially

as the crops abroad have been reported as defi-

cient.

The seed trade has been in a state of abeyance
in conseqaence of the doubtfulness of the weather.

The high prices at which the small stock of clover-

seed left off at the close of the season, has pre-

vented any speculative inquiry ; but holders with
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present prospects have been little disposed to sell.

Trefoil, too, has improved in value. Old mustard-

seed has found some speculative inquiry, the new

being endangered. Canary seed has also risen

from its long neglect, and become worth 2s. per

qr. more ; but new winter tares, offered in greater

plenty, have fallen in value to 7s. 6d. per bushel.

CURRENT PRICES OF BRITISH GRAIN AND FLOUR
IN MARK LANE.

Shillings per Quarter.

WHEAT, Essex and Kent, white new 38 to 50 ... 4ito53

„ red ,, 38 44 ... 4.4 47

Norfolk,'Lincoln, and Yorkshire, red 44 47

BARLEY 27 to 30 Chevalier, new 30 37

Grinding 26 29 DistiUing 28 32

MALT, Essex, Norfolk, and Suffolk 58 66

Kingston, Ware, and town-made 58 66

Brown 50 54

RYE 26 28

OATS, EngUsh, feed 19 to 23 Potato 22 27

Scotch, feed 18 23 Potato 22 27

Irish, feed, white 17 20 Fine 21 24

Ditto, black 17 20 Potato 21 24

BEANS, Mazagan ...36 39 Ticks 36 39

Harrow 39 41 Pigeon 41 46

PEAS, white, boilers..37 41 Maple 37 to 40 Grey, new 35 37

FLOUR, per sack of 2801bs., Town, Households 38 43

Country, on shore 31 to 34 „ 35 36

Norfolk and Suffolk, on shore 31 33

FOREIGN GRAIN.
Shillings perQuarter.

WHEAT, Dantzic, mixed 47 to 51 old, extra 51 to57

Konigsberg 45 49 extra 49 51

Rostock 45 49 fine 50 51

SUesian, red 43 45 white 46 48

Pomera., Meckberg., and Uckermrk red old... 43 49

Russian, hard, 38 to 39. . . . St. Petersbvu-g and Riga 42 44

Danish and Holstein, red 41 43

French, none Rhine and Belgium 44 49

American, red winter 44 to 47, spring 43 to 46, white 47 60

PARLEY, grinding 22 to 25 distUling and malting 27 32

OATS, Dutch, brewing and Polands 18 to 23 feed 17 21

Danish and Swedish, feed 19 to 23 Stralsund... 19 23

Russian, Riga 19 to 22. ...Arch. 18 to 21....P'sburg 20 24

BEANS, Friesland and Holstein 35 38

Konigsberg 35 to 39.. .Egyptian 37 38

PEAS, feeding and maple... 36 39...fine boilers 39 41

INDIAN CORN, white 30 35...yeUow 30 34

TARES — —...Lentils — —
FLOUR, per sack, French.. .32 35. ..Spanish, p. sack 32 35

American, per brl 22 24...estra and d'ble. 25 27

PRICES OF SEEDS.
LONDON, Monday, August 28. — Cloverseed is

without business passing and unaltered in value. Trefoils

are steady in value. "\Viuter Tares, with improved sup-

ply and small demand, were noted 6d. per bushel lower.

New Rapeseed, with small supply, is fully as dear,

BRITISH SEEDS.
MusTAED, per bush., white 9s. 6d. to 10s.

Canary, per qr 52s. —s.

Tares, winter, new, per bushel 78.3d. 7s. 9d.

Cloverseed, red —s. —s.

CoBiANDEs, per cwt —s. —s.

Trefoil 278. 28s.

LissEED, per qr., sovring 56s. to 60a., crushing 54s. 58s.

Rapeseed, per qr 72s. 76s.

Linseed Cakes, per ton £9 10s. to £10 10s.

Rape Cake, per ton £5 10s. to £6 Os,

FOREIGN SEEDS.
Cohiandee, per cwt 20s.to22s.

Oahraway ,,
—s. 33s.

Trefoil 25s. 26s.

Hempseed, small —s. per qr., Dutch —s. 48s.

Linseed, per qr., Baltic 58s. to 60s.Bombay... 68s. —s.

Linseed Cakes, p>-^r ton £9 lOs. to £11 Os.

Rape Cake, per ton £5 Os. to £6 Os.

HOP MARKET.
BOROUGH, Mo^-DAY, Aug. 28.—Our market has been

supplied with about 1,500 pockets of the new growth, which,

considering the early period of the season, have met with a

good demand, prices ruling for Susses from 120s, to 14:0s. and
for Kents 115s. to 180s.

The demand for yearlings continues good, and the recent

advance in value is fully maiatained.

POTATO MARKETS.
BOROUGH AND SPITALFIELDS.

LONDON, Monday, Aug. 28.—The arrivals ofhome-grown
Potatoes are tolerably large. For most quahties the trade la

duU, and prices have a do^vnward tendency. There was no
import into London last week.

Regents 60s. to 90s. per ton.

Shaws 50s. to 70s. „

COUNTRY POTATO MARKETS.—Doncaster, (Satur-

day last.)—A good supply of new potatoes, which met a good

demand at the foUowing rates : Wholesale prices from 8s. to

9s. per load, and retail Id. per lb. Manchester, (Saturday

last.)—Potatoes 5s. to 10s. per 2521bs. York, (Saturday

last.)—The supplies, though fair, do not come to hand very

liberally, but, owing to there being no complaints of the quan-

tity likely to be produced in England, and the accounts of the

Scotch potato crops being favourable, the prices rather re-

ceded : Ave may quote them at from 7s. 6d. per tub of 2801bs.,

and from Gd. to 8d. per peck retail.

ENGLISH BUTTER MARKET.
LONDON, Monday, August 28.—Trade with us is in a

most sluggish state, with drooping prices ; indeed, quotations

are quite nominal. •

Dorset,fine 120s. to 122s. per cwt.

Devon 112s. to His. per cwt.

Fresh lis. to lis. per dozen.

GLASGOW, (Wednesday last.)—The arrivals of cheese,

both by steamer and rail, continue large, and are quickly

bought up, at sellers' prices. About 31 tons passed the weigh-

house scales. Some prime lots of Cheddars brought 2s. to 3s.

above our highest quotations. Old Dunlop 60s. to 66s., new
ditto 56s. to 60s., old Cheddar-made 648. to 67s., new ditto

58s. to 62s., skim-milk Zis. to 26s. per cwt.

CORK BUTTER MARKET, (Friday last.)—Prices of

Butter per cwt. :—Heavy-salted : First quality 117s. to 114s.,

second ditto 114s. to ills., third ditto 107s. to 104s., fourth

ditto 106s. to 103s., fifth ditto 94s. to 91s., sixth ditto 74s. to

71s. Mild-cured : First quality 121s. to 118s., second ditto

118s. to 115s., third ditto 116s. to 113s. Currency: Heavy-
salted, 10s. per cwt. less ; mild-cured,. 10s. ditto ; sponged

butter, 2s. ditto.

WOOL MARKETS.
ENGLISH WOOL MARKET.

CITY, Monday, Aug. 28.—For nearly all kinds of English

wool the demand continues very inactive, both for home use

and export. In prices, however, very little change has taken

place. The supply on offer is very moderate ; but we under-

stand that the stocks held by the leading manufacturers are

limited.

Current Prices op English Wool. s. d. s. d.
Fleeces—Southdown hoggets per lb, 1 8 to 1 9

Half-bred ditto ,, 1 114 2 0^
Kent fleeces „ 1 10^ 1 11
Southdown ewes and wethers ,, 18^ 19
Leicester ditto „ 1 10| 2

Sorts—Clothing ,, 16 1 11
Combing „ 15 2 OJ

BRESLAU WOOL REPORT, Aug. 21.—We had again a

pretty brisk demand for most descriptions of middle-fine comb-
ing and clothing wools, with transactions amounting to about

3,000 cwts. Prices liave been generally well maintained, and
in most instances were in favour of the sellers. Only fine and
superfine qualities are continuing comparatively neglected, with

the exception of lambs', which are much required and very

scarce. The bulk of the above-mentioned quantity, consisting

of Hungarian, Volhynian, and PoUsh fleeces, has been acquired

liy home and Saxon manufacturers and combers at from 66 to

75 thalers, whereas slipes, skin-wool, in bundles, refuse, and
Charkow scoured wools have been purchased at late quotations

hy Netherlands Hamburg, and French commissioners. In
general, business might well be livelier at this season of the

year ; hut there is no reason to despair of a soon return of

greater activity, as provisions are by no means very large, at

prices increasing at most staple places.

—

GunsbukgBrothers.

,
Printed by Rogerson and Tuxford, 246, Straud, London, W.C.
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Now ready, in One Volume, post 8vo, THIRD EDITION, considerably enlarged, with about 90 IlluS'

t rations on Copper and Wood, including upwards of 60 new im this Editioji, price \2s. Grf. cloth.

A Treatise on English and Foreign Boats ; descriptive of the various forms of Boats and Sails of Every Nation,

with Practical Directions for Sailing, Management, kc.

BY H. C. F L K A R D, E S Q.,
Author op "The Wild-Fowler," kc. London: Longman, Green, & Co, Paternostcr-row.

PIGGOTT.—RICK CLOTHS, with
Poles, Tackles, and Guide-lines complete

;

MARQUEES, TENTS, and FLAGS, for Sale or

Hire,
TARPAULINS and RAILWAY SHEETS, war-

ranted waterproof, and not to stick when packed.

H. PiGGOTT,
59, BisHOPSGATE Without, London, E.G.,

Contractoi' to the War DepHrtnieut and the Admiralty,

and to the National Rifle A>sociaiion, and to the Bath

and West of England Agricultural Society.

EDGINGTON'S RICK CLOTHS for 60
Years have m^iintained their celebrity as the best.

EDGlNGTON't* GARDKN NETTING, the cheap-

est and most durable, Id. per square yard, or in qiian-

tiiics oC 2'jO, 51 0, or 1,(!(10 Harris, carriage free.

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES and GARDEN
TENTS are the prettiest.

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES, for hire, are the

most handsome and capacious.

HAY THORN'S and BRITTAIN'S NETTINGS.
Sample of material Cree nn tipplieation.

Be particular—FREDERICK EDGINGTON and

CO., Thomas-street, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

A liberal Discount to the Trude ! ! !

International Exhibition, 1862, Class XIX.—Honour-
able Mention.

EDGINGTON, JOHN, and COxMPANY.
Rick Cloths, with Poles. Pulleys, and Lines

complete, New and Second-hand ; und Waterproof

Trirpaulings for Watrgons and Carts. Cricketing

Marquees^ Garden Tents, from 3 guineas each. Tem-
porary Rooms for Evenmg Parties. Flags and Silk

Banners. Tanned Netting for Fruit Trees, Id. per

square yurd.

Address: JOHN EDGINGTON and COMPANY,
48, Lonu: Lane, Smithfield, E.C. ; 18, PiccaHilly ; and

108, Old Kent, Road.—Illustrated Price List sent free.

EAYKBIRD, CALDECOTT, & BAW-
. TREE, Seed Farmers and Merchants, 89, Seed

Market, Mark-lane; and BasingstoUe.

PuizE Medals, 1851, for "Wheat;" 1862, for

Excellent Seed Corn and Seeils."

[\/IANCUR'S American PATENT SCALE
ItJ. for weighing fish, game, deer, sheep, pii;s, and
eiilves ((lead oi- alive^, hay, straw, iind farm produce.

Price, trom lib. to 20111b., 5s.; fr^m lib. to 30()U).,

7s. 6d. ; from lib. to 50Olb., 15s. Will be forwarded,

free of all expense, on receipt of P.O.O, made payable

nt Fleet. street. Address, E. Mancuh, Agent, 174,

Fleet- street, London, E.C.

ALDERNEY, JERSEY, k GUERNSEY
COWS AND HEIFERS—EDWARD PAR-

SONS FOWLER, of Jersey, will have on PRIVATE
SALE, at Mr. GOWER'S REPOSITORY, Barbican,

London, E.C, a Choice Herd of the above, the

SECOND and LAST MONDAY in everi Month
throughout the Year. Warranted perfect, direct

from the Islands, and of the Purest Breed. On view

the Saturday prior.

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.
LONDON MEAT, BUTTER, FISH, AND

POULTRY MARKET.
ESSRS. GARDON & CO., COMMIS-
SION SALESMEN, II, Newport Market,

London, for Meat, Poultry, Butter, Eggs,
Fi.eH, Hams, Bacon, Cheese, Ales, Porter,
Cider, &c. , beg to return their most sincere thanks

to the Public for all past Consignments of Meat,

Butter, Poultry, &e., and to assure those who may
plea«e to favour them wiih further Consignments that

every exertion shall be made to obtain the Best Market
Price.

Commission for Selling, 6d. in the pound. Pigs,

Calves, and Sheep, 6d. each. Live Cattle charged at

per luad.

NB. Having lartre and extensive Premises in a

commanding jiart of the Market, they feel certain to

give satisfaction to every sender.

Accounts returned the d ty of Sale.

Please send an Invoice by post with each Consign-

ment.

PRIZE MKDAL AWARDED.
Hijhlv Important to D^irvrnf^n and mII who keep Cows.

BARLAND'S PATENT POCKET SELF-
MILKING APPARATUS,

by means of which lOO Cows lUAy Milk
SBaeBBBS^'lvt*.*^ in Osse Hour. It is recom-
menilrfd by se%'eral well-known land stewards of the

United Kingdom for its <»l«»aHlines», qiticlt-
Me!<»S, and eCOIBOEUy. Farmers need only to

give it a trial to see its advantages over all other in-

ventions.
" We have received from so fraast 'WOrtlsy a

source so gond an account of the Pocket Milkins;

Apparatus that we feel ourselves J UStifi«'<l ia

calling the attention of our readers to it."

—

Bell's

Messenger, Jan. 4, 1864.

Price 10s., the Set Complete, post free.

Circulars sent on demand. A liberal discount to

orders for dozens of sets.

Post Office ( rdtrs to be made pavable to

THOMAS BARLAND, 16, NORFOLK-STREET,
STRAND, LONDON.

ONEY. — Messrs. DOUGLAS and
WRIGHT, Land Agents and Surveyors, 18,

Henrietta-street, Covent Garden, have several large

and small TRUST FUNDS and other MONEYS,
amountin:^ to upwards ot £10it,()00, for imuiediate

ADVANCE on FREEHOLD, Copyhold, and Lease-

hold PROPERTY; also ou Reversions and Life

Interests.



CAUTION. -CHLOEODY IE.
In 4fi*fjancfr|),

Vice Chancellor Sir W. P. Wood stated that Dr. J. Collis Browne wa*, undoubtedly, the Inventor of

Chlorodyne: that the statements of the Defendant, Freeman, were deliberately untrue, and he regretted

to say they had been sworn to. Eminent Hospital Physicians of London stated that Dr. J. Collis
Browne was the discoverer of Chlorodyne; that they prescribe it largely, and mean no other than Dr.

Browne's— See TiwiCA', July 13th, 18G4. Tlie Public, therefore, are cautioned against using any other

than Dr. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE.

THE Orig-inal and Only Recipe for tlie Manufacture of Chlorodyne was confided by
Dr. Browne, late Army Medical Staff, DISCOVERER and INVENTOR,

Solely to J. T, DAVENPORT, consequently there can be no other genuine preparation.

This INVALUABLE REMEDY produces quiet refreshing sleep—relieves pain, calms the system, restores

the deranged functions, and stimulates healthy action of the secretions of the body—without creating any oi'

those unpleasant results attending the use of opium. Old and young may take it at all hours and times when
requisite. Thousands of persons testify to its marvellous good effects and wonderful cures, while medical men,
extol its virtues most extensively, using it in great quantities in the following diseases :

—

CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, HOOPING COUGH, NEURALGIA, DIARRHCEA.
RHEUMATISM, SPASMS, &c.

EXTRACTS FROM MEDICAL OPINIONS.

""5^* Earl Russell communicated to the College of Physicians that he had received a Despatchfrom her

Majesty's Consul at Manilla, to the effect that Cholera had been raging fearfully , and that the only remedy

of any service was Chlorodyne,— See Lancet, December 31st, 1864.

Extract of a Despatch from Her Majesty's Consul at Manilla, transmitted to J. T. Davenport by

Earl Russell :

" The remedy most efficacious inits effects {in Epidemic Cholera) has been found to be Chlorodyne,
and with a small quantity given to me by Dr. Burke I have saved several lives."

From Dr. Montgomeky, Esq., late Inspector of Hospitals, Bombay

—

"Culorodyne is a most valuable

remedy in Neuralgia, Asihma, and Dysentei-y. To it 1 fairly owe my restoration t j health after eighteen months'
severe suffering, and when all other medicines bad failed."

From W. Vesalius Pettigkew, M.D.—" I have no hesitation in stating, that I have never met with any
medicine so efficacious as an antispasmodic and sedative. I have used it in Consumption, Asthma,
Diarrhoea, and other diseases, and am most perfectly satisfied with the results."

CAUTT f ©:Rf.
To avoid Spurious Compounds, or Imitations of " Chlorodyne," always ask for " Dr. J. Collis Browne's

Chlorodyne," and see his name on the Government Stamp of each Bottle. Sold only in bottles, at 23.

and 4s. 6d., by all Che/nists, or sent free on receipt of stamps.
By the Sole Agent av.d Manufacturer, J.T. Davenport, 33, Great Russell -Street jBloomsbury Square, London.

NEW WORK BY THE AUTHOR OF "MANHOOD."

Just out, 18mo Pocket Edition, Post Free, 12 stamps; Sealed Ends, 20.

DR. CURTIS'S MEDICAL GUIDE TO MARRIAGE : a Practical Treatise on its

Physical and Personal Obligations. With instructions to the Married and Unmarried of

both Sexes, for removing the special disqualiflcations and impediments which destroy the happiness of wedded
life.—By Dr. J. L. Curtis, 15, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

This work contains plain directions by which forfeited privileges can be restored, and essential functions

srengthened and preserved.

Also, by the same Author, a New and Revised Edition of

MANHOOD : A MEDICAL ESSAY on the Causes and Cure of Premature Decline in

Man ; the Treatment of Nervous Debility, Spermatorrhoea, Impotence, and those peculiar infirmities

which result from youthful abuses, adult excesses, tropical climates and other causes; with Instructions for the

Cure of Infection without Mercury, and its Prevention by the Author's Prescription (his infallible Lotion).

—

By Dr. J. L. CURTIS, 15, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

REVIEWS OF THE WORK.
" Manhood.—This is truly a valuable work, and should be in the hands of young and old."

—

Sunday
Times, 23rd March, 1858.

"We feel no hesitation in saying that there is no member of society by whom the book will not be found use-

ful, whether such person hold thq relation of a Parent, Preceptor, or Clergyman"—Sun,E\emng Paper.

"Dr. Curtis ha? conferred a great boon by publishing this little work, in which is described the source ol

those diseases which produce decline in youth, or more frequently, premature old age."

—

Daily Telegraph,

March 27, 1856.

London : Published by Allen, 20, Warwick Lane, Paternoster-row; and Mann, 39, Cornhill, London.
*** Either of the above scientific and useful Works sent Post free by the Author or Publishers for 12

Postage stamps ; or in sealed envelopes, 20 stamps. Consultations from 10 to 3, and 6 to 8.



GREAT SAVING TO FARMERS.

BELL'S

By Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent.

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST MANURE NOW IN USE
AMMONIA-FIXED PERUVIAN GUANO

Is 30s- per Ton Cheaper than Natural Guano, and produces 10 per Cent- more Wheat-
Proved by Experiments-

The fixing the Ammonia with Sulpliuric Acid,adclins Magnesia, and rendering the Phosphates soluble, makes
it tlie Cheapest Manure that can be used.

For MANGEL, TURXIPS, CABBAGES, and other Root Crops, its beneficial effects will be found to be ex-

traordinary. For Top-Dressing it is superior to Nitrate of Soda and much cheaper.
One tri-'l of it, weight for weight, against Peruvian Guano, wil! prove its superior value.

THE MOST EMINENT PROFESSOHS OF CHKMISTRY IX THIS COUNTRY have Analyzed and
reported most favourably upon it—a full copy of all their reports and analyses will be forwarded on application.

Professor WAY and T. M. EVANS, Esq., say—We have carefully analyzed

the samplf' of Ammonia-fixed Peruvian Guano produced by your Patent pro-

cess, and have no douht that it is a most excellent Manure both for Root and
Corn Crops, and iilsn fir Hops, &c., &c.
ProlessorVOELCKElJ says—Tlie sample submitted by me toanalysis contains

a 1 its ammonia in a fixed state, and mny he kept freely exposed to dry iiir for

any length of time rolthout losing in the sligh'est degree any of its valuable

fertilizing properties. I find it rich in soluble phosphate and sulphate of am-
moni.i.

Professor AND K.RSON, of Glasgow, says— I inclose herewith analysis of

your sample of Patent Ammonia-fixed Peruvian Guano, which fully meets

the nsinii- applied to it. Peruvian Guano treated according to the specification

of your Patent will be much improved, and I have no doubt will be found a,

very excellent manure boih for Turnips and Cereal crops, &c., &c.

Professors OGSTON, SfBSON, Hnd NEVVLANDS rej.ortmost hi-lily upon it,

%* The Patent* e i-* reariy to supply th's article, cnrefully I'r. pind, dry. and fit for the drill at £\\ per ton,

net c isb, free on boaid vessel in the Thames, or at any Railway Station in London.

GIBBS, BELL, and CO., Vitriol Works, Victoria Docks, London.
PRINCIPAL AGENTS:—

Trade wab/c

Ward & Co., Exeter.

Dixon & Card MS, Southampton.
Geo. Virtue. Wevmouth.
E. Siricktand, Hailsham.
J. 1<. Castieden, Cunterbury.
Geo. Younttman. Maidstone.

S. Strickland, Jtiirtibrd.

G. H.Wihon, Stratford.

Geo. Gri/gs, Romford.
.John Kernan, Covent Garden.

F. & H. Hicks, Chelmsford.

Fiancis & Co., Colchester.

D. Walker, Bun-av.
Alien & Wells, Lynn.
John Baly, Hardiugham.
G. M. Tin-ay. Wells,

O. F. Foster & Nephews, Cambridge.
Thomas Slater, Hoston.

E. Sunders, Woburn.
W. C. Isaac, Reading.

J. Hedges & Son, Aylesbury.
Thos. Metcalfe, Bridlington Quay.
Carlton & Pearson, Thir^k.

John Ridley, Hrxhnm.
Thos. Harri^on, Belsey,

R. F. Hell & Co., Edinburgh.
David Logan, Uervvick.

G. A. Pattnlo. Dundee.
L. Rintoul, Perth.

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS AND BREEDERS OF HORSES.
iIRDS'S BOTANIC ESSENCE OR LIQUID BLISTER FOR GENERAL LAMB-

NESS IN HOHSES.
Is bencfic'al in all cases of Curbs, Splents, Siiavins, Strains in the back Sinews, Sore Throats, &c., and, when

applied in its undiluted state, may be used as a common Blister.

Sold, Wholesale and Retiil, in B^ittles, Is. Gd. each, by the Proprietor, W. L. Bikd, 42, Castle Street East,
Oxf.rd Street. Also, BIRD'S FEVER DRINKS, for Colds, Shivering, &c. ; BIRD'S Celebrated PURGING
PASTE and WHITE OILS; BIRD'S COUGH BALLS, invaluable for Chronic Coughs, Broken Wind, &c. ;

and every description of Hi rse ami Cattle Medii/ines rearty prepared from the most appioved receipts.

Sold, Wholesale and Retail, by the Proprietor,

^W. S... HffSfiO (t,ate l».viMau aiad BirH),
42, CASTLE STREET EAST, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

Horse Med cine Chests fitted up on the shortest notice.

Agent for Dublin—Messrs. OLDHAM &. CO., 37, Grafton Street. Liverpool—RAIMES & CO.,
85, Hanover Street

ISSTABIalSISSB UPWARDS OF JL CISMTURIT.
BUTLER AND MCCULLOCH, Seed Merchants, Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.

AGRICULTURAL SLEDS, ALL OF THE FINEST QUALITY, SAVED FROM PURE STOCKS
Beet, Broom, B ickwhcat, Cabbage, Carrot, Clover, Kohl Rabi, Lucerne, Mangold Wurzel, Mustard,

Parsnip, Rape, Rye Grasses, Sainfoin, Turnips white, yellow, and Swedish, Tare.s, &c. &c.

GRASSES FOR PERMANENT PASTURE MIXED TO SUIT ANY SOIL.

PRlOi; LISTS find SAMPLES Post Frep: on .Vpplic.vtion. Special quotations for large quantities.

For free conveyance anangements see Catalogue.



THE SALISBURY HOTEL,
SALISBURY SQUARE, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

NOW OPEN.

This Hotel is now Open, and affords accommo-

dation much needed in the vicinity, and families

\vill find it replete with every convenience and

comfort.

It is furnished and fitted up in the best possible

manner, and with all the latest improvements.

There is a large Hall, with a Committee-room

attached, well adapted for Public Meetings, Large

Dinners, Wedding Breakfasts, &c.

There is an excellent Coffee-room for Ladies, or

families not requiring private Sitting-rooms.

A large and well ventilated Room has been set

apart for Smoking

There are Hot and Cold Baths on every floor.

The Tariff" will be found to bear a favourable com-

parison with any Hotel of a similar character.

Bed-rooms for Visitors' Servants.

THOMAS HIGGS, Manager,



Now Ready Cloth, in two Volumes, 782 pp., with four steel Portraits, Price 16s, uniform with

"SCOTT AND SEBRIGHT," "SILK AND SCARLET," &c.,

OR

SCOTTISH FLOCKS AND HERDS,
BY H. H. Dixon'.

With Steel Engravings of Mr. Hugh Watson, Professor Dick, Mr. Nightingale, and the late Duke of

Richmond, d:c.

The Volumes, "North" and "South" (of the Frith of Forth) may be had separately—Price EIGHT
SHILLINGS each.

Copies will be sent by Post on application to the Author.

KOGERSON AND TQXFORD, 246, STRAND.

LONDON AND COUNTY BANKING
COMPANY. Established 1836.

Subscribed capital £1,375,000, in 37,500 shares of £50 each.
Paid-up capital £750,000
Reserve Fimd £350,000

DiEECTORS,
Nathaniel Alexander, Esq.
Thos.Tyi-inghamBernardjEsq
Philip Patton Blyth, Esq.
John WiUiam Bui-mester, Esq.
Coles Child, Esq.
HughC.E.Childers,Esq.,M.P,

John Fleming, Esq., M.P,
Frederick Harrison, Esq.
Edward Jolm Hutchins, Esq.
Wm. Champion Jones, Esq.
Wilham Lee, Esq., M.P.
William Nicol, Esq.

Genebal Manages.—WilUam M'Kewan, Esq.
Chief Inspectoe.—W. J. Norfolk, Esq.

Absisiani General Manager.—Wilham Howard, Esq.
Chief Accountant.—James Gray, Esq.

Inspectors of Branches.
H. J. Lemon, Esq., and C. Sherring, Esq.

Secretary.—F. Clappison, Esq.
Head Office—21, Lombard-street.

At the Half-yearly Meeting of the Proprietors, held on
Thursday, the 3rd of August, 1865, at the London Tavern,
Bishopsgate-street, the following Report for the half-year

ending the 30th June, 1865, was read by the Secretary, W.
Champion Jones, Esq., in the chair :

—

REPORT.
The Directors have the pleasure to submit to the proprietors

the balance-sheet of the Bank for the half-year ending 30th
June last.

They have also to report that, after pajrment of all charges,
interest to customers, and making ample provision for bad
and doubtful debts, the net profits amount to £106,821 3s. Id.,

which, added to £18,629 12s. 3d., brought forward from the
last account, makes a total of £125,450 15s. 4d. for appropria-
tion.

The Du'ectors have accordingly declared the usual dividend
of 6 per cent., with a bonus of 9 per cent., making together
15 per cent., for the half-year, which will amount to £111,790
8s. 4d., and leave £13,660 7s. to be carried forward to profit

and loss ne iv account.
They regret to announce the decease of their esteemed col-

league Edward Huggins, Esq., and have to report that Ed-
wai'd John Hutchins, Esq., has been elected a Director in his
Btead.
The dividend and bonus (together £3 per share), free of

income tax, will be payable at the Head Office, or at any of
the Branches, on and after Monday, the 14th instant.

Balance-sheet op the London and Counix BANKiifGt
Company, 30th June, 1865.

De.
To capital paid up £750,000
To instalments unpaid .... 105

To reserve fund £250,000
To instalments unpaid 105

Amount due by the bank
for customers' balances,
&c £10,904,272

To liataihties onacceptances 2,998,434

To profit and loss balance
broughtfromlast account

To gross profit for the half-

year, after making pro-
vision for bad and doubt-
ful debts

4 11

4

£18,629 12 3

284,860 2 4

£749,895

249,895

13,902,706 5 3

303,489 14 7

Ce.
By cash on hand at head

office and branches £1,631,962 13
By cash placed at call and

fit notice „., Ml 1,098,924 9

£15,205,985 19 10

£2,680,887 2 4.

Investments, viz. :

—

By government and gua-
ranteed stocks £1,005,714 13 3

Other stocks and securities 113,495 15
1,119,210 8 8

By discounted bUls, and advance to custo-
mers in town and country 11,163,912 15 10

By freehold premises, in Lombard-street
and Nicholas-lane, freehold and leasehold
property at the branches, with fixtures and
fl;tings 132,305 1 11

By interest paid to customers 74,213 11

By salaries and all other expenses at head
office and branches, includmg income tax
on profits and salaries 85,457 1

£15,205,985 19 10

Dr. Profit and Loss Account.
To interest paid to customers £74,213 11
To expenses as above 85,457 1

To rebate on bULs not due, carried to new
account 18,368 8 2

To cUvidend of 6 per cent, for the halfyear... 44,716 3 4
To bonus of 9 per cent 67,074 5
To balance carried forward 13,660 7

£303,489 14 7

Cn.
By balance brought forward from last ac-

covmt £18,629 12 3
By gross profit for the half-year, aftermaking
provision for bad and doubtful debts 284,860 2 4

£303,489 14 7
We, the undersigned, have examined the foregoing balance-

sheet, and have found the same to be correct.
(Signed) WILLIAM NORMAN")

R. H. SWAINE, ^Auditors.
JOHN WRIGHT, J

London and County Bank, 27th July, 1865,

The foregoing Report having been read by the Secretary,
the following resolutions were proposed and unanimously
adopted :

—

1. That the Report be received and adopted, and printed
for the use of the Shai-eholders.

2. That the thanks of this Meeting be given to the Board of
Directors for the able manner in which they have conducted
the afiairs of the Company, and that a sum of £2000 be added
to their annual remuneration, to take efifect from the 1st of
January last.

3. That the thanks of this Meeting be presented to Wilham
M'Kewan, Esq., and to the Principal and other Officers ofthe
Bank, for the zeal and abiUty with which they have discharged
their respective duties.

.(Signed) W. CHAMPION JONES, Chairman.
The Chairman having quitted the chair, it was resolved and

carried unanimously,
4. That the cordial thanks of this Meeting be presented to

W. Champion Jones, Esq., for his able and courteous conduct
in the chair.

(Signed) P. P. BLYTH, Deputy Chairman.
Extracted from the Minutes.

(Signed) F. CLAPPISON, Secretary.

LONDON AND COUNTY BANKING
COMPANY.—NOTICE is HEREBY GIVEN, that a

DIVIDEND on the Capital Stock of the Company, at the rate
of 6 per cent, for the Half-year encUng the 30th June, 1865,

with a BONUS of 9 per cent., WILL be PAID to the Proprie-

tors, either at the Head Office, 21, Lombard-street, or at any
of the Company's Branch Banks, on and after Monday the

14th inst. By order of the Board,

W. M'KEWAN, General Manager.

21, Lombard-street, August 4th, 1866.



AIL STORMS.

THE ROYAL FARMERS' INSURANCE COMPANY,
3, NORFOLK STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C,

Insure WHEAT, BARLEY, OATS, RYE, TURNIPS, CLOVER, &c., against Loss by Hail Storms for

FOURPENCE PER ACRE.
SEEDS and GLASS insured at moderate rates.

LOSSES paid immediately.
FIRE and LIFE insurances at rates as low as other well established ofaces. Four-fifths of the profits of

Life Insurance divided every fifth year.

Further particulars may be had at the Chief Office, or of the Agents.

JOHN REDDISH, Esq., Secretary and Actuary.

DAVID BAILLIE & CO. beg- to inform their friends that they are now prepared to

send out their MANURES for 1865. Agents wanted in North Wales, Midland Counties, North of

England, and Scotland.

Wainton Woi'ks, near Chester.

IMPORTANT TO FLOCKMASTERS.

THOMAS BIGG, Agricultural and Veterinary
Chemist, by Appoinlment to His late Royal Highness The

Prince Consort, K.G., Leicester House, Great DoTer-street,
Borough, London, begs to call the attention of Farmers and
Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB DIPPING COM-
POSITION, which requires ao Boiling, and may be used with
Warm or Cold Water, for effectually destroying the Tick, Lice,
and all other insects injurious to the Flock, preventing the
alarming attacks of Fly and Shab, and cleansing and purifying
the Skin, thereby greatly improving the Wool, bolh in quantity
and quality, and highly contributing to the general health of
the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, &c., at his Manufac-

tory as above, and sold as follows, although any other quantity
may be had, if required :—

4 lb. for 20 sheep, price, jar included jCO 2
6 1b. SO „ „ „ 3
8 1b. 40 „ „ „ 4
10 lb. 60 „ „ „ 5
20 lb. 100 „ ,, (cask and measure 10
SO lb. 150 „ „ included) 15

40 1b. 200 „ „ „ ...... 10
60 lb. 250 „ „ „ 13 6
60 lb. 300 „ „ „ 17 6
80 lb. 400 „ „ „ 1 17 6
100 1b. 600 „ „ „ 2 6

Should any Plockmaster prefer boiling the Composition, it will

be equally effective.

MOST IMPORTANT CERTIFICATE.
From Ma. Herapath, the celebrated Analytical Chemist :

—

Bristol Laboratory, Old Park, January 18th, ISiil.

Sir,—I have submitted your Sheep-Dipping Composition to

analysis, and find that the ingredients are well blended, and the

mixt ire neutral. If it is used according to the directions given,

1 feel satisfied, that while it effectually destroys vermin, it will

not injure the hair roots (or " yolk ") in the skin, the fleece, or

the carcase. I think it deserves the numerous testimouials pub-
lished. I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

William Hbkapath, Sen., P.C.8., &c., &c.,

To Mr. Thomas Big?, Professor of Chemistry.
Leicester House. Great Dorer'Strcet, Borough, London,

He would also especially call attention to his SPECIFIC, or
LOTION, for the SCAB, or SHAB, which will be found a certain
remedy for eradicating that loathsome and ruinous disorder in

Sheep, and which may be safely used in all climates, and at all

seasons of the year, and to all descriptions of sheep, even ewes
in lamb. Price PIVE SHILLINGS per gallon—sulBcicnt on an
average for thirty Sheep (according to the virulence of the
disease); also in wine quart bottles. Is. 3d. each.

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIAL.
"Scoulton, near Hingham, Norfolk, April 16th, 1855.

" Dear Sir,—In answer to yours of the 4lh inst, which would
have been replied to before this had I been at home, I have
much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of your in-
valuable 'Specific for the cureof Scab in Sheep.' The 600 sheep
were all dressed in August last with 84 gallons of the ' Non-
Poisonous Specific,' that was so highly recommended at the
Liucoln Show, and by their own dresser, the best attention
being paid to the flock by my shepherd after dressing according
to instructions left; but notwithstanding the Scab continued
getting worse. Being determined to have the Scab cured if

possible, I wrote to you for a supply of your Specific, which
I received the following day; and although the weather was
most severe in February during the dressing, your Specific
proved itself an invaluable remedy, for in three weeks the Sheep
were quite cured ; and I am happy to say the young lambs are
doing remarkably well at present. In conclusion, I believe it

to be the safest and best remedy now in use. " I remain, dear Sir,

your obedient servant, " For JOHN TING EY, Esq.,
" To Mr. Thomas Bigg." " R. RENNEY.

V^' Flockmasters would do well to beware of stich prepara-

tions as " Non-poisonous Compositions :" it is only necessary to

appeal to their good common sense and judgment to be tho-

roughly convinced, that no " Non-poisonous" article can poison

or destroy insect vermin, particularly such as the Tick, Lice, and
Scab Parasites—creatures so tenacious of life. Such advertised

preparations must be wholly useless, or they are not what they

are represented to be.

Dipping Apparatus i,£li, £t, £4,&£S.



PRICE ONE SmiUNG EACH.
®1©

NEATLY FRINTED IN FOOLSCAP OCTAVO^

EACH VOLUME CONTAINING from 130 to 190 PAGES OP LETTEEPRESS

RICHAEDSOFS RURAL HASD-BOOKS,
NEW EDITIONS, REVISED AND ENLARGED,

WHEAT : ITS HISTORY AND CUL-
TIVATION.—By Thk Old Norfolk Fabmek.

FLAX: ITS CULTIVATION AND PRE-
PARATION, AND BEST MODE OP CON-

VERSION.—By Jamks Ward, Author of " The World

and its Workshops," &c.

T> URAL ARCHITECTURE : a Series
JX OF DESIGNS FOR RURAL AND OTHER
DWELIilNGS. The Ground Plans, Elevations, and

Specifications by James Sanderson, Borough Engi-

neer's Oflice, Liverpool.

THE AGRICULTURAL INSTRUCTOR;
OK, YOUNG FARMER'S CLASS BOOK.—

By Edmund Mukphy, A.B.

DOMESTIC FOWL: THEIR NATURAL
HISTORY,»"BREBDIN&, AND GENERAL

MANAGEMENT.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.—By George
Glenny, F. L. S., Author of " Properties of

Flowers," &c.

HORSES; THEIRVARIETIES, BREED-
ING, AND MANAGEMENT.— Edited by

M. M. MiLBURN,

DOGS : THEIR ORIGIN AND VARIE-
TIES.

HGS : THEIR ORIGIN AND VARIE-
TIES.

COWS AND DAIRY HUSBANDRY.—
Bv M. M. MiLBUKN, Author of "The Sheep,"

&c.—(The Dairy Department revised by T. Horsfall).

SHEEP AND SHEPHERDING.— Em-
bracing the HISTORY, VARIETIES, REAR-

ING, FEEDING, and GENERAL MANAGEMENT
OF SHEEP ; with TREATISES on AUSTRALIAN
SHEEP FARMING, the SPANISH and SAXON
MERINOS, &c.—By M. M. Milbuen, Author of "The
Cow," and of various Agricultural Prize Essays.

THE HIVE AND THE HONEY
BEE.

PESTS OF THE FARM.—A New
Edition.—By M. M. Milburn, Author of " The

Sheep," &c.

LAND DRAINAGE, EMBANKMENT,
AND IRRIGATION. — By James Donald,

Civil Engineer, Derby.

SOILS AND MANURES, with INSTRUC-
TIONS FOR THEIR IMPROVEMENT.—By

John Donaldson, Government Land Drainage Sur-

veyor.

in t^e ^tfS0, m continuation of t!jc same 5fties,

THE IMPLEMENTS OF THE FARM.
—By R. Scott Burn, C.E.

THE POTATO: ITS HISTORY, CUL-
TURE, AND NATIONAL IMPORTANCE.—

By S. Copland.

London : Houlston &Wright, 65, Paternoster Row. Dublin : J. McGlashan

Upper Sackville Street. And all Bookeellers.
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HOWARDS'
CHAMPION PLOUGH

Gained at the LAST TRIALS of the Royal Agricultural Society op England, at Newcastle,

The FIRST and ONLY PRIZE for the

BEST WHEEL PLOUGH FOR GENERAL PURPOSES.
This is the most important Prize for Ploughs offered by the Society ;

And for the last TEM YEARS J. & F. HOWARD have been the Winners of it.

HOWARDS' CHAMPION PLOUGH HAS RECEIVED

FIFTEEN FIRST PRIZES
from the Royal Agricultural Society of England, being the Largest Number of Prizes awarded to any kind

of Plough ever exhibited.

HOWARDS' CHAMPION PLOUGH
WON THE FIRST ALL ENGLAND MATCH OP 1865,

And at the Last Two Yeaks' Autumnal Matches the unprecedented number of

Forty-one All England Prizes, and upwards of 500 local Prizes,
The Largest Number ever gained by any Maker.

MORE THAN SIXTY THOUSAND ARE NOW IN USE.

At the Plymouth Mketino of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, July, 1865,

J. & F. HOWARD won every Prize for which they competed, viz.

—

Two FIRST FRIZES for the Best Haymaking Machines, and the
FIRST PRIZE tor the Best Horse Rake.

These Machines have won every First Prize at evtry competitie trial, both at home and abroad.

The following Prizes have been awarded to J. & F. Howard by ihe Royal Agricultural Society of England :
—

FORTY-FOUR FIRST PRIZES
FOR THE BEST PLOUGHS FOR LIGHT LAND,

BEST PLOUGHS FOR HEAVY LAND,
BEST PLOUGHS FOR GENERAL PURPOSES.

BEST RIDGING PLOUGHS, BEST SUBSOIL PLOUGHS,
BEST HARROWS, BEST HORSE RAKES, BEST HAYMAKERS, AND

BEST HORSE HOES

;

ALSO THE GOLD MEDAL, AND OTHER PRIZES, FOR
STEAM-CULTIVATING MACHINERY.

FULL PARTICULARS MAT BE HAD OF THEIR AGENTS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD, OR WILL BE SENT
FREE ON APPLICATION TO

JAMES AND FREDERICK HOWARD,
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD, ENGLAND.

LONDON OFFICE : 4, Cheapside.-LIVERPOOL OFFICE : 19, Sweeting Street.
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Now Ready, Cloth, in two Volumes, 782 pp., with four sttel Poitraits, Piko IGs. uniform with
"SCOTT AND SEBRIGHT," "SILK AND SCARLET," &c.,

OR

SCOTTISH FLOCKS AND HERDS,

With Steel Engravings of Mr. Hugh Watson, Professor Dick, Mr. Nightingale, and the ktc Duke of

Richmond, &c.
Tlie Volumes, "North" and "South" (of the Frith of Forth) may bo had separately— Price EIGHT

SHILLINGS each.

Copies will be sent by Post on application to the Author.

ROGERSON AND TQXFORD, 2i6, STRAND.

CATTLE PLAGUE.
"-pNWOKB'S SPECIFIC" FOR CATTLE is the best remedy known for this disease.

-L^ EXTRACT FROM TESTIMONIALS.
From Mr. John Jordan, Devonshire Dairy, Green Lanes, Tottenham.

1 can safely recommend Enworb's Sfecific. I lo-^t every cow that was attacked with the Plague before
I obtained it. Since using it all my cattle, now numbering forty, which were seized, are doing well, and most
of them recovered.

From Mr. John Palmer, Queen's Head, Greeii Lanes, TottenJtam.
Since I have used Enworb's Specific all my milch cows attacked with the Cattle Plague have been

Srived, and are doing well.

From Mr. Mills, Boma7i Road, Islingfon.
Your Specific has saved two of my cows which were suffering from the disease in its worst form.

Sold in Bottles, 2s. 6d., 4s. 6d., and IOs.

SOLE MANUFACTURER, J. T. DAVENPORT, 33, GREAT RUSSELL STREET, BLOOMSBURY, W.C.

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED.
Hitihly Important to Dairymen and all who keep Cows.

BARLAND'S PATENT POCKET SELF-
MILKING APPARATUS,

by means of which JLOO Cows msty HfilK
tlfieB19Selvc.<!i in One Hour, It is recom-
mendad by several well-known land f^tewards of the
United Kingdom for its clca,nline§», qilicli-
BaeSS, and eCOnomy. Farmers need only to
give it a trial to see its advantages over all other in-
ventions.

" We have received from so (B'SlSt ss'OI'tliy a
source so good an account of the Pocket Milkinsj
Apparatus that we feel ourselves j bis 13 fie «! in
calling the attention of our readers to it."

—

Dell's
Messenger, Jan. 4, 1864.

Price 10s., the Set Complete, post free.

Circulars sent on demand. A liberal discount to
orders for dozens of sets.

Post Office crders to be made payable to
THOMAS BARLAND, IG, NORFOLK-STREET,

STRAND, LONDON.
A LDERNEY, JERSEY, & GUERNSEY

Jrl cows AND HEIFERS.—EDWARD PAR-
SONS FOWLER, of Jersrv, will have on PRIVATE
SALE, at Mr. GOWER'S REPOSITORY, Barbican,
London, E.C., a Choice Herd of tlie above, the
SECOND and LAST MONDAY in ever\ Month
THRouoHODT THE YEAR. Warranted perfect, direct
from the Islands, and of the Purest Breed. On view
the Saturday prior.

lAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, & BAW-
^ TREE, Seed Farmers and MerchantP, 89, Seed

Market, Mark-lane; and Basingstoke.
Prize Medals, 1851, for "Wheat;" 1862, fur
Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.
LONDON MEAT, BUTTER, FISH, AND

POULTRY MARKET.

ll/fESSRS. GARDON & CO., COMMIS-
iVi 8I0N SALESMEN, II, Newport Market,
London, for Meat, Pooltry, Butter, Eggs,
Fi.siH, Hams, Bacon, Cheese, Ales, Porter,
Cider, &c., beg to return their most sincere thanks
to the Public for all past Consignments of Meat,
Butter, Poultry, &c., and to assure those who may
please to favour them with further Consignments that

every exertion shall be made tooblaia the Best Market
Price.

Commission for Selling, 6d. in the pound. Pigs,

Calves, and Sheep, 6d. each. Live Cattle charged at

per head.

NB. Having largo and extensive Premises in a
commanding part of the Market, they feel certain to

give satisfaction to every sender.

Accounts returned the day of Sale.

Please send an Invoice by post with each Consign-
ment.

HPIGGOTT.—RICK CLOTHS, with
. Pole.*, Tackle.', and Guide-lines complete ;

MARQUEES, TENTS, and FLAGS, for Sale or

Hire.

TARPAULINS and RAILWAY SHEETS, war-
ranted waterproof, and not to stick when packed.

H. PIGGOTT,
59, Bisiiopsgate Without, London, E.G.,

Contractor to the War Department and the Admiraltj',

and to the National Rifle Association, and to the Bath

and West of England Agricultural Society.



GREAT SAVING TO FARMERS.
Bi/ Her Mfijesfy's Royal Letters Patent.

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST MANUEE NOW IN USE
BELL'S AMMONIA -FIXED PERUVIAN GUANO
Is 30s- p3r Ton Cheaper than Natural Guano, and produces 10 per Cent- more Wheat-

Proved by Experiments.

The fixing the Ammonia wiih Sulitliuric Acid^adcUnjij Magnesia, and rendering tlie Pliospliates soluble, makes
it the Cheapest Manure that can be iistd.

For MANGEL, TURXIPS, CABBAGES, and other Root Crops, i's beneficial effects M'ill be found to be ex-
traordinarj'. For Top-Dressinaf it is superior to Nitrate of Soda and much cheaper.

One tri^l of it, weitcht for weijjht, against Peruvian Guano, will prove its superior value.
T/IE MOST EMINENT PROFESSORS OF CHEMISTRY I\ THIS COUNTRY have Analyzed and
reported most favourably upon it— a full copy of all their reports and analyses will be forwarded on application.

Professor WAY and T. M. EVANS, Esq., say—We have carefully analyzed
the sample of Ammonia-fixed Peruvian Guano produced by your Patent pro-
cess, and have no doubt that it is a most excellent Manure both for Root and
Corn Crops, and also for Hops, &c., &c.
FroIessorVOELCKERsays—The sample submitted by me to analysis contains

a 1 its ammonia in a fixed state, and may be kept freely exposed to dry air for
any length of time without losing in the sligh'cst degree any of its valuable
fertilizing j^roperties. I find it rich in soluble phosphate and sulphate of am-
monia.

Professor ANDERSON, of Glasgow, says— I inclose herewith analysis of
your sample of Patent Ammonia-fixed Peruvian Guano, which fully meets
t!ie name applied to it. Peruvian Guano treated according to the specification

of your Patent will be mucli improved, and I have no doubt will be found a,

very excellent manure both for Turnips and Cereal crops, &;c.j &c.
Professors OGSTON, STBSON, and NEWLANDS report most hi;:hly upon it.

*^* The Patentee is ready to supp'y this article, carefully prepared, dry, and fit for the drill, at £[\ per ton,
net c.ish, free on board vessel in the Thames, or at any Railway Station in London.

GIBBS, BELL, and CO., Vitriol Works, Victoria Bocks, London.
PRINCIPAL AGENTS —

TRADS.'.IAPV

Ward & Co., Exeter.
Dixon & Cardus, Southampton.
Geo. Virtue, Weymouth,
E. Strickland, Hailsham.
J. R. Castleden, Canterbury.
Geo. Youngman, i\laidstone.

S. Strickland, Hartford.

G. H. Wilson, Stratford.

Geo. Grizgs, Romford.
John Kernan, Covcnt Garden.

F. & PL Hicks, Chelmsford.
Francis & Co., Colchester.

D. Walker, Bungay.
Allen & Wells, Lynn.
Jehu Baly, Hardingham.
G. M. Tingay, Wells.

C. F. Foster & Nephews, Ciimbrid^

Thomas Slater, Boston.

E. Siinders, Woburn.
W. C. Isaac, Reading.

J. Hedges & Son, Aylesbury.
Thos. Metcalfe, 13ridlington Quay.
Carlton & Pearson, Thirsk.
John Ridley, LItxham.
Thos. Harrison, Behev,
R. F. Hell & Co., Edinburgh.
David Logan, Berwick.

G. A. Pattiilo, Dundee.
L. Rintoul, Perth.

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS AND BREEDERS OF HORSES.
f:|IRDS'S BOTANIC ESSENCE OR LIQUID BLISTER FOR GENERAL LAME-

NESS IN HORSES.
Is beneficial in all cases of Curbs, Splents, Spavins, Strains in the back Sinews, Sore Throats, &;c., and, when

applicil in its undiluted state, may be used as a common Blister.

Sold, Wholesale and Retail, in Bottles, Is, 6d. each, by the Proprietor, W. L. Bird, 42, Castle Street East,
Oxford Street. Also, BIRD'S FEVER DRINKS, for Colds, Shivering, &c. ; BIRD'S Celebrated PURGING
PASTE and WHITE OILS; BIRD'S COUGH BALLS, invaluable for Chronic Coughs, Broken Wind, &c. ;

and every description of Horse and Cattle Medicines ready prepared from the most approved receipts.

Sold, Wholesale and Retail, by the Proprietor,

^W, Jj. ISXBSO (liSit© :PyMaaH! aM«I Bird),
42, CASTLE STREET EAST, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

Horse Medicine Chests fitted up on the shortest notice.

Agent for Dublin—Messrs. OLDHAM & CO., 37, Grafton Street. Litekpool—RAIMES & CO.,
85, Hanover Street

BUTLER AND MCCULLOCH, Seed Merchants, Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, ALL OF THE FINEST QUALITY, SAVED FROM PURE STOCKS.

Beet, Broom, Buckwheat, Cabbage, Carrot, Clover, Kohl Rabi, Lucerne, Mangold Wurzel, Mustard,
Parsnip, Rape, Rye Grasses, Sainfoin, Turnips white, yellow, and Swedish, Tares, &e. &c.

GRASSES FOR PERMANENT PASTURE MIXED TO SUIT ANY SOIL.

PRICE LISTS and SAMPLES Post Fbee on Application. Special quotations for large quantities
For free conveyance arrangements Bee Catalogue.



C A n TI O Ha-C HI so B YNE ,
•

In djancftg,

Vice C!iaiicellor Sir W. P. Wood stated that Dr. J.' Collis Browne wa?, undoubtedly, the Inventor of

Chloiodyne: that the statements of the Defcndanf, Freeman, were deliberately untrue, and he rtRi-etted

to say they had been sworn to. Eminent Hospital Physicians of Lopdon stutod that Dr. J. CoLi.lS

Bkowne was the discoverer of Clilorodyue ; that they presribe it largely, and mean no other than Dr.

Brov/ne's— See 7twe.«, July 13th, 18f!4. The Public, tlierafore, are cautioned against using any other

tlK.nDr. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE.

THE Original and Only Recipe for the Manufacture of Clilorodyne was confided by
Dr. Browni., late Anny Medical Staff, DISCOVERER and IiN VENTOR,

Solely to J. T. DAYEKPOS,T, consequently there can be no other genuine preparation.

This INVALUABLE REMEDY produces quiet refreshing sleep—relieves pain, calms the system, restores

the deransied functions, and sliitiulates healthy action of tlie secretions of the body—without creating any of

those unpleasant results attending the use oi opium. Old and young may take it sit all hoars and times when

requisite. Thousands of 'lersons testify to its marvellous good effrcts and wonderful cures, while medical men.

extol its virtues most extensive'y, using it in great quantities in the following diseases :

—

COiNSUMPTIOX, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, HOOPING COUGH, NEURALGIA, DIARRHffiA.
RHEUMATISM, SPASMS, kc.

EXTRACTS FROM MEDICAL OPINIONS.

*5^* Enrl Rus.iell communicated to the College of Physicians that he had received a Despafchfrom her

Majesty's Consul at Manilla, to the effect that Cholera liad heenragincjfearfully, and that the only remedy

of any service was Chlorodyne.~See Lancet, December 31st, 1864.

Extract of a Despatch from Her Majesty's Consul at Manillri, transmitted to J. T. Davenport by

Earl Russell :

" The remedy most efficacious inits eff^ects {in Epidemic Cholera) has been found to be Chlorodyne,
and with a small quantily given to me by Dr. Burke I have saved several lives."

From Dr. Montgomery, Esq., 1-ite Inspector ot Hospitals, Bombay—" Chlorodyne is a most valuable

remedy in Neuralgia, Asthma, and Dysentery. To it 1 fairly owe my restoration ij health after eighteen months'

severe sufTering, and when all other medicines had failed."

From W. Vesalius Pettigkew, M.D.—" I have no hesitation in stating, that T have never mot with any
medicine so efficacious as an antispasmodic and sedative. I have used it in Consumption, Asthma,
Diarrhoea, and other diseases, and am most perfectly satisfied with the results."

C A lU T f @ I¥.
To avoid Spurious Compounds, or Imitations of " Chlorodyne," always ask for " Dr. J. Collis Browne's

Chlorodyne," and see his name on the Government Stamp of each Bottle. Sold only in botiles, at 2s.

and 4s. Gd., by all Chrynists, or sent free on receipt of stamps.
By the Sole Agent ai.d Manufacturer, J.T. Davenport, 33, (5reat Russell Street,Bloomsbury Square, London.

NEW WORK BY THE AUTHOR OF "MANHOOD."
Just out. 18mo Pocket Edition, Post Free, 12 stamps; Scaled Ends, 20.

iR. CURTIS'S MEDICAL GUIDE TO MARRIAGE : a Practical Treatise on its

Physical and Personal Obligations, With instructions to the Married and Unmarried of

both Sexes, for removing the special disqualifications and impediments which destroy the happiness of wedded
life.—By Dr. J. L. Curtis, 15, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

This work contains plain directions by which forfeited privileges can be restored, and essential functions

srengthencd and preserved.

Also, by the same Author, a Now and Revised Edition of

"ANHOOD : A MEDICAL ESSAY on the Causes and Cure of Premature Decline in

Man ; the Treatment of Nervous Debility, Spermatorrhoea, Impotence, and those peculiar intirmitirs

which result from jonthful abuses, adult excesses, tropical climates and other causes; with Instructions for the

Cure of Infection without Mercury ,.aiid its Prevention by the Authors PrcscriptiiUi (his infallible Lotion).

—

By Dr. J. L. CURTIS, 15, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

REVIEWS OF THE WORK.
"Manhood.—This is truly a valuable work, and should be in the hands of young and old."

—

Sunday
Times, 23rd March, 1858.
''We feel no hesitation in saying that there is no member of society by whom the book will not be found use-

ful, whether such person hold th i relation of a Parent, Preceptor, or Clergyman"—Sun, Evening Paper.
" Dr. Curtis ha? conferred a great boon by ])ublisliing tiiis iiitle work, in wliicli is described the s-ource of

those diseases which produce decline in youth, or more frequently, premature old age."

—

Daily 2'elegruph,

March 27, 185G.
Loudon : Published by Allen, 20, Warwick Lane, Paternostcr-row; and Mann, 30, Cornhill, London.
*^='= EjJ;her of the above scientific and useful Work-? sent Post free by the Author or Publishers for 12

Postage stamps ; or in sealed envelopes, 20 stamps. Consultations fi-om 10 to 3, and 6 to 8.
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PLATE I.

SPANGLE 2nd; a royal prize Hereford Cow.

Spangle 2nd, bred by the late Mr. Rea, of Mo-
naughty, and calved on September 16, 18-59, is

by Wellington (1112) out of Spangle, by Chieftain

(930), her dam Young Venus by Cholstrey (217)

—

Venus by Albert (330)— Countess by Old Court

(306).

Wellington, red with a white face, bred by Mr.
P. Turner, of The Leen, and calved September
23rd, 1851, was by Duke, a son of Northampton
(600), out of Miss' Forester, by Forester (39S).

At the Worcester meeting of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society in 1863, Spangle 2nd, in company
with Diana 2nd, took the fiist prize of £15 for the

best pair of Hereford heifers in milk or in calf.

These were exhibited by the executors of Mr. Rea,

of Monaughty; and at the dispersion of the herd
which followed in the autumn. Spangle was sold to

Mr. Baldwin, who, however, gave up his purchase to

Mr. Rea, of Westonbury. This gentleman's pre-

mature death occurred soon afterwards ; and at the

Newcastle-upon-Tyne Royal meeting, in 1864,

Spangle 2nd, entered in the name of Mrs. Rea,
took the first prize of £20 as the best Hereford
cow, Kate the 2nc], from tlie same herd, taking the
second place.

We thus spoke of Spangle, on first seeing her at

Worcester :
" The local prizes biought out but a

short lot, chiefly noticeable for a pair of rare mas-
sive heifers shown by the executors of the late Mr.
Rea, of Monaughty." And again at Newcastle:
" A certain zest was given to the exhibition of Here-
fords by the entry of Mrs. Rea's two cows, a couple
of grand animals, with size, breed, and quality, all

in proof of their right place." At the Westonbury
sale, in the October following, Mr. Baldwin, of

Luddington, again became the purchaser of Spangle,

at lOl gs., but she was unfortunately not in calf,

and is now in the stalls preparing for the Christ-

mas shows. They have still strong hopes, however,
that she may breed, so that this grand cow may
possibly again return to the herd after her visits

to the Birmingham and Islington Halls.

PLATE 11.

A JACK IN THE BOX.

From Waterford to London traces the birthright

of our fish ; and the O'Gorman thus writes of the

Irish pike :
—

"The small trout, the roach, the salmon-fry, a

small herring, the tail of an eel spangled and tin-

selled, are excellent ; so is a small jack, and some-
times a good-sized one ; so is a goldfinch, a swallow,

or yellow-hammer. My method of putting up a

fry, or small trout, or roach, is to have a hook come
out in the middle of its side, with a curve in the

tail to spin. The head (when T was intent on real

destruction) I fastened with another hook let slip

down on the wire, or gimp, wiih a small loop well

armed, and the latter hook came out through the

back part of the head. I have often taken more
pike, and even trout, with the upper hook than the

lower ; for fish of prey generally make at the head.

Old Series.

David Burke's method ofcatching pike was curious.

He fished with a double hook, without a swivel,

put his chain through the fish's mouth, and drew
it out of the navel, tied the chain about the tail,

and left the double hook projecting through the

mouth of the trout, or fry, or frog. In this way
the bait was dragged tail foremost; but he did not

care, and laughed at any other method, and he

always killed a great number of pike, and some-
times an odd salmon or so. He left the bait a very

short time to any fish, and generally had him well

hooked. This should seem an unnatural method,

but it is a sure one.

"They are very whimsical fish, and the kind of

bait must be frequently changed. I have often

shot a pretty small bird for a bait, and killed large

pike with it, when they would not look at trout

U [Vol.. LVIII,—No. 4.
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or roach. A good-sized pike-fly is often very

good. The largest pike I ever killed was thirty-

two pounds weight ; he had a trout of four pounds

entire in his maw, which he must have taken only

just before he had made at a small roach which I

"had on a single brass wire ; and it must have been

from sheer wantonness, or sport, that he seized it

;

he was only three feet four inches in length, but as

thick as a salmon."

Of the perch, the same pleasant authority speaks

with as vigorous decision and indisputable expe-

rience :
" They are a most bold, daring, and de-

structive fish, eat small fry of all kinds voraciously,

root up the spawn beds, will even scare trout from

the feeding places near the shore, like noise, and
are fond of music, which attracts them to the sur-

face. One of my sons (now I hope happy) assured

me that he saw a vast shoal of them appear over

water, attracted by the sound of the bagpipes, when
a Scotch regiment were marching over a neigh-

bouring bridge, and that they remained there until

the sound died away in the distance. How much

superior the ear of the perch to that of Paganini

!

who, on hearing the Scotch pipe, prostrated him-
self on the floor, declaring that it must have been
invented by the devil.

" Perch like their bait moving, and will take
small fry, roaches, small trout, loaches, little frogs,

and small eels, and will often rise at salmon flies

and large lake flies ; they will also take the large

blue-head worm, and the leg of a frog put on a
middle-sized hook ; they are a most excellent fish

—almost so good as to make amends for the mis-

chief they do. And now for dressing them : Split for

about three inches along the great fin, and as much
in the belly ; do not scrape, scale, or gut (it is a

clean-gutted fish), broil well on a gridiron ; when
sufficiently done (which you will know by the skin

rising well), take up ; split the remainder of the

belly, and the back ; raise off" the skin, which will

come away easily; take off" the head (to which the

gut will attach, and come away clean) ; you then
have a nice fish : eat it with cold butter, and, if you
do not hke it, you must be hard to please."

OUE SUPPLY or WATER.
BY CUTHBERT W. JOHXSON, F.R.S.

The purity of tlie water consumed by our live stock and

by ourselves cau hardly be too carefully regarded. That

the water we use materially influences our health is a well-

known fact. Cholera, typhoid, and otlier diseases,indeed,

ever select for their earliest attacks the consumers of impure

water, the dwellers around stagnant collections of liquid

impurities. Our domestic animals suiier materially in

this way—the horse is peculiarly sensitive and discrimi-

nating in the selection of his water: he avoids that con-

taining animal matters; refuses even to drink from a pail

that has held soap ; the appearance of his coat is affected

by using hard water. The groom, who is well aware of

these facts, takes care to give his horses soft water. The
trainer of race-horses sometimes carries the water with

him to which they have been accustomed.

Thus regardful of the water for our horses, it would be

reasonable to expect the same care in our own cases. But
how very dilferent is the ordinary mode of supplying om*-

selves! Think of the cesspools into which we drain our

houses, in close proximity to, and their contents soaking

into, om" wells. Examine the waters with which many of

our towns are supplied, and ask ourselves if these are

such as we ought to consume?
It is, indeed, far too little known how widely varying

is the composition of different spring, river, and well

waters. It wiU not therefore be a profitless research if

we inquire on this occasion into these matters.

We need hardly remind ourselves that the primary

source of aU waters is the rainfall. The rain descends up-

on the earth, not, as was once supposed, entirely pure, but

nearly so ; it is the purest of all the waters of which we
have to inquire, it merely contaiuing a minute propor-

tion of ammonia, nitric acid, and other foreigu substances.

It is when that rainwater descends upon the earth, that,

percolating our soils, it dissolves various soluble substances,

and has its purity diminished.

In a very able work on " The supply of water to

towns," well worthy of my readers' perusal, Mr. Baldwin
Latham, the engineer to the Croydon Board of Health,

has well traced the origin and course of rain-water, As he

observes, " Rain is the result of the condensation of

aqueous vapour, which is, at all temperatures, more or

less present in the atmosphere. The quantity of aqueous

vapour capable of being suspended in the atmosphere in-

creases in a greater ratio than the temperature ; and the

phenomenon of rain occurs when the air, saturated with

moisture, loses its temperature, and precipitates the ex-

cess it is no longer capable of containing, either in the

form of dew, rain, hail, or snow. It is found that the first

causes of rain are identical with those that produce the

winds and currents in the atmosphere, viz., the changes

of temperature, to some extent the electrical state of the

atmosphere, and the magnetic state of the earth ; conse-

quently it very naturally follows that the winds have a

very close connexion with the rainfall. Thus, winds

blowing from a warm climate over a great expanse of sea

would be completely satm-ated with vapour, which, upon
coming into a cooler climate, would be percipitated ; on
the other hand, a wind blowing from the frozen regions

of the Arctic ocean, and deriving its moisture from the

ice and snow of those severe regions, would, when it ar-

rived in a warmer climate, by lowering the temperature of

the atmosphere of that climate, diminish its power to re-

tain aqueous vapours ; and if, at the time, it was sur-

charged with moisture, a fall of rain must ensue. The
physical conditions of every locality have some efi'ect upon
the rainfall. Thus, from observation, it has been ascer-

tained that the rainfall is greater in mountainous districts

than in level countries, which is probably owing to cur-

rents of air saturated with vapom- striking against the

mountain-sides, and losing temperature by contact or by
reason of being compelled to ascend into higher and
colder regions ; there is, howevei', a limit to the cftects

produced by elevation, for there are regions too high to

experience any heavy rainfall, for the rains of Switzerland

and the Alpine regions are not greater tlian those in the

north of this country. The amount of rainfall is consi-

derably influenced by the position of the locality with

respect to the cm-rent-s in the atmosphere : for example,

it is found tliat the prevailing winds in this country aro
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westerly, and come to us from a warmer climate : after

sweeping over the face of the great Atlantic ocean they

are naturally saturated with moistm-e, and, striking the

ridges and higli lauds ou our westerly coast, discharge

the greater portion of their bm-den there. Thus we tin

d

it is nothing uncommon in the counties of Cumberland,

Westmoreland, and Lancashire, to have an annual depth

of rainfall equal to i'cct; while in Cambridgeshire on the

eastern side of the country, the annuai rainfall scldoui ex-

ceeds 22 inches. The rainfall also varies with the sea-

sons of the year, the raiufiill of this country being greater

ia winter than in summer, because the temperature of the

atmosphere is decreasing in winter, and w ith it its capacity

for retaining vapom-, while in summer the opposite is the

result. But it will also be found, as a rule, that heavier

rains fall in summer than in winter, although there may
be fewer showers ; because in summer the atmosphere

has greater powers for retaining moistui-e, so that when
the causes that induce a fall of rain are brought into

action, there is a larger amount of moistui'o to be preci-

pitated. In Germany the rainfalls of winter and summer
are about equal ; at St. Petersburg the rainfall of winter

is but little more than one-third the rainfall of summer;
while in Siberia the rainfall in winter is but one-fourth

that of smumer."
In our island the average amount of the rain annually

falling, varies from about 20 inches in Essex and in Bed-

fordshii'e to about 50 or 60 inches at Keswick and Ken-

dal, or to more than 100 inches on some of the Yvestmore-

land and Cumberland hills.

The next question is the varying extent to which the

rain water is absorbed by our soils. Upon this branch of

om' inquiry Mr. Latham well remarks that "the amount
of rain capable of being absorbed by the surface upon
which it falls depends, in a great measure, upon the tem-

perature, the geological formatiou and physical outline of

the district. Under such vai-yiug conditions, the amount
of water absorbed, and capable afterwards of being used,

when issuing from springs, or by sinldug wcUs, is ex-

tremely capricious. The greater the quantity of water

evaporated or retained by vegetation, the less will remain

to be absorbed. Rain descending upon a dry and parched

surface in the heat of summer, or during the occurrence

of drying winds, will be neai'ly all evaporated, so that

the rate and amount of absorption depend materially up-

on the absorbent properties of the soil. Thus in the

sands of the red sandstone formation the rainfall is ab-

sorbed as fast as it touches the surface, and the same may
be said of the rain falling in many places ou the chalk

formation, while upon the clay soils or impervious for-

mation the greatest part of the rain woidd generally be

directly conveyed away by surface streams. The con-

tour of a country, in a measure, affects the rate of ab-

sorption, as the rainfall ou mountains or hilly districts

has a greater tendency to gravitate rapidly to the rivei-s,

while on table-lands the water lingers, and consequently

such lands are favourable to absorption.

"Experiments made by Dr. Dalton, extending over three

years ou the new red sandstone formation, show that 25

per cent, of the whole rainfall percolated to a depth of

3 feet. Experiments made at Ferybridge, in Yorkshire,

by Mr. Charnock, on the magnesian limestone formation,

resulted in giving but 19.G per cent.-of rain percolating to

a depth of 3 feet, and a like experiment made by IMcssrs.

Dickenson and Evans, on the sandy gravelly loam which

covers the chalk about "Watford, gave as much as 30 per

cent, of the rainfall percolating to a depth of 3 feet, lu

the latter experiment the average rainfall was found to be

26.33 in. per annum, and the average mean liltratiou

7.92 per annum. Of this quantity 7.34 in. were absorbed

between October and March inclusive, which was at the

rate of 55i-'per cent, ou the raiufaU of that period, v.hilst

between April and September inclusive, only .58 in. of

raiufall was absorbed, which was at the rate of i^s per

cent, of the rainfall of that period. From this experi-

ment it appears that the largest amount of rainfall is ab-

sorbed during the months of November, December, and

January, when practically all may be said to be al)-

sorbed , and that the least amount at any time absorbed

was in the mouth of August, when practically it was

nothing. It has been calculated by Mr. Beardmore, that

of the raiufall absorbed in winter 60.7 per cent, is carried

off dh-ectly at the time of the raiufall, leaving 39.3 per

cent, to supply rivers and wells ; and of this probably only

3$ per cent, of the raiufall absorbed really goes to furnish

a supply for wells, which in a measm-e will account for

the falling of many ordinary wells in certain seasons of the

year. This process of absorption plays a very important

part in the economy of nature, as by it the rainfall is

stored for the purposes of utilization by both the vegetable

and animal kingdoms. Were it not for this, our rivers

would only flow" in times of rainfall, and at such times

their impetuosity and tioods would be so great as to prove

a great drawback to their subservance for the purposes of

man, and at other times their channels woitld be diy,

which would probably be a greater disadvantage, as all

vegetation would suffer materially, if it could survive the

droughts we should experience ; as it is, the water fall-

ing on the surface penetrates it to various depths, forming

for itself subterraneous reservoirs, and it is fi-om these

reservoirs the water is emitted which keeps our rivers

flowing and supplies water for vegetation, even in the time

of the greatest drought."

The different modes of obtaining a supply of the water

which thus flows from the heavens is the next portion of

this important inquiry. Here let us again refer to Mr.

Latham's excellent work. He observes, p. 13, that " these

are five in number, viz., 1. By the interception of the

rain-water before it has reached the ground, as from roofs,

&c. 2. By collections ou the impervious surface of the

ground before it has run oft". 3. From streams. 4.

From natm-al springs. 5. From wells." As to the first

means of supply, he continues

:

"One of the simplest modes of securing a supply of

water is by collecting and storing the rainfall that falls

direct upon the roofs of our houses, or upon the paved

surfaces of yards, &c. This mode is no doubt very an-

cient, and was probably one of the first expedients

adopted for securing a supply wherever man had advanced

to such a state of civilisation as to require a house with an

impervious covering for his shelter. The amount of sm--

face available and suitable for receiving the rainfall is ge-

nerally limited, so that the quantity of water capable of

being stored is also limited
;
yet there are many places

that"depend upon this mode of procuring their principal

supplies of water. A large portion of the s-apply of water

for Jerusalem, Constantinople, and other ancient places,

was procured by storing the rain-water in underground

cisterns, some of which are in use to the present day.

The city of Venice is an example of one of many places

supplied principally by rain-water ; but it is found that,

in long dry seasons, the inhabitants of such places as are

dependent on this mode of procuring a supply of water are

often put to great straits for a supply ; and if we assume

that 00 feet of roof or impervious sm-face is available

for each individual of the population, with an annuai

rainfall of 30 in. if all of it were collected and stored, it

v.'ould only give two-and-a-half gallons per day as the

quantity for each individual. Professor Leslie made a

calcidatiou with respect to a lofty house in Paris con-

taining twenty-five persons, and he found that each per-

son might procure a supply of a little over one gallon

per day. When these quantities are compared with the

tweutjr to fifty gallous per head i.)Qr day at present \w4
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by populations having a constant supply of water, it is

easy to see tlie disadvantages of depending entirely upon
the rainfall collected on roofs and other surfaces con-

nected with our dwellings as the sole mode of supply."

Then as to the eoliectiou of water from gathering

grounds, such as that which is carried off by the surface

and other land-drains of our fields. This is a question

peculiarly interesting to the readers of this magazine,

since the collection and use of this water, as in irrigation

for instance, is far from being generally understood. The
amount capable of beiug collected in this way from a

given surface of course varies with the nature of the soil

and the amount of rain which it receives. " If," says

Mr. Latham, " the surface of the drainage area is porous,

resting on impervious strata, a much larger quantity can
be obtained by under-drainage than if the water was taken
from the surface only. The quantity of water capable of

being taken by under-drainage, if the strata is uniform,
will depend upon the depth of the drains. An experi-

ment made by Mr. Milne, of ]Milne Garden, in Berwick-
shire, extending from June, 1848, to April, 1849, shows
that undcr-drains, 3 feet deep, laid 15 feet apart, gave
nearly 36,000 gallons per acre; while drains laid 3^ feet

deep and 20 feet apart, gave at the rate of 47,000
gallons per acre, which was about one-tenth the rain-

fall of the district. It is clear from this experiment
that a considerable portion of the rain descending
on the surface either ran off at the time of the rain-

fall, and consequently did not penetrate to the depth
of the drains, or it passed below them and out of reach of

their action. In every porous soil a large portion of

the rainfall could not be collected by draius placed a dis-

trace apart, as the water would penetrate deeper than the

drains. From observations of some of the various works
constructed for the supply of water from drainage areas,

the amount of water taken and used varies from one-
sixteenth to over two-thirds the rainfall of the district.

There can be no doubt that if the surface of every drain-

age area was, or could be made, impervious, and sufficient

slope be given to it to carry otf the water quickly, a very
large percentage of the rainfall might be used. But the
great drawbacks to making the surface that shoiild receive

the rainfall impervious are— iirst, the expense ; and, se-

condly, the restriction it would put on agricidtural pur-
suits. The expense of making a surface impervious has
been estimated by Mr. Hughes at £242 per acre, which
price would exceed the value of the water that would be
collected from it, so that if this system had to be put in

operation at the present prices paid for water it would not
pay. The sufficiency of the rainfall to furnish a supply of

water may be derived from the fact that if two-thirds of

the rainfall of England and AVales could be collected, it

would furnish a supply to each individual of the population
of a quantity exceeding 2,500 gallons per day ; but the
rain falling on the sites of our cities and towns would not
be sufficient for a supply according to the present rate of

consumption. For example, the most crowded parts of

London are peopled at the rate of one person to every 12 j
yards; now, taking this ai'ca with a rainfall of 24.8 in.,

if two-thirds of it could he collected, it would furnish

2.63 gaUous per head per day. In the City of London
One person has 40^ yards area, which with the same rain-

fall and at the same rate would furnish 8.54 gallons per
head per day."

The water which flows from field drains or collecting

grounds is far from being pure. It contains small por-
tions of the soluble matter contained in the soil from
which it flows. Some specimens of the water from the
drains of various cultivated soils were some time since ex-
amined by Professor Way (Jour. Roij. Ag. Soc, vol. svii.,

p. 123). The following were the foreign matters (given in
grains) contaiuedinan imperial gallon of two (previously

filtered) drain waters, from two fields on the farm of Mr.
Paine, at Farnham, in Siu'rey :

Silica 0.95 ... 0.41

Phosphoric acid ... trace ... 0.12
Salpluuic acid ... ... 1.65 ... 5.15

Chlorine 0.70 ... 1.10

Lime 4.85 ... 7.19

Magnesia 0.68 ... 2.82

Peroxide of iron ... — ...
—

Ditto and alumina ... 0.40 ... 0.05

Potash ... ... ... trace ... trace

Soda 1.0 ... 3.17

Then as to the soluble organic matter, ammonia, and
nitric acid, found in land-drainage watei-s, in seven different

specimens, from the lands of Mr. Paine, there were ob-

tained (grains in imperial gallon)

—

Soluble organic

matter. Nitric acid. Ammonia.
1 7.0 ... 7.17 ... 0.018

2 7.40 ... 14.74 ... 0.018

3 13.50 ... 13.73 ... 0.018

4 5.60 ... 1.95 ... 0.012
5 5.70 ... 3.45 ... 0.018

6 5.80 ... 8.05 ... 0.018

7 7.40 ... 11.45 ... 0.006

The ammonia and nitric acid contained in the rain water

which sujiplies this drainage water varies considerably in

different months. That falling at Rothampsted, in Hert-

fordshire, 20 miles from London, has been examined by
Professor "Way {ibid, vol. xvii., p. 143). He found

(grains) in an imperial gallon in—
Ammonia. Acid.

January 0.093 ... 0.017
February 0.104 ... 0.043

March 0.086 ... 0.021

April 0.123 ... 0.035

May 0.080 ... 0.035

June 0.135 ... 0.080
July 0.061 ... 0.017
August 0.080 ... 0.060

September 0.095 ... 0.021

October 0.061 ... 0.036

November 0.054 ... 0.018

December 0.067 ... 0.017

Of river water I need hardly remark that its quality

varies with the natui-e of the country in which its springs

arise, and through which they ilow. Thus the water of

the Clyde contains in an imperial gallon about 9 grains of

foreign matter ; that of other of our rivers as follows

:

The Severn about 4 grains.

The Thames 23 „
TheOuseatEly 32 „
The Lea 24 „
The Colne 21 „
The Trent 50 „
The Dee 4 „
The Don 9 „

The most general mode of supplying our farm houses

with water is from wells. The use of this kind of water

in irrigation is common in oriental countries where a large

amount of water is thus procured by either manual labour

or other very simple and laborious modes. That the use

for irrigation of the water obtainable from wells might be

very beneficially extended in suitable situations I have no

reason to doubt. The amount of water thus obtainable is

much larger than is generally understood. There are two
wells at Croydon, each of which supplies 1,000,000 gal-

lons per day to that town ; and it is from these, where the

water drains from the town as sewerage, that the 250 acres

of land at Beddington are so well irrigated. From other

wells still larger sujilies of water are obtained. The
reader must remember that the water of the great wells,

such as that of Croydon, all contain various saline and

earthy substances. Mr. Latham has in the following
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table glveu tte results of the analysis of a gallon of five

of these well-waters :
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old friend Easton's "Field and rem" definition of

Mr. Barclay's line of action at Keavil: " We've mosthj

Bates, w'dh a mlrlure of Booth for emergencies." Tlie

journey to Mr. Peers sale at Lancaster was one of good

omen. It was there tliat lie first took his show-yard cue,

by buying not only Lalage by Prince Imperial (15443)

the dam of Lalage 2nd, but Cowslip, the dam of Mala-

chite, with her six weeks' calf Campanula, which was the

second yearling, iu a large class, to Lady Pigot's Rose-

dale at Stamford, aud headed her class at Buckiugham.

Lalage was not easily bought, as ]\Ir. Young from Keir was

in the vein, and Captain Oliver had as smart a finish with

him as he ever had Avith " The Squire," Mr. Percy Wil-

liams, Captain Pettat, and all the other silken heroes of

his Croxton Park and Gorhambury days. However, at

230 gs., Mr. Young would have no more of it, and the

Captain's ^' andfive" decided it. He had to yield in tnru

four years after, when Mr. Barclay and Easton came all

the way from Duufermline to Lawford, to look after

Seraphina 13th. But the latter shall give us this episode

in his own words once more, as he told it to us when we
were quartering Scotland like a pointer dog, for book lore :

" Come aiva' my Seraphine \%th. I met Captain Oliver

lately, and he asked vciy kindly after her. He was our

opponent at Lawford. He's not easily beaten off. I said

to Mr. Barclay, ' Go in and give him another choker—it's

as well to do right as wrong.' So we got her for 250 gs.

She will be jnst three yeai'S and nine months, and she's

had two calves, and in-calf again * * *" and so on.

Up to this point the Captain bad not required a bull,

but late in the January of '61, he turned his face

Towneley-wards on this very difficult errand. Culshaw

gave him tlie choice of five, and he finally fixed on one of

the twins, Romulus Butterfly by Butterfly's Nephew from

Pageant, at 250 gs., and never repented his visit. Mr.
Surtees's sale at Dane End fiu'uished Baroness and her

two daughters. Viscountess and Rose of Dane End, at an

average of G3 gs. each ; and then he once more set off

North in search of a bull for these three, and to cross in

future years with the Romulus Butterfly heifers. Mr.
Atherton's sale was his destiiiation, and Seventh Grand
Duke his destiny. The Seventh was then a six months'

calf, and as Mr. Robinson was equally hot on him, he aud

the Captain stood right and left of Mr. Strafford, and

made their deliveries. They were no

" Simple pair, who simply sought renown,

By holding out to tire each other down,"

as the roan was something to be in earnest over. How-
ever, the Captain not only stayed longer than " Clifton

Pastures" up to 820 gs., but took the four mouths Cherry

Duchess 9th (140 gs.) as well, to fill up the North "Western

horse box.

Crinoline by Higlithorn (13028), a roan of great size

and substance, with her head quite a study, was a pur-

chase from Mr. Longland of Grendon, who brought the

Duke of Devonshire's Lord of Oxford at upwards of

300 gs. into the county. She and Sonora were
both dropping to calve, and it was a very fine point

whether they would hold up long enough to get wdthin

the Royal limits. The 2Sth of June came aud went, aud
so did the 29th, and each morning the spirit moved us to

awake in the grey twilight, and peer into the glade from
our lattice, to see if Crinoline was uneasy. On each of

these mornings she "roamed mid the dew," and while

Sonora "broke down on us," another Eastonian

phrase, with a red heifer calf, eleven hours before July

came in. Crinoline held happily on with a roan bull calf

to the 2nd. Both of the youngsters were by Seventh
Grand Duke. Three roans, for whom "The Seventh"
and Romulus Butterfly were supposed to have lived and
loved in vain, were spending their last siunmer-days in

the Stripe. One of them was Baroness, a fine old ruin

with a down-curved horn ; Barmaid, bought from Ellis

Clark, now Mr. Robarts's bailiff, was a great milker in

her day ; and Autumn Rose made up the trio. Another
two months' trial has induced a belief that they have all

turned over a new leaf.

Prom this Penitence Pasture, we passed to the Par
Field, where the jilts are freshened up again after

being put on short commons. Orange Blossom by
Tambour (15366) .and her daughter Orauge Bud by
Romulus Butterfly were both there, the former a very

good-looking cow, and it was a thousand pities to find

another like Rose of Dane-end under a cloud. From here

we went back to the farm-buildings, part of which were
the "old original" Grafton kennel. The cows were in a

sort of covered barn, reminding us of the " Clifton bins,"

and furnished with stalls along one side, and those good

old-fashioned wooden neck- stocks which fasten each cow
in an instant, and save chains. " J\Ialachite's dam for a

thousand" would rise to any one's lips, if they had ever

seen the bull, and, save iu the dams of Forth and the

Hereford Sir Richard, wc have seldom seen such a like-

ness between dam and offspring. This Cowslip 5th by
Chieftain (10048), from Cowslip 2nd by Duke of Norfolk

(5952), is no beUe of the steading, but she has been a

serviceable one both to IMr. Ambler and Mr. Peel, as well

as the Captain, during her 14 years. Her birthday record

must have been lost, as she heads the catalogue simply as

a "roan of 1851." The neck is a peculiar feature in

her, and she is a rare milker. One calf by Duke of

Geneva died since she came to Sholebroke ; but the tribe

has prospered iu females, as her Campanida by Valasco

and Crystallina by Grand Duke 7th are both in the herd,

and so is her granddaughter Campanella by the same bull

from Campanula. Near her was the perverse Anna by
Vanguard, dam Adora by Belvedere 4th, the breeder of

three white bull calves, aud then of a roan in succession.

The neighbourhood profits therefrom, but it is to the

Cherry Duchess and Lalage lines that Captain Oliver

looks for his bulls. The white Festoon had put out one
roan blossom in Filigree by " Duke," and another Adkins
(which never leaves her side). Sincerity of the Charmer
sort, with fine depth of flank, and a shoulder which old

Sir Charles woidd have paused over in his day, had
fused with Romulus Butterfly in Sonora, on whom the

buU had put his own gay head. Tlien came the lengthy

red Lalage v/ith her fine speaking eye, and the dam of

three heifers. Her Lalage 3rd died ; but Lalage 2nd was
there, relieved from all show toils, and with that sweet

arm and deep breast which set off the good form and flesh

points, that carried the second honours for her at " the

faithful city." Orange Fruit by Booth's First Fruits was
a useful cow, and had made up the quartet of Oranges
with her Orauge Flower. Romulus Butterfly and the

deep-bodied Autumn Rose by Vanguard, from Admiration
by Baron Warlaby, had hit nicely in Adela ; but she was
out of sorts that day. Wily Witch, with a deal of Mr.
Wetherell's blood in her, was there to teU of Bushey

;

and Cherry Duehcss—with her fine eye, back, and quality

—of the July day at Speke. She has been a lively

breeder, aud at three years and four months we found her

the dam of Cherry Grand Duchess, and Cherry Grand
Duke by her railway partner of that day.

Some side-bins were then opened, and out came the

prize-fighters of the hour—the white Campanella, and
Creole by Hayman (son of Highthorn) from Crinoline by'

Hightliorn. In-breeding had not affected her rich deep

flesh, but there was a chubbiness about her forehand which
pulls oft' a point or two for elegancy when she is drawn up
with the bigger Campanella. The Captain had therefore duly

declared to win with the latter in the Northamptonshire

Show, and did it cleverly enough. There were two pro-
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misiug ones of the younger gcuevatlou, roan and white

—

Crystallina and Lalage 4th, both of thcni by Seventh Grand
Duke. A close kinsman, King Christmas, tlic first from
" the Worcester calf," was iu the boxes outside, with his

half-brotlicr King Bomba, who was out of form, but still

nice iu his touch. Little Cherry Grand Duke was near

them, with only sis weeks, and a wedge-like white blaze

on his head, and the blood of four Grand Dukes

—

Yivst,

Second, Third, and Scvcuth—in his veins.

JVoni liim we journeyed past the haylicld and the rem-
nants of the kennel to which the Grafton hounds adjourned

from Sholebroke. The farm-bailift" lives iu Tom Kose'-

aud George Carter's old house, and the groom and gare

deuer iu the first and second whips'. A troop of white

dorkings were in possession of the boiling-house, and the

kennel-yard was partitioned olT for bull-boxes. Tom Ross
and George Carter were nicn of very dill'erent styles. The
former loved his " wild boys" to the close, and gave as

his reason that " nine out of ten days I am in a v.ood, and
those are the sort that will have liim. What you call a

good pack will never catch a bad fox, and as I want to hunt

/liiii, instead of his hunting mc, my hounds are the ones

for the country !" George Carter, on the other hand,

fought hard to make them steady, and, in the words of Sir

Charles Knightley, he " was the fii-st man in that country

who could ever catch a good one over the open." But
thi'ee-and-tweuty seasons have rolled over since the

hounds were seen in that paddock, and Cherry Grand
Duchess, a very thick-fleshed, good-looking red, like the

Lalage lot, and her half-sister Adelina browse there now.

So on we went to the bull house, and iuto the lion-headed

presence of lloniulns Buttcrlly, a fine grey roan, with a

beautiful touch, and a remarkably good coat. Legs,

loin, and head were all grand points in Seventh Grand

Duke, who carries out the fine level promise of his calf-

hood, and has never been made up in his life, llalf-a-

mile more and we arc riding past the fox-proof fence,

which runs round the flower gardens of Whittlebury,

from whose blackened ruins Lord Southampton's new
house is beginning to rise. Grafton kennels about here

are as thick as deserted gipsy eucaiupments in the Cam-
bridgeshire lanes ; and we found the third at the edge of

the Forest, from which, when Lord Southampton gave u])

the mastership in '61, the hoiiuds moved on to Wakefield

Lawn. Stowc Obelisk is just visible in the distance. The

direction of Wickcn Park is indicated to us, and we
learn that the grand old Marmaduke and Duke of

Geneva are about to arrive there, on a visit fi-om Penrhyn

—the latter with an eye to the Northamptonshire bull

championship which he won. The name of Robarts and

Lillingstone Dayrell bring back Lady Barriugton, Diadem
4th, Roan Duchess by Mayduke, and many another good

fight amongst Mr. Strafford's waggoners ; and we meet

some sturdy specimens of Lord Southampton's waggon
horses, all blue roans and a dozen strong, as we head back

to Sholebroke for the night.

THE NEW PART OF THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S JOURNAL.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.

The summary of contents to the new Part of the

Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, as now just pub-

lished, is very suggestive of the spirit of the age in which

we live. Practice with Science would appear to have

fairly tired of trying to grow corn at our present prices

and prospects, and accordingly all the leading papers turn

ou the care and cultivation of stock. The opening article

is a prize essay on the management of sheep by Mr.
Coleman, and the second an inquiry into the repro-

ductive powers of domesticated animals by Professor

Tanner. Then, Mr. Reynolds, a veterinary surgeon,

writes on a new form of disease amongst lambs ; while

Mr. Dixon gives us a history of the Shorthorn, and Mr.
Evershed comes in again with something more upon sheep.

The comparative profit from making cheese or butter,

selling milk, or grazing, is the subject for a comprehensive

treatise provided by the Society, and written np to by Jilr.

Heywood, weU-supported as this essay is by another from

IMr. CaiTington on Dairy Farming. ]Mr. Herbert, as usual,

supplies us with the statistics of live stock, of dead

meat, and of wool, and Mr. Clayden writes briefly of the

advantages of lucerne as fodder for animals on the farm.

Thus, of eleven leading articles, as it were, Mr. Clutter-

buck and Professor Yoelcker are only allowed to trespass

on the more popular questions of the day, the former

with a rather dry treatise on water-supply, and the

Society's chemist with some observations on the functions

of soda-salts in agi'icultnre. Amongst the head-and-tail

pieces there are also Mr. Dent Dent's well-digested report

on the exhibition of live stock at Plymouth, an address

by Mr. EUman on the breeding and management of

sheep, and another by Doctor Budd on typhoid fever iu

pigs. On such a showing there is little doubt but that

many a member will cut into his copy of the Journal

with more anxiety than usual, and yet we ques-

tion whether he will not be more than ever

disappointed. This is the concluding Part for

the year 18G5—a time memorable in the annals

of Agricnltiu'e for the sensation created by the outbreak

of the Cattle Plague. And yet the future historian wiU

turn and search in vain through the pages of the Royal

Society's Journal of this same year for a single sentence

referring to the disease, its ravages, or the preventive

measures adopted. The Editor has not a word to say on

so momentous a subject, the College has clearly had no

time to make any commnnieation, and the Veterinary

Committee, curiously enough, do not ask for a few pages

wherein to reprint the address they have so recently been

circulating in the form of a letter. It is true there was

not much new matter in this, but the paper was

carefully drawn, and included so many authorita-

tive suggestions and dii'cctions as to i'cnder the

Journal the place of all others for its embodiment, mainly

of course by way of a reference for hereafter. A man
binds his books and burns his letters ; and if the address

of the Veterinary Committee was worth issuing, it was cer-

tainly worth preserving in some more substantial form.

So far as we have yet had any opportunity of studying

the Michaelmas part, we only gather from Mr. Herbert's

article, which is given without any date, that " fortu-

nately very few losses have been sustained by disease iu

any of our leading grazing districts ; but we under-

stand that just at the end of June a kind of gastric fever

broke out amongst the cows and heifers in various parts

of the country, which, unless speedily checked, is

likely to lessen our suppKes materially." Surely, consi-

dering the time that the sheets of the Journal are

passing through the press, we might, in the
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way of an occasional foot-note or otherwise, have

heard something a little more definite as to this kind of

gastric fever, even if the Editor were too much en-

gaged to give any summary of all that had occm'red so

far, or the Veterinarians to send in their rules and regu-

lations for the due observance of symptoms or the adop-

tion of preventive measures.

This reticence is the more remarkable in such a quarter,

as there is scarcely a paper or a periodical but which has

had something to say on the subject. This something,

we are quite ready to admit, has not been always otfercd

on the highest showing ; but one of the first means for

our safety must be in directing men's minds to the matter,

and where should we look with more reliance than to

the pages of the national Society's own organ ? Anybody
may write to T//e Times or T/ie Mark Lane Exjjress ; while

a communication inserted under the auspices of the

Hanover Square Council would of course cany every pos-

sible weight and authority with it. But the probability is

that we shall have to wait for another half-year, or until

the disease has died or been starved out, before we get

any further advice from head-quarters. In the interim

we must be content with what we can glean from the

papers, and certainly our powerful contemporary in

Printing-house Square evinces every disposition to give

everyone a hearing. Indeed, in T/ie Times of last Thurs-
day there are two letters following on in the same column,
that come in amusing comment one on the other. In the

first place Mr. Edmund Tattersall, of the well-known
Hyde Park firm, is allowed to express his belief that

the disease is the rinderpest, as that he believes
" nothing of the spontaneous nonsense theory." To be
sure, he offers no proof of either one or the other, as no
one has yet been able to trace the introduction of the evil

from abroad, whilst there are many causes existing amongst
ns that might have tended to generate such a plague.

However, Mr. Tattersall has met with "an officer in the

Austrian service who spoke confideutly of the disease

being rinderpest, as that it would kill a great proportion
of the cattle in England. And this is the remedy

:

" He told me that when it had made its appearance in

Austria, as soon as it broke out in a particular district, a

a line was drawn around the parish, varying in circum-
ference, and every head of cattle killed, whether attacked
or not, and no cattle allowed to go on to the infected

ground for a given pei-iod. Experience had proved that
it was the only effectual means of stopping this dread-
ful disease, which he had known to destroy im-
mense herds. I inquired who compensated the
owners of the cattle, and he said the Government!"
Whereupon J. R. H., writing from the Union Club, tells

how "a farmer in Suffolk had the disease among some of

his cattle, but had also quite separated from them, and
shut up in a separate shed, with the door almost con-
stantly closed, a perfectly healthy fat heifer, which he did
not show to the inspector, but sent to market when ready.

It appears to be distinctly admitted that there had been
no contact between this animal and the diseased ones,

but it was supposed that some diseased animals had
been driven past the door of the shed it was confined
in. For this, which the magistrate construed into 'con-
tact,' the farmer was fined £10 and costs." And further,
" To show the ignorance of the inspector, I refer to your
columns, where it appears that the only two cows out of a

herd of thirty that were saved had been condemned by
this very official, but as they were in a part of the field

out of his jurisdiction the farmer refused to kill them."
Mr. Tattersall, speaking as a consumer, says, " Take the
bull by the horns, and kill everything;" while J. R. H.,
who does not pretend to be disinterested in the matter,
but owns to being a large landed proprietor and to having
over 120 herd of cattle, maintains that "the present sys-

tem of indiscriminate slaughtering, though it may greatly

raise the price of meat, will never effect what we want

—

a cure." For our own pai't, and as in some way recon-

ciling these contradictory opinions, we are inclined to

think that the precautionary means already adopted under

the active agency of the Government have done much to

stay the spread of the disease, and that it may be

eventually subdued without proceeding to such ex-

treme steps as those which Mr. Tattersall and his Aus-

trian ft-iend advise ; even admitting that the plague is of

foreign introduction. In some districts we know that a

kind of panic has come from the very slightest causes,

and though cattle have been kept back from many of the

autumn shows, this has been done almost invariably as an

extra precaution, and not from any " case" being really

known of iu the neighbourhood of the meeting. In

referring last week to the abandonment of the Hereford

Show for this year, we concluded that the great Hereford

Fair would also stand over ; but Mr. Duckhara now
writes to say " it will most assuredly take place unless

some visitation of which we are not at present aware

should befal this county. Thank God, the stock of the

county was never in a more healthy state than at the

present moment, as far as I know ; and even if otherwise,

I feel I should not he long before being made acquainted

with it."

We subjoin some very sensible remarks from T/ie Times,

as to the commonly-accepted theory of the plague having

been brought from abroad, when the Veterinarians cannot

as yet oflFer an atom of proof to that effect :

—

If tlie plague is epidemic, it will travel in spite of the most
complete isolation of diseased cattle, nor could we stop it by
the instantaneous slaughter of every infected herd. This
theory would enable us to attempt a cure, and to resort to

remedial measures, instead of endeavouring to extirpate tlie

pestilence by the wholesale massacre of sufferers. Upon these

principles, if they coidd be approved, our whole policy might
be modified. We should look for the causes of mischief at

home rather than abroad, and should think more of our own
cowsheds tliau the conditions of pasturage in Russia.

The other theory is one which in former times was applied to

aU plagues whatever, but which in all cases, except this new case

of a cattle plague, has been deliberately exploded. What is said

now of the Russian " riderpesf was said in as many words of the

Egyptian plague. That plague used to visit us periodically,

and was invariably ascribed to a shipload of infected sub-

stances
;
yet we never get the plague imported now. We are

told that a century ago this very cattle disease came to us
from the same source. That it should be traced to foreign

importation then was perfectly natural, for nobody believed in

auy other origin of plagues ; and it is precisely because the
doctrine is still calculated to commend itself to our prejudices

that we should begin by putting ourselves on our guard
agaiust the temptation. It is so conformable with our old

notions of pestilence to believe that the disease is none of our
own, that we shoidd be suspicious of so plausible a theory. So
many matters are settled, so many questions put at rest, and so

many obligations dispensed with, by looking at this plague as

a spark thrown among us, to be stamped out with the foot, that

such a view of the case should be very narrowly examined. A
really philosophical inquirer would think the chief burden of

proof thrown upon those who declare the cattle plague to be a
purely Russian disorder brought hither by Russian beasts.

Let it be conceded at once, for it does not seem to be anywhere
questioned, that the disease now among us is identical with
the disease well known in Russian pastures, and there termed
the " rinderpest—the next step is to prove that the rinderpest

could arise nowhere but in Russia. It has been observed that

the conditions of animal life on the Eastern steppes must needs

be peculiar, and likely, therefore, to generate a peculiar

disease. Possibly ; but then we know that this disease

in itself, so fiir from being peculiar, is the very commonest,
most universal, and most easily produced of all the

diseases known to man. It is nothing whatever, not-

withstanding its outlandish name, but typhus fever—the name
indeed by which the French actually call it. We know fur-
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tlier, too, that if the susceptibilities of cuttle resemble those of

men, the couditions of life in metropolitan cowsheds are fiir

more naturally calculated to generate typhus than any state of

tilings which could exist upon open stepjjes. Doubtless the fact

remains, and is not without its weight, tl\at our cattle did not

get typhus fever till now, however ill they might have been

housed ; but then it should be remembered that 13ritish cattle

of 18G5 arc not exactly the British cattle of former years. We
liave imported very largely, and mixed our stocks,

aud we have been rearing and feeding our beasts on entirely

new systems. Then, the season has been a most exceptional

one, and for months together we have had the burning heat of

more southern climes. Again, however, it is to be stated tliat

just when this plague did break out, cattle did come in from

Kussia ; but, again, it must be asked in reply. Did no cattle

ever come in from Russia before ? We know perfectly well

that within the last few years murrains just as fatal and destruc-

tive as our own have ravaged all manner of lands, espe-

cially Egypt. Was it really from Russia that the cat-

tle plague got to the Nile ? If there was nothing

in the air, but everything in contagion, is it not remarkable

that a Cattle Plague should luive travelled about the shores of

the Mediterranean, just as another plague, not traceable to

Russia, is doing now ? Is it not curious that the di-ease

should appear here and there on the continent of Europe, and
go away again as mysteriously as it came ? Is it not strange

that in our own country at this moment we should have cases

of infection, like that of Lord Sydney's cattle for instance,

which not even the most overstrained theory of contagion could

possibly explain ?

THE BUCKS AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATIOK
MEETING AT AYLESBURY.

This Society carries a more lengthy title than it would
be convenient to place iu a head-line, having been known
for the last seven years as " The Royal Bucks Agricultu-

ral Association and Central Bucks United." Union iu

this instance, no doubt, has been strength ; for, strange

as it may sound, the uses of the annual meeting were for

some seasons fairly frittered away by two shows held at

the same place, and embracing precisely the same district.

There was the old original Royal Bucks, so long identified

with the late Duke of Buckingham, more especially during

the time he represented the coimty as ilarquis of Chaudos

;

and the new Central Bucks, which traced its establish-

ment mainly to the advancing interest of the Rothschild

family. Considering that these rival houses agreed, at

any rate, in making Aylesbury their head-quarters, the

absurdity of such antagonism soon became apparent, and
an amalgamation of forces was necessarily brought about.

This centralization, however, is by no means so complete

as it should be, for the Royal Bucks or the Central Bucks
means, after all, but little more than the Hundreds of

Aylesbury, and the gathering altogether scarcely assumes

to anything higher than a certain local influence. This

is easily accounted for, as there is another Buckingham-
shire Show to be celebrated at Buckingham next week

;

and thus, while the neighbouring counties of Bedford and
Northampton have brought all their tnbutaries to one

fountain-head, Buckinghamshire like Oxfordshire encou-

rages a succession of minor meetings that hardly rise

beyond Ihe character of parish ploughing-matches. There

is a narrow-mindedness about this hole-and-corner busi-

ness that cannot be too soon corrected, although we are

fain to admit that we have been anticipated iu nmch we
were prepared to say as the result of our visit on Wed-
nesday, by the President of the occasion. If the exhibi-

tion itself be of no great moment, there is always some-

thing of a treat in hearing a finished orator like Mr.
Disraeli address his constituents ; and it was amusing to

see some of these driving up just too late for the show',

but just in time for the dinner. It is only to be regretted

that this should continue to be held in the narrow room
at " The George," as surely there should be some pul)lic

building better fitted to the purpose, however well such

accommodation may have answered five-and-twenty years

since. As we have intimated, Mr. Disraeli was in the

chair, aud no one certainly could have performed the

duties of such an office more efficiently. Avoiding, as is

now his wont at these meetings, any political manifesto, he

touched lightly on the harvest and the elections, traced

the cattle plague back to the days of Virgil and the

Georgics, and then earnestly addressed himself to advanc-

ing the fortunes of the Association whose bttsiness he had
been called upon to conduct, iu a speech that should give

it a far higher standing amongst such institutions :
" If I

look technically over our itsual authorised catalogue, and
compare it with those which have been pitblished for the

last three, four, or five years—even from the time when the

junction took place between the two societies, and which it

was supposed would give increased energy aud greater exer-

tion to the county—I cannot see that there is any material

feature to call your attention to. The aggregate entries of

the last five or six years are not reduced, the number of ex-

hibitors is not diminished, the amount of money given in

prizes is not decreased, and one might make a very plausible,

popular appeal upon each, and come to the conclusion that,

if not progressive, we are at least conservative in om*
position. But when I analyze this catalogue, I find some
restilts and circumstances which, to me at least, are not
satisfactory. If I look to the number of contributors to

the exhibition, I find that nine-tenths of them are fur-

uished by the county of Buckingham. That does not look

as if there was any great competition with other counties
;

but what is more, these nine-tenths of the county of

Buckingham consist of dwellers within a particular dis-

trict of the county. That has a tendency as little as in

the former institution to competition, which is supposed

to be the mother of excellence. That is one feature well

deserving of attention. There is another which I do not

like. I do not see that the landed proprietors of the

county are included in the increase, in the manner which
we have a right to expect. Indeed, with the exception of

one who is absent—the squire of Aston Clinton (Sir

Anthony de Rothschild)—whose boundless liberality and
good-natm'ed energy have exhibited themselves on these

occasions with so much eft'ect, I scarcely find any in-

dividual of that order doiug what I conceive to be his

duty to the county of Buckingham under these circum-

stances. And what is the cause of this ? I cannot be-

lieve that the landed-proprietors are deficient in a sense

of duty ; I know they are the reverse. I cannot believe

that amongst the tenant-occupiers of Buckinghamshire
there is any want of emulation ; I know from personal

experience that the contrary rs the fact. There must be
some reason for the present state of things. Why is the

state of Buckinghamshire ditl'erent from that of the county

of Northampton, or any other county ? We have here a

county association. It is invested with the halo of

Royal patronage. It meets, and you know the con-

sequences of its meetings. They are difltereut from those

which occur in contiguous counties. A gentleman has

recently given jae a description of the show in the county
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of Noi'thampton which may be interesting. Now, there

is nothing in the county of Northampton which should

give it an advantage over the county of Buckingham.
But the Agricultural Association of the county of North-

ampton met the other day in the city of Peterborough,

and I have been told by more than one gentleman that

there was an exhibition of stock like that of the Eoyal
Society in miniature, and hai'dly in miniature. There
were contributions from men in distant counties competing

for prizes ; there w^ere hundreds of pounds taken in the

show-yard from those who were anxious to view the ex-

hibition. The first gentry of the county of Northampton
were present, and there were troops of tenant farmers not
only from every part of Northamptonshire, but from the

bordering districts, full of animation, of the spirit of

rivahy, and of the creative spirit of competition; and
such were the numbers and such was the excitement and
interest created, that the show was kept open for two days.

I want to know why these things do not happen in the

county of Buckingham. Gentlemen, I want to put the

question before you in a business-like point of view. It

is not always viewed in that way, and can only be viewed
properly through the medium of an enlarged and con-

siderable experience. Now, what was the consequence of

the great change in the laws which regulated agriculture

some yeai-s ago ? We are not here now to question the

propriety of those changes which we have witnessed, and
which have been the subject of controversy ; but we have
a right, and it is our duty, to ascertain the results of that

change, and I say that the results of that change are no
doubt these : That the owner or the occupier of the land

can no longer count upon the price of wheat as the prin-

cipal source of his revenue or his profit. Well, though
you are placed in a different position, you have less cause

to complain than most men have, for a bountiful Provi-

dence has favoured the county of Buckingham in possess-

ing the finest pastures in the country. You mainly depend
upon your herds or flocks ; but when you form societies

like the present, the principle of which—to use the language
of your constitution, and better language was never before

employed—is, though I may not quote it correctly—but
I give the spirit of it—to promote the cultivation and
improvement of agriculture and husbandry, to improve
stock, to encourage and foster all experiments that may
tend to the advantage of the soil, to offer premiums for

the emulation of all classes, and for the improvement of

all implements in agricultiu'e ; I ask, what does that lan-

guage mean ? It means this, that the society is formed
really to maintain and increase the sources of your wealth.

You must consider in forming these societies whether yon
attain objects by which your wealth is to be maintained
and increased. Gentlemen, I must say that I do not
think the present system is one which will effect the

object. The reason is that the position we have taken is

by far too local. Now, I should be the last person to

speak witli any depreciation of the local sentiment ; for

the local feeling is the deepest and most precious, as well

as the most captivating and enduring influence that can
govern men. But for all things there is a season. The
hedger, the thatcher, the dairymaid, the ploughman, the

cottager, who is encouraged to practise habits of cleanli-

ness by rewards—these are parties who can very fairly be

brought iinder the influence of a local institution. But
when you come to the exhibition of stock—stock which
is to be the source of your worldly prosperity—what you
want is excellence, and you can only obtain that excellence

by competition. Therefore, I describe your position as

somewhat unsatisfactory ; for really you have been at-

tempting to do two things at the same time which are

perfectly incompatible—to reward local merit, and to

aspire to national and general excellence. But the thing

has been so done that that which has been and ought to

be in its constitution a great county and a national society,

has been mistaken by the landlords of the county for a
mere Aylesbury ploughing-mateh. I think the time has
come when we ought to consider how we shall meet the
difficulties of our position. How should we answer the
question. Why is the great county of Buckingham inferior

to Northampton ? Why have we not those great exhibi-

tions which are an example and incitement to all England ?

Now, I ask why do not these events take place in this

county ? I do not believe that it is possible for us to

shun this question. My opinion is this, that you have
made a mistake in mixing two things together which
ought never to have been united. There are of course
local qualities, accomplishments, and virtues, which only

those who are on the spot can recognize and reward.
Let those be attended to. Let us in this district maintain
and fulfil those objects of a local nature ; for I miist con-
fess my belief that all those local rewards which have been
offered have hitherto been perfectly successful. At the

same time let us by some decided step appeal to the

county, so that we may have an annual exhibition of

stock and skill which will test the position of the county
of Buckingham in the country to which it belongs."

This admii-able address may be studied with advantage by
the directors of other associations where the aim has been
to farm out the premiums year after year amongst their

noble selves and a few friends and neighbom's, as to

regard the stranger who can show a better animal with
jealousy, or some yet stronger prejudice. It is contrary

to the spirit of the age to imagine that a locality can ad-

vance proportionately with the rest of the world by keep-
ing itself to itself ; and even the best of men may grow
weary of winning each other's money. As it was, the
success of the show of Wednesday last was materially

weakened, from prudential considerations having led to

the withdrawal of the cattle, which would otherwise have
supplied the chief feature of the occasion. There are a

number of well-bred Shorthorns now to be found about
Aylesbury, and the catalogue went far to confirm this

;

but, about a week since, Mr. Robinson, of Clifton Pas-

tures, and Mr. Coleman, of Woburn, the appointed judges,

were countermanded, and the actual exhibition confined

to horses, sheep, pigs, roots, and poultry. These several

sections were respectably fiUcd, and amongst the cart-

horses, without any particiUar deference being evinced for

any fixed stamp or sort, there were many useful

working animals. Mr. Mumford, of Chilton, took first

and second in a good class of all-aged plough-horses

;

Mr. F. Cox, of Beachendon, the first prize, and Mr.
Kirigsley, of Boarscroft, the second, amongst the two-
year-old geldings ; and Mr. Terry, of Quarrendon, first

and second in the companion class of fillies, where Mr.
French, of Upton, showed another good one, and Mr. Rose
a nice yearling, also commended, and out of his first-prize

mare, where Mr. Bennett, of Roushara, finished second in

the face of no fiu'ther competition. The riding-horse

classes scarcely came up to the standard which one would
look for in the famous Vale of Aylesbury, although

amongst the horses or mares for hunting purposes there

were two or three very clever young ones by the Baron's

horse. North Lincoln. The winner, Mr. Allender's three-

year-old, is a very stylish taking colt, full of quality, and
with noticeably fine action, having the walk of a race-

horse. He is already known in the show-yard, having

taken a prize at Oxford during the summer, and finished

a close second in a good class at that great Peterborough
meeting to which Mr. Disraeli referred so continually in

the way of example. Acting on some exti'aordinary impulse,

Mr, Denchfield, of Bnrston, entered a very clever year-

ling filly, also by North Lincoln, here, instead of in her own
proper class, where she must have won ; but his two-

year-old, though the best yearling of last season, is gi'ow-
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ing a deal more lllce a haiuicss-horsc than a hunter.

The dozen ot hackneys were ahout the most ineongruous
collection ever brought together ; and as there was not a

decent goer amongst them, sliapc and make declared in

favour of a really sweet mare to the eye, exlubited by Mr.
G. A. Lcppcr, but bred by Baron Rothschild, by Kingston,

and as thorough-bred as Eclipse, but not much of a hack
to ride, though said to be a clipper with a collar over her

head. The hve nag yearlings entered for tlio Ikron's Cup
were a weedy lot, with the exception of the prize—a big-

boned powerful black colt of Mr. Curtis', that looks like

growing into money; though Mr. Denchfield's bay filly

would have had an easy victory had she been entered here,

and the judges were half inclined to have her back again.

Hithei'to, we hear, the ofter of this cup has been coupled

with a most extraordinary condition. Although given

under the auspices of the Association, Baron Rothschild

has stipulated for the appointment of his own judge, in

preference to leaving this in the hands of the gentlemen

nominated by the committee. ' Such a plan has worked
anything but satisfactorily, as at best but a bad com-
pliment to the officers of the Society ; and we would
really suggest to the latter that, if only out of respect to

themselves, they shoidd respectfully decline to recognize

any premium associated with any such terms. The class

had far better be exhibited at the donor's own place.

The Oxford Downs find most favour here amongst the

sheep, and Mr. Disraeli at the dinner claimed the first-

l)rize cup for a protegee of his own, as " a cross between

the Down and the Cotswold, so that the observations I made
at one of your meetings last year have been sanctioned and

confirmed by the opinion of your judges." The award,

however, in favour of Mr. Morris's sheep was not so em-
phatically confirmed by the public, who rather went for

Mr. Shrimptoa's theaves as the best pen in the yard, and
a very handsome uniform lot they were. Amongst the

other winners for sheep were j\Ir. Treadwell, of Win-
chendon, with an old ram bought at Battersea of Mr.
King Tombs, but tracing back to Mr. Gillett's flock ; Mr.
G. A. Lejiper, second in the same class ; Mr. J. K. Fowler,

fii'st and second for ram lambs ; Mr. R. Towler first, and

Mr. Badrick second for fat ewes ; Mr. T. P. Terry, second

to Mr. Morris' cup pen of fat wethers ; Mr. T. Hughes
and Mr. J. Osborne first and second for long-wool ewes

;

and Mr. .Shrimpton first and Mr. Badrick second for

Down or Oxford Down ewes.

There was a suspicion of disease amongst the pigs, so that

Mr. AUcnderkept his Berkshires at home, and some of those

exhibited were in quarantine ; but Mr. Ducking's whites

.all the way from Lincolnshire were of course invincible
;

and Mr. Clarke of Haddenham with his Berkshii-es, Mr.
Elliot of Ilulcott, and Mr. Treadwell of Winehendon were

also successful with some very smart pigs. Mr. J. K.

Eowler is a really great man with " twenty pens of poul-

try" at his back ; there were some capital collections of

roots, and some clean lumps of butter fresh from the

Aylesbury grass grounds; while on the plough Messrs.

Ransomcs and Sims were still emphasizing the success

which has this season attended their career. Their man
was again the champion ploughman, though the Howards
won the day previou.s at Woodstock, and could not here

come into competition, not having entered in time; but

they had the satisfaction of seeing one of their ploughs

win in the local class, and Mr. Taylor of Studham taking

the silver cup as the owner of the prize team. There were
also well-arranged prizes for farm -labourers, shepherds,

herdsmen, and dairymaids, with ten pounds offered by the

President of the year for the best collections of cottage-

garden produce—very equivocal means to a good end,

at least in the opinion of some people, though we rather

coucm- with Mr. Disraeli in " the belief that all these local

rewards have hitherto been perfectly successful."

The following gentlemen acted as judges :

—

Horses : Mr. tl. Corbet, Farmers' Club, London; Mr.
Wiggins, Thumbley Hall, Wormiughall. Sheep : Mr.
Longland, Grendon, Northampton. Pigs and Ploughing :

Mr. C. Hedges, Eaton Bray, Dunstable; Mr. J. Godwin,
Troy Farm. Butter : j\Ir. T. Litton, Newgate iSIarket.

Root Crops : Mr. J. Lucas, Wcedon Lodge ; Mr. G. M.
Allender, Shipton Grange. Roots in the yard and Vegeta-

bles: Mr. E. Stone, Wotton Underwood; Mr. J. P.

Parrott, Ford.

DEEBYSHIEE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The annual meeting of the Derbyshire Society was held on

September 20. The display of first-class stock was good, indeed

there were few inferior animals exhibited. In the principal

classes the entry was not large, but the stock wliich was sent

was equal to any that has been seen in this part of the country

for some time past. The horses were excellent ; tlie mares
and foals having never been surpassed at any meeting of this

Society, and the whole of the classes were fairly represented.

The show of pigs was poor. Some excellent specimens of

sheep were shown, and in this department the show may be

said to be fidly equal to those of former years. The judges

were—Cattle : Mr. Buckley, Normanton ; Mr. Brough,
Allsopp-en-le-Dale. Horses : Mr. Bland, Thorpe Lodge,
Newark ; ]Mr. Wright, Waidip, Leicester ; Mr. J. E. Bennett,

Husbands Bosworth. Sheep : Mr. Dixon, Bavif House,
Beverley ; Mr. J\Iay, Elford Park, Tamworth. Pigs : Mr.
Lowe, Tamwortli ; Mr. Whitworth, Measham, Atlierstone.

The following is the award of premiiims

:

Cattle.
Four cows for dairy puqjoses.—1st, lOi?., J. Hodgkinson,

Allestree ; second, 51., J. Brougli, Kirk Langley ; 3rd, SI.,

R. Gibson, Swarkestone.
Pair of cows for dairy purposes.—1st, 51., W, Fletcher,

Radmanthwaite ; 2nd, 3/., J. Foster, ThiQston.

Shorthorned cow, combining in the greatest degree milking
and grazing quahties.—1st, 51., W. Fletcher, Radmanthwaite

;

3nd, -dL, S. Wade, Mickleover,

Pair of heifers under three years old.—1st, 51., W. Fletcher

Radmanthwaite ; 2nd, 3/., J. Faulkner, Bretby ; 3rd, 21., J
TomUnson, Allesti'ee.

Pair of heifers adapted for dairy purposes.—1st, SL, J.

Porter, Weston-ou-Trent ; 2nd, 21., J. Faulkner, Bretby ; 3rd,

U., E. Canner, Locko Grange.
]?air of stirks under two years old.—1st, 3!., W. Fletcher,

Radmanthwaite ; 2nd, 21., ditto ; 3rd, 1/., ditto.

Pair of stirks for dairy purposes.—1st, 31., J. Faulkner,

Bretby ; 2nd, 21., R. Sybray, Snitterton ; 3rd, 1/., J. Mibcs,
West Hallam.

Shortliomed buU, two years old and upwards.—1st, a silver

cup or plate value 51., Charles Bosworth, Dishley ; 2nd, 3^.,

R. Syl)ray, Snitterton HaU.
Shortlmrned bull under two years old.—1st, 51., J. Iron-

monger, Measham ; 2nd, 31., Wm. Fletcher, Radmanthwaite
;

3rd, 21., E. Canner, Locko Grange.
Best yearling bull of the pure Shorthorn breed.—1st, 51.,

W. Fletcher, Radmanthwaite.

For the best animal in the first 10 classes, a silver cup or

plate value 51. to W. Fletcher, Radmanthwaite.
Four rearing calves.—1st, 3^., J. Brough, Kirk Langley

;

3nd, 21., George Bryer, Markeaton ; 3rd, 1/., J. Brough, Kirk
Langley.

Fat ox or steer of any breed.—Ist, SI., G. J. Mitehel,

Newton Sobiey ; 2nd, 21., W. T. Cox, Spondon.
Fat heifer or cow of any breed.—1st, a silver cup or plate
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value &., W. Fletcher, Radmanthwaite ; 2u(l, 4-1., W. T. Cox,

Spondoii ; 3rd, 21., G. J. Mitchell, Newton Soliiey.

Houses.

Brood mare and foal for agricultural purposes.—1st, a silver

cup or plate value 51., J. Beeston, Mackvvortli ; 2nd, 31., R.

Gilraan, Lougford ; 3rd, 21., W. Weston, Burley Grange.

Two-year-old gelding or filly for agricultural purposes.—1st,

51., J. G. Thompson, Chilwell ; 2nd, 31., VV. Bull, Eggiuton
;

3rd, 1/., E. Tliompson, Breastou.

One-year-old geldiug or filly for agricultural purposes.—1st,

31., J. Beeston, Mackworth ; 2nd, 21., Mrs. Tatam, Little

Eaton ; 3rd, 11., R. Marple, Aston-on-Trcnt.

Brood mare and foal, for hreeding liunters or hacks.

—

1st, i/., Eggleston Thacker, Ambaston ; 2nd, 21., J. Pegge,

Littleover.

Pair of horses for agricultural purposes.—1st, 3^., W.
Wilkins, Weston-on-Trent ; 2nd, 2/., Ann Eley, Hill Top,

Longford.

Colt or fLUy, of the value of 50^., not thorough-hred, under

four years of age.—1st, 5L, 11. Sale, jun., Normauton.
Best cob, under 14 hands, for riding or harness purposes.

—

1st, 31., Mrs. Hartley, Kedleston; 2nd, 21., W. Cliambers,

Coxbench.
Best hunter, four years old and upward.—1st, 10^., J.

Stevens, Dale Abbey ; 2nd, 51., G. Wheeldon, Derby.

Sheep.—Lojjg-wools.

Mve breeding ewes, liaving had lambs in 1S65.—1st, 31.

,

C. Bosworth, Dishley ; 2ud, 2/., M. Scorer, Scarcliffe ; 3rd,

11., C. Bosworth, Dishley.

rive long-wooUed theaves.—1st, 3/., M. Scorer, Scarcliffe

;

2nil, 2/., George Bryer, Markeafou : 3rd, S. Saint, Alkmonton. .

Five loug-wooUed ewe lambs.—1st, 21., S. Saint, Alkmonton ;

2nd, 1/., C. Bosworth, Disliley.

Long-woolled ram of any age above a shearling.—1st, 31.,

T. Tomlinson, HiiU Fields ; 2ud, 21., ditto ; 3rd, 1/., Robert
Syljray, Snitterton.

Sliearling long-woolled ram.—1st, 3^., T. Tomlinson, Hall
Fields ; 2nd, 21., ditto ; 3rd, 1/., M. Scorer, Scarcliffe.

Five long-woolled fat wetlier sheep, not exceeding 22
months old.—1st, 2^., C. Bosworth, Dishley ; 2nd, 1/., ditto.

Best Leicester ram.—1st, 3L, M. Scorer, Scarcliffe ; 2nd,

21., T. Johnson, Kirk Ireton.

SlIOllT-AVOOLS.

Five breeding ewes, having had lambs in 1865.—1st, 31.,

F. Camp, Etwall ; 2nd, 2L, J. Rose, The Asli ; 3rd, U., F.
Camp, Etwall.

Five short-woolled theaves.—1st, 3^., F. Camp, Etwall

;

2nd, 21., John Ironmonger, Atherstone ; 3rd, 1^., ditto.

Five short-wooUed ewe lambs.—1st, 2/., John Ironmonger,
Measham ; 2nd, 1/., F. Camp, Etwall.

Pigs.

Boar, of any age, most adapted for general use.—J. Hawks-
worth, Barton Blount ; 2nd, 1/., ditto.

Sow of any age.— 1st, 21., Mrs. Eley, Longford ; 2nd, G. J.

Mitchell, Newton Solney.

Sow of any age, small breed.— 1st, 21. , Dr. HewgiU, Repton.
Pig, the property of an agricultural labourer.—1st, 2/.,

J. Moorley, Thulston; 2nd, 1/., T. Ling, Markeaton ; 3rd,

10s., ditto.

PLAIN SPEAKING AT LUDLOW.

The CATTLE AND OTHER FARMERS' PLAGUES.

At the dinner of the Ludlow Agricultural Society, on Sept.

18, Mr. Jasper More, who has succeeded Sir Baldwin Leigh-
ton as one of the members for South Shropshire, in returning
thanks for the County Members, said, " There was a question
which had engaged the attention of both France and England,
viz., the cattle-plague. Now lie was one of those who
tliought this subject jiad been very much exaggerated

—

that there was no ground for the panic which seemed
to exist in many counties. On the other hand, he
did not regret that the panic existed, because he
thought it would educate England in that sanitary knowledge
in which she had been especially deficient, and make her pay
more attention to those matters of cleanliness and good venti-

lation of cattle-sheds, in which it was said she had been be-

hindhand. He believed that the alarm was raised solely by
Professor Garagee writing a letter to the Times wl-.en that

journal had a special dearth of information, in which he said

the disease came from Russia, and which lie was pleased to call

by the German name of " rinderpest," which liad nothing to do
with Russia. They might perliaps recollect that Professor

Simonds was in 1817 sent out for tlie purpose of in-

vestigating the Russian cattle disease and giving us an ac-

curate description of it, and Professor Simonds said

that that disease was totally different to the cases

which had broken out in this country—that, in fact, there

was nothing in common between them. Professor Simonds
laid it down that a cow attacked with the Russian plague was
always subject to twitching spasms of the mouth, \^hicli were
totally wanting in the cases which liad occurred in this country.

But although it was of little moment whether the disease came
from Russia or Germany, it was most important it should not
be stated there had been cases of cattle plague here unless it

were really the case. He had exchanged information on the

subject with many practical anatomists, and he felt that there

was more alarm than there was occasion for. The cow, it was
well kno\Mi, was more subject to blood disease than any other

animal ; and there were diseases common to animals all over
the world ; for instance, distemper in the dog, influenza in the

horse, and bronchitis in the pig ; and with regard to sheep,

the smallpox and many other diseases, which, with the diseases

of the cow, would fill half a veterinary dictionary. He thought,

therefore, it was more than probable tliat many of the cases

whicli had lieen related in the Times were not rinderpest, but

simply mere ordinary diseases to which the cow might any day

be subject ("Oh, oil !"and marks of dissent). And this view led

him to ask whether they thought it desirable to form those asso-

ciations which were so much recommended on all hands. He
found it was proposed that irresponsible bodies of men should

collect capital and distribute it as they pleased, without any
practical guidance as to the actual nature of the disease

(No, no) ; and he thought it was doubtful whether it was
to the interest of farmers to join those associations without

careful consideration. About a century ago cattle disease

broke out in England, and he should be happy to show them
-—from T/ie Gentlemaii s Magaane—the almost parallel opin-

ions with those of the present day which were then expressed,

both as to the nature of the disease, the country it came from,

and the remedies to be applied. And it was a most important

fact to notice that the longer it remained in England the

milder the form it assumed ; while the best remedies were
found to be the keeping of the cattle in a strong and healthy

condition to resist the attack ("Oh, oh I" and laughter). An
eminent man last week told him that the same treatment

should be applied to a cow as a physician would apply to a pa-

tient in a case of typhus fever, viz., good "living to enable the

disease to be resisted ; that as the contagion was floated here

and there, it would be likely to pass over animals which were
kept in a good condition and a state of cleanliness. Last

week lie was in Birmingham, where he met theoretical and
practical men, and where he went to tlie Veterinary College

and asked if he should be safe in promulgating the views he

entertained with regard to the cattle plague. The answer he

got was—^" We believe that time \\\Q. prove you to be right

;

but if you address your views to any company of fanners in

the present state of the public mind, they will all be against

you" (Oh, oh). AVell, he was not a man afraid of e.xpressmg

his opinion, whether the company to whom it was addressed

agreed with him or whether they did not (applause).

Mr. JMatthew Evans was called upon to reply for the

unsuccessful exhibitors. After a few remarks pertinent to the
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toast, he said : We have had a great deal of talk this evening
but a very little bit of business. We have had some extraor-

dinary speeches about the rattle jilague, and a good deal of

laughing at what ISh. ilore has said. But I quite agree witli

Mr. More, that there is a great deal more said about the cat-

tle plague than is necessary. It does not exist in our neigh-
bourhood, and I hope it wont ; but, if it should break
out, if proper precautions are taken, it will not, I think,

be very bad. 15ut there are a great many plagues in this

country of which gentlemen at the liead of the table on
such occasions as these never take any notice. One
of those plagues is the game-law : tlmt is a great

plague to the farmer — at least it is a great plague
to me to see a gentleman's gamekeeper coming over my
farm and I cannot have the privilege of giving a friend

a day's sport (Hear, hear.) There are many otlier things

which are a great plague to me ; and, instead of our talk-

ing about tlie cattle plague all the evening, I think it

would liave been much better if Mr. More, Capt. Clive,

Capt. Sevcrne, or anybojjy else, had told us how they

have tried to relieve the farmer by introducing a proper
Tenant-riglit Bill, under which he could get fair compen-
sation for the capital he has expended in improving the

land—something that he could fall back upon if lie should

happen to see the keeper breaking down his fences and treading

down his turnips ; for it is the keeper and his friends who are

the trespassers. But instead of these things we liave been

going on aU the evening about this bugbear of the cattle

plague ; and Mr. Powell, I tliink, was quite right when he

described us as " nognien" and " clodpoles ;" jfor when there

are big men present you are afraid to speak (" Oh, oh !" ap-

plause, and disapprobation). Are not your motives as pure

and honest as your landlord's P Don't you pay him your rent,

and try to improve his land ? Is it not fair, then, that you
shoidd ask to be put in such a position that, if anything happens
to you, your family should receive tlie benefit of your skill and

- capital? But you don't say a word about this. You talk

about the cattle plague, and the army and navy, and such

things as those ; but I 'say let us tell our landlords this—We
ought to be fairly reimbursed for tlxe money we lay out in im-

proving your estates (applause). Tell us how that is to be done,

and that you won't send your keepers to break down our fences

and kick our turnips about in looking after game. It is a dis-

grace to the country that wlien you catch a poacher you don't

prosecute him at your own expense, and not out of our pockets

(Hear, hear). I don't want to hear such twaddle about the

^ cattle plague and other things that don't concern us ; hut I

want you to devise a plan to give tenants proper compen-
sation, and not, when we have expended our capital in im-

provements, to send a man who is called an agent to raise the

rent

—

Mr. Newill : Name, name.

Mr. EvAJv'S : Well, I wiU take my own case as a tenant

under Mr. Knight, of Henley. I laid out £600 in improving
the land and got no compensation, and then it was let at an
increased rent. Mr. Clark is his agent.

Mr. Clauk : I contradict you.

Mr. EVASS : How contradict me ! Didn't I pay my rent,

and didn't I farm the land better than any other man on the

estate ? I can give you fifty cases where men have improved
their farms and got no compensation ; and I mean to say those

men were wronged (Hear, hear). At agricultural meetings I

want to hear landlords say—Farmers, improve your estates as

much as you can, we will never take advantage of you. But
did you ever hear gentlemen say that ? No ; what we hear is

a little bit of twaddle and a little bit of humbug (cheers and
disapprobation). These associations are for the encourage-

ment of good farming and good husbandry, and the improve-

ment of the condition of the laljourer ; but we don't hear

much about those things. I beg to thank you. Perhaps I

have said more than yo\i like, but I coidd say a great deal

more (cheers and disapprobation)

.

Mr. L. L. Clark (the agent) : I came into tliis room this

evening expecting and hoping to see happy faces—that politics

would be ignored—that the progress of agriculture would be

considered—and that tliose relations existing between landlord

and tenant, where there was a necessity, would be fairly dis-

cussed (Hear, hear) ; and as my name has been mentioned,

perhaps I may be pardoned for saying one or two words in

reference to the subject. I will enter veiy briefly into Mr.
Evans's particular question—[Mr. Evans : Not a question

;

mine was an answer
J—about which he has thought it necessary

to introduce my name. Now, Mr. Evans had formerly a very

small liolding under Mr. Knight, of Henley, of whose estate

I hapjien to be the agent. [Mr. Evans : It was 40 acres,

at £100 a year.] Mr. Evans has told you he spent £500
upon it. [Mr. Evans : I spent £700.] Well, I don't know
what the amount may be, but whether £500 or £700 it was
a very large sum to expend on a grass farm having only
one arable field of five acres on it (Hear, hear) . Mr. Evans
at the time he took that property was resident in this town,
keeping an inn; but subsequently he went to reside at

the Craven Arms, where I think he has not found agri-

culture, connected with innkeepiug, has been a very unpros-
perous proceeding, notwithstanding the game and the game-
keepers of which he complains—whether justly or unjustly it

is not for me to ascertain. But when Mr. Evans went to the

Craven Arms he became a non-resident here, and I would ask
any owner of land whether it is usual to keep as occupier a
person who resides nine miles oft' (Hear, hear) . Formerly, as I
say, he was resident here, and no doubt tlie laud had all those ad-

vantages which arise from high manuring, for I will do him tlie

justice to state that he did his land very well ; but having done
tliat, he had no just ground, if he felt that he had not had his

improvements justly considered—for these things are constantly
arising in every-day life—this, I say, is not an occasion on
which a man is to bo held up to a public meeting of the two
counties of Hereford and Salop. [Mr. Ev.vNS : Was I not
asked to name ?] We don't come here to discuss private dis-

putes between landlord and tenant (Hear, hear). I don't say
whether Mr. Evans is right or wrong ; but I say that

your time is improperly taken up, and that, looking to the

objects for which the association was establislied, it is beneath
this meeting to enter on the consideration of such a subject.

If Mr. Evans did spend £700 on a smallholding, having only

one aralile field of five acres, I can only say it was a very large

outlay, and that if every gentleman who farms would spend
his money in the same proportion we should not have much
complaint of small crops. When a gentleman wdiom I repre-

sent is referred to on such a matter, and when my name is

called in question, though I wish to say nothing personal to

Mr. Evans, I must express my opinion that this is a question

which ought not to have been introduced here (applause.)

Mr. Evans : I was asked by Jlr. NewiU to name, and I did

so. I am not to be put down by you or any other man in the

company. I have not only named, but I wiU prove what I

have said.

Sir Charles Boughton, Mr. Boughton Knight, and some
others here left the room, and for a time considerable con-

fusion prevailed. The business of the evening, however, was
partially resumed, when, according to the Hereford Times, a

tolerably strong opinion was expressed as to " the attempt

made during the evening to hunt down Mr. Jasper More, who
had been returned to Parliament by the tenant farmers of

South Shropshire against the influence of the Tory landlords."

THE USE OF TAR-AVATEE, IN THE CATTLE DIS-

EASE,—The murrain which has lately raged in many parts

of Europe among the horned cattle, and now prevails in some

parts of England, should e'bgage our attention to prevent the

spreading of so destructive a malady. As this distemper appears

by its symptoms to be a kind of fever, it is recommended that

tar-waler be tried in the following manner : Let the sick beast

have poured down its throat a quart of warm tar-water made

stronger than usual by stirring each gallon eight or ten

minutes, and this to be repeated every hour or two for the

first day while the sick beast is awake. On the second day let

one-half of the former quantity be given ; and on the third

day half of that which was given on the second, which last

quantity is to be continued till the cure is perfected, during

whijh time the beast should be housed and lie warm.

—

From
" A Narrative of the Success of Tanvater^'' hy Thomas Prior,

Esq., 1746.
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THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
Sir,—If you tliink all or any part of this letter respecting

the cattle plague, which I forwarded yesterday to the Lords of

the Privy Couucil, fit for your columus, it is at your service.

I ani, sir, yours ohedieutly,

Edw^uids Crisp, M.D.
43, Beaiiforl-sircet, Chelsea, SejiL 23.

TO THE RIGHT HON. THE LORDS OE THE PRIVY
COUNCIL.

My Lords,—When the cattle plague first made its appear-

ance in this country, I placed heforc the Clerk in Waiting
various documents, to show that I had for many years been

investigating the diseases of the lower auimals and of plants,

for the purpose of throwing light upon human pathology and
treatment, believing that in the study of disease the same
system sliould be pursued as in the study of organized beings

—

viz., the ascent from the lowest to the highest, a mode of in-

vestigation which, I believe, is exclusively my own. Among
the publications forwarded were my prize essay* on " Lamb
Disease" (awarded by Lord Portman), my essay on the
" Causes of Death of the Auimals dying at the Regent's Park
Gardens from 1851 to 1863," my essay on " Splenic Apoplexy
in the Ox, Sheep, and Horse" (a disease that kills sooner than
the cattle plague), and a mmierous list of my papers and mor-
bid specimens of diseases of the lower auimals exhibited at the

Pathological Society of London. I have, moreover, made the

largest collection of the diseases of the lower animals yet

formed (many of them in wax) . I ofl'ered my services to the

Government, to investigate the cattle murrain in this or in

any other country ; and I presume to think, my Lords, that, if

my offer had been accepted, I eould ere tliis have placed before

the Government and the people such a history of the origin,

cause, extension, mode of prevention, &c., of this disease, as

would have been of service to the country and to the cause of

science.

In answer to my letter to Sir G. Grey, I am informed by
Mr. Waddiugton tliat the appointment of inspectors is made
by tlie Privy Council. Believing that my long and unrequited

labours in the cause of science entitle me to a better and more
useful post than that of a cattle inspector, I shall, in proof of

this, take the liberty of placing before your lordships, from
time to time, certain facts connected with this disease that

will, I hope, throw some light upon the subject. The inquiry

is one of national importance ; and I can, tlierefore, well alford

to incur any charge of presumption and vanity tliat may be
hrought against me. I am emboldened to take the course I

am about to pursue from the perusal of the very lengthy docu-
ment by the German professor. Dr. Tlmdicum, under the di-

rection of the Privy Council—a document that has excited

(justly or imjustly) the ridicule of ahnost every farmer in

England.

Let me first place before your Lordships the line of investi-

gation that I have chalked out, in studying this disease ; and
then, without follo\\dng the programme, I wiU in this and
other papers touch upon a few points that I consider of im-
mediate and pressing importance. '

1. A brief history of epidemic and endemic diseases in man,
in the lower animals, and in tlie vegetable kingdom.

3. Tbe history of the cattle plague in this and in other
countries ; its variation and abatement, according to season,

locaUty, and the precautionary measures adopted.

3. The origin and cause of the disease in this country, the
localities in which it has appeared in the United Kingdom,
with statistics of age and sex, the number of auimals affected,

and the amount of mortality.

i. The symptoms, duration of the disease, and its morbid
appearances, especially in relation to the microscopical and
chemical condition of the blood.

5. Is the milk or flesh of auimals affected with this disease
injurious to human beings when taken as food ?

* None of these are sold for my own benefit, or I should
IfOt have noticed thera,

C. What resemblance does the disease bear, in the symptoms

and morbid appearances, to the tjijhus, or typhoid fever, in the

human sul.iject ?

7. Is the disease now prevailing the rinderpest of Prnssia ?

8. On the parasitic origin of the disease ?

9. The normal visceral anatomy of the ox, sheep, and other

rmninants, with a view to ascertain the peculiarities in tlie

structure of the lioviue family that especially render them liahle

to be affected by tliis mysterious poison.

10. The most practical and efficacious means of prevention,

especially as regards the prophylactic treatment by the inter-

nal administration of medicine and the distribution of gases

through the atmosphere. "

11. An estimate of the success attending the various modes

of treatment, with suggestions as to the best methods to be

pursued.

13. The best and most practical modes of disinfection, and

an investigation as to the efficacy of chloride of lime, and other

agents as disinfectants.

13. On the importation of foreign cattle as a means of en-

gendering the disease, with practical suggestions for the better

regulation of tins import in future, and on the necessity of re-

strictions in the conveyance of cattle by rail.

l-i. A general summary of the above, with practical conclu-

sions for the guidanca of the Government, of agricultiuists,

cow-keepers, and stock-dealers.

As I said before, my Lords, it is not my intention to trouble you

with the series of investigations enumerated above, but rather

to place Ijefore you, from time to time, such selections from my
labours in tliis field of research as I believe wall be practical

and useful. A great difficulty presents itself at the onset in

the proper investigation of this disease, in consequence of there

being no scientific central authority in this country, to which

the Government can refer in a calamity like the present ; aud

the same remark will apply to the medical profession. Wehave in

the one profession* nineteen licensing bodies, all requiring dif-

ferent curncida and different examinations ; and in the otlier a

college granting a degree, but one whicli is not compulsory ; so

that nine-tenths of the veterinary practitioners of this country

have had no proper education or examination ! Again : let us

look to agriculture, where, instead of an agricultural uni-

versity and museum (the establishment of which I have long

publicly advocated), where a good education might be obtained,

degrees granted, and professors paid by the State, some ofwhom
might be consulted in such an emergency as the present, we have

another club (of which I am a member) in the shape of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who eke out education by driblets

at their model establishment at Cirencester. My Lords, all is

clubism in this country, and there is notliing national or uni-

versal about any one of our scientific institutions. But let me
suppose, my Lords, for the sake of exemplication, that when
tills " cattle plague " first made its appearance we had
had in this country a representative Eaculty of ]Medicine in

England, Ireland, and Scotland ; a veterinary college in each of

the three kingdoms, the examination at which all who (as in

France) act as veterinarians would be compelled to pass

;

aud an agricultural university, in which the study of the lov\'er

animals would form an important item in the curriculum ; and

that selected from these faculties or colleges a commission had

been formed to investigate this disease and to report upon

it ; is it likely, my Lords, that many important matters

would be in the same state of doubt and uncertainty as at pre-

sent ? Let me explain. In tlie lengthy document by Dr.

Thiidicum (approved of by the Privy Council), constant refer-

ence is made to tlie use of chloride of lime :
" A liealthy animal

is to be waslied with chloride of Kme, with tepid water ; then

fodder, both dry and green, is to be given ; then sop and pure

cold water ; and next, tlie animal is to be rubbed dry with

whisps of straw and hay." My Lords, there is no proof what-

ever that chloride of lime will prevent the noxious effects of this

* See my evidence before the Parliamentary Committee on

the Pharmacy Bill Blue Book.
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poisou wlieu received by (he lungs, its oidiuary and perhaps
sole mode of access ; but assuming that the poison may be in-

troduced by the skin, I can conceive no method so likely as
tills washing, wetting, and rubbing, to effect the introduction
of the poison; and as to "pure water," everybody connected
with cattle knows that these animals give the preference to, and
do better upon, the water of ponds and ditches, which is so

impure that it would be considered unfit for human beings.

The occurrence of this disease is not a tiuestion of health.

A diseased animal would probably be more likely to escape the
malady which the strongest and healthiest readily succumb to.

As I shall have occasion to allude to this curious document here-

after, I wUl for the present confine myself to the chloride of

lime question, viz., Has this substance the disinfecting influence

imputed to it ? How are we to determine this ? My Lords,
if the imaginary commission I have spoken of had been formed,

a large sanitarium or hospital would have been established in

an open space near London, where experiments might have
been made to determine this and fi.fty other matters that are

now in doubt and uncertainty. Experiments to be useful must
be perfoinied on a large scale : few and isolated experiments

only lead to false inferences. To such an establishment formed

by the Government, diseased animals, in closed vehicles con-

structed for the purpose, might have been taken ; cows and
oxen of little value might have been surrounded with chloride

of lime, and introduced among the diseased animals; others

that had had their systems saturated with sulphur, tar, salt, and
many other substances, might have been similarly tested

;

and medical and other modes of ti'eatment might have been

tried, and in this way, as I believe, a vast number of important

facts would have been elicited. On the score of cruelty some
w'ouhl object to these experiments ; but they (the experiments)

would be " cruel kind," as the Irish say, as the sacrifice of the

lives of a few cattle might be the means of saving a large num-

ber, and the extension of the malady by such a method as I

advocate would not, I believe, be likely to occur.

In my next letter, my Lords, I hope to speak of the prophy-
lactic treatment, viz., Cau we by any method of internal or

external medication so affect the blood of a bovine animal as to

render it insusceptible of the noxious influence of this mysteri-

ous poison ?

Before concluding this, my first letter, let me, my Lords,
urge upon you the necessity of at once placing restrictions

upon the conveyance of living cattle by railroads : it is by this

means that the disease has been quietly disseminated and con-
veyed to almost every part of England ; and I think that the
transport of all living cows, buUs, oxen, and calves should be
at once prevented, and all large gatherings of cattle at fairs

and agricultural sho\^"s prohibited.

Dead-meat markets should be established in various parts of
London, and in aU our large cities and towns ; and the flesh

only of oxen, cows, and calves should be admitted, when pro-
perly dressed, and inspected by competent persons. I am
aware that such a prohibition would excite a great deal of op-
position and discontent in certain quarters ; but the necessity

of taking stringent and active measures for preventing the
spread of this disease is so urgent, that all should be wUling
to make sacrifices for the general good. All foreign cattle
(like our homebred beasts), for the present, should be slaugh-
tered out of London, and the flesh sent to the dead-meat mar-
ket, after proper inspection ; and so at all our seaports where
foreign oxen are landed.

I have the honour to be, my Lord,

Yours respectfully,

Edwards Crisp, M.D.,
late Physician to the Metropolitan Dispensary.

43, Beaufort-street, Chelsea, Sept. 21.

MISS BURDETT COUTTS OIST THE CATTLE DISEASE.

This lady has written the following on the ravages of the
cattle disease :

—

" Holly Lodge, Highgate, Sept 8.
' Herewith I enclose my bailiff's report of the cattle plague

which has visited my dairy. I should have sent it earlier, but
that my bailiif and herdsman went to the seaside for a few
days, and that I have also been myself extremely occupied with
the various orders necessary to be given to avoid perpetuating

the disease.

" In the presence of so alarming a visitation one feels an
amount of individual responsibility for all one does or leaves

undone. I therefore do not scruple to lay before you the rea-

sons which induce me to adhere to the opinion that the disease

is the Kussian murrain, brought in by imported cattle.

" The conclusion as to the source of the disease, corns to by
a perfectly impartial person, who has been face to face with

the disease, may nut be Vi"ithout use, and it is needless for me
to say that it is a matter of perfect indifference to me which of

the three theories put forward may ultimately prove to 1j8

correct

—

" 1. The state of the cowsheds of London.
" r2. The state in which imported cattle are allowed to come

into our market.
" 3. The Russian murrain.
" Of the two first, allow me to say that it appears to me a

disgrace to our legislation, and wholly at variance with our

professed civilization, not to say religion, that it should be

possible even to advert to these as the most probable sources

of this disease. But whatever other diseases these sources

may by a retributive justice give rise to among us, I cannot

myself look upon them as those of the present plague. Pos-

sibly a peculiar condition of the atmosphere may call into

sudden action evil which has long lain dormant, and the cow-
sheds, cattle vessels, and railway trucks may, on this supposi-

tion, be connected with this outbreak of the evil ; but it strikes

me as singular that this evil should take the precise form of

the rinderpest, when we consider that all the conditions of life

and climate in England and the Steppes of Russia are so

lA'holly different. With the exception of the outbreak of 1745,

England has not suffered from this disease, so well known in

northern Europe. But I understand that, until lately, we
have not imported cattle from Russia, and our immunity has
been doubtless due to the precautious taken iu Germany to

prevent its ravages in that country. This year cattle have
been imported direct from Russia, and I have been iuformed
that about three mouths since an inquiry was made at the

Islington Market ' as to whether there were any restrictions

upon Russian cattle.' The question implied a suspicion that

such instructions should exist, and suggested the reason for

them. It is surely a singular coincidence that the sources of

disease, always existing amougst us, should cease to lay dorm-
ant, and burst forth into Russian murrain simultaneously with
an importation of cattle from that country, and should exist

with the greatest virulence in the very market to which it is

generally supposed the largest portion of the herd was sent.

I am aware that it has been reported that IIuU, where the
animals were landed, has not been visited by the disease, and
that it cannot be traced with certainty into the London mar-
ket from the sale of this herd. But as it is also asserted that

there are no means whereby EngUsh and foreign cattle can be
distinguished in the market, I do not see how the absence of
the animals can be affirmed with any certainty. The one fact

remains uncontradicted, that a cargo came from Russia, and is

dispersed somewhere about the country. I do not, however,
form my opinion as to the origin of our present distress upon
this fact solely, but I also find iu Dr. Budd's report upon the

riuderpest an explanation of many of the peculiar phenomena
it has exhibited, and for which we seek to account. I did not

read, as I should not have understood, the purely medical por-

tion of Dr. Budd's report ; but I believe that though the

symptoms of the disease in England may have been modified

by climate, water, food, and other influences, yet its course

during its progress and at its close in death corresponds to the

course of the disease as described in Dr. Budd's report. His
account of the rinderpest is the more significant and valuable

from the circumstance that it was written without reference to

the existence in England of the disease now jirevalent among
our cattle, and tliat the similarity betwgeu the t't^o diseases
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has not ever been, to my knowledge, denied. I therefore

assume this to be the case, and I cannot but tliiuk Dr. Budd's

observations offer a cUie to much that perplexes us in the

manifestation of this complaint. He states that those animals

sutler most from the rinderpest who have never had it in their

race; for instance, the young of animals who have gone

through the disease take it more mildly and transmit the ten-

dency to its inlluence in a modified form. He also observes

that no animal takes it twice. In tliese two points it bears an

analogy to diseases common among us, such as small-pos

;

and, as ia these diseases there are exceptions found to rules

otherwise general, so similar exceptions might possibly be

found in the rinderpest ; still the rule remains. Another im-

portant piece of information to be found in tlie report is this,

that while sheep, dogs, and other animals are impervious to

the disease, they can convey its poison. Now it seems to me
that tliese observations would account for the phenomena we
have observed :—

" 1. The sudden breaking out of the disease in various parts

of the country and under very different conditions.
" 2. The immunity of the animals of one slied and the viru-

lence with whicli it attacks those of an adjoining shed'.

" 3. The severity with which it has usually attacked English

bred cattle.

" We could thus account for the circumstances observed in

Hull. Of the 300 beasts landed, there is no reason to suppose

that aU were sick, axid the healthy may have remained at Hull

or in that neighbourhood, or all may have been sent away, the

sick to carry pestilence, while of the healthy no trace would be

found. The infected cattle might herd with home-bred cattle

peculiarly liable to take the disease, or with imported cattle less

likely to take it for the reasons assigned by Dr. Budd ; and
possibly some of our own herds of home-bred cattle might
take it less severely from its having been in their race, for we
should bear in mind that vve have had the disease in England
in 17i5, and that it then lasted 1-i years, notwitlistanding the

strongest measures taken by the King in Council to prevent it.

Of course it would require long and patient investigation and
observations to prove or disprove these suggestions. The same
train of reasoning would also apply to the Dutch cattle im-
ported from Holland, which have suffered cruelly. Most of

them would be, like our home-bred cattle, peculiarly liable to

complaint. HoUand is usually guarded, like ourselves, from its

inroads by the precautions of Germany for its own safety.

We know, however, that in 1857 the disease penetrated into

Prussia. I do not know how far it was checked by the strict

cordon kept to exclude it, or how far its influence extended
;

but during a time of war such cordons are not easily main-
tained, and some animals conveying the plague may have come
to our shores either througli Prussia or Holland, where tlie

cattle have been said to be sickly for some cause or other for

some time past.

" My own conviction, that we have the rinderpest among us,

is so decided that I venture earnestly to press upon your atten-

tion tlie urgent necessity for a systematic attempt to discover

an effectual mode of treatment. We cannot altogetlier prevent
importation, and when this panic has died out people will again
become careless ; and though I lieartily hope that the system
of bringing the poor creatures to market may be liumanized, and
the state of our cattle-sheds permanently amended, still eiScient

inspection can never be relied on except uuder the pressure of
danger ; and the signs of the disease are so peculiarly subtle as
to elude even careful and self-interested watching.

" I might have sold innocently the day before its seizure the
worst case. I had in my dairy a cow with a calf I M'as par-
ticularly anxious to save, and which had remained apparently
healthy tliroughout the previous fortnight, while the disease

was at its height among the other cattle. Would it be im-
possible for tlie Government to select a certain number of
chemists' shops, as depots, in different parts of the town (such
as Savory and Moore, in Bond-street), where information as
to the signs, especially the early signs, of the disease could be
procured, together witli certain information as to the medi-
cines and modes of treatment which had been found curative,

or even which mitigated the form of the disease ? It would
be important to alleviate the sufferings tlie animals endure, and
to render their bodies less dangerous when dead. I am about
to set some inquiry on foot myself on these points. A few
gentlemen kindly give me their help. May I hope for any as-
sistance from Government in carrying out my project? There

are several other very grave subjects on which information is

greatly needed. Ts the meat of diseased animals fit food for

man or for animals in any stage of the disorder ? I liave

heard of sickness lately in kennels. Can this be attributed to

the meat given to the dogs ? The milk also, is it fit for use,

either during the attack or immediately after it ? Some of

my cows gave milk after doses of bisulphate of soda. I did

not allow it to be used, but it could scarcely be expected that

others should do this whose livelihood depended on their sup-

ply of milk ; and, if unnecessary to be done, the waste would

be equally to be deplored.
" On the recovery of the only cow saved out of my held of

20, the milk \^as given to some pigs. They rejected it at first,

and, after taking it, sickened slightly. I forbade its use for a

week. Surely it is a point of great importance to the public

health, and should be ascertained, and inspectors should have

the power of certifying that an animal is or is not in a fit state

to be milked.
" At present no one knows where to turn for any advice,

and it seems to me, and I believe I may add that I represent

the opinions of many, that upon such an occasion as the present

our Government should take the lead in guiding us how to act,

and in assisting us to meet an emergency which is full of diiii-

culty and danger to all classes. According to the account of

the murrain drawn up in 1745, the spring mouths proved the

most severe, while it slumbered in winter. We must not,

therefore, reckon upon its ceasing with the year ; nor should

we forget that we have not the cold which in Russia, I pre-

sume, checks the infection, and the absence of which accounts

for the still greater severity with which it is said that the dis-

ease has visited Egypt, which is afflicted with this as well as

with cholera."

RULES FOR ROAD LOCOMOTIVES.
2. Oue of such persons when locomotive in motion to pre-

cede it on foot by not less than sixty yards, and to carry red

flag constantly displayed to warn riders and drivers of ap-

proach of locomotive, to signal the driver thereof when it shall

be necessary to stop, and to assist horses, &c., passing.

3. Drivers to give as much space as possible for other traffic.

4. Whistle not to be sounded for any purpose.

Cylinder taps not to be opened in sight of person riding,

driving, leading, or in charge of a horse upon the road.

Steam not to be allowed to attain a pressure exceeding limit

fixed by safety-valve, so that no steam shall blow off when loco-

motive on road.

5. Locomotive to be instantly stopped when required by per-

son preceding same, or any person with horse or carriage

putting up his hand as a signal.

6. Person in charge to provide two efficient lights, to be
affixed conspicuously, one at each side, on the front of the

same, between the hours of one hour after sunset and one hour
before sunrise.

Penalty on owner for non-compliance with all or any of the

above not exceeding £10 ; but the owner may recover the

penalty of the person in charge of, or in attendance upon loco-

motive, on proof that the same was incurred by reason of his

negligence or wilful default.

Waggons, &c., drawn by locomotive, and loaded with ma-
terials now exempt from toU, to be exempt as if drawn by
animal power.

N.B.—Thrashing machines, and the steam engine for vi'ork-

ing a thrashing machine, are exempt from toll.

Locomotive not to be driven along turnpike-road or public

highway at greater speed than four miles an hour, or subject to

the regulations which may be made by local authorities, through
any city, town, or village at greater speed than two miles anhour.

Penalty not exceeding £10,
The weight of locomotive, and the name and residence of

owner or owners to be affixed thereto in conspicuous manner.
Penalty as to weight, not exceeding ... ... £5
Other particulars, not exceeding ... ... 2
Eor fraudulently affixing incorrect weight, not

exceeding ... ... ... ... ... 10
Nothing in acts contained is to authorize any person to use

locomotive so constructed or used as to be a public nuisance at

common lavs', nor to affect right of any person to recover

damage in respect of injury sustained in consequence of use oi

locomotive.

—

Rond Locomotives, hy T. Areling.
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THE TENANT FARMERS OF ENGLAND.
r.Y A niACTICAL rAKJIER.

From time immemorial it lias been asserted, aiul it has

hillicrto been taken as a fact, that the interests of the

landlord and the tenant farmer are identical; and therefore

all the tenant had to do, or expected to look for, was the

protection, the snpport, and gnidauce of the landlord, and
most assuredly so in matters political, and to snch an ex-

tent that his wishes and opinions were never consulted.

All he had to do was to vote for his landlord at the

county election, and woe betide him if he failed to do so.

Now this might be politic and reasonable in the " good
old days" of feudalism and clanship, when the farmer was
more the retainer than the tenant, and yielded his lord

liege service for the ineasiu'e of protection and safety he

enjoyed under him ; or, to come nearer to our own days,

when, as it was still said, " the farmers were as dull as

the clods they cultivated," and when they were disposed

to yield themselves to a kind of voluntary serfdom, boast-

ing of their long lines of ancestry under this noble Duke
or that noble Lord—all right enough in its place, but

the occupiers could not break away from their feeling of

serf-like dependence, and assert a manly independence of

character and conduct. Well, it might be all very well

in those days for aristocratic family influence to hold a

kind of despotic sway, and thus carry county elections,

and assume other great powers ; but these days have

passed away before " the march of mind." " The school-

master has been long abroad :" knowledge has been ura-

versally diffused, and that of every kind. We have a

cheap literature ; oiu' press teems with papers and periodi-

cals ; our eountiy is tiUed with associations for the im-

provement and advancement of every class of the com-
munity. In agricultm-e such associations abound every-

where, and agricultural advancement has become the

wonder of the times. Yes, poor despised agriculture has

taken a position in the world's progress second to none.

It is taught in our colleges, it is practised in our labora-

tories; engineering skill and mechanical science have
achieved wonders for it : but the fulcrum upon which the

lever rests that moves the whole is the tenant farmer.

His acquirements and growing iutelligeuce, his skill and
enterprise, liis judicious tact and management efl'ect the

whole. AU this is more than acknowledged by landlords.

We have heard noble Dukes and noble Lords addi-ess their

tenants individually as private friends, and, what is better,

seen them treat them as such. This is in a great mea-
sure attributable to the abounding agricultural societies,

which have broken down those haughty barriers in every

district by which high-born families were held aloof from
their tenantry. They are now fain to acknowledge the

tenant farmers of England as an intelligent and increas-

ingly independent body. It is to this general acknow-
ledgment of their knowledge and importance as a class

by the aristocracy of the kingdom that I wish to draw
attention, as a proof of the desirable position to which the

present tenant farmers of England have attained. Un-
doubtedly they have attained a high and most important
position in the general economy of British interests and
British industiy. They have established themselves as a

class. They have attained it by their own energy and
acquisitions of knowledge ; they will continually thus im-

prove their position, and they will uphold it by their

indefatigable perseverance and the extent to which they

wiU benefit the state by a vastly improved and developed

agriculture, fhe tenant farmers of England are now a

most important class, and as a class tliey must look after

their own interests. Landlords have no power to aid

them ; their power generally and the id(nitity of iutercsis;

no longer stand so paramount as they did. Tlie landlord

is, and will ere long be more and more beholden to a

skilled and enterpiizing tenant. Just let us reier for a

moment to this identity of interests. First, the game
laws—of what value are they to tenant farmers? He
has to feed game for the landlord, and ibr which he must
make ample provision. In many cases he mnst sow a

crop expressly for them ; in others he may mow his graiiL

crop, but he is debarred from raking up the dropjjcd

stems. Again, he mnst not mow at all—stubbles are

good cover for game. Again, his fields are planted with
thorn bushes to prevent netting, there to remain. Of
what use are om- seientifle improvements to him ? What
of autumn culture, thai; best of all improvements ? He
cannot break up his land immediately after harvest. Of
what use is steam cultivation to him, or skeleton plough-
ing or broadsharing ? Then he must not touch the game

;

" no -trespassing" gamekeepers and informers see to that.

Me upon the game laws ! they are a curse to agriculture.

Then there is the malt-tax. Most farmers say it is

a grievous burthen to them—a tax upon the barley

grower. Landlords don't trouble themselves much
about its removal. Again, there is the tithe, a very

heavy burthen, and one laid upon land with much
propriety when land was the basis of wealth and the

population thin, poor, and scattered ; but landlords never

trouble themselves to divide this burthen upon the basis

of population, instead of upon land only. Land has now
no more right to exclusively support the Church Estab-

lishment, than to support the whole order of Government.
Population, and not land, should now be its basis of sup-

port. Then there are many minor matters which landlords

care but little about. There is the question of agricultural

statistics—a question which is very interesting to the tenant

farmer, and, if carried, would prevent him doing his business

in ignorance of supplies to any extent. The landlord's

dogs may worry his tenant's sheep without redress, or, at

least, a tardy one. The parochial roads may be covered

with grass up to his saddle girths, but his tenant's stock

must not take a mouthful. AU parochial offices fall to

the tenant, or nearly so—some of them troublesome

enough, the tenant doing the work, the landlord re-

taining the direction. I would be the last to impugn
landlords as a class ; but, if they don't look closer after

the tenant's interests, his rights and privileges, he will

soon turn politician, and endeavour to right himself. I

rejoice to see most unequivocal tokens of this movement
during the past election of the House of Commons. The
tenant farmers of England are quite certain that inexpe-

rienced young lordlings (Lord Dundrearys), or unbusiness-

like young squires, are no representives for them, and they

are beginning to select men of their own order. Yes, and
they will too. What is to prevent them ? Landlords

may threaten, they may punish, they may change tenants,

and that often, the oftener the better to bring the question

to a settlement ; but it will be all one in the long run.

And why ? It is this : there cannot be a doubt as to

the class of men who now guide or rule the British

nation. It is the intelligence of fhe middle classes. It

is their knowledge, their energy, their requirements, and
their enterprise that keep the wheels of Govcrnmeut in safe
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progress. And is it to be supposed that the rapid increase

of knowledge and importance, so lately attained hy the

teuant-fiirmcis, will remain without its influence? Depend
upon it, they wiJl soon be fully aroused to their own in-

terests. They will soon be heard in the Senate, and they

ought to be heard. I hail the first movement of this

order. The county of Norfolk has once more taken the

initiative. It was the first to commence a new era in

British agriculture. It is one of the first to send a

genuine tenant-farmer to the House of Commons. I hail

the return of Mr. Clare Sewell Read as a great triumph
of the tenant-farmers of East Norfolk. He is a good
type of the intelligent tenant-farmer, and is a man well

known to the agricultural body. He is an excellent man
of business. He is a first-class judge at our agricultm-al

meetings. He is a clear and comprehensive writer on
agricultural subjects, and he is a ready and pithy speaker.

He has long been before the agricultural ])ublic, and has
proved himself a sterling man. One fact I will name to

his honour. While agent of a noble Earl, he was
urged to enhance the rental of the estate; but feeling

assured that it would be inequitable to the tenantry, he
chose to resign his agency rather than do so. It is not
every one that would act so nobly. He owes his elevation

mainly to his consistent advocacy of the tenant-farmers'

mterests. Nor is the county of Cambridge far behind

;

indeed it takes precedence, having elected Mr. Ball, a

tenant-farmer, as a protectionist, when the battle of free-

trade was fought. Now, the tenant-farmers of Cam-
bridgeshke have ousted a young squire, and replaced him
by an excellent man of business in Mr. Young, who,
although not precisely a tenant-farmer, has aU his days
been brought up amongst them, and is one with them in

heart and mind. Mr. Hope, of Eenton Barns, was also

put forward, as a tenant-farmer, for a Scotch constituency.

These, and instances like these, show and foretel a political

power which will ere long be wielded by the tenant-

farmers of England. They wiU elect representatives of

their own, in considerable numbers, so as to make a stand

in the Commons House of Parliament for their own
benefit and rights. They will no longer be " tools," but
independent men who can and wiU think and act for

themselves. We live in an age when mind predominates
over wealth and power, and takes its proper and beneficial

influence. The agricultural mind, Avhich has so long been
grovelling under the pressure of prejudice and custom,
not to say ignorance, is now hecoming fully developed,

and must take its place in the foremost rank of intelligence

and worth; agriculture itself, a nation's soundest trust,

becoming one of the highest applications of science and skill.

THE ERVUM— A NEW FODDER PLANT.
['IR.VNSI4ATED I'BOM THE "JOURNAIi D'AGRICULTURE PRATIQUE."]

AccUmathaUon of a nmv fodder phini^ the K'rsa' AUah\ or Ervum, which may be cttUicated upon the most arid soils, and

ill spite of the most prolonged droughts.

During one of my journeys through Algeria, iu August and
September, 1859, where I %vas sent for the purpose of studying

the silkworm, the cochineal, and other subjects iu agricultural

zoology—at a time when everything was burnt up by a drought
of several mouths, wheu the bidlocks and horses were suffering

from a great scarcity—I was shown a small leguminous plant,

the seed of which was giveu to the cattle, enabling them to

exist uutil the season when fresh grass shoidd have grown.
Having questioned the Arabs upon the subject, I learned that

this plant was regarded as specially seut by Providence : wth-
out it, the cattle would die of hunger during the long droughts.

They told me that they gave the seed both to horses and cattle,

first crushing it a little, and assured nie that it afforded double
the nourishment obtained from barley, but that its price of the

latter was proportionately less, since they paid from 2-i to 25
francs the 100 kilog., wheu ])arley v.as at 20 francs. They
added that the plant would grow in the most barren soils, sprout

and fructify in spite of the most prolonged droughts, and that it

was called by the Arabs K'rsa' AUah', because they believed it

was given by God himself.

The information I received having awakened in me a lively

iuterest, I began to think that a fodder plant which could brave
long drought might be usefully cultivated iu Europe, parti-

cularly iu our meridional departments, such as Italy, Spain,
Portugal, Greece, Turkey, &c., where droughts are very fre-

quent. I theu procured some seed, determiuiug to try the experi-

ment of acclimatizing it, and afterwards extending the culture

of it to localities where it might render services similar to those
iu Africa.

My first trial was iu the environs of Paris, and near Toulon.
It was uot altogether successful : but stUl I was enabled to
preserve the species, and habituate it to our climate. It was
not, however, till the time when the Emperor graciously con-
ceded to me a portion of land upon his imperial farm at Vin-
cennes, for the purpose of experimenting, that I was a])le to
ohtain each year better results. There, on " a meagre, calca-
reous soil, upon an arid upland, aiul without using any ma-
nure, I succeeded in acclimatizing the Ervum, which yielded
me every year increased produce, Now, after six years' trial

and complete success, I invite agriculturists who live in meagre,

arid localities, to try the culture of the K'rsa' Allah' ; that

by that means they may be able to judge whether it is likely to

render them services equal to those it gives to the Arabs.

If, as I hope, this leguminous plant takes a place in the

agriculture of some localities iu Prance, or elsewhere, it may
perhaps he improved, so as to render the growth taller. It is

even possible that if cidtivated iu good soils it may be made
to yield as much, and even more, than oats. As soon as I

found my acchmatizatiou experiments begin to promise me the

acquisition of the K'rsa' Allah', I wished to know to what
species it belonged ; and with a view to obtaining the necessary

information, I sent a stalk to M. de Candolle, who informed

me that it was the En>im ervilia of Linufcus—variety aiirjnsli-

folife. It is a species suitable to Mediterranean regions, and
holds its place near the leutil (Emtm lens). This year my
crop—obtained from a surface of IGO square metres—is not

yet thrashed ; but it is very abundant, as the plants I had the

honour of exhibiting before the committee of the Central

Society of AgTicidture showed. There are numbers of pods,

fiUed with grain, upon each stalk ; in fiict, they are almost as

numerous as the leaves upon the greater part of the plant.

I shall continue the ciJture of this plant under the same
conditions, and think that others would be willing to make
experiments with the species ; I therefore offer, first to my
fellow-members, the seed harvested at the couunencement of

this month (Aug. 0th), proceeding from seed sown on the 7th

of May ; and shall be glad also to place it at the disposal of

any agriculturists who may wish to try its culture.

Should this acclimatization prove useful—Lf the K'rsa' Allah'

or ervilia from the imperial farm of Vincennes spreads itself iu

dry and arid lands, rendering the same services that it does iii

. Africa, my desires vriU be accomplished, for I shaU have added

one more proof of the benefit the imperial farms are to agri-

ctdture, by enabling seekers to try experiments when they

could not otherwise obtain the means.

E. E. GciERiN Menesville,
Member of the Imperial and Centr;vl Society

of 7\griculture ff France,
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PROFESSOE ANDERSON'S LECTURE.

"THE CHEMISTRY OF AVOOL, AND ITS MANAGEMENT."

After the dinner of the committee and judges, at the High-
land and Agricidtunil Society, .it Inverness, Professor Ander-
son delivered a lecture on the " Chemistry of Wool, and its

Management." There was a large attendance.

Professor Anderson said : In addressiii<; you on the present

occasion in the centre of a distriet in uhieh iirable farming

scarcely occupies that position of preponderating importance
whicli it does in most places, I liave endeavoured to select for

your consideration a suljject hearing more innnediately on its

staple produce ; and the choice has not lieeu unattended with

dilficulty, for the agricultural questions with which chemistry
has hccn cliielly occupied are exactly those which l)ear most
directly on the operations of tillage, and least so on those of

the sheep farmer. The composition of the soil, and the ma-
nures to be applied to it, of the crops it yields, and the feeding

stutfs which can he most advantageously employed for the fat-

tening of stock, are the subjects wliich have come most
promiueiitly under the notice of the chciuist ; and though tliey

necessarily embrace many matters which must gre.atly interest

the slieep farmer, iu common with everyone connected in any
w.ay with the practice of agriculture, they do so to a less extent

than others bearing more directly on this particidar subject.

The great majority of the questions whicli are of most import-

ance to liim are of a kind on which chemistry is incapable of

thro\ring light, and with which, indeed, it has no connection

of any kind. Even here, however, there are matters on wliich

a knowledge of some chemical facts is not unimportant, and
among these I have chosen the cliemistiy of wool and its man-
agement as one likely to possess some interest on the present

occasion ; and though I may possibly touch upon matters

which may at first sight appear to have no very direct applica-

tion to practice, I am satisfied that further consideration will

show that they are far from imimportant. For it cannot be

doubted that those who feel; an intelligent interest in their

profession will seek to know everything connected with it,

being well assured that there is no fact which may not at some
time or other come to possess a direct practical bearing on it.

The subject I have selected for consideration, taken iu its

broadest aspect, is one of great extent, and might, in fact, be
made to include the entire management of the sheep ; for the

production of a good crop of wool of the highest quality in-

volves tlie nicest attention to the breed of the animal and its

perfect health. But these, and especially the former, are

matters which do not come within the province of cliemistiy,

and cannot, therefore, be discussed here. Neither is it always
possible to explain by analysis the cause of the dift'erence iu

quality of different kinds of wool, the commercial value of

which is due not so much to its composition as to its structure.

We sliaU see presently that there are often differences in the

composition of the various kinds of wool, but on the other

hand two samples m.ay he chemically undistinguishable from
one another, although the experienced wool stapler will set

down one as of the highest, and the other of the lowest quality.

Even the wool of a single fleece is separated by the manufac-
turer into many qualities fitted for different purposes, and
bearing very ditferent v.alues. The cause of this is rendered

obvious when the wool is examined by the microscope, when
it is seen that its quidity depends partly on the fineness .and

uniformity of the fibre, and partly on the length of the staple,

which fits it for the manufacture of particular fabrics. It is

well known that these qualities are greatly affected by the

breed and the climate iu which the sheep has lived, and it is

by attention to the former that the character of Scotch wool
h.as been so much raised ; while the latter is a difficulty with

which our sheep farmers wU alw.ays liave to contend, and
which must prevent our wool in general from bringing as liigli

a price as that produced in more favoured localities. The
nature of the food supplied to tiie sheep has, no doubt, a ma-
terial influence on llie quality of tlic wool, and is a subject

which well merits attention. But I do not pro))ose to enter

upon the cousideratiou of this question ou the iU'eseut occa^

sion, and that principally Ijccause the information regarding it

is of the most scanty description ; and I have failed to discover

any experiments on the influence of the food on the weight or

quality of the fleece. We know generally that the best wool

is obt;iined from auim.als fed on the richest pastures, but it is

not possible to tell how far the superiority is due to the more

nutritious character of the grasses, or merely to the more

favourable cUniiite. The composition and nutritive value of

the cultivated and luatural grasses of lowland districts are well

knowm, but there is absolutely no information regarding those

whicli form the bulk of mountain pastures. Many of the

species are no doubt the same as those found in the lower dis-

tricts, and their composition is probably very similar, though

others arc different, and of their composition we arc entirely

ignorant. There would, of course, be no difliculty iu making
analyses of these ; but the inform.atiou they would convey

would be of Uttle use, unless it were coupled with a know-
ledge of those which the sheep select and avoid. It is proba-

ble, indeed, tluat the higher or lower value of mountain

pastures depend not so much on the dLffereuce in the nutritive

value of the grasses of which they are composed, as in the

greater or less abundance of those which are most palatable to

the stock—fcfr sheep prefer the finer grasses, and are only com-

pelled by hunger to consume the coarser species, although

they arc' often just as nutritive as those they select. The
influence of an abiuidant supply of food on the quantity at

least of the wool is sufficiently olivious, but it becomes stiU

more striking when we consider what that quantity is, and

how active must be the animal functions by which it is pro-

duced. To do this, it is necessary to look at the relative

weights of the fleece, and the animal which produces it.

These vary greatly with the breed, as may be seen from the

table here given, which contains those whicli are most widely

distributed in tliis country :

—

LONGWOOLLED.
Lincolnshire 8 to 10 lbs.

Devon 9

Leicester 7

Blackfaced 3

INTERMEDIATE.
Dorset fi

Cheviot 5

SHORTWOOLLED.
Merino 6 to 8

Shropshire Down 7
Southdo^^^l 3 to i

Taking all the breeds together, the average weight of a fleece

may be set down ati5 lbs., wliile that of the sheep in the un-

fattened condition will not exceed 90 or lOOlbs. It thus

appears that a sheep produces every year a quantity of n'ool

equal to about a sixteenth of its own weight. Even tliis,

however, does not give a perfect idea of the matter, which can

only he obtained by making the comparison between the dry

wool and the dry matter of the sheep. Wool in its natural

state cont.ains about 16 per cent, of water, and if an allowance

be made for dirt adhfting to it, the weight of actual wool in

each fleece is about olbs. But the entire body of the sheep

contains about two-thirds of its weight of water, so that if

dried up (exclusive of wool) it would weigh only 301bs. ; and

hence it foUows that a sheep produces annually, in the shajie

of dry n'ool, a ipiantity of matter equal to al)out one-sixth of

the solid substances contained in its body. These facts arc

sufficient'to show the importance of an abundant supply of

nutritive food to support the drain in the system occasioned by

the growth of this large quantity of animal matter. When we
further consider the delicate organisation of the skin, each

hair of the wool growing within a little tube of its own, fur-

nished with minute glands, by which it is furiiisiied with a

peculiar oily eceret ion necessary to promote its growth and

keep it in a soft and pliant couditioiij aud otii-Ts by which tlio
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perspiration is evolved, and that the growth of the wool de-

pends upon all this complex machinery performing its

functions in a perfectly healthy manner, the importance of an

exact knowledge of all tlio cumlitions affecting them will be

sufficiently obvious. Without venturing to discuss the physio-

logical questions connected with the functions of the skin, I

proceed to remark that the chemical composition of the wool
is extremely complex. As removed from the animal, it con-

sists of two parts—the -wool proper, that is, the fibre which is

used )jy the manufacturer ; and the " yolk," a peculiar sub-

stance secreted by the glands of the skin, by which the fibre is

moistened and protected. In the pi-ocess of scouring the wool,

which is the first step in its manufacture, tjie greater part of

the yolk is removed by means of water and other agents, the

action of which wiU be afterwards explained, and the fibre

obtained in a more or less pure state. By careful treatment,
the scientific chemist removes them entirely, and then obtains

the pure fibre, which then differs but little from the hair of
other animals. We shall consider separately the nature of
each of these. The pure wool is of itself a very complex sub-
stance. It contains a small quantity of fixed or mineral mat-
ters, M-hich are left behind in the ash when it is burnt, and
tins contains a comparatively large quantity of silica, a sub-
stance found in extremely limited quantity in the animal body.
Setting aside these substances, tlie wool consists of

—

t'arlion 50.05
Hydrogen 7.02
Nitrogen I7.7I
Sulphur 2.31
Oxygen 32.31

100.00

In composition, therefore, it does not materially differ from
the nitrogenous constituents of other parts of the animal body.
It is as rich in nitrogen as the gelatine of tlie bones, and sur-

passes every other animal substance in the proportion of
sulphur it contains. The state in which this sulphur exists in
it is peculiar. A very distinguished French chemist, M.
Chevreul, supposed that it might be removed from it \rithout
injuring the quality of the fibre ; but more recent experiments
have disproved this view. But tiiey show that a portion can
he easily extracted, although the remainder resists all agents,
pxce^^t those which completely destroy the fibre. So feebly is

part of the sulphur retained, that it is actually expelled when
the wool is boiled with water, and even slowly escapes at
ordinary temperatures ; and this is the reason why metallic,
especially silver, articles become black on the surface when
left for a long time in contact with it. A portion of the sul-
phur can be easily removed by alkalies, but a part resists their
action, and from this difference in the condition in Mhich it is

])resent it is not improbable that the fibre of wool is composed
of two different compounds, but chemists have not yet succeeded
in devising a method by which they can be separated. This
opinion derives support from the fact that the quantity of
sulphur varies in different samples of wool, and appears to
depend in some way on its quality. It has been found to vary
from 3-4 per cent, down to 1-89, and one observer has even
found as little as 0-89, although this residt appears to be
doubtful. The largest proportion (S'-i per cent.) was found
in the wool of a particular breed which feeds on moorlands in
Germany, and which is extremely coarse and inferior in
quality, while the lowest was found a particularly fine wool.
The quantity in ordinary wools is about 2-5 per cent., and
from that to 2 per cent, was found in several samples of Eng-
lish wool, though the experimenter unfortunately omits to
specify the breeds.,,/The " yolk," as it*is called, which is

mixed with the wool proper in the fleece, is still more compli-
cated in its comijosition, and is a mixture of a variety of suli-
stances secreted Ijy the oil and sweet glands of the skin. The
proportion found in the fleece varies very greatly, sometimes
amounting to nearly half the entire weight of the fleece, though
in general it does not exceed 25 per cent. In one instance
examined by Chevreul the wool contained only 31 per'cent. of
pure fibre, but the loss in this case included 26 per cent, of
earthy matter adhering to the fleece ; but even including dirt
the quantity rarely exceeds half the weight. It appears that
tlie yolk IS largest in tlie finer varieties of wool, but upon this
point there appears to be considerable room for further inquiry.
I he chemical nature of the jrolk was first examined in the end

of the last century by Vanquelin. Before his time it had usually

been considered to be of a fatty nature, but he showed that it

was principally composed of a soap containing potash as its

base, some carbonate of potash, small quantities of some other

salts of potash, and an animal matter. More recently Chevreul
examined the yolk, and found it to contain, in addition to these

substances, two peculiar substances of a fatty nature, but

differing from ordinary fats in being incapable of forming
soaps with the alkalies, but which have not been more par-

ticiilarly studied since his time. When wool is immersed in

water, a portion of the yolk, consisting of the matters exuded

liy the glands, rapidly dissolves, and the matter so taken up is

rich in potash, and has to some extent the qualities of soap.

As this accumulates in the water it acquires a powerful deter-

gent property, and causes the fatty matters of the wool, which
are themselves insoluble in water, to enter into solution. In

this way Chevreul found that 32 per cent, of the wool entered

into solution, but it retained 8j per cent, of fat, which could

only 1)6 extracted from it by spirits of wine or by alkalies.

These substances are removed from the wool in the process of

scouring, first by the use of water, and afterwards by means of

an ammoniacal solution. Formerly urine allowed to putrify

until ammonia was produced in it was employed for this pur-

pose ; but the facility of obtaining the pure alkali has led to

its being substituted, and in some cases soap is also used. The
nature of the soluble matters of wool has undergone a farther

examination within the last few years by two Frenchmen,
named Maumene and Rogelet, who have founded upon it an
interesting branch of manufacture peculiarly worthy of the

attention of the farmer, because it gives him some indication of

what sheep are receiving from the soil. According to their

observations, average wool, when washed with water, yields to

it 15 per cent, of its weight of yolk, composed of a particular

animal acid in union with potash, of which it contains about

33 per cent. According to this calculation, a fleece weighing
6 lbs. must contain about 5 ounces of potash which are for

ever removed from the soil and have hitherto been entirely lost.

MM. Maumene and Uogelet, however, recover this, and their

process is in actual operation in some of the great centres of

the woollen manufactures of France, and is in all respects a

most interesting and important one. They buy from the

woollen manufacturers the yolk obtained in their process of

washing, according to a carefully graduated scale, giving for

that extracted from a ton of wool aliout 15s. if it be diffiised

through 69 gallons of water, and only 4-s. 5d. if contained in

600 gallons, and at proportionate rates for intermediate degrees

of concentration, the ditfereut prices paid for the same article

in different degrees of dilution depending on the increased cost

of recovering the potash from the more dilute fluids. By this

means the manufacturers are induced to adopt a systematic

mode of washing the vvool so as to use the minimum amount
of water. These fluids are then evaporated to dryness, and the

residue introduced into iron retorts, where it is calcined, gas

(which can be used for illuminating purposes) and ammonia
being driven off, and the potash left behind in the form of

carbonate. The quantity of potash which might be thus

recovered from the wool is very large. MM. Maumene and
Rogelet state that there are 47,000,000 sheep in France, and
from their wool, if it were all carefully washed, there would be
obtained annually 11,700 tons of carbonate of potash, worth
about £350,000, which is sufficient to supply the entire demand
for that substance in that country. In Britain the flgurcs arc

stiU higher. There are supposed to be 55,000,000 slieep in

tlie United Kingdom, and in 1859 we imported the fleeces of
about 22,000,000 ; and if the whole of this wool, both native

and imported, were subjected to the process, it would yield

upwards of 19,000 tons of carbonate of potash, worth £570,000.
Of course it is not practicable to recover the whole of this, for

a good deal of wool will always be washed on the small scale,

when the potash cannot he profitably recovered, and the opera-

tion must therefore be restricted to the great manufacturing
centres, where it can be carried 011 on a large scale, and in a
continuous manner. The matter, however, is not on that

account the less important to the farmer, for the rise of an
industry of this kind brings forcibly before him the extent to

which valuable substances are being removed from the soil.

The wool produced in this country carries off annually 14,000
tons of carbonate of potash, equivalent to 9,500 tons of pure

potash, all of which is at present entirely lost, and whicli it

would cost nearly £200,000 to replace if the farmer bought it
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in t!ip iii:\i'ki'( evi'ii ill its choapost ioriu. It is lo be reniem-

boivd toD lliat potash is the very substauco of which, according-

to tlio moilcru system of manuring, we return the smallest

ipuiutity to the soil, so that if at any time our laud should show
symi)toms of exhaustion, it will most probably lie due to

deficiency of potash. There seems uo good reason why the

farmer, though he cannot recover the potash in a pure state,

should not wash wool in a systematic manner, and ajiply the

lluid as a liquid manure to the soil. Although the yolk must
be considered as a refuse matter, its presence has an important
influence on the quality of the ileece. IVlien it is delicient

the wool becomes harsh, more or less brittle, and unfitted for

the manufacture of the finer fabrics. A proper supply of it

must therefore be of much importance, and can only be main-
tained by attending to the health of the animal; but unfortu-

nately it is liable to be removed, and it is necessary to protect

the animal as much as possible against its loss, or to produce
some substitute for it. In those localities where much raiu

falls, the yolk, from its solubility, is liable to be washed out of

the ileece, ancl the quality of the wool is thereby affected. In
these districts it is customary to resort to the practice of

smearing the sheep with various mixtures. This process is

usuaDy stated to be also employed for the purpose of protecting

the sheep from the effects of cold and wet. For the former

of these purposes I think it must be admitted that it can have
no etlicacy, for it seems impossible to conceive that the appli-

cation of a small quantity of a greasy mbtture to the skin can

be of any use to an animal so well protected from cold. The
real use of the smear is to destroy the tick and other parasites

which infest the sheep, and by its oily nature to keep the wool
in a soft condition. The mode of application of the regular

old-fashioned smear was of the kind least suited to fulfil this

object. The substance, always a greasy mixture, was rubbed

into the skiu in place of being applied to the wool. In prac-

tice, no doubt, what is applied to the skin gradually spreads

itself through the wool ; but in the meantime the thick oily

coating is far from favourable to the proper performauce of

the functions of the skin, stopping up the pores, and preventing

exhalation from them, while the substances mixed \vitli the

grease occasionally produce irritation of the skiu. In fact, the

application of such substances to the skin appears to be a

violation of the laws of physiology, although their application

to the wool itself might possibly be defended on the principle

of keeping it in a soft and clastic condition, and preventing it

acquiring a harsh and coarse texture—in fact, acting as an
artificial yolk, when that is washed away by the rains. Of
course this opinion goes on the assumption that the yolk really

is washed out ; but whether this happens, and to what extent,

is a matter in regard to which there is no very definite infor-

mation. I am inclined to think that the extent to wliich it

occurs is over-rated, for it must be remembered that the wool
in its natural condition repels moisture, and it is probable that

water can penetrate it in sufficient quantity to affect the yolk

only under exceptional circumstances. That tliis must be the

case, I tliink, derives confirmation from the fact that the pro-

cess of smearing is gradually disappearing, and is being more
and more replaced by that of dipping, the object of wliich is

merely to destroy parasites. It would be out of place to enter

here into minute details regarding the composition of the

various smears and (Ups in use in different districts, for they

are really endless in niuuber, but it may be useful to make a

few general observations regarding them. They are either

made up by the farmer from receipts which have been long in

use and are well known, or they are manufactured by persons

who make it their business. The oldest kind of smears were

mixtures of grease, butter, palm oil, or other fatty matter with

wood tar, or brown spirits of tar, and sometimes a little sul-

phur, resin, or soap. To these poisons were afterwards added

to destroy the tick, those in most common use being arsenic,

corrosive sublimate, and white hellebore. These materials

were melted together and applied by separating the wool and
rubbing the mixture well into the skin. Dips are mixtures of

a similar kind, but generally containing a larger quantity of

soap, in order to enable them to be mixed with the water.

They consist in many cases of soft soap, tallow and oil, soda,

and tar, which are well mixed together with the addition of

some water, so as to give the whole a proper consistence, and
the poisonous substance is stirred in while they are hot, or

sometimes is added to the water in the first instance. Of
covivse there are endless varieties in the nature of the mixture

and the mode in which the materials arc combined, each of

which claims some superiority. In general, the mixtures made
by farmers themselves arc of a simple character, but I have
seen a receipt in which almost aU the substances already men-
tioned were mixed together, somewhat on the same principle,

1 presume, as that on which unskilled physicians are said

sometimes to mix together a variety of drugs in the hope that

some one of those he uses may produce a beneficial eft'ect.

When the farmer makes up a dip for himself ho may rest

assured that the simpler it is the better. Very little good can
be expected from the mixture of a variety of dilfeient oils or of

several poisonous substances. In regard to the latter espe-

cially, too great care cannot be exercised, and the risk of acci-

dents from poison being kept on the farm, and of carelessness

on the part of those who use the dips, is one of the great objec-

tions to the practice of the farmer preparing for himself those

poisonous mixtures. Several cases have come under my notice

in whicii the disadvantage arising from poisons is well illus-

trated. I particularly rememlier a ease of malicious poisoning
of calves, which undoubtedly arose from the suspected person
having got access to arsenic which was kept on the farm for

making a dip. A large number of calves—seventeen or eighteen,

so far as I now remember—died with all the symptoms of
poisoning, and, on examination of the contents of the stomach,
arsenic was easily detected in them. The animals had been
fed on cooked linseed, and although none of it remained, I was
able, by examining the pot in which it was boiled, to detect it

there ; and suspicion pointed to a particular farm servant who
was known to harbour an iU-wiU towards his master ; but the
fact that arsenic was kept on the farm rendered it impossible
to bring the thing home to him—for there was uo means of
proving that he had had access to it, and that the other farm
servants had not. The fact of arsenic having been kept at the
farm in this case defeated the ends of justice, and uo doubt
also formed the temptation to use it. The man would have
hesitated long before he ventured to buy it, and had he done so

the crime would have been brought home to him with unerring
certainty. Accidents also occasionally occur from the careless

use of poisons in the dips. This is well illustrated by what
happens when arsenic is employed. That substance dissolves

with great difficulty in water, and being sold in the form of a
very coarse powder, part of which is in grains as large as those
of sand, it falls rapidly to the bottom of the fluid, and can
only be kept imperfectly in suspension by constant stirring.

When this is not properly attended to, and the dip is nearly

exhausted, it sometimes happens that the last sheep get far

more than their due share of the poison. Particles of arsenic
adhere to the skin and produce irritation, or being absorbed
into the system atfect the general health of the animal. Of
course this illustrates the misuse of the poison, and it is

against this that it is necessary to guard. As far as the
destruction of the tick is concerned the action of these poisons
leave nothing to be desired ; the risk which attends their use is

the sole difficulty, and that may be got over by the exercise of
sufficient care. Notwithstanding this, accidents do occur, and
hence a demand has arisen for non-poisonous sheep dips.

Several of these have recently come into use, and they appear
to lie made chiefly from certain coal-tar products, oil and
alkalis. In one, that portion of the coal-tar oil which is

heavier than water is employed, and its action is attributed to

its containing a substance called carbolic acid, which closely

resembles the creosote extracted from wood tar. It is doubtfid
indeed whether they are not identical, and it is well known
that a great deal of what is now sold as creosote is actually

carbolic acid. The action of a smear or dip containing this

part of coal tar cannot differ materially from that made in a
similar manner from wood tar, and it is not easy to see wherein
the superiority consists unless it be in economy of cost. The
other dip is made from a portion of the coal tar which con-
tains no carbolic acid, and it is stated to be equally efficacious

in destroying the tick. The use of products from the distilla-

tiou of bitiuninous substances for the manufacture of sheep
smears is by uo means new. It dates back a considerable

period, a patent having been taken for the use of the oil

obtaiuedfrom bituminous shales (which contains carbolic acid)

so long ago as 1770, although it does not very clearly appear
how it was employed, and the suljstance probably never came
into general use. It is only of late years that tliese substances

have been again resorted to, and how far they have proved
superior to mixtures containing wood tar I am uuable to state

.
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It is not easy to form any opinion regarding the relative

advantages of different dijis or smears, bnt it may Le stated

geueraUy that those made from tlie purest materials are to be

preferred. Hitherto the great object of the manufacturer

appears to have been to make them as nasty as possible, which

may be very right when any virulent poison is mixed with

them, because the sheep arc thus prevented from licking it

;

but on the other hand, it is proportionally injurious to the

wool. The fact is tliat the inferiority of laid wool depends to

a great extent on the difhculty the wool scourer finds in re-

moving the fUthy matters contamed in the smears ; and what
at the present moment is most required, especially in the case

of a smear, is a mixture wliicli shaU not colour the wool and
sliall not be too easily removed by water, but can be completely

extracted by the materials used in scouring it. In order to

attain this object it seems most reasonable to rrse the purest

materials which can be obtained, and as the chief disadvantages

arise from the colour of the tar, there seems no good reason

wliy carbolic acid itself should not lie used. Of course, it is

much dearer, Imt a comparatively small quantity would proba-

bly suffice. In the manufacture of dips and smears there

appears stiU to be great scope for improvements ; and the
attention of manufacturers should be directed to devising some
mixture which shall in a manner waterproofthe wool, and shall

yet be easily extracted from it without leaving any colour

;

and it is probable that this will sometime or other be accom-
plished, i'rom the focts I have brought under your notice on the

present occasion, it wiU be seen that there are many ]joints

besides the nature of soil, manures, &o., in which clicmistry

can assist the farmer ; and I trust it wiU be found that some
information and instruction may be derived from what has
now been said. Whatever we may otherwise think, I imagine
that no one can faU to see the advantage of looking at the

same thing from different jjoints of view, and examining
both the sides wliich are proverbially to be found in every

question.

Tlie Earl of Caithness said that he eonld not allow the

party to separate without giving expression to the interest

with which he had listened to the addi'css wliich liad been so

clearly given by Dr. Anderson. He was not himself a slieep

farmer, nor could he claim to possess an intimate knowledge
of the subject ; but coming from the extreme north of Scotland,

where sheepfarming was so important, he felt very strongly

the necessity for taking advantage of every improvement. He
believed they were all too much inclined to go on in the old

way, while they ought to be constantly making progress, and
he was glad that Dr. Anderson liad directed their attention to

the question of the management of wool ; for he was satisfied

that in all that related to it there was abundant room for its

improvement, and he trusted the address they liad just heard

would he. published.

Mr. Gentles, Locluiess-side, said that he could not agree

with the conclusions to which Dr. Anderson had come with

regard to smears and dips. He had never used anything but

smears all his life, and always with success ; while those who
had used dips had always lost their wool. He considered dips

of no eartlily use, and in spite of all that science could say to

the contrary, he meant to contimie to use smears.

Mr. Paterson, Birthwood, said that his experience was
exactly the opposite of that of the gentleman who had just

spoken. He had used both smears and dips, and he had never

seen anything but unsatisfactory results from the fonner, while

the latter had in his hands always succeeded. It was quite

true that where dips weie used the weight of the fleece was
smaller than when it was smeared, but the greater value of the

wool more than counterlialaneed the diminution in quantity.

He had always used arsenic in his dips ; but he had taken care

to mix it up well with the other materials, and had never seen

any of the liad effects to which Dr. Anderson alluded. The
great defect ol all the substances applied to the wool was that

they could not be removed satisfactorily by washing, and espe-

cially where tar was used it resisted all the efforts of the

bleacher. He would like to ask Dr. Anderson whether gum
might not be employed with advantage in making dips.

Dr. Ajn^derson said there was an old saying as to who
should decide when doctors disagreed ? which had been often

quoted to the disadvantage of science ; l)nt he thought that

what they had just heard raised the far more difficult proljlem

of who should decide when practical men disagreed ? It was
impossiljle for two persons to be more diametrically opposed to

their views than the gentlemen who had just spoken; one up-

holding smears as keenly as the other condemned them. He
thought that they might derive from this an instructive lesson,

for it taught them that they must not dogmatise. Science and

practice were in fact only two different modes of arriving at

the truth, and when our knowledge was perfect we should be

enabled to explain and reeoncUe the discrepancies which arose.

Mr. Paterson had somewhat misapprehended what he (Dr.

iWlerson) had said regarding poisons. It was not their use,

but their careless use, that he condemned. Arsenic, especially,

was a most valuable substance, in consequence of the specific

effect it produced on the skin, which made it the sheet anchor

of the physician in treating aU diseases. Jlr. Paterson had

obviously used it with care, and the result had been satisfactory.

As regarded gum he did not think it could be used with

advantage, because it was too soluble. What was wanted was
some means of wateqiroofing the wool, as it were, and he

thought that sometliing of the kind would yet be devised.

KEIGHLEY AGEICULTUllAL SHOW.

The twenty-third annual show was held on Priday, Sept. 1.

The Keigliley show has always taken a position amongst the
Yorksliire agricultural meetings. Amongst the visitors to the
show-ground were, the Marquis of Hartington, M.P., Lord
Frederick Cavendish, M.P., Lord Edward Cavendish, M.l'.,

Sir Francis Crossley, M.P., Mr. Busfield Pcrrand, M.P., Mr.
Holden,M.P., Mr. W. E. Forsler, M.P., Mr. G. Hardy, M.P.,
and Mr. Akroyd, M.P. About MbOO was offered in prizes, in-

cluding ten silver cups ; and the entries exceeded one
thousand, being a large increase on those of last year. There
was an excellent display. The silver cup for the best three
Shorthorns was taken liy Mr. R. Eastwood, Thorneyholme,
Clitlieroe. Lady Pigott had entered for this and other prizes;

but her Ladyship resolved not to send animals for competition,
so long as the cattls plague prevails. Mr. Jonathan Peel ob-
tained the prize for the best buU on the ground. The Short-
horn cow of Mr. Eastwood's, " Brampton Butteiily" (second

at the Lancashire show at Oldham), here proved
superior to any other, and his " Uosette," which lias

obtained different- awards at many places, was a
good second. The silver eup for the besi hunter was

taken by Mr. James Charnock, Halifax; and Mr. Brady
Nicholson, Sturton Grange, oljtained a similar prize for leap-

ing. Mr. H. T. Percy, Ilowsanrigg, took the prize for road-

sters, with his mare, wliich has for two years past taken the

first prize at the Agricultural Hall, Islington. Mr. Percy also

showed the liest cob—an animal which gained a similar honour
at Islington this year. There was an excellent show of draught
horse.s, Mr. T. Walker taking the only prize. In sheep the

silver cup was awarded to Mr. Jolui Jowett, Prospect Villa,

Keigliley, as having the greatest number of first prizes. He
was a-head of Mr. Simpson, of Spofforth Park, the celebrated

sheep breeder, by one prize. There ^^•as a numerous and
choice collection of pigs ; the l)cst boar of the large breed,

belonging to Mr. J. Dyson, Leeds, weighed no less 106 stones.

The judges were—Shorthorns : Mr. John Patterson, Hall

Beck, Ulverston ; Mr. Henry Peacock, Haddockstones, Ilipley.

Horses: Mr. John McTurk, Aconib, York ; Mr. Beiij. Taylor,

UUeskelf. Sheep and Pigs : Mr. George King, Becca, Milford

Junction ; Mr. Wm. S. Hobson, Great Ouseburn, York. Lonk
Sheep : Mr. George Browne, Troutbeek, AYinderniere.
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INLAND RIVER IMPROVEMENTS.
In this article wc i>ropose couiiuiug our observations

fliielly to the iniprovomciit of tlio-tp rivevs lluit How in coni-

parativoly lovol v;illi\vs, leaving for our next and concluding-

article of tlic series the investigation of mountain streams,

rractically speaking-, therefore, our present example may be

presumed to l)ea;in where our last one (No. II.) ended, viz.,

where the tide at high-water ceases to dam back and in-

juriously elTect the drainage of the adjoining lands on both

banks, and to end where our next article (No. IV.) begins.

Our remarks, as in the preceding article, will chietly be re-

stricted to geometrical principles, or those considerations in-

volved in the proper form and inclination of the channel of the

river and its emljankments. In other words the general jiro-

grcss of things imperatively demands a thorough reformation

in our river policy, and we shall endeavour briefly to discuss

the scientific principles involved in carrying out such a work
of improvement.
The grand desideratum is to Io\ver the surface-level of the

water so as to afford a greater depth of fall for land-drainage,

and to reduce the flow of the river to a uniform velocity, such

as will keep the channel clear, without washing away the

banks in high floods.

It is an easy matter to draw black strokes upon paper in

any direction froiu a meridian, and at any angle with the

horizon ; but in the vast majority of our large valleys there

are ninety and nine ditficulties in the way of reducing fine

theories to practice ; and this is exactly the position in which
we find ourselves when we begin practically to lower the sur-

face-levels of our large rivers and their tributaries in order to

meet the loud, long, and lusty demands of the British farmer.

You may as weU, and much safer, meddle with a wasji's nest

than with a miller's mUl-dam and water-wheel ; and yet, come
when the crisis and final ultimatum may, the practical conclu-

sion is meanwhUe manifest enough to all who can read the

signs of the times, for surface-levels must be lowered.

To find the depth to which the surface-level of the water at

any point can be lowered by deepening and straightening the

channel is, then, the first practical question for solution ; and
the second is of a kindred character, viz., the velocity that re-

quires to be given to the stream, in order to avoid silting on
the one hand and washing away the soil on the other. The
two, as has practically been shown in the preceding article,

are inseparably connected together, for the former is obtained

by deducting the latter from the total fall of the river between
the upper and lower points or extremes of the survey, or work.
The total fall of the river between the two extremes in

question may be obtained by the common process of levelling,

with levelling instruments. The angle of inclination which
the surface of the ground or the river makes with the horizon,

may be determined at any one point by means of an angular

instriuneut, such as a theodolite, or some kind of draining

level ; but it is seldom that this does more than give an ap-

proximation as to what the angle of inclination of the new
channel, or of the old when deepened, should in reality be at

that same point, provided it is free from sQting or washing
away. The more advisable plan is to obtain the total fall and
length of the river, as this will fiirnish the dimensions re-

quired for setting out the improvements with geometrical ac-

curacy.

The total fall is sometimes easily obtained by what arc

termed " natural wafer-levehP If, for example, there are

miUs on the river or canal-locks uniting one part of the river

with another, so as to make the whole navigable, then the

sum of the falls at the mill, or at the canal sluices, will give

the total falls sufficiently near, generally speaking, for the

work of improvement. Sometimes, again, the water in the

open ditches outside the embankments can be dammed, so as to

find the fall, provided the water in the one dam falls directly

into The water in the other, as the sum of the falls under such

condition, would give the total fall.

Having obtained the total fall, and length as the crow flies,

the tlext thing is to determine how much the bed of the river can

be deepened in certain shallow places, and straightened at

crooked places, so as to reduce its actual length. If a single

shallow, lord, or rapid can lie deepened, and a bend of the

channel taken off, it may greatly lower the surface level

above these places, and thus facilitate the work of deeper

drainage in the whole of the adjacent estates and farms on

both sides farther up the river. Sometimes, again, narrow

places, by confining the water, raises its surface, thereby dam-

ming it back above these narrow places. Less or more of this

damming and tailing back process is experienced at bridges,

jetties for shipping, and the like. The widening of the chan-

nel to its proper breadth would therefore lower the surface

level above, and to the extent it had been abnormally raised by

such obstructions. The reaction of the water at sharp bends

of the channel and irregularities in the bottom also less or

more retard the velocity of the current, thereby raising its

surface to a higher level than were the channel straight and the

bottom a uniform inchne. A straight channel of smooth

uniform dimensions, and fall, discharges more water in a given

time than a crooked, rough, and shapeless one, and to many,
perhaps to the majority of our readers, the difference is incre-

dible.

There are numerous mill runs that very favourably illus-

trate this ; for where the water enters upon the miU-wheel, it

is not more than perhaps a foot in depth, often only a few

inches, whereas above, where it is flowing in a comparatively

level cut, the depth is often five or six feet, and of a greater

width also than at the wheel. A deep channel also conveys

more water than a shallow one, other things being equal.

Large rivers very frequently form the boundary marches or

divisions between the landed estates of diiferent proprietors
;

and when estates are entailed, or heavily mortgaged, such con-

ditions often throw magnitudinous difficulties in the way of

deepening them and straightening them, so as to improve the

drainage and navigation. The vested and other interests of

canal companies, bleaching works, and such like, also stand

similarly in the way. But obstructions arising from these

sources are often more the offspring of prejudice and imagina-

tion than well-founded reality ; for if the contemplated im-

provements are properly effected, due respect being equally

paid to the interests of all the parties concerned, then they

would all be mutually gainers by its completion. Thus the

landowners would have their estates better drained and some-

what increased in size, mills would have upon the whole a

greater fall, while canal companies would lave fewer locks

and shorter distances to convey goods. But with regard to

canals, they are now so fast being superseded by railways that

it is almost too far in the afternoon to talk seriously of their

existence, generally speaking ; so that if the tidal channels of

rivers are deepened, shortened, and otherwise improved for

navigation, and the inland channel above the old higli-tide level

be also deepened, the general inland navigation would conse-

quently be greatly improved, more especially that portion of it

that can now enter successfully into competition with railways.

The practical conclusion, therefore, in a public light, is mani-

festly in favour of the improvements proposed being imme-
diately executed under statutory authority, where interested

parties cannot agree amongst themselves.

In the straightening of small tributary streams and rivulets,

the well-known practical rule of "take and give" often applies

with so much accuracy that the land-surveyor experiences little

or no difRculty in giving in a plan such as pleases the laud-

owners and tenants on both sides ; but it is often otherwise

with large rivers. This difference arises partly from the greater

magnitude of the latter work, IjuI principally from the greater

dilficulty of straightening laige rivers, from the peculiar posi-

tion which they occupy in the valleys through which they

flow, and the necessity which this enforces of adopting curved

instead of right lines for new channels, where such are practi-

cable.

But in many cases, if not the majority, new channels are

impracticable, so that the work of improvement is confined to

narrowing broad places, widening narrow parts, and deepening

shallow fords, so as to bring the whole channel into a proper
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t'cr;!! as to depth, wicltli, and incliiiatioii—works which invari-

ably call for the greatest circumsiiection, otherwise the upsliot

will be tlie reverse of improvemeut. Large beuds here and

tllere running round peninsular areas of laud of considerable

extent wliere the two places of tlie river at the isthmus almost

meet and sometimes meet altogether iu floods, thus forming

i>jl;,i,(|s—may be cut off, thereby straightening and shortening

the channel. But iu such cases the newly excavated niate-

ri;ils are insufficient to fill up the old channel, or even

make a sulficient embankment for the new one ; hence

the island thus formed may have to remain in possession of its

Ijresent proprietor, and require a hridge to gain access to it.

A new cut through an isthmus or narrow neck of land, as

above, is sure to increase the velocity of the river through it,

and therefore suitable provision requires to be made to protect

its banks above aud also the head of the channel immediately

l)elow it, otherwise land will be washed away in both cases,

thereby endangering the adjoining fields in heavy floods when
the river is much swollen and its velocity and force greatly

increased.

From the increased force and undermining action of swollen

river-flood—the surface level being up to the top of the em-
bankment and often " tipping over"—the connecting new
channel through the isthmus should be curved and not

straight, and the concave slope, both of the channel and
embankment, should be opposed to the downward current of

the river, and also have a greater inclination and altitude than

that of any straight portion of it. The convex slope may, on
the contrary, be made at a somewhat more steep inclination

upwards, there being less pressure upon it. At the same time,

although this is sound in theory, aud often commendable in

practice, iu order to avoid silting, yet the more advisable

course iu the vast majority of examples is to make the convex

blope of as great a length as circmnstanccs relative to cur-

vature will permit, so as to avoid silting ; for when silting on

the convex slope takes place, acute elbows are formed, vnth

all the tailing back above, and injurious cousequences below,

that never fail to follow the existence of acut« elbows during

heavy floods.

In examples where the channel of the river above such

new cuts through narrow necks of laud can be lowered so

as to reduce the velocity of the river to that which it had in

the old channel, the danger to which such new cut and the

bends of the channel below are liable will also be reduced,

and when such is practicable no time should be lost in getting

the upper surface levels of the current lowered, so as to reduce

its velocity and power of doing harm in times of long-con-

tinued mucli-swoUeu floods.

To those who have not had their attention experimentally

turned to the subject, the undermining effect upon the banks
and embankments, which a very small increase in the altitude

of the surface level of a swollen river produces, is almost in-

credible. To avoid repetition, the practical details of this

part of our subject will be more fully gone into under " Moun-
tain Rivers." Meanwhile we shall only observe that we have
personally kno\vn an increase of twelve inches sweep away
everything before it, in a manner which language cannot
describe so as to be practically understood. Now, as lowering
the surface level of the river twelve inches in one part is tan-

tamount to raising the surface level above that part twelve

inches, the practical conclusion as to the consequences need not

be drawn, as it must inevitably wash away soil, and iii all pro-

bability, if the swollen flood continifes for any length of time,

break through the embankments also, and thus fonn a new
channel adapted to its altered circumstances, as the laws of

Nature or forces involved may detcnnine.

If nothing is done artificially to deepen the hed of the

river above the new cut that shortens the channel, the in-

crease of velocity of the currents, and scooping effect of the

same, will eventually perform the work of deepening, pro-

vided the bottom soil is similar to the staple. In such cases,

the natural process of deepening requires to be closely watched
hy the adjoining proprietors, otherwise injury to the slopes of

the channel and embankment will be the upshot during the first

heavy flood. Harm may even be produced by the river in

its ordinary state ; so that the protection of the banks at the

bottom of each incline, or that part of the channel exposed

to the scooping action of the water, may rec^uire artificial in-

terference immediately.

The " Take it easy" method of leaving flowing water to

take care of itself, under circumstances of the kind iu ques-

tion—a rule too commonly followed—is a highly reprehensible

practice, being the very reverse of that which ought to be
pursued. If the channel is straight, the risk will be reduced

to a minimum, because the natural tendency is a right line

with the greatest depth of current, and, consequently, scooping

action in the midflle of the channel. But, in practice, straight

channels are the exception, and crooked ones the rule ; and,

under such conditions, the greater depth and scooping action

of the flowing stream will be either towards the one side or

the other—generally towards the concave bank—unless natural

or artificial means interpose, so as to deflect the current into a

difterent course. The true plan in all such cases is for art

to assist nature iu the work of deepening the channel in the

middle.

rEQMETPH2.

ON THE IMPORTANCE OF ECONOMY IN THE PRACTICE OE AGRICULTURE.

At a meeting of the Croydou Farmers' Club, Mr. E.

Stables, of Fickleshole, said : Mr. Chairman and gentlemen,

our subject is " The importaucc of economy in the practice of

agriculture." The wise man says, " to everything there is a

season, aud a time to every purpose under heaven." Now, it

certainly is not the time to talk over the profits of the past

three years, but it wiU rcadUy be allowed that it is the proper

time to inquire how are the profits to be obtained ? And if

so, the economy of production must form a very important

part of the general question. But, before we inquire as to the

importance of economy, the question naturally arises. What is

economy ? What does it consist of P Perhaps that question

can be best answered by first referring to what is not economy.

In the first place, then, we will state without fear of contradic-

tion, that bad farming is not economy ; and, in the next place,

we will assert with equal boldness that a too limited use of

manures is not economy. I am convinced that the generality

of the farmers of the present day make a grand mistake here.

After having incurred all the fixed chaj-ges against the crop,

such as rent, taxes, labour, and all the sundries which cannot
be avoided, how common it is to see only half a crop, solely

for want of a moderate outlay in some suitable manures. I

would ask is it economy to spend £5 an acre for half a crop,

or £(j per acre for a full crop ? It is not economy to over.

work or underkecp, or in any wise neglect the farm horses.

An insufliciency of nourishing food to the live stock generally

is not economy. It is a common mistake to allow an auimal

about sufiicieut food to enable him just to maintain his condi-

tion ; whereas a little more—only a little more—would enable

him to improve and leave a profit, often to double his value in

the course of six months. It is uot economy to allow an ani-

mal a sufficiency of food, and not also to provide him suitable

lodgings, and a good bed, aud also to see to it that he is kindly

treated ; that he is in circumstances, and surrounded by cir-

cumstances, iu which he can be happy aud contented ; if he is

in constant fear he cannot thrive. My own experience is, that

it requires one-third more food to keep up the animal heat

when exposed in a cold yard, than when suitably and comfort-

ably housed. I believe that if farmers generally knew how
much they annually lose for want of suitable shelter for the

animals and their manure, the landlords would hear more
about it. What we want in a farmstead is such Imildings as

will enable us to make the best of the stock and crop, other-

wise we cannot farm with economy and profit. It is not

economy to allow either animals or implements to get out of

repair. How true is it that " a stitch in time saves nine !" "For

want of a nail the shoe was lost ; for want of a shoe the liorse

was lost ; for want of a horse the rider was lost." How many
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!» siood hoi'sc lias been niincil for want of a little timely vest

and medicine ! It is not eeououiy to allow the land to get

ont of cultivation ; one year's seeding will eausc seven years'

weeding. A farm may soon be run ont of condition, but it

lakes a series of years of expensive and unprofitable eultivation

to get it into a profitable state again. Whatever may be the

seasons or markets, profits and losses to one and nil, I would
say, if it be possible, keep your cultivation up to the mark.
Unfavourable seasons require additional outlay, botli iu the

cultivation and in the application of manures ; whereas it is a

common practice (especially if wc have, as we lately have had,

low prices in conjunction with unfavourable seasons) to let

tlic land out of condition. It is suicidal policy. Not only

does it cost much more to get it into condition again than what
was saved by running it a little, but when good seasons and
better markets come where arc yon ? Why busy enough get-

ting your land into cultivation, which you will accomplish in

time for another wet season and low prices. But whilst true

economy does not consist in unduly reducing tlic outgoings of

the farm, nor in j)roducing middling crops at a smaU expense,

but in producing the largest results at a moderate cost, I am
convinced there is often much lost for waut of a due attention

to the miuuti;B of the expenditure. The aggregate expenditure

is made up of various items, and if the various items were

examined one by one, it would be easy to prove that on some
farms from twenty-five to fifty per cent, of the expenditure is

wasted, especially on farms occupied by gentlemen who have
spent the early part of their lives in the commercial w orld,

and have realised a fortune, and naturally enougli think they

would like to farm ; aud because they don't know much about

it themselves, rely upon the bailifi^ ; and what is the conse-

quence ? Trne, they generally succeed in growing respectable

crops ; but what about the expenditure ? It may be quite as

healthy as they expected ; but where are the large profits they

prospectively boasted of ? A good education is of great im-

portance to the farmer. He should know almost everything.

He should understand the scientific aud theoretical part of his

business ; but woe unto him if he is not thoroughly up in the

practical part. In the simple operation of ploughing the land,

I have often seen a man and a boy and four horses, using an
antediluvian plough, doing about two and three-quarter roods

per day. Reckoning each horse at 3s. Gd., the man at 2s. 3d.,

and the boy at Is. 6d., this costs 25s. per acre ; when over the

hedge, on similar land, you might see a modern plough worked
by one man and three horses abreast, doing an acre per day
with ease, making quite as good or better work than the

other, and, reckoning the horses and man at the same rate,

at an expense of 12s. 6d. per acre, being a difi^erence of £50
per cent, in the expense of the operation. And if you look

out at seed time, you will probably see, if the seed is sown
broadcast, one man pretending to sow with one hand, and
getting over about six acres per day. In the other, you
will probably see a man using both hands, and doing

twelve acres a day, and making better work ; nay, I have
even seen two men, one boy, and two horses, using a

drill, with coulters jacked up, putting the seed on broad-

cast, costing two shillings per acre, where the work might
have been equally well done for 3d. per acre. Don't under-

stand me to recommend broadcast sowing ; I would always

drill when the land is in a proper state. Then, again, in the

operation of harrowing ; in the one case the old-fashioned

wooden harrows will be drawn over the ground three or four

times ; and in the other case twice over with a modern imple-

ment win make quite as good work, and much better if you
don't want the land treading ; and if you follow out the various

operations on the two fields until you get the corn into the

market, reaping in the one case with the sickle, and in the

other with the reaping machine—thrasliing in the one case

with the most primitive of machines, aud in the other with the

steam engine—you will find a difference in the expense of

about 50 per cent, throughout. The importance of economy is

strikingly evinced in the cUlferent modes of working the fal-

lows. The old system—that of working exclusively with the

plough and harrows—is very expensive. In this way, four or

five ploughings and harrowings, and rollings out of count, is

necessary to make a respectable fallow. True it has been well

exposed to the atmospheric influences, and in that way has

been much benefited ; but it is very doubtful whether the

couch grass and other weeds have been destroyed, unless the

weather has been very dry and hot. There has not been time

for the couch, aud especially the knot-grass, to die before it

must be ploughed in again, aud with such frequent plough-

ings the soil is generally in a rough state, and unfovourable to

tlie germination of the seeds of weeds. Of course it is a very

important part of the fallowing operation to cause the seeds of

weeds to germinate, which is certain destruction to them. It

is also important to bear in mind that there is a class of weeds,

such as the dock, which cannot grow without the crown. In
this case a shallow broadsharing in the autumn is far more
eifective than several deep plougliings in the following summer.
If you take oil the top of the root with the broadshare, and
keep it on the surface of the ground, occasionally moving it

with the harrow until it is dead, there is no need to trouble

about the bottom part of the root : it will never grow without
tlie crown ; but the crown will grow if it be in the ground at

all with ever so little root to it. Some of our modern farmers

disband the turnover jjlough altogether, using the cultivator

exclusively iu the working of the fallows ; and certainly it is a

much better and a much cheaper mode than the old fashion of

ploughing and harrowing. But my opinion is that a medium
between the two extremes is much the best, and quite as cheap
as working exclusively with the cultivator. I prefer to put the

cultivator two or three times through, with intervening har-

rowing, until the couch, &c., is worked out aud kept at the top
sufficiently long to ensure its destruction ; and also of having
the surface so perfectly pulverised as to ensure the growth and
destruction of all the seeds of weeds, after which I want to see

the other side of the soil, when some more couch, previously

unseen, and another crop of annual weeds is sure to be the re-

sult of fresh soil brought up. The practice of some farmers is

always to plough the land one stereotyped depth. Now I hold
there is great economy in varying the depth—once in a course

of cropping. When it is fallow, I prefer to have it thorouglily

bottomed ; then, cost what it may, I want it ploughed as deep
as it well can be ploughed. The leys and general seed furrow
I plough a moderate depth ; but after the sheep I prefer either

to plough very thin, or, if the field is not so clean as desirable,

I use the cultivator instead of the plough. I consider that
plongliing various depths is not only a great saving of actual

and direct expenditure—four inches deep not taking near half

the power of eight inches in depth—but is also most economi-
cal, inasmuch as the evUs of the old beaten, almost waterproof
bottom is avoided. The importance of autumn cultivation, in

an economical point of view, cannot well be overstated. It is

a well-known fact that couch-grass and other weeds do not
make much progress so long as there is a good crop of corn on
the ground ; but let the corn crop be removed, the rubbish
will at once begin to grow and prosper. One class of weeds
wiU then be taking firm root hold ; another wiU be ripening
and maturing its seeds ready for a future crop ; and if you
allow the weeds undisturbed possession of the ground for about
six weeks after harvest, then plough the ground a nice depth,
the couch roots wiU be preserved in good health, and the seeds

of weeds, then fully matured, will remain in a dormant state

for months or years, as the ease may be, until they are turned
up again, when, if the land is in good heart, a luxuriant crop
or crops is sure to be the result. But why allow this if we are
to farm with economy and profit ? These weeds must be de-
stroyed, aud the sooner after the harvest the better. The cul-

tivator must be used, the couch-grass and the roots pulled out
to the surface, and the surface so pulverised as to compel the
seeds of weeds to genninate. If this is done, no matter how
much rubbish, if it is fairly got to the top aud shoot out, and
left to bleach until the winter, it may then be quite safely

ploughed in ; it will cause no more trouble. It will certainly

decay in the ground, especially if it is buried a good depth. It

is not easy to estimate the importance of this in an economical
point of view. The diifereiice in the expense between cleaning
the land in this way, and of allowing the weeds to increase,

greatly impoverishes the land, whereas it derives great benefit

from atmospheric influences in the process of these autumn
fallows. The economical farmer will also be careful to apply
the proper kind of manure to his various crops, and he will

also be careful to apply them at the right time. A great deal
more effect is produced from manures thus applied tliau when
improperly applied. It requires good judgment and some ex-
perience to know when the application of artificial maniu-es is

likely to pay. It is folly to expend money in manure, if the crop
has other difficulties to contend with—if the laud is in a rough,
unkind state—if it is foul mth weeds—or if it is wet forwant of
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draining ; but if it is clean, if a good tilth has been oljtained Ijy

using the cultivator freely, and other circumstances are favour-

able, a judicious outlay in manures will almost invariably

leave a large profit upon the outlay—I say a judicious outlay.

The different kinds of crops require different nourishment, just

as the different kinds of animals require different kinds of food

suited to their constitution, and supplied at the proper time,

i. e., frequently. I don't believe in a heavy dressing of manure

once in two or three years, any more than I believe in sup-

plying au animal with food to last him two or three vreeks.

The animal will not only waste his food, but he will not thrive

at all ; he will be glutted one day and famished the next. I

would not only su])ply tliis laud with nourishment every year,

but two or three times a year where it is practicable. It is

sound philosophy not only to get the land iuto good heart, but

to keep it in good heart. As a matter of economy the proper

direction and supervision of the farm labourer is of importance.

It is like a complicated machine, wheels within wheels, and if

it is not properly constructed and directed breakage and loss is

the result. I am convinced that a difference of more than 35

per cent, is often made in the amount expended in labour, at-

tributable entirely to tlie general direction. Instance the dif-

ference in the manner in which the dung-carrying is done. In
one case the carter loads his own cart, then goes along

with the cart to its destination and unloads it, perhaps in small

heaps on the land—^the spreading to be another operation ; the

consequence is that the horses are about half their time waiting

for the man, and the man about half his time waiting for the

horses. In another case you may see three men loading the

cart, and one horse in the cart. Just as the cart is loaded, a

boy with an empty cart and two horses makes his appearance.

He transfers liis trace-horse to the loaded cart, and away it

goes. There will l)e other boys to drive, and trace-horses ac-

cording to the distance the manure has to go. At the other

end will be two men spreading the manure out of the cart

direct to the land, which they wUl be able to do just fast

enough to keep the fillers at work. Thus there will be a

steady stream of manure going out, and nobody waiting, and
nobody overworked. Of course the same remarks apply to all

carrying operations. There is great economy in paying the

men by the piece instead of by the day, whenever it can be

done. Not only is the work done cheaper, but it is more just

to the men. If one man, in consequence of more strength or

skill, can earn more than another, he ought to be paid for his

strength and skill. In conmion justice to ourselves we are

bound to pay for work done, and not simply for time spent.

Wo are bound to encourage skilled labour in every way we can,

for we are becoming more and more dependent on it ; and if

the farmer is uot sufficiently master of his business to be able

to estimate the value of the different kinds of work done, and
to let it to his men at a fair price, he must suffer the conse-

quence of his want of skill. If a tradesman or a professional

man is not skilled in his business what is the consequence ?

Why, he has to go to the wall. So it must be with the farmer.

It is said that there are secrets in all trades, and if the farmer
does not know the secrets of his own profession woe betide

him. Knowledge is power, but practice makes perfect ; and
it is only by diligent, intelligent attention to the practical part

that the farmer can qualify himself for the successful prosecu-

tion of his business. Sec how carefully and expensively the

professional man is educated and trained for his profession
;

but when he is fairly afloat in the world what can he do with-

out practical skill or good abilities in fuU practice ? An im-
portant lesson may be learnt from the commercial and manu-
foctnring world. If you walk round a large manufactory you
will not fail to observe what careful attention is given to the

very minutiae of economy. The very existence of the manu-
factory depends tipon this. A difference of one per cent, in

the expense of the productions of the manufactured article

would often be fatal to its success. The large fortunes that

have been reaUzed by some of the manufacturers is, as a
general rule, the result of small (often very small) profits upon
a large trade. Such is the severe competition amongst them
that aU and every of the essentials of capital and skill, all the
modern discoveries of machinery and chemistry, with the most
rigid economy, is brought to bear, or success is hopeless. Al-
thongli his profits are now much smaller upon each manu-
lactured article than formerly, yet, in consequence of a much
larger production, by means of modern appliances, his income
does not suffer, but otherwise. Is it not even so with the

farmer? He is engaged in a severe compel itiou with the

whole world, and, so long as the malt-tax is on, a very unfair

competition. He requires all modern apphances with skill and
industi-y, and he can make two blades of grass grow where one
grew before. He can grow two quarters of corn where one
grew before. And if so with ordinary seasons and ordinary

markets, shall we despair of success ? By no means. But
another very important lesson may be learnt from the manu-
facturer. You will always find him paying most attention to,

and producing most of that particular article for which there is

most demand, and on which there is most profit. You will

always find him quickly adapting himself to the wants of the

times. He will not bestow his capital and skill upon au article

for which there is no longer a good demand. The price of

wheat has gradually declined until it is now 40 per cent,

cheaper than it was a few years ago. The price of butcher's

meat has gradually increased untU it has become nearly double

what it was 15 years ago ; and this is not au accidental state

of things. It is the natural effect of certain causes which wiU
continue to operate in perpetuity. Then it is quite evident

that if the farmer would succeed he must not foUow the old

routine. He must not do so-and-so because his father and

his grandf^ither did so before him. Of course he must con-

tinue to grow corn, and the more the merrier ; but it must be

done on a restricted number of acres, so as to leave an in-

creased area for the production of a much increased quantity

of summer and muter green crops. Our corn crops must be

the natural result of the green crops, and of the heavy live

stock kept to consume those green crops. The production of

butcher's meat must be our primary object, to which we must
look for our chief profit, and the growth of corn a secondary

object. There are several other points of rural economy upon
which I should like to have touched, such as the importance of

labour-saving machines, of providing, but especially of pre-

paring, suitable food for the various kinds of stock, of doing

the right thing at the right time, of attending to the practice

of economy in the commercial transactions of the fann, of

buying in the cheapest and selling in the dearest market, &c.

I wUl conclude by reminding you that economy is not frugality

or parsimony, but the economist is described in the dictionary

as oue who manages his affairs well. Gentlemen, I thank you
for your patient attention, and I hope where I have misappre-

hended the subject, you will set me right, and that we shall

have a good discussion.

Dr. SiiORTiiousE said every one present must say that the

subject given by Mr. Stables was a most excellent one. It was

the best that he had ever heard. It was certainly manifest to

all that gi-owiug of com would not pay. He then referred to

the new assessment, and said the rateable area had been in-

creased, and he also referred to the lavisli expenditure of money
in the county, saying, let them bring their interest to

bear, and say to the magistrates, " Now your area is increased

one-half, instead of your having a rate at Id. in the £, let us

have it at a halfpenny." The subject, he was glad to see, was
going to be brought forward at one of the clubs. He had

never seen such lavish expenditure of public money as there

was in the county of Surrey. They had idiotic asylums, gaols,

and palaces, and they were splendid palaces, which they were

called upon to support, and economy was therefore necessary.

He would just say something about sheltering of sheep. Mr.

Mechi had said that temporary shelter for sheep could be had

for Is. 3d. per week. In keeping sheep under shelter in cold

weather they would not lose that quantity of fat as if they

were kept out in the dripping wet and cold, their fat being

consumed in keeping up the heat of the body.

Mr. Wmkeh thought that economy in starving stock or land

was no economy at all, and he must give Mr. Stables credit for

the subject he had given them.

Mr. Smith said although he was uot a farmer, he must say

that the subject introduced by Mr. Stables was a deeply in-

teresting one. It was notorious that England was a receiver

of raw produce, which she manufactured, and by manufacturing

the raw produce she received she grew rich. He thought the

more that live stock was attended to, the better it would be for

England. It had been said that although the British farmer

coiild produced the ox, he could not produce the poidtry ;
but he

must say that when looking rouud Leadcnhnll market he saw

\'ery good poultry there. They could uot get so much out of

poultry as they could out of stock, but he thought poultry was

worth a farmer's consideration. He could not help it if Ids
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graiKlJauglitcv pvcfovred sitting in the parloiu- uiul playiug the
piano instead oi" taking an interest in wliat was in the yards.
In I'ouelusion lie hoped they wodd not neglect the jjoultry for
the ox. It had given hiiu rancli pleasure in listening to the
subject Mr. Stables liad favoured tlieni witli.

Mr. Walton wanted to know a little about the seariiler. A
great deal had been said about it, Ijnt his ineu did not care to
use it. lie had got a scarifier in his yard, and he wanted to
know how to get it from there. Was he to plougli fu-st, and
then cut his sods into pieces, and must he t]\en put in his
scariiier, and if he could not niove it then with six horses must
he put on twelve ? lie must say that this scarifier liad com-
pletely scarilied him. He had a lot of sheep, and he fed tl\eni

with oil-cake and other food, .but he had uo turnips for them.
If he said to his man, " How do the sheep get on P" lie would
say, " O, pretty well, but they want turnips." Turnips,
turnips, was all he heard of ; but he wanted to know how
to get them. Now about the shelter of sheep. To put shee])

in a yard and carry their food to them, and then to have to
carry away their dung—he did not consider that would be
economy.

Dr. SiioUTTiousE said it was temporary shelter he meant.
Tliey could get asphalte very cheap, and it would last 20 years.

Mr. Walton was sorry to say that it would not. The
cpicstioa was whether it would pay to keep sheep in their yard,

and then carry their dung out on their turnip laud. Was it

economy to put in rye and tares for the sake of getting the
sheep's dressing ? Perhaps he would tell them when green
summer crops could be grown mth advantage.

Mr. Wood said he was going to answer with regard to
feeding sheep under sheds so as to have their dung carried out.

He did not know the number of the Farmer's Magazine, but in

one of the numbers of that periodical, which should have a
place in every farmer's library, there was a most excellent paper
which had been read at the Loudon Farmers' Club, and it was
there stated tjiat it had been carried out with advantage. He
must say that the subject they had that evening listened to was
a most excellent one, and he was much obliged to Mr. Stables
for it.

Mr. Brown said they had got to thank Mr. Stables very
much for even putting them in mind of economy. It was good
for them to be put in mind of economy. As they had Ijcen

going on, they had every reason to act with economy. With
the price of wheat as it was now, they would iind that after

they had paid for the labour and all other necessary expenses,

they had very little left as profit. In the way of sheep,

where the land was sticky, if they were to put them
in a temporary place at night only, tJiey would be able to

lie down and sleep with comfort ; otherwise, if they were left

out they would lie dovra with trembling. He did not approve
of making all their dung with sheep ; that he did not think

would answer. With regard to horned stock, many had not
got covering for them, and when they saw them in the yard
they must know that they were going Ijack. With regard to

the sale of stock, they must not expect to get high prices, but
still, as Mr. Stables had said, he hoped they would get better

prices than they were at present getting.

Mr. Walker was not opposed to occasional shelter for

sheep, and also having a good lambing shed. He thought
there was nothing like sheep for land. They not only trod in

their dung, but there was also their urine, which was of so)ue

value to the land, and he thought that, when practicable, they

should have sheep for the land. With regard to stock—and
he was now speaking of his own experience—lie knew that

stock got fat in warm places, and they got fat with half the

quantity of food. If they kept stock in cold places it would

take aU the food they gave them to keep them, but they would
not get fat. With regard to green crops—if Mr. Walton
wanted to sow rye and tares, the best time to sow them was in

tiie month of September ; but he did not think a good farmer

would grow much of that stuff. He (Mr. Walker) did not

recommend this at all. What he would say in reference to

this was, get out the tares as soon as possible, and tlms

get your land as clean as possible. To sow rye and tares he

should say the best time would be September or the beginning

of October ; but he would not advise his doing so at all. He
never did it himself. With regard to swedes, he thought they

ought to be in by May : he intended to have his in by that

time. He had grown tares, but he grew them for horses ou
corn stubble.

Mr. Walton said he had put out the question Ij', cause he
had tried rye and tares, and he had a notion that they were
valuable, lie had tried a piece of land to get it into heart

by rye and tares, and in the year 1SG2 he grew four quarters

of wheat to the acre. After that he thought he would have
wheat again, and he sowed tares, and as the tares came off

he sowed winter turnips. The whole canu; off in time for

him to put in wheat on the 25th or 2Gth of September, and
it was now the finest piece of laud he had. By the tune they
met again he should be able to tell them whether it was a
success or not.

Mr. Wilson tliought they were diverging from the subject
for that evening's discussion. Having referred to the practice

of economy, he said it was not economy to starve their horses,
neither was it economy to pay their labourers 10s. a week,
wluch, he was sorry to say, was the case in their neighbour-
hood. Eeferring to the number of horses he kept on his farm,
he said that some had told him that two horses would do the
same amount of work as four. Now, what was he to do, a
cockney farmer like liLmseK?
A Voice : Try both.

Mr. Wilson went on to say that he saw many old farmers
in the county still patronise the four-horse round plough, but
his men did not like it. He formerly kept five horses on his
farm, but he had come to the determination of only keeping
four. He should like to know if that would be economy ? He
had wished to do without a boy in ploughing, but he had been
told that with a turnwrest plough it could not be done. With
sheep, he quite agreed with Mr. Walker, that their proper
place was ou the land. During the late hard frost he had his
sheep fed ou swedes in the yard, but he must say that he
sboidd not like to cart away all their dung on to the
land.

Mr. HuMPiDGE said they were very much indebted to Mr.
Stables for the subject he had fiivoured them mth that even-
ing. It was a subject brought forward for discussion, but he
must say that they bad not had any discussion on it. They
had diverged from the suljject of economy, and gone on a sub-
ject relating to the land. Mr. Stables had advocated deep
ploughing. He should like to know whether it would be ad-
visable to do so on a chalky soU, and where there was not
much soil over the chalk, and whether it would be desirable to
do so on such soils so as to bring up the chalk. He (Mr.
Humpidge) was an advocate for deep ploughing, and he was
ploughing pretty deep now on a chalky soil, but'he should like

to know if it would Ije desiralJe to bring up that chalk. With
regard to the keeping of three horses, where the work was said
to be rather too much for two, he had tried the experiment,
and he had found it to answer most admirably. Mr. Wilson
had said that he had come to the conclusion of keeping four
horses where he used to keep five. He should say to him keep
three only, for two might lie made to do the work generally.

Now, with regard to the manure, Mr. Stable had said he kept
two men spreading the dung. It had always occurred to him
that it was a hindrance to throw it from the cart. He had
thought it would be better for a man to follow and spread the
dung after it had been taken from the cart. With regard to
education, he thought a farmer could not be too well educated.
They had a great deal to learn, but they could not learn too
much. There was a gentleman present who was a stranger to
the members of the club, but lie hoped he would not be so
long. He had made some remarks with regard to the keeping
of poultry. He (Mr. Humpidge) would say that they picked
up a great deal of corn that would otherwise be lost and wasted.
He must certauily say that chickens thrived remarkably well.
He once heard of a housewife saving £300 from the poultry,
and when her husband wanted it she gave it to him. Such a
sum from such a source would be very useful in these hard
times. He would not advocate deep ploughing on all occa-
sions. With regard to the shelter of sheep, he should say that
it would be a very difficult thing to do so for a permanency.
[Dr. Shorthouse : It was not for a permanency ; it was only
temporary.] He thought cattle could be kept with more ad-
vantage than sheep. 'Wlien sheep were kept on hot dung they
were liable to get the foot-rot. The foot of the sheep grew very
fast, and when they were kept on hot dung they got the foot-
rot. With regard to rye and tares, he did not think it would
pay to sow them where the land was clean. He thouglit they
could more advantageously sow stubble turnips for spring, and
he had known them grown with advantage. He must thank
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Mr. Staljles for the subject he liad giveu them that evening,

and whicli he must say was most excellent.
_

The CiiAuaiAM said liis duty that evening was an exceed-

in"-ly easy one. All he had to do was to reciprocate the

opinion of others. He did not think that they had had such a

subject for some years. He did not say that in any way to

seek to disparage what liad been done before. Having re-

ferred to the number of papers they required during the year,

and that the vitality of that club depended upou them, he went

on to say that lie agreed with Mr. Walker that it was most

practicable to have the sheep upon the land. They had had

a paper some time ago read entitled " Stock v. Corn ;" but Mr.

Stables, with his paper, had gone a great deal further with the

subject than it was on the occasion to which he had alluded.

He quite agreed with Mr. Staliles in not wishing them to grow

more com, but to grow more of green crops. They should

grow more corn on a less area, and more green crops on a less

number of acres. Mr. Stables had chosen his sulyect most

suitably to the times, as the present was a time to act with

economy. They would find that economy was practised in the

counting-house, and in every manufactory economy was most

carefully practised. He was quite sure that economy on the

part of the farmer was most essential. Prom the time he got

up in the morning he began to give directions where such

horses should go, and where certain men should go. His eco-

nomy began thus early in the morning, and continued up to

the time of his going to bed.

Mr. ST.U5LES said, with regard to the scarifier, he would just

make one remark. Mr. "Walton had the same difficulty as

many others had to contend with, namely, the men wanted to

be the masters. He would recommend them to do this :—Ask

who was master, he or they. His men had one alternative,

cither to obey his order or go about their business. He could

not see how sheep were to be housed temporarily. Sheep, in

his opinion, did not want housing. They bad a fleece of wool

sufficient to protect them from the cold. Witli regard to what
Mr. Walton had said, he held that nothing could be done un-

less the land was clean. He had asked what was the time to

put in his rye and tares. He would say to him, get the land

quite clean first, for if the land was not clean he woidd not

have the tares. Mr. Brown had a little misapplied what he

had said about better times coming. He did not think that he

said anything about their getting high prices. With regard to

what Mr. Wilson had said about ploughing with three horses,

he thought that the work done by a turnrise plough more than

compensated for the extra horse. With reference to spreading

dung as quick from the cart, lie.thought a man would spread it

just as (juickly from the cart as he would from a heap.

Mr. UuMPiDGE said there was a difference.

Mr. Stables said there might be, but it was a very little

difference.

Mr. Hall (to Mr. Stables)—^You said about having two

men to spread the dung from the cart. How much would two

men spread in a day ?

Mr. Stables said that was a very difficult question to

answer. He (Mr. Stables) would make one remark about the

poultry. There was a good price got for their poultry and

eggs, and poultry manure was very good, and more than com-

pensated for their trouble of keeping. He had his fowl house

cleaned out every day, and the floor spread with ashes, and

they made a great deal of manure in the course of a year.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Stables brought the meeting to a close.

THE HEALTH OF CATTLE AS AFFECTED BY THE DIFFERENT SYSTEMS

OF LIQUID JMANURINa.

The agricultural public lie under many obligations to the

medical profession for the assistance afforded every now and

then relative to the health of cattle ; and at the present time

we have to thank Dr. Cobbold and others for their invaluable

researches in lielminthology. There is no one fact in natural

history that has lieeu more satisfactorily determined both from

experiment and observation than the liability of cattle to be

affected with intestinal and other worms, when fed on certain

kinds of food, or feeding-materials of a certain quality ; and

the deteriorating consequences that follow sheep-rot or flukes

in the liver may be quoted as one of the most familiar exam-

ples—one, too, that is applicable to ourselves as well as to our

domestic animals. There are, however, many other examples

whose historical and physiological details are not so well un-

derstood even as sheep-rot itself, little as we know about it,

but upon which the above and other medical writers are at the

present time throwing much fresh light ; so that there is rea-

son to hope that the general body of farmers will soon become

sufficiently acquainted with the subject so as to be able to pre-

vent the growth of these parasitical pests, and thus preserve

their live-stock iu a more profitable state of health than is at

present experienced.

The question which we purpose discussing in this paper is

the effect produced on the health of cattle wlien fed upon the

produce of different systems of liquid manuring, including the

old system of irrigation or water-meadows, sheep folding, the

application of town-sewage to land, together with the liquid-

manure practices of Cliina, Holland, and other foreign coun-

tries.

There cannot be a doubt that the flooding of land in warm
weather or during the heat of summer with river-water or the

sewage of towns is calculated to promote the growth of a vast

variety of insects, and that a large number of these arc led by

instinct to prey upon and infest cattle, and even the human
race, in more ways than one. But before entering upon tlie

details of the proposition thus enunciated and involved, it may
be as well in the first place to call in question the soundness of

the theory now too commonly taught, that our own bodies and
the bodies of our cattle are the natural grounds for the pro-

pagation of these parasites, for the order of creation at the be-

ginning of time, as regards the present inhabitants of our

globe, proves the contrary, at least so far as man himself is

concerned, and also our domestic animals. In other words,

the parentage or progenitors of the flukes that now infest the

livers of sheep, and of the hots and worms that are found in

the intestines and flesh of auimals, and of man himself, existed

before the sheep, ox, and man existed, and it would be absurd

to suppose that this prior existence was not natural. The one
half of the lovper creation may have preyed and lived upon the

other half, but that is no valid argument for concluding that

because flukes are now found living in the livers of man and

beast, they were consequently at the beginning created in the

livers of man and beast, i.e. man was created withjhdes iit, his

liter ! or that Adam was created with worms of any kind in his

body ! or that the sheep was at first created with flukes in the

liver ! and so on. All such absurd doctrines in natural history

must be tossed to the winds as out of date a century at least.

It will no doubt be said, in reply to this refutation, that the

curse pronounced upon creation on the fall of man gave a new
nature as it were to these parasites, and that ever since man
and beast have been infected by parasites of the kind in ques-

tion, consequently that the new order of things must now be

considered tlie natural one, so that the primitive rule of para-

dise has become the exception.

Into a speculative controversy of this kind it is not our

purpose to enter on the present occasion, and therefore we
shall concede, for the sake of argument thus far, by taking

things exactly as they now are. But the intelligent reader

will readily perceive that this concession is not assuming that

the primitive law of Nature has been abrogated, but the con-

trary ; for, granting that it has become the exception, it still

exists, and therefore the parasites in question may propagate

their species in certain localities out of the bodies of man,

sheep, and black cattle, in perfect harmony with the laws ot

their nature. In point of practical argument, this is the grand

question of questions, that to which we wish to turn special

attention ; for, if flooded grass-land, or stagnant shallow water

in which vegetation and the decomposition of vegetable matter
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abouiid, IS tlie uatiiral habitatiou of flukes and the other para-

sites, according to tlie primitive hiw tliat parasites now infest

our cattle under the existing order of things, tlien it is mani-
fest that the application of sewage to grass-land, on the flood-

ing principle, involves all the apprehensions to which Dr.
Cobhold and the medical profession are now turning our
attention; and consequently, that the more scientific, artilicial,

extensive, and sounder establislied practices of China, llolland,

and other places, should he followed by the Britisli agricul-

turist—of course, under all the improvements involved in

vastly superior chemical and mechanical appliances.

We are not an alarmist under any circumstances, and, there-

fore, while we keep closely in view the more enlightened liquid-

manure practices for future adoption, we at the same time ad-

vocate the more practical doctrine, viz., to the land with the

sewage of fowiis on the flooding jmnciple, if a hetter system
cannot l)e carried into immediate effect. According to the old

proverb, " Home was not built in one day," and so is it with
the progress of improvement in tliis as in every other branch
of agriculture. We get to the toj) of the ladder step by step :

some clever peoi)le, it is true, go up two steps at a time ; but

for all that, the step by step folks are never far behind. In-

deed, it may safely be said that the single step is the safest

practical rule, and to this rule the successful utilization of

sewage is no exception.

Such being the peculiar position of things, the practical

question resolves itself into the best plan of preventing the

growth of parasites in our sewage-flooded meadows, and in

the bodies of our cattle. Granting that sewage-flooded mea-
dows form a natural habitat or breeding-ground for those

parasites that infest our live stock, yet certain physical

conditions are necessary for certain species of parasites in

order to enable them to multiply ; such being the natural re-

quirements, it follows that if we can by artificial means de-

stroy those requirements, we at the same time prevent the pro-

pagation of the whole brood of parasites that now infest our-

selves and our cattle, a brood \A'hich at the present time is

giving rise to grave apprehensions in the minds of not a few
economists.

The work of prevention in question has reference, firstly, to

the best method of applying sewage to the land on the prin-

ciple of gravitation, or flooding, so as to keep down the pro-

pagation of certain parasites, whose ova are presumed to be in

the sewage, to a minimum ; and secondly, to the best method
of cropping tlie land thus manured, and consuming its pro-

duce, so as to prevent our cattle from being affected with
worms, or to prevent a lax condition of the tissues and a
morbid state of the fluids, calculated to promote the growth of

worms in the bodies of our cattle.

Into the details of these two practices we cannot go, as

they form two separate and distinct subjects that would
require two correspondingly different headings to do them
justice. All, therefore, that we can say on the first subject is

briefly this—that if live ova are in the sewage, or present in the

land to which water or sewage is applied, and if that water
or sewage is allowed to stagnate under the heat of the sun,

so as to supply the natural liquid conditions necessary to their

being hatched, then the upshot need not be told ; for, in a

very short period of time, such conditions nill soon give birth

to a brood whose number the best arithmetician dare not at-

tempt to calculate. These, again, are presumed to enter our

cattle in various forms—along with the vegetable produce of

such lands ; or liy attaching their ova to the coats of animals,

who take them into their stomachs by licking the parts ; or by
puncturing the skins of animals, and depositing their ova ; or

by entering the respiratory organs with the foul air inhaled,

and so on.

Such being the facts of the case to which we propose con-

fining our observations, they may be resolved into the following

three practical questions, viz.

:

First : Can the sewage of towns be so doctored by chemical

means as to destroy the ova of the parasites in question, or

otherwise neutralise its tendency to ])roduce them, or its fit-

ness to support life—granting that the conditions to hatch

the ova are present—without, at the same time, injuring the

fertilizing properties of the sewage ?

Second : Can the ordinary produce of land, such as Italian

ryegrass or meadow grass, which has been manured with town
sewage or liquid manure of any kind, on the principle of

gravitation, and consequently under less or more stagnation of

the fertilizing liquid, be so mixed with other vegetable matter
possessing anthelmintic properties such as would prevent the

growth of worms or parasites of any kind in our cattle ?

Third : Can plants possessing anthelmintic properties suf-

ficiently powerful be grown, cither along with ryegrass or

other vegetable product, fit for feeding material for live stock,

under sewage culture, or be grown by themselves, and after-

wards mixed with the grasses, so as to produce a wholesome
diet for cattle ?

Generally speaking, we aver that an affirmative answer may
safely be given to each of these three questions. No doubt,
on entering upon the practical details of each, many qualifi-

cations may be necessary ; hut, in this respect, they are only
similar to aU other questions in agriculture of a kindred cha-

racter, #n not a few of which the exception becomes the rule,

owing to the many imperfections attending the Ijest-pcrformrd

manipulations of the agriculturist. Thus how often do we
find two neighbouring farmers exerting all their skiO and pro-

fessional talents to carry out into practice identically the same
theory ! yet results prove that very great differences must
have existed in the more minute details of their respective

practices ; in other words, the two practices, in point of fact,

were different, otherwise the results of both would have been
similar. Fallen Humanity is even prone to father Nature,
with all her shortcomings ; but, when brought to the clear

light of day, her illegitimate offspring leave no doubt in the
mind of the observer as to their true parentage ; and it may
safely be added that sewage-farming -will be more than or-

dinarily prolific in this respect. But in doctoring sewage, or
the land to which it is to be applied (for both problems are

included), or the produce of land that has been manured
with sewage, or iu growing new products, the practice is, Ijy

hypothesis, iu each case assumed to be successful ; otherwise
it ftills to the ground as an abortive experiment. If, on tlie

other hand, the reader liesitates to subscribe to an affirmative

answer to the first question, then the Chinese, Flemish, and
other liquid-manure practices may be quoted, in whicli in-

sectivorous life is destroyed, although the produce may by
over-luxuriance be etiolated, and hence liable, under certain

conditions, to produce a relaxed state of the tissues, and
eventually worms, intestinal, skin, and other maladies of a
kindred character.

But we need not go so for as China, or even the continent

of Europe, in search of counter-examples ; for the old familiar

practice of sheep-folding affords tangible evidence to the con-

trary—that the fresh droppings of sheep and neat cattle may
be applied to land without producing worms, even when the

animals themselves are greatly infested with them, such as

sheep turned into a field of fallow when under the last stage

of sheep-rot. In the second and third examples, equally

strong practical evidence might be quoted iu support of the

general conclusion, did our limits permit.

It will no doubt 'be said, in answer to the old practice of

sheep-folding, that the droppings are not doctored by chemical
means, and hence that it is not applicable to the proposed
practice in question. But the objection thus raised is easily

refuted ; for Nature supplies the chemical means in this case,

which art or tiie farmer is presumed to supply in the other.

The reader who has not studied the chemistry of the parasitical

life in question from a practical point of view, must be re-

minded that very little change is necessary to produce very im-
portant results ; for if a nostrum is applied of a repulsive in-

stead of an attractive nature, the upshot will be no parasites,

but, vice versa, an abundance if the nostrum is attractive.

Taste and smeU have been pronounced by the highest authori-

ties in this branch of science to be two chemical processes

;

and it is a well-established fact that these two processes, taste

and smell, have much to do in the propagation of the parasites

in question. We readily grant that the practice involved in

this " repulsive doctrine" is surrounded with many difficulties
;

but in conceding this, we must also, at the same time, remind
the reader that such difliculties do not stand in the way of dis-

covery in chemical science. In point of fact, they are, on the
contrary, the finger-posts that indicate the line of progress

—

"necessity being the mother of invention."

The general conclusion to be deduced from these observa-
tions is obviously not so unfavourable to the application of

town sewage and other liquid manures to land, on the principle

of gravitation and flooding, as not a few economists at the pre-

sent time are apprehensive, provided tlie practice is properly
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carried out in accordance with the whole of the requirements

involved, as demanded by the health of our cattle. In other

words, uuder properly improved management, the health of

cattle 'may be preserved ; whereas under the old, antiquated,

and objectionable routine the contrary will be the inevitable

result. Over-luxurious and etiolated herbage, produced under

the Chiuese, Flemish, or any other system of mauuring—as an

extra dose of guano—will produce had health and worms ; so

that the differences between certain practices that are inimical

to the health of the farmer's live stock involve a practical pro-

blem not very easily solved in accordance mtli the demands of

successful farm practice. The two practices may, in point of
fact, he followed ))y two different farmers with the most oppo-
site results. * * *

MALTING BEANS AND PEAS FOR CATTLE.

[We have been requested to publish the subjoined corres-

pondence.] •
[Copy].

The Hall, Aiflelorough, Norfolk, April 20«, 1865.

To the Right Hon. the Chancellor of the Exchequer, &c., &c.

SiK,—The fanners have undoixlitedly a right to feel obliged

to the concession made in respect to malting corn for cattle.

It has been proved beyoiul doulit, if properly managed, to be a

most valuable condimeut witli other food, especially for sheep,

and were it not for the indispensable restriction of grinding it

would be more so, and there woidd at this time be a veiy large

quantity used for lambs, with succulent grasses, especially beans

and peas. It has been my opinion for many years that nialt-

ing for cattle would one day become an art and a study, if the

trade could be thrown open ; and the more I learn from prac-

tical results the more I am convinced of the fact that brewers'

malt is not the essence of perfection for feeding purposes. I

was very anxious to have tried a few score of beans and peas

malted for my flock (about 1,000 head), but the grinding ren-

ders the trial as valueless as that published by the Board of

Trade ; and they have now only to seek for mihiassed informa-

tion to test the truth of ray assertion. My intention was te

have had these beans and peas slightly sprouted, and not too

highly dried, and ungronnd ; my object being to render them

brittle, easier for mastication, lighter for digestion, tliereby

more nutritious and not so heating as the raw article. The

farmers and the jn^blic will shortly know their doom. But

surely if your plans are not sufficiently matured to give us total

repeal (from information derived from the Inland Revenue

Office, which appears to take especial interest in the malting

and In-ewing monopoly, if their report, as published by Mr.
WUliam Gurdon, is to be taken as a guide) this session, ar-

rangements might be made to grant the free and imrestricted

use of beans and peas. I am not aware it eoidd in any way
interfere Avith the revenue. No douht the present stjde of

English beer is a compound difficult to define, Imt I have not

been able to ascertain beans and peas form any part in the

decoction. If it would not be considered pj'csumption, I should

like to know, in tlie event of the malt-tax not being repealed

for a season, whether there could not be some arrangement

made relative to the unrestricted use of beans and peas for

feeding purposes. Many of my brother-farmers are anxious to

know your views, and if we are likely to have a chance given

us to compete against the extraordinary importation of fat

cattle—a most serious consideration to every grazing district.

I am a farmer, and have been somewhat largely concerned in

landed property in several coimties, for thirty years, as agent

and public valuer, and the sentiments I have expressed are

entertained by a very large majority of the tenants. Agricul-

turists seldom or never unite or interfere with state or political

matters ; but the severe pressure that now hangs over them,

and indeed every branch of their calling, has aroused a strong

feeling of suspicion that their passive, and, I may add,

loyal demeanour, has acted prejudicially against them, and that

the hackneyed phrase, " the farmers' friend," has been a snare

and delusion, and it is now time they should put their

shoulders to the wheel. I have repeately been told you are

ever ready and willing to hear all sides, and I must plead that

as my excuse for thus trespassing on your valuable time.; and
I trust you \iill be able to arrive at a just verdict, and by
judicious legislation place the farmers in the position to pay
their fidl quota of tlie incomctax ; for it is contrary to common
sense and reason for them to pay only 3d., if their present

condition is sound, while the rest of the community are charged
Cd. We live in a free country, and every Englishman ought
to contribute win iugly towards the support of its liljeral iu-

stitwtionsj but I thiuk it is admitted on ail sides that the m^alt-

tax is unequal, oppressive, and not in accordance with free

trade principles ; but in the same breath we are obliged to

add, " how are we to spare the money ?" It is an old adage
" where there's a will there's a way," and I hope you will be

able to solve the problem and satisfy yourself—some parties

wUl be sure to grumble. The malt-tax I presume realizes, in

round figures, £5,000,000 net. I trust you will shortly be

able to announce you have £3,000,000 to spare towards its

repeal, leaving £3,000,000 to be made up. Select £40,000,000

of taxes, to which add 5 per cent, so long as required. That

will raise £3,000,000, which, if the taxes are equal now, no

oue can complain of. Draw out a graduated scale for raising

£1,000,000 under Mr. Gurdon's plan, or some modified adjust-

ment, and tlie difficulty is solved in the opinion of one who
begs to subscribe himself, with great respect,

Your most obedient and humble servant,

Tiios. Pisiier'Saiter.

[Copy.]
" Inland Revenue, Somerset House, London, W.C.

2nd Auffust, 1865.

"Sir,—On the 21st of AprU last, the Chancellor of the

Exchequer referred to this board for their consideration a

letter you addressed to him on the subject of malt for cattle-

feeding purposes. This board regret the delay that has taken

place ill their reply to your suggestions, but much time has

been occupied in the experiments that were necessarily re-

quired. I am now to inform you that there wUl be no oljjec-

tion to your using ungronnd malted beans and peas, or barley

malt crushed under rollers, provided the linseed or linseed-

cake be first mixed and crushed at the same time with it, and

that samples pass the examination at this office ; unground
barley malt cajinot, however, in the interests of the Revenue,

be allowed to be used for cattle-feeding purposes.
" I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

" Wm. Cqrbett, Sec."

[CCPY.]

"The Hall, Attleborough, August 4th, 1865.
" Sir,—I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of

the 2nd August, relating to malted corn for cattle, for which I

am obliged. With regard to beans and peas, if I understand

yom- letter correctly, there are no restrictions ; therefore, I

can have them malted at any malt-office nearest to my occu-

pation free of duty. The restrictions on barley remain the

same, w\i\\ the exception that it may be crushed uuder rollers

with the linseed, instead of being ground.
" AUow me to remain, Sir, yours most obediently,

" Thomas Eisiier Salter.
"W. Corbett, Esq."

[Copy.]
" Inland Revenue, Somerset House, London.

"Sir,—Your letter of the 4th instant, addressed to the

secretary, having been laid before the Board, I am directed

to acquaint you that peas and beans may be malted, duty free,

for eattle-feediug, without any restriction, except, that the

process must be conducted at an entered malt-house, and that

the maltster must give the local officer twenty-four liours'

notice before he steeps the peas or Ijeans, and keep them at

all times separate from grain or malt in the malt-house.

Barley or other grain, malted duty-free for cattle-feeding,

remains subject to all tlie established restrictions, except that

the malt may be crushed under rollers with the linseed or

linseed-cake, instead of being ground ; but a sample of the

mixture must l)e submitted for approval.
" I am, sir, your obedient senant,

"Apam Young,"
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EXPERIMENTS IN CATTLE FEEDING.
Last spring, Mr. A. Smith, Stevenson Mains, East Lothian,

who has given much attention (o the f;it(cuing and rearing of
stock, liaving a pretty large (juantity of potatoes on hand
about tlie time wlien he was beginning to feed olf his cattle,

thought of trying how they would thrive on a potato diet, witli

the usual quantity of oilcake. The cattle were accordingly
fed off with tlie potatoes, and throve so well on them that he
resolved on testing the qualities of the root still further this

season, by feeding from lirst to last entirely on potatoes. He
at the same time, for his own guidance iu carrying out the
pulping system, to which he is a convert, made a separate es-

permient to test its value as against feeding in the ordinary
way with sliced turnips. A lot of cross-bred shorthorn stirks,

rising two years old, were bought by him at the Linton Oc-
tober market last autumn, and divided as equally as possible

with regard to condition, size, and so forth, among three

courts. The lot numbered twenty, sis of which were to be fed

on potatoes, seven on ])ulped turnips, and seven on sliced tur-

nips, with the usual allowance of straw in each case—the

pulped-fed cattle gettmg theirs chopped. From the moment
they entered the courts, up to the month of March, when the

wliole of them for the first time, and in the same proportion,

got oilcake and barley-meal to finish off, the cattle were kept

exclusively to their own kind of diet.

A very short time served to show which was the most
nutritive article of food. Almost from the first the potato-fed

cattle took the start of their neighbours, and, to use a racing

phrase, were never headed, but came iu at the finish a good
way hi advance of the others. They took to the potatoes with

the greatest relish, and never gave the slightest indication of
" hoveii " all the time they were being fed on them. In fact,

no beasts could have given less trouble or anxiety from the

day they were put into the close till they were taken out in

the early part of May—a period of about seven months.
WhUe the experiment was thus satisfactory with regard to

what we may call the No. 1 court, it was not the less so 'as

respects No. 3—the court containing the cattle fed on pulped
turnips. These also, almost from the beginning, evinced a

superiority over their neighbours fed on the sliced turnips.

Tliey were decidedly in better condition, and brought more
money—perhaps the best test of all that they had been better

fed. The cattle, as we have said, when they went into the

courts, were placed as nearly as possible on an equality, and
their difference of condition at the end of the experiment was
solely due to the difference of feeding. The average price

obtained for the lot was £17 5s. each. They were sold pri-

vately, the value put on them by the purchaser—a dealer of

judgment—being as follows : No. 1 court, £17 15s. each ; No.
3 court, £17 5s. ; and No. 3 court, £16 15s. Li otl«r words,

the potato-fed cattle brought 10s. a head more than those fed

in the ordinary way.

The value of the experiment consists of course iu the expense
of raising the dilferent lots, liecause if No. 3 court were fed off

cheaper than No. 1 court, no inducement is offered to make
any change from turnips to potatoes. This point can be satis-

factorily answered. Each of the courts was supplied with a
daily allowance of turnips carefully weighed or measui-ed, and
it was found that while in the case of the No. 3 court the seven
cattle consumed 11 cwt. of turnips per diem, those in No. 3
court were well and better fed with t) cwt., or 2 cwt. per day
less. This was a direct saving iu the cost of the turnips ; but
it also saved, a matter of some consequence, the expense of
carting the extra quantity from the fields, which could be much
more easily and profitably eaten off by sheep as they lay in
their drills. As a set-off against this, there is, no doubt, to be
placed the cost of the pulping ; but this is not a veiy serious
matter. Mr. Smith does not employ steam for the purpose at
Stevenson Mains, but has a one-horse power machine, which
he finds answer extremely well. The amount of work which
it gets through is large, amounting to about 3 tons per hour,
amply sufficient for the wants of a pretty large number of
cattle we should fancy. There is also the wages of the girl
who'attends the pulping machine when it is in motion ; but
making every allowance for these items of expenditure,' Mr.
Smith is quite convinced, from his experience of the system,
that it is, when properly conducted, in every way more profitable
to pulp than to give cattle the turnips simply sliced. His ex-
periment this year seems to prove that not only can they be
fed on a less quantity of turnips, but that they bring a better
price when fat than the others.

Taking the value of a ton of turnips at 10s., the average
weekly cost of feeding the No. 3 cattle amounted as nearly as
possible to 4s. 6d. per head, while the No. 3 cost about Is. per
head more. The calculation can easily he made, and will be
found as stated. But the potato-fed cattle show a considerably
greater saving. The courts were put under the charge of a
careful and experienced cattleman, whose instructions were to
note'down exactly the amounts consimied in each close. Erom
the book which he kept, we find that the six cattle in No. 1
close only consumed a weekly average of about 15 cwt. of po-
tatoes, which at 35s. per ton gives 3s. l^d. as the expense
per week of feeding each beast, and feeding it £1 per head
better than with food that costs 3s. 44-d. more money weekly.
It is also to be remarked that the potatoes used were un-
marketable, in so far that the firsts and seconds had been
selected from them, and were only available for the starch
mill or for feetling purposes. So satisfied is Mr. Smith with
the result of his carefully-conducted experiment in potato

-

feeding, that he intends continuing it next year on a larger
scale. He has no doubt as to its being the most profitable,

as it is undoubtedly one of the easiest, modes of iiUtcuing
lean cattle for the market.

—

Haddington Courier,

THE CULTIVATION OF THE FINEE KINDS OF BAELEY.

The great and permanent improvement which has heen made
upon agrieidtnral produce of almost all kinds by a judicious

and weU-condncted system of culture, must be too obvious to

even the most careless cultivator of the soil to require any
lengthened comment iu these colimins.

Above all, the great and stiU. increasing attention which has
of late years heen paid to the cultivation of the different va-

rieties of tlie wheat plant is a matter of no small congratula-

tion to the farming community. The unique and somewhat
remarkable collection of the difl^erent varieties of wheat ex-

hibited recently in Edinburgh by Mr. P. Sherriff is at once a
proof of the great interest taken in the matter, and the success

which has already attended the raising of new and improved
varieties. So far as the wheat plant is concerned, farmers

have now such an extensive assortment of red and wliite.

bearded and plain kmds to choose from, that no one need have
any dillculty in making a selection of seed likely to suit his

particidar soil. Indeed, as not imfrequently happens when
there are too many good things to choose from, there may be
some difficulty by-aud-by in coming to a decision at all among
such a rapidly-iucreasing and rapidly-improving coUcclion of
varieties.

As so much has been done for the improvement of the wheat
plant, which unfortimately for wheat growers is not bringing
a very remunerative price at present, and iu all probability is

not likely to bring a high price soon, it has been suggested to

us that sometliing might be attempted in the same way for the
improvement of the other cereals, and especially of barley,

which cau still be cultivated with less risk aud more profit than
wheat,
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With regard to the improvement of tlie quality of barley,

the matter is one of so much importance that it is surprising it

has not attracted more notice, and been entered upon at least

with nearly as much spirit as has characterised the operations

of the gentlemen who have brought the wheat plant to its

present condition . Now, however, that a little more dependence

will in all likelihood be placed upon the cereal, it may con-

fidently be expected that more attention will be paid to its cul-

tivation ; and the present time seems a favourable opportunity

for bringing the matter under the consideration of all whom it

may concern, with some chance of obtaining a hearing.

In the cultivation of barley, as well as of the other cereals,

there is no doubt that some attention must be paid to quantity

as well as to quahty. In dull times such as the present, or

indeed in any contingency of markets brisk or dull, a few ad-

ditional quarters to dispose of will always be a matter of no

small value to the tenant farmer.

In the case of the finer kinds of barley, however, quantity

may with little hesitation be sacrificed to quahty ; and the im-

provement of the quality is at present the great desideratum.

Maltsters and distillers are of course the principal buyers of

barley, and there is no \vay in which its quality can be better

tested than on thc^ malt floor. The wide difference wliich is

found by maltsters between almost similar samples of barley,

after they have been subjected to this test, is such as would

scarcely be credited by those unacquainted with the malting

process. It is particularly with reference to this phase of the

subject that we at present advocate the necessity for a little

more attention being paid to it.

The fine Norfolk barley, for instance, when placed upon the

malt floor, will be as far advanced for malting purposes in the

course of twelve days as the common barley grown in East

Lothian or Fife will be in eighteen or twenty days. This of

itself is of no mean importance to the maltster, especially if

his accommodation is limited and his orders are pressing, as it

gives him the advantage of having three floors in the time

taken by two. This, liowever, is a small matter when com-

pared witli the difference after it passes from the kiln. In the

case of the best English barley, the saccharine or sugary matter

becomes so dry, free, and pulverous in its nature, that it may
be taken and rubbed between the fingers like whiting or flour.

The result of this is that, when it comes to the mash and
wash-tubs, there is little or no sediment left behind. The
whole strength, indeed, of the grain has been extracted, and
in less than half the time required for the common Scotch va-

riety.

The more common barley never acquires this free and pul-

verous character. There is always somewhat more of a glu-

tinous nature about it, and the mash is full of hard granular

particles which look like a sprinkling of rice, and which, of

course, never yield the saccharine matter contained in them.

The process, therefore, is not only a much more tedious one in

the case of the coarse and common varieties, but the result is

also much more unsatisfactory. There is not only nearly

double the time consumed in the various operations, but there

is much more loss in the matter of refuse.

There is no doubt that there is much, very much, in soil and
climate which must be taken into account in producing su-

perior quality. With aU due allowance for these, however,

there does not seem any good reason why East Lotliian should

not produce as fiue a quality of malting barley as the eastern

coast of England. There is not such a wide difterence between

the two localities Imt that a much nearer approximation at least

might be made. Whether this might be best effected by a

regular and systematic change of seed from these more favoured

localities, or by cultivating and endeavouring to improve—as

has been done so successfully with the wheat plant—the finest

of the barley at present grown in the district, is a subject for

more mature consideration ; but there can be little doubt that

a regular changing of seed would have some effect upon the

produce. The sample might degenerate in the course of a

year or two ; but granting that it does so, there is stiU the

same course open, namely, to change the seed again. In this

way, if in no other, a nearer approach in quality than there is

at present to the finest Englisli barley might be kept up, not

without a little trouble certainly, but a trouble which would
ultimately bring its own reward in the higher price obtained

for a better article.

The subject is one which should be taken up by all whose
farms are adapted for carrying it out, and more especially at

the present time, when there is so much necessity for " making
the most of it."

SALE OF LONG-WOOLLED EAMS
Messrs. Salter, ofAttleboroughIIaU,held ouTbursday,Sept.l,

their fourth annual sale of Lincolnshire tups, descendants ot

the Biscathorpe flock. The reputation the Messrs. Salter's

sheep have already acquired in this neighbourhood, in addition

to the adaptability of the improved Lincolnshire breed for

crossing with the brown and black-faced ewes still in favour

with the Norfolk flockmasters, was an attraction sufficient to

bring together upwards of 150 of the most business men and
largest breeders in the county. This large company of begin-

ners, as the Messrs. Salter, it may be said fairly, term them-
selves, augurs well for the future history of the Attleborough

Hall flock. And when it is said that the flock at present is

only 200 stock ewes, and 100 shearlings were brought to the

ring for sale and letting, it will be farther beUeved that this

flock is full of promise. Of these, 80 were sold for £838 os., or

only 35s. under 10 guineas each. The remaining twenty were
young and twin sheep, or promised to grow into good two-
shears for next year. Wlien it is further said, as one may
judge, that only fifteen male lambs of the last year's fall were
withdrawn for wethers, it wUl lie allowed that the Messrs.

Salter have, in the drier climate of East Norfolk, fairly dis-

tanced many breeders of these sheep in their nativ e county.

To have half as many shearling tups as there were ewes lambed
down brought to the hammer as shearlings, in fine working
condition, and all nearly equal in value, with the few good
exceptions that always arise, according as the breeders re-

quiring them may think them adapted for their ewes, is cer-

tainly an accomplisliment that few men in the fourth season
can congratulate themselves upon. This, however, has no doubt
arisen in a great measure from the Messrs. Salter not
having flinched at the first outlay, nor at trying to
improve the character of their llqck by successive purchases of

the best sheep they could find—that is, so fiir as the tups they
have annually purchased M-ere thought to lie suitable for the

particular ewes they wished to improve upon.
In regard to the long wool retaining its lustre and quahty

of fibre in this drier and warmer climate, we may say that we
have never seen more nniformity of fine qualities ; and this

opinion was confirmed by Mr. W. Neal, of Ely, who has

bought the Messrs. Salter's for three years, and who said in a

letter to Mr. Simpson, the officiating auctioneer, on Thursday
last :

" I have said to many friends it was the best parcel of

wool we have sent to Bradford this season. The party to

whom it was sent say the same, and that it is very much
superior to the bidk of wool grown in our district." Some
of this the Messrs. Salter attribute to their practice of spread-

ing straw over the land ; for, as they say, much
damage is done to long wool by its being frozen

to the ground in winter, for the sheep on rising

break some and stretch more to an extent, that it afterwards

grows deformed, becoming " knotty," a defect which is very

injurious and therefore watched for by buyers. But from the

sheep having straw to He on, instead of hare soU or rooted

grass, on their rising the loose straw sticks to the sides of the

sheep, and falls off soon after from the heat of the body or

the sun melting the ice by which it was attached. This, liow-

ever, has notliiug to do with the lustre, and, so far as we
could perceive, this important quality is not in the least

diminished.

Among the gentlemen and buyers on the ground were, W.
Bagge, Esq., M.P., for West Norfolk, and C. S. Read, Esq.,

M.P. for East Norfolk ; Captain Caldwell ; Von. Stavereu,

from Holland ; Messrs. R. Leamon (Whitwell), S. K. Gayford

and T. and H. Gayford, E. Edwards (Bamham, Suffolk), W.
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JeUing (Tlietford), ami C. aud — . Jelliiiij, H. Aylmer (West
Derehaiu), W. Elliot (.Rushford), H. Wood (Mertou), J. Tur-
ner (agent to the Marquis of Bristol), W. Biddell (Uawstead,
Suffolk), Wells (Haveriaud), Reeve (Snettishain), G. Barton,

T. Matthews, juu. (Tonipsou), J. Gates (Brandon), A. 11.

Bartlett (.Tlietford), J. Peto (Barningham, Suffolk), &c., &c.

The prices the sheep made were of a very nuifonn charac-

ter, which indicates the " family likeness" of the flock more
than if a few higher prices had been made, and these had
brought tlie average up to the lU guineas. The highest

price was £20, which was given by JMr. Edwards, who bought
five others at prices between £8 10s. and £12 10s. Mr.
Turner bought four for the Marquis of Bristol at prices from
£10 to £12 10s. These arc for putting to pure Southdown
ewes, ^yhich shows the change which is undergoing the minds
of fashionable breeders before the liigli prices of mutton and
long-wool. Mr. Gayford of Wretham bought two at £13
and £9 each ; Mr. Seamon three at £10, £10 10s.

and £11 respectively. Mr. AV. Jillings bought No. 1

at £17, and two others. Messrs. J .& C. JiUiugs bought two each.

Captain Caldwell bought one at £1-1, aud one at £13. Mr.
Limmer bought i at store prices, which varied from £9 to

£12 lOs. Tlie remainder were sold according to their form
and the appreciation they met with Ijy the company. The
20 shearlings that were let made proportionate prices.

Of ram-lambs there were 35, which were let. The first

made £9 to Mr. Jlyhill. Mr. Tiugay took two at £7 10s. Seve-

ral were let at £6 the pair, some at £5, aud three at £3 the

pair for the season. These of course will return, if they do
well, and be some of the sliearHugs for next year's sale. It is

here generally considered that strong lambs, if taken good care

of, improve by beiug used as rams. Lambs are greatly pre-

ferred for begetting lambs for fattening.

Fifty shearling ewes were offered, as the Messrs. Salter wish
their neighbours to try some of their breed, as against the

brown-faced ones of their own flocks. But only 3 ewes
exceeded the up-set price of £3, and these made G3s. and
60s. each.

Before closing this notice of the Attleborough Hall sale, we
cannot do less than remark that the system of spreading straw

on the fields for sheep to tread in answers as perfectly as we
said last spring it promised to do. All the roots are here
sown with one ploughing 11 inches deep, and notliing can be
expected to look better than they now do. As will 1)e remem-
bered, the quantity of corn fed per acre was about one ton, as

the roots were last year so few. Beyond this, no other

manure has been used, and on these 11-inch furrows, or rather

depth of mould, there are some wonderful mangold, capital

swedes, and white turnips, and, for the season, those crops are

unusually clean. This may in some measure be accounted for,

after the showery weather we have had, from the seed of

annuals near the surface after the 11-inch turning-over having
had time to vegetate, aud were therefore harrowed up at the

time of sowing the crop. These roots will be nearly all consumed
as before described. About two-thirds will be taken to adjoin-

ing fallows, and one-third be fed in some cases on the field for

the barley or spring oats. The cartage saved by this practice

is of immense importance. The improved condition of the

land is, however, of greater importance. The present stubbles

will be as usual forked over, to raise out the few roots of

twitch that will gather by the end of a course. This is done

at the cost of 2s. Gd. to 3s. per acre, and is no doubt the

cheapest as well as surest method of keeping land free of this

troublesome plant.

Last year the Messrs. Salter were so hard up for feed for

sheep that they fed off a piece of lightly podded beans. This

makeshift, as it was looked upon at the beginning, proved so

advantageous that this year several acres of part beau and part

rape or turnips have been sown, and are being fed ofl' together,

the ewes having a few rods nightly. By this feed the ewes

are clean aud healthy, although they are on a piece of sappy

after-grass. They eat the stalk and aU dowii close, aud the

cheapness of this practice must be also greatly in its

favour.

There are some other interesting points worth noting, but

our space compels us to defer a notice of them.

The Chairuajv, after luncheon, having given " The Queen,"

and " The Prince aud Princess of Wales," next proposed " The
Army and Navy," coupling the name of Captain CaldweU, who
briefly retiuued tlirtuj».

The Chairman next proposed " The health of the County

Members."
Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., who received a hearty reception, said

he saw by the expression of some of their faces that they were

inclined to ask why he rose before Mr. Bagge. The East Norfolk

election took place a few days previous to West Norfolk ; and

lie, a young man, took precedence of their old and tried friend

Mr. Bagge. He could remember that he was a little boy at school

when Mr. Bagge was first returned for West Norfolk, and that

he then received his first black eye in vindicating the inde-

pendence of the electors on that occasion. Exceedingly pleased

he was to see Mr. Bagge looking so blooming and young, and re-

presenting them once more. He thanked them most heartily

for the kind way in which they had received the toast of the

county members, and remarked that it was one of the greatest

honours that had been conferred upon him in being associated

with a man so able and so hard-working as Mr. Howes. He
would not talk about the cattle plague or politics, or even

directly about the malt-tax, but he would say a word upon Mr.

Gladstone's "Malt for Cattle Bill." He took his sample

of barley, about this time last year, to market, aud
was bid uinepence per stone for it ; but he did not like the

idea of paying double the price for the same quantity of Mr.
Gladstone's mixture. He therefore kept his barley and bought
malt, and, from his experience, he was perfectly satisfied with
the result. But what he wanted was, that they should be

more accurate ; he wanted them to vary the experiment in

every possible way, so as to convince Mr. Gladstone that malt

food was not altogether a fallacy. His own experience was,

that malt shoidd not be used in very large quantities, but that

it was very useful as a condiment, seasoning a large quantity of

unpalatable food, and thus carrying out the scientific opinions of

chemical professors, who told them that it made a large amount
of the food they gave to cattle more palatable, more soluble,

and more digestible. Seeing so many practical men about

him, he asked and entreated them in the coming winter to try

a little malt, and give them unreservedly the results of their

experiments. There was one little bill passed at the end of the

old Parliament, " The Weight by Malt Bill," vi'hich was passed

for the express purpose of taking off the extreme pressure of

the malt tax upon the occupiers of heavy laud. In his opinion

it did no such thing. They would find that almost every

sample of barley from off the light land was coarse and heavy,

and he thought the proper title for the bill would be " A bill

to grant facilities to the maltster for importing light, bright,

and foreign barleys, to the further prejudice of the British

farmer."

Mr. Bagge, M.P., who was also most warmly received, was

sure that, in all his excursions through West Norfolk, he had

never met with such a reception, particularly in the neigh-

bourhood of Attleborough. Generally speaking it was frost

and snow in that locality ; but he concluded that, being under

the hospitable roof of Mr. Salter, one side or the other would

receive him thus heartily. That was the first time he had

ever done himself the honour of attending Messrs. Salter's

meetings, but he trusted that it would not be the last. He
again tlianked them for the warm reception they had given

him, and resumed his seat amid expressions of favour. He,
however, again rose, and proposed the health of the Chair-

man.
Mr. S. K. Gayford, in returning thanks, said he was much

indebted to them for the kindness evinced towards himself, and
he thought they would agree with him that the stack-yards of

West Norfolk were seldom, if ever, worse filled aud in worse

condition than they were this year. When they looked round

that well-filled barn, and stepped out upon the green hills,

and saw that the sheep-pens were also well filled

and that the animals were of good quality and in fine

condition, they would say that there was never a rule with-

out an exception. He had known a good deal of Mr. Salter's

transactions, and that he had spared no pains aud expense

to bring his sheep to perfection ; and he was much delighted

to see such a company present, because he felt certain tliat

there must be a good sale. If there were any present who had
purchased Mr. Salter's sheep, and mixed them with tups of a

different breed—whether two or three of Mr. Salter's tups v.-ith

two or three of any other breed—aud had not produced a flock

of lambs such as they liad wished, they must not be disap-

pointed, because he felt that the result was certain. Every

flockmaster's object ought to be to select his ewes so as to get
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them as rnucli alike as possible, never losing sight of civiality,

a fair quantity of wool, and perhaps just now a large quantity

of wool. Some at present might be large purchasers of beasts,

and it was certain that every man present would put his hand

on his beasts to know the feel of the skin ; but there was just

as much in the pelt of a sheep as there was in that of a buUock.

Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., in proposing the health of " The
Flockmasters," associating with the toast the name of Mr.

Bartlett, was happy to say that at tlie present time wool and

mutton were fetching capital prices.

Mr. Bautlett feared that lie should cut a very poor figure

with many of tlie large flockniasters around him. He con-

gratulated them on their election of members for the county,

and said that the acquaintance of the tenant-farmers was as

deserving of cultivation as tliat of the landlords. Having
complimented Mr. Salter upon his excellent shov>' of sheep, lie

thanked them for the honour paid him.
The Chairji.oj then proposed "The health of Messrs.

Salter."

Mr. Saltek, in responding on behalf of himself and
brotlier, said they were proud to see so many present, and
they should be proud to meet them for years to come. He
felt tliat they must have given some satisfaction to his friends

and neighbours, else he should not liave increased his number
of visitors so largely ; and assured them that lie liad done his

best as a farmer, to produce such animals as lie believed were
required by them. It was his endeavour to combine wool and
mutton, to get Lord Walsingham's Down carcase under a long-

wooUed fleece ; and he thought, that in the lot of sheep he
exhibited that day, that was nearly accomplished. Nothing,
he continued, should be wanting on his part to merit a con-

tinuance of their support and confidence, and he hoped that

none would be disappointed in any animal they might purchase

or hire, adding that no reserve bid had been put upon any
animal, and that 100 out of 115 which he had bred would be

put into the ring for competition. He concluded by proposing
" The Strangers," coupUng with the toastthe names of Messrs.

Biddell and Turner.

Mr. EiDDELL, after expressing the pleasure he felt in being

present at that meeting, said he had the cattle plague upon his

farm, although he had not purchased any animals for eight or

ten weeks, and although liis cattle had not been within 400
yards' distance of any other animals. Whether the beasts be-

came infected through the atmosphere, or the disease was con-

veyed to them by tliose pests, the flies, he must leave to those

more learned in such questions ; but he recommended all, if

they would not be the losers in a pecuniary point of view, to

join associations which had for their object the relieving of the

losses of their neighbours. He congratulated them upon the

opportunity they had of replacing the buUocks by a kindlier

and more profitable animal ; for, as far as he was a judge, they

had a good article in Messrs. Salter's sheep, which were well

adapted to the purpose to which tups were applied. It was a

prevalent opinion that the disease in cattle affected beef-eaters,

and he, therefore, recommended them to turn tlieir attention

to tlie growth of mutton.

Mr. Turner also responded.

Mr. Wood proposed "The health of the Wool Buyers,"
coupling with the toast the name of Mr. Neal, of Ely.

Mr. Neal said he had purchased the wool off Messrs.

Salters' sheep for some years past, and pronounced it to be of

superior quality, and in very much better condition last year

than he liad previously kno«'n it. He sold it to a gentleman
in Yorkshire, who stated that it was the best parcel he had
purchased that season. There was no doubt but that tlie long
wool commanded the higher price, and he advised them to cul-

tivate it, recommending Messrs. Salters' sheep as fitting animals
for producing the staple required.

Captain Cald\\t;ll proposed " The health of Mr. Simpson,"
to which Mr. Leamon added the name of " Mr. Bacon."

Mr. Simpson returned thanks on behalf of Mr. Bacon and
himself. After alluding to tlie fine quality of the sheep he had
to offer that day, he concluded by proposing " The Ladies,"
and associating the name of Mrs. Salter with the toast.

Mr. Bagge was taken by surprise to liear Mr. Simpson con-
clude by proposing that toast, as he had reserved it for him-
self, and had intended, in proposing it, to apologise for the ab-
sence of tlie Hon. T. De Grey, who should have proposed it,

but was in the North shooting grouse. He hoped that he
would be present next year.

SHEEP SALES AND LETTINGS.
MR. DAVY'S LETTING.

The Owersby rams of this year presented, on Monday, Sept. 4,
a marked and very commendable improvement over last year

:

indeed, considering this is only the fourth season of Mr.
Davy's special attention to ram-breeding, his progress in

hitting oil' the public demand does great credit to his judgment
and energy. Owing to the high price of wool and mutton,
breeders have been determined in securing sheep for stock

wliicli promised to produce great fleeces and carcasses that

would puU down a heavy scale. How far this is right in prin-

ciple we shall have occasion to argue more fully, in connection
with other flocks, in the descriptive notices we shall have to

give below. While, however, Mr. Davy's are of this great

size there is every requisite quality in his breeding-ewes for

him to warp his sheep when he sees fit to forms and sizes

whicli, we wU at once say, we consider more lasting and
reliable for producing great weights of wool and mutton per

acre. As tlie fashion goes, Mr. Davy is undoubtedly success-

ful ; for wliUe it takes some years to get a fashion fixed in the

pubhc mind, it takes longer to change the views of whicli a

fashion may be composed. Agriculture generally, and sheep-

lireeding in particular, are not exceptions to this action of the

human mind.
By the prices we have to record, it will lie at once seen that

Mr. Davy had every reason to be pleased with the largely in-

creased company which attended his auction-letting, and also

that the bidders were well pleased with Mr. Davy's sheep.

The large number of 120 rams, viz., 70 shearlings, 36 two-
shear and l-l three-shear, certainly composed a very imposing

and attractive sho\v. Their great size, heavy coats, and mascu-
line lieads (the skin of the latter organs being generally of the

admired blue tinge) caused more than one ram-breeder and
other good judges to speak of them, as a whole, as being in

every way suited to the wgnts of the day. 13ut with the

figures we have before us further comment on our part would
be superfluous.

The 70 shearlings let for £1,038, or, within a penny or two
of an average of 11 guineas each ; the 36 two-shear, and the

14 older sheep bringing the general average for the 120 to

£13 Is. Gd. each.

The first strikingly noticeable sheep was No. 8, an animal
of good form, legs short and true, and he carried a fleece of

good weight and fine quality. This sheep, in our opinion,

will turn out to be as good an animal as any on the ground

—

particularly if tlie present fashion should change sooner than
it at present promises to do. He was taken by Mr. Duddiug,
of Garthorpe, at £26. The next one was another excellent

sheep, and, being larger and of good form, with fine pelt and
bold head, as well as of a fat nature, he caused a good bit of

spirited competition and was soon let at £76 to Mr. Game,
which adds additional interest to the high price he made, as

this name will be recognized as one familiarly known in

connection with the Cotswolds. Mr. T. Cartwright, a

ram-breeder, hired the next one, at 31 guineas: this was
a good thick sheep, of fair form, with a peculiarly pleas-

ing expression of countenance upon a good bold frontis-

piece. Mr. John Clark took No. 15 at £30, Mr. S. Hobbins
No. 17 at the same figure. No. 19 made £31 to Mr.
Mayfield for the Dogdyke flock, Mr. Dickinson took No. 33 at

£31 10s., Mr. E. Davy took No. 24 at £17 10s., Mr. Byron
took No. 28 at £36, Nos. 32 and 34 made £19 and £30 to Mr.
Haseltine, No. 33 was taken by Mr. Codling at £30, Mr.

Game took another. No. 40, at £18, No. 43 was taken by Mr.
Bartholomew at £18 10s., Mr. Richardson took another at

£18, and Mr. Shrapley one at the same price. In the older

sheep, Mr. Chatterton took No. 75 at £35 10s., Mr. Kirmau
No. 90 at £19, No. 110, a three-shear, was taken by Mr. T.

Brown at the good price of £40, Mr. G. Clarke No. 113 at

£34, Mr. R. C. Howard No. 113, a compact sheep of good

quality, at £33, and Mr. Marshall No. 118 at £18. These few

quotations will, it will ttndoubtedly be thought, fully bear out

our remarks on the successful manner in which Mr. Davy has

pursued this branch of his extensive agricultural business.

i This notice of the Owersby flock would be incomplete unless

we made some reference to its clip of wool. There were 950

fleeces, and their net weight was 375 tods. As may be judged,

a large number of the fleeces were only two to a tod, and most

of the rams cut considerably over the lilbs. The whole clip
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—ewe, tup, and shearling together—was sold on the 14th of
June last at GOs. per tod. Wlien those figures arc carried out,

and it is found that this g-rowth amounts to over eleven hundred
pounds sterling, il is not at all wonderful that the better judg-
ment of some farmers, in regard to form and symmetry, should
he carried away by their feelings respecting a " good skin,"

that is, a hea'^'y fleece.

THE BRANSTON.
These sheep sustain their well-known character for extra-

ordinary size and great weight of wool. As Mr. Marsliall

says, " It is far more easy to work a ftock uj) to an ainied-at

character than it is to preserve whatever marked traits the

judgment of a breeder may cultivate." Eut as Mr. Marshall
has, in addition to his own four hundred breeding cvv'es, the

advantages which belong to working with some relatives who
possess several hundred more ewes, the issue of the Branston
flock is tantamount to the produce of a very large stock.

Sheep-breeding is like " change-ringing " on bells—if the

number be doubled, the " changes " will be several times in-

creased : tlius, in sheep-breedin-g, under good judgment, every

hundred added to the Mock adds many years to the time that a
flock may be kept together without any danger of degeneration

from in-and-in breeding. Some idea of the substance of Mr.
Marshall's sheep will be gathered from the following facts :

A three-shear ram weighed the enormous weight of 31 stone

121b. ; a four-shear weighed 28 stone ; a two-shear 27 stone

41b. ; another of the same age 27 stone ; three shearlings, in-

tended for home-use, average 22 stone 911)., the heavier one

pulling down 23 stone 121b. ; two four-shear ewes weighed
the great weight respectively of 22 stone 111b. and 21 stone

81b., the latter being far from ripely fed. The produce of

the wool of these sheep is also something extraordinary for

the average per head. It cannot be expected that every fleece

of this flock, with its great size, is of the finest quality
; but

much of it is ; aud there seems to be but a sixpence or a shil-

ling a tod difference in the somewhat coarse fleeces of 18

and 201bs. weight and the lighter clips of ordinary qua-

lity. Of course, the very fine and lustrous fleeces com-
mand a high figure for making imitation alpaca and
fine mixed fabrics of wool and silk. But as the demand for

flannel shirtings, and blankets is now great, and the serviceable

fashion with tourists and sporting as well as business men of

wearing cloth suits with rough surfaces continues, there is no
present prospect of a fall in this character of wool ; therefore

quantity, when the form of animals is not neglected, is cer-

tainly more profitable at present, from the public demanding
it, than is that fineness without lustre, which only conies into

competition with the shorter wools, and- which are at lov.'er

prices from the production of them now being so great in

Australia, Hungary, Austria, and other parts of the continent

of Europe, where the production of long-wool is either impos-

sible or the yield is limited, from the climate being too rarified

and otherwise unsuitable.

This year Mr. Marshall had 180 rams to let and sell,

120 of which are already disposed of. Mr. Marshall cultivates

a foreign trade, which he has the better been able to do from
having travelled a good deal in continental countries, lie has

for years been sending sheep to the following places :—Aus-
tralia, New Zealand, Cape of Good Hope, Natal, Buenos
Ayrcs, lliver Plate, North America, Canada, Germany, Hol-
land, Denmark, Prussia, and Austria. These facts we mention

as points of interest to show how the sons of Old England,

when they become colonists, like to try experiments with home-
breeds of sheep, the profits of which, in respect to wool they

now hear so much of; and there is thus also shown the great

foreign trade now done in these sheep, and how it is such

foreign nations as Holland, Belgium, and other easily-reached

countries were trying to improve their breeds for supplying the

English markets with mutton.

THE TEMPLE BRUER SALE.
The Temple Bruor rams sold on Thursday, Sept. 7, although

they made the fair average of nearly 10 guineas eacli,

were, comparatively speaking, barely half appreciated.

One of the most inconsistent and anomalous expressions

now prevalent is often applied to sheep of the Temple Bruer
stamp, which are said to be suitable for breeders who fat their

own shearlings, but not for breeders who sell at April Fairs !

This governing principle, or rather proceeding without any true

principles at all, is altogether an almost incredible inconsistency,

or breeders must be i)rcsumiug greatly on the judgment of the

men who go to April fairs to buy. If compact sheep, with wide
quarters supported on truly-formed and stiff legs, be tJie more
protitable stamp to aim at producing where breeders fatten off

their own " hoggs" or " wedders," surely, looking from a rent-

paying as well as a public or general point of view, the same
cliaracleristics must be equally valuable for those feeders who
do nut breed but have to buy at spring fairs. If this be so,

Lincolnshire sheep-breeding is reduced in some cases to the

practice pursued by the razor maker—one sort is brought out

for use aud another class to sell.

We need not enter into leugthened individual criticism of
tlie sheep brought to the ring by Mr. Robert Howard on
Thursday last. It is the general outline and style of move-
ment by the whole that one must judge Ijy, to be correct. It

is no secret that the O.'cford Down was originally a direct cross

between the Hants and Cotswold breeds. Nor is it studiously

kept as a secret l)y Mr. Kirkham that the superiority attained

by the Biscathorpe flock is due to the way the raw-boned, pri-

mitive Lincoln has been judiciously brought iuto form and toned
down by the more elegant, and, before " coddling" animals
was thought to be a scientific proceeding, the more
profitable Leicester. Nor, again, is it any secret that
iMr. Howard has used some of Mr. Kirkham's best-quality

sheep.

We have said the lots averaged nearly 10 guineas. This
comparatively low figure cannot be attributed to their

vvant of size, for they were big enough in all reason. Their con-
dition and quality, too, as displayed in tlie firmness and abun-
dance of their flesh, and in the natural lustre of their wool, were
subjects of some comment and approval : and judges seemed
to have a growing feeling that there was something
very good about them, if they could not screw their

minds up to a full assurance that there were signs in the sheep

before them that must some day teU on the flocks of the neigh-

bourhood and county. Under this condition of iutellect and feel-

ing, a few lively nibbles and respectable biddings were, however,
made. Mr. Dean bought 3 sheep, at £16 lUs., £24 and £30
respectively ; Mr. Bartholomew bought 3, at £18 IDs. for one,

and £17 for the other; Mr. Gilbert, of Blankney Heath,
bought 1 at £18 ; Mr. R. AVright, of Nocton Green, bought
1 at £14 10s. ; Mr. E. Dawson, of Glensworth, 1 at £14; and
Mr. Woolhouse, of Wellingore, bought 1 at £30. The re-

mainder were sold at the usual prices given by store breeders

for sheep with short legs, who fear that, therefore, they

will not beget lambs that at April fairs will " well top the

trays," that is, show the back above the hurdles

!

PETERBOROUGH NEW FAIR.
Mr. C. Clarke's Ashby-de-la-Lund rams, which were

sold by Mr. Law, made the highest average of the day.

They v/ere a lot of excellent shearlings, 50 in number, and
they made £832, or an average of £16 12s. 9d. each.

Mr. Parr, a ram-breeder, bought No. 25 at £50

;

Mr. Godfrey bought No. 23 at £46, Mr. Yoeman No. 27 at

£32, Mr. Sampey No. 28 at £34, Mr. Burrows No. 30 at

£21 10s., Mr. Clearny No. 1 at £21, and Mr. Daintree, near

St. Ives, bought one at £49. This result is undoubtedly fully

merited by Mr. Clarke, who has for many years spared neither

time nor expense in attempting to l)ring his flock up to a first-

class standard.

Mr. Caswell, of Laughton, obtained the next best average,

which was £14 15s. each for 50 shearlings. These were fine

sheep, and some of them were of good form and quality. No.
17 was bought by Mr. Caswell of Quadring at £50. Mr.
Thorpe bought two at £18 and £20, Mr. Eordbam two at £17
and £19, Mr. Checkley two at £17 10s. and £21, Mr. Bird

one at £21 10s., Mr. Eve one at £20 10s., and one. No. 24,

was bought for Earl Grey at £17 10s.

Mr. Caswell of Poiuton ran third, making an average of

£14 12s. 6d. each. No. 10 was bought by Mr. CoUingwood
at £70, No. 11 by Mr. AVallis at £18 10s., No. 13 by Mr. Sis-

man at £18, No.' 20 by Mr. Goodliff at £28, No. 25 by Mr.
Lojigdale at £18, No. 26 by Mr. Beaton at £22, No. 30 bv

Mr. T. Tryon at £21, and No. 40 by Mr. Wright of Nocton
Heath at £45.

Mr. Thomas Kirkham, of Audleby, near Caistor, had 60
shearlings sold by Mr. Briggs, the average of which we were

unable to get, but the following- good prices were made ; No,

Y 2
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8 was bought by Mr. R. Howard for the Temple Bruer flock,

at £40 : No. 9 by Mr. Topham, at £38 ; No. 10 by Mr.

Robiuson, at £32 ; No. 31 by Mr. Salter, Attleborough Hall,

at £21 • No. 51 by Mr. F. Isles, at £23. Mr. Pratt, near Peter-

borough, also bought three, at £18 10s., £13 10s., and £16

10s. respectively ; aad one was bouglit for Earl Grey at £20.

Many of these sheep were, as usual, escelleut for symmetry and

quality.

Jlr. Greaves, of Bloxham, had 30 shearlings, which were

also sold by Mr. Eriggs. Mr. Swain bought No. 1, at £21

;

Mr. Pringle (a Scotchman) bought No. 9, at £53 ; Mr. Pog-

son No. 10, at £36; Mr. Pank No. 11, at £17 ; aud Mr.

Frith No. 2-i, at £21. There were some very useful sheep

among this lot.

Mr. Williams, of Carltou-lc-Moorlaud, had 24 shearhng

and 5 older sheep ou the ground, and tliese were partly offered

by Mr. Briggs ; but as they came to the ring rather late, and
buyers were short, the greater part of them were passed or

withdrawn. We were iuformed that afterwards some of them
were disposed of at satisfactory prices. Among them were
two enormous 2-shear sheep of fine character, one of which
was let to Mr. Topham at £30. There was a deal of fine form
and general cliaracter about many of these sheep.

Mr. AV. Cliaplin, of Tathwell, had 16 shearlings offered by
Mr. Briggs, but we were unable to obtain the fidl result.

Mr. Topliam, near llugby, also placed 30 shearlings in

Mr. Brig'gs' hands, who sold them at fair prices. No. 8 we
heard sold at £17 10s., and No. 10 at £16 10s. These sheep

were very useful for crossing purposes.

Mr. Walesby, near Wragby, brought 21 shearlings ; hut as

the day turned out they came on rather too late, and had not

therefore so good a chance as their merits deserved.

Mr. P. Cartwright, of Dunstan PiUar, had 40 very useful

shearlings offered by Mr. Mann, aud they made fair prices, the

leading ones being £14 for No. 34, to Mr. Kingsley ; £18 for

No. 16, to Mr. Tarrell ; £19 for No. 18, to Mr. HiU ; and

£37 for No. 15, to Mr. Luster. This flock appears to be

rapidly improving under Mr. Cartwright's independent judg-

ment and indomitable energy and perseverance.

Mr. R. Wright, of Nocton Heath, had 36 useful shearlings;

but as this was the first appearance at Peterborough, of selec-

tions from this flock, aud more sheep than buyers being on the

ground, the figures realized were not equal to those which Mr.
Wright has been in the habit of receiving at the Lincoln fair,

which falls next week.
Mr. Burditt, from near Kettering, brought 20 shearlings, but

they had too much of the Leicester iforni aud coat to suit Peter-

borough customers on such a heavy day, and they were taken

home again.

Mr. W. Kirkliam had 72 offered by Mr. Fox, but they did not

make anything more than prices varying from 5 guineas to £9.

Among the other lots were Mr. George Clark's, of Canwiek,

which numbered 37 shearlings and 5 two-shear ; Mr. Wilkes's,

of Croxton Kerrial, 25 shearlings ; Mr. Hack's, of Buckmin-
ster, 33 shcarHngs, which were leggy, and otherwise not

admirable ; Mr. Waltham's 24 shearlings ; Mr. Fisher's, of

Weston, 50 shearlings, which sold from 4 to 6 guineas each.

And 20 shearliugs of Mr. Cartwight's ; but these sheep had
been far better prepared for the butcher.

In the market-place, the trade for store lambs and stock ewes

was somewhat slower, and lots hung on hand late in the day.

The new market-place in course of construction in close prox-

imity to the High-street wiU be a most advantageous change in

the right direction for the improvement of the accommodation
in this town on market-days ; for what with miscellaneous

stalls, stock, and machinery, circulation is almost stopped at

times. Messrs. Amies and Barford had their usual extensive show
of their own manufactures ; in addition to which, as machine
agents and dealers, they liad selections from the stocks of all

the best agricultural engineers.

SPARKENHOE FARMERS' CLUB.
aiEETING AT LOUGHBOROUGH.

This very prosperous Agricultural Society held its annual
show on Wednesday and Tluusday, Sept. 6 and 7, at Lough-
borough, in tlie ])ark of Mr. Warner, ou the Leicester-road. The
situation affords a most extensive area, with a good turf and
numerous spreading elms and chesnuts, on seats under which
the visitors found a pleasant and shady rest. A lofty marquee,
capable of accommodating nearly a thousand people, was fixed

opposite the hall for the dinner. The society ofi'ered nearly
£900in 460 prizes.

The attractiveness of the programme was in no small degree
due to the liberality of the people of Loughborough. The
visits of the Sparkenhoe Club are sought by many places, and
if its committee yielded to the solicitations they receive, it

would soon spread the area of its exhibitions over England,
instead of being, as at first, limited to a single hundred of the
county of Leicester, from which it derives its name. The
ground presented a gay appearance during the day; for,

whatever may be the vie«s of agriculturists as to the propriety
of trimming sheep, the ladies who visited the show did not
fail to sport their gayest hues in the bright sunshine.
The shadow of a great threatened calamity, however, hung

over the sliow of stock, and reduced its number greatly, many
being deterred from sending their auimals from fear of possible
contagion, amongst others, the Earl of Howe, the Earl of
Aylesford, and Earl Spencer not sending their animals ou that
account. Last year there were 123 entries of cattle, this year
only 74, and of these no less than 24 entries were al)sent.

There were 121 entries of slieep last year, tliis year only 75 ;

pigs, which were last year 59, fell to 40 ; horses, from 164 to

127, and poultry from 316 to 201. Though small, however,
the show of cattle contained some very fine animals, especially
bulls, oxen, and fat cows. A piece of plate or money to
the value of £10 offered by Mr. W. Perry Herrick, for the best
in the two classes of fat animals, was awarded to Mr. John
Lynn, of Church farm, Stoxton, Grantham, which also took
first prize of £10 for fat cows, The second prize in the same

class was won by Sir John H. Crewe. Mr. G. F. Mitchell, of

Newton Solney, Burton-on-Trent, took the first prize of £10
for fat oxen with a fine shorthorn. A longhorn belonging to

Mr. R. H. Chapman, of Upton, Nuneaton, took the second
prize. Mr. C. Bosworth, of Dishley, Loughborough, carried

off the fijst prize of £10 for an aged bull, to which M'as also

awarded a £10 cup, given by the inhabitants of Loughborough,
for the best store animal. C. W. Packe, Esq., M.P., took the

second prize of £5 with another pure shorthorn, bred by him-
self. Mr. John Ironmonger, of Measham, Atherstone, took
the first prize of £10 for a bull under two years old, and Mr.
C. Bosworth, of Dishley, the second. The tenant-farmers'

classes were not well fiUed in number, and were only moderate
in quality. The shorthorns appear to he gaining g-round in

this district, judging from the show.
The sheep were the principal feature, though, as a whole,

they were scarcely up to the average. The long-wools were a

mixture of Leicesters, Liucolus, and Cotwolds, and were a
tolerably numerous and good show. Mr. Johu Lynn took first

and second prizes for shearling rams, with good animals of his

own breeding, crosses between Leicesters and Lincolns. Mr.
Lynn again took a prize with a splendid ram, a cross between a

Leicester aud a Lincoln. This ram was sold for 200 guineas.

Mr. Herrick, of Beauraanor, took first and second prizes for

fat wethers ; and Mr. C. Bosworth first prize for ewes, and
Mr. Herrick for theavcs. The long-woolled lambs, for which
Mr. Creswell, of Ravenstone, offered two prizes, were a very

good class, and were generally commended by the judges.

]\Ir. W. Grewcock, of Barwell Fields, Hinckley, took first and
Mr. Herrick the second prize. The long-wooUed wether
lambs were also a good class, in which Mr. Grewcock was
again first and Mr. Herrick (who jiad another animal com-

mended) second ; Mr. M. Woodroofe also received commend-
ation. Mr. C. Bosworth took an extra prize of £1, with two

fat ewes of good quality.

The short-woolled sheep were a small show, In the clas's
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for slicailing- rams llie Earl of Aylesford took the second prize,

the first not being; awarded. Mr. W. Yates, of Grindle House,
Shilfnal, took the first prize for siiort-woolled rams turned two
years. It was sold at Colonel Dyott's sale for 31 guineas.

Mr. T. W. Yates, of I'ackington Farm, Lichtield, was tlie only

e.Kliibitor in the class of "fat wetlicrs. Jlr. T. Oakcy, of

Normanton-en-le-lleath, near Ashliy, took first prize for fat

wethers of mixed breed and for theaves ; and Mr. J. II.

Bradburnc, who had no eompetitor, for a pen of ewes ; but
there was no eonipctitiou in the two last chisses. Mr. J. H.
Bradbnrne took first prize for a pen .of 20 ewes and theaves,

receiving also the £5 cup for the best short-woolled sheep.

Mr. May, of Elford Park, took the second prize.

The horses were, on the whole, not quite as good a show as

we have seen at the Sparkenhoe exhibitions. The prizes were
awarded as follows : Mr. "\V. Briscoe, of Broom.sbriggs,

Loughljorough, took the first prize of £10 and the £10
champion prize for the best hunter, with a five-year-old ; Mr.
Thomas "WaUin, of High Oakham, taking the second. Mr. G.
Wood, JMarket Overton, took the first prize for hunting geld-

ings or mares : Mr. W. C. Limbar, of Radljourne, Daventry
;

Mr. E. J. Bird, of Newton Solney ; Mr. J. Bounett, of Cole-

orton, Ashby ; and Mr. C. Palmer, of Calke, for younger
horses. The tUly class was very good. Mr. Bailey, of Leices-

ter, took tlic first, and Mr. H. Warner, in whose park the show
was held, the second. Lord Berners had a horse highly

commended, and Mr. II. 'Wardle, of Burton, one commended.
Mr. Bailey also took the prize for year-olds. IMr. J. G. Led-
sara, of Birmingham, was first, and ^Mr. W. P. Herrick second

in the brood-mare class ; and Mr. J. Bounett carried off the

prize for hackneys up to 10 years old, and Mr. W. Chapman,
of Quorndon, for cobs. In the cart-horses Mr. W. Saundcr,

of Cold Overton, took first prize with an entire horse with very

good legs and feet, whilst the cup for the best cart-horse w^as

given to ]Mr. J. Bennett, of Husbands Bosworth, in addition

to the first prize in the filly class.

There was a good show of pigs, ilr. Duckering, of Nor-
thorpe, eaiTying away the chief honours.

The implements were, on the whole, a good show, and the
exhibitors wisely confined themselves to showing principal

articles.

The Champion Plougliing Match was won by Ransomes and
Sims, beating two entries of Messrs. Howard's and some local

men.
PRIZE LIST.—CATTLE.

(By the Society.)—For the best fat ox.—1st prize, £10,
Mr. G. J. Mitchell, Ne^rtou Solney, Burton-on-TVent.

F'or the best fat cow or heifer.—1st prize, £10, Mr. John
Lynn, Cluirch Farm, Stroxton, Grantham ; 2nd, £5, Sir John
H. Crewe, Bart.

(By the Society.)—For the best hull, two years old and up-
wards.—1st prize, £10, Mr. C. Bosworth, Dishley, Loughbo-
rough ; 2nd, £5, Mr. C. W. Packe, M.P.
For the best bull, under two years old.—1st prize, £10, Mr.

John Ironmonger, Sleasham, Atherstone ; 2nd, £5, Mr. C.
Bosworth.
For the best cow in-milk, having had a live calf since De-

cember 1st, 18G4<.—1st prize, £5, Mr. John Lynn ; 2nd, £2,
Mr. C. W. Packe, M.P.
(By C. W. Packe, Esq., M.P.)—For the best pair of in-calf

heifers, above two and under three years of age.—1st prize,

£5, Mr. C. W. Packe, M.P. ; 2nd, £2 (by the Society), Mr.
C. Bosworth.

For the best pair of stirks, above one and under two vears

of age.—1st prize, £3, and 2nd, £2, C. W. Packe, Esq., M.P.
F'or the best pair of steers, under three years old.—1st prize,

£5, and 2nd, £2, Mr. C. W. Packe, M.P.
(By Sir John H. Crewe, Bart.)—For the best long-horn

bull.—1st prize, £.5, Mr. R. H. Chapman, Upton, Nuneaton.

(By Sir John H. Crewe, Bart.)—For the best pair of long-

horn heifers, in-calf, above two and under three years of age.

—1st prize, £.5, Mr. R. H. Chapman ; 2nd, £2 (by the So-

ciety), Mr. E. T. Twycross, Canley, Coventry-.

Tenaut FARjrERs' Classes.

(By the Society.)—For the best buU, under two years old.

—

1st prize, £.5, Mr. G. Thirlby, Rempstone, Loughborough ;

2nd, Messrs. W. and H. Gill, Burton-on-the-Wolds, Lough-
borough.

For the best pair of cows, in-milk, having had live calves

since January 1st, 180.5.—1st prize, £5, Mr. R. Cayless,

Loughborough ; 2nd, £2, Messrs. W. and U. Gill.

(By the Society.)—F'or the best pair of in-calf heifers,

under three years old.—1st prize, £3, Mr. M. Woodrofle,

Stanford, Loughborough; 2ud, £1, Mr. J. Johnson, Braun-

stone, Leicester.

For the best pair of stirks, under two years old.—1st prize,

£2, Mr. M. Woodrofl'e ; 2nd, £1, Mr. U. Fellows, Hathern.

EXTRA. STOCK.

Bull, 6 mouths old, Mr. R. Cayless, Loughborough.

SHEEP.—L0^•GW00LLED.
(By the Society.)—For the best sliearliug ram, whether liired

or boiidfule the property of the exhibitor, first prize £5 ; and
second prize, Mr. John Lynn, Church-farm, Stroxton, Gran-

tham.
For the best rani of any other age, first prize, £5, Mr. John

Lynn.
For the best three fat wethers, not exceeding twenty months

old, first prize, £3 ; and second prize, £1, Mr. W. P. Herrick,

Beaumanor, Loughborough.
For the best three ewes, having suckled lambs to the 1st of

June, 1865, first prize, £3, Mr. C. Bosworth.
For the best three theaves, first prize, £3, Mr. W. P.

Herrick.

(By R. AV. CressweU, Esq., Ravenstone, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.)

—For the best five long-weolled ewe lambs, first prize, £3,
Mr. W. Grewcock ; second, £2, Mr. W. P. Herrick.

(By the Society.)—For the best five long-wooUed wether
lani1)s, first prize, £2, Mr. W. Grewcock ; second, Mr. W. P.
Herrick.

(By Mr. C. Stokes.)—For the best fat ewe or wether, of any
breed, as extra stock, a premium of £1, Mr. C. Bosworth.

(By the Society.)—For the best pen of twenty long-wooUed
ewes or theaves (the number of theaves not to exceed one-

fourth), the ewes to have suckled lambs up to the 1st of June",

1865, and which are to be put to the ram, and to have been
declared as intended to be kept for breeding purposes, first

prize, £10, Mr. J. Buckley, Normanton-hiU, Loughborough
;

second, £5, Mr. W. P. Herrick.

Shortwooeled Sheep.
(By the Society.)—For the best sliearling ram, first prize,

£5, Mr. J. H. Bradbnrne, Pipe-place, Lichfield.

For the best ram of any other age, ditto, first prize, £5, Mr.
AV. Yates, Grindle-house, Shifl'nall ; second, £3, Mr. J. H.
Bradburne.

For the best three fat wethers, under twenty months old,

first prize, £3, Mr. T. AA''. Y'ates, Packington-farui, Liclifield.

For the best three fat wethers, of any mixed breed, under

twenty months old, first prize, £3, Mr. T. Oakey, Normanton-
en-le-Hcath, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

For the best three short-wooUed ewes, having suckled lambs

to the 1st of June, 1865, first prize £3, Mr. J. H. Bradburn.

For the best three theaves, first prize, £3, Mr. T. Oakley,

Normanton-en-le-Heath.

(By the Society.)—For the best short-woolled wether lambs.

—First prize, £2, Mr. Joseph Tebbett, Ravenstone, Ashby-de-

la-Zouch.

For the best pen of hventy short-woolled breeding ewes or

theaves (the number of theaves not to exceed one-fourth), the

ewes to have suckled lambs up to the 1st of June, 1865, and
which are to be put to the ram, and to be declared as intended

to be kept for breeding purposes. First prize, £10, Mr. J.

H. Bradbnrne, and extra prize, £5, ditto.

PIGS.
(By the Society.)—For the best boar of the large breed,

first prize, £3, Mr. R. E. Duckering, Newthorpe, Kirton

Lindsay ; second prize, £1, Mr. 11. E. Duckering.

For "the best boar of the small breed, first prize, £3, Mr.
John Lynn, Church-farm, Stroxton, Grantham ; second, £1,

Jlr. T. Carroll, Agricultural Colony, AA''hitwick.

For the best breeding sow of the large breed, first prize, £3,

Lord A. St. Maur ; second prize, £1, Mr. R. E. Duckering,

Northorpe, liirton Lindsay.

For the best breeding sow of the small breed, first prize, £3,

Mr. M. AA'oodrolfe, Stanford, Loughborough ; second, £1, Mr.
John Garton, Cotes, Loughborough.

For the best three breeding pigs, of the large breed, of one

litter, not exceeding seven moths old, second prize, £l,;Mr.AA'',

Cross, Kegviorth.
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For the best ditto, small breed.—lirst prize, £3, Mr. John
Lynn, Clmrch Farm, Stroxton, Grantham ; secoud, £1, Mr. T.

Carroll, Agricultural Colony, Whitwick.

HORSES.
(By the Society.)—For the best hunter above four and under

ten years of age.—First prize, £10, Mr. W. Briusco, Broom-
brigs, Loughborough ; second, £5, Mr. T. Walliu, Leigh,

Oakham.
(By the Earl of Stamford and "R'arrington.)—For the best

gelding or mare of the hunting kind, not.thorough-bred, above
three and under seven years old, the property of a tenant-

farmer, and having beau in his possession twidve months.—
First prize, £5, Mr. G. Wood, Market Overton, Oakham.

(By the Right Hon. the Earl of Chesterfield.)—For the best

colt, not thorough-bred, aljove three and under four years

of age.—First prize, £5, Air. ^Y. C. Limber, Radbourne,
Daventry.

(By the Earl of Stamford and Warrington.)—For the best
filly, not thorough-bred, above three and under four years of
age.—First prize £5, Mr. E. J. Bird, Newton Solney, Burton-
ou-Trent.

(By the Most Noble the Marquis of Hastings.)—For the
best colt, not thorough-ljred, under three years of age.—First
prize, £10, Mr. Jolni Bonuett ; second i^by the Right Hon.
Countess Ferrers), £5, Mr. C. Palmer, Calke', Derby.

(By the Society.)—For the best fill}% not thorough-bred,
under three years of age.—First prize, £5, Mr. E. BaUey, 52,
Highcross-street, Leicester ; second (by E. B. Farnham, Esq.),

£2, Mr. H. Warner, The Elms, Loughborough.
(By Mr, E. Bailey, Veterinary Surgeon, Leicester).—For the

best yearling colt or My, by " Kentucky."—First prize, £5,
Mr. E. Bailey.

(By Viscount Curzon, M.P.)—For the best brood mare, in-

foal, or with a foal at her foot, best adapted for breeding hun-
ters.—First prize, £5, Mr. J. G. Ledsam, Griffin's Brook,
North Field, Birmingham; second (by E. B. Farnham, Esn.),

£3, Mr. W. P. Herrick.

(By H. L. Pouys Keck, Esq.)—For the best mare or geld-

ing, above four and under ten years of age, most suitable for

saddle and harness purposes.—First prize, £5, Mr. J . Bonnett.
Coleorton, Ashby-de-la-Zoiicli.

(By the Society.)—For the best cob, from four to seven
years of age, not exceeding l-i-j- hands.—First prize, £5, Mr.
W. Chapman, Quorndon, Loughborough.

(By tiie Society.)—For tbe best entire cart-horse, to travel

the district for the season 1806 ; to stand one night in each
week during the season at Loughborough.—First prize, £15,
Mr. W. Saunder, Cold 0*erton, Oakham ; bred by the late

Mr. Lovett.

(By the Society.)—For the best cart filly, above three and
under four years of age.—First prize, £5, Mr. John Bowley,
Kingston, Derby.

For the best cart colt, under three years of age.—First prize,

£5, Mr. James Hawksworth, Barton Blount, Derby.

For the best cart fiUy, under three years of age.—First

pri.xe, £5, Mr. J. E. Bennett, Husbands Bosworth Grange,
Rugby.

(By Mr. C. E. Bosworth, Dishley.)—For the best gelding
or filly, under two years of age.—First prize, £3, I\Ir. Joiui

Tyler, Loughborough.

For the best cart mare, in-foal, or witli a foal at her foot.

—

First prize, £5, Mr. W. Saunder, Cold Overton, Oakham.
(By the Society )—For the best cart foal.—First prize, £3,

Mr. Garner, Packington, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

(By Mr. German and Mr. Stevenson.)—For the best cart
foal by their horse "Ranlan Robin."—First prize, £3, Mr.
John Gamer; second, £3, Mr. John Grundy, Packington,
Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

(By the Society.)—For the pair of cart-horses (gelding or
mares) best adapted for the general purposes of agriculture,
and which have been regularly worked to the time of tlie show,
to be shown in Gee-Ho tackle.—First prize, £5, Mr. G, J.
Mitchell, Newton Solney, Burton-on-Trent.

THE CATTLE DISEASE.
Papjs, Sept. 7.—The following report of the Minister of

Agriculture to the Emperor upon the subject of the cattle

plague has just appeared :

" Sire,—Since last July England has been suffering from a
contagious epizootic disease, which, owing to the proportions
it has assumed, is now invested with the character of serious
danger. Since I have been aware of this epizootic malady I
have requested MM. Bouley and Reynal, two professors at the
Imperial Veterinary School at Alfort, to repair, the former to
Great Britain, the latter to Germauy, to collect all the par-
ticulars which could enligliten us upon the nature of tlie

malady, and upon the manner in whicli it might have been
introduced into England. At the same time I desired a special
commission to study everything relating to this disease, and to
propose the measures which ought to be taken in case French
cattle were threatened by the malady. I have now to report
to your Majesty the result of the labours of the commission,
and to submit to the Emperor's approval the arrangements
circumstances appear to me to require. The epizootic disease
at present raging in Great Britain is that to which the En^-
lisli have given the name of 'cattle plague,' which tlie
Germans call

^
rinderjjesi; and the French ' tijphns contngieux

dugros belaiV O.iginatiug in the steppes of' Eastern Europe,
the contagious typhus of horned lieasts never devolopes itself
spontaneously outside those regions, whatever may be the bad
hygienic conditions to which herds of cattle may be exposed.
This etiological question, now completely cleared up by tlie
investigations of professors of veterinary medicine in Germ;my
and Russia, formed the object of a memoir addressed to mv
aepartmeut by the late Inspector-General of Veterinary
Schools in France, the learned and regretted M. Renault.
In that memoir the difficulties of this prolilem are treated
and solved with a correctness of view and an abundance of
proot which leave no doubt whatever upon this point. Con-

tagious typhus of horned cattle is tliereiore a malady exotic to

AVestern Europe. It can never develope itself there under
the influence of general and common causes to which it had
been wrongly attributed when its history was less known. The
present attack in England is due to the importation iuto that

country of beasts of Russian origin, embarked at tlie port of

Revel, in the Gulf of Finland, and disembarked in the docks of

the Thames. But if the cattle plague had only one original

country, its eminently contagious properties render it, upon
the other baud, an essentially migratory disease. Its history

bears witness in very numerous instances to its repeated appear-

ance in Germany, Holland, Belgium, France, Italy, Spain,

Egypt, and even in England herself, notwithstanding the pri-

vilege of her isolation. In all preceding ages it has been
almost invariably in consequence of the movements of the

armies of the North that the cattle plague has spread beyond
what may be called its native country ; for the displacement of

the large bodies of men which compose armies necessarily

implies a corresponding displacement of large bodies of cattle

destined for their provision. lu addition to times of war, the

cattle plague has sometimes been introduced into the western

regions ot Europe liy commercial channels ; but in past times

this method of introduction has always been exceptional ; and
when, owing to the researches ot German and Russian veteri-

nary savants, the fact of the endemic nature of this malady in

the steppes of the Russian and Hungarian provinces had been
decisively ascertained, the Governments of Prussia and Austria

have, up to a recent date, been able to take efficacious measures

to protect from it those of their provinces in wliich typlius

is not endemic, and through them all tlie other regions of

Europe. In fact, owing to this very active protection,

a period of 50 years has passed without typlius having

come to visit us, while in tlie last century this epizotic

disease presented itself in our country nearly every twenty

years. But the preservative measures employed by Ger-
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many only produced their effects because the migrations of

the steppe herds were carried on by land routes. Now that

the means of communication between dill'ercnt countries have

become so rapid and so easy, the chances of typhus overleaping

or evading the liarricrs Germany luis hitherto been able to

present to its invasion have greatly increased. Thus, for ex-

ample, in the present instance, its introduction into England
has arisen from the fact of speculators in cattle having found
it profitable to draw their supplies i'ronr the llussian provinces,

and to transport them by steamboats to the English markets,

which have oiTeved them sufficiently remunerative prices.

Germany haviug thus bceu turned, and the voyage from the

Gulf of Finland to the docks of the Tliames having required

less time than is necessary for tlie period of incubation of

typhus, it is in this manner that cattle carrying within theiu

the germs of tliis ruinous malady liave been able tu be intro-

duced into England, and that country is again subjected, after

\'20 years, to the disasters the importation of this plague in-

llicted upon her in 1745. In this state of affairs all ellbrts

ought to be combined to prevent its invasion of our frontiers,

and, if it should unfortunately succeed in passing them, to pre-

vent its spread by confining and extinguishing it in the locali-

ties first infected. The danger exists. England and Scotland

are invaded, and, according to the latest news, the scourge has

been imported into Holland by a vessel laden with cattle

intended for Great Britain, and returned with her cargo

into a Dutch port, not having been able to disembark it in

England ; no doubt because the inspectors charged with the

surveillance of the ports have perceived the diseased _state

of the animals the Dutch ship attempted to introduce. ^\ hat-

ever may be the reasons which have prevented the debarca-

tion of the cargo, it appears certain that it is by this means
the tj-phus has been imported into the Netherlands, and
might just as well have been brought into France if the

Dutch ship, repulsed from the ports of England, had been

drawn towards cue of our ports upon tiie shore of the Chan-
nel by the attraction of a, sufficiently remunerative' price.

It is therefore urgent either absolutely to forbid entry into

the ports of the Channel and German Ocean to all vessels

laden with cattle of whatever origin, or to subject the intro-

duction of cattle which shall be brought into those ports to

such measures as should be necessary to guard agaiust the

invasion of the malady, and it is important that similar ar-

rangements should be applied to our northern and eastern

frontiers. However, notwitlistandiug all these precautions,

the epizootic malady may any day l)e introduced into our de-

partments, and the Government must therefore he upon its

guard against this eventuality ; but it is not necessary to have
recourse to new orders for this purpose. The sanitary police,

in its relation to domestic animals, is in fact regulated by a

series of degrees of the King's Council, of Royal ordinances

and clauses of laws promulgated at different periods, and in-

spired by the necessities of the time, which constitute a com-
plete body of legislation upon the subject. Among these de-

crees and ordinances are a certain number which have been
exactly dictated with a view to combat the epizootic malady by
which we are at present threatened. These are the decrees of

the King's Council of April 10, 171i ; March 2-i, 1745 ; July

19, 1746 ; December 18, 177i ; the decree of the Executive

Directory of tlie 27tli Messidor in the year V., and the ordi-

nance of the King, of January 27, ISlo. These special acts,

which are always in force, have foreseen^ laid down, and pre-

scribed all the measures necessary to prevent the spread of the

evil in the empire : such, for instance, as the obligatory dechv-

ration imposed upou the holders of diseased animals, the in-

spection of the cattle sheds, the slaughter of diseased animals,

and of animals of the same species which have been lodged

with them, in consideration of an indemnity granted to tlieir

owners ; the sequestration of diseased or suspected beasts, the

designation by a special mark of those which have been mo-
mentarily unable to be removed from the places in which they

are lodged, the prohibition of fairs and markets, the sur^-eil-

lance of pastures and watering places—all these being mea-
sures wiiich, applied with discerrunent, permit of the restric-

tion of the epizootic malady to such localities, thus preventing

the considerable losses its propagation would entail. The ex-

perience of past times testifies to the efficacy of these arrange-

ments. The Administration is therefore sufficiently armed to

combat typhus at home ; but under the present conditions

which obtain in foreign commerce it has not the necessary

power to prevent its importation by way of our frontiers ; and

it is with the object of iuvestingit with this power that I have

tlie honour of submitting the annexed decree to your Majesty's

sanction. " I am. Sire, &c.,

" Arm.vts'd Behic, ]\Iini3ter of Agriculture,
" Commerce, aud Public Works."

The decree alluded to above was signed by the Emperor
upou the 5th inst. After the usual formalities, it proceeds

to order :

—

" 1. The importation into France of domestic animals, the

entrance of which would present dangers of contagious

typhus, shall be forbidden, or subordinated to such measures

as may be necessary to prevent the invasion of the malady.
"2. Decrees of our Minister of Agriculture, Commerce,

and Public Works shall determine the frontiers or portions

of frontiers over which the introduction aud passage by

transit of domestic animals shall be forbidden, and the con-

ditions upon which this introduction aud passage shall be

authorised."

The Minister of Agriculture has thereupon issued the fol-

lowing orders :

—

"1. The introduction into France and the transit of ani-

mals of the bovine species, as well as of raw hides and other

raw portions of these animals, by way of the ports of the sea-

coast, from (and including) Nantes as far Dunkirk, and by the

frontiers, upon the north and east from the sea to the Rhine'
arc absolutely foibidden.

" 2. The introduction into France aud the transit of ani-

mals of the bovine species, as well as of raw hides aud other

raw portions of these animals, coming from England, Holland,

and ]3elgium, are absolutely prohibited into all the ports and
custom-houses of the empire.

" 3. In all other ports and custom-houses than those to

which clause 1 of these present orders applies, animals of the

bovine species imported from any other source than England,

Holland, and Belgium, shaU be provisionally inspected by

special agents. Those which are perceived to be healthy shall

he admitted. Those v.hich are found unhealthy shall not be

admitted. Those which shall only be suspected, or shall have

been lodged with animals found unhealthy, shall be placed

under observation for ten days in a sufficiently isolated place,

and shall not be admitted until it shall be declared that

thep do not present any symptom appertaining to contagious

typhus."

A PLEA FOr. Oyv"LS.

TO THE EDITOE, OE THE TIMES.

Sir,—I have just read in T/ie Times of yesterday an account

of a wiseacre gamekeeper shooting an owl, and discovering, to

his great surprise, that she was carrying off a stiU greater

enemy to his craft, viz., a weasel. I will not enter upon the

marvellous stoi-y of a hawk being killed by the same barrel, for

I have known stranger accidents to happen where a cock and a

bull were the victims. I have been a game-preserver all my
life, but I never would for a moment listen to a plea for the

destruction of owls. If "Velvets" would but exert the com-
monest investigation of their habits, he would find that long

before poor " Margery" takes her nocturnal rambles all his

young partridges and pheasants are safe imdcr the bodies of

their mothers, and (as I never savr a specimen of the Bnl/o

ffiffci-s here) hares are very seldom swooped upon by our in-

defatigable moiiser. I think it is the Ettrick Shepherd who
says in the Nodes Ambrosianiv, " Shoot a howlet ? I'd as soon

shoot my barn cat."

It is to the indiscriminate warfare which is exercised by
blockheads trusted with guns against everything that has life

that this crael persecution of one of the most useful and
harmless birds in creation must be traced. And I grieve to

say that the measured flap of his snowy and silent wiugs as he
skirts the slirubljcry, aud the dash with v.'hich he pounces

upon some field-mouse or travelling mole, are becoming a rarer

sight every year. Pray speak one word for poor Jenny.

Yours very ti-uly, Saixt-Hill.
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COMMERCIAL PEINCIPLES APPLIED TO FARMING ; OR, AN ANSWER TO THE

INQUIRY, HOW MAY THE CAPITAL FOR IMPROVEMENTS BE OBTAINED ?

At a meetiug of the Wigtou Farmer's Club Mr. Lamport
read the following paper :

—

I am not a practical farmer. I make this statement at the

outset, not to disarm criticism, hut to prevent discussion being

diverted by personal considerations from its proper channel.

Aware of my deficiencies I shall not involve myself in matters

of detail, or venture to give an opinion on controverted points.

I shall endeavour to produce authority for my facts, and to

show reasons for my conclusions ; and I trust, therefore, that

my argument may be discussed on its own merits.

I propose in broad terras to define farming, and to describe

what I consider to be the essentials of a " practical farmer."

Having secured these grounds, 1 shall compare agricultural

operations with those of the manufacturing and other staple

branches of our national industry. If I can show that the

principles involved in all are essentially identical, I may be
allowed to draw the conclusion that all should be guided by
the same rules, and be referred to the same staud.ard. If,

therefore, it appears that farmers have neglected those princi-

ples of business which are essential in other branches of in-

dustry, it may be inferred that their absence renders the ope-

rations of the farm uncertain—often wasteful, and not seldom
unprofitable. And the converse will follow : their intelligent

adoption will tend to eftcct the union of skUl with capital

—

will equalise and increase the profits of the farmer—will stimu-

late the progress of agriculture, and raise it to the rank of a

scientific pursuit—to the benefit of all immediately interested,

and to the promotion of the well-being of the nation.

1st. I ask, what is farming ? Is it a manufacture—a trade,

or is it an occupation or business peculiar to itself?

I adopt the statements of our President (Sir Robt. Briscoe,

Bart.)

—

" La/idis a machine through which the farmer passes
his capital ; you are but as tradesmen or manufacturers

;
you

sell and you buy
;
you manufacture your goods equally with

them, though you select land as your manufactory, because
best suited to yovir rearing and knowledge." This is sound
sense, and to the point. The manufacturer works by the ap-
plication of known mechanical laws. The farmer watches and
profits by the ascertained effects of a round of seasons, of varia-

tions of temperature, of alternations of soaking rain and of

drying \vinds, and of the ever-acting, insensible influences of
chemical affinities. Similar natural laws work in their cease-

less round for the manufacturing chemist—for the calico

printer, and for the bleacher and dyer. There are in all these

cases distinctions, but no differences. If it be said that the

seasonal changes by \->'hich the farmer efl'ects his transmuta-
tions of increase are fickle, and only to be dealt with by a
system of long averages, while the laws of chemistry and ma-
chinery are consecutive and calculable—let me instance, in

reply, the merchant and shipowner, who carry on their opera-

tions under natural changes as sharp in their uncertainty, in-

volving greater risks, and yielding more precarious results than
aay farming. Talk of the potato rot, and I can point to the

cjtton famine. Against a cattle epidemic, I can set a strike

fw wages. A wet autumn is as disastrous for the manufac-
turer of fancy goods as for the farmer ; and the law of supply

and demand shows as many distressing ripples on the great

waves of transition as local atmospheric variations, which here

and there punish a few farmers, while the average ofthe world
is undisturbed.

The farmer, therefore, I maintain, can claim no exemption
from the operations of those principles which are applied to

other branches of industry. He has no peculiar function.

He can set up no wall of separation. He can raise no plea for

immunity, but must be weighed in the same balance as all

other trades. In one word, farming is essentially a mam{fac-
ture, and one carried on under more than the average of health-
ful and pleasurable influences.

2nd. Let me ask the question, what constitutes a " practical
farmer" P

According to the etymology of the phrase, a practical farmer

is a person who practises farming. But such a definition will

hardly pass current in this room. A distinction must be made
between those who practise farming for pleasure and those who
carry it on for proflt. And yet what shall we say of Mr.
Mcchi, for example? He is no mere theorist. Wiiat he

preaches he practises. A regular system, as far as I can

understand it, has for years been carried on at Tiptrce.

There is as steady a conversion of manure and oilcake into

corn and meat on his farm, and with as close an economy, as

on any of the best Cumberland farmsteads. No doubt Mr.
Mechi is independent of the results of his farming operations,

and this independence perhaps marks the best line of distinc-

tion. Let us, therefore, consider a " practical farmer" to be

a person who farms for his living, and we shall perhaps meet

the ditlieulty. This definition will cut off dilettanti, merely

amateur dabblers in agriculture. It will enable me to speak

of farmers as a class who make farming their trade, and follow

it for profit. It will bind them to conduct their business upon
true commercial principles, and lay them open to free criti-

cism, while it challenges comparison in management with other

branches of our great national industry.

I assume, therefore, that farming is a manufacturing pro-

cess, and that a practical farmer is a person who engages in

this process to gain a livelihood—that he makes it his avowed
occupation, and gives up to it his wdiole time and attention.

I assume, also, that there is no reason why his operations

sliould not be guided by the broad recognised principles of pro-

duction which make other branches of trade yield a fair

amount of profit.

What, then, are those recognised principles ? 1st, I m-
stance the important one of (f«;mo« of /r75o?«' ; 2nd, the em-
ployment of approved meclianical and other appliances for

economizing labour and lessening the cost of production ; and
3rd, a maximum production fronr a given fixed outlay.

These several requirements demand an extensive business,

ample capital, and a regular system of management. The
advantages of division of labour are so well known, when
applied to the details of all manufactures, that I need not dwell

upon them now. My object is to show that they are equally

efiicacious as respects the general direction of any business.

The question is, can those masters succeed better by carrying

on three separate concerns, or by combining to carrry on one
large one ?

It seems to me that the day for small businesses has gone
by. Weaving has been gathered into huge mills ; and the small

manufactories that nestled in the cleughs of Lancashire and
Yorkshire, and utilised their scattered water-power, have been
absorbed into nuclei, of which Saltaire is a princely example.

I think that the prevalence of partnerships in most businesses

proves that extensive operations with division of labour and
combined capital are more profitable than the single-handed

prosecution of several small ones. It may even be a question

as to whether ordinary partnerships and businesses of average

extension may now be undergoing supervision liy the spread

and wider action of Joint Stock Companies.
Several partners attending to different branches of the same

business appears to have been much tested and approved in

most occupations. The man who has a good head for finance

may be little fitted for the mechanical processes of production,

while a man whose special aptitude is for the details of the

manufactory may be utterly unfit for the operations of the

market and exchange. Again, the buying and selling in a

large business is as clearly distinct from the finance and book-

keeping as from the processes of production. A combination

of especial aptitudes, with a union of the capital at each

partner's command, appears to effect that organisation which

underlies all large and successful businesses.

It is only in large concerns that it is possible to employ

fteam power and its accompanying host of mechanical con-
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tnvances by which labour is diminished and time saved. And
lastly, it is only by amplo capital employed in extensive opera-
tions that the maximnm production from a given iixed outlay
can be attained, and a reduction of all fixed expenses to their

minimum effecled.

Now, what is the position of agriculture in the face of this

great economical bias in all other trades ?

Have we, as a rule, large farms—farming partnerships with
combined skill, energy, and capital?
Have wc the recognised necessity for the employment of

approved mechanical appliances, and of a high pressure pro-
duction ? I am afraid not—and why not ?

How is it that, in a business like farming, taking in so varied
a range of processes—of iillayc, with its knowledge of soils,

manures, and rotations ; oi stock feecliiig, requiring judgment
as to cattle, and intelligent experience as to breeding and feed-

ing
; of its general arrangements, demanding skilful direction

of labour, and the superintendence of many mechanical pro-

cesses—how is it that, as a rule, farms are small, and are

managed single-handed ? If I might do so without offence, I

would ask, Are the farmers as a body more intelligent tlian

other commercial men ? are they better educated ? more spe-

cially trained ? or more naturally apt to master the details,

and carry on the processes of a complicated business ?

For an answer to these questions, let us glance at some of

the statistics of agriculture.

In 1851 there were 285,936 farm holdings in Great Britain.

|0f these no less than ITO.Sl-i, or considerably more than one-

' half, were undfr 50 acres ! The average of the whole num-
ber of farms was only 102 acres, while 91,698 farmers, or

nearly one-fhird of the entire number, employed no labourers.

The amount of capital employed must always be a doubtful

question. M. Lavergne, an intelligent French agriculturist,

who visited this country in 185-1, estimates the farmers' capi-

tal in England at £3 7s. per acre. The farmers' profit he es-

timates at half the rent, or 10 per cent, on the capital invested.

Mr. Mechi, in an elaborate paper read before the " London
Central Farmers' Club," estimates the farmers' capital at £4-

per acre, or a total of £200,000,000, and the acreable pro-

duce at £3 12s. The conclusion he draws is " tlie painful

conviction that there must be an immense tract of country
unprofitably farmed and insufficiently capitalled."

Now, gentlemen, looking at these statements, may I uot
safely assume that the commercial principles I have dwelt

upon, as being essential to the progress and success of all

other trades, are, as a rtile, wanting in agriculture ? How can
an average area of 102 acres give room for an economical
division of labour, or employment for expensive but profitable

machinery ? And how can a capital of £i per acre so stimu-

late production as to minimize all the heavy fixed charges up-
on land in cultivation ? AVhile all other branches of industry

have been obeying the ascertained necsity for concentration

and for high pressure production, I appeal to the inexorable

logic of the facts I have adduced, to show that agriculture has
resisted the warning and the invitation of the times. At first

sight it seems strange that so large a portion of our nationnl

industry should be content to be an exception to the general

rule of progress and profit ; but there seems to me to be an
explanation for the anomaly, and it is this : The large farmer
finds in his business a social consideration and leisure for

amusement which no other occupation of equal extent can
yield. On the other hand, the small farmer can find no em-
ployment in which his manual labour, with that of his family,

along with the small capital he commands, can be so independ-

ently engaged. The latter gets his living, and is his own mas-
ter, and is content. The former gets his living, can meet liis

landlord in the hunting field ; can fish, and shoot, and drive

his dog-cart, and finds his solace for a small profit in the con-

sideration and social standing, and in the freedom from anxiety

which three times the return and double the capital in other

business would not yield.

Take the ease, for example, of a farmer holding, say 500 or

600 acres, and say further that his capital is some £-1,000 or

£5,000, and contrast his position and standing with that of a

small manufacturer or tradesman employing a similar capital.

The latter, by close attention, will no doubt make twice or

thrice the profit that the farmer will ; but dare he follow the

hounds ? or take out his certificate ? or take leisure for any
sport he is inclined to pursue ? Wliat would his neighbours

say ? Where would his credit be ? How soon would he be

sent for into the bank parlour, or find his name in the Ga-
zette.'' No law is so clearly understood as this—that capital

follows confidence. Confidence and credit are identical, and,
until farming is made a purely commercial undertaking, and
carried on u))on recognized commercial principles, I, for one
am not surprised that agriculture should be ludd to be bare of
capital, and tliat the question should be so frequently asked,

Where is the capital for improvement to come from ?

Nothing convinces me so clearly of the want of the coni-

mercial spirit in farming as the almost entire absence of book-
keeping. In every other business worthy of the name, any-
one carrying it on without a proper system of books would be
regarded as crazy. If he were unfortunate in business, he
would on this account be liable to be severely punished in the
Bankruptcy Court by his certificate being withliekl. By book-
keeping I do not mean simple entries of what a man sells, or
even a debtor or creditor account kept of his cash. Properly
considered, a good system of books is a registry of results.

By it every variety of crop and every variation of quantity is

brought out, ready for comparison on an unvarying common
denominator—money. Prize cattle, show-turnips, giant wlieat,

all tlie results of fancy cultivation, are reduced to the inexorable
standard of this common denominator.
The tissue of loose talk and mere guess-work, by which

many a farmer gropes his anxious or whistles his easy way, is

resolved by a few columns into hard facts, and measured
by a standard unerring and precise. By a proper system of
bookkeeping alone can any farmer or other producer get a satis-

factory answer to the main question of liis business, Will it

pay ?
Any practical farmer will tell you ahoiii what it will cost

to plough, to reap, to mow. But general estimates are general
delusions. Every man's locality, his manufactory, machinery,
and all other concomitant circumstances, differ more or less

from another man's ; and every man's farm, and every field in

it, must also make a difference in the cost of a variety of ope-
rations ; so that no estimate, except his own experience, ought
to be a law to anyone. Now, nothing can make that experi-

ence trustworthy and valuable except there be a registry of re-

sults ; for there can be no reduction of results to a common
denominator, except by proper bookkeeping. " Many a person
will say that if he 'knows his busines.s' (that is, in detail),

buys and sells shrewdly—looks, in short, after the pence, ' that
the pounds will take care of themselves.' Many a man is

satisfied with working away on the faith of stereotyped esti-

mates, or on 110 estimate at all, depending upon his memory
and judgment, which may be defective, if not treacherous, and
thinks that if he caltivates his land after the manner of the
country round, that he cannot do better. To these persons I

will put a single case : Two men have similar farms ; but one
has a clever managing wife, a steady, hard-working son, and a
Inlght, active daughter : the habit of the other's household is

unthrift, pleasure-seeking, and extravagance in dress. The
outlay of both households is mixed up with the farm expendi-
ture—all incoming and payment being made out of the tradi-

tional old stocking. The one man gradually increases his

store : the other is in a state of chronic complaint that ' farming
does not pay.' Now, both may be wrong. The satisfied far-

mer may be making less by his farm than the other, but both
are equally in the dark, because neither keeps books."
The first objection to book-keeping will be, no doubt, want

of time. Now, whatever else a farmer does, it seems to mo
that this ought not to be neglected. A man carrying on busi-
ness without books is like a ship at sea with no compass.
But, may I be permitted to suggest that when out-of-door work
is impossible, the winter evenings are long and tedious, and
that a simple set of books need not take more than an hour a-

week to enter up ? Then, again, allow me to ask whether it is

absolutely necessary that a farmer should attend a weekly
market. One-sixth of a farmer's time seems to be a large pro-
portion to spend on the road, and in the market-place, to sell a
small amount of produce; and I will only point at the tempta-
tions otherwise put in his way by this mode of transacting
business. To the 91,000 farmers employing no labourers, this

market-day cessation of farm-labour amounts to a sacrifice of
something like one-sixth of the whole work performed on the
farm. Talk of farming not paying ! Why, no other busbess
or trade in the country could possibly exist at all under a tax
so heavy as this ! The infusion of a more thoroughly com-
mercial spirit into agriculture will no doubt effect a chance in
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thispoiut. It will also, I Irust, in time establish a more eco-

nomical mode of conveitiugtbe bulk of the farm produce into

money. The small farmer confessedly wants capital ;
but has

he ever calculated the loss of interest he incurs by maintaining

a well-fiUcd stack-yard ? Has he ever made out the per cent-

a'^e of loss to the agricultural intei est from the depredations

of vermin, or the effect of mildew ? I do not venture here to

enter into details, hut I may state that the admission that

steam-thrashing is an advantage, will itself dispose of a host of

small objections against it. Commercially considered, it ap-

pears incomprehensible that while the land is hungering, and

the ftirmer is caUiug out for capital, a considerable amount of

capital is kept worse than idle in the barn and stackyard. Of
course, a rapid and general conversion of produce into money
would require an increase of middlemen or corn-factors, -^^ith

their capital, to prevent any great decline of prices. Should

such a change become general, as in time I apprehend it must

come, its iutluence on prices will he nullified, as is the case in

other articles. Cotton, sugar, tea, flax, and colonial timber

are all put into the merchant's hands as quickly as possible,

and the course of trade adapts itself to the pressure. Capital

in second hands is ready to receive them, and the supply for

consumption is regulated by experience and sustained by capi-

tal. The first excess is thus impounded as it were, and the

stream for consumption is regulated to meet the wants of tlie

year, without unnatiiral depression in prices. Under the pre-

sent system it is notorious that the supply of most provincial

corn markets is affected by the farmer's convenience or neces-

sities. If he wants money, or has leisure, he thrashes and

seUs ; and if it so happen that several are equally influenced

at the same time, prices are forced down without any adequate

or general reason. Now, why sljould farmers double their

produce upon the market by a system so serious and costly in

expenditure of time, and by so disastrous a locking-up of capi-

tal, so much wanted on the land? Many no doubt get ad-

vances upon their stacks ; hut this, as it causes them to pay

for the accommodation, ought to realize the loss they incur in

holding them month after month. A farmer ought not to be

a com dealer, any more than he ought to be a miller or a

haker, unless he possesses ample capital for all (as separate

trades), and has some special aptitude or advantage in carrying

them on together, which is seldom the case. The farmer's

business is to produce corn and meat, and he is the best man of

business who concentrates his efforts, and applies all his capital

to till his ground and feed his stock.

Before I proceed, let me summarize what has already been
advanced.

Farming is a business, similar in its broad features to aU
other trades or manufactures, and should be managed on the

same general principles.

The present condition of agriculture shows, however, that

the true commercial spirit is wanting in this branch of our

national industry.

This is proved by the average small size of the farms in

Great Britain—by the consequent primitive character of the

appliances for culture—by a wasteful and expensive general

management—by insufficient capital, and a minimiuu pro-

duction—by an almost entire absence of systematic book-

keeping. The natural consequence of this state of things is a

want of confidence amongst capitalists in fanning, as a profit-

able investment.

That " farming does not pay" is a generally received opinion:

and from the absence of systematic book-keeping, good farmers

cannot prove themselves an exception to the rule. Hence it is

that capital is so deficient—that High Tarming is the excep-

tion— and that agriculture is stationary in the face of a

universal progression.

It now follows to determine how the capital for improve-

ments may be obtained ? Our president says :
" By reducing

the size of your farms." This is a clear and intelligible indi-

cation how a man may increase the proporiion of his capital

per acre, and, I tliink, a plain and practical suggestion how a

man may make the amount of capital he now possesses

more profdaMc. But I submit with all deference that no
inkling is thereby afforded as to how a man may increase the

amount of his capital available for cullivation, nor does it

show from what quarter, or by what process, agriculture is to

attract the capital necessary to raise it from a state of im-
perfect action, to one of profitable activity.

If Mr. Mechi is to be credited, agriculture, which now vege-

tates upon f -i an acre, requires a sum of £300,000,000 to

make it pay. If our President's expedient were to be generally

adopted, this branch of industry will require some 80,000 new
tenants, possessing or commnnding the use of this vast siun.

To realize the ditliculty of obtaining this large number of new
tenants, I may state that even if farming could be put into

successful competition with other trades as to profit, it would
take every druggist, draper, and bookseller in the country to

make up this number, while twenty years of the ordinary

increase of population (making due allowance for emigra-

tion and drafts to other trades) would not enable the

farming class of itself to attain to the requisite dimensions.

These considerations must convince us that it can be by
no empirical process—by no sudden or violent change—that

the whole cause and condition of agriculture can be transposed

from apathy to activity, from money starvation to abundance,

and from a state of " not paying" to a fair place amongst the

profitable staple trades of the coixntry. It will require many
and many an answer to the feverish question, AVhere is the

capital to come from ? to unravel the mazy web of diverse

interests, habits, and requirements. It must be by many and
many a process of action and re-action, and by a host of

expedients—our President's ingenious and practical, but neces-

sarily narrow one, among the rest—that agriculture wiU be re-

volutionized and ultimately built up, as it should be, "into the

most enduring industrial edifice of our social state.

If what I shall advance, therefore, differs from what our

President advised last December, do not suppose that because

of that difference there is opposition.

The house cannot be built without the scaffold, and pallia-

tives must precede cures ; but the gist of the argument and
the full measure of the difference may be brought out by the

question—Did Sir Robert Brisco say one word against large

farms when tilled with ample capital f
I therefore proceed with an easy conscience to advocate

lar/je farms, as providing, under proper arrangements, what
small farms cannot do—namely, the foundation for division of
labour, mechanical appliances, consolidation and increase of

capital, and for a profitable high pressure rate of production.

To bring about slowly, but effectually, this combination of

advantages, there seems to me to be one simple recipe

—

paiim

PARTNERSHIP ; and as most necessary to effect this result

—

systematic farm accounts.

IMy plan is this : Let two farmers join together, the one to

look after the tillage, the other to take charge of the stock,

and associate with them a third, with sufiicieut capital to farm
some 600 to 1,000 acres, on the best system. The tliird may
may he a sleeping partner ; or, say the younger son of a
country gentleman, to whom might be assigned the charge of

the books, the superintendence of the machinery, or such other

special branch of farm business as he may be capable of

managing. From the overcrowded state of the professions,

such an opening for the younger sons of country gentlemen
who might be averse to trade would, I apprehend, be eagerly

sought. I can hardly conceive a better position for a young
man of good connection than a partnership with one or two
clever agriculturists ; and I can conceive no more advan-
tageous mode than this by which a couple of clever farmers

may find scope for their energy, and utilize their experience

and ability to the best advantage. Or, as I have said, the

monied partner might be what is termed a sleeping partner,

the division of profits being in proportion to the work done, or

money supplied. To such a firm of course book-keeping would
be essential ; and, to a firm so constituted, I conceive no bank
would refuse such temporary accommodation for legitimate

trade purposes, as it might from time to time require.

Although the amount of capital which agricul^arc is capable

of profitably absorbing is something prodigious, amounting

—

with draining requirements and permanent improvements, in

addition to farmers' wants—to something like £-300,000,000 ;

yet the capability of the country to produce or supply it is

not less prodigious. The amount of surplus profits or in-

terests accruing is generally estimated at annually £80,000,000,

while the power of commerce to create its representatives is

enormous. I estimate the profits of trade at £200,000,000

annually, representing a c:qiital employed, or turned over, of

some £2,000,000,000. Now, if everyone paid his accounts in

three-month bills, instead of cash, or, at all events, if three

months' extra credit was generally taken over the ordinary

period of pajTnent, a sum of £500,000,000 would be at once
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available for llic purpose of commerce. And lliis is regularly

clone to a greater or less extent when inoney is in demand.
Such a result, however, can only follow, or he snpported on

coiifulciirc. Capital is as mobile, and follows as simple a law,

as water in finding its level.

The safest and most profitable business always requires,

and will command, the largest share ; and I may safely say

that no business with these characteristics was ever crippled

in its development and operations by the want of capital. It

is only businesses that do not pay, and that arc carried on in

a way that does not eonimaud the confidence of the nionicd class,

that are starved and cry out. Once show, therefore, that

agricnllure is fairly profitable, and establish a lair claim to

confidence from its organisation and management, and from a

thousand minute and unsuspected sources, and in a thousand
wa\-s inscrutable or scarcely traceable, capital will find its

way—like water into your deep drains—to fill the empty
cotfers of the farmers, and fructify their half-eultivated fields.

Jlr. 1)A^KS observed tliat he nad long been of opinion that

farmers were trading beyond tlieir capital, which in any busi-

ness was attended by the most unfavourable results. In such

cases, they were obliged to forego many advantages which
their neighbour had over tiiem who could come witli ready

money : they were forced to purcliase on unfavourable terms,

and to forego profits, thereby losing at both ends. They
could not go into the best markets and select the best goods

as the opportunity arose, as they had bills which must be

matured ; and so it went on, a losing game, tiU at length

they broke down, bringing others to ruin in the eoliapse. The
remark he applied generally to aU trades and businesses as at

present carried on, and farmers were not exempt. They had

not the capital to do justice to the opportunities of their

position. They could not purchase good animals to improve

their stock, nor expensive implements to economize their

labour ; and it was equally clear that the same cause pre-

vented their applying such nourishment to the land as, under

God's blessing, could lead them to expect good crops. The
result was failure, and consequent distress and disappoint-

ment, with an aggravation of the very evil in wliicli it

originated. He had no hesitation in saying that many farmers

could produce as much with half the land and proper means
and appliances as they did now; and he counselled them,
therefore, to increase their profits and circumscribe their area.

He agreed with Mr. Lamport that, through the agency of

farmers' clubs, partnerships might be formed for farming with

advantage, as in commercial speculations ; and he also agreed

that in all farming operations there should be a strict system

of book-keeping, so as to show the profit and loss. lie had
lately the pleasure of staying with his friend the late higli

sherilf of Lancashire, where that system was carried out to

the minutest article wdth eminent success ; and he thought

Mr. Lamport's paper was pregnant with remark which might
be followed up with advantage by the club.

The Chairman reminded the members that Mr. Lamport
had started with the admission that he was not a practical

farmer, but he was a practical and successful merchant.

Mr. Lamport : I came here, gentlemen, \iith the full in-

tention of being entirely cut up.

Tiie CiiAiHMAN continued: He was glad to find they had
a member of that club even bolder than himself. He had
himself spoken with less reserve, not that he did not in heart

go the whole length of Mr. Lamport's conclusions, but 1)e-

cause he felt that in that district they were scarcely prepared

for such a stride. The question now to consider was, how
circumstances were to be dealt witli so as to lead to tlie

desired improvement. That farming was to be allowed to be

subordinate to manufacture was not for a moment to be suf-

fered ; for, after all, farmers were nothing but traders, and the

man must succeed the most who was tlie best judge of feeding

and breeding a good animal, and of the mode of producing

fi-om the soil the best food from which it was to be fed. How
often had they lieard the remark that such a man was a

capital judge of a beast, but he could not manage his laud

;

and, again, that though he could manage his land, he knew
no more about a beast than a man's boot ! One man throve

on horses ; another ate his head otf on cattle ; and rice-versd.

He confessed that in liis paper his intellect had said one thing

whilst his feelings liad dictated anotlier. He could not bring

himself to admit the truth that the time was fast coming
when there was no longer the same chance for the hard-

working labourer, who had handled the plough in liis youtli,

occupying as a comfortable farmer in his old age the land he
,

!iad tilled as a servant when a young man. He had many such

amongst the best of the farmers upon his estate at the present

moment ; and he had felt it too- painful an effort to close the

door for ever upon aU of that worthy class. He had been
inclined, tliercfore, to treat the subject as a palliative ; but he

was convinced, nevertheless, that large profits, which the ex-

tensive farming operations of the present day demanded, were

only to he secured by large and powerful combination, with

ample capital to work upon. That was tlic only chance of

making an adequate return. The moment two men with

capital were united to make a profit, book-keeping must fol-

low ; for, without proper book-keeping, there could be no
partnership, and no practical working whatever.

Mr. Me.ssengek, whom the chairman asked to say some-

thing, said he could not, but immediately added that it was
admitted that they were all advancing from being low far-

mers to what was called high farming, and to succeed in high
farming they must resort to steam-ploughing, and take advan-

tage of all the newest machinery. In that case they ought to

have £7 an acre.

Mr. Lamport said he put it at £10 per acre, and had pro-

vided for that by suggesting combination, by which alone it

could be secured.

Mr. Messenger did not think the Hon. Baronet contem-
plated steam-ploughing when he limited it to £6.
The Chairman : No ; I took the general class of farming

prevalent. Eut it has been shown that by two or three of
the principal farmers joining who understood their business

these requirements would IbUow, and if reduced to a com-
mercial basis, the capital would follow as a matter of course.

There might be the practical stock breeder, the practical cul-

tivator of the land, and a sleeping partner with £5,000 who
would perhaps be able to look after the machinery and book-
keeping. That is the most rational view of the question. Tha
we shall all cultivate by steam, sooner or later, 1 have not the
least doubt, and those who won't do so will have to walk
about their business. The only question now is—how long
we are to bear the lash before we confess that we wall be good
boys for the future.

Mr. Messenger : Aye, but where's the money to come
from ?

5Ir. Lamport would for a moment apply to Mr. Messenger
the argumentum ad hominem. He believed that gentleman
was the OM'ner of his own laud (he was not aware to what
extent), but say to 150 acres. Taking that at a fair valuation

it was worth £9,000. He had no doubt Mr. Messenger farmed
moderately high, and had a capital of £1,000 to work upon,

and that gave in round numbers £10,000. Well, then, his

advice would be, if he wished for a larger income, sell the land,

take a large farm, and he would make a fortune in ten years.

To adopt another plan ; let him still sell his land, and buy
railway debentures, and then he could make £400 a-year, and
more than 10 per cent, upon his floating capital, without any
trouble or anxiety, whilst he was sitting at home doing no-

thing. If ambitious, he must adopt the other course. Far-

mers who held laud were indulging in a luxury others were
deprived of, and which the exigencies of the times did not

permit. They were holding land that they had no business

with. If they did so, they must inevitably do so at a loss,

under the circumstances ; and if they choose to do so, they liad

no right to come there and complain that it did not pay as a
commercial speculation. They had locked up so many acres

from the enterprise of others, and if they wished to be farmers

they must not be landowners at the same time—at least with-

out ample capital to cultivate it.

Mr. Messenger : Then yon would have me adopt Mr.
Mechi's plan of dividing my farm till I had what I could

manage ?

ilr. Lajiport said that he quite agreed with both Mr.
Mechi and Sir Robert Brisco upon that point, that if they could

not get more money upon the acreage it would be better to

reduce the acreage and get greater profits by the adoption of a
higher system.

The Chairman observed in reference to steam-cultivation,

that if one farmer could not afford to purchase a steam -plough

several could combine to do so for joint use, and here the

principle of partnership reconunended by Mr. Lamport's paper

made its appearance at once. All tilings tended that way till
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at length by the union of intelligence and capital tlie desired

change would eventually and gradually be accomplished. They

must meet each difficulty as it arose, and anticipate none un-

necessarily. He had always found it a golden rule that suffi-

cient for the day was the evil thereof. If they met it as it

arose, and let it quietly slide by, that was sufficient. They

mio-ht depend upon it that no land would ever be permitted to

o-o out of cultivation. At the time of the project of tlie Man-
chester and Liverpool Railway, great was the outcry amongst

the farriers of the whole district that tlieir occupation would

be gone when that fact was realised. But what was the actual

result ? Instead of horses not being required, there was a

greater demand for horses at the two termini alone to take the

increasing traffic to that line than the whole of the district was
capable of producing.

Mr. Lamport asked if any member would state the objec-

tion to bringing the contents of the barn in bulk to the mar-

ket, instead of keeping it idle in the stackyard.

Mr. Messenger said that the millers, so far from pur-

chasing their corn in bulk, told them already that they could

do without the farmer altogether, so great was the import of

foreign corn. Therefore if the farmer took his produce in bulk

to the market he would only have to take it home again.

The Chairman thought if the farmers would show a dispo-

sition to bring it in bulk to the market, means would soon be

supplied for disposing of it ; but of course that would involve

the agency of middlemen which Mr. Lamport had spoken of.

The difficulty in that district was as to the straw. The moment

they began to let air into the stacks the straw deteriorated,

and the farmers were anxious to provide their stock with tlie

best new straw that could be had. Then the grain required
time to acquire what was called the " handle," and if it lost

that it was depreciated in value, aud there was a variety of ob-
stacles in the way of disposing of the crops in bulk.

Mr. Lawsou, M.P., said the valuable paper they had heard
that day miglit be regarded in the light of a supplement to the
paper previously issued by Sir Robert ; they agreed pretty well
on the whole, and the principle advocated in both had received
the sanction of that Chib, whatever ditfereuce of opinion might
have arisen amongst the letter-writers. He thought some of
the suggestions of Mr. Lamport as to partnership very valu-

able ; and in liis own ease, the fact had happened that a

younger brother had become a partner in the concern, and was
a very good fanner. It was not to be supposed that he (Mr.
Lawsou) was content to be only a " sleeping" partner, for he
had looked very narrowly into the working. In farming, they
should not forget the advantage and pleasure of living in the

country, and enjoying all the beauties of nature, which the
commercial man, cooped up in the smoky town, was deprived

of. There was, withal, the romance of the thing ; and what
mattered two or three per cent, more in the return, if all their

pleasure were sacrificed in the making of it ? His advice was,

therefore, if farmers were happy in their occupation, and could

make a living by it, let them stick to farming ; at the same
time, he had not the least objection to any improved method
by which it might be made to pay better.

EXPERIMENTS IN CATTLE FEEDING.
Last spring, Mr. A. Smith, Stevenson Mains, East Lothian,

who has given mucli attention to the fattening and rearing

of stock, having a pretty large quantity of potatoes on hand
about the time when he was beginning to feed off his cattle,

thought of trying how they would thrive on potato diet,

with the usual quantity of oilcake. Tlie cattle were ac-

cordingly fed off with the potatoes, and throve so well on them
that he resolved on testing the qualities of the root still fur-

ther this season, by feeding from first to last entirely on po-

tatoes. He at the same time, for his own guidance in carry-

ing out the pulping system, to which he is a convert, made a

separate experimeut to test its value as against feeding in the

ordinary way with sliced turnips. A lot of cross-bred Short-

horn stirks, rising two years, were bought by him at the

Linton October market last autumn, and divided as equally

as possible with regard to condition, size, and so forth, among
tliree courts. The lot numbered twenty, six of which were
to be fed on potatoes, seven on pulped turnips, and seven on
sliced turnips, with the usual allowance of straw in each

case—the pulped-fed cattle getting theirs chopped. From
the moment they entered the courts, up to the month of

March, when the whole of them for the first time, and in

the same proportion, got oilcake and barley-meal to finish

off, the cattle were kept exclusively to their own kiud of

diet.

A very short time served to show which was the most nu-

tritive article of food. Almost from the first the potato-fed

cattle took the start of their neighbours, and, to use a racing

phrase, were never headed, but came in at the finish a good
way in advance of the others. They took to the potatoes with

the greatest relish, and never gave the slightest indication of
" hoven" all the time they were being fed on them. In fact,

no beasts could have given less trouble or anxiety from the

day they were put into the close tiU they were taken out in

the early part of May—a period of about seven months.
While the experiment was thus satisfactory with regard to

what we may caU No. 1 court, it was not the less so as respects

No. 3—the court containing the cattle fed on pulped turnips.

These also, almost from the beginning, evinced a superiority

over their neighbours fed on the sliced turnips. They were
decidedly in better condition, aud brought more money—per-

haps the best test of all that they had been better fed. The
cattle, as we have said, when they went into the courts, was
placed as nearly as possible on an equality, and their difference

of condition at the end of the experiment was solely due to

the difference of feeding. The average price obtained for the

lot was £17 OS. each. They were sold privately, the value

put on them by the purchaser—a dealer of judgment—being

as follows : No. I court, £17 15s. each ; No. 2 court, £17 5s.

;

and No. 3 court, £16 los. In other words, the potato-fed

cattle bi ought lOs. per head more than those fed in the ordin-

ary way.
The value of the experiment consists, of course, in the ex-

pense of raising the ditterent lots, because if No. 3 court were

fed off cheaper than No. I court, no inducement is offered to

make any change from turnips to potatoes. This point can

be satisfactorily answered. Each of the coarts was supplied

with a daily allowance of turnips carefully weighed or

measured, and it was found that while in the case of the No.
3 court the seven cattle consumed II cwt. of turnips per

diem, those in No. 3 court were well and better fed with 9

cwt., or 3 cwt. per day less. This was a direct saving in the

cost of the turnips ; but it also saved a matter of some con-

sequence, the expense of carting tlie extra quantity from the

fields, which could he much more easily and profitably eaten

off by sheep as they lay in their drills. As a set-off against

this, there is, no doubt, to be placed the cost of the pulping
;

but this is not a very serious matter. Mr. Smith does not

employ steam for the purpose at Stevenson Mains, but has a

one-horse power machine, vvliich he finds answers extremely

well. The amount of work which it gets through is large,

amounting to about 3 tons per hour, amply sufficient for the

wants of a pretty large number of cattle we should fancy.

There is also the wages of tlie girl who attends the pulping

machine when it is in motion ; but making every allowance

for these items of expenditure, Mr. Smith is quite convinced,

from- his experience of the system, that it is, when properly

conducted, in every way more profitable to pulp than to give

cattle the turnips simply sliced. His experiments this year

seems to prove tliat not only can they be fed on a less quantity

of turnips, but that they bring a better price when fat than

the others.

Taking the value of a ton of turnips at 10s., the average

weekly cost of feeding the No. 3 cattle amounted, as nearly

as possible, to 4s. 6d. per head, while the No. 3 cost about

Is. per head more. The calculation can easily be made, and

will be found as stated. But the potato-fed cattle show a con-

siderably greater saving. The courts were put under the

charge of a careful and experienced cattleman, whose in-

structions were to note down exactly the amounts consumed in
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each close. Prom the book which he kept, we find that tlie

six cattle iu No. 1 close culj' consumed a weekly average of

about 15 cwt. of potatoes, wliich at 25s. per ton gives 3s. l^d.

as the expense per week of feeding each beast, and feeding it

£1 per head better than with food that costs 3s. 4'|d. more
money weekly. It is also to be remarked that the potatoes

used were unmarketable, iu so far that tlic firsts and seconds

had been selected from them, and were only available for the

starch mill or for feeding purposes. So satisfied is Mr. Smith
with the result of his carefully-conducted experiment in po-

tato-feeding, that he iutends continuing it next year on a

larger scale. He has no doubt as to its being the most pro-

fitable, as it is undoubtedly one of the easiest modes of

fattening lean cattle fur the market.

SALT AS A CONDIMENT FOR CATTLE.
Although the use of salt, both as a coudiment for cattle

and as manure, has long been known to the agriculturist,

we are disposed to think that its employment has been
greatly neglected by the majority of them, for reasons

which retlect no credit upon their reasoning powers, or

rather upon their knowledge of the principles of true eco-

nomy. As manure, it is the cheapest auxiliary to the

dmig-heap that can be used, because the proportion to be

employed—-which, bj^-the-by, is well-kuowu— is small,

and must not be increased. Like mauy other minerals, if

used properly and carefully, it is highly beneficial : if used

in excess of the proper proportion it is a deadly poison.

And here lies the danger in its use by a cai'eless or un-

skilful person. In the hands of an intelligent agricul-

turist, salt applied to the laud for cereal crops will increase

the quantity, aud produce heavier and firmer grain and

stronger and whiter straw. For root crops its use is

equally beneficial ; and iu rough pastures, mixed with lime,

it will destroy the coarse grasses, and produce a rich

herbage mixed with white clover and other succulent

herbs. It is during the growth of plants of all kinds

that salts are found in them in the greatest abundance

;

aud we may therefore conclude that, in the vegetable

economy, it performs in the soil a similar part that it does

to the animal, although iii a diU'erent manner, helping the

plant to its necessary food ; or, in other words, it enables it

to assimilate its food, with wliich also it mixes iu a large

proportion during the time the plant is in a growiug state.

Water is one of the most important of the elementary

substauces in the formation of plants. Now, salt, accord-

ing to Julius Sachs, is found by experiment to have the

peculiar action on them of retarding the absorption

of water by the roots, by which the soil is kept in a

moist state, and a supply of water is secured to

them. Sachs found that a plant placed in distilled

water absorbed 175 parts in three days, whilst another

plant, of the same size, placed in water containing

one-half per cent, of salt, absorbed only 56 parts in

the same time. This explains why salt applied to cereal

crops causes the straw to be shorter and stronger. We
see the elFect of an unrestrained supply of water to cereal

plants in the length and weakness of the straw and the

liability of the crop to go down by the first high wind or

heavy storm. Salt is well known to be the best dressing

to prevent this by shortening and strengthening the

straw.

It is, however, less our intention to show the beneficial

action of saltixpon cereal and other agricultural plants than

upon the animals of the farm, which in this period of exten-

sive and fatal disease is of most immediate consequence
;

for, although its use in warding off or modifying disease

of the epidemic kind is well known, its application is still

too much neglected. The necessity of using salt in food

by animals of all species is shown by the proportion of it

found in the blood. In that of thehuniansubjectthe normal

proportion of salt is found to be nearly one-half per cent.,

and iu the ashes of blood 57i per cent. And whether a

person uses salt in his food or not, this proportion never

varies^ It must, therefore, be supplied from the other

portions of the body, unless it is given iu the food. Now,
salt is as necessary for the preservation of the living body

from diseases as it is for its preservation from putrefaction

when dead. Why is it that epidemic disease prevails so

much more amongst the humbler classes of society than

amongst the rich ? Chiefly because the use of salt is

neglected in their food. By neglecting this, the ilesliy

parts of the system are deprived of their due proportion

of salt to supply the blood ; and the consequence is, the

man is rendered liable to the accesses of disease. The
bile, the mucus, the saliva, the urine, the gastric juice are

in this case all deprived of their due proportion of salt, to

famish that required in the blood, which must have its

proportion whatever becomes of the other parts of the body.

Now, what applies to the human subject iutliis case is

equally applicable to the farm animals. Their blood has

its normal proportion of salt, without which the animal

could not exist ; and unless a quantity of salt is mixed
with its food, the same exhaustion of the supply for the

other juices of the system will take place, and the animal

—whether a bullock, a sheep, or a pig—will be more
liable to the attack of disease, or less likely to recover if

attacked. We know not whether the veterinary practi-

tioners have directed the attention of the farmers and

cowkeepers to this subject, but it certainly is of great im-

portance at this time, when an unprecedented epidemic

disorder is decimating the herds and dairies in a fearful

manner.
That the use of salt in feeding cattle is an exception in

Great Britain rather than a rule, is well known by the

dealers in salt, and especially the proprietors and managers

ol salt works. We learn from one of these latter that

whilst iu Germany, France, and Austria the quantity of

salt given to cattle, &c., amounts to 100,000 tons, in

England only 10,000 tons is so applied. In Prussia and

other continental states the use of it is increasing, and in

Prussia it is said to have increased threefold since 1853.

Whether the absence of the rinderpest from France and

Austria is due to the free use of salt for their cattle we
have no direct means of ascertaining ; but it is a question

well worth inquiring into, how far this has been the case,

and also whether those of our own farmers and graziers

who freely use salt for their cattle have been more exempt

from the visitation than their less careful neighbours.

That the animals themselves are well aware of the use of

salt, both as a coudiment with their food and as a pre-

ventive of disease, there is every reason to believe. In

the Pampas of South America, the wild horses, cattle,

and other graminivorous animals, travel for miles to the

"salt licks," to supply themselves with the necessary

proportion to keep them in health. "But," says

a prize-essay we have before ns, " with our animals the

case is diflerent ; we keep them iu either well-enclosed

fields or tied up in stalls, and they must take such food

as they find there, or is given to them, whether it contains

the saline parts so necessary to their weU-doing or not

;

and in some measure we increase the evil in stall-feeding

by drawing out, in warm water, some of the saline

matters of the food. There is no question that many
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diseases our horses, cattle, and sLeep are liable to

would be prevented if the animals had free access to salt;

and where it has beeu givea regularly the beneficial

effects have soon shown themselves. In the cellular

tissues of the body, in which the flesh and fat

are found, as well as in the albumen, there is constantly

salt present in large quantities, showing its necessity for

the production of both lean meat and fat in animals. The

salt acts as a digestive by increasing the saliva, and the

animals drinking water with it freely (perhaps one-third

more), this additional water helps very much to dissolve

j

and assimilate those parts of the food which would other-

wise pass off undigested, and carries oft" the noxious

humours that show themselves in skin diseases."

We have given this long quotation to show the im-
portance of salt in feeding cattle, and the desirableness of

extending its use at this particvdar crisis, when the whole

country is under alarm on account of the rinderpest. We
shall now leave our readers to apply these remarks in

their practice, which will assui'edly be beneficial to the

cattle, even if it does not prevent the access of the

disease.

ON THE GROWTH OF FLAX.

We have frequently drawn attention to the growth of

flax both at home and abroad, but the renewed experi-

ments to cottonize flax which are making pn the other

side of the Atlantic induce us to return to the subject,

as we have seen some very good samples prepared, al-

though they are yet wanting in the chief elements of

ultimate success.

In Egypt flax is sown in December and January, and

harvested in April or May, and in Northern Russia it is

sown in May and harvested in August, and so it is in the

Northern parts of the United States. Flax was one of

the necessities of cultivation by the Pilgrim fathers and

other immigrants into North America, and by all the new
settlers in the wilds of the country for the linen with

which their families have been clothed. Up to a recent

period almost every thriving New Eugland farmer culti-

vated a small piece of laud in flax every summer, and

dressed it out by hand iu the barn in the dry, cold days

of winter, and the family manufactured it into a variety

of articles of domestic use. Indeed, a good many of the

old school of fanners did not think they could get along

without their tow frock and trowsera, nor that anything

was so fit for meal-bags as honv-^ '.i ..'.
- linen. We fully

helievc that a great many who have abandoned flax cul-

ture because cotton was so cheap, may safely, in an

economical point of view, return in some degree to the

ways of their fathers. It is doubtful whether any other

plant can be profitably substituted in any of the N'ortheru

States for flax, which can certainly be grown with profit

to the grower, for its fibre alone, whenever he can be

assui-ed the average price of hemp, and that he may be

sure of as soon as some of the recent inventions for

separating the fibre and woody tissue have been put into

general operation.

The increased cxdtui'e of flax iu North America has

been very large, and the prices obtained most remuuera-

tive. The recent crops have been probably the best

grown for many years. The improvement in flax ma-
chinery has been very beneficial to fai-ming interests,

preparing a market for the product, and as continued

efforts are being made still further to improve, the Ameri-

cans will be enabled largely to increase its culture. The
question, can flax be used as a substitute for cotton profit-

ably ? is being extensively discussed in the States, and

expei'iments have been made for several years in order to

settle this question. The Rhode Island Society for the

Encouragement of Domestic Industry offered a premium
for flax cotton " fit for use or machinery," and accom-

panied with a statement of its culture, production, and
preparation, including the cost of the various processes.

The committee appointed to examine the flnx-colton

offered for the premium in their report, stated that though

none of the competitors were entitled to the premium,

yet that the flax prepared by Mr. Stephen Randall's pro-

cess was in their judgment much more valuable than

cotton in all fabrics iu which cotton is now mixed with

wool, and in some kinds of goods appeared to be de-

sirable as a partial substitute for wool itself.

The legislature of the State of New York, in 1862, ap-

propriated 2,000 dollars for the encouragemeut of those

who were sinking by machinery to test the experiment of

manufacturing flax-cotton. The New York State Agri-

cultural Society, to whom was deputed the duty of in-

quiring into the matter in 1863, co-operated with a com-

mittee from the Rhode Island Society. The only com-

petitors were the Lockport Flax Cotton Company and

Mr. C. Beart, of Penn Yan. The fibres of flax

are uniform in length and diameter, and fusiform

in shape, the ends being acutely pointed. It is

essential that these characters should be preserved, in

order that they may be spun successfidly on cotton ma-
chinery. The process of Claussen for making flax-cotton,

which at one time was in such high favour, failed of suc-

cess, because he attempted to obtain uniformity in the

length of the fibre, by cutting instead of separation : the

stumpy ends thus formed were fatal to the success of his

enterprise. The fibres of the bast tissue are connected to-

gether by a strong adhesive nitrogenous current which

has a very strong afFiuity for them. We believe that aU
attempts to overcome this connection by mechanical

means must necessarily residt in failure. Such efforts are

as absurd as to extract grease from cloth by mechanical

means. The only means of separating them is to discover

some solvent which has a stronger affinity for the cement

than the fibres of the flax. The report of the committee

states that neither of these flrms have yet produced

flax-cotton iu such a form as to be spun upon cotton ma-
chinery. In the best specimens of the flax cotton submitted

particles of spire-wire were found adhering ; the fibres were

irregular in length and in diameter, and by careful manipu-

lation almost every fibre can be farther divided, whichshows

that the cement is imperfectly dissolved. The committee

state their conviction that the reduction of flax fibre for

flax cotton is practicable. Already great strides towards

the accomplislunent of this has been made in the right direc-

tion, and nothing is needed but intelligent and persevering

efl'orts to achieve a triumphant success. The committee,

from their investigations, consider that the encouragements

for ultimate success are too strong to allow the investiga-

tion to rest, and they recommend that at least the sum of

3,000 dollars be offered, so as to practically settle the

question.
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THICK AND THIN SOWING.
(translated rilOlX the "JOUKNAL d'AGRICULTUKE rRATIQUE.")

Mr. Editor,—The observations exchanged Letweeu M.M.
Seleurch and Bodiu, iu your muiiher of 5th November last,

page -iSi, and those iu reply by M. Cerfbeer, inserted iu the
following number, page 4<97, have induced me to offcr you my
own observations—the fruit of many years' experience—upon
the practice of sowing in liues, which I consider to be a
question of far greater importance than is generally believed.

I must first state that I fully agree wdth MBI. Seleurch and
Bodin upon one point, namely, that the quantity of seed must
vary according to the degree of fertility the land possesses, and
that thin so\nng does not succeed so well as thick, upon soils

in a mediocre state.

In the article which provoked this debate, M. Bodin said,

" That hearing that by sowing enormous quantities of seed

the weeds vrould be choked by the thick crop, he tried the

experiment ; but the results had taught him a suftlcient lesson

—

that he had gradually diminished the quantity of seed, and
that iu proportion as he diminished it, the produce had
increased."

M. Bodin compared the cultivator wlio sows thick to those

who try to rear two or three times more cattle upon a meagre
pasturage than they do upon a rich one. According to him
sowing thick only increases the evU, and it is better to

destroy weeds by second dressing and weeding, tlian run the

risk of choking a crop under the pretence of choking the

weeds.

M. Seleurch, noticing certain assertions iu M. Bodin's

statement which appeared to him too positive, has proved

very judiciously that thin sowing is not a cause but a conse-

quence of the fertility of a soil, and it is necessary that that

fertility precede the use of mechanical sowing. His veiy

practical conclusion is, that the proportion of seed ought always

to be in inverse ratio to the state of fertility of- the soil, but

that that proportion should not exceed a maximum of 250 litres

of wheat per hectare for poor lands, nor descend below 90 to

100 litres for rich lands. Upon most points, therefore, MM.
Seleurch and Bodin are agreed at heart.

But then M. Cerfbeer interposes by declaring that thick

so\ring, even on rich lauds, may be a good practice ; and in

support of his opinion he uses an argument which appears

unanswerable—that from 350 litres of seed spread over a

hectare, he obtained a harvest of from 30 to 4-0 hectolitres of

wheat. M. Cerfbeer found " that iu soils and cold climates,

where the frost often thins the seed, it is necessary to sow
thick ; that the spring tillering, iipon \ihich the partizans of

thin sowing lay so much stress, is frequently hiudered Ijy various

causes, such as di'ought, the scorching winds of March, &c."

In another point of view, M. Cerfbeer considers thick

sowing as a certain means of preventing weeds from growing,

and particularly as a more economical mode of clearing them
off than hueing.

These are the principal points of discussion. I shall first

reply to some of M. Cerf beer's arguments, and then beg your

permission, Mr. Editor, to treat the subject in a more general

manner.
M. Cerfbeer admits that the strongest objection to thick

sowing consists in the weakening of the plants from want of

space, and the increased chances of beiug laid in consequence
;

but, according to him, this double danger may be prevented,

either by topping the wheats wliich are too thick, or by making
sheep pass over it iu spring, or by quick harrowing, which
destroys the superfluous plants.

I have tried all three methods, and believe T am giving the

opinion of most cultivators by affirming that wheats topped, or

bitten by sheep, yield but a very inferior crop in grain, and

always remain subject to being laid on account of the weakness

of the fresh sprouts, wliich, after topping or pasturage, dways
develop themselves in a premature and imperfect manner.

With regard to the use of the harrows, it sometimes succeeds
;

but every one knows that it is a dangerous process that cuts up

where it ought to leave, and leaves where it ought to destroy
;

in fact, it is unworthy the notice of a good farmer.

The means advised by Mr. Cerfbeer cannot then remedy
the evil, and we shall presently prove that there are other more
simjile and economical methods.

M. Cerfbeer's theory is, that the richer a soil is the more
you may exact from it, and that the quantity of plants it can
nourish is proportional to its intrinsic fertility. According to

him, 3i hectolitres of wheat sown to the hectare is not too

much, and for spring cereals it is necessary even to exceed
that proportion.

These figures appear inconceivable to cultivators in the
North. It is evident that if all the grains sown thus came up
and developed themselves, the plants would be mutually
choked ; and one of two things must happen—either the crop

must ripen, or it must grow weak. We are aware that these

agricultural facts may vary in different places, and that it is

necessary to form general theories with some reserve ; but in

an immense majority of cases we believe we are justified in

affirming tliat when cereals aie sown very thick before wdnter,

they scarcely ever give an abundant crop of grain. The
maxima products are generally obtained where the plants
properly spaced are uninjured, and have been able to form
during winter a well-developed collar, from which vigorous
tillers sprout in spring.

When the young plants are too close, they shoot up to find

space, thus tending to weaken themselves, and form a gigantic

stalk in spring. This stalk famishes the tillers which should
start from the collar, aud v.'hieli for want of space and nourish-

ment only forms an ear without grain. Hence, those abortive

tillers, which in thick crops form straggling stall<s at the

bottom of the sheaves, resembling hay more than wheat.
But where plants are suitably distanced, a very different

effect is produced. Instead of the stalks growing in winter,

tlie first shoots tend rather to spread themselves over tlie soil

;

the collar of each plant, being nourished by its crown of roots,

soon throw out a bunch of tiUers simultaneously, strengthening

and increasing itself. I appeal to the testimony of aU those

who have observed these facts, feeling assured that they wUl
join with me in saying it is always the crops which have
tillered in the most vigorous and equal manner that resist the

action of storms most successfully, and yield the best produce.

Wheu each plant produces only female stems, the tillers

become abortive, and the isolated stalk is easily beaten down

;

while, ou the contrary, the bunch formed by four or five tiUers

grouped upon the collar offers a strong resistance to the storm,

and what is more, in the Northern regions it is upon the

tiUers developed early iu the spring that we always find the

best-filled ears of corn. The eftbrts of the cultivator should,

theu, tend to provoke aud favour tillering, which is a provi-

dential faculty given to gramineous plants, and one which
ouglit not therefore to be hindered.

But M. Cerfbeer has said, with reason, we cannot always
reckon upon tillering, as various causes may prevent it.

Drought, the scorching March winds, or the action of meteors
are particularly unfavourable when the land, beaten down by
winter rains, has formed a superficial crust. In such cases

second dressings are indispensable, and by means of the Cross-

kiU roller, which breaks the crust, and the harrow, a bed of
dust is soon produced upon the surface of the soil, which
counteracts the effect of the drought.

When the bottom of the soil is firm, and the surface weU
pulverized, vigorous tillers wUl make tiieir appearance at the
first approach of heat, imless the soil is deficient in fertility.

We know that if the roots thrown out by the young plant do
not meet with the necessary aliments in the soil, they cannot
bring to the coUar that abundance of sap which causes it to

strike out tiUers. It follows, therefore, that if the earth be
poor it is useless putting an extra quantity of seed in, because

we cannot reckon upon the effect of the tUlering ; but, as M.
Bodin has wisely said, it is weU to ask ourselves, when we
have to do with laud in such a condition, whether it is advan-
tageous to cultivate wheat there at aU.

Another argument of M, Cerfbeer's is, that thick crops
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sometimes give very large yields. We do not deny tlus posi-

tively, but we accept the fiict merely as au accident, not as a

general rule. In order that the thick crop may escape being

laid certain exceptional atmospheric circumstances are neces-

sary. Then it may be thinned by the winter, or by insects.

Besides, in sowing broadcast (and particularly when we sow

tliick, for it is disastrous to sow thick in lines) it continu-

ally happens tuat a great deal of the grain is lost by being

either buried too deep or too shallow, or by being eaten by the

birds. As a proof of this fact, if in the spring we count all tlie

healthy plants which remain upon the surface of a square

metre sown broadcast, even wlien 3 hectolitres are put per

liectare, generally speaking we shall not tiud tliese more than

150 stalks ; that is to say, as many as remain at the same time

when the field is sown in lines with less than half the seed.

When such a reduction takes place, no matter from what

cause, we have the advantages of thin sowing though we sowed

thick. I liave often proved this fact, Init I do not pretend to

say that it will take place alike upon all soils. Nevertheless,

I feel justified in stating as a general rule that in sowing

broadcast according to the land and (heir condition, at least a

quarter of the seed is lost, and that the value of that seed

would be sufficient to pay for weeding, the expense of which

appears to frighten cultivators so much.

Por the last twelve years all my cereals have been sown in

lines and weeded, and though hand labour is dear in this coun-

try, it only costs me upon an average 'J fr. per hectare, and in

ahuost every instance the dressing is sufficient. Twenty years

ago we sowed 3 hectolitres upon my farm, and that practice

was i'AT from choking the weeds, for they abounded every-

where, particularly amongst spring cereals ; but a few years of

sowing in lines, with careful weeding, soon destroyed these

parasites, which devoured the greater part of my manures.

I had besides upon my farm some fields which were sown

even thicker ; because, to use a local expression, they eat the

seed. They were light soUs, subject to shifting, and full of

insects. A deep culture, and the frequent use of Crosskill,

which I always use after sowing, several times in spring upon

light soils, have totally changed the condition of these lands,

so that the same proportion of seed distril]uted over others, being

nearly 150 litres per hectare, is at present sufficient, a pro-

portion which I intend gradually to reduce.

' Thick sowing has then (M. Cerfbeer has shown this to

everybody) the great disadvantage of rendering the crop liable

to being laid, or, in other words, compromising the harvest.

On the other hand, I deny that it has any good effect in choking

weeds, for I see weeds invading whole countries wliere thick

sowing is practised, and where, nevertheless, the wheat fields,

particularly spring cereals, resemble draught-boards whose
colours vary according to the nature of the weed that pre-

dominates. If we add to these disadvantages the loss without

compensation of a part of the seed, we shall find abundant

reasons for the anathema bestowed by M. Bodiu upon thick

sowing.

I know well that customs necessarily change with soils, and

I have had too much experience in agricultural facts to try to

apply the same methods everywhere ; though tlie soils in the

North are content with nearly 100 litres of seed per liectare,

it is possible that it may be better to put double the quantity

into those of the Meurthe. Nevertheless, my reason forbids

my admitting the advantage of using 350 litres per hecbare,

unless, as I said before, the soil devours part of the seed, and

even then I would say, ratlier, that the seed rots because the

soil is cold and damp, and it is therefore necessary to change

that state by drainage and manure ; or that the seed proved

abortive, because the soil was subject to drought, in which
case it is necessary to use a drill that places the grain in fresh

beds ; or perhaps the seed is destroyed by insects, and then

we have to do with a hollow soil. It will then be necessary

to overturn the galleries of the insects by digging them up,

and employing energetic means of compression, such as the

Crosskill roller.

But I have often heard it said, we cannot sow in lines every-

where, because in some places tliere are no hands for weeding.

In countries where there are absolutely no bauds, there is no
reply to the remark, though it is difficult in such places to

make anything whatever advantageous, with the exception of

^&ttk. In extenfcive qiiltures, however, we may use the horse-

hoe (of Garrett or others) which dress cereals well. But it

may be seen, by the small expense that attends the manual
weeding of cereals in lines, that the operation does not require

so many hands, and it is well to know that the weakest hands

are sufticient for the purpose.

I fear even that in certain localities we complain too soon

of want of hands. We cry aloud that the manufacturers have

taken away from agrictilture the workmen who are so much
needed ; but we ought to ask ourselves whether agriculture has

done all in its power to retain its population in the country. It

is not sufficient to offer labourers work during the summer
months only. In order that populations may remain attached

to their native soil, it is indispensable that agricultural art

combine and arrange its operations in such a manner as to

fully occupy their time throughout the year. Now, I ask, is

that the general order of things ?

I shall support my observations by facts. In the North,

where agricultural work is so multiplied in aU seasons, the

field workers do not desert their native homes. Around me,

who inhabit the neighbourhood of Saint Quentiu, where

cotton labour sometimes threatens to take away all our hands,

I have been enabled (thanks to culture in lines) to recover

some workmen from the manufactures which invaded us.

From the first day of March we employ workers, principally

women and children, to weed the autumn cereals ; then come

those of spring, and the different oleaginous plants and roots,

after which we have the hay harvest, and in autumn the plan-

tation of colzas, or pulling up beetroots.

By this means we succeed in drawing to the workshop of

the iand hands which would otherwise be engaged in producing

tissues or embroidery, and the advantage is as great to the

workmen as ourselves, for we offer them more regular employ-

ment, if not higlier wages, besides its being more healthy and

invigorating.

The question of tliick sowing is, therefore, of far more

importance than at first sight it appears, embracing more than

one order of thoughts and facts. The discussion which it has

produced in the columns of your journal ^^as well timed, and

has led to some very useful conclusions.

Having now replied to the chief of M. Cerfbeer's observa-

tions, 1 shall ask your permission to treat in a more general

and extensive manner the subject of sowing in lines compared

with sowing broadcast, and proving that we make a bad use of

mechanical drills by hindering the practice of sowing in lines.

If you think the subject would be interesting to your readers,

I shall be happy to treat it more fully in a future article.

Yours, truly, F. Geouges,

Vice-president of the Comitia of Saint Quentin.

DISPERSION OF LOUD "y^TSNLOCK'S FARM STOCK
AT BOURTON GRANGE, SHROPSHIRE.—This sale took

place on Wednesday, Sept. 6, wlien the well known cliaraoter of

the stock attracted a large company. Subjoined is a statement

of the amounts realised :

—

£ s. d. £ s. d.

130 store ewes 536 2 6 average 4 3 8

90 yearling ditto 403 12 6 „ 4 9 6

SOewelambs 184 15 „ 3 6 4
4 aged rams 54 1 6 „ 13 10 6

20 yearling ditto ...333 17 „ 16 13

28 r.am lambs 124 10 „ 4 9

By which it will be seen that the selection of 353 sheep fi'om

his lordship's flock realised a sum of £1,635 IBs. 6d., or about

£4 13s. for each animal. The appearance and condition of

the sheep called forth remarks of general admiration, and re-

fleeted the greatest credit on those by whom they had lieen

superintended. The " Hcrefords" were disposed of at fair

prices. " Star," with her bull calf made £49 ;
" Rose," with

her heifer calf, £33 ; while the others were knocked down at

figures varying from £30 to £19. The highest price for draught

horses was £34. Tlie auctioneers were Messrs. Nock and

Wilson, of Bridgenorth,
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HAY AND STRAW ELEVATOES.
OLD ENGLISH ELEVATORS.

The proverb, " Tiiere is nothing now uudor the suu," is an
oft-tokl one, and our modern " Jack Straws" are no excep-

tions to this familiar ruk^ ; ahnost tlie only novelty in their

mechanism being the application of steam as a motive power
in working them. " Travelling shakers," " hay and straw

derricks," " sheaf elevators," " rolling platforms," &c., &e.,

have been in use from time immemorial, as lias already been
shown in a former paper. The reader, if he has a mind,
may even trace the thread of discovery backwards as far

as the Tower of Babel ; for the Arabs, according to the

account of the practice given by Layard in his work on
Nineveh, follow the same method of raising water from the

Tigris and Euphrates to water their lands, that was practised

in the days of t]\e Hebrew patriarchs. A skin of water, a

sack of corn, or a bundle of any kind of agricultural produce,

hooked on to the end of a rope, and hauled up or elevated by

means of a bullock yoked to the other end of the rope, the

rope passing over a pulley at the top of a pole, is truly a

primitive invention of the olden time. Poles, ropes, and
rollers formed a very conspicuous part of the mechanical

philosophy of the ancient school, and even down to the com-
mencement of the present century tackle of this kind was
common in every province of the kingdom. It is not at all

surprising that farmers should, at a very early date, have had
recourse to stacking tlieir hay and straw by horse-power

through the instrumentality of poles and tackle of this kind,

in a maritime country like England or Holland, where the

shipping interest aiforded innumerable examples ready made, as

it were, for application.

(1). In the olden lime the greater number of our improve-

ments came from the continent of Europe, and amongst the

rest the Dutch method of stacking hay l)y horse power, on the

principle of a ship-mast and yard or gaff. A mast or pole is

reared and fixed by stay ropes at the side of the stack,upon which
a yard or gaff is hoisted to the proper height by means of a

rope or two ropes passing over, the former a single pulley, and
the latter a double pulley, or two pulleys, fixed near the top of the

pole. The yard turus upon the pole by means of a loop or

ring on the usual ship plan. At each end of the yard or cross

beam a pulley is suspended ; over these two pulleys the hauling
or traction rope passes, and then under a snatch block, either

at the bottom of the pole or at a short distance from it, to the

end, passing under the snatch block, the horse is yoked ; and
to the other the bundle of hay or straw is attached. When
the bundle is hauled up or elevated to the lieight of the stack

the yard turns round a quadrant of the circle, thereby swing-

ing the bundle on to the stack. By placing the snatch-block

at a distance from the bottom of the pole, the horse, in hauling

up the bundle, also swings it round on to the stack. But under
such mechanical condition, the bundle must either slide up a

plank or a ladder with a board upon it, or else be guided

vertically by the person below by means of a guide rope.

This latter is the better plan of the two, as it enables the person

below to pull down tlie rope for another bundle as soon as the

elevated one is detatched.

(2). In a second plan the standard pole is placed in the

interior of the stack, and fixed by means of stay ropes as in

the first case. Near the top of the pole a pulley is suspended,

over which the traction rope works. A planked ladder is

placed against the side of the hay or straw stack, up whicli

the bundles are hauled on to the stack. In some examples the

end of the rope, to which the horse is yoked, went under an

anchored snatch-block, as in the Dutch plan ; in others the

person in charge of the horse sat upon the rope. One of our

oldest and most respectable implement makers recollects

sitting upon the rope in this manner when a boy, about fifty

years ago, in assisting to stack both hay and straw in the

valley of the Trent between Gainsborough and Newark.
Most probably the Dutch colony, which settled at an early

period in the lower part of this great valley, viz., the Isle of

Axholme, had brought over their own plan with them, and the

above is a more simple and expeditious method of carrying it

out, or of " derricking" hay and straw, as some old farmers

and mechanics about Gainsborough and Doncaster technically

termed the plan to us recently, than the method which is still

practised in Holland. But be this hypothesis as it may, tfte

driver sitting upon the rope merits a special notice, as it

illustrates, in a very instructive manner, the principle of the

controlling action of a weight to adapt the line of traction to

the line of drauglit of the horse.

(3). In a third case the block or pulley over which the

hauling rope works is attached to the rick-cloth, rope, or

pole, or to the roof of a Dutch barn. The horizontal pole that

carries the rick-cloth is made sufficiently strong to bear the

strain upon it, which is equal to twice the draught of the horse.

In other respects the details of mechanism are similar to those

of the second plan.

(4). The fourth example is a reciprocating endless rope,

and the improvement which it involves is evidently to obviate

several practical objections to sliding the bundles of hay or

straw up a planked ladder, or simply a plank leaning against

the side of the stack. Thus a series of ladders, and

planks of different lengths were necessary, to meet

the requirements of the different heights of the stack.

Again, the rope working over the top of the ladder

or plank was soon worn out, while the extra friction

involved increased the draught, &c. Both these ob-

jections were obviated by the reciprocating endless rope, of

which there were numerous examples, all less or more different

from each other in their details. Two will suffice for illustra-

tion, in both of which that portion of the system comprising

the endless rope is similar. The first of these will form the

fourth general example now under notice, and the second the

fifth example. But before noticing either, we shall briefly

describe that portion common to both, viz., a reciprocating

endless rope.

The difference between a reciprocating endless rope, and an

endless rope in the common acceptation of the term, lies in the

working of them. In the common case rotary motion is given

to one of the pulleys, which gives to the rope a continuous

motion ; but in the other, the reciprocating case, the two sides

are pulled down and up alternately, only half the length of the

rope passing over a pulley in one direction. Each pulley has

a sufficient length of slack rope for fixing it, the one to the

top of the pole, and the other to an anchored pulley or hold-

fast below. In both the fourth and -'ifth cases the pulley over

the stack has to be raised as the stack rises, but this is done

differently, and this is almost the only difference that dis-

tinEfuishes the one from the otJier.

In the fourth example there is a pole in the interior of the

stack, as in the second example, with a pulley near its top ;

over this puUey one of the slack ropes of the endless rope

passes, the pulley to wliich it belongs being raised to the proper

height, when it is made fast to the pole by means of the loose

end. The other slack rope goes under an anchored pulley at

a proper distance from the stack, where it is fastened after the

two sides of the endless rope are made sufficiently tight. Or

the lowermost slack rope may be fixed to a second pole, se-

cured by stay ropes, more especially in stacking hay, as the

loaded carts or waggons would then pass in freely between this

pole and the stack, the bundling of the hay being performed

upon the cart or waggon, or in the field on the old Roman or

that of the pack-saddles of this country, mentioned by Ellis

and other agricuhural writers of the early part of the last

century. As the stack rises the pulley over it has to

be raised and made fast to the pole higher up. The

pulley over the cart or waggon, or near the ground when

stacking straw, remains at a uniform height ; but when the

opposite pulley is raised it requires to be undone, an increase

of slack rope below being necessary each time the other one

above is being shifted higher. The endless rope is sometinies

worked by one hauling rope, but two are preferable, being

much more expeditious, the one being attached at the upper

pulley, and the other at the lower pulley on the opposite side,

the two hauling ropes being thus attached at the two points to

7.
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wliich the bundles are alternately liooked on. The other ends

of the h.auling ropes either pass under snatch-hlocks, as in the

first case, or carry the drivers, as in the second.

Straw was usually bundled in the common way by means of

slings, as in stacking ; but hay was sometimes elevated in nets,

in other examples in rude baskets, made partly of rope and
partly of wickerwork, and capable of holding from one to two
hundredweight at a time.

In working tlLC endless rope by means of two hauling ropes
;

the horse had to be yoked and unyoked to and from each al-

ternately. Tlius, when a bundle was hooked on at the lower
puUey, the horse was hooked on to the opposite one, wliose

point of attachment when haided down to tlie lower puDey
elevated the bundle right over tlie stack, wliich was then
struck off. Tlie horse M'as then unhooked from that rope,

turned round, and hooked on to the other, during wliich time
a bundle was hooked on the ojiposite side to the point of at-

tachment, a ring or hook brought down when the horse made
another journey outwards, thus elevating the second bundle,

and so on the work of elevating or " derricking" would pro-

ceed. When only one hauling rope is used, the opposite
side of the endless rope has to be hauled down by manual
labour.

(5). lu the fifth example the upper pulley of the endless

rope tackle has, instead of a loose or slack rope, a hook, which
js hooked on to a ring on the horizontal pole of the stack

guard, used for carrying the rick-cloth, as in the third example,

this pole and pulley being raised and lowered in the same A'^'ay

as the pole and rick-cloth are raised and lowered. In other

respects this example is similar in its details to the last, the

fourth. In one respect, however, it differs from the third, in-

asmuch as the horizontal or cross-pole must either work up
and down upon the two vertical standard poles at the two ends

of the hay-stack by means of rings or hoops, as in the old

Kenti.sh stack guard, noticed by Marshall, Loudon, &c., or else

it must extend somewhat beyond the vertical poles at each end,

and be made fast to them by a rope, similar to the manner
builders fix their cross-poles to their vertical ones. But here
we may observe that the reciprocating endless rope does not
require to be made so tight as the common ones, nor is it so ;

liable to get out of working order.

(6). Williamson, in his work on " Agricultural Mechanism"
j

(plate v., p. Ill), gives an illustrated description of loading
carts or waggons by means of a simple derrick crane, consisting

i

of two poles and a winch, and we believe something of the
;

same kind Kas been tried in stacking hay and straw. Tlius
;

one tells us he once saw a farmer stacking hay by means of a
single pole outside the stack, with a puUey and rope, as in the
second example. Now in this case the top of the pule or two
poles, as in Wiiliams.'s case, must have had a to-and-fro mo-
tion, in order to throw the bundle on to tlie stack, and to raise
it free from the side of t\\e stack, as no planked ladder was
used. Emmerson, in his work on mechanics, gives an old
plan of raising water from a river at the bottom of a deep
valley to a farm-house above by means of wliat sailors call " a
traveller" upon a rope made fast at both ends to two posts,

one post being at the bottom of the steep incline and the other
at the top ;

and the same plan has Ijcea proposed in conversa-
tion for stacking hay and straw by horse-power, but we have
not met \vith any actual examples of its liaving been carried
out into practice.

(7). The seventh example is an improvement upon the old
ship-mast or " gaff-hoist," and now known in the United
States of America, where it is extensively in use, as the " der-
rick elevator." The improvement upon the Dutch plan con-
sists in making the cross-beam or yard turn upon a pivot ou
the top of the vertical pole or standard at the side of the stack,
and in the giving of it a foot to stand upon, so as to do with-
out stay-ropes. In other respects the details of mechanism
and working are similar to those of the old plan, at least in
principle.

To the above seven examples a great many varieties might
be given, that whicli distinguishes tlie latter from the former
being chiefly the mode of putting ou the ropes, and yoking the
horses. With a very little difference in the mode of arranging
the tackle, two horses may be employed in each example in-
stead of one, tliereby performing nearly double the amount of
work in a given time. Thus in the first and seventh plans
bundles would be raised at the ends of both arms, which would
then have to swing rouud in a semicircle ou tg the stack, m-

stead of a quadrant, so that as the one horse would be hauling

outwards the other would be returning to the stack. And
with very little difference these general data wiU apply to the

other five examples.

About the commencement of the present century the above

plans of stacking hay were generally known in most of our

hay counties, and a few isolated examples were in operation

at a very recent date. In our last paper of this series,

under " American Loaders and Stackers," it was shown
that " the horse-fork" has superseded the old bundling system

in stacking hay, and in one or two examples the same result

in the march of improvement has taken place in this country.

But the practical reader will readily perceive that the hindrance

in hay-harvest is not the pitching of the hay in the stackyard,

and that, even if it were, the old method of tying it up in

bundJes would not much expedite the work. Query, therefore,

as many intelligent practical men recently interrogated us in the

provinces, when searching for the above methods of the olden •

time, " What is the use of them P" " Get you upon one

waggon," said a Yorkshireman, " and I shall take a second, and

pitch my load on to the stack in half the time you wiU buiidle

yours." In short, we had to take our intelligent practical

friends back to a period in the Fi'ench wars, and in the pros-

perity of our manufactures, when able-bodied men fit for

pitching hay were scarce in our hay districts and with difliculty

to be had for money ; and to the agriculture of the Romans,

who handled all tlicir hay in the field ; and to that of pack-

saddles in this country, when the hay was carried home on the

backs of horses in bundles, &:c., when the practical rationale of

stacking by horse-power was readUyunderstood. But subsequent

to the peace at Waterloo hands have been plentiful, consequently

the practice fast got into disuse, so that fanners now are few

and far between who know anything practically about it, un-

less in the immediate neighbourhood of the exceptionary in-

dividuals who have kept it alive to this day. In America,

where wages are high aud hands scarce the reverse has been

the result, the practice there during the last twenty years

having been greatly extended. In this country the progress

of steam power is greatly enhanciug the value of the old plans,

promising at no distant date to carry them into universal use.

PAST HIECHANISMS AND FUTUEE COMBINATIONS.

In concluding this short series of papers, we propose briefly

to review the progress farmers have hitherto made, and the

line of improvement which present methods of stacking hay
and straw indicate for the future. In taking a true meridian

of our present position, the field wluch the eye has to survey

retrospectively and prospectively is a very extensive one, the

two vie\vs being widely different from each other in many re-

spects. Recently, when conversing on the subject with several

large farmers oflong experience, and whose apprenticeships in

not a few cases were served during the last century, we had to

go into a lengthy explanation before they could understand the

practical rationale of stacking hay by horse power, as their

horsemen, they said, " could pitch it more expeditiously from
the carts and waggons by forks." But when we took them
back to the hay harvest field of the olden time, they at once

recollected of the " crooks," " packsaddles," wooden forks, and
tackle with which their forefathers, and not a few of them-

selves in early life, used to harvest hay. When the " trolly"

was first invented, it was dojibtless considered a crack im-

p-'ovement by the go-a-head farmers of that day, but "a
while-away-time" affair by those who had been accustomed to

gallop to the hay-field with half-a-dozen or a dozen of empty
packs and crooks, to get them reloaded " in less than no time,"

so to speak. Marshall, in his Rural Economy, says it was dan-

gerous to meet the boys with the empty pack-horses returning

from the hay barn or stack-yard to the field, they galloped at

such a thundering pace. And it must also be remembered
that at that period a large extent of the hay crop was stacked

in the field in which it was grov/n, for the purpose of being

consumed there, in order to manure the laud with the drop-

pings of the cattle. In those simple times, our forefathers, on

the score of economy and good husbandry, concluded that hay

should be consumed in the field where it was grown, in order

that fairjjldi/ may he dune ihe land. In such cases the hay-

stack was built in or near the centre of the close, the liay

)jeiu§- drawn to the stack by ropes, nets, and " sweeps" of va-
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nous kinds from the windrows, not a pack-saddle, trolly, or

cart being used. Youug, in his burvoy of (lie County of Lin-
coln, writes rather uncharitably of these old jjractices in his

time, when he says, " Everything in haymaking that I have
seen in Lincolnshire is barbarous." And again :

" In this

tract" (between Sutton and Alibrd) " I saw them drawing
hay from all parts of the field to the centre with horses and
ropes, in order to form a stack without the trouble of parting.

The frame for this work, a plate of which I inserted in my
Northern Tonr, is much superior." The frame here referred to

is simply a " liay svieep," and we quote the above to show
the author's opinion of the march ofimprovement at the period

he wrote.

Looking backwards over tlie footsteps of progress, the

reader will thus perceive that our modern hay-carts arc an im-
provement upou the troUy (a low fo\ir-\vhcel carriage) ; that

the trolly was an improvement upon crooks and pack-saddles
;

that the hay-sweep was an improvemeut iipon ropes and nets,

and (going another step farther back in the march of progress),

that carrying hay on the backs of horses was doubtless consi-

dered a decided improvemeut upon the more primitive plan

when the sturdy yeomau of old England carried home what
hay they required for winter' use upon their own backs in bun-
dles, as poor people in our own day carry it from hedge and
ditcli sides to where they stack it. The progress of fact, when
clearly seen, is therefore obvious enough, and readaljle, to the

most plodding practical capacity.

The above lias reference chiefly to the implements employed
in tbe hayfield. We have next to take our readers to the hay-

barn or stack, in order to see the progress that has been made
ia the work of stacking. Thus we are told, in one of the County
Surveys to the Board of Agriculture, that the common " stack-

guard,^^ or " rick-cloth," such as " Edgiugtou's," is a mechani-

cal equivalent, if we may so speak, of the modern improved
" Dutch hay-barn." And that our old close hay-barns are

bad copies of the old Dutch barns. Now, the stack-guards, a

tlie reader is aware, consists of two vertical standard poles, one

at each end of the hay-stack, with a horizontal pole extending

between them, for carrying the rick-cloth, the whole forming

a temporary roof to the stack, which is raised and lowered Ijy

pulley tackle at each of the vertical poles, according as circum-

stances require. The modern improved Dutch barn, on the

other hand, has a permanent roof of some kind, as of thatch

or tile, which is raised and lowered by means of four standard
poles, one at each corner of the stack, which for stacks

of uniform size as to length and breadth has many things

to commend it to attention—things suggestive of future

improvement as to permanent stack-roofs.

Again, we must not pass over altogether unnoticed the im-
provements that have been made during the current century in

pitchforks, hay-rakes, tedding-machiues, stack-stages, scaf-

folding, and the like, with the peculiar practices to which
such improvements have given rise in times of peace, witli a

plentiful supply of hands as compared with military times,

when harvest liands were scarce ; but into details on this head
we need uot enter farther.

Now, all these elements in the march of mechanism must be
duly taken into account before we " hitch on a horse" (using

a Yankee plirase) to the end of a rope, so as to stack hay by
horse-power. Ajid if this was the practical rule that had to

be observed by our forefathers, it was still more so in Holland,

wliere able-bodied hands were more frequently removed from

the harvest-field by the demands of war, extensive fisheries,

&c., &c., HoUaud being the country from whence we im-

ported very many of our improvements in every branch of agri-

culture. Such, then, being the facts of the case, we have only

to go back to the hay-harvest of the olden time, to see the

ratinnale of their rise and progress. Thus, in carrying with

pack-horses, it would be more expeditious to have the hay in

the field ready tied up in bundles, say three bundles to each

horse, one on each side, and one above betweeu. If there were
twelve horses, they may be divided into three teams of four

each, a boy being required to each team, the horses following

at each otlier's tails. During the short interval betweeu the

loading of the teams, the hands in the field w'ould tie up into

nel sli/ijs twelve bundles. Two active men, with women tu

keep the raking close up, would do the work and swing up the

bundles between them, one at a time, on to the pack crooks, as

fast as the boy could turn round the horses ; when away the team

would go at a jog-trot to the hay-barn or stack in the stack-

yard. Arriving at the mow or tho stack, there would not be two

opinions as to how the bundles ought to be elevated, provided

the farmer himself was anything of a mechanical genius, and

had the means to get the blocks and tackle to do the work
;

for at every seaport or shi])ping place, or canal, or river, the

common mode of hoisting would suggest the practical rule to

be adopted, more especially amongst our Dutch settlers, who
had seen the practice in operation in Ilolland. llence, the

origin of " (h-rric/rhi// //ai/" as some old farmers in the valley

of the Trent about Gaius'boro' and Doncaster term the ])raetice

of stacking liay by lujrse-power to this day. In stacking hay

in tlie field the details of practice would be somewhat dilferent

at the commencement, as the hay near the stack would be

more expeditiously collected by ropes, as seen by Arthur

Young, in Lincolnshire, or by "frames or kii/swcejjs," as he

recommends ; but in cases of large fields, or where the hay

of several small closes was stacked in one, it would be prefera-

ble to bundle it, and carry it to the stack by pack-saddles, as

the land could be cleared in less time, while there would be

less waste of hay and aftermath.

It will, no doubt, be said that the old practice thus de-

scribed was the exception, a more slow and slovenly wasteful

one being the general rule. This must be granted, for wlien

the hay was carried from the windrows it was put upon
the crooks by pitch-forks, and an amount of time spent in load-

ing that would worry to death our reader's patience to hear

it told. "When carried from the small cocks an attempt was
generally made to lift two or three of them bodily into the

crooks. But we need hardly tell the practical reader that

these same small cocks could have been bundled and loaded in

less than half the time.

We have said enough imder the last paragraph to show the

reader how great an improvemeut the trolly must liave been

considered to the general pack-saddle practice ; and the mo-
dern waggon and hay-cart to the trolly, as the practice of stack-

ing hay in the field was given up, and as hay-rakes and ted-

diug-machines were brought to bear upon the economy of field

operations. And we need not inform the practical reader that

these improvements all militated against the old jiractice of

derricking hay in bundles by horse-power, unless in examples

of very high stacks with a paucity of hands, and also in hilly

countries in the absence of roads for wheeled carriages.

The introduction of portalile thrashing-machines has had

an opposite elfect upon straw-stacking apparatus ; the tlirash-

iug out of large quantities at a time having increased the de-

mand for mechanical means of this kind, so as the better to

secure and economise the straw in large stacks. And the ap-

plication of steam as a prime mover has greatly stimulated

the march of improvement in this direction. The stacking of

straw is a smotheringly dirty, killing work, often requiring

extra wages to get hands to do it in anything like a passable

form. In many cases the shapeless stacks and shameful waste

of straw are all but indescribable. It is, therefore, rather sur-

prising that so little should have been done between the time

of Gladstone's " travelling shaker"—say the one erected for

the Earl of Selkirk, in 1809, and that of Cornes's combined

shaker and elevator, exhibited at Leek and Northampton in

1846 and 1847. But if progress has been slow during the

long interval between these two periods, the same thing can-

not be said of the present time, for we are now moving at a

Derby-Day-galloping-pace, iu almost all directions imaginable

that lead to the top of the hill.

Before letting loose the reins of the steam-horse into the

future, it will be advisable to examine somewhat more closely

our modern elevating mechanisms, English and American, from

an elementary point of view. Thus, in the old ship-tackle

method of derricking hay in bundles, we have nearly all the

elements of the modern American derrick elevators. In both

examples the hauling-rope passes over two pulleys on the

cross-yard and under a third pulley, below. In lioth, the

bundle rises vertically, and is swung on to f e stack by means

of the cross-arm turning on the mast or standard pole, or the

cross-pole turning with the mast. And the reader who has

seen trussed-hay hoisted on board any of our war transports,

or on our coasting craft, sucli as import liay from Holland

in dry seasons, as 1820, wjien large quantities were brought

over, will readily perceive that both are close copies of the

ship inast-and-yard hoist. In point of fact, it would not be

diflicult to prove that the old ship-masts and yards with their

tackle iiave been purchased by Dutch and English farmers,
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put up, and employed in elevating hay and straw ou to the

stack.

Again, the problem of self-bundling and discharging ap-

paratus, til at is now engaging the pioneering talents of both

English and American inventors aud patentees, is a very old

one. Up to this date, to the best of oui knowledge, the pro-

blem has been only half-solved, i. e., both parties have

succeeded, by meclianism closely similar in principle, of making

the bundling apparatus discharge its contents when and where

they please upon tlie stack ; and the first example of this kind

which we saw reported was an American, a non-patented case,

in one of the agricultural periodicals of the United States,

which comes to England in exchange for our agricultural

papers, and to relatives.

The next elementary mechanism now being improved upon,

to which we shall turn attention, is an inclbied jila/ie, upwliich

hay and straw is being elevated on to tlie stack. This, in the

old ship-tackle examples wliich we have given, was a plank
upon a ladder : as the stack increased in height a longer ladder

and plank was required, and so on. Up this inclined plane

the bundles of hay and straw were hauled on to the stack.

Up this simple inclined plane the American horse pitch-fork

works, elevating at the rate of G tons an hour, and may now
be seen in operation in this country as well as in the United
States. For elevating straw from a thrashing-machine the

endless rake, American and English formerly noticed, is doubt-

less an improvement ; but when we examine an endless rake

aud the inclined plane up which it elevates the straw from an
elementary point of view, it amoimts to so many horse pitch-

forks upon two endless chains, sliding the straw up a plank,

while the trap-doors in the inclined plane of Tuxford and Son's

elevator corresponds to the series of ladders and planks of

different lengths to suit the different heights of the stack. In

all these examples the elements of progress are palpably

manifest.

If we turn to poles and pulley tackle we shall find the

footsteps of progress equally visible. Tims we have a recipro-

cating rope over a fixed pulley, as in the case of the old ex-

amples of a pole in the stftck, and the modern examples of the

American horse-pitchfork, when the pulley is fixed in the roof

of the barn or the apex of a triangle over a stack.

We have in the next class a reciprocating rope over a move-
ahle pulley, as in the old example of a " slup-yard hoist :" and
in the modern examples of the American liorse-pitchforks,

where the puUey can be lowered, as when suspended from the

roof of a Dutch barn, or from the cross-pole of the stack-

guard, the latter being the only example of the American
horse-pitchfork which we have heard of being in use in this

country.

Next we have to notice endless ropes, and endless hands
over both fixed and moveable pulleys in endless variety, old

and new. Luck and Campain in their specifications, 1859,
take their copies from steam-plough tackle, viz., a reciproca-

ting rope over a moveable puUey, running off and on upon a
mnding-drum, or off one winding-drum on to another ; but
like most successful methods of reducing the proposition of
the latter to practice is that of an endless rope as illustrated

in Clayton and Shuttleworth's catalogue, which possesses con-

siderable novelty in its details of construction, evidently not

included in the patentee's specification, owing to the prior use

and publication of endless rope elevators on the bundling
principle.

In the next class of examples to which we shall turn atten-

tion, the endless band elevator, tootlied or plain, is in itself

the inclined plane up v^hich the hay or straw is carried on to

the cart, mow, or stack. In this respect it is a totally dif-

ferent mechanism from the fixed inclined plane up which the

hay or straw is raised, either by reciprocating or endless rakes,

and it involves equally different principles. It would be super-

fluous to go into the details of these differences, as they must
be manifest to the reader. It will no doubt be said by some
agricultural tyro, that the endless band is not an inclined plane.

This may be granted in the sense meant ; but what follows ?

The manifest conclusion that the one is, after all, as different

from the other as carrying hay up-hiU upon your back is to

tossing it up-hill with your feet.

'Such are the elements of past progress ; for the future

appears to be more a question of combination than one of in-

dividual parts, and the hint thus given to English inventors is

equally applicable to those of our colonies and the United
States of America. To tliose who have thrashing-machines
the stacking of the straw by machinery has become a sine qua
non. In short, every thrashing machine, portable and fixed,

must now have an elevator for the stacking of the straw. In
England little has yet lieen done in hay harvest ; but after the

stack gets above the cart, steam may profitably be employed to

work the American horse-pitchfork, or clutch fork, for they
have two kinds of them, and if once started at the rate of 6

or 10 tons an hour, economical farmers will naturally ask,

Why not intch the ivhole by steam i' Enbineer.

EXPEEIMENTS IN THE CULTIVATION OF MANGEL WUEZEL.
It is purposed in the following paper to give tlie results of

experiments in the cultivation of mangel-wurzel, in the season
of 1862, wliich at this period may not be without some inter-
est to the reader. The soil on which tlie experiments were
conducted is a hght sandy loam, resting on the ferruginous
sand aud sandstone of the lower ooUte, variously tinted by tlie

oxide and silicate of iron. The land on which the experi-
ments were made is sitnated at an elevation of 325 feet. It
consisted of about eight acres, and formed one side of a twenty-
acre field. The farm is managed on the five-course system

;

consequently, the preceding crop of 1861 was barley, and that
of 1860 wheat, that of 1859 mixed clovers. During the whole
ofthe summer of 1859 the land was grazed by sheep, which
had a daily allowance of cake or corn, so that the land was in
good condition. As regards manure, the barley in 1861, at
seed-time, received a dressing of 3 cwt. per imp. acre of phos-
phatic manure, specially prepared for this crop ; and during
the autumn of 1861 the land was tlioroughly cultivated twice
over with Coleman's cultivator, then harrowed and rolled, and
all weeds were carefully collected and burned. It was ploughed
up to the depth often inches about the middle of December ;

in this state it remained till the first week of April, when it
^y^s crossed with Coleman's seven-tined cultivator, working to
the full depth of the plough. It was then eross-plouglied, har-
rowed, rolled, and thoroughly pulverized, and was reduced to a
line state of tilth by the end of April. The ridges were
opened witli the double mould,board plough, on the 3nd and

3rd of May, to the width of 27 inches. On the 5th and 6th

of May, 20 loads of rich farmyard manure were drawn out and
spread in the ridges. This manure was the produce of bullocks

eating daily 601b. of good swede turnips, 41b. linseed-cake, 61b.

of meal (bean and barley), with about 141b. of cut chaff, two-

thirds straw, to one-third hay. The beasts were tied up in

feeding hovels, from which the dung was cleared out daily into

an open yard tenanted by young stock eating straw and turnips.

Three weeks before it was used, the manure was turned and
well watered with the liquid drainings collected in a tank in

the yard, the buildings being all spouted. This liquid con-

sisted principally of the urine of the cattle. The farmyard

manure was spread in the ridges in the usual way, and over

this was sown broadcast specially prepared mangold manure in

the proportion of 2^- cwt. to the acre, and the whole was covered

in with the double plough. The artificial manure was analyzed

by a competent chemist with the following results—

•

Moisture ...

Organic matter

Silica

Soluble phosphate...

Insoluble phosphate
Sulphate of lime ...

Nitrogen ...

(Equal to ammonia

8.11

25.93

3.6G

20.94

14.76
26.60

3.03

3.97)

Tliis manure costs £/ 15s. net cash, delivered at the nearest
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railway station. The seed, yellow glotjc, was steeped ibv twelve
hours iu rain water ; after which it was put into a sack, where
it was kept at a temperature of ninety degrees for three days,

when most of it had started. In this state it was sown on the

6th May, in the proportion of olbs. to the acre, by means of a
two-row turnip-drill, having a seed-hox specially made for sow-
ing mangold, and- which deposits the seeds from cups instead

of the brushes generally used for turnip-sowing. This box is

simple and inexpensive, and, if re(|uired for turnip-sowing,

brushes can be readily substituted. We have tried dillerent

methods of sowing, dibbling, and drilling mangold ; but for

cheapness, regularity, and uniformity of depth—the three great

desiderata—we find nothing eciual to the system above de-

scribed. When we committed the seed to the earth, the

weatlier was showery, and the soil in a lavourable state ; but
ovring to the moist state of the land, the ridges could not be
roUed down till the 13th May, when, notwithstanding the land

was much beaten and washed by the recent rain, several plants

had made their appearance above ground.

By way of experiment, two ridges in the middle of the plot

were sown with seeduusteeped, ti'om the same bulk as in the ease

just described ; this was sown the same day as the other, viz..

May 6 ; but the plants did not make their appearance above

ground till the 23nd May. On the 28th, our note-book con-

tains the following entry :
" Young plants looking healtliy,

and grow fast ; on the same day began setting out plants."

This, in our locality, is generally performed by men, who with

a hoe cut the plants out at regular intervals, the blade of the

hoe varying in width witli the distance the plants are to be

left apart ; one or two inches are left between each stroke of

the hoe. The hoer is followed by a small boy or girl, who
singles out the plants, care being taken to leave the strongest

and most healthy looking.

The distance from plant to plant should vary from twelve to

eighteen inches, according to soil and other circumstances. In
our locality, we have proved by repeated experiments that the

heaviest crops can be grown on ridges 27 inches wide and 12

inches from plant to plant. We prefer having all our root

crops singled by day work, as we generally find the work much
better executed, there not being the same inducement to scamp
the work that there is when working by the piece^ particularly

where the labourer is migratory and of unsettled habits. An
ordinary hand, with a boy or girl to single the plants, will

easily get over half an acre per day in a workmanlike manner
;

an experienced hand will do consideral)le more, and will vary

in cost from 4s. Gd. to 5s. 6d. per acre, according to the rate of

wages in the district. As soon as the young plants make their

appearance above ground, we freely use the horse-hoe, stirring

the soil, fre(]^uently and deeply. Soon after the plants were set

out the first time, they were attacked by the mangel-wurzel fly

—Anthomyia betas—which has greatly injured our crops for

the last two years, and was quite unknown in this neighbour-

hood previous to 1860. As yet, we have found no means of

preventing the ravages of this destructive pest. The fly depo-

sits its eggs on the under-surface of the leaf ; the maggots, as

soon as they are hatched, eat their way into the middle of the

leaf, feeding on the pulpy substance, and destroying its vitality.

When a crop is attacked, the leaves soon present a brown and
scotched appearance. On the 17th June, they were gone

through the second time with the hand-hoe, and all weeds

carefully cut out from between tlie plants ; the horse-hoeing

was continued at regular internals of about a week. Being

aware of the importance of nitrogen to the mangold crop, on

the 21st of June 1 cwt. of nitrate of soda and 2 cwt. of com-
mon salt per acre were sown broadcast on four acres, in order

to test the efficacy and results of nitrogenous manures on the

production of this crop ; the weather being showery at the

time, was extremely favourable for its application, and, the

horse-hoe being immediately used, the manure was all either

covered or dissolved. July 23 and 24, the whole of the eight

acres were subsoiled between the ridges, twelve inches deep,

with Gray's subsoil plough, drawn by three horses. July 2i,

on two of the four acres where the nitrate of soda and salt

were previously applied, we again put on a second dressing of

1 cwt. per acre of nitrate of soda, using the horse-hoe to cover

it in as before.

The system we have long pursued of preventing the plant

from running to seed is this : As soon as they show any

appearance of seeding, a careful man is sent through the crop,

who with a sharp knife cuts oft' all the seed-stems close to

the crown of the root ; and, if carefully watched and cut off

during the early stages of their growth, little damage is done.

We found by our experiment, where the seed was forced, a

far greater percentage of the plants showed signs of running

to seed than where the seed was sown in the usual way.

We always store our mangold crop between the 20th

October and 10th November, according as weather and other

circumstances permit. At tliis season, the days are longer

;

consequently, more work can be accomplished. There is also

less danger from injury by irost than at a later period. The
way we have long followed in getting up and storing the crop

is to let the work to a trusty man at a fixed price per acre, he

finding a number of boys who pull up the bulbs, cutting olT

the tops and leaves not very close to the crown. The whole

of the roots are left on, as we find them keep much better

than if trimmed and wounded, causing the bulb to bleed,

greatly injuring the quaUty, and, at the same time, rendering

it more subject to decay. The bulbs are thrown four drills or

rows together, in the same way as turnips, the man and his

gang filling them into the carts when drawn off. The usual

price we pay is 2s. Gd. per imperial acre. The work cannot

be done by men at less than from 10s. to 13s. per acre. In

storing, we always endeavour to draw them as near the place

where they are intended to be consumed as circumstances will

permit. They are stacked or pitted on some dry spot as well

slieltered from the north winds as possible. The heaps are

made 6 feet wide at bottoii, sloping to a point at an angle of

about 45. They are sometimes covered with straw and a

slight covering of earth ; but, where straw is plentiful, we
greatly prefer that covering only. Our system is to cover

with about 2i feet thick of any short straw or stubble, then

thatch neatly down wiili some good wheat or barley-straw,

taking the necessary precautions to secure it from being hlown
off by wind. In this way, we have for many years stored

large quantities with but trifling losses from fro:^t or other

causes. Even during the severe winter of 1860-61 our crop

had no covering but straw ; and from upwards of eighteen

acres we had less than a ton of rotten or spoiled roots.

Although we_ have never for the last fifteen years used earth

as a covering, we have often seen our neighbours lose great

quantities from over-heating in the pits when so covered.

Before storing the crop we carefully took np, topped,

cleaned, and weighed a part of each lot—viz., that which

received one dressing of nitrate of soda, that which received

two, and the lot manured in the usual way. From consider-

ably extensive practice in testing the weight of root crops

when growing, we find that the fairest system of ascertaining

the true weight is to select an average of the crop. When
that is satisfactorily determined, measure forty-six feet, taking

a ridge for the line or hypothenuse of a triangle ; then take

sixty-six feet, or one chain in length. Place each end at the

marks before set up on the base line. A man taking the chain

exactly by the middle pulls it tight ; another man with a

sharp spade passes along and divides all the roots where the

line touches. The same operation being repeated on the other

side gives an area of four square poles. The roots ^are then

got up, cleaned, trimmed, and weighed. They are weighed in

quantities of 561bs., that weight being the same fraction of a

ton that 4 poles is of an acre ;
consequently, each weight of

5611)s. is one ton per acre of crop.

We have found this plan greatly simplify the weighing of

all root crops, and prevent many errors and mistakes which
frequently creep into the calculations. In measuring one or

two poles in the same direction as the rows run, it is often

found ditficult to know with sufficient certainty to which side

some of the roots should belong ; so that a small error, when
multiplied one hundred and sixty times, may swell to con-

siderable magnitude in the end. On weighing au average,

four poles of tiie two acres which received two dressings of

nitrate of soda, the bull)s closely trimmed -ind cleaned, the

produce was 28 tons of bulbs and 8 tons 13 cwts. tops from

18,180 roots. No. 2, which received only one dressing of

nitrate of soda, produced 26 tons 12 cwts. 3 qrs 41bs. clean

bulbs and 7 tons 5 cwts. 1 qr. 121bs. tops from 18,080 roots;

while those that v,ere dressed with farmyard manure and

nitro-phosphate produced 22 tons 12 cwts. 161bs. clean bulbs

and 5 tons 11 cwts. 201bs. tops from 18,020 roots.

Tlie appearance in favour of the double-dressing of nitrate

of soda over the farmyard and phosphate manure only, was 5

tons 2 cwts. 3 qrs. 1211js. bulbs and 3 tons 1 cwt. 3 qrs. 121bs.
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tops, at an extraordinary ontlay of 26s. The diiference in

weight between that which had a donhle and that mth a

single dressing was only 1 ton 3 cwts. 1 qr. 241bs. bnlbs, and

1 ton 8 cwts. 3 qrs. tops ; wliile the difference in favour of

1 cwt. nitrate of soda over that wliich was done in the usual

way was 4 tons 1 qr. IClbs. bulbs, and 1 ton 14 cwts. 201bs.

tops. «

.

The mangold, like tlie turnip and all other root crops,

varies in feeding properties according to soil, climate, manurial
effects, and other circumstances under which it is cultivated.

Accoi-ding to chemical analysis, it is more valuable for feeding
purposes than the common turnip or swede. In practice,

during the autumn and early winter months, we consider it

inferior in feeding value to good swede turnips ; whilst during
March and April, and as the season advances, we consider it

almost invaluable, not only for feeding, but as food for store

stock. We have used it rather extensively for some years,

when pulped and mixed with cut straw, and allowed slightly

to ferment, in whicli case chemical changes take place, en-
abling the animal more easily to assimilate the substance of
the food. We have used and found the roots equally valuable
for ewes suckling their lamlis, and for dairy cows in milk,

always producing an increased flow of milk ; and when given
in conjunction with oats, beans, and other nitrogenous
foods, the quality of the secretion is not deteriorated

in value. The mangold being originally a native
of a warmer climate than that of the United King-
dom, other things being equal, we invariably get
our best crops during dry, hot summers. The past

season was therefore unfavourable for the production of heavy
crops of this root. Ours was greatly under an average of
former years. For the benefit of those who may wish to ex-
tend its cultivation to cold districts with a large rainfall, we
will state the mean day and night temperature, and also the
quantity of rain which fell here during the season of 1863,
from April to November inclusive

—

Mean Day. Mean Night.
April .... 5o.G6 39.83

May .... 64.67 47.45
June .... 62.23 48.05
July .... 65.04 51.25
August. . . . 62.03. 51.25

September . . . 60.96 49.36
October . . , 58.04 44.87
November . . . 42.76 33.00

RAINrALL.
Mean Inches.

April 1.40

May 3.96

June 2.31

July 3.45

August 1.61

September 2.47

October 2.65

November 0.77

—Scottish Farmer. G. Mite ray.

THE TEETHEWY TESTIMONIAL.
In the course of last year it was felt by some of Mr. Tre-

thewy's friends that the general feeling of esteem with which
he was regarded ought to find expression in sDme tangible

form, which should at once mark their sense of liis honourable
character and personal worth, and of the services he iiad

rendered to agriculture ; and on the matter being mooted it

was heartily taken up, it being justly felt that never was there
an instance in which such a tribute to those sterling qualities

which commend men to the regard of their fellows was more
deserved. After mature consideration, it was resolved that a
portrait should form part of the testimonial, in order that future
ages, long after he has passed away, may be afforded the
opportunity of viewing the lineaments of one nOw so highly
esteemed, and who has trod the path of duty so well. Mr. J. P.
Knight, U.A., was the artist selected, and we have no hesita-

tion in saying that he has succeeded in producing a likeness

which, whether regarded as a faithful life-like representation
of Mr. Trethewy, or as a splendid work of art, is one of the
very finest pictures of the kind ever seen in the county. So
higlily does the artist himself regard the portrait, that we
understand he has expressed a strong wish that it may be
sent to the next exhibition of the Royal Academy ; and, we
are informed, that wish will be complied with. In addition to
the portrait, six massive and elaborately-chased silver salvers,

and a tea and coffee service, also of solid silver, the whole
weighing 350 ounces, were purchased out of the subscriptions

;

one object being that Mr. Trethewy should be afforded the
opportunity of leaving to each of his cliildren a piece of plate
which woiild show to those aroimd them the high estimation
in which their father had been held ; but, at the same time,
this has been left to him entirely as a matter of choice, no
stipulation or request upon the point being made. The
largest of the salvers bears the following inscription: "Pre-
sented, with his portrait by J. P. Knight, R.A., to Mr. Henry
Trethewy, of Grampound, by a large number of landowners,
yeomanry, and friends, as a mark of their high esteem, and in
grateful acknowledgment of the substantial services he has
rendered to agriculture, particularly in his native county of
Cornwall. September 12vh, 1865."

Tuesday last being the day selected as that on whicli the
presentation of the testimonial should take place, a number of
gentlemen were appointed as stewards to carry out the pre-
hminary arrangements for celebrating the event in a becoming
manner. A dinner, of course, formed a necessaiy and im-

portant ingredient in the day's proceedings. As the Council

Chamber was considered the most suitable room in the town
for the presentation and dinner to take place in, and on the

Mayor of Truro being applied to, he at once kindly placed it

at the service of the committee. A few of the gentlemen who
had provided themselves Nvith tickets were unable to attend,

so that not more than 170 sat down. At half-past two o'clock

Mr. P. P. Smith, the chainnan of the testimonial committee,

entered the chamber arm-in-arm with Mr. Trethewy, and were

greeted with enthusiastic and prolonged cheers. Mr. Smith

took the chair, and Mr. John Gatley the vice-chair. On the

right of the chairman were Mr. Trethewy, v^ath Messrs.

William, Ilenry, and Alfred Trethewy sons of Mr. Trethewy,

and some of the chief agriculturists of the county of Cornwall.

After the customary loyal toasts had been given.

The Chajkman said : Mr. Vice-Chairman and gentlemen,

it is now just twelve months since my friend Mr. John Gatley

called on me, and asked me to attend a meeting of agricul-

turists who were anxious to consider in what manner they

could best evince their appreciation of the eminent services

which, throughout a long and useful life, had been rendered to

agriculture in this con nty by my friend—my much respected

fiieud—Mr. Trethewy, of Grampound: services, gentlemen,

which had deservedly earned for him the title of " the farmer's

friend." I most heartily accepted the invitation ; but when I

found that it was proposed that I should be the chairman of

the committee, I urged the selection of some gentleman of

greater influence tliau myself ; and it was not until I found

that it would be considered churlish in me if I longer resisted,

that I yielded to that which appeared to be the unanimous

wish. But who on that occasion could have pictured the scene

which I now see before me ? If I could have realized it, I

should have shrunk still further from occupying my present

position ; and when it was proposed that the proceedings should

take the fonn they have done to-day, I again struggled to be

released, but I was met by the declaration of the committee

—

the chairman is expected to do his duty. Gentlemen, I feel

that the choice which your committee has made will not be

ratifled by the general voice of this large and influential com-

pany (" Yes, yes," and applause). I fe.ar that my friend

Mr. Trethewy, and his friends, wiU think that sonie man of

greater mark than myself should have been entrusted with

the gratifying task which has been assigned to_ me (" No,

no"). My explanation, however, is made, and if I cannot
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venture to hope tliiil il will be satisfactory to you, yet I

trust that it will at least meet with the same kind indul-

gence whicli personal explanations always receive elsewhere
;

I mean in the greatest assembly in this country—the British

House of Commons. I thank you for that warm and gene-
rous cheer, because it gives me encouragement to proceed.

13ut I quite agree with my friend Mr. Wise, that there are

men in tliis country who, altliough tliey have never rendered
themselves illustrious by their achievements in arms, or fa-

mous by their works in art, or by their productions in litera-

ture, yet liave by the very force of their character drawn
themselves out from the ranks of tlieir feUow-mcu, and become
so conspicuous by their good actions, and by their nsefulness

in their generation, as to call for some lasting memorial of their

worth. Such a man is my friend on my right, Mr. Trethewy
(loud cheers). Of all the eminent agriculturists in Cornwall,
and there are many of them, lie has by universal consent been
considered to be the greatest living benefactor to the interests

of agriculture in his native county (cheers). And, gentlemen,
let me say that his reputation is not confined to the county of

Cornwall, for it extends to every portion of the kingdom in

which agriculture is cultivated as a science (loud cheers). Gen-
tlemen, Mr. Trethewy's career has been one of unblemished
honour (cheers). It has been frauglit with lessons, with use-

ful lessons, to all of us ; for I can never believe that he would
have attained his present position if he had not kept steadily

before him the maxims of self-reliance and self-help (cheers).

You know that Mr. Trethewy is the steward—and the success-

ful steward—of one of the largest properties in this county.

Tor upwards of half a century he has been connected with

that property ; and when he succeeded to the stewardship, Mr.
Hawkins, the owner, was a minor. When that gentleman at-

tained his majority the estate was lianded to him, excelled by
none in this county for good fanning, good tenants, and last-

ing improvements (Hear, hear). During the time that he
had the management of the property, he inspired coufideuce

between landlord and tenant, without which no property can
be worked with advantage to the owner or justice to the tenant

(Hear, hear). Gentlemen, I need scarcely say that Mr. Haw-
kins handed back that estate to Mr. Trethewy's management

;

ami I know, from recent personal communication which I have
had with that gentleman, that he has not only the most un-
bounded confidenee in Mr. Trethevi'y as a steward, but he has
likewise the highest personal regard for him, and respect for

his character (cheers). Gentlemen, Mr. Trethewy has been
a distinguished member of all the leading agricultural societies

of this kingdom. In the Royal of England, in the Bath
and West of England, and in the Iloyal Cornwall he lias

been a prominent member and frequent judge ; and I

know tliat it has not only been for the sake of the estate under
his charge, or for his own personal advantage, but for the sake

of the county at large, that he has been a member of these

societies, and encouraged by Mr. Hawkins to visit every place

from which he thought a single improvement could be obtained

(cheers). As a land valuer and referee and nmpire Mr.
Trethewy has always been greatly so ight after

;
questions of

the greatest difficulty and disputes of the nicest description

have been constantly sulnnittedto him, and he has lent his aid

for the purpose of restoring good-will between neighbours,

when the breach appeared beyond all human healing (cheers).

From my earliest professional career I have felt the highest

respect for him, and I can give you no better illustration of tlie

opinion I entertained for his integrity and honesty, than by
referring to a small transaction in which I was personally con-

cerned. On one occasion I was about to become a purchaser of

a small property, and I was told that a valuer had been ap-

pointed on the other side. I asked who had been selected, and
when told that it was Mr. Trethewy, I said I do not want any
other ; I do not know what his valuation is, but I have every

confidence in him, and I am ready to enter into the contract

(cheers). But, gentlemen, I will now draw you to a wider

range. You know that Mr. Trethewy, by his advice, fore-

thought, and intelligence, has done everything wiiich a man
could do to stimulate and encourage the farmers and the agri-

culturists of this county in the course of remunerative im-
provement, and tills he has done not only by the introduction

and encouragement of new manures and new crops, but by in-

troducing improved implements and improved breeds of cattle

(cheers). 1£ Mr. Trethewy's talents had been confined to one
thing—^the good management of Mr. Hawkins' property—we

should not have beeuliere to-day; but it is the accumulation of

all his merits which have brought us together on this occasion.

Although the outline which I have given is very brief and im-

perfect, yet I believe you will agree with me that Mr. Trethewy

has traced to its sources the spring of agriculture, and though

lie will pass away from ns, yet he m ill leave his footprints

upon the agriculture of Cornwall for all time

—

(cheers)—and not only in Cornwall, for he has planted two

of his sons in two other counties famous for their agricul-

ture—namely, Bedford and Norfolk, where he has made
them Golialis in agriculture (loud applause). I am
liappy to say, however, that he has one little David in his son

William, wliom we shall keep among us (cheers and laughter).

Gentlemen, is not such a man entitled to some acknowledg-

ment from his native county? You have answered in the

affirmative, and never was there a more spoutaneous olFering

(cheers), originated by my friend Mr. John Galley, seconded

by Mr. Bidluiore, of Trescobeas, adopted by acclamation by a

numerous meeting, and ratified by the entire voice of the

county (loud cheers). It has been said that farmers are but

small subscribers—that they measure their subscriptions by
their profits, and these, we kuow, are very small ; but I can

tell you that on this occasion—and I have had no other expe-

rience of the way in which farmers contribute—they have

flown in freely from the very first, and, if needed, would have
flowed uninterruptedly to the present time (applause.) Gen-
tlemen, you must, I am sure, have often seen on market days
the smiling and gratified face of my friena IMr. Gatley, who
has taken a deep interest in this matter, standing at the door

of tlie Red Lion Hotel, with the farmers gathered around him
and emptying their pockets towards the testimonial, until my
friend was compeUed to cry out, " Hold, enough : I cannot

take anymore money" (loud cheers and laughter) . Gentlemen,

then came the examination of the list, and there was found to

be upwards of 500 subscribers, and among the names are some
of the most honoured in the county. There are Lord Fal-

mouth, Sir Charles Lemon, Mr. Robavtes, Mr. St. Aubyn, Mr.
Davey, Mr. Carew, Mr. Gregor, the two Mr. Hawkins, Mr.
Ennis Vivian, Mr. Humphry Willyams, Mr. WUliara Williams,

Mr. John Michael Williams, jMr. Henry Williams, Mr. George

Williams, Mr. Bolitho, Mr. William Coulson, Mr. Hendy,
Mr. Gully Bennet, and a long list of others, from the peer

down almost to the labourer in his cottage ; and among them
my friend has found the widow's mite—a widow who, no

doubt, remembered that Mr. Trethewy had, by his advice and

kindness, rescued a husband, son, or brother from some diffi-

culty during a time of difficulty or distress ; but John Gatley

said, " No, no ; we will not take the widow's mite, but will

accept her good will, which wUl be a blessing upon our work"
(cheers) . Well, the money was subscribed, but what was to be

done \\ith it, amounting as it did to upwards of £400 ? There

was but one feeling, that there should be some lasting memo-
rial of this man, that his lineaments should be handed down to

posterity, as an incentive to those who might come after him
to pursue a similar useful and upright course (cheers) . Gen-

tlemen, we determined to have one of the first artists

in England to pourtray those lineaments, and in this

selection I must say that we were greatly assisted hy

Mr. Hawkins, with whom we communicated on the

subject. Mr. Knight; Royal Academician, was chosen,

and I must say that he has been eminently successful, because

he has not only portrayed the features of Mr. Trethe«T, but

he has also given us the character of the man (loud cheers).

Still, there was a large sum remaining, and what was to be

done with that ? It was determined, and again we were una-

nimous, that a senice of plate should be presented to Mr.
Tretlieviy with the portrait, in such a form as would enable

him, if he pleased—but without in any degree intimating or

dictating to the recipient what he was to do with it—to place

something hereafter in the hands of every member of his family,

to which they could point with just pride to those around them,

and say, " See what the county of Cornwall thought of our

father" (cheers). Gentlemen, I have said that Mr. Knight has

been most successful—judge for yourselves. [At this moment
the muslin curtains were drawn aside, and the portrait and the

handsome and massive service of plate were exposed to view.

The enthusiasm became very groat, the entire company rising

and cheering most enthusiastically in honour of Mr. Trethewy.]

Gentlemen, these enthusiastic cheers tell me that I was right

;

and now there remains but one pleasing duty for me to perform.
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Teebly and imperfectly I kuow the rest of that duty has been
done; but now, sir (turning to Mr. Trethewy), let me in the

name of all the subscribers, many of whom are present, and
still many more are unavoidably absent—let me present to you
this testimonial in the short, sim])le, but heart-felt words of the

inscription " as a mark of our high esteem, and in grateful ac-

knowledgment of the substantial services which you have ren-

dered to agriculture, particularly in this your native county of

Cornwall" (loud cheers). One word more, and I have done.

It is to add a fervent and heartfelt wish, on my own behalf, as

well as on behalf of the company, that long-continued health
and life may be preserved to you, for the sake of your family,

your friends, and the county you have loved and served so well
(loud and prolonged cheering)

.

Mr. Tkethewy, on rising, was warmly greeted, and lie spoke
througliout under visible emotion. He said : Mr. Chairman
and gentlemen, I think I need scarcely say that I rise with
feelings of considerable emotion to thank you most sincerely

for what you have been pleased to say of me in this room.
I also thank you, gentlemen, from my heart, for the very
handsome and costly testimonial which you have pre-
sented to me, accompanied as it is by so many expressions
of kindness and regard towards me. It is far more than
I could ever have expected, and far more than I anticipated
when the subject was first proposed. I feel that I am far from
deserving of such a valuable testimonial or of the many com-
plimentary things that have been said of me, although I do not
scruple to say that I may have been of some service to agricul-

ture (cheers). What I have done, however, though in some
measure with the view of benefiting myself, I can say also was
in the hope of benefiting others (cheers). Again I must repeat
that what has been done has far exceeded my expectations;
for I never once thought that the matter would have attained
such importance, neither did I expect ever to see such a number
of influential gentlemen met together to do me honour as are
now assembled. I feel grateful to the clergymen who are pre-
sent for having spoken of me in such kind terms, and heartily
thank them for so doing. The chairman has also referred in
too complimentary terms to what I have been the means of
doing for agriculture, and for the estate with which I am con-
nected as agent ; for I do not know that I have done anything
more than my duty, but I trust I have not fallen short in that
(cheers). In all disputed cases of valuation where I have been
called in, I have always endeavoured to satisfy myself, acting on
my own unbiassed judgment ; and it is gratifying to me now
to know that in so acting I have given satisfaction to others
(applause). Gentlemen, I cannot follow the chairman through
all that he has said, but I know that you will take the will for

the deed (cheers). 1 most heartily thank you again for your
great kindness, and particularly for the kind wishes and the
kind feeling that have been expressed and shown towards me.
(Mr. Trethewy then resumed his seat amid loud cheers.)

Other toasts followed, including " Mrs. Trethewy and her
sons," M'hich was responded to in turn by Messrs. Henry,
William, and Alfred Trethewy.

—

Abridged from the West
BritOH.

CLAYllSra FEN LAND.
RAISIiXG SUBSOIL CLAY BY MACHINERY.

Large areas of our fen soils of irregular depths lie on a sub-
stratum of clay, and from time immemorial a portion of this
clay has been brought up and spread upon the surface as a
highly fertilizing top-dressing. According to the old proverb,
'Lay clay on sand aiulyou buy laiuF—a proverb that applies
with equal truthfulness to peaty soils and others of a kindred
character. Claying has been pursued with a varied success, in
the Bedford Level for example, ahnost ever since it was re-

claimed from the ocean. The work is done by laying olf the
landto be clayed into ridges, and then by digging a trench in
the furrow between each two for the purpose of bringing up a
sufficiency of clay for the half-ridge right and left. Thus, a
deep cut is first made, the black earth fhrown to one side, and
a sufficiency of clay then brought up for being afterwards spread
upon the two half-ridges adjoining. The black earth of the
next and every succeeding cut is thrown into the bottom of the
last cut, when the bottom clay is again brought up„ or the
blackearth removed from the top of each cut maybe shovelled
back into the bottom after the clay has been dug up. Details
of this kind are determined in practice by the peculiar data of
each example, such as the depth of the black earth incumbent
on the clay, and the quantity of the latter that is to be brouglit
to the surface. The breadth of the ridges and of the trench
between them wiU, therefore, depend upon the depth of the
black earth and quantity or depth of clay to be applied to an
acre.

Performed by manual labour the work has ever been con-
sidered a galling and dirty one to the workmen employed,
owing to the obnoxious gases that are liberated during the
removal of the earth, almost suffocating at times when the
trenches are narrow and deep. Those engaged at such woxk
are consequently unhealthy and generally short-lived, being
often a burden upon the parish during a great period of their
lives. It follows that the undertaking is more expensive to the
farmer than the high wages required to be paid to the work-
man, to induce them to enter the trenches and undergo the
sacrifice of health involved, indicate, as the extra poor-rates
and private charities have all to be added to the long account
of outgoings. In short, the work is detested by the employed,
and but for the extra benefits gained would not be persevered
in by the employer, or sanctioned by a thinking public bound
by every tie of duty and interest to advance the cause of sani-
tary progress.

Some time ago a highly laudable effort was made to do the

work of raising the subsoil clay by machinery. In other

words, a portable steam engine with digging apparatus was in-

vented and manufactured for removing the black earth, bring-

ing up the clay in any quantity desired, throwing it to either

side ready for spreading, and for filling in the black earth re-

moved into the trenches, thus leaving the land ready for tillage.

This idea is a noble one, in keeping with the steam-going
times in which we live, and although the machine was not
altogether such a complete success as the demands of practice

required, we are given to understand that with some further

improvements discovered and matured during the experiments
made, it nevertheless contained all the elements of a useful

working desideratum. It is thought a great pity that it should
be allowed to lie any longer rusting at Little Port, in the Isle

of Ely, where it may be seen by any engineer, landowner, or
farmer interested in such improvements. Although vi'e have
several times of late passed along that line by railway, and
were also more recently on foot in the neighbourhood— (Ely,

Little Downham, and March)—and were hardly pressed to go
back to examine the machine, &c., ' our obligations prevented
us from doing so. But we promised to discuss the subject

dc novo, in a more comprehensive sense than the Little Port
claying maclune embraces. This promise we now fulfil. We
regret to say, however, that we have not since then found an
opportunity of going back to Little Port for the purpose of
examining the machine that is lying there, consequently we can
neither do it or its inventor justice (whose name is so illegibly

entered in our note book that we cannot decipher it to our
readers, unless it be 3Ir. Savaye .^) To avoid any mistake on
this head, we have taken the liljerty of technically terming it,

for the sake of brevity, as above. The Little Port Machine.

In canvassing the subject from an elementary point of view,

which is aU that can legitimately be proposed, we have first to

observe, that in some examples the clay may be brought from
the adjoining elevated grounds more cheaply by a temporary
railway system ^han by steam machinery from the bottom.

The former proposition will be discussed in our second part

on this subject, and the latter in this.

Machinery for raising clay may be constructed on three

principles :—First, a portable or traction engine working on a

temporary line of railway ; second, a portable macliine travel-

ling over the ground, carrying its own endless railway ; and

third, a common traction engine at the headland actuating the
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claying macliiiie on what has been termed the " rigger prin-
ciple," the claying machine either carrying its own railway or
else working upon a temporary one as in the first and second
examples.'

The reader will perceive that in the above three plans the
common elementary principle of a railway is involved in each.
When Arcliimedes proposed turning the " big globe itself,"

which wc inhabit, out of its orbit by means of a lever or system
of levers, the first elementary principle retpiired in the solution
of liis problem was a ftdcrum for his machine ; and this is

exactly what the fen farmer requires when he proposes to enter
his fields with a claying machine ; for feu land, even in the dry
months of summer, does not furnish sufticient fulcrage for such
macliinery. Wc are not certain, but we rather suspect that
one of the cardinal shortcomings of the Little Port machine is

the want of a fulcrum of sufficient stability to work upon.
We know (hat the contrary opinion prevails, and that to a
large extent it is acted upon at the present time in tlie con-
struction of traction engines, viz., that the diameter and
breadth of the wheel may be increased so as to find a suitable

fulcrum on any soil ; and further, that this was proposed for

the Little Port machine itself. But the opinion is fallacious

both in principle and practice; and although it is always prudent
to allow implement makers and practical mechanicians gene-
rally to ride their own hobby horses as long as tliey can, tliis

same popular opinion is already beginning to lose favour in tlie

estimation of the more intelligent and better-educated portion
of the agricultural public, among whom we may instance seve-

ral of the large fen farmers we met with in the neighbourhood
of Little Port ; for, granting the souiulness or rather practi-

cability of the popular opinion in the continuous locomotion
of ordinary traction engines, they see that the intermittent

locomotion involved in the example in question would deprive
the engine of its momentum in the first place, while, in the
second place, the machine in working would sink the wheels
when stationary into tlie soft bottom so as to render farther

advance impracticable.

1. A Temporary Railioay Fulcrum.—On each side of the

trench to be opened by the excavating apparatus a line of short

sleepers may be laid, and, on these, broad rails for the broad
wheels of the engine to travel upon. The length of the rails

may be equal to the leugtli of the earth to be excavated at a
time, so that when one cut is finished, the engine would move
another length forward, when the two rails, and two rows of

sleepers behind, would be removed to the front by manual
labour. At the headlands, the machine may be turned into a
fresh trench on one of several ways, as broad circular rails, a

^
temporary turn-table at each headland, a temporaiy turn-table

^ jack carried by tlie engine, &c. This is, pcrlmps, not the more
promising plan, but it has its advantages as well as its disad-

vantages.

2. Endless Railway Fulcrinn.—Two plans of this kind have
been proposed, patented, and successfully reduced to practice

;

the one by Heathcoat, patent No. 6,C67, 1832 ; and the other

by Boydell, patent No. 431, 1854. The former consists of tlie

sleepers and rails being so constructed ai to form an endless

flexible railway passing under and over the wheels of the loco-

motive, so that in travelling, or actuating any external ma-
chinery at either side, it works in the interior of this endless

railroad, whicli " affords a broad extended surface for the pur-

pose of sustaining a carriage of gTeat weight upon soft,

swampy, boggy, or unstable land." It was successfully used in

reclaiming mossy land. The latter consists of a series of

sleepers or short rails placed longitudinally upon each wheel,

and is too well known to require further description.

For a claying machine, Heathcoat's endless railway would
have to be constructed on a different plan from that which was
used for the steam ploughing of Chatt moss, and other peaty

grounds. Instead of the sleepers extending the whole length

of the locomotive, for example, there would require to be an

open space longitudinally up the middle the breadth of the

trench, to permit of the working of the excavating apparatus.

If we therefore assume that the engine has six wheels, two in

front, the one following the other, and two on each side be-

hind, the one following the other, then each wheel would have

double felloes, aud each two wheels would form a set, carrying

their own endless railwaj', so that in the system tlie engine

would be borne on three endless railways, one in front, and

two behind, one on each side of the trench. The endless rail-

ways may be of any breadth which the softest condition of the

soil required
;
probably tliree feet would be sufficient, and be-

tween each two wheels there may be friction rollers, for keep-

ing the endless rails down to the ground ; but into minute de-

tails of this kind our space will not permit us to go further.

In BoydeU's wheels, the only alteration required from those

now in use would be an increase of bearing surface. In other

words, the wheels would require to be increased in diameter, in

order to carry longer and broader rails or shoes. An increase

of breadth, it is true, may be effected without an increase of

tlic \\hcel, and this, in some cases, may afford a sufficient ex-

tent of bearing surface.

3. A Common Portable Engine, situated on the Headland,
tKorliing an Excavating Machine by means of Taclde on the

Rigger 2^rincipte.—An excavating machine could easily be
worked up and down the land liy means of an anchored rope
and rigger tackle, in a frame or carriage borne on BoydeU's
wheels, and the whole could be coustructed at no great addi-

tional expense to those who are already in possession of a
traction engine and a Eisken steam plough. Fen lands are

generally of great length ; but by running the engine aloug
both headlands, and also across the middle of the field, it would
he reduced to one-fourth, or to four working lengths. In
short, the largest field can easily be reduced to any given
length of rigger-working ropes which the circumstances of the
case may require. Into the elementary principles of the pecu-
liar mechanism required, tlie difference between their details

and those of Fisken's steam plough, with which our readers are
doubtless all familiar, are so small as to render it unnecessary
to say anything further on this head ; what we have already
said, relative to the wheels of the steam engine when travelling

over the ground, being applicable to those of the carriage of
the excavating machine when actuated by a stationary engine
and rigger tackle.

Of tlie elementary principles on which the excavating appa-
ratus may be constructed, we might quote the long list of
patents which have been specified for work of a similar kind,
were we certain that our reader's patience would bear to be
stretched to such a length. Spades and ploughs, and Jacob's
ladders, endless bands and dredging apparatus, mechanical
Talpas and Archimedian screws, gunpowder and electricity,

are all included in the patented discoveries of the past ; and to

this long nondescript category an equal number may safely be
added of unpatented inventions. Something will depend upon
the nature of the soil, subsoil, and how the work is to be done,
such as tlie length of a trench that will remain open at a time
without the sides falling in, to mar the successful working of
tlie machinery. No doubt tlie sides can be planked, to pre-

vent their falling in, but such will be experienced serious ob-
structions to the successful working of the excavating and
elevating machinery. The safer and more advisable course is

short cuts at a time, each cut being of no greater length than
«ill stand open to whatever depth it has to be sunk ; and for

this, no general rule can be given that would be applicaUe to

all cases, one suIisoU requiring one length, and anotlier subsoil

a different length. Every district must, therefore, be left to

determine its owti length of open trench from which the black
earth above the clay has to be removed at a time, in order to

permit of the latter being brought to the surface. But the
principle upon which the twofold work—the removal of the
black earth, and the removal of the clay—is to be performed is

manifestly determined, viz., a short cut, and the fiUing of the
open trench close up behind with black earth removed suf-

ficiently close as to keep out the sides.

To this liability of the sides of the trenches to fall in there
may be many exceptions ; but in the construction of machinery,
the safe and sound course is always to make provision for the
worst ; and this peculiarity, in a great measure, determines the
principles of mechanism upon which the excavating apparatus
shoidd be coustructed. More practically speaking, the black
earth in the opening of the first cut has to be thrown upon the
surface ; but in the second and successive cuts, if of consider-

able depth, it may lie thrown into the open cut behind, so that
the machine must be capable of doing both works, either the
one or the other, as the depth may require. The clay, on the
other hand, has always to be raised to the surface, and thrown
the one half to the right, and the other half to the left side.

The principles of mechanism, therefore, are longitudinal exca-
vating and elevating apparatus, and transverse delivering

apparatus. This latter apparatus may easily be made to de-

liver first the black earth, the half to the right side, and the
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other half to the left ; and, second, the clay over the black

earth, the half to the one side, and the other half to the other

side. In construction it may be a plain " traveller band," with

a reverse rotary and longitudinal reciprocating action. The

black earth and clay may be loosened and elevated in several

wavs. The common dredging macliine, with very little modi-

fication, may be quoted as an example. As the clay is liahle

to adhere to all implements of this class, as it does to a spade

in digging, water wiU require to be used, to keep the cutting

edges clean. But into details of this kind we cannot go further

at present.

RxilLWAY SYSTEM.

In examples where proprietors have an abundant supply

of clay upon their own lands adjoining their feus, the practi-

cal question naturally arises for solution. Can a temporary
railway of a portable character, such as Crosskill's, be laid

down for the purpose of carrying the clay from the adjoining

elevated grounds ? And can fen lands be more cheaply and
economically clayed on this plan than by raising subsoil clay

by steam power, as in the preceding example ? So long as

the fens are farmed on what may not inaptly be termed the

stagnant bottom-water system, the digging of trenches and
the filling of them up again may do little harm. But if it

be conceded, for the sake of argument, as we presume it must,

that the old-school philosophy of expediency, involving stag-

nant water in the subsoil, is fast getting out of date, and, con-

sequently, that at no great distance of time all fen soils will

he thoroughly underdraiued and otherwise farmed on sounder
principles, then some very grave objections arise to the

bringing up of subsoil clay, according to the present prac-

tice ; for the trenches must, at the same time, be efficiently

underdraiued, so as to prevent stagnant bottom-water—an
alternative which introduces not a few practical difficulties for

consideration, owing to the unequal depth of the black earth

incumbent ou the clay, and the uniform depth of clay that

requires to be raised to the surface. Now, if the clay can be
brought more cheaply from the adjoining uplands, aU such
objections would, of course, be obviated ; while fen lands,

after claying, would be left in a more favourable position to

undergo thorough bottom - drainage, aeration, and artificial

watering (in times of drought) l)y steam power, or gravitation,

where tlie hydrants are below the level of the river or
fountains from which the water is drav^m. And the appUeation
of water, as above, suggests the application of the clay on
the principle of warping ; but to this we must return in a
separate article.

It will thus be seen tliat the question of cheapness and
economy must not be hastily viewed iu a penny-wise and
pound-foolish light, either by landowner or tenant : in other
words, the original expense of claying an acre of fen land
must not be considered apart from the expense of vuider-

drainage, harvest returns, and profits arising from the im-
proved and more productive condition of the land generally.

The expense under the present practice of raising subsoil clay

by manual labour will exceed, in the outset, that of bringing
it by railway from a considerable distance. If, however, ma-
chinery can be invented for raising it, the first outlay may be
less ; but if the deep bottom-trenches, from being uneven at

the bottom, increase the expense of drainage, the difference

may, in the end, be iu favour of the railway system of claying.

Theu follow a series of practical questions as to which is the
best quality of clay for applying to the fen soil under con-
sideration, and which the system that wiU ensure the best
work and produce the greatest returns in harvests, &c.

Claying fen land is a work which evidently belongs to the
landowners' department of agriculture, more especially M'hen
the clay has to be brought from the adjoining uplands by rail-

way ; and, from the above premises, it is equally manifest that
those who have a command of clay within themselves, so to

speak, need not postpone the important work of improvement
until the invention of machinery for subsoil claying is made.
The soundness of this conclusion is susceptible of a ready-
made practical demonstration ; for the profits arisijig from the
present rude practice, and the universal demand for the appli-
cation of clay, place the practical question at issue beyond a
doubt. In point of fact, we never pass through any of our
extensive fen districts without sitting in judgment, as it w^ere,
upon tills question, and pronouncing a verdict of guilty

against both landowners and tenants ; for the work is a natioual

one, imperatively demanding performance ; and neither of
them can plead a valid excuse for the bleak, inhospitable

appearance which the contrary condition of things jft'esents to

the eye of the intelligent observer, let him be engineer or

agriculturist. Moreover, the old proverbial query, " Will it

pay P" is, in this peculiar case, excluded ; for, if the present

practice pays, the proposed one will pay better.

This brings us to the landlords' and tenants' pockets, or the
expense to the landowner of claying an acre, and the interest

which the tenant would have to pay for the capital thus
invested.

Like most other gi'eat undertakings, small jobs would be
more expensive than large ones, and work well done cheaper
than that which has been slimly or imperfectly performed. If,

for example, a landowner has a large area of feu, it would
cost less to do the whole at one contract than to extend the

work over several seasons, doing it bit by bit, or so many fields

or acres yearly. Again, the application of a depth of six

inches of clay would not cost six times the outlay of one
inch : in other words, more practically speaking, when once
the railway is laid down, give the land such a coating of clay

as wll guarantee ample profits to the tenant, after paying
redeeming interest to the landlord on his investment—such a
coating as will pay both landlord and tenant well for their

skill and capital.

Actual outlays and returns in harvest can hardly be approxi-

mated sufficiently near without an actual example, to be of any
practical use. 13ut certain principles of action may be defi-

nitely laid down with sufiicient clearness to enable parties to

form an approximate estimate for themselves. Thus, the

whole work should be done on the taskwork plan ; so much for

I

the application of a cubic yard of clay to the land. The exca-

^
vated clay, for example, can always be measured with accu-

racy, so that it is easy to calculate how much land a cubic yard
should be spread over, viiiatever might be the depth deter-

mined upon to be given. Thus, at one inch of clay, a cubic

yard v/ould cover 36 square yards, being at the rate of rather

more than 134 cubic yards to the acre; at a claying of 2 inches
'; deep, 18 square yards per cubic yard, and about 269 cubic

yards to the acre ; at 3 inches deep, 12 square yards, and 403
cubic yards to the acre ; at 4 inches deep, 9 square yards,and 538
cubic yards to the acre ; at 5 inches deep, rather over 7 square

yards, and about 673 cubic yards to the acre ; and at 6 inches

depth, G square yards, and 8(J6 cubic yards to the acre.

Some sandy clays are easily handled, both in the filling and
spreading, and such are probably the best adapted for claying

soils. In carting on such open peaty lands with horses, we
have had the work done at as low a rate as a penny per load

for filling, each load containing rather more than a cubic

,

yard, a like sum being paid for the spreading, counting

j
nothing for horse work, but including the carman's wages in

the filling ; all the hands making 2s. per day. The thicker the

top-dressing the less will be the labour and expense of spreading,

and for a similar reason, wlien the carts are backed to a deep

bank of clay, so that a great portion is above the level of the

body of the cart, it will reduce the amount of labour and ex-

pense in the filling. For tenacious clays that adhered to the

spade we have paid double the above price, or 2d. per load
;

and for stony clays 3d.

We have no experience in claying land by railways as pro-

posed ; but from the waggons being rather lower than horse

carts, and from the regularity with which the loads would be
emptied upon the land, the expenses should not exceed the

above by horse work.
AVith regard to the expense of horse work in the convey-

ance per railway, as there would generally be a slight incli-

nation downwards from the clay bank, it would cost very little

more than the bringing back of the empty waggons . or trucks.

It follows that in details of this kind each case must be its

own rule, so to speak ; and the same may be said of the expense

of the railway plant, trucks, &c.

As to the loss of land from the removal of clay, that would
only be temporary or during the execution of the work, as the

staple soil or top-spit could easily be removed and thrown back

behind, should the sterility of the subsoil require it ; but iu

many cases the loosening of the subsoil and its exposure to

the weather would render it fit for cropping in a single sea-

son.

For extensive works two lines of raik would be required,
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one tlie down-line for the loaded waggons, and the otlier the

up-linc for the empty ones; and the up-line this time would
be the dowu-line the next time. Troiu the down-line the

waggons would be emptied on each side, right and left al-

ternately, so that between the two lines there would be two
rows of heaps or loads. In claying a large district of fen, the

down and up lines of rail would pass through fences, and over

cuts, open ditches, drains, and roads, and everything, in

short, that did not interfere with the levels and traction of the

waggons. At short distances junction lines would be required

for shifting the waggons, when emptied, on to the up-line. The
lines at the farther extremity wotrld terminate abruptly ; hut

the entrance to the grounds to I)e clayed would be by short

curve lines, so as to avoid the expense and hindrance of right

angles and turntables. These, the engineer or overseer in

charge of the works would have no difiiculty in laying down,
to meet the peculiar demands of the ease, whatever they may
be, so as neither to increase undue expenses, nor retard tlie work
of claying.

As soon as the two lines, the down and up, are laid, the

work of claying would commence at the farthest extremity

of the former or down-line. If we suppose that there

are twenty waggons in a train, then the first down train would
be emptied to the right, or left, as the case may be, and then

drawn on to the np-line, when the second train of twenty

waggons on its arrival would be emptied to the opposite side of

the down-Uue, and returned by the up-line. This done, a gang
of workmen would commence shifting the down line over to

the other side of the first up-line for the second up-line, and as

fast as the ground was clayed on either side of the first down-
line. The work of shifting could be done at so much per yard

or per hundred yards. As the third and fourth trains come
down, they would be emptied right and left, as the first and
second wer? ; and so on for all the other trains until the first

do\TO-liue was finished, when the first up-line would then be-

come the second down-line, and so on. Thus the work would
proceed with a great deal more regularity and expedition than
in the formation of railway embankments, when the waggons
have to be emptied one by one over the end of the line ; for in

claying land the whole of the waggons in the train could be

emptied at once, or, practically speaking, during the time the

team of horses was being unyoked from the one end of the

train and yoked to the other, supposing that tractive force is

required both ways down and up, the draught of the loaded

train upon the down-liiie being about the same as that of the

empty one returnkig on the up line, both gradients being

about equal.

Contracts for claying fen lands would be free from the vast

majority of those risks that attend the formation of railways

and other public works of a similar character ; so that they

could Ijc undertaken at a minimum charge ; and this applies

equally to both the employer and employed. Eortune-making
jobs on the one hand and ruinous speculation on the other

would be the exception, and honestly-won wages and interest

on capital to cover actual tear and wear on railway plants and
rolling stock the rule. The work is doubtless a large one, in-

volving an immense outlay of capital on the part of landown-

ers ; and brief as our remarks have been, they and all parties

interested will readily perceive th^ soundness of the conclusion

already arrived at, that when once the railway-lines are laid,

and the work of claying begun, a thorough dressing of suffi-

cient depth to consolidate the light puffy fen soil during the

season of vegetation, and otherwise to increase its fertility in

the highest degree, would be the cheapest plan ; and vice versa,

that half-done work although the cheapest in the outset would
be the dearest in the end. 13ut large as the investment of capi-

tal is—and we do not wish to conceal a single fartliing of its

magnitude from our readers—it is nevertheless, according to

the old proverb, tantamount to buying land ; and we do not

hesitate to affirm that if landowners and tenants would lay

their heads and shoulders to the work (like a good-going team),

the latter coidd well afford to allow the former redeeming in-

terest on their capital within the currency of not a very long
lease, and have a larger balance remaining at their bankers at

the year's end than at the present. The public gain would
also be immense, for an efficient dressing of sandy clay would
not only convert the staple of our fen districts into a rich

loam, but it would also immediately lead to their thorough
under-drainagc, thus changing the somewhat bleak and un-
favourable appearance which they everywhere exhibit to the

eye of the traveller at present, giving to them a healthy air and
inviting landscape. And from a public or national point of
view this is not all that must be said, for besides our fen dis-

tricts tliere are immense areas of peat bog and drifting sand
that could be profitably clayed, and converted into crop-bearing

land, through the instrumentality of railways. To the re-

claiming of the millions of acres of Irish bog we may
return iir a separate article. But the " live bogs" of the

Sister Country do not form the only example of the kind to

which claying and efficient under-draiuage apply ; for besides

our fens, there are in England thousands of acres that loudly

can, at the present time, for the reduction of our proposition

to practice. Were a miUion of the capital now prodigally

squandered in poor's-rates, in supporting able-bodied but idle

hands annually, for example, spent in improvements of the

kind in question, the difference to the country is something

worth talking about by many more than the out-and-out ad-

vocates of economy and retreneliment.

CULTUEE OP THE PARSNIP AS A FODDER PLANT.
[translated from the "jouESAi d'aguicultuke pratique."]

Few persons in our country have as yet tried the experiment
of plaatmg many of their fields with parsnips, for the purpose
of feeding cattle. Those who have tried it, invariably failed

on account of their obstinacy in cidtivating the parsnip by the
same means used for the carrot and beetroot.

But supposing, on the contrary, rejecting the culture of
roots, we treat it as a fodder plant, we shall obtain the most
satisfactory results, and it will become a valuable resource in

giving green fodder at a time of the year when such food is ex-

cessively rare.

One great advantage in the parsnip is, it never suffers from
the attacks of frost, and it may be left in the field a whole win-
ter without sustaining the slightest injury. It can be culti-

vated in any situation where beetroot and carrots have given
satisfactory products ; but the result wiU l)e much more sure

and complete if care be taken to choose a fresh earth, substan-
tial and deep.

It may be sown from the commencement of April to the
loth of May, in land prepared as for the culture of carrots

;

the seed sliould be sown in ridges nearly 13 inches apart

(that distance is sufficient to obtain good residts in green food)

.

Two dressings should be given to the crop during the dry sea-

son, for the purpose of destroying the weeds, and if the plants

are carefuHy thinned till they are about 3 or 4) inches apart,

by October the foliage will have attained the height

of 12 or 16 inches. It may then be cut with a scythe to

within 3 or 2| inches of the ground, supplying the cattle

with a dainty of which they are very fond.

Thus the fields will remain without cultiu'e until the end of

Pebruary or the beginning of March, according to the season.

By that time the heads will have again sprouted to the height

of 10 or 12 inches, and may be cut as before, from the 15th
of April following to the 15th of May. The vegetation is so

active, that the parsnip rapidly reaches the height of 40 to

60 inches.

It therefore yields an abundant crop ; in fact it is no exag-
geration to say that one acre cultivated with parsnips gives

at the first cut as much green fodder as 4 acres of lucerne.

At the last crop, the root should be drawn with the plant;

and before giving parsnips iu pasture to cattle, the roots

should be cut up, and mixed with the leaves in bits.

Those of my milcli cows which have been fed in this manner
gave me from one to two pints of milk more than their ordinary

produce. I ought to say, that unless green fodder is very much
needed in October, it is always better to abstain from cutting it

at that season ; a much better crop will be obtained in Feb-
ruary or March, which will more than compensate for the

loss of the first cut. BELOT-DEroUGERE.
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THE WARWICKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING AT STRATFORD-ON-AVON.

With a liberal prize list backed by good entries, with

very excellent arrangements associated with a most
attractive site for a show, the Stratford meeting promised

to be the most successful the Warwickshire Society had

ever yet known. There was, indeed, but one drawback,

and that not the weathei", which was as glorious as it has

been for the last mouth or more. The first glance over

the ground, however, went to convince one how teri'ibly

the panic was telling, as standing after standing in the

m.ore important classes of cattle was seen to be empty.

The exhibitors of horses, sheep, and pigs had pretty

generally sent in their stock ; but the Messrs. Game of

Broadmoor and Churchill Heath, Mr. Lynn of Stroxton,

Mr. Duckham, Mr. Holbeck, and others from anything

like a distance, prudently declined to run the risk of a

railway journey, and thus limited the competition to the

breeders more immediately in the neighbour-hood. In

the class, for instance, of Shorthorn cows, numbering
some very good names, but one of the eight entries put

in an appearance, and Mr. Worsey was accordingly

recorded as the winner. In the i)airs of three-year-old

heifers, Mr. Hyde of Newbold became first under similar

circumstances ; and in the two-year-old class, Mr. Lythall

took the first prize, and Sir G. R. Philips the second, with

nothing fiu-ther for the judges to select fi'om. In the all-

aged bulls, again, Mentor, a deep plain animal, had but

another to beat, whilst amongst the two-year-olds the

many withdrawals would seem to have cleared the way
for Mr. Walker's Battersea First Fruits, the third prize of

his class at Plymouth, where he showed a deal of promise

which he is still developing ; though the judges at Strat-

ford declared that they saw his superior in Mr. Corbett's

entry, a young bull, bred by Mr. Worsey of Clopton.

The first yearling from Sevenhampton has no particular

excellence so far, but the two prize bull-calves were both

clever enough, and with this local offer the Shorthorn
section, terribly shorn of its proper strength, came to a

close, there being no question but that many of the best

animals in the entry were kept at home. In the

succeeding division of Herefords, Mr. Duckham scratched

The Commodore, and thus left Mr. Read of Elkstone

as the chief competitor of Mr. Baldwin, who so

handy home brought something for nearly every class, and
was almost as generally successful. Still, the Luddington
herd is by no means so formidable with its young stock,

and there were some heifers on view here that had far

better been away, the more especially when put into com-
parison with the grand cows that their owner has been
collecting with so much spirit. But the sensation of the

day was over the bulls, with Battersea once more as the

best bull of any pure breed ; a class in which he beat a

very good bull " in places" of Mr. Corbett's, and then

came out to fight the Plymouth battle over a:':ain with
Mr. Read's Peremptorily, who had also won in his class,

for the extra ten pounds as the best bull on the ground.
And here the Judges and the public fairly divided, for the

Elkstone buU has, if anything, improved since his visit

to the far West, showing now full of muscle and good firm
flesh

; whereas Battersea is fading fast, with his touch
gone, and a very noticeable lack of vigour about this once-
famous bull. Still, the Judges were not slow in pro-
nouncing him the better of the two, and so for the second
year in succession Mr. Baldwin has held the chief

honours at home. Mr. Umbers, of Wappenbury, had the

Devons all to himself, winning in the cow class with twins

of his own breeding ; and that champion of the old school,

Mr. Chapman, once more brought Sparkenhoe to the fore,

in illustration of what a prize animal really should be

;

and certainly, " for a Longhorn," the Upton bull is by no

means a bad one.

The sheep show was said to be above the avei'age of all

the Warwickshire Society has been hitherto able to do in

this way, and with the exception of the Southdown there

was scai'cely a breed but which was fairly represented. Mr.
LythaU's Leicesters are of a fine useful stamp, though not

up to the excellence of Mr. Creswell's two-shear, here

first out since his season in Ireland, where he was let to

Mr. Thunder. The ewes were not so good ; but Mr.
Bennett's theaves are aU of Sir Tatton's blood, on either

side of their heads, and this of itself is something of a

character. Amongst the other longwools or Cots-

wolds Mr. Read distinguished himself with a shear-

ling that took the extra premium as the best of

all the Cotswold rams, and in so doing beat some
very weU-known sheep of Mr. Gillett's, the best

shearling of the Oxford and West of England meetings,

and the best of the all-aged rams at Plymouth. With the

ewes and ewe lambs Mr. Gillett had more his own way,

and his two pens of ewes were particularly good. In the

Oxford Downs, again, some previous readings were cor-

rected, and Mr. Bryan's prize Plymouth shearling was
now without a place against another sheep from the same
flock, put second, and one of Mr. Wallis' that never pre-

viously reached above a commendation, as the best of the

class ; while in the older sheep, the positions taken by
the two Shitford sheep at Plymouth were reversed, the

second being now first and the first second. The show of

Shropshires, considering the locality, might have been
stronger, and, with the exception of Mr. Bradburn's best

two-shear, there was nothing veiy extraordinary in the

small entry, where the flocks of Mr. Holland and Mr.
Randell, as a consequence, had more attention than they

have been able to command of late. Some of their ewes
were really good ; and Mr. Sheldon's shearliug, a smart-

ish ram, was commended in that large but incongruous

class at Plymouth. There were some other local pre-

miums for fat wethers and cross-bred sheep that brought
one on to the pigs, where there were nearly as many
premiums as competitors, the sample being not, on the

whole, a very high one For choice, Mr. AUender's two
Berkshire sows, which were first and second in their class,

had aU the call, Topsy now strengthening her own perso-

nal recommendations by just a dozen young pigs as her

last litter. ]\Ir. Wells' large boar, long and handsome,
and Mann's very neat small boar, were both worthy of

their places ; whQe Mr. Walker, of Bakeswell, won with a

Tamworth sow, a breed that, like the Longhorn, we do not

often see on the show-ground. Mr. Higgins of Binton,

Sir G. R. Philips, Mr. Spencer, Mr. Smith of Henley-

in-Arden, and Mr. James of Bridgtown, were also amongst
the successful exhibitors of pigs ; the last-named with a

Berkshire boar bred by Mr. Hewer, and Mr. Smith with

some of his own sort, that come out so well at the Christ-

mas gatherings in Bingley Hall.

As it was, with so much of the best stock away, the
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strength of the Stratford-on-Avon Show centred over the

horses, of which, either for heavy or light work, there was
a very creditable entry, with competition enough to give

Messrs. Atkinson and Swale a long and rather

tiring day of it. Their hest cart stallion was a smart
roan three-year-old the property of Mr. Wyun, of Grafton,

and in a very large class of agricnltural mares and foals,

their pick, after commending a rare old grey of Mr.
Butler's, was declared to he a hrown of jMr. Holtom's, au

active true-made mare, with a great fine foal at her foot,

that unfortunately got kicked hy one of the other mares
when they were brought out. lu the two-year-olds Mr.
T. E. Bennett's compact good-limhed filly, which won
the Champion Cup at Loughhorough the other day, was
here only highly commended, the one premium going to

a highei', hut certainly not in any other respect better one,

hred and exhibited hy Mr. Hurlston. The pairs of work-
ing-horses, with many useful animals amongst them,

were still but seldom well matched, hut rather paired, like

rahbits in a poulterer's shop, with one good one and one

bad one ; hut Mr. Canning fairly won with a couple of

the blacks indigenous to Warwickshire. The best hunter-

stallion was Wantage, hy Collingwood, a fair race-horse

in his time, and whose stock is now coming out with

some recommendation in the way of good looks and

limbs. There was nothing of "any account" entered

against the old chesnut ; but the lot of hunters, ridden

dm'ing the past season with the Warwickshire, the North
Warwickshire, the Atherstone, the Pytchley, the Bicester,

the Heythrop, the Cotswold, or the Worcester, was
better made up, including as it did three or four

horses of some character. Amongst these Mr. Cook, of

Taddimrton, sent a good useful grey, a fine fencer, and
the prize horse at Tewkesbury, whilst Mr. Milward had
the winner of the Tally-Ho Steeple Chase at Warwick
also in the entry, though the judges eventually agreed to

diflPer over the merits of two of the others. One of

these was a deep powerful bay, the property of Mr. Sar-

geant, of Long Itchingtou ; the other a brown, by Ethel-

hei't, bred and exhibited by Mr. Sheldon, of Brailes, and
a really clever horse at most points. Full of quality and
style, with fine shoulders, and a beautiful goer in all his

paces, Athelstane is up to lots of weight, and as handy
as need be at his fences. Still the authorities could not

agree, and Mr. H. Coi-bet being sent for to decide between
them, gave the award in favour of the brown, whowon a prize

at Banburyin thespring,aud forwhoni it issaidMr. Sheldon

refused an offer of something like 400 guineas dmung
this meeting. The best hunter found a worthy com-
panion in the best hack, a class in which Mr. J. E. Ben-
nett, of Bosworth Grange, and the owner of Lady
Florence, showed as sweet and almost as perfect an

animal of her inches as a man would wish to see. Standing

but fourteen two, "Octoroon," by Onlston, dam by Bel-

zoni, has that great first " principle " of a hack—-beau-

tiful, easy action, with a deep, wiry, bloodlike frame, a

good head, a light neck, and beautifully-placed shoulders.

Up to a certain weight, the brown galloway would be

worth almost anything ; and jNIr. Bennett has also, as we
hear, refused a long price for his entry. The ponies were

but a middling lot, and the cobs had not been out when
we left the horse field, but Mr. Clark of Claverdon

found the winner, while Mr. Sargeant righted in

another hunter class, with a great useful four-year-old

by Pontiff, a bay, with plenty of length and reach about

him ; and Mr. Knott claimed the best farmer's horse

ridden with hounds in Warwickshire, with a bay of the

right stamp, but in want of a cross more blood about

him. Another premium for hunters ridden by fai-mers

went to a brown, hy Erix, in rather rough company

;

while Mr. Robins, of Bagington, showed the best two-

year-old, a fine-growu colt by Oscar ; and Mr. Hurlston,

of Ditchford, the prize brood mare, helped out as she was
with a capital foal by Neville.

Mr. Wortley and Mr. Toone had another hard

morning's work in distributing their £30 amongst the

implement makers, and of which delicate investiga-

tion we subjoin the results ; as with nothing more to

pay therewere companion showsof roots, fruits, flowers,and

shepherds' dogs, with Mr. Godfrey and his Grenadiers in

full tune, and a dinner on the ground, at which the ladies

were especially invited to be present. If to all this we
add the many attractions of the town itself in the way of

Shakespeare's house, the church, and the calm beauties

of the Avon, then the Stratford Show must be recorded as

a success, despite the heavy cloud still impending, and
the fear and trembling with which good animals are now
brought together.

The best iron plough.—W. Glover and Sons, Warwick.
Tlie best wooden plough.—W. Glover and Sous, Warwick

(protest entered)

.

The best iron scuffle.—G. Ball, KUworth, Rugby.
The best wooden sheep-trough.—Ball and Sous, Rothwell.

The best iron sheep-trough.—W. Glover and Sons, Warwick.
Tlie best set of gears.—T. Humphries, Stratford.

The following prizes were also given :

—

Messrs. Ashwin andCo., Stratford-on-Avon.—Ransomesand
Sims' jointed liarrows, £5 ; Suowdou's patent paring plough,

£1 ;
pivot feeding trough, £1 ; Beutall's pulper, £1 ; Nichol-

son's haymaker, £1 10s. ; Howard's haymaker, £1 10s.

;

Hornsby's pulper, £1.

Ashby and Jeffrey, Stamford.—Haymakers, £1 ; rotary

harrow, £3 ; chaff-cutter, £1 10s. ; hay-rake, £1.

BaU, Kilworth.—Waggon, £3.

Ball and Sons, Rothvvell.—Cart, £1 10s.

Riclimond and Chandler.—Chaff-cutter, £2.

J. Bradford.—Washing machine, £1.

Larkworthy and Co., Worcester.—Winnowing machine, £1.
T. Baker, Couipton.—Thorney's water-cart, £1.

Barrows and Carmichael, Banbury.—Watts and Riekards'

American grist raiU, £5.

Dodge, Upper Thames-street, London.—Endless machine
banding, £3.

W. Glover and Sons, Warwick.—Hunt and Pickering's

cheese press, £1 ; Hunt and Pickering's paring plough, £1

;

Hunt and Pickering's chain harrows, £1.

R. Humphries, Pershore.—Combined tlirashing machine, £5.

Parkes and Co., Birmingham.—Selection of tools, £3.

Woods and Cocksedge, Stowmarket.—Horse gear, £3
;

crushing mill, £2 ; turnip cutter, £1.

The following gentlemen acted as judges :—Cattle :

E. Franklin, Ascott, Wallingford ; J. Jones, Springfield,

Hereford. Sheep, Pigs, and Dogs : J. B. Twitchell,

Wilby, Northampton; H. Osborn, Wreford Park, Tam-
worth. Horses : R. Swale, Saredon, Wolverhampton

;

W. T. Atkinson, Barrowby, Hall, Woodlesford, Leeds. Im-
plements : E. Wortley, Ridlington, Uppingham ; J.

Toone, High Cross, Lutterworth. Ploughing and hedg-
ing: R. Swinnerton, Nuneaton.

HAY ASTHMA.—As there are very few bronchial diseases

as little understood as that popularly called " hay fever," and
as one or two letters on tlie subject have recently appeared in

your columns, without giving any real means of cure, I am
induced to avail myself of your pages to place the real state of
the case before the sufferers from this very prevalent and dis-

tressing complaint. It is simply inflammation of the bronchial

passages, caused by the contact of tlie floating pollen of hay,

and a few wild plants that also yield the same irritating sub-

stance. It is wtli difticulty distinguished from ordinary
coryza ; and it cannot be cured hy any known remedies ; aud
a removal from the locality in which it is experienced, affords

the only chance of relief. Temporary mitigation of the

severer symptoms may be obtained by using powdered
camphor in the way that snuff is usually taken.

—

George
Baekett.
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Jc:ilNrGSCOTE AGRIOULTUEAIi ASSOCIATION.

The annual ploughing match of this vigorous and flourish-

ing society took place on Sept. 14<th in a field at Latterwood,

in the occupation of Messrs. Ford. The soil was a two years'

ley in capital condition, and the day was splendidly fine. There

were 50 entries—the largest number the society has ever yet

had, and 48 teams started at nine o'clock. Half an acre was

assigned to eacli team, four hours being allowed for the work.

The quality of the ploughing, particularly that of the cham-

pion class, was of the best possible character, and gave the

judges a very diificiilt task. There was a large gathering of

farmers on the ground, and they all declared they had never

Been superior ploughing. The following is a list of the prizes

awarded :

—

PLOBGIIINa MATCH.

A champion prize, open to any competitor who sliall plough

half an acre of ground in the best and most workmanlike man-

ner witli a pair of horses and no driver, £3, William Bayhs,

servant to Colonel Kingscote. To the hest ploughman with a

pair of horses and no driver, £3 10s., Henry Ball, servant to

Mr. Henry Hollwrow, Willesley (Haynes's plough). To the

second-best, £2 5s., C. Long, servant to Mr. 11. Long, Nestley

(Haynes's plough). To the third-best, £3, G. CoUett, servant

to Mr. R. S. Holford, M.P., Weftonbirt (Haynes's plough).

To the fourth-best, £1 15s., W. Evans, servant to Mr. W.
Drew, Bowldown (Howard's plough). To the fifth-best,£1 10s.,

Henry Beale, servant to Mr. Drew, Calcott (llansome and

Sims's, plough). To the sixth-best, £1 5s., David Soutar,

servant to Colonel Kingscote (llorusby's plough). To the

seventh-best, £1, Daniel Clecveley, servant to Mr. Tanner,

Leighterton (Ford's plough). To the eighth-best, 15s., AV.

Townseud, servant to Mr. W. Thomas, Star-and-Garter farm

(Haynes's plough). To the best ploughman under 18 years

of age, with a pair of horses and no driver, £3 10s., J. Kendall,

servant to Mr. Worlock (Haynes's plough). To tlie second-

best, £2, H. Ashman, servant to Mr. Blackwell (Hornsby's

plough). To the third best, £1 10s., H. Powis, servant to

Mr. B. Drew (Ford's plough). To the fourth-best, 10s., J.

Eudge, servant to Mr. W. Long (Haynes's plough). To the

fifth-best, 10s., James Heaven, servant to Colonel Kingscote.

To the sixth-best, 10s., George Cox, servant to Mr. Holborow,

Bagpath. To the best ploughman with a team of oxen and a

driver, £3, B. Evans, servant to Mr. 0. Blackwell (Hornsby's

plough). To the second. best, £1 10s., James Butler, servant

to Mr. W. Drew, Bowldown (Hornshy's plough).

TO SHEFIIERDS, TOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF CARE AND

ATTENTION TO THEIR FLOCKS.

To the shepherd who, from a flock of 50 or any greater

number of ewes, shall rear the largest number of lambs, and

save the greatest number of ewes in proportion to the number

put to the ram ; the lam])s and ewes Ijeing alive on the first

day of June, or bond Jide sold fat previous to that time, £1,

Charles Goodrich, shepherd of Mr. T. Price, of Kingscote

;

number of ewes saved 50, number of lambs reared G3. Ditto,

for the second greatest number, 10s., Thomas Hooper, shep-

herd to Rev. A. G. Cornwall, Ashcroft ; 53 ewes, Gl lambs.

Ditto, from a flock of 100 and upwards, £3, Henry Savory,

sheplierd to Mr. T. A. Stoughton ; 103 ewes, 130 lambs.

Ditto, for the second greatest number, £1, Richard Nicholls,

shepherd to Mr. C. Norris ; lOi ewes, 115 lambs. Ditto,

from a flock of 300 and upwards, £3, Charles 'IVakefield,

shepherd to Mr. H. Wigmore ; 300 ewes, Si* lambs. Ditto,

for the second greatest number, £3 10s., Jesse Hunt, sheplierd

to Mr. D. Holborow ; 23-1 ewes, SSI lamlis. Ditto, for the

tliird ditto, £3, John Stuart, sliepherd to Mr. John Fowles
;

365 ewes, 287 lambs. Ditto, for the fourth ditto, £1, Richard
Day, shepherd to Mr. E. Drew ; 327 ewes, 551 lambs. Ditto,

from a flock of 300 and upwards, £3, Thomas Fawkes, shep-
herd to Mr. C. Ford ; 315 ewes, 351 lambs. Ditto, for the
second greatest number, John Scrivens, shepherd to Mr. G.
Ilobinson ; 309 ewes, 350 lambs.

FARM SERVANTS.

To the agricultural labourer who shall have continued in

the employ of his master, or who shall have worked on the

same farm (with good character and recommendation) the

greatest number of successive years, £3, W. Underwood, ser-

vant to Mr. E. Rich, AVillesley, 39^ years. Ditto, for the next

longest servitude, £3, George Cos, servant to Mr. D. Hol-

borow, Bagpath, 37 years. Ditto, not exceeding 35 years of

age, £1, WiUiam Neal, servant to Mr. Wigmore, of Avening,

10 years.

FOR IMPROVING THE MENTAL AND MORAL CONDITION OF

AGRICULTURAL SERVANTS.

To the agricultural labourer or female servant, for the best

account of " The Life and Times of Daniel the Prophet," with

practical reflections thereon, £3, Timothy Leonard, servant

to Colonel Kingscote. A young man named Fawkes had
also written an extremely good essay ; but he was disquali-

fied from taking a prize, as he had already done so. The
committee awarded him £1 to give to some charitable in-

stitution.

The Dinner was held at Hunter's Hall, at half-past three,

to which about sixty sat down. The chair was filled by
Colonel Kingscote, M.P., the president of the society.

The Chairman then proposed the toast of the evening,
" Success to the Kingscote Agricultural Association. " He
proceeded to say tliat societies like these were of immense value

to the farmers ; tliey diffused intelligence and a high tone of

feeling among all in the ueiglibourhood, and united aU classes

upon many occasions. There was great good in the monthy
discussions which the members carried on during the

winter. The most moonlight nights were selected for this

purpose, and profit was derived by everyone who took part in

them. There was a strong feeling throughout the country

that something more ought to I)e done for the education of the

farmer. He was himself on the council of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society ; and he was also put upon the education com-
mittee of that council, which was appointed tliis year. There
had been much discussion on the subject ; and the majority of

the committee were for only taking up the existing machinery
of middle-class examinations, and adapting it in the best way
to agriculturists. Those subjects were published ; and the

committee had decided to aid the examination of the agricul-

tural class in botany, chemistry, geology, and kindred subjects.

Now he himself took a different view. He thought (lie Royal
Agricultural Society ought to begin with a practical examina-

tion in agriculture. The majority were against that ; but Mr.
Holland, Mr. Randall, and himself put forth a protest. The
argument of the majority was, that a practical examination

could not be carried out, for tliat you could not get examiners

of the same mind ; and that pupils would come from different

parts of the country, where entirely different systems of farming

were pursued. AVell, all he coidd say was, it ought to be
tried. This little society had taken a step very much in the

right direction. It had established a class for instruction in

chemistry ; and he was sure any man must be a dolt who could

not understand the extremely clear and valualfle instruction

given by Mr. Church. It was a useful subject for farmers to

take up ; and lie lioped other classes equally useful woidd be

formed. He did his best in committee to get the Royal Agri-

cultural Society to give prizes in aid of agricultural knowledge
like this. The farmer was under difficulties as regarded the

education of his sons. There were few places suited to far-

mers' sons as regarded their means and requirements : tliey

needed a good general and practical education. They were col-

leges in Devon and Suffolk for carrying out this object ; and

there ought to be such in every county. It was necessary that

there should be a practical and a physical education. He had

no doubt that the masters of tliose ploughmen wlio took prizes

to-day could handle tjie plough skilfully, and show their men
how to 4o it. It -might be said that tJiis county liad the ^oyaj
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Agricultural College, at Cirencester ; but tliat, he thouglit, had
overshot the mark altogether. It was too expensive ; and, as

to their mauagenient, they had heeii obliged to give up tlieir

farm to a tenant-farmer. If they could not make it answer,

all he could say was, they ought to. He concluded Ijy proposing

the toast, and, regretting tlie absence of Mr. Harrison, the pre-

sident, coupled with it tlie name of Mr. Burnett, the secretary.

Mr. BuKNETT responded at considerable length. He said

he had occupied tlie position as vice-chairman six or seven

years ago, and was deliglited at the growth of the society.

He contrasted its present position with its beginning. At tlic

first meeting the plougliing was wretcliedly bad; tlio ploughs
could not keep on tlieir own land, and were ruuning on to

their neighbours' ; but to-day tlie ploughing was excellent,

aud lie did not believe that superior could be seen in England
or elsewhere. During tlie past season tliey liad had some very

instructive lectures, aud also many most useful aud interesting

discussions, iu whicli all could take part and benefit by tlie in-

tercliange of ideas. Mr. Jolin Morton had offered to give

them the introductory lecture of the ensuing course gratis, and
his subject was to be Education. He felt that it was needful

that sometliing should be done for a purely agricultural edu-

cation. That education ought to be practical, and he would
guarautee to find within the limits of tliis society tenor twenty

young men wlio were fit to stand before any examiner iu prac-

tical agriculture . But when tlie came to the Oxford examina-

tion that was a different tiling, and tlie difficulty was to com-
bine the two branches of education at a rate witliiu the farmer's

means. Having referred with approval to the chemistry class,

he said he had used his best exertions as secretary, and this

match to-day aud the attendance at dinner would stimulate

him very much.
Mr. T. A . Stoughton returned thanks.

Colonel BuLLER rose to propose " The Tenant Fanners."

He alluded with regret to the fact that there was no entry in

the class for farmers' sons, and urged tljat they ought to be

learning tlier fathers' trade, and that they ought to be in a

position to teach their men hov.' to handle a plough properly.

In the county of Devon there was a capital school of the

kind referred to by the Chairman, under the superintendence

of Mr. BreretoDj wliere a good education was obtainable at a

reasonable price, and he did not see why such a school should
not exist in every couufy. Although on these occasions
" politics are strictly aud cnt-irely forbidden," yet as both the

members were present he would call their attention to the

quesiiou of the repeal of the malt tax. The coutry had chosen

to adopt free trade, rightly or wrongly ; audjrrima'facie, there-

fore, there ouglit not to be any tax at ;ill upon malt. But on
the other hand, its abolition would cause a revenue loss of five

or six millions, and he would ask those present if they were
prepared to substitute an increased income-tax for any part of
this, llcverting to the toast, he remarked that the landlords

needed good and confidential tenants, in whom they could place

confidence, and who placed confidence in them. He did not

believe there was in England a more straightforward class of

men than the tenant-farmers, and therefore he had the
greatest pleasure iu proposing their healths.

Mr. RoLT : I have a toast to propose, and it would be a
serious fault to omit it—the " Health of the Agricultural

Labourers." I desire to give it not as a mere ceremony, but,

as I hope you will receive it, from tlie heart. You wiU
readily believe that with my political sentiments, which are
the sentiments of all of us here on this subject, uoue of us
propose to elevate the labourer into the governor of the coun-
try. That is not our intention ; but it is our intention and
duty to elevate his mental, moriil, and physical condition to
the utmost of our power : that is our duty. It is the duty of
the laudlord ; it is especially the duty of the tenant-farmer

;

it is the duty of the clergy ; it is the duty of every one of us.
They are the bone and sinew of the country, and without
them we can do nothing ; and while we feel and declare that
as long as there must lie hewers of wood aud drawers of water
their condition (cannot be that of affluence or ease, nor can
they be placed in a condition, at present at least, of governing
the country, yet we owe so much to them—our comfort, our
happiness, the well-being of the country depend so entirely

upon them—that when we neglect their mental, moral, and
plij'sical condition, and do not do our Ijest to promote it, we
neglect our most sacred duties. I call upon you to drink the
better and happier condition of the agricultural labourer,

pledging ourselves to do all that lies in the power of each of
us to promote his prosperity.

HEREFORD AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

ABANDONMENT OF THE SHOW FOE, THE PRESENT YEAR.

On Wednesday, Sept. 13, a special meeting of the members
of the Herefordshire Agricultural Society was lield at tlie

Green Dragon Hotel, to consider the propriety of abandoning
the show of stock for the present year, consequent on the cattle

plagUe. The Rev. Archer CUve, the president of the Com-
mittee, was in the chair.

The Secretary said that in consequence of a letter which
he received last Friday morning, signed by some members of

the Society, he consulted Mr. Jancey, the vice-chairman of the

Committee, aud other members, aud it was decided that a

rneeting should be called to take into consideration the pro-

priety of abandoning the show for the present year, in conse-

iquence ofthe cattle plague which liad broken out. There had
hot been time to advertise the meeting, but other means had
been taken to give it publicity, and bills had been sent to Leo-
minster, Ledbury, Ross, and other places. He had received

several letters from persons who usually exhibited, but some
were applications for certificates.

On referring to the letters, it appeared that two only of the

writers expressed opinions as to the propriety of holding the

show, viz., Mr. Haywood, of Moccas, who thought it should

not be held, and Mr. Nott, of Glasbury, who doubted the de-

sirability of holding it. The others were merely applications

for certificates in the usual way, in the event of the show be-

ing held.

The Secretary added that some members had paid their

subscriptions, and others had not paid. About £84 had been
received for subscriptions for the present year, a balance of £37
from general subscrijjtions of last year, and £40 for prizes for

liie current year, making a total of igI66 in liand, If the

show were not held, it would become a question whether or

not the money subscribed on account of this year should be

returned, and then there would not be enough to pay the ex-

penses.

The Chairmaij said that if the meeting decided that the

money should be returned, the expenses must be first paid, and
the balance only given back.

Mr. Taylor (Showle) thought there should be no money
returned, and that the subscribers would not expect it.

The Chairm.v^j said the first thing to consider was the de-

sirability, under the present circumstances of the country,

of holding a show of cattle this year. As there were many
persons in the room better qualified than himself to give au
opinion on such a question, it would perhaps be superfluous for

him to enter into it ; but as there was a possibility of some of

their herds being attacked by the disease before October, he
tliought it would be expedient to defer the show altogether for

the present year.

Mr. Davis (Webton) said he quite concurred with the

chairman. Having so lately had a large show, and the dis-

ease being prevalent in neighbouring counties, he thought it

woidd be prudent to keep away cattle from distant parts by
abandoning the show for this year.

Mr. J. E. Jo^'ES said that on the previous day he had at-

tended the Warwickshire show, at which there was a large

number of entries, but very few animals exhiljited, the breeders

being afraid of the disease. The show was, indeed, considered

quite a failure. He thought it would be wise to abandon the

show for the present year, more especially as they had recently

had the meeting of the Bath and West of England Society.
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The Chaikm/lN said that several gentlemen whom lie had

spoken to on the subject agreed in the opinion that it would

be desirable to abandon the show for this year.

Mr. 'Taylok said that if the show were held, a great many

breeders wlio usually exhibited would not send their stock
;

the show would consequently be a failure, and therefore he

thought it would be very wrong to hold it.

The CuAiRJiAN said the question for decision was one which

all present must have more or less considered in their own
minds before they came to the meeting, and therefore he should

at once put it to the vote.

It was then unanimously resolved that the usual October
show shall for the present year be abandoned.

A resolution was then passed to the effect that the annual
svibscriptions should be paid as usual, to meet expenses already

incurred ; the balance to be carried to next year's account.

THE DIGESTIVE ORGANS OF THE HORSE.

At the usual monthly meeting of the members of the Win-
frith Farmers' Club, Mr. Blake, veterinary surgeon, of Wim-
borne, delivered a lecture on " The Digestive Organs of the

Horse."
Mr. Blake said : Gentlemen,—The subject I have selected

for my thesis this evening, viz., " Diseases of the digestive

organs, " will comprehend tliose atfections which are most
frequently met with in our agricultural stables. It wiU be
necessary to take a cursory view of the various organs

forming tlie digestive apparatus, and to make a few remarks
on the process of digestion. First we liave the lips ior

gathering together the food ; next the incisor teeth ; then the

molars or grinders, between which the food undergoes tlie pro-

cess of mastication, and becomes insalivated by the pouring
out of saliva from the various salivary glands, and wliich

secretion is conveyed into the mouth by a duct peculiar to each
gland. The pellet of food being masticated and insalivated,

is passed back to the pharynx and through the cesophagus into

the stomach, where it is acted on by the gastric secretions and
becomes a chymous mass ; -it then passes through the pyloric

opening of the stomach into tlie first small intestine, which is

called the duodeuum, and in which it meets with the secretion

from the liver and pancreas, then into the jejuninm and ilium
;

these comprise the small intestines. The food then passes

into the coecum, thence into the colon, next into the rectum,

whence the effete or excrementitions matter is ejected, the
nutritious parts of the food having been absorbed by the lac-

teals through its whole course from the stomach, and passed
into the circulation for the formation of new blood. In cattle

and sheep the stomachs are four in number, viz., the rumen
or paunch, the reticulum, the omassum, aud the abomassnm

;

the last is the true digestive stomach, the others being pre-

paratory, and reducing the food by the process of rumination
and remastication, and afterwards, by tuberatiou between the
muscular leaves of the omassujn, into a proper state for enter-

ing the fourth or true stomach. Throughout the whole course

the digestive canal is lined with mucous membrane, has strong

muscular walls, and are externally covered by the serous mem-
brane, which is called peritoneum. I shall, I hope, have
said enough to make myself understood on this matter, and
will at once take into consideration the diseases of which I am
about to speak. The first, beginning at the mouth, wiU be
disease caused by

Dentiiion or CuU'ing of Teeth.—From a few months after

birth until five years old the process of teething goes on ; but,
although limited to that time, the growth of tlie teeth con-
tinues through life, so that, in fact, at no period of life is an
animal exempt from the influence of dentition, which is the
reason that we find occasional cases of lampas in old as well
as in 3'oung horses. The effects of dentition on the constitu-
tion are fever, catarrh disorder, glandular enlargements, cough,
ophthalmia, irritation,' and derangement of the bowels and
urinary organs, loss of appetite, and emaciation. Long con-
tinued irritation would bring on a susceptibility of disease,

rendering the body more prone to be acted on by morbific
agents, and increasing the violence of disease when once set
in ; for this reason, when young horses are unwell, it is neces-
sary io examine the teeth, particularly the tusks, which, if

prominent and accompanied by much redness of the gums,
should be let through by making a crucial incision down on
the tooth and the removal of any temporary teeth which ap-
pear to obstruct tlie growth of the permanent or coming set.
In these cases it will be necessary to diet the animal on easily
masticated food—bran, crushed corn, linseed, carrots—and pay

attention to his bodily health by means of laxative aud fever

medicines.

Lampas.—According to D'Arboval, a French veterinarian,

this word is of French origin, and is a stable term wliich has

found its way into veterinary medicine from its having been

figuratively used to signify the palate or inside of the mouth.

What we understand by it is, an enlargement or bulging of the

bars of the mouth, being in some cases lower than the surfaces

of the teeth. This enlargement depends on congestion of the

blood vessels and eff'usion of serous and albuminous matter

iuto the cellular membrane, attaching the bars to the palatine

bones. Although in young horses this is generally attributed

to dentition, yet in old horses some people ascribe it to other

causes, and imagine they have much to do with the animal's

health and feeding. No doubt it sometimes produces sore-

ness at the same time. In these eases the loss of appetite will

probably be traced to some other cause. Many a poor horse is

made to undergo the torture of liaving his bars burnt out with

a hot iron to satisfy a prejudice, when it would have been

better and more humanely treated with a lancet.

Diseased Teeth.—Should any exist they should be removed,

and if they become sharp and wound the cheeks their edges

should be taken off with a tooth-rasp. Parrot mouth is not

a disease but a malformation, the top jaw overhanging the

lower, and thus preventing the animal from collecting and en-

cising his food, particularly when at grass ; such animals

should be kept in the stable, or diseases of teetli are frequently

met with. Pharyngitis is frequently met with in conjunction

with influenza, and is sore throat, in which we find there is

great difliculty of swallowing, a ropy discharge from the mouth,
with occasionally fetid breath, fever, acceleration of pulse,

loss of appetite, cough, and injection of the mucous mem-
branes. Here, as in all cases of illness, I would advise the

use of clean and cool stables, covering ^tlie body with cloths,

bandages to legs, sloppy mashes, gruel, and soft food for diet,

moistened plaisters to throat, a little nitre put in water, an
ounce a day. Should tlie symptoms not subside blisters should

be tried.

Chotdng.—Occasionally a portion of food becomes lodged

in the pharynx or oesophagus. Grain, potatoes, carrots, swedes,

and even with hay and vetches, I have seen horses choked.

Greedy horses are most liable to be thus affected, from swal-

lowing their corn whole, and instead of passing to the stomach,

it accumulates in the cesophagus and blocks up the passage.

The symptoms are—the horse leaves off feeding, and makes
every eftbrt to swallow ; should he not succeed his throat and
neck become spasmodically drawn up, and he makes a peculiar

noise, expressive of his own anguish, aud exciting the com-
passion of his i| attendant. Should he attempt to swallow

water it returns through the nose, and saliva runs from
the mouth. An examination by the throat oftan shows us

the seat of the stoppage. If in the pharynx, remove with

the hand ; if out of reach, at once have recourse to the pro-

bang, not too large a one, nor with violence ; if not removed
in this way it must be cut down on and the impactment re-

moved.
Diseases of Stomach.—Plain, simple, and httle varied as the

diet of the horse is, it would be imagined that his stomach
would rarely ^experience any disorder, and in point of fact
from the quality of his food it rarely does ; but it is liable to
great abuse from the quantity of aliment introduced, the animal
being so subject to the wUl of his master that he often goes
for a long period without food, and then is supplied with so
large a quantity that his stomacli becomes over-filled. The
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stomach of the horse, as compared with other viscera, as also

with the bulk of the bod}', is remarkably small ; the reason

for which appears to be that it might not contain a sufficient

quantity of food to impede the process of respiration by its

pressure on the diaphrajjm, and piiysically to incapacitate the

animal from sustaining exertion on a full stomach, the horse

being often called upon to exert himself after a full meal, and
as the stomach is so small it stands to reason that it requires

tilling oftener than the stomach of other animals. A dog does

well on one meal a-day, but the horse will not do well unless

he is feeding for a considerable part of his time. At grass he

is constantly grazing ; in the stable he is fed three or four

times a day on eoru, and if not supplied with hay will set

about eating liis litter ; for, however nutritious his food may
be, experience teaches us that quality will not prove a sub-

stitute for quantity. By the laws of physiology we cannot

suddenly change the habits of an animal or of any of its con-

stituent organs without entailing disease, although alterations

may be by degrees introduced and become socontirmed by time

and usage as to constitute in eU'ect the natural habits of an

animal. The most fatal disease of this organ in the horse is

generally known as staggers, and is the result of a distended

state of "the stomach from eating greedily a quantity of food

after long fasting. It most frequently occurs amongst cart-

horses and those of coarse breed. The best way to avoid it

would be by the use of the nose-bag, or in the stable of using

iron-bars across the manger, that tlie animal may have more

difficulty in collecting his food. When the stomach is sur-

charged with food without any tympanetic distension, it does

not appear to give any local pain, but gives rise to cerebral

symptoms. The horse becomes drowsy, rests his head in the

manger or against the wall, takes food into his mouth and

goes to sleep with the same ; he moves about his fore feet,

the breathing becomes stertorious, the eye aromatic, pulse

slow and tardy, respiration slow and oppressed, excretions

diminished. The treatment must consist in endeavouring

to get the food to pass from the stomach. We cannot vomit

the horse, and the means generally adopted is the giving

cathartic medicines—linseed oil and aloes in solution, together

with stimulants, as carbonate ammonia in conjunction with

eneraata. The stomach-pump has been suggested, but I

liave not seen it used. It is generally advisable to extract

blood to relieve the congested condition of the brain : but un-

less the stomach is relieved of its load, fermentation will

take place, gaseous distension ensue, and rupture terminate the

ease.

IiidifjesVion.—In man, whose digestive organs are somewhat
differently constructed from those of the horse, the stomach is

considered the grand agent of digestion ; but in the horse, as a

graminivorous animal, who is always feeding, his food occu-

pying a large space compared with the size of his stomach, it

would appear to be not so important an organ as in the human
system. To say therefore that indigestion is owing to some
fault of the stomach alone would be taking too confined a view,

equally so to hold that organ to be faultless, as we shall

frequently find some other organ implicated in this derange-

ment. The intestines are more frequently the seat of indiges-

tion than the stomach, from tlie short time the food remains

in that viscus, and the much that is required in the intestines

to complete the process of digestion. Symptoms : The horse

does not thrive, and although his appetite is good, sometimes

voracious, at one time he feeds well, badly at another ; some-

times it is depraved, he eats dirt, mortar, or any extraneous

matters that he can get at ; the coat stares, is dry and scurfy,

and does not shed well ; he becomes hide-bound, and wastes

away ; his faeces are unhealthy, have an olfensive odour, and is

either lighter or darker than usual, and when broken appears

to consist of lumps of loosely compacted chopped hay and un-

digested corn, sometimes covered with slime. In the stable the

animal is inclined to be costive, but wlien at work is subject to

diarrhoea ; often the skin is covered with eruptions. The or-

dinary seat of indigestion would appear to be the villous mem-
brane of the stomach or intestines ; this membrane in both

organs furnishing secretions necessary for the conversion of the

food into alimentary and feculent matters. Various other causes

may be in operation ; the secretions from liver or pancreas may
be deficient in quantity or defective in quality, the food may be

unmasticated, depending on the condition of tlie teeth, or from

ravenous feeding, or the animal may suffer from worms, but

this I take rather as a result than a cause of the disease ; how-

ever, should they exist measures must be taken to get rid of

them. The subjects of indigestion are generally three, four, or

five-year-old iiorscs that have been reared in low, marsliy, cold,

and "poor pastures ; the bad quality of their food seems to lay a

tendency for disordcis of the bowels, which is no doubt accele-

rated by damp and exposure to weather. Commonly, with

change of diet, care, and a Httle medicine, they out-

grow this unhealthy condition ; but many remain sub-

ject to it through life. Some horses experience indi-

gestion while living in the stable; occasionally a liorse

turns out uuthriving and looking bad without being oft"

his feed or being unable to work, yet we cannot discover any

positive disease. We inquire as well as we can as to the state

of his digestive organs, and generally find them to be in fault.

The ordinary mode of treatment is by aperients, a mild dose

of calomel and aloes at intervals of a week or fortnight. If

worms are present this will generally efl'ect a cure. Tonics,

alteratives when the hvcr is inactive, the hydg. cum creta

with vegetable tonics may be given daily ; change of food,

mucilaginous drinks, linseed, crushed corn and chaff, bran,

carrots, swedes, &c., may be tried ; but occurring in the stable

nothing does better than a run at grass if the season admits.

Spasm of the Intestines.—The most common perhaps of all

diseases amongst farm horses is spasm of the bowels, commonly
designated fret, colic, or gripes. The causes of this alfectiou

are ordinarily drinking cold water whilst the animal is warm,
change of water, especially from pond or river water to that

which is impregnated with mineral salts, suppression of per-

spiration, sudden chills, vetches and other green foods, new
wheaten straw, and pea haulm ; barley dust especially I have

found to produce this disease, and in fact any food of a rough

nature and containing much woody fibre is likely to produce

the disease, especially when the horses are newly fed on it. I

think it would be well here to draw a distinction between the

affection where it can be traced to be the result of the nature

of the food of which the animal has lately partaken, from it as

occurring after drinking cold water, &c., as in the former case

we shall be sure to have an accumulation of undigested rough

food in the large intestines to be got rid of and requiring pur-

gative medicine, wliilst in the other we have simple spasm more
under the control of medicine, and yielding more quickly to

its action. The seat of spasm is in general the small intestines,

though it is occasionally met with in the large. In all cases

of spasm of the bowels it will be necessary to make ourselves

acquainted with the cause if possible. Has the animal had

cold water and change of food ? has he been exposed to the

inclemency of the weather, &e. ? These questions not affording

a clue, examine the animal's pulse. Is it much increased in

number—are the mucous membranes injected—is tliere any

hernia existing? This especially in entire horses is a necessary

inquiry, as inquinal or scrotal hernia frequently exists, and be-

coming strangulated would give cause to the symptoms of

spasm, viz., the horse suddenly crouches down his hind quarters,

twists and flicls about his tail, throws himself down rather than

lies down, looks back at flanks, rolls about, gets up again, but

quickly to fall again, rolls on his back, dashes himself about,

moans with pains, perhaps passes a small quantity of fteces,

and may be strains to urinate ; cold sweats bedew the body, the

ears and legs become cold ; these symptoms unrelieved soon

become aggravated, the horse becomes nearly frantic witlipain,

the pulse will be quick and thready, the countenance assumes a

deathy aspect, the animal lies down more quickly, or stands for

a longer period, and sometimes stands till he drops dead.

Millei-s' horses are subject to calculus, arising from being fed

on bran. The presence of some foreign agent is necessary to

form the calculus—a nail, bit of lead, or some such matter

taken with the food is left in one of the large intestines,

generally the cfficiun; here it becomes covered with a coating of

mucus, and rolling round collects on it the earthy particles of

the bran, and in time arrives at great weight and size, and

causes death. The treatment of spasm consists in the use of

such medicines as by their action on the nervous centres will

relax muscular contractions, and are called antispasmodics;

spirits and aromatics rank amongst these, the reason why gin

and pepper sometimes relieve. 4ilhers, Spis. Amm., Jr. Tinct.

Opii, and Eyosciuinus are the best agents combined with aloes

or linseed oil. Enemata are very necessary, and are easily

administered by a funnel carved to admit of the cup part re-

maining upright, whilst a tube extends at a right augie, long

enough to introduce iuto the anus ; hot fomentations to the

A A
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abdomen, mustard aud hot vinegar pkisters and bleeding. If

the symptoms do not subside, recourse must he had to farther

bleeding, blisters, calomel, and opium ; but tliis no doubt would

by this time come under the notice of your veterinary surgeon.

Volvulus and intussusception are often the result of spasm, and

are not discovered till after death, nor would much good occur

from doing so unless by opening the animal we coidd untwist

or set free the impacted or strangulated part.

Ententes.—The causes which would produce spasm would

also cause enterites ; in fact, all cases of spasm that I have

ever seen terminate fatally have always run into this form of

disease, occasionally complicated with volvulus intussuscep-

tion or stoppage of the bowels. Constipation may be viewed

both as cause and effect, collected and hardened fieees being in

themselves irritant, obstructive, and subversive of the functions

of the bowels, and may lay the foundation for an attack of in-

flammation ; bad food, calculi, irritating matter of any sort,

over-fatigue, and consequent irritation of the bowels, sup-

pressed perspiration, cold from exposure, wetting skin when
hot with cold water, worms, and spasm may be mentioned as

causes. The symptoms of interites are, as far as regards the

expression of pain, similar to those we find in spasmodic colic

—

as lying down, rolling about, looking back on flanks, and
sweating ; but in enterites we shall find the visible mucous
membranes much injected, pain on pressure to the abdomen,

and the pulse quick, full, aud wiry ; the horse also lies down
more carefully, the belly is drawn up, and the countenance

looks anxious. Enterites is not so sudden in its attack as

spasm, and is generally ushered in by previous indisposition,

constipation of the bowels, diarrhoea, or an unhealthy state of

the fseeeS; want of appetite, dulness, and fever. The respiration

is hurried, nostrils dilated ; he looks frequently on his flanks

and groans with pain ; body bathed with sweat, sometimes hot,

at others cold ; ears aud legs cold ; tail erect and quivering

;

convulsive trembling of the muscles. The animal becomes
delirious with pain, and dashes himself about, rendering it un-

safe to approach him. Mortification at length sets in, vi'lien

the symptoms abate ; but, alas ! this is only the forerunner of

death, which speedily ensues. The treatment must be bold and
energetic ; bleeding to faintness, purgative medicine, opium,

aud calomel, counter-irritation to abdomen, which should be
speedily and powerfully applied. Mustard plaisters, hot fomen-
tations, enemas, tobacco-smoke, euemata, oleaginous and opiate

enemas must all be tried ; bandages to legs, stimulating em-
l)rocation to the same, clothing body, administering warm gruel,

and keeping a good bed under the animal, plenty of pure air,

and the removal of anything that the horse is likely to injure

himself against in rolling about. If the symptoms become
relieved and the bowels respond to medicine, care must be'taken

after as to diet ; occasionally it ends in metastasis, or shifting

of the disease to the eyes or feet. Aud now, gentlemen, I will

not trespass farther on your time. I fear I have not introduced

much novelty ; but I hope that by the discussion, should any
ensue, I may have done a little to contribute to your interest

(applause).

A cursory conversation ensiied upon various details, and
afterwards a cordial vote of thanks was proposed by Mr.
Randall, seconded by Mr. Sly, and adopted with acclamation,

for the valuable information that had been afforded by Mr.
Blake. That gentleman having expressed his acknowledg-
ments for the compliment paid liim, the formal proceedings

of the evening terminated.

THE PRmCIPLES AND PEACTICE OF DISINrECTION.

Tte following document has been prepared by direc-

tion of the Lords of the Council. It is headed " Memo-
randum on the Principles and Practice of Disinfection,

as applicable to the present Epidemic of Cattle Disease.

By J. L. W. Thudichum, M.D." :—

" I.

—

Principles of Disinfection.

" 1. The term ' disinfection' signifies the removal and de-

Btruction, or destruction and subsequent removal of the pro-

ducts of destruction, of all matters actually being or contain-

ing products of disease capable of reproducing disease in other

animals.
" 2. If the same processes and means"" as used for this

purpose are applied to the purification and deodorization of

places and things not actually infected, but capable or sus-

pected of being infected, then these preventive measures are

practically and properly included mider the definition of disin-

fection.

" 3. The reproducers of the infectious matter or contagion

are aU kinds of cattle of the ox tribe, which also are at pre-

sent in this country the only animals liable to its specific effects.

It is probable that the contagion adheres mth particular

pertinacity to all secretions and discharges from sick animals.

Por this reason, faeces or droppings, urine, ruminated food, all

secretions from the mouth, nose, and eyes, and any sore parts

of the surface of the diseased animals must be considered as

the principal and primary carriers of the infectious matter or

plague poison. It is also probable that many parts of animals

which have died from the cattle plague, or have been killed

during advanced stages of the disease, are infectious, some be-

cause they are primarily imbued with the contagion, others

because they have been in contact with it after the death of

the animal. Skins, hides, hair, horns, and hoofs must therefore

always be treated with precaution. The chances of infection

by flesh, fat, cleaned guts, and blood are, perhaps, more remote,
but cannot be lost sight of.

"
4._ The cattle plag-ue, although affecting every part of

the animal, shows its visible effects most extensively in the in-
testinal canal. It is believed, and apparently upon good
grounds, that the intestinal discharges are the principal agents,

upon the distribution of which mainly depends the spread of

the disorder.

" 5. It follows from the above that all articles which have
been in contact with a diseased animal, or any of its dis-

charges, particularly fffices, are capable of carrying the infec-

tion for an indefmite time, and must be looked upon as being

actually infectious to other healthy animals. Such are racks

of wood or iron, cribs or mangers of wood, iron, or stone ; ar-

ticles used for fastening animals, leather collars and straps,

ropes and chains ; all harness of any animals used for drawing,

and all carts, waggons and carriages which they have actually

been drawing ; the stalls or sheds in which animals have been
standing; the whole lengths of the gutters and drains through
which their urine has been flowing; the entire surface over

which their manure has been drawn, and all implement with
which the removal has been effected ; the entire dung-heap
upon which infected manure has been put; aud the fluid con-

tents of the manure pit or the special recepticle for the urine
;

yards or sheds in which cattle have been kept to tread down
long straw, aud the whole of such straw and manure, as also

the ground beneath them
;

paths and roads upon which
diseased cattle have walked or been carried ; fields and mea-
dows upon which they have been grazing ; all carts, carriages,

trucks, and railway trucks iu which diseased cattle have been
conveyed, and all the platforms, railings, bridges, and boards

upon which they have been moved thereto ; as also aU appa-

ratus which has been used to pen, tie, lift, haul, lower, and fix

them ; the clothes, and particularly shoes and boots, and iron-

pointed sticks of drivers and their dogs ; the apparel of all

cattle-herds or attendants, particularly their shoes and boots;

the shoes and boots of all persons visiting places where
diseased cattle are or have been standing ; and in general the

clothes of all persons visiting infected places, ships, and all

parts of the platforms, stages, stairs, and bridges, hoists and

cranes used for embarking and landing the animals ; markets

and all sheds and pens and implements used in contact with

cattle ; slaughterhouses, aud all persons and implements in

them which have been employed upon sick cattle, as also sun-

dry parts or organs which come from sick animals killed in

slaughterhouses; knackers' yards, trucks, or carts, horses,

men, and implements which have been employed in the dispo-

sal of sick or dead animals ; weUs and ponds from wliich
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diseased cattle have beeu drinking, or into wliicli any portion
of tlieir excreta lias had any opportunity of flowing directly or
indirectly ; all fodder, grass, hay, straw, clover, &c., and "par-

ticularly remnants of fodder upon which diseased cattle have
been feeding ; and, in general, all persons, animals, places,

buildings, and moveal)le things which have been in contact
with matters proceeding from diseased cattle, or with such
diseased cattle themselves. To the above-mentioned places
and things any of the processes and agents enumerated and
described in the following may have to be applied.

"IT.

—

Practice of DisiNrECTio^'.

" A. Disinfection by Earth.—1. Bur\'ing.—AH matters that
can be buried, so as to remain covered with a thick la3er of
ground or earth, are innocuous. The ground chosen for such
interment should be dry. The quickest, and cheapest, and
most certain way of disinfecting an animal dead from the
plague is to bury it entire.

" 2. The droppings and all straw and other matters con-
taminated therewith may also be buried into ground where
they are not likely to be disturbed for a long time. The places

from wliicli such droppings have been removed to be cleaned
and disinfected, as will be described below.

" 3. Manure heaps and the down-trodden manure of cattle

yards, if they have become infected by even a small quantity

of the droppings of a diseased animal, should be carefully

sliifted to a suitable piece of ground, and there be ti'ansformed

into compost heaps. A layer of manure one or two feet in

thickness should be covered all over whh sis inches of dry

earth, ashes, and mineral rubbish : upon this another layer of

manure may be placed, and then again a layer of earth, and
so forth, until the whole of the manure is stacked. It should

be covered all over with a continuous layer of earth of from
sis inches to one foot in thickness. If the manure-heap or

yard manure cannot be shifted, it may be covered on the spot

with a layer of dry earth, after which all animals are to be
kept away from it.

" 4. If the floor of any shed or stable in which diseased

cattle has been standing is not constructed with special water-

tight and impenetrable material, it must be assumed to be in-

fected to the depth of at least six inches. This ground shoidd

therefore be removed, together with any stones, pavements, or
woodwork which may have been in contact with it, carted

to a piece of dry land, and buried. Half-rotten wood is a par-

ticularly favourite carrier of infection. Mortar, bricks, loam,

or any otlier lining of the sides of a pen in which a diseased

animal has beeu standing, should be broken out and buried.
" B. Disinfection by Fire.— 1. Burning.— All infected

articles of a minor value, or made of incombustible materials,

can be disinfected by exposing them to a heat which will char

organic matter. To this class of articles may be reckoned
racks of wood or iron ; cribs or mangers of wood, iron, or

stone ; leather collars and straps, ropes and chains ; dry ma-
nure, residues of fodder from which diseased cattle have
eaten ; and all such small articles of little value which can
easily be replaced by new ones. Chains may be exposed to a

duU red heat ; aU other articles may be heated over a tire of

coal, brushwood, or straw, until well scorched. All new
articles of ironware should be bought in a galvanized state, to

prevent the formation of rust, the accumulations of which
form convenient seats for infectious matter ; and for the same
purpose it is desirable that iron articles which have been dis-

infected by heat, as above, should afterwards be either gal-

vanized or, at least, while hot, be treated viith resin, to cover

them with a durable varnish, or should be varnished or

painted.
" C. Disinfection by Chloride of Lime.—Chloride of lime

or bleaching powder, is the most powerful, the cheapest, and
most easily managed of all artificial disinfectants. It can be

had everyvi'here, and at any time, and in quantities' sufKcient

for every purpose. It should, as much as possible, be apphed
in solution, of a strength varying somewhat with the par-

ticular purpose for which it is to be employed ; and, after it

has been allowed to act upon the surface or matter to be dis-

infected a reasonable time, should be washed off, together with

all products of decomposition. As chloride of Ume does not

destroy only the infectious matter in a mixture, but destroys

all organic matter without distinction, it is not applicable to

large quantities of matter, such as the manure of cattle, dung-

heaps, &c., inasmuch as twee or three tiiaes the weight of

these matters of chloride of lime would be required for their

effectual destruction and disinfection. It is further ina])ph-

cable to all matters rich in ammonia, particularly putrid urine,

as it destroys the ammonia, and evolves a large amount of
gases, some of whicli have a repugnant odour, and are per-
haps not quite innocuous. But for the disinfection of surfaces

of things and places, no better or more suitable agent than
chloride of lime is at present known to science.

. " D. Special Directions for the Disinfection of Stables,

Sheds, Vans, Railway Trucks, and Cattle Ships, and of Per-
sons and Tilings connected with them.— 1. After such a place

has been cleaned liy mechanical means, scraping, &c., as much
as possible, and all manure and dirt has been carefuUy buried,

the entire surface which has beeu contaminated, or is likely

to have been contaminated, should be covered witli a layer of
chloride of lime in powder. The powder should be worked
about with a broom until equally distributed. It is intended
to disinfect the water to be used in the washing process which
is now to commence. Clean water from a hose in which it

flows under pressure, or from a force-pump, garden-engine, or
from large watering-pots, or water-cans, or ]ioured freely from
buckets, should now be applied to the entire surface by one
person, while another at the same time scrubs the entire sur-

face, and particularly all crevices, joints, and irregularities.

The washing water and chloride of lime are then to be worked
down the gutters into the sinks, cesses, or natural watercourses.
No washing water from any infected place or thing should
ever be allowed to flow into any cesspool, uriuehuld, dung-
heap, pond, sewer, or natural watercourse, without having
preriously been mixed and stirred \rith a liberal amount of
chloride of lime. Wlien the place has thus been scrubbed,
until the water flows oft" clean, it is ready for effectual disin-

fection.

"2. For this purpose a solution of chloride of lime in
water, in the proportion of one pound of the powder to one
gallon of water, is made. For the lair of one animal from six

to ten gallons of such fluid should be prepared. This fluid is

now distributed over the whole surface to be disinfected, gradu-
ally by squirting from a syringe, or by pumping through a
force-pump, garden-engine, or by watering from a watering-

pot or can with a finely pierced rose. All wood-work, stones,

bricks, cement, mortar, aU fi.xtures of whatever material,

should be weVi wetted with the solution and immediately be
scrubbed with a hard brush. Floor and ceiling are also

scrubbed, and the whole is left in this wet state covered with
the chloride of lime solution for at least one hour, during which
time care is taken that no parts become dry.

" 3. As the chloride of lime and the products of its decom-
posing action upon infectious matters may be hurtful to cattle,

these matters have to be carefully washed off by a second

and final flushing. For tliis too much water and too much
scrulibiug cannot be employed. Care should be taken to

apply the clean water always to the highest parts, so as to

cause it to flow thence to the lower parts, and to wash away
the waste from the lower parts before applying any fresh water

to the upper parts.
" i. Care should also be taken to rinse and flush every

broom which has worked away sediment and waste from the

lower parts into and through the gutters and drains before

applying it again to the clean upper parts. Care should
also be taken that the working persons should not step

from the dirty or partially-cleaned places on to the clean

ones, as this may suffice to bring infection back to the disin-

fected place.

" 5. Lastly, all persons employed in this work, having swept
and flushed the gutters with the same care as the lairs, are

collected, together with all the engines and tools which they

have used, as near as possible to the sink or place of final

egress of water from the premises, and there disinfected as

will be described.
" The tools, such as hooks, forks, spades, hoes, barrows, &c.,

are scrubbed with the above solution of chloride of lime, and
subsequently water, until clean ; they are then repeatedly

wetted with the solution, and after it has had time to disinfect

the entire surface of them they are washed clean and laid up
or hung up to dry,

" The workmen then, having finished the disinfection and
flushing ot all objects and surfaces, effect their own disinfection

in the following manner : They w-ash their boots most care-

fully with cliloride of lime and water, scraping the soles and

A A 2
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scrubbing the seams where the soles jom the upper-leather.

They wash their hands and arras, and by means ot clean rags

or spono-es they remove any splashes from their clothes. Alter

this they go indoors, remove all clothes from head to foot, wash

their hodies, and particularly their hands, faces, hair, and feet

with plenty of soap and water, and put on fresh clothes and

linen. The clothes and linen which they have taken olf should

be treated as infected, set to soak immediately in boiling water,

and afterwards disinfected, or in water containing two ounces

ounces of chloride of lime to the gallon in solution, or contain-

ing four ounces Condy's red permanganate of potash iluid iu

solution ; or the clothes and linen should be put in a copper

and boiled, and subsequently washed. All articles of little

value which are much soiled should be burned on a Ijright fire.

"E. Disinfection of Live Stock.-—1. Live cattle may carry

infection in two ways—first, by being tiiemselves infected

with the plague, and reproducing the poison ; and, secondly,

by accidentally carrying the poison from other animals iu a

dormant state upon some part of their surface, their hair, and

particularly tlieir feet. These latter animals may therefore

infect others without being or becoming themselves subjects of

the plague. All persons, therefore, buying new animals should

disinfect them before allowing them to enter their premises.

In a similar manner, if in a stable there lias been a case of

plagne, the healthy or apparently healthy animals should all

be disinfected.
" 2. The mode in which live animals may be disinfected

consists iu washing them with disinfectant solutions of such

strength as will destroy the contagion without injuring the

surface of tlie animal. A solution of two ounces of ctiloride

of lime in a gallon of water is a proper solution for washing

the coat of animals. A mixture of four ounces of Condy's

red permanganate of potash fluid, with one gallon of water,

is also a proper disinfectant solution. For full-sized cows and

bullocks &c., several gaUons of either of these solutions should

be used. Great care should be taken to keep the solution

away from the eyes, nostrils, mouth, and tender parts. "Wlien

the entire surface is washed and disinfected, all disinfectant is

removed by the application of great quantities of clean tepid

water to all parts. The animal is given a warming and

refreshing drink, and is conducted by a clean attendant to the

clean quarantine shed. There it should receive fodder, both

dry and green, and sop, and plenty of pure cold \iater, and be

rubbed dry with whisks of straw and hay.

"F. The Quarantine Shed.—1. The quarantine shed is in-

tended to keep the new and suspected cattle separate for a

period of at least ten days, in order to afford the security—to

be obtained by observation alone—that it is not actually in-

fected with plague. While, therefore, disinfection of the sur-

face of cattle removes one kind of danger, another (which

cannot be removed) can only be kept circumscribed or penned
in, and this is done by the quarantine shed. But the keeping

of cattle in tlie quarantine shed would not disinfect its surface

with certainty even during a much longer period than ten

days. Disinfection of the surface, therefore, cannot supply

the precaution of the quarantine shed ; and a rigorous quaran-

tine cauuot supply the effect of surface disinfection. Both
precautions are necessary for perfect security, although either

of them, without the other, obviates a particular kind, and a

certain amount of danger.
" 2. The quarantine shed should be situated in an isolated

part of the premises. AU manure and urine from it should

flow and be carried to a particulat place separate and distant

from the common dungheap, and be buried daily.

" The utmost cleanliness should be observed in the shed.

All tools, pails, currycombs, &c., used in this shed should be
used in it exclusively and nowhere else. The person attending

the quarantine shed should not be allowed to go into the shed
where healthy stock is kept, or permitted to approacli Iiealthy

stock. No person attending healthy stock should be permitted
to approach quarantine cattle, or to go near or into the qua-
rantine shed. But should unfortunately ouly one person be
available for both duties, that person should be allowed to
approach quarantine cattle ouly when clothed iu the safety-

dress immediately described.
" G. The Safety Dress.—1. This consists of strong water

boots reaching up to the knees, well greased all over ; of a
waterproof coat, buttoned close aU the way up in front, and
closing tightly round the neck and wrists. The head is to be
covered with a cap which takes the air well iu.

" 2. Every person having occasion to visit sheds in which

there is diseased cattle, or suspected cattle, or quarantine

cattle, ' should be provided with the above dress :
put it on

when entering the place, take it olf when leaving the place,

aud have it disinfected immediately. This precaution should

be strictly observed by all inspectors, all veterinarians, or

others called in to attend sick cattle, by all dealers and butchers

entering sheds, yards, or meadows for the purpose of sale or

purchase, and by all other persons coming on the premises oa

business in connection with cattle.

" 3. The owners of stock should not allow any strangers to

enter their sheds, yards, or meadows, except in disinfected

safety-dresses ; and in case this should give rise to difficulties,

they will do well to have themselves one or two such safety-

dresses at hand, and to cause all persons whose business com-

pels them to enter their sheds to leave their own boots behind,

and to put on the long boots, waterproof coat, and special cap.

Only thus cau they hope to exclude all ordinary and obvious

chances of infection from their previously healthy sheds, yards,

and meadows.
" II. Measures to be Taken on Premises where Plague has

actually appeared. — 1. AVheu the plague has actually ap-

peared in any shed, yard, or place, tlie sick animal shoidd at

once be removed with all due precautious. It is certainly the

safest and best to poleaxe the animal at once, and to bury it

entire, aud then to disinfect the particular lair as above de-

scribed, clear out the stable or shed, disinfect the whole of it,

and all the apparatus, also all the animals, and only to let the

animals enter the shed, &c., again after it is completely sweet

and dry.
" 2. If, however, a proprietor is desirous of keeping a sick

animal because its illness does not appear severe or fatal, he

should place it in a separate shed, which must not be the same
as, or near to, to the quarantine shed, and be distant from aU
healthy animals, and so situated that the prevailingwind does not

blow from this hospital shed towards the healtliy or quarantine

shed. The water should also not flow from this hospital-shed

towards the others, or the yard, or any meadow, but should

be carefirlly drained away and sent off the premises by a

special sink.
" 3. To prevent the scattering of fteces by infected animals

(aud also by suspected animals and all animals suffering from
diarrlicea), their tails should be so tied to one or otlier of

their horns as to protect them against being soiled by tlie

intestinal discharges, and to prevent them irom distributing

such discharges by the ceaseless motion peculiar to these

organs. The spattering of fteces should be prevented by a

copious supply of rough straw, with some sand, sawdust, or

ashes placed behind and underneath the animal. The straw

and fa;ces should be dealt with as has been described. Animals
affected with plague or diarrhoea should not be led along streets,

highroads, and paths, as they would be certain to drop infec-

tious faeces, which would then be distributed over the entire

length of these roads by the feet of men and animals, and the

wheels of vehicles.

" i. The sick animals should be disinfected repeatedly
;

their pens should be cleaned and disinfected repeatedly during

the course of the iUness. This should be done by persons

either guarded by the safety-dress, or—and this is safest—by
such as may not come into contact with healthy cattle, or

have to enter healthy sheds. All tools, pails, fodder, &c., to

be used in the hospital-shed to be kept for that purpose ouly,

and never to be used with healthy, or quarantine, or only

suspected cattle.

" 5. If the proprietor of any dead piece of cattle, whether
it has died naturally or been killed, should decide upon dis-

membering it instead of burying it entire, and upon utilizing

the hide, horns, tallow, and bones, he should disinfect the

skin, horns, and hoofs, by steeping them for one hour in a

strong solution of chloride of lime, containing one pound of

the powder in each gallon of water, and afterwards wasliing

them. The tallow should he thickly powdered with chloride

of lime all over, and be sent directly to the boilers. It

should not be boiled in any vessel employed on the farm.

Under all circumstances, it is advisable to let this disniem-

bermeut of dead and fallen cattle be performed at the

knacker's yard.
" 6. Flesh, blood, guts, lungs, and the bones of the head of in-

fected animals should not he trafficked witli, as they cannot

easily be disinfected. They should always be Iniried.
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" I. Disiufectiou of Meadows, Fields, lloads, &c.— 1.

Meadows infected by diseased cattle slioiild be carefully cleaned
of all dung, by buiying each dropping ou the spot where it

lies, cutting out the round piece of turf with the dropping
on it, and turning it upside down. The gr-ass on the entire
meadow should then be cut and burned. It should then be
left without any cattle for at least a month, including at least
two wet days.

" 2. All roads, paths, streets of towns, or villages sliould
be carefully and frequently scavenged. All carts, vans, or
waggons used for carrying manure sliould be watertight,
caulked, and painted, and should not be perraittcd to ooze
and drop their tluid or semi-tluid contents on tlie road over
which they are drawn. They should be kept clean and dis-

infected, as a precautionary measure, by the proceedings above
described.

" III. Gener.vl Recommendations.
" In conclusion, it must be pointed out to farmers, dairy-

men, and all persons having charge of cattle,
" That the same great measures which are known to main-

tain and restore the health of human beings will also maintain
and restore the liealth of cattle.

" Pure air ; dry, spacious, well-ventilated and well-drained

clean sheds ; clean and diy meadows ; plenty of pure
water ; frequent currying and washing ; the prevention of the
development, by the destruction of the germs, of internal and
external parasites, particularly entozoa

;
proper food in suit-

able quantities, and at proper times
;

protection from incle-

ment weather ; the utmost cleanliness in the removal, of
manure ; the storing of the manure at a great distance from
the cattle-shed, and, in addition, tlie most conscientious ob-
servance of the precautionary and disinfecting measures above
described—aU these measures and agents together will secure

the utmost possible health of stock, and the prosperity of the
agriculturist and dairyman. Eut tlie neglect of any one of
them will make the stock liable to become infected, and the
more so the more several or all collateral conditions of the

healtliy existence of animals are neglected. The negligent
man is, therefore, certain to lose, to injure his neighbour by
defeating his precautions, aud to damage society ; but the
watchful and painstaking man will be rewarded, not only

by the preservation of his property, but particularly by the

consciousness that it has been preserved by his own care

and attention, and that thereby he has also benefited the State."

THE CATTLE PLAGUE
The foUowiug address has been issued by the Veterinary

Committee of the Royal Agricultural Society of England :

—

The gradual extension of the cattle plague in different parts

of the country, together with its appearance in localities hi-

therto exempt from it, induces the Veterinary Committee of

tlie Royal Agricultural Society to caU upon its members to

co-operate with the Government, and with other agricultural

societies, in the efforts which are being made for suppressing

the disease.

The existence of this disease beiug regarded as a national

calamity, it was right that the Government should take the

initiative in adoptingmeans for its suppression; and their having
done so leaves Uttle for the Royal, or any other Agricultural

Society, to do, except to second the efforts of the Government.
The several orders in council which have been put forth,

well calculated as they are to arrest the progress of the malady,
will, nevertheless, prove non-effective to a considarable extent

unless they are backed by individual exertion. One of the

chief, and in many instances the only cause of the extension of

the disease into several fresh districts, has been the recldess

manner that many persons have dealt with infected cattle. Not
only have these been driven from place to place, and turned into

fields separated only from large herds of healthy animals by an
ordinary fence; but many have beensent to fairsand markets, and
tluis, by commingling with others, have spread the disease far

and wide. All preventive measures are thus rendered of little

avail ; and unless practices of this kind are prevented by the

vigilance of agriculturists and others, thousands of cattle wiU
be lost to the country, in addition to those which have already

perished. Everyone should be impressed with the fact that

the disease is the most infectious as well as the most fatal

which is known to affect cattle, akin in its deadly elfects to the

smallpox of sheep, but not giving warning to persons by an

eruption upon the body. Like smallpox of sheep, also, the

poison lies latent in the system lor several days after

being inhaled, and during this time the animal gives

no indications of being affected, so that the most cautious

persons may be deceived in the making of purchases. An-
other fact of equal importance, but not generally known, is

that the special poisonous material, or infectious matter, ou
which the disease depends for its existence, is multiplied, to an
extent scarcely to be estimated, in the system of every fresh

victim ; so that it is quite possible for one diseased animal to

be ultimately the cause of the death of thousands. The vete-

rinary committee conceive, therefore, that the precautions

which have been put forth by the society's veterinary inspec-

tor will not be inaptly repeated here, although they have been
previously brought to the notice of tlic members of the society

through the ordinary channels of publication.

These precautions are :

—

1. That all persons should abstain as much as possible from
the purchase of " store stock" in fairs and markets, and
should not purchase from cattle dealers \^ithout a

warranty against the disease.

3. That aU newly-purchased cattle of every kind be kept
apart from others for a period of not less than twelve

to fourteen days.

3. That cattle, tlie sulijects of this disease, should not be al-

lowed to remain in any meadow or pasture field, unless

they can be perfectly isolated from all other animals,

as well as kept at a distance of not less than a hun-
dred yards from all roads along which sound cattle may
be driven.

•i. That every animal, which is violently attacked with the

disease, be killed and buried without delay, and that

the skin be placed in some disinfecting fluid before being

sent oft' the premises.

5. That no animals be allowed to go near to the burial-places

until several weeks have elapsed.

6. That no person who has the charge of the sick cattle be

allowed to go near the healthy ones, aud that all in-

direct communication by dogs or other animals between
the infected and the healthy cattle be strictly prevented.

7. That aU healthy cattle after removal fi'om the diseased be

well washed and cleansed.

8. That no fodder or straw which has been used about in-

fected cattle be taken to other animals, or even thrown
into the fold-yard, or upon tlie manure-heap, until it

has been first well incorporated with chloride of lime,

or some other disinfecting powder. When practicable,

it is desirable that all such fodder and straw sliould be
burnt.

9. Tliat all manure in the sheds or stables occupied liy dis-

eased cattle be daily sprinkled with some disinfecting

powder, and that no evacuations of the diseased be re-

moved witliout being first disinfected.

10. That all sheds and stables, in wliich diseased cattle have
been located, be thoroughly washed, cleansed, and ven-

tilated, and likewise disinfected by whitewashings with

quick lime, before any other cattle are placed therein.

11. That all railway cattle-trucks, statiou-pouuds, ships used

in the cattle trade, wharves and other places, where
cattle are brought together, be kept as clean as pos-

sible by frequent washings ; and that disiufectants be

used whenever there is reason to believe that they have

been occupied by diseased animals.

12. That no store-stock, milking cows, or cattle of any kind

which have been exposed to the influence of the infec-

tion, by being located witli the diseased, be sent to any

fair, or market, in less time than a month after such

exposure.
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13. That in all cases iu which it is determined to slaughter

animals which have been on a farm or premises where

the disease has broken out, but which animals are

believed at the time to be liealthy and fit for human

food, they be sent with all due care and caution direct

to the nearest slaughter-house, if not killed on the

premises, and as a further precaution their skins be

placed in some disinfecting iluid,

14. That, altliough experience has sjiown all animals of the

ox tribe, whatever may be tlieir age, sex, or condition,

to be susceptible of tlie action of the infection, it is

nevertheless essentiallynecessary that every cause which

tends to weaken the constitution should be carefully

avoided. Protection from inclement weather, supplying

animals with nutritious food, such as cake or corn, and

especially with pure water, are imperatively demanded
at a juncture like the present.

In addition to a strict observance of these precautions, the

committee would remind the members of the necessity of re-

cognizing the early symptoms of the disease, and not confound-

ing them with those belonging to other maladies common to

cattle. For this purpose they here insert the leading symp-
toms of the cattle plague, and of the two other epidemic affec-

tions to wliich cattle are subject

:

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.

The early symptoms of the plague are usually a reniarlcably

dull and dispirited condition of the animal, which will stand

with its head hanging down, ears drawn back, and coat star-

ing, refusing all food, and occasionally shivering. The eyes

have an unusual expression of anxiety, and a mucous dis-

charge flows from them, and also from the nostrils. The
skin is hot, but sometimes chiUy ; the temperature

varying from time to time. The extremities are cold ; the

breathing short and quick, and frequently accompanied with
moaning as an indication of pain. The inner part of the

upper lip and roof of the raoutli is reddened, and often

covered with raw-looking spots. The bowels are occasionally

constipated ; but, iu most instances, diarrhoea soon sets in,

the evacuations being slimy and very frequently of a dirty-

yellow colour. The vagina is often intensely reddened. The
prostriition of strength is great, the animal staggering when
made to move. In milch cows the secretion of milk is raj)idli/

diminished, and soon ceases altogether.

PLETJHO-PNEITMONIA, OR LUNK-DISEASE.

The attack is mostly insidious, the animal appearing at the
outset to be but little affected. The eyes retain their bright-

ness, often to the tennination of the illness. The appetite is

generally diminished, but rarely lost, excepting in the ad-
vanced stages of the disease. A short, dry, husky cougli is

one of the earliest symptoms : it continues throughout, and is

easily excited by moving the animal, especially if such move-
ment is sudden. There is rarely any discharge from either the
eyes or nostrils. The breathing is greatly increased, and
becomes painful as the disease advances. A duU sound is

emitted on gently percussing the side of the chest over
the diseased lung. Firm pressure applied to this part will

also cause the animal to shrink. There is little or no
alteration in the fsecal evacutions, excepting in the last stages
of the malady, when a diarrhcea comes on. The warmth of

the body and the extremities is often retained to the last hours
of the iUness. In mUch cows tlie quantity is lessened ; but

the animal wUl frequently yield a fair quantity to the very last.

The affected animal will sometimes live for weeks.

• THE MOUTH-^VND-EOOT DISEASE.

Attack sudden. No premonitory symptoms, excepting iu

very rare instances. The animal frequently smacks his lips,

and shows by the movements of its tongue that tlie mouth is

the seat of suffering. The saliva flows freely from the moutli,

and accumulates also as a frothy fluid around the muzzle. An
examination of the mouth shows the existenc of large blisters

on the tongue, and often on the inner part of the upper lip.

They are few in number, and ah^ays white in colour. The animal
seldom refuses food, but rolls it about in his mouth, and
often drops instead of swallowing it. There is little or no
disturbance of either the breathing or pulse ; nor is the tempe-
rature of the body altered. The evacuations are also natural.

In many instances the feet are affected as well as tlie mouth,
and blisters will form between the toes, causing the animal to

walk tenderly, and frequently to catch up one foot after the

other and shake it, as if to dislodge something which was
producing pain. In milch cows the teats are occasionally

affected with blisters, especially at opening of the milk duct,

which lead on in this situation to sores and crusts, and
prevent the ready flow of the milk. The disease is of sliort

duration, rarely produces death, and frequently exists simul-

taneously among tlie sheep, pigs, and poultry of the farm, as

well as among the cattle.

The preceding description of the most prominent symptom.?
of these several affections will, the committee hope, so far

guide the agriculturist that he may at once be enabled to de-

cide on the nature of the disease ; but in any case in which
a doubt may exist, he should lose no time in calling to his as-

sistance the professional aid of a veterinary surgeon.

Tlie committee would further observe that they have
witnessed with satisfaction the formation of mutual protection

or compensating societies in some of the counties in which the

disease has broken out. Such societies must prove important
auxiHaries to the means employed for suppressing the disease

by inducing persons to give immediate notice of its appearance,
and by doing all they can to carry out the rules and regulations

herein named, as well as the several Orders in Council which
have been issued by the Government.

In conclusion, the Committee have to state that, although
strongly believing that it is to preventive and not curative

means the country must look for the extermination of the
cattle-plague, they have not neglected the important subject of
combating the disease by medicil treatment. In conjunction
with the Royal Veterinary College, measures liave been
adopted by which diseased cattle are admitted into the In-

firmary of that institution for treatment. Hitherto, tlie results

of medical treatment have nowhere been so satisfactory as

could be wished ; but should a successful mode of treatment
be discovered the same wUl immediately be made public.

Another and a very great advantage arising out of diseased

cattle being brouglit to the College is, that means are afforded

to veterinary surgeons—who arrive in London from all parts

of the country, and even from foreign states—of seeing the

disease in its several stages, and also of being present at post-

mortem examinations, and learning from the professors the

whole of the details of the treatment which has been adopted.

THE CATTLE DISEASE,
Tliere is a cloud since last autumn, which I fear is coming

up vidth the \\ind and \n\l be soon above us ; and that is the
cattle disease. I have taken much interest in watching this
disease, because I have been connected for many years with
the governorship of the Royal Veterinary College, and I can
assure you that every exertion has been made in order to
ascertain the best mode of treating the cattle attacked with
that disease._ The principal of our coUege, Professor Spooner,
is now at Vienna, to confer with the men of veterinary science
from all paats of Europe, in order to ascertain what may be
the best remedy and treatment. Professor Simonds, our
second professor, is at work xinder the direction of the Priv^

Council ; and Professor Vamell, our third professor, was in

college the last time I saw him, engaged in the preparation of

additional boxes for the purpose of providing sutficient accom-

modation. Gentlemen, perhaps you wiU forgive me if I touch

upon this subject rather more fully, for though it is a cloudy

subject, still it is one that presses upon the interests of every

man present. We saw that many of the stalls were vacant to-

day. I do not say that those are unnecessarily prudent who
have withheld their stock, because I fear we have to deal with

a disease which is comparatively new in England. I was

not satisfied witli the veterinary opinions as to what this

disease really is. There was a concurrence of opinion
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tliat it WM the Gennnn rinderpest ; but I requostccl an emi-

nent medical friend of mine, who is a member of the Epidcmi-
logical Societj' of the niedieal profession—a society devoted to

tracing the causes, the pliases, and the nature of disease—I re-

quested this friend to ascertain at the hist meetinp: of that so-

ciety what was the f;eucral opinion of tlie medical profession

as to the nature of this disease. Well, I touch upon tliis sub-

ject because if we do not know the nature of the disease it is

impossible for us to guard against it as we should, aud it is

impossible for veterinary surgeons to treat it as they ought

;

aud I will quote, without naming him, what my friend reported

to me :
" JbVom all I can learn (he writes on tlie 5th of Sep-

tember) among my colleagues at the Epidcmilogical Society,

this cattle disease is cousidered to be the rinderpest of the Ger-
mans, or, as we call it, the steppe murrain. It is an affection

of tlie wliole mucous membrane, of a specific character, whicli

requires stimulants for its treatment." Forgive me for having
given you the result of these inquiries ; for, after all, the first

object of this Association is business, and the first business we
have to deal with at present is a Icnowledge of the disease

wliieh threatens us, and, secondly, the means of prevention

and the treatment which sliould be adopted. Well, gentle-

tleraen, I know it has been said that the measures recom-

mended by the Government are severe. I am an inde-

pendent member as you kuow—no tied supporter of the

Government; but I believe tlie measures adopted by Go-
vernmeut have in a gi'eat measure stayed the plague. And I

think we ought to be grateful to Government for the measures

tliey have adopted, because, and I say it with fall knowledge,

the nature of this disease has been so imperfectly understood

on the continent by the veterinary profession, the treatment of

it has been so difficult, owing to the rapidity of its progress,

that as yet the veterinary science has not been able to suggest

any treatment which the Royal College has ventured to com-
mend for general adoption. The Eoyal College, represented

by Professor Simonds in England and Professor Spooner at

Vienna are hard at work, and they concur with tlie medical

opinion which I have cited, that tlie first treatment of this dis-

ease as typlioid should be stimidauts. Forgive me for having
touched on this subject, but I wish to back the judicious re-

commendation of Lord Leigh in regard to insurance. In

foreign countries it lias been found necessary to draw a sani-

tary cordon around districts in whicli this disease has prevailed,

and to hem in witliin the sanitary cordon not only the cattle,

Imt those who were engaged in their treatment ; and I cite

this in order to urge you whenever the disease may present itself

at once to separate the diseased animals from the others, and

if you would treat them, treat them apart. I am convinced

oflliis—tliat we must look to (he prevention rather than the

cure of a disease which runs its course in twenty-four hours,

and wliieli does not therefore admit of the treatment which
should foUow on the use of stimulants. Therefore we must
look to stimulants, aud it seems to me, as time is drawing on,

that every farmer should look to the condition of his cattle-

sheds. Use all cleanliness and disinfectants. You will excuse

me for going into detail, but I speak on the authority of several

veterinarians. There is one measure whicli is essential. You
must break tlie change which must occur in tlie health of the

animals caused by the removal from pasture to the cow-shed,

and render that change as gradual as you can, so that the

health of the animal may be as little as possible disturbed. I

again ask you to forgive me for troubUng you on these matters,

but I have been for twenty years governor of the Veterinary

College, and for many years chairman of the governors, and
I thought I could not do you a better service llian to render

you thus briefly the result of their experience and advice.

After aU, although it may be doubtfid wliether it is prudent
that the cattle should be congregated together, even for such
occasions as tlie present, there can be notliing which should
prevent the owners of cattle meeting as they have done
to-day. On the contrary, there is every reason that you should

meet. The less desirable it is that the cattle should lie con-

gregated together on account of the prevalence of this disease

—whicli I trust may be stayed by the preventive measures
whicli your own good sense may suggest, in accordance with
the dictates of the Privy Council—there is the more reason

that you should meet. It is necessary that you should ascer-

tain the localities in which the disease prevails ; and above all,

it is in such meetings that you combine those means of mutual
assurance which are essential to the prevention of disease ; for

if there is no mutual assurance, if there is no organized system

for compensation against loss by this disease, depend upon it

there wLU be an unwillingness to comply with the preventive

measures.

—

Mr. Newdeffa/e, at tJie Stratford-on-Avuii Meeting.

SMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW FOE 1865.

This annual show will take place on Monday, the 4th of

December next, and will continue open to the inspection of the

public for tlie four following days, closing on Friday the Sth,

at 10 o'clock P.M. Several important alterations and additions

have been agreed upon by the council, of whom the Right Hon.
Earl Spencer, K.G., is the President, wliicli have met with tlie

general concurrence of the members. There will be eleven

distinct breeds of cattle admitted to the show to compete for

the moneyed prizes and medals. These wiU include Devons,

Herefords, Shorthorns, Sussex, Norfolk, aud Suffolk polled.

Long-horned, Scotch horned, Scotch polled, Irish, Welsh and

cross and mixed-bred cattle. These will be arranged under

thirty-four separate classes. To the five classes of Devon
beasts sums amounting to £350 will be given, with a silver

medal to the breeder of the best animal shown in each class.

A similar sum will also be awarded, with a silver medal, on the

like terms, to the Hereford and Shorthorn classes. Moneyed
prizes of £115 wiU be appropriated to beasts of the Sussex

breed, with silver medals to the successful breeders in each

class. To the Norfolk and Siifl:'olk polled classes £50 ; to the

Long-horned ditto £30 ; to the Scotch horned £i5 ; to the

Scotch polled £70 ; to the Irish ditto £30 ; to the Welsh
£55 ; to the cross and mixed breeds £125, and a medal to

each—making a simi total of £1,270, with thirty-four silver

medals, as prizes to the cattle classes, besides two sil-

ver cups of £20 and £40 each. There will be admitted

into the show twelve distinct breeds of sheep, viz., Leicesters,

Cotsv/olds, Lincolns, Kentish, long-woolled sheep (not being

of the above breeds), Southdowns, Hampshire, or Wiltshu-e

Shropshire, Oxfordshire, mountain-bred, Cheviot or Dorset,

and cross-bred kinds, and £545 will be distributed in sums

varying from £5 to £20 to the successful exhibitors, whilst a

silver medal mil be presented to the most approved breeder

of stock in each class, and three silver cups of £20 each.

There wiU. be four classes of pigs ; £30 and a silver medal fviU

be apportioned to the competitors in each class. Six silver

cups, valued at from £20 to £40 each, will be adjudged to the

several exhibitors of the best steer, heifer, long and short-

woolled sheep, as well as also pig, sIionmi in any of tlie classes

;

a gold medal also to the breeder of the best steer or

ox, as also heifer or cow, shown in any of the classes.

Furthermore, distinct money prizes of £5 each, accompanied

by a silver medal, will be given to the successl'id. exhibitors of

the various animals under extra stock, and three silver cups of

£10, £15, and £20 to the butchers who shall purchase the

largest amount of cattle, sheep, and pigs. In addition to

these prizes, the herdsman, shepherd, or pig-feeder, who has

fed and attended the animal gaining the first prize in each

class, win be presented with a sovereign and a framed diploma

with a suitable inscription.
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CHIPS,
FARM-YARD MANURE; WATER AND ITS AGRICULTURAL USES.

INTRODUCTORY.

Tlie traveller, as he weuds his way tlu'ougli tlie forests

whicli line the river banlcs, or stretch far into the plains of

a conntry which he is exploring, and desirous to bring home
with him record of his researches into the natural history

of the districts which lie traverses, sees with regret stately

trees or huge rocks which he would like to hut cannot

remove. Contenting himself then with what he can get,

he breaks a stone here, lops off a branch there, or anon

gathers up a chip which the woodman's axe has left upon

the ground, and, putting these into his wallet, brings them

home as samples of the production of the land he has

visited. So, to keep up the simile, the wanderer in the

woods—may we not also say the wilds ?—of agricultural

literature, sees abundant evidence of the wealth of the

country around him, and may be struck with the desire

to bring home some of its products for the beuetit of

those who have not the like privilege with himself of

wandering amidst " fresh lields and pastures new." But

the traveller cannot bring away a tree or transport a rock
;

he is compelled, therefore, to return with " chips" from

them only, and present them to the notice of his friends

at home as samples of what the country produces. It

has been our lot for a long time to watch with interest

the products, so to speak, of the agricultural country,

and rich in many things undoubtedly it is, but these are

not always to be met with when wanted, being now and

then hid deep in the bosom of the earth, stowed away in

some cleft of the rock, covered with leaves, or far in the

depth of a forest, and it is only those who have a know-

ledge of the intricacies of the vai-ious districts, and of

the signs -which they afford of the wealth whicli they

contain, that can readily and easily find what could not

be perhaps found at all by less favoured explorers. Not
in any way claiming or being desirous to claim the posi-

tion of one who knows the country thoroughly, but con-

tenting oiu'selves merely with that of one who has some

slight knowledge of it, we believe that in our "museum"
we have some samples or specimens worth looking at as

indicative of its wealth. Time is not given to all to

travel, and it is no small pleasure to be able to give to

others its benefits without its trials and fatigues. This,

we hope, in some modified measure to be able to do. To
descend from the imaginative region of simile to the

prosaic field of fact, we purpose to give at intervals, and

in briefest fashion, essays on various points connected with

the theory and practice of farming in all its branches.

These will, as a rule, have their origin in the elaborate

papers which are scattered here and there throughout the

pages of our agricultural publications not much known,
or if known not easily got at, and which may, therefore,

be said to be new to many readers. AVe design them to be,

as said above, very brief, so that they can be taken up in

the spare moments which are much more frequently

obtained from the labours of the farm or the cares of the

fold than the longer intervals of ease with which few
farmers are blessed. Ovu" essays, or what may with more
propriety be called essays at essays, will, when founded
upon the elaborate papers above alluded to, bear the same
relation to them as the " chips" which fly from the car-

penter's axe to the tree or the log which he is fashioning

into shape : small relatively, they will nevertheless show
the grain of the tree from which they have been hewn.

But we do not purpose to content ourselves merely with

giving samples of the labours of others ; we may now
and then be bold enough to present samples of our own.

These will have to be taken for what they are worth, and

may be more fi-equently illustrative of the poverty

than the richness of the parcel of which they are

samples.

I. FARM-YARD MANURE.

There is amongst the vexed questions of agriculture

—

and they are certainly numerous enough—none perhaps

on which so much diversity of opinion exists as the treat-

ment of farmyard manure, and its value in difterent con-

ditions. Some praise longer fresh—some, short or rotten

dung. Some hold it should be made or kept in covered

yards ; some, in open pits ; others, again, advocate the

utility and the econon\y of spreading it over the surface

well, allowing it to lie exposed for a length of time to the

atmosphere and its ever-changing conditions ; while this

very process is denounced as the most wasteful and absurd

of all the modes of treatment which can be devised. Let us

gather uj) a few "chips" from various hands on these points.

It is obvious enough that farmyard manure contains certain

elements of fertility—nay, it is a universal manure, for it

contains all. There must, then—so common sense would,

at all events, dictate—be one way in which these elements

can be better kept or returned in the body of the manure
than another. In this, as in other mf^tters, it is no new
thing to say, that there must be a right and a wrong way
of dealing with this substance. To illustrate how this

may be, it Avill be necessary to glance at the most im-

portant chemical facts connected with the subject. Nor
need the reader be deterred by the notice that this will be

a dry detail, or a long one—few words will place the whole

matter clearly enough before him. Earmyard manure is

divided into two parts—organic, or substances which can

be burnt ; inorganic, or those which are incombustible. The
organic substances ai"e made up of carbon, oxygen, hydro-

gen, and yitrogen ; and these form a variety of groups

the action of which is most interesting. Of these four

substances, nitrogen is almost always in a state of excite-

ment when present in farmyard manm-e exposed to the

air ; and the other substance with which it most readily

combines is carbon, which in itself is rather disposed to

remain inert. The mixture, however, of the nitro.ojen and

carbon of the manure brings at once into existence a

remarkably rapid action, which, as Professor Tanner says,

" rends asunder the individual elements of the various

matters in the dung, and affords them the opportunity of

foi-ming new associations or combinations." What they

are a brief sentence or two will explain. Air and moisture

being present in the dung—as, practically, it is present

in all heaps of it—the fermentation caused by the union

of the nitrogen with the carbon compounds goes rapidly

on, and brings about the disposition of the various ele-

ments contained in the manure or fonns new combinations :

one of these is the union of the nitrogen with the hydro-

gen, which forms (1) ammonia ; next, the union of the

oxygen with the carbon, which forms (2) carbonic acid

;

and the union of the oxygen with the hydrogen and the

carbonic acid, which gives (3) humic acid. But these,

whenever they are present together, do not remain sepa-

rate, but combine to form fresh arrangements : thus, the

carbonic acid unites with the ammonia, and cai-bonate of
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amiuoiiia (oue of the most volatile of compoimds) is

formed. With the combinations of humic acid and am-
monia we have the hmnate of ammonia, a compound
which is not volatile ; but although not volatile—that is,

not easily passing off from the manure to the air—it is

very readily dissolved in water; and the black, rich-

looking liquid which we see running from manure
heaps is evidence, then, of this dissolving process

going on. Hence may be derived the practical value

of having the sides and bottom of our manure pits

impervious, so that all this drainage shall be kept. Hence
also that other recommendation which some authorities

insist upon, of having the manure pit covered, so that

large quantities of rain shall not be mixed with the ma-
nure. It is obvious enough that this solution of humate
of ammonia wiU be better carried on in the soil near the

plants which it is to fertilize, than in the manure pit.

At all events, it is folly to allow it to run away, as in too

many cases it is allowed to run away and be lost. One
residt of the process of fermentation, which we have shown
the cause of, is the loss of weight which the manure sus-

tains ; thus 100 cwt. of fresh manm-e is decreased to 80 cwt.

half-rotten, 60 rotten, and 40 very much decomposed. The
loss of weight is caused by the withdrawal of carbonic

acid, carburctted hydrogen, and other substances, which
being of very little value as fertilizers, do not cause much
loss of manm'ial value in fermented manure. Fermen-
tation should not, however, be carried too far; for it is

worthy of note, that, as the process goes on, the decaying

particles have the power of withdrawing ammonia from
the air, and of retaining it till removed by water, or by
the decay being pushed further on; so that, if pushed fm'-

ther on, the ammonia escapes into the air—that is, there

is more ammonia present than can combine with the

humic acid present, which is xmder these circumstances

the case. But the value of dung is not measured by the

presence or amount of the organic substances we have

named. The inorganic or mineral portions are of the ut-

most value as fertilizers, or as tending to build up the

plants to which it is applied. The value ot these inor-

ganic substances has been shown to be fully one-third of

the whole value of the chemical ingredients of the manm-e.
These inorganic substances play an important part in the

formation of our crops, as will be seen from the numerous
analyses of them, which have been published from time to

time in the columns of this journal. These inorganic

constitaents are all present in farm-yard manure; but

they are not capable of being taken up by the plants till

they are in a state of solution ; and the process of fennen-

tation in dung we find " the sm-est plan of rendering"

them available by bringing about this state of solution

;

for many substances, difficidt of solution in water under or-

dinary circumstances, are readily dissolved when brought

under the iniluence of the fermentative process going on
in the manure-heap. The evolution of heat is always one

of the results of fermentation, or rather fermentation can-

not go on without heat, and this heat is the result of the

chemical union of the organic substances which we have

already described. The greater the heat the more rapid

the decomposition ; but this heat, or rather the combina-

tion of the compound which causes the heat, cannot be

produced without the presence of air and water. But curi-

ously enough, it is in the supply of these in proper quan-

tity that the excessive heat which would otherwise exist

in the centre of a manure-heap is kept down ; for while

we admit these, we open up, so to speak, apertures by
which the heat escapes, and the temperature correspond-

ingly reduced. It is difBcult to name the exact quan-

tity of moisture with which manure should be supplied
;

if it is deficient in quantity a very volatile compound-
carbonate of ammonia is formed, the carbon having

been unable to get hold of a siutficient quantity of hydro-

gen to form the more volatile compound, the muriate of

ammonia, which a proper supply of water would secm'e.

Further, this volatile compound, arising from deficiency

of moisture, is r.apidly passed into the atmosphere
through the agency of the excessive heat, which again
results from the absence of moisture. Hence, as Pro-
fessor Tanner says, acids are the greatest sources of
loss in the management of dung; for we adopt mea-
sures to promote a violent fermentation ; and ijei

K-e do not supply moisture to render the decom-
position most complete and beneficial. " This au
thority therefore recommends that, after a manure
heap has been turned, or, in fact, during any period when
the fermentation is vigorous, especial care should be taken
to give fresh supplies of moisture, which will powerfiUly
promote the formation of those ammoniacal compounds
which are of the greatest agricultural value." The drain-
age from the manure-pit will be most useful for this pur-
pose : hence the value of the Continental modes of form-
ing manure-pits, in which there is a special place made,
into which the liquid drains, which is pumped up and
poured over the surface of the manure. But while on
the one hand moisture is required, too much must be
avoided: hence if the climate is a very wet one, the
manure-pit should be covered. Indeed, our authority says
that it will be safer in any case to do this ; for it is an
easy matter to pump water or the draining of the heap it-

self over the heap. So far we have considered the making
of manure in its original pit ; but as this becomes filled, it

must be removed. Moreover, the exigencies of farm-
labour often render it necessary that in the comparatively
idle days of winter the manure should be carted on to the
fields, so as to economise time in the busy days of spring,
when it is to be used. And here we see the' diversity of
opinion we in the beginning of the paper adverted to

—

some advocating the placing of the dung in heaps, care-
fully made ; others the spreading of it out upon the siu--

face. The following is Mr. Lawrence's mode of forming
manure-heaps iu the field. He selects three or more
spots, in proportion to the size of the fai-m, by the side of
the roads, and iu positions the most convenient for carting
the manm-e on to the land. In these places he excavates
for about two feet in depth, and on the floor of this he
lays some three or four inches in depth of common soil,

to absorb the liquid from the manure placed above. The
manure is tilted from the carts into the spaces; and
it is then spread evenly over the surface, and well trod
upon. The tilling-in and spreading is carried on till the
manure reaches a level of about 12 inches from the
ground. From this point it is gradually taken in, so as,

when finished, to represent the sloping sides of a roof,
the top of which is slightly rounded, this being done by
treading on the top. As the successive layers of manure
are laid on the heap, salt is sprinkled over the surface, the
proportion of salt to the manure being one bushel to the
cart-load. In a day or two the heap ""will sink to what
may be called its normal level, when the whole surface is

plastered over with moistened earth. Thus prepared, the
manm-e will keep a long time. When the manure-heap
in the field is opened, and the dung found to be insuflS-
ciently rotted, the whole must be turned over and allowed
to remain for ten or fourteen days. But, as Professor
Tanner says, we must be equally careful as before to pre-
vent all loss from drainage

; and the top should be covered
with soil even more freely than before, to prevent the loss
from the ammonia escaping. But while preventing all
loss from drainage, care must be taken if necessary to
give a supply of moisture to the heap, so as to promote
fermentation.

II. WATER AXD ITS USES.
The gift of vMer is one of the most precious of those

which a beneficent Creator has supplied to man, the value
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of whicli it is indeed impossible to over-estimate. For

whether considered as a necessary element, ministering

directly to nutrition, or enabling us to assimilate other

nutritive substances, as a means to increase bodily com-

fort, or to add to bodily health, a plentiful supply of pure

water is of essential importance to man's physical well-

being, as well as to the animals placed under his care. It

would be easy to descant upon the numerous advantages

of a plentiful siapply of water ; but this has been done by

other and abler pens than ours. It is a curiously sug-

gestive circumstance, that while so much has been written

and said of late years as to the importance of a supply of

water to our town houses, little—very little has been said

or written on the importance of securing a supply for

om* country ones. The subject of " water and its agricul-

tural uses" has recently been taken up in the pages of

the Journal connected with agriculture, and has been dis-

cussed with all the full detail which its importance de-

serves ; from these papers we take the following " chips,"

which will be of interest to our readers, and on the point

we have just above alluded to the following wiU not be

amiss. After alluding to the fact that the Sanitary In-

spector always confines, or at least almost always confines

his care to the towns and cities, over-looking quite the

country villages, hamlets, or houses, and that in conse-

quence a large amount of ignorance prevails amongst us

as to how matters really are in rural districts, the writer

goes on to say, " A search, however, into the circumstances

of these rural districts will result in establishing the fact

thatof the sanitary evils connected with them as striking and

as painful as those connected with many of oiir town
districts, about which so many woftil Jeremiads have

been raised, this of the water supply question is one in

connection with w^hich not a few startling evils may be

traced. For, in many cases, in rural districts it is easy

enough to meet with cottages which have no direct sup-

ply of water given to them. Upon their inhabitants is too

often entailed the labour—all the more painful, and all the

more uncalled for after a day's work at their special call-

ing—of going to some distance from their homes to get a

supply of water. Nor is it seldom the case that this

supply is quite unfitted for healthy use. The whole sub-

ject of water supply to the cottages of our laboiu-ing agri-

cultural population is one which has never met with,

but most assuredly demands, the earnest consideration and
care of those who are mainly interested in the mainten-

ance of their healthy condition." That this considera-

tion has now a chance of being given to it, signs here

and there are existent. For example. Professor Voelcker

read a paper on "water" before the Royal Agricultural

Society, and in the discussion which followed its reading

one of the speakers remarked that great interest had of

late been manifested on the question of Avater supply to

the houses of the agricultural labourer ; and drew atten-

tion to a fact which we hope is not true of all, but which
we know to be true of too many cases, that circumstances

in general seemed so to concur that the same spots upon
which labourers were worst housed were also the most
unfavom-able for a supply of water ;" and in concluding

the discussion the learned Professor himself said, that
" the bad quality of water with which cottages were gene-

rally supplied in agricultural districts was really a hard-

ship that pressed with peculiar severity upon the indus-

trious and thrifty labourers." The disease then, being so

generally known, and its evils understood, surely the

remedy will speedily follow ; but alas ! how, in these

matters, slowly the " we shall" follows upon the " we
should !" Not at present going into details of the sources
of supply open to use in rm-al districts, and which require
special means more or less expensive, we would here in
a sentence or two draw the attention of the reader to that
source of supply which is ahtindant in our climate, and

which can be readily and cheaply availed of, at any time

:

we refer to rain-water. It certainly is astounding how
indifl'erent people are to this heaven-sent gift. Rain
water is, without exception, and beyond all dispute, the

purest and the softest we can ohtain. For washing pur-

poses, both of person and clothing, it is unrivalled. So
far as personal use of it is concerned, we make bold to

say that once one knows its value, he will go to the use of

other qualities of water with the greatest possible reluctance.

Of its value for the washing of clothes no one has any
conception who has not used it, or is aware of the advan-

tages attendant upon this use. Not only are the clothes

better washed, more quickly washed, less quantity of

soap required than when harder water is employed ; but
the wear and tear of the fabric is very much less. All

these points are of great importance to all classes of the

community ; but of the greatest importance to the labour-

ing population, whose means should be economised to the

utmost. It has been calcidated that by the use of soft

rain water while the expenditure of soap in washing a

given amount of clothing w^as 3d., by the use of hard

water it was three-fold or 9d., the labour in the case of

soft-water being 5s., in hard 10s. The harder the water,

moreover, the less "pure" are the clothes, and the more
frequently must they be washed, and the greater there-

fore the wear and tear. On an average, where rain-water

is not used for clothes washing, the money spent in wash-

ing a shirt during the period of its use is double the cost

of the shirt itself, material and making : this calculation

is made on the basis of the cost of dear cotton, as it

is now : in its normal or ordinary condition, or rather

what this was before the panic, five times the cost of the

shirt was expended in washing it when hard-water was
used. The extent of roofing in our farm buildings being

generally very great, a large supply of rain-water can be

obtained from this source alone, and it is better to save

it and store it up than allow it to drip fi-om the roof and

make the walls damp. In London, the amount of water

obtained each year from 400 sqiwi'e feet of roof surface

has been estimated at 5,000 gallons. Another rule has

been given hy which an approximative estimate of the

quantity of water may be obtained. Reduce the super-

fices in feet of the roof into inches, and multiply this by

231 : the quantity will be the number of gallons obtained

during the year for each inch of rain-fall of the dis-

trict.

ORANGE TREES AS AN INVESTMENT.—During the

last few years the supply of oranges has been greatly improved

in France, and amongst tjie new or improved sources are

Cannes and the Gulf of Juan, in the Mediterranean, nearly

the whole neighbourhood of which is being converted into

orange plantations. It is said that Paris alone consmnei

annually about five millions of oranges grown there ; and

there is a large trade beside in orange flowers, which are the

produce not of the sweet, but of the bitter, or Seville orange.

At present the price of orange flowers at Cannes is not more

than 4d. a pound, but it is said to be on the rise. In good

situations a tree 15 years of age will yield about 161bs. of

flowers each year, and in an orangery, by the Golf of Juan

1,550 trees of 17 years' growth give on an average above ten

tons of flowers. Besides the flowers these trees yield a cer-

tain amount of fruit, the result of the blossoms which appear

after the flower harvest—for the orange tree has a succession

of flowers, ripe and green fruit as well as blossoms being fre-

queutly seen together on the same tree ; and also a third item

of profit in the form of prunings and chppings, which fetch

8s. a hundredweight, and are used for the production of in-

ferior scents.

—

The Grocer.
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THE CAUSE OF THE CATTLE PLAGUE.

Sir,—Having read iu the daily papers many articles

wliicli represent what I may call the general rather than

the agricultural opinion on this snhject, may I he allowed

briefly to point out what appears to me erroneous? The
arguments are that the disease is atmospheric, and also

promoted by the too luxuriant growth of grass, and by

the errors in management, which have caused our stock

to become less able to withstand such epidemics; that

we have occasioned this and otlier diseases by greedily

seeking for early maturity, by feeding with oilcake, and by ma-

nuring our plants with artificial manure ; in short, it is evi-

dently sought to be implied that as we have brought the

disease on ourselves we ought to bear the burden of it, and

that the outcry against foreign cattle is only from a selfish

desire to once more gain a monopoly of feeding the British

public, which, as foreign cattle supplies one-thivd of the public

food, neither can nor ought to he allowed.

Sucli are the arguments of the papers, and of the public

that take them for oracles. A few brief remarks M'lU prove

their error.

In the first place, as London is almost the sole mart for

foreign cattle ; as mutton is consumed to a still greater extent

than beef there ; and as this cattle trade does not reach the

same extent all through the year—as these foreign cattle are,

compared to our o^ti, very small, and many only in store con-

dition—it is evidently most unfair to take one week's supply

of the number of cattle, selecting that one in which they bore

the greatest proportion to British stock, and thence to argue

about the comparative meat supply of Britain. In this respect

London, so far from being synonymous with Britain, is only

the tenth part ; and therefore, even taking into account North

American bacon and South American dried beef, the foreigner, I

am convinced, hardly supplies one-tenth of the meat supply of

London, and not a hundredth part of the rest of England.

Meat is doubtless dear ; but the cause of this is very plain.

In the first place, from the lowness of wheat for the last few

years, the poor man has been happily enabled to compete with

the rich in its consumption ; and, at the same time, an unex-

ampled drought has rendered it most difficult for the English

agriculturist to keep up his stock at the average number, and

has compelled him to expend much more in fattening. The

almost total failure of last year's turnip crop and of this year's

hay and grass has of course had a very great effect in en-

hancing the price of meat ; and now that turnips and grass

are more than ordinarily productive, the diminished flocks and

the cattle disease render it exceedingly difficult to obtain stock

to feed off the produce.

With reference to the argument that the improvements in

agriculture have had a tendency to induce the disease from

nnnatiiral modes of feeding, and a greater constitutional -neak-

ness, I deny it altogether. I argue, and could give proof, that

the British islands are the best suited for live-stock of any

part in Europe ; that their stock is of a stronger and better

constitution, that it is fed in a more rational manner, and that

it is kept more in accordance with Nature's rules, and there-

fore is, as might naturally be expected, free from many diseases

which the filthy and erroneous systems practised on the Con-

tinent bring on this stock. Taking seasons in which corn

bears a fair remamerative price, and in which cattle food is of

average productiveness, the British agriculturist can (in the

absence of widely-spread murrain or disease) fully supply the

wants of the British public at a reasonable rate ; but imported

diseases, such as shccp-pox and cattle-murrain, of course defeat

the plans, put a stop to business, and, in the end, add to the con-

sumers' expense : for instance, now in many counties the cattle-

trade is paralyzed, and the consumer, fearing to eat beef, adds to

the demand for, and consequent price of mutton. I argue that

British stock is of better constitution and quality than foreign,

and that early maturity has not injured it in "these respects.

The broad chest, the round barrel, the muscular haunches of

our breeds prove this, in comparison with the cat ham, flat

sides, and pot-bellies of foreign stock, which too often have

the appearance of having been starved during growth, and are,

we find, almost impossible to be made fat. Do not we see that

our Galloway and Highland cattle, our Herefords and Devons

are far more hardy than the Norman, Breton, and lUderney

cattle ? As to comparison with our pigs and sheep, it is absurd.

The foreign have neither the constitution nor the aptitude to

fatten. In fact, early maturity, aptitude to fatten, and consti-

tution go together ; and it is only when we seek to promote

great milking properties in our stock that we are liable to

injure their form and their constitutions.

As to the mode of feeding : England, with our numerous

small pastures, in which we can isolate the different kinds of

animals, the artificial grasses, and the gi-owth of turnips and

mangold, by which we can supply green food throughout the

year, and our mode of keeping cattle, either in the field in

summer, or in open sheds in winter, is so congenial to the

health of our stock, that I am convinced there would be Uttle

serious disease unless it was imported. Compare it with fo-

reign systems. In Belgium, so often puffed off in comparison

with us, the cattle are kept in close buildings all the year, the

lung disease causing great devastation. In most parts of

France the peasant cultivator leads out his cow or goat to feed

on the narrow borders between the allotments. In Switzer-

land the cattle feed on the mountains in the summer, in winter

are shut up in close stables and fed on hay. In Russia Im-

mense herds range the steppes in summer, and in autumn are

driven in immense numbers to the large cities in order to be

killed and preserved in a frozen state during winter, the

reserve stock being kept in close sheds, while snow covers the

frozen plains. In short, the European system is this : Immense

flocks and herds are kept on the mountains and waste plains

in summer, so that there can be no careful breeding or selec-

tion, and infection has full scope, and in winter shut up in close

buildings, kept unnaturally on dry food, as hay and straw, and

often, for the sake of animal warmth, in the same building

with the human residents. Now, suppose want of fresh air,

unnatural food, place left uncleaned, and in many instances

the human fellow-inmates suffering from contagious disease,

and we need not wonder that, with tlie alternation of plentiful

siunmer food and winter starvation, foreign stock are inferior

in constitution and maturity, and that their sheep bring over

the " sheep-pox" to us, and their cattle the murrain.

I do not say but that there are intelligent men on the continent

endeavouring to introduce our breeds and improve their own

;

but while the system there is either one of peasant cultivation

or of immense domains, while enclosures are almost unknown^

and while the winters over all the north are of such great

severity as to compel the unwholesome stabling system, it is

absurd to suppose that they can compete with us, or that their

stock can be as healthy or as well bred. W. R.
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ODDS AND ENDS OF FARMING FACTS

(69) The fact seems frequently to be overlooked that

weeds do more than merely occupy the space of land

which might otherwise be prolitably cultivated : they ex-

haust the soil almost as much as the valuable crops. We
say " almost ;" for, in the absence of direct experiments

upon the point, we only conjecture it ; but we may say

that the conjecture is well founded. So far as analyses

have been carried out. Professor Buckman shows that

field-weeds carry off from the soil au abundant supply of

alkalies and phosphates.

(70) The extirpation of weeds in pasture-land is best

brought about by continual mowing down of their leaves.

Let the " fact" be always borne in mind, as the great

authority on weeds says, " As the leaves are the lungs of

the plant, never in such cases allow the lungs to develop

themselves."

(71) A steep for seed-wheat is thus given in a contem-

porary journal :
" Mix one pound of chloride of lime with

one gallon of water ; after which, let it stand to settle for

a short time, and draw off the clear solution. In this

steep the seed-wheat for two houi's ; then drain, and dry

with a sufficient quantity of sand and ashes."

(72) Vetches—a capital forage-plant—grow best upon

a loamy soil. It is not usually designated a rotation

crop, being, like peas, more a " catch" or stolen crop.

The best crop for it to succeed is a cereal. Sown in

autumn, it is ready to be cut for green food for cattle

early in the spring, after which tlie land may be prepared

for a root-crop. The seed should be sown at intervals, in

order to secure a succession of cuttings.

(73) The proportion of husk of the bean in pod to the

seed is 14 to 86. The average weight of a bean may be

taken at 12 grains, and 580.30 to the pound.

(74) The straw per acre of the wheat crop amounts to,

on an avera2;e, from 3,0001b. to 3,5001b. ; of the oat,

2,7001b. to 3,500 ; of the barlev, 2,1001b. to 2,5001b. ; of

the rve, 4,0001b. to 5,0001b.*; of the bean, 2,7001b. to

3,20dlb. ; of the pea, 2,7001b.

(75) The following are average gross crops of the seed-

producing plants of the farm : "Wheat, 25 to 30 bushels
;

oats, 40 to 50 bushels; baiiey, 35 to 40 bushels; rye, 25

to 30 bushels; beans, 25 to 30 bushels; peas, 25

bushels.

(76) The following has been recommended as a manure
for the turnip-crop ; Two cwt. of superphosphate, one

cwt. of bonedust, half-cwt. of guano.

(77) The kohl-rabi—erroneously termed the " turnip-

rooted cabbage"—is held in high esteem by some feeders.

]Mr. Baldwin, who has experimented on the plant, states,

however, that, as a milk-producing plant, he has not

found it to be so valuable as some have stated it to be.

The true name for it is the Brassica rapo-hrassica. One
great advantage the root undoubtedly possesses is, its

power to resist severe frosts. We have had crops of it

cut '\'A the severest winter we can recollect ; and we found

them, after long exposure, as sound as could be. We do

not, however, recommend them to be given to the cows
iu a raw, cold state : they are better cooked.

(78) The kohlrabi requires heavy manuring : 25 tons

of dung to the acre is the least which should be given,

and to this should be added 6 cwt. of superjAosphate
and 2 cwt. of common salt. Like all the cruciferous

plants, the kohl rabi requires this last constituent ; it is

essentially a marine plant. The best crops are grown
from transplanted plants : 8 ounces of seed will raise

plants enough to stock an acre. The field should be pre-

pared the same as for turnips, iu di-ills, with 27-inch in-

tervals. The plants should be dibbled on the summit of

the ridge of the drills from 9 to 12 inches apart. The
plants should be transplanted in May, June, and up to

the end of July. The seed in the seed-bed should be
sown for these transplantings i-espectively in March (be-

ginning), second week in April, and first Aveek of Jmie.

(79) Stockhardt estimates the amount of nitrogen
taken by the hay crop per acreat69'77, equal to 129^ lbs.

of ammonia ; Liebig at 56, equal to 104 lbs. of ammonia
;

and Boussingault at 64^, equal to llQj lbs. of ammonia.
(80) The following analysis of the ash of turnips is

by Boussingault. Potash 41'96, soda 5-09, lime 13-60,

magnesia 534, phosphoric acid 7'58, oxide of iron 1"28,

sulphm-ic acid 13'60, clilorine 3'60, silica 7'95.

(81) Lupines are much cultivated on the continent

;

they are considered to be specially valuable for sheep-

feeding. The great authority on their cultivation iu this

country is Mr. Chrisp, who wrote an essay in the Journal
of the Royal Agricultural Society. The following is au
analysis, showing their nutritive properties : Nitrogenous

or ttesh-formiug substances 33 to 36 per cent., carbonaceous

or fat-produciug substances 32 to 37, woody fibre 11 to

12, water 14 to'lo, ash 3 to 4.

(82) In making superphosphate, Dr. Anderson recom-
mends the following proportion of the ingredients : One
ton of inch-size bones (that is, bones broken to such a

size as to allow them to pass easily through a ring one
inch in diameter), \ ton of sulphuric acid, 60 gallons (or

5 ton of boiling water). The following is the way of

making it : The cistern should be made by preference of

lead, or strong wood, and a watering vessel of lead. The
bones should be spread in small quantity upon the bottom
of the cistern, and the acid gradually poured iu upon
them from the watering vessel, and at the same time a

quantity (proportionate to the acid) of the boiling water.

(83) The following experiments—the results of which
show the value of weeding—are reported in the Journal
of the Bath and West of England Society. 1. Seven acres

of light gravelly soil were fallowed and sown broadcast

:

one acre was measured, and not a w'eed was pulled out of

it; the other six were carefully weeded. The xmweeded
acre produced 18 bushels, the six weeded acres averaged

22^ bushels per acre, a clear gain of 25 per cent. 2. A
six-acre field was sown with barley in fine tilth, and well

manured. The weeding, owing to a great abundance of

charlock, cost 12s. per acre. The produce of an uu-
weeded acre was 13 bushels, of the weeded 28 bushels,

thus showing a difference of 15 bushels per acre, besides

the enormous advantage of having the land cleftned for

the succeeding crop. 3. Of six acres sown with oats, one

acre ploughed out well, and unmanured and unweeded,

yielded only 17 bushels: the rest ploughed three times,

manured and weeded, produced 37 bushels per acre.

(84) Vatel, the great veterinary of the continent, states

that the rate of pulsation of the different domestic ani-

mals of the farm is as follows : The horse, 32 to 38 pul-

sations per minute, an ox or cow 25 to 42, a sheep 70 to

79, the ass 48 to 54, goat 72 to 76, the dog 90 to 100,

the cat 110 to 120, the rabbit 120, and guinea-pig 140;

of fowls, the hen 140, the duck 133.

(85) Iu dibbling wheat, experience has shown a good

distance between the rows to be 9 inches apart, and the

holes 9 inches in the rows, thus making a series of 9
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inches square. We liave found 13 inches square to give

the best results, although we have seen it stated that 5

inches square are tlie best. This, we should say, is too

suiall. The depth of the holes should uot exceed, nor be

each less than, 2 inches. The number of grains to put

into each hole has been disputed : certainly tlic miuiuuun

is two, but three is a usual number. At 5 -inch distances

a good dibbler should with three droppers get over half

an acre per day.

(8G) Onions are said to be au admirable food for fowls,

or rather an adjunct to their ordinary food. If given

regularly, it is said that they will prevent the attacks of

the more ordinary diseases of poultry.

(87) iMeat is said by some authorities to be an essen-

tial food for poultry, especially in the winter, when they

cannot get the worms they pick up in summer. Others,

again, maintain that the habit of giving meat to poidtry

is productive of grave evils—the cause of many of the

worst forms of disease which affect them. By these

authorities it is called an unnatural food, inasmuch as the

digestive organs of the birds are not fitted to assimilate

it. There must, we think, be some mistake in all this
;

for we know of a surety that fowls do eat when they can

get it, and entirely of their own accord, au enormous

qtiantity of animal food : here it is not cooked ; the game
found in nature's garden is raw. If meat is an unnatural

food for poultry, they certainly have a most unnatural

appetite for it. Throw in one liunp of meat amongst a

lot of fowls : if not literally a lione of contention, it is

something vastly like it, so eager are all to get a grab at it.

(88) We believe the habit of giving much food in a

short space of time to poultry is a very bad one. If you
notice their habits you will perceive that the process of

picking up their food imder ordinary, or what we may
call the natural condition, is a very slow one. Grain

by grain does the meal get taken, aud with the aggregate

no small amount of sand, small peeblcs, and the like, all

of which passing into the crop assists digestion greatly.

But in the "henwife's"—we by no means arc personal in

using this uow celebrated distinctive appellation—mode
of feeding poultry, a great heap is thrown down, and the

birds allowed to "peg away" at such a rate that their

crop is filled far too rapidly, aud the process of assimila-

tion is slow, painful, aud incomplete. No wonder that

so many cases of choked craw are met with under this

treatment.

ANOTHER NEW MOWING MACHINE.
The working of a mowing machine on a novel con-

struction, as recently invented by Messrs. Burgess and

Key, of Newgate-street, was exhibited on Wednesday last,

on two farms at Navestock, in Essex, on each of which

one of the machines was in cut upon grass. The first

tried was on the farm of Mr. Daniel Hicks on a field

fed with sheep in the early part of the season, previous

to the rain-fall. The grass was very stout, there being

at least 1| loads per acre ; but it had been a good deal

trampled on, and the " old fog" of the spring growth

formed a bottom that would have given a scythesman

tlie back-ache, and frequently taken the edge olf his tool.

The machine, however, cut it, and the track-board laid

it in wind-rows, leaving the intervals clear for the horses

to walk in. Throughout the crop was cut as close as a

bowling-green, not only on the level parts, but also in the

hollows.

At Gilstead Hall, occupied by Mr. Adams, another

machine of the same cpustruction was ut work on a

second crop of grass, by no means heavy, and scarcely

sufficiently so to stand well against the scythe. Any
practitioner with that implement knows that it is liable

to slip over a good deal of grass in such cases. The grass

here when cut was laid into broad wind- rows, as in the

other case ; and the cleared ground had the appeai'ance

of a close-shaven lawn, with not a single blade uncut, or

any inequalities on the surface.

Beyond cutting his own grass, Mr. Adams has cut

some for his neighbours, his son working the machine,

and whether cutting old meadow, or second-cut, or clover,

the result in every case has been very satisfactory. He
had always worked the machine with the same two

horses, the average quantity cut being eight acres, and

he had several times cut as much as ten acres in one day.

The peculiarities of construction in which this machine

differs from those now in common use are these ;—In all

other mowers the crank is placed far above the level of

the knife, so as to allow the cut-grass to pass under

the connecting-rod. This involves an angular thrust on

the knife, and great friction on the slide iu which the

knife works, resulting in great wear, and consequent

liability to breakages and waste of power. It is in remedy

of this defect that the improvement Is attempted. In

this machine all the gearing which drives the knife

is placed by the side of the wheel nearest the grass,

aud is so compactly arranged, that the tract cleared is

sufiicient for the gearing to run in. Thus, there being

no grass in the way, the crank is brought into line with

the knife, so as to give, through the connecting-rod, a

straight thrust.

Altogether, this mower appears to have already estab-

lished a good reputation in the prolonged tests to which

the trial machines have been submitted. The knife-bar

is, as nearly as possible, perpendicular in its position with

the axle of the carriage, and consequently on a line with

the lowest point of the periphery of the wheels. By
this arrangement, there is no danger of the points strik-

ing into the ground, as the bar follows the inequalities

of the surface with the wheels. The draught-bar is

placed over the axle nearest to the otf-wheel, by which

the horse-power is applied exactly where it is most

wanted on account of the resistance created by the

working apparatus of the machine.

In a word, this machine has much to recommend it,

whilst the manufacturers' friends speak very highly of its

performances ; but we must, of course, see it in competi-

tion before we can altogether endorse such a character.

SCEATCIIES AND GREASE. — These ailments are

scarcely known in well-ventilated stables, where cleanliness

and care are exercised iu managing horses' feet. J. B. Cheese-

man sends his method of treatment, which is as as follows
;

" Cleanse the heels with soap suds, and, when dry, apply hot

tallow with a swab. One application is sufficient. Fish brine,

or a coating of common white lead paint, are equally

efficacious." We approve of your application of warm
water and soap, and rubbing the parts dry, after which the

white oxide of zinc ointment, or a little glycerine, will be found

excellent applications for these diseases. They can be obtained

of any good apothecary, are easily applied, and free from

danger ; which is not the case with the remedies you mention.
—American Agriculturist.
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THE FOEMATION OF PEEMANENT
MEADOW AND PASTUEE LAND.

In every province of the kingdom rich meadow and grazing

grounds are to be found, and natural examples of this kind

are not the worst practical rules for the guidance of the agri-

culturist in laying down arable lands to lie permanently in

grass. In many cases it may not be an easy task thus to

imitate Nature, but unless her counsels are complied with

profitable results cannot be expected. A " fair face" may im-

pose upon the simple, an exterior superficiality being but too

frequently exemplified in the preparation of laud for per-

manent meadow ; but the laws of nature cannot thus be over-

ruled, for the grasses have individually their own peculiar pre-

dUections. And this, too, is not all ; for if you neglect to

prepare the land for the grasses intended to be grown, the

land will provide plants adapted to its special economy.

The principle upon which the alternate system of husbandry

is based may practically be denominated one of manurial

economy. It is the first principle tliat has to be attended to

in the preparation of land and the selection of grasses for

permanent meadow and pasturage ; for, if a sacrifice is made
in this respect, an annual loss must inevitably be sustained

afterwards. Thus, in the case of arable husbandry, experience

has taught the agriculturist to gr5w turnips and other green

crops after corn, and rice versa corn after turnips and grass,

so that for one application of manure he reaps a series of

several difi'erent crops ; but in the case of permanent grass,

the different plants are grown together that are necessary to

economise manurial elements so as to keep up the fertility of

the land to its maximum. Iii many natural examples we have

seen this illustrated in comparative perfection, the pasturage

being as rich to-day as it was forty years ago, when we first

knew it, the only other application of manure it has received

during this time being the droppings of the cattle, the soil and
the atmosphere supplying the plants with an abundance of

food. But the vast majority of soils are deficient of certain

elements, such as lime ; and these have to be supplied in the

form of manure. And, besides this negative defect, most soils

also cannot procure from the atmosphere, including rain, dew,

&c., the same amount of benefit as the exceptional few above,

owing to differences of mechanical construction. They can-

not even economise and use up the refuse vegetable matter

whicli they possess ; hence the reason why such accumulates in

superfluous abundance of an effete character, doing harm in a

two-fold manner—first by deteriorating the quality, and second

by reducing the quantity of herbage annually produced.

The next thing that demands attention has reference to

geological and geographical differences. The natural examples

furnish an instructive lesson in both these respects, and they

do so whether we examine the naturally rich soils tliat

maintain their fertility,^or the poor ones that yield only a

stinted supply of coarse herbage ; for between our northern

and southern provinces, maritime and inland situations, and
between low lying and elevated pastures, there is a ^\dde differ-

ence in the individuality of the species of forage plants grown
;

and as it is in the natural example, so must it be in the artificial,

both in the preparation of the land and in the selection of plants.

No doubt a few of the grasses are common to every locality

;

but this fact has led to a very frequent error in exclusively

selecting these for aU permanent pastures ; for in the natural

examples they could not maintain their normal luxuriance

without the economical co-operation of the other plants present,

whose physiology is different, the latter being better adapted

for one place than another, if not exclusively confined to one
habitation. And even in the case of the common grasses re-

ferred to, they also difter widely in proportion and quality.

Thus, the greater length of the summer day in the northern
provinces afi['ects materially their odorous and sapid properties

as compared with the same species of grasses grown in the

southern division of the kingdom.
Again, it will be found, on examining the natural examples,

that each season has its own peculiar variety of plants in their

prime as food for stock, and that these differ considerably ac-

cording to the geological diversity of soil upon which they
grow, including its elevation, exposure, &c. Indeed, the
family of forage plants consumed by cattle may be pro-
nounced infinite as to variety in every individual case, so prolific
is Nature in supplying our Uve stock with the daily necessaries
of life. Not a few of these plants are under-estimatedj at the

present time, as to their dietetic value, being considered as

weeds that ought to be extirpated ; and doubtless a consider-

able number of them arc actually such, being opposed to the

general welfare and economy of the dietetic class as a whole

;

consequently the greater this number the less perfect is the

natural example, when taken as a rule, and the liigher the

degree of skill necessary on the part of the farmer in the per-

formance of the work. Weeds of this kind form an interesting

index to the quality of the soil, its management, climate, and
elevation, and require the exercise of much judgment to un-

derstand practically the lesson which Nature thus gives the

agriculturist for his guidance. The land to be laid down to

grass win, for the most part, furnish a negative example, as a

rule ; the vast majority of arable soils producing weeds that

ought to be avoided in pastures—weeds that wiU cease to grow
when the land is properly cultivated and manured. And it is

only when land is brought into such a state that it can with

any prospect of success be laid down to permanent grass.

This negative rule merits a special notice. There are but

few intelligent fanners who are not practically familiar with it;

for they know from experience when the land is in a condition

that is likely to throw-up a redundant crop of weeds, and
when it promises a plentiful return of corn. It involves also

several cardinal conditions—first, that land should never be

laid down in a bad season, to lie permanently in pasture

;

secondly, that the work of preparing the laud must be
effectuaUy concluded prior to sowing the seeds ; and, thirdly,

it follows as a corollary to the last, that all book-rules must be

excluded, witli, perhaps, the exception of those of the most
generalizing character.

From these cursory observations it wiU readily be seen that

in laying-down land successfully to grass the agriculturist must
be thorouglily master of his profession, both as to the nature

of the soil and the physiology of the grasses, using the latter

phrase in its widest meaning. It is equally clear that those

who are thus qualified wiU not recommend the laying down of

poor clays, because they cannot be profitably farmed under
arable husbandry ; for before arable land can be successfully

converted into rich grazing ground, it must be in the most
profitable condition for yielding corn and other cultivated

crops.

MALT.—The quantity of malt charged witli duty in Eng-
land and Wales in the six months ending June 30th this year
was 20,773,748 bushels, as compared with 27,308,435 bushels
in 1864, and 24,597,161 bushels in 1863 (corresponding
periods). The quantity of malt made free of duty for distilla-

tion and export in the half-year ending June 30th was 403,596
bushels, against 393,169 bushels in 1804, and 405,456 bushels

in 1833 (corresponding periods). The quantity of malt
charged with duty in Scotland to June 30tli this year was
1,299,917 bushels, as compared with 1,107,543 bushels in

1864, and 1,139,189 bushels in 1863 (corresponding periods).

The quantity made free of duty for distillation and export was
2,105,598 bushels, against 2,230,824 bushels in 1864, and
3,117,153 bushels in 18G3 (corresponding periods). The quan-
tity of malt charged with duty in Ireland to June 30th this

year was 1,411,789 bushels against 1,487,086 bushels in 1804,
and 1,338,356 bushels in 1863 (corresponding periods). The
quantity of malt made free of duty for distillation and export
in Ireland to June 30th this year was 432,863 bushels, against

372,161 bushels in 1804, and 312,137 bushels in 1803 (cor-

responding periods). Taking a general view of the whole
United Kingdom, we thus find that the quantity of malt
charged with duty to June 30th this year, in England, Wales,
Scotland, and Ireland, was 29,485,454 bushels, against

39,803,054 bushels in 1804 and 30,974,700 bushels
in 1803 (corresponding periods). The quantity made
free of duty for distillation and export in England,
AVales, Scotland, and Ireland was 3,942,050 bushels,

against 3,990,154 bushels in 1864, and 3,834,740 bushels in

1863 (corresponding periods). The total production of malt
in the United Kingdom to June 30tli this year was thus

32,437,510 bushels, as compared with 33,799,208 bushels in

the corresponding period of 1804, and 39,809,452 bushels in the

corresponding period of 1863. The quantity of malt retained

for home consumption to June 30th this year was 31,275,299
bushels, against 31,807,403 Imshels in the corresponding

period of 1864j and 29,033)354 bushels in the correspoudiug
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period of 1863. The quantity exported to foreign countries
on drawback and free of duty was thus 1,152,211 bushels to
June 30th this year, as compared witli 931,806 busliels in the
corresponding period of 186-1, and 777,198 busliels in the cor-

responding period of 1863. The production aud consumption
of malt are accordingly shown to have slightly decreased this

year.

DISEASES OF THE EYES IN HOESES.
I:<JU11IES OF THE EYELIDS AND CORNEA, COLD IN

HIE EYE, &C.

The eyes of men are often subjected to straining, overwork,
and long late hours ; their diseases, therefore, are more nume-
rous and serious tluui those of the lower animals.

The eyelids, especially in horses, are apt to be torn from
bites, or from Ijcing caught by hooks or nails situated about
the stable or on the harness. The loose portions, which are
often ignorantly clipped off, should if possible be carefully ])re-

served, brought into position, aud there retained by a few pins

or stitches. In the sligjiter cases any undue iullanimation

may be prevented by keeping the jjarts frequently wetted with
cold water, or with any simple cooling lotion, such as an ounce
each of sugar of lead and vinegar dissolved iu a quart of

water. Where adjoining parts are hot, tender, swollen, or

much bruised, warm fomentations ^vill for a day or two be pre-

ferable to the immediate application of cold. When such
accidents occur in horses, it is usually advisable for a day or

tvvo to tie u]) the animal's head, to prevent his rubbing out the

pins or stitches, or displacing the necessary applications.

The lower lid sometimes gets inverted, coustitutiug trichiasis

—a complaint greatly more common iu dogs and cattle than

in horses. The removing of a few of the eyelashes from the

offending lid affords temporary relief ; but as the hairs soon

grow the evil is apt again to return, and the only radical cure

is to remove with the scissors a small portion of the loose

skin, and keep the cut surfaces together with one or two
stitches. Tumours and warts occasionally appear about the

eyelids or on the caruncle, where they interfere with the flow

of tears. They must be removed much in the same manner
as when occurring elsewhere. The lachrymal duct, provided
for the passage of the tears from the inner corner of the eye

to the nostril, occasionally l)ecomes impervious from thicken-

ing of its lining coat, from tumours, or from iistula. By the

use of a whalebone bougie, and by frequent syringing, Mr.
PercivaU has cleared the tube for the passage of the tears.

Lining the eyelids, and reflected over the eye-ball, is a

mucous memljrane—the conjunctiva. During colds, sore

throats, aud other irritable states of the contiguous membrane
lining the air passages during teething, and after exposure to

cold easterly v/inds, the conjunctiva is apt to be irritable and
suffused with an over abundance of tears. In all auimals

portions of chaff, hay-seeds, sand, and other foreign bodies are

apt to become attached to this moist delicate memln'une, caus-

ing irritation, the outpouring of tears, and closure of the lids.

When the animal is secured, and the lids held open, the corner

of a handkerchief will usually readily wipe away the offending

body. Occasionally, however, it becomes after a time so em-
bedded in the membrane that it cannot easily )}e removed witli-

out the aid of a delicate pair of forceps.

COLD IN THE EYE, OR SIMPLE 0P1ITHAI.MIA.

From the continued irritation set up by some foreign bodyj

from the stroke of a whiplash, or more frequently from ex-

posure to cold, the mucous surfaces of the eye aud eyelids

become inflamed, constituting conjunctivitis, conjunctival or

simple ophthalmia, popularly known as a cold or blight in the

eye. The membrane, which is naturally smooth and glisten-

ing, now looks dry, swollen, and roughened ; its vessels, which
in health are minute and scarcely visible, are now scarlet, di-

lated, aud tortuous, forming an irregular red network, of

which some of the meshes are entirely filled up with extrava-

sated blood. This reddened network aud outpoured blood are

perfectly superficial, and can even be moved about over the

subjacent surfaces—a point which indicates the absence of the

more serious deep-seated inflammation, known as specific in-

flammation. The eye is rather impatient of light : the tears,

which in the early stages are abundant, give place to a dis-

charge of yellow thickened mucus mixed -with pus, which

sticks to the angles of the swollen lids, glueing them together.

That portion of the membrane lining the eyelids is usually

first and worst affected, and especially m those most frequent
cases where the inflammation, beginning with common cold in

the head, gradually extends itself until it reaches the adjacent

conjunctiva. The treatment of this complaint is seldom diffi-

cult. The patient should be protected from inclement wea-
ther, receive a dose of purgative medicine, live for a few days
on light unstimulating food, and have a stimulating lotion

applied twice or thrice daily between the eyelids. For this

purpose nothing answers better than a lotion containing four

grains of nitrate of silver to the ounce of water.

INJURIES OF THE COKNEA.

The instant involuntary closure of the eyelids ou the ap-

proach of a blow, or such other cause of injury, protects the
cornea from frequent injury. Occasionally, however, ulcers

appear upon it. These are most common iu dogs during or
after serious and protracted cases of distemper. The general
health, which in such cases is indifferent, must be promoted
by generous diet, and tonic medicines, and the parts moistened
daily witii a solution containing five grains of nitrate of silver

to the ounce of water. To cause the contraction of the iris,

which in bad cases is exposed, aud to abate irritation, the eye
should likewise be moistened several times daily with a diluted
solution of the tincture of the Calabar beau.
Trom the healing of ulcers from inflammation, from injury

by a whip-lash, or from other such causes, specks of lymph
are sometimes deposited in the structure of tlie cornea. Some-
times they are so slight as to be discernible only after careful
examination, and are then of little moment. Sometimes they
leave considerable opacity, interfere with vision, and in horses
constitute unsoundness. They are perfectly distinct from cata-

racts, being much nearer to the surface of the eye. When re-

cent, they are usually readily enough removed by the use of a
solution of nitrate of silver, or other such stimulant.

WORM IN THE EYE.

In India during the cold season from October to February,
and especially during a wet year, worms are often found iu

the eyes of horses. They are white, measure from one-fourth
to three-eights of an inch in length, and are about the thick-

ness of medium-sized sewing thread. One and sometimes two
may be seen svfimming about in the aqueous humour. After
one worm has been removed, a second will sometimes appear
within a fortnight. In a germinal state they are probably
swallowed \rith the water drunk, thus find access to the blood,

aud are thence deposited in the aqueous humour. They cause

considerable irritation, weeping eyes, and opacity of the cornea.

Occasionally they are spontaneously absorbed ; but it is unne-
cessary to wait for this, and when they cause annoyance they
should be removed by opening the chamber with a sharp lancet

about a line from the junction of the cornea with the sclerotic

;

the eyeball the while is pressed upon, the aqueous humour es-

capes, and with it the parasite. The horse for some days
should be protected fi-om strong sun light and cold rains ; the
humour in a few weeks is reproduced, and even the mark of the
puucture disappears.

—

North Brilish Af/i-icidturist.

WATERFORD FiVRMING SOCIETY'SANNUAL SHOW.
On Tuesday, Sept. 12, the Waterford Farming Society held its

eleventh annual show\ The show of shorthorns was a capital

one, as may be observed when we state that Mr. Welsted, of
Ballywaltcr : Mr. Anderson, Grace Dieu ; Mr. Jones, Mul-
liualjro' ; Sir Robert Paul, Ballyglan ; Mr. Malcolmson, Mil-
ford ; Mr. Bloomfield, Newpark ; and Mr. Joyce, of Abbey
Farm, with their crack winning animals, were the principal ex-

hibitors. Of the prize cups, the first was the Marquis of
Waterford's 50-guinea cup, to be competed for by the best two
two-year-old shorthorn heifers, and open to the world ; in this

section the great contest lay between Mr. Welsted's Elfin Rose,
his Rosette, aud Mr. Anderson's Game Hen 2ud, his Rosalie,

aud Rose of Erin. On the present occasion, the judges re-

stored Mr. Welsted's heifer Rosette to the position she ob-
tained at the Cork show. The next cup was that presented by
the late Captain Ball, value £10, for the best shorthorned
heifer calf, bred by the exhibiter, Mr. Anderson taking it with
Octavia 3rd, Mr. Bloomfield coming in second for Medora. In
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the gentlemen's class, there were two very superior yearling

hulls exhibited, Mr. Joues taking the first place lor Lord Nel-

son from the Westlaud lierd, and the second to Mr. Anderson's

Lord of Hocklands. In aged bulls tliere were but two. Mi'.

Malcomson's Field Marshal 2nd took the prize. In aged cows,

Mr. Anderson took the lead with Dandelion. In three-year-

old heifers, Mr. Jones got first, and the cup for the best female
in the yard for Lady Spencer. In yearling heifers, Jlr. An-
derson was first with Game lieu 2ud. The show of farmers'

horned stock was good. The show of sheep was little more
than an excuse for one, though there were a few good rams

;

and pigs were excellent,

FEOM NORFOLK TO NOETH LINCOLNSHIRE.

Now that we have had three weeks of as dry and hot weather

as have occurred for a long time at this season, it would he

futile to dwell on the remnant of the harvest in the counties in

question as it presented itself ten days or a fortnight ago, for

it has now undoubtedly been secured in fine order. But tliere

are many points of general interest at this season, which pre-

sent themselves to the eye and ear as one passes through

counties, and from one county to another, and mingles with

parties of men who have a direct interest in current agricul-

tural events. In reference to the corn crops in Norfolk, it may
he said the more extensively and closely they were inspected

and inquired into the less favourable they appeared. Happily

there are many wheat stacks and some barley stacks of the

fine crops of last year in the bands of the large farmers to fall

back upon ; but beyond this comfort their size and condition

act to make clear by contrast the poverty of the present yield.

The new stacks by the side of the old ones look only half-

grown, and the swarthy or muddy complexion of the new ones

sufficiently indicates the inferiority of the quality. The bright

thatch, in places where the straw has been well kept, makes

the body of the stack look as though it were clothed in sack-

cloth. The anxiety arising from this state of things, coming as it

does upon past difficulties, caused many thoughtful and

reasoning men to express serious misgivings in regard to the

consequences to many farmers, who have expenses to meet, and

to consumers of meat, who have families to sustain.

This anxiety is far from being groimdless; indeed, in our

opinion, it is well founded, as it but harmonizes with views

which we have frequently expressed tor many months past.

It is the bulk of farmers who will be seriously affected by the

lightness of the harvest, the badness of its quality, and, in

many cases, its unmarketable condition. Tiie men who are

holders of old wheat are the exceptions, who have had the ad-

vantages of breeding-farms, and have therefore profited com-

paratively from tlie high prices of lambs and store sheep, or

otherwise they liave something else besides ftirming to trust to,

or their fiimily expenses are much beneath the average. In all

businesses there are these exceptions, and it would be hard if

agriculture in these respects stood alone. But after the low

prices we have had, and the awkwardness of the banking ac-

counts of middle as well as little men, how is it possible they

can realize by their present crops an adequate amount of capi-

tal to enable them to fill their yards and folds with store oxen

and sheep at present prices ? We have repeatedly said that

agriculture, like other branches of the nation's husiness, must

settle down to a question of capital and legitimate profits on

capital employed. Farmers cannot keep on borrowing or

hiring capital over and over again, after losing it piecemeal

;

nor after a course of oppressive and hard times can they go

to wholesale houses and get credit for stock that they want for

six or nine months till they can make a return of turnips, swedes,

mangold, and inferior corn, which they now require to he

turned into meat. With respect to the eastern counties, and

similar districts, as regards importers of store stock, it is

merely looking the broad question in the face to ask—what is to

be done? With two-year-old oxen at £13 to £13 each, and

lambs between 30s. and 50s. each, it wiU take from two to three

acres of wheat or barley to buy one ox, and only from two to

three lambs can be bought with the proceeds of an acre of

either of the same staple crops. This is the way to bring the

agricultural situation to its true bearing. This is the only

way, too, it seems by which "farmers' friends" can

be brought to judgment—by which we mean sound understand-

ing. This, too, it also seems, is more than ever necessary ; for,

from all that we can now see, by what is going on around us,

farmers have more cause than ever to exclaim, " Spare us from
our friends '."

Viewing these matters upon these broad grounds, it is per-

fectly clear that the contempt in which agriculturists have been

held for many years is steadily, but surely, resulting in most
disastrous consequences, not only to them as a body, but to the

whole community. This is not mere superficial croaking, nor

is it a mere attempt to turn the tables on men v.ho have abused

British farmers and everything belonging to them, and the

way they have done their business ; but it is the result of look-

ing at the signs of the times with a farmer's eye, and it is a

deliberate expression of an opinion based on the information

we have been able, under these advantages, to obtain. Citizens,

in their simplicity as regards agricultural matters, are under

the impression that farmers are making a good thing out of

the present high prices of stock and meat ; but it is only by
the favourably situated lireeding-farmers that an extra profit is

being made ; for farmers, wlio have to depend greatly on their

corn for the higher rents of the good land they hold, are only

able to make an ordinary return by setting the higher price of

the stock they rear and fatten against the low prices of wheat
and barley, while the bulk of farmers are positively worse off

under the present scarcity of cattle and sheep, than they would

be if animals were one-half more plentiful—reckoning by
ages—and meat was one-fourth lower in price.

The " discerning Britisli public" cannot understand that

farmers, under the difficulties in which they have periodically

been placed during the last twenty-five years, have necessarily

sold off their cattle at times half-grown and half-fat to meet
their unavoidable expenses. This, however, is so far true that

three-year-old oxen grow scarcer and scarcer, till there is

almost every appearance of animals of this age being novelties

in fairs and markets, while two-year-old sheep are very few
and far between. Nor can the " discerning British public"

believe that this sudden scarcity of meat is owing to any other

cause than " increased consumption from the prosperity of the

country," the drought of last autumn, and the " rinderpest
!"

The " discerning British public" say supplies do not fall off,

and the cattle-market returns are quoted in the daily papers to

prove it; but the facts (1) that the facilities for transporting

cattle by railway cause many extra cattle to be sent to London
to exchange hands for eastern, northern, western, or southern

consumption, according as the seasons for grass and turnips

may turn, and (2) that often half and sometimes two-thirds

of the foreign cattle are stores merely taken to this centre to

meet the Kent, 'Herts, and Eastern Counties dealers—these

fixets are either ignorantly or wilfully withheld by journalists

of a particular " bias," and the " discerning Britisli public,"

who accept their conclusions, do not go to the Metropolitan

Market to see for themselves,': by which we allow that—and
this is going a great way—a metropolitan citizen would be

able to teU one from the other when he got there. So late in

the last autumn store-stock season as the great Christmas

market day, in the middle of December, was this the case, the

stores among the foreign cattle being more numerous than the

killable ones. This was because, as we have before said, the

trade in foreign stores was greater last autumn than it ever

was before. How, we again ask, can these facts, in the face

of few roots and no hay for store cattle, be disposed of by the

theorists who contend there has been no falling off in home
supplies ?

The only recommendation we can give to " farmers' friends"

in this dilemma is to do all that can be done to make capital

easy. It is the height of folly to attempt to patch up things

as they now stand, by talking about the sciences, increased and
improved machinery, and such like matters. Farmers want
more breeding and store cattle, and that freedom of action,

which will admit of their production, and, when produced, of

their being held till they have grown to good size and weight.
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Whether it be landlords wiiose reuts are coiuiug; due, or

bankers who can supply the " siuews of production," it is of
the greatest importance tliat matters sliould be made as easy as

possible—by the former by postponing rent audits as long as

possible, and by the latter by being as liberal as possible in

overdrawing and discounting wlicu the same can be done with
due appearances of safety. There is plenty of lloating

capital m tlie country. The nation never before so mucli
needed that tliis floating capital should be as much as possible

diveited into the hands of respectable and skilful, but of late

years scandalized, agriculturists.

To farmers we would say, in the midst of this national

dilemma, take matters—public matters—quite easy. When
c;ilm and respectful complaints liave been made during the last

quarter of a century, tlie counter-cry has been—" You farmers

are always grumbliug 1" After you have done your business as

well as you can, under the dillicultics wliich surround you, you
may rest on your oars, and allow the " discerning Britisli

public" to do the grumbling! After 25 years' persecution, it

will be your turn shortly to be courted, consulted, and believed.

The " discerning Britisli public," when it has been brought to

its senses by a course of facts wliich pertain to the pocket and

stoinacli, will displace their past errors and enmity, by a juit

appreciation of English agriculture, and oifering the hand of

friendship to the British farmer ! What form these points

are likely to take we have not space here to discuss ; but

with " strikes" on the jjlca of " liigh rents and dear meat,"
there are ample texts; for manufacturers are now as much
perplexed as to tlie way they can compete with foreign nations,

as farmers have been during the late hay and corn harvest,

on account of tlie scarcity and liigh price of labour.

Passing on from Norwich, by Thetford, Brandon, and the

Isle of Ely, to Peterborough, similar appearances as regards

the corn crops and the abundance of feed fur stock generally

presented themselves. Mangolds everywhere are extraordi-

nary. The main point of interest centred in the swede
crop, about which we said something from Norfolk a foif-

iiiglit since. Tiie appearances throughout all the distance

we went but coutirm our views then given. Now is the
time to discuss these points, that comparison may be made, and
notes taken for filling in diaries for reference next sowing time.

It is gratifying to be able to say, not a single case of the

cattle fever has been reported as liaving occurred in Lincoln-
shire, vr. w. G.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS, IRELAND, 186 5.

Mr. Donnelly, the Begistrar-General, has forwarded us the
return of the crops grown in Ireland for the past year and the
preceding, from which we make the following extracts :—
The total acreage luider all crops this jear v,as 5,643,103 acres.

The do. do. in 18G4 was (revised numbers) 5,676,321 „

Showing a decrease in the total txteni under
crops in 1S65 of 28,r21S „
The crops which diminished in extent v.ere

—

Decrease.

Acres. Acres.

Cereals
^Vheat 8,4.10

'

C WhCE

I Oats

r,.Qo^ p,.„„„ C Turnips 3,404 7 , „-~(jreen Crops < v ^ i i ,.-.j f 4,0o/^ l\ etches and rape . . . Oo.3

)

• '

Flax

8,410 7 r-OAo-
70;625 5

'^'^-^^

4,057

50,159

Decrease 133,251
The crops which increased in extent were—

Increase.

Acres. Acres.

(Barley 4,507")
Cereals. . j Bere and rye .... 1,238 S 6,585

(. Beans and peas . . . 840 )
fPotatoes 26,170)
I
Mangel and beet ... 301

|

Green Crops -j Cabbage 1,691 >- 2-9,478

Carrots, parsnips, and
l^ other green crops . . 1,310_

Meadow and clover '. 68,970

Increase , 105,033
Although the foregoing statement shows a decrease of

28,218 acres in the total area under crops in 1865, there was
an increase in the extent under grass to the amount of 127,470
acres, the area under " bog and waste unoccupied" having
diminished by 101,543 acres.

The following abstracts exhibit the acreage under each crop in

1864 and 1865, and the increase or decrease in the latter year :

Abstract of Cekeal Crops.
TO/., iQp- Increase Decrease
i0u4. 181)0. . TCP- • icn~

in Ibbo. in I860.

Acres. Acres. Acres. Acres.

Wheat . . . 276,483 268,073 — 8,410
Oats .... 1,814,886 1,744,261 — 70,625
Barley . . . 172,700 177.207 4,507 —
Bere and rye . 8,894 10,132 1,238 —
Beans and peas 16,090 16,930 840 —

Total . 2,289,053 2,216,603 6,585 79,035
Decrease in cereal crops in 1805 . . 72,450 acres.

ABSTK.iCT OF Green Crops.

1864.

Acres.

Potatoes . . . 1,039,724
Turnips . . . 337,355
Mangel wurze! } ^^ ^,^g
Beet root . .

)

'

"^

Cabbage . . . 31,821

Carrots . . .

")

Parsnips [ ^3,149

Other grn. crops j
Yetehes Jc rape 29,829

iQp. Increase Decrease
^^^'^-

in 1865. in 1365.

Acres. Acres. Acres.

1,065,894 26,170 —
333,951 — 3,404

14,429 301 —
33,512 1,691 —

24,465

29,176

Total . 1,476,006 1,501,427

Increase in green crops in 1865 . .

General Summary.

Decrease in cereal crops in 1805 .

Do. flax in do. .

Increase in green crops in do. .

Do. meadow and clover in do. .

1,316 —
— C53

29,478 4,05

25,421 acres.

72,450 7

50,159 j
25,421 7

68,970 )

122,609

94,S91

Total decrease in the extent of land under crops in '65 28,218

He further states that tlie returns of live stock for 1865
compared with 1804, show an increase in the number of cattle

of 231,120; of slieep, 321,801; and of pigs, 241,413 ; and a

decrease in horses of 14,291.

The total estimated value of horses, cattle, shec-p, and pigs

this year was £32,772,009, being an increase of £2,043,699
compared with 1804.

It is very satisfactory to observe the continued care bestowed
on the rearing of young stock throughout the country, as appears

by the returns of this year, which exhibit an increase in tlie

number of cattle, sheep, and pigs, under one year old, in each
of the provinces, and abnost in every county, the total increase

of cattle under that age being 56,147 ; of sheep, 175,441 ; and
of pigs, 220,285.

IRISH EMIGRxVTION.—In the first seven mouths ot

1805 the returns of emigrants obtained at the several ports of
Ireland by the enumerators show that 02,262 persons left this

country, stating it to be their intention not to return. In
1804 the number for the same period was 84,580, being in this

vear a decrease of 22,324.

B B
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THE LABOUEEKS' PRIZE LIST.

" The vigorous and flourisliiug society" at Kingscote held

its meeting, a celebration more especially devoted to the

advancement of the laboarer. As will be found from the

report with which we have been favoured, see page 314,

there ai-e prizes for ploughmen, for shepherds, and for good

service—all very admirable incentives, whatevertheMember

or the Mayor of Bedford may say to the contrary. But

the Kingscote Association goes rather further than this-

For a local institution it is somewhat ambitious. There are

periodical discussion-meetings when the moon is up ; Mr.

Morton is going to give a lecture on education, and a

chemistry class has been established; while the mental

and moral condition of country servants is to be improved

in this wise :
" To the agricultural labourer or female

servant for the best account of the life and

times of Daniel the prophet, with practical re-

flections thereon, £2"; with another premium, for "the

agricultural labourer or female servant under eighteen

years of age, for the best exposition of ' Who was

Gideon, and what were the means used to impress the

power of God on the minds of men through him ?' with

practical reflections thereon." As is well known, we

have long advocated the advantages of encoui'aging,

by the agency of public rewards, proficiency in skilled

labour, respectability of conduct, and length of service.

We would go even occasionally as far as they do

in France, and make the merit of a good servant a matter

of general congratulation. But it is quite possible to

push such a system to the verge of absurdity ; and if we

laugh at the notion of a housemaid stipulating for her

evening out to attend a singing class, or a nursemaid in-

sisting upon her French lesson, we can scarcely do less at

the idea of setting down a ploughman to pen a prize

essay, or inciting a dairy-woman to prepare a theological

discourse. The practical reflections upon the mission of

Gideon certainly fell through, for there was no competi-

tion ; but Timothy Leonard, in the service of Colonel

Kingscote, gained the premium for his Life of Daniel—

a

yet more successful author, Mr. Fawkes, being disqua-

lified, from having previously distinguished himself in

this way. AVe seriously doubt the good that can

foUow from the adoption of such a course as

this, which would promise the rather to turn

a good workman into a mere " fiddler," who, with his

head upset, would be thinking a deal more of his pen

and ink than his proper vocation. In truth, the chances

are that the successful essayist would soon forsake the

plough-tail for the pm-suits of literature ; and those who
know anything of a country life can imagine no more

miserable lot than that of the half-educated pauper-poet

or scribe, who has abandoned his proper position and

vocation, mainly through the mistaken kindness of friends

and patrons. And such mistaken kindness, as we take

it, characterizes the proceedings of the Committee of the

Kingscote Agricultural Association, when they prompt
plovighmen and maids of all-work to bother their brains
over theological arguments, by way of relief to their more

"practical" employment. Such items in the prize-sheet

naturally enough are provocative of attack, and The

Saturday Review pens one of its bitterest diatribes

against the Kingscote philanthropists, as in this wise:

" Poor Hodge of the fields ! He is even worse off than

his luckless brother in the towns. The artisan of the

town is invited to spend his leisure hours in making a set

of tea-things out of nut-shells, or in rigging little toy-

boats ; and he is dragged off to look at the tea-things and

toy-boats which his friends have made. This is hard,

certainly ; but it is a great deal harder fate to be bullied

by the benevolent master, and the patronizing parson, and

the gushing Lady Bountiful, into writing a theological or

moral essay. The dairymaid no sooner gets the butter

and the cheeses out of the way, and her male companion

no sooner gets the ewes and the lambs and the roots and

the dung off his mind, than he and she are asked to grasp

pens, and write theological disquisitions, one against the

other. It is true that the man's valuable essay may bring

him in a couple of pounds ; while spoiling vvith Amaryllis

or Ncfera in the shade might possibly cost him six pounds

ten shillings per annum." Or, again :
" The common

notion among sensible persons is, that, after a spell of

hard work, it is good to let the mind lie fallow awhile.

Among the kind friends of the working-man, however,

there seems to be some confusion between leaving land fal-

low and deluging it with liquid manure. They think that

the mind is refreshed by the production or contemplation

of sheer rubbish—the mind, that is to say, of the ' son

of toil,' as they call a man who works for daily or weekly

wages. Their own minds, it would seem, don't need the

renovating process. Timothy Leonard's master would,

no doubt, use very strong language if anybody pestered

hini to improve his mind in his leisure hours by writing

an essay on the life and times of Daniel or Jerubbaal

;

only he would most likely not have the faintest notion

who Jerubbaal was ; and his ideas of Daniel even would

probably be confined to something about a den of lions.

Why does not somebody found prizes for ' improving the

mental and moral condition ' of the landed gentry, and

the rich manufacturers, and the country clergy ? If the

Kingscote Agricultural Association would do us the honour

to accept any suggestion of ours, we woiUd respectfully

submit that next year their subject might be, ' The Life

and Times of Balaam, with practical reflections on the

part played by Asses in the ivorld.'
"

This is plain speaking, but the Kingscote Association

has only asked for all it has got. One word more : There

is no so sure a way to make a man a humbug as to en-

courage him to trade upon religion ; and if these Glouces-

tershire essayists take to roadside ranting, or any other

plan of shirking hard work, it is no more than their

patron Society has a right to expect. The good old

rule was that the best servants could neither read nor

write ; but there is a medium in all thing?, and even

education need not be pushed beyond its proper use and

purpose.
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CALENDAR OF AGRICULTURE.

This month generally concludes the harvest. The

ricks are immediately thatched to secure the j^rain

from damai^e : the coverinof must be in readiness

for the purpose. Beans will be the latest crop

:

tie with straw ropes into sheaves when cut by

hand-sickle, or with tarred twine, which may be

preserved for many years. Beans and peas require

immediate thatchinjr, as leguminous plants imbibe

and hold much moisture.

Finish the dunging of clay fallows ; cart stones

and til s to drains ; scour ditches; repair, widen,

and strai,'<hten brooks and rivulets, and mix the

excavated earths with lime for composts. Lay

well-prepared composts on grass lands eaten bare,

and on lucerne, the surface being first scarified,

and then roll it. This preparation varies the first

spring crop.

Sow winter vetches on good lands, and on par-

tial fallows with dung—mix with beans or winter

barley.

Plough the stubbles for next year's green crop

fallows, and work the lands if the season be favour-

able J
the dung may also be applied : which prepa-

rations will much further the spring operations, and

are very advantageous.

Seed-furrow clay fallows, and sow wheat. Plough

grass leys for the same purpose, and press and sow

quickly. Scuffle pea and bean store grattans,

collect and burn all weeds, and lay on dung. Sow

wheat on one furrow of ploughing.

Rick hops—the flowers are put into bins, being

first cut from the stems by scissors, and are paid

for by fixed rate, then carried to the oast and

dried, chiefly with coke : some use sulphur to give

the hops a yellow tinge. The haulm of the hops is

a good bitter. Place the poles in a conical erec-

tion, and cover them for next year. Keep all the

live stock in good condition, and the farm horses

for the autumnal operations.

CALENDAR OF GARDENING,

Kitchen Garden.

Mushroom beds are now prepared, and produced
naturally in showery weather.

Lettuce may be sown early for winter, and
as soon as fit for transplantation ought to be pricked

out into a roomy frame, where the plants will

prosper and stand the winter. Some of the heavier

sorts may perhaps endure the open air, but the

frost destroys the most general kinds.

Cabbages for spring. Plant the main stock in

an open situation— soil rich with manure, unless

it be a new loam. All the cabbages thrive

amazingly in fresh soils and earths, and much
better than in old garden soils, though richly

manured.

Spinach : The plants raised from seed should

be thinned out to regular distances of two or three

inches; the plants will then become stocky, and

may be thinned again, and the plants so removed
are used for the table.

Turnips : Thin out and hoe the spaces between

the rows, for they should always be sown in drills.

Sow salads again if required.

Routine : Exterminate every weed, and bring

every plot to that state of neatness and order which

renders a garden a sober quiet picture during

vi'inter, more beautiful perhaps than that of a

rampant luxuriance in summer.

Fruit Department.

Plant strawberry beds and rows with well-

rooted young plants, which will rarely fail—young

stock provided in pots are well transplanted with

entire balls. Place nets in front of any wall trees,

to catch the falling fruit. If wasps abound, sus-

pend bottles half filled with treacle water among
the branches : thus thousands may be destroyed.

Flower Garden.

Finish the clipping of box edgings ; remove
greenhouse plants to their winter quarters; trans-

plant pinks raised from pipings, and also some
hardy herbaceous plants. Then rough-dig or fork

all the vacant parts of borders. Weed and roll

gravel walks when they are in a damp state.

tt B S
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS,

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT EOR
SEPTEMBER.

The eoutinuauce of remarkalily flue weatlier lias been of

immense service to the farmers in tlie north of England, as

well as in Ireland and Scotland. Rapid progress has lieen

made in securing the crops ; so rapid, indeed, that at tliis time

the lields are almost wholly cleared. For the time of year

the temperature has been unusually high, and very little rain

has fallen in any quarter. The pastures have, therefore,

suffered somewhat ; but, on the other hand, the root crops

have derived great benefit from the remarkably line weather.

It may be observed, however, that turnips, owing to the ravages

of the ily, have been a partial failure, especially in the midland
and southern counties. The swedes and mangolds are by far

the largest crops ever grown in this country.

Rather a large quantity of new wheat has been thrashed
out and disposed of. In tlic q'.iality of the samples we have
noticed a great improvement compared with the previous

month, and it is evident that the heavy rains in August inflicted

less damage upon the crop than was at one time anticipated.

We calculate the total growth as a fair average one
;
yet our

impression is that really fine samples will command steady

currencies for some time. Tlie great falling off in the ship-

ments of both M-heat and flour fi'om America will, no doubt,
have some influence upon prices here ; still, no doubt exists

that we shall be in a position to meet the wants of millers, at

very moderate prices. There is still a fair quantity of old wheat
in stack in most of our leading districts.

The growth of baidey is nearly, or quite an average ; hut
the quality of the samples will not, we tliink, come up to last

year. Waiting parcels are therefore likely to command good
prices during the whole of the malting season. . Nearly the
whole of last year's barleys have been consumed.

There has been a very large business doing in oats, at full

prices. The imports from abroad have been extensive, but in

poor condition. Both beans and peas have commanded very
little attention, and the quotations have had a drooping
tendency. The supplies on offer have been very moderate.
The flour trade has been moderately active, and prices have
been well supported. The supply of foreign ou offer has been
very limited. In thesoutli of Erauce, the crops have been all

carried, and, in the nortliern departments, very little produce
remains in the fields. In the north of Europe, harvest-work
will be shortly brought to a close. The wheat crop is not quiet
equal to 186 i ; but the growth of Spring corn is somewhat in

excess of that year. American advices state that large supplies
of food have been forwarded from the Western to the Southern
States to prevent starvation amongst the people. Prices at the
various sliipping ports are, therefore, too high to admit of
profitable shipment to England.

Hop-picking has gone on rapidly. The growth of hops is

certainly very large, but the colour of some of the samples is

complained of. The business doing has been very moderate,
at from 90s. to 100s. per cwt. New hops have already arrived
from Germany in good condition, and somewhat large ship-
ments will shortly be made from the United States, where tlie

crop is a full average.

Cotton liaviug further advanced in price, with an excited
market, the bulk of the colonial wool offered at public sale was
disposed of at steady currencies. The high prices ruling for
woollens in America have led to large exports of goods, and to
the receipt of numerous orders fro'm the States. There is,

therefore, every prospect of a good demand for wool for several
months. The stock of colonial wool uow in Loudon for the
November sales is about 33,000 bales.

As to quantity the potato-crop is unquestionably the largest
ever grown. AYe find, however, that a portion of it is turning
out badly, selected qualities have therefore advanced to llOs".
per toii,J)ut really inferior kinds have changed hands as low as
~js. to 30s. per ton. Very few foreign potatoes have been re-
ported, yet our opinion is that our markeis will be amijlv sup-
plied with good sound qualities during the winter.

Both hay and straw have changed hands slowly, but at good

prices. Meadow hay has realized £! us. to Jfc6, clover £5 to

£7, and straw £1 Ss. to £2 per load.

The Scotch markets have been very scantily supplied with

wlieat, in which very little business lias been p.assing on rather

lower terms. The new crop is certainly an average one.

Barley and oats have met a slow sale at about previous rates.

In Ireland wheat has moved off" slowly on rather lower terras.

Barley and all other articles have realized extreme rates. The
shipments of produce have been ou a very moderate scale.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE DURING THE
PAST MONTH.

Most of the markets held during the month have been

seasonably well supplied with beasts, as to number ; but their

general quality has not improved. Prime breeds have conse-

quently sold freely at enhanced quotations, but inferior stock

has moved off heavily on rather lower terms.

The supplies of sheep have been tolerably good, and most
breeds have shown a great deficiency in weight and quality.

Downs, half-breds, Leicesters, and Lincolns have met an active

inquiry at high currencies. Inferior foreign sheep have been

a mere drug
;
good prices have, however, been realized for

them.

There has been a good consumptive inquiry for calves at

enhanced quotations. The imports of foreign calves have been

seasonably extensive.

Very high prices have been obtained for pigs, notwith-

standing that the numbers on offer have been equal to most
previous seasons.

Altogether the cattle trade has been in an excited state.

The spread of disease amongst both beasts and sheep, and more
especially amongst the cows in the London dairies, has created

a great amount of alarm amongst the consuming classes, whilst

the deficient condition in which much of the stock has made
its appearance has led to long prices for superior animals.

Apparently, however, the quotations have seen tlicir highest

range for the present, because it is evident that the consump-
tion of meat is rapidly falling off, owing to the inability of tlie

lower classes to purchase, and because the use of meat in other

quarters is much restricted. •

Fortunately for the country, there is an ample supply of

food on hand for winter consumption. It will materially

assist both graziers and fiockmasters, and prevent an immense
outlay of capital for cake and linseed. The disease may there-

fore shortly be arrested, especially as we are now nearly free

from excessive lieat.

The imports of foreign stock into London liave been as

follows :

—

Head.
Beasts 12,553
Sheep C7,010
Lambs ... ... ... ... 3,151
Calves 3,192
Pigs 9,431.

Total

Comparison O'f Ijipokts.

Beasts. Sheep. Lambs.
]SG1. 14,44.4 45,760 2,441
1803 11,923 48,021 2,759
1802 7,219 32,154 1,830
1861 0.759 34,870 1,300
1860 8,120 30,381 1,039
1859 0,906 37,783 1,.S5S

1858 5,999 2.5,488 717
1857 7,340 24.090 IDS
1850 7,084 20,005 3,000
1855 7,101 23,744 013

94,970

Calves.
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The total supplies of stouk exhibitcil in the Great Metro-
politan Mirket have been :

—

Hkai).
Beasts ^7,040
Cows 530
Sheep 151,440
Calves 3,331.

I'igs 3,287

Comparison or Supplies.

Beasts. Cows. Sheep. Calves. Vi^a.

ISGl- 30,'JIO 500 137,4'JO 3,181. 3,700
1863 .•27,710 534 131,100 2,458 2,057
1802 28,074 520 139,270 2,301- 3,031
1S61 26,950 520 142,990 2,260 3,020
I860 27,080 500 144,450 3,309 2,922
1859 24,500 514 145,430 1,891 2,771
1858 27,448 533 131,150 3,210 4,281
1857 25,734 534 117,715 2,220 2,585
1856 24,002 4S5 132,014 2,452 2,800
1855 24,667 540 152,120 2,477 3,921

The arrivals of beasts from our own grazing districts, as

well as from Ireland and Scotland, thus compare with tlie two
previous vears :

—

Sept., 1865. 180 k 1SG3.

From Lincolnshire, Leicester-

shire, & Northamptonshire ... 8,000 12,500 10,700
Other parts of England 2,800 4,000 2,300
Scotland 135 1,302 1,820
Ireland 1,150 101 39

Beef has sold at from 3s. 4d. to 5s. 8d., mutton 4s. 4d. to

6s. 8d., veal 4s. 4d. to 5s. 8d., pork 4s. 2d. to 5s. 8d. per 81bs.,

to sink the offal.

Comparison of Prices.

Sept., 1859. Sept., 1800. Sept., 1801.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef from 2 8 to 4 10 2 8 to 4 S 2 10 to 4 8

Mutton... 2 10 to 5 2 3 4 to 5 4 3 2 to 5 4
Veal 3 4 to 4 8 4 to 5 4 3 6 to 4 8

Pork 3 6 to 4 6 4 to 5 2 4 to 5

Sept., 1862. Sept., 1863. Sept., 1864.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef from 3 to 4 8 3 4 to 5 3 4 to 5 4
Mutton... 3 8 to 5 4 3 to 5 4 4 to 5 8

Veal 4 Oto5 3 8 to 4 8 4 to 5

Pork 3 10 to 4 10 3 6 to 4 3 6 to 4 10

Newgate aud Leadenhall markets have been very scantily

supplied with all kinds of meat ; nevertheless, sales have pro-

gressed slowly. Beef from 3s. 4d. to 5s., mutton 4s 4d. to

6s., veal 4s, 8d. to 5s. 8d., pork 4s. 4d. to 6s. per 81bs., by the

carcase.

We understand that large numbers of beasts are still being

fattened in Holland for our markets. Much care has been
shown of late in shipping animals in good condition ; still,

disease has frequently made its appearance amongst the stock

on arrival in this country.

ISLE OE ELY.
Summer still lingers, and the brightest and warmest weather

has been reserved for the la.st summer month. August was
characterized by cloud aud almost incessant rain, with scarcely

two fine days in succession ; hence our early corn crops were
secured in poor condition, and fears were excited lest we should

be compelled to take our corn to market during the autumn
and winter months in a state unfit for immediate use, unless

prepared by artificial drying ; but tlie winds and sunshine of

the last three weeks have done much to dissipate those fears,

and the grain has hardened in the stack, and is now going to

market in good condition. We regret our inability to report

favourably of tlie results of the harvest throughout the fen

district. Complaints are not occasional, but univer.sal. The
yield of wheat is uncpiestionably bad, aud we cannot estimate it

at less than 1-^^ qrs. per acre below an average crop, and fully

2 qrs. below the yield of last year. The fen wheats appear to

range betwen 2^ and 3\ qrs. per acre ; some are even less than
this, and a few, but very few, a trifle higher. And prices are

not better than the crop, from 34s. to 39s. per qr. being given,

leaving th« return per acre between £5 aud 1,6. This needs

no comnieul. The line weather is very l'avoural)lc for taking

U]) the potato crop, and has done something to check the

ravages of the disease. Work upon the farm is generally for-

ward, and the wheat seeding will be an early one, should we
have sufficient moisture to enable us to sow when prepared.

Coleseed, kohl rabi, and mangolds, are sufi'eriug from the heat,

except on very cool lands. We shall not have so much winter

food as was at one time expected. 'L'he cattle plague lias done

away with cattle markets for the present, aud driven sheep up
to an exorljitaiit price. We do not hear that the plague is

spreadim;- in this neighbourhood.

—

Your Fen Kepoeter.—
Sept. 19th, 1S05.

NORTH-EAST OF SCOTLAND.

Harvest is now concluded in this district, and the main fact«

to lie recorded concerning it are, that as to weatlier, we liaye

had one of the finest harvests ever known, and that the crop

now in the stack-yards is greatly deficient in hulk. With re-

spect to this latter point, we see no reason to alter the estimate

given in our last report, namely, that a deficiency of at least

one-tliird in the bulk of the crop exists in this district ; and
indeed, we may add that the same may be affirmed of the crop
over the whole of the north of Scotland. The deficiency,

though not so great in particular districts as it was in 1859, is

more general, moro widely extended over the north of Scot-

land, than it was in that disastrous year. Oats, as is pretty

well known, are our staple crop, and the deficiency in this

crop appears to he general throughout the island. In the
small extent of wheat grown in this part of the country (in

Morayshire and elsewhere) the deficiency is not so great,

arising mainly from the fact tliat wheat is more patient of

drought in May and June than oats. From the fine weather
tliat we ha;l for filling and ripening the grain, aud from the

superlatively fine weather that we have had during the brief

period of harvest, there is every reason to believe that the pro-

duce of grain will be rather larger relatively to the bulk of

straw, and, moreover, that the grain will be of the finest aud
most wholesome quality. The long continuance of dry weather,

which lias been so favourable for the harvest, has latterly

borne hard upon the turnips. Their growth has been in a

great measure prematurely arrested ; the tops have faded, and
rapidly assumed a sickly yellow hue ; while, in the case at

least of the earlier-sown fields, they are fast becoming mildewed.

The favourable view taken in our last as to the produce of this

important crop must therefore be considerably modified. With-
in the present month the potato-tops have become everywhere

aflfecled, or very commonly ; indeed, quite blackened by disease,

and in many eases the I iibers also are said to be rapidly wast-

ing. The dreaded cattle-plague, we regret to say, is still

making progress m one of the localities into which it was un-

happily introduced l)y London calves upwards of a month ago.

The committee appointed for Aberdeenshire have been working

earnestly and energetically, in order to extirpate the plague

from the localities in Buchau, in which it has been more or

less established for some weeks. Pastures are getting bare,

and feeding-stock are now everywhere in upon the turnips.

Other stock will doubtless be kept a-field as long as the

weather will permit, on account of the undoubted deficiency of

winter fodder.—Sept. 20.

AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE,
FAIRS, &c.

.VLCESTER FAIR was the smallest known for ycMi, and
the attendance was but small. The number of sheep was 320,
cows 7 only, pigs 13. Mutton fetched S^d. to 9d., beef 7d. to

7jd. Pork trade was firm, prices somewhat higher.

BALLOCH HORSE FAIR.—The show of horses was not

so good as that of last year, there being comparatively few fine

animals on the ground. The demand for this class was, how-
ever, brisk, and a clearance was early effected at an advance of
prices over those commanded last year. A large number of

inferior stock failed to find purchasers, and were led oil"

unsold.

BANBL'RI FORTNIGHTLY FAIR.—The supply of

beasts was much below the average, thauksj no doubt, to tlie
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cattle plague. Stores were nearly unsaleable, and the only

trade done was in the best beasts fit for immediate slaughter.

The sheep market was better supplied, and trade v,-as brisker.

Beef made about 5s. and mutton I'rom 5s. to 6s. per Sib. on

the average. A lot of fine rams belonging to Mr. Craddock

were sold by auction at an average of nearly £13.

BAKNSTAPLE FAIR.—Much business was transacted.

Bullocks, in good condition, were in fair supply, and eagerly

bought up at from 13s. to lis. per score; lean sorts were by

no means difficult to dispose of at from 7s. to 8s. ; steers from

£12 to £20 : cows and calves from £18 to £31. The supply of

sheep was very large, but not out of proportion to the demand

;

sheep ready for the butcher fetched from 8d. to 9d. per lb.

;

ewes, 30s. to -iSs. each. The honse fair was well stocked, es-

pecially with animals for agricultural purposes, in which there

was capital choice ; tlie bulk of t'nose exhibited chauged

owners at good prices. A few first-rate hunters were disposed

of.

—

Times.

BLAIRGOWRIE FORTNIGHTLY MARKET.—There
was not a single cattle beast shown on tlie ground. There

were a large number of sheep, whicli sold at extraordinary

high rates. Blackfaced wethers sold at 35s. to 47s. each

;

blackfaced ewes sold at from 27s. to 36s. each, which would

average at from 7d. to 9d. per lb. Eat pigs sold at from £3
to £6 10s. each, and young pigs sold at from 13s. to 14s. each,

according to size and quality.

BOSTON EOAL FAIR.—The foals shown were princi-

pally of the heavy or cart breed, lighter kinds in fact being

hardly represented. High rates were demanded in the early

part of the day, but as buyers were anything but keen, the

prices lowered considerably towards noon, and sales appeared

to be numerous. The show of beasts and sheep was not large.

The primest sorts of the former made 9s. per stone. The lat-

ter, so far as stores were concerned, were a drug, and prices

were from Is. to 2s. a head below recent ciuotations : fat ones

made 9d. per lb.

BROADV/AY FAIR was well attended, and a good busi-

ness done at the following prices :—Horn lambs and cross-

breds, 30s. to 40s. ; cross-bred cows, 44s. to 50s. Fat wethers

scarce, at SJd. to 9d. Fat beef scarce, at 12s. to 13s. Bar-
reners scarce, and met a ready sale. The display of horses

was large, and of a mixed description ; sale rather duU.

BRIDGNORTH FAIR was very well attended by farmers

and dealers. The show of cattle was small ; but those present

were sound and in good condition, and good cows realized from

8Jd. to 8id. per lb. The sJiow of sheep was large, and sold

from 9d. to 9jd. per lb., and trade brisk. A few agricultural

horses were sold at prices ranging from £12 to £30.

CAISTOR FAIR.—There was fully an average show, and

a good trade for sheep. Lambs were well sold, and late rates

easily maintained. Beasts, especially in-calvers of good qua-

lity, fetched high prices, and a clearance was effected early.

Sliearling rams, the property of Mr. Havercroft, were sold by
auction, the best making £38.

CARLISLE SECOND FAIR.—The show of lambs was
about 14,000, which exceeds the number exhibited at the cor-

responding market of last year by at least 5,000. Those con-

sisted chiefly of haU'-breds, Cheviots, and crosses. The market
being peculiarly one for wethers, there was almost an entire

absence of ewe lambs. The most of the lots were made up of

small and inferior animals, but, though this was the case,

nearly as much money was paid for some of them as for the

tops. There was a good steady demand for aU descriptions,

particularly crosses, which went oft" rapidly at an advance of

from 2s. 9d. to 3s. 6d. on the prices current at the lamb mar-
ket held in Carlisle last month. Cheviots would be up from
2s. to 3s., and half-breds from Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d. The display

of cattle was small as contrasted with last year's market. The
bulk of stock on sale were Irish heifers and bullocks, in addi-

tion to a few Scotch beasts. Galloway bullocks sold at from
£10 to £14 ; Irish two and three-year-olds at fiom £10 5s. to

£12 15s. ; heifers at from £8 to £9 ; and Highland stirks at

from £4 to £4 10s. There was a fair sale for aU kinds, but
there was no material change in value.

DUNSE EWE TRYST.—The show of ewes was scarcely
so large as last year, a circumstance to be attributed to the
dealers visiting the various farm-steadings and purchasing the
ewes at home. Although there was a small rise on the ewes
last year, the prices tliis year are much higher, and there is an
active demand for the English markets. The demand to-day

was good for all descriptions of animals, and only those for

v>'hich extravagant prices mere asked were left unsold at the

close of the market. The lots of evres sold v.-ere purchased by

dealers, both English aud district.

GLASTONBURY FAIR was largely supplied with both

beasts, sheep, and pigs. The attendance was also good. Trade

was not very brisk, although several of the cattle changed
hands at high prices. Mares and foals were in abundance, the

trade for which was very dull.

GRANTHAM FAT STOCK MARKET.—A short supply

of both beasts and sheep. Beef 8s. 6d. to Ss. per stone, mutton
8d. to 9d. per lb. A very fair trade took place.

HOLBEACH FAIR.—There was a large show of horses

and foals, and a good deal of business was done, the )irices

being in advance of those obtainable of late. Tiie top price

given for a foal was £18.

HOWDEN" HORSE FAIR.—On Monday the attendance

of horse-dealers, continental commissioners, hunting gentle-

men, general agents, jobmasters, farmers, &c., was as large as

we ever remember to have seen. Business was chiefl.y confined

to the inn yards, dealers being verv generally employed in

taking stock of the fair, inquiring after horses, matching, &c.

Some of the best animals ^%ere eagerly bought up at high

prices, almost as soon as they entered the town. As usual,

coach-horses and hunters were most inquired after, though the

trade in them was rather slow, and the prices realized lower.

Good driving horses sold well, Hunters of celebrity, good

stayers of power and speed, sold from 100 to 200 guineas.

First-class coach-horses, suitable for broughams, 9U to 120

guineas. Many of the ,best of the Irish horses, youug and

well-bred, were selected for hunting purposes. We understand

that ten Irish horses sold for 950 guineas. The ordinary ani-

mals ranged from about 30 to 50 guineas. On Tuesday morn-
ing the fair opened rather slowly. As on the previous day

really good horses commanded high figures, but middling and

inferior were difficult to be disposed of. Some dealers are

buying for the British army. Several continental gentlemen

have bought largely for consignment abroad. One of the most
important features of to-day's fair was the annual sale of horses,

the property of Mr. W. H. Clark, of Hook Hall, near How-
den ; Mr. Calthorpe, auctioneer. The amount realized for

nine horses was 1,036 guineas. Amongst them. Sprig of No-
bility, a bay horse, five years old, which took the first prize at

tlie Royal Show, at Newcastle, and several other important

prizes, sold for 330 guineas, to Major Stapylton. Also a ches-

nut horse. Cotton Stockings, four years old, which won the cup

at Driffield as the best four-year-old hunter, sold to Mr. CoUins,

the eminent horse dealer, for 300 guineas. The remainder

ranged from 33 to 110 guineas. The attendance on Wednes-
day morning was again very large. The horses were of an
inferior character to those which exchanged hands at the com-
mencement of the vveek, but there was a tolerably fair amount
of business doing. First-class hoi'ses, hunters especially, fully

maintained the high figures given for them of late years. Some
prime hunters sold for from 200 to 300 guineas, though the

ordinary prices for them were from 100 to 200 guineas. There
\TOs a reduction of about twenty per cent, in the prices of

nearly all except first-class animals, the demand for horses not

being very great this year. Neat-going active carriage horses

made from 40 to 60 guineas. Sound short-jointed horses,

adapted for town carts, vans, and other work of that character,

20 to 25 guineas. Heavy draught horses for brewers, mer-

chants, team work, &c., from 30 to 40 guineas. There

was only a sliort sujjply of roadsters. First-class sea-

soned cart-horses realized from 30 to 40 guineas.

Young powerful agricultural horses from 18 to 22 gui-

neas. A lot of Shetland ponies were offered at prices

ranging from five to six guineas and upwards ; not many sales,

however, were eflected. A large portion of (principally) ches-

nut horses has been made during the week for the French

army. Nearly all the Irish horses have changed hands, but

at reduced rates from last year.

ILSLEY FAIR.—The supply of sheep was very small, with

a dull trade, at from Is. to 2s. a head advance on our August

fair. Wethers 50s. to 59s., ewes 42s. to 54s., and lambs from

35s. to 51s.

LEWES GREAT SHEEP FAIR.—The number of sheep

was far below the average, there being but between 16,000 and

17,000, whereas the average number exhibited for sale is about

28,000 : thus there was a marked difference, distinguishable
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tlie monieut the field was entered. The number of buyers was
large, and tlieir waut of lean stock, particularly sheep, being
great from the abundance of feed about the country, especially

on the rich soil of tlie western parts of Sussex, the tone of the
fair was much in favour of the scUers, the demand was large,

extraordinary prices were demanded and roali/.ed during the
morning; as much as Gs., Ss., and 10s. per licad more than
last year being given fur good sheep. TJie shortness of the
supply, and the high prices which consequently prevailed, are
due to a variety of causes. The utmost readiness to purchase
was manifested during the morning, and pen after pen was
cleared out witli astonishing rapidity ; but after dinner a slight

reaction took place, and the owners of pens who yet held on
were comi)elled to accept rather lower prices than those ob-
tained an hour or so before. The prices of ewes ranged from
iOs. to o2s., and for exceedingly good ones as much even as

60s. was made. Lambs fetched from 2os. to 405. To show
the contrast between Lewes tair of the present year and some
fifteen years, we append the foUowiu": :

—

Number. Ewes. Lambs.
1850 ... 28,000 ... 22s. to 26s. ... 15s. to 20.s.

1855 ... 30,000 ... 25s. to 42s. ... 15s. to 25s.

1860 ... 30,000 ... 30s. to 40s. ... 14s. to 30s.

1864 ... 24,000 ... 30s. to 42s. ... 17s. to 32s.

1865 ... 16,500 ... 35s. to 52s. ... 23s. to 40s.

Mr. Humphrey, of Ashington, sold 100 ewes at 60s., to Mr.
Mouckton, of Kent, they were half resold at G3s., and the

others at 61s. At Mr. ArkcoU's, Eastbourne, 200 lusty e«es,

with their produce, 200 wether lambs in one lot made 35s. per

head. The adjoining flock, Birling ewes, cpiite as good in

quality, but being sold a niouth ago, of course realized less

money. At Crow Link, adjoining farm, the value of lambs
was 35s. At Friston Place lambs made 353. or upwards. At
West Dean 100 lambs at 42s., and 150 at 36s. At Charleston

130 ewes at 47s. Jevington ev,-es made, say 42s. ; Montague
ewes 50s.

LINCOLN FAIR.—There v.as an average show of beasts

and for three-year-old steers, the price was from .€20 to £24

;

two-vear-olds £10to £14, and yearlings £8 to £10.
LINCOLN FAT STOCK MARKET.—A good, show of

beasts and slieep ; the former made 8s. 6d. to 9s. per stone, and
the latter 9d. per lb.

LOCKERBIE SEPTEMBER TRYST was largely attended
by parties interested in white stock. The number of lambs
would be about 23,000, and the number of ewes 1,500. The
former consisted of half-breds. Cheviots, crosses, and Highland
sheep, and the latter of black-faced and Cheviots. The at-

tendance of buyers was fully as great as heretofore, but though
this was the case the market was not so quick as many had
been led to anticipate. Prices for all sorts were unusually

high ; indeed, the like of them were never heard of before at a
Lockerbie September market. The highest price going for

Cheviot top wether lambs was 26s., for Cheviot mid. ewe
lambs 253., for crosses 32s., for black-faced wether lambs
16s. 6d., for ewe ditto 22s.6d., for draft ewes (Cheviots) 34s.,

and for black-faced draft ewes 25s. The rise on half-breds

since the August market was from 2s. to 3s., Cheviot lambs
from Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d., crosses 2s. 6d. to 4s., and black-faced

lambs from Is. 6d. to 2s.

LOUTH FAIR.—About 2,400 sheep were penned, but the

trade was not quite so brisk as at the preceding week's market.

Lambs realised from 30s. to 36s., tupping ewes 40s. to 54s.

Fat Sheep were scarce and dear, viz., ewe mutton 8id., and
wether mutton 9d. per lb. A good liusiness was done in beasts,

especially in milch cows. Beef 8s. 9d. to 9s. per stone. Several

lots of rams were sold, those of Mrs. and Mr. T. Young, of

BeUeau, averaging £8 i5s. 6d. each ; Mr. Young's, of Coven-
hura, £10 12s. 6d. ; Mr. Scorer's, of Burwell, £4 16s. 8d. : Mr.
J. J. Clarke's, of Welton, £5 15s. 3d. ; Mr. Chaplin's, £7 7s.

MALDON FAIR.—A scanty show of animals generally,

and an utter absence of horned cattle. There was a sprinkling

of horses—good, bad, and indifferent ; but very little business

was done. Sheep were better represented, hut farmers have
brightened up at the large prices obtained during the last

fortnight, and have opened their mouths rather wider than
dealers fanr^y for business purposes, and a very large number
went back as they came.

MONIAIVE FAIR.—There was a brisk and good demand
for stock, which consisted chiefly of lambs. The most of the

lambs were soon disposed of at satisfactory piicea. Mr. Mnir-

head, Dumfries, bought a lot of half-breds at 33s. each, being

the highe?t price we heard of; he also bought some chpped
cross sheep at £3 each. Euuston half-bred lambs sold at 30s.

each ; Cheviot ewe lambs at 21s. ; Cheviot wedder lambs at

18s., and ewe iambs (paleys) at 16s., also a lot of crosses (shots)

at 18s.

MUIR OF ORD MARKET was the best market for sheep

that has ever been held on the stance. The prices are unpre-

cedented, but the reasons are obvious—distrust of the quality

of beef in the southern markets, and the consequent demand
for mutton, which is not suspected to be tainted witli disease;

the scarcity of sheep for breeding purposes on the hills, and
the short crop of lambs during the last three years. The stock

shown was about 400 above last year. Every herd on the

ground was sold oil', and the demand was equal to far more
stock than was offered.

OXFORD FAIR.—From the supply of cow cattle it might
be fairly inferred that they are very scarce in the neighbour-
hood ; but we are glad to find that such is not the case ; several

things militate against a large sup))ly, independent of the pre-

vailing disease (which has hardly been known in this locality).

Farmers and graziers have an objection to send their beasts to

market, and butchers very much prefer buying them at the
homes of the farmer, and keep is also abundant. Beef of the
best quality made 8d. per lb. Stores were quite as dear. The
sheep market was largely supplied and well attended, and eveiy
head changed hands, and in most instances more than once

;

we were credibly informed that had there been 5,000 more
penned tliey would all have been sold. Stores, it was remarked,
made very near as much money as fat mutton ; of the latter

littte was at market, and sold readily at from 7^d. to lOd. per
lb. Pigs were very scarce and very dear ; bacon hogs from
lis. to 12s.

;
porkers, lis. 6d. to 12s. Cd. per score.

PxVRTNEY FAIRS.—The number of sheep, although very
large, was not perhaps quite equal to that of 1864, but they
were generally of excellent quality, of large size, and full of
wool. The Ijusiness of the day commenced at early dawn, and
nearly all the best animals were quickly disposed of. Lambs
sold remarkably well, and at prices never before attained. Mr.
Morriscm, of Ashby, sold a lot descended from a sheep bought
of Mr. Betts, of Holbeek-lodge, at 51s. Some pens of good
drape ewes, for breeding purposes, made as much as 72s. A
lot of 140 fine shearlings, the property of M. Staniland, Esq.,

of Harrington -haU, averaged 64s. The general run of prices

for lambs was from 40s. to 48s., drapes from 58s. to 64s.

Shearling ewes and wethers were much inquired for, and sold

at higher prices than in August ; and before the fair closed
every sheep was or at least might have been profitably disposed

of. The beast fair was comparatively small. A dread of the
terrible rinderpest no doubt caused many persons to keep their

cattle at home, rather than expose them to the consequences
which might be apprehended from sending them to a pubhc
fair. Those which were shown sold well. Young steers and
heifers were quickly caught up, as were all animals ready for

•tne butcher. In the prices of beef and mutton there was no
reportable alteration, but there appears to be a growing opinion
that the present high rates cannot much longer be maintained.
PENRITH FORTNIGHTLY MARKET.—There was a

good display of both sheep and lambs, numbering altogether
about 1,260. Generally speaking, the quality and condition
of the animals were excellent ; and there being a large attend-
ance of buyers from a distance as well as for " home consump-
tion," a keen competition set in early for the best lots, which
brought a shght advance upon former lates. Only six'beasts

and their condition was inferior ; the three calves shown were
quickly secured. Indeed, in every department of the market
a good clearance was effected at an early hour, at the follow-
ing averaa-e prices : Beasts 7s. 6d. to 8s. per stone, sheep and
lambs 8d. to 9d., and calves 9d. per lb.

PROBUS FAIR was slightly supphed with bullocks.
Of sheep there was an ample supply, but they sold off well,
and at good prices. Fat bullocks were very scarce, and fetched
from 64s. to 66s. per cwt. ; lean, 47s.; cows and calves, 58s.
Fat sheep, T^d. to 8d. per lb. ; store ditto about 7d. ; lambs,
25s. each.

READING FAIR.—The supply of stock was far below
the average of previous fairs here, although quite adequate to
the demand, as the existing cattle plague, which has not ex-
cepted this county in its visitation, precluded speculation in
store beasts, and farmers decline to stall up cattle for fatting
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purposes, until the disease is cliecked or presents a more f;i-

vouraUe aspect. A limited l)usincss was transacted among

store steers from £11 to £14 per head. Milking cows sold

pretty freely to dairy farmers, at £17 to £32 each ; and grass-

fatted cattle realised £10 to £35 ; but many herds of stock

heifers and young store beasts remained unsold. The horse

fair comprised a good show of first-clasa animals and young

horses, suitable for phaetons and private harness purposes were

selected at from 35 to 45 guineas ; and strong M'eU-grown

horses, for heavy draught work, 30 to 40 guineas. Handsome
young and sound cart-horses, for London purposes, 45 to 50

guineas ; and seasoned ditto, for farmers' work, IS to 24 gs.

;

cart colts, 25 to 35 gs. ; superior bred riding-horses, 50 to 65

gs. ; neat cobs, 14 to 18 gs.
;

ponies, G to 10 gs. ; and "Welsh

pony colts, 4 to 6 gs.

ST. COLUJIB FAIR.—There was an excellent supply,

both of fat buUocks and sheep, the former selling at from Gos.

to GSs. per cwt. Fat sheep were in great demand, especially

wethers, and sold at from 55s. to 60s. each, and fi'om T^d. to

8d. ])er lb. Store ewes were from 40s. to 50s. each.

TEWICESBURY FAIR.—There was a very large atten-

dance. The supply of stock was unusually large, the number
of sheep penned being greater than was ever remembered
before. The auctioneers did a large business.

TOWYN FAIR.—The supply of cattle (very limited) met
with ready sale at high prices. The demand was very great,

and many buyers from a distance came to purchase. Yearlings

fetched £6, two year olds £10 to £13 per head. Milch cows
£12 to £15, steers varied according to size.

FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL GOSSIP.

The Journal irAgrkidiure Pratique gives a spirited en-

graving of Toquade, an Anglo-Limousin trotting nmre. The
inaprovement or revival of the indigenous horse breeds of France,

especially of those which had acquired a reputation, is obviously

one of the most important questions of which a solution can be

aimed at ; the problem becomes still more interesting wlien it

concerns a race formerly celebrated and which has now almost

disappeared. This is particularly the case with the Limousin

breed of which M. Gayot has remarked in his Connamance
Gaiierale dii Cheval :

" Of the old breeds of France, it is this

which has deserved the first rank. Of all it was the most accre-

dited in Europe, and it had become a national glory. There ire,

however, no more horses in Limousin, or at least there is no

more horse-breeding in that district." After these rather

dolorous words, it was satisfactory to read in a journal of the

Cher that an Anglo-Limousin mare, belonging to M. Jules

Frichon, proprietor at the Tertre (Indre), and ridden by its

owner, had carried off the trotting prize at the five races re-

cently inaugurated at Bourges ; as the fact showed that there

were still breeders who devoted themselves to the breeding of

the animal which was formerly the French saddle horse j^ar

excellence. Toquade trotted a distance of 2,500 metres in five

minutes, being at the rate of nearly 19 miles per hour. She is

a daughter of Bichette, a pure Limousin, and of Bijou, an

Anglo-Limousin ; she is, then, three-fourths Limousin blood.

She has all the characteristics of the Limousin breed, and her

photograph engraved by the Journal (VAririculiurc Pratique is

certainly that of a very pleasing animal.—An international

agricultural exhibition held recently at Cologne marks an epoch

in German agriculture, because it had the stamp of universality,

which was lacking in all its predecessors. It was not like the

shows held during the last year or two at Hamburg and Stettin,

an exhibition of the products of the north of Europe, but

among its immense muster-roll of exhibitors were a great

number of English, Italians, Spaniards, Russians, Algerians,

Americans, &e. The exhibition was due to the initiative

of a comparatively private society named the Flora, and

it was organized, or perhaps as we ought rather

to say improvised in a month. The original site was coniined

to the botanical garden of this society, but it was obliged to

be extended by the adjunction of adjacent lands, so that it

occupied at least a surface of about 2 i acres. In this area

might be seen 12,450 implements, machines, &c., and G,500

lots of agricultural products. If we consider that all the

district shows combined in France only presented in 1S65,

4,053 engines and implements, and 1,739 lots of products, it

will be easy to form an idea of the importance of tlie Cologne

exhibition. Add to this statement the fact that these products

were laid out in a well-designed garden, under elegant shelter,

and you will have, reader, a tableau all the more splendid

since it bad for accessories the city of Cologne with its fine

buildings, and the Rhine, and one of the districts most ad-

vanced in agriculture for its base. The exhibition was opened

June 3, and closed July 2. It was confined to the inanimate

agents of agriculture, which were divided into the six follow-

ing categories : First, agricultural engines and implements
;

secondly, household and domestic utensils ; thirdly, garden
architecture ; fourthly, sylvercole products ; fifthly, the raw

and manufactured products of agriculture ; sixthly, geological

and miiieralogical products. This extensive programme en-

abled agriculture to extend a large hospitality to products

which would have been more in their place in an industrial or

artistic exhibition. The great majority of the machines and
implemente known and recommended iiir the agricultural world

figured at the show, but as in all late exhibitions steam-engines

were the most sought after, because in the present circum-

stances of production the cultivator and the economist antici-

pate from them an improvement in the present position of

agriculture. Of the three steam-ploughs which should have

taken part in the exhibition only one presented itself, viz.,

Fowler's with its successive improvements. Messrs. Garrett

and Messrs. Howard declined to compete in consequence of

the want of success which they experienced at Stettin, and
which they do not consider that they deserved. Fowler's

plough worked in the presence of the Prince of Prussia and ex-

cited astonishment by the energy with which its four shares

attacked the soil. Three traction-engines—or as the

French call thein, auioncohills— worked during the

whole period of the show, and acquitted themselves, empty or

loaded, to the satisfaction of the spectators. One of these en-

gines exhibited by Scluvarzhop, of Berlin, occasioned a fire,

which, thanks to the steam fire engines exhibited at the show,

was easily suppressed. The steam fire engines, we may add,

contended tenaciously for the prize, and after numerous experi-

ments, it was awarded to the apparatus of Messrs. Merry-
weather and Sons, of London. More than 50 thrashing

machines were put in motion by steam ; they belonged, for the

most part, to the best English houses, such as Messrs. Ran-
somes and Sims, Messrs. Clayton and Shuttleworth, &c. The
German makers, nevertheless, sustained an active competition

against them : the house of Piutus especially distinguished

itself under this head. Among the great number of portable

engines intended to be used as motors for agricultural purposes

that of MM. Tilkin, Mention, it Co., of Longdoz-lcz-Liege,

was a good deal remarked. A centrifugal pump, of which
several inventors disputed the idea, and which was also shown
by MM. Tilkin, Mention, & Co., likewise attracted some
notice. The merit of the idea was disputed by several in-

ventors ; Denis Papiu, when he was professor at the Uni-
versity of Marburg, published a description of a centrifugal

pump, and it is after this description that MM. Tilkin must
have constructed tkeir apparatus. A Lenoir motor, exhibited

by jMevius, of Hamburg, was of three-horse-power,

and was from the workshops of MM. Gautier and Co.,

of Paris. As regards other motive forces, nothing new was
remarked. Transmissions of movement for long distances by
the aid of metallic cables were principally applied by Guil-

laume and Felton, of Cologne. It appears that this system is

likely to exert an important influence in the future, judging

from its rapid propagation. More than a dozen reaping and

mowing niachines took part in experiments which came off

June 3, in a field of rye still green. Tlie majority of the

novelties figured badly in the affair, and were obliged to retirn

from the competition. The machine of Samuelson, of Ban-

bury, overcame all difficulties, although they were by no means

of an ordinary character. A Cologne maker, named Erpeldinjf,
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had also a good sueftcss. This iiiclustrlal lias, for some time

past, coustructed reapei's on pUms whicli he had received from
America, and wliich he lias since modified. It' from macliiiies

we passed to impliMiieuts, we found at the Cologne-show a col-

lection of tiie ploughs of Dr. Race, an old professor at Holieii-

heim. This collection (whicli comprised no less than 17-1'

models executed with the greatest cxactitude'i was a strik-

ing illustration of the progress of cultivation and of its

history ; it showed how tiie mere curved hranch underwent
a gradual series of transibrraations until it hecame the

improved plough of our own times. Of the other ploughs ex-

hibited, tliose of l';ckert (of Eeiiiii), llohenheiin, and 15eit/,

carried oft' the most successes. The steam cooking apparatus
of Basse, of Kassel, the apparatus of the Household Society

of Paris, and tlie straw-cutter of Eberhardt, of Ulm, pre-

sented some points of novelty ; and the rich collections of

gardening-tools exhibited by 15cyersmann, of AVeringhauscn,

and Asbeck, of Hagen, were also noticeable for their beauty
and eheapuess : in the latter respect they defied all competition.

A collection of the agricultural and forest products of Algeria

deserves to be placed at the head of all the oMortimeiili-

exhibited in the section of agricultural and forest ])ro-

ducts. We may mention the textile products, cottons, &e.,

the wheat, bran, and tobacco of this colony as worthy

of notice. This section comprised also wool from Buenos
Ayres, chicory from Belgium, ale and wool from England,

and flax and hemp from llussia. Tobacco was most

powerfully represented by exhibitors from America, Baden,

Prussia, ITauovcr, Bremen, and Ptussia. There was also a

good collection of spirits, \\ ines, beers, and liqueurs. Com-
mercial manures were annexed to the section of agricultural

produ(;ts, and profited largely from the arrangement. The
fossil phosphates of M. de Molon obtained a special distinc-

tion. Tiie forest exhibition was very complete. Besides \iood

of every kind, there was a complete collection of sleepers ex-

hibited b\ eighteen of the principal administrations of conti-

nental railways. These specimens enabled a conclusion to bo

drawn as to all modes of preservation, the sleepers having been

withdrawn from the groun d after a long period of

interment. The palm remained with the creosoting-

and suliihatizing processes. The forest administration of

Hanover sent a rich and varied collection, and a collection of

the maritime signals employed in Prussia was also on view.

The object of the latter was to make known to forest pro-

prietors the woods required by tlie Admiralty.—An agricul-

tural show of some interest has just been held in the Prench
department of the Crense ; or, to be more precise, at the town
of St. Snlpise-les-Champs. The bovine race was largely re-

presented. There were 70 or 80 bulls, of one year to thirty

months old ; 30 heifers of the same age, and a few more cows
which had exceeded that age. Tiie prevailing race was that of

the district : there were also some animals of the Limousine,

Salers, Parthcnaise, and Charolaise breeds. The exhibition of

cattle left, however, a good deal to he desired, notwithstanding
the presence of a great number of really remarkable subjects.

The prizes devoted to these beasts amounted to £120, of which
only i3r3 was devoted to heifers and calves. The exhibition of
sheep was superior to that of cattle. There were some excel-

lent rams on view, and several lots of ewes and lambs, which
seemed to be well-selected. The amount of the premiums
awarded to sheep was £30. Pigs were somewhat feebly repre-

sented.

REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

The year, as far as it lias auvancerl, has been of

an extraordinary character. With a deluge of rain

in August, we have had a renewal of summer in

September, with tropical heat ; and the rain has

been limited to a few thunder- showers, and one

heavy fall on the uight of the 20th, which did

mnch good. Those, therefore, who were late with

harvest work had what may be called " extraordi-

nary luck;" and our noi'thern friends lliis season

will have fared far better than their southern

brethren, while the power of the sun has been

such as partly to penetrate the stacks out of order,

as well as benefit the corn spread out to dry. But,

though the cold and late farms will this season be

best off, we cannot boast, as a whole, of samples
;

and much rnnst pass through the frosts of winter

before it will find a ready sale to millers. The
quality, moreover, does not come up to the aver-

age of late years ; and though there are fine heavy

samples to be procured, the best will not compare

with 1S64 or 1863. If we reach an average, under

these circumstances, we shall be surprised. But

an average growth, we have long found out, is not

enough for the annual consumption of the coun-

try ; and though we cannot speak very favourably

of the British Isles, it seems more certain that

Europe is seriously under the mark. France is

partially deficient, Germany still more so, and

Poland suffered fearfully in August, while part of

Southern Russia notes a failure. Beyond this

.state of things, Am-erican advices from the West
prove bad, and accounts from ISTew York bid us

not to expect what we have been recently receiv-

ing. Added to this intelligence, reports of the

late potatoes come worse and worse ; and, with the

ca'.tle plague fastened on the country, prospects

are more discouraging than for some years as to

the supply of human food. Yet such was the in-

fluence of the change of weather from the rains of

August, that for the first fortnight of the past

month markets came tumbling down, as though
it were a year of plenty, new wheat being cheaper

33. to 4s., and old Is. to 2s., till a little reaction at

last appeared, and people seemed coming to them-
selves. We thought the lowest point was reached

on the 18th, and said so ; and we now think before

next harvest a rise of fully lOs. per qr. is very pro-

bable. The following rates were recently current

at the places named : The best wheat at Paris was
quoted 43s. per qr., at Antwerp fine native red

was 47s. 6d., at Louvain 46s., at Maestricht the

top price was 453. per qr. In Hamburg, Marks
wheat was quoted 45s. 6d. ; and some speculation

had commenced, from the badness of the crops in

the surrounding districts. At Danzig the best

wheat of 1864 was worth 47s. 6d. per qr. free on
board ; and fine old, cost and freight included, was
held at 5Ss. per qr. At Cologne the price of red
was 41s., at Straubing 33s. Marianopoli wheat,

afloat, has been sold at 41s., Ghirka at 40s. At
Montreal spring wheat was worth 37b. 8d. per qr.

of 4S0lb. New York price.s v/ere very high-
Chicago and Milwaukie 38s. to 38s. 6d. per 480lb.

the best amber, 49s. per 4S0ib. white.

The first Monday in Mark-lane began on a mo-
derate supply of English wheat, with fair arrivals
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of foreign. There was only about an average

show of samples during the morning from Kent

and Essex, mostly new, and some of it in such

sorry plight as to be quite passed by, or sold at

very irregular rates. Even the best qualities were

down 2s. per qr., while old scarcely supported the

previous rates. The foreign tiade was excessively

dull ; and where sales ex ship were forced, holders

had to consent to some reduction. \Yith few

arrivals off the coast, there was but little abate-

menc on cargoes. AVith the return of summer
weather at its height, farmers who were late were

intent upon securing the benefit ; but many sent

their badly-secured produce to markefc, and were

generally obliged to accept a reduction of 2s. to

3s. per qr. on new samples, with an occasional de-

cline on old, the value of which was affected by

the quantity sent to market. At Edinburgh
wheat was down Is. 6d. per qr., and at Glasgow

the decline on all sorts was Is. per qr. Dublin

was thoroughly dull, with so little doing that

prices could only be considered nominal.

On the second Monday there was less English

and more foreign wheat in the returns. There

was a rather larger show of samples this morning
from Kent ami Essex, with several parcels in

better condition, as a consequence of the improved

weather ; but there was still a large proportion of

poor quality. This was another dull and falling

market, with very little done, though a decline of

Is. to 2s. would have been gladly accepted to

make way; while old Vv-as also down Is. per qr.

The foreign trade was perfectly hfeless ; and to do
business only in retail, it was necessary to yield

Is. per qr. It was well, at such a time, that but

few fioaling cargoes vv'ere i-eported ; for even these

could only be sold on somewhat easier terms.

The weather continuing unprecedentedly fine and
hot, nothing could be more opportune for the

later gatherings; but, as a consequence, there was
no diminution of the previous heaviness, and a

decline to the same extent, in ihe country, on new
samples was the order of the day—say Is. per qr.

on old, as reported at London, and Is. to 3s. on
new, according to quality, the lowest being the

most difficult to clear. Wheat at Glasgow was
also down another shilling per qr. ; but at Edin-

burgh there was little difference, though trade was
dull. Native wheat, not being in large supply at

Dublin, did not seriously decline; but foreign was
down 6d. to Is. per barrel.

The third Monday's returns showed an increased

quantity of home-grown wheat, with liberal foreign

arrivals. The show of samples on the Kentish and
Essex stands this morning was materially reduced,

and the condition as much improved, farmers ap-

pearing disinchned to continue a course of sacri-

fice uith their nev*r crop. Rather more dispositioii

to do business was evinced on the part of millers;

but it was found impracticable to raise prices,

though a tolerable clearance was eventually made of

the little offering for sale. A retail trade was ex-

perienced for all good dry granary samples, at

about previous rates ; but to have sold any quantity
from ship would have required some reduction.
With but few cargoes afloat offering, and holders
pretty firm, there was no change in prices. The

weather this week kept fine up to Wednesday night,

allowing the bulk of the late harvest throughout

Great Britain to be secured in good order. Farm-
ers v/ere not, however, further disposed to lower

prices, in order to sell, and many markets evinced

an upward tendency for all good qualities, both

new and old. Indeed, at some places— as Boston,

Lincoln, York, Wakefield, and elsewhere— Is. per

qr. advance was noted. Birmingham was full-

priced, and Liverpool on the last market rather

dearer. Edinburgh noted no change this week

;

but at Glasgow new Wheat was Is. per qr. lower.

Dublin v/as down 6d. per barrel, with very little

trade.

On the fourth Monday the arrival of English

wheat was moderate ; but the foreign supply more
abundant than during any previous week, nearly

half being from Danzic, and one-fourth from Rus-

sia. The morning's show of samples was small,

the condition being further improved, but most of

the quality still inferior. Many country markets
'

having somewhat improved, factors were generally ^
enabled to secure Is. advance on new samples,

which had previously been unduly depressed ; but

old, having been held at full prices, did not parti-

cipate in the improvement. The foreign trade was
mostly on a retail scale; but here and there favo-

rite quaUiies obtained rather better prices, and,

though the trade was far from active, holders were

generally firm.

The imports into London for four weeks were

22,182 qrs. English and 103,990 qrs. foreign,

against 26,954 qrs. English and 81,954 qrs. fo-

reign for the same period in 1864. The London
averages commenced at 47s. 6d., and closed at

42s. 2d. per qr., while the general average began

at 45s. 4d., and ended at 44s. 7d.—the lower rales

for London being attributable to the quantity of

inferior new wheat sent up. The imports into the

Kingdom for the four weeks ending Sept. 16, were

1,926,691 cwts. wheat, and 235,280 cwts. flour.

The London imports for four weeks were 780 qrs.

wheat, and 1,287 cwts. flour.

The flour trade during the month has been re-

markably steady as compared with wheat, prices

throughout not having undergone any material

change. This may partly be attributed to the very

scanty foreign arrivals and lowness of the stocks

of American, which almost placed the trade into

the hands of town factors. Norfolks have ruled

at 33s. per qr. for the best, and barrels have been
at retail prices, while the town trade has been

steady, the top price remaining 43s. all through.

The imports into London for the four weeks were

70,103 sacks English, and 1,085 sacks 9,668 hrls.

foreign, against 53,723 sacks English, and 1,267

sacks 77,972 barrels foreign for the same period in

1864. At the recent rates ruling at New York
and Montreal there is very Httle prospect of liberal

imports this side Christmas.

Business in malting barley can hardly be said to

have yet commenced, supplies hitherto being very

insignificant, and the weather quite against trade,

from its extreme heat. The few very fine bright-

coloured samples that have hitherto appeared have

gone off freely at full prices; but those discoloured

by the rains of August attracted very little atten-
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tion, and were difficult to quit. Heavy foreign,

though at the beginning of the month it found
favour from the want of settlement in the weather,
became neglected, as it settled into fine, and even
granary sorts have met with less inquiry, though
prices have been low—say 22s. to 23s. per qr. for

Danube qualities. As much of the English crop
is Hkely lo prove inferior, the trade may be heavy
till cold weather sets in. The imports into London
for the four weeks were 4,365 qrs. British, and
20 131 qrs. foreign, against 5,531 qrs. British, and
24,976 qrs. foreign for Sept. last year.

Malt, which at the beginning of the month was
tending upwards, has lost the improvement during
the fine weather.

The supplies of foreign oats during the month
being less than half what they were in August, it

might have been expected that prices would have
improved ; but the fine iveather was against it, as

well as the fact that large dealers had well stocked

themselves during th(3 glut, and could very well

hold off till arrivals again became liberal. This
they did on the fourth week, and had it not been
for the increased demand, lower rates might have
ensued. But the belief in the shortness of the

English crop, and diminution of stocks on the part

of dealers, kept rates at about their previous range,

excepting a slight reduction on Russian, and we do
not see much prospect of decline before Christmas.
The imports into London for four weeks were 8,360
qrs. English, 396 qrs. Scotch, 3,086 qrs. Irish, and
134,946 qrs. foreign, against 7,322 qrs. English,

6,497 qrs. Scotch, 14,048 qrs. Irish, and 191,811
qrs. foreign in Sept. 18G4.
Beans have not varied in value through the

month, but have gradually been tending upwards,
notwithstanding the high rates at which they began.
Samples of the new crop cannot come in quanitty

yet awhile, and vv'ill not be liked for consumption.
So old foreign as well as English are likely to be-

come very scarce and dear as the cold season ad-

vances, and nothing could check a further advance
but the low rates of barley, oats, and maize. The
imports into London for four weeks were 773 qrs.

English, and 2,261 qrs. foreign, against 2,355 (jrs.

English, and 5,280 qrs. foreign last year. So that

the imports this month are less than one-half.

The demand for peas has been very moderate
during the month, so that the smallness of the sup-

plies liave not caused any advance on hog feed,

though boilers of fine quality have rather improved
in value. The stocks of old foreign white, used as

a substitute for beans for the feeding of horses,

has become very much reduced, and being cheaper

than that grain, will soon be used up, and very

probably turn the attention of consumers to Indian

corn. The imports into London for the four weeks
were 1,405 qrs. English, and 1,251 qrs. foreign,

against l,4ci0 qrs. English, and 5,605 qrs. foreign

in Sept. 1864.

There has been a considerable diminution in the

imports of linseed, and with oil much dearer it has

risen Is. per qr., though cakes have not altered in

value, their demand being lessened by the rapid

growth of grass and esculents after the Au-
gust rains. The seed trade, which was be-

coming excited in August, has sunk into quiet.

Ditto, black 17
BEANS, Mazagan .. 33

Harrow 39
PEAS, white, boUers. .37

New cloverseed has been offering from France at

moderate rates, though the crop there is sure not

to be large. In America it is reported as abundant,
but prices have not yet settled for business. Mus-
tardseed has been dull, and cheaper for inferior

qualities. Canaryseed has risen 2s. or 3s. per qr. j

but winter tares, abundantly ofl'ered and of poor
quality, have fallen to 5s. and 5s. 6d. per bushel.

CURRENT PRICES OF BRITISH GRAIN AND FLOUR
IN MARK LANE,

Shillings per Quarter.
WHEAT, Essex and Kent, white new 35 to 4S ... «to52

red „ 34 43 ... 41 46
Norfolk, Lincoln, and Yorkshire, red 43 46

BARLEY 27 to 30 Chevalier, new 30 37
Grinding 26 29 Distilling 28 33

MALT, Essex, Norfolk, and Suffolk 58 66
Kingston, Ware, and town-made 58 66
Brown 50 54

RYE 26 28
OATS, English, feed 19 to 23 Potato 22 27

Scotch, feed 13 23 Potato 22 27
Irish, feed, white 17 20 Fine 21 24

20 Potato 21 24
39 Ticks 36 39
41 Pigeon 41 46
41 Maple 37 to 40 Grey, new 35 37

FLOUR, persackof 2S01bs., Town, Households 38 43
Country, on shore 31 to 31 ,, 35 36
Norfolk and Suffollc, on shore 31 33

FOREIGN GRAIN.
Shillings perQuarter.

WHEAT, Dantzic, mixed 47 to 51 old, extra 51 to 57
K6nig.sberg 45 49 extra 49 51
Rostock 45 49 fine 50 51
SUesiau, red 43 45 white 46 48
Pomera., Meckberg., and Uckermrk red old... 43 49
Russian, hard, 38 to 39.... St. Petersbtirg and Riga 42 44
Danish and Holstein, red 41 43
French, none Rhine and Belgium 44 49
American, red winter 44 to 47, spring 43 to 46, white 47 50

BARLEY, grinding 22 to 25 distUling and malting 27 32
OATS, Dutch, brewing and Rolands 18 to 23 feed 17 21

Danish and Swedish, feed 19 to 22 Stralsund... 19 23
Russian, Riga 19 to 22. ..Arch. IS to 21....P'sburg 20 24

BEANS, Friesland and Holstein 35 38
Konigsberg 35 to 39. ..Egyptian 37 33

PEAS, feeding and maple...36 39...fine boilers 39 41
INDIAN CORN, white 30 35...yeUow 30 34
TARES, p. bush., vv-iuter Ss. 5s. 6d...Lentils — —
FLOUR, per sack, French.. .33 35. ..Spanish, p. sack 32 35

American, per brl 22 21...extra and d'ble. 25 27

IMPERIAL AVEEAGES
For the week ended September 16, 1S65.

Wheat 62,441iqrs. 44s. 7d.

Barley 6,179 „ 30s. lOd.

Oats 5,.329| „ 203. lid.

AVERAGE S
Fob the last Six

Weeks :

August 12, 1865
August 19, 1865
August 26, 1865
Se-ot. 2, 1865
Sept. 9, 1865

\
46

Sept. 16, 1S65 44
Aggregate Average

|

44
Averages last year 42

Wheat.
s. d.

43
43 1

Barley,
s. d.

Oats.
s. d.
23 5
23 10
24 3
23 7
23 1
20 11
23 2
21 9

COMPARATIVE AVERAGES.

Years.
1361 .

1863 .

1863 .

1861

.

1865 .

WHEAT.
Qrs. 8. d.

. 80,1474 ... 51 6

. 5S,9G9| ... 55 10

. 78,909J ... 44 1

,. 65,643 ... 42 4
,. 62,4414 ... 44 7

BARLEY.
Qrs. s. d.

9,295|
2,3261

9,2S7J
5,316|
6,179

30
36
31
32
30 10

OATS.
Qrs. s. d.

9,174J ...22 11
7,276| ... 24 7

6,355i...21 8
5,475^ ... 21 9
5,329^ ... 20 11

LONDON AVERAGES.
Wheat 4,964 qrs. 42s. 2d.
Barley 344 „ 323. 9d.
Oats..,.,,.,..,, , , 285 „ 208. Id.
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FLUCTUATIONS in the AVERAGE PEICE of WHEAT.
Price. Aug. 12.:Aug. 19. Aug. 26.

42a. Od.

433. Id.

41.3. 7d.

45s. 4a.
-16.9. Od.

46s. 7d.

"1

Sept. 2.
i

Sept. 9. , Sept. 16 .

PRICES OF SEEDS.
LONDON, MoxD.YY, Sept. 25.—The trade in Clover-

seed continues inactive, and the moderate values required

for new French do not induce buyers to couimence opera-

tions. White seed and Trefoils are without alteration.

Winter Tares were without alteration from last week's

values. Canaryseed fully maintains its value, with im-

proved sales. C'uTLER and B.vkkeu, Seed-factors.

BRITISH SEEDS.
!MusT.i.RD, per bush., white 10s.tol2s.
Canary, per qr 50s. 3C.-5.

Tabes, winter, new, per bushel 5s. Cd. Cs. Gd.

Cloverseed, red —s. —s.

Coriander, pci- cwt —s. —s.

Trefoil 27s. 28s.

Linseed, per qr., sowing 56s. to 62s., crushing 54s. 5Ss.

Bapeseed, per qr 72s. 76s.

IiiNSEED Cakes, per ton £9 IDs. to £10 10s.

Rape Cakb, perton £5 lOs. to £6 Os.

FOREIGN SEEDS.
Coriander, per cwt 20s. to22s,
Caeraway ,, ' —s. 33s.
Trefoil 25s. 26s.
Hempseed, small —s. per qr., Dutch —s. 4Ss.
Clotkrseed, red —s. to —s., white ^s. —s.

Linseed, per qr., Baltic oSs. to 60s. Bombay... C8s. ^s.
Linseed Cakes, p-jr ton £9 lOs. to £11 Os.

Rape SEED, Dutch —s. —s.

Rape Cake, per ton £5 Os. to £6 Os.

HOP MARKET.
BOKOUGII, Monday, Sept. 2.").—There is a good de-

mand at present in our market for aU Hops of the new growth,
attention being directed chiefly to samples of best cpiality.

Prices of coloury Hops continue firm, and at Worcester Fair
and elsewhere large parcels have changed liands during the
past week.

Mid and East Kents... 115s., 140s., IGOs.

Farnhains & Countrv. 115s., 126s., IGOs.

Weald of Kents .'.. lUOs., 110s., 124s.

Sussex 95s., 105s., 112s.
Yearlin,';-s 95s., 120s., 140s.

POTATO MARKETS.
BOEOl'GII AND SPIT.VLFIELDS.

LONDON, MoND.vY, Sept. 25.—The supply of Potatoes on
sale tolerably large. Good and fine qualities are in steady de-

mand, at from 80s. to 110s. ; otherwise tlie trade is dull, and
prices rule as low as 40s. per ton. About 70 tons came to

linud from Continental jiarts last week.
COUNTRY POTATO JIARKETS.—Don caster, (Satur-

day last) : A plentiful supply, mIucIi met with a good demand
at the following prices—wliolesale Gs. to 7s. per load, retail

Sd. to lOd. per peck. Manchester, (Saturday last) : Pota-
toes 5s. to Us. Gd. per 2521bs.

PRICES of BUTTER, CHEESE, HAMS,
BUTTER, p. cwt.— s. s.

j
CHEESE, per cwt.— s.

Erieriland 120 to 126 Cheshu-e C4
.Tersey 96 116
Dorset 121 12S
Carlow — —
Waterford — —
Cork — —
Limerick — —
Sligo — —
Fresh, perdoz., 12s. Od. to

16s. Od.

Dble. Gloucester 66
Cheddar 66
American 56

HAMS: York 94
Cumberland 94
Irish 90

BACON :—
Wiltshu-e 82
Irish, green 74

&C.
s.

to 76
70
76
62
112
116
100

ENGLISH BUTTER MARKET'.
LONDON, Mond.jly, Sept. 25.—Since our last Butter has

become dearer, and prices current now arc

—

Dorset,fine 128s. to 130s. per cwt.
Devon 120s. to 124s. per cwt.
I'lfsh ISs.lo IGs. per do7.en lbs.

CORK BUTTER EXCHANGE, (Saturday last.)—In the

beginning of the week the supplies were light, and prices were
^vell sustained ; but on yesterday and to-day the quantity of

butter in market was very large, being over 2,000 yesterday,

and about 3,800 to-day ; and the demand was consequently

less. Since Monday, firsts rose from liOs. to 122s., seconds

from llGs. to 117s., thirds from 108s. to Ills., and fourths

from 9Ss. to 100s. ; but fifths fell from 85s. to 933. The sup-

ply of mild cured is small but steady. Its price to-day is 126s.,

122s., and 115s.

GLASGOAV, (Wednesday last.)—Supplies of cheese comefor-

ward freely, and, though buyers are rather cool, prices are well

maintained. About 30 tons passed the weigh-house scales.

Duiilop, old G3s. to C8s., new 59s. to C2s. ; Cheddar-made,

new G2s. to GGs. ; skim-milk, 24s. to 26s. per cwt.

READING CHEESE FAIR.—In cheese an advanced value

is obtained ; singles make 5Gs. to GGs., and doubles 70s. to

SOs. per cwt.

WOOL MARKETS.
ENGLISH WOOL T\IARKET.

CITY, Monday, Sept. 25.—Tliere has been a fair demand
for honie-growfl Wool for export purposes since our last re-

port, at full quotations. For home use, however, next to no-

thing has been doing. The quantity of Wool on ofi'er continues

limited : the prospect is, therefore, that prices will continue

steady.

Cuereitt Prices of Englisii AVool.
Fleece s—Southdown hoggets jaer lb.

Half-bred ditto ,,

Kent fleeces ,,

Southdown ewes and wethers ,

,

Leicester ditto ,,

Sorts—Clothing ,,

Combing ,,

LEEDS (English and Foreign) WOOL MARKETS.—
The demand for English Mool is good, but there is no disposi-

tion to speculate. The consumption keeps up, and the trade

seems healthy for most kinds of wool. In clothing wool there

is a fair business doing and prices are steady, but for good
sound stapled wool rather higlier prices can be got.

LIVERPOOL WOOL MARKET.—Sept. 23.

Scotch,—The demand continues on the same limited scale

as reported last week. Stocks of all kinds are unusually light

for this period of the year.

s.

Laid Highland Wool per 241bs 18
Wliite Highland do. 23
Laid Cheviot do. unwashed 28

Do. do. washed... 24
V/hite Cheviot do. v.rashed ... 40

Foreign.—There has been a fair business done during the

week at fidl late current rates.

MANURES.
PRICE CURRENT OF GUANO, &c.

Peruvian Gu:ino, direct from tho importers' storeB, or ex ship (30 tons)
£12 5s. to i;i2 10s. per ton.

Bones, £6 10s. per ton.
Animal Charcoal (£70 per cent. Phosphate) £5 per ton.
Coprolite, Cambridge, wliole £3 5s. to £2 Ss., Kround £2 15s. to £3 ;

Suffolk, whole £1 18s. to £2, ground £2 10s. to £2 12s. per ton.
Muriate of Potash, £13 to £14 per ton.
Nitrate of Soda, £153 to £15 10s. per ton.
Sulphate of Ammonia, £14 to £15 per ton.
Gypsum, SOs. per ton. Superphosphate of Lime, £5 to £G 5s. per ton.
Sulphuric Acid, concentrated 1815 Id. per lb., brown 1'712 O^^d.
Blood Manure, £6 5s. to £7 lOs. per ton. Dissolved Bones, £6 15s. p. ton.
Linseed Cakes, best American barrel, £11 5s., ditto bag: £10 lOs. p. ton j

English, £11 to £11 10s. Bape Cake, £5 1.5k. to £G per ton.
E. Purser, London Manure Company,

116. Fcnchurch Street, E.G.

s. d. s.



HAIL STORMS.

THE ROYAL FARMERS' INSURANCE COMPANY,
8, NORFOLK STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C,

Insure WHEAT, BARLEY, OATS, RYE, TURNIPS, CLOVER, &c., against Loss by lUiL Storms for

FOURPENCE PER ACRE.
SEEDS and GLASS insured at moderate rates.

LOSSES paid immediately.
EIRE and LIFE insurances at rates as low as other well established offices. Pour-fifths of the profits of

Life Insurance divided every fifth year.

Further particulars may be had at the Chief Office, or of the Agents.

JOHN REDDISH, Esq., Secretary and Actuary.

DAVID BAILLIE & CO. beg- to inform tlieiv friends tliat they are now prepared to

send out their MANURES for 18G5. Agents wanted in North Wales, Midland Counties, North of

Ensfland, and Scotland.

Wainton Works, near Chester.

IMPORTANT TO FLOCKMASTERS.

THOMAS BIGG, Agricultural and Veterinary
Cheiiist, by Appointment to His late Royal Higliness The

Prince Consort, K.O., Leicester House, Great Dover-street,
Borough, London, begs to call the attention of Farmers and
Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB DIPPING COM-
POSITION, which requires ao Boiling, and may be used with
Warm or Cold Water, for eifectually destroying the Tick, Lice,
and all other insects injurious to the Flock, preventing the
alarming attacks of Fly and Shab, and cleansing and purifying
the Skin, thereby greatly improving the Wool, both in quantity
and quality, and liighly contributing to the general health of
the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, &c., at his Manufac-

tory as above, and sold as follows, although any other quantity
may be had, if required :—

4 lb. for 20 sheep, price, jar included £0 2
6 1b. 30 „ „ „ 3
8 1b. 40 „ „ „ 4
10 lb. 50 „ „ „ 5
20 lb. 100 „ „ (cask and measure 10
30 lb. 150 „ „ included) 15

40 lb. 200 „ „ „ 10
60 1b. 250 ,, „ „ 13 6
60 1b. 300 „ ,, „ 17 6
80 lb. 400 „ „ ,, 1 17 6
100 1b. 500 „ „ ,, 2 5

Should any Flockraaster prefer boiling the Composition, it will

be equally etfective.

MOST IMPORTANT CERTIFICATE.
From Ma. Herapath, the celebrated Analytical Chemist:—

Bristol Laboratory, Old Park, January 18th, 1861.

Sir,— I have submitted your Sheep-Dipping Composition to

analysis, and find that the ingredients are well blended, and the

raistire neutral. If it is used according to the directions given,

1 feel satisfied, that while it effectually destroys vermin, it will

not Injure the hair roots (or " yolk ") in the skin, the fleece, or
the carcase. I think it deserves the numerous testimonials pub-
lished. I am. Sir, yours respectfully,

William Hebapath, Sen., F.C.S., &c., tec,
To Mr. Thomas Bigf, Professor of Chemistry,

Leicester House, Great Dovei'Street, Borough, London,

He would also especially call attention to his SPECIFIC, or

LOTION, for the SCAB, or SHAB, which will be found a certain

remedy for eradicating that loathsome and ruinous disorder in

Sheep, and which may be safely used in all climates, and at al/

seasons of the year, and to all descriptions of sheep, even ewes
in lamb. Price FIVE SHILLINGS per gallon—sufficient on an
average for thirty Sheep (according to the virulence of the

disease); also in wine quart bottles, Is. 3d. each.

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIAL.
"Scoulton, near Hinghara, Norfolk, April 16th, 1855.

" Dear Sir,—In answer to yours of the 4th inst, which would
have been replied to before this had I been at home, I have
much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of your in-

valuable 'Specific for the cure of Scab in Sheep.' The 600 sheep

were all dressed in August last with 84 gallons of the ' Non-
Poisonous Specific,' that was so highly recommended at the

Lincoln Show, and by their own dresser, the best attention

being paid to the flock by my shepherd after dressing according

to instructions left; but notwithstanding the Scab continued

getting worse. Being determined to have the Scab cured if
possible, I wrote to you for a supply of your Specific, which
I received the following day; and although the weather was
most severe in February during the dressing, your Specijic

proved itself an invaluable remedy, for in three weeks the Sheep
were quite cured ; and I am happy to say the young lambs are

doing remarkably well at present. In conclusion, I believe it

to be the safest and best remedy now in use. " I remain, dear Sir,

your obedient servant, " For JOHN TINGEY, Esq.,
" To Mr. Thomas Bigg." " K. RENNEY.

B^ Flockmasters would do well to beware of such prepara-

tions as " Non-poisonous Compositions :" it is only necessary to

appeal to their good common sense and judgment to be tho-

roughly convinced, that no " Non-poisonous" article can poison

or destroy insect vermin, particularly such as the Tick, Lice, and

Scab Parasites—creatures so tenacious of life. Such advertised

preparations must be wholly useless, or they are not what they

are represented to be.

DIppingA pparatns ,....£14, £b, £4,& £S.



antr Hvopal dFaimli? ^^^^^^ft ^^ ©«at ^Britain,

a7id universally HELD IN HIGH ESTEEM.

ROWI.ANDS' MACASSAR Oil.,
Is universally known as tbe'only article that really promotes the GROWTH, RESTORES and PRESERVES
the HUMAN HAIR. It prevents Hair from falling off or turning grey, strengthens weak HAIR, cleanses it

from Scurf and Dandriff, and makes it

In the growth of the BEARD, WHISKERS, and MUSTACHIOS, it is unfailing in its stimulative operation.

For CHILDREN it is especially recommended as forming the basis of a BEAUTIFUL HEAD OF HAIR;
uhile its introduction into the Nursery of Royalty, and the numerous Testimonials constantly received of its

efficacy, afford the best and surest proofs of its merits.

lirOlVDEllFUI. RX^COTERY OF HAIR.
" A striking instance of the power of scientific art to remedy the defects of nature has lately occurred in the case of a Mr. P.

Balls, a geDtleman residing at Wortham, in Norfolk, who, some years since, on returning from Harleston Market to Weybred,
where he then resided, sustained so severe a fall from his horse, as to bring on an illness of several months' duration, during wh;oh
period his hair continued to come off, till he became, to use his own terms, ' as perfectly bald as if his head had been shaved ;' and
the Kev. J. E. Daniel, then clergyman of the piriah, offered him a wig as a substitute for his lost hair. Under these circum-
stances he was lately induced to try the effect of RowLiKns' Maoassab Oil, and it is gratifying to add with the most hanpy
results. As soon as part of a bottle was used the growth commenced, and he has now to boast of a very thick and luxuriant heart

of hair, which presents this peculiarity, that though prior to losing his hair it evinced no tendency to curl, the new growth Is curly
and strong. The fact speaks too strongly for itself to require observation."

—

Bell's Messenger.

Price 3s. 6d., 79. Family Bottles (equal to four small), 10s. 6d. ; and double that size, 21s.

LANDS' KALY DOR,
AW ORIKNXAI. BOTAXICAl^ PREPARATIOIV,

This Royally-patronized and Ladies'-esteemed Specific exerts the most soothing, cooling, and purifying action on
the Skin, eradicates Freckles, Tan, Pimples, Spots, Discoloratimi, and other Cutaneous Visitations, and renders

Tias: ^XLIIV ^OFT, CliSAIB, AlVA JBIiOOMI^^.
During the heat and dust of Summei', the frost and bleak winds of Winter, and in cases ofsunburn, stings of

insectsjor incidental inflammation, its virtues are universally acknowledged.— Price 4s. 6d. and 8s. 6d. per bottle.

WHITE iLND SOUND TEETH
Are indispensable to PERSONAL ATTRACTION, and to health and longevity by the proper mastication of food.ROWLANDS' ODONTO,

OR PEARL DENTIFRI G E,
Compoimded of ORIENTAL INGREDIENTS, is of inestimable value in

PRESERVING AND BEAUTIFYING THE TEETH,
(§TRx:]V€}Tii£:nfiiib<^ the qums,

and in piving a
PJLEASIIVO PRAORAWCE VO THE RREATH.

It eradicates Tartar from the Teeth, removes spots of incipient decay, and polishes and preserves the enamel,
to which it imparts a PEARIi-l^XKE "fVHITElXESS.
As the most efficient and fragrant aromatic purifier of tiie Breath, Teeth, and Gums ever known, ROW-

LANDS' ODONTO has, for a long series of years, occupied a distinguished place at the Toilets of the Sove-
reigns and the Nobility throughout Europe ; while the general demand for it at once announces the favour in
which it is universally held. Price 2s. 9d. per Box

TO PREVENT

These are small

Articles as they

their

IMPOSITION.

copies of the

appear in

Wrappers.

Sold by A. B.OWX.ANB & SONS, 20, Hattcn Garden, X^ondon,
and by Chenaists and Perfumers.
Ask for ''ROl^IiAIVRS*'' Articles.

/
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THE ROYAL FARMERS' INSURANCE COMPANY,
8, NORFOLK STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

Persons insured by this Company have the security of an extensive and wealthy proprietary, as well as of

an nmnlfi panital. alwavs applicable to the payment of claims,
an ample capital, aiw y yi

i^iitE I>EPA»TME]!fT.
First class Not Hazardous Is. 6d. per cent.

Second class Hazardous 23. 6d. „
Third class Doubly Hazardous 48. 6d. ,,

BUIIil>i:WCJ- A]!¥» MEltCA-lliTIIiE ntOrEItTY of every description in

Public or Piivate Warehouses— Distillers, Steam Enginea, Goods in Boats or Canals, Ships in Port or Harbour,

&c &c , are insured in this Office at moderate rates.

SPECIAIi IHSKS.—At such rates as may be considered reasonable.

« *
-j|^]Uj]|^^ STOCK..—Bs. per cent.; and Portable Steam Thrashing Machines allowed to be

used without extra charge. Nearly five millions insured in this Office on this description of property alone.

lioSSlEft paid immediately after the amounts have been ascertained.

lill' K. Life Insurances on moderate terms, by Policies payable to the registered holders.

UOlf ITS. Insurers of the participating class are entitled to four- fifths of the profits.

At the last declaration of Bonus in May, 1864, £6 6s. was added to every ^100 insured by Policies of five

years' standing, being at the rate of £1 59. per cent, per annum, and proportionate amounts to all other

insurances on which two or more annual payments had been made, being in some cases about 60 per cent, on

the premiums received.

Additional Agents wanted. Application to
^ JOHN REDDISH, Esq., Secretary and Actuary.

TWENTY-FIRST EDITION.

WARREN'S FARMERS' ACCOUNT BOOK.—Price, Folio, for Large Farms, 8s.
j

Quarto for Small Farms and for Schools where Ysuths are trained for Agricultural Pursuits, 58,

Also Folio, with pages for a weekly instead of a daily account of labour, 7s.

Royston : John Warren. London : Whittaker and Co. ; Longman and Co. ; Ridgway. To be had of all

Booksellers.

IMPORTANT TO FLOCKMASTERS.

THOMAS BIGG, Agricultural and Veterinary

Chbmist, by Appoinlment to His late Royal Highness The

Prince Consort, K.G., Leicester House, Great Dover-street,

Boroueh, London, begs to call the attention of Farmers and

Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB DIPPING COM-
POSITION, which requires uo Boiling, and may be used with

Warm or Cold Water, for effectually destroying the Tick, Lice,

and all other insects injurious to the Flock, preventing the

alarming attacks of Fly and Shab, and cleansing and purifying

the Skin, thereby greatly improving the Wool, both in quantity

and quality, and highly contributing to the general health of

the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, &c., at his Manufac-

tory as above, and sold as follows, although any other quantity

may be had, if required :
—

4 lb. for 20 sheep, price, j ar included £0
6 1b.
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THE

MAKE LANE EXPRESS
AND

AaB.ICUZ.TUB.AZ. JOUZINAZ.
IS THE

LARGEST AND THE LEADING

FARMERS' AND GRAZIERS' NEWSPAPER.
PUBLISHED EVERY MOiVDAY EVENING IN TIME EOR POST.

Office of PobLication and for Adveiitisememts, 246, Strand, London.

May be had of all Bookfiellers and Newsmen throughout the Kingdom, price Sevcnpence, or £1 10s. 4d. per annum.

Now Ready, Cloth, in two Volumes, .782 pp., with four steel Portraits, Price 16s. uniform with

"SCOTT AND SEBRIGHT," "SILK AND SCARLET," &c.,

OR

§uM) #lnrlv0 mil lerk,
B Y H. H. D ] X O N.

With Steel Engravings of Mr. Hugh Watson, Professor Dick, Mr. Nightingale, and the late Duke of

Richmond, d:c.

The Volumes, "North" and "South" Cof the Frith of Forth) may bo had separately— Price EIGHT
SHILLINGS each.

Copies will be sent by Post on application to tlie Author,

ROGERSON AND TCJXFORD, 2i6, STRAND.

NEW WORK BY THE AUTHOR OF "MANHOOD."
Just out. 18mo Pocket Edition, Post Free, 12 stamps; Sealed Ends, 20.

J^R. CURTIS'S MEDICAL GUIDE TO MARRIAGE: a Practical Treatise on its
-L' Physical and Personal Obligations. With instructions to the Married and Unmarried of
both Sexes, lor removing the special disqualifications and impediments which destroy the happiness of wedded
ife.—By Dr. J. L. Curtis, 15, Albemarle Street, Piccadillx, London, W.

This work contains plain directions by which forfeited privileges can be restored, and essential functions
strengthened and preserved.

Also, by the same Author, a New and Revised Edition of

"ANHOOD : A MEDICAL ESSAY on the Causes and Cure of Premature Decline in
Man; the Treatment of Nervous Debility, Spermatorrhoea, Impotence, and those peculiar infirmities

which result from youthful abuses, adult excesses, tropical climates and other causes ; with Instructions for the
Cure of Infection without Mercury, and its Prevention by the Author's Prescription (his infallible Lotion).—
By Dr. J. L. CURTIS, 15, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

^^^^ ^
REVIEWS OF THE WORK.

Manhood.—This is truly a valuable work, and should be in the hands of young and old."—^mkA/w
Times, 23rd March, 1858.

jo
"We feel no hesitation in saying tliat there is no member of society by whom the book will not be found use-

tul, whether such person holdthi relaiion of a Parent, Preceptor, or Clergyman"—S'M/t, Evening Paper.
' J)r. Curtis ha? conferred a great boon by publishing this little work, in which is described the source of

those (hseases which produce decline in youth, or more frequently, premature old &"&."—Daily Telegraph,
March 27, 1856.

-^
j j t- c

J"'"'l'";
I'ublishedby Allen, 20, Warwick Lane, Paternostcr-row; and Mann. 39, Cornhill, London.

* liitlier of the above scient fie and useful Works sent Post free by the Author or Publishers for 12
f(.'Stage stamps

;
or in sealed e7ivehpcs, 20 stamps. Consultations from 10 to 3, and 6 to 8.



FRICS ONZ2 SHZ3:.Z.ING EACH*
Neatly printed !n foolscap 8vo., each Volume containing from 130 to 100 i ages of Letterpress, witb numerous illustratlveEngravings,

lirjiarhntfs Iliiral latii-lnnk
NEW EDITIONS, REVISED AND ENLARGED

WHEAT : its History and Cultivation. By the Old Norfolk
Farmer.

FLAX ; its Cultivation and rreparalion, and best mode of Con-
version. By James Ward, Author of "The World and its

Workshops," &c.
RURAL ARCHITECTURE; a Series of Designs for Rural and

other Dwellings. The Ground Plans, Elevations, and Spe-
cifications by James Sanderson, Borough Engineer's Office,
Liverpool.

THE AGRICULTURAL INSTRUCTOR; or Young Farmer's
Class Book. By Edmund ftlurphy, A.B.

DOMESTIC FOWL ; tlieir Natural History, Breeding, and
General Management.

THE FLOWER GARDEN. By George Glenny, F.L.S., Author
of " Properties of Flowers," &c.

HORSES: their Varieties, Breeding, and Management. EditeJ
hy M M. Milburn.

COWS : and Dairy Hi'sbandry. By M. M. Milburn, Author of
"The Sheep," &c. (The Dairy Department revised by
T. Horsfall).

London

SHEEP AND SHEPHERDING; embracing the History, Va-
rieties, Rearing, Feeding, and General Management of
Sheep; with Treatises on Australian Sheep-Farming, the
Spanish and Saxon Merinos, &c. By M. M. Milburn,
Author of "The Cow," and of various Agricultural Prize
Essays.

DOGS : their Origin and Varieties.
PIGS : their Origin and Varieties.
THE HIVE AND THE HONEY BEE.
PESTS OP THE FARM. A New Edition. By M. M. Milburn,

Author of " The Sheep," &c.
LAND-DRAINAGE, EMBANKMENT, AND IRRIGATION.

By James Donald, Civil Engineer, Derby.
SOILS AND MANURES; with Instructions for their Improve-

ment. By John Donaldson, Government Land Drainage
Surveyor.

Sliortli/ rvill appear, in continuation of the same series:—
THEHIPLE.MENTS OF THE FARM. By R. Scott Burn, C.E.
THE POTATO; its History, Culture, and National Importance.

By S. Copland.

HouLSTON & Wright, 65, Paternoster-row. Dublin : J. McGlashan, Upper Sackville Street'; and all Bookseller?

DAVID BAILLIE & CO. beg- to inform tlieir friends that they are now prepared to
send out their MANURES for 1865. Agents wanted in North Wales, Midland Counties, North of

England, and Scotland.

Wainton Works, near Cliester.

CATTLE PLAGUE.
<6TjlNW0RB'S SPECIFIC" FOR CATTLE is the best remedy known for this disease.

-Ei EXTRACT FROM TESTIMONIALS.
From Mr. John Jordan, Devonshire Dairy, Green Lanes, Tottenham.

I can safely recommend Enworb's Sfecific. I lost every cow that was attacked with the Plague before
I obtained it. Since using it all my cattle, now numbering forty, which were seized, are doing well, and most
of them recovered.

From Mr. John Palmer, Queen's Head, Green Lanes, Tottenham.
Since I have used Enwokb's Specific all my milch cows attacked with the Cattle Plague have been

saved, and are doing well.

From Mr. Mills, Roman Bead, Islington.

Your Specific has saved two of my cows wiiich were suffering from the disease in its worst form.

Sold in Bottles, 2s. 6d., 4s. 6d., and IOs.

SOLE MANUFACTURER, J. T. DAVENPORT, 33, GREAT RUSSELL STREET, BLOOMSBURY, W.C

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED.
Hi'.ihly Important to Dairymen and all who keep Cows.

BARLAND'S PATENT POCKET SELF-
MILKING A.PPARATUS,

by means of which 1.00 Cows lUS&y MIIlc
tliemseSve."^ in One Hour. it is recoin-

menrlad by several well-known land stewards of tlie

United Kingdom for its cleaHltMCSli, «fiuic!s-
neSS, and eCOIBOEUy. Farmers need only to

give it a trial to see its advantages over all other in-

ventions.
" We have received from so fnaStayoH'tljy a

source so good an account of the Pocket Jlilking

Apparatus that we feel ourselves Ju$itili€Cl in

calling the attention of our readers to it."

—

Dell's

Messenijer, Jan. 4, 1864.

Price IOs., the Set Complete, post free.

Circulars sent on demand. A liberal discount to

orders for dozens of .sets.

Post Office r rders to be made payable to

THOMAS BARLAND, 16, NORFOLK-STREET,
STRAND, LONDON.

A LDERNEY, JERSEY, <fc GUERNSEY
"^ cows AND HEIFERS.—EDWARD PAR-
SONS FOWLER, of Jersey, will have on PRIVATE
SALE, at Mr. GOWER'S REPOSITORY, Barbican^

London, E.C., a Choice Herd of the above, the

SECOND and LAST MONDAY in everx Month
THROUGHOUT THE Year. Warranted perfect, direct

from the Islands, and of the Purest Breed. On view

the Saturday prior.

"OAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, <k BAW-
^^ TREE, Seed Farmers and Merchants, 89, Seed

Market, Mark-lane; and Basingstoke.

Prize Medals, 1851, for " Wheat ;" 1862, for

Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."



BELL'S

By Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent.

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST MANURE NOW IN USE
AMMONIA-FIXED PERUVIAN GUANO

Is 30s- per Ton Cheaper tlian Natural Guano, and produces 10 per Cent- more Wheat-
Proved by Experiments.

The fixing the Ammonia with Sulphuric Acid, adding Magnesia, and rendering the Phosphates soluble, makes
it the Cheapest Manure that can be used.

For MANGEL, TURNIPS, CABBAGES, and other Root Crops, its beneficial eflFects will be found to be ex-

traordinary. For Top-Dressing it is superior to Nitrate of Soda and much cheaper.

One triiil of it, weight for weisjht, against Peruvian Guano, will prove its superior value.

THE MOST EMINENT PROFESSORS OF CHEMISTRY IN THIS COUNTRY have Analyzed and
reported most favourably upon it— a full copy of all their reports and analyses will be forwarded on application.

Professor WAY and T. M. EVANS, Esq., say—We have carefully analyzed

the sample of Ammonia-fixed Peruvian Guano produced by your Patent pro-

cess, and have no doubt that it is a most excellent Manure both for Root and
Corn Crops, and also for Hops, &c., &c.

ProfessorVOELCKER says—The sample submitted by me to analysis contains

all its ammonia in a fixed state, and may be kept freely exposed to dry air for

any length of time ivithout losing in the slightest degree any of its valuable

fertilizing properties. I find it rich in soluble phosphate and sulphate of am-
monia.

Professor ANDERSON, of Glasgow, says—I inclose herewith analysis of

your sample of Patent Ammonia-fixed Peruvian Guano, which fully meets

the name applied to it. Peruvian Guano treated according to the specification

of your Patent will be much improved, and I have no doubt will be found a,

very excellent manure both for Turnips and Cereal crops, &c.; &c.

Professors OGSTON, SIBSON, and NEWLANDS report most highly upon it.

*;(;* The Patentee is ready to supply this article, carefully prepared, dry, and fit for the drill, at jg'll per ton,

net cash, free on board vessel in the Thames, or at any Railway Station in London.

TRADE.MA.PK

GIBBS, BELL, and CO., Vitriol Works
PRINCIPAL

F. & H. Hicks, Chelmsford.

Francis & Co., Colchester.

D. Walker, Bungay.
Allen & Wells, Lynn.
John Baly, Hardingham.
G. M. Tingay, Wells.

C. F. Foster & Nephews, Cambridge
Thomas Slater, Boston.

E. Sanders, Woburn.
W. C. Isaac, Reading.

Ward & Co., Exeter.

Dixon & Cardus, Southampton
Geo. Virtue, Weymouth.
E. Strickland, Hailsham.
J. R. Castleden, Canterbury.
Geo. Youngman, Maidstone.

S. Strickland, Dartford.

G. H.Wilson, Stratford.

Geo. Griggs, Romford.
John Kernan, Covent Garden.

, Victoria Bocks, London.
AGENTS:—

J. Hedges & Son, Aylesbury.

Thos. Metcalfe, Bridlington Quay.
Carlton & Pearson, Thlrsk.

John Ridley, Hexham.
Thos. Harrison, Belsey,

R. F. Bell & Co., Edinburgh.
David Logan, Berwick.

G. A. Pattulo, Dundee.
L. Rintoul, Perth.

Z:STA3Z.ISII£B UPWARBS OF IL CiSNTURIT.
BUTLER AND MCCULLOCH, Seed Merchants, Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, ALL OF THE FINEST QUALITY, SAVED FROM PURE STOCKS^

Beet, Broom, Buckwheat, Cabbage, Carrot, Clover, Kohl Rabi, Lucerne, Mangold Wurzel, Mustard,
Parsnip, Rape, Rye Grasses, Sainfoin, Turnips white, yellow, and Swedish, Tares, &c. &c.

GRASSES FOR PERMANENT PASTURE MIXED TO SUIT ANY SOIL.

PRICE LISTS and SAMPLES Post Fkee on Application. Special quotations for large quantities.

For free conveyance arrangements see Catalogue.

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS AND BREEDERS OF HORSES.
iIRDS'S BOTANIC ESSENCE OR LIQUID BLISTER FOR GENERAL LAME-

NESS IN HORSES.
Is beneficial in all cases of Curbs, Splents, Spavins, Strains in the back Sinews, Sore Throats, &c., and, when

applied in its undiluted state, may be used as a common Blister.

Sold, Wholesale and Retail, in Bottles, Is. 6d. each, by the Proprietor, W. L. Bird, 42, Castle Street East,

Oxford Street. Also, BIRD'S FEVER DRINKS, for Cold?, Shivering, &c. ; BIRD'S Celebrated PURGING
PASTE and WHITE OILS; BIRD'S COUGH BALLS, invaluable for Chronic Coughs, Broken Wind, &c. ;

and every description of Horse and Cattle Medicines ready prepared from the most appioved receipts.

Sold, Wholesale and Retail, by the Proprietor,

^W. ¥j. missis (i:.si4e a^.TBissass aiasl Sir«I),
42, CASTLE STREET EAST, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

Horse Medicine Chests fitted up on the shortest notice.

Agent for Dublin—Messrs. OLDHAM & CO., 37, Grafton Street. Liverpool—RAIMES & CO.,

85, Hanover Street
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PLATE I.

SOBIESKI; A PRIZE Devon Bull.

THE PROPERTY OF MR. JOHN SOBEY, OF TREWOLLAND, LISKEARD.

Sobieski (7'28) bred by Mr. Sobey, and calved

on October 13th, I860, is by Duke of Chester

(404), out of Brown (1196), by Alfred (138), her

dam Beauty (29), by Duke (30)—Famous (163)

—by Watson (129)—Pretty Maid (366)—Curly—
Old Curly. Curly and her dam were considered

by Mr. Francis Quartly to have been the two best

cows he ever bred.

Duke of Chester (404), bred by Mr. John
Quartly, and calved in 1857, was by Australian

(365), out of Prettymaid (367), by Baronet (6),—
Pretty Maid (366),"— Curly. Duke of Ches-
ter took a first prize at the Chester meeting
of the Royal Agricultural Society, and hence his

title.

Brown (1196) was also bred by Mr. John
Quartly, and calved in 1854.

In 1863, Sobieski, as the property of Mr. Sobey,

took the second prize at the Liskeard meeting of

the East Cornwall Society ; and the first prize at

the Truro meeting of the Royal Cornwall Society.

In 1864, Sobieski took the first prize at the Lis-

keard meeting of the East Cornwall Society; and
was officially declared by the judges to be the best

of his class at the Salt-ash meeting of the Royal

Cornwall Society; but he was excluded from com-

petition in consequence of coming a few minutes
too late on to the ground. In the same summer
he was highly commended at the Bristol meeting
of the Bath and West of England Society,

In 1865, Sobieski took the first prize at the Fal-

mouth meeting of the Royal Cornwall Society, and
the first prize in the all-aged class at the Ply-

mouth meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society
of England.
There was a deal of discussion over the Liskeard

award in 1863, the majority of the spectators con-
tending that Sobieski should have been first ; and
Lord Clinton's Baronet, placed before Sobieski at

Bristol, received only a high commendation when
they met again at Plymouth. We here spoke of

Mr. Sobey's bull as "a very handsome, thick,

square animal, with plenty of size to back his

breeding" ; and he won very handsomely in a class

that was generally commended. Sobieski was
never forced when young, and never had a dose of

physic but once in his life, and that was at Bristol,

when he took a chill on that bleak Durdham Down.
He is a capital stock-getter, and Mr. Sobey has

some very promising things by him commg on,

that no doubt will be heard of at Liskeard and
Falmouth, if not even at another Royal show.

PLATE II.

GLADIATEU R;

WINNER OF THE 2,000 GS. STAKES; THE DERBY; THE GRAND PRIZE OF PARIS; AND THE

ST. LEGER, 1865.

Gladiateur, bred by Count Lagrange at his stud

farm at Dangu, in Normandy, in 1862, is by Mo-
narque out of Miss Gladiator, by Gladiator, her
dam Taflfrail, by Sheet Anchor—The Warwick
mare, by Merman—Ardrossan.

Monarque, bred in France in 1852, is by The
Baron, Sting, or the Emperor, out of Poetess, by

Old_Sbrie8.]

Royal Oak, her dam Ada, by Whisker— Anna
Bella, by Shuttle— by Drone. Monarque's name is

already familiar to us on this side of the Channel,

as in the Count Lagrange's colours he won the

Goodwood Cup in 1857, and the Newmarket Han-
dicap in 1858 ; while he is the sire of Beatrix,

Fornarina, Infante, Villafranca Gedeon, Hospodar,

C C [Vol. LVIII.—No. 5.
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Le Marechal, Brioche, Le Mandarin, and Rotho-

raago, all winners in England.

Miss Gladiator, bred by M. Aunnont, and pur-

chased at his sale by Count Lagrange, is out of

TafFrail, a mare sold by General Peel to Count

Waldstein, who shipped her for Germany in 1853,

but subsequently transferred her to France with a

number of others that M. Aumont took in a lot.

It may be as well here to correct an error which

has appeared in some of the sporting papers as to

Taffrail having been bred by General Peel, where-

as she was bred by Lord Wenlock, and claimed

by the then Colonel Peel for a couple of hundred
after winning a plate at Newmarket.

Gladiateur is a bay horse with black legs, stand-

ing close upon sixteen hands and one inch high.

He has a big, plainish, but sensible head, well put

on to a beautifully arched neck, and this again fit-

ting into powerful well-inclined shoulders, backed

by muscular arms and thighs, with good depth of

girth. He is, however, light in his back ribs, and
has but a middling loin—the weak place in his con-

formation—while he rather droops in his quarters,

and, with plenty of bone and substance, has two
suspicious-looking enlargements on the fore fet-

lock joints, but which, being the result of accident

and not of work, are of no actual detriment. As we
said when we saw him in the paddock, the most
thoroughly furnished horse of the lot, and got fit

as he never was got before, with the great hard
muscle starting out all over him, Gladiateur, even
here carried everything before him. Indeed, with

his steady, resolute, business-like air and a straight

free walk, he was " almost" a grand horse ; as

seldom or ever has one been more thoroughly

prepared.

Previous to the St. Leger an objection was
lodged against Gladiateur as not being of the right

age, but the stewards refused to entertain it.

The Count Lagrange certainly deserves his

triumphs, from the spirit with which he has gone into

the business of racing, as on his stud farm at Dangu
there are nowfive stallions, forty brood mares, thirty-

six yearhngs, and thirty foals, with sixty more
horses in work at Royal-Lieu and Newmarket.
There is thus plenty to pick from, and with some
of the best blood in the world to breed from, and
the finest climate in the world' to breed in, it would
be strange if our French friends could not now and
then bring out a clipper; as they most assuredly

have done in Gladiateur, a long way the best horse
of his time.

THE SHORES OF NORTH DEVON.
BY CUIHBEET W, JOHNSON, F.B.S.

It was in September of the present year that I had the

pleasure of exploring tlie glorious shores of North Devon
—an iron-bound coast, deeply interesting in all seasons,

tut still more lovely in such brilliant sunshine as that of

September. As I expected, I met many well-known far-

mers from different portions of our island—agriculturists

who have, owing to the difference of climate and soil, to

practise other systems of cultivation than that followed

by the men of Devon. We all agreed, however, in the

conclusion that no portion of our country was more
worthy of an autvxmu's tour than the district between
Clovelly and Lynmouth. If the traveller commences at

Clovelly, he will be struck, as he appi'oaclies this little

fishing port, with the long, densely-wooded drive of two
miles, made by Lady Williams, and which, like Clovelly

itself, is formed on the sides of the fine cliffs which over-

hang the sea. The closeness, of these luxmiant woods to

the salt water will not escape his attention, or the success

with which they withstand the sea-spi\iy.

The farms of North Devon, especially between Bideford
and Clovelly, the tourist will find small, and chiefly

devoted to grazing. The moisture of the climate, in

fact, is opposed to the extensive cultivation of corn, but
well adapted to that of the grasses and roots.

It is not, however, on the table lands of Devon—such
as those which occupy the twelve miles between Bideford
and Clovelly—that the visitor must seek for the beauties

of this great county. Let him spend a few hours, when
at Bideford, in exploring the valley of the Torridge—let

him mark well the scenery of that of the Taw, as he
glides down the North Devon Railway ; that of tlie ten
miles' stage between Barnstaple and Ilfracombe ; and,
above all, the valleys of the East and West Lynn—bright
mountain torrents, whieh roll down from Exmoor Forest,
and, amidst the boldest of rocky beds and dense woods,

mingle their waters at Lynmouth. Let the agriculturist

from our eastern or midland counties select a bright day for

his visit, and he will never feel tired of wandering amid
such scenery.

Jilost of the waters of the streams flowing fi-om Exmoor
Forest possess, hke those of the East and West Lynn, a

slightly brown tinge. These moorland waters were alluded

to by Mr. Robert Smith, when he was describing the

hill-side catch-meadows of Exmoor {Jour. Roy. Acj. Sac,

vol. xii., p. 139). He observed that in changing his

residence from the east to the west of England his atten-

tion was naturaUy directed to the agricultural practices of

the neighbourhood, which he found so directly opposed to

those of his native coimty—Lincolnshire. On reflection,

he adds, " I found that it was climate alone which dic-

tated these opposite methods : thus, while our dry dis-

tricts had their foundation in the growth of corn, the

humid districts of the west had their merit in the pro-

duction of roots and grass, and consequently of stock,

Nothing could exceed my admiration of the ' water mea-

dows ' in early spring, a period (in the east) when I had
been wont to value a blade of green grass as a rare pro-

duction. To see the Exmoor ewes with their early lambs

feeding (in January) upon the verdant meadow to me was

a mhacle—first, the early period of lambing, and secondly,

the green meadow at such an inclement season. But if

we turn to nature as our guide, we find the green grasses

ever springing at the water's edge, and yet doubly ver-

dant at the spring, even to the very summit of our forest

hills, at an elevation of 1,000 feet. Thus these practices

of agricultural art are dictated to us, and are alone

waitiug the skill and enterprise of man to cultivate and

extend them. In my early inquiries as to the profitable

formation of ' catch meadows ' on Exmoor, I found much

importance attached to the quality of water for irri-
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gation, tlie general remark being tliat * warm springs

'

were found best for irrigation. Experiments were there-

fore instituted ; and these went to show tliat the waters

flowing fi'om the wet, peaty hill-tops, and joined (or not)

in their coiu'se by the waters from the uncultivated val-

leys, were dangerous agents ; while in every case where

proper drainage had been practised the water flowed in a

pm-c and healthy state, and at the stream's side were to

be seen green and improving grasses."

The breed of Devon cattle will not escape the continued

attention of the visitor. Their bright red colour, their

graceful shape, their handsome small heads, their light

and nimble step (and they are nearly all alike) distinguish

them from all other of our several valuable breeds of

cattle. The North Devon cattle were weU. described by
our fi'iend Robert Smith, of Emmett's Grange, in Ex-
moor, a few years since {Jour. Bo//. Ag. Soc, vol. xix.,

p. 36S), as having been " long recognized as one of the

earliest English breeds. Even in 1808 they are men-
tioned in ' Vancouver's Report of the Farming of Devon-

shire,' ' as an important breed of animals, active at work,

and their aptitude to fatten unrivalled.' Their uatm-al

locality is around North and South Molton ; but, verging

away from this neighbourhood in every direction, more
especially to the eastward, where we find the Wivelis-

combe and West Somerset classes of Devons, they then

merge into other breeds, or are changed by climate and

circumstance. The true type of the ' old Devon ' is

peculiar to North Devon. Here they have long revelled

in their bracing, yet humid air, where nature clothes

them in eai-ly autumn with dark curly coats, well adapted

to their native home, at the foot of the Exmoor moimtain

range.
" They were amongst the earliest breeds to be removed

from the home of their fathers ; but they did not enjoy

themselves on distant soils in equal ratio with other

breeds, especially when destined to consume artificial food

for the purposes of a com farm
;

yet, as converters of

vegetable into animal food—breed against breed—they

were found to return as much per acre,^ or for weight of

food consumed, as any other breed.
" The Devon steer is described even from early times

as being nuLch sought after by the graziers and dealers

fi-om the midland and south midland counties. A'ancouver

states (1808) that the Devons were then declining in their

general standard of excellence and numbers. He traces

it to ' the great demand which has been made for these

cattle from other parts of England, where the pm'chasers

(Mr. Coke and others) spare neither pains nor price to

obtain those of the highest -proof and beauty.' Great

merit is due to the late Mr. Francis Quartly, of MoUand,
who perceived that the best animals were being drawn

from their native soil, and systematically pu.rchased the

choicest cows he could procui'e. Mr. T. D. Acland, in

his ' Report of the Farming of AVest Somerset,' makes

honourable mention of Mr. Quartly's patriotic and suc-

cessful exertions. About the year 1831, cattle shows

began at Exeter. Some good Devon breeders carried-ofi'

the early prizes; but in November, 1835, Mr. Quartly

allowed his nephews to enter in all the twelve classes at

Exeter, and they brought home the twelve prizes. In

the previous yeai", Mr. Quartly gained eight prizes out

of ten,"

The butter of North Devon is large in quantity, and

excellent in quality : it is commonly made in a way rather

different from that of the dairies of other coimties. I

was sometime since obliged to a North Devon farmer's

wife for the followin.2; account of their dairy management.
" Cows are milked twice a day, morning and evening, and

the milk strained into the milk pans, which are generally

made of tin, and should not be too deep, or the milk vnll

not cool quickly. Early the next morning (as soon as the

fire has attained a sufticicut heat) the milk is placed ou

the stove or steam apparatus, to be scalded, beginning

with the previous morning's milk until all is scalded.

There should be from 12 to 15 pints in a pan, and, with a

proper heat, it will take from 20 minutes to half an hour

to scald. When it is snfliciently scalded you will see the

cream look rough, and a ring or mark will appear on the

surface just the size of the bottom of the pan. After

scalding, the milk is placed in the dairy to cool ; and on

the following morning the cream is taken up from each

pan with a skimmer, and placed in a large bason, where it

remains until it is removed into the tub, to be made into

butter. In the summer butter must be made everyday;

in the winter three times a week will be sufficient. When
you make butter you must pour off^ any clear or thin

cream there may be in the bottom of the bason, and then

put the thick cream into your butter tub ; stir it with

your hand, or with a stick, roimd the tub, aU one way,

until it becomes a very thick substance ; continue turning

it nntU you see millc coming from it, then pour off the

buttermilk and wash well the butter with cold spring

water until there is no milk left in it, and the water is

quite clear ; then add a little fine salt to make it a proper

saltness, wash it again, and continue working it with the

hand or stick, as may be, until you cannot get a drop of

water from it ; then weigh the butter and make it up into

pounds. If this plan is strictly followed yom- butter

cannot fail to be excellent. In very hot weather the

morning's meal of milk must be scalded in the afternoon,

and the evening's meal early the following morning, to

keep it sweet. The stick used in our dairy, and which is

preferable in every respect to the hand, is formed like a

small spud, with the handle about 12 inches long. When
the red earthenware pans are used for the milk, it takes

nearly an hour to scald each pan. We consider tin pans

preferable, for two reasons—first, economy of time in the

dairy work ; second, the milk in hot weather is less likely

to turn som' when quicldy scalded."

The clouted or scalded cream of North Devon every

tourist will remember. It is made by warming the milk

about twelve hours after it is taken from the cow. It is

an erroneous opinion, that by scalding, a larger amount of

cream and butter is obtained. The efi'ect of scalding is

rather to reduce the amount obtained than otherwise.

Neither is there any difl'erence in the composition of the

butter obtained by the two processes. The practical ad-

vantages of scalding cream are, that the butter is quickly

made by stirring with the hand or with a stick, and that

it keeps much longer.

—

T. B. Ackland, ibid., vol. xi.,

p. 735.

The visitor to Exmoor will hardly omit to notice its

breed of active and hardy ponies, whose quality has been

much improved of late years. Here also let Robert

Smith of Exmoor be heard. He says :
" The mountain

pony is an indigenous animal peculiar to our mountain

ranges, whereby the rough grasses are tuimed to account,

which would otherwise decay and be lost. The original

pony has been much improved. The native pony of the

New Forest in Hampshire was enlarged and improved by
the presence of ' Old Marske' amongst them; the Exmoor
pony, by an infusion of the English thoroughbred and

Dongola horse ; the Welsh pony has been crossed with the

Norwegian; the Dartmoors are iieaily extinct; the High-

land pony is still the old hardy animal nature formed ; the

Shetland pony of the northern Scottish isles is still di-

minutive, but beautiful. The infusion of larger males

amongst the old moimtain race has increased their bulk,

while their pony form and hardy constitution have been

preserved. The severity of winter-storms di'atts many
an inferior animal from this larger breed, leaving the

breeder to reflect on the inevitable operation of nature's

laws, The galloway is indeed a treasure when well pro-

C G 2
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duced. The first cross from the pony mare with a small

thorous^hbrcd horse is geuerally the real animal for safety,

quickness, and endurance. There is ample record of the

wonderful performances of this class of animal, cither for

the field, the road, the park, or lady's carriage. The best

are graceful indeed. Being a galloway breeder myself,

and to some extent from the Exmoor pony mares, I have

taken the opinion of a first-rate judge as to the qualities

required in them. He writes to me—'I wish you to

breed some galloways (a few to begin with) of the fol-

lowiu" kind : long, low, and full of quality ; deep should-

ers, light necks, and small heads, with large nostrils and

hawk's eyes, for which I will give £120 each.'
"

Besides the ordinary farm ?.nd artificial manures gene-

rally used, the farmers of North Devoa employ to a hirge

extent the calcareous sand of the sea-shore. This sand is

either carted up the steep roads leading from the sea, or

in those places where the incline is too considerable, it is

carried on the backs of donkeys on to the top of the

cliffs, and from thence is carted inland to considerable dis-

tances. This use of sea-sand, which we noted in several

places in North Devon, becomes more extensive towards

the west—not only in Devon, but in Cornwall, where even a

railway was long since constructed, chiefly to convey the sea

sand of Padstow harbour into the interior of the county.

This sand, as Mr. Tanner observes {ibid, vol. ix., p. 469),

is found on several parts of the coast of Cornwall, but

North Devon is chiefly supplied from the neighbourhood

of Bude, where it forms a large bank on the sea-shore of

considerable length ; and although many thousand tons

are removed every month, no decrease is observable, the

loss being restored on the retm-u of the following tide.

This sand" forms the principal article of traffic on the Bude

and Launceston Canal, depots being established on its

banks for supplying the district through which it extends.

By a microscopic examination it appears to consist of the

fragments of common coast shells, amongst which are

oysters, scoUops, cockles, and muscles, with the spines of

sea urchins. These live between low tide and thirty

fathom water, and are therefore readily brought under the

influence of the breakers. On arable laud it is generally

applied at the rate of from eleven to thirteen two-horse

cartloads per acre, before ploughing for wheat. It is a

valuable manure for grass land, and produces a sweet and

luxuriant herbage. The rotation chiefly adopted in this

county is known as " the old Devon course," viz., txu'-

nips, wheat, barley, oats, seeds, two to six or more years.

It is climate, indeed, that ever materially influences the

mode of cultivation. Thus, as Mr. N. AVhitley remarked

{ibid, vol. xi., p. 38), a summer temperatm'c of from

54 deg. to 59 deg. includes the degree of heat best adapted

to the oat. Where the temperatm-e exceeds 59 deg., bar-

ley is grown on suitable soils. In the moist climate of

Ireland ten acres of oats are grown to one of other corn.

In Devonshire excellent crops are grown at Exmoor,

1,000 feet above the sea, yielding 60 bushels per acre.

On Dartmoor, at 1,100 feet, oats answer well, the harvest

being about a fortnight later than on the low lands. The
wheat plant often suffers by the mild wet winters of

Devonshire. The plant is kept in a state of excitement

during a mild February and jMarch, only to be cut down
by a frost, or injured by a north-west wind. In the

spring a continuance of warm .moist weather produces a

great bulk of long flaggy straw, which is laid by the

westerly gales, or by a few showers of rain.

The agriculturist, then, who from drier and conse-

quently better corn-growing lands, wends his way into

North Devon, will long remember the scenes he has

visited. He will, as soon as he looks out from the Castle

Hotel 'at Lynton, arrive at the rapid and correct conclu-

sion that he is in a land full of beauty, and where health

and deeply interesting objects on all sides abound.

THE DEATH OF LOED PALMEESTON Al^D THE CONSEQUEITCES.

The death of the Prime INIinister of England when

holdiug oftice is an event of such rare occm-rence as of

itself to create a sensation. Ranking as only next to the

sovereign in public importance, the loss of such a person-

age is at once acknowledged. For Lord Palmerston,

however, the feeling is a far deeper one, as he was not

only the most eminent, but at the same time the most

popular man in England. So happy a combination of

good qualities it has seldom been the fortune of humanity

to possess ; for with aU his really hard work in office,

with all his increasing years, and his grave responsibili-

ties, the Premier was the most cheerful and genial

gentleman of his day. As with good wine, age but

served to improve him, and it was only as he ripened

that the world came to recognise his real excel-

lence. Lord Palmerston, to be sure, might have

adroitly suited himself to circumstances as the

occasion required, but whether as Foreign Secretary or

first Minister, he had ever the most jealous regard for

the honour of his country ; he might have despised the

solemn bearing of the mere prig, who endeavours to look

as wise as an owl and know as much, but never in act or

thought was he deficient in true dignity; and, if the

foreigner feared him, his own people loved him, because

he was at heart as in manner so genuine an Englishman.
At his decease, as for long previously, no one carried so

great a sway. The very tact with which he managed his

own Party gave the Cabinet the confidence of the country ;

and if ever the welfare of the State depended upon an in-

dividual, this was the case with Lord Palmerston.

Such a fact only serves to emphasize the loss of so suc-

cessful a man, as it suggests the continual changes which
may be the consequence. With Lord Palmerston

removed from the face of it, the political world

appears to be split up into 'almost innumerable sects and
coteries, without the name of anyone ofl'ering itself as

likely to command so incongruous a company. Even
confining our reference to those at present in powei", it is

wcU known that Lord Palmerston's influence and discre-

tion have alone kept the Ministry so long together. We
have brilliant orators, plodding economists, rising young
statesmen, and well-tried veterans; certainly neither

genius nor experience is wanting in our emergency, but

that which we do need is some one with weight enough
to follow the late Premier. Putting his general popu-

larity out of the question, is there anyone with

sufficient power, even amongst his fellows—anyone

who can reckon upon the support that must make
and rule a Government? In any private circle

half-a-dozen people would most probably propose as

many difl:erent candidates for the office, and through-

out the country there would seem to have been an

equal uncertainty. Want of position, want of temper,

or want of executive ability, have alike been urged against

the more prominent members of the present administra-

tion ; while, from the other side, Lord Derby is more
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than loaili to again going very actively into harness,

as neithiT JFr. Disraeli nor Lord Stanley has qnite

the sympathies of his associates, and tlie de-

mocratic dominion of Mr. Bright is still in hazy per-

spective.

The dednetiou to be di-awn is surely inevitable. The
secret of tlie last long Parliament was simply Lord
Palmerston. A new House, whose constitution

was more or less a compliment to the man him-
self, will meet to meet a new leader. Whatever
may be its leaning, from a purely party point of

view, at a time when the divisional line of party has

almost faded out from amongst us, the majority was
essentially the Premier's own. And Fate has now de-

livered this over to the hand of another. Rarely has

there been a greater or more dii'cct responsibility. The
Old Guard, hampered possibly with many a raw recruit

in their ranks, miss the hearty greeting of their old Gene-
ral, and fall in to the cold word of command from another

Captain.

AVc would wish in no way to disparage the services or

experience of Lord Russell, to whom Her Majesty has

been pleased to entrust the delicate business of forming

a government. But the new Premier does not start fairly.

The House of Commons, wherein he himself figured so

long and so prominently, and where of course the actual

power centres, is not of his calling. The chief officers of his

Cabinet may even not be precisely of his own choosing, but

the rather remain, as he may continue them, through a time

of passing ditticulty. The result, then, we repeat, may be

surely anticipated ; or at any rate it is a duty to advise

the country to stand prepared. There is little probability

of another long Parliament ; on the contrary. Lord Rus-

sell would be justified in a dissolution on the first em-
barrassment he may encounter. The very antagonism of

personal interests or prejudices may conduce to siuh a

difticulty, to say nothing of the renewed energy with

which the Opposition will now lay siege to office. There

were few bold enough of late to bid for power against

Lord Palmerston ; but there are many who will give

freer bent to their ambition, now that he is removed.

Li such a state of transition, when the country is

watching the conflict and directing the storm, the

pressure of any question of common justice and general

good may be put with more and more eiFect. Let the

farmers look up their representatives closer than they

hitherto have done. Let there be no mistake as to the

course of action honourable gentlemen are going to take

on behalf of the agricultural interest. AVe may rest

assured that other classes will be alive to the occasion,

whether it be the Reformers after Lord Russell's own
heart, the extreme outsiders who have Mr. Bright for

their champion, or any other particidar set of citizens

with a grievance to get righted. Never did a

Government promise to be so susceptible to attack, or, in

nicer phrase, so open to reason. A Chancellor of the

Exchequer with Lord Palmerston at his back might afford

to pooh-pooh a petition for the repeal of the malt tax,

knowing as he did the centrifugal force that would carry

him through. But he feels that he can count upon this

no longer, as that his tenure of office may depend upon the

good-will of a deputation of country-farmers ; that is if

the farmers are so far true to themselves as to select repre-

sentatives in which they can trust. The death of Lord

Palmerston is a national loss ; but still under the shadow

of his name many an eccentric piece of legislation was

thrust upon the country by his colleagues, who will now
have to study the requirements of the people rather than

to humour their own peculiar fancies. Even a Budget

can be no longer a mere series of surprises.

SPEAKING TO THE POINT.

It is an encouraging sigu to see the way in which the

business of agriculture has been spoken to from the high

table during the autumn. In Shropshire, to be sm'e, the

seared Squires fairly run for it, when the affer-dinner

debate takes a really practical turn; whilst else-

where the landlords and M.P.'s have been the first to

direct the discussion into a more profitable channel.

Thus at Docking, last week, we had Lord Leicester man-
fully broaching many of the topics that farmers have at

heai't, and, as we must do his lordship the justice to say,

without trimming his own opinions to suit those of his

audience. For instance, after all that has so recently

occurred in the county, the Lord-Lieutenant still holds to

his own views on the Malt-tax, as that " were the duty

repealed the poor man's wife could never brew beer, and

the money spent in the attempt had far better be em-

ployed in the pro\ddiug of other luxiu'ies or comforts for

her husband's home." However unpalatable such a

sentiment may be to some of the barley-growers of Nor-

folk, or however ready many might be to dispute such

premises, the manner in which the speaker courted rather

than avoided so ticklish a question testifies of itself to the

honesty of his intentions, and we are prepared accord-

ingly to follow him with increasing respect. It was only

last week, indeed, that, as fitting in so well with the sub-

ject we wei-e dealing with, we had to quote Lord

Leicester on the rating of woodlands and preserves, and he

referred quite as forcibly to another matter, in which by

way of properly adjusting his burdens the farmer is

equally interested, as his lordship pointed the argument

by example of his own immediate district :
" I must now

congratulate this union as being the only union in this

country which has adopted that wise measure of a union

settlement, and of ha^dng given a precedent to Parliament

for passing an Act which will do more to benefit the

labourer than any other measm-e that has been hitherto

attempted on Ms behalf. Up to the present time our

duties and interests have been apparently antagonistic. I

say apparently, gentlemen ; because we had begun to learn

that unless we provided proper cottage accommodation

for our labourers within a reasonable distance of their

work we were likely to lose the services of our best

labourers. We also considered that it was better to open

our close parishes, and be subject to provide for the aged

and infirm, rather than to depend upon the supply of our

labourers from the distant and open parishes. That the

evils which existed under the old law can be immediately

remedied is impossible. Before the Act that was called

the New Poor Law was passed, there were certain parishes

on this estate that paid 19s. in the £ poor-rate. Cer-

tainly at that time, if it was not the duty, it was the policy

and interest of owners of property- to endeavour to

diminish the population and not to increase the cottage

accommodation. But railways and other causes have en-

tirely altered the position of the employers and employed.

But after all that can be done or has been done by Parlia-

ment or by societies like this, the physical and moral im-

provement of the labourer must mainly depend upon his

landlord and upon his employer." The value of such a

declaration from such a quarter can scarcely b« over-
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estimated, the more particularly when we remember the

opposition with which Mr. Villiers' Bill was met by the

Knightleys, the Baakes Stanhopes, and the comitry gen-

tlemen of that school, aided and abetted as they

were by good old Mr. Henley, who did all they could

to prevent " the passing of an Act which wiU do more to

benefit the labourer than any other measure that has

hitherto been attempted on his behalf." We have this,

be it borne in mind, on the word of one of the

great landlords of England, and who has himself a

more intimate acquaintance with the condition of the

rural labourer than perhaps any other man of his order.

Lord Leicester did not make a long speech, but he made
a very good one, which we give at length in another

column ; and that, however much or little we may agree

with him on certain points, cannot fail to do good. It is

wholesome, after all that has happened, to see anyone of

so much position, instead of leaving the room when it really

came to business, the first to follow up every argument,

whether this turn on thatching a rick or framing an Act

of Parliament.

But|Lord Leicester is well matched from the other

side, as unquestionably two of the best, or, in other

words, two of the most useful addi-esses of the season

have been delivered by Mr. Disraeli. It was the wont of

some small wits to refer at such a time to the right

honourable member for Buckinghamshire in his famous

impersonation of the British farmer ; but bringing the

force of his genius to bear upon the character, it is cer-

tain that few have studied the part with more success.

Mr. Disraeli backed his speech at Aylesbury by another

equally good at Amersham, the other day, when he

touched upon a variety of topics, though on none with more
effect than the share which the labourer should claim in such

celebrations :
—

" I have not changed my opinion as to the

expediency of rewarding long service by a pecuniary dona-

tion ; and although that has been a subject of considerable

controversy, I know, as you all do, that this is a recogni-

tion of merit which the men substantially appreciate.

And so long as the labouring classes associate with them
the feelings which they do at present, it would be most
uawise, and give rise to great and painful misconception,

if we were to terminate them. Recollect, you must esti-

mate the value of a reward of £3 to a labourer in propor-

tion to his income : £3 to a labourer with 12s. a-week

represents a sum equivalent to £500 or £600 to a gentle-

man with £5,000 a-year. Now I have observed that

gentlemen in the receipt of £5,000 a-ycar are not abso-

lutely indifferent to the chances of receiving £400 or £500
extra. Why the income-tax, about which the gentlemen

with large incomes make such a noise, does not amount
proportionately to anything like the sum which is obtained

in addition to his income by one of the agricultural

labom-ers whose moral virtues and whose industry are

recognized by this system of rewards. With regard to

the other prizes, there can be no controversy. Careful

shepherds, industrious ploughmen, skilful hedgers and
thatchers—as we have in the southern part of the county,

though you have not here—why should not their merits

be recognized by those amongst whom they live ? There
is another point touching the condition of the labouring

population which this and similar societies have attempted

to influence—I mean theii- habitations. You offered pre-

miums for keeping cottages in good order, for the cultiva-

tion of gardens with the greatest industry and taste, and
in other modes sought to encourage a feeling of the res-

pectability of home among the labouring poor. Gentle-

men, that is an excellent object; but there were, I believe,

domestic diificulties connected with the inspection, which
have thrown obstacles in the way of the continuation of

the prizes for the best-kept cottages. But generally the

premiums oifered by this and similar societies for the cul-

tivation of cottage gardens have been productive of much
good." This is all very excellent, avoiding as it does any

injudicious extreme—either the austerities of the Bedford

authorities, who would allow of no public recognition

of long service and good conduct, or the absurdities

of the Kingscote officials, who would set down a

ploughman to pen prize essays. Premiums for the

cultivation of gardens or allotments should be as useful

as similar distinctions for farms, crops, or cattle ; but we
should hesitate, with Mr. Disraeli, as to oflTering prizes

for well-kept cottages. The privacy of the poor man is

too often invaded already, and with a jn-ying curate and

a busy body Lady Bountiful for judges we can pictm-e

nothing much more oifeusive than such an inspection.

The member for the county had also of course something

to say to his constituents, and Mr. Disraeli followed up a

subject it seems already started, with all that good com-

mon sense he brings to bear upon the actual business of

life, however eloquent he may become when the occasion

requires :
—

" It is very well to say a farmer ought to

have a lease ; but yon must consider the terms of that

lease, and you will find, when you come to discuss these

terms with one who would be your tenant, that very dif-

ferent ideas are attached to these conditions from those

which are entertained by another. Mr. Field said a

farmer should have a lease or tenant-right ; but a lease and
tenant-right are two very diff^erent things. Mr. Pusey

was one of the best authorities on this matter who have

flourished in our time, and to his proposition, with re-

gard to tenant-right I was always favourable. I remem-
ber hearing him say in the House of Commons—although

he was a man to whom agriculture and husbandry are

more indebted than to any other man in our generation

—

that rather than let land on long leases, he would refer to

have no land at all. The fact is, the arrangements under

which land is held must vary according to the soil and

customs of different counties. I do not think any

abstract principles can be laid down on the subject.

But this is quite clear, that permanent improvements

ought to be done by the landlord; "and if that be

done, there are very few tenants, I think, who would

wish to embarrass themselves with leases." And
yet in the face of all this, with the fact before us

that the best cultivated land in the kingdom is farmed

without leases, we hear every now and then of Mr. Pusey

and his labours being derided by some unknown upstart,

whose sole object is to push himself into notice, and to

advertise for customers. Arrangements must vary ac-

cording to the soil and customs, while no general principle

has yet proved sounder or worked better than the Lin-

colnshire Tenant Eight. It would be impossible to frame

a model lease adapted to all districts ; but the system of

compensation for unexhausted improvements might be

made everywhere applicable.
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THE GAME QUESTION—MR, BRIGHT'S LETTER.

Witli Mr. Clare Sewell Read in for Norfolk, aud Sir

Baldwia Leiglitou out for Shropshire, we have every pre-

cedent for some further reform in the constitution of the

House of Commons ; while it is self-evident that any
such change will tell maiuly against the country gcutle-

mcE. If the member for the county will remain supine

as to the Malt Tax and obstinate as to the Game Laws,
liis fate can only be a question of time, as even the

interest of a Lord Lieutenant will not be able to keep

such a man iu his place. The world is fast coming to sec

this, aud the Press is just now circulating a letter through-

out the length and breadth of the land, urging the adoption

of such a course as the only way of mitigating the many
evils cousGqucnt on the excessive preservation of game.

To bo sure, the writer is Mr. John Bright ; but then his

communication is addressed to a Farmers' Club, the

members of which have sought the honourable gentleman's

advice under a difficulty that is getting past endurance.

Mr. Bright goes to the point with little or no hesitation :

" There is one thing which the farmers may do for them-

selves, whenever an election for a county takes place. At
present they are not asked who shall pretend to represent

them, but the lords and squii'es of the county name the

candidate, and, as a rule, the tenant-farmers vote for him,

and he enters the House to do the work of the lords and

squires who selected him ; a main part of that work is to

keep guard over the laws which favour the preservation

of game. The time is coming when tenants will dare to

believe and act for themselves iu the performance of their

political duties. They can combine with great ease, and
when combined their power is irresistible. I hope the day
may soon come when they will take the election of mem-
bers iu the counties in some degree into their own hands,

and when this is done their political and social deliver-

ance will be secured." There can be no possible dispute

as to the truth of all that is here stated, or as to that

future for the farmer, should he be di'iven to taking his

case into his own hands. At the same time, it must be

remembered that such an exhortation does not come
with the best grace from Mr. Bright. Since the

promises they made to the producer on the re-

peal of the corn laws, what have the Free-trade

party done for the agriculturist ? As a body,

or as Mr. Bright in particular, nothing whatever.

They have the rather held carefully aloof when auy rural

matter has come on for consideration, as the real object,

even here, is palpable enough. With all his well-practised

ability ]\Ir. Bright would most probably have tiu'ned

almost any other question round to precisely the same

answer. To obtain auy relief you must join with us in

what we are going for—a democratic House of Commons.
" I see only one way in which any real improve-

ment can be made. It can only be done by having

in ParKament a larger number of representatives of

the people, and fewer representatives of a class,

and of the prejudices and usurpations of a class.

How can this be brought about and secured? By
the admission of another million of the people to the

elective franchise, so that the House of Commons may
become truly representative of the true interests and

wishes of the nation." This is manifestly the panacea;

and Mr. Ilobotham, who introduced the subject at

the meeting of the Midland Farmers' Club, appears

to be very much of IMr. Bright's way of thinking,

taking the letter indeed from which wx have quoted

as "the best conclusion to his paper." But the

other members of the club could scarcely go so

far as this, aud after some discussion which is reported

at length in this number, wound up the business of

the evening by passing, as it strikes us, a very sensible

resolution, which was :
" That this Club desires in

the most emphatic manner to call attention to the serious

losses which are being inflicted upon tenant farmers in many
localities by the excessive preservation of game, and to

the necessity that exists for a general aud earnest appeal

to be made to landed proprietors iu order to induce them
to take immediate steps to mitigate the evil." Now who
is to decide here ? Mr. Bright says the main work of
" the gentlemen" is to keep guard over the game, and
that what we must go for is the repeal of all laws made
with the object of favouring the preservation of game.

The farmers, on the contrary, confine their complaint lo

the excess of game maintained, and the necessity for

this being immediately reduced. Again ViC ask, who is to

decide between the two sides, the ultra aud the mode-
rate party ? But the very wording of the resolution sug-

gests an arbitrator ; and this one must be the landlord

himself. For the present, at any rate, the question is

left in his hands. WiU he take immediate steps for

lessening the losses inflicted upon liis tenants by this
' monstrous system of game-preserving ? Let him not

shrink from the point for a moment. It is simply idle

to talk of compensation or valuation for damage done, for

all practical men know how utterly impossible it is to

estimate this. Let the lord declare at oucc, the rather by

his deeds than by his words, if he will be contcni. hence-

forth with fair sport instead of sheer slaughter. If he

will, the farmers will be the first to go with him;

and that such a plan can be carried out was shown at this

very meeting by one of the land agents present, Mr.

Bigge, who acts for Lord Wenlock, and who made by far

the most eifective speech of the evening ; in the course

of which he said "he had thought a good deal on that

subject ; and as he happened, he was glad to say, to be in

a position to try an experiment on the question of game
as between tenant-farmers and landlords, he immediately

set to work to put it in force on some estates in Shrop-

shire which he had the honour of managing. The first

thing he did was to discharge all the game-keepers on the

estate. Having done that, at the audit-dinner he men-
tioned to the tenant-farmers what he had done, and he was
glad to say it met with their full approval. At the same time

he intimated to them that the landlord was fond of shooting

;

that he wished to reside on his estate, and wished to live

in amity with all his tenants. They one and all said they

were certain they would preserve more game on that

estate than the keepers did. At the same time they had

liberty to destroy, at eveiy season of the year, by fer-

rets, but not to shoot on their farms. With this they

were quite satisfied. This year there was an exceedingly

good shooting season. Instead of killing 250 brace in a

week's shooting, nearly 400 were killed. That was a

practical proof of what tenant-farmers, if they were treated

in a liberal, straightforward manner by their laudloi'ds,

w^ould respond to." We have om'selves urged the adoption

of. such a system over and over again ; while as some

further proof of how the straw is shaking we may refer to

the speech of Lord Leicester at Docking on the day fol-

lowing, and who, though hitherto a heavy game preserver,

thus expressed himself :
" There has been lately a very
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wise aud proper readjustment of the rates of oiu- respective

parishes, but there are certain descriptions of property

that I think are unwisely exempted from being rated. I

see no reason why the 2,000 acres of wood that I hold in

this county—retaining them as I do for the purposes of

game or ornament—all of which, if converted into pastiu-e

or arable, would be subject to rates, should not pay their

quota to the poor-rates. This law was established years

ago for the purpose of encouraging owners of property to

plant timber for the purposes of the Royal navy, and when

the reasons for that encouragement ceased the exemptions

which were derived from it should have ceased also. I do not

think that it would be riglit to value the woodland pro-

perty at the same rate as the lands adjoining. That land

has been brought up to its present state of value by skill

and capital. The land that is under wood should be

valued according to its natural value if converted into

laud for agricultural purposes. It has been argued that

it would be by no means desirable to alter a law so as to

encourage the destruction of our wooded districts. The
love of sport and the desirable appreciation of ornament

that exists in all Englishmen's breasts is such that in my
opinion there would be no danger of any material de-

crease of the woodland districts of this country. The
difference that would be made in the rate would be com-
paratively inappreciable ; bat it would remove an act of in-

justice, and it would prevent that feeling of discontent which
I can quite understand exists in the breasts of many of those

who are not the owners of this description of property."

Now if, after such warnings on all sides, the Squire will

still have his bands of keepers and watchers, and
his three or four great days in a season, then we trust,

that the occupiers will go dead against him. The
argument is rapidly coming to such an adjustment ; as,

we repeat, the landlords must decide for themselves, re-

membering as they do that the power is not quite all now
in their own persons. There have been two or three

very awkward examples of late, and example is catching,

and may be easily multiplied by another election. If the

hares are to continue to eat up the tenant's produce, if he

is still to suffer from the offensive surveillance of the

keeper, and that preposterous paragraph of the kiUed and

wounded is stiU to go its annual round, then we say that

the farmer's course of action is clear enough. Let

him temporize no longer with those who simply

ridicule his remonstrances, but let hint set about and do

with all his heart all that Mr. Bright advises. Select,

as he says, " a farmer's candidate," and he will be the

popidar one, as has already been proved. " The Liberals

in the towns will give him their support, and you will

carry him into Parliament to do the work of the farmers

and people, instead of that of lords and squires." Or
again, " Get absolute and undisputed ownership of and

control over all animals which live upon the produce of

the land. You can do much. You can do everything

for yourselves—and there will be a revolution that will

transfer the county representation from a dozen rich men
or families to the real people of the counties." This

reads harsh in comparison with the resolution passed

by the members of the Midland Farmers' Club,

but it is still the only alternative. Are the

landlords, the so-called "sportsmen" of thiscoimtry, open

to reason ? ' If so, here is their opportunity. If not, if

they \Yill still blindly persist in inflicting injury on an

important class, and in wasting the food of the people,

their sin must be on their head. They are putting a

weapon in the hand of the enemy, and working their own
downfal. But it will not be the first instance in either

ancient or modern history where overbearing excess

and absolute injustice have brought the Patricians to

grief, and this democratic House of Commons hangs like

a di-avvn sword over their devoted heads as they heed-

lessly sleep on in self-satisfied security

!

HOW IS THE FARMER TO FIND CATTLE TO CONSUME THE CROP OF ROOTS?

When the first drought set in at the beginning of May,
and it was necessary to sow the turnip fields over

and over again, apparently to no purpose, great fears were
naturally eatertained that there would be a scarcity of

winter food for the cattle and sheep. The hay crop was
in many places not worth harvesting, and, in fact, so

scarce was the feed on the pasture lands that what little

grass there was, was eaten up to keep the stock alive.

The rain set in at the latter end of June, and dissipated

the fears of the farmers for the time. Both the turnips

and the mangolds sprang up, as if by magic ; whilst the

meadowa and upland pastures, which had hitherto yielded

the most scanty produce by the first cutting, gave promise
of a plentiful after-grass, which has been so far ful-

filled. But the drought set in again, and arrested the

root crops in their growth ; and in the eiul the turnips

and swedes showed symptoms of mildew, and the early ones

of a stunted growth. Fortunately, before these drawbacks
had attained any great height, so as to injure the plants

ii'remediably, rain again came to the relief of the farmer,

and afresh growth was instantly apparent, even where the
mildew seemed to have taken the strongest hold. Gene-
rally speaking, on the good land the plant is ample, and
the late sown turnips will in all probability prove a good
crop. A\ e have both seen, and made inquiry of farmers in
different parts of the country, and they all agree that there
will be a fair crop both of turnips and mangolds, as well
as a good produce of grass on the pastures.

Another difficulty, however, now presents itself, totally

unprecedented aud uulooked for, namely, how the farmer

is to find cattle to consume the produce ? We have seen

several during the last fortnight who are precisely in this

predicament, having a first-rate crop of roots, but not cattle

enough to eat them ; aud in the present state of the cattle

market, they are afraid to purchase any, under the apprehen-

sion of introduciag the fatal disease into their herds. Unless

therefore the approach of winter jiuts a stop to the pest, the

root crops will be of little avail as food ; most of the farmers

being in the same condition in respect to the want of stock

and the fear of purchasing. In the mean time healthy lean

stock arc seUing at prices that will afford no profit upon

grazing, unless the price of meat advances still higher

than at present, which, in fact, appears the most probable

result of the state of things. It will scarcely, however,

be prudent to speculate upon this contingencj^ as the im-

portation of fat cattle and sheep from the continent may
be so much increased, fur ilie vwmenf, as to keep down
the price of meat at market. The continental graziers

cannot enlarge the number of cattle they export, iqjo?!

the average. It is true, we have already seen that the

price of meat in England has stinndated the trade diu'ing

the last few months ; but they cannot continue to do so,

especially under the rigid restrictions to which the im-

porters are now compelled to submit.

The desti'uetion of the London dairies by the disease will

make a sensible difference in the demand for winter fodder
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aud I'oots this season. Some of the largest establishments

have been completely broken up, aud the proprietors have

"wisely dctennined not to renew them by purchase whilst

the disease is so prevalent. London is at present, in con-

sequence, chietiy supplied with milk from the country,

and it is not improbable that in future this mode will be

the rule, if the country dairymeu continue to supply good
milk, and it does not get adulterated by the retailers.

This novel state of things, we repeat, will materially lessen

the consumption of both hay and straw as well as of

roots in the metropolis, which will occasion a serious loss

to the farmers in the vicinity, who have hitherto found a

ready and constant sale for all they produced. With re-

gard to the root crops, a large proportion of which will

probably be left over in the spring, the best mode of dis-

posing of them—where the covenants will not allow of

their being removed from the farm—will be to chop them
up and plough them in, when they will rot and furnish an

excellent manure for the barley crop. This plan has been

adopted by many farmers who have found their root crops

too large for their live stock to consume, and where they

were not allowed to sell them off the farm. And when the

high price of lean cattle, with the addition of the risk

of losing them by the disease, is taken into the account,

perhaps this would be the most profitable method of dis-

posing of the surplus, especially when straw also is scarce,

and not more than will suffice to supply the limited num-
ber of cattle that are held by the farmers.

Altogether, this wiU be one of the most trying seasons

the farmers have ever experienced ; and in many cases it

may be attended with utter ruin. On the good lands

the white crops turned out an average ; but on the light

soils the wheat crop proves terribly deiicieut, both in

quantity aud quality, and will involve a heavy loss to the

grower. On the other hand, the cattle plague, which
may decimate the herds both of cows and oxen, ad-

mits of no relief, in some cases the grazier

not having a single animal left. It is to be hoped that

the approach of the cold season will arrest this insidious

disease ; but in many cases the plague has done its

work, and left but little room for congratulation on its

cessation.

THE PIG.

The pig, sow, or swine does not claim such a very high an-

tiquity as the horse, ox, aud sheep, the first notice occurring

about 1,500 years before Christ, when the flesli was strictly

forbidden as food by the Jewish legislators. The Mahomedans
copied tliis interdiction, almost the only prohibition iu respect

of food. Swine are mentioned partially by the Greek writers,

and the tlesli was very largely esteemed in tlic early declining

days of the lloman Empire. The nations of Nortliem climes

have ever made a large use of swine, as the temperature allows

the flesli to be treated in the proper manner. The filth of tlie

animal may have caused tlie prohibitions against eating the

flesh, which has descended to modern times in the aversion of

the Jews, Egyptians, and the followers of Mahommed. Yet
vast herds of swine have been reared in these countries, pro-

bably for the purposes of gain, and in order to supply strangers

and the neighbouring idolaters ; and the keepers or swine-

herds were considered as in the lowest possible state of degre-

dation. The northern parts of Greece being cool in the cli-

mate, may have first used the tlesli of swine as food, aud
broken the prohibition, which must have been carried along

with the people from Egypt, from which country they emi-

grated.

The pig has been found as a native in the greater number of

parts of the known world. The European varieties are aU
referrible to the wild hog of Switzerland, which inhabits the

moderate elevations of that Alpine country. The wild boar

(the " Sus scrofa" of naturalists, var. " Aper") is of a dusky

brown or iron grey colour, inclining to black, and diversified

with Ijlack spots or streaks. The body is covered vnWx coarse

hairs, intermixed with a downy wool. These hairs become

bristles as they approach the neck and shoidders, aud form a

kiud of frame, which the animal erects when irritated. The

head is short, the forehead broad aud flat, the ears short,

rounded at the tips, aud inclined towards the neck, the jaw

armed with sharp, crooked tusks, which curve slightly upwards,

and are capable of inflicting fearful wounds ; the eye full, the

neck thick aud muscular, the shoidders liigh, the loins broad,

the tail stiff, and ended with a tuft of bristles, the haunch well

turned, and the legs strong. The strength of the animal is

great iu proportion to the bulk, and fierceness grows with the

age. The habit is neither wholly solitary nor very gregarious
;

the animal chooses dark abodes, and uear to pools or streams

of water in woods or forests. The instinct is herbivorous, and

the choice feeds upon plants, fruits, and roots. Reptiles aud

small insects of tlie ground are devoured by swine,

but flesh is not eaten in its proper state, putrid car-

rion is relished, but much discrimination selects the herbs

of the earth. The sense of smell is very acute, and also of

hearing : the former induces the furrowing of the ground by

the snouts in search of food, for which purpose the organ is

very powerful. The hearing perceives distant sounds more
readily than the noises that are close to the animal. Tlie sense

of smell and touch is exquisite, and resides in the snout, by

which the animal is enabled to discover roots for food, though

buried iu the groimd. Swine are employed to hunt for truf-

fles, and tlie digging with the nose marks the place where the

mushrooms may be found, and also gave the first idea of plough-

ing the ground. The pig was the first ploughman, the snout

giving the idea of the coulter.

The wild boar is a very active and powerful animal—fierce

and most dangerously savage. The fierceness increases with

age, and is retained in the improved domestication in a consi-

derable degree. The animal is viviporous, and the female pro-

duces but one litter in the year, which consists of several indi-

viduals, carries the young for 16 or 20 weeks, and suckles them

for several months. Slie defends her progeny with exceeding

courage aud fierceness when attacked ; but neither the boar

nor the female are very aggressive, but enjoy a kind of solitary

savage majesty in lonely retreats. When disturbed or attacked

the animals quickly show the mighty power with which Nature

has endowed them, outrimuing very fleet horses, keeping dogs

at bay, resisting the spear of the hunter, sometimes killing

Ijoth horse and dogs, and endangering the life of the horse-

man. Himting the wild boar has been a favourite sport in

almost every age of recorded antiquity. The allusions are

many in the Greek and lloman classical writers ; and the

animal formed a large part of sports, pageants, and shows of

the fading days of lloman grandeur. During the middle-ages

the European countries continued the amusements of boar

hunting; and the animals contributed a part of tlie furniture

of the feudal domains in forests and parks. The breed disap-

pears before the increase of popidation ; and the barbarous

pastime had ceased by the time of the Commonwealth in Eng-
land. Tlie wild animal is now chiefly found in Alpine Ger-

many, and the hunting mostly practised in British India.

Swine appear to form an intermediate link between the

whole-footed and cloven-footed animals in some respects, and
in others to occupy the same ground between the cloven-footed

and the digitative ; but in any point of view these animals pre-

sent various peculiar characteristics, and one of vast import-

ance, as affording a large means of sustenance to the liimian

race in all parts of the world. The pig is a perfect cosmopo-
lite, adapting itself to almost every climate, increasing rapidly,

easily susceptible of improvement, and quickly reaching

maturity.
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Zoology places swine as under :

Division Vertebrata

Class Mammalia
Order Pacliydermata

Genus .,. ... • Sus, orsuidse

Species Sus domestica, or

domestic fowl.

The hog has fourteen molar teeth in each jaw ; sis incisors,

and two canines, curved upwards, and commonly called

" tushes."

Swine do not ruminate or re-chew tlie food, and belong to an

order called " pachydermata," or thick-skinned animals, which

includes the elephant, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, &c.

The si/s family, or sidda, comprehends, under the latter

generic term, several animals, as the peccary, babircrissa, the

phaco, chaene, and the capibara, which resemble the hog, pig,

or siis of common understanding. These animals are exotics,

and the pig only is known in Europe. The feet are cloven,

and have two toes behind that scarcely touch the ground ; the

incisor teeth variable in number—the lower incisors projected

forwards, the canines projected from the mouth, and recurved

upwards ; the muzzle terminated by a truncated snout, strongly

fitted for turning up the earth ; the stomach but little divided
;

body square and thick, more or less cpvered with bristles and

hairs ; neck strong and muscular ; legs short and thick. All

this species feed on plants, and especially on roots, which the

snout enables them to grub from the earth ; they wall devour

animal substances, but scarcely hunt or destroy animals for

the purpose of devouring them. They are thick-skinned, ob-

tuse in most faculties, except in smell and hearing, voracious,

bold in defence, and delight in retired, shady, and humid
places. The animal is generally regarded as stupid, brutal,

rapacious and filthy, intractable, obstinate, dull, and unwieldy

—low in tlie scale of organization, but highly useful to the

purposes of man. The natural age varies from 15 to 30 years;

but the improved purposes seldom allow an age lieyond two
years. Geological research finds the fossil remains of swine

included in the quadrupedal era of the globe among the

diluvial deposits that contain the horse and ox and the other

mammifers of the vertebrated division of animals. In point

of antiquity the pig fails only in the records of the early

patriarchal ages, where the notice falls below the mention of

the horse and the ox. The diminutive size being unfitted for

draught might not attract so much attention as the larger

animals ; and the aversion or prejudice so early entertained

to its filthy habits might continue the neglect of this species of

animals.

All the breeds of swine have been obtained by the effects of

external influences, and of the selected propagation from the

genus of animals called sus (or hog), the species stis aper (or

wild boar), and the variety sks dotnesticus (or the tame swine).

No animal is more sensible of the effects of soil and cilmate,

and none has yielded a more varied progeny from the same
original stock. The common origin is easily discovered, as

the natural instinct of the animal never in any case forsakes it.

The pig or sow is reckoned a filthy animal—lieavy, dull,

and stupid, and low in the scale of organization ; the bulk is

unwieldy, and the general appearance unhandsome. Though
this character may be true, the redeeming qualities are many,
and sufficient to overbalance the estimate of disadvantages.

The animal is nmltiparous, and produces a numerous off-

spring, that are healthy and strong, and easily reared into

maturity. The accommodation required is simple and not
costly ; the food is various, and not restricted to any quality

;

the flesh is more generally useful than that of any other ani-

mal, being palatable and nutritious in the fresh condition
;

and, as it is easily cured by taking the salt better than any
other animal flesh, the use is very large among the working
population, for naval stores, and among the articles of mari-
time states. The skin and the bristly hairs are made into

saddles, coverings of books, and into brushes, and into the
pointed ends of shoemakers' threads ; and the bones are

crushed into manure. No animal is more useful to the pur-
poses of man, and none is so readily adapted in the forms and
qualities to suit the varied affections of the globe.

Every variety of swine inherits the prolific quality which
produces a numerous offspring tliat is most abundant in the
half wild or unimproved kinds of the animal. The first litter

is less numerous than the following births, which succeed each
Other as rapidly as natural faculties will allow. The uumbe„

of young is large, and the animal is provided with an ample
mUk vessel and many teats, in order to accommodate the suck-

ling progeny. This property imparts a very considerable value

to the pig, as useful animals of the farm, the number compen-
sates for the want of bulk, and the comparative little trouble

encourages the domestic utUity of the animals. The young
are soon weaned into maturity, the growth is quick, and the

delicacy is less exposed to accident than in any other quadru-

peds that are bred and used on the farm. Pigs are in every

respect much less costly than the other fattened produce of the

ftirm, with the exception of poultry, which are wholly diflerent

in the nature and arrangements. The very destructive habits

of swine render necessary a strict confinement of the animals
;

but the seclusion is less individual than of the other quadrupeds,

and the attention required is not so great. Hence arises the

minor consideration that has been almost universally bestowed

on swine, till the evidence that the comparative value has com-

pelled a notice of some corresponding degree.

The pig may not l)e indigenous to the British Isles ; but

the auimal was "noticed by the earliest writers as a wild beast

of the chase, of which the extinction is uncertain in point of

date. The pig had been domesticated when records began to

be made of agriculture, and is described as a useful animal of

the farm. The best lowland hogs were large in bone, long in

the limbs, low in the shoulders, and narrow and curved m the

back, uniting every objectionable point, and totally devoid of

any approach to symmetry. The shape was most uncouth,

and the face almost wdiolly hidden by the long slouching pen-

dulous ears. The animals consumed much food, and fattened

slowly ; but the prolific quality produced a numerous progeny,

which were nursed wth a profusion of milk. Many varieties

of this general and sole description of swine had appeared in

the descent from the wild hog, as each locality of soil and cli-

mate had formed to itself a breed which liore the permanent
marks of external impressions. Domestication multiplies any
species of animals into many varieties, after it has obtained a

full and complete influence. Variety in the feeding andinan-

agemeut, the selections of particular fonns for the purpose of

breeding, in order to gratify fancy or caprice, and the crossing

with other and sufficiently allied stock, are the chief circum-

stances that concur in producing the many differences of do-

mesticated animal life. The larger quantity of food in the

tame condition induces many changes in the animal frame, the

eagerness for food is increased, and the tendency is developed

to the secretion of fat, and of general obesity. The habits are

changed from nocturnal prowling into feeding by day—the de-

sire of liberty ceases—the body is enlarged and distended late-

rally—the ears not being required to catch distant sounds, as

in the wild condition, decrease in size, and become less movable
;

the tusks of the male, no longer needed for self defence, vanish

from sight ; the muscles of the neck are much relaxed, and are

less developed, and the head is seen to be more prone, or look-

ing downwards ; the limbs become shorter, less muscular, and

less suited for active motion. Along with the form of their

bodies, tlieir whole habits and instincts are completely changed.

The very wild fierceness is lost, though a degree of voracity

remains : the animal never again becomes the wild hog after

domestication. A new condition produces a new set of crea-

tures ; the natural quality of great propensity to devour food,

to enlarge the carcase, and to secrete fat, operates most power-

fully, and wholly changes the original production.

The changes which thus occur in the form and characters

of the animal, from the alterations of the condition in which

he is placed, are not of a superficial or evanescent kind. The
degree is so great as to become strictly permanent ; the im-

pressions are so lasting as to distinguish breeds and varieties

;

and if the term " species" was a])plied to indicate the differ-

ences of form alone, the domesticated hog would be said to be

specifically distinct from the wild one. The number of teeth

varies with the external agents which affect the animals, from

six incisors in the \^ild state to three in the tame condition,

both in the upper and under jaw. In no other animals does

this effect happen, the number of teeth being constant in every

condition. The tail almost disappears in several varieties of

domesticated smne, and the vertebra differ very much in

number.
The chuiges that have been mentioned reduce the hog into

many breeds and varieties after the characters have assumed a

certain degree of permanence, and no domestic animal so easily

receives the impressions that are wished to be affixed. This
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quality is \evy much facilitated by the rapid powers of in-

crease, and the constancy of characters which are transmitted
to tlie progeny. No animals are so easily improved by hrecd-
iiig, and so quickly rendered suitable to the required purposes.
As with cattle and sheep, the same marks of external form in-

dicate tbc early maturity and the propensity to fatten. The
body is large in proportion to the limbs, or the legs arc short
in proportion to the body ; the chest is broad, the trunk round,
and the extremities are not clogged with coarseness. These
essential points always indicate an early maturity and a fattened

condition, with less expense of food than when a different con-
formation is possessed. The entire general appearance of the
domestic hog indicates a strong tendency to fatten and to accu-
mulate flesh.

When the great improvements in agriculture commenced in

Britain about a century ago, pigs were observed among otlier

articles of the farm, and the alteration was entertained to be
done by the same rules as in tlie case of the other domesticated
quadrupeds. By this period of time the changes that have
been mentioned had silently and gradually produced many
local varieties of swine from the original domestication of the

wild hog, some possessing very good qualities, others only

middling, and many were still very deficient. When the eye

of observation looked abroad in quest of materials with which
to amalgamate the best existing properties of swine, an ample
store was found for selection, and of very similar analogies

that could be easily blended. Skill and judgment were applied

to the consorting of similar and not very distant properties,

which being persistently continued, a new race was produced,

which was stumped \vith the better quaUties by the regular

propagation. Tlie accidental productions of Nature, which
exhibit superior properties, are many in swine, from tbe very

abundant progeny, and consequently a larger field of quicker

action afforded than with other animals, where progeny is less

frequent and numerous, aiibrding fewer opportunities of selec-

tion aud continuation. The inferior grade of importance that

has ever been attached to pigs, attributed less notice to the

animal than to the other quadrupeds ; fewer minds were occu-

pied with the Imsiness of improvement, and the results were
not so much regarded. Chance and accident had, as usual, a

chief sway in the management, and ended in the stray pro-

ductions ol a capricious and neglected direction. Accidental

productions were used as chance found or fancy made tlie ap-

plication. Clianges were done without being directed, and
good properties were obtained without the wish or intention.

In this way, improvement progressed, and materials were pro-

vided for the future advancement.
It was soon perceived that certain forms of pigs attained an

earlier maturity, and fattened more rapidly than others of a
different shape ; and that a certain quantity of food had a
greater effect, in the way of maintenance, with the animals
that possessed the former properties. Judgment selected these

animals for the purpose of propagation, with the view of ob-

taining a perpetuity of properties that were seen to be so

valuable. The frequent and uumerous progeny of the pigs

very quickly and amply showed if the practice adopted was
correct, aud if the desired properties were continued in the
wide aud general developments, if the inferior qualities of the

more numerous progeny were relinquished, and the good pro-

perties retained of the fewer number that had been selected

to propagate. The very great adaptation of swine to circum-

stances had been observed and meditated, which is beyond
almost any other animal of domestication.

During the progress of improving the swine of Britain,

mucli advantage was derived from the foreign breeds of Naples

and China, which countries had secured a variety that possessed

several points of exceUeuce, as the delicacy of flesh was pro-

duced in warm countries. Coarseness of form was the great

fault of the native swine of England, and the consequentive

aptitude to arrive at an early maturity of flesh and
fatness. The mixture of the Asiatic blood has every-

where tended to correct this defect, it has much lessened

the size, and probably the power of producing a numerous
progeny. The flesh of the Eastern hog is particularly tender

and fine in the grain ; but it is suited for the small and fi-esh

pork of the table, rather than for bacon. The quality of the

flesh is very readily transmitted to the posterity, and this

faculty strongly recommended the use of the swine in Britain.

The native pig of China is delicate, aud very sensible of cold

—

the value lies in the intermixture with more haxdy races, which

has been attended with most beneficial results. Tlie form of

the Chinese pig is not handsome : the body is long and trail-

ing, back sunk and bending downwards, and the hams thin.

The delicacy of tlie flesh is the chief aud almost only excel-

lence ; with the very prolific nature in producing young, both

numerous and frequent.

The pig of Naples is black in colour, and without bristles

—but which grow in this country—the leg of medium length,

the Irody squari; and cyUndrical, exhilhting a symmetry much
beyond any otlier variety of swine yet found in a semi-reformed

condition. Tlie flesh is very good in quality ; but the animals

are not hardy, and are little adapted for general use. The
crosses with British swine have been very valuable, the pro-

geny showing much fineness of form and aptitude to fatten.

Much benefit has ever accrued from the use of the swine of

Naples, as it possesses the most valuable adjuncts of bulk aud
quality.

The continued and progressive improvements in the breeding

of swine in Britain liave led to the formation of three dis-

tinct varieties or kinds of animals—the large kind, the middling

sort, aud the small size—all of them derived from the same
source, and fashioned in the present condition according to

the elements used in the propagation, and the maintenance

that has Ijeen afforded. The fancy of the breeder and the local

use of the peculiar articles of consumption, not to omit the

powerful influence of chance and accident, have contributed to

fix the varieties of swine in the particular places of residence,

and the adaptation of the animal organization to the soil and
climate have continued the propagation of the kind of swine,

with little intrusion, since the time of the settled production

of the permanent marks of excellence. Modifications do exist,

as in all other matters, either organic or inert. The nature is

as extensively varied as in other animal organizations, and the

variations are as large as there are influences of producing

circumstances. But very evident tendencies are seen to exist,

which incline the arrangement of the animals in some one of

the three distinctions that have been mentioned—a majority

of qualities, of which the bulk is the chief mark, is suflicient

to indicate the degree of position in the kind of swine, and to

fix the standard of its merit. Though every point of improved

excellence is not present, the prevailing appearances never fail

to exhibit the relation which is possessed by the animals, and
also the scale of merit that has been reached. In reaching the

lughest perfection as yet attained, very many intermediate

productions have appeared which support a very valuable

character, and occupy a position the most profitable for general

use. AU minor grades that have been somewhat elevated by

the higher improvements are very widely spread, and form the

most numerous class of swine in Britain, following in the wake
of advancement.

The large improved breed of swine has been produced by

propagating from the best specimens of the old English hog,

by persevering in the judicious selection, and most povrerfiilly

assisted by the altered circumstances of maintenance and

domesticated accommodation. Confinement iu sheltered abodes,

along with an ample supply of food, changed from the scanty

gatherings of the forest and the field into prepared meals from

grains and roots, very soon effected great startling changes in

the whole conformation of the body of the hog. The narrow
erectness of the back was depressed into nearly a level extent

from the head to the tail ; the ribs were much curved out-

wards, and largely increased the lateral extension of the car-

ease ; the snout was shortened, aud tlie long pendulous ears

were very much reduced in size. The widening of the body
brought it nearer to the ground, shortening the legs, and ex-

panding the frame. Domestication has produced effects on
the organization of swine alu'ost beyond any other animals

that are used for the purposes of man, in the size, form, and
colour. The variations are numerous and very different. The
visible marks of the parent source still remain iu the large

swine of England. The colour is mostly white, passing into

black through many gradations of varied colours. The size

is also of different bulks, the carcase very clearly evincing to

what designation the animal belongs among the breeders of

swine. The modifications of the breed are not many, as a
reduced size quickly passes into the middling varietv', and an
enlarged bulk still retains the stamp of the large breed.

The station is very clearly occupied, and most easily dis-

cerned.

The large liog of the present day exhibits au animal carcase
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of very considerable Kymmetry, allowing for the natural un-

wieldy bulk of the pig, and the inelegant form. The back is

stiU rounded, and the sides flat ; the head is depressed, and

the ears slouch forward. The length of carcase suits the pur-

pose of large salted meat, and the width of body adapts the

flesh for salted haras of large size. The depth of rib adds to

the value of the carcase, as it favours the width of tlie flitches

of bacon. As in large bulks of every kind, the symmetry is

inferior to smaller fonns, and the quality of the flesh is less

delicate, and not so agreeably-tasted.

The sows of the large breed are very prolific in bearing

vouns?, and suckle theiu well with an abuudancc of milk.

Tliese two very valuable properties have been transmitted from

the primeval source, and are inherited by the progeny in a de-

cree beyond all other breeds of improved swine in Britain.

Other deficiencies are very mucli compensated by these two

qualities, which are banished by the very extended refinement

of the organization, but which may be retained in a fair de-

gree in the improvement of animals of every kind.

The best specimens of the large breed occur in the secon-

dary bulks of carcase, which show the uttnost symmetry of

that variety of pigs. The rounded back, depending belly, and

flatness of rib bear ample testimony of the descent from the

old English hog ; while the small head, full cheek, width of

ham, and shortness of leg and ears very strongly attest the

large improvement that has been made from the uncouth

source of production. The huge bulk overpowers the strengtli

of leg, and prevents the due exercise for the proper discharge

of the animal functions, and the consistence of the flesh,

which, however, only liappens with the very largest sorts.

The quantity of inside oft'al is large, but not disproportioned

to the bulk of carcase, whUe the exterior offals are not larger

than in other improved breeds of swine. The proportion of

meat to the bulk of carcase is probably superior to most va-

rieties of swine ; the bone is small in a very fair degree, and

refined as far as seems to be just and proper.

The large breed of pigs, in the most bulky carcases, is con-

fined in comparatively few possessions, and rather diminishes

in public estimation. The breed recedes before the middling-

sized swine of the next description of which the largest sort

mingles, and is much confounded with the smallest variety of

the heavy breed. The largest purposes of hams and bacon

are suited from the most bulky carcases of the middling breed,

which very much encroaches on the large variety, and curtails

the peculiar ulility. Bacon and hams of the largest size are

the only valued productions of the heaviest breed of swine

:

the use is more in the small pork of delicate flesh in the

young or half-grown condition. The general preference enter-

tains a number of carcases rather than very heavy weights,

and delights in smaller forms of compact shape and neat

symmetry. When these properties are attended with tlie pur-

poses of the heaviest bulk, whicli has now happened in the

largest sort of the middling swine, the advantage does not

appear of pushing the growth into a very huge bulk of

animal carcase, and somewhat smaller bulk answers the pur-

pose, and only requires to be enlarged iu the number of in-

dividuals.

The middling sized breed of swine is the most extensively used
variety, and justly esteemed on the most incoutestible grounds

of preference. The sort of pigs has been obtained from crossing

the best shaped medium bulks of the improved English hog with
the Neapolitan boar—the very remarkable lateral extension of

the carcase has been got from the foreign animal, with the

shortness of leg and delicacy of flesh. The colour of this variety

is white when the old English hog has had most in-

fluence in the production, and black when the Neapo-
litan blood has been more employed. The black pigs exhi-

bited a greater likeness to the foreign animal than the white
kind, which confirms the above observation that the blood has
been more largely employed. The hair or bristles are more
wanting in the black, and more abundant in the white variety,

which further shows the former to be more Neapolitan and the

latter more English in the descent. The truth is quite evident

from looking at the different animals. Both colours rank as

middle-sized swine, however the pigs may be bred ; if the sources

of descent be different, the continued propagation has ended in

the same result of producing and fixing a variety of swine that

remains yet altogether unequalled.

The breed of middle-sized pigs possess tlie unequalled advan-
tage of affording in the young condition the delicate article of

suckHng pigs, and of fresh pork iu the maturity of young
growth. The most advanced fattened age yields hams and
bacon of a sufficient size, which excludes the use of the large

breed of swine that has been described. The flesh is much
more delicate of the present breed than of the last-mentioned;

a greater number of the animals can be kept on the same quan-
tity of food, and the fattening process is more quickly finished.

The prolific quality is very fair, and sufficient to maintain an
ample propagation ; a limited number of healthy young is pre-

ferable to a niunerous unhealthy offspring. The milking pro-

perty is also very sufficient for the nurture of the offspring

;

no hurtful disproportion attaches in any way to the variety of
pigs, and a greater use attends the breed than is found in any
other British swine. The animals are found all over Britain,

In various colours and proportions ; the size is the mark of dis-

crimination, whatever may be the colour, particular shape, or
Supposed pedigree. Very many localities have forged a breed of
this denomination of its own name, which all sink into one
general character as now distinguished.

In this most useful of all the varieties of British swine, the
body is of rather long dimensions, straight, and looking square
from every point of view. The back level and wide, with a
great lateral extension of ribs, which are full, and not flat, with.

a straight belly from the hind udder to beyond the fore teats,

and touching the fore legs. The head of a medium size, ears

more than half erect, and tapering, snout short, eyes not too

deeply sunk, cheeks full, and shoulders wide. Legs of medium
lengths, and strong to support the carcase ; tail of medium
thickness, and once twisted ; hams deep, wide, and covering
well to the knee ; outside of the hams not quite flat, nor
protuberant, but upholding the level line of the sides of the
carcase.

CTo be coiiiiniied.J

FATTENING ANIMALS IN A HUERY.
We have pointed out in former years the futility of attempts

to lay heavy masses of flesh on poor cattle by stuffing them
with rich food. Such attempts not only prove to be failures,

but are always wasteful. The material consumed is nearly

lost, the animals remain comparatively poor, and the owners
arc convinced that fattening animals for market " don't pay."

It is perhaps well for the cause of good management that

all neglected treatment of animals should result iu loss to the

owner. If he has starved his cattle, sheep, and pigs for a year
or more, he cannot atone for it by sudden attempts to push
them to fatness. On the contrary, the only true way is to see

that growth continues without cessation, summer and winter,

from the earliest period of their existence till they are finally

sold in market. A single check given to this continued pro-
gress may arrest or retard it for months. Our own observations
ead us to the opinion that the whole profits resulting from

raising and fattening, when this continued progress is kept up
by careful, regular, Init not extravagant feeding, are at least

triple the amount realized from early neglect and heavy feed-

ing afterwards—and often the difference is many times greater

than here stated.

There is nothing that should be more strongly impressed on
the mind of the young farmer who makes the feeding of

animals a prominent part of his business, than the importance

of keeping up an unremitting growth throughout the whole

course of their existence. The most successful pork-raiser,

with wliom we are acquainted, adheres strictly to this course

;

not only feeding liis store pigs well and regularly through fall

and winter, but commencing the fattening not merely in

autumn, as is too commonly the case, but early in ilie spring.

It is objected that this management is too expensive. This

objection is urged by those who find two or three months only
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to consume more than they can afford. They feed licavily for

a short time, hut do not receive a corresponding- return of

increased flesh. " If two months' feeding," they inquire,

" costs us so much moucy, how can we ever afford to continue

it for two or three years?" It is very true tlicy cannot,

because the whole system they adopt is a profitless one.

Fortunately it does not require heavy feeding to keep up the

continued growing condition of animals. Here is a great

error into which many have fallen, which we have endeavoured

to correct. John Johnson made the remark some years ago

that the copious feeding of grain or meal to cattle is no better

than a moderate amount. We gave the statement some years

ago of exijcriments jierformed by G. II. Chase, of Cayuga,

who carefully weighed every week all his fattening animals. A
daily supply of four quarts of barley meal lo a fine steer gave a

weekly increase in weight averaging eighteen pounds. A
neighbour advised him to push him, and eight quarts were
accordingly fed daily. The weekly increase of flesh was less

than when he received four quarts. The amount being in-

creased to twelve quarts per day, he gained nothing at all.

Several similar instances have come to our knowledge, and

among others a iiue animal was jreceutly fed by a neighbour a

peck or more of rich meal per day. After thus urging on the
fattening jjrocess, as he sujjposcd, for seveial weeks, ho was
finally sold, and proved to be only a few pounds heavier than
when purchased. Tlie many bushels of feed which he had
consumed, and the labour of attendance given him, literally

went for nothing.

Succcsssful feeders, who prove all their experiments by
weighing, have long since ascertained that animals in fine

condition will lay on more flesh for the amount of food eaten
tlian those of inferior character. Hence shrewd men wiU not
purchase lean and raw-boned animals for fattening. This fact

serves to establish the truth that all animals at all stasjes of
growth should be kept fleshy. It need be scarcely necessary to
remind any intelligent manager that the difference between
attending to all the comforts of an animal by cleanliness,

good wholesome food given regularly and in moderate quantity,

and neglecting all these particulars, is simply tjie difference

between those in fine healthy condition and such as arc feeble

and raw-boned. It may be laid down as true, with scarcely an
exception, that the farmer who carries on the business of
fattening at a loses, is one who neglects at one time and over-
feeds at another.

—

Country Gentleman (JineiicanJ

.

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
PUBLIC MEETING IN LEICESTER.

On Monday, Oct. 16, a public meeting was held in the Castle,

to consider the propriety of inviting the Royal Agricultural

Society to hold its meeting, in IS67, in this town ; to open a

suljscriptiou list ; and take such other measures for the pro-

motion of that object as might be deemed expedient. The
attendance was very limited. Among those present were Lord
Berners, Sir F. Fowke, Sir W. de CapeU Brooke, Mr. C. W.
Packe, M.P., Alfred Burgess, Esq. (mayor), Mr. W. Miles,

Alderman S. Viccars, J. Underwood, E. S. Ellis, Councillors

C. Harding, J. Shenton, J. Sarson, R. Angrave, and J. Crow,
Messrs. T. Burgess (Wigstou), W. Chamberlain (Desford), T.

Willson (Knaptoft), and Revds. 11. J. Hoskyns, E. Elmhirst,

and others.

On the motion of Mr. Packe, Lord Berners was unanimously
elected to the chair, and the following resolutions were passed :

Mr. C. AV. Packe, M.P., proposed :
" That this meeting

having heard with much satisfaction that the Royal Agricul-

tural Society of England intend to hold their annual ex-

hibition, in the year 1867, in one of the midland counties, it

is hereby resolved that a deputation from the town and county

of Leicester do wait in due course upon the council of that

.
society, and request them to select Leicester for that purpose

;

and, in the event of their so doing, that this meeting pledges

itself to use its best endeavours to give the society a hearty

welcome."

The Mayor seconded the resolution, and it was carried

unanimously.

Rev. E. Elmuirst proposed :
" The corporation of Lei-

cester having offered to the society that most eligible spot, the

Race-course, this meeting recommends the local societies to

forego their cattle shows, in case the Royal Society visits Lei-

cester, and urges upon the committees of such societies the

necessity of appropriating their funds, in the year 1867, in aid

of the sums required by the Royal Agricultural Society."

Alderman E. S. Ellis seconded tho resolution, wliich was
carried unanimously.

Mr. G. Norman proposed :
" That a subscription list be at

Once opened at the various banks in the town and county, for

the purpose of providing funds to meet the conditions of the

Royal Agricultural Society."

Mr. Alderman Harris seconded the resolution, which was
carried unanimously.

Major Freer moved :
" That the gentlemen form a com-

mittee, with power to add to their number, for the purpose of

carrying out the foregoing resolutions, as weU as to act as a

deputation to the council of the Royal Agricultural Society,

and to take such further steps as they may deem necessary for

the foregoing object."

Mr. S. Viccars briefly seconded the resolution, which was
carried unanimously.

Sir F. T. Fowke proposed that the best thanks of the
meeting be given to the high sheriff of the county ; also to

his lordship, for his able conduct in the chair.

Mr. W. Miles seconded the resolution, and it was carried
unanimously.

His lordship and the mayor having acknowledged the com-
pliment, the proceedings terminated.

WHERE FAT AND FLESH COME FROM.—They come
from the earth and the atmosphere, collected by vegetation.

Grass contains flesh ; so grain. The animal system puts it on
from these. Vegetation then is the medium through which the

animal world exists ; it can exist in no other way. When grass
or grain is eaten, the flesh constituents are retained in the sys-

tem ; so also the fatty substance, that is the starch and sugar,
from which fat is made. Some grains have more flesh than
others; so of the qualities that make fat. In a hundred parts
of wheat, according to Piesse, are ten pounds of flesh ; in a hun-
dred parts of oatmeal nearly double that amount. Hence oats
are better for horses, on account of their flesh-forming principle,
rather than fat, as muscle is what a horse wants. For fattenino-

purposes, however, corn and other grains are better. When flesh

itself is eaten, the system but appropriateswhatis already formed,
but would as readily take it from vegetables, from flour. The
flesh-making principle—or the flesh itself, in its constituents

—

goes to form cheese in the dairy; the starch, &c., butter. Hence
it is that some people assert that cream has little influence in
cheese, farther tliau to enrich it ; for clieese and butter are en-
tirely distinct. The same kind of food is equally good for the
production of either. This is a point of considerable interest,

and is not yet fuUy explained—indeed, it is yet in its infancy.
And a plant in its difl'erent stages of growth has a different effect.

Tlie fat ofthe plant is held in reserve for the seed ; nothing is

wasted in leaves, wood, &c. ; the precious seed must have it.

Hence, when this takes place, the stalk is comparatively worth-
less to what it is prior to the change. And the fat cannot be
appropriated so well in the seed as when it is diffused through
the stalk. Tender herbage, therefore, is the best ; and when se-
cured before the direction of the oil takes place, so much the bet-
ter wUl be the hay.

—

Utiral World,
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MECHANICAL BRICK AND TILE MANUFACTURE.
Accordiug to tlie oft-told story, tlie mamifacture of brick is

nearly coeval with tlie industry of the human race. The ques-

tion has even been raised as to whether the aucient Chaldeans,

Eo-yptiaus, Greeks, and Romans were not better acquainted

wfth the art iu their time, than are the inhabitants of Western

Europe at the present day ? That they (the former) had at-

tained to a very high proficiency in the art is manifest, for the

buildings which they have left testify this to modern times

.

That v/e have many advantages over them in a mechanical

sense is unquestionably truej; but when the quality of the bricks

and tiles of the two periods are placed in the scale, this shows

the balance in their favour rather than the contrary ; so that a

practical question naturally arises for solution, viz., have we
profited as we might or .should have done by our superior

machinery ? or have we allowed ourselves to fall behind both

in this and also in other respects ?

A better style of agricultural buildings is much needed, and

also brick-walls for fences, &:c., and this in many localities in-

volves cheaper and more durable bricks than are now made
;

and these two conditions, cheapness and durability, on the

other hand, embrace all the most improved mechanical appli-

ances that can be brought to bear upon their manufacture in

the brick-field, and also the best method of burning, together

with the best quality of clays, S:c. The subject thus divides

itself into two practical problems, the one mechanical, and the

other chemical. In this paper we shall confine our observa-

tions to the former—the niechanical question of tile and brick

manufacture.

Much of the machinery tliat is now generally used in the

manufacture of bricks is of the simplest character, the work-

ing apparatus and stock, upon perhaps the majority of brick-

fields, being of the rudest mechanism, the whole bearing a

close resemblance in many respects to what was in use iu

ancient times. Eor the most part, the inventory consists of a

pug-mill, an old horse and harness, a hut, moulds, and mak-
ing-table, with a few barrows and hand-tools ; everything in

the list being of the most primitive construction possible, the

clay in some cases being kneaded by the treading of cattle in-

stead of pugging. And yet from some of these old-fashioned

brick-yards the very best quality of bricks is produced. Where
roof and drain-tiles are manufactured, a tile machine and dry-

ing-sheds have to be added to the inventory ; and when the

bricks and tiles are delivered by the manufacturer, horses and

carts are also necessary.

The fact that such simple machinery continues to be used so

largely, and even preferred by many intelligent manufacturers,

who have the command of ample means to get more compli-

cated articles, is highly instructive in more respects than one.

In the first place, for example, it leads the inquiring mind
backwards retrospectively to the practices of the ancient

Romans, Greeks, Hebrews, Egyptians, Sidonians, Babylonians,

and Assyrians of oriental times, and the best quality of burned

or baked bricks, which they made with macliinery of a still

more primitive character than tlmt in question. In the second

place, the attention is directed to the investigation of the

principles upon which such simple machinery, ancient and
modern, is constructed, in contrast with the more complicated

amd expensive machinery now being brought into the brick-

field. In the third place, the question naturally arises as

to wlietlier in prosecuting the mechanical question we have
not hitherto been losing sight of the chemical one. And
lastly, ought not the mechanical question to • be made more
subservient to the chemical question during the future than
has hitherto been done during the past ?

The second and last of these questions are those which
cliiefly belong to our present paper ; and, besides, they are the
more interesting of the four, for other reasons. Sound principles
are always cardinal questions in the construction and use of
machinery ; and when the intrinsic and practical value of that
machinery is dependent not upon one, but upon a series of
chemical demands being faithfully complied with, the ultima-
tum need not be told; for the fulfilment of the latter—the
chemical conditions—embodies, as it were, the former—the
principles in question. Hence the practical conclusion.

The modern machines, that stand in contrast with the an-

cient, whose principles of mechanism we have to examine, are

pug mills, washing miUs, grinding mills, moulding mills

alias briek-and-tile machines, and compressing machines.

Prequently the first and third are combined together, so as

to form cue machine, and with these two the fourth and fifth

are also sometimes connected, so that the grinding, pugging,

moulding, and compressing of the clay are performed at one and
the same operation and time. In other cases the bricks are

not compressed in the process of moulding, Ijut separately, in a
different machine.

In Oriental times the grinding, washing, and pugging were
performed, for the most part, by the feet of slaves, captives,

and cattle ; and as the practice of treading the clay has come
down to our own times, the contrast is simple, and the con-

clusion is easUy drawn, for the best quality of the bricks in

both cases decides the matter, and in very many 'cases, if not

the majority, the decision is in favour of the old practice.

Again, iu hand-moulding, the moulder always, less or more,
compresses the tempered clay into the mould, so that the

practical question naturally arises for solution. Did the Chal-

dean and Egyptian " task-masters," in the brick-fields of

Assyria, Babylonia, and Egypt, pay more attention to this

peculiar manipulation of the art, than our moulders do in

modern times ? And the closeness of the grain and tougliness

or cohesion of the bricks iu both cases evidently points to an
affirmative answer in favour of Oriental art in this division of

the work also, as in the previous one—the preparation of the

clay for moulding.

Of course, the questions being practical ones, both the above
conclusions must be received vith a considerable degree of

qualification. In the latter division of the work, for example,

the ancient brick-makers may have paid more attention to the

selection of a finer quality of clay, and to other chemical con-

siderations involved in the mixing and seasoning or tempering

of that clay, and in the burning or baking of the bricks,

that are sufficient to account for the difl'erence in the close-

ness of the grain and strength of the bricks being in their

favour ; and these again must furnish a similar key to the

practical solution of the first division of the work, viz., the
preparation of the clay for moulding.

It must be admitted, however, that our modern methods of

pugging, grinding, washing, and machine-moulding are defective

in many respects. In other words, our pugging, grinding,

washing, and moulding mills are not constructed on sound me-
chanical principles, inasmuch as those principles do not har-

monise with or respond to the pecidiar demands of the

chemistry of brick manufacture. A passable exterior

at little money out of the readiest materials at command ap-

pears to be the watchword of the modern practice, rather than a

finegrained, strong, durable brick ; whereas the reverse of this

maxim was evidently the oriental rule, in the case of the best

quality of baked bricks. No doubt the ancients had inferior

bricks also, viz., sun-dried bricks, which have long
ago crumbled into dust, the best quality only having
stood the test of time. This must be granted, but

the set-oft' does not elucidate the object of the con-

trast under investigation, which is simply the points of supe-

riority of the ancient practice, and the experimental lesson

which those points teach for the information and improvement
of the modern artist. True enough, we want a cheap brick

;

but inferior quality is invariably dear at any price ; it follows,

therefore, that quality must never be sacrificed to little money,
or cheapness in the ordinary sense of the word : and this sacri-

fice is, we are apprehensive, being too often made, both as to

the quality of the brick and the construction of machinery for

its manufacture.

Confining our observations to the mechanical question, it

win be necessary to go som.ewhat more closely into tlie details

of mechanism both of the machinery and of the articles they

produce, in order to show the soundness of the above conclu-

sion relative to the sacrifices at issue.

The first inquiry which we shall enter upon has for its ob-

ject the improvement of our pug-mills and washing-mills, by
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showing wherein their details of mechanism arc defective in
principle. Thus the action of the arms of pug-mills and wash-
ing-mills, owng to their radiating from a revolving shaft, is

greater towards their extremities tlmn near the shaft or axle

upon which they arc fixed ; cousequently the clay is not uni-
formly acted upon and worked throughout. True, the arms of
the former (the pugmill) may radiate taugeutially, and be other-
wise curved, so as to turn over and throw the clay from the
centre towards the circumference of the barrel in which they
work. But is not this sacrificiug a second principle of meclia-
nism, in order to atone for the tirst departure from soimd prin-

ciple ?—a deceiving of ourselves, as it were, by having recourse
to a system of special pleailing to serve the commercial pur-
pose of the moment in place uf a better ? For if the eye of tlie

observer coidd only see what was going on within, the proba-
bility is tliat the old horse would have to turn tail and move iu

the opposite direction, owing to the greater velocity of the
outer portion of the arms and the reaction of the clay upon the
inner surface of the barrel. No doubt the proposition of turn-

ing the clay inwards towards the axle is nearly as objectiou-

ahle as that of turning it outwards ; but this is only a very good
reason why both should be more closely examined fi-om a prac-

tical point of view, and if need be, supplanted by less objec-

,
tiouable processes—processes embracing uniform velocity and
action through the materials acted upon.

Again, with regard to washing and grinding mills actuated

on the rotary principle, similar objections may be raised against

them, owing to the cycloidal and central action of the working
parts, and the unequal results which must consequently be

produced upon the clay. And besides the mechanical objec-

tions of this kind, we shall also find that chemical objections

may also be raised to both processes, washing and grinding, as

now commonly performed.

In the ancient and stiU-conunon practice, the action of the

implements and feet of men and cattle iu working the clay

was and is performed on the reciprocating rectilineal principle,

and not on the rotary principle. The contrast, therefore, be-

tween the two is very remarkable, the economy and uniformity

of motive power and effect produced Ijeing evidently in favour

of the former, the old " to-and-fro"-working machines of the

ancient brickmakers, who were well versed in mechanical

science as applied to arcliitecture. And the peculiarity in

favour of the old-fashioned machines is, that the force applied

is ou the principle of percussion, the stroke in the case of the

trampling of the feet of men and cattle, and the working of

the " mortar bar" (a long, bent lever, or bar of iron) by hand,

being downwards, while that of the " mortar drag," or rake,

was to and fro horizontally, the effect produced in both cases

heiug far greater than the rotary stirring process, where the

action of every point in the arms of the pug-mill is uniform,

altliough the actions of the different points are different from
each other, the velocity and force of the stroke being directly

as the distance from the axle or shaft upon which the arms are

fixed.

Of these two different principles, the latter (percussive

force), and the effect produced by it iu the working of the

•clay, is perhaps the more important and deserving of attention

by those of our readers interested in the improvement of pug-

mills and moiddiiig mills, as it is a well-established and fami-

liar fact that no amount of slow, uniform stirring of clay or

like material, or pressure, will compensate for a sharp stroke

of the " mortar bar," back of the labourer's spade, or brick-

layer's trowel. Even in the process of hand-moulding the

clay, there is a certain amoimt of percussive action in the

filling of the mould that is essentially necessary to good work-

manship. In all these operations the temperer or worker of

the clay, the brick-moulder, bricklayers' labourer, and brick-

layer are faniUiar mth the peculiar percussive stroke of their

respective mauipidations, and how mucli their success depends

upon its proper performance. But we have not yet begun to

teach our pug-miUs and moulding mills how best to imitate

this peculiar percussive action ; the contrary—how best not to

do it—being rather the general rule

!

Again, the common method of removing stones, flints, and

shells by grating and the like is objectioualjle, and obviously a

departure from soimd principles. The grinding of such sub-

stances into sand, so as to mix and be incorporated vnWx the

clay, is often as far from what the chemical requirements of

good brick imperatively demand, the quality of such ground

substances being in some cases objectionable, iu others the

quantity being iu excess, the chemical rule in both cases being
their removal.

A few remarks on the mechanical properties of a brick wiU
conclude our present paper. Under this head, bricks, both
ancient and modern, may be divided into three qualities, apart
from the ordinary division of English bricks into place bricks,

stocks, facing and cutting bricks, &c.

—

i. e., each kind may be

fm-ther subdivided into three qualities of good, medium, and
inferior. And this division also applies to machine-compressed
bricks, to perforated bricks, machine-moulded bricks, and
hand-moulded bricks. In short, it lias reference to the fine-

ness of tlie grain, and uniform solidity and moistness of the

brick, including its cohesive and friable properties. The
reader will thus perceive that, instead of a concluding para-

graph, it woidd require a long article to do justice to this

division of our subject. All, therefore, that we shall attempt

at present is, merely to take a passing glance at its several

heads.

Not the least important of these is a proper degree of uni-

form moistness ; for unless this is attained, the brick will

change its form in the drying and burning. And we may
further observe, the question is of more importance than is

generally imagined. The next thing is uniformity of grain.

The grain may not be very fine ; but if uniform, the brick may
prove strong and durable. Ou the other hand, small stones or

grit of any kind, lamina of sand, vegetable mould, or other

improper substances will turn out an inferior article. Then
we have luiiform density—a quality difficult to be obtained in

machine moulding, and even in hand moulding ; and, lastly,

perforated bricks and compressed bricks—the last the best,

the clay being right iu other respects.

ON AGRICULTUEAL FIEES AND
INSUEANCE.

The following rules and precautious may be useful to some
of our readers :—

1. Have your stack-yard situated near a pond, or as good a

supply of water as possible.

2. Place your stacks as much as possible m siiif/le line, and
as far from each other as you conveniently can.

3. Put a hay-rick now and then between the corn-ricks.

These will keep in cliecJc any fire if properly attended to.

4. When you use the steam thrashing-machine have your
stack-yard well cleaned up Ijy removing all loose straw and
litter. Have the machine placed on the leeward side of the

stack-yard, so that the wind may blow the sparks aivay from
it. Let the engine be as distant from the machine as the

strap MaU allow. Have three or four buckets of water handy,

and keep the pan of the engine constantly filled with water.

Have the straw rapidly removed from the neighbourhood of

the engine.

5. Forbid your men,_upon pain of instant dismissal, to use

lucifer matches or to smoke in or near the stack-yard. Keep
all lucifer matches out of the reach of children : this is a
frequent cause of accident.

6. If a fire has broken out, having despatched a trusty man
to bring the nearest engines, depend upon the exertions of
yourself and men. Do not allow the stack to be disturbed

—

let it burn itself out ; but let every exertion be made to jiress

it for/ether, and as far as practicable to prevent any lighted

particles flying about. If water be at hand, use it of course

freely. Protect the adjoining stacks witji soaked sacks, rick

cloths, tarpaulins, &c. "When the engines arrive, let them
see after the coverings of the other stacks in the first instance

rather than the stack ou fire. If the stacks are separated from
each other as before recommended, and there exists no danger

to the other stacks, of course it becomes desirable to save as

much of the one on fire as possible. This is best done by
pressing and keeping the stack together rather than by
opening it.

7. aud last, but not the least precaution

—

Lnstjee totjr

Ageiculturai Property. The farmer who leaves the

contents of his stack-yard to chance now, when the torch of

the incendiary is so fearfully destructive, should be written

down as either a fool or a madman.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND.
Tlie montlily meeting of the council of the ahove society

was held on Thursday, Oct. 5, in ii, Upper Sackville-strcet,

Dublin, Sir George liodson, Bart,, in the chair.

THE CLONMEL SHOW.

Captain TnoRNiiiLL, Secretary, stated that there was an

ohjectiou lodged to the prize awarded at the Clonmel show to

Mr. Furlong for ilax, on the ground that it had not been grown
last year. He had received the following letter, enclosing a

declaration, from Mr. Furlong :

—

" Fermoy Mills, Fermoy, Sept. 23, 18G5.

" Sir,—I heg to enclose the re(|uired declaration, that the

flax I exhibited at the Clonuiel Show was grown iu the year

1864.
" Was from home when your first letter arrived, or should

have done so long before now.
" I am. Sir, obediently yours,

" C. J. FurwLOifG.

" To J. Badham Thornhill, Esq., Dublin."

Mr. Owen—Tiiat is quite enough.

ALLEGED CLIPPING OF SHEEP.

The Sechetary read the accompanying letter from Major
Chichester :

—

" Runuamoat, County Roscommon,
" September 19, 1865.

" Dear Sir,—Press of business lias prevented my acknow-

ledging earher the receipt of your favour of 7th instant. 1

assume that your letter was written under instructions of the

council, and 1 have to request you to be good enough to bring

to the notice of that Ijody that in my humble opinion the letter

in question does not in any way meet my objection.

"I may remind you that when asked what evidence I had

that the sheep objected to had been clipped in a way forbidden

by rule 35, 1 referred you to the sheep themselves.
" My herd might or might not be able to give evidence as to

their being clipped on a certain day. In the presence of the

sheep themselves his evidence could not have been very mate-

rial : their testimony was enough.
" Again, I may observe that the answer of the judges, on

being applied to, does not materiaOy affect the question either.

Their reply ' that none of the sheep exhibited were so clipped

as in any way to mislead or interfere with them in their adju-

dication,' does not affect the point I raise.

" The society makes the rules, not the judges. Those laws,

when made, are to he interpreted ; certainly not by the judges.

It must be the duty of the council to see that the rules of the

society are observed, and not the duty of the judges.
" The society declares in rule 35 that when anything has

been done that alters the natural appearance of tlie animals

shown, such animals are to be disqualified.

" I called, and do call, the attention of the council to the

fact, as I assert the natural appearance of certain sheep shown
at Clonmel had been altered, and I call upon the council to

enforce the penalty.
" I submit that the council are not in a position to throw

any part of the onus of decision on the judges. I state a cer-

tain fact, namely, that the sheep objected to at Clonmel, when
they vifere shown in August, had been gone over with the
shears since they were shorn in the spring. I state further,

as a fact, that such use of the shears does alter the natural
appearance of the animal, and I conclude by interpreting rule

35 as being levelled against that and other practices, the ne-

cessary result of which is disqualification, none of which prac-
tices need necessarily 7nislead judges or interfere with their

adjudication, though it undoubtedly does hoodwink the puj
chasing public.

"Speaking in all respect, I submit that the council must
decide either

—

" 1st. That the sheep objected to, as stated, were not touched

by the sliears siuce the spring shearing, so far as they can
determine ; or
" 3nd. That being so touched with the shears does not alter

the natural appearance of the animal ; or
" 3rd. That such alteration is not within the scope and

meaning of rule 35 ; or my objection must be acknowledged
sound, and must he sustained.

" That wool, if left to itself, will point as it grows, is a simple

fact in natural history. That the wool of the sheep objected

to at Clonmel did not point is another fact equally certain
;

therefore, I don't think the council can decide against me on
either 1st or 2ntl.

" If No. 3 is decided against me, the council must declare

that rule 35 does not mean what it says.

" Requesting you to be good enough to lay this letter before

the council, I am, dear sir, yours truly,

" C. Raleigh Chichester."

Lord James Butler said he tliought, as far as he could

gather from the judges of sheep, they did not think they had
been gone over after shearing. Mr. Thurnell's impression was
that when the sheep were shorn the weak parts were left

longer, to enable them to fill up, but no one said they were

subsequently trimmed.

Captain TiiORNiiiLL remarked that all they said was that

they might have been pointed with the shears.

Lord James Butler said the objection was not against

that, but against the sheep being manufactured into sliape.

He gathered from the judges that there had been no clipping,

as they \icre all up to that.

Mr. M'EvoY Gartlan stated that a slight cHpping would
not be an infringement of the rule. The judges had already

decided that they did not think there was any change in the

natural appearance of the animals. If that were so, they could

not now go into the matter.

Mr. Fowler suggested that copies of the letters of the

judges should be sent to Major Chichester.

The Chairman said the gentleman rather disclaimed the

authority of the judges. If the rule was clearly interpreted

there was nothing done to those animals in a way to alter their

natural appearance.

The Secretary was directed to inform Major Chichester that

it did not appear to the council that the animals in question

were mutilated or tampered with in any way so as to alter

their natural appearance.

the rearing of pigs.

The following letter was received from Mr. Warburton in

reference to the rearmg of pigs :

—

" Kill, Naas, Sept. 2nd, 1865.
" Dear Sir,—Tlie enclosed letter I cut out of the Farmers'

Gazette of Saturday last, August 20th, and will feel obliged if

you will lay it before the council of the Royal Agricultural

Society at their next meeting, as a subject for their most
earnest attention and consideration. I know not the writer,

but to every word of that letter I subscribe.
" I have for years almost entirely given up exhibiting pigs

at the shows of the Royal Dublin Society or the Royal Agri-
cultural Society, because notwithstanding that I have had
some of the best Berkshire pigs in the kingdom, and have
done them ample justice, I found it impossible to bring them
at a given age to the size which other breeders can.'

" If the abuse spoken of iu the enclosed letter is not amended,
the shows of both societies must continue to grow ' smaller

and more beautifully less' each year. I trust the council viill

not consider this a matter for the judges, because judges have
no right to doubt the statements of exhibitors.

Yours, faithfully,

" J. B. Thornhill, Esq." " Augustus Warburton.

Lord James Butler said the show of pigs at Clonmel was
the best ever held xmder the society, and contained some of the

most beautiful animals that he ever saw.
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IMPROVEMENT OF PERMANENT PASTURE.

Some time since, at the raeetiug of llie Croydou Farmers'
Club,

Mr. E. Stables (of Fickleshole) said : I liave undertaken
the task you have allotted me with some degree of diffidence

and reluctance—not only because of a consciousness of my
own inability to do justice to the subject, viz., " The Improve-
ment of Permanent Pasture," but al.so because I am aware
that the subject itself is not the most interesting or attractive

to the majority of the members of this Club, and the more so
as some remarks I may have to make will be by no means com-
plimentary to many Surrey farmers ; but I trust that the motives
which actuate me may be appreciated (Hear, hear). I make
no pretensions to a scientific knowledge or treatment of tlie

subject ; but I propose to make a few practical observations,

with tlie view of provoking discussion, and of bringing out tlie

importance of the subject. The extent of permanent pasture

on the Surrey Hills being so very limited, in proportion to the

arable land, it is too frequently treated with gross neglect, and
not only so. with positive abuse. The plea seems to be that

the one or two grass-fields are of so little consequence that

they are not worth attention or cultivation, and hence they are

simply a convenience to turn the cart-horses out at night, or

to keep the milch cow, or for the working sheep to feed in a

little during the day-time, when other food runs short, pre-

paratory to being folded on the arable land at night ; but the

idea of returning any manure is regarded as ridiculous. Allien

I first came into Surrey I was somewhat puzzled with the

grass-land ; as far as I could understand the general character

of the soil, I thought it well adapted for grass, and yet the

generality of the grass to be seen was very inferior. Of course

I have met with many excellent exceptions to this, which are

also very instructive. Having been brought up in a grazing

district, and being accustomed to seeing the grass-land farmed,

cultivated, and well manured, and profitable crops and nutritious

grass grown, I was some time before I could realize the fixct

that the inferior grass to be seen in this neighbourhood was
chiefly attributable to the suicidal manner in which it is treated.

I have been so much interested in it that I have made it my
business, whenever I have had an opportunity, to inquire.

How is the grass-field treated ? When was it sown ? With
what seed? How manured? How stocked, &c. ? The more
I inquired, the more I was convinced that much of the land
on tlie Surrey HUls is especially adapted for grass ; or

with such treatment it could not have carried even a goose to

the acre. I have every reason to believe that most of the

land referred to was never sown down, but laid down as our
forefathers a century ago used to do, i. e., to plough and
cross the land with cereals without manure, until it woidd
grow no more, and then it was said to be tared, aud must be
laid down, and so it was left alone to grass itself with such
seeds as mother nature might happen to have handy ; aud, as it

is a law of nature that every place shall be occupied \vitli a

vegetation suited to it, consequently if there was any strength

at all in the soil, there was sure to be a pasture of some kind

;

but, unfortunately, it was not customary to give any manure
of any kind to pasture land, and, beiug so near London, and
the price of hay tempting, the poor grass field—poor as it was
—was mown year after year, until at last it grew so little that

the mowers could not make a mow of it ; so after that it was
made a convenience on which to turn cart-horses or any other

Hve stock. ^AHiat could be expected from such treatment ?

Wiat should you expect from arable land treated in that

manner ? And is it not as proper, and decidedly more profit-

able, to treat grass land as it is arable land, liberally F I

think it is, for various reasons. The one great reason which
is becoming more and more decided (and irresistible as an
argument) every year, is the growing disparity existing between

the price of live stock and corn; and, as far as we can under-

stand the causes now in operation, we may expect it to con-

tinue and increase. What might have been the price of

butchers' meat at the present time if our manufacturing dis-

tricts had been in prosperity we can only conjecture ; but

we are quite sure it would hare beeu considerably lugher than

it is at present. Then as the extent of our gras land in this

neighbourhood is so very limited, is not that an additional

reason why it should be made the most of, and why we should

cultivate it well, and make two blades grow where only one

grew before ? Tliat our grass land is capable of great im-

provemeut there is no doubt. But as we claim to be profes-

sionals, our first duty is to ascertain the cause of the deficiency.

Perhaps it is wet : if so, it must be drained, or all other ex-

pense vnW be comparatively wasted. AVouderful effects are

produced by even draining wet grass lands. The coarse vvorth-

less herbage suited to wet land will disappear, as well as many
noxious weeds, and speedily become replaced by herbage of a

valuable nutritive kind. In some cases the land may have
been sown with inferior kinds of grass, and would be much
improved by the application of some good seed. If so, I would
recommend the field to be liberally treated with manure, and
mowing one year instead of pasturing, and not cut the grass

too soon, but to allow it to get well ripe before being cut, by
which jneans the roots of the old grass will be very mucli
thinned, and room made for new seed, which, if previously

harrowed, then sown, harrowed again with light harrows, and
well rolled immediately the old crop is removed, would be
likely materially to improve the character of the herbage.

This is a most eftectual mode of getting rid of thistles, hard-

heads, Sre. By one operation you will get rid of 95 per cent.,

and if you serve it the same the following year it will be a

complete cure ; but success in this instance depends

much upon the previous liberal manuring. But the

character of the herbage may be much modified and controlled

by the judicious choice and application of artificial manures.

If you wish to improve the quality apply a dressing of super-

phosphate or of Messrs. Hunt's pulverized bones, for several

years consecutively, and if you give it a dressing of gypsum in

the bargain so much the better ; but if you wish for quantity

irrespective of quality, I would recommend a mixture of soda

and guano, or, as my practice has generally been, to apply a

light dressing of superphosphate one year, guano next year,

nitrate of soda another year, and so on. I have found this

plan to answer very well, although it must be allowed that with

the constant removal of stock from ordinary pasture land it

must require a corresponding return in the shape of manure of

some kind notvrithstanding the droppings of the animals. They

cannot manufacture all the land grows into manure ;
they must

draw on the land for the manufacture of flesh and bones. Our
object sliould be to return to the land in the shape of manure

what we take from it .in the crop, whether the crop be corn,

beef, mutton, veal, or any other produce. But as pasture land

has the benefit of cattle droppings it evidently does not reciuire

the extent of manure as meadow land where the entire crop is

removed
;
yet we must allow that pasture land does require oc-

casional manuring to preserve it in a state of efficiency. The
character of the manure required will depend to some extent

upon the kind of stock kept upon the land. If young growing

cattle or milch cows have been grazed they will have extracted

the phosphate contained in the soil. It is estimated that a

milch cow carries off at the rate of 301bs. of phosphate per

annum ; hence the propriety of applying bones in some shape

or other. There is no doubt that fold-yard manure is the very

best general manure ; but unfortunately on most arable farms

it is too scarce an article, and as our success in farming de-

pends much upon the study and practice of economy, it appears

more proper, as a general rule, to apply fold-yard manure

where it can be ploughed in, although I do not think, as some

people argue, that there is any great waste in the top-dressing

with fold-yard manure. I think an occasional top-dressing

with dung on meadow land, where the entire crop is mown and

removed, may be allowed; but in the case of pasture land which

gets the dung of the cattle pastured on it, and only requires a

Httle more help, the propriety of using suitable artificial ma-

nures is evident. It is of importance that the droppings of the

cattle should be frequently spread, and not allowed to remain

just where they happen to fall. This is a very common neglect,

by which much valuable manure is wasted or worse than wasted,

S D
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as an over-dose is positively injurious. Where horses are

grazed it is frequently necessary to use a harrow or cart to re-

move the dung from one part of tlie field to another, and, even

when this is done, it will sometimes happen that one part of a

field will he over-manured, and the grass become coarse

and refused by the cattle, in which case it is a good practice to

mow that particular part, and remove the grass into the yards.

On most of the Surrey hill farms chalk is easy of access, and a

good dressing of chalk would in many cases he of great service

in increasing and sweetening the herbage. Chalk is said to he

a mother of grasses and clovers, and if you apply it freely, say

50 cart-loads to the acre, you may safely depend upon seeing

your grass become full of white clover, &c., instead of the pre-

vious moss and rubbish. I would strongly recommend the use

of the bush-harrow, and also of the heavy land-roller, about the

mouth of April. In conclusion, I may be allowed to state that

I am of opinion that most of the strong clay lands on the

Surrey hills would be much better and more profitable as per-

manent pasture land. My own limited experience and obser-

vations teach me that the strong land to which I refer is espe-

sially adapted not only to grow grass, but to grow good grass

on which beasts will thrive and do well, and, especially if you
allow them a little oil cake, make themselves fit for the sham-
bles. I admit that there is much very inferior grass to be

seen ; but why is it so ? Is there not a cause ? The question

at issue between corn and grass is one of £ s. d. I would ask

what sorts of crops of corn must be grown to lie profitable, on
land which requires not less than four, and sometimes six

horses to plough it? I will venture to assert without fear of

contradiction, that in average seasons, although you may he
rent free, there is no profit, but generally a positive loss. In
the cultivation of strong land, we are very dependent upon the

season ; in pasture land we have no anxiety either in seed time
or harvest. I will again remind you that success in the growth
of grass depends much upon doing it well. When you intend

to lay a field down to grass, Ijy all means have it in good
heart, full of manure and thoroughly clean, and free from
weeds ; and sow good seed, not the sweepings of the hay -loft,

which are frequently full of weeds. But as we are so liable to

be imposed upon in the purchase of permanent grass seeds, I

would strongly recommend you to apply to Messrs. Sutton and
Co., or Lawson, or Gibbs, or some other respectable merchant
or firm, whose commercial character would be a sufficient

guarantee for a genuine unadulterated article, and also for a
proper mixture of the different kinds of seeds suitable for the

land ; and do not pasture the young grass the first year, but
mow, and mow early, not allowing the plants to run into seed,

which will induce them to stock out and well occupy the
ground. I feel much interested in this question ; hut being
young and comparatively inexperienced in this part of the
country, I hope to learn something from the practical ob-
servations which may faU from those around me, who have the
advantage of me in age and also experience.

Mr. Brown, of Coulsdon, said he agreed with Mr. Stables
that grass-land was very profitable, but also very expensive, to

lay down on a hill-farm. If the soil was not suitable for

grass, it was of no use attempting to grow it. He had tried

laying down land for pasture in one or two places, but it did
not answer. Another time he had been more fortunate. He
laid it down with red and white clover, cow-grass, trefoil, and
two or tliree different sorts of ryegrass. He liked a mixture
of seeds. He pastured the whole of the land so prepared : he
did not at any time mow it. The soil was a stiff red clay, fall

of flints, and chalk subsoil. It was very hard work for horses
to work on that laud. One of his neighbours at Coulsdon
laid down land of the same kind ; and both were now as good
meadows as could be found anywhere. The laying down of
land would not do without dressings: upon that everything
depended, and it must vary according to the quality of the
soil.

Mr. Hunt complimented Mr. Stables upon the ability he
had displayed in Ijringing this important subject before them,
and said he bad great pleasure in endorsing all that had fallen
from that gentleman, agreeing as his (Mr. Stables') views did
with those expressed by Mr. Hunt in the paper he had the
honour of reading to the members two years ago on the same
subject. Mr. Hunt impressed upon them the necessity of
supplying a great defect in the manures of meadow-land, and
urged the importance of using an abundance of phosphoric
acid. Like Mr. Brown, he had found that the grass growing

by the road-side was stronger and more luxuriant than that

grown on ordinary meadow-land, and that it also abounded in

white clover. He had recently been reading a work by Mr.
Cuthbert Johnson, who proved that white clover was indi-

genous to the soil of England, and that it was a mistaken no-
tion with many farmers that the seed of this clover was in the

bones employed as manure. He strongly advocated the laying

down the sides of liiUs and other outlying soil into mepdow-
land, fully believing that, by proper attention to the manuring,
&c., it would be found the most profitable.

Mr. Wilson remarked that a farmer M'ho was a yearly

tenant could not be expected to lay down land. He had tried

it on one field, but it did not answer. He had pastured it ; if

he had mown it the first year it might have been different. He
had now jdoughed it up. One of the greatest ditticulties in

laying down lands upon the Surrey liUls was the want of

water. Instead of laying down for meadow land he preferred

sainfoin, in which Mr. Brown agreed. His own experieuce of

sainfoin leys dift'ered from Mr. Brow^l's. He had ploughed up
whole crops of it, and then had excellent crops of oats and
barley. Where a farmer had meadow land he thought he
should improve it by manuring. Last year he put on his mea-
dow land London manure, which cost him £30, and whether
he should get his money back again was a question he put to

them. He was obliged to Mr. Hunt for the remarks he had
made, for he thought they should be able to get some informa-

tion from such; but he (Mr. Wilson) thought it would be more
profitable to a yearly tenant to follow the four-course system

and obtain his crop of hay by seeds.

Mr. Cressinguam felt grateful, he said, to Mr. Stables for

the paper he had read. He understood him to say that the

first year he mowed his grass and then fed it. So did a friend

of his ; the latter laid down his ground flat, but he (Mr. Cres-

singham) should have preferred it in ridges.

Several members of the club assured Sir. Cressingham that

the laying land down in ridges was quite obsolete.

Mr. CiiESSiNGHAM finished by saying that in converting

arable into pasture land its adaptability for grass seeds should

he first taken into consideration.

The ViCE-CnAlRMAN said the subject was one well worthy
attention ; the paper was a most able one, and he (Mr. Hum-
pidge) agreed with the observations made, in iofo. He must,

however, take one slight exception—where Mr. Stables said

that if the pasture did not turn so well as expected mowing it

late destroyed the thistles. Now he (Mr. Humpidge) never

found anything would wholly exterminate them. If, how-
ever, mowing would, it was a fact worth knowing. The
best time for manuring was after mowing, or, as some
one had facetiously said, directly after they had got

the hay off. Where land was so stiff and heavy as to

require six horses to plough it, undoubtedly it had better he
laid down for pasture. He thought, with ilr. Hunt, that the

reason Mr. Brown did not succeed in the land he had first laid

down was because he had mown it first instead of feeding it.

He also thought it was very likely the right manures were not

used. He thought it would have been better to have gone to

some respectable firm, like that of their friend Mr. Hunt's,

and have purchased tliose seeds best adajited for the soil.

Sainfoin was a very good substitute where they could not get a

permanent pasture. Slieej) do better on short pasture than on
long. A good deal of stock can be kept on pasture where it

was a stiff land. A great deal of food w^as provided by tares,

&c. He agreed with previous speakers, that where land was
laid down a judicious mixture of seeds was very necessary.

He also spoke of the disparity between the price of butchers'

meat and corn, and showed that by laying down permanent
pasture they would be taking a course which would prove
highly remunerative.

The Chairman begged to add his testimony to that given by
previous speakers as to the ability of the lecturer and the in-

struction conveyed in his practical remarks on the most im-

portant subject. The chairman expressed his concurrence on
the general remarks of the introducer, and said that Mr.
Streeter and some others of them had an opportunity last year

of visiting Mr. Law's establishment, where they saw the effect

produced by various exjieriments. By mowing the first year it

allowed the grass to develope its roots and to fix itself firmly in

the soil ; the after-pasture was not fit tUl the end of autumn.

Pasturing all the year after sheep was found practically to

weaken tlie vitality of many of the grasses. In the second or
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third year after sowing, the field certainly ouglil to have a good

dressing' of manure. 'Nitrate of soda had been found to destroy

clover, either by the jiroduefiou of hostile neigbljours or by

operating iiumediatcly upon the plant, lie recommended the

use of ])hosphates in order to replace those elements abstracted

by milch cows, sheep, and other animals, lie agreed in the

general tenor of the opinious expressed by Mr. Stables as to

the necessity of laying down meadow land, and he (Mr. Fuller)

feeling the importance of this subject, promised on some future

occasion to introduce for discussion the propriety of increasing

the area of their grass lands.

Mr. Stables having made a brief reply, a cordial vote of

thanks was passed to that gentleman, and the proceedings were

brought to a close,

THE G-AME LAWS OF ENGLAND.
BY JUDGE PUENCH.

COJIP.VRATIVE COST OF KEEPING K.U3BITS AJMD SlIEEP—GAMEKEEPERS—MORAX EFFECTS OP GaME LaWS-

PiVE TiioTiSAUD Persons Punished Yearly for Violation of Game Laws.

-Four to

A gentleman in England instituted in 18-i5 a series of expe-

riments to ascertain the comparative food consumed by sheep,

and by hares and rabbits. U.e shut up two Down sheep in

one pen, and twelve tame rabbits, about equal in size and
weight to hares, in anotlier. He measured and weighed their

food, which was of such kinds as hares and rabbits would live

upon if at large, and fed them all, as much as they would
consume, continuing the experiment six weeks. During this

time, the twelve rabbits consumed of oats, cut sainfoin, bran,

carrots, and swede turnips, 33 bushels 3 pecks 11 pints ; the

two sheep consumed hut 35 bushels 3 pecks and 9 pints.

From this experiment it appears that four and a half rabbits

consumed iu six weeks within a fraction of as much as one
sheep !

When we add to this enormous consumption by hares and
rabbits the amount which they destroy without eating it, we
may form some idea of the scoui-ge which game is to the farmer.

It seems difficult to define bounds to the evils of this system

of game laws. The great loss of crops to the farmer and to

the nation is but the beginning of the difficulty. In every

conceivable way are its effects disastrous. The rent of estates

subject to game is always lower on that account, and this loss

falls upon the landlord. In speaking with farmers upon the
subject, they endeavour to console themselves with this idea

;

but they feel that it is a poor satisfaction for the ruin of their

beautiful harvests, the frustration of their plans for the season,

and their disappointment of the promise that seed-time and
harvest shall not fail them, to be told that their rent is lower,

because of their waste and desolation.

Gamekeepers are employed ]jy the landlords to constantly

watch night and day over the game ; and the sight of an idle

vagabond, wandering constantly over the farm, spying out the

actions of every labourer, and of the sons and servants, too, of
the ftirmer, lest some rabbit or partridge should be destroyed,

is enough to try the patience of any Englishman. The dogs

and cats of tlie tenants are shot and trapped by these keepers,

and bushes are stuck up all through his field of grain to pre-

vent the use of nets by poachers, who catch the birds by sweep-

ing over the wheat at night. Restrictions of various kinds

are put upon cultivation, for the protection of game. One
farmer is forbidden to mow his crops rather than reap them,

because the stubble may be too short to shelter the game

;

another may not turn his stock into his stubble till the 10th

of October, lest the game should be disturljed. " I should

have cleaned up that fence," remarked a farmer to us, by way
of apology for a want of neatness in one field, " but we found

the partridges had nests there, and were obliged to stop," and

this was a farmer on his thousand acres, which his family had

occupied for a generation. We looked up for a blush of

shame at the servitude, or a look of indignation at the outrage,

but custom had duUed the sense of wrong.

The preservation of game, again, has a tendency to prevent

permanent leases. The landlord, valuing his amusements

more than his money or his tenantry, will not limit his pre-

serves ; and the farmer, knowing that the game may be in-

creased as rapidly as his crops, and may in two or three years

overrun his farm, fears to confine himself for a long time to

his position. Ml the evils of short and uncertain tenantries

are thus in part attributable to the game laws.

But the evil effects of the game laws fall most heavily on

the poor labourer. Whatever lessens productiveness, and ren-

ders tlie rewards of labour precarious, lowers the price of

wages, and discourages the labourer. The preyalcnce of game

lessens manifestly the productive capacity of laud ; for even it

hares were as profitable stock as sheep, they would ruin the

farmer by their distinctiveness. Imagine a flock of 500 sheep

running wild where they please through the crops, and we may
form some idea of what their equivalent of about 2,350 hares

might destroy. Farmers neglect permanent improvements

fiom uncertainty of tenure, and so the demand for labour is

lessened.

There is yet a darker shade than this to the picture, in the

demoraUzatiou of the labourer. He cannot be made to believe

that there is great moral wrong in supplying his starving

family with the flesh of these little wild animals, which the

farmer who employs him, and everybody else but the game-
keeper and the landlord, whom he sees ouce a year, denounces

a curse to the soil, and which nobody values except as they

afford a day's sport to a shooting party in autumn. Poaching

therefore becomes common. Children are educated to violate

the law, and a natural warfare arises lietween the rich and the

poor. In spite of the severity of the penalties, from 4<,000 to

5,000 persons have been annually convicted and fined or im-

prisoned for infractions of the game laws for several years past,

and the public journals give frequent accounts of desperate

encounters between gamekeepers and poachers. What can

possibly ensue when the poor working man sees a feUow-

labourer arrested and committed to prison, and there detained

for an indefinite period for want of al)ility to give sureties for

the future, or torn from his family and home, and transported

beyond the sea, at the instance of some prov.liug gamekeeper,

and all for taking a paltry hare or partridge, wliicli consumed

the very bread which his children were crying for ? What
can ensue from such scenes but a law-defying spirit on tlie

part of the labourers, and hatred of the landlord and all who
administer the laws ? The rates are vastly increased in many
parishes by the maintenance of the families of offenders, and

the public peace is constantly disturbed by arrests and_ trials,

and the suspicions and accusations, true and false, which are

continually excited.

In ISIS an Act of Parliament was passed which allowed

farmers to kill hares on their own holdings without a certifi-

cate ; but no occupant can authorise more than one person to

kill game at the same time, nor give authority except in

writing and recorded. So far as the destruction of game is

concerned, this Act has no efi'ective operation. The farmers

know well that they shall Ijring upon themselves the jealousy

and ill will of the keepers and landlords if they attempt to

exercise the right, and that their leases will be in danger. As
an admission of the evil of preserving, and as a concession to

the tenants of a point upon which landowners have been par-

ticularly sensitive, this Act is both important and significant.

The only defence of the game laws is that rural sports keep

the landlords at home for their amusements instead of going

abroad. No doubt a resident landlord is of far more advan-

tage to his tenants and to his country than one who lives away

from his estate ; but a taste for agricultural pursuits, the de-

sire for improvement, and the increase of his rents are motives

fully as powerful as the poor sport of shooting these half-tame

pheasants, actually hatched under hens and fed by the keepers,

like chickens or hens, so unconscious of danger that you may
kill them with a staff. A landlord who has no higher motive

for living on his estate than the indulgence of this sort of half-

civilized taste would not be likely much to damage his country

by going away from it for a residence.

—

Coimtry Gentleman

(AmericanJ

,
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THE WATERING OF LANDS BY STEAM-POWER.
The present is not the first time we have discussed tliis topic

in these columns. We return to it for the purpose of examining

it from a somewhat diiferent point of view tlian on eitlier of

the former occasions ; and besides tliis, tliere are otlier and

perliaps more practical reasons, for the subject is of such in-

calculable importance that it requires to be kept alive, as it

were, in the columns of the agricultural press until it is uni-

versally reduced to practice, when it •will speak for itself.

We never see a portable engine idle in the summer months
about a farmer's homestead, when his pastures are burnt up,

his fallows labouring under that horrible disease "eremacansis^'

alias dri/ rot, and his cattle suffering as to quantity and
quality of food, both solid and liquid, than the conclusion

forces itself upon the observation that " something is manifestly

WTOiig that might easily be put right." Were tliere a clean

crystal stream flowing in the ditch at the headlands, the cattle,

from their locomotive functions, would go and help themselves,

while practical men of a meclmnical turn ^^"ould direct the

current here and there down the crown of the ridges, and thus

convey the water to the parched spougeoles of the dying

grasses. Now, although it may seem queer to some of our

readers, it is nevertheless patent to us that the farmer's steam-

engine is nothing less than a running stream in the ditch at

the headlands of his parched fields, minus a few yards of piping

and as many pounds of coal.

Water applied to pasture-lands when the grasses are grow-
ing should be pure, comparatively speaking—^very free from
saline and manurial matter, in the common acceptation of the

phrase. Practically speaking, the more closely it resembles

rain-water in purity, the fitter it is for being artificially applied

to pastures upon which cattle are grazing ; and the reason of

this must appear obvious to all who have studied the physiology

of growing crops at the bar of practice, for the leaves of plants

have an alimentary and vital function to perform, as Mell as

the roots ; but the two functions are totally different the one

from the other, in many respects; so that the agriculturist who
applies liquid manure to the leaves of liis grasses «hile grow-

ing subverts the course of nature, consequently both leaves

and roots are poisoned for a time, the latter suffering from the

downward poisoned current of abnormal sap. The practice

may do more harm than good, as we have often experienced

when applying liquid manure from the straw-yard tank at the

homestead to grass-lands in the summer-time, the unmanured
ridges yielding a fuller bite of sweeter grasses than the

manured, until the leaves of the grasses have received a

thorough wash from a heavy shower of rain, and fresh young
herbage has begun to rise, possessing a healthy vitality capable

of elaborating the sap, as fast as it rises from the rootlets, into

an abundance of food for cattle. When a heavy crop of grass

has been mown, and the swathe removed immediately, the

vitality of the grass above-ground, or hay stubble, is arrested,

as it were, for a short time; and during this short time a heavy
dose of liquid manure of a proper kind may be applied, more
especially if washed into the gi-ound either by being in a

highly-diluted state, or by a liberal supply of pure water after

the manure, so as to wash, as it were, and clean the stubble,

out of which the fresh herbage springs. Pastures that have
been eaten very close down by sheep or neat cattle may be
treated in a similar manner, the stock being removed for a

time to another field yielding a full bite. We need not enter

upon the philosophical rationale of all this, as the practical

details themselves must be familiar to the generality of our
readers.

The practical rationale of the benefits arising from the

application of pure water to the burnt-np pastures is a

very simple and self-evident one. The heat of the sun,

for example, has removed from the land in question pure
water by evaporation—such is the natural cause of the malady
experienced

; and the obvious remedy for such a malady is the
restoration to the land of an equal quantity of pure water by
artificial means, in the absence of the natural supply, viz., a
sufficiency of rain-water.

Such is briedy tiic practice and science Df Watering grass

lands in the summer time. At the commencement of the sea-

son the land shoidd be in a sufficiently fertile state to produce

the grazing crop of grass intended to be grown during the

summer months, and this fertile state includes a sufficiency of

water in the soil. But as the season advances there is a two-

fold drain n])on the water in the soil, there being on the one

hand a continuous evaporation going on from the surface, and,

on the other hand, an equally constant removal of water by

the crop grown and consumed by the grazing stock. If the

dews are al)undant overnight, and if the clouds occasionally
" drop fatness" during the day, vegetation may go on luxu-

riantly, cattle thrive amazingly, and graziers prosper amain,

reaping the just reward of their skill and labours ; while at

the end of the season their pastures may to outward appear-

ance be nearly as rich and fertile as at the commencement.
But in our fickle climate such a favourable season is the ex-

ception, periods of drought, ^^^th their long train of trying

consequences, being the rule. Hence the requirements both

of the soil and of the grasses with which it is stocked.

Long periods of continuous rain are as objectionable to pas-

ture grasses as similar periods of drought, more especially in

examples of tenacious clay soils. The harm done under such

conditions are manifold ; for heat is carried oft' by the great

evaporation that is always experienced during the summer-
time, the free circulation of the atmosphere in the soil is ex-

cluded, the finer grasses become sickly from the abnormal

position in which they are placed, and the imperfectly elabo-

rated juices of which they are formed ; the coarser grasses fill

up the ground, the land itself becomes impoverished owing to

the absence of heat and air, together with those fertilizing

processes to which they give rise when present in normal sup-

ply. Copious showers now and then are what the land re-

quires, to keep up the fertDizing processes, and the physiologi-

cal requirements of the grasses are similar.

The continuous application of water by artificial means to

land is equally objectionable, if not more so, than the natural

supply in excess. No doubt certain grasses will prosper in

running water, as may readily be seen along the edge of rivers,

or where water is allowed to flow slowly over a meadow. The
irrigated meadows of tlie olden time are familiar examples to

the point; but neither the practical nor the scientific data in-

volved in this kind of irrigation apply to the case in question.

The science and practice, on the contrary, is that of genial

showers of rain ; so that the closer Art imitates Nature in this

respect the more successful will be the result.

Water may often be artificially applied to fallow lands and
fallow crops with the highest degree of success ; and what
may appear perhaps exceptional at first sight is the fact that

M'et sour clayey lands, when burnt up in the summer-time, as

they are very liable to be in dry seasons, would gain the

greatest benefit from an artificial supply. It is no doubt diffi-

cult to apply water to turnips in the early stages of their

growth without doing harm, or to fallow crops of any kind, by
means of the hose and jet. After the plants begin nearly to

cover the ridges, the ground may then get a good soaking

without crusting or doing harm, and the watering may be kept

up if necessary until the crops fairly cover the ground in such

a manner, or so closely, as to prevent undue evaporation, and
thus prevent further harm from continuous drought. But the

hose and jet, although adapted for grass lands and naked fal-

lows, are open to vast improvement as regards fallow crops,

and even arable husbandry generally ; so that the practical

question arises—To what extent can improvements be profitably

carried in the artificial apphcation of pure water to land, and

at what outlay of capital ?

Farmers who have had an extensive experience in watering

newly-planted crops of cabbages to start the young plants, of

the water-drill in the growth of turnips, and those who have

the farther experience of applying the liquid manure to their

crops in general, will be able to form an approximate opinion

as to the practicability of the project both from a physical and

pecuniary point of view. They will readily perceive that

profit to landowner and tenant, or interest on their respective
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capitals invested, will greatly depend upon their natural supply
of pure water, and the facility that exists for its general distribu-

tion and application. So far as grass lands extend, the general
application may bo considered a determined question, even
with the improvements already in operation, in a few excep-
tional examples, improvements universally at the command of
all. In hilly districts, water, if pure and judiciously collected,

may in many cases be applied by gravitation without the ex-

pense of steam power. But into mechanical details of this

kind we do not intend to go, the general scope of our present
paper being rather of a chemical than mechanical character.

Water forms, for example, a much larger per-centage of grow-
ing crops than any other elementary substance present, and
therefore it follows that when it is delicient in dry seasons its

artiticial supply becomes one of those tangible affairs about
which a question of profit can hardly be raised, even by scepti-

cal minds of the more scrupulous and doubting character, for

it virtually amounts to the difference between good and bad
seasons as to the produce of harvest, a difference which \\ould

do more than pay redeeming interest on capital twice told,

provided always the natural supply of pure water is sufficiently

abundant. The presence of a suitable supply of water and
atmospheric air is also essentially necessary to the decomposi-

tion and incorporation of animal, vegetable, and mineral

substances in the soil, so as to place it and keep it in a

profitably crop-bearing state. Thus farmers from time

immemorial have been familiar vrith the beneficial effects of a

thunder-shower upon naked fallows, wlien the staple gets

literally burnt into bricks, and the subsoil fissured to such a

degree as to render it dangerous to cattle, the openings being

suSiciently wide to let down the feet of slieep and neat cattle,

aud even to make horses stumble, trip, and fall. So great are

the fertilizing effects produced, that in all ages chemists and
agriculturists have been prone to analyze the contents of

clouds, as containing sometliing more substantial than pure

water, and consequently to put a lower estimate upon the

actual effects produced directly and indirectly by water than is

legitimately due to its action aud presence as a fertilizer.

This is no less unscientific than short-sighted, and therefore it

is high time to toss to the winds at least the big half if not

the whole of the nitrogenous and other utopiau fertilizing

theories of the day, and to lay hold on Nature by the ears,

simply and practically as we find her, for the age of mystifica-

tion has long since gone to the dogs with that of impossibility

in the chemical laboratory of the universe over which she

presides. AVhen a practical farmer both hears and sees the big

clods beneath his feet hissiug, cracking, and splitting up into

minute fragments Like lime shells when water is poured upon
them, what is the use of going up aud bringing down from the

clouds either nitric acid or ammonia to fertilize his land, how-
ever stubborn aud untractable it may be in dry weather ? The
practical conclusion is too manifest to require a formal deduc-

tion from suchpremises.

But this is not all, nor even the most unfavourable state of

fallow lands, in scorching, dry weather, whether naked or

under crop ; for the moment they are deprived of the necessary

degree of moisture to promote decomposition and fertilitj-, the

opposite abnormal process of " dry rot," or eremacausis, be-

gins, tlie elements of fertility being thus either removed from
the land, or else changed into obnoxious substances injurious

to the heahli of cultivated crops.

Our great fen districts claim a special notice, as they suffer

severely i'rom drought, whether under corn, grass, or fallow

crops. Hence the practice of letting in a bottom-supply of

water. But this practice is only, at the best, " the least of

two evils ;" for, although stagnant bottom-water may be infi-

nitely better than no water at all, or even than pure water im-
properly applied by artificial means, it must nevertheless be
confessed that it is injurious both to the land and to the crops

it grows, for it keeps down the fertility and productiveness of

the stajile to a degree far below wh.at it would otherwise at-

tain, under a proper supply of water and atmospheric air from
above, and drainage of superfluous water from below. Under
this head we need not go further into detail to show the

practical reader that between these two extremes there lies, in

the profitable farming of fen-land, a wide field for improve-

ment; for in most of our fen districts there is a plentiful sup-

ply of pure water at the command of the landowner i and,

therefore, why should it not be brought within the reach of

the tenant, for applicr.ciou, practically speaking ?

Of the most profitable plan of applying water to fen-land

under white crops, grass, or fallow, it would be out of place

almost to say a word, in a concluding paragraph. The Arabs,
who now farm the cradle of our race, raise the water from the

Tigris and Euphrates and their tributaries in skins, and allow

it to flow amongst the newly-ploughed furrows, thereby sup-

plying air and water to vegetation ; and Herodotus informs his

readers that in his time the fertility of Assyria, by such means,

w'as incredible. It is, therefore, just possible that the prac-

tice which has thus come down from the patriarchal times of

Noah, Shem, Ham, and Japheth to our own day, may illustrate

those principles that require to be reduced to practice in the

artificial watering of our fen districts, due attention being paid

to bottom-drainage and aeration, so that, along with whole-

some water, the land may at the same time receive a suitable

supply of atmospheric air for the reqmrements of the crops

grown. With a plentiful supply of water-pipes aud hydrants,

the expense of giving grass-lauds, spring and summer fallows,

and stubbles after harvest, to soften them for autumn fallow-

ing, a proper watering, would cost very little ; and were an

underground system of irrigation pipes laid, on the " herring-

bone principle," as has often been proposed for general

sewerage practice, and in several individual examples carried

out on a small scale, there ^vould be no difficulty in giving

arable lands under crop one " bellyfull" after another, should

they require it, in dry seasons. Ekgineee.

"WEEDS AND THEIR ERADICATION.
Weeds are a terrible pest, and an unceasing warfare must

be made upon them, or they get the ascendancy, and will then

have their own way. Many farmers go through graiu crops

pulling out the weeds, and thus prevent the seeds ripening and

spreading upon the land. Oat fields may now be attended to,

and the weeds taken out without injury to the growing grain.

Weedy meadows should be cut first, especially those overrun

with white daisy. This is a very troublesome weed, and when
it once gets possession of the soil is hard to eradicate. In

passing tlirough the country we see many fields completely

covered with this bad weed, and often where there is evidently

no pains taken to keep it in check. Lands overrun with daisy

do not yield half a crop of grass, and are worth but half so

much as adjoining fields of the same quality of soil that are

free from weeds. If farmers would join together in neigh-

bourhoods and make war in earnest upon the daisy, it could

soon be forced from the soil. Where there are but few stalks

these should be pulled up by hand ; Imt where the number is

very considerable they may be kept in check by early mowings,

and then by heavy manuring and the use of plaster and other

fertilizers may be completely subdued and exterminated.

We have tried this plan with success. The daisy does not

make its inroads upon farms in extensive patches at one time.

It creeps in slowly and stealthily here and there, hoping to get

a permanent foothold before the farmer is aware of its bad

character. It is thus early that the weed is easily overcome
;

but no half-way work will accomplish the business. Our plan

is to sow clover, manure heavily \\\i\\ barnyard manure, and

then plaster. By this course we get a large growth of grass,

and " choke the critter off."

One of the worst pests in cultivated grounds on the black

slate lands of Herkimer is quitch or couch grass. It soon gets

possession of the soil, and grows with remarkable vigour.

"When it fairly gets into the land, the labour of getting it out

by cultivating and hoeing is of no ordinary character—at least

we never enjoyed the sport of hoeing it to death.

A few years ago it got possession of oue of our fields, and

we battled with it after the following manner : We commenced
ploughing aud harrowing early in June, and continued the

work every eight or ten days, until in July, when the piece

was rather heavily sown with buckwheat. The hot sun came

down aud roasted the roots, hauled out upon the surface with
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the harrow ; they gave up the ghost, and what remained tlie

buckwheat smothered to death. A nice huge yield of buck-

wheat was the result of that year's cultivation, and the next

season we had a clean mellow piece of ground, with not a ves-

tige of quitch in any of its parts. Doubtless in damp wet sea-

sons this could not be so thoroughly effected, since many of

the roots on the surface would catch and grow, instead of being

roasted out.

The hot dry weather of July and August is a good time to

destroy many kinds of weeds, and advantage should be taken

of this time to destroy as many as possible. It is true one

requires a large share of courage to make the attack on a large

and weedy farm, and men often do not get credit for their efforts

in this direction. We have seen one man fighting weeds with

all his might, while his neighbour seemed to take pleasure in

growing them, for the winds to scatter myriads of seed back

again over the farm. We suppose there is no law to reach

these cases, and yet there ought to be, for the sliiftless neigh-

bour is morally guilty of a species of robbery which should be

recognized in our statute books.

Some western people are wiser than we of the east on this

weed question. In Wisconsin they have a law making it

finable for any man suffering certain kinds of weeds to go to

seed on his premises, and any one has a right to complain and

bring the offender to justice.

Perhaps the day may come when we of the east will become
far enough advanced in weed-civilization to have such a law in

force. Indeed there is reason to hope so, since we have made
one progressive step recently in getting the cattle out of the

highway, although many think this a sad infliction.

The New York Cheese Manufacturers Association, at their

late annual meeting in this city, passed a vote of thanks to those
Legislators who were iustrumentalin getting a milk law. This
is all right. Good acts should be recognized and services

rendered appreciated ; and it Mould not have been out of place

if agricultural societies had. made some recognition of the

services of those who gave us the blessing of having cattle

excluded from the highways.
Tliis weed question is also an important one, since neglect

and carelessness on the j)art of many are entailing immense
waste and injury to some of our best lands. It is true the de-

struction and extermination of weeds is an expensive work

;

but then it is not money entirely thrown away, since the land

is generous and willing to pay back something in increased

crops. But one, after a while, gets tired of fighting weeds
when farmers about him sow by the help of the winds a little

faster year after year than he can destroy. We recently looked

over a nice farm, where the large meadows were white with
daisies, and the proprietor remarked that he had fought the

weeds for years, keeping his meadows clean, but that his

neighbours sowed faster than he could destroy, and so he gave

up in despair and let the weeds have their way. This is only

one instance oat of many, and we begin to hear it asserted

that daisy fodder is not so bad after all, for the herds will eat

it and thrive. Of course they wiU eat it when nothing better

is presented; but then admitting the point, seethe largely-

increased quantity of laud required to winter a cow. These

daisy lands are the ones that yield one-half, three-fourths, or a

ton to the acre, while it takes the clean meadows of timothy

or clover to turn out crops of two, three, and four tons. This

point, at least, should not be lost sight of.— Vdca Weekly

Herald.

CHESHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

This society held its annual exhibition of stock at Cou-
gleton, on Thursday, Sept. ~8. The showyard was well selected,

and the weather was exceedingly fine. Between £500 and £600
were given in prizes by the society, in addition to which special

awards were given by the Marquis of Cholmondeley, J. Tolle-

mache, Esq., M.P., Earl Grosvenor, M.I'., the Eev. J. Thorny-
croft, R. Barbour, Esq., Bolesworth Castle, and AV. Atkinson,
Esq., of Ashton Hayes. The judges had no diiiiculty in awarding
the first prize for the best bull above two years old to M. J. B.
Glegg, of Withingtou ; and if a second prize had been at their

disposal it would have been awarded to Mr. Thomas Forrest,

of Spurstow Hall, whose buU was highly commended. Mr.
Forrest in other classes was decidedly the most successful exhi-

bitor, carrying off" the second best premium for a bull calf, the
first premium for a pair of dairy cows, the first premium for

the best dairy cow, and for the best pair of heifers. The en-
tries for horses were larger than at the previous show, and in-

cluded several very useful animals. The judges ^^'ere unani-
mous in their commendation of the horses for agricultural pur-
poses, and awarded the first prize for the best pair to Mr.
Charles Beresford, of Elton, and the second to the Stonetrough
Colliery Company, Eamsdell Hall. This company also re-

ceived Lord Grosvenor's prize for the best brood mare for

breeding hunters. The number of sheep entered was much
fewer than last year. The judges were—For cattle : Mr. W.
Fair, Aston, near Budworth ; Mr. Hornby, Aston Park : and
Mr. Pvobinson, Doddmgton. Horses : Mr. Davies, Eardswick
Hall

; Mr. Taplin, Newton-le-Willows ; and Mr. Barker, of
Brereton. Sheep and pigs : Mr. Hassall, Bunbury, near
Whitchurch

; Mr. Hopkins, Marbury, near Whitchurch.

LIST OF PRIZES.

Champion Prize, for the best dairy of cheese, Thomas WiUis,
Tarvin.

STOCK.
Best bull above two years old, £15, J. B. Glegg, Withington.
Best bull above two years, with a view to the dairy, £10,

John Vernon, Willingtous; second best, £6, Geo. Willis,
Ridley Hall.

Best bull calf, £3, Thomas Forrest, Spurstow Hall.

Best pair of dairy cows, £8 ; best dairy cow, either in calf or

milk, £5 ; best pair of heifers, £5 ; and Ijest pair of stirks, £4 ;

second Jjest, £3—T. Forrest, Spurstow Hall.

Tenant farmer's best yearling bull, £8, Thomas Finchett,

Rushtou ; second best, £5, Jabez Hart, Buckley.

Tenant farmer's best bull calf, £3, John Vernon, Willing-

tons ; second best, £2, Joseph Woolf, Ilasliugton Hall.

Tenant farmer's best pair of dairy cows, £8, George Willis,

Ridley Hall ; second best, £5, Thomas Lea, Brereton.

Tenant farmer's best dairy cow, _either in calf or milk, £5,

Joseph Vernon, WiUingtons ; second best, £3, Isaac Ford,

Eaton.

Tenant farmer's best _ pair of stirks, £4', Charles T. Dean,
Astbury ; second best, £3, Peter Wright, Church IMinshull.

Tenant farmer's best pair of heifer calves, £1 10s., Peter

Wright, Church Minshull; second best, £1, Samuel TeU-
wright, Lawtou.

Labourer's liest stirk, £2, George Lockett, Hasliugton ; se-

cond best, £1, WiUiam Kay, Haslingtou.

FATTED PIGS.

Agricultural labourer's best fatted pig, £:2, and second best,

£3, Ralph Threadgold, Hasliugton.

PIGS, LARGE BREED.

Best boar pig, of any age, £3, William Garaan, Tliornton-

le-Moors.

Best boar pig, under two years old, £3, Samuel Davies,

Eardswick Hall.

Best breeding sow, of any age, £3, WiUiam Gaman, Thorn-
tou-le-Moors ; second best, £1 10s., Samuel Davies, Eardswick

HaU.
Best breeding sow, under two years old, £3, Samuel Davies,

Eardswick Hall.

Best litter of pigs, not less than eight in number, £3, Peter

Wright, Church Minshull.

Best pen of pigs, four in number, £3, Joseph Robinson, Lee

Green HaU.
Best pail- of gUts, £3, Samuel Davies, Eardswick Hall.
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PIGS, SMALL BREED.

Best boar pig, of any age £3, and best boar pig under
two years old &'i, II. E. Evaus, Stamford Ileatli.

Best breeding sow, under 2 years old, £3, William Ganian,

Thornton-le-Muors ; second best £1 10s., Sir I'liilip de M.
Grey Egerton, Bart., M.P., Oiilton Park.

Best litter of pigs, not less than eiglit in number, £3,
Samuel Tellwriglit, Lawtou.

Best litter of pigs, four in number, £2, William Gaman,
Tlioruton-le-Moors.

Best pair of liorscs for agricultural purposes, £G, Charles

Beresford, Elton ; second best, £4, Stonetrough Colliery Com-
pany, Ramsdell-liall.

Best stallion for agricultural purposes, £10, Samuel Massey,
Lawtou ; second best £5, William llorton. Ilaslington.

Best mare or gelding, as a roadster, £3, Thomas Poinous,

Tilstone ; second best £2, Thomas Balmer, Wharton.
Best brood mare, with the foal at her foot, for agricultural

purposes, £5, Stonetrough Colliery Company, Ramsden
Hall ; second best, £3, Peter Wright, Church Miushull.

Best two-year-old gelding or tilly for agricultural purposes,

£3, Joseph Trickett, Sandiway ; second best, £2, John
Hornby, Minshnll A'^ernon.

Best yearling gelding or filly for agricultural purposes, £2

;

Isaac Worthington, Davenham ; second best, £2, John Rigby,

Little Leigh.

niE.MlL.U lilVEN Bl' THE RIGHT HONOUKABLE THE EARL
GROSVENOE, M.r.

Best brood mare for breeding hunters, £5, Stonetrough

Colliery Company, llarasdell Hall.

SHEEP.

Best Iong-woolled ram, £3, William Brown, Wirsall ; second

best, £2, Thomas Richardson, Elton.

Best shearling long-wooUed ram, £2, Samuel Davies, Eards-

wicke Hall ; second best, £1 10s., Thomas Richardson, Elton.

Best long-wooUed tup lamb £1 10s., John Sheen, Tilstone

Eearnall ; second best £1, Thomas Richardson, Elton.

Best three long-wooled ewes, £3, William Brown, Wirsall

;

second best, £2, Thomas Richardson, Elton.

Best three long-wooUed shearling ewes, £2, Samuel Davies,

Eardswick Hall ; second best, £1 10s., T. Richardson, Elton.

Best three loug-woolled ewe lambs, £2, Richard Richard-

son, Sandl)ach ; second best, £1, Thomas Richardson, Elton.

Best short-woollcd ram, £3, Sir Philip de M. Grey Egerton,

Bart., M.P., Oulton Park.

Best short-wooUed tup lamb, £1 10s., Thomas Rigby,

DarnhaU ; second best, £1, Joseph Beckett, Peel Hall.

Best three short-wooUed ewes, £3, Thomas Rigby, Darn-

hall ; second best, £1, Sir Philip de M. Grey Egerton, Bart.,

M.P., Oulton Park.

Best three short-wooUed shearling ewes, £2, Sir Phihp de

Grey, Egerton, Bart., M.P., Oulton Park.

Best three short-woolled ewe lambs, £3 ; second best, £1,

Thomas Rigby, DarnhaU.

NORTH WEST BUCKS AGRICULTUEAL ASSOCIATION.

The annual show and meeting of this association was held

Sept. 20. Owing to the prevalence of the cattle plague,

the committee w isely considered it advisable not to hold the

show of horned stock. The entries were in the horse classes,

to make amends for the absence of horned cattle, more nume-

rous than we have seen here on any previous occasion, and the

animals themselves were for the most part of a very creditable

character. The sheep entries were fuUy an average. In the

ewe classes, besides the prizes, more than one commendation

was given by the judges. The pigs were few.

The following are the awards in the different classes

:

HORSES.

Judges.—Mr. J. M. K. Elliott, Heathcote, and Mr. Walter
George, Gayton.

The best cart mare and foal.—Prize given by the Right

Hon. Lord Southampton. £3, Mr. W. Hawkins, Bourton

;

£2, Mr. Jonas Paxton, Bicester.

The best cart fllly, under three years old.—£2, Mr. E. H-
Ridgway, Bourtou ; £1, Jlr. James Bennett, Stowe Castle.

The best cart gelding, under three years old.—£2, Mr.

Thomas Lines, HiUesden ; £1, Mr. John Barge, Cowley
Lodge.

The best yearling colt or tilly, for agricultural purposes.

—

First prize given by G. Morrison, Esq. £3, Mr. R. Webb,
Steeple Claydon ; £3, ]Mr. Linnell, Leckhampstead.

The best hunting-like gelding or mare, above four or under

five years old.—Prize given by J. G. Hubbard Esq., M.P. £5,

Mr. Elias Clark, LUlingstone Dayrell.

The best hunting-like gelding or mare, above three and under

four years of age.—Prize given liy J. G. Hubbard, Esq., M.P.

£5, Mr. R. Treadwell, Shalstone.

The best yearling nag, colt or filly.—Prize given by Mr. E.

Treadwell. £3, Mr. John Simpson, Pottersbury.

SWEEPSTAKES.

For the best nag, colt or filly, above two and under three

years old.—First prize, Mr. W. Chapman, Westbury ;
second

prize, Mr. T. Barge, HiUesden.

SHEEP.

Judges.—Mr. R. Doig, LiUingstone LoveU, and Mr. WUliani

Reeve, Passenham.

The best half-bred shearUng ram.—£1 10s., Mr. R. Tread-

weU, Shalstone. •

The best ram of any age or breed.—£1 10s. Mr. 11. Tread-

weU.

The best ten Down ewes, that liave suckled lambs up to

June 20th.—£3, Mr. James Bennett, Stowe Castle.

The best ten long-woolled ewes.—£2, Mr. Thomas Chap-

man, Westbury ; £1, Mr. John TreadweU, Radclive.

The best ten half-bred ewes.—£2, Mr. A. C. Swain, Rad-
clive ; £1, Mr. C. Bennett, New Inn Farm, Stowe.

The best ten half-bred thcaves.—£1 10s. and sUver cup, Mr.
Thomas Ridgway, Bourtou Grounds.

The best ten ewe lambs, of any breed.—Prize given by C.

Pilgrim, Esq. £2, Mr. John TreadweU, Radclive.

PIGS.

The best boar, of any breed, under three years old.—£1 10s.,

Mr. B. Lines, Water Stratford.

The best sow, of any breed, in pig or with pigs at her side.

—£1 10s., Mr. Lines, Water Stratford; £1, Mr. C. Bennett,

New Inn Farm, Stowe.
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CHIPS.

III.

la No. I. of the present series we detailed in briefest

fashion some of the principal points connected with the

saving or what has been called the manufacture of

manure, or farm-yard dung : what remains of the subject

we now propose in the same fashion here to take up, this

having reference to the emjiloi/meiit of it upon various

soils. The degree to which the fermentation should be

allowed to go will depend, or should depend, upon the

nature of the soil we apply it to. We have alluded to

the chemical value of dung ; but another property, and

that a highly-valuable one, is the mechanical. This pro-

perty is brought into play in the case of heavy clay soils.

These being close in texture, and in many cases almost

impervious to water, it is necessary that they should be

opened up, as it were, and made porous, so as to admit

the atmospheric influences to soften, mellow, and pul-

verize it. Hence for soils of this kind it is almost im-

possible to use dung in too fresh or " long" a condition;

it should be used indeed, in the heaviest class of soils, be-

fore fermentation sets in. And it is, as Professor Tanner

remarks, very satisfactory to know that all the chemical

changes brought about by means of fermentation are

brought about after the fresh dung is ploughed into a

heavy clay soil
—

" far more perfectly than if we retained

it under our own control" ; and, fiirther, that there is

not the least danger of loss from imperfect fermentation,

for the absorptive properties of the soil guard with jealous

care all the products of decomposition, and preserve the

same until yielded up to vegetation. Nor is it less satis-

factory to know that fermentation going on within a cold,

clay soil induces that heat which tends to raise their

temperature. But when we have to deal with light,

sandy soils, a very diiferent condition of the manure is

required. Being light, and in many cases over-porous,

consolidation of the soil is required ; so that well-rotted

manure, or "short" dung, as it is termed, is what is

wanted for this class. It is a curious circumstance, that

while the mechanical requirements are met by thus using

s^rt or highly-rotted manure for light aud sandy soils,

the chemical requu'ements are also met. Light soils, un-

like heavy ones, pass water and moisture with facility, so

that the fertilizing matters in the manure supplied to

them are apt to be readily worked out of them and
passed to the subsoil or to the di'ains ; hence the advisa-

bility of having the manure well-fermented previous to

its being ploughed into the soil, and applied moreover
just before the crop is put in, so that the plants will begin
to draw upon the manurial agents in the manure as soon
as possible. In cases where the manure is applied as a
top-dressing to grass lands, our authority states that he
prefers it moderately rotten, especially if applied early in

the winter ; that the later it is applied in the winter the
more rotten it should be. Professor Voelcker has shown
that the loss sustained by spreading manure over clay

land, and allowing it to be exposed for some time, is very
inconsiderable. This, as we stated in No. I., is, how-
ever, corroborated by other authorities, as, for instance,

IMr. Baldwin, whose opinion we shaU presently give. Dr.
Voelcker fovmds his belief upon the results of his experi-
ments, which go to show that the loss sustained by farm-
yard manure does not arise from the evaporation of its

ammonia, but chiefly by the washing out of its valuable
constituents by the rain, that is when it is exposed in
heaps in the comers of the fields, or in uncovered badly-

arranged pits in the farm-yaid ; and that, in place of

putting it in heaps in the fields, it is better to spread it

out at once over the surface, because then fermentation

is stopped, and the soluble matters, if soaked out by rain,

are washed into the soil. " In the case of clays," says

the Professor, " I have no hesitation to say the manure

may be spread over six months before it is ploughed in

without losing any appreciable quantity of manuring mat-

ter." On this Mr. Baldwin remarks that he could well

understand the soundness of the Professor's views of the

valuable constituents if the manure spread over the

ground were at once washed into the soil by shovi'ers,

and if fresh showers fell in proportion to or at the time

of the formation of fresh supplies of ammonia. But a

little consideration will show that this fine adjustment

of showers of rain to the ammonia produced will not be

obtained in practice. Mr. Baldwin maintains that the

theories of Dr. Voelcker are not tenable, which hold that

manure contains a " mere trace" of ammonia in a state

ready to be dissipated in the air, aud that during the fer-

mentation of manure " the total amount of nitrogen

scarcely sufi'ered any diminution." Mr. Baldwin points

out that in a ton of well-rotted manure there are 1.031bs.

of ammonia in a fi'ee state, and in fresh manure .76

;

while of ammonia in a form of salts easily decomposed by
lime there are in a ton of well-rotted manure 1.271bs.,

and in fresh 1.97. Mr. Baldwin fm'ther maintains that,

if spread on the ground in dry and warm weather, all the

free ammonia would escape. The per-centage of this,

or the amount of it in a ton, is certainly small ; but

if one looks at the amount in a usual application per

acre—say 20 tons—the figures mount up rapidly. Thus
in 20 tons we have 151bs. of free ammonia, which at

6d. per ton gives 7s. 6d., which, as Mr. Baldwin says, the

farmer would consider a "crushing tax." One point

of practice is, at all events, worth noting here—that the

practice of spreading out dung is increasing, and that in

some districts the after-crops have been proved to be better

in quality and greater in quantity than where the opposite

mode has been adopted.

IV.

The management of calves has formed, and, we need

scarcely say, forms more than ever one of the most im-

portant departments of farm economy; yet, like many
other branches of practical agriculture, much diversity of

opinion exists as to the best mode of securing the best

results of good management ; or, to put it in another way,

farmers disagree much as to what really constitutes good

management. Some insist upon the calf being milked by

its mother, as being the most natural, and therefore the

most economical way to proceed ; others maintaining as

decidedly that this mode is as wrong in principle as it is

bad and wasteful in practice. Some maintain that the

mother's milk, if not allowed to be taken from her by
the calf itself, should at all events be given to the calf by

hand ; others insist, upon the contrary, that the best re-

sults are obtained by feeding the calf upon artificial food

—the nature of this again giving rise to a contraiiety of

opinions as to what should or should not be in it. Who
can, therefore, decide where doctors disagree ? it may be

asked ; while good service may be done in glancing at the

varied practice of the farmers of modern times, which we
propose doing in another " chip." We meanwhile content

ourselves by making the subject of the present one a
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resume of what Professor Tanner says on the subject, in a
very elaborate paper published ia the " Journal" of the
Bath and West of England Society. This able authority
sets out by poiutiug to the fact that nature has provided
in the milk of the mother a " perfect food" for the calf.

Taking the analysis of milk as given by Hadlein as fol-

lows

—

Water 87.24
Butter 3.00
Milk-sugar 4.40
Casein 4.80
Phosphates of lime, magnesia, and iron 0..35

Chloride of potassium and sodium 0.17
Soda combined with casein 0.04

100.00

—we see among its various ingredients substances des-

tined to perform the various offices iu supporting the life,

building up the frame, and forming the tissues of the

animal. Iu the butter and the milk-sugar we liud highly

combined compounds fitted to keep up that supply of

warmth and to supply that free respiration so essential to

the healthy development of the young animal. Iu the

casein we have a nitrogenized substance, useful in forming
the flesh and tissues ; while in the phosphates of lime and
magnesia we have those which build the frame and
strengthen the bones. In the iron we liud a substance

which will afterwards be present in the blood, as will also

be the case with the alkalies and the salts. If, then, an

artificial food is to be used in preference to the natural

food of the mother, this is the model we must have in

view when we make it. But here we interpolate a cau-

tion of om* own, which is probably worthy of some atten-

tion ; and this is, that however closely the ingredients of

any artificial food may resemble those which analysis

shows to be in the natural milk, and however carefully

the proportions may be attended to, it will be altogether

erroneous to suppose that the artificial food will be as

valuable for healthy feeding purposes as the milk of the

mother. The best imitation that man can make of any of

nature's products must of necessity be of lower value than

the original. This, indeed, is involved in the meaning of

the term " imitation," which must at the best be always

an approximation merely to the thing imitated. It is a

dangerous fallacy—and one which lies at the root ofmuch of

the false practice of the present day—that chemical analy-

sis alone is all that is necessary to make known the exact

nature and value of feeding materials. The chemist, by his

test tubes and his scales, may eliminate and weigh to the

minutest point the ingredients and jn-oportions, say, of a

turnip ; but what chemist, with his finest skill, can, with

these very ingredients, bring back the vegetable to its ori-

ginal form ? There is a subtle something—the hidden

link of a chain which binds all together—ever eludiug

man's skill. It is well that man should be thus kept

humble, by ever appearing to be about to cross the thresh-

old of the house of life to gain its important secrets, but

ever stumbling, and never crossing. The very point which

he may deem trifling and of no value may just be that

which constitutes the whole value. Chemists, for example,

tell us that the water existing in a vegetable is of no value,

and therefore is put out of reckoniug. Who can tell?

Perhaps the water, in the peculiar form in which it is pre-

sent in the produce, is the very substance required to bring

into play the nutritive qualities of the other constituents,

without which they would be inert. In the absence of

proof to the contrary, it will be wiser to believe that water

has an important oflice to perform, otherwise it would not

be jJresent in the plant. Every substance in every produce

does play an important part, whether we know it or not : all

are, in one sense, separate and independent of each other

;

yet aU are linked together in a bond of closest intimacy.

We taEc of playing " Hamlet," and leaving out the Dane

;

but where all the characters are unknown, who can tell

which is the Dane ? Better ; to take the r6le complete
as it comes from the Master-manager's hands. To
return to the more immediate matter in hand—not that
wc deem any apology necessary for this digression, which,
whatever may be said for it, it cannot be said of it that it is

altogether unsuggestive. Professor Tanner next refers to

the two modes of giving the calf its food—by allowing it

to suckle the mother, or by giving it the mother's milk by
hand. Of these two, he is a decided advocate for the first

of these two methods. The milk being the same, surely

the way in which it is given cannot be "of much import-
ance. "Yea," says the Professor, "it can;" and careful

observation will readily enough prove that the suckling

pi'ocess, while it is the natural one, is the best—nay, the
best because it is the natural one. The stomach of the
calf is, like that of the maturer animal, divided into four
compartments ; but these are not all brought into use in
the early stages of its existence. If, then, allowed to

drink freely, the milk is passed into the stomach at a rate
much faster than the digestive process goes on, so that it

becomes deposited in the rumen, and entire disarrangement
of the digestive process is the result ; but, by the process
of suckling, the passing iu of the milk is gradual. More-
over, we do not know, but we may almost guess with cer-
tainty, that the pleasurable emotion raised'in the animal
by the process of suckling has a most beneficial action
upon its health. Nature does nothing in vain : she has
no superfluous arrangements. When will this truth be
recognized and acted upon ? But in addition to the ad-
vantages obtained by allowing the calf to suckle the cow,
we should not forget that we also obtain advantages by
the process promoting the comfort, and, in the comfort,
the health of the mother. Still further, we find—as a
further inducement for farmers to follow the dictates of
nature iu the suckling of calves—that the milk of the cow,
immediately, and for some short time after calving, is of a
quite dift'ereut nature from that at ordinary times. " In this

condition—known technically by the name of " beistings"—it exercises a most beneficial influence upon the digestive
organs of the calf. It is, in fact, a medicine admirably
suited for the condition of the calf at its earliest life

—

kindly provided by nature. But we must say (if, indeed,
a harmless joke is here permissible) the medicine must be
taken out of nature's bottle by the patient itself. To sum
up on this head, Professor Tanner says :

" There is no
plan so well calculated to promote the health and develop-
ment of a calf as ;dlowing it to suck the cow."

Another important point in the early management of
the calf is the giving only of liquid food. Solid food is

often given, but it is invariably attended with loss of
ultimate condition, for by it those stomachs which are
not intended by uatm-e to be brought into early use are
so brought, and by consequence weakened. The best
breeders, the Professor notes, give their calves liquid food
for so long a period as eight or ten weeks. If the ad-
vantages or supposed advantages of the solid ingredients
of artificial food are desii'cd to be given to the youno-
calves, let them be given as recommended by our authority,
through the medium of the mother. Feed her upon
them, and the calf wiU not lose them. Where milk is

given by hand, in addition to the losses we have noticed
alreadyas resulting from the practice, there is another
which is likely to be also brought about, and it arises
from the temptation there is to give up, after the first two
or three weeks, the use of the milk as it is taken from
cow, and to substitute for it skimmed or scalded milk.
The result of this is that the animal afterwards is sure to
be "a rank coarse-boned" one, arising from the milk
having a superabundance of bone-producing constituents,
and a lack of fat-producing matter. This last fault brings
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with i( moreover auother evil, for iu proportion as tlie fat

or respiratory compouuds are reduced, so iu like manner

is the warmth of the animal reduced, and in proportion

also its growth. This will also prove the importance of

having good shelter for the calf. Exposed as it is too

often shamefully—shall we not rather say shamelessly^

to cold aud wet, the animal is sure to suffer, and the

master's pocket also ; only for the latter wc do not care

a jot, for he deserves it, aud far worse than that. We

have no sympathy with the cowardice of cruelty. To-
gether with good shelter, exercise must he provided for

the calf, that of course of a well regulated character;

this exercise enahles all the parts of the hody to be duly

developed. Such is a ra,\nd. resume of what our authority

has said on this important subject of rearing calves up to

the time of their weaning ; and if attended to, he pledges

himself the " best results will be obtained," but if dis-

regarded " the consequences cannot be satisfactory."

MOUNTAIN KIVEE IMPROVEMENTS,
In our Highland districts the narrow strips of land on the

banks of the rivers often possess a higher value than they are

intrinsically worth, because they furnish bread corn to the

inhabitants, and thus save the expense of buying it from a dis-

tance. Improved roads aud methods of steaiu conveyance
have brought many of our Highlaud glens and habitations

nearer, as it were, to the corn-growing farms of the low coun-
try than iu the olden time ; but in doing so they are at the

same time increasing the value of their animal productions, so

that they still maintain a higher comparative value than were
the whole coimtry subject to the plough.

It is no easy matter defendiug these higlily picturesque

aud valued spots of land from the irresistible fury of the

swollen torrents that roll between them during heavy storms.

To all who are versaut with the force of a large volume of

water flowing down a steep inchno, the surprise is that au inch
of laud remains on either side on which the foot of man can
find a safe resting-place iu a thunderstorm, wlieu aU around
re-echoes the impetuous fury of the watery elements, that foam-
ing rush down the hillsides aud ravines, swelling the accumu-
lating force of the gathering deluge that irresistibly roUs be-

low ; aud for a similar reason all who arc thus qualified to

form au opinion on the subject must equally admire the man-
ner in which Nature stretches fortli her powerfid arm to

rescue these sacred spots from the apparently inevitable ruin

with which they are thus threatened.

It requires a clear eye and a comprehensive mind to see

practically the details of the subject throughout its length aud
breadtli, even under ordinary circumstances. If we go, for

example, to what is usually, but fallaciously, termed the foun-

tain-head, that bubbling issues out of the luUside, forming a

basin out of which the infant river gently flows, we there be-

hold Nature antagouisticaUy lialanciug certain forces against

each other as it were, but giving to one pet force, so to speak
(i.e. the infant stream), an advantage over its rival, so small as

if purposely to prevent it doing harm to the fertile strips of
laud on either side, as if they were intended by her to form for

the time being a sort of Paradise for our fallen race ; and from
the fountain-head of the river to its confluence with tlie ocean
we see throughout its whole length the same laws of Nature
beautifully exemplified in order to prevent the washing away of
the lauds which otherwise would inevitably take place.

It is to these laws of Nature and the mod//s operandi in

which they are carried out into effect tliat we wish chiefly to

turn the reader's attention in this short article, our oljject being
to show the absolute necessity of atteuding to those laws in
the improvement of rivers in mountainous districts. The
water that bubbles up in the bottom of a spring well on the
mountain side, or that issues in a flowing stream from the
crevice of a rock or the Uke, does so iu obedience to the law of
gravitation, thus proving that the true fountain-head lies at a
higher level. In short, the bursting clouds on the hill-top are
the true fountain-head of the river. When the rain-water
collects in the fissures of the rocks of which the mountain is

chiefly composed, the hardness of the rock prevents its being
washed away. In cases where the rock is soft, large caverns
are eventually made, from the washing away of the soft mate-
rials of which the rock is formed. When the water again
falls from a considerable height over the ledge of a rock, form-
ing a " liu," " tarn," " waterfall," a basin is partly scooped
out below, and partly formed of the materials thus scooped out
by the force of the water ; and this scoopiug-out process con-
tinues to go ou until the depth of the water in the pool is suffi-

cient to conteract the downward force of the current. In other

words the hydrostatic pressure of the water in the pool coun-

teracts the force of gravitation of the waterfall. When the

%vater rises up iu the bottom of a well, the hydrostatic pressure

of the water in the well counteracts the upward force of the

bubbling stream, and thus preveuts the washing away of the

soil. Now, although iu these two examples tliere is an ap-

parent difl'erence, the laws of Nature are iu both cases similar,

the only dilference being tliat in the former case the water is

seen flowing into the pool or basin, whereas in the latter its

descent into the pool is invisible, the stagnant water in the

porous soil rising to the level of the surface of the water in

the well. In principle, therefore, the two cases are identically

the same, the hydrostatic pressure of the water in the pool

counteracting the force of gravitation of the waterfall or flow-

ing stream, thereby preventing the washing away of the soil,

which otherwise would be the iuevitaljle result.

The two laws in question thus involved in the natural forma-
tion of mountain rivers may be, aud are, in point of fact, very

instructively illustrated by pouring water into a tumbler from
a decanter. AVhen the water is poured into the empty tumbler

it strikes the bottom with a force directly as the height from
which it is poured ; but as the water rises in the tumbler the

force against the bottom becomes less and less, from the coun-

teracting hydrostatic pressure of the water upwards, until the

influent current eventually ceases to reach the bottom, the up-
ward force being greater than tlie downward one. The experi-

ment is a very simple one, and highly instructive in every agri-

cidtural class-room where this branch of agricultural science is

experimentally taught ; aud those of our readers who are stiU

apprentices to their profession, and consequently students,

should perform the experiment iu all its diversified details, so as

to comprehend thorougliiy the practical lesson which it

teaches.

If the channel of a mountain stream is examined, it wiU be
found to consist of a series of inclined planes and basins, form-
ing pools and rapids from its source to its confluence, the series

consisting of a rapid and pool alternately. Thus if we take

the example of a spring well on the hiUside, or at the bottom
of a hill, as the assumed fountaui-head of the river in common
parlance, then the standing water in the well and the trickling

of the water through tlie porous strata of the liiU into the

well form the first couplet in the alternating series. The
water flows up into the well generally at the bottom, with a
considerable force rising upwards above the surface, giving rise

to a small ebullition or it may be a jet or spout several feet high.

The water, on the contrary, issues from the well in a compara-
tively placid state, flowing down an inclined plane with au accele-

rated volocity into the basin immediately below ; this inclined

plane and basin forming the second couplet, or rapid and pool,

in the series. In this manner the river continues to flow down
rapids into pools throughout its whole length, leaving the upper
pool with what may be termed a minimiun velocity, but en-

tering immediately helow with a maximum velocity.

It will thus be seen that iu the natural formation of moun-
tain rivers certain laws are attended to with scrupulous exacti-

tude, and in their artificial improvement or formation, the same
laws of Nature being in force, they must consequently be re-

spected with equal fidelity. It follows, therefore, that the

natural example forms a pattern in every case for art to work
by or imitate in the improvement of rivers of this class or the

formation of new channels, and that unless the pattern wliich

Nature thus gives is closely imitated or copied, those who thus
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disobey lier laws will be punislied according (o the magnitude
of their transgression, by having their lands washed away until

Nature forms a new channel on sound pliilosopliical principles.

H'jw oft have Nature's laws been violated in this respect

!

Tiie humbling facts of the case may best be left to bespeak
their own reproof in all our highlaud districts. When
examined in tlie light of experimental philosophy, they un-
questionably read the advocates of professioual education for

tlie rising generation an instructive practical lesson. In a
former paper it was shown that the geometry of a ditch or river

in comparatively level ground involved the elements of the

fifth proposition of the first book of Euclid, alias " Pons asi-

norum ;" and we may here pause to ask the reader. How many
higliland lairds there are, who in the formation of ditches and
rivers have practically, as it were crossed with flying colours "the
bridge of asses" (Pons asinorum) ? And the obvious reason
why so many of them have wet their " tartans" is because
they have never studied the laws of Nature exemplified in

pouring water into a tumbler, and how those laws are to be
loyally observed in the drainage and improvement of tlieir

estates ! The case is, practically speaking, a very clear one,

and therefore we may with becoming propriety leave it to stand

upon its own feet ; for in theory straight channels with uniform

inclinations and llowing rivers must be admitted as sound
doctrine, the natural rule of pools and rapids resolving itself

into the practical question of preserving the channel in ac-

cordance with the theory at issue. In other words, if the

channel of a mountain river can be straightened and preserved

in a uniform inclination, such is unquestionaljly its proper

form, as it wUl carry oft' the greatest quantity of water in a

given time and in the smallest sectional capacity of channel.

In straightening the channel of a mountain river or open

ditch of considerable inclination, its preservation in tlie above

form is therefore a cardinal question in practice. The too

common plan is to leave the newly-formed straight channel

to take care of itself, both sides and l)ottom ! in which case

Nature commences her own plan of pools and rapids, in order

to incur the least possible havoc and sacrifice of laud. The un-

sightly work that iu too many cases follows need not be told

to those who are practically versant with the matter, for we
have seen a ditch only tliree feet in depth cut down in a few

seasons to the rock lying at a depth of more than a hundred
feet below the surface, thus forming a huge ravine in itself " a

small h\(jhland glen"
The true plan in all such cases is for Art and Nature to co-

operate together in the improvement of the river; and in order

to do so effectually, the draining engineer requires to investi-

gate matiu'ely the practical details of the work, before he com-
mences to break the surface and divert the river from its old

channel. In all such undertakings wc ourselves have found,

from considerable experience, that book-rules are of no use in

the vast majority of cases. In other words, every case must
be its own rule. When the bed of the river only requires to

be repaired the old one may be taken as a practical rule, or

rather piittern to work by, as formerly stated. But when tlie

channel is either straightened or narrowed, then this old rule

does not wholly apply. Thus, in the former case, for example,

the channel is shortened and the inclination increased, con-

sequently the velocity and force of the current are also in-

creased. Hence the greater havoc which the bottom and banks
sustain during the first flood. In the latter case, again, the

deptli of the river is increased, by the narrowing of tlic channel,

wliich also increases the velocity and force of the current, so

that the ultimate result is similar to that of the former case.

The natural rule or pattern which Nature gives to work by
is to increase the depth of the pools, as the velocity and Ibrce

of the current are increased, and to decrease the inclination

and length of the rapids. In the latter half of the work
mneli depends upon tlie quality of the materials of which the

channel of the river is formed. The natural rapid is formed
by the accumulation of the largest stones forming a bar across

the river, and where there are not many large stones Art may
co-operate witli Nature by tlirovving large stones into the
smooth water above the rapid, so as to increase the height of
the incline and deptli of the upper pool. But by doing so the
lower pool will be dudangered, and hence also must be
deepened in a similar manner, otherwdse the stream may break
through and leave the channel the first heavy flood. Aud so
on until the natural equilibrium is restored throughout the whole
series of pools and rapids involved in the work of improve-"
ment. In cases where rocks crop out in the bottom, so as to

form a rapid, advantage may be taken of them to effect an
equilibrium of all the pools and rapids below.

In the formation of a new channel, whatever may be its

size, whether that of a small ditcli or drain, or of a large river,

wires of rude mason-work may be formed across the stream at
short intervals, so as to form either artificial pools and rapids,

or pools and waterfalls, thereby preserving tlie channel of the
drain, ditch, or river in its original form or shape ; and in all

examples of considerable inclination this method of co-

operating with Nature should never be neglected at the outset.

The practical rationale of tliis need liarcUy be told, as the

expense in t!ie outset invariably amounts to only a small

fraction of what it costs in the long run, while tlie destruction

and sacrifice of land are avoided. By thus co-operating with
Nature, the pools and rapids aud pools and waterfalls thus

formed by Art will not only preserve the channel in its original

form, but also greatly add to the beauty and value of the river.

THE PRODUCTION OF ENGLISH CHEESE,
Sir,—The manufacturing of English cheese is daily be-

coming a most important question. The price of cheese is

yearly advancing ; and may I ask iu what vt'ay it may be ac-

counted for? Is it by reason of the consumption being
greater, or by the principle of a decrescent production ?

We have heard much of the American cheese, and we are

well aware it is very largely imported into this country. Not-
withstanding the supply from America is increasing, the scarcity

exists, and extends. Amongst the supply some can be found
" quite the cheese" ; but we are burdened witli the thought

that the whole supply is becoming more inefficient to provide,

and more inadequate to supply, the wants of an ever-

increasing English population. TMiile I acknowledge the

liome consumption and the supply fi-om abroad to have

increased, I cannot but lament that the production of

English cheese has been on the decrease. In these remarks I

make especial reference to the midland counties. I am unable

to speak with any degree of confidence of the dairies of

Cheshire, Gloucestersliire, or other cheese-making counties
;

but of dairies of the midland counties I do say that, during the

last twenty years, there has been a gradual, though now it has

assumed the form of a radical, change. In my o^^^l parish

there is 67 per cent, less cheese made than twenty years ago

;

and many other parishes iu Leicestershire are at as great if not

a greater ratio.

The cause of this change in the farming of these counties is

to be attributed to the advance and altered mode of living of

agricultural society. One main reason is the anxiety, trouble,

and annoyance of cheese-making iu the household. AVe readily

admit the impossibility of the mistress obtaining the tliree

household requisites of neatness, cleanliness, and regularity,

when the business of making cheese is performed in what
should be a private house. Tlie other reason which I may
mention lies with the dairymaid. This personage and the

milkmaid, which our ancient poets did so much to celebrate,

are fast losing that renown which was formerly attached to

them, and, I am firmly persuaded, will soon be of the past. The
dairymaids that are to be obtained are cliiefly of that class

wliich requires the strict eye of the mistress to make cheese-

making successful. It is a notable fact that tlie breed—if I

may be allowed to use such an agricultural expression—of

dairymaids is yearly diminishing. I think the time is far dis-

tant when cheese-making apparatus—although I far from over-

look the usefulness of many—wDl be very generally adopted

by Leicestershire farmers. Unless there is some system

pursued by which it can be manufactured independently of the

farmer's private residence, I see no other than that the making
of cheese will continue on the decline.

Will it serve the best interests of the country for cheese-

making to be discontinued ? I think I may say, for many rea-
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sons, it will not. Without cheese-making we should be strug-

gling against a scarcity of stock. It is clearly perceptible that

an abiuidant supply of stock is co-es.istent with the dairy, and

vice versa. Is it not probable that the present cry amongst

farmers, of the dearuess of store animals, may be accoimted for

in this way ? If all will be feeders and none will be breeders,

we shall no longer be independent of other countries for our

supply of either stock or cheese. Dairying is objected to by

some on account of its impoverishing nature ; but, with liberal

feeding and an occasional dressing of some fertilizer, this ob-

jection may be overcome, and the profit remaining may be
handsome.

If, then, it is desirable that cheese should continue one of
the principal products of British agriculture, what system can
be adopted to promote that desire ? I say firmly, but empha-
tically, the American. The various cheese-making apparatus
might be used with great advantage ; and the economy in

power for pressing, and the saving of labour, in an estab-

lishment on a large scale, might be such as greatly to reduce
the cost of making. Yours, T. J. S.

SAOCHARIZED GEAIN FOB, FEEDING PURPOSES.
Sir,—Since my last letter appeared in your widely-circulated

journal on the properties of saccharized grain for feeding pur-
poses, I have been inundated with letters of inquiry from
gentlemen in all parts of England, and from France, as to the
manner of preparing the grain. Herewith I inclose you a
description of my method of saccharizing wheat and barley,

by doing me the honour to print which in your next copy, you
will greatly oblige me and will be doing a very great service to

every British stockmaster.

A malt-kiln is not required, neither does it appear that
grain as prepared by me is subject to excise laws.

Germination of grain is much influenced by temperature,
hence ditt'erence of summer and w inter fabrication. A dif-

ference of management of wheat and barley is also required.

Winter Saccharization of Wheat.—Steep 48 hours,
drain oif all loose water (24 hours are required for drainage),

spread the grain 13 inches deep in heating box, and cover with
cloths: avoid aU lower currents of air. Heat generated, which
occurs in about 24 hours, and a smell similar to fresh-drawn
cider, are guides favourable to the process—diastase is gene-
rated, and a sprout is about to form. A putrid, sour smell is

to be strictly avoided ; a fungus wiU be the result of this change,
and one end of the grain will be found brown-black in colour.

Immediately a sprout is seen outside the grain, turn the germi-
nating heap into box No. 4 and spread 6 inches deep, turn from
box 4 to 5, and so on every 24 hours, and the process wiU be
effected in from 10 to 13 days. The grain of 1864 required as
many as IS days to efi'ect a similar change.

SujijiER Saccuarization or Wheat.—Steep 40 hours,
drain as in winter, spread seven inches deep in heating box
(no cloths are required for summer), closely observe the heat
and smell as before alluded to : if too much heat and no sprouts
are formed, furrow the mass, done simply by forcing a blunt
piece of wood through it (a process which maltsters call

ploughing)
; sprouting commenced, turn into box No. 4, and

repeat the turniug every 12 hours, spreading the grain four
inches deep. Here will be observed the difference between
summer and winter management, and that double space is re-
quired in summer for the same quantity.

Winter Saccuarization of Barley.—Steep 50 hours,
and even 60 if the grain has been harvested in a very dry sum-
mer ; drain the grain 24 hours, spread 18 inches deep in heating
bed, and cover with cloths. Observe the same heat, smell,
and stage of germination as in the wheat. Turn from box to
box every 24 hours, spreading 10 inclies deep. Barley during
winter requires little turning ; it may, indeed, remain in box
No. 5 until fit for use, that is until the sprouts begin to clasp
each other.

Summer Saccharization of B^vriey.—Steep 48 hours,
drain 24 hours, spread 11 inches deep in heating box, 4 inches
in other boxes, turn every 13 hours, observing more frequent
turning in summer than in winter. It will be fit for use in
from 8 to 10 days.

The water must be clean and changed for every steep.
Double space is required for summer as for winter fabrication.
Steep enough at one time for three days' consumption ; for

example, for 64 sheep three bushels ; this quantity will give
each sheep one pint daily for three days.

Immediately one lot is taken from the steep, place in another
sufficient for three more days, and then a third immediately
the second is removed from the w^ater, and so on until all the
dil iTent compartments are occupied and so regulate the supply
to the demand. ^

^

To germinate grain in summer much more attention is re-
quired than in \vinter ; high atmospheric temperature so much

influences the saccharizing process (wheat especially), dextrine

being formed, and turning the grain not being attended to, it

exudes from the surface of the grain, which, with the decom-

posing albumen and gluten, causes the heap to become one ad-

hesive and putrefying mass.

The more the grain is drained after removal from the

steeping-tub the more kindly it will germinate : the draiuing-

vat requires elevating from the ground.

Wheat in germinating increases one-half, barley one-third in

bulk.

Where roots or grasses are used and sheep require fatting,

each sheep may have of germinated wheat one quart, of barley

three pints daily, mixed with chafi'.

Germinated grain is a perfectly harmless food, hence its

greater value over all other feeding stuffs. After a week's

feeding a sheep may consume half-a-peck daUy, and not be
injured ; the youngest lambs may eat of it with safety.

The boxes, as shown in the plan, are very important. The
same depth of grain can be kept at the sides as at the middle

of the heap, and the grain requires but little stirring after being
taken from box No. 4.

The grain requires to be only half the depth in Nos. 4, 5, 6,

and 7 boxes, as in No 3, the heating-box ; heat is spon-

taneously generated in No. 3 box. The grain in the heating-

bed only requires covering with cloths, and in this only during

winter, unless from excessive cold germination is checked : in

that case the grain requires covering in any of the beds or

laying of greater depth.

It was when my experiments were limited to the feeding of

a few scores of sheep, and during winter, that I found boxes

so extremely useful in procuring saccharization of the entire

bed ; but now that saccharized grain is becoming so extensively

used (on one farm alone 14 sacks per week are being consumed,

and another flockmaster is making arrangements for preparing

40 sacks per week), it has been found more convenient to work
the grain during the saccharizbig process upon a floor.

PLAN FOR saccharizing SMALL QUANTITIES OF GRAIN.

6

1. Macerating tub ; 2. Draining-vat ; 3. Heating-box; 4, 5,

6, 7. For working the germinating grain.

The boxes should be of a size to hold just enough for three

days' consiunption—3 feet square, 11 inches deep will hold

4 bushels of raw grain. Only have boxes of proper size, and
the smallest quantity of grain, even a quart, can be germinated.

The boxes are made simply by placing an 11-inch deal upon

the edge from side to side of a floor, and the space so formed in-

tersected by other pieces of deal of the same depth (see plan).

Yours, &c., Isaac Seajian.

Pi-iury House, Saffron Waldeii, Sept. 10, ISCj.
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THE CATTLE PLAGUE,
UY A PRACTICAL FARJIEB.

There cannot be too mucla written or too much said

with the view of rendering the whole comnaunity ex-

tremely cautious and careful fo pi-cveut the spread of this

awful pest
—"The Russian Cattle Plague" ("German Rin-

derpest"). It is worthy of all praise to find that the

whole British Press takes the question up and discusses it

so fully. We don't care for a few exaggerations. It all

tends to inspire caution. We all want to stop the fm-ther

spread of the plague, and it cannot be more readily done
than by the diffusion of the details of its ravages, through
the Press. Orders in Council and public meetings are

all right and jiroper, and their orders and proceedings

highly commendable ; but it is the Press—the difl'usion of

the knowledge of the dire effects of the plague—that will put

the British public on their guard. I acknowledge, indeed

I know, there has been gross exaggerations of the pro-

gress of the pest, and of individual losses more parti-

cularly ; but it has had a good effect. Every grazier and
cow-keeper is fearing the attack, and is preparing to with-

stand or frustrate its evil powers. And this is all they

can do, for we learn the disease is incurable, .ind a very

alarming announcement it is. It is uot meant, however,

by this word "incurable" that no animals will be restored

to health after the attack, but simply that no application

of any remedy nor any treatment known in veterinary

practice is of any avail. And this is my great object in

penning this paper. There is no correct treatment or

remedy for the disease, known in veterinary practice.

What, then, is to be done ? Why, all depends upcn isola-

tion and good nursing. What is the lirst course ? It is

this : The instant any animal short's signs of ixuusual lan-

guor, staring coat, drooping eai's, and running eyes, put

it aside, and send for the farrier. If the farrier caunot

clearly decide what is the matter—that the symptoms are

new and novel—by all means get to the best possible

nursing

—

i. e., warmth in cold weather, coolness in hot,

good ventilation and cleanliness, and the efficient use of

disinfectants. Lime, gypsum, or chloride of lime, &c.

—

even brickdust or sawdust, or dry ashes, or earth—is

better than nothing. Then as to food : If the animal

will touch any, which is very doubtful, let it be of the

best and sweetest kind, i. e., grass and hay cut into chaff',

pulped roots, bran, grains ; nothing that is heating ought

to be given. Then the chief hope is iu unremitting at-

tention to the frequent administration of stimulating

drinks and nutritious gruels. For stimulating drinks use

ale, whiskey, gin, brandy
;
ginger may be used freely.

For cordials, gruils, and drinks, oatmeal, linseed, treacle,

gentian, &c., is desirable, and as being in every farmer's

possession ; but the chemist would also supply some very

useful and beneficial chemicals in aid, which ought also

to be obtained and judiciously applied. Chlorine is said

to be exceedingly applicable. The great thing to be

guarded against is extreme prostration, which stimulants

in large quantities can alone overcome. I have seen

several cases, and some of them in their several stages

—

i. e.,therestoredto health, the incipient disease, the fully de-

veloped and advanced cases, and the dying annual. Having

seen this, I fear not to assert that every ordinary grazier,

and I would almost say every ordinary veterinary practi-

tioner, may be easily mistaken as to the symptoms of the

disease. It is undoubtedly a very malignant kind of ty-

phus or typhoid fever ; but we liave had typhus fevers

often enough, The question, therefore, in each case will

be— Is it fever, or is it the cattle plague ? I mean to say

that it requires a first-class practitioner to decide in its

earlier stages ; indeed, 1 believe no one can tell till more
developed. It is pretty manifest towards the last ; but

even then, claimants for compensation under some of these

many excellent assurance societies ought to be compelled

to obtain a careful examination by a competent practi-

tioner, and receive his certificate as to the true cause of

death. Nay, I would go further, and say that if it can

be subsequently ascertained that the certificate was given

wrongfully, i. e., that it proved to be some analogous dis-

ease, kut not the real "Cattle Plague," such error or mis-

take should be fatal, and the claimant must lose his right

to compensation. I rejoice much to see the vigour and
earnestness displayed in forming these societies. " Many
can help the few." They will be great safety-guards, and
it would be a gross shame to find them abused. To pre-

vent this, competent members should bestir themselves in

every part of every district, and take especial

cognizance of each member's herd in that precise

locality, so as to be able to inform the Society

of any suspicious circumstances relative so it. This

would prevent any gross attempts at imposition

;

and moreover such members might confer with any suf-

ferer as to the best way of disposing of any portion of the

herd, in case of attack. For, be it remembered that

large sums are raised, and large sums may be required in

compensation cases. It is very certain that many fat

animals from infected herds are good food for man before

they are actually attacked. It would therefore be right to

obtain an inspector's certificate of health, and send them
to market. This, in all probability, would be a great

saving both to the sulfcrer and the assurance society.

These societies, too, should be placed on a sure footing, so

thtit claiinauls may have a legal right to compensation,

and the members be bound to pay such subscriptions as by
their rules they engage to do. This can readily be done

by inserting a copy of the rules in a book, to which is

affixed a proper stamp, and every member signing that

book is legally bound to pay accordingly. Besides, he,

in addition, may sign a declaration by which he engages

to comply with the rules, &c.

It would be superfluous to quote the very many direc-

tions and precautions that have been put forth by the

Government and professional men. They are to be found

in almost every newspaper, so that it is quite unpardonable

for any respectable man to remain iu ignorance of them,

and it would be worse than madness to neglect or discard

them. The disease is so dreadful, so destructive, as to be

of deep national importance. I think Government ought
to insist upon direct information of the outbreak, in any

district, or farm, or cow-keepers' sheds, or elsewhere,

being communicated to them or their office—say 23, New-
street, Spring-gardens, where Professor Simonds presides

on behalf of the Government ; and let a competent agent

be sent at once to investigate the fact, and direct the

course to be adopted. At present the arrangements are

very unsatisfactory. The magistrates have power, under
suspicious circumstances, to appoint an inspector for their

respective districts. This inspector must be a duly certi-

ficated veterinary surgeon. Now, iu my district we have

but one duly qualified practitioner within a radius of some
fifteen miles extent. This ajjpointment must be thrown

open to competent men, who practise the veterinary art,
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and that witliout reference to certificates—the magistrates

alone to be the judges of competency. As to compensa-

tion, I hold that in the event of a Government officer, who

maybe called to visit any particular district, finding it

necessaiT to order the destruction of cattle so diseased, in

order to prevent its further ravages, that it is the bounden

duty of the Government to pay for such cattle. It is for

the "-ood of the country, and the country should bear

the loss, not the poor grazier individually : he does not

introduce or propagate the plague : it is sufficiently trying

and grievous to him, without bearing his country's

burdens. The disease is unique, the prevention should be

the same. Much laudable effort is put forth, but it is

not met fairly on behalf of the Government. I hold that

the Government ought to render very efficient help to

every well-constituted assurance society, and encourage in

this way the establishment of more, so that the Govern-

ment and the country work together. There may be im-

jiosition—wliat of that ? It can't go to any great extent.

Every society's officer will look after them, as vfell as

Government employes. It is a most momentous case, and

must be met most promptly and unflinchingly. It is not
a question of a few thousand pounds, or of a few hundred
thousands. It is a question of a country's waut—beef or
no beef? It's no use " mincing the matter." The whole
country may be devastated in a few months : prompt and
comprehensive measures are imperatively required, and
woe to the country if they are not at once adopted. The
assurance societies will not stop it. I have been much en-
gaged in the establishment of one of them. Why, not a
tenth of the gi-aziers have yet become members of it ! I

know it is usual for our British Government to leave these

matters to the good sense of the community to rectify and
overcome, and very right too. But we are now in especial

difficulty, and need more than good ad\'ice—we want help.

Let the Government declare by Order in Council that they
will pay one-half of every compensation awarded by every
well-organised assurance society, and great and I think
most important results will follow. I know this : it will

be of the greatest encouragement to every earnest woi'king
man, who, through these societies and otherwise, is trying

his utmost to stop the cattle plague.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE AN"D ITS ORIGIN.
Mr. John Parkin, M.D., has written a pamphlet on the

cattle plague, from wliich we extract tlie following

:

" We may conclude that tlie bovine plague now prevailing in

England has not been imported from liussia or any other

country, and that it is of spontaneous origin. It only remains

therefore to consider what cause can be assigned for the out-

break. On the solution of this problem will necessarily depend
the measures that ought to be adopted for the prevention of

the disease. Hence its importance, not only in a tlieoretical,

but in a practical point of view.

"The iirst circumstance tliat demands attention, while enter-

ing on this inquiry, is ihe important fact that we are now
living in aji epidemic period, cliaracterised by the advent of a
new disease—the epidemic cholera ; for, although attempts
have been made to prove the contrary, no evidence exists of
tlie prevalence of such a discnae before ISI7. Tlierft must
therefore be a new cause in operation to have produced this

effect ; and, as a similar result—viz., tlie production of a disease,

if not new, presenting, at least, peculiar and cliaracteristic

symptoms—lias occurred in tlie bovine race, it would not be
unphilosophical to infer that both etfects are due to one and
the self-same cause. We are strengthened in this conclusion

by tlie fact that both diseases made their appearance in Europe
in tlie same locality, viz., in Russia. We have not, it is true,

had any account of tlie existence of murrain in the comitries

previously invaded by the epidemic cholera, with the exception

of Egypt ; but tins exemption is easily accounted for. In India,

and in the countries lying between that part of tlie world and
Russia, very few cattle are kept. A casual death among them,
therefore, would hardly be noticed ; but it is different vrhere

large herds are congregated, and where the mortality would
necessarily be in proportion to the number.

" It may be argued, liowever, that as the disease in the bovine
race is different to the cholera, the cause productive of these
different affections cannot be the same. To this I woidd
reply, that the primary, remote, exciting cause of the epidemic
cholera has not confined its influence to that single disease, but
has evidently been productive of other effects, even in the
human race. Since the advent of the cholera, another new
disease has made its appearance, viz., diphtheria ; while all the
ordinary diseases, and more especially lever, have been
regularly and gradually on the increase in all the countries
invaded by this modern scourge. As these different diseases
could not have been produced from each other, not only ou
account of the dissimilarity of the symptoms, but also because
they liave not prevailed at one and the self-same time ; so we
must infer, if there be any relation or connexion between them,
that they are all due to the operation of one universal and
common cause.

" Then, again, it may be said that the cattle disease has not
travelled, like the epidemic cholera, regularly, and step by step,

from Russia to England, some of the intervening coimtries

having escaped up to the present time. But then it must be
remembered that this is not the first murrain we have had
since the advent of the cholera. The previous one, termed the

lung disease, or pleuro-pneuraonia, not only invaded the same
countries in Europe as the cholera, but travelled regularly

over the same lines from Russia to England. It first appeared
in Europe in 1835, but did not reach this country until 1839,
and was then confined principally to the thin-skinned and
more delicate breeds, as the Devon. It reappeared in 1844,
ISiS, 18-16, and 1817, occasioning great mortality in the

latter year. In 1819 also, 20 per cent, of the cattle perished

from the same cause, while it was again general in 1851."

After referring to the disease affecting the potatoes and
other matters, he says :

—

" According to these inferences, the cattle disease, so far from
being an accidental occurrence, due to the importation ofa few
cattle from Russia, is one of the inevitable consequences of a
cause that has been in operation for the last thirty years in

Europe.

"Having arrived at this conclusion, the nest question
that presents itself is. What can this cause be? Unfor-
tunately, this is a question that cannot be answered on the
present occasion. In the first place, the majority of medical
men conclude that the cause—the remote and essential cause
—of epidemic diseases is unknown : while, of those that have
a theory, scarcely two are found to agree on the subject. In
the next place, having a particular theory of my own, I feel

reluctant to refer to it, or to advance a single argument in its

favour, on the present occasion, when facts only, and not
theories, should be advanced. It will be best therefore to in-

fer, for the moment, that the remote cause of epidemic diseases

is still a problem.
" iVithough unacquainted with the remote cause, there

cannot be niucli doubt with respect to the immediate
cause. This is the presence of a deleterious agent in the at-

mosphere ; as it is only on this supposition that we can ac-

count for all the phenomena observed at epidemic periods.

Not that the poison is generated in the atmosphere : the effects

produced are too limited in tlieir range to admit of such an
explanation. Obsening this limitation, v/e can only infer that

the agent is derived from some other source—one with which
only a portion of the atmosphere comes in contact. Einding,

also, that the poison is more concentrated at lower than at

higher altitudes—epidemic diseases prevaihng to a greater

extent in the former than in the latter situation—we may also

conclude that the poison is extricated from the surface of the
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earth, aloug particular lines, and in certain spots of p;reater or

less extent. These inl'crcnccs granted, wc may then under-

stand the rationale of the measures ahont to be recommended
for the prevention of the cattle plague."

As to " Prevention," he says :
" "^^Hicn the epidemic is

prevailing in the neighbourhood, and more i)articularly if it

has broken out among the herd, they should l)e kept under
shelter as much as possible during the day, and entirely so at

night. Experience has shown that individuals exposed to the

. night air, during epidemic periods, are more liable to attacks

than others. The reason, as we may infer, is, that tlie poison

productive of aU diseases, the same as that well-known sub-

stance called malaria, possesses a specific gravity greater than

that of atmospheric air. Becoming rarified by the warmth of

the sun, it rises into the higher regions of the air during
the day, hut again falls to the earth, when its rays are with-

drawn.
" Although present in the atmosphere, the poison, as pre-

viously remarked, is not equally diffused in this fluid ; it is in

a state of greater concentration in one situation than in

another. Hence it is that those living near the source of the

extrication of the poison become affected, while those at a dis-

tance escape ; the poison, by its diffusion and dilution in the

surrounding air, becoming innocuous beyond certain limits

—

hence the limitation of range of epidemic diseases. The fact

is stUl more apparent with endemic diseases ; for we not only

know the source whence the poison (malai'ia) is extricated, but

the extent of its range. The source is all low, marshy, and
alluvial soils, so that higher grounds are either partially, or,

entirely, exempted from its deleterious iuflueuces. Thus it is,

that, in tropical climates, the severest form of fever—the con-

tinued—will be found on the plains below ; remittent, on the

heights above ; and intermittent—the mildest form of all—at

still greater elevations. "We do not find the same limitation

of range with epidemics ; the epidemic cholera having been

met with at the highest inhabited ranges of the Himalaya
Mountains—10,000 feet above the level of the sea. Still,

their prevalence is less, and the limitation of their range is

much greater, and more defined, at high than at low eleva-

tions. Geological formations have, also, some considerable

influence, as regards the prevalence of disease. Hence I have
laid it down as a law, regulating the inarch of epidemic dis-

eases, that they prevail to the greatest extent in alluvial and
tertiary formations, less so on secondary formations, and least

of all on primary rocks.
" Whenever, therefore, disease breaks out among a herd of

cattle, placed in low and marshy ground, they should, if

possible, and -if not in contravention to the orders of the

Privy Comicil, be removed to higher ground—more particularly

if there are animals, in the latter situation, among whom no
disease has manifested itself.

" There is another rule that may also be adopted. It has

been stated that the range of epidemic diseases is frequently

very limited in a toxni ; they are equally so in other situa-

tions. Por instance, it has frequently happened, in India, that

two corps on marching together, have encamjied for the night on
separate ground, but near to each other. The one has been

immediately attacked with cholera ; the other has not pre-

sented a single case. Observing this, the sick corps changes

its encampment, and takes up a position alongside the healthy

one. This is no sooner done than tlie disease ceases ; the

healthy corps also remaining unaffected, although the sick and

the dying were removed at the same time. When, therefore,

it is inipossil)le to remove the cattle to a more elevated situa-

tion, another grazing ground, even at the same elevation, may
be tried—more particularly if the test mentioned above can

be obtained. There is no feai of the healthy cattle being in-

fected by the sickly herd ; the example just given wiU show
this. The disease may, of course, break out in this locality,

the same as others ; but, then, this would have occurred even
if the sick cattle had not been removed there. As, however,

such a step would be contrary to the regulations at present in

force, it will be necessary to remove the healthy cattle to an-

other locality, previously to the removal of tlie sick herd."
" But all cattle are not kept in grazing ground ; there are

some, and more particularly dairy cows, in London and other

large towns, which are stall-fed. The regulations that I should

propose for these are the following

:

" Do not admit more air than what seems absolutely necessary

for the purposes of respiration ; and let that air be admitted, to

use a nautical phrase, on the lee, not on the windward side of the

cow-house. It but too often happens during the prevalence of

epidemic diseases, that we are induced to exclaim with the poet

.

" The Angel of Death rode by on the blast.

And smote in the ftice of the foe as he pass'd."

AU the windows and doors, however, may be throvni open, and
the place be properly ventilated for an hour or two, in the middle

of the day, more particularly in warm weather, as, for the rea-

sons previously given, there is less danger at that time than any
other. It is the night air that is most to be dreaded.

" These are tlie only general measures that I should propose
for the prevention of the disease : but we must not rest con-
tented with these. There is another, more certain, and more
specific method, that I should strongly advise the proprietors of

cattle to adopt, whenever the disease is prevailing in the locality

or iu tlie neighbourhood. This is by the employment of one of

the different forms of carbon, as recommended more particu-

larly for the treatment of the disease. My faith in the efficacy

of these agents is so great, that I have no hesitation in aflnimiug

they would, if properly administered and in sufficient quantity,

preserve an animal from an attack, even in an infected atmos-
phere. To obtain such a residt is of no slight importance at the
present moment, when the proprietors of stock are recom-
mended to slay their animals on the first outbreak of the dis-

ease—sick and healthy ahke.

" Believing this step to be most prejudicial to the interests
of the proprietors of stock, and injurious to the welfare of all

classes, I cannot close these remarks without entering my
solemn protest against this bovicidal mania—if 1 may be
allowed to coin a word. A Professor remarks, in a letter

inserted in one of the journals :
' It is highly necessary

to inform the public that the present scourge, unlike
cholera and similar human diseases, has no tendency to die out,

after a brief period of its extension. So long as living cattle

are within reach of anything infected or diseased, so long
must it go on ; and it is chiefly by tvholesale extermination of
stock, that the last embers of the disorder will be consumed.'
These conclusions, as must be evident from what has gone
before, are not only unsound and erroneous, but they are pre-

judicial in the higlicst degree to the interest alike of "the public

and of the holders of stock. Not only is the cattle plague a
true epidemic, but, what is more, it mtII subside after a time of
its own accord, even if all the healthy and all the sick were
mixed promiscuously together. If the disease be neither con-
tasfious nor infectious, it will be both a crime and a sin to slay

a single animal that has been attacked, for as long as there is

life there is hope. Besides, if this wholesale extermination of
stock is to be carried out, whence are we to obtain a fresh
supply ; Russia has already had 100,000 head of cattle carried
off, and although other countries iu Europe have hitherto
escaped, this immunity will not always continue. They also

will be brought, sooner or later, under the malign influence of
the same cause, as will also America, although not a single

animal be transported thither from Europe. I would therefore
say to the proprietors of stock. Use your best endeavours to
prevent the disease ; should these means fail, and some of your
animals be attacked, think only of how they can best be cured

;

so that, if they die, the verdict may be :
' Died by the visita-

tion of God' : not ' by the hand of man.'
"

Treatment : As to the treatment of the cattle, I\Ir. Parkin
says :

" Although Professor Simonds tells us, in his Report to
the Pri^^- Council, that ' the experience gained in this country
confirms Europe, as a whole—viz., whenever the plague
breaks from its strongholds in Russia, and invades otJier coun-
tries, medical skill is powerless in arresting its progress by
the application of curative measnrres,' I am ready to main-
tain the contmry. As the organization of man and of animals
is the same, and as the diseases are nearly identical, there is

no reason why the cattle plague should not be as amenable to
treatment as typhus or typhoid fever in the human race. If
such a result has not been obtained at present, it must be
ascribed to the fact that the ])roper treatment and the proper
remedies have not been hitherto employed. Convinced of the
truth of this conclusion, I am induced to propose the following
method of treatment, not only because I have found it to be
the most efficacious in human subjects, but also from the fact

that it has been adopted with success, both by myself and by
others, in the brute creation—iu the miirraia that prevailed
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some years sines in England. This is by the employment of

the different forms of carbon.
" As the gaseous form is that on which the greatest reliance

is to be placed, I will first point out the best mode of its ad-

ministration. 'As long as the animal takes its drink regularly

and in the usual quantity, the gas may be diffused in the

water, which can be easily effected by dissolving one drachm

and a-half of bi-carbonate of soda and one drachm of tartaric

acid in each pailful of water. If, however, the animal refuses

its drink or takes it in less quantity than usual, the gaseous

fluid must be poured down the patient's tliroat, or it may be

given by enema. In this case, a smaller quantity of fluid

should, of course, be employed ; while, if an injection be re-

sorted to, the water must be warm—98 deg. Fahrenheit, or

blood-heat. One very good metliod of administering the gas

by the mouth is, to pour a bottle of soda-water down the

animal's throat, care being taken to prevent the escape of the

gas. This should be repeated every two or three hours, until

the urgent symptoms are relieved. If more convenient, yeast

—brewer's yeast—may be substituted for the soda-water, or it

may be given in combination witli it. In tlie former case,

half-a-pint may be given every three or four hours ; in the

latter, half that quantity. If a stimulant be required, as is

the case in the latter stages of the disease, instead of the soda-

water, a bottle of porter, or ale, if old and well up, may be
employed instead.

" In addition to the above, one of the other forms of carbon
should be resorted to ; and as we are only acquainted with
carbon in its pure form in the diamond, we must employ those

compounds in what it exists in the largest proportions, viz.,

in the hydro-carbons. The best is naphtha, which contains 85
per cent, of carbon. Two teaspoonfulls of this—the pure,

medicinal naphtha—may be given every four hours, in mint or

chamomile tea, and be continued ixntil the subsidence of the

specific symptoms—those characteristic of the disease. When
the naphtha cannot be obtained, a tablespoouful of cod liver

or olive oil may be substituted for it.

" As the object of this mode of treatment is to remove the

cause rather than to remedy tlie effects, it should be resorted

to at the earliest possible period of the attack. Eor the re-

moval of the cfl'ects—the debility, &e.—the ordinary methods
must b» resorted to. I must, however, enter my protest against

the employment of stimulants, excepting as a last resource,

and in the last stage of the disease. The debility experienced

at the commencement of the attack is merely the effect of

tlie impression of the morbid agent on the system, and will

disappear, in common with the other effects at that stage of

the disease, on the removal of the operating cause,"

CAUSES OF THE CATTLE PLAGUE
SiE,—I am obliged for the insertion of my last letter on this

subject, in which I attempted to show that the British modes of

stock management were far more congenial to liealth than the

foreign. At the same time it may be useful to enter a little

more fully into the subject, just to see whether we do err

materially", and, if we do, in what way our errors could be

corrected.

Now, in examining the agricultural modes, I come to the

conclusion that, in the country, we may err a little in economy,

but that as regards the liealtli of our animals we cannot greatly

improve upon our plans. Por instance, our cattle are kept

during summer in the pastures, and are fattened during winter on

roots, hay, cake, and corn ; the greater portion ofthe stock being

fattened in yards with open sheds attached. Now, here we have

the cattle fed on gieen food and in the open air all the year.

A small proportion are no doubt more closely kept, in boxes,

stalls, covered yards, or on boards. But none are kept so un-

naturally and unwholesomely as the dairy cattle in London

—

kept in close stables, or even in cellars, and fed on grains and

distillers' waste ; and, in Edinburgh, on sewage-grown grass,

the result being a large product of very thin milk, produced at

the cost of loss of healtli or even life to the cow, and perhaps

to the injury of the consumer who uses milk from animals suf-

fering from incipient lung disease, and in which the flow of

milk is induced to an extent that may almost be considered a

disease.

For siieep, our Englisli custom is that of outdoor feeding
;

those few who have tried shed-feeding on the board system

having left it off.

For pigs, we have the animals at grass or clover, or at

" stack," while in a store state, or kept in open yards in winter

on beet and beans ; and then for fattening, barley meal with

the house wash, and, when it can be obtained, skim fhilk. Is

not this English system conducive to health in the animal and

in the eater ? Is there any comparison to be made between it

and the foreign mode, where the swine-herd blows his horn to

bring his gaunt animals to their mast and acorns ? or to the

Irish, where measles is developed in the animal by its residing

in the cabin and feeding on potatoes? So far as the feeding is

concerned, the Londoner cannot have more wholesome food

than country pork and country sausages. Though he may weU
shun the garbage and graves-fed pork of London, and abstain

from London-made sausages, whether of beef or pork.

As to fowls—the country fowl, bred in the open air, at the

barn-door, in the stackyard, or in the yards, and finished by a

few weeks' fattening on wholesome corn, must possess a flavour,

a firmness, a nourishing wholesomeuess, far superior to those

cooped up with their own excrement, and crammed with grease

and other nauseoAxs mixtures.

The country modes are, in short, adapted to induce health

in the animal, and to produce wholesome food for the consumer.

They err against economy in a few minor matters—as, for

instance, in feeding animals on such luxuriant grass as we
now possess, or on turnips of too rapid growth, and, conse-

quently, run to rapid decay : we ought to supply considerable

quantities of dry food ; and for sheep and cattle a constant

supply of rock salt, to promote digestion and to correct any ill

effects from too great luxuriance.

Witli plenty of dry food and salt, I am convinced we should

hear little of the injurious effects of turnips on sheep, espe-

cially those grown with artificial manures. We often hear the

complaint that we cannot grow so good turnips as our fathers,

and that the new-fangled manures render them unwholesome.
But is not the reason this—that our fathers grew turnips on new
land and as a new thing, while our four-course system has made
the soil sick of turnips. And artificial manures are injurious

when applied on poor land which has not staple sufficient to

carry on the luxuriant growth which the artificials have excited.

On good land, or with the addition of plenty of farm-yard

manure to carry on the growth, the results of artificials must
be good.

We are apt to forget the original nature of our animals, to

feed them too monotonously. If we put our sheep into a fine

piece of turnips, it is enougli. But tlie sheep is an animal
that feeds on thriving downs and heathy mountains, and re-

quires somethiug to correct tlie turnip, which, the more
luxuriant and the more free from weeds they may be, the more
suitable are they for such an animal. Our pigs we fatten on
pure barley meal and pea meal : we forget that the pig in his

native state is omnivorous, that he is constantly on the look-

out for grubs and larvae, and no doubt swallows large quanti-

ties of earth, which cures acidity and prevents eruptions.

Therefore a small proportion of graves would be a useful addi-

tion, and, as Mr. Stearn suggests, a few coals or cinders for

him to crunch, the sulphur or carbon, of which coals consist,

being very conducive to health. For fowls, again—they, being

natives of tropical countries, require warm and dry lodging

:

tlieir food in their native state consisting of berries and in-

sects, some small proportion of animal food must be useful

where they have not a spacious run, and a mixture of some-

thing hot and condimental would be useful, especially in damp
weather, to keep them in health.

Thus 1 have passed our British modes of feeding and

fattening in review, without discovering anything that could

cause the disease. Everything points to a foreign source.

Alarmists have feared that pigs and poultry were suffering

under similar diseases ; but of this we have no proof, and it is

probable that the complaint in fowls is the common pip.
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For remedies—there are pletiiy and ther^-arc none ; that is,

there are uone certain : we must look to preventives. I

see many persons have recommended tlii-ir peculiar manufac-
tures, and no doubt all tonics are useful in supplying stamina.
But probably a plenlii'ul supply of salt would be as useful as

any : we know how ctittle ilock to the salt-licks of America.
Anything antiseptic or anti- fermentative would be of use,

probably, in checking the progress of a disease which may
owe its virulence to an uudue predominance of ferment in the
blood. Thus a small quantity of sulphuric acid in tlie water
should be given, sulphur being a great enemy to all fermentation,
and the acid the most powerful deodorizer we have. I might
also urge the trial, as a preventive, of very homoeopathic doses
of arsenic—do not be frightened. A Mr. Bonar in his travels

in Bavaria discovered that arsenic cakes were numerous there,

and that they who partook of them were plump, clear-

skinned, and more able to withstand fatigue than others.

The system might by that means be imbued with a substance

that should render it impervious to disease of this nature.

Inoculation, it is said, gives immunity from attack. Now, wby
sliould not our scientific men discover some substance which

should act on the tissues in the same way as inoculation, and

thus operate iw a similar preservative ? W. R.
Sept. 23.

[We give our correspondent's letter on the principle of hearing

both sides of the question, although we by no means agree

with tlie deduction he arrives at. There arc many things

in England that would tend to cause disease.

—

Editor.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
BY DE. MA.SCH,

Veterinary Professor at the Agricultural College at Altenburg, Hungary.

Within the last year the scourge of the rinderpest has caused
ravages among the cattle to an enormous extent, chiefly in the

eastern crown-lands. Even now its fatal influence is still

manifest ; and although the last case in the inland may be a

thing of the past, the danger for the future is nevertheless not

lessened ; far in the distant east there perpetually arise, from

a mysterious source, life-threatening agencies, which, once de-

veloped, travelling in all directions, may also reach the byres

and droves of cattle here.

If the rinderpest and the cholera are compared with each

other, then they agree in the destructive influence which they

exercise on those living organisms over which their power
extends ; they agree also in the fact that they defeat every

medical enterprise which is directed against them as a curative

means ; but in other respects the two diseases differ. Whilst
the horrible spectre of cholera, when it visits city and hamlet,

stalks on paths uudiscoverable, or at least undiscovered, the

way in which the rinderpest spreads lies more open. A com-
bustible substance will be set on fire by one, burning with the

more certainty the more closely it comes in contact with the

flame and the heat of the latter. Thus, among sound cattle of

a byre or drove, every diseased one is to be looked upon as a

burning, glowing, flaming body ; and every other animal near

it as a combustible body. Tliis comparison is correct ; and
should, in its extensive application he a guide to every intelli-

gent farmer in order to avail himself in time of danger of the

right means of ensuring the safety of the cattle. The writer

of this believes most firmly that cattle can be protected

against the rinderpest more successfully than a house against

fire.

With this conviction we appeal to the breeders, feeders, and
dealers in cattle ; and for the protection which we most confi-

dently promise them, we demand an attentive ear for our ad-

vice, and, if it is necessary, a rigid carrying out of it. We
must however, first of all, give some explanations of the capa-

bihties of infection of the plague in question.

That the rinderpest is contagious may be expressed in this

way : The material parts and particles of diseased cattle, whe-
ther they be solid, liquid, or gaseous—whether they be among
themselves in organic combination or departing from the

organism, or already departed—all are in a peculiar condition,

departing from the normal one, just as the state of a ball when
heated departs from the state in which it is when reduced to a

lower temperature. Tbe peculiarity of this state is equivalent

with its power of infecting, and this results in the fact that

material particles of diseased cattle when transferred to a sound

one, and penetrating the barrier of a thin epidermis, change in

a few days the whole of the latter, so that it is hkewise

capable of infecting. It acts as a ferment. It must be looked

upon as an established fact that cattle in our countries

never develop rinderpest otherwise than by receiving particles

of matter from individuals of their species already fallen

victims to the disease. It is, however, just as certain that

cattle cannot be placed in a state of safety except by a protec-

tion which involves a complete shutting out from sound cattle

those minute particles of matter caUed contagious matter. He
deceives himself, and makes a tremendous mistake, who,
neglecting the only means by which he may protect his cattle,

seeks the safety of his animals from infection by bleeding,

lotions, injections, in secret and traditional popular remedies
;

and who, in false confidence in these thiugs, does not minutely
observe the care necessary for the prevention of infection ; and
who, perhaps, disregards the sanitary rules altogether, or

carries them out but very imperfectly. This is the more un-
pardonable, because in such a case the imprudence of a single

individual endangers the material well-being of a whole com-
munity. It shoves, however, also the stubbornness and blind-

ness of those people who, actually knowing that, in the midst of

diseased places and districts, the cattle of those proprietors are

not damaged who, for the prevention of disease, carry out an
isolation which goes too far, but which is certainly eft'ective

;

and who, seeing this occasionally, do not yet understand how
to avail themselves of so beneficial an example for the protec-

tion of their own cattle. The writer of this essay has met
with ridiculous views and habits in this department, especially

among small proprietors (Bauern), over-wise empirics, and
clergymen who carry on farming. The class last named weigh
the more heavily in the scale of public injury—the more the

example of the shepherd determines the conduct of the flock.

People generally dread the small inconvenience of the moment,
and remain indifferent towards the threatening disasters of the

future : they are afraid of the application of a salutary remedy,

and neglect the saving operation ; and at last they accuse the

State, the public administration, the sanitary organs, and de-

mand compensation for the damage which they did not feel in-

cHned to avert. We, however, stick to our proposition ; and
understand by prevention of rinderpest neither more nor less

than separation of diseased from sound cattle. If it is asserted

that for infection direct contact between healthy and diseased

substance is necessary, then this is literally true. But by
" contact" we should not only understand the meeting of a

tangibly solid or liquid particle of the diseased substance on
the one hand, and the living healthy organism on the other,

but for infection the meeting even is sufficient of such diseased

particles as, on account of their gaseous nature, remain im-

perceptible alike to the sense of taste and touch. Every living

organism, and even a dead body, is perpetually surrounded by

vapour, the material parts of which escape in all directions

;

which, however, remain permanent through additional elimina-

tion of particles from the tangible substance. A diseased

animal lives likewise in its own atmosphere, and forms as it

were the centre of it. This atmosphere, as regards its

material part, is composed of particles which, endowed with

the power of infection, escape from the diseased body, and are

carried away, however short the distance and however brief

the time may he. This contagious atmosphere must particu-

larly be paid attention to, because it is invisible, and therefore

often ignored altogether. Of equal importance and eft'ect are

also the breath, the gaseous evacuation of the intestines, as

well as the effluvia which escape from the excrements of the

B E
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intestines, the urine, the milk, the blood, flesh, saliva, lachrj--

mal fluid, skin, and other parts of the diseased organism,

either during life or after death.

Wliether there is more contagious force in the gaseous, the

liquid, or the solid aumial particles, is of no importance for the

farmer to know; and it is more beneficial to him, as it corres-

ponds more with reality, to consider them all equally dangerous.

Although it is not to be denied that the contagious force

dwells in a more concentrated form and more permanently in

solid and liquid matter than in gaseous nevertheless the lat-

ter peneti'ates more easily into the more delicate structures of

the organism, since there lies exposed to it the convenient way

in the large extent of the mucous membrane of the respiratory

organs. Gaseous and liquid contagious matter can be longer

preserved by mediums, viz., bodies of various lands to which

they attach themselves ; and when removed from their place of

origin they may still be capable of showing themselves eiFective.

Porous substances, such as furs, wooUen articles, and linen

tissue, are, on account of their immense surface, capable of re-

ceiving and condensing gaseous contagious matter, and of car-

rying them to great distances. They are, on that accoimt,

very properly called " poison-catching materials." Contagi-

ous matter in a liquid shape does not retain its poisonous

properties so very loug as when it is attached to mediums
which favour its becoming dry, ])ut do not accelerate decom-

position. Of this sort are especially diy substances of vege-

table and animal origin.

As very dangerous mediums of conveying the rinderpest in

cases where the disease appears in the neighbourhood, men
must be so considered, and besides them half-free domestic

animals such as dogs and cats. Men may be the more sus-

pected of carrying the disease the more they have to do with

cattle by occupation and trade, and not with cattle only, but

also with the offal and useful parts of the animals. Cattle-

dealers, butchers, &c., and also drovers, are dangerous ; and

so, too, are veterinary surgeons, and especially those who,
without being qualified, engage in veterinary occupations.

Dogs and cats, as v.-eU as even the fowls of large farms, come
too often in contact with cattle and their otfal, either in tlie

society of men or otherwise, to be regarded with indifference.

There is one class of carriers of contagious matter less known
and less mentioned, which we wUl notice here especiaUy.

These are thejlies. These creatures, moveable, unsteady, and
unnoticed as a means of spreading rinderpest, are possibly

capable of multiplying cases of rinderpest greatly, by convey-

ing contagious matter even to those cattle that appear to be

completely removed beyond danger. If flies are even to

healthy cattle most obtrusive parasites, they are such to a

much greater extent to exhausted diseased cattle. They seek,

with a special preference, food at the margin of those apertures

of the body that are provided with but a very delicate skiu,

whilst others plunge their suckers into the skiu to suck blood

;

both kinds, when driven from one animal, alight on others,

dwelling more or less near, and spread the plague by means of

their poison-carrying sucking apparatus to great distances. We
are unable to refer the rapid and extensive spreading of the

plague in summer and autumn to any other cause than the mul-
titude and activity of the two-winged insects at those seasons.

This means of infection has certainly some connection with
the custom which prevails among some cattle breeders of

smearing tar over the surrounding parts of the eyes, the margin
ofthe nostrils, and the mouth, expecting from it protection

against the disease. We do not hesitate for a moment to re-

commend at the fly season and at an approaching danger of the

plague an application, occasionally, of such fatty substances as

are mixed up with oil of turpentine, tar, or creosote, on the
parts ofthe body mentioned above. It should however, not be
done in order to supersede other means of safety, but merely to

keep oft' these dangerous flies. The most effective, surest, and
the most common carriers of the rinderpest are diseased cattle

themselves. They act by means of their breath, their atmos-
phere of evaporation, the surface of their tangible body, as well
as by means of evei7thing solid and liquid which arises from
their organism, and with the more certainty the more closely

and longer sound animals are in this way brought into con-
tact. This becomes especially conspicuous in byres where
among animals standing in rows the plague commences with
one

;
the one that stands next to it is generally the next to get

the disease and die.

Tt is pretty generally known that an infected animal does

not show the symptoms of the disease on the very first day it

was infected ; this requires a period of incubation of at least

five days. After this period the system shows first the progress
of a power that has crept through the whole organized struc-

ture of the body, and threatens its existence. It reveals at

once by external symptoms, departing from the healthy pro-

cesses of life, the existence of internal dangers. Prom this

period the sjinptoms of disease increase in the same degree as

the contagious force spreads in the system, and extends over as

many days as are required for incubation. The disturbed sys-

tem very seldom succeeds in disinfeetingitself by the mustering
of its own vital energies, whilst at the same time the symptoms
of the disease subside ; in most cases the eftbrts of the living

body, which are directed against its dissolution, are not suffi-

cient to avert the fatal results of infection. A small per-

centage of diseased cattle recover
;
yet this recovery is a com-

plete one when compared with another calamity among cattle

—pleuro-pneumouia. If the cattle of Eastern Europe are

compared with those of Western Europe as regards the rate of

mortality in consequence of the rinderpest, it wiU show that

the former generally possess but little power of resistance

against the latal issue, and yet the power of resistance is deci-

dedly greater among them than among the latter. Out of one
hundred diseased cattle scarcely five escape death. Organisms,
which have received the contagious matter, acquire the capa-

city of infecting not only at the time when the disease appears,

but from tliis period till the animal dies it is perpetually in-

creasing. However, for twelve hours after the appearance of

the first symptoms the capacity for developing contagious mat-
ter is but very small. Sound cattle are during this time,

according to the opinion of the writer and the experience of

others, by no means endangered. This circumstance is of the

utmost importance for the prevention of the spreading of the

rinderpest ; and, v.'hatever may be said to the breeders of

cattle with reference to battling with this calamity, it is true

that the speediest separation of diseased from sound cattle is

stUl the most practical and most successful procedure. If in a
row of houses built of wood fire breaks out in one of them,
then the other liuUdings can be saved if the burning one is

immediately removed to a place the neighbourhood of which
is fire-safe.

If in every place where rinderpest is approaching, every ani-

mal that shows itself diseased is without delay removed to a safe

place and made safe for others, then something of the most
effective kind would liave been done for the limitation of its

spreading ; the rinderpest wo\ild be extinguished from sheer

want of food, after the very first sacrifice, and the poleaxe, al-

though a very rude but at the same time an indispensable means,
would get out of use in its application to diseased and suspected

animals. One must have respect for the utility of all sanitary

rules for the suppression of rinderpest ; but carrying out these

generally succeeds but very slowly, even under the most favour-

able circumstances, and encounters on that very account an ojj-

ponent which has become already great and powerful, and is

only with difficulty conquered even by costly means. In conse-

quence ofthe watchful care on the part ofthe cattle proprietors,

by means of which they discover qiiicldy wliicli are diseased

cattle, and at once remove the diseased from the sound, the bat-

tling against the cattle plague should be considerably facilitated

on the part ofthe public sanitary authorities, and the majority

of innocent victims.

Prom what has been said, the assumption may be justified

that the protection effected by the separation of diseased from

sound cattle surpasses in efficiency every other practical proce-

dure devised for the suppression ofthe rinderpest.

This protection would, however, be illusory, and its proclama-

tion premature, if the separation, so much recommended, is not

carried out at the right time.

The chief question is—What period is the right one for sepa-

ration ? Whereupon we answer conclusively, The sooner the

better. The sooner the disease is discovered the better ; the

more immediate the subsequent separation the more certainly is

the danger ofthe spread of rinderpest obviated. The disease of

the rinderpest announces itself at the beginning Ijy no other

symptoms than those which appeal- also in other febrile diseases

involving the whole organism in their very origin. These are

just phenomena common to all febrile cattle diseases—as, for in-

stance, diminished appetite, irregular mastication, low spirits,

want of vitality, muscular weakness, relaxed condition ol the

whole body, the head, the cars, and the tail,
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The practised eye of the breeder recognizes easily these

external signs by tlie inspection of liis cattle, and diagnoses

from it the tirst indistinct outlines of an ensuing diseased

spectacle. In ordinary times he avails himself only of but

ordinary means, and abandons himself perhaps to the hope
that it is with such signs as with ordinary tliunderclouds,

whicli tower at noon in a threatening manner, and evaporate

in the evening without a trace, and without culiniuating in a

thunderstorm. But at a time when the cattle plague is

threatening, then the cattle-breeder should get every suspected

animal out of the reach of the rest, and avail himself of all

further precautious, after he has carried out the first and most

important—that of separatiou. One bhould in such eases not

fear that the approaching evil is the rinderpest, but one should

fear that it might be the rinderpest ; one should not abstain

from trading from want of proofs, but one should trade oa
mere suspicion ; he \iho waits for certainty is too late. One
should not object to the writer, tliat in this way cattle-breeders

are kept iu perpetual apprehension, and induced to make many
provisions whicli are, after all, superfluous. Reproaches of

this kind can only emanate from those who have not them-

selves perceived the bitter after-taste of the rinderpest. He
who has been once injured by it will, on a new occasion, in-

evitably carry out the separation of every animal only sus-

pected ; and if iu ten cases the suspicion has proved ground-

less, in the eleventh case, nevertheless, the separation should

be hurried on.

Li no other place are the sanitary rules in regard to th

rinderpest carried out with so much circumspection and suc-

cess as was done iu the years 180:3 and 18(1:3 in the district of

Altenburg, iu Hungary, which is so rich in cattle-farms.

Whilst the disease lasted, every head of cattle which manifested

indisposition was, after the very first symptoms, immediately

removed from the byres to a place of inspection. In this man-

ner many animals have been conveyed to the places of inspec-

tion, and removed afterwards to their former abode when their

soundness had been sufficiently established. Caution has,

nevertheless, not been diminished. On the 24th November,

186:3, an ox iu a large byre evinced signs of indisposition,

very indistinct and scarcely perceptible. This ox, however,

was removed half-an-hour afterwards in consccpience of the

existing strict rules ; and since his indisposition was aggravated,

it was made known to the authorities, in accordance to sanitary

laws. A commission of practical men discovered in this ox,

five days after his disease, the symptoms of the rinderpest

so distinctly developed that even without the addition of the

proofs derived from a section, the former alone would have

sufficiently established the existence of a case of rinderpest.

The other oxen remained sound.

This case, and other illustrations, will, it is to be hoped,

place the significance and usefulness of separation iu a right

light, and justify the author if he speaks on it with a deter-

mination to convince the cattle-breeders of his country.

—

Trans-

lated by IlerrH, Kiinde, Edinburgh, for " N. B. Jyricidtirrist"

A CURE FOR THE CATTLE PEST.

The following table of cattle cured, with the names of the

eowkeepers and farmers to whom they belonged, are furnished

by Dr. Browne, a retired army-surgeon, who has had great

experience in fevers and cholera in the hot climate of India.

Since the outbreak of this cattle pest he has given almost his

whole attention to the subject, althaugh he has not stopped to

inquire whence the disease originated, but has the rather

taken the animals as they were found, some dead, some dying,

and others showing symptoms of the first stage of the disease.

Dr. Browne's opinion, however, from the first, has been
that the disease was indigenous, and only developed by
some extraordinary conditions under whch the animals

were placed as regards the weather, their food, and the confine-

ment in which they had lived. This quite agrees with the views
of Clayter, the observant and reflective veterinarian who wrote
of the " plague" of the last century. This latter authority says

it is always present among us, and was brought to the state of a
" plague" by extraordinary conditions similar to the above.

Of the living animals enumerated below, we may say that we
had the satisfaction yesterday of seeing them, not only in a re-

covered state of health, but in restored condition, and giving for

the most part a full supply of milk. It will perhaps be wondered
liow it was that Dr. Browne coidd, under the orders issued by
the Privy Council, get animals to experiment upon

;

but the simple answer to this is. Miss Burdett
Coutts, after losing her herd, applied to the Privy

Council for leave to have the trial of curing some made,
the expense of vvliich experiment she would bear. Thus the

following evidence of one step having been taken in the right

dirpctiou is due to the sagacity and liberality of a lady whose
name has long been connected with good works. Her ex-

pressed motive was to avert in some measure the impending
ruin of small eow-keepers, whose livelihood might depend
altogether on the health of a few cows. Miss Coutts placed

this .concession on the part of the Privy Council in the hands
of her physician, Dr. Forshall, who has •witnessed the effect of

Dr. Browne's treatment in the cases of Mr. Cotton's and Mr.
Bateman's cows.

Many of the cows, as it is well known, of these herds died

off in the first instance without the chance of the recovery of

one of them. Now Dr. Browne says he has no doubt about

curing at least 90 per cent., and if the first symptoms were at

once detected by hourly inspection, a greater per-centage than
that could be saved. The great difficulty iu which Dr.
Browiie is now placed is that of being unable to get animals to

cure. If this be true, and our observations go to confirm it,

what a blot this pole-axing and stamping-out remedy will be

on all who have had in it a guiding and governing hand !

Mr. Alderman Sidney had a cow which last wTck threatened

to fall into a state of coUapse. Dr. Browne pointed out the symp-

toms to the Alderman and administered his remedy. The cow
yesterday was sleek and apparently perfectly restored. A
young buU of Mr. Bateman's had been under other treatment,

and was about to die, when Dr. Browaie gave it a powerful

dose, and it is now alive and sleek, although there are yet

signs of the great shock to which his system has been sub-

jected. Mr. Cotton has a cow which had not the remedy

applied for three days after being attacked. Yesterday, at the

end of the sixth day, she was alive, and although apparently

very bad, she had not got beyond the second stage, and" Dr.

Browne was confident of her ultimate recovery, as she had lived

so long uuder such disadvantages. Another had fallen oft" her

feed ; but she was taken in time, and no symptoms of running

eyes and nose or staring coat had yet come on, while the sensi-

tiveness along the spinal ridge had departed. There

are some other observations that we have to con-

sider and relate, but these we will defer till'we have had a

second opportunity of witnessing the result of the treatment

in question. Tlie following table of facts and notes on symp-

toms Dr. Browne wrote out at our request. Many of those

cured cows we saw, one lot of 17 all looking well and chew-

ing their cud. Mr. Cotton had about the same number re-

maining. According to the theory of " eminent" veterinary

advisers, the whole of these fine, and many of them beautiful

cows, ought now to have been mingled with quick lime six feet

deep in the earth ! ! Dr. Browne, whose address is Green

Lanes, Hornsey, N., says :

—

I observe that the cattle plague exhibits in its course three

stages or phases

:

1st stage. It manifests itself by a watery glassy appearance

of the sclerotic coat of the eye, with fulness of the superficial

vessels ; the vertebral column is tender on pressure, especially

about the dorsal region ; the coat is didl, and on the summit of

the spinal ridge the capiUte are elevated ;
pulse slower than

natural, and irregular.

2nd stage. Pulse possesses a thrilling sensation, with irre-

gular action ; the eapillse are rough, dry and staring ; the

nostrils and mouth are covered with exudation ; there is a

di'ooping of the head ; the ears are below their natural tempe-

rature ; there is evidently much pain in the head and back
;

E E 2
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the urine is scarce, and milk almost or totaUy deficient
;
a

punffent and peculiarly nauseating odour escapes from the

animal aad there is some amount of purging
;
the mouth may

have a few slight patches of ulceration ;
hreathmg apparently

oppressed ; on applying the ear to the chest crepitation may be

more or less present ; the auimal occasionally moans.

3rd stage. Constant moaning ;
pulse small, irregular, and in-

termittent"; frequent purging of most offensive dejecta ; the nos-

trils exude 'purulent secreta, and from the mouth frothy mucus

keeps dropping ; the animal is below the ordinary temperature
;

there are frequent tremors of limb and muscle ;
there is rapid

and excessive wasting ; the evacuatiou has a colour of muddy

water, and aqueous in character ; there is an inflamed look

of the mucous lining of the terminal passages, with blood

sometimes passing; great weakness ; breathing hard, difficult,

short, and laboured
;
pulse gets more feeble, moaning more

persistent, and eBluvia from body more pungent. The senses

remain clear to the last, when the animal, after enduring many

hours' suffering, dies, after a few efforts to rise.

Such are the distinctive physical external characteristics of

this disease. And as I find that the sensoria are intact, that

there is a total absence of sordes or furring about the mouth

or teeth, that shiverings are absent, that tlie skin is from the

first stage below par equally with the pulse, I cannot, there-

fore, attril)ute the malady to what is called typhus.

For the foregoing reasons I can only conclude that it is es-

sentially what is conventionally termed " pest," being closely

allied to the severer forms of cholera among the human spe-

cies, for when the disease is apparent in the animal a period

of collapse has set in. That the disease is capable of easy ar-

restation in the first stage is now most satisfactorily established

—SO much so, that a fatal result will be the exception.

CASES OF RINDERPEST TREATED BY DR. J. COLLIS
BROWNE, PROM JULY TO OCTOBER, 1865.
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outside guide attached to tlie same, and moveable so as to con-
trol the direction of the tines in entering the ground. The
tines are slightly curved, like a fork tine, widened and sharpeued
wedge-like at the end, and the cams and track are so arranged
that as tlie whole advances the tines enter the ground perpen-
dicularly to the advance of the machine, causing no friction

trout or back, excepting that of the teeth entering the ground.
When the fork has readied the centre of the machine at the

bottom it begins to move backwards horizontally a few inches,

thus moving the whole body of earth that has been loosened.

It then rises rapicUy by a quickened action of the cam, causing
a vibrating motion of the fork, thus pulverizing the whole
earth removed, and at the same time preventing, by loosening,

any accumulation that may be taken up by the fork. When it

is desired to move from field to field the outer cam guide is

throwu forward by means of a lever at the driver's hand, when
the tines of llie forks, instead of entering the ground, become
folded close to the heads, and the whole machiue passes over the

ground with as ntuch facility as a roller. The operator sits

upon the machine on a raised seat, protected from dirt by an
iron shield passing between him and the forks. As now manu-
factured the whole weighs about 900 pounds.

That these machines are only fit to show upon quarter-acre

patches at fair-grounds, and to furnish food for calculation as

to what may be accomplished supposing them to prepare so

much ground per day, or week, or season, it is useless for

sceptics to urge, for tliose now in use on this farm have already

fitted for planting at least two hundred acres. On arriving at

the field we found two of the machines were being operated with
four rather light horses each ; one team driven by a man,
who from choice walked, and the other by a boy riding and
managing his team with ease. These machines were spading
three feet in width and eight inches in depth, leaving the soil

thoroughly pulverized the entire depth, and in complete order

for the planter, which was in use on the land prepared the pre-

vious day.

Tiiough the horses were such as we skould consider unfit for

any kind of heavy farm work, we do not thiuk they showed
heavier labour than they would have done if attached by single

teams to ploughs working six inches in depth. We need not
tell the farmers of the west that the ground was too wet to

work easily, but what we here saw proves to us that the spader
will operate as well or even better comparatively than the

plough under similar circumstances. The horses are worked
four abreast, as it is thought the draught is thus more equally

distributed among them.
The other two machiues, to meet the broad views of Mr.

S., we found ganged together, thus cultivating six feet in width,

and to the same depth as the first two. These were drawn by
six yokes of oxen, below medium size, and driven by one man.

These are adapted for the use of oxeu by simply lessening

the number of forks and reducing the diameter of the cylinder,

giving a more rapid motion, and at the same time reducing

the weight. These ox machines do their work to the satis-

faction of all, and are the especial favourites of the hands, the

Irish driver characterizing them in his rather laconic way, as
" bid-hj machines."

Of the am-ount of work capable of being performed by the

spader our readers can, from the data given, make their own
estimates ; but it may not be out of place here to give a few
figures as to the comparative cost of growing an acre of corn,

made in the office of Mr. SuUivant. We will state that it is

designed to attach self-dropping planters to the spaders, and
thus accomplish the whole work with the same team. The
price of labour of a man is reckoned at 1 dollar per day,

a boy at 50 cents, horse 50 cents, and oxen 25 cents each.

We thus have per day

—

dol. 0.

Que man, 3 horses, will plough 2 acres, cost per acre 1

„ „ 4 oxen, will harrow 20 acres, cost per acre 15

„ „ a boy, and 2 horses, will plant 10 acres, ... 25

„ „ 2 horses, \\'ill cultivate 8 acres twice 50

Total cost per acre 1 90

One man with spaders and eight horses, traveUiug the same
distance (sixteen-and-a-half miles, spaders 3 feet 8 inches in

length), will prepare and plant fourteen-and-a-half acres,

which will cost, one man 1 dollar, eight horses 4; dollars

—

5 dollars, divided by fourteen-and-a-half acres, and we have

3-ii cents per acre. Add cultivating, 50 cents per acre as be-

fore, and we have the cost of laying by a crop of corn 84^ cents

per acre, or a saving of 1 dollar 5^ cents per acre over the

common way.
Among the advantages ofthe spader over the common method

of culture we may mention

—

1st. The greater rapidity with which the soil |is broken up,

one spader being equal to three ordinary ploughs.

2nd. The dispensing with at least two hands necessary to

accomplisli the same work with the plough.

3rd. The dispensing with one team.

4th. Dispensing with the use of the harrow—requiring both
team and men.

5th. Though not least—A culture of nearly double the depth

of ordinary ploughing, the advantages of which in giving a
crop with more certainty and of a largely increased amount,
we do not deem it necessary to discuss, as it must be obvious

to aU.

It surely gives a saving of more than one-half the cost of

growing a corn crop, and we certainly look for an increase of

yield equal to twenty-five per cent. At least theory, and the

experience of last year, on the farm of Mr. Barnes, of La Salle

county, seem to indicate this.

We have no hesitation in giving it as our opinion that a new
era in western agriculture dates from the invention of the

rotai-y spader ; and we yet expect to see steam the motive
power in its use.

We should be pleased to give some of the many speculations

upon the future of the spader, in the various uses to which it

seems adapted, such as the spadiug in of small grains, faU and
spring, the loosening up of " bound" meadows or pastures,

and its enormous addition to the productiveuess of our land,

that were indulged in as several of us were gathered around

the comfortable oifice fire at Uroadlands. But all such will

suggest themselves to others as they become acquainted with

the machiue, and many of them will soon be put to the test,

when they wiU come before the public as actual facts, instead

of somewhat vague theories. Be assured of one thing, how-
ever : Comstock's rotary spader is a practical implement, and

will figure largely in western agriculture hereafter.

—

The

Prairie Farmer.

[This implement may now be seen in work on Mr. Hamil-

ton's farm at Acton, near London.

—

Editok.]

HOW TO CHOOSE A COW.—On this subject, the Work-

ing Farmer says :
" There is always some risk in buying a

cow, of whose previous character aud history we know no-

thing, for there are no intallible signs of excellence. A rough,

coarse, ill-shaped cow is often a noble milker. Yet there are

a few points, generally agreed upon by experienced farmers,

which it is well to consider, before purchasing. A small-

boned head and light horns are better than large. Long legs

make too \vide a gap betwixt udder aud milk pail, and long-

legged cows are seldom quiet feeders, but wander aljout too

much. A slender rather than a thick neck, a straight back,

wide ribs aud broad brisket, are to be sought for. The body

of the cow should be large in proportion to head, neck, and

legs, though not excessively large ; and the hind-quarters if

largely out of proportion indicate good milking qualities.

Medium-sized cows, all things considered, prove the best

milkers for the amount of food they consume. The colour of

the hair has probably nothing to do with the milking qualities,

aud good looks should be regarded but little in purchasing

dairy animals. As to the colour of the skin, a bright yellow,

approaching that of gold coins, creamy colour within the ears

—this and good rich milk are very apt to go together ; and,

withal, a soft flexible hide, loose over the ribs and nunp, is

also to be sought. The udder should be large, soft, and full

of veins, which ramify over it, with full-sized milk veins

stretching forward along the belly, and the teats be larg^and

not crowded together. Test the cow's disposition and inquire

about it. Irritable and nervous cows are unpleasant to handle,

aud almost always scanty milkers. Something can be ascer-

tained from the looks and motions. Large, mild eyes, easy

quiet motions when driven, and gentleness when handled, in-

dicate good nature. What butchers term ' good handling ' is

an important quality iu a milch cow, for it indicates not only

good milking properties, but easy fattening, when services in

the dairy are over,"
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ON CROSSING SHEEP.
Araougsfc the many changes and improvements which have

been effected in Scottish farming during the last twenty-five

or thirty years, there are few of greater general importance,

in certain points of view, than the practice of crossing pure
but inferior breeds of cattle and sheep « ith others of a superior

description. One result has been that the good qualities of
what we call the inferior breeds have been retained, whilst

others are at the same time superadded ; aU being so blended
together as to form a combination of properties not to be
found in either of the pure breeds from which the crosses have
sprung. Yuth this there has been a most material increase in
the supply of human food, arising chieiiy from the greater
tendency to early maturity in the crosses than in many of those
breeds ti-om v.iiich their dams have been taken. It is but
lately, compa.atively speaking, that the idea of slaughtering
shearling sheep, in a perfectly tinished state for the use of the
consumers, would have been scouted as impracticable, were it

broached in a company of breeders and graziers
;
yet sheep of

that age, and even younger, form the principal part ofthe supplies
in most fat markets, affording the public more than double the
(juantitj- of meat which could be produced when we had to

wait imtil the animals were three, four, and even five years old
before they reached the butcher's stall. Epicures, indeed, may
lament the increasing difficultj- of procuring a joint of their
favourite live-year-old hill-fed black-faced wether mutton ; but
the general public are better served, and that is the chief thing
to be considered.

from the improvement in pastures caused by surface and
other varieties of draining, and also owing to the freer use of
turnips in the case of hill hoggs than was the rule a quarter of
a century ago, the breeding of crosses is now carried on in dis-

tricts where at one time a very different system prevailed. We
know hUl farms where a wether was never sold until at least
three years of age, and yet these farms are now sending out
crosses at half that age, which bring liigher prices than the
aged sheep did at any time in oui- recollection. Those breeders,
therefore, who foUow this system have quicker returns than
their fathers or predecessors could realize ; the markets are
more fiiUy suppKed, so as to meet the increased requirements
of an increasing number of customers ; and landed-proprietors
obtain higher rents, although, we dare say, some will con-
sider the latter a very doubtful advantage.

If the system of crossing Iras been satisfactory in the case of
sheep, it has certainly Ijeen not less advantageous in that of
cattle. The splendid Scotch crosses which form the principal
article of demand for Loudon " West-end" consumption appear
to exhaust the powers of reporters, especially when describing
the supplies sent forward to the Christmas markets, in conse-
quence of their extreme excellence in pointofsymmetry, qualitj-,

and iiuish. We all admire the noble West Highland Imllock,
and the somewhat less imposing, though not less useful, Gallo-
way

; but if we adhered to these, and possessed no other breeds,
we would be very far short of meeting all the demands which
the consumers of high-class meat at the present day make
upon graziers. ATe must, uo doubt, keep these and some other
breeds pure, for the purpose of procuring pure-bred females for
crossing purposes

; and, for tliis verj- reason, too much atten-
tion cannot be paid by those who possess the pure breeds, and
whose pastures suit them, to their improvement iu every re-
spect

; for by attending diligently to this point, they not only
benefit themselves, but their customers and the public gene-
rally.

The Leicester ram is that which has been chiefly used in
Scotland for crossing ewes of the blackfaced and Cheviot
breeds, and the result of such crossing is the production of a
most useful class of sheep, both in respect to wool and mutton.
Whilst we acknowledge, therefore, the value of the Leicester
cross, we are desirous of bringing under the notice of our read-
ers the merits of another breed which more than rivals the
Leicester for the purjjose to which our remarks refer. We
allude to the Shropsliire, a breed which has risen to vast im-
portance in England, owing to the great care which has been
bestowed upon its improvement, so that it now ranks amongst

the very fii'st in the list of English breeds of sheep, is spread-

ing rapidly into different parts of England hitherto occupied

by other varieties, and is coming into great favour in Ireland.

It is, however, little known as yet iu Scotland, but we believe

that it only requires to get a fair trial by Scotch graziers to

render it quite as much a favourite with them as it is in other

parts of the kingdom.
There is a great deal, in fact, iu the Shropshire breed to

recommend it to Scotch graziers. Sprung originally from a

small but very hardy mountain race, which have existed from
time immemorial in the moorland districts of Salop and Staf-

fordshire, it possesses great vigour of constitution ; it attains

maturity at an early age ; the mutton is well mixed, greatly

resembling that of the Scotch blackfaced, a similarity which is

sHD further carried out in the rich juiciness of the flesh ; the

ewes are first-rate nurses ; and the wool is close set, heavy, and
valuable to the manufacturer. It is alleged that the South-

down has been employed in crossing the Shropshire native

breed. This was done to a certain extent, perhaps, half a cen-

tury ago, and we have no doubt with a degree of success at the

time ; but it is a certain fact that wherever modern breeders

of Shropshires have been foolish enough to introduce the

Southdown, the result has been such a complete failure, in

every respect, that they have had to renew their flocks alto-

gether. They have been driven out of the market for years,

in consequence of their sheep, owing to this Southdown cross,

having lost weight, caste, and character ; and uo one of expe-

rience would think for a moment of resorting to such a cross

with the view of improving a well-bred Shropsliire flock.

The Shropshire breed is truthfully described by
Tanner, in his Prize Report of the Agricidture of Shropshire,

as combining " the symmetry and quality of the Southdomi
with the weight of the Cotswold ; it possesses the fattening

tendency of the Leicester without its delicate constitution
;

but this disposition to fat is combined with such a development
of the muscles of the body, that beautifully marbled meat is

produced, which can go on any table in the kingdom, and
especially among the higher classes of society, where the ex-

cessive fatness of the Leicester mutton is objectionable. The
price of this mutton is as high as any in the market ; and
when this is said of sheep ranging from 35 lb. to 40 lb. per
quarter, and carrying fleeces of the best quality from Gib. to

12 lb. iu weight, it must be admitted that such a breed is

indeed of very high value."

True-bred Shropshires are easily distinguished from the

Southdown breed by their greater size ; their wool is also

longer, but still as close as that of the Southdown. Their
faces are usually of a dark-grey colour, inclining to black, that

of the legs being stUl more decidedly dark. They have good
backs, with long quarters, aud fuU leg of mutton, being par-

ticularly good where most Leicesters are defective. They
have a good expression of countenance, tlie face and ears

being on a larger scale than in the Southdown, without evinc-

ing any approach to coarseness.

But -nith respect to the value of Shropshires for crossing

inferior breeds, for the production of fat lambs, or of sheep

to be fattened off at an early age on turnips, we have
it in our power to say, after several years' close observation,

that we do not know of any breed—the Leicesters not

excepted—which excels it. There is one point in W'hich

strangers will often be deceived, when judging the

lambs by the eye, whether the lambs are pure-bred or crosses,

namely, in the weight, for they often weigh much liea\-ierthau

their appearance woidd warrant at first sight—a fact, however,

which is very soon found out, once a person goes among them
and tries them. The same feature accompanies a maturer age,

and w'c have often seen a look of amazement on the faces of

those who have tried to turn a fat Shropshire wether for the

first time, or a cross of that breed.

Amongst the many illustrations of successful crossing «ith

the Shropshire to which we miglit refer, there is one of con-

siderable interest to Scotch breeders, seeing that it is a trial,

extending over several years, of crossing blackfaced ewes with
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Sliropsliire rams. Tliis cross lias been carried on, with the
most satisfactory results, by J. W. L. Naper, Esq., of Lough-
cre^^, in the county of Meath, Ireland, and to that gentleman,
and liis clever farm-manager, Mr. Alexander Stewart (a Perth-
sliire man, by the way) is due, in fact, the credit of having first

originated the cross, and theu tested it by such extensive and
repeated trials tliat its merits are now settled beyond a doubt.

Mr. Xaper had been in the habit of crossing with Leicester
rams ; but as that cross did not come up to his expectations in

some points, he tried a cross of the Southdowni ou his black-
faced ewes. The result was that the mutton of the Southdown
cross was improved in point of quality compared ^^ith tliat

produced by the cross of the Leicester, but there was a loss of
weight ; and about eiglit years ago, the Shropsliire was re-

sorted to, in order to try whetiier the weight could not be in-

creased, and the quality at the same time retained. In both
points the cross has been most successful, giving early ma-
turity, weight, and quahty, with a vastly improved fleece.

We find that the blackfaced ewes have cost Jlr. Naper from
10s. Sd. to 16s., the latter being the price paid last year, and
with moderate keep—turnips and a little hay fi'om Januarj'

until March or April—his cross hoggs weigh 201b. to 22 lb.

per quarter, and at twenty-four months up to 29 lb.

and 30 lb., the average at the latter age being 25 lb. per
quarter. The crosses are uncommonly healthy, and Mr.
Stewart believes that they are as hardy as their black-faced

dams ; but, as he very sensibly remarks when questioned on
tliis point, that, although such is his belief, yet that in the

comparatively mild climate of Loughcrew there has l)een no
opportunity of testing this point. At the same time we may
state that part of the lands of Loughcrew, forming a portion

of the summer pastures of these crosses, are from 600 to 900
feet above the level of the sea.

The cross fleeces weigh from 61b. to 81b, whilst that of

their dams range from 3 lb. to 41b. each. The price obtained

in DubUn, in 1S60, for the cross wool was 26s. 6d. per Irish

stone of 16 lb. ; and in November last, when prices were lower,

3-±s. 6d., when the highest prices going for any description of

hogg wool did not exceed 35s. or 25s. 6d. per 16 lb. : black-

faced wool brought 14s. 6d. to 15s. 6d. per 161b. ; so that

the comparative value of the fleece of the Shropsliire cross,

not only as regards the wool of the pure blackfaced, but also

of other crosses, may be easUy calculated.

There is not a doubt but that the introduction of Shropshire

rams for crossing in Scotland would be attended with the very

best results, for we find it quite as satisfactory in the case of

Cheviots as in that of blackfaced ewes. The verj- fact that the

mutton produced by this cross is of splendid quality ought alone

to be sufficient to recommend it to Scotch breeders, so that their

cross-bred fat sheep might in all respects equal their cross-

bred fat cattle. In the hope, therefore, that the cross we
have been alluding to will be tried next season, we
shall further state that the best time and place to obtain

Shropshire rams is at the several annual auctions which are

held by breeders in Shropshire and Staffordsliire during the

months of July and August, and also at the Shreswsbury Au-
gust fair ; and we may further sa\'—because we speak from

experience—that strangers wishing to procure good rams will

be quite safe if they put themselves into the hands of !Mr. W.
G. Preece, the auctioneer in Shrewsbury, who is a perfect judge

of Shropshires, and, in fact, the Strafford or Wetherall of the

breed.

There is yet one point to which we intended to allude if our

space permitted, but at present we shall merely broach it, with-

out entering into pa.ticulars. It is this—considering the

mountain origin of the Shropshire breed of sheep ; considering

the close aflinity they bear to the Scotch blackfaced in point of

quality of mutton ; considering, farther, the hardiness which is

a prominent feature in them, might not a touch of Shropshire

blood be judiciously introduced into the blackfaced breed, with a

view to its penuauent improvement, especially in reference to the

fleece ? This, however, is chiefly a matter "for after-considera-

tion, and we merely throw out the hint in the meantime, being

at present more aiixious, on the whole, to see Shropshire rams

used for regular crossing, in the same manner as Leicesters

have been employed for so many years.

—

Scoffisk Farmer.

[There is so far such a want of uniformity of character in

the Shropshire sheep that must tend much against his

value for crossing.

—

Editok.]

n E A 11 T'S-E A S E!

BY mark!
[From the Sporiin^ Review!]

I left the gay city, for my love had left me.
And went to the country, down into the South

;

And wandering about—I was thinking of thee !

My loved oue ! with my heart up into my mouth.

I walk'd in the fields among the wheat stubble

Feelhig so lonely ! in a desolate place.

Low bending to earth in the midst of my trouble,

A sweet little floNvret look'd into my face

—

And singing and crying in bitter distress.

Oh ! there is the treasure I wish to possess.
" Heart's-ease," ease my lieart—oh ! it never can be,

The love of my life has departed from me.

A stir, and a whh-, and a rush of surprise,

Flush'd up from the ground, just under my eyes
;

A covey had risen—brown beauties were they,

I shot right and left as they flutter'd away.

Bang—chang—rang in time, the musical sound.
The old cock and hen lay flat on the ground

;

And a brace of young birds as plump as the old,

Not far from the old 'uns, over were bowl'd.

In loading my gun, 'neath its butt, I espied

A sweet little heart's-ease, about which I sigh'd

—

I press'd it hard down into the grass.

And cried, Ease my heart, alas ! ah ! alas !

The love that has fled is better away,
So let me enjoy this beautiful day.

The dogs were at " do^Ti charge," the birds were at rest,

I pick'd up two brace, and the young were the best.

" Hold up !" I cried out, and the two went away,

Off-bounding like elegant creatures at play.

Then dividing, made separate casts of their own
Over the ridges which had closely been mown.

With stern like a racehorse, Czarina the fair

Went off 'gainst the wind, her head " high in air,"

Made the first point, in just running over

A fallow, to a piece of young clover.

And far in the distance, watcliful Theresa

Baclcd Uke a beautv", and siood at Iter ease.

With neck stretching forward and full earnest eyes.

And tail like a tine-pointed arrow that flies.

There they stand, their separate duties performing

;

I admire ! and feel the beautiful morning.

As forward I wallc to the beautiful clover.

Bang ! bang ! right and left a young bird is over.

And do-fl-n falls each dog as she hears the report

Awaiting commands, and enjoying the sport.

When, lo ! looking down, a heart's-ease is seen,

Beautiful floweret, with long leaves of green.

In thy lone existence I plainly can see

That,' although I am lonely, yet I am free ;

Then heart be at ease, for depend it is best

To hide the fond passion of love in the breast.

Go walk in the fields on the 1st of September,

The crosses of life you will scarcely remember

;

Your dogs, and your gun, and the beautiful flowers,

Ai-e better than love, with its feverish hours.

ARTIPICIAL C0:MB FOR BEES.—A Swiss invention

has been introduced into this countrj-, to aid bees in the forma-

tion of their comb. Narrow sheets of wax are imprinted by

machinery so as exactly to represent the dividing wall of comb

between the cells. These stripes are attached to the top ofthe

empty hive, before the new swarm is put iii, thus enabling the

bees to go immediately to work, and also in guiding them in

making the sheets of comb in the proper direction.
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MIDLAND FARMERS' CLUB.
THE GAME QUESTION.

A general meeting of tlie members of the MitUand Farmers'

Club was held on Thursday, Oct. 4, at the " Acoru" Hotel,

Temple-street, the subject for discussion being " the game
question," Mr. A. Kobotham, of Drayton Basset, reading a

paper on the subject. There was a large attendance, Mr.

G. A. May, in the absence of tlie President, occupying the

chair.

After dinner the Secretary read a letter from Mr. Chawner,
who said :

" I still retain the same opinion on the subject of

game, which I have previously expressed to the club, viz.,

that the question of game must be met by the question of rent.

If a tenant took a farm free from game, or one where he had

the sole control of tlie game, he woiild pay a farm rent ; but

where there was game, that was a farm partially stocked by his

landlord; and the tenant, when he bad calculated the consump-
tion of his stock, and otlier damage sustained by him in the pre-

servation and destruction of game, would otter a game rent.

"Whenever this distinction of rent was established, the game
question would be settled. Valuations for damage satisfied

neither party (Hear, hear), but left rankling bad feelings where
only mutual confidence should exist."

The Chauimajs' then said they were met there to discuss a

very important subject—important not only to farmers but to

landowners and the public generally, and he hoped it would
be discussed in a fair, liberal, and enlightened spirit. He
begged to call upon Mr. Robotham for his paper.

Mr. RoBOTH.\M then read the foUowing paper : Gentlemen,

I would not have consented to come forward and read the

paper 1 am about to read on this very important subject, the

Game Laws, were I not quite sure that there are gentlemen
present who are wiUing to take part in tlie discussion

which I hope will follow what I am about to state, that will

bring to bear upon it such an amount of intelligence and
knowledge of the subject as will make up for my shortcomings

and want of ability. Without further preface, I will therefore

proceed to state my views, and although I can neither speak

learnedly nor fluently on the subject, 1 can with truth say 1

speak feelingly, having suftered severely the last three years

from game. I propose first to point out some of the evils re-

sulting from the over-stocking witli game, hares and rabbits in

particular, giving an instance that has come within my own
knowledge ; also one or two extracts from the opinions of noble-

men and gentlemen who have seen the evils of preserving

game, and, to their honour be it spoken, were good and bold

enough to give it up, and turn that time and capital which
was wasted on game to the improvement of their estates, and,

as a matter of course, thereby adding very materially to the

quantity of food produced for their fellow-creatures—the

only legitimate use to which land in this country, as a rule,

should be put. The instance which I shall quote, and I can
myself vouch for its accuracy, took place in the year 1859

—

that of Mr. Owen Benniou, of Huckley Grange Farm, Salop.

The produce of that farm for twelve and in some instances

eighteen months made these wonderlul prices :

A. K. p. £ s. d.

Lot 1, a rick of wheat the produce of 5 2 16 ... 5 5

Lot 2, a rick of rye the produce of... 3 3 ... 5

Lot 3, a rick of barley the produce of 8 ... 5

Lot 4, a rick of barley the produce of 9 3 14 ... 11
Lot 5, a rick of barley the produce of 16 1 14 ... 10
Lot 6, a rick of barley the produce of 11 2 14 ... 17
Lot 7, a rick of wheat the produce of 17 2 10 ... 3

Total 1 28 46 15

Here we have the produce of 72 acres of good land sold for

the enormous sum of not quite £47, about one-thirteenth part
of what it should have been, but for the vermin called game.
But I have not quite done with Mr. Bennion's sale, for the
grass keep was sold as well as the corn. There was a large

quantity of meadow land, which had been boned at the ten-

ant's expense in 1857, and had no stock upon it except rabbits

from the 22nd of September, 1858 ; and the produce of this

up till the 2nd of February, 18G0, a period of eighteen months,
was sold for 7s. 9d. Mr. Bennion stated with regard to the

farm, that he had sown upon it 12 tons of artificial manure,
a fact which the spectators did not seem to doubt, as they

considered the farm in an excellent state of cultivation. The
eating of the young seeds on 45 acres up till the 1st of No-
vember was sold for 6d. per acre ; this took place on the 20th
September, 1859, before the rabbits were made game. Pity

our wise legislators had not made the rats game as well as

rabbits, then they could have ensured in some cases the total

destruction of the crops. There is a blessing promised to

those who feed the poor, and a curse pronounced against them
who ivithhold bread ! and in this case both blessing and curse

are literally fulfilled ; for, the tenant is still upon another farm

a happy and prosperous man, highly respected by all who
know him ; and the landlord is become an insolvent debtor,

detested by aU good men. I could point to many cases where
the tenant has been faiily eaten out of house and home by the

gauie ; but for the purpose of bringing the matter forward for

discussion, I hope this will suflice. I may mention incident-

ally that Mr. O. Bennion left the farm and brought an action

against his landlord, and obtained heavy damages from him
;

but all are not in the same position as Jlr. Bennion was ! If

you say the farmer who sutfers so much from game is at

liberty to leave and take another, I answer with many it is

impossible, and in two ways it is so : First, they are so im-

poverished by the game eating their crops that they have not

capital sufficient left to take a farm where game is not pre-

served ; for a landlord vvho is not a game-preserver is, as a

matter of course, an improver of his estate, and wants tenants

of both skill and capital. He would, therefore, hesitate to

take in a tenant who was leaving a farm, without making some
inquiries about both the capital and the skill of his applicant.

The person most likely for him to ask in the first instance

would be the landlord or his agent (whose estate he was leav-

ing), and who no doubt is irritated at the man leaving; and
he gets such a reply as this : " The farm lie is leaving is in a

foul state, and I cannot recommend him as a tenant to you, who
are so particular;" or, "The man has plenty of means,

but he lacks energy, for he has not farmed with sufficient

spirit ;" or, " He has been very troublesome about game, and
caused me some annoyance, so I gave him notice to quit," &c.

Either such answer, though perhaps not strictly untrue, would
make a gentleman who wanted a good and improving tenant

on his estate hesitate about taking on a tenant vsdth such a

recommendation. Now, I ask, who can keep a farm as clean

as it ought to be, where game is preserved to the extent it is in

some quarters ? for we all know where the game destroys the

grain crop, the weeds fill up the space ; or, who can display

that amount of energy and skill to raise a crop he is almost

certain will be destroyed by vermin nick-named game, as he

would do had he only the seasons to contend against ? The
game nuisance has a most depressing effect both morally and

physically on a man. For I defy any farmer, I do not care

who he is, to walk through his fields at any time in the year,

and find his crops daily diminishing, eaten away by the

hares or rabbits, to come to his house either in a good

humour or with a good appetite, therefore he suffers morally

and physically. Suppose this walk to have been taken in the

morning before he goes to market, is he in a likely mood to

buy a new and improved implement, a few tons of linseed cake

or artificial manure ?-—all necessary where land is to be farmed

high. I say no, he is not ! Therefore do not be surprised if

a man who is placed in such a predicament should go on the

old jog-trot way as long as he can, and spend his all in trying,

year after year, to meet his engagements ; and when he can

do so no longer, then comes the game-preserver, as landlord,

and sweeps off the little he has left, for rent, in many cases not

leaving a farthing for his other creditors—the tradesmen who
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have been helping to carry him on, and who a few years ago
counted this man amongst their highly-esteemed customers and
friends, and who they see, with sorrow, reduced to the position

of a day-labourer, perhaps on the very farna he has been reared

wpon, and tried hard to keep. You may say this picture is

over-drawn ; but I say it is not, for what I state is of frequent

occurrence. The late Lord llatherton stated, in his evidence

before a select committee of the House of Commons, in the

year IS-iG :
" He had enclosed nearly 4<,000 acres of vi^aste-

land on his property, and consequently become a great farmer.

From that time he had generally had 2,000 acres in his own
hands under improvement, and he found, to pursue the two
occupations—a rigid preserver of hares and game generally,

and an improver of land by planting and farming, was perfectly

incompatible." A.notlier .gentleman, Mr. Pusey, said : "Game-
preserving is daily becoming an exclusive liLxury for the owners
of large property, and less a source of healthful exercise for

country gentlemen of moderate means." He adds, that at one
time he was a rigid preserver of game, and that lie gave it up
in consequence of seeing liis tenants' crops damaged by the

hares and rabbits, and he found " that one of his tenants had
given up growing winter vetches altogether, in consequence of

the abundance of hares." This was not a sudden determina-

tion, but in consequence of what he had observed for some
years. He mentions soiiie particular cases of injury which he

had seen on his own estates, and says " that it would be

almost impossible to grow winter vetches where there is an

abundance of hares. I have a strong case now of injury to

wheat, which occurred only two years ago. A tenant of mine
came to tell me that he must give up his farm ; he was a very

improving tenant indeed. I asked him why ? He said the

injury which he received from the game was such that he

could stand it no longer. There was a piece of GO or 70 acres

of wheat, and he told me that it had been completely fed away
hy game from a neighbouring cover ; and he asked me go over

it. I did so, and I can state positively to tlie committee that

half of that field I should not have known had any crop at all

upon it ; this was light land. I said to the tenant that his

loss should be valued, and I paid him the loss." A circumstance

which made a strong impression on Mr. Pusey's mind was that

his game-keeper, who had three or four acres of land near his

house in the covers, after cultivating it for eight or ten years,

said at last that he must give it up, " because it did not pay
him ; it would ruin him ;" and this induced Mr. Pusey to con-

sider what was the case of the keeper's neighbours round the

covers. The injury to this man's land, "which he held rent-

free," was so much that he gave up the land. When he first

took it, he said " he did not jnind the rabbits and hares having

a share of it," hut after ten years he gave it up. Since game-
preserving had been given up, " land round the covers, which
had produced nothing before, had become extremely produc-

tive." " I should wish to observe that it has been often asked

how many hares were equivalent to one sheep on a farm, but

that appears to me to be a perfectly unjust view of the ques-

tion. If you had a score of hares folded like a score of sheep

on any part of the farm, they would eat all they could find,

and it would be but a small loss ; but the question is, what the

loss would be if the sheep were allowed to wander over the

whole farm, and help themselves where they pleased ? If you
put the case of a single animal coming into a kitchen garden

—if anyone had the right to turn a sheep loose into a kitchen

garden of five or six acres—and help himself where he pleased,

it is evident that you could not measure the injury to the

garden from the mere amount of food that a sheep would con-

sume under ordinary circumstances ; then the annoyance to

the farmer must be very great. I say that even if you ascer-

tain that three or four hares do not eat more than one sheep,

you could not estimate the amount of injury to the fanner by

the food eaten by an equivalent number of sheep, because the

hares are allowed to help themselves, and to go everywhere

where they ought not to go ; and independently of that, the

positive loss, the annoyance to the farmer who has cultivated

his land upon improved principles, is very great. It may be a

question, upon certain kinds of soil, whether it is au injury or

not to wheat to be fed down ; but still, as a farmer myself, I

sliould like to have to decide upou it myself whether 1 woidd

have my wheat fed down." I would strongly advise all who
have not read the draught report prepared by J. Bright, Esq.,

M.P., for the adoption of the committee of the House of Com-
mons on the Game Laws, in 184^6, to do so. They would find

most valuable information therein. One gentleman stated, in

his evidence as to an enormous quantity of hares, that there

had been forty-six counted on one field of only 12 acres. This

was in June, 184G. In Pebruary, 18G5, I know wliere there

were seventy-five hares counted on one field of wheat of only

6 acres, so that the evil is greatly on the increase ; but witli

that comes the assurance tliat when things get to the worst

they are sure to mend ; and I think that I can foresee that if

this subject is well discussed, and it can be proved to the satis-

faction of the great majority of the inhabitants of this country

tliat they are paying 2d. per lb. more for all the meat they

consume than they ought to do, because game is preserved so

excessively, and which 1 hope to prove to you, by a simple cal-

culation I have made, they are doing, that we shall enlist such

an amount of sympathy and support from all classes as will

enable us to get such a modification—if not total repeal—as

will enable the farmer to get a fair remuneration for his skiU

and capital, and at the same time benefit the whole community
—those who upliold these iniquitous laws into the bargain.

The only difference will be that game wiU be kept in modera-

tion, and they (the landlords) will become what tlieir fathers

were—sportsmen in the true acceptation of the word, viz.,

hunt their game, and kill it ; instead of, as at present, making
themselves aristocratic butchers, by having it driven to them
to be slaughtered. I have heard it alleged, as against the

tenant-farmer, that he does not look up to and show that re-

spect to his landlord which has hitherto existed between them
;

but the landlords should remember that there is a wide difference

between the fine old aristocratic lord of yore, and the half-

butcher, half-poulterer, game-dealing lord of the present day.

Rearing and keeping game in a tame state to be slaughtered

at leisure is a very different thing to vi'hat the old sportsman

thought about when he said :
" You have small satislaction in

shooting a fat buck in your own park ; kiU a stag in the

Highlands, and you are in ecstasies ! I do not think there

coiUd be found many farmers in England who would not feel

a pride in having a sufficient quantity of game on his farm for

the recreation of his landlord, and who would not make it a

point of honour diligently to look after it, and save all the ex-

pense of gamekeepers, night-watchers, and the disguised game-
keepers called pohcemen. Hear what the Rev. Chas. Kingsley,

in his " Water Babies," said about those pests of society,

gamekeepers and poachers. " The gamekeeper," said he, " is

a poacher turned outside in, and the poacher is a gamekeeper

turned inside out." Another source of annoyance to the

tenant-farmer is, that he not only keeps an excessive quantity

of game for his landlord, but he has to keep almost as much,

if not quite, for the keeper and his satellites, to pay their scores

off at the public-house. Ned the Cellerman and Dame
Margery were not far out, when they sang—

" Oh ! oh ! oh ! the keeper does know
Where many a thousand couple doth go."

Is it not monstrous that a man must not only suffer his crops

to be eaten by vermin, but must pay, in the shape of comity
rates, for policemen to watch that no one hurts that vermin
wliile they so eat it ? It may seem to those who have not
given this subject a consideration a small matter, and one only
in which landlord and tenant are concerned ; but I say it is

a gigantic evil, and if you will allow me, I will read a calcula-

tion I have made, by which I think I shall convince you that
the whole community is interested. I wiU try to show what
number of sheep could be kept in place of the excessive quan.
tity of hares and rabbits—mind, only the excessive quantity

!

For I would not interfere witii the winged-game or hares and
rabbits in moderation. In round numbers the acreage of
England is 32| millions ; take from that 8^ millions for
roads, towns, lakes, rivers, and land upon wliich game is not
or cannot be preserved ; then take 8 millions more as land
upou wliich game is moderately preserved, it leaves 16 million
acres upon which, at a very moderate calculation, one hare or
one rabbit is kept per acre. Now, I should say one liareto
every four acres is a fair quantity for sporting purposes

; there-
fore that would leave us au excess of 12 nullious of hares or
rabbits—say G millions of each, which for the purposes of food
would be worth

—

Six million hares at 3s. each

Six million rabbits at Is. each
£900,000
300,000

£1,200,000
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Taking it for granted that 3 liarcs and 2 rabbits eat as mneli as

one sheep, it follows that if only the excessive quantity of

game was destroyed, 3 millions more sheep might be kept,

which at 12 months old would be worth 40s. each, making

£6,000,000-worth of food iu place of £1,200,000, or equal to

an indirect tax of £4,800,000 upon the food of the people, or

as laro-e a sum as would pay for all the cattle and sheep im-

ported°into this country for more than a year. But this is

not all : I only calculate what it would take to keep each of

them. But it is a well-known fact that game destroy more

than they eat ; and again, you do not ensure having them

killed off ata given age, like sheep; therefore the sura set

down as tlie value of tlie hares and rabbits is much over the

mark, while at present prices the sum for the sheep is much
under it. So ifyou take it for granted, which I think no one

can deny, that 2 hares and 2 rabbits consume as much as

one sheep and destroy as much more, you raise the

tax on the food of the people to at least £10,000,000

—a greater sum, I believe, than was ever paid in

one year during the palmy days of protection as a tax

on food. But in estimating the loss to the public, we ought

not to stop here, for is not the preservation of game the means
of preventing an improved mode of cultivation ? and therefore

keeps that back which ought to be progressive. We have just

now introduced another foreign evil amongst our cattle—tlie

rinderpest. Is not the game-laws the native hinderpest P

Apro]ios of this: I see a correspondent of the Aberdeen jour-

nal starts the theory that the hares and rabbits are as likely to

spread the cattle plague as sheep and lambs. He says they are

moving about on the pasture in hundreds, and many carry in-

fection all over the country. ShaU we get an order in council

requiring the owners to keep them at home, or giving anyone
permission to kiU them if found straying ? And what is aU
this wanton waste for, hut that a few may display their won-
derful powers of slaughter, and then advertise in some sporting

paper that they had iu so many hours killed so many head of

g^me : thus publishing as something great and to be made
public what they ought to be very much ashamed of, and
keep as private as possible. Here is a sample of the advertise-

ments I allude to, taken from the Leicester Journal: "The
Earl of Stamford and Warrington entertained a distinguished

party at Bradgate, who in four days kiUed the following quan-

tities of game

:

1864. Hares. Rabbits. Pheasants. Various.

December 20 ... 363 ... 695 ... 770 ... 19

„ 21 ... 226 ... 216 ... 2012 ... 20

„ 22 ... 195 ... 34-0 ... 1524 ... 9

„ 23 ... 195 ... 2718 ... 390 ... 18

—total, 9,610." The Bradgate estate is only 8,814a. Ir. 4p.

On his estate at Enville in one day they kiUed 600 hares, ex-

clusive of other game, iu one cover. What an ignoble aim for

a man to live for, and spend his own fortune, and rob scores

of tenants, to obtain merely that he may be able to exclaim,
" I am a great preserver of game ; and I and my friends have
killed a greater quantity of game in a given time than any
other men in England !" Would to God they would also add
this great truth—" and have caused more misery in the break-

ing up of families, sending their fathers to prison, and the
mothers and cliildren to the union, and done more destruction

to my tenant's crops, and consequently helped more than any
other living being to -raise the price of meat to its present
height, and to bring down upon the class to which we belong
the just indignation of an outraged people." I wonder if it

ever occurs to these great game-preservers and oppressors of
their tenantry, that they are themselves only tenants-at-wiU, and
in one respect are worse offthan those they so oppress, inasmuch
as they cannot demand a six mouths' notice to quit, but may
be called upon by thegreat Landlord of the universe to give up
at a moment's notice those broad acres they are so proud of,

and which have only been lent to them as so many talents, of
which they wiU surely be required to give an account 1 If the
game preservers can read the signs of the times, they may
learn a useful lesson from what befel the godfather of that
most wicked Irai called the Poaching Prevention Act, con-
ceived and brought forth by our born legislators, and adopted
by the ?««representatives of the people in that uproarious and
undignified manner that gave calm and thinking men the idea
that many members must liave been in that state which we
are told is no excuse for the commission of a crime, but rather

an aggravation ! When he presented himself before the

electors of South Shropshire, did they return liim again as

their member ? No. They gave him what he well deserved,

rabbit-skins instead of votes, returning him to that obscurity

from which it would have been well if he and the like of him
had never come forth. Another sponsor of that wicked brat,

who is not particularly fond of music, heard that at Derby
which would not sound very harmoniously in his ears.

The whole course of legislation has of late years gone dead
against the British farmer, and aU in favoar of the foreign

agriculturist. The repeal of the corn-laws, the introduction

of foreign cattle, the reduction of the duty on foreign wines
and spirits, the remission of the export duty on beer ; all these

tell hard against the British farmer, but against all these he
has striven manfully, and would contmue to do so, if let alone

;

Ijut liis friends the lords of the soil say, " We must still further

clip his wings, or he will Ije able to rise yet. We must eat

up his crops while growing, and forbid liim to poison his

enemies, the sparrows and other birds that take his crops

when ripe ; make the vermin rabbits game, and if he asks

that he may use the produce we leave him as he pleases, we
say No ! On one part of it at least we must have a tax of 30
or 40 per cent. : because we have remitted so many taxes for

the benefit of the foreigner we must stiU contrive to grind the

native." The old story, " Send missionaries to the blacks be-

yond sea, but neglect the blacks at home." I would suggest for

the consideration of the ]\Ialt-Tax Repeal Association if they

have not made a slight mistake, and put the cart before the

horse, in trying to give the working-classes cheap beer instead

of first giving them cheap meat. Meat and drink ; not drink

and meat. They have already cheap bread, give them cheap
meat ; at all events, don't tax it for the benefit of a few, and
I am very much mistaken in the British workman if in a very

short time he does not demand from them who have made
wine cheap—which the working-man cannot get—the repeal

of the Malt-tax, so that that native beverage, which he can
and must have, shall be cheapened also. Farmers of England,
the repeal of the Game-laws and the repeal of the Malt-tax

are justly due to you, and do not be satisfied until the debt

is paid. It has been well said that those who by their skiU

make two blades of grass grow w here only one grew before

are benefactors to their countiy. What then shall be said of

those who make a sheep grow worth £2 where only two hares

grew before worth 5s. or 6s. ? This I hope to be the mission,

under an all-wise Providence of this club, by bringing this cry-

ing and ever-increasing evil before the notice of the public.

As the potato disease was through the all-wise dispensation of

Providence made (by raising the price of corn to an almost un-

bearable height) an instrument iu the hands of the great Sir

R. Peel, which enabled him to carry that great and good
measure the repeal of the corn-laws, so may we hope that the

cattle plague from which we are suffering may, by raising the

price of meat to the enormous height it is at present, be made
by the same all-wise and merciful Providence the means of

strengthening the hands of some other great champion of the

people, who shall bring forward a bill for the total and imme-
diate repeal of the most iniquitous piece of class legislation

ever enacted in any country. The energetic way in which the

people of Birmingham demanded the Reform Bill was to a

great extent the means whereby that measure was obtained
;

Manchester gave us the repeal of the Corn-law ; and now may
tlie blessing of Providence so rest on my humble endeavours

to point out the evils of these wicked laws, that this meeting

may Ije the means of so opening the eyes of the inhabitants

of this great town, that they shall make themselves so well

acquainted with tlieir own and their fellow-countrymen's true

interest as to demand in a firm but quiet manner their repeal,

and thus render to posterity a blessing iu no way less than

that conferred by the passing of eitlier of the other two great

measures.

At the conclusion of the Paper Mr. Robotham said he had
had a correspondence with a good many persons, and among
the rest the respected member for that borough, Mr. John
Bright, and, with the Chairman's permission, he would read

it:—

Bochdale, Sejdemler BOlJt, 1865.

Deau Sir,—I am glad to hear that you are about to read a
paper on the subject of the Game Laws. I do not think much
good would be done by holding a meeting in Birmingham.
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Tho towns aro kuowu to bo against tlio gauxo law* ; but so
loug as the county constituoncios scud game prcsei-vcrs to

Piu'liament, the members for tho towns can do nothing for

the farmers. It is about twenty years since I gave much
time and laboui- with a view to relieve the farmers from the
evil of the game laws, and I spent at least £300 iu brmging
before them and the public some of the facts of tliis great
grievance. Up to this time uothuig has been done in the way
of relief, but, on the contrary, the laws which favour the pre-
sei-^-ation of game have been made more strict. I fear tho
evil has become not less, but gi-eater, and I see only one way
in which any real improvement can be made. It can only lie

done by ha\-ing in Parliament a larger mmaber of representa-
tives of the people, and fewer representatives of a class, and
of the prejudices and usm-pations of a class. How can tliis bo
brought about and seciu-ed? By the admission of another
million of the people to the elective franchise, so that tho
House of Conunons may become tiidy representative of the
tx'ue interests and wishes of the nation. But there is one
thing which the farmers may do for themselves, whenever an
election for a coimty takes place. At present they are not
asked who shall pretend to represent them, but the lords and
squires of the county name the candidate, and, as a rule, the
tenant farmers vote for him, and he enters the House to do
the work of the lords and squires who selected him ; a main
part of that work is to keep guard over the laws which favour
the preservation of game. I know how many reasons there
are why a tenant should be disposed to support the nominee
of his landlord. He feels in how many ways his landlord or
his landlord's agent can annoy and ignore him, and he sub-
mits to a power which he has not learned to resist. But the
time is coming when tenants will dare to believe and act for

themselves in the performance of their poUtical duties. They
can combine with great ease, and when comljiued their power
is irresistible. I hope the day maj' soon come when they vrill

take the election of members in the comities in some degi-ee

into their own hands, and when this is done their poUtieal
and social deliverance wUl be secured. You will see at once
how easy it is for you to combine. Every faiiaer has a horse
and a gig, or dog-cart, or conveyance of some kind, so that
he can go to the poll without any cost to himself. Farmers
meet almost every week at their market town, and they can
know the feelings of then class without difficulty. In every
county they should select a " farmers' candidate." If a good
tenant farmer can be selected, bringhim forward ; if not, then
some other respectable and intelUgent man. If you can find

a landoNvner who is willing to be just to the tenant farmers,
both in his own private conduct and respect of legislation
which affects them, take him as your candidate, and give him
a zealous sujiport. Ton can contest a county at almost no
exi^ense. A subscription of one pomid from each tenant will

raise a siun large enough to pay for all the printing you will
requu-e, and you can take yourselves and your neighbours to
the poll at a trifling expense. The farmers' candidate will be
the po]3ular candidate. The Liberals in the towns will give
them then- suj^port, and you will carry him into ParUament
to do the work of the fanners and of the people, instead of
that of the lords and squires. Some will say I am ad%asing
you to work a revolution ; and so I am. It vrill be a revolu-
tion that will transfer the county representation from a dozen
rich men, or families, to the real people of the counties. It
wiU send members to Parliament who will care more for the
rights and interests of the population than for the semi-bar-
barous sports of a class. When the tenant farmers see their
power, and arouse themselves to exert it, the days of the
game laws are ended, and there will not be wanting just and
good men among the landowners themselves who will give
them a hearty co-operation in the good work. As to c'nanges
in the game laws, I see no great good in them. "What you
want is the repeal of all laws which are made with the object
of favouring the presentation of game. The fiuidamental
principle of the tenant fanners should be this—that they
should have absolute and undisputed ovvTiership of, and con-
trol over, all animals which live upon the produce of then-
land. They occup3' land and pay rent for it ; they risk all

they have—then- money, their time, their labom-, then- hopes,
their present, and their futm-e, in the cultivation of their
farms. The horses, cows, sheep, and swine are theirs ; the
crops are also theirs, and the hares, and rabbits, and game of
everj' kind Uving upon then' farm should also be theu-s. Till

this is the settled law, and also the practice of the country,
the tenant fanners 'wiU never hold the position to which they
have a just claim, and the evils of game laws and game pre-
servation will never lie whoUy removed. At present it is

impossible for your friends in Parliament to do anything for

you. You can do much—I think j^ou can do evei-ything—for
yoiu'selves. Let it be a rule that no tenant faiTuer wUl sup-
port a candidate who is not in favour of fidl justice to tenant
farmers, and the whole character of county representation
Trill be changed. I would ad\dse your committee to corres-
pond with farmers in eveiy county in the kingdom, and to

exhort them evei-j-where seriously to consider this gi-eat

question, and to prepare to act when another general election

(shall take place. Your deliverance from the insulting giiev-

aucc of \\hich you complain rests mainly with yourselves.

I am, very respectfully yom-s,
John Beight.

Mr. A. Kobotham, Oak Farm, Drayton Bassett,

near Tamworth.

The VicE-Cii.viuMAJf said Mr. Briglit's letter was for tlio

most part a perfect piece of nonsense.

Mr. Brawn moved a vote of tlianks to Mr. Robotliam for

Ids valufvblc paper—a paper whicli tbey wovild agree with him
was forcibly and feelingly written. Game was considered a

very great delicacy, and be bad fre(j[uently been told tliat the

game question was a very delicate subject, and that any attempt

on the part of farmers as a body to discuss it would lead to very

serious misunderstandings between tbeni and their landlords.

If ever there was a time wbeu that bond of union which ex-

isted between landlords and tenants required to be strength-

cued, that time was the present. The tenant-farmers had for

the last five or six years been labouring in vain with respect to

this subject. We are unwilling to believe that a plain, straight-

forward, moderate, and respectful remonstrance respecting an
undoubted grievance must necessarily bring down upon them
the displeasure of their landlords. It was always pleasant to

look on the bright side of any picture ; and what brighter pic-

ture was there in this little England of ours than an English

gentleman living in bis ancestral home, surrounded by a grate-

ful and a prosperous tenantry (cheers) ? But while they could

not but warmly acknowledge the efforts of such landlords to

make the welfare of tbc-ir tenantry their chief concern, there is

no wisdom in disguising the fact that there were estates where
the tenant-farmer, in liis struggle for subsistence, met with
very little consideration—where game accumulated and crops

decayed, where the field-sports of landlords sometimes resem-

bled the exploits of Cockney sportsmen among Cockney fowl,

where the gamekeeper was monarch of aU be surveyed, and
was permitted to sour the temper of the former, to be the

greatest annoyance of the farmer's wife, and the deadly enemy
of her cats (laughter). He was willing to believe that, in

some districts at least, these occurrences were more rare than

formerly ; still he would respectfully remind those whom it

might concern that, while in this state of transition, hard-

working men were being ruined, and their families reduced to

poverty, and the working man was being deprived of his daily

food. A dispute about game bad come under bis own observa-

tion tliis present season. The tenant was an exceUeut farmer,

and laid out capital liberally—some would say lavishly—upon
the soil, and the landlord was a man who wished to do his

duty ; but lie had a gamekeeper, who resembled Colibett's

farm-waggoner—he not only managed the animals, but be

exerted a pretty smart control over the owner of them ; and the

result was that a good landlord and a good tenant were brought

iuto a state of hostility, and wounds were opened which it

would be difficult to heal. AYitb respect to the damage done

by game, he met at different times during the present summer
with two farmers from different parts of the country, and hav-

ing got over the usual salutations about health and the weather,

be asked, " How are your mangolds ?" (laughter) . They an-

swered in pretty nearly the same words—" O, I shall have

none ; the hares ate them off when they were about as tliick as

my finger" (laughter) . He would ask them who were reveUing

in the prospect of 30 tons of mangolds per acre, how they would
like that ? And he woidd leave it to people who were fond of

calculation to say how many tons of mangolds each of those

hares consumed whilst indulging in these finger luxuries, and
how many carcases of beef and mutton did they consume in the

same time? (Hear, hear). Mr. Robotham had alluded to the

late Lord Hatherton's statement, and there were few higher

authorities on the subject than his lordship, according to whom
high farming and strict preservation of game were utterly in-

compatible (Hear, hear). Now high farming meant more ma-
nure, heavier root-croops, better corn-crops, abundant supplies

of beef and mutton ; and if the promotion of these things and
excessive game-preserving were utterly 'incompatible, he
thought farmers ought to be pardoned for asking their landlords

to take the matter iuto their serious consideration (Hear, bear).

There was one point on which be differed from Jlr. Robotham,
and from very many of bis brother-farmers, and that was re-

specting the " Night-poaching Act." He believed that every

time a gamekeeper laid his hand on a jioacber, he came in con-

tact with a thief (Hear, hear) ; and he had no desire to en-

courage that class of persons. But it spoke volumes in con-
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demnation of the game-preserving system, tliat made the

tenant farmer look upon the midnight depredator as Ins best

friend, and the thief-catcher as his most inveterate enemy

(Hear, hear). He had heard tenant-farmers express their

fears that the preservation of game would become more fa-

shionable—that this excessive preservation and wholesale

slaughter were indulged in by royalty. He could only say that,

if such was the case, he could only hope that royalty woiild

grow older and wiser, and that princes and nobles would enjoy

the legitimate sports of the field, of which he was sure no far-

mer wished to deprive thera, and that they would give up that

wholesale butchery which reminded one of heroes crushing

flies (laughter and Hear, hear). That the game-laws required

alteration he thought was unquestionable ; but he could not

say that he had studied the subject sufficiently to enable him
to propose a remedy, and he sliould therefore not detain the

meeting longer.

Air. H. OsBORN said he was pleased with the temperate

tone that had hitherto pervaded the meeting, and he hoped it

would be continued on to the close. He must say he rose to

address them that day with a very strong conviction of the

importance of the question they were discussing, and he was
decidedly of opinion that the excessive preservation of game
was fast assuming the dimensions of a national calamity, and
he was quite sure it was fast undoing the ties wliich they all

enjoyed formerly to see between the cultivators and the land-

lords of the soil ; therefore he thought whether in towns or

amongst the cultivators of the soil no more important ques-

tion could be brought under their consideration. He was
pleased with the notion Mr. Robotham threw out, and which
was confirmed by Mr. Brawn, and which he could confirm l)y

his own experience, that tlic preservation of game in many dis-

tricts had been carried to such an excess, as to greatly increase

the price at vi'hich meat might be provided for the labouring

classes of the country. He thought their friends in town who
were wondering the price of meat had got so high, might see

some solution of the difficulty, when they knew that on many
estates one half of the produce was frequently destroyed by
game. The question had been looked at in several aspects

;

but before he went any further, he should like to make a re-

mark on the letter they had received from their president, Mr.
Chawner. No man had more respect for him than he had,

and there was no one whose opinion he would sooner take on
agricultural questions than Mr. Chawner's ; but he thought
there was a glaring error running through the letter he had
sent them that day. He seemed to assume that every tenant

farmer was just commencing his tenancy. Now he would tell

thera what was the position of the great bulk of the tenant

farmers of the country. Every landed gentleman almost was
connected with some agricultural association, at which he
made speeches on various agricultural topics—on the necessity

of improving the cultivation of the land. How was that to be
done, except with an extra application of capital ? They might
go on a farm, and meet a landlord who would talk fair to their

face, and tell them he would not allow them to have their

crops destroyed by game. The tenant proceeded to lay out

his capital on the land, and as soon as he was bound hand and
foot to the landlord his crops were eaten up. If the preser-

vation of game continued as it had done within the last few
years, they might bid aeUeu to all improvements in agriculture,

as he was sure the farmers could not continue to lay out their

capital as they had hitherto done if there mtist be such
a system, which was fast spreading. He did not make
any charge against the great body of the land-owners of Eng-
land. There was no one who held thorn in higher respect
than he did, or who would sooner support them in their legi-

timate rights. Although he agreed with jMr. Bright in his

detestation of the game-laws, he disagreed with many things
in the letter that had been read from him that day. He for

one was not prepared to identify himself with all the senti-

ments of that letter (Hear, hear)". There was another aspect
of the question—the mode in wliich the game laws of the
country were carried out—that had not been sufficiently

dwelt upon that day. It was a few individuals in this country
who were by their excessive preservation of game giving such
an impetus to the trade of poaching, and by holding out in-
ducements to poachers, were manufacturers of thieves and
criminals. They also caused a higher price of meat, threw an
increased amount upon the poor's rates of the kingdom, and
paused an immense amount of criminals to be kept at the ex-

pense of the rate-payers of the country. He thought the time

had come when the farmers should make their voices heard, as

they could not continue to cultivate the soil if one-half of the

crops were to be destroyed ; and when public opinion was en-

lightened in this country, and they knew the reason why the

price of meat was raised to such an extent, they would soon

have that opinion in their favour, and it would be said that no
class of people should be able to keep up a code of laws that

impoverished their fellow-creatures, added greatly to the cri-

minal returns, and did no good to any individual. He had
great pleasure in seconding the vote of thanks to Mr. Ro-
botham.
The resolution was then put and unanimously carried, at

which Mr. Robotham returned thanks.

Mr. Osbor:n then proposed the following resolution :
" That

this club desires in the most emphatic manner to call attention

to the serious losses which were being inflicted on tenant

farmers in many localities by the excessive presen'ation of

game, and to the necessity that exists for a general and earnest

appeal to be made to landed proprietors in order to induce

them to take immediate steps for abating the evil."

Mr. Joh:n Lowe said the question as it then stood before

the meeting seemed to him to lie rather confused. He thought
it should be discussed under two heads—firstly, the game laws
of the country generally ; and secondly, the preservation of

game as Ijetween landlord and tenant. It would appear from
what had been said by most of the speakers that tliey consi-

dered that the landlords, that was the game-preserving land-

lords, were responsible for the game laws. He thought that

was not quite true. He was willing to admit at once tliat he
believed the time had now come when a very great and im-
portant alteration in the game laws should take place. But,
as he had said before, he thought they should distinguish be-

tween the evils occasioned by the game laws on the one hand,
and those on the other which were owing to the disposition of
the landlord. If they tried to make the landlords responsible

for the game laws, he thought they would be trying to place

upon the landlord's shoulder a greater burden than they ought
to be expected to bear. He therefore hoped they would ap-

proach tiie House of Commons simply on the question of the
game laws ; and according to his notion the first approach to

that House should be made by way of petition (Hear, hear).

That course ssemed to him to be the one which was at once
the most legitimate under the circumstances and the most
likely to produce what they all required, namely, a very exten-

sive alteration in, if not the entire abolition of, the game laws.

He did not mean to give an opinion as to whether their entire

abolition was desirable or not ; but unquestionably they re-

quired to be at least considerably revised (Hear, hear). Then,
as to game-preserving landlords, they must be dealt with in

another way. He thought tenants had the matter in a great
measure in their own hands. They should refuse to take land
from game-preserving landlords. [A Member : It would not
do.] He thought that so long as the farmers themselves were
willing to take farms on which game was preserved to an im-
proper extent, so long would the preservation of game have to

be complained of by them ("No, no"). If there was not an
anxiety to possess such farms, landed proprietors would alter

their views and their course ; but so long as tenants were
willing and anxious to take farms, knowing that they were
overstocked with game, he thoughtthere was a gooddealof blame
to be attributed to themselves for the evils they suffered (Hear,
hear). In his opinion the most effective way of endeavourinjf

to get redress for this great grievance of the game laws was to

petition the House of Commons to inquire into the subject.

The resolution which had just been proposed was so much in ac-

cordance with his views that he had very great pleasure in se-

conding it (Hear, hear) . He was delighted to find it was so

politely worded (laughter and Hear, hear). That was the pro-
per way to approach the subject (Hear, hear). He was afraid

that some course hardly so well-considered and courteous might
be proposed. He was bound to say that some portions of the
paper read by Mr. Robotham were too plaintive, without being
suggestive of how to get rid of what they had reason to com-
plain of. But as the resolution was so moderate and so cour-

teously worded and so much in accordance with his views, he
had very great pleasure in seconding it. He thought the

members of the club and all advocates of their view of the
question now under discussion ought to make up their minds

to keep most determinedly free of all political feeling on the sub-
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ject (Hear, hear). It was not a questiou whether a bill

should be brought iu by a Conservative or a Liberal. The ques-

tion ought to be discussed without any reference whatever to

political matters, which were wholly beside and apart from it,

and had no relation to it whatever (Hear, hear).

Mr. King said be concurred in the resolution, and thought
it a reasonable and straightforward way of introducing tiie

grievance to the notice of those whose duty it was to redress

it (Hear, hear). He agreed with Mr. Lowe that the question
ought not to be allowed to assume a poHtical aspect. If they
could not look with contideuce for justice and protection from
noblemen and men of birth and education, he was afraid they
would never obtain tiicni fi'om pretenders and npstarts

(laughter and " Oh !" A Member :
" That is hard on Mr.

Bright"). Mr. Lowe thought tenants might redress their

grievance wholly by refusing to take farms from game-preserv-
ing landlords. Mr. Lowe seemed to think that it was only the

tenants who were liable to vicissitude, that landlords never
changed. But he would remind Mr. Lowe that landlords were
but tenants at the will of a Jiigher Power than any on earth,

and that they had to quit on very short notice. They did not
always get six months ; and their successors might be very
different men from what they were. lie had known many
tenants who under their old landlord preserved the game on
their farms and killed it or did as they pleased with ; but a

new landlord came in, and things were quite altered. It did

not suit them to move off with their old landlord, and so in

some instances they had had to endure vexations and losses

and oppression. He referred to the tendency of excessive

game-preserving to foster criminals by increasing the tempta-

tions to poaching, which always led to crime. He had seen

enough of game preserving and its consequences to know that

a game-preserving landlord was an enemy to himself, an in-

surer of his country, and the ruin of his tenantry and his neigh-

bourhood. He hoped that meeting would not separate with-

out putting on record a most emphatic protest against exces-

sive game preserving and all the evils to which it gave rise.

Mr. BiGGE, agent to Lord Wenlock, said that at the di.scus-

sion last autumn on the question of farm-agreements, a great

deal was said about game preserving. After that meeting he
thought a good deal on that subject ; and as he happened, he

was glad to say, to be in a position to try an experiment on
the question of game as between tenant-farmers and landlords,

he immediately set to work to put it in force on some estates

in Shropshire which he had the honour of managing. The
first thing he did was to discharge all the game-keepers on the

estate (applause). Having done that, at the audit dinner he
mentioned to the tenant-farmers what he had done, and he was
glad to say it met with their full approval. At the same time

he intimated to them that the landlord was fond of shooting

;

that he wished to reside on his estate, and wished to live in

amity with all his tenants (Hear, hear). They one and all

said they were certain they would preserve more game on that

estate than the keepers did (Hear, hear). At the same time

they had liberty to destroy, at every season of the year, by
ferrets, but not to shoot on their farms. With this they were
quite satisfied. This year there was an exceedingly good
shooting season. Instead of killing 250 brace in a week's

shooting, nearly 400 were killed (Hear, hear). That was a prac-

tical proof uf what tenant-farmers, if they were treated in a

liberal, straightforward manner by their landlords, would re-

spond to (Hear, hear). He hoped the experiment would con-

tinue to be successful, and that, in future discussions in that

club, he would have the pleasure of reporting favourably with

respect to it (applause).

The Vice-Chairman : Were there more hares and rabbits

on the farm than in previous years ?

Mr. BiGGE : No rabbits at all, or very few.

The Vice-Chairman : Were there more hares ?

Mr. BiGGE : There were plenty of hares for shooting.

The Vice-Chairman : The same as the year before the

keepers were discharged ?

A Farmer: They didn't want as many by a long way
(laughter—Hear, hear).

Mr. BiGGE : It has been a bad season this year, but I

think there have been quite as many.
Mr. BuRBtiRY, of Kenilworth, said there was one phase of

the question which had not been brought before the meeting

—

the sub-letting of manors (Hear, hear)—the owner letting the

shooting of the manor to a stranger, whether the tenants were

willing or not. He believed that in law a gentleman taking

the shooting of a manor was not liable to the tenant for the
injury done by game. He believed an action would lie against

the landlord, but not against the person renting the shooting.

A great improvement in the law would be to make the owner
of the game for the time being responsible to the tenant for

damage done by the game. That would go a great way to

remove an evil of whicli many tenants had now to complain.

Tiiere was another question : he perceived that many gentle-

men advocated a total repeal of the game-laws. ]Now while

they were met there as tenant-farmers they should bear in

mind the precept to do as they would be done by. They
should imagine themselves in the position of owners of laud

;

and, if they did that, they would see that with the total

abolition of the game-laws would arise a necessity for a very

stringent trespass-law (Hear, hear).

A AIember: a very good thing, too.

Mr. BuRBURY : They should weU consider the position in

which they would be placed by a trespass-law of so stringent a
character that it might be made to operate very vexatiously.

Many of them were in the habit of occasionally crossing their

neighbours' land. He knew it was the case in the neighbour-
hood from which he came. Now, under a very stringent

trespass-la\i-, they might find themselves brought up before a
magistrate for crossing their neighbour's land. In reference

to the sub-letting and shooting, he suffered severely from it

himself. He should like to be able to go at the person
shooting, for the damage he had done, lie knew an action
would lie against the landlord ; but every one knew that
actions by the landlords, whether successful or not, produced
ill-feeling which led to notices to quit.

Mr. RoBOTiiAM said he thought there would be very little

use in appealing to the landlords : they should appeal to the
House of Commons.

Mr. Houghton : ^^Hien the Edinburgh Farmers' Club dis-

cussed this question some time ago, they came to a practical

conclusion. They decided upon petitioning Parliament ; and
the first and the main point upon which tliey petitioned was
tliat hares and rabbits be dropped from the game list. Could
not this Club adopt something of that sort, and second the
endeavours of the Edinburgh Club by doing the same thing
(Hear, hear).

Mr. T. I). Lawden : Suppose we succeeded in having
rabbits and hares dropped from the game list, what would be
the consequence ? Landlords would simply say :

" It is

true rabbits and hares are not on the game list, but if you kill

them nevertheless, you shall not remain on my property." If

they could get landlords to see that it was not for their

interest or that of their tenants that too much game should
be preserved, they would have done all that was necessary.

Mr. R. H. Maseen said he thought there was one thing in

the question that every one ran his head against, which
was that the tenant was the owner of the hares and rabbits,

and pheasants as well. It was no use dividing the matter : the
more they dissected it the more intricate they made it appear.
When he took his farm and they took theirs, they took the
hares and rabbits at the same time, until they committed
their hands to paper which contained a clause to this effect,
" That I reserve the hares and rabbits to myself." So that
really and truly it was an act the farmer himself committed.
The law of the land gave them to the tenant, who by his own
act parted with it. That was the law, he believed. They had
heard a great deal of the damage done by game ; but there was
other damage besides what had already been alluded to. To a
great extent it was that waste of capital which debarred a
man of industry from investing it iu land without an amount
of security for its proper return. They all knew he had
spoken, written, and conversed on the game question again and
again, and the question was spoken of at the time he read his

paper on " The Tenure of Land" last December. That gave
him an opportunity of a large correspondence with different

gentlemen in various parts of England, and the disclosures

made to him were such as he for one was not aware of. On
one estate of 16,000 acres, the landlord had never allowed a
reaping machine or a steam plough, and the tenants had been
compelled to leave five feet of hedge-row for the preservation

of game (cries of "Shame"). So long as that existed it was
no use their talking about their grievances unless they came
forward with some mode of redressing them. He was the
last man in the world to wish to separate the interests of
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laudlords and tenants. He was proud to liave an aristocracy

among' them who liad found good farms and homes for

Imndreds of thousands of men. If the landlords were a

different class of men as regarded birtli and position, the con-

dition of the tenants would not be improved. In the first in-

stance, they heard, in tlie paper read that day, some startling

assertions made. He ^vished to ask by whom was the laud

owned ? Not by an old territorial possessor, but one who was a

very few years ago in a very different position. It was one of

Mr. Bright's school.

Mr. EoBOTHAM : It was not one of Mr. Bright's school.

Mr. Masfen : There were exceptions to all rules. There

were some of the aristocracy whom they felt proud to rent

under, and others the reverse ; but it was uo use trying to

set class against class to remedy that evil (Hear, hear). There

was no remedy in that ; but the remedy was to try to shun

men who had made such restrictions to leave the hedge-rows

five or six feet wider than others for the preservation of game,

and who could not allow reaping machines or steam ploughs

on their property. It was a happy thing for Old England when
a landlord and tenant could agree and live together. His late

landlord, wliom he had great pleasure in finding sport for, told

him he never enjoyed so much sport as he did after a discharge

of his gamekeeper, and made him and his labourers pre-

servers. He was happy to say there was an example in a

neighbouring county ot a large landed proprietor acting up to

the views of an humble individual like himself, iu giving orders

to his agents to discharge his keepers and put his tenants in

charge, and there had Ijeen an increased amount of game killed

this year, something like 70 per cent. It was not when the

game was in the hands of the first party that damage occurred,

but when it was in the hands of a third. A tenant naturally

felt a desire to fiud his landlord sport, but he did not feel in-

clined to find it for a man who offered so much for as much as

he could provide. There was another instance, and lie was
sorry to say he suffered from it. They knew well there was no
mutual tie of good feeling between a man who farmed laud

under a landlord and the man who took the game upon it. He
went for mere sport—for preserving the game to the utmost
and destroying the greatest amount of head he could. Those
were grievances under which they aU had to suffer. After a
man had been called upon to pay the greatest amount for rent,

then to be compelled to find the greatest amount of game for

a third part}-, -^-as, he thought, against the idea of every free-

born Englishman. Mr. Piobotham, in his paper, related to

the amount of food they would be able to produce, supposing the

game was cropped do\ni to a quarter the extent it was now.
He had stated the amount that might be produced in beef and
mutton, but he did not say the amount in an acre of corn that

might be produced if game were not preserved to sucli an ex-

tent as it now was. He dare say they remembered the case

he referred to, during the discussion on the " Tenure of Land,"
of a farmer iu Wiltshire who fenced off a portion of a field, and
had more in that portion, by three times the amoimt in propor-

tion, than in the remainder of the field, when it was thrashed.

How far would that have gone if they were to have the hares

and rabbits pretty nearly anniliilated ? He did not want to

see so many hares and rabbits as they had. He did not think
the winged game so prejudicial, and they had no objection to

find sulEcient for the sport of their landlords, but not for battue-
mongers and professional poulterers. As regarded the propo-
sition of dividing the hares and rabbits, he could not say he
was satisfied with it. He believed the proposition put to the
club some time ago by Mr. Bigge was more to the purpose

—

that if they were to pass a resolution requesting the landlords
to sweep from the earth that baneful nuisance gamekeepers,
they would do an immense amount of good (Hear^hear).

Mr. RoBOTiiAM said, with reference to Mr. IMasfen's re-

marks, if they would remember, he stated in his paper, with
reference to tlie large quantity of grain destroyed by hares and
rabbits, that lie should leave it to other gentlemen better
able to point out. He did not intend to point out all their
grievances himself. His friend Mr. Masfen had pointed out
the other portion, and he thanked him for it.

The resolution was theu put, and carried unanimously.
Ml-. OsBORN said he had one other resolution to propose,

and it would rather complete the matter if they were to pass
it that night. The resolution was :

" That the excessive pre-
servation of game is not only injurious to the tenant-farmer,
but at the same time is a fruitful source of crime,

entailing a great annual loss in prosecutions, which are in-

creasing from year to year ; while the game-laws at present in

force are most objectionable, as leading to the opinion on the

part of a portion of the population that those laws are the

result of class legislation, and prejudicial to the welfare of the

country at large." Witli respect to the expense of prosecu-

tions, he stated that during the past year there were more than
10,000 prosecutions for infraction of the game-laws. He did

think that those persons who preserved game to such an extent,

especially rabbits, were responsible to the country for the ex-

cessive amount of expense incurred in those prosecutions.

(Hear, hear.)

Mr. T. B. Wright seconded the resolution. He said he
was disposed to take a more hopeful view of the subject than
some of the gentlemen who had preceded him. He should not

say much with reference to the letter of Mr. Bright, becausepro-

bably it went more into politics tlian was consistent with the

character of that club. (Hear, hear.) The reference Mr.
Robotham made to Lord Hatherton's opinions was to be found

in an article written by Mr. Bright in Morton's " Encyclopiediii

of Agriculture." They all knew the admirable example set by
Lord llatherton in respect to game preserving. His lordship

soon found out that to farm properly it was necessary to give

up game preserving. The article in the " Encyclopasdia of

Agriculture" was brief, but it took up nearly every point, and,

amongst others, the one in the resolution which had just been

submitted for the approval of the club, the increasing number
of prosecutions. As Mr. Osborne had told them, that evil had
been on the increase from ye.ar to year. He did not think he
ever read an article which put the whole question in a better

way than it was put in the article by Mr. Bright ; and he felt

bound to give this expression of opinion with regard to it. He
thought they might look hopefully to the future. Lord
Hatherton set the example 20 years ago. Mr. Randell, of

Chadbury, near Evesham, said distinctly, in a discussion which
took place on tenant right, that on some of tlif estates wliicli

he managed in Worcestershire uo game was preserved, except

winged game. That was an instance of progress.

A Membek : It is very slow.

Mr. Wright : Probably a number of other instances might
be mentioned. Reference had been made to some landed pro-

prietors who would not allow a steam-plough or a reaping-

machuie on their estates. But they knew very vi'cll that such
landlords were exceptional, because steam-ploughs and reaping-

machines were made every day, and they were not made for

show, but were sold and used. He knew a tenant farmer who
declared with tears in his eyes that he would be ruined by ex-

cessive game preservation. Yet there had been a considerable

improvement during the last 20 years. (No, no.) He quite

agreed with Mr. Masfen that the way to extend improvements
in agriculture and to increase the prosperity of tenants and
landed proprietors, and the welfare of the labouring classes,

and of every ^class of the community, was to foster feelings of
confidence and good-will and mutual respect, and to show that

the interests of laudlords, tenants, labourers, manufacturers,

and aU other classes were one. The resolution which had just

been proposed seemed to be very temperate and just, and he
had great pleasure in seconding it.

Mr. Robotham proposed, as an amendment to the last re-

solution, " Tliat the present system of holding farms wherein
the landlord exercises the sole and exclusive right to the game
is strikingly selfish and unsatisfactory, and in its operations

exhibits the fallen and servile condition of the tenant-farmer

in submitting to tlie powerful but unjust dictation of the land-

lords as exemplified iu their one-sided and unnatural agree-

ments, leading to a great imposition and iU-feeling, that fre-

quently terminates in the ruin of tenants. The system called

aloud for the exercise of the joint and mutual co-operation of

aU parties interested by restoring proper independence to the

farmer, and rescuing their property from destruction."

Mr. Sydney said : In taking a farm he had no restrictions

as to game, or any other nonsense. That evil and nuisance

rested entirely with the tenants themselves. He was desirous

of taking another farm, for his son, and he had had the refusal

of several good farms, but he had declined them on the score

of the blackguard game question (Hear, hear). Were they to

go on in that state of things, and beg the question from the

landlords and aristocracy of the country ? He was not for beg-

ging the question at all. When he took a farm he intended

to pay the rent, but he did not intend to keep another man's
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stock. Pretty well if lie paid liis way, which of late years

fanners had some difficulty to do. Tlioy all undcrslood that

the question was one of rent, after aU was said and done ; there-

fore he agreed with Mr. Chairman that tlie game question was
a question of rent ; and if they were determined to take those

game-preserving farms they must go about it in a business-like

way, and say, " Now this farm is inundated with game, there-

fore I Mill not take it unless I can have it with the rent ac-

cordingly."

Mr. ]\Iay : No " unless."

Mr. Sydney : But they took the farms, and grumbled after-

wards. Now, he wanted them to do all the grumbling first.

If they would all act on the principle of not taking those game-
preserving farms, they would have nothing to complain of.

He hoped in what lie had done he had set an example. He
would not take a farm mider a game-preserving landlord.

After one of their previous meetings, daring the tenure of land

discussion, he had the honour of ridiug with Lord Lichfield,

and the whole conversation came up. His Lordship said he
(Mr. Sydney) could not expect to take a farm on the conditions

he had stated. And he replied, " Of course he did ; and lie

had got one ; and no doubt he should take another." He
farmed to the best of liis ability, and spared no expense ; but
tell him he was to have his crops destroyed by vermin, and he
said he would not. And so he told Lord Lichfield that he
would shoot auy mortal thing that ate his crops. He assured

them what they had to do was to make a firm stand, and not
take the farms if they were to be robbed (he could give uo
hetter expression to it than " robbed") (cries of " The right

term") of their property by the unlimited support of game.
How many tenants were there who took farms with a limited

quantity of game, but in a short time the game increased ten-

fold .' They then went and lodged a complaint against the

game, and the landlord told tliem if they did not like the farm
they might leave it. That was very nice satisfaction for a man
who had laid out aU his capital and made all the improvements
he could, expecting to stay some time ! He (Mr. Sydney) said

they ought to do away with such rubbish. They should not
take a farm under a game-preserving landlord till they had
mutual covenants with the landlord for game. Say to him,
" I don't want to deprive you from coming on my farm to sport

:

I should be glad to see you every day ; but so long as T keep
this stock why should you deprive nie from sporting? Do
away with your keepers, and I will answer for sufScieut

sport."

Mr. Joseph Wright, of Etwell, thought the question had
been treated well, and with a deal of delicacy by the Clul). If

there was time he could keep them the whole of the evening,

telling them of disasters that had befallen himself ; but he had
heard so much of damage done that it would only be a tale

told over and over again, which he had uo wish to do. He did
not think it would answer the pur])osc of the Club to adopt
the resolution of Mr. llobotliam, as he thought by that means
they would make very many enemies and very few friends. They
were making progress, but very slow indeed, because they only
found two or three lamllords who had fallen into those liberal

views during the last twenty years ; during which period how
many touaut-farmers had been ruined ! He thought they ought
to act as temperately as possible in introducing the question.

He agreed with Mr. Sydney in not taking game farms, and he
had given one up himself on that accomit. He thought he had
sufficient capital to stock the farm, and would not trouble his

landlord (Hear, hear). His friend Mr. Kobotham had in-

stanced Lord Stamford in his paijcr. He had no occasion to

have gone that distance. He might have taken an instance in

his own locality, wlicre there had been more than £2,000 a-

year taken out of the pockets of a tenant by a landlord, by the
preservation of game. It was time some alteration was made,
and it was necessary they should go tenderly to work, and he
did not think that was the proper time for them to adopt Mr.
Robotham's resolution. Everybody interested in that great
question must have seen lately the immense amount of money
sent out of the country for foreign corn, and at the same time
those hares and rabbits had consumed as much food as was ne-
cessary for the support of the labouring population. Mr. John
Bright (for whom he had the greatest respect possible) seemed
to think the question should lie reserved for the next general
election. He (Mr. Wright) thought the time was come, now
they had a new Parliament, when their grievances should be
laid before them in the shape of a Bill of Tenant Rights. He
was sure they had got uew meml)ers who would take the matter
up, and some measure would be adopted on purpose to carry out
their wislies ; andhe thoughtthey wouldbe able to satisfy thegame
preservers, that if they did continue to preserve it, the people

of this country woidd not tolerate it any longer, causing loss to

many of the farmers now in the country, and in many instances

throwing their families into want. He had no doubt Parlia-

ment would pay great attention to their petitions.

After some furtlier discussion, Mr. Robotham agreed to with-

draw his amendment till the original motion had been decided
upon.

The original moton was then carried with only three dis-

sentients.

The amendment of Mr. Robotham was then put as a sub-

stantive motion, and negatived by one vote ; but it is only just

to say that at that time the meeting had dvidndled down to a
very small number in consequence ofmembers having to leave

for their respective trains.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Osborne, who had taken the chair

terminated the proceedings.

mAUGURATIOJSr OF THE STATUE OF DAUBENTON.
[translated fkom the "journal d'agriculture pratique."]

Less fortunate than Olivier de Serres, Buffon, Mathieu de
Dombasle, and Gasparin, the modest Daubenton has long
awaited his statue ; but he has it at last. On Sunday, Nov.
13th, 1864, in spite of wind and rain, it was inaugurated in the
Garden of Acclimatisation, Paris, in the presence of a nume-
rous, but respectaljle company, proving by their frequent

applause that they sympathised in the homage so tardily ren-

dered to that savant.

It is well known that Daubenton, born at Montbard, 1716,
was the compatriot, friend, and fellow-labourer of Buffon.

He first studied medicine, but afterwards abandoned that

science to work and study with the illustrious author of
" I'Histoire NatureUe." He furnished to the first 15 vols, of

that great work some articles upon anatomy, vnitten with
scrupulous exactness. His descriptions are justly regarded
even now as true master-pieces, and serve as the bases of com-
parative anatomy. In 1713 he was appointed guard and con-

servator to the Cabinet of Natural History, and in 1778
became professor to the College of France. His instructions

there were eminently successful. His simple, clear, and
precise manner ot explaining soon initiated his auditors into

aU the secrets of natural history, and he became very popular.

He was appointed to succeed the great Cuvier. In 1785 he
was iiominated professor of rural economy at the School of
Alfort. The Academy of Sciences soon opened its doors to

him, and he furnished to that august assembly numerous
papers, as well as to the I'Encyclopedie of d'Alembert and
Diderot, who was a very enthusiastic coadjutor. He died in

1800, in full age, quite oljscure, and almost forgotten. Old
age is often a first death, pliysicaUy and morally. His reputa-

tion was for an instant effaced by the brilliant glory of Buffon :

but posterity is never ungrateful ; it assigns to each its place,

and renders to those who deserve it their share of immortahty.
Daubenton rendered special services to agriculture by accli-

matising Spanish merinos in our country (France), and it is

chiefly for that reason that liis statue is placed in our Zoolo-

gical Garden. He is represented standing, slightly bending
over a sheep which he is caressing, and surrounded by the

implements of husbandry. M. Godin, scidptor of the monu-
ment of Amyot, erected at M^lun, has shown much talent in

the rendering of this noble, yet graceful figure.

In the absence of M. Drouyn de Lhuys, the president of the
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society the ceremony was presided over by M. de Quatrefages,

Drofessor-conservator of the Museum of Natural History,

member of the lustitute, and vice-president ot the Acchma-

tisation Society.
* i

• 4.1 n j
A tent of brilliant colours was erected in the Garden.

The members of the council first took their places upon the

platform, then Messrs. A. Passy and Rufz de Lavisou. In

answer to the applause of the crowd, the cloths which covered

tlie statue were removed. The band of the Guard of Paris

played, after which the choir of the children of Lutece struck

up the'Sonff of the Labourers and the Shepherd's Song-, those

remarkable productions of Laurent de Rille. M. Quatrefages

then rose, and delivered the following speech :

—

" Gentlemen,—Returning after a long absence and very im-

portant occupations, I find myself quite unprepared for the

liouour put upon me—that of presiding over this ceremony.

You are aware that his Excellency M. Drouyu de Lhuys, being

detained by most important duties, is unable to take his part

on this occasion, which crowns the whole of the proceedings in

which your president has liad so large a share. I regret his

absence, both on your account and ray own, for by it we lose

one of those addresses, so full of life and heart, to which we

are accustomed, and which certainly cannot be replaced by my
unpremeditated words.

" Daubeuton you know was the compatriot, fellow-labourer,

aud friend of Buffon. An equal love of science, and a similar

ardour to sound tlie mysteries of nature, were the bonds wliich

united these two men, so different in most respects—a union

which for many long years was devoted to the service of

genius. Ssometimes too bold, but having an exact mind

—

patient, conscientious—he was determined to seek aud find

those precise facts without which the most apparently beau-

tiful conceptions are only too often worse than useless.

" Li that association, the functions of which he filled at the

Jardin du Roi, now the Museum, Daubenton accepted a most

subordinate post. Par from complaining, he seemed pleased

with a position that, whilst it shielded him from notice, placed

in his hands many scientific treasures ; but the work brought

him to the light which soon struck every eye, and honours

quickly came to seek the modest ' demonstrateur du cabinet

d'histoire naturelle.'

" The Academy of Sciences also soon enlisted him into its

ranks. They were justified in choosing him by the part Dau-

benton had taken in Buffon's work, and still further by a series

of important papers written by him upon pure science. After

a while, the desire to be useful induced Daubenton to engage

in another order of researches. He endeavoured, by applying
himself to the study of physiology, to discover the means of
acclimatising better races of foreign domestic animals, with a
view to improving our indigenous breeds ; and the same hand
which had assisted in sounding the depths of comparative
anatomy wrote ' Instruction pour les Bergers ; et le Memoire
sur le premier drap de laine superfin du cru de la France.'*

" These works of so varied a character give to the historical

figure of Daubenton a double physiognomy. Pirst, we have
in him the savant, properly so called—eminent, no doubt,

amongst his contemporaries, but whose glory paled a little by
the reflection of the halo which spread around the name of

Buffon. Then we have the savant who applies science to

public benefit, and takes under that title an elevated position

apart from others. Contemporaries themselves understood

that they had there, so to speak, two men in one, and knew
how to honour both. Por the first they appointed him to the

chair of natural history at the College of Prance ; for the

second he was chosen by the School of AUbrt as professor of

rural economy.
" And now, gentlemen, we in our turn pay to the latter a

solemn and well-merited homage. As the representatives of

posterity, we to-day sanction the judgment held by our fathers.

Par be it from me to establish a comparison in every respect

—

that would be impossible ; but when pure science has nobly

acquitted its debt towards one of its most glorious representa-

tives, by placing the statue of Buffon in the Jardin des Plantes,

it is natural that applied science should pay hers by raising the

statue of Daubenton in the Jardin d' Acclimatisation. The
thought which originated in the bosom of our society, stated

by our honourable vice-president Richard, is at last realised,

thanks to your concurrence, gentlemen, as well as that of

numerous contemporaries who have assisted in our work : let

us congratulate ourselves upon the result.

" It proves at once that in Prance no true merit can pass

away unacknowledged, and that everyone who devotes himself

seriously to the service of his country or humanity will sooner

or later receive a just reward."

M. Richard (of Cantal) and M. Viard, mayor of Montbard,
the country of both Daubenton and Buffon, afterwards spoke

in honour of the man who had done so much good by the in-

troduction of the race of merinos into France.

We like to give verbatim the whole proceedings of such

ceremonies, and show that we never forget those who during

their lives render services to their country and humanity.

Geoege Bakkal.

OUR CATTLE ECONOMY.
OUR FOREIGN CATTLE TRADE.

Speaking in the mildest terms applicable to the occasion, our

trade in foreign cattle is anything but creditable to the country.

The home trade is bad enough—suificient to make an intelligent

agricultural public blush ; but the traffic between England and
the continent of Europe in live stock is many degrees more
reprehensible ; and what makes it all the more to be regretted

is the fact that its objectionable features are daily increasing in

number aud magnitude, faster than the means used to effect a

change to the better ; so that, generally speaking, the trade is

moving from bad to worse. We are all familiar with the
" Dog Days," and the changes that take place in the blood of

hunted and affrighted animals, but sadly neglect the practical

lesson which they teach, in reference to the marketing of our

cattle ; for if the canine race and hunted and affrighted animals

suffer so much from the extremes of summer-heat and nervous and
other excitement, it is but reasonable to suppose that similar

causes acting upon fat stock and milch cows is by no means
favourable to health during the hardships they experience in

marketing ; nevertheless British capital has but one rule for

all temperatures, the management of stock during summer,
winter, and autumn being upon a par. Happily, the fat-stock

trade is fast being superseded by the carcase trade, and the
growing prevalence of contagious diseases is rapidly affecting
the transition which is thus taking place ; for, with all the
short-comings that are yet experienced in the conveyance of

carcases by rail and sea, they faU infinitely short of those felt

under the live-stock trade.

What reason has hitherto faUed to do, the cattle-

plague promises soon to effect. A very large proportion of

the fat stock sold in the Metropolitan Cattle Market is bought

by intermediate jobbers or middle-men, for the carcase trade and
the country. It is hardly possible to imagine a system more
calculated to generate and spread contagious diseases like the

various kinds of murrain. To this head of the subject we shall

return when discussing the character of tlie cattle plague, and
the means of its spread and prevention; meantime we shall only

toss to the winds the fallacious notion now being crammed
down the throats of a too credulous public, that the embark-
ing ports of the continent of Europe are free from cattle

plague ; for how could diseased cattle and disease-carrying

things pass through a country without spreading the con-

tagion far and wide ? Supposing the state of both

atmospheres equal, the contagion has had more time

to spread at the embarking ports than at the disem-

barking ports, and without fear of contradiction we do not

hesitate to affirm that the facts of the case will bear out the

soundness of this conclusion. But to return to the middlemen

* " Instructions to Shepherds ; and Memoir on the first

cloth made from superfine wool grown in France."
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jobbers for the carcase trade—tlie prevalence of contagious
diseases is proving a windfall to them in the ontset ; but, like

the plague itself, it will eventually prove the contrary; and if

railway companies and steam-boat companies woidd improve
their methods of conveying carcases, there would soon be an
end of fat-stock markets altogether. Moreover, improvements
like those in question ought to be enforced by statutory means,
if they cannot be effected otherwise by professional skill and
enterprise

; for the time has obviously arrived when the work
of progress must be commenced, and prosecuted in a manner
becoming the age and thd" occasion.

We dislike statutory interference in questions of progress in
the march of any branch of physical science ; but as " there
are exceptions to all rules," it certainly would not be beyond
the urgent demands of the question at issue were tlio Legis-
lature to prohiliit the importation of live stock from the
continent of Europe in the sailing-vessels and steam-boats
now employed for that purpose ; and the same or a similar rule

might be judiciously applied to the sea conveyance of cattle

generally, and suitable premiums olfered in both cases for the
efficient conveyance of carcases. In other words, the statutory

prohibition would extend to all vessels not built and fitted up
expressly for the sea conveyance of cattle i/i siormi/ weather,
all such vessels being duly registered and licensed fortius pur-
pose, aud under a properly organized staff of control and
management. Improvement in the conveyance of carcases

ought also to be enforced. Moreover, some suefi statutory

means are at the present time necessary, to justify the invest-

ment of capital in an enterprise of this kind ; for so long as

the present system is tolerated, short-sighted and unprincipled

dealers in live aud dead stock would, or rather will, be induced,

by " penny wise and pound foolish" calculations, to continue
their present practice of shipping live stock, carcases, Jtc.,

thereby keeping both tlie buying and selling markets in a
foul, contagious, and unsettled state.

I3ut apart from such statutory means, and the force of a

barbarous practice with which those engaged in it have become
naturalized, so to speak, there is (confining our remarks to the

live-stock trade) already an open and inviting field for the
safe investment of capital under an enlightened and judicious

system of management—the field of enterprise being of

sufficient length and breadth to guarantee an increasing and re-

munerating trade, for vessels could be so constructed as to carry
either live stock or carcases. We here allude more especially

to the shi))ment of the better class of stock, which is able to

pay a somewhat higher fare than the present charge, provided
they are shipped in a proper condition, and yet leave their

owners the gainers in the end. The rag-tag description of
stock is but a losing lottery at the best—the least of two evils

as a sacrifice of necessity, that the continental farmer, like

the home farmer must submit to ; thankfully pocketing tlie

proceeds, however small, as better than no returns at all, or

next to nothing, at home. All such riif-rafl' ought to be whoUy
excluded from the English markets, so that were they once

virtually separated from the healthy thriving and better class of

animals by those wholesome laws of commerce that regulate

trade, the shippers of such cargoes, and also the owners of the

vessels carrying such cargoes, would both find it a waning and
losing concern. The owners of such craft, whether sailing

vessels or steamers, may struggle on, and even fight for a

hopeless and miserable existence, so long as they can keep their

craft afloat ; but this old system, like all other antiquated

systems,would fast die out in many individual eases prematurely,

for all new vessels would be built upon the most improved plan,

overcrowding being prohibited. In short, the enterprise only

requires to Ise fairly started on a scientific basis, according to

the requirements of cattle, in order to carry successfully with

it the whole of the import trade in cattle in the march of

improvement ; for it would be the height of commercial
absurdity to suppose the contrary—that continental farmers

and cattle dealers would continue to submit to the present

sacrifices in order to uphold an antiquated sea-faring craft,

were they in possession of the improved system of shipping in

question, so as to obviate the heavy losses they now experience

—losses tliat have hitherto been annually increasing in amount,

and which, at the present time, are so ruinous as to threaten

the extermination of the trade altogether.

These observations apply to the shipment of Scotch and
Irish cattle, as well as to the import of stock from the conti-

nent of Europe, Improved cattle-steamers from the north,

including a more scientific system of management, would no
doubt have to compete with improved methods of railway con-
veyance, aud the rapidly-increasing demands of the car-

case trade ; but from the sister-country, Ireland, which is

naturally a cattle-growing country, and which ought to supply
the English market with a greatly increased amount of live-

stock, more especially neat cattle, there woidd be a regular and
increasing import trade. The proposition of growing beef for

the English market may not as yet be a very pojmlar one in

the Irish ear, generally speaking ; but it is high time, and, in

point of fact, the more intelligent Irish farmers are already
beginning to look to their own pockets as the true index to the
course of action which they should professionally follow. If

they can get a higher price in the Irish markets for their beef,

then let Irishmen consume it at home ; but if they can realize

more in the English market, then let the pecuniary babince de-
cide the practical question at issue. When seen in its own
light, the solution of the question is about as simple on the one
side of St. George's Channel as the other. Hence the practical

conclusion at which the farmers of the sister-country are now
fast arriving, llence, also, the stimulus which an improved
method of cattle management and shipping, and a higher price
for fat stock, would give to the natural aud legitimate resources
of Irish industry in general, and to Irish agriculture in par-
ticular.

In the discussion which is now taking place in the columns
of the political press, parties are obviously falling into several
practical omissions—omissions no doubt naturally liable to be
fallen into, under tlie peculiar circumstances of the case, but
just so miichthc more necessary to be avoided in the investi-
gation of so important a national question.

I'irst. There is a manifest disposition on the part of those
professionally engaged in the foreign cattle trade to overlook,
or pass over slightly, if not to conceal as much as possiljlc, the
barbarous treatment to which cattle are subject on the conti-

nent of Europe before they reach the port of embarkation—to

overlook the effect which such treatment produces upon ani-

mals, together with the actual position they are in, and how
much it unfits cattle for shipment and the English market.

Second. There is a prominent tendency also to examine
from two opjiosite extremes the progress we have made in

shipping cattle—one, the seafaring party, asserting that be-

cause their steamers are now built expressly for the purpose of
conveying cattle, therefore they erroneously conclude that they
are everything that can be desired, both as to the accommo-
dation which they afford to cattle and the management of
cattle while at sea ; while tlie opposite party assert with equal
zeal and confidence that almost all the injury which foreign

cattle sustain is effected on board ship, and in shipjiing and
discharging, the whole seafaring part of the cattle trade being

throughout barbarous in the extreme.

Third. The condition in which foreign cattle arrive in Eng-
land and the treatment they afterwards experience are also

viewed in two opposite extremes, the too apjiarent aim and
object of those engaged in the trade (both seller and buyer)

being to turn the penny to the best advantage out of the stock,

such as they are, without regard to sanitary consequences that

lie Ijeyond the immediate routine of the market-day ; the

greater the number the drover drives, for example, and the
salesman sells, the higher their pay, and so on ; while those
who are getting their fingers occasionally burnt are blowing
the trumpet in the opposite extreme, as if the barbarous and
antiquated character of the trade was the instrumental cause

of all the maladies cattle now experience.

Fourth. AYc look in vain from beginning to end of tlie dis-

cussion for anything being practically done to determine phi-

losophically what " the two Russian cattle plagues," aud the

other contagious and deadly maladies introduced from tlie con-

tinent of Europe, really arc, and how far they differ from English

maladies, with a view eheniically to render the infectious poison,

home as well foreign, innocuous by means of an antidote. Goats
eat some plants that are very poisonous to the generality of

animals, without experiencing any harm, because they contain

in their system naturally something that acts as an antidote,

either by decomposing the poison, or by repelling it along the

prima vice or the other excretories which it may enter.

For a similar reason the infectious matter of the steppe mur-
rain is, according to the general testimony, harmless when ap-

plied to the pig or horse. Now what is being done to de-

termine the philosophical reason why ? Obviously nothing.
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On the contrary, is not the very reverse of this old estahlished

scientific rule tlie practice which medical men and veterinarians

are doing their hest to foUow, as if curing maladies and not

preventing them were their exclusive profession ?

A very short practical expose of these four shortcomings is

all that is necessary. If those professionally engaged in the

foreign cattle trade cannot supply the English market with

healthy animals and wholesome meat, the sooner they are

keeled across both buttocks and tlxpir places supplied with

natiouiiUy trustworthy, intelligent, qualified persons, the better
;

and this applies with greater force to the English portion of

the trade than to the foreign department of it. Tlie facts of

the case at the present time are so glaring and unpardonable

as to exclude either from offering a single sentence in justifica-

tion of their conduct, shipper or buyer.

Irish agriculturists and the Ereuch government are right.

" Desperate diseases require desperate cures" it is said, and the

indescribable state of the abnormal condition of the foreign

cattle trade at present imperatively demands that the whole
trade be made to ride a testing quarantine some way or other,

until it has completely recovered, and is again in a position to

supply the English market with none but liealtliy animals.

The moment that contagious diseases, such as the cattle plague,

are imported into England and appear in the English market,

that moment the foreign trade in cattle should be prohibited

altogether for a time, until disease has exhausted itself on the

continent of Europe. The loss to those engaged in the trade,

English and foreign, would no doubt be heavy and ruinous to

not a few. But is not this what the foreign cattle trade justly

merits ? and, we may add, the only remedy adequate to effect

a cure and establish permanently a healthy state of the trade.

"Upon the whole England would be a gainer, for the loss tlie

English farmer has sustained is incalculably great. As to a
supply of animal food for the English market, to this subject

we shall return under a different heading, viz., " Foreign Car-
case Trade ;" meantime we would purposely avoid uncliaritable

reflections towards the continental stock farmer and liis repre-

sentatives in the live stock trade ; but the fact to which we al-

lude, viz., the heavy losses of the English farmer and public

generally cannot be concealed as being so many gains to them,
for the immense reduction of the home supply of meat is greatly

increasing the demand for and trade in foreign stock, so that

those engaged in the latter, the foreign trade, have an interest

in the losses of the English farmer. And this too is not all,

for there are a certain class of officials who have a professional

interest in propagating disease, for the greater its amount the

more employment and pay they receive. Is this as it should
be ? What can be more ridiculously and even culpably ab-

surd than the manner stock are now being examined and passed
by veterinarians at the embarking and disembarking ports P

Equally absurd and culpable is the breathing space afforded to

stock on board steamers, without any regard to their individual
requirements from the peculiar state they are in. " This lot

must be passed as healthy, and can be shipped at so much per
head ; and so must that lot, and the next foUowiug ;" and thus
the objectionable elements of au abnormal trade work togetlier

for the ruin of the English farmer and the general loss of the
English public. So long as the old cuckoo song rings in the
ears of Dutch and Russian boors, that " anything will sell in

the London market," and so long as all sorts of live trash is

weekly sold in the Loudon market, what else can the English
farmer and the English public expect but the importation of
the maladies to which such a species of stock are naturally
liable ? for it may not inaptly be said that tlie cause of their
rag-tag condition is the lurking of the seeds of disease in their
system—life struggling in vain for the mastery over au in-
cipient poison, as it were.

HOME CATTLE TRADE.
There is no department of farm practice that has been

allowed to fall so far behind, in the march of improvement, as
the marketing of live stock, more especially fat cattle and
milch cows. AU practices are said to be subject to improve-
ment, and there are very few branches of industry that have
not made numerous advances during tlie currency of the pre-
sent century. We are, however, every day reminded that there
are exceptions to all general rules, and the commerce of cattle
IS evidently one, for it is in a less advanced state to-day than

it was in a hundred years ago, both as to the health of cattle

and the quahty of the carcase.

It is easily accounting for this retrograde movement in the
commerce of cattle, when the facts of the case are closely ex-

amined from a sanitary and practical point of view. Thus,
although live stock of every kind are more uniformly and
better kept throughout the year, and although breeds are

greatly improved as to early maturity, symmetry, and carcase

weight, animals are nevertheless more delicate in constitution,

and much less able to bear the hardships of marketing, than
formerly, when they were not only older, but in the enjoyment
of a higher degree of that " rude health," as it is termed, so

essentially necessary to their conveyance, whether by road,

rail, or sea; for animals in the enjoyment of this "rude
health" are invariably ready for their food, whereas our modern
oilcake-pampered and extra-fat cattle are almost always " off

feed" during the long course of hardships they have to expe-

rience when sent to a market at a distance from home. In the

olden time, when broad grassy road-sides and numerous com-
mons and baiting grounds everywhere abounded, it was no im-
frequent tiling for a skilful drover to deliver his stock, in a
distant market, in better condition than when they left their

native grazing grounds. Under good management, hardy
Scotch lean and half-fat stock used to generally improve in

coming up from the far north to the Enghsh markets. The
feet of cattle grow tougher and harder as they grow older,

hence the feet of old cattle are better able to support the

weight of the body than those of young beasts forced forward

to early maturity. Exactly the same thing may be said of their

bones, joints, and tissues. At present the reverse of all this

is the case, for commons are enclosed, baiting grounds are

annually getting farther and farther between, roads are getting

narrower and harder, while the feet, bones, and joints of cattle

are softer and less able to bear their weight, which latter

(weight) has at the same time greatly increased. Hence the

practical conclusion. The surprise is that our modern im-
proved breeds of cattle, both oxen and sheep, are able to bear
up under the hardships they are called upon to endure ; for

although railroads and steamboats convey them a distance in

less time, yet the length of time during which they have to

stand upon their feet without being allowed to lie down, rest,

and recruit their exhausted strength, is far greater than
formerly. Add to the above the greater number of markets,
and cattle collected together, and the finale is conclusive.

The changes which have thus taken place in the conveyance
and marketing of cattle increase the liability to generate
diseases of a typhoid character, and to spread contagious
diseases of every kind, especially rinderpest or steppe-murrain,

and the like, whose contagious fomites are given off from the
lungs, skins, &c., of animals labouring under such diseases, and
are carried from one victim to another suspended in the atmos-
phere. As Tfe propose offering a few practical observations on
those contagious maladies in a separate paper, we shall not
speak more of them here, further than to say that the genera-
tion of miasm and contagion, and their buoyancy, malignant
character, and spread, are manifestly subject to the same
physical laws as all other gaseous matters of a kindred cha-
racter are ; and, consequently, that the force and effect of con-
tagion must always be directly as the crowded state, relaxed

and prostrate vitality, so to speak, aud delicate constitutional

health and tone of nerve generally of cattle ; but inversely as

the cattle are single and enjoy free air, an active robust vitality,

with an overflowing redundancy of " rude health." For, in the

former case, there exists between the bodies of animals and the

contagious matter in the atmosphere, or in any other medium
by which it is carried, an attractive force ; whereas, in the
latter case, the force that exists between the bodies of robust

healthy cattle and the contagious matter is, we aver, of a re-

pulsive character. Hence the difference;

Such being the facts of the case relative to the peculiar

position of trade, it is natural for butchers who are guided by
experience to increase their weekly demands upon the dead-

meat market, and to reduce their live-stock purchases. At a
time like the present, when cattle-plague and sheep-pox pre-

vail and are spreading to an alarming extent, and when the

provinces are in a state of excited convulsion, butchers who
can get a daily supply from the dead-meat market to meet the

daily demands of their customers would be blind to their best

interests were they to purchase only once a week, and thus

keep a stock of fat beasts oa hand, wlien dairy cows oa every
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Land are labouring under plague, tlie atmosphere being literally

a putrid sea of pestilence. Aecordingto the laws and economy
of commerce, it is the seller who must run and bear the risk

of the heavy losses which the keeping of a stock of fat beasts

on hand involves under the peculiar circumstances of the case.

Hence the reasou why fanners arc not pocketing the long
prices now paid by consumers for their beef ami mutton—

a

large double-risk profit, so to speak, or the difference in ques-
tion being pocketed by the middle-men jobbers, who purchase
and slaughter for the carcase trade—a craft whose purchases of
live-stock and sales of dead meat are inereasiug with the pre-

valence of disease amongst dairy cows, as well as amongst
fat stock.

The above observations apply with equal force to home and
foreign cattle, a very large proportion of both sent to the
metropoUtau market being bought by a middle-class system of
jobbing for the carcase trade, and a very disreputable system of
jobbing it is. It is not to be inferred from this that we are in-

directly saying that either cattle salesmen or carcase salesmen,
orthe middle-men jobbers that fill up the commercial gap be-

tween, are dishonest in their transactions, nor do we even in-

sinuate that they are a class of men that are over-well paid
or that require sharp looking after. People have a right to

live by their profession, whatever it may be, and we aver that

the profits of the middle-men jobbers in question are not greater

tliau the precarious nature of their trade and the heavy risks

attendiug it demand. AVliat we simply wish the reader to un-

derstand is that the middle-class jobbing system should not
exist at all, for if Hvestoek salesmen cannot dispose of the far-

mers' fat stock to butchers, the obvious interest of the farmer

is to slaughter his fat cattle at home, and forward the carcases

to a dead-meat salesman, and thus save the extra expense at-

tending the marketing of live-stock, includiug the charges of

the live-stock salesmen, and the extra profits of the middle

jobbers, &c.

The reader wUl thus perceive that it cannot be said our
cattle trade is in a very healthy state, in more respects than
one. It will also be seen that the commercial malady is of a

character that must eventually work its own cure, or rather

we should say is fast curing itself ; for the supplies of dead
meat sent to the capital, and to all our other large towns, is

annually increasing more and more rapidly, and the growing
prevalence of contagious diseases is adding fresh speed to the
accelerated velocity of the commercial change which is thus
taking place, as already stated.

Besides the middle-class jobbing there is another feature

of our fat-stock markets, which is of itself sufficient to effect

the change from the hve-stock to the dead-meat trade. We
aUude to the rapidly-iucreasing demands upon weekly mar-
kets, and the manner they are fast overgrowing the possibility

of supplies to meet the requirements of consumers. The daily

demands of the latter (consumers), according to the economy
of commerce, for example, require daily supplies, to meet
which daily live-stock markets are for a similar reasou essen-

tially necessary ; otherwise, a general loss must inevitably be
sustained by the producer, viz., the farmer—a loss which he
iu more enlightened times will unquestionably learn to save

;

for, with the growing prevalence of contagious diseases, the

magnitude of this loss is becoming something incredible.

A-t the present time, when the cattle plague is giving rise

to so much alarm, the gathering and collecting together of

stock (home and foreign) for the Monday market of the me-
tropoUs, for example, with the increasing and rapid develop-

ment of disease that is taking place, involves matter that

merits timely consideration of the Government and general

public. As a matter of course the City Corporation with its

markets' committee are up in a buzz as usual ; but their con-

duct practically considered more resembles that of blue-bottle

flies when the heat and stink become intolerant, than the judg-

ment of men qualified to grapple successfully with the cattle

trade of the capital. Had they got their own way, the thou-

sands of cattle that congregate weekly from all quarters of the

United Kingdom and the continent of Europe would have, to

this day, been reeking and seetliing to suffocation in old Smith-

field ! and when the country compelled them to make a change,

what could be expected but the construction of a cattle mar-
ket long out of date before it was opened. We have Divine
authority for saying that " Mankind are prone to do what they

ought not to do, and to leave undone those things which they

ought to do j" aud the moral thus taught with so much trutb.-

fulness may be justly applied to the movements of the corpora-

tion of London relative to the cattle plague ; for everything

they have done has up to this date added to the spread of

disease. Had they proposed a daily market during the " dog
days," we should then have given them credit to this extent

for their earnest endeavours to go-a-head in the march of im-

provement ; hut we have looked in vain for any motion in this

direction.

The Egj'ptian Government has just traced the source of

cholera to the putrid offal of the million of animals

slaughtered in sacrifice during the festivals in the Mahomme-
dan pilgrimages ; but, in spite of the practical lesson thus

read the British capital, relative to the concentration of

putrid animal and vegetable effiuvia, and to the contagious

consequences that foUow, what have our civic authorities

done ?

It would be an easy matter to prove that all the doings of

the corporation of London, in reference to contagious cattle

diseases, have had for their ultimate effect the concentration

of disease-breeding and plague-attracting elements, so as to

increase the force and effect of contagion as it were, aud its

rapid spread throughout town and country ! It were difficult

to imagine any line of conduct more wayward and adverse to

duty and the requirements of the general public. One practi-

cal conclusion naturally suggests itself—viz., that a daily mar-
ket would unquestionably greatly tend to lessen the predispos-

ing cause of contagion, and also the generation and spread of
steppe-murrain and all similar contagious diseases amongst
cattle during the heat of summer.

Farmers are proverbially fond of a pecuniary view of things,

and at the present time there is a golden difference between
the producers' prices and the consumers' prices of butcher-

meat that merits a searching investigation. A few butchers

and cattle salesmen may well evince an anxious desire to up-
hold the present system, if system it can be called, and to take

alarm at any proposition which threatens practically to inter-

fere with the difference in question, such as prohibiting the

importation of foreign fat stock, and the doing away with the

intermediate jobbing which such would involve, well knowing
that the ultimatum would be the establishment of a foreign

carcase trade upon a permanent foundation. It will no doubt
be said, as we have ot'tener than once been told by several of

those butchers and salesmen now taking an active and promi-
nent part in all discussions on the subject, " That but for the

middle-class jobbers, who buy in the live-stock market for the

carcase trade, the producers' price would be less than what it

is." Granted, of course. But this concession is not saying

much for the producer's representative in the metropolitan

market, and, if possible, less for those to whom he seUs his

live-stock consignments, whether they be top-men or middle-

men ; for it is only telling the simple farmer that, but for the

existence of what we have shown to be a bad system, things

would be worse than they are ! In other words, the difference

between the producer's price and consumer's price would be

greater than what it is were there no middle-men purchasers

for the carcase trade ! The idtimatimi—one which is fast

working its own way onwards in the march of improvement-
is to split this difference so as to put the first half into the pro-

ducer's pocket, leaving the second half in that of the con-

sumer's. And there is much more than this in favour of both
producer and consumer, for at present the reduction of weight
aud quality of meat during live -stock marketing is incredible

;

so that to half the difference thus gained and saved there must
be added an increase of weight to the former, and an increase

of quahty to the latter, which is just so much more money
gained and saved by them. The butchers and Hve-stock sales-

men of the metropolis may talk fluently of their " experience,"

and so forth. But what is its real value, practically speaking?
" Experience" is an old hobby-horse which butchers, and not a

few old-school farmers, have long ridden to death ; for the car-

case trade is increasing while the live-stock trade is decreasing,

so that the actual experimental conclusion is too manifest to

permit of being formally deduced from the facts of the case

experienced on both sides. Is it not high time for practical

men, such as farmers, salesmen, and butchers, to give over

propping up opinionative tenets by antiquated systems that are

fast falling about their ears ? Doubtless the carcase trade as it

exists is imsuited for the farmer, home and foreign ; but that

is no reasou why it should be so, against either. The carcase

trade we shali discuss in our next paper. Meanwhile we again
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commend farmers to examine the whole subject more closely

from a peenniary point of view than is now being done. True

enough the reports of the metropolitan markets that appear

weekly in the Mark Lane Express show the live-stock sales to

be higher per stone of 81bs. than the carcase sales ; but are we

to understand from this that the middle-men jobbers, whose

trade is fast increasing, purchase in the live-stock market to

lose money in the dead-meat market ? It may be said that

the golden difference lies in the offal ! !But is not this only

jumping out of the frying-pan into the fire ? In short, we
must confess our inability to reconcile the facts of the case,

when closely followed up from the one market to the other,

with the interest of the farmer and the public.

A Fiest-Prize Stock Breedee.

ON THE CATTLE DISEASE.—ITS OEIGIN, PREVENTION, AND CUEE.

A life of upwards of sixty years' duration, in the first part of

which I was trained as a merchant (in London), which pro-

fession I afterwards pursued abroad, and a twenty-five years'

practice in agriculture and administrative economy in Russia,

enable me to give an opinion on this important subject, which
I trust may be of some use to my readers.

On my return to England in 18G3, after a residence abroad
of upwards of thirty-five years, I was so struck by many defects

still existing in the management of sheep and cattle, that I ad-

dressed myself to the secretary of the Uoyal Agricultural So-

ciety of England, and proposed to communicate what experience

I had gained abroad to the British public, through the Journal
of the Society. The result was, firstly, that a communication
made by me in July 1864<, confirming Professor Simonds'
opinion as to the necessity for, and the advantage of inocu-

lating sheep for the small-pox, " which had been i^^'actised

binder my direction in Russia for a period of upivards of twenty-

five years^'' was published in the Journal of the Royal Agri-
cultural Society. Secondly, seeing the defective mode of
treating cattle in general, and milch cows in particular,

in town dairies, I anticipated imminent danger, and
therefore wrote a long paper in illustration of the question,

giving my views of the subject, and pointing out the urgent
necessity for taking measures to bring about a more satisfactory

state of things.

My paper was returned, with the remark that it was con-
sidered tliat my observations were not appropriate at that
time, although " if your paper was reduced in bulk it would
very likely be acceptable to any of our agricultural news-
papers."

As it was never published, and present events prove the cor-

rectness of my views, I consider it my duty to pubUsh its con-
tents in a condensed form for the benefit of those amongst
whom I propose to pass my last days ; that will form the con-
tents of this communication. The paper above referred to was
headed,

DISEASED CATTLE, DISEASED MILK AIs'D MEAT.—A SURE
PREVENTION.

After quoting an opinion that " the deaths of cattle from
disease are most numerous in dairies," I continue : "We have
thus undoubted proofs that cattle disease has become an ac-
knowledged fact as home-bred and general. The knowledge of
the details cited induced me to visit some of the dairies in the
vicinity of London, where I found a state of things truly as-
tonishing in this enlightened age.

Not only are all the well-known rules, necessary to be ob-
served in order to secure the interests of all parties, set at de-
tiance, but a system is pursued which is sure to produce both
vnwhotesome milk and meat.

It is needless dwelling on facts known to every experienced
man, that cows require a much greater volume of fresh air to
keep them in a healthy state than any other animal ; and that
salt is as necessary to them as it is to a human being.
We find, however, that the present rule is to keep the cows

as warm as possible, without reference to the vitiated state of
the atmosphere, which I have found poisonous, because they
fatten sooner for the butcher when kept warm, and that salt is
but seldom given : animals in the last stage of disease are
found in the same shed with sound cows.

Lord Somerville, J. C. Curran, Esq., and others have written
so much on the necessity and the advantages derived from the
use of salt for animals, that one would think that it is needless
to write more on that most important subject.

I have been witness that the immense supplies of tallow pro-
cured from Russia never could be produced without an abun-

dant supply of salt given to the animals when grazing. The
Russian cattle-dealers, to whom I let annually some thousand

acres of steppe pasture-ground, invariably employ it.

The immense flocks of Merino sheep pastured in Russia have

their weekly supply of salt as regularly as the labourers on the

farms.

I trust that the above facts will tend to confirm the many
authorities which have preceded me in their judgment that it

is to the interest of all cattle-dealers to ensure to their stock

plenty of fresh air and a sufficient supply of salt ; also to con-

vince dairymen in particular that by doing so they will have

the following advantages

:

1. They will obtain more and better milk from their cows

than they do by following their present system.

2. The cows will be much less subject to disease than

hitherto.

3. A cow will remain in milk a longer time when supplied

with salt than without it.

4. All animals will fatten at less cost when salt is given

them than without it.

I consider that the following rules may be laid down as in-

dispensable, in order to ensure the desired results :

That in all dairies situated within twenty mUes of London,
or any town, salt must be given to cows every other day, not

less in quantity than four ounces to each : to cattle fattening

three ounces daily*.

That all sheds in which cows are kept, whUe having regard

to a necessary degree of warmth, be properly ventUated, by
having the doors and shutters, or windows, open the greater

part of the day and night, not closed as they now mostly are,

thereby compelliny the animals to breathe impure air.

When many cows are kept in one shed, no boarded partitions

to be allowed to form stalls. Or other\rise, when necessary to

make stalls, then posts and rails to be employed alone for that

purpose.

If more than fifty cows are kept in one shed, then their

heads to be placed inwards, or towards the centre of the build-

ing, where on a raised platform their fodder may be given

;

thus ensuring great care and cleanliness, for it is always under
inspection, when you visit the cows ; at the same time a free

current of fresh air is secured to them by opening the doors

at the ends, or sides of the building.

I have found this last named plan of immense advantage in-

every respect.

I have no hesitation in affirming that the strict observation

of these simple rules (and the usual rules of cleanliness being

observed) would remedy much of the existing evils, which I
cannot but think proceed morefrom causes of our own creation

thanfrom contact with diseased cattle importedfrom abroad, or

from the sister-kingdom.

It is well known how difiicult it is to overcome 'prejudices

and confirmed opinions, and that with agriculturists in parti-

cular ; therefore it may be necessary to enforce the observation

of such rules as it may be advisable to make.
If it were necessary to enact that no ship shall leave Great

Britain without being furnished with a proper quantity of

acids to be served out to the ship's company at stated times,

in order to prevent their having the scurvy, surely it is equally

* The following is a sufficient allowance of salt to Cattle,

&c. Cows and fattening cattle, as above. Every other day to

young cattle 3oz., working oxen ioz., three-years old 2 oz.,

calves 1 oz., working horses 4 02. Sheep 2 oz. per week,

given at twice in a trough. In winter it may be given daily

to cattle, with chaff, &c,
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ilupurtaui to cuforcc tluiL i-iiltlc have tVoli ;nr ami halt in

oi'der to ensure wholesome meat anil milk, us well as the \ne-

veuUou of disease in the human frame, caused l)y poisonous
provisions, 2v/iick arc mfalUbli/ produced by following tlie

iiimatural si/stem generally practised !

JosiAU Deacon.
Islington, 18th April, ISGdl;.

^RE^^;NTION and cure.

I have generally found tliat the same error has heen com-
mitted in healing animals as with mankind : too many drugs
are given ; and the efforts of nature to effect a cure, instead of
being only assisted, are obstructed by the administration of
drugs, which are then so many impediments to nature's action.

This is now so well understood by enlightened professional

men, that Dr. CaUeudar in addressing the students (as usual)

previous to the commencement of this year's course of lectures

at St. Bartholemew's Hospital, London, used these words
" Students should learn to recognise means of cure other than
those tabulated in the Pharmacopoeia—fresh air, diet, &c. * * *

They should never forget that nature effects, if possible, a
cure.'"

The above remarks, in my opinion, apply to murrain and all

diseases of that nature in particular ; I therefore founded my
successful mode of treating them on the plan of only checking

any evil influence, leaving to nature to do the rest !

Every one who has studied the course of murrain agrees,

that one of its most striking features, next to a state of fever,

which last bleeding does not relieve, is the state of the stomachs
of the diseased animal. Undigested and hardened food, often

matter in a state of fermentation, is found in the paunch,

which is distented with wind ; in the third stomach some-
times hard strong lumps of food are found, sometimes a
quantity of food in a high state of fermentation ; the fourth

stomach is often empty, sometimes contains fermented food in

a state of decomposition. As in all diseases of this character,

it is evident that great acidity has prevailed, which is invariably

succeeded by 2iurging, more OT less yiolently, according to the

character the disease assumes.

Prevention.—The usual rules being observed of cleanliness,

proper shelter from cold and wet, both which last are indis-

pensable, and strict attention paid to their having abundance of

fresh air, and a regular supply of salt, as indicated in my
former paper on the cattle disease, these usually suiRce to pre-

serve cattle and sheep in good health. Much, tliougb, sometimes
depends on the mode of feeding them ; that branch of the

subject I must leave for a future occasion.

When necessary to take other precautionary measures of

preservation from disease, the plan I adopted was this : As
soon as I found that inflammatory disease prevailed within the

distance of about 100 miles of our place, or aj soon as I

observed the cattle beginning to suffer from atmospheric

influences or drought, T ordered to be given to them every

other day, early in the morning, diluted sulphuric acid (vitriol)

and water. It was given to them by dropping the acid from

a bottle into a trough fUled with water, wliere the cattle were
usually watered, stirring it all the time with a stick, and
dropping the acid the whole lengtli of the trough, in order

that it might be equally distributed in the water.

It is not necessary to observe any fixed proportionate

quantity of vitriol and water, for a little more or

less acid is of no consequence ; but the rule to be

observed is, that the water is to be only slightly

acid, so as to feel the effects on your teeth when tasting if.

When administered the effect on the cattle was really often

wonderful ; offering convincing proof of its efficacy to the

Russian peasants, who always asked for its administration when
disease prevailed yet far off. From drooping, sickly animals,

rejecting their food, they became lively and took well to their

food again, and seemed as it were to gain new life, wliieh

carried them through a most trying period when thousands of

cattle not treated in that way perished.

As long as disease prevailed in my neighbourhood the acid

was given as above described. When disease did not prevail

near to us (or in the total absence of disease, tlie weather im-

proved) the acid was given after the first week or two only

twice a week, and gradually abandoned. I found the same
advantage from it in excessively dry seasons, in checking the

tendency to inflammatory action in sheep.

My cattle also escaped attacks of pleuro-pneumonia, or lung

disease, whili^ my neighbours suffered great loss of cattle from

that complaint.

Cure.—The disease taken in its earliest stage lias always

yielded to tlie following mode of treatment. I never had

occasion to try from cattle which had suffered any length of

time, for during nearly twenty years I found the mode of pre-

vention advised above, so certain, that I really had no oppor-

tunity of applying it to any great extent. I must state that the

property under my administration was very great, and we were

far removed from neighbours ; moreover it is impossible in such

a country as Russia to try any new method, unless it be under

your own immediate inspection, with the remotest chance of

arriving at a true result. As soon as the first symptoms of the

murrain manifested itself (or even in case of dysentery) I gave

a purgative, for a fuU grown ox or cow, of not less than three-

quarters of a pint of hemp oil ; after allowing an liour or two

to elapse, after the animal had purged, I gave a dose of about

two quarts of lime water, and shortly after a good clyster of

the same. These two last were both repeated at intervals of

about an hour, until the discharge from the animal began to

assiune a healthy appearance, free from its usual noxious

smell on such occasions.

If after the lapse of a few hours the piirging continued as

be^'ore, not being sufficiently changed and subdued by the lime

water, I then considered that the stomachs were not sufficiently

evacuated of offensive matter ; and gave half a pint of oil,

which usually produced a copious discharge of hardened and

putrid matter ; after which a clyster and a draught of lime

water sufficed to restore the discharge to a healthy state.

I then allowed the animal a few hours of repose, unless very

feverish symptoms were present, in which case I gave every

hour about a pint of water made acid with sulphuric acid, as

already described. If there were not any feverish symptoms

then, I gave the above named dose of acidulated water morning

and evening, or allowed the animal to drink the acid water

twice a day until restored to health.

After the lapse of about half a day, when the above described

mode of treatment had been practised, I gave some gruel made
with oatmeal, and one or two injections of the same. In a few

days it was changed for barley-meal, and finally for a mash of cut

hay and meal, well scalded or steamed, taking care that sufficient

salt was mixed with all the above, as the best tonic that can be

given.

If any tendency to purging showed itself later, the lime-

water clysters only were renewed ; but if that did not check it,

the lime-water draught in diminished quantity was again given.

I may here remark that almost any oil may serve the pur-

pose as a purgative ; and that in very many cases which came

to my knowledge and under my obseiwation, bleeding never

aided to effect a cure, but was highly injurious.

The ratioHole of this mode of treatment is, by a powerful

dose of a medicine which is the least trying of any to a

weakened stomach and system (and has the advantage of being

emollient), to evacuate the stomach at once of the principal

causes of continued disease; then, by means of lime-water

clysters and draughts, counteract all acidity and tendency to

putridity, and to strengthen, leaving the rest for nature to per-

form. I consider that it may be better, if the animal refused

to drink the acidulated water (which acts as a tonic), and pre-

fers, on trial, cold water, not to force the acid water on it after

a few doses of it have been given.

The lime-water may be prepared as usual, or chloride of

lime may be employed in the proportion of one drachm of

cWoride of lime in one quart of water, wliich may be sufficient

for a draught.

The usual precautions of separating the sick cattle from the

sound are of course to be strictly observed ; and, in case of

death, it is indispensable that the whole carcase, shin and all,

be buried in quich-Umc ; for it has been often proved that

murrain has been spread by means of the raw hides carried

into a district where not a trace of it previously existed.

All wood-work, walls, and the ground where diseased cattle

have stood must be washed several times with strong lime-

water, and the dung removed and burnt. Sound cattle should

not be placed in such places until after the lapse of several

months.
*

I strongly advise the use of clysters of lime-water, or eveii

tepid pure water, in all cases of purging, for I consider their

important action is too little understood or observed. In order

to show the immense advantage of clysters, I may cite the au-
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tliority of Dr. James Irvhig, of the Bengal army, who was very

successful in curing dysentery in the human being, as follows,

after all other means tried hadfailed .•)

Warm water, or milk-and-water at ninety degrees of tem-
perature was employed for an adult, from three to sis pints at

a time, and reduced in quantity according to age. The mode
of proceeding was, to lay the patient on his back, introduce a
tube in the rectum nine inches long, and inject by means of a
pump. JosiAH Deacon,

Halifax, N.S., Sept. 23, 1865,

THE REOENTLY-DISCOVEEED PHOSPHATIO DEPOSITS IN NORTH WALES.
BT DR. TOELCKER.

[Read at the Meeting of the British Association at Birmingham.]

The discovery of new supplies of phosphatic materials, it is

scarcely necessary for me to say, is of the liighest importance
to the English agriculturist, who, in the shape of superphos-
phate and similar artiileial manures, consumes annually many
thousand tons of pliosphatic fertilizers, the demand for which
is yearly increasing, not only in this country, but on the conti-
nent and in the colonies.

_
Under these circumstances, it is fortunate tli at, fi-om time to

time, fresh mineral deposits are discovered, and others are made
available for manufacturing purposes, which previously were
known only as objects of interest to the geologist or mineralo-
gist.

Those engaged in the manufacture of artificial manures, or
of phosphorus, are weU acquainted with the fact that bones.
South American boneash, Cambridgesliire and Suffolk copro-
lites, apatite from Canada, phosphorite from Spain, Sombrero
rock-guano, phosphatic guanos from the South Pacific Ocean,
and other varieties of mineral phosphates, find a ready sale, and
are largely consimied by manufactui-ers of manures in this
country.

Apprehension has indeed been expressed that with the yearly
increasiug demand for phosphatic manures the supply of the
raw materials could not keep pace. Such apprehensions, how-
ever, appear to me to have no foundation, for new sources of
mineral phosphates are rendered practically available at the
present time, which relieve us from any serious apprehension of
that sort for many years to come.

The purpose of this paper, however, is not to give an account
of the various kinds of phosphatic materials wliich are found
in this coimtry, or imported into it, but to give a brief account
of a very extensive mine which has recently been discovered in
North Wales. This mine contains, besides copper and iron
pyrites, two phosphatic minerals, both of whicli are of consi-
derable importance to the EngUsh agriculturist. One of them
is a phosphatic limestone ; the other a black shale, largely im-
pregnated with phosphate of lime.

These minerals were discovered recently by Mr. Hope Jones,
of Hooton, Cheshire, wliilst he was searching for other mine-
rals in the neighbourhood of a place called Cwmgynen, about
30 miles west of Oswesti-y. The phosphate deposits occur not
far fi-om the clay slate and lead-bearing districts of Llangynog.
The rocks are Silurian, of the Llaudeilo series, and a large fault
soutli of the vein and parallel to it brings in the Denbighshire
grits. Cross faults north and south also occur, wliich are
higlily metalliferous, containing ores of copper, lead, manga-
nese, &c. The strata (slaty shale) contains several beds of
contemporaneous felspatliic ash and scoria;; and tlie usual
fossils of the Llaudeilo series are found, but not in great
numbers.

Mr. Hope Jones has traced the phosphatic beds a long dis-
tance, and informs me that they are continuous for about two
miles. I have myself visited the phosphatic mine at Cwmgy-
nen, and on that occasion collected various specimens of lime-
stone and black phosphatic shales, to the composition of which
I shall presently refer.

The phosphatic minerals, as has already been stated, occur
here m clay slate. The slate contains merely traces of phos-
phoric acid, has a dark colour in some places, and contains,
like most clay slates, iron pyrites. The strata of the district

^r ^^^^kXT^J
'^^^ ^'^^ ^^^'^ ^^ naturally drainable to a depth of

about 500 feet. It can be worked economically in galleries,
a^a promises to furnish a very large quantity of phosphatic
mmerals. A true vein or fissure, containing vein deposit par-tiauy metaUic, separates the phosphatic Umestone from the

black phosphatic shale. Tlie vein and accompanying phos-

phatic deposits run east and west, or, more correctly speaking,

15 degs. north of west (magnetic).

The black phosphatic slate or band is fuUy 18 inches thick,

and the limestone bed from 8 feet G inches to 9 feet. The
vein which separates the two deposits from each other is 1-i to

16 inches wide, and filled partially with white pipe-clay, cal-

careous spar, and copper and iron pyrites.

The foUowing diagram is a section of the mine at Cwmgy-
nen, which is entered from the side of the hill.

High Level, 76 feet.

Low Level, 288 feet.

Black
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liliospliate of lime ; ^liile in anotlier sample, taken at a lower

level, I find as much as 29.67 of pliosjihoiic acid, which is

cquivaleut to 64'. 1(5 per cent, of phosphate of lime.

The mine at, Cwmgyneu, as worked at present, produces

specimens containing from 54< to 60 per cent, of pliosphate of

lime. Blocks weighing above 1 cwt., I am informed, are now
worked out, which resemble intimately the specimen in whicli

I find 04 per cent, of phosphate of lime.

The black band contains no carbonate of lime, little mag-
nesia, some tluoride of calcium, alumina, and oxide of iron,

soluble in dilute acids, and, more or less, iron pyrites. In

some specimens I find much less sulphur than in others. The
higliest percentage of sulphur amounts to 7.03, equivalent to

about 13| per cent, of iron pyrites. The more compact masses,

foiuid at a greater depth from the surface, contain less iron

pyrites than the deposit nearer to the surface. The occurrence

of graphite in this phosphatic shale is also peculiar.

Lastly, we have to tjie a glance at the composition of the

black limestone beds. The darker-coloured varieties contain

more graphite, and are richer in phosphate of lime than the

hglrtcr-coloured specimens. In the latter I find only from

lU to 20 per cent, of phosphate of lime ; in the darker va-

rieties from 30 to 35 ])er cent.

The limestone beds contain a good deal of carbonate of

magnesia (5 to 8 per cent.). On burning, they furnish a

lime which is very valuable for agricultural purposes : for

the farmer who applies tliis lime to his land not only sup-

plies it with lime, a constituent required by every descrip-

tion of agricultural produce, but also with the still more

important mineral constituent of plants—phosphoric acid. It

is scarcely necessary to observe that it is chiefly the phos-

phoric acid in bones which renders the latter so valuable as a

fertilizer ; nor need I specially dwell oa the fact that the appli-

cation of this newly-discovered phosphate of lime is, in point

of fact, almost equivalent to " liming" and " boneing" in one

operation.

CULTIYATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE FLAX PLANT.

BY PROFESSOR nODGES.

In the month of June the fields of Ulster are covered with

the blue dowers of a tall and graceful plant, which attracts

the attention of every stranger. Towards the end of July the

blue flowers fade away, and are replaced by green balls, which

graduidly assume a golden colour, and glisten in the sun. The
commencement of this change in the colour of the capsules of

the plant is eagerly watched by the northern farmer, who knows

that the time is close at hand for pulling the crop, and submit-

ting it to the various processes which give so much occupation

to the people in this part of Ireland. This valued plant of the

Ulster farmers is a memder of the family termed by botanists

Liiiaea (the fiaxworts) ; it is the Liiiiini iisifatissimnm of Lin-

naeus, and from the earliest ages of the world has afforded a

most important textile material. It would be easy to multiply

references to the important place occupied by the flax plant in

the earliest ages of civilization, both in the ancient seats of

industrial knowledge in the East and among the primeval races

of Europe. The use of its fibres for the mauufacture of Unen
appears to have prevailed in Egypt from the most ancient

times, and the interesting discovery of M. Heer, of Zurich, of

the carbonized fruit of the Linum I'sitaiissimnm in lacustrine

establishments of the age of stone, both at AVaugen and at

Roben-hausen, affords us evidence of its early employment in

Switzerland. At Waugen, pieces of cord and shreds of tissues

of a material resembling flax were discovered in the ancient

lake dwellings. It is, however, from Egypt that the most

striking proofs, not only of the great antiquity of the culture

of the plant, but of the skill which had been acquired m its

manufacture, have come down to us. It is not merely that the

ancient flax-growers of that country have left, in those remark-

able pictorial representations which they placed on the walls

of their temples and cemeteries, illustrations of every depart-

ment of flax management, from the sowing of the

seed to the weaving of the fibre ; but in the vn'appings of

their dead they have preserved for our inspection specimens of

that " fine linen" to which we have so many allusions in the

sacred scriptures, and which, all over the East, has spread the

reputation of the looms of ancient Egypt. Some years ago the

body of a mummy, which had been presented by sir James
Emerson Tenneut to the Museum of the Natural History So-

ciety of Belfast, was unrolled, and determined, by the exami-

nation of Dr. Hincks, well known as one of the most distin-

guished Egyptologists of the present day, to be that of the

daughter of a courtier or personal friend of Aracnemhe IV.,

the last sovereign but one of the 12th dynasty, who lived about

3,400 years ago. The bandages removed w^ere found of every

description of quality, from the " fine linen," resembling our

finest lawn, to a coarse fabric like sacking ; and as several of

the pieces were darned, it was conjectured that all the old

linen of the house had been employed in the work. The
Egyptian flax of the present day would be unfit to produce the

fi.ner qualities ; its growth is too rapid under the burning sun.

With us, coarser fabrics are made of short broken flax or tow,

but the Egyptian fabrics show no trace of tow yarn. The qua-

lity and fineness of the cloth, which was examined by a linen

merchant, Mr. John MullhoUand, varied from 600 to 2,400.

In all the pieces it was remarked that the weft was much finer

than the warp, the warp being deficient in quantity to the

extent of from a third to a half ; and, as usual at the present

day, thick threads were inserted at the end of each web to pre-

vent their unravelling. The finer fabrics had a twilled ap-

pearance, owing to the weft rising on the surface, from the

looms employed not being capable of light weaving. Thus, on

the body of a lady who died 500 years before the birth of

Homer, who lived, as Sir Emerson Tennent remarked on the

occasion of unrolling her remains, when Cecrops founded

Athens, and before the fall of Nineveh, and who may have

stood in the presence of the great Hebrew lawgiver, were

found, in every variety of texture, fabrics resemlfling those in

the production of which the spinners of Belfast now occupy

the place of the ancient inhabitants of the valley of the Nile.

The splendid linen trophy which the merchants of Ulster

raised in the hall of the late London Exhibition proved that

in this western land a people unknown to the nation over which

Amenemhe IV. ruled have succeeded in giving to the produce

of the flax a perfection which it probably had never attained

in the early home of its manufacture.

Tile remarkable development of the linen trade of the north

of Ireland within the last half-dozen years has probably at the

present, more than any previous time, directed attention in all

parts of the United Kingdom to the subject of flax cultivation.

The value of the flax crop to the Irish farmer, and the in-

fluence which the extension of the linen mauufacture have

exerted on the prosperity of Ulster, are strongly illustrated in

the history of the once insigaificant town of Belfast, which

has become the linen metropolis of Ireland, with a busy popu-

lation of 14^0,000 inhabitants. Forty years ago this town did

not possess a single spinning-mill. Of the 700,000 spindles

now at work in Ireland, more than three-fourths belong to

Belfast and its immediate neighbourhood, and of the 35,000

persons employed, a like population is located in Belfast. In

ahuost every street of the town palace-like warehouses are

springing up in the place of the old dingy offices ;
and though

in July, 1863, the assistance of 8,500 power-looms had been

added to the productive powers of the factories, yet so great

was the increased demand caused by the dearth of raw cotton,

that our spinners were unable to meet the requirements of

their customers. Though there was last year an enormous

increase on the home supply of flax, yet the iron fingers of our

mills consume far mor.3 than the fields of the United Kingdom

have yet produced. The area devoted to the cultivation of the

plant in 1864 amoiinted to 301,943 acres ;
while in 1809 only

35,056 acres were produced in Ireland. Last year, from the

want of adequate preparation and unskUfnl itanagement, many

farmers were disappointed in their expected profits ; and, in

the present year, in some remote districts where there are no
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scutcliiug mills, and the people do not possess Ihat knowledge

of tlie crop wliicli exists iii Ulster, it is probable that a smaller

amoimt of tlie crop will be grown. It is to be regretted that

there should be any decrease in the home supply ; for it is not

merely in Ireland that the demand for raw material is likely

to increase. The instructive reports of Mr. Alexander Red-

grave and Mr. Robert Baker, inspectors of factories, for the

half-year ending 31st October, ISB-i, which have just been

published, show us that the following continental countries

have added largely to their spinning power.

LIST OF SPINNING MILLS, WITH AN APPROXIMATION OF THE
NUMBER OF SPINDLES, IN THE FOLLOWING COUNTRIES.

Country.
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may iilso be gruwii with uilvmitagc. Thus on the slob re-

claimed from the river Foylc, iu the couuly of Loudouderr)',
which gave a soil that we found lo possess the following com-
position, superior crops have been raised :

—

Composition of Slou Land ikom Lough Toyle.

I.—BY WASHING.

Clay and organic matters ..

Sand
10.97

8y.03

100.00

r Denomination,
< Sandy garden

t loam.

0.91.

soluble

water.

20.10
> soluble in

acid.

II.—BY AN.\XYSIS.

Potash 0.11'

Soda 0.03
Lime 0.09
Chlorine 0.17
Sidphuric acid O.OG
Organic matter O.-IS^

Oxide of iron 7.-19

Alumina 3.31

Lime 1.13

Magnesia 0.09

Carbonic acid 0.G5

Phosphoric acid 0.02

Silica 0.28

Organic matter T.li
Lisoluble silicious matter ... 79.01

100.05

Nitrogen per cent. 0.19, eeiual to 0,23 ammonia.
"Water in the sample, 11.38 per cent.

If the bed for the seeds has been rendered fine and level

>

and they have been deposited at a uniform depth, the plants

may be expected to appear above ground in ten or twelve days.

Under the iniluence of the showers of April they will rapidly

put forth their leaves. When they have attained the height of

three or four inches the farmer should carefidly remove every

weed that springs up to rob the plants of their fair proportion

of the elements of the soil. A breezy day should be selected for

weeding. In Belgium bands of women with bare feet, or list

slippers, advance over the fields on all-fours, placing a cloth

under their knees, and proceeding in a direction opposite to the

wind, so that the soft and tiny plants pressed down in their

course are elevated by the current of air, and enabled to attain

an upright position. The loosened soil brings fresh supplies of

food into contact with the absorbing rootlets, and the work of

development goes regularly on. At this early stage of growth

the plants are not easily injured. We have made so)uc analysis

which show that each plant at this stage consists of

—

Water 87.63

Organic matter 10.Gl
Mineral matters 1.73

100.00

If the weeding be delayed until the stems become more rigid,

from the increased amount of solid matter formed, much in-

jury will be done lo the regular growth of the fibre. Usually
when the seed has been sown early in April, the crop will be
ready for removal from the field about the endof Jiily. The
Belgian farmers, to obtain the fibre of superior fineness, recom-
mend that the removal should commence " between the falling

of the flower and the formation of the seed, so that unless

it is wished to sacrifice the quality of the flax to obtain secJ,

the former must not await the full maturity of the latter." In
this country, however, it is considered that it is more profitable,

and more likely to ensure a strong and fine fibre, to allow the
plants to remam until the leaves have fallen from the lower
part of the stem, and its colour for two-thirds of its length has
acquired a yellow tmge. The flax is removed by pulling up
the stems, which is all done by hand, the work in Ulster being
chiefly performed by women. We think that some more expe-
ditious method will yet be applied. We have heard that some
years ago our inventive friends, the Americans, had hit upon
and patented the plan of a pulling machine, which, with one
horse, could pull and spread six acres in a day.

When there is a second g•ro\^'th of short stems, it is usual for

the pullers to take hold of the long stems, just below tlie seed
vessels, so as to leave the short stems for a second operation.

The handfuls of pulled straw, as they are removed from the soil,

are laid diagonally across each other, to be ready for the remo-
val of the bolls or " rippling," which should be performed in the

field at the same time as the puUing is going forward.

The farmers of England and Scotland, who have
learned to appreciate the highly nutritive qualities of
the flax seed, will be surprised to find some of tlie

growers of the crops in Ireland even at the present
day contending that if the seed vessels be removed the
flax will not " water" properly, or give fibre of a good quality

;

and in many of the best flax districts this notion every year
leads to the destruction in the steep-holes of valuable food,

which, preserved for feeding cattle, would add enormously to

the profit of the farmer, and at the same time preserve the fer-

tility of the soU. We have, in autumn, seen mounds of the
valuable boUs decaying on the coasts of Down and Antrim,
to which they have been carried by the streams from the flax

pools.

—

Practical 3Iechanics' Journal.

EXPEEIMENTS ON MARL.
With respect to ameliorating chalks, geology and chemistry

have rendered great services to agriculture—the first by point-

ing out tlieir repository, importance, &c. : the second particu-

larly by determining their composition, and the conditions of

the soils which require their use. In these respects, in fact,

the application of chemistry is most sure. In many localities

the instructions of these two sciences are received well ; but in

a far greater number they are rejected, either through
ignorance of the advantages that will accrue from the light

they throw on the subject, or through carelessness, which re-

sults from false ideas created by incomplete experience, and
very often the presumption that enough is already known.
Nevertheless, the power of calcareous agents as a means of

fertilization is a fact well established in practical agriculture
;

and the matters wliich compose them abound almost every-

where. StiU, by the intervention of men devoted to progress

or careful of their own interests, marling is becoming more
and more practised every day ; and we may reasonably predict,

from that fact, a very considerable increase in the production
of certain soils, of great importance from their extent. But
in Dordogne (my country), where the uplands are generally
flinty clay or ferruginous, consequently covered with heather,

and where the valleys—clayey lUnt—are very acid, generally

wanting in carbonate of lime, the farmers remain obstinattly

indifferent. They ought to know, however, that Limousin,
which joins us, derives immense advantage from it, and that
many of tlie provinces owe their richness to it.

Marl.—Marl is composed, in different proportions, of the
same elements that constitute the earth—that is to say, of
clay, carbonate of lime, flint in a sandy state, or silicates com-
bined with alumina or Ume. A good deal of it contains or-

ganic remains decomposed, and oxides, which colour it

variously. But the aspect of this matter everywhere is consi-

derably changed by the difl'erent proportions of clay, carbonate
of lime, &c. ; so that you scarcely find two marls alike any-
where.

Does marl, then, constitute in itself a primitive formation,
independent of others of a mineral nature, as is commonly
supposed, and as we should be led to believe from certain

authors ? Assuredly not ; and it is important that we gain
correct ideas in tliat respect, for many agriculturists neglect
furnishing their fields with carbonate of Hme, which is defi-

cient, because they see no other means than employing lime
properly so called, which is too dear, or marl such as they
imagine it to be, and therefore believe themselves to be de-
prived of.
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In most of the conditions of soils reclaimed by tlie use of

marl, the efficacy of the improvement is almost exclusively

due to the carbonate of lime. Consequently aU matters, sucli

as stones, marbles, clays, &c., which contain that calcareous

salt in a divided state, and capable of combining itself with

the earth, are suitable for marling. Thus what is vulgarly

called " death-stone," all the stones which stratify themselves

easily, and chaDc are very advantageous for marling. TYe even

read, in a treatise on agricultural geology, " Chalk is the rich-

est of marls ; for it is formed of calcareous matter almost in a

pure state, or only mised with a small proportion ot sand." I

obtain the marl I use fi'om the side of considerable masses of

calcareous clays, or in the " crevasses" tliat they present. In
certain parts, where it is sticky and grey, it manifestly con-

tairis organic detritus, and possesses, from that alone, vast

fertiUziug powers ; in others it is pulverulent, particularly in

the neighbourliood of the nodules of ferruginous silica, where
it is clearly sprinkled. We also find there very irregular

fragments of silicate of lime, remarkable for their lightness.

This marly matter mixing itself without any very sensible

transition with the calcareous mass, and tlie latter gaining

greater density according as it is removed from it, we may
infer that the two are identical in nature, and that the want of

cohesion in the first is attributable to the presence of another

mineral—possibly manganese—for we notice in it discolora-

tions of a fine rose tint. Being, as I have been for a long

time, under the intimate persuasion that marl is, at least liere,

merely clayey lime broken up, I often use the latter in its solid

state, and cannot perceive the least difference in its effect, ex-

cept in cases where the soil is very flinty, and requires clay as

much as lime. I estimate, besides, that when the amending
agent has to be transported from a very great distance, there

is economy in the cargo containing a large quantity of the

active principle ; indeed, the matter cannot be spread until

some months after, when it has become disintegrated.

There is a difiference in opinion amongst geologists about

marl. Some class it with the secondary earths, others among
the tertiary beds of the terrestrial globe. The fact is, it is

found in both. That from secondary earths contains, in many
places, a great quantity of shells ; but I have as yet only found

amongst the marl I use some small ammonites, and they

manifestly come from fresh water. Therefore the geological

part of my work, the most difficult to me, is not the most in-

teresting.

The Principal Modes of Action in Marl.—It is abun-
dantly proved that every soil suitably provided with
humns should, in order to be thoroughly fertile, possess in its

constitution at least a small proportion of carbonate of lime,

as the vcant of it renders the culture of most useful plants ex-

ceedingly unsatisfactory, even though the greatest care be
taken in the cultivation of them. But when we give to a soil

deprived of it that element, so essential to its normal composi-
tion, we rapidly double and even treble its production, be-

cause, oa the one hand, healthy plants assimilate and nourish

themselves in the proportions necessary to their perfect deve-

lopment, and, on the other hand, lauds where lime is wanting
saturate themselves with acids only suitable to useless plants,

such as red sorrel, the small rush, bent-grass, couch-grass,

brake, moss, &c. From that cause, the clearings of waste

lands, impregnated as they are with tannic acid, never become
fertQe, in spite of the large quantity of humus they contain,

unless they have been dressed with animal charcoal from lime

or marl. It is the same with all vegetable earth containing

oxalic and other acids injurious to tlie assimilable properties

of economic plants. In such cases the calcareous acids not
only neutralize the acids wliich stop the vegetative movements
of plants reserved by Providence for the use of man, but, by
acting chemically upon the decayed organic matter contained
in it, they considerably facilitate the dissolution of it in the

water, which afterwards serves them as a vehicle, and presents

them to the absorption of tlie roots. Lands too fliuty faU,

from the cohesion necessary to resist the disintegrating action
of the water, and do not retain sufficient humidity. Now,
supposing that these soils possessed lime primitively, it must
have been carried by the rains to depths inaccessible to the
roots of plants : therefore, nothing can so effectually remove
this serious defect as marl mixed with clay.

Compact, plastic clays often contain a sufficient proportion
Of carbonate of lime, as may be seen by the presence of bits of
white stones easily crumbled, and also by the white crust

which covers the fragments of flint found there. In these

lands marl can be but of little use in diminishing the plasticity

and hygrometrical conditions unfavourable to all good culture.

But the cold c\a.\s without traces of carbonate of lime, and
those which receive the waters of forests always acrid, on the

contrary gain infinitely from being copiously marled.

Is it therefore advantageous to marl a soil charged vrith

erruginous oxides, even wlieu it is not deprived of the cal-

careous element ? I do not hesitate to reply in the affirmative.

In my experiments with marl I have always fouud the soil be-

come sensibly more fertile, and even more easy to work ; and
one remarkable effect is that vegetable earth takes under the

iufluence of the calcareous agent a very dark tint, as though
the oxide of iron which'coloured it had descended to the first

degree of oxydation.

But calcareous agents for the use of agriculture are not

limited iu power to the very important modifications which
they produce iu the actual constitution of the soil, neither do

they confine themselves merely to purging it of the acridity so

detrimental to its natural fertility. Carbonate of lime evi-

dently supplies nutrition to the plants ; for chemical analysis

has proved that the quantities relatively are considerable in

the grains and straw of some cereals, particularly lucerne,

sainfoin, clover, peas, colza, &c.

The vegetation in plants which have accidentally sprung up
upon a heap of marl is sometimes prodigiously active. Thus,
two stalks of hemp, placed under these conditions, grew the

one to the height of 4 metres, the other to 3.72 metres : a

single grain of wheat ripened with sixteen stems, each carrying

an ear well filled. Some children had pulled it up when I

should have cut it, so that I was not able to count the grains.

The same thing occurred with a turnip, which appeared to

have attained an enormous bulk. This marl seemed com-
pletely deprived of humus ; but, as it came from a cave that

had been dug very deep, it is possible that it contained some
nitrous salts. I will now state some facts which justify me
in the opinion that clayey lime may to a certain point suffice

to the alimentation of some plants. 1st. The field from
which I get my marl is sown with sainfoin. The vegetable

bed is not more than six or seven centimetres deep ; but the

roots descend into the calcareous mass to the depth of two
metres, and the vegetation of that sainfoin is exceedingly fine.

2nd. I have separated some stalks of the same plant from the

vegetable earth ; and, although thus through the destruction

of the coronal roots they could not draw out the uourisliment

that the calcareous matter contains, they grew as fast as the

others. The same results were obtained from experiments

upon coltsfoot and briars. 3rd. I reduced some very clayey

Ume to a pasty powder ; in appearance, at least, pure. I then

put it into a small enclosure, and last November sowed there,

all at the same time, some wheat, rye, and vetches. The 170
perished ; but the wheat and vetches resisted the cold of winter

and flourished well. 4th. I spread over some sainfoin and
lucerne some calcareous clay reduced to a powder. Some days

after an ordinary rain the plants began to grow rapidly, and
are now nearly three centimetres higher than those which
were not so treated ; but it is possible that the property which
M. Payen attributes to lime of stimulating the assimilation of

plants may have sometliing to do with this phenomenon.
Upon very chalky soils sown with lucerne and sainfoin, I have

frequently made a covering of marl containing SO, per cent,

carbonate of lime, and with marked advantage.

Method of vsinr/ Marl.—Having determined the state of

a soil which indicates the use of marl, I shall proceed to show
the principal rules of it ; but I must speak specially from my
own experience. When we liave a large extent of laud en-

tirely or very nearly deprived of carbonate of lime, we cannot
employ the time we have at our disposal better than in trans-

porting that precious manure to the soil. It is not well to

trouble ourselves too much about the season, only we must not

expect to derive advantage from it afterwards, when we might
have foreseen the drought. In fact every time I have sovm
or spread marl over grass-land under these conditions, it has

done harm. Some wheat sown at the end of November last,

in a field well prepared l)ut strongly marled, has been literally

burnt. I wished to make it a specimen of the efficacy of lime.

It is customary to put marl in small heaps on the land, and

leave it there for some time, in order that it may be submitted

to the action of atmospheric gases. Now, I proceed in a

different manner. If the marl is powdered, I spread it as soon
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as possiljlc, in order that it may be well mixed with the soil

by coutiuued labours ; but if it is in calcareous fragments, I
do not leave it longer in heaps than is al)solutely necessary,
for this reason—piled up, it only disintegrates itself at the
surface, and, even after a sharp winter, marling can be effected

but very imperfectly when tlie fragments are buried in the
same state as when they were placed on the soil, and only be-
come decomposed in proportion as they return to it. Besides,
how can lime be deprived of the action of atmospheric agents
by being dispersed ? Is it not advanageous to the impregua-
tiou of the soil through it in case of rains, and is it not an
additional means of drawing the greatest part of its faculty of
decomposing the matters wliich resist the dissolvent action of
the waters without its aid ?

With regard to the quantity of marl there can be no precise
rule

; it is only after repeated trials that the most efficient dose
can be determined.

Besides, when tliere is a great extent of laud to be reclaimed
by the use of it, it is more profitable to marl the whole, than
limited portions abundantly, except to renew the operation as

quickly as possible. In fact, experience alone teaches whether
it siiftices to give much or little carbonate of lime to soils want-
ing in it, in order to at least double the production. Except
in cases of cleared waste lands, I marl in the average propor-
tion of 40 cubic metres to the hectare ; but my marl is so rich

in active principles that, placed under the htter of bullocks,

it bums their hair, and will strongly affect the skin of the

hands if touched often. When the proportions of clay are

greater, tlie dose of marl must be increased accordingly, so that

even 300 metres may be required ; or, when the soU is very

flinty, aud if the marl only contains 20 per cent, carbonate of

lime, in which case the best manure will be only clay marl.

With acrid lands, it is a good plan to use marl as a covering

to cereals, particularly when the rains are sufficiently lieavy to

penetrate through the soil. On the contrary, no immediate
advantage can be derived when the weather remains dry ; in-

deed no marling wiU succeed well under these conditions.

Marl brought into tlie meadows by overfiowing is only use-

ful so far as it is alone distributed there in minute pro-

portions ; but, if ever so little vegetable mould or manure be
added, the water marks, upon its passage, traces of a vigorous

vegetation ; whilst without that addition, I scarcely know why,
it tavours the development of moss.

Lime and marl compared in an affricitlti/raljmnf of view.—
No doubt lime should prevail when it is required to correct

acidity in a soil, and decompose the organic matters which re-

sist the dissolvant action of ordinary water ; but, except in

these two cases, marl, in a sufficiently divided state, and con-

taining at least 50 per cent, carbonate of lime, is generally pre-

ferable. In the first place, lime can scarcely be supplied to

the cultivator for less than 3 fr. the two liectolitres, whicli

makes liming very expensive; and the effects of tliat operation.

Boon apparent it is true, are often not of many years' duration.

Then, it is not our object hereto show the important difference

between lime which has been sulojected by free air to hydrata-

tion and recarbonisation, and the natural calcareous marls.

Even if it were so, tliere would still be an advantage in using

the latter for clay, silica, &e. ; as much of their cultural utility

is comprised in being modifiers of the soil. In fact, notwith-

standing the great advantages derived in agriculture from the

use of Ume, it never enters the head of inteUigent practitioners

to have recourse to it, when a rich calcareous marl is carried

to them—that would be too much against their interests

!

Besides, marly products are evidently better suited to a sandy

soU and the powerful consideration of the price of retm'ns,

and very quickly determines the difficulty of choice.

The products of marl and manure.—Many persons have been
struck with the results of my marling, and have said to me :

" Then it is evident that marl can fifl the place of manure" ; to

which I reply that marl is an excellent means of increasing ve-

getable productiveness, and when used upon acrid soUs, fiiU of

decayed organic matter, like cleaned waste lands or marshy
meadows, it often has even a more advantageous effect than

ordinary manure ; but it would not be the same under other

conditions : the marl would then only be an auxiliary to the

manure, singularly accelerating the assimilation of plants, by

virtue of stimulating properties. Some possess the double

faculty of assisting the decomposition of organic matter and
exciting the activity of vegetable absorption. Upon this sub-

ject I must not omit to mention a fact, well worthy of attention,

that very cretaceous lands containing a large proportion of

carbonate of lime, such as that existing to a considerable ex-

tent in Champagne, and many coiuitries of the I'crigord,

if cultivated without sufficient manure, produce scarcely any-

thing ; but if, on the contrary, abundance of manure is sup-

plied to them, they yield prodigious crops. That, then, is the

source of the modern prosperity of Champagne, formerly,

vritb reason, called lousy. Unfortunately, Hine in that case

expends too much humus, so that, in order to leave the soU in

a thoroughly productive state, it is necessary to manure inces-

santly, and that is not always possible. Thus, we see lands

near us, formerly sown with fine wheats, now abandoned as un-
productive ; whUst, in other countries, chalk soils have been
rendered suitable for every eultm-e through the effects of

copious and repeated manuring, and by successive deep culture

of the vegetable bed.

W^ith a view to strengthening the fertilizing properties of
stable dung, some one conceived the idea of adding lime to it

;

and it appears that even now this practice is maintained as

advantag-eous in certain Departments. I have tried it with
marl, and found it succeeded extremely weU. I proceeded to

raise the htter every two days, taking away the dung and
urine to stratify with the calcareous matter in beds of nearly

equal thickness. The cleansing of fifteen days is thus em-
ployed iu making a heap of manure, which is left for the same
time to ferment. If before removing it a thermometer is

placed in the centre of the heap, it will soon be seen to rise to

95 degrees (F.), or even more, though the mass he not smoldng,
and exhales scarcely any odour. This is attrilmted (I think
reasonably) to the action of the carbonic acid from the lime
on the gases which are formed during the putrid fermenta-
tion, which action results in fixed saline combinations, thereby
considerably enriching the manure ; whUst without the in-

tervention of the carbonate of hme these fertUizing gaseous
principles would for the major part escape.

The same theory teaches us that the mixture of calcareous

matters with spent manure has the eifect of altering the qua-
lity of the latter by volatUiziug principles which were fixed

before ; but it may he remarked that it is more convenient to

make this mixture at the time of spreading.

This method of mixing ordinary manure should be adopted,

especially where heath is used as htter. In the formation of
manures, heath is really only useful as the excipient of excre-

ments. Ligneous and tamiic as it is, it is suitable to none but
compact clay soils, more or less calcareous, to excite them,
and to those which are satiu'ated with hme, like the cretaceous

soils. In order to make heath useful in any other kind of

soU, it is necessary to correct these defects by means of lime.

Having put a thick bed of heather in the middle of a flinty

clay soU, in order to facUitate cartage, we have, for the last

four years, had crops less than half equal to our neighboui's.

If this observation is not unique, it completely confh'ms what
I state. Ill every case, it should lead people to seek a better

material for litter.

In conclusion, I woiUd say that it is vexing to see such
efficacious and economical means of improving soils, as marl
represents, neglected as it is : indeed, the iuiUtfereuce shown
to it cannot be justified when it is well known that many
Departments derive their prosperity from the use of marl, and
that wherever it has been tried the most satisfactory results

have been obtained.

But the favourable results from the use of amending limes
are not exclusively material. Under the influence of the
freedom they give, the manners of cultivators improve, their

personal dignity increases, and, as the statistics of crime
show, man is less inchned to follow evU instincts, and ob-
serves the rules of honesty more strictly. These reasons are

wanting neither in depth nor value ; nevertheless, in the
actual disposition of minds in certain places, they meet with
only a disdainful reception, as though they took their source

in faUacious experiments. But, in spite of prevention and
carelessness, however deplorable both may be, progress wUl
triumph over these obstacles ; and those who reject it wiU
bitterly regret having lost so much precious time, and not
having sooner realized the good they might so have obtained.

Veyssieke,

^'resident of the Agricultural Committee of Vergt.

—•Journal d'Ayricitlfnre Pratique.
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LOED LEICESTER ON AGRICULTURAL AFFAIRS.
At the annual meeting of the Docking Agricultural Asso-

ciation, which was held at Docking last week,

TJie Earl of Leicester said : I am afraid that I cannot
congratulate you upon meetmg under propitious circumstances.

We have harvested the very worst wheat crop that I ever

recollect in this district (Hear, hear), the natural result of
liaving had no flag, no plough in, an unpropitious seed

time, and early and severe frosts in the spring. 1 am
afraid our prospects for the future wheat crop are not
very bright. It is V(,ry desirable that in tliis district

of the county we should get our wheats in early. It

is now the 6th of October, and there is very little

land prepared for the wheat crop. Our barleys on our
light lands were burnt up, and on all lands they were
badly gut up. Yet as the barley harvest was tolerably gene-
ral throughout the country during a period of wet weather,
I tliink that our Norfolk barleys are likely to hold their own,
and those who hold such samples as were contemptuously dis-.

carded last year are likely to meet, I trust, with a fair price

While our barleys were being drenched we were rejoicing in tlie

hopes of an alnmdant root-crop. The extraordiimry drought of
tlie last five weeks has destroyed tliat prospect. Our mangolds
are good, but turnips must be deficient in quantity if not in

(Xuality. I am more and more satisfied of tlie beneficial results

pertaining to deep cultivation for tlie root crop (Hear, hear),
and I am satisfied that one deep plougliiug, and only one
ploughing in the early winter, is the best means of retaining the
moisture in the land, without which tlie turnip crop must be a
failure. It is true tliat beef and mutton are fetching extraordi-
uary prices, but we have to give nearly butchers' prices for

our store stock. Our light land arable farms in AVest
Norfolk are not adapted for the breeding of either cattle or
slieep ; therefore we do not derive that advantage from
the high price of meat which we otlierwise should do. A.nd
now, gentlemen, we are threatened with a disease in our cat-
tle and our sheep ; but I think that, from the exertions of the
committee of our association, and especially through tlie

exertions of Mr. Read—to wliom we are deeply indebted
(cheers) for the prompt and vigorous measures which were
taken to prevent diseased cattle from infecting the healthy

—

with proper caution on our part and with a prospect of cooler
weather, I trust we may escape severe losses from this calamity.
This is a long list of grievances, but I think that we have
learnt something from our trials that wUl be of service to us
even in years of abundance. Continued prosperity causes the
energies of man to lie dormant, and in the trials and difiicul-

ties we have had lately to contend with we have learnt some
things. _We have learnt tliat hay—the most costly crop we can
grow—is not a necessary item in our produce. AVe have learnt
the value of straw as a feeding article. AVe have learnt how
to economize our root crop. And if we have learnt that it is

desirable to give deep cultivation to tlie roots of our plants to
enable them to seek moisture in the earth, the trials that have
been given us have not been, I trust, in vain. But we have not
met here solely for the purpose of talking over our own afl'airs,

but to consider what progress we have made in improving the
condition of the labourer. Although we may not be altogether
prosperous at the present time, I think that I may say that he
is. Labour is abundant, wages are high, and bread is cheap,
and I think we may rejoice upon the moral and physical im-
provement ofour labourer. Drunkenness used to be a common
vice in this district. It was no uncommon thing to see a man
intoxicated. But I tliink I can say that for some years I have
not seen one of my labourers the worse for drink. It was im-
possible at one time to get any work done without an allowance
of beer

; it was beer here, lieer there, and beer everywhere.
Now I never make any allowance of beer to any of my labour-
ers

; I give a full equivalent in money ; they prefer it, and I am
quite sure that they, their wives, and tlieir families are the
gainers by it. I am satisfied, also, gentlemen, that there is no
work but what can be done better without the beer that the
men are in the habit of getting than with it. Many of my men

are teetotallers. I do not think that it is desirable that men who
can abstain from drinking malt or spirituous liquors to excess

should bind themselves by a pledge, but those who find they

cannot control themselves and abstain from excess have done a
vvise thing in doing -so. They cannot obtain the beer that we
drink, they cannot obtain the light wines of Germany and
France, wliich will quench our tliirst without causing intoxi-

cation. If they drink, they must drink the drugged beer

of the publican, which tends to excite their thirst and
to cause excess ; or they must drink the wretched
stuif which is made at home, which is quite sufficient

in itself to make any man a teetotaller. If the malt duty was
repealed, the poor man's wife can never brew beer, and the

money that is spent in the attempt had far better be employed
in the providing otlier luxuries or comforts for her husliand's

home. I must now congratulate this imion as being the only

union in this country which has adopted that wise measure of

a union settlement, and for having given a precedent to Parlia-

ment for passing an act which will do more to benefit the

labourer than any other measure that has been hitherto at-

tempted on his behalf. Up to the present time our duties and
interests have been apparently antagonistic. I say, apparently,

gentlemen, because we had begun to learn that, unless we pro-

vided proper cottage accommodation for our labourers witliiii a
reasonable distance of their work, we were likely to lose tlie

service of our hest labourers. We also consider that it was
better to open our close parishes, and be subject to provide for

the aged and infirm, rather than to depend upon the supply of

our labourers from the distant and open parislies. That the

evils which existed under the old law can be immediately reme-
died is impossible. Before tlie Act that was called the New
Poor Law was passed, tliere were certain parishes in this estate

that paid I9s. in the pound poor-rates. Certainly at tliat time, if

it was not the duty, it was the policy and interest of the own-
ers of the property to endeavour to diminish the population,

and not .to increase the cottege accommodation. But rail-

ways and other causes have entirely altered the position of
employers and employed. Aut after all that can be done
or has been done by Parliament, or by societies like this,

the physical and moral improvement of the labourer must
mainly depend upon his landlord and upon his employer.
While I am upon the subject of rates I will aUude
to wliat I consider to be an injustice in the existing

law. There has been lately a very wise and proper read-

justment of the rates of our respective parishes, but there

are certain descriptions of property that I think are un-
wisely exempted from being rated. I see no reason why
the 2,000 acres of wood that I hold in this county—re-

taining them as I do for the purposes of game or ornament-
al! of which, if converted into pasture or arables, would be
subject to rates, should not pay their quota to the poor-

rates. This law was established years ago for the purpose

of encouraging owners of property to plant timber for

the purposes of the Royal navy, and when the reasons for

that encouragement ceased the exemptions which were derived

from it should have ceased also. I do not tliink that it would
be right to value the woodland property at the rate as the lands

adjoining. That land has been brought up to its present state,

of value by skill aud capital. The land that is under wood
should be valued according to its natural value if converted

into land for agricultural purposes. It has been argued that it

would be by no means desirable to alter a law so as to encourage

the destruction of our wooded districts. The love of sport

and the desirable appreciation of ornament that exists in aU
Englishmen's breasts is such that in my opinion there would

be no danger of any material decrease of the woodland dis-

tricts of this county. The difference that would be made in

the rate would be comparatively inappreciable ; but it would
remove an act of injustice, and it would prevent that feeling of

discontent which I can quite understand exists in the breasts

of many of those who are not the owners of this description of

property.
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AGRICULTURAL COMMERCE IN THE LAKE DISTRICTS OF AMERICA.

It is curious and instructive to mark the progi'ess of

American cities in the lake districts, which are centres of

agi-icnltural commerce. "We have been apt to look with
surprise upon the progress of Chicago ; but we have just

received the trade reports of another rising town of the

west, which is fast treading upon the heels of Chicago, and
that is Toledo, in Oliio. As Cliicago is the grain depot
and shipping port for "Wisconsin, Illinois, and the other dis-

tricts bordering on Lake Michigan, so is Toledo for Mi-
chigan, Indiana, Kentucky, and Ohio. Twenty years ago
Toledo was but a village, with 1,000 inhabitants : now it

boasts of a population of 20,000 ; and the rapidity with
which it is growing, even at the present time, has hardly

been exceeded by any of the cities of the "West. Toledo is

rapidly advancing toward a position among cities of the

first class, and is already a great commercial mart on the

chain of inland seas which skirt the northern frontier.

In the grain trade she has already attained distinction,

and enjoys the reputation of being second only to Chicago

as a grain-receiving and shipping point. This is ghown
by the aggregate grain receipts at the three principal lake

ports last year, in bushels.

Flour and "Wheat. Indian Corn.

Toledo 14,108,993 1,041,100

Chicago 49,952,741 13,623,087

Milwaukie ... 12,337,679 473,309

It may be incidently mentioned, that while as compared

with 1863 there was a decrease at Chicago of about ten

million bushels of wheat, and at Milwaukie of over four

million bushels, at Toledo the decrease was so small as to

be scarcely noticable.

Let us now look into the details as furnished in the

last annual statement of the trade and commerce of To-

ledo. The receipts of wheat at this port in 1859 were

but two-and-a-quarter million bushels : last year they were
seven-and-a-quarter million bushels, an increase over 1863
of one million bushels. The inspection, grading, and classi-

fication of grain by the Board of Trade of the city are

very strict. The qualities chiefly received here are Mi-
chigan amber and white, and winter red Western. ]\Iichi-

gan wheat is a special favourite with millers at this point,

and also with those on the lines of canal and railroads at

the East, who manufacture flour for leading markets on
the shipboard. Canadian buyers, who visit Toledo con-

fine their purchases of wheat almost entirely to this

description, as it is safer to ship on a long voyage than

any other, and yields a better article of flour, and more of

it than winter red, which comes from Ohio and Indiana.

The reason assigned for this difterence, apparently in the

same varieties of wheat, is that the farmers of !^Iichigan

allow their grain to stand in the field until it is fully ripe

and very dry.

The receipts of flour during 1864, at Toledo, were a

little over one million barrels, being a slight decrease on

the previous year. This is attributed to the fact that

many manufacturers, especially those of low grades, lost

heavily the latter part of 1863, and were not disposed to

assume the risk of making the flour, and then awaiting

a market ; for of this they had had a bitter experience

during the two previous years.

The receipts of Indian corn at Toledo fell in 1864 below

those of previous years, only amounting to one million

bushels. This is attributable to the shortness of the crops

of 1862 and 1863, and the heavy demand at the South for

army use.

Of oats, there is comparatively little grown in this sec-

tion of the "West, and nearly all the home demand is sup-

plied from points along this line of raili'oad and canals
;

500,000 to 700,000 bushels is the total amount received.

The receipts of barley are insufficient to supply the wants
of brewers, and the deficiency is supplied from Canada.

The facilities at Toledo for elevating and storing grain

have been largely increased during the past two or three

years, and the city has now capacity for storing nearly

3,000,000 bushels, and to receive and ship daily about

500,000 bushels. The value of the flour and grain re-

ceived is set down for 1864 at 23,000,000 dollars, of the

live stock at 3,250,000 dollars, and of the cured provisions

14,000,000 dollars.

The receipts of wool were very much in excess of foi'mer

years, reaching about 6,000,000 pounds. Farmers in the

vicinity, and throughout the south-west and west, are

giving wool culture considerable attention ; hence the

shipments eastwards will continue to increase, and that,

too, of the better grades, as farmers have learned that the

profit attends the raising of fine-wool sheep. The busi-

ness of sheepskins is very large, and appears to be increas-

ing, at present exceeding 750,000. Toledo is one of the

most important hide markets of the "West, the receipts last

year having exceeded 13,000,000 lbs. weight. Ashes,

timber, tobacco, and furs, constitute other articles of re-

ceipt of no small impoi'tance, pointing this lake-town out

as a great centre of transit between the "Western and
Eastern States.

While writing on the trade of this district, we may sum
up with some agricultural statistics of the State of

Ohio, which are important. In the ten years between

1850 and 1860 there was an increase in tlae land under

culture of 35 per cent., the improved land now being

about 13,600,000 acres, of which 4,600,000 were under

grain, 7,000,000 xmder meadow pastures and fallow,

500,000 in orchards and gardens, 404,000 under clover,

and 95,000 in flax. In 1S63 and 1864, the abstraction

of so large a number of labourers for the army seriously

reduced the c^dture of productive crops. Up to tlic

summer of 1863, the war had produced no sensible etfect

on the market of labour, and 100,000 men had been sent

out before the diminution began to be sensibly felt in the

operations of farming. One principal reason for this was

the increase of machinery, which did the work of fully

50,000 men. But the want of labour was at length seri-

ously felt, and in 1804 the harvest could not be secured

except by the co-operation of the town-people and the as-

sistance of female hands in many places. The lands are

pretty well distributed in this State ; but it will be pro-

bably a century before farms will become too small for

profitable culture. In 1850, the census gave 125 acres to

each landowner in the State; but the report for 1802
gave but 91, the number of owners being 277,000, of

whom 240,000 were estimated to be actual farmers.

Taking the whole valuation of lands (exclusive of town
lots) a't 500,000,000 dollars, and dividing it equally

among 277,000 owners, the average to each man is 1,841

dollars, about £368. Looking at this as a working

capital for a working man, it is no doubt sufficient for a

comfortable support. But the real merchantable value is

probably double this sura ; so that the agricidtm'al popu-

lation of Ohio is not only in a comfortable, but in a

wealthy condition.
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ODDS AND ENDS OF FARMING FACTS

(89) Caliiar/esasfoodformi\chcQVfah.a.\eheensmgvia.rlj

overlooked ; tie animals are very fond of them, and they

appear to increase the flow, while they do not impart any

taste of a disagreeable kind to the milk. The soil hest

adapted for the crop is a rich, strong, loamy, and friable

one. It is almost impossible to over-manure cabbages.

The best kind for a farm crop is the "Drumhead" or

"Scotch," although the " Thousand-head" and " Jersey

or True Cabbage" affords a large supply of green food.

The seed should be sown in seed-bed early in March in a

highly manured soil. The preparation of the field to

which the plants are to be removed should be carefully

done, so as to secure a considerable depth of weU-

stirred soil, and be well manured, at the rate of not

less than twenty tons to the acre. The plants wiU

be ready for transplanting the end of May or the begin-

ning of June. In taking the plants up from the seed-

bed, care must be used to prevent, if possible, the tap-

roots being injm-ed. Some think this is of such little im-

portance that they pm-posely nip off the tap-root, believ-

ing that doing so favom-s the "hearting" of the cabbage.

It is scarcely necessary to say that this practice is not

dictated by correct theory. The process of transplanting

is an important one ; indeed, upon the way in which it is

carried out depends the future goodness of the crop.

Notwithstanding this, it is surprising how very carelessly

it is generally gone through with. In this, indeed, as in

every other department of labour, there is a right and a

wrong way of doing. It is not the right way to make a

hole in the ground and thrust the plant in, careless

whether the plant is doubled up or not, or whether it is

brought in close contact with the soil. If the root is not

straight, the development of the plant wiU be slow and

unsatisfactory ; and if the earth is not brought up to the

plant, more especiaUy if the weather is dry, it will be

likely to die altogether, or at least languish for lack of

moisture. We have seen cabbage plants so carelessly put

in that the slightest pull was capable of removing the

plants altogether. They must be firmly embraced by the

soil. It is a disputed point whether dry weather is

the best for transplanting. Cobbett was a great advo-

cate for transplanting in dry weather and in a dry soil.

The general opinion is that the plants do best when the

soil has been wet with recent rain, and the weather moist

for some days after plants are in.

(90) If cahhage plants are dihlled-in at distances of

thirty-six inches from each other, and the drills are thirty-

sis inches wide, 4,840 plants will be required for an acre.

The plan of setting-out plants in the angles of hexagons

has been recommended, the rows in this case being tliii'ty-

one inches wide, and the plants thirty-six inches apai't in

the rows : each plant will stand three feet fi'om its neigh-

bom's on all sides. On this plan, with other widths of

drill, the following gives the distance between the plants

proportioned to such : Thus, for a width in the drill of

one foot eleven inches, the distances between the plants

should be two feet three inches ; with a width of three

feet two inches, three feet nine inches distance ; width,

three feet ten inches— distance, four feet six inches.

(91) In eoery acre of grass, of an average crop, from
4001bs. to 4201bs. of ash are taken from the soil. The
ash of hay is made up as follows, from which will be seen

the importance of supplying grass lands with minerals, to

restore those fertilizing ingredients so rapidly withdrawn :

Of potash, 100 parts of hay have 18.11; of soda, 1,35;

lime, 22.95 ; magnesia, 6.75 ; oxide of iron, 1.69
;
phos-

phoric acid, 5.97 ; sulphuric acid, 2.70 ; chlorine, 2.59 ;

silica, 37.89. Of all the fom- crops, wheat, oats, barley,

and hay, the latter takes the greatest amount of nitrogen

from the soil—three parts more than wheat does, five

more than barley, and seven more than oats.

(92) Mr. Bowditch puts the exhausting nature of the

hag crop in this way :
" As wheat (ripe), for every

lOOOlbs. of its weight of grain and straw, takes lOlbs. of

nitrogen fi-om the soO, barley (ripe grain and straw)

lllbs., and meadow grass hay aftermath 141bs., some

notion of the quantity abstracted per acre by each of these

crops may be obtained when we consider that the average

crop of each per acre is thus : AVheat, 25 bushels, of

601bs. ; straw, 1|^ tons=48 cwts. Barley, 40 bushels,

of 631bs. ; straw, 1 ton=42i cwts. Hay, first crop, Ij

tons ; second crop, 1 ton, or in aU 50 cwts."

(93) All sorts of opinions divei'se enough are held as

to the i^eriod lohen grass lands should he manured, some

maintaining " any time" may be chosen, and graphically

enough saying that, "any quantity" may be given,

and that it is scarcely possible to give too much. This,

of course, refers to the farm-yard manure or dung;

when artificial or portable manures are used, the best time

for their application is in spi-ing. Autumn manuring

with dung seems to be the most in favour, and justly

so, especially if the dung is long and not easily assimilated

with the crop. One great advantage—and it is not always

thought of—obtained by the top-di-essing of meadows
with long manure in autumn is the protection or shelter

yielded by it to the grass in the severe frosts of winter.

Some who have paid attention to this maintain that fully

owe-half of the advantage obtained by autumn top-dress-

ing of grass lands is owing to the shelter given to the

plants during frosts by the comparatively bulky manure.

(94) Of artificial grasses for one year's hay in heavy

soils, the following is the quantity per imperial acre : (1)

Lolium italicum, 91bs.
; (2) Lolium perenne, 151b.

; (3)

Medicago lupulina, lib.
; (4) Phleum pratense, lib.

; (5)

Trifolium hybridum, lib.
; (6) Trifolimu pratense, 81bs. ;

(7) Trifolium repens, 21bs. For one gear's hag and two

gears' pasture : (1) 91bs., (2) 151bs., (3) 21bs., (4) 21bs.,

(5) 21bs., (6) 41bs., (7) 41bs., to which should be added

21bs. of (8) Dactj'lis glomerata; and 21bs. of (9) Tri-

folium pratense perenne.

(95) The prolific nature and hardy habits of weeds

(see Tacts 69-70, No. V., New Series), and the rapid ratio

in which they exhaust the soil, are points too frequently

lost sight of, important as they undoubtedly are. It seems

to be very much lost sight of that the ground was
" cursed" in this very way, bringing forth weeds in jilace of

food fit for man. They are a two-fold nuisance—they

occupy space which should be occupied by the plants, and

they exhaust the soil of those fertilizing ingredients which

the plants rcquii-e. It is but poor farming to appropriate

soO, space, and manure to weeds. But although the

ground has been covered by weeds, it is an exceedingly

suggestive circumstance that the curse can be easily

changed into a blessing, and that simply by exterminating

the weeds. Not only are the weeds taken up from the

soil they occupy so uselessly, and the manurial resources

upon which they draw left to the proper occupants of the

soil, but the getting rid of them brings about that very

condition of soil so beneficial to the plants which pro-

bably occupy it, enabling them to draw more readily upon
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tlie manm-ial resoui-ces both of the soil and the atiuos-

phere. Hence it is true that the faster the weeds grow,
inasmuch as they demand a ready and complete clearing

off, so much the more benefited are the regular crops ij

this clearing off is effected : and it is a curious enough thing
to suppose, as has been supposed, that weeds have a benefi-

cent office to perform, urging man to laboiu- in getting rid of
them, so that the ban can be changed into a blessing. The
rapidity with which weeds propagate themselves need not
be wondered at, when we consider how numerous are the
flowers and seeds they have ; as will be seen from the fol-

lowing, compiled from a table drawn up by that eminent
agriciiltural botanist, Professor Buckman : (1) Groundsel
(Senecio vulgaris) has 130 flowers and 50 seeds in each
flower, total 6,500 ; (2) Chickwecd (Stellaria media), 10

Seeds in 50 flowers, 500 seeds
; (3) Corn-cockle (Agros-

temma githago) , 370 seeds in 7 flowers, or 2,590 seeds

;

(4) Red Poppy (Papaver rhocus), 500 seeds in 100
flowers, or 50,000 seeds. We need not wonder at our
fields having a red hue from the hosts of this plant which
grow in them. (5) Charlock (Sinapisarvensis), 10 seeds
in 400 flowers, or 4,000 seeds; (6) Corn Sow-thistle

(Sonchus arvensis), 190 seeds in 100 flowers, or 19,000
seeds

; (7) Black Mustard (Sinapis nigra), 6 seeds in 200
flowers, or 1,200 seeds

; (8) Fool's Parsley (vEthusa cyna-
piuni), 2 seeds in 800 flowers, or GOO seeds; (9) Wild
Carrot (Daucus carota), 2 seeds in 600 flowers, or 1,200
seeds

; (10) Wild Parsnip (Pastinaca sativa), same as
No. 9.

CLOVER AS A MAN"URE.
Professor J . B. Turner, of Jacksonville, lUiuois, in a letter

to the Prairie Farmer, gives his views upon the subject of

ploughing in clover as a manure. He says :

—

" I do not think that the common theory, that clover roots

run deep, has anything to do with the matter ; for they never
run as (leep as corn, or even as deep as wheat is reported to

have done. But here is a whole subject most deeply interest-

ing to farmers, which is as yet almost totally uninvestigated.

The extant philosophies on tlie subject in the l30oks are, many
of them, if not absurd on the face of them, at least unproved.

" My attention was first called to tliis subject by observing,

many years ago, that a stray root of asparagus, growing out of

the centre of a bunch of fleur-de-lis, without any culture or

any manure, but standing with a grass sward all around it,

grew much more vigorously than other bunches only a few
feet from it highly cultivated and annually manured. I ob-

served the same thing of another bunch standing over a grape-

root, but not shaded by the vme. In many other plants I

have observed the same thing—namely, that two growing to-

gether will grow better than one alone ; while, in other cases,

two will not grow together at all. I now see from my win-
dow seed-parsnip stems, near seven feet high, growing out
from under the thick shade of a Scotch pine ; while others in

the open ground near are not half as high. I have also

thought that some varieties of the vine received increased

vigour and gro\vth from their proximity to the elm, after the

old classical fashion of our schoolboy days, when Virgil

wedded the Roman ' vine to the elm,' and the teaclier made us
poor urchins tumble our dictionaries and grammars to find out
what he meant, and whether any ' regularly-ordained minister
or justice of the peace ' was employed in that Roman matri-

mony. I have also thought that the vine grew better near

the root of the cypress, and the peach under several sorts of

evergreens, as I wrote to the Horticidtural Society last

winter, but which ideas their committee did not seem to fa-

vour.

" But I am fidly satisfied that here is a field of investigation

wholly unexplored, which all agriculturists and horticidturists

should constantly keep their eyes open to—namely, jv/ial

plants are hcnejited hij having their roots over or amour/ roots

of other plants, while the conditions of air and light still suit

their tops ; and what others are injured hy the same or a

similar confvjuity ? Also what plants are benefited by com-
ing after other plants, or growing on the same soil on which
they have stood, and why is it so P

" We all know that there are many plants which will not

thrive at aU except in contact with the roots of other living

plants or trees ; while there are a few that will only grow out

of the living tree itself, as the misletoe and some of the

mosses. It is self-evident therefore that the roots of some
plants do in fact elaborate in some way food for others ; while,

it must be confessed, that the reverse of tliis is still more fre-

quently the case,

" Now I apprehend that the real benefit which clover does
to crops consists mainly in these items—-

" I. Its power of absorbing and holding the dew keeps tlie

surface of the ground perpetually moist, and thus greatly
facilitates aU those great processes of disintegration, comminu-
tion, and capillary attraction from beneath, and atmospheric
absorption from above, referred to in my essay on the cidture

of crops, to which our State Agricultural Society awarded
their last premium on that subject; compared with these
mighty processes of nature, the mere mechanical action of the
roots of clover, or of hickory trees, even if they run through
the solid globe, would be as nothing.

" 2. One genus or species of plants undoubtedly dissolves

and consumes more of certain mineral elements in the surface

soil than others ; and, by such dissolution and consumption, of
course liberates and dissolves, and leaves in the soil a corre-

sponding amount of free elements, which it does not need or
consume in perfect comminution, ready for the use of the nest
dissimilar crop.

" 3. Whatever either the roots or the tops of a plant have
gathered and elaborated from either the earth or the air, if

ploughed in or left to perish in or on the soil, is of course so

much matter prepared for the next crop whose nature is such
that it can use it ; so whatever any living root gathers from
the soil or air, and exudes into the soil from its still Uving
roots, that is either nutritious or poisonous, or injurious to the

roots or crops, will make itself manifest from its effects on
such crops. For example, some sorts of grass and weeds fldll

grow vigorously quite up under the shade of an osage orange

hedge—some even better there than anywhere else ; while

young osage plants themselves, and many kinds of crops and
plants, will not grow anywhere near or over its roots, however
good the light and air may be.

'' But I have only meant to indicate that here is a great and
wide field for observation and experiment of most surpassing

interest and utility, to whicli aU our farmers should keep their

eyes wide open, and of which even the first rudiments have as

yet scarcely been investigated. I only design here to sketch

the more probable outline of this most interesting field of in-

vestigation. The substantial, practical feature of all truly

scientific or rational cultivation of the soil lies in this direc-

tion. It can never be explored or expounded by a few che-

mists in their laboratories, or a few savans in their philosophi-

cal retreats, however wise, useful, or learned ; but it needs the

milHon eyes, and ears, and hands of the whole people ; and of

no people more than the people of these western States, who
enjoy opport\uiities of observing the natural growth of plants,

and the alleged as well as real deterioration of soils, as no
other people ever did."
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THE LAW OF HYPOTHEC.

After a protracted investigation, the Royal Commission

appointed to examine into the natiare and working of the

law of hypothec, as enforced by the landed proprietors of

Scotland, have given in their report. The evidence ob-

tained is very Inmiuous, and, with but few and very weak

exceptions, most decisive and conclusive as to the

working of the law—or custom, for there is no wi'itten

law to sanction it. Nor have the landlords any available

plea for its continuance, that ought to stand a moment in

competition with the gross injustice and injury its action

inflicts, not only upon the agriciltural but upon the mer-

cantile interests of the country. It is true that by it the

landlord is enabled, as he urges, to introduce an industrious

poor man into the class of respectable tenant-farmers

;

but at whose risk and expense ? Certainly not at his

own ; for simultaneously with the engrossing of the lease,

and before, or at the instant of, surrendering the land, he

sues out a sequestration over whatever and whosesoever

property may be found upon the land, should adverse cir-

cumstances induce him to follow up tlie sequestration to its

final result. No matter, then, how much the tenant may
be indebted to the merchant for manure, or to the ma-

chinist for his implements or machinery, or to the cattle

dealer for his live stock, all comes under the fell swoop

of the execution, and the landlord secures to the full extent

of what is seizable, whilst the other creditors may take

the leavings, which in some of the worst cases is nil. Such

is the first effect of this most unrighteous business.

But the second step—which we have on a former oc-

casion animadverted upon—is, if possible, still more un-

just, and is best perhaps represented in speech by the

words legal robbery. It cannot be too often exposed,

until it is utterly done away with ; and we therefore state

again that, supposing a tenant-farmer sells to a miller or

merchant, bi/ samjile, or otherwise than in hulk, in the

open market, a quantity of wheat, barley, or other grain,

and is duly paid for the same ; if he is behind in his

rent, his landlord can come down upon the purchaser, and

compel him to pay again the full amount, although only

the landlord himself is at all aware that the tenant is

so indebted. This viUanous usage, which has in several

cases been put in force during the last two years, has

no statutory act to sanction it, and is no more legal, in the

strict sense of the word—nor, we will add, more in ac-

cordance with the present state of civilization—than the

old custom of black-mail, which belongs to the same age

and the same lawless state of society ; so that the law of

hypothec ought to have gone into desuetude with the

black-mail.

The plea that poor men are enabled, by the law of se-

questration, to take farms which they would otherwise be

quite unable to stock, is a poor argument for the con-

tinuance of these customs. IFe know that by them the

landlords have been enabled to let their lands at rentals

that have astonished themselves as well as those farmers

who ])ossess capital, and who are still at times at a loss how
to make a profit out of their farms. Thus the landlord in

the first instance obtains a rent which he sees it will, at

best, be difficult for the farmer to pay. lie gives the man
credit, it is true, for a year and a-half or two years, be-

fore he calls for his rent ; but in the meantime the tenant
is getting into debt also with his merchant, cattle-dealer,

machinist, and other tradesmen, and, not having stock

enough of his own, he takes in gist stock of his neigh-

bours, who w'aut more feed than they have on their own
land. All these creditors are kept in profound ignorance

of the fact that the tenant owes his landlord back-rent,

which he is unable to pay, until, to their cost, the seques-

tration, like a hurricane, sweeps off the whole, and puts

it into tlie landlord's pocket, while the hapless tenant and

his creditors are left to shift as best they may.

But what is the effect of the enormous advance of

rents which this system has produced in Scotland ? We
have seen that poor men are enabled to take farms by the

law of sequestration, because it enables the landlord to

secure himself under any circumstances. But what, if a

bad season or two bad seasons occur, is the effect upon

the system ? We can best illustrate this by quoting a

letter from a Scottish correspondent, received a few

days since:
—

" It appears," he says, "that the Scotch

farmers must have been in a much worse state than

even you have represented ; for, though you judged

partly by the sequestrations, yet it turns out that perhaps

not a half, or may -be not a third, are registered, and

therefore not published in the Gazette ; whilst the land-

lord, unknown to the public, secui'es the money." Thus

tlie landowner is really the only one who is benefited by

thelaw, the benefit to the poor tenant being only contin-

gent, depending upon exemption from a thousand vicissi-

tudes that may, without any fault of his own, blast his

hopes ; though the landlord still not only obtains, in some

cases, double the nominal rent he is entitled to, according

to the real value of the land, but has that double rent se-

cured to him by this one-sided law.

Again, what is its effect upon the body of agricul-

turists in Scotland at this time ? Here again we will quote

from the letter referred to :
" It is clearly proved by the

evidence that this law has a material effect in unnaturally

and unfairly raising the rent of land to rates ruinous to

the man of capital and industry. Very few respectable

farmers are now bringing up their sons to their business,

thinking it only a sacrifice of them to do it ; and there

would seldom be any, save for the necessity to have one to

help him in old age ; but the father even in this case is

beginning to look upon it in the same light of a sacrifice

of his son's futui-e prospects."

Reason, justice, and common sense would suggest that

if a land-owner desires to help and encourage a poor

tenant, he should do it at his own risk and expense, and

not at those of every one with whom the tenant is con-

nected. The Lord has no right to claim the character of a

benefactor, which he tacitly does, whilst he himself is the

only one who is really benefited ; and that in a double

sense—first by obtaining a large nominal rent, far beyond

the real value of the land ; and secondly by converting

that nominal rent into a real one by the sequestra-

tion that enables him to pay himself by the robbery of

others.

As to the plea of surrendering the land to the tenant,

we have on a former occasion exploded it. The owner

risks not one farthing by it, whilst the tenant risks his

capital, whatever it may be, his industry, and skill in

managing the farm, and his character and credit in the

neighbourhood. Such is the effect of this law, which it is

to be hoped will not survive the first session of the new

Parliament.
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THE CATCLE PLAGUE ASSURANCE ASSOCIATIONS.

It was exceediugly desirable and emineutly conducive
to chcclv the spread of " Tiic Cattle Plague" to form as

many mutual assurance societies as possible, " for assur-

ance against loss in cattle by the disease called the cattle

plague," and this has been effected to a very great extent

:

almost every district in the kingdom has now its Cattle

Assurance Association, with specific rules for guidance,

protection, and terms of compensation. I regret to say,

that for the most part these rules are so loosely drawn
up, and iudcfiuitely worded, as to be entirely useless for

enforcing a refractory member to obedience. It is only

honourable men, who look at the spirit of them, and act

upon them, that are alone amenable ; compulsory laws

are, iu fact, only to rule the dishonourable : good men re-

quire no bonds. It is, however, imperative that the rules

of such societies should be as far as possible clear, dis-

tinct, and binding upon every individual member. I send

you a copy of one set of rules now before me ; they are

as comprehensive and as binding as they can fairly be

made, without the adoption of the Limited Liability Com-
panies Act. It is under this act alone, I believe, that

powers can be given to make these associations legal com-
panies, and thus render every member subject to their

rules or laws. How then do these associations stand in

reference to legal powers ? They are voluntary societies,

and stand precisely upon the same footing as Friendly or

Benefit Societies, which, to my mind, is a very unsatis-

factory position. The members of these societies sub-

scribe to raise a fund to be applied to the relief of sick

or infirm members, according to rules made for each

society's specific guidance : there is a proper office, under
Iler Majesty's Government, where such societies may be

enrolled ; Her Majesty, or her officer, then engages to see

tliat each poor member is righteously dealt with, so far

as their funds will permit ; when their funds are

exhausted no further demand can be enforced.

If a member ceases to pay his subscription,

he is either excluded by the rides, or by a com-
mittee of the Society named for such purpose according

to rule, but the Society has no power to enforce the pay-

ment of a single subscription. And further, there is this

anomaly : Any member suffering from sickness or any in-

firmity which entitles him to weekly pay can enforce such

payment so long as the Society has funds in hand ; but

the Society cannot enforce the payment of such member's
subscription : their only remedy is exclusion ; but even

failing that, he, so long as he continues a member, can

enforce payment of his vv'eekly pay till the funds are ex-

hausted. Of course, such societies take early opportu-

nities to effect the exclusion of defaulting members. The
saving feature in these societies is this—that no demand
can be enforced against any officer or individual member
of these societies, except it can be proved i/iai they have

funds ill hand to meet such demands. Now I apprehend

that every Cattle Assurance Association or Society which

has not adopted the Limited Liability Companies' Act,

and has formed itself into a regular company, is in pre-

cisely similar circumstances with Friendly Societies, ex-

cept the registration of such societies. This is a most

important consideration. Mutual Assurance Associations

are all right and all correct amongst true and honourable

men. They require no further binding than their own
promise to pay when called upon. But is every member
of these societies to be thus depended upon? Remem-
ber, it is not a sick member's weekly pay. It may in-

volve the payment of hundreds or thousands of pounds

—

yes, of hunckeds of millions collectively. Suppose all to

be honourable however, and every one pays his calls,

there may be such an outbreak of the plague as to ruiu

numbers. What then is the position of the remaining ?

It may be a very difficult and perilous one, without mem-
bers acting dishonourably. The subscriptions of course

smaller, the risk much greater. But suppose members
act dishonourably, which I fear is more likely ; i. e., that

a fund is raised, and duly placed to account of the trea-

surer, and the cattle plague breaks out : the claims

soon exhaust the funds, great fears and terror on all sides

arise, a call is made upon the members, many repudiate,

others decline paying, and thus cripple the society. There

is no remedy : payment cannot be enforced. The early

sufferers alone receive the benefit. Suppose, again, that the

members of another Association pledge themselves to raise

a fund upon the first outbreak of the plague within their

limits, as a compensation fund. Suppose many members
refuse to pay their quota, and no means are known to

compel them. The claims must be inadequately met, or

there is great hardship and responsibility on those who do

pay. It is self-evident that the distribution of a payment
over a large number is a much lighter burthen than over

a few. It is also very hard and unsatisfactory to a suffer-

ing claimant, inasmuch as he cannot enforce his claim

unless there are funds actually in hand. It would also be

very perplexing how to act in such a case, because if only

one member pays up, it forms a fund. It would be

better to place the sums, during collection, in private

deposit, till the whole could be paid over to the treasurer.

It would never do for any small number of members in

any society to have to stand the brunt of pressing claims,

without a fund to draw upon. It may be said that all

these societies are dependent upon the honour and pa-

triotism of their members. I know it. There is, as I have

shown, nothing else to depend iipon. I have, however,

many doubts relative to this honour in the mass, not in

the abstract. Wait till the hom- of trial comes : many
will then find their faith fail : many will withdraw rather

than incur heavy calls : heavy payments cool much
courage and honour. I have but little faith in these

purely voluntary efforts: and should the plague last ten or

twelve years, as from 1745 to 1758, it would swamp
evevy one of them. There must be something more at-

tempted. Just fancy that one-fourth of our cattle may
be sacrificed, as then. Why, it would require nearly

30,000,000 of pounds to cover the loss. What could our

voluntary societies do, with such a sum to pay ? Depend
upon it there must be other measures taken. Tnese

voluntary societies may work well when backed

up energetically by the Government. They may
form the machinery, but the Government must ul-

timately supply the motive power—Government must

ultimately take up the question of compensation. These

societies might be so organized that all relief might come
through their recommendations and under their auspices,

each in its respective district. The question need not

remain long in abeyance. The Government have no power

to award compensation without the sanction of Parlia-

ment. John Bull don't allow his purse-strings to be un-

drawn by an Order in Council. But Government might

announce that they would receive claims for compensation

subject to the approval of Parliament. This would re-

store confidence, if such claims were ordered to be made

G
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thi'ougli the many organised societies. It would give

them a good standing and no little popularity in the

couutry. In this way they may be made extremely useful.

They do now embrace the picked men of the agricultural

body, and thousands more would enrol themselves members.
As to the amount of compensation to be paid by Govern-

ment, I would say this : The cattle owner has no equi-

table right to bear all the loss this cattle plague may entail

upon him. It is for no fault or failing on his part that

such losses are sustained. It is a national calamity, and
the nation should bear a fair share of the loss ; but to in-

sm-e due care and caution on the part of the owner, and
to prevent imposition, I woidd insist upon it, and make it

binding upon every owner, to ally himself with some local

association as a member, and only through such associa-

tion shaU he receive compensation. I would further re-

gulate the proportion of compensation thus. The associ-

ations shaU be responsible, and pay one-third of the amount
of established claims, and the Government two-thirds. I
name this proportion as being fair, owing to the expenses
attendant upon keeping open these associations. One
great advantage attending this organization would be the
virtual legalisation of these societies. Of course if mem-
bers are only to be compensated through their operations,

every member will strive to keep upon correct and prompt
terms with them, and these societies on the other hand
will take care not to prefer claims till all their demands
are met satisfactorily. It would wonderfully conduce to
the independence of these associations. I am convinced
that sooner or later Government must render very consi-

derable help, and the sooner the better, lest these associa-

tions should flag and dissolve.

THE RECLAIMIKG OF PEAT BOGS.

DIFFERENT METHODS OF DRAINAGE.

It would take a long summer's day to tell how the bogs of

Ireland could be drained and brought under profitable aratiou,

to say nothing of the large areas of peaty soil in the United
Kingdom that are barely half reclaimed from their original

state. We cannot, for example, with hardly an exception to

the contrary, take a railway pleasure-trip from the British

capital in any direction without in a very short space of time
finding ourselves surroimded with bog-laud almost swimming
in water ; while in the sister-country it is no great exaggera-
tion to say that the best half of her superficies is live bog !

In the north of Ireland the drainage of Lough Neagh would
not only reclaim a large territory of bleak, comparatively-
barren peat-bog, but add a new county to the province of
Ulster at present wholly under water. In each of the other

three provinces—Connaught, Leinster, and Munster—immense
areas of waste bog could be profitably added to the agricultu-

ral resources of the couutry, and doubtless will be so added at

no very distant period of time.

The reclaiming of peat-bog is therefore per se an Irish

topic ; aud the drainage of Lough Neagh would of itself form
a voluminous subject were we only to confine our observations
to a faint outline of what has already been said aud written
upon it. Dariug the summer of \%\^ we were profesioually

engaged in extensive drainage and embaukiag operations in

the Upper Bann aud two of its tributaries ; and during the
summer floods of that season, it would take the volubility of
an Irish tongue to describe the flooded state of the country far

and wide on both banks of that river. The low-lying grounds
ou the Shannon aud its tributaries are if possible in a worse
state of draiuage ; and the same may be said of the great bogs
that are drained towards the eastern and southern coasts.

The main-drainage or river drainage of Ireland is therefore

the first great work that must be undertaken towards the re-

claiming of her immense bogs. The proposition is not a very
encouraging one ; for, when so little unanimity prevails

amongst the landed interest of the sister-country, it is no easy
matter to see how such a national work is to be determined
on and practically completed. The past and present plans of
applying to tlie government of the day for professional skill

and to the public purse for pecuniary assistance may be better
than doing nothing at all, and that is the utmost that can be
said iu favour of either ; for they are unquestionably both bad
alternatives—alternatives that must be avoided before any-
thing like practical success can attend the work. In saying
so, it must be borne in mind that we are not throwing out
any uncharitable refiections towards Irish landowners ; for the
major half of the Irish landocracy in question include at the
saiue time the best of English landowners. The physical
ditliculties that stand in the way of progress are those peculiar
to Irish bogs ; for they all have their source and origin in the
uumeuse peat wastes that on almost every large estate re-
proach their owners for the want of thorough drainage!
More practically speaking, the greater area of Irish bog can-

not be thoroughly drained ou the plans hitherto proposed,

owing to its depth ; while that which lies at a sufiiciently high

level for the removal of stagnant water, and the complete

aeration of the soil, won't pay interest on the capital required

to be invested in the performances of the work, including all

etceteras ! Such are the general conclusions arrived at—more
especially as regards the main or great river-drainage works
involved.

Whatever force the above conclusions may have had at for-

mer periods, in the progress of applied science they at the pre-

sent time cease to have any weight—the improved means,
mechauical and chemical, now at the command of landowners
being amply sufficient to enable them to overcome all physical

and pecuniary difliculties that stand in the way of the profit-

able reclamation of Irish bog, generally speaking. There are

no doubt exceptions at the two extremes, so to speak—viz.,

bog lying on too-elevated ground for the growth of corn crops,

aud, at the opposite extreme, small areas of bog lying below
the level of the main drains or rivers, too small in extent to

cover the expense of machinery. But such exceptionary

examples are so few aud far between as to be unworthy of far-

ther notice. On the contrary, Irish bogs generally are pro-

verbial for their bleak and dreary dimensions, extending far

and wide beyond the view of the observer, the two extremes
in many cases sinking below the horizon when lie is standing

towards the middle of the bog, thus inviting as it were all the

mechanical appliances of modern times to eftect their thorough
drainage. Had Lough Neagh been an arm of the German
Ocean on the coast of Holland, the last drop of water in it

would have been thrown into the sea centuries before now,
and the whole area within, far Ijelow the level of the ocean
outside, swarming with poldering thriving Dutch boors enjoy-

ing the fruits of their industry ; aud had the Shannon, about
the drainage of which so much has recently been said in Par-

liament and out of ParUament, been flowing through our Eng-
hsh fens instead of through Irish bogs, the whole of its

voluminous contents would have been pitched over high em-
bankments by the sheer force of steam into " new cuts " and
" higher levels," aud the whole of the bog land thus drained
thoroughly clayed and brought under profitable cidtivation

long liefore now. But, fortunately for the future of the
Emerald Isle, although imfortunately for the past and present,

the Shannon flows as it ever did into the broad Atlantic

through part of Connaught and Munster, while Lough Neagh
continues to remain almost in the very centre of the province
of Ulster, aud while Irish landowners continue to bamboozle
Parliament every session about the drainage of Irish bogs and
the Enghsh Exchequer on the old plan of governmental gravi-

tation ! The Dutch shot ahead of this old rule centuries ago
;

EugUsh agriculturists were not slow to follow the example of

their Continental ueighl)ours ; and now that Ireland is in the

waning half of the nineteenth century, it is certaiidy high
time for her landocracy to join practicably in the march of

improvement. Hitherto, one of the greatest drawbacks to the

permanent improvement of the sister-country has been a blind
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credence to the fallacious notion that her moist climate and
soil would not pay for skilled labour and improved machinery.

Nothing can be more unfounded or unworthy of the age tlian

fallacious dogmas of this kind ; and we repeat it is certainly

high time, not only for Irish landowners but for all classes of

the sister-country, to toss to tiie winds all such groundless

superstition, for the very contrary of this blind credence is in

re;Uity the sterling truth, as the future is fast promising to

prove in each of her provinces.

Much more practical and enlightened ideas of physical im-
provement have everywhere of late been fast expanding the

agricultural mind throughout the length and breadth of the

sister-couatry ; and we aver that before long her extensive

bleak and comparatively barren bogs will be no longer a dis-

credit to her agriculture, but the contrary. This is. manifest

at sight ; for the greater the magnitude of the undertaking of

reclaiming her bogs, and bringing them under profitable

aratiou, the greater will be the credit due to the master-minds
that effect their thorough drainage and complete the other

branches of the great work of reclamation. Although we
have examined a large extent of tlie shores of Lough Neagh,
and of several of the other bogs in question, and read most of

the published reports of other professional men, we are never-

theless far from being in a position to give a practical opinion
how any one of the great Irish bogs should be drained, profes-

sionally speaking. In some cases it may be possible to destroy

the surface vitality of bog by drainage, aeration, lime, sand,

and clay, without whoUy removing the bottom water. If, for

example, four-feet small, parallel drains can be got in and kept

working by means of open ditches of twice the depth, the

stagnant bottom-water under tlvis staple may not require to be

pumped out by machinery. But in other eases the more ad-

visable and cheaper plan in the end may be the surrounding

of the bog by a high-level main-drain for intercepting and re-

moving the influx water, and then by the drainage oi the

whole of the interior bog-water—surface and bottom—into

this higher level by means of pumping machinery. If the

subsoil IS open rock or porous gravel, the work of bottom
drainage may be simple ; for we have known the cutting of a

\ery small vein of sandy gravel drain a large area of live bog,

which previously would not carry neat cattle. But if the bog
is incumbent on impervious clay, which is often the case, and
indeed which may not inaptly be termed the instrumental

cause of the bog, deep open cuts to the bottom of the deepest

part of the moss, pipage, or tunnelling may be necessary.

The drainage engineer has here three plans at his command,
besides the several combinations of them which the facts of

the case may determine ; and by such means we aver that

there is not a single bog in Ireland which may not be
effectually drained at an outlay of capital much under what the

returns would cover under judicious management ; for when
once the bottom of bogs is conquered, their surface is easily

brought under the subjugation of the steam plough.

To this conclusion there will doubtless be many wry faces

amongst the owners and tenants of Irish bogs, besides much
shrugging of the shoulders at the primary data from which it

is deduced. We are no strangers to such indications, having
met with an outpouring amount of plain Irish on the spot

—

i. e., when surveying Irish bog in 184?3 and 1844 for large

landowners, who were waiting for efiicient drainage on tlie

principle (ii government gravitation ; and who, for aught we
know to the contrary, may still be waiting hopefully but im-

patiently for the lowering of the Lower Bann, Shannon, &c.,

but who ought to have surrounded their bogs with high-level

drains, and to have started draining pumps long before then,

and who wUl have to employ such machinery were the ensuing

Parliament to set about the lowering of all the Irish rivers in

question to the heart's desire of their owners ! In some cases

bogs may be intersected by high-level cuts passing through

them by means of embankments on either side, as the Ouse
does through the fens of Cambridge and Norfolk, when the

water on either side may be pumped into those over the em-
bankments thus formed. Other bogs may be drained by
syphons either having a uniform or intermittent flow, or both,

as circumstances may determine. The floods of Ireland are

large, and suitable provision requires to be made for them,

whatever may be the method of drainage ; and the more arti-

ficial the method pursued, the greater the necessity of attend-

ing closely to this practical rule. What may be the lowest

area of bog that would justify the construction of machinery

for its drainage is one of those controversial questions which

we shall not attempt to solve. We might, no doubt, safely

go into the details of several actual examples, varying from a

hundred to two thousand acres, did our space permit ; but so

diversified are the practical data at issue that no one of these

examples furnishes a working formula for the drainage of a

second. In short, although we are obliged by our limited

space to confine our observations to a general view of the sub-

ject, yet in practice generalising data must be tossed to the

winds, and the facts of each example of drainage be allowed to

speak for themselves as it were, thus determining their own
rule for the carrying out of the work.

Much of what has been said of Irish bogs is applicable to

English and Scotch bogs also, and to a large extent of our

EngUsh fens, which are not much more than half drained.

In point of fact were Irish bogs no better drained than a large

area of our fens are, the money thus invested in them would

be thrown away. Hence the practical conclusion for the

English-fen practice forms no working rule for Irish laud-

owners to reclaim their bogs. In both cases more machinery

is required.

CLAYING, LIMING, WATERING, AND MANURING.

Mlien once peat-bog is thoroughly bottom-drained, it sinks

and consohdates, but remains comparatively barren and inca-

pable of yielding any crops, save heath and the like. Before

corn and other cultivated crops can be grown, it has to undergo

a series of processes of cultivation and manuring, and these

form the subject of our present paper.

An old plan was to plough and burn the inert heathy staple

in large heaps, under a slow smouldering fire, spread the ashes,

sow, and harrow, by which a poor crop of oats, or turnips,

rape, cole, &c., was reaped the first year ; but with an increase

of staple, and the decomposition that follows the incorporation

of the ashes, the subsequent crops improve.

There is present in newly-diained hog a large amount of

matter that is noxious tc vegetation, while it contains very

little available food for the corn and other cultivated crops.

Much of this noxious matter is soluble, and may be washed out

of the soil by the rains of the different seasons under a proper

course of tillage ; but it is also easily decomposed, or " rotted

out," as it has in some districts been popularly termed, by the

introduction of ashes, manure, clay, sand, hme, and substances

that both induce chemical change and also supply the elements

of food to the cultivated plants grown. But a proper supply

of rain-water, or pure water artificially applied, is also essen-

tially necessary to secure the practice of the fertilizing process,

and the proper supply of this all-important element (water) is

often wanting, owing to the effect of drouglit upon peaty soils.

Hence, in a series of dry seasons the process of fertilization is

often ruinously slow. Hence, also, one reason why a top-

dressing of clay enriches a peaty soil in a very high degree,

because of its athnity for moisture, night dews, &c., which en-

ables it not only to supply water directly to meet tlie wants of

the plant, but in the first place to promote the decomposition

of The inert vegetable matter that constitutes peat earth.

The w ork of fertilization is thus a compound process, as it

were, consisting of a series of elementary operations of a chemi-

cal character that require to be carried out conjointly, in

order to produce the greatest effect in the shortest time, and

at the lowest outlay of labour and capital. Such being the

grand proposition at issue, it is manifest that in large under-

takings, such as the reclaiming of the immense bogs that cover

such a large area in Ireland, and that in some places of the

United Kingdom extend to several thousand acres, in individual

and contiguous examples, success will greatly depend upon the

proper organization of these several operations, together with

the command of clay, sand, lime, water, &c., employed in the

carrying of them out into practice ; consequently the details of

each of the conjunct operations require to be duly taken into

consideration, and matured before the work of improvement is

begun, whether it be done by the landowner himself or by a

contractor.

Of the materials required for mixing with the newly-drained

bog staple, clay, sand, and water are probably the chief, owing

to the greater quantity of them that is necessary in the pro-

cess ; and it is worthy of special remark, that where bog ex-

tensively abounds these abound also, and generally at a distance

easily acceesible, as if nature had placed them there for the

« G 2
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express I'/urpose of being used iu the reclamatiou of the waste

land m question.

The clay and the sand are, for the most part, naturally mixed
togetlier ; so that when we use tlie expression clay, practically

we mean both clay and sand ; and whetlier in the best propor-

tion or otherwise, it may be advisable in the first place to apply

them as they are, in quantity to suit the peculiar circumstances

of the case, the effect produced being the practical rule of

guidance, wliich will greatly depend upon tlieir successful in-

corporation with the peaty staple. Thus, if they are thorouglily

incorporated with the natural staple, tlie effect in har-

vest will be greater than were they to be applied in lumps re-

quiring tlie action of the weather for several successive sum-
mers and winters to break them down and blend them together
so as to form a peaty loam, the sand and clay compost being
no longer distinguishable from the original staple.

Small applications of clay will be more easily and perfectly

incorporated by being suspended in water, the compost being
applied in a liquid form, either on the principle of warping, or
on the modern system of liquid-manuring by means of pipage,
hydrants, hose, and jet. But when applied to the deptli of
several inches without an abundant supply of water, the work
may be more cheaply done either Ijy railway, or by the raising
of subsoil clay by machinery, in accordance with the old-
established practice of claying our fen-soils. Such being the
difference of the preliminary data, each case may have to be
its own rule in the outset. But if the success of future hus-
bandry is to depend upon the artiticial application of water to
the land by means of pipage, hydrants, hose, and jet, tlie prac-
tical question naturally arises. Ought not such pipage to be
effected in the outset, so as to apply the clay suspended in
water, as above, and thus " hit two dogs with one bone" as it

were?
That air and water are the parents, so to speak, of all fer-

tilizers, alike mineral as organic, is a proposition too self-

evident to admit of a practical demonstration ; and there can-
not be a doubt tliat it applies to peaty soils of the kind in
question iu a superlative degree. Such being the facts of the
case, the laying down of pipes for the artificial watering and
liquid-manuring of the land, and for tlie apphcation of clay,
sand, &c., is the next work in succession to that of drainage,
roads, fences, and homesteads in the successful reclamation of
peat-bogs to arable husbandry.
By means of pipes of the ordinary size used in liquid-

manuring, and a plentiful supply of water, a very large mix-
ing of clay could thus be apphed to peat soils at any time,
either by hose or jet, or on the principle of warping. In tlie

former case, a larger number of hydrants than tliose commonly
in use would be advisable, so as to reduce to a minimum the
heavy tear and wear upon the hose tliat must oliviously be ex-
perienced. But in examples of comparatively level land, if a
short metal pipe a foot or so above ground were fixed on to
the ordinary hydrants, and the land prepared in the usual wav
for warping, then one or more, or perhaps the whole of the
liydrauts may be opened and allowed to flow together, the
thick, muddy liquid having a head of sufficient altitude and
pressure to give it a rapid and scouring velocity, until the
open, loose, and porous texture of the peaty soil was thoroughly
iilled witli the clayey warp, the whole field being literally in
a sea of mud, sub-divided somewhat similar to rice fields on
grounds possessing a gentle declivity. The clay prior to ap-
plication could be ground in mills analogous to the common
process in operation in most brick-fields, the runner either
being worked by a horse or by steam-power ; or different kinds
of mills actuated by steam could easily be made expressly for
the purpose. And on shutting off or stoppage the flow of the
muddy current through the pipes, water may"be thrown in for
a short time to wash them out clean, and thus prevent the
pipes from being silted up. The object of screwing on a short
vertical discharge-pipe to the hydrant is to prevent any
back-flow of warp into the pipes at the close of the operation
of warping.
As soon as one field was finished in this manner, the muddy

liquid could be turned on to another, until the whole area of
peat bog under reclamation was gone over for the first time,
supposing it to have been subdivided into a number of farms
in tlie work of drainage, &c.

Other operations would follow. Thus, when the water in
the first warped field was drained off, partly by the drains
Oelow, and partly by evaporation above, and when the soil

was reduced to \^ hat is termed " between the wet and the

dry," a large grubber or cultivator, actuated by steam, could

then be yoked, and the clay thus thoroughly mixed with the

peaty staple, the new staple thus formed being, at the same
time, effectually aerated, so as to promote those chemical

changes and fertilizing processes that immediately take place

in newly formed loamy soils of this kind. And if it was
found that the first dose of sandy clay was inadequate to pro-

duce sucli effect, a second dose could be applied, and so on for

the rest of the fields included in the undertaking.

As to the sources from which the clay and the water would
be obtained, no general rule can be given that would apply

alike to all cases. Mmost all our large bogs would have to be

surrounded witli an intercepting drain or open cut ; while

new cuts, at higher levels, would flow through not a few ex-

amples ; so that, in the majority of cases, there would be a

supply of water at more points than one ; and if clay can-

not )je got at them for grinding and mixing, it could always

be brought to them by temporary railways in any quantity.

Where the clay may be had iu abundance from the subsoil,

thus forming large ponds, it may be advisable to have a large

pond at each farm homestead for the purpose of collecting

rain water in rainy weather, and out of which to supply the

fields in the time of drought artificially with water, by means
of the pipes, hose, and jet. Under such conditions, the facts

of each case naturally suggest its own practical rule. And
in those cases where clay cannot be got from under the moss
at the homestead, then water will have to be brought to the

homestead in pipes ; and through these pipes the clay may be

conveyed in suspension. Thus various plans may be prac-

tically carried out into operation, according to the peculiar

circumstances of different examples. One more may be

specified. In large undertakings, pipes for applying the clay

and water may be temporarily laid for the purpose on the sur-

face of the newly-drained and ploughed bog land ; or a main
pipe only could be thus laid along the road between the dif-

ferent farms on each side, so as to supply the liquid manure
and water pipes of each farm with warp from a common
source, situated at a distance, where there was an abundant
supply of clay and water at command of the proper quality.

These main pipes could be made of a form so as to be readily

screwed together and unscrewed, when to be removed to

another place for claying a second and third series of farms,

and so on, until the whole hog was finished. In the

formation of roads and fences, and the conveyance of
materials for draining and building houses, single lines

of temporary railways would be advisable on the score

of economy ; and these temporary lines of railway could

remain until the land was clayed and brought under
aration, so that the main pipes for claying could be laid down
alongside these railways, and also be removed again, at very

little expense apart from the expense of the railways and main
pipes themselves. And to a contractor or landowner both these

would possess a certain value for similar jobs, at the conclusion
of the work of reclamation, so that a small amount of tear-

and-wear per acre is all that would have to be set down
against the newly-reclaimed land. What that outlay per acre

for tear-and-wear of railways and main pipes may be, will

depend upon circumstances, which of course cannot be sup-

plied in a general notice of this kind. But in the most ex-

pensive cases it may safely be set down as fractional, and cer-

tainly no bug-bear to frighten any landowner or contractor,

for it is manifest that the returns from improvements thus
effected will yield amjile interest on the capital pennanently
invested.

The mixture of clay, sand, and water with the natural hog-
staple may not be sufficient to produce the desired fertilizing

changes without at the same time a suitable dose of lime and
manure ; consequently these will have to be applied by the
landowner before his bog-farms can be said to be in a crop-
bearing and tenantable state. But into details of this kind
we need not enter.

Trom tliese general and desultory observations it will readily
be seen by the practical reader that the progress of steam in the
various operations of farming offer many facilities at the pre-
sent time for the reclamation of our peat bogs, that were not
at the command of landowners and contractors a short period
back. It is therefore the bounden duty of all landowners who
possess largo tracts of peat bogs to shake up themselves and
think anew, iu order to see what can be done in the matter to
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flipir advantage. The stpam plough and other cultivators are

modern api>liauccs which would enable some bogs to be culti-

vated long before Ihey would carry the i'eet of liorses or neat
cattle. And when we add to these seed and nuinurc drills,

also actuated by a wire rope, the boon to both landov^ ner and
those entering upon the tenantry of newly-drained bogs is

not very easily estimated at its practical value. It is, however,
when an enlightened view of tlie whole appliances of modern

times is taken, that the work of reclaiming our extensive bogs,

Irish, English, and (Scotch, appears in its true light ; and were
it thus seen by those more immediately interested, the bleak
and liarren regions of bog that have so long disfigured the face

of the country would soon, under the efl'ective operation of

such appliances, be converted into fertile fields and well-

stocked farms, supporting an increasing and prosperous
population.

THE LONDON AND PARISIAN MODES OF TREATING TOWN SEWAGE.

ITS UTILIZATION.

It seems to be the fate of what really is an important
question connected with agriculture, namely, the treatment of

our town sewage, to be subjected to a perpetual ebb and flow
of public opinion. Like some floating matter on the verge of
the sea shore, it is impelled onwards to the edge by the

flowing, and then taken back to the depths by the receding

sea ; it is always in motion, yet never gets nearer what to one
would seem to be its final destination. Tlie movement of

to-day was prefigured by that of yesterday, and that of

to-morrow will be characterized by all the features of what
may be paradoxically called its stationary motions. Our
town sewage question is indeed a vexed one : while all are

agreed as to the importance of i|s claims, a remarkable

diversity of opinion exists as to tlie mode by which those

claims are to be met. One extreme view is that town sewage

is available in every case, the opposite being, we need scarcely

add, that it is available in very few, if, indeed, as some are

inclined to maintain, in any case connected with the practice

of agriculture. In tliis, as in other questions, the middle

course is the safest one to pursue. Wlien we look to what
has been done in this country during the last twenty years, and
on the continent for centuries, in the utilization of the refuse

of our towns, surely it is going too far to say that it is not

and cannot be made to some extent available in the practice

of agriculture. Difficulties, and those of no ordinary or easily

overcome kind, assuredly are met with ; but it is questionable

how far these owe their existence to the inherent nature

of the system of utilization, or arise from the way
in which this utilization has been attempted to be carried out.

But granting the number and portentous nature of these ditfi-

culties, we can see nothing in them to prevent their being

overcome by the combined exercise of the chemical and me-
chanical skill which in other departments have done so much
to raise our country in the ranks of civilized nations. We
have in other matters bought our present position at a costly

rate ; every step has been gained by a large expenditure, and
those steps have not always been made in the forward direc-

tion, the one made to-day sho\ving only the false one taken
yesterday—not less must we expect our progress to be effected

with a large expenditure of time and money in tliis same
matter of our town sewage. The question is assuredly one

worth settling, and settling well ; for it possesses a double in-

terest to all of us, in town a sanitary and in country an agri-

cultural interest. And we think that these interests are not

incompatible, nay, that they are compatible in the widest and

highest sense. The commonest things around us teU us of

change and decay, but science teaches us that there is no such

thing as loss of matter ; the decay of one thing gives life to

another ; the refuse of to-day gives us the food of to-morrow
;

and it is but the working of a natural law which gave,

as has been finely expressed, to the snowdrops and violets

which covered tlie lieights of Alma, and l)espread the fields of

Balaklava, all the richer colour, and all the sweeter fragrance,

from the rich life-blood which, so to speak, watered their roots.

The subject then, is one of high natural interest, of im-

portance to dwellers in towns as well as to those who reside in

the country, and is worthy of being kept in view tUl specula-

tion shall give rise to realization.

The two modes by which town sewage is proposed, at the

present time, to be made available for the purposes of agricul-

ture, may be typified by those which are carried out in London
and Paris. These we may designate respectively as the " water

drain" and the " cesspool system." Let us briefly glance at the

peculiarities of these two systems. The London, and wliich is

last becoming the provincial system also, is to arrange a system

of tubular drains in connection with the houses and the main
sewers, by which and througli which the ftecal refuse of the

houses is led oflf at once by the vehicle of water, the ultimate

place of destination being the river or stream adjacent to the

town or village which requires to be drained. If the principle

of speedy removal is the correct one, if getting lid as quickly

as possible of the fsecal matter of our houses is " the be-all and
end-all" of the matter, tliere can be no doubt, or at all events but

little doubt of the efficacy of this water-conveyance plan. But
it assuredly, however perfect in one point of view, gives rise,

so say some, to grave imperfections in another and not less im-
portant one. But, indeed, this perfectness in the one point

referred to is really not attained ; for it is far from securing,

as its out-and-out advocates say it does, the fuU sanitary re-

quirements of the towns. If the system of water-conveyance

removes the nuisance quickly from the one neighbourhood, it

as quickly conveys it to another—it is but a shifting of the

evil. For the accumulated products of many localities, given

up in aU the fierceness of their filth to the rivers or streams,

rapidly bring these into a condition little better than that of

open sewers, thus creating in an extended way what in a minor

the system is intended to prevent. But this shifting of the

evil involves a moral point, which Mr. Page, the well-known

engineer, thus very forcibly puts :
" If we are bound to remove

a nuisance from ourselves, we are morally bound to consider

the consequence of transferring it to others." As a rapid

conveyor of the faecal matter from our houses to, no matter

where, the water-drain system of conveyance may be pronounced

pretty perfect ; but, as above stated, if perfect in this way, it

gives rise to great imperfections with difliculties in another, and

this in an agricultural way. For it so happens that the medium
which acts as a rapid conveyor of the sewage—namely,

water—acts unfortunately as a rapid diluter of it, lessening its

value as a fertilizer, bring about the very difficulty wliich

renders so apparently hopeless the realization of any scheme

for utilizing, on a grand scale, our town sewage. We are not

for'^etful of the argument that the abundance of the watery

element in the town sewage is so far in favour of any

plan for carrying it into the country, at a distance from the

town where it is produced, inasmuch as from its extreme

mobOity, and the cheapness with which steam-power can be

applied to aid this, a large amount of fertilizing matter can be

obtained at as cheap a rate, if not cheaper, in this form, than

in that of any other. Refraining, however, in the meantime

from going into the estimates by which this opinion is upheld

—which, by the way, are doubtful enough, in point of accuracy

—

it is sufficient for us here to point to what may be considered

as axiomatic, that the more concentrated a manure is, the

cheaper it will be to the farmer ;
this consideration gaining

force the further his farm is situated from the place in which

the manure is produced or sold. By the plan of water-carriage,

whatever may be its advantages in quickly conveying manure,

very quickly deteriorates its fertilizing value, a per-centage of

the cost of conveyance is taken up in conveying water,

so that while the fanner is paying for one thing he finds that

he is obtaining another. True, it appears that according to

Board of Health estimates (not always correct), while

one ton of solid manure can be conveyed a certain dis-

tance for 15s., for the same money 75 tons of liquid town-

sewage can be conveyed the same distance. It is not stated,

however, whether the 75 tons of town-sewage is worth the one
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ton of solid sewage—an important point, and not to be passed

lightly over. Thus Mr. Lawes, in /he celehrated discussion at

the Society of Arts some years ago, had the foUowiug :
" If the

75 tons of sewage, so delivered to him for 15s. were to be in the

state of dilution, which existing facts led him to think it would

probably be, it would contain only about § of the average

annual excrements of one person, which, allowing liberally, he

had valued in tlie solid form at 6s. ; and however ardent an

admirer Mr. Mechi might be of water, he would perhaps agree

with him (Mr. Lawes) that the extra cost of 9s. or 10s. would

be paying rather dear for the solution of 5s. or 6s. wortli of

manure." We know that the valuation of Mr. Lawes as to

the worth of the sewage is considered by tlie advocates of the

water-system as below the truth ; but even when giving a

much higher margin the loss from dilution is evident enough.

The difficulties, however, of the diluted system being so ap-

parent, it has been attempted to utilize the solid matters of

town sewage only. However feasible this scheme appears at

first sight, it is in reality surrounded with difficulties which
hitherto have been found insurmountable. In the first place,

it seems conceded on all hands nearly that the chief fertilising

materials of town sewage remain in solution, and that the solid

matters extracted from it, however bulky, and in this sense

valuable to a certain extent as a manure, are in reality

of little fertilizing value. The result of all trials may
be named in that of a series instituted by Messrs. Hoff-

man and Witt, from which it appears that " six-sevenths

of all the fertilizing constituents are in the soluble form,

and that in the liquid which results from the deoderiziug

processes ... .a very considerable proportion of the soluble agents

of the original sewage remain unremoved." On this point

another authority says :
" In fact, so small is the amount of

valuable manurial constituents shown to be contained in such

solid sewage manures, that they could only be useful if applied

to the land in several times as many tons per acre as would be

required in Imndredvveights of guano or thepure dry excrement.

It is obvious that such a manure would, on account

of the cost of carriage, command no price at all be-

yond a very limited distance from its place of manufac-
ture." This last sentence in point of fact, contains a

comprehensive statement of the other difficulty attendant upon
the use of the solid parts of sewage as a manure. While
glancing at the use of sewage in its normal or liquid form, we
pointed out the advantages of concentration in a manure, and
the loss sustained by the non-concentration in tlie liquid

sewage : this loss is, however, stiU greater in the use of the

solid parts of sewage. Investigations undertaken in con-

nection with the use of the solid sewage—obtained by treating

the liquid with lime (by far the best process yet introduced)

—

show that beyond a certain limit of distance from the manu-
factory in which the solid manure is made, its use would not
pay for tlie carriage ; and that, seeing that six times as much
of the solid sewage would be required to fertilize a given

space of land, as of guano, it would be the cheapest mode to

use guano even in the neighbourhood of the works where the

solid sewage is made. At a distance of five and ten miles

from the manufactory the cost of carria"e would be six times

as much as of tlie quantity of guano rcc^uired to produce the

same eflect. At a distance of fifteen miles, while guano costs,

in carriage and spreading, £11 15s. 9d., the quantity of the

solid lime sewage required costs £15 14s. 6d. At a distance

of twenty and twenty-five miles, the costs stand respectively

thus—guano, £12 Os. 9d., £12 5s. 9d., and the solid sewage,
£17 4s. 6d. and £18 14s. 6d.

Such, then, may be taken as a rapid glance at the present
position of the " London" system of tlie tubular or drain
sewage system, and of the difliculties which it inaugurates
at the very threshold of any plan by which it is proposed
to utilize its products for the purposes of agriculture. It is

not here our purpose to show how or what means liave

been proposed to obviate these difficulties ; suffice it to say
that at present they are considered so very difficult to be
overcome that many who have given their attention to the
subject seem to think that it will {be better, land in the
long run cheaper to do away with the system" altogether
by which these difficulties are created, and to inaugurate a
new one which will present none of them, but wliich will
on the contrary, give us the fcecal refuse of our town
population in that highly concentrated form which will be best
adapted to the purposes of the farm, and which will give, in its

ready sale, an ample return for the expense of collecting it.

It wiU perhaps startle some of our readers that the type of
this new system is tlie " cesspool system" of Paris : of course

this is to be modified and brought more in accordance with the
sanitary and chemical requirements of the day. So long have we
been accustomed to consider our tubular water sewage system to

be correct in principle, and the only practical way in which
our town sewage can be disposed of ; and to such dire recitals

of the liorrors of cesspools have we been treated by Boards of

Health and sanitary savans, that any proposal to leave the

tubular and return to the cesspool system may weU be met with
considerable wonder. We have said that the type of this new
(and by many dabblers deemed heretical) system, is to be met
with in the Paris system of treating fascal refuse, let us glance
then very briefly at what this system is. As a rule, the feecal

matter is not diluted with such quantities of liquid as Mitli us.

Those who have visited Paris, and walked observantly along
its pavements, must have noticed in many districts the multi-

plicity of iron gutters or open channels which cross there and
lead to side-gutters. These are laid down to lead off tlie greater

portion of the vi'ater resulting from cooking and cleansing opera-

tions of the household, tlie ultimate place of deposit being the
sewers which communicate with the river Seine passing
through Paris. AH the dry refuse which with us is

placed in the ash-pit—and much in the water-closet—is

taken out and deposited in the streets at midnight, from
whence it is taken at an early hour by scavengers. These
heaps of refuse give occupation to a whole army of chiffoniers,

who turn them over to collect the rags, &c., &c., which
are mixed up with them, and the selling of which constitutes

their sole means of existence. Tlie result of these two ar-

rangements is that little is left of the house refuse to mix with
tlie ftccal refuse, save the slops of the bedroom ; so that the
matter is left in a much more concentrated form tlian with our
system of tubular drainage. The Parisian houses are gene-
rally very liberaDy supplied with water-closets or " cabinets

"

—indeed, in large houses, each floor is generally supplied with
one. Tlie pungent odour, which as some of our readers

doubtless have been hailed with on their entrance to a Parisian
cabinet, gives evidence at once that there is a peculiarity con-
nected with its management foreign to the London system
with its stencil traps and liberal supply of water. The cabinet

consists usually of an earthenware basin, communicatuig
directly with the pipe which leads the matter to tlie cesspool

below—the opening to which in tlie better class of houses is

generally, but in tlie lower classes rarely, "trapped." The
trap consists of a moveable lid or flap, which seldom fits

closely. As water is laid permanently on to comparatively

few houses, the supply is obtained from a pitcher or vessel

which is generally found to have a place in the corner of every

cabinet, its neighbour implements being a long stick and a
broom, by the use of which the action of Uie water in cleaning

out the basin is aided, and its use economised. It is scarcely

necessary to say, that such being the arrangements to secure a
rapid cleansing of and carrying away of the contents of the
basin, they are as seldom as possible put in force, a thousand
excuses, many of which will be obvious enough on the slightest

consideration, being made for not keeping a supply of water,

and giving the necessary care.

The matter from the cabinet is led off at once to the cesspool

by the pipe. The cesspools of Paris may be divided into two
classes, the " permanent" and the " moveable." The perma-
nent, it is almost needless to say, are excavations made in the

ground, and are often, especially if of old construction, found
to be very defective, aUovring a large portion of the contents

to percolate through the surrounding material. The moveable
cesspools often consist of simple barrels, which hold the solid

and liquid matters combined ; but in other and improved ar-

rangements, an apparatus is used by which the liquid portion

is drained off, leaving the solid in a receptacle capable of re-

moval. It is not here our intention to describe the means by
which the permanent cesspools are emptied of their contents,

or how the moveable cesspools are conveyed from the premises,

these operations being conducted on a somewhat gigantic scale

by public companies provided with appliances more or

less complicated : we propose to describe only, and that very

briefly, the method by which the contents of the cesspools

are, on the large scale, made into a form easily available as a

manure. The faecal matter is taken to one of the voiries in

the neighbourhood of Paris, either to that at Montfauyon or
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to that at the Forest of Bondy. The process of preparing the
niauure is at once slow and anything but savoury in its de-
tails. A number of basins are placed in communication with
one another, To the upper ones of these tlu- fu'cal matter is

supplied, tlie liquid draining off into the lower ones, heaving

the solid portion in the upper. After the lapse of many
months, this solid i)ortion assumes a consistency of half-liquid

mud. By cutting chanucls across the mass it is further re-

lieved of its liquid ; and when considered dry enough, it is

removed to the drying-ground, where it is broken up by a
process of harrowing. It is then placed iu large heaps, and
allowed to remain thus for a considerable time. Large por-
tions are then dug out from the heaps, broken up into pieces,

and carefully fi-eed from all foreign substances. It now as-

sumes the form and name of poudretfe — a substance
which has the appearance of "a mould of a grey-bluish
colour, greasy to the touch, finely grained, and giving
out a particular faint and nauseous odour." Notwithstanding
the long exposure to atmospheric influences the materials of
which poudrette is subjected to, it possesses a comparatively
high raanurial value. Thus M. Paulet, in his work, " Theory
and Practice of Manuring," gives the following table, from
wliich will be seen its value. Taking for a standard good
farm-yard duug, which in every 1,000 parts, 4 of nitrogen, and
assuming that 10,000 kilogrammes of farm-yard manure are

required for a hectare of land, the quantities of poudrette,

and of some other animal manures required to produce a like

effect, would be as follows :

—

Kilos.

Human urine, not fermented ... ... ... ... 6,600

Poudrette of Montfaufon ... ... ... ... 3,550

Human excretso, mixed ... ... ... ... 1,333

Liquid blood of the slaughter-house 1,333

Bones ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 650
Average of guano ... ... ... ... ... 512
Urine of the public urinals, fermented and partially dried 233
Such is, or was, the Parisian system of parting the town fcecal

matter, a system which, modified, some are now proposing to

establish in this country. We say " was," for, in the process

of what may truly be called the re-building of Paris, under-

takeii by the present Emperor, the system above described is

more or less modified ; and an approach to the London
system of tubular drainage is likely soon to be, if not
already begun. The modifications alluded to have for their

aim the storing^ up of the jnatter in a condition

which will give rise to no unhealthy action, till it is

required to be taken away, and to take it at once to the dis-

tricts where it is required for agricultural purposes. We see

from the above table the high value which human excreta,

solid and liquid, have as manurial agents. One great object,

then, in the new system proposed, is to maintain this high
value as much as possible. To this end it is considered an in-

dispensable feature of the plan that no water whatever should

be allowed to mix with the exeretne. This makes the proposed
system, then, the very antipodes of the " tubular" drainage sys-

tem, the very existence of which is dependent upon a liberal

supply of water. Of course some plan, probably that of the

tubular drains, must be used to take away from our houses the

liquid resulting from cleansing and cooking processes. But
this is quite a distinct matter, and has no connection with the

treatment of the excreta of our population, which make up, in

point of fact, the main manurial value of our town sewage
;

and to which, therefore, the agricultural interest more particu-

larly belongs. The requirements of the new system cannot be

better stated than in the words of Mr. W. B. Adams, who has

given his attention to the subject. " As chemistry has been suc-

cessful iu converting filthy potato-oil and coal tar (see Johnston^

s

Chemistiy of Common Life) into delicate perfumes, it is no

doubt chemically possible to convert all the waste materal of a

household into innoxious and not unpleasant circumstances.

Two considerations are recjuisite ; first, that it be cheaply

done : secondly, that it may not diminish the value of the ma-
terials as a manure, by locking-up, as it were, the ingredients

so firmly as to render them insoluble in the ground for the pur-

poses of vegetafion. To accomphsh this is the business of

the chemists. If the same skill and energy be put to work

that has accomplished the conversion of other noxious sub-

stances into perfumes we shall not be long at a loss." But
the mechanical requirements are still to be met. The follow-

ing is Mr. Adams's views on this point :
" To use the disiu-

fectaat^ \re need portable cesspools witUPut the access of \yater

as in the ordinary plan of closet, in which cesspool or vessel

the disinfectant may lie. It should be a vessel upon wheels

at a level with the yard of the house, and beneath the opening

of closet or closcts,-with ample space, so that fulling matter

may certainly pass clear of the walls. These cesspools should be

furnished by companies, who would take them with tiieir con-

tents to discharge into the covered railway-waggons or barges

and replace them with empties. Iu this mode the material,

undiluted with water, would be transported cheaply, and be

as readily saleable as guano." We may here note, in passing,

that the mode of saving and treating excreta introduced by the

llev. Mr. Moule is one of the most recent, and bids fair to be

one of the most successful of the plans under this class.

In these few remarks which we have in the present paper

given, on a very important subject, closely concerning agricul-

turists, we have placed before the reader a brief statement as

to the position which the question of the treatment of the

fffical refuse of our towns at present stands. The whole pre-

sents points which are well worthy of being discussed calmly.

It is one of the features of an enlightened and liberal mode
of treating scientific subjects, that the theories or opinions

allowed by those who differ with us are received courteously,

and their claim to notice quietly investigated. This is not

only a pleasant mode but it is also good policy for securing

them the fulness of investigation with the utmost freedom in

discussion; thusthemain object with all of us, the best and quick-

est settlemeut ofthe question, is greatly aided. However viewed,

the question naturally divides itself into two grand classes,

the town and the country interests. The town or the sanitary

interests are quite distinct, or at least should be, from those of

the country or agricultural ones. The primary duty of the

town is to see that the sanitary requirements should be

met, and in this best possible way, whatever be the

cost. They have no other point to consider—we speak ad-

visedly—but this : all other considerations are merely secondary

ones. The duty of all corporations is to free the inhabitants

from a nuisance ; and they have as little right to grumble at

not being paid to do this, as they would have to grumble at

the expense of protecting the community from thieves. The
dealing with the nuisance is their primary duty ; a secondary

consideration merely is that which takes into account the

mode of making that nuisance pay the expenses of its own re-

moval. As for agriculturists, all that they have to concern

themselves with is this, namely, to see to the value of such

manurial substauces as may be offered them, to put the matter,

in fact, upon a strictly commercial basis. It is assuredly their

interest to use materials which will pay, and if they are not so

used, the towns may rely on it that their value is not sufficiently

high to induce their usage. But it is mere absurdity on the

part of some to continually indidge in wrath as to the folly

of agriculturists in bringing guano from long distances, and re-

solutely wasting materials nearly as valuable lying at their

own doors. This, so far as town sewage is concerned, is all

nonsense ; agriculturalists have no right of interference with

town arrangements. The whole matter must of necessity

become hable to the action of the laws of supply

and (fcmand which regulate the other departments of our

industries. In ordinary transactions the seller takes the

material to the buyer, or who is likely to become one, or at aU
events he makes some arrangements by which the buyer caij

obtain his wares ; and, if the seller does not or will not under-

take these preliminaries, he has no right, we conceive, to

grumble at the non-disposal ofjiis goods. Just so with this

matter of the final disposition of the faecal matter of our towns,

so far as these towns and the agriculturists are concerned.

If the corporation really have a valuable material to sell which

it would pay to take or to allow to be taken into rural districts

for manuring purposes, it is clearly their interest to do so; and

it is as clearly the interest of the agriculturist to avail him-

self of this supply. That this has not yet been done is a proof,

we think, that the value of the materials the towns have to

offer is not high enough ; it is no proof that the agriculturists

are blindly iudift'ereut to it. If it is worth buying, it is at all

events worth offering. That it has not been so is evident

enough, and it remains to be seen how far the modified

Parisian system, whicli we have actually discarded, is likely to

present facilities by which the value of our town cxcretse can

he. raised to the paying point. We have opened up many points,

the further and occasional consideration of wlxich may here^

after elicit points of value to our readers, R, S. Bf
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BLOOD-LETTING AND PURGATIVES,
THEIR IMPROPER APPLICATION IN HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP, AND OTHER ANIMALS.

By Hugh Feeguson, Her Majesty's Veteriuary Surgeon in Ireland.

I am fully aware of the great difficulty in rendering sueli a

subject iutelligible to the mass of general readers, or to any
others than tliuse who have received a medical education ; but
•when I take into consideration my firm belief that far more
animals have been killed by blood-letting and the iujudicious

administration of purgative medicines than have ever been
saved by their most judicious application, I think it not an
unworthy, though, it must be admitted, a very difficult task, to

endeavour to impart, in a popular form, as much information

as wiU lead to the correction of the prevailing errors on so

important a point in the treatment of animals, either as a
curative measure, a preventive of disease, or as a means of
rendering them more healthy, more vigorous, and more dis-

posed to asshnilate to their fi'ames, through the medium of
their digestive organs, the nutriment taken for their support.

Although blood-letting has been advocated, from time

/ immemorial, for the accomplishment of these purposes, for the

I great majority of them it is—in fact, for all but one—as a

j
general rule, worse than useless, being absolutely injurious.

I

Yet it is with horsemen, farriers, cattle-proprietors, herds, and,
to a great extent, even among veterinary-surgeons, a time-
honoured custom that has still its strenuous advocates, not-
withstanding its being opposed to every principle of common-
sense, and to all rational deductions from experience. The
only purpose for which blood-letting is admissible is as a
curative measure. It sliould be held as an axiom that it is

cjtiite time enough to abstract llood when doiiij so has become
necessary from the presence of disease. I wish it to be also

understood that even the presence of disease ought not to

warrant " blood-letting" as a remedy, without its being first

taken into consideration whether or not the disease is of that
particular nature tliat is likely to be benefited by the operation

;

for although an inflammatory action may be its very essence,

it may be one for which the loss of blood would be injurious.

Even in acute diseases, whether blood-letting is inclicated or
not will depend on the part—tlie tissue or organ—that is

suffering from the inflammatory attack ; also on the character
or type of the malady. Eor instance, blood-letting is injurious
if the nature of the disease be typhoid, very depressing to the
powers of life, shows great debility of the nervous system, a
languor in the minute ramifications of the circulating vessels,

or a tendency in tlie fluids, and those structures in which they
predominate, to putrefaction. These form prominent charac-
teristics in many epizootical (generally called epidemical)
affections, such as infiuenza and distemper in horses, typhus iu
cattle, and the disease at present committing such fearful

ravages among the sheep, particularly breeding-ewes, of this
country. In tliis latter affection, so great is the tendency to
decomposition, that in inveterate cases it seems absolutely to
commence even before the extinction of life, and it is almost an
impossibility to cure or save the meat of sucli animals, no matter
how carefully salted, or however early iu the affection they
may be slaughtered, for the purpose of converting them into
food, as is frequently attempted.

In tlris sheep disease the vital force which endows the living
frame, in a healthy condition, with the power to resist ordi-
nary chemical actions between its constitutents, becomes en-
feebled from the inclemencies and privations to which the
animals were exposed during the past winter. Thence arises
the putrefactive tendency. The ewes, being the least able to
resist these prostrating influences, suffer tlie most. In this
disease the blood, as a supporter of life, becomes deteriorated
in quality, and the animals die from its being unable to efli-

cieutly fulfil its variousfunctions. Iu many cases'thej/jo.s/ mortem
examinations show, according to generally received notions of
pathology, no sufficient amount of disease in any particular
organ, to account for a fatal termination ; althoushwhen the
deterioration of that vital power, which in tlie healthy animal
resists chemical decomposition, ig considered (which is most

evident from the state of the tissues even when an animal is

killed before the disease has run its natural course), there is

recognised quite sufficient to explain the cause of death, with-

out seeking it in any particular organ, althougb iu many cases

serous effusions are found in the chest, abdomen, and brain, and
sanguineous ones within the structure of tlie lungs and other

organs, causing, along with the general tendency to decomposi-
tion, a softened destruction of their tissues.

This peculiarly diseased stat e of the system is the very reverse

of any of the active inflammatory ones in whicli blood-letting

is admissible. No excess of vascular action can be discerned at

any period of the disease. If the pulsations of the heart are

increased in their rapidity, their force is found greatly enfee-

bled. Let such a state of disease be called wliat it may, it

certainly is different in every respect from active inflammatory

action. Yet, blood-letting lias been recommended, and is by
many practised for it as a remedy. The operation but accele-

rates death. It is blood of a better quality, and more of it,

that is required ; and this cannot be accomplished by diminish-

ing the quantity of the already too impoverished fluid circu-

lating through the debilitated and fast decaying system of the

afl'ected animal. Such a procedure but confirms the putrefac-

tive tendency. I have more fully aUuded to this sheep malady
than to any other disease of the many to which almost similar

observations would be applicable, in consequence of its being

one which is very prevalent at present in the west of Ireland,

and which oft'ers a striking example of a type of diseased ac-

tion in which blood-letting is contra-indicated, as v^eU as from
its also being one the. nature of which, I conceive, is misunder-
stood.

I trust I shall shortly be enabled, through the medium of

Professor Cameron's assistance, to present a chemical analysis

of the blood as affected in this malady, compared with that

fluid in the healthy animal. I feel assured that in studying

the diseases of animals, what I call pathological chemistry has
hitherto been too much neglected, and that its proper cultiva-

tion cannot otlierwise than lead to most important and practi-

cally valuable results. Chemistry has done much in the prac-

tice of medicine towards alleviating human suffering. I am of

opinion it is capable of doing stiU much more for the brute

creation.

Many horse-proprietors and stock-owners are in the habit

of having their animals bled periodically, some once, others

twice a-year, as a sanitary measure, either for the prevention

of disease or from the erroneous notion that loss of blood is

conducive to muscular vigour and a tendency to a more profit-

able assimilation of the food into flesh and otlier tissues.

Though this custom seems to have the sanction of long estab-

lished usage, nothing could be more opposed to reason and all

known principles of physiology. As well might a pugilist be
bled with the view of developing his physical force and en-

durance to the utmost for an approaching prize-fight, or re-

cruits bled previously to the commencement of their drU], or

the more veteran soldiers lose a portion of their vital fluid

with the view of enabling them the better to endure the

fatigues of a campaign, as to bleed horses for the purpose of

getting them into that state of condition necessary for severe

work, or to bleed cattle as a sanitary measure, as a preventive

of disease, or for the purpose of increasing their " thriving"

or fattening tendencies. Yet, the malpractice is one of exten-

sive and every-day occurrence.

'\\nien, from an attack of a disease indicating: the advisa-

bility of blood-letting in an animal that has been subjected to

repeated loss of blood as a sanitary measure, recourse is had
to the operation, its efficacy wiU be found greatly lessened from
the constitution having become habituated to periodical losses

of blood. Blood-letting has been strenuously advocated as a

preventive measure, particularly against epidemic, epizootic,

infectious, and contagious diseases. The loss of blood under
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such circiimstauees has quite n contrary effect to tlie oue de-

sired. The tendency to absorb from 1 he surrounding' medium
is greatly increased. Many animals that would escape llic

poisonous influence had tliey not been bled become ail'ccted
;

their systems, previously debilitated from loss of blood, too
often succumbing to the disease, the accession of which, iu

many instances, might be avoided by refraining from the use
of the lancet. For I state it as a positive fact, the result of
much observation, experience, and study, that blood-letting,

instead of preventing the attack of these diseases, but predis-

poses the animals to become affected by the peculiar influences

\yhich produce them, whether epidemical, endemical, infec-

tious, or contagious. Before entering further into the ques-
tion, it is desirable to give some information as to the eli'ects

produced by loss of blood on the animal system ; to under-
stand which, tliey should be studied as produced on animals
iu such a state that there is no other influence in operation to

affect the phenomena. To do tliis, the study must be made on
animals in a perfectly healthy state ; for the effects of blood-
letting are greatly modifled by tlie presence of some diseases

—they arc widely difterent in some diseases from what they
are in others. Tn some, the loss of blood, if not pushed too
far, and yet to a suflicieut extent, increases the chances of life's

being prolonged by the operation ; while in others, blood-
letting but accelerates, if it do not actually cause a fatal ter-

mination to the malady. If blood be abstracted from a healthy
animal to a suflieient extent to produce an immediate and re-

markable impression, a tendency to fainting, or that pheno-
menon fully developed, is the efteet produced. The animal
evinces signs of distress, the respiration is increased, the eye

becomes languid, its stare vacant ; the pulse, at first rapid and
full, becomes weak, thready, and irregular, then imperceptible

;

the frame trembles ; the limbs totter if the animal is moved
;

they at last become unable to support the superincumbent
frame, and the animal falls down insensible ; in fact, he faints.

Tainting from loss of blood is a wise provision of nature. It

is the result of not enough blood's going to the brain. During
the faint, the circulation of the blood seems partially suspended,

and the wounded vessels have time to contract, as well as the

blood at their opened parts to coagulate and plug up their

bleeding orifices, thus preventing bleeding to death—a won-
derful provision of Providence. A soldier on a battle field re-

ceives a wound dividing some large vessels ; with every pul-

sation of the heart the blood is squirted out in jets ; the brain

receives an insufficient quantity of the vital fluid ; the heart

almost entirely ceases to act ; the wounded man faints ; and
well for him he does, for, during the suspension of the circula-

tion, the blood coagulates iu the vessels where they have been
wounded, forming a plug that prevents the recurrence of the

haemorrhage on the heart's resuming its proper functions. 'Tis

thus the fainting of the w'ounded, whether man or Ijrute, so

often prevents " bleeding to death."

The recovery, or, as a sailor would say, the " righting," of

the system from loss of blood is generally called " reaction"
which varies in its character according to circiunstances. Some-
times the animal sinks, instead of recovers, dying from the loss

of blood. On a knowledge of reaction depends a person's

being able to properly understand the elTects, application, and
misapplication of blood-letting. Therefore, although the sub-

ject may not be amusing to the general reader, it is one a

knowledge of which is indispensable, before anything Uke cor-

rect notions can be obtained as to the application of blood-

letting as a remedial measure either in brute or human
medicine. The varieties of reaction not being properly under-

stood has caused a greater amount of lives being lost, both in

man and the domestic animals, from blood-letting, than has

ever been saved by even its most judicious application. There

is a state of the system frequently brought about by blood-

letting so closely resembhng inflammatory action that it is

treated as such. Repetitions of the blood-letting is had re-

course to, under the mistaken idea of subduing what is erro-

neously thought to be an inflammation. The symptoms get

worse instead of better, the letting of blood is persevered in,

and the animal dies—not from any inflammatory action, but

from excessive reaction, caused absolutely by mere loss of

blood. This state can be induced, even in the healthy animal,

by repeatedly abstracting small quantities of blood from the

system. It is the true cause of the great mortality among
animals treated by the " blood-letting practitioners." A horse

is found to be unwell, dull, a little off his feed, and, perhaps,

giving an occasional cough. On examination, the pulse is

found not increased in number, yet the animal, to use a stable

term, is evidently " amiss." It is thought the loss of some

blood will soon make him all right ; four, five, or sis quarts

are abstracted from his jugular. On the next morning the

animal is found worse instead of better ;
his pulse has increased

iu number instead of diminished, his breathing is quicker, and

he is more uneasy. It is then thought that there has not been

sufficient blood taken to arrest the inflammation—that if more

had been abstracted the attack would have been cut short ; or,

as many of the energetically spoken would say, " knocked on

the head." Under this impression the horse is again bled, but

with no happier result. The symptoms become aggravated

;

the breathing more laborious ; the pulse much quicker, perhaps

jerking
;
great uneasiness is evinced, and it is decided to " take

a little more blood." Still the symptoms present no ameliora-

tion. The pulsations become more numerous within a given

time ; the arteries seem to bound l)eneath the fiuger ; many of

them, the small ones in which no pulsation could be found

l)eforc, now show it most distinctly ; the action of the heart

becomes throljbing, sometimes tremulous, often irregular ; the

animal blows like a pair of quickly-worked bellows in his

breathing ; and although these symptoms are caused by loss of

blood, yet there is an increase of temperature ; the superficial

vessels of the head are turgid, and the mucous membranes
within the eyelids aud the nose are injected, leading the gene-

rality of observers to imagine that the system was suffering

from an active inflammatory attack, for which blood-letting

was necessary for its subjugation. Such cases either suddenly

sink, or the reaction continues increasing until it eventually

completely exhausts the vital powers, and the animal falls a

victim to the injudicious application of the very means that

had been adopted to save him. I have seen in my professional

career some thousands of horses sacrificed in tliis manner, by
excessive reaction resulting from loss of blood being mistaken

for an inflammatory aftection requiring a repetition of blood-

letting. Previously to death, iu such cases, the animal shows
unmistakable 'symptoms of what is thought to be bronchitis.

The air tubes and cells of the lungs fill with mucus, which
assists, by its suffocative tendency, in the destruction of Life.

Sometimes after blood-letting there is induced a state

diametrically opposed to that just described as " excessive

reaction." It may, therefore, be called " defective reaction."

The pulse, although increased in number, is so feeble that it

can scarcely be felt beneath the finger. The beating of the

heart is of the same character : they are both sometimes irre-

gular. The animal droops his head, hangs the under-lip, and

is cold on the surface, particularly of the ears aud limbs.

The breathing is oppressed iu character, as well as accele-

rated. The lungs are evidently affected : their air-cells and

passages cannot get rid of the mucus that is secreted into

them ; there is much restlessness and general distress ; the

fore-legs are held far apart; the gait, if movement is at-

tempted, is tottering : at last the limbs refuse to support the

frame, the animal falls, often in attempting to lie dowu, and,

if a horse, quickly dies. Such are the symptoms of an ani-

mal's dying from loss of blood, where the reaction has been

insufficient for the effectual rallying of the system. It is thus

auimals die from the effects of blood-letting, when it has been
improperly prescribed as a curative measure iu those diseases

of a depressing nature, as far as regards nervous influence and
the general circulation, such as influenza and distemper in

horses, typhus in cattle, and most sheep diseases.

Having alluded to the two kinds of reaction foUovving loss

of blood which are inimical to life, allusion is necessarj' to

that amount or state of reaction which is the most desirable,

and the best calculated for the establishment of health, or the

animal's recovery from the effects of loss of blood. In my
lectures, at the Royal Dublin Society, I was in the habit of

designating it " simple reaction :" of late, however, I regard

the term " healthy reaction " as more desirable. I shall, to

make it better understood, first consider it as seen in a healthy

animal that has been blooded to the extent of producing

fainting. A description of its phenomena, as observed in

cases of disease in the treatment of which blood-letting has

been used as a remedy, must be postponed till those maladies

come, in due course, under consideration. If the reaction be
healthy, after the animal having been bled to the extent of

fainting being produced, no peculiar symptoms indicating a

deviation from health can be observed, excepting general weak-
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ness, particularly of the muscular powers. There is scarcely

any increased action of the heart or pulsation of the arteries.

The vessels throughout the system quickly adapt their capa-

cities to the diminished quantity of Wood within them, and

are again "raduaUy distenciea with the vitalizing and nutrient

fluid hy the additions to its quantity received from tlie results

of digestion and assimilation, which form hlood out of matters

apparently least like it, that are received into the stomach as

food. Let it not be imagined that it is merely an increase in

the quantity of the hlood that is required to re-establish a

healthy state of the system. Tlie quantity of the nutrient

fluid circulating throughout the frame must be brought up to

the required standard of nutrient and nerve-stimulating power.

Were it not so, the lost balance in the circulating fluid could

soon he restored hy the animal drinking even water, which
would be quickly absorbed, and thus, in some measure, re-

establish the balance as to quantity, but not as to quality.

Death from loss of blood may be either immediate or

remote—immediate, when with the flowing of the vital fluid

ebbs the tide of life, imtil death takes possession of the frail

bark of mortality ; remote, when any of the modifications of

reaction or sinking intervene between the detraction of blood

and the termination of life. It would appear that in disso-

lution, as in fainting, the brain is the first part the functions

of which become deranged. For some time after the brain

lias ceased to act, it is observed that the heating of the heart

and the circulation in the blood-vessels are kept up. In im-

mediate death, consequent ou the loss of blood, the first symp-
toms resemble those of approaching fainting. The animal
sighs and becomes restless ; the pulse increases iu frequency,

hut diminishes in force ; the respiratory movements become
hurried, and perspiration exudes from the skin. If the head
of the animal be kept in an elevated position he faUs to the

ground in a state of fainting, which in the horse is of short

duration. "\^'Tien dovra, he struggles violently, the blood still

flowing ; the limbs quiver ; the respiration becomes gasping
;

the eye is drawn into the orbit, forcing out tlie haw ; and the

abdominal muscles contract to expel the air out of the lungs,

the last act of life being an expiration.

If, instead of holding the animars head up while the blood

is flowing, he is left at liberty, he staggers about, instinct-

ively holding the head down, and spreading the legs apart from
each other to keep himself fi-om falling ; but he at last falls

with a tremendous force, surviving but a short time when
down, and in dying evincing the same train of symptoms as

those I have just described when the animal first faints, from
the head being kept above the level of his body. Tliere are

many instances in which death has been extremely sudden from
loss of blood. This most frequently happens when there

is internal hasmorrhage, or when there has been much blood

taken away on a previous occasion. Internal haeraorrliage in

the horse more frequently results from ruptured liver, conse-

quent on a diseased state of that organ, than from any other

cause. Many horses have suddenly dropped dead before even
an ounce of blood could be extracted from tlie jugular vein,

which had been opened with a view of alleviating wliat was
thought to be some highly acute inflammatory affection, re-

quiring the detraction of blood.

The discovery of such an accident as ruptured liver cannot
well escape those who take tlie trouble of examining tlie state

of the membrane of the eye and inside nose, and inquiring into

the previous history of the case. They are found to be of a
yellowish-white colour, very pale. The ears and extremities

are cold ; the pulse of a very peculiar character, more easily re-

membered by those who have once observed it than to be de-

scribed with accuracy, the character of the pulse being judged
of by the organ of touch, the sensibility and education of
which vary to an amazing extent in different individuals. The
perusal of these observations may not be interesting or amusing
to the cursory reader, hut their study is absolutely necessary
to understand that practical portion of the subject.

It is generally thought that where there is greatly increased
action of the heart and pulse, in force as well as frequency, the
case is one for which blood-letting is desirable. There are,

however, many cases presenting those symptoms in which to
take blood is but to diminish the chances of recovery. The
number of the pulse and of respiration is by no means as infal-
lible a criterion, as to the propriety either of abstracting
blood or the contrary, as the generality of persons imagine.
The apparently fevered state of the system may depend on cir-

cumstances for the combatting against which blood-letting

would be most injudicious. For instance, if a horse is affected

with gravel or stone in the bladder, he is likely to occasionally

suffer excruciating agony. The entire system sympathises
;

the pulse augments in force and frequency, the breathing be-

comes accelerated, and the animal restless. Blood-letting

would but debilitate, and render the frame less able to endure

the suffering. It would not even diminish, let alone remove,
the exciting cause of the mischief. One of the most familiar

examples of great constitutional disturbance being induced,

from sympathetic action in the horse, is where there is the for-

mation ofmatter beneath the horn of the foot, whether result-

ing from the prick of a shoeing nail, or from some other

wound, from a bruise, or from spontaneous suppuration, some-
thing like whitlow in the finger of a human being. The accu-

mulating matter is pent up beneath the unyielding horn, causing

such intense pain that the circulation and respiration become
syampathetieally affected, through the medium of the nervous

system, presenting symptoms often mistaken for general in-

flammatory action, requiring blood-letting. In such affections

the endurance to loss of blood is diminished, instead of in-

creased.

The primary desideratum in medicine, whether brute or

human, is to ascertain the cause of derangement. Too fre-

quently effects are mistaken for, or confounded with, the causes

which produce them. To distinguish between cause and effect

is the grand keystone to the arch of medical science, and of,

in fact, philosophy itself. Certain conditions of organs and
tissues, aud the circumstances under which they are relatively

situated, often produce for their result a peculiar state of the

system, very much resembling general inflammatory action,

requiring blood-letting ; but for wliich the measure would be
injurious. The state of the animal in severe colic from indi-

gestion is a striking example. A quantity of imperfectly di-

gested food accumulates and becomes impacted in the intestines,

sometimes iu the stomach, causing great abdominal pain ; the

animal throws himself about his box or stall in agony ; the

pulse becomes rapid, at first strong and regular, though, as the

disease advances, weak and irregular. If relief be not afforded,

by getting the stomach and bowels to act and get rid of the
offending matter, inflammation of the intestines will certainly

set in, and most likely prove fatal. There is no inflammatory
action in the first stage, notwithstanding the alarming symp-
toms of the increased pulse, rapid breathing, and frantic plung-
ings. Bleeding in such cases is injurious. It but debilitates,

rendering the constitution unable to hold out through the suf-

fering. Even if absolute inflammation has commenced, it can
be of no service unless the cause which has produced it be re-

moved. The indigested accumulated mass within the intes-

tines, the cause of mischief must be removed, or all other re-

medies will be fruitless in beneficial effects. Remove the cause,

and the effects which so much resemble acute inflammatory
action will soon disappear. Of course, if before the removal
of the offending undigested mass inflammation has been already

established, the proper treatment for inflammation of the
bowels must be adopted ; but not before the stomach and in-

testines have been relieved from their obstruction. Much
nicety is required in discriminating the difference between such
cases and primary inflammation of the bowels. There are

some cases of indigestion in many of which the stomach is

found distended with a hardly impacted mass of food, just as

it had been swallowed, in which derangement of the brain is so

much the predominating symptom that the affection is fre-

quently mistaken for inflammation or disease of that organ
itself, instead of its functions being merely deranged from its

sympathy with the stomach. Practitioners labouring under
this mistake frequently bleed, and direct their treatment to the
head, instead of the digestive organs. The result is death.

The treatment should be directed towards the stomach and
intestines, with the view of inducing the expulsion of the ac-

cumulated mass of impacted food from the stomacli through the

bowels. Bleeding is most injudicious in such cases. The
affection has been called, aud not inappropriately, " stomach
staggers." The animal at first shows symptoms of uneasiness

;

he is restless, continually pawing, looking round at his flank,

and breathing quickly. The pain increases, he knocks himself

about, the respiration becomes blowing, his eyes wild looking,

he becomes unconscious, he forces his head blindly forwards

against rack, manger, wall, or anything before liim, as if his

object were to push through thew ; the pupils of Jiis eye? be.
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come dilated, his breathing more prolonged and noisy ; some-
times there are sudden starts of violence ; at last he falls and
dies. Ou opening him, the stomach is found distended with
food nearly to bursting. Tiie brain presents no appearance to

account for the symptoms of its derangement evinced before

death—symptoms which are too often mistaken for those of

inllammatiou within the lu-ad, and treated accordingly, particu-

larly by the abstraction of large quantities of blood ; but in

which blood-letting but accelerates the fatal termination. Tliis

aifectiou is freijuently met with in grass-feeding horses, used in

slow draught—sometimes, however, in a differeut class of ani-

mal. Some years ago it caused the deatli of a most valuable

thorough-bred sire in my possession, Cup-bearer. He man-
aged one night to force open the door of his Ijox, and get into

the stable-yard, under a shed in which was the Irean cliest, its

lid up. Ho got at the beans, of which he was very fond.
He ate of them till lie was satisfied, and having done so, it is

l)resumed he went to the water tank, and drank plentifully.

T\nien found in the morning, and put back in his box, he seemed
in excellent health and spirits, but in a short time afterwards

was seized with colic.* He became violent, then unconscious,

and showed all tliose symptoms of derangement of the brain I

have already described. I gave the remedies I thought desi-

rable, but with little hope of saving life ; for I observed a

peculiar state of tlie tail, which was elevated and quivering,

that led me to suspect he had ruptured either the stomach or

some of the intestmes. My surmise proved to be correct. He
died.

On opening him, the stomach was found enormously dis-

tended witli food, principally beans, and a tear in it nearly six

inches in length, athnitting some of the food to escape among
the bowels into the cavity of the abdomen. "V^Tien the beans

with which he had distended his stomacli began to swell, from
their exposure to the influence of moisture and heat, he became
uneasy and pained. Tlie distension of the stomach was so

great that the brain became sympathetically deranged in its

functions. Eventually the stomach burst
;

perhaps during

some of the animal's desperate struggles, while writhing in the

agony of irremediable pain. Even had the stomacli not been
ruptured, bleeding would, as in all such cases, have been worse
than useless.

As in the human-being, teething in young animals, particu-

larly horses, is frequently accompanied by derangements of the

system of the most serious description, the symptoms of which
are very deceptive, and mistaken for inflammation of a par-

ticular organ, often the brain. In some such cases there

is much general fever and constitutional disturbance. Not
snfrequently mistaken ideas, relative to what the affection

really is, leads to blood-lettings being WTOngly adopted as a
remedy. Frequently wlieu the gum over the tooth is lanced,

and a little aperient medicine given, all the urgent symptoms
disappear.

The constitutional imtation attending the formation of ab-

scesses, or consequent on injuries, or the lodgment of foreign

bodies, as buUets or splinters, is too often mistaken for general

inflammatory action of that nature requiring blood-letting.

The difficulty of arriving at the real cause of such derange-

ments is sometimes exceedingly great : the sufl"ering animal

being unaljle to describe his sufferings, or point to their locality,

is unable to give assistance in determining the nature of the

affection. Symptoms, the history of the ease, and of the

different circumstances connected with it, are the only means of

arriving at the truth. It is the duty of persons following

veterinary-surgery as a vocation to make themselves thorouglily

acquainted, practically as well as theoretically, with the phy-

sical signs, and their comparison, by which the different causes

of suffering in the brute creation can be distinguished from
each other. Although the animal is dumb, the language of

his suffering frame, as evinced by physical symptoms, if pro-

perly understood, is as eloquent, and less capable of deceiving

than mere words.

Although general bleeding has an injurious effect in

sympathetic irritation, the abstraction of blood from the

diseased locality, if it is possible, is generally found to give

relief. Thus, if a joint be suffering from inflammation, the

result of injury, and that the constitutional symptoms are

severe, it is often found that the abstraction of blood from the

locality, either by appUcation of leeches to the shaven surface,

or by opening one of the veins, is attended by the most bene-

ficial results.

It is sometimes very difficult to draw an exact line of de-

marcation between the state of constitutional irritation and
that of inflammation. One will, under certain circumstances,

produce the other. Generally, if the case be thoroughly in-

vestigated, the decision as to treatment is easy.

Generally speaking, the existence of inflammatory action in-

creases the extent of endurance to loss of blood ; but to a very

different extent in different diseases. A knowledge of the dif-

ferent degrees of hemorrhagic endurance is of the greatest im-

portance in veterinary medicine. As to prescribing the loss of

blood (as I have already stated) in a measured quantity, it is

absurd. Nothing can give a proper indication of how much
should be abstracted but the symptoms which are evinced by
the animal as the blood flows. Whenever it is necessary to

bleed, care should be taken that the animal be placed in the

best position for the operation to be effective. It is customary
to turn horses round in tlie stall, with their tails to the manger,
and to bleed them in that position. The ground of stalls is

generally much higher before than behind, for the purpose of

letting the water drain off ; consequently, when the animal is

bled with his tail towards the manger, his head and forehead

are much lower than natural in relation to the rest of his

frame. In proportion as the head is held low, so is the diffi-

culty increased of producing the desired effect on the system
;

and the great object should be to produce the effect ou the

brain and nervous system, with the loss of as little as possible

of the vital fluid.

In what is called " general blood-letting," the animal's fore

jiart should be placed on a surface as much higher than the
hinder one as can be borne without inconvenience. The head
should be held higli, and a large orifice made in the vein, to

admit of the blood flowing freely. If a horse is bled under
such circumstances, the desired impression, the incipient symp-
toms of fainting, will be produced much sooner, and with a far

less loss of blood, and consequently stamina, than if the patient

be bled in the ordinary position. After the operation, in tying

the animal up, to prevent his rubbing the aperture in the vein,

the liead should not be kept high. K it be so, the reaction

will be slow—perhaps imperfect. Often horses are severely

injured by their fainting and falling down after blood-letting,

wlule their lieads are tied up to the rack. I disapprove of the

horse's head being tied up in the usual manner after bleeding.

If the operation has been properly performed, as far as regards

the opening of the vein, and the subsequent closing of it, there

is little danger of the horse rubbing it for some hours subse-

quently. They generally do not commence to rub the neck
until it becomes itchy in healing, or that the pin used in stop-

ping the orifice commences to cause inconvenience.

The irritation and severe colicky pains caused by the pre-

sence of worms within the bowels are very Hable to be mis-

taken for an inflammatory attack of those organs, and are fre-

quently treated by blood-letting. Certainly, worms occasion -

ally produce such irritation that absolute inflammation of the

bowels is induced, and energetic measures are required to

arrest its progress; but bleeding wiU produce no salutary

effect. On the contrary, it will only prostrate the vital powers,

without subduing the disease ; to overcome which, it is neces-

sary to remove its existing cause—the worms. Wien, by the

presence of the parasites, inflammation has been established in

the digestive canal, the case becomes so complicated that much
judgment is necessary for its judicious treatment. The first

object should be to relieve the pain. This is generally effected

by opiates ; along with whicli are frequently given, and with

most satisfactory results, turpentine, in combination with

quick-acting purgatives. Counter-ii ritatiou to the surface of

the abdomen is in many cases found advantageous ; but blood-

letting is seldom necessary.

When it is ascertained that a horse has worms, it is gene-

rally found that some remedy, either in form of drench or ball,

or both, is suggested as a specific. Persons who have not

thoroughly investigated the subject do not take into considera-

tion that there are several kinds of worms, and that what will

remove one description is totally inefficacious for the removal

of another. One thing for certain : frequently there are eases

of severe pain and constitutional disturbance, from the pre-

sence of worms in the intestines, that are mistaken for acute

inflammation of the bowels, and erroneously treated accord-

ingly, particularly with respect to blood-letting.

The class of diseases which best bear the loss of blood, and,

consequently, require it the most, are those affecting acutely
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the brain and its coverings. When there are symptoms of

apoplexy, or tliat that disease lias actually set iii, the system can

bear, not only with impunity, but also with advantage, a

greater loss of blood than would prove fatal in almost any

other disease. This should be expected, when we consider the

extensive influence of the brain over the entire system, and

that the very essence of the affection is a congested or dis-

tended state of its vessels vritli blood. This state of the brain

and its membranes must be distinguished from that caused

sympatlietically by the state of the digestive organs, already

described as a result of indigestion, the presence of worms,

or the constitutional irritation in the young animal conse-

quent on teething. There is also a peculiar cerebral afl'ec-

tion consequent on the balance of the circulation's being

lost, as an effect produced by a peculiar disease of the

heart, which should not be confounded with the state of

the system requiring blood-letting for the alleviation of its

symptoms.
In acute inflammation of the membranes covering the brain,

and intervening between that organ and the bones of the skull,

the amount of blood that can be taken without injury is very

great, yet not so great as that required in cases of apoplexy.

In acute inflammation of the eye, a vast degree of hemor-

rhagic endurance is evinced.

Acute inflammation of the covering of the lungs and the

lining membrane of the chest (pleurisy) bears the detraction of

a great quantity of blood.

Inflammation of the covering of the intestines and the lining

of the abdomen (peritonitis) comes next in order. In fact, the

inflammation of all serous membranes, the lining of cavities

that do not freely communicate with the external air, hear the

loss of great qua ntities of blood with comparative impunity.

Even if the case be one of acute inflammation within the in-

terior of a joint, this law is evident. It is also the same in

acute inflammatory action of all the white tissues of the frame,

such as surround joints, the sheaths of tendons, the tissues

which bind down the muscles, the lining membranes and the

coverings of the heart, and the fibrous structure which forms the
sack in which the heart is placed.

There is an affection frequently met with in horses, that,

although not inflammatory, imperatively requires the abstrac-

tion of blood for its relief, and the recovery of the animal. It

is what may be designated active congestion of the lungs, from
their functions and those of the circulation being overtaxed,

when the animal is not in a fit state for rapid and prolonged
exertion. A horse in high condition, without previous train-

ing or the necessray preparative exercise, is taken out either in

the hunting field or for fast work on the road ; he is forced to

continue the pace longer than his breathing apparatus can act

with efficiency ; he is pushed beyond his powers. If high-

couraged, he struggles on against the distress of impending
suftocation. If the hunting-field is the scene of his exertions,

he totters, and falls from loss of breath. If the road, he is rid-

den or driven to a " stand-still." He is brought to his stable
;

the breathing never becomes tranquil ; he becomes more dis-

tressed. If relief be not afforded, he dies. On opening him,
the lungs are found gorged with blood, their colour dark, and
every evidence present of his having died from suffocation, con-

sequent on the blood having ceased to circulate through them.
This state of the organs may be called the last extreme of con-

gestion. I regard it as one of true apoplexy of the lungs, for

there is rupture of, and extravasation from, the vessels.

Blood-letting, pushed to the fullest extent the animal can
bear, his head being held high during the operation, is the only

reliable chance of recovery. The lungs, surcharged with blood
tiU their vessels are uearly bursting, must be relieved from the

blood that has accumulated within them ; and that can only

be accomplished by copious blood-letting. The over-taxing of

horses in a state of undue plethora, from over-feeding and want
of sufficient previous exercise, is the cause of this affection,

which, though not at first inflammatory, but merely congestive,

from the state of the circulation, requires blood-letting to the

great est extreme to which it can be pushed, if tne fluid be ab-

stracted with rapidity.

—

Irish Farmers^ Gazette.

WHEAT VERSUS STOCK AND GEASS.
The following remarks may attract the attention of scientific

agriculturists.

I have for well nigh fifty years been intimately and very

largely connected with land, and having been constantly called

on to adjust the claims and study the interests of landlords and
tenants, I have been much assisted in that duty by preserving

a record of the prices of farm produce.

In transcribing an abridged extract from this register, I

wish to direct your attention to the following facts :

—

1st, That during the last forty years the price of oatmeal

has averaged 38s. per load, or about Is. lid. the old peck.

2nd, That when meal bore a price of 35s. per load, wheat
averaged about 35s. per boU, or 50s. per qr. of 4801bs.

As these facts are borne out by the annexed table (see

below), I now request your attention to the great changes in

the prices of all farm produce during the last twelve years.

£eefa.n(l mv.tfon averaged 50s. per cwt. prior to 1850. The
ruling price is now from 60s. to 63s. per cwt.

Ayrshire cheese for ten years prior to 1853 averaged 8s. 52d.

per tron stone ; while for ten years prior to 1863 the tron stone

of Ayrshire cheese (I take the prices from the sales of an ex-

tensive farmer in this vicinity) averaged 13s. Id.

Tork in 1853 sold at 7s. 8jd. per tron stone ; while the
average of ten years ending in 1863 was 10s. 9id. per tron
stone.

Oatmeal for ten years prior to 1850 (leaving out the two
years of the potato famine) averaged 39s. id. per load, and for

the twelve years ending in 1863 the average price rose to
37s. 9d.

While each and all of the above kinds of farm produce have
increased in price, we must turn our attention to the price of
wheat, which in our Ayrshire soil is the least remunerative,
though by far the most expensive, crop to the farmer.
Ten years prior to 1853 the average price of wheat in this

county was 43s. lOd. per qr.

Five years ending iu 1857 the price rose to 57s. 9d. per qr.

Five years ending in 1863 it fell to an average of 43s. 8d.

per qr. ; while the last year it only produced the fiars price of

41s. per qr.

Were the causes which have latterly led to a fall in the

price of wheat of such a character as to induce us to anticipate

their removal, \^e might wait patiently for the change ; but I

am morally convinced that we have much more reason to

apprehend a continuous fall than any rise in this individval

article of farm produce.

As the subject is one of much importance, allow me to

explain my reasons in detail.

The last ten years have added enormously to the manufac-
tures of this country ; every article required for the consump-
tion of our operatives has risen in price, excepting wheat ; and
I see no cause to anticipate that the same prices which have
lately ruled our markets with regard to aU other farm produce
will not continue to be available, as it is evident that our

manufacturing operatives must be fed ; and that no farm pro-

duce int wheat can be largely introduced to the injury of our
farmers.

Wheat stands very differently, as we not only have extensive

supplies from continental Europe, but we are exposed to heavy
importations of flour from America.
On this last point it is necessary to keep in view the present

position of America.
Formerly, the Americans in the Northern States purchased

largely from us, and their remittances were made i/i cotton,

totiacco, ^'c. This system must now likely cease ; and while

the Northern States will require supplies of both money and
manufactures from us, they will pay us in ivheat and Indian

corn, which are almost the only articles of produce at their

command. It is true that we are already exposed to this ; but

when it is considered that the Western States can supply wheat
at Chicago at 4s. to 7s. per qr., it is evident that they will

soon find some mode of cheapening the expense of transit \o

New York or to the place of export. Let us contrast the
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could not properl}' matui-e a maximum crop in any season.

They all knew how desirable it was to have a nice purling

stream running through a farm, and this might be either

originated or improved by a good system of drainage. Much

might be done in this direction by deepening and straightening

ditches, and keeping them clean, lie had been used to clay

districts before he came into this neighbourhood, and he had

often observed in a poor, wet field, that the land was consider-

ably better 10 or 20 feet from a good ditch than it was in the

other parts, which was no doubt owing to the carrying off of

tlie water. Speaking of draining generally, and the different

descriptions of drains, he had often seen rules laid down for

tlie draining of certain fields ; but he had found in practice

that it was difficult to lay down any general rule for any field.

Draining, to be done properly, must be done in a manner best

calculated to meet the case in hand. If they had a stiff, tena-

cious clay, tliere could be no question that they must put the

drains deeper and nearer together than in other soils. On
such land they should never be more than 30 feet apart, nor

less than 4 feet deep. One indispensable condition was that

the work should be done in dry weather, either in spring or

autumn. In this case, instead of having to fill in the drains

with wet clay, little better than mud, by being exposed two or

three days it got hard, and when thrown in left interstices,

which by the action of the water afterwards formed fissures,

greatly facilitating the rapid passing away of the surface water
;

and he had foiuid drains cut in dry weather work immediately

after a rainfall, while those cut in wet weather did not fre-

quently work tiU next day, or scarcely at all, owing to the

compactness of the clay over the pipes. This was a most im-

portant matter in the draining of clay soils. AVhere they got

into a water-bearing strata, however, such as sand or gravel

and such subsoils, he did not hold with carrying the drains

quite so deep, as the water in such land would drain a long

distance almost horizontally. He had no doubt that drains as

often failed from being too deep as too shallow, and vice versa.

When a draining engineer, or anyone else, had got his main
drain cut, then was the time to decide the depth, width, and
the inclination of the feeders. He had observed a great deal

of draining done in the direct fall of the land. He did not

approve of this, because he found that, instead of the water,

when it fell, going directly into the soil, it was carried some
distance along the surface, and went down on the top of the

drain in a sort of perpendicular stream. Tiiis was manifestly

what tliey did not want. It was well known that rain-water

was a rich fertilizer, and that it was advisable it should pass

through the soil directly where it fell. By this means the

land was considerably benefitted, for in the first place it de-

rived heat from the rain, as water falling from the clouds was
of much higher temperature than the atmosphere on the sur-

face of the ground. It was also well known that rain-water

contained a considerable quantity of ammonia and nitric acid.

He believed it was Liebig, a practical agriculturist, who said

rain-water might be considered, to a certain extent, a liquid

manure ; and that being the case, the more of this water they

could pass through the soil and into the drains, without inter-

fering with the operations of agriculture, the better for the

land. In addition to this, it carried away injurious substances,

such as peroxide of iron and other elements injurious to vege-

tation ; and thus, although in an imperceptible degree, they

got a purer soil. In order to facilitate the quick flow of water
from the surface, he therefore cut his drains diagonally with
the fall of the land, so that it might not have to travel far

before getting into some of the drains. He had often found
in practice that there was not sufficient care taken in the
" bottoming" of the drains, wliich was very essential to the

proper laying of the pipes. Drains were often " liottomed"
with a tool wider than the pipes, so that when the ground
began to heave one pipe was thrust one way and one another,
so partially closing the water way. He had also seen pipes
laid with a considerable distance between the joints, or pieces
broken off, and a piece of clay put over the aperture. These
defects it was obvious must interfere with the proper action of
the drains ; and it was desirable, both in the interest of the
landlord as well as the tenant, that if such expense was gone
to as drainage incurred it should be done properly. As to
filling in drains, he frequently found different opinions prevail.
He had seen it done with a clot from the surface of the land,
which he considered not only to be a waste of soil, but in-
jurious to the action of the drain, because the surface soil was

more soluble than the ground below, and it was carried by the

currents into the drains, which became foul, and thus fre-

quently stopped up earlier than they otherwise would be. In
his opinion there was nothing better on the top of a drain than

the hardest and strongest earth they could get ; and it should

be left oil the surface to get partially dry, instead of being put

in in a sloppy state. Another important consideration was
the outfalls, or " empts," as they were here termed by drainers.

These were very often badly formed, and when once formed
quite forgotten, llabbits sometimes got into the larger pipes,

and there dying caused stoppages, and the same was the case

with rats in the smaller pipes. It was therefore desirable that

there should be some sort of grating at the outfalls, and they

should have 6 inches, or still better, a foot fall at the mouth,

but, above all, be kept constantly clean and open, so that they

might not lie forgotten. He had frequently known tracks of

drainage completely spoiled, owing to the outfalls being stopped

up. AVeU, he would suppose the draining had been properly

done and paid for. But that was not all ; there was some-

thing more to be done after that. There were deep ploughing,

deep cultivation, and liberal manuring. After the land had
been saturated with water it was naturally poor, and charged

with sulistances not required for the growth of plants, for in

its original state it was impossible to keep it properly cleaned.

In fact, when they got the water off it was like a patient after

a severe illness, and required a tonic—something to strengthen

it, and get it into condition. This was as important as the

drainage. But he fi'equently found that when large sums had
been spent in draining poor soils the farmer thought he had
nothing more to do, particularly on pasture land. In such

cases there were no clovers in the herbage, and half the grass

was nothing but rushes, while the other half was scarcely

worth the name. If they turned stock upon land thus im-

poverished, it was little or no use, unless they fed with arti-

ficials ; and could they wonder that they did not come round
if they did not use some means to encourage the growth of

better grasses and the destruction of the rough grass and
rushes ? This could only be done by manuring in such a way
as to improve the herbage so as to carry a greater quantity of

stock. Then they might improve the land by the latter means,

but they could not when there was nothing to feed upon.

With these few remarks he would leave the subject to be dis-

cussed by the members present. Very probably he had told

them a great deal that tliey knew before, and he was aware
that he iiad much to learn upon the question ; but he hoped
to glean some information from the remarks which would
naturally follow, and in conclusion he would tender his sincere

thanks for the patience with which they had listened to his

observations.

Mr. Saunders said he quite agreed as to the advisability of

draining clay land in dry weather, if they had a good fall ; but

if it was rather flat, they would not, under such circumstances,

be perfectly sure they had the proper inclinations, unless the

men w^ere very particular about the work. He thought they

should be careful to have enough water to ensure a perfect run
where the land was nearly or quite level. They might lay in

the pipes in wet weather, and put a little earth tiU they saw
the run was good, leaving the other out a little time to get dry

and stiff. Mr. Bates justly remarked that they could not lay

down one uniform depth for aU kinds of land ; and on this he
differed with the Government, who would not advance money
for such purposes unless they laid the drains at a certain depth.

It was no use to go to that depth if they could not get an out-

fall for the water. He thought it well that they should leave

their outfall ditch so that it might be sunk a foot deeper, if

necessary, after the drains were put in. He had seen pipes

put in where, for the want of this precaution, there was no fall

for the water. If they got G inches or a foot fall the " empts"
would keep themselves clear. He had always found that if lie

did not drain land quite so deep a good outfall made up con-

siderably for the decrease in depth ; and he would rather not

drain very deep than spoil the outfall. He did not believe

anything paid better than draining where it was necessary,

and nothing would make better return for the capital expended.

In draining " sidelings," and there was a stratum from which
water came, by cutting right down the hiU they could carry

the water direct from the vein, and then they would be able to

put the drains much wider apart than otherwise. On strong

land, however, he believed they often erred by putting the

drains too wide. He quite agreed as to the necessity of liberal
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treatment after draining. Oa green land, however, lie would
as soon drain with good channels as witli pipes ; but then
they must guard against rabbits and rats. He had a piece
done this way merely by cutting a spit and turning the clots
upside down to form a water way, which had lasted 35 or 36
years ; but it was rather strong land. But this would not do
on arable land, because it might be broken down in ploughing.
He was a great advocate for liaviug aU what was called"" air-

drained."_ (Mr. Bates: Ventilated?) Yes, ventilated; and
tlie additional expense was not more than 20s. an acre. He
bad a field, a portion of which was air-drained and the other
drained in the ordinary manner ; but the former always worked
much sooner than tlie latter. It was very easily done ; and
he left the drains open at the top where there was a ditch, or
he put a cross pipe to connect them open at one end, so as to
allovv free ventilation. He quite coincided in the view that no
one field could be drained exactly like another.

Mr. Sly spoke of the difficulty he had experienced in drain-
ing boggy land. In such cases it was no use to say they should
be one distance apart or another ; but they had to find where
the water came from, and act accordingly. The Government
officer came down, and said they must put the drains so far
apart, and that all the works must be straight. There was a
bog spring about a foot and a-half or two feet from one of
these drains, and it continued running for months after. At
last he put in some faggots to make a bed for the pipes, and
since he had thus tapped the spring it had answered very well.

He found a great difficulty with the red water, which left a
crystal deposit in the pipes as soon as it came in contact witli

the air, and therefore he did not think " air draining" wotild

answer in such eases. It was very advisable to have the land
properly drained, and not neglect it afterwards.

Mr. Marke observed that where they had wet land to con-

tend with, it was no use to talk about high farming or im-

proving the land until the water was carried off. As Mr.
Bates had said, a good deep ditcli would sometimes teU won-
derfully. He had deepened a ditch preparatory to draining at

the bottom of a " sideling," and instead of one foot as formerly,

he had cut it four feet deep. He could not do the draining

that season, and the next he found the land did not require

draining for a considerable distance from that ditch, and it was
now the driest piece in the whole field. He quite agreed vidth

Mr. Bates as to early draining, even in a dry season ; and he
thought they woidd always find sufficient water at the bottom
to show what run they wanted. They could not be governed

by any set rules in draining ; but he thought that in whatever

soil it might be, where they found a variation in the strata,

there they should put down their pipes. Even in clay land he
did not think it advisable to go too deep, but rather a little

closer. It was, however, no use to drain unless they did some-
thing afterwards, for then they had the greatest part of the

work to do in encouraging not only good grass, but good
herbage. On clay soils, after manuring with farm-yard dung,
they got a large quantity of coarse grass ; but he generally

followed with a good dressing of lime and earth, which was
very good for encouraging the growth of clovers in the herb-

age. He thought there was a great deal of money wasted in

Government draining, by the pipes being laid too deep or too

far apart ; and this involved the tenant in an increased rental

for work wliicli was not effective.

Mr. Reader said it was an admitted fact that where land

was not drained naturally it should be artificially, and the

question was the best way to do it. Mr. JIarke did not hold

with deep draining on strong land. Now, some few years ago

he saw a piece of such land, where some of the drains were

laid 4j feet deep, and others only 3 feet ; but, after a fall of

rain, the former began to run much sooner than the latter, and
the land there was much drier than the other part. He sup-

posed it must be owing to the water having a better chance of

running sideways into the deep drains than the shallow, the

crevices being kept open by the action of the water. Erom
the experience he had had with the Government inspector of

draining he had no fault to find, for when he had explained

the reasons for draining in a certain way he agreed tliat it

should be done. He did not think 4 feet was too deep on
most lands, where they could get a fall. In land that was
very wet they must be very careful how they put in their

drains; for when the water was drawn off, the soil consolidated,

and thus the level was reduced, and it sometimes became
necessary to deepen their ditch. He also agreed with Mr.

Bates tliat they ought to get the bottom of tlie drain just wide
eiwugh to take the pipes, so that they might always remain in
their proper position. He did not think there was any neoes-
sity for collars except in sandy land, where they always found
the greatest difticuUy in draining. Some people fancied light

land did not want draining, but he had found some that was
very wet indeed. He also alluded to what were called " galls"

on some of their hills, which did great injury to the crops

;

and unless they were remedied it was no use to talk aljout
" high farming." Natural drainage was best on all lands, but
he Ijelieved there was a great deal that might be improved by
artificial drainage.

The CiiAiRji^vN said he thought the longer they could keep
the drains open before putting in the pipes the better, either in
light or strong land. On heavy land it allowed the clay to
bake, and on light land it prevented tlie pipes becoming fiUed

with silt, by permitting the first flow of water to run ott' before
they were laid. He quite agreed with the oliservations that
had been made respecting the efli'eet of digging a deep ditch,

by which means in gravelly land he believed they might drain
acres and acres of land. In clay soUs, however, perhaps it

might have no eflfect at all. Pipe-draining was all the rage
now, but it made a great difTerence whether they had good
pipes or bad ones. He had some put in 20 years ago, and
there was great difference between them and some now manu-
factured. It was therefore highly necessary that those who
had the management of drainage works should see that the
material they used was of good quality. After a few other
remarks Mr. Damen concluded by proposing a vote of thanks
to Mr. Bates.

Mr. Saunders seconded the proposition, wliich was carried
with acclammation.

Mr. Bates, in returning thanks, still held to the importance
of draining clay soils in a dry season ; and, as to the fall, it

could easily be decided by a spirit level, with which a drainer

'

should always be provided. He also thought it desirable to
have as few " empts" as possible ; then they were more likely

to be properly attended to, and there should be some fall be-
hveen them and the ditch. Mr. Saunders appeared to difiTer

from him as to the direction of draius in sloping land, and
advocated direct drains in the direction of the fall to the
water-bearing strata. But on clay land the difficulty was to
get rid of the surface water. They found veiy little difficulty

in dealing with water-bearmg strata on clay land. It might,
however, have to be dealt with, and then the best way v/as to
get at it at once. Generally speaking, however, he preferred
oblique draining to working at right angles. He recollected

that ventilating drainage was greatly in favour a few years
ago, but it had gone out of fashion, and he would rather have
the pipes a little larger to allow sufficient space for the water
to flow without filling them than to have them open at the

ends. Mr. Sly had spoken of the accumulations from the red
water in the bog, which was very difficult to contend against.

The water was charged with iron, and in passing through the
drains nitric acid Hberated a quantity of iron, which, coming-
in contact with the air, was oxidized. It could only be dealt

with by continued care and attention ; but by continually
passing the rain-water through the soil it might in time
remedy itself. He thought the reason of the deep drains
acting sooner than the shallow ones, as noticed by Mr. Reader,
was in consequence, as they knew, of w ater gravitating directly,

and there was a greater pressure in the column of water run-
niug into the deep drains than in the case of the others. As
to the subsequent treatment of the land, he did not think any-
thing was better for an after-dressing than ashes or lime com-
post for producing a good herbage of clovers, &c. With
regard to the remark of the chairman, he might say that he
would sooner see a thousand pipes broken up, if they were not
good, rather than that they should be put down as drains. Bad
pipes were worse than bad labour or bad management in any
form.

HOW TO LEAD ANIMALS.—Cattle, it is said, of aU
descriptions, horses, calves, and sheep, may be led by making a
slipping noose, and fastening it to the lower jaw, passing the
rope (which must be small) around the neck and through the
noose on the jaw. It is a very easy way of leading a sheep,
one not obhged to go behind and " push." After once pulling,

the sheep will follow right along, with no trouble.
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PLOUGHING IN AUSTEALIA.

At the South Australian Agricultural Society's Annual

Ploughing Match the judges awarded the first prize plough,

presented by Messrs. Tuxford, and £10, to William Hamlin.

There was a fair show of implements. Messrs. Tuxford

Brothers and Messrs. Jones Brothers exhibited imported

implements, as usual ; while Mr. Joseph Mellor evidenced

what colonial skill could accomplisli. There were no

fewer than seventy ploughs shown by Messrs. Tux-

ford and Jones, so that a wide choice was left to

ploughmen and agriculturists as to the implements they might

most desire to obtain. There was also a variety of harrows

(circular and zigzag), scarifiers, double furrow and multiple

ploughs, field gates, sheep hurdles, and other essentials to the

agricultural and pastoral farms.

The following entries of implements were made :

—

Best Plough—T\os. 1 to 35, Messrs. Tuxford ; T\os. 36 to

70, Messrs. Joues.

Best Subsoil Plough—Nos. 1 to 4, Messrs. Tuxford ; Nos.

5 and 6, Messrs. Jones Brothers ; No. 7, Mr. E. M. Bagot.

Best Harrows—Nos. 1 to 5, Messrs. Tuxford ; Nos. 6 to

15, Messrs. Jones Brothers.

Best Scarifier—Nos. 1 to 4, Messrs. Tuxford ; Nos. 5 and

6, Messrs. Jones Brothers.

Best Double Furrow Plough—Nos. 1 to 3, Messrs. Tuxford
;

Nos. 4 to 8, Messrs. Jones, I3rothers ; No. 9, William Cross-

man.

Best Multiple plough—No. 1, Messrs. Tuxford ; No 2,

Messrs. Jones Brothers ; No. 3, Mr. E. M. Bagot (quadruple).

Best Landpresser, Two-wheeled—No. 1, Messrs. Tuxford.

FAEM CROPS AND FIEE INSURANCE.

The frequent fires whicli take place in stackyards and farm-

steadings induce us to direct tlie attention of our readers to the

importance of providing against accidents of this nature

through the medium of insurance, which can be so readily

effected in all parts of the country. It is true that, in the case

of some of those fires which have recently occurred, it was
stated that the loss was covered, or partially covered, by in-

surance ; but it is nevertheless true that there are hundreds,

we may say thousands, of farmers in the kingdom who never

think of insuring their crops, when gathered in the rick-yards,

against fire. They may insure the buildings on their farms,

being perhaps obliged to do so by the terms of their leases

;

but their crops, the result in a great measure of all their toil

and anxiety tliroughout the year—that for which tliey " haste

to rise up early, and so late take rest, and eat the bread of care-

fulness"—are left exposed to the manifold chances by means of

which they may speedily be reduced to heaps of ashes. A spark
from an engine, a match thrown down by a careless smoker,
children at play, or, as it is feared has been the case recently,

the work of a cowardly incendiary, may very soon destroy all

the fruits of the year's labour, and, it may be, leave the owner
a ruined man.

Danger from fire is much greater now than it was at one
time. Steam-engines, fixed or locomotive, are common ; and
the manner in which the latter are sometimes employed in
thrashing not unfrequently leads to accident. There is also the
almost universal use of lucifer matches to dread ; and as these
are often carried about loosely in the pocket, it is impossible to
guard against accident; nor is it easy, when fire occurs through
this means, to trace it to the proper cause, and thus, perhaps,
it is attributed to something which had no connexion whatever
with the real source of the mischief. As to loss from deli-
berate incendiarism, let us hope that such eases rarely take
place. It is the most cowardly of all crimes—one which can-
not be expected to benefit those by whom it is committed in
the slightest degree. The gratification of a revengeful disposi-

tion may indeed prompt a man to the commission of this crime

;

and it no doubt possesses this advantage in the estimation of a

sneaking coward, that it can be perpetrated without auy imme-
diate risk of personal danger to himself. A penny box of

matches is far more than sufiicient to destroy thousands of

pounds' worth, and a fleet pair of legs soon put the criminal at

a safe distance from the scene of his operations.

There are, perhaps, few sights more attractive to one who
looks upon such matters with a farmer's eye than a large and
well-filled stackyard, vnth its neatly-built and snugly-thatched

ricks ranged in goodly order, and promising abuiidance of food

for man and beast. In some parts of the kingdom the produce
of the farm is aU secured within one enclosure ; wliile in other

places it is scattered over the farm, and ricked often in the

fields where it is grown. The latter plan, although inconve-

nient in some respects, has this advantage, that when fire

occurs only a portion of the crop is exposed to danger ; whereas,

when all is gathered together into one place, the burning of

one stack is fraught with danger and almost certain destruc-

tion to all, and even to the farm buildings near which the

stackyard is usually placed. Dividing the crop, therefore, is

on the whole the safer plan ; and it strikes us that of late years

this has been partially adopted in several cases where formerly

it was all secured in one place. This is so far a security

against at least total loss, but along with this an insurance

ouglit to be etfected in every case. It is not a practice to

which only rich men or extensive farmers need have recourse
;

it is e(jually open to, and perhaps more required by, the strug-

gling poor man, to whom the loss of a single stack would be a

very serious event. Under auy circumstances farming is not

such a profitable business as to allow those who are engaged
in it to run any needless risks. As that experienced authority,

Mrs. Poyser, says in " Adam Bede," farming is " raising

victual for otlier folks, and just getting a mouthful for yourself

and your children as j'on go along. It's toiling and striving,

np early and down late, and hardly sleeping a wink when you
lie down for thinking as the cheese may swell, or the cows may
slip their calf, or the wheat may grow green again i' the sheaf

;

and after all, at th' end o' the year, it's like as if you'd been
cooking a feast and had got the smell of it for your pains."

When, tiierefore, some of the disastrous chances attendant on
farming can be mitigated by such a ready, simple, and compa-
ratively inexpensive process as insurance, we think that every

prudent man should avail himself of it.

BREWERS' GRAINS.—If any corroboration is needed as

to the alarming statements in reference to the fearful havoc the

cattle plague has made among milch stock in London and

suburban dairies, the fact of there being an unprecedented glut

of grains without sale at the great London breweries amply

testifies as to the great clearance the cattle pest has made in
the coflslieds. The invariable custom with the large and other
brcAvers is to let by contract for one year, dating from Michael-
mas, the grains produced Irom the brewings, and hitherto con-
siderable competition has prevailed among the cowkeepers to

secure contracts, and very frequently sub-contracts are made
at high premiums ; but this autumn a most signal and ominous
blank exists, and the great brewers are unable to dispose of the
wetted malt on any terms or definite period ; and several large

brewing firms are giving away grains, and even paying to have
them cleared away, and unfortunately very many sheds whicli

stalled np from 10 to GO milch cows each are now entirely

empty, and the consumption of grains, which are the sine qxtd

non of London cowkeeping, is so diminislied by the reduction
of dairying stock by the pestilence of the contagious cattle

disease, that tliey are hawked about at tlie London railway
goods stations at Cd. per quarter ; and country dairy farmers,

who now daily transmit by railway large dairies of milk to

metropolitan dairymen in their difficulties, are generally adopt-
ing them as a " staple commodity." Although this mode of

feeding certainly increases the supply of milk, yet it is by no
means improved in the quality, and the anticipated great boon
Londoners expected to derive by having " pure country milk'

imported into the metropolis will be reversed by the reception

of " London-made milk" from the country.
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THE CARCASE TRADE, HOME AND FOREiaN.
There are few things more desirable thau Iho immediate

completion of that great work now in progress, viz., the
change from fat stock to carcase markets, more especially in

all our large town.s In the metropolis, the driving of live

stock ill the overcrowded streets has long been felt an iutol-

lerable nuisance, apart from all other sanitary and commercial
considerations

; but the rapidly increasing growth of towns in

the enjoyment of a liigher degree of social wealth is giving
rise to a demand for animal food in quantity and quality

wholly incompatible with the present antiquated live-stock

system to supply.

No doubt our consumption of salted provisions, imported
from America and other countries, has, at the same time,

greatly increased ; but the recent advances in sanitary science

have thrown a llood of cold water upon the propriety and
economy of our hard-working people continuing to live to

tlie extent they have hitherto done on salted animal food ; so

that any increase of such is beside the question. A generous

and regular allowance of fresh animal food of the best quality

lias become an essential element in the daily necessaries of

life of tlie British public. Hence the reason why so large a

portion of those at the lielm of affairs, who cannot see

beyond the routine of the narrow circle in which they

move, have shown a degree of sensitive alarm at the pro-

position of prohibiting the importation of foreign cattle, in

order to protect home stock from tlie cattle plagues of Russia.

But all such fidgety fears are premature, and unworthy of the

current age ; for, under a properly conducted carcase trade,

our large towns, and the country generally, can be better sup-

plied witli fresh foreign beef and mutton of a far superior

quality to that now supplied by the live-stock system.

It will not ' require a tedious amount of ratiocination to

satisfy the intelligent reader of the soundness of the above
premises, relative to the increase in question of both the

quantity and quality of home and foreign butcher-meat, under
an enlightened' and properly conducted carcase trade, as the

loss of both weight and quality, under the current live-stock

system, is incredibly great. No doubt, there is a loss of

weight now experienced by those engaged in the carcase

trade ; and, in the majority of instances, also a heavy depre-

ciation of quality. But the former (loss of weight) is chiefly

water ; while the latter, under the improvements contem-
plated, would be reduced to nothing, comparatively speaking ;

hence the practical conclusion.

Less than half a century ago it would have been a hopeless

task to have convinced the bulk of the butchers of the metro-
polis that they could ever get from the dead-meat markets a

supply suitable for their customers. But the fears and pre-

judices so vociferously expressed by them when the removal of

the live-stock market from Smithfield to Islington was first

proposed have been since thrown overboard ; and now the

vast majority visit Newgate-market and LeadenhaU-market

daily. In point of fact, they could not, at the present day,

serve the demands of their customers without daily supplies

of " choice bits " from the dead-meat market.

AU pictures, it is said, have each two sides ; hut the com-

mercial one under consideration may not inaptly be said to

have four sides—two for the seller or farmer, and two for the

buyer or butcher. The latter two, those of the butcher, may
be disposed of in a single paragraph ; for if we suppose that

quality remains u]3on a footing of equality, butchers can serve

their customers better from the dead-meat market than from the

live-stock one ; for first-class butchers who buy in the latter

have for the most part to consign to the former, or sell at home
to some neighbour those parts of the carcase not suited to the

peculiar tastes of their class of customers. In short, there is a

practical defect in the live-stock trade wholly incompatible

with the classified wants of the community, so to speak—^^a

defect so manifest in character, and so potent in force, that it

is fast undermining Jie live-stock trade as a system); hence the

rapid growth of the nefarious middle-class crafty jobbers, who
step in and purchase in the live-stock market, for the carcase

trade, so as to eaable butchers to get supplies suitable to the

peculiar demands of their respective customers, one class pur-

chasing almost nothing but the best hind quarters, another

class chiefiy fore quarters, and a third anything saleable they

can get for lilUe money. Tlieu there are tiiose who keep cook-

shops, and the like, who attend the dcad-iucat market for their

daily supplies. Society is similarly divided, and butchers have

no alternative but to go with the times (<'. e., the demands of

their respective customers), and the times are evidently on the

ascending movement on the part of the upper and middle

classes of society, who are becoming more particular about the

quality aud the choice part of the carcase, which they prefer.

To such a determination is this preference now being carried,

that butchers find it no easy task to retain some of their best

customers, who when they see their butcher's stalls loaded with

fore quarters, the hind quarters being all sold, or ordered, they at

once without ceremony pass on to the next butcher's stall, « here

nothing but choice parts from the dead-meat market are kept.

The practical and professional conclusion is manifest ; for no
live-stock butcher can enter into competition with carcase

butchers, unless he opens at the same time a third-class shop

in some of those localities where his fore-quarters and refuse

can be sold at a lower price ; aud even then this alternative is a
very problematical one, in a pecuniary sense. In other words,

if a first-class butcher can sell four hind-quarters for one fore-

quarter, then his business is incompatible with the live-stock

trade. The farmer and butcher who cannot see the practical

force of this must be profe.ssionaUy blind! It follows there-

fore that the contemplated improvements in the carcase trade

would be an invaluable boon to all classes of butchers, and, we
may add, an equal advantage to their customers—aU classes of

consumers.

Using the above figure of speech once more, it is only the

two sides of the farmer's question that we have to examine on

the present occasion. Considered- as a commercial under-

taking, it consists, Jirsf, in getting fat stock of every kind

into the best possible condition for being slaughtered ; secondly,

in the best method of slaughtering, so as to meet the peculiar

demands of purchasers ; thirdly, in the best method of selling

or consigning the carcase and the offal ; SMii fourthly, in the

railway and steamboat conveyance of carcases, hides, &c. A
very cursory review of each of these subdivisions of the work

will sufiice to show that, as at present carried out, they are aU

subject to many improvements. In point of fact, candidly and

honestly speaking, it is hardly credible that a subdivision of

commerce so important to the whole community, both in a

sanitary and pecuniary light, as the one uuder consideration

is, should be so neglected in all its muhifarious ramifications,

and even upheld by the force of haliit, as it were, in a state so

deplorable as almost to bailie conception ; and however much
we may feel disposed to blame railway companies and steam-

boat companies for the little they have hitherto done in for-

warding the cause of progress, we cannot, on the otlier hand,

wholly exculpate farmers, either English or foreign, who are

manifestly the principal party, or the leading party in the

transaction, and who are therefore in duty bound, not only to

make a strong pull themselves, but also to apply the whip

with becoming fortitude to the tender extremities of railway

companies and steamboat companies, in order that all may pull

together.

First: With regard to the first of these questions, those

farmers who have attended to slaughtering are familiar with

how much can be done to improve the quality of the carcase

by the quality of the food consumed by animals a short time

before they are sent to the slaughter-house. There is no fact

better established than this—that whether it lie beef, mutton,

or pork, the quality is always less or more affected by the

quality of the food consumed; but witli the differences in

question, and loss now sustained from a depreciation of the

quality of the carcase, farmers are not so familiar, and hence

have to learn the benefits they would gain by giving their fat

stock a superior quality of food, were it only for a month pre-

vious to slaughtering. But we cannot pass from this head of

our subject to the next without drawing the reader's attention

H H
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to the fact that an improved carcase-trade, as contemplated,

inrolve* an improved dietary altogether, for what is good for

the fat ox, sheep, or pig, a few days before slaughtenug, is just

the diet it should have from first to last, and for no other

reason than because it is the most economical and profitable

to the farmer. Manufacturers who strive to turn out a superior

article invariably pay the greatest deference to the quality of

the raw materials; and this golden rule the manufacturers of

beef and mutton and pork can no longer follow as an ex-

ception.

Secondly : The indiscriminate slaughtering of all sorts of

cattle, healthy and unhealthy, in the same slaughter-house, as

now practised in the metropolis and all our other towns, large

and small, is highly objectionable. Even when in life, far-

mers find it advantageous to separate animals that are

not thriving from those that are thriving ; and the more

closely this is attended to, the more successful the re-

sults. And when the carcase of the badly-thriving ani-

mal is hung up close to that of the healthy one, it always less

or more communicates to it some of its own bad qualities. A
badly thriving animal is not a negative quality, and very sel-

dom a less degree of vital force, but the presence of some

active principle or rather poison in the system, tliat should

not be there, and that active poison remains in the carcase in

the vast majority of cases if not in the whole. What that

principle may be, is a question which has not been determined

up to the present time, some giving it the name of a poison

—

mineral, animal, or vegetable—others that it has life, animal or

vegetable, and so multiplies like some fungi at an overwhelm-

ing rate. Most probably all these are right, for carcases some-

times afford ocular proof of vitality both before and after

cooking, more especially of the growth of fungi, the whole
rapidly becoming green and blue. We are, however, more dis-

posed to take a chemical view of the change that takes place

in the majority of cases, a conclusion which is evidently borne

out by the rapid manner the carcase begins to smell, and the

short time it keeps both before and after it is cooked.

To meet this peculiar feature of the trade practically, there

sTiould be first, second, and third-class slaughter-houses and
cooling and setting-houses, and carcases thus separated accord-

ing to quality ought never afterwards to be mixed together.

In all other trades tlie good and bad are kept separate. The
most stringent rules, therefore, ought to be laid down and en-

forced, in order to carry out into practice this salutary rule of

subdivision ; for until this is done those who produce the best

quality of meat wiU never receive its honest value in the mar-

Ket, while its adoption would soon put aii end to the slaughter-

ing and consigment of unwholesome meat to London and other

large towns.

Thirdly ; Under a sanitary view of the subject, nothing, com-
paratively speaking, requires to be said upon the next head,

the disposing of the carcase and offal in the best market. In
this case the rule must obviously be left for the experience of

the future to determine ; the experience of the past being out

of date. Were any of the great authorities of the seventeenth

century, for example, to rise up from the dead, and to com-
mence talking about their experience to the present generation,

they would only create laughter ; and not a whit less absurd

and ridiculous is the conduct of those farmers and butchers of

the present day, who are rushing into print with their experi-

ence as a guide for the future. In short, we are advocating

for their own individual interests a new experience for both,

i. e., improvements in the carcase trade, of which neither have
any experience at the present time. The case is a very clear

one when practically seen and investigated in all its multifa-

rious details.

Fourthly : The proper conveyance of fresh animal food (in-

cluding not only beef, mutton, and pork, but also dairy pro-

duce, fish, fowl, game, &c.), by railway and steamboats, is by
far too comprehensive a proposition to be disposed of in

a concluding paragraph, or even in a single paper ; and, be-

sides, it is a subject that requires to be described by itself.

Suffice it to say at present, therefore, that this part of the

carcase trade is the farthest behind of any in the march of

progress, and the most culpable. An article so perishable in

character, so vast in magnitude and value, and of so much
importance to the country both in a sanitary and pecuniary

sense, ought to be conveyed with greater care than at present,

granting that no improvement whatever can be made in the

method of conveying. But the present method of convey-

ance is so antiquated as to merit the most sweeping con-

demnation that the agricultural press can give it. And it

were difficult to say whether railway companies or steamboat
companies are the most to blame ; for the practice of both is,

at the best, an abominable routine, fraught with all the mis-

chief imaginable, as if the practical problem which both com-
panies had for solution was. How best to destroy the meat,

generate morbific poisons, and thus sow the seeds of disease

amongst consumers? And at the other end^ How best to

keep down the producer's interest to a minimum ? And after

carcases have undergone much unnecessary delay in the con-

veyance, and all sorts of inoculative sausage-making pro-

cesses, the mode of delivery and marketing in the capital is

equally far from what it should be,

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE LORDS OF THE PRIVY COUNCIL.

My LOTiDS,—Although the subject of my letter is on the
structure of the ox, sheep, and other ruminants in relation to
the cattle plague, circumstances have occurred since my last

communication that are fraught with so much practical im-
portance to the grazier and to the consumer, that I trust
that I shall be excused for introducing them. During the
last week I have examined the body of a cow, that animal
presenting scarcely any signs of indisposition : she was passed
at the first examination, but a few hours after this the prac-
tised eye of the inspector detected indications of the disease,
and he ordered her to be slaughtered. I carefully cut through
the whole length of the alimentary tube, and I examined all
the other viscera, including the brain ; and although scarcely
any symptoms were present during life, many organs exhibited
unmistakable evidence of this peculiar disease. The first and
second stomachs (paunch and honeycomb), as usual, presented
to the naked eye internally a healthy appearance, the epethe-
lial covering not peeling off as in the more advanced stages of
the disease

;
and the same remark applies to the third stomach

^teaty)
;
but the fourth (digestive) was studded with red circular

spots, ansmg from the loss of the epethelium, md not from
lUceration, as stated by many. The whole tract of the smaUand large intestines presented the characteristic congestive
markings, with the pap-hke matter between them in many

places ; the trachea, the large column in the left ventricle of
the heart, the endocardial membrane, and the vagina, aU ex-
hibited preternatural vascularity and ecchymosis. The aggre-
gate glands, so prominent in health, were scarcely perceptilile,

a condition in which I have always seen them in this disease,

and never in an ulcerated state, asserted by many—a fact of
great importance when taking into account the chances of re-

covery and the benefit likely to accrue from medical treatment.

Now, my Lords, the above case clearly shows the insidious

nature of the complaint, and that during the period of incuba-
tion, %vhen an animal is apparently healthy, latent disease of a
formidable nature may be present, that our fairs and markets
may abound with cows and oxen in the same state as the one
described, infecting all around, and spreading the disease far

and wide. The cow in question would have been bought by
nine graziers out of ten, without a suspicion being entertained

of the presence of the cattle plague. Thousands of animals,

I believe, in the same condition are in our fairs and markets,

and their flesh is sold for food. And this leads me, my Lords, to

a practical and important matter, one that materially concerns
the consumers of meat and the health of the people. After

keeping a steak, cut from the cow I have described, for two days,

I and a favourite cat breakfasted off it, and up to the present

time no iU effects have been exhibited, I believe that the meat
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in the first stage of tins disease is perfectly \\'liolesome (I do
not recoiuraeud its distribution among tiie people), and I

question whether in the latter stage it would produce any in-

jurious effects upon those eating it; but I hope, by a larg»
series of experiments, to be able to speak more positively upon
this subject. The unfortunate death of a veterinary surgeon
at Sudbury, Sufl'olk, I believe, has led to very erroneous in-

ferences respecting the poisonous nature of the cattle mur-
rain, and its etfects upou the human subject. I have met
with a great many men with cuts and scratches on their hands
and fingers, who are daily Haying and cutting up diseased

animals affected with cattle plague, but in no instance have I

known any injurious etfects from it. In this respect the
disease forms a remarkable contrast to that of splenic apoplexy,
to whicli I was the first to direct the attention of the profession
in this country* in 18-t9,and in an essay on this disease pubUshed
in the "Bath and West of England Journal of Agriculture,"

1863, I liave given several examples of the injurious etfects of
this poison upon men, and of the fatal influence of the poison
when eaten by pigs, dogs, and ferrets. Mr. Hamilton, one of
the commissioners at the late exhibition for New South Wales,
told me " that, when this disease was prevalent in that couutiy,

the men were so disabled from punctures and the imbibition of
the poison, when flaying the sheep, that they refused to work
unless they received an amount of pay adequate to the risk."

The conclusions I draw from the foregoing are, Firstly, that

the cattle plague abounds in our fiurs and markets in a latent

form, and that in this way the disease is disseminated to a

fearful extent ; Secondly, that, as far as ray researches have
gone, the common opinion that the meat of animals dying
from cattle plague in the last stage is likely fo produce per-

nicious effects when eaten by man is probably erroneous
;

Thirdly, that neither the exhalation ft'om the bodies of ani-

mals dying of this disease, nor the introduction of the Ijlood or

secretions of such animals, by means of cuts and scratches,

have, as far as I can ascertain, produced any injurious influence

upon human beings; but, notwithstanding this, every pre-

caution should be taken to prevent the ill effects that might
arise in cases of cuts and scratches, by the immediate use of

salt or spirits of turpentine.

_
I now come to the more immediate subject of my letter,

viz., the structure of the ox, sheep, and other ruminants, in re-

lation to this disease ? I shall not touch upon minute and
microscopical anatomy, for the accurate description of the in-

testinal canal of the ox alone would fill a large volume : my
object will be to introduce such matters not generally found
in books, that arc the result of my own observations and dis-

sections ; and first, of ruminants generally, and I assume that

every animal that chews the cud may be affected with this dis-

ease, supposing that the accounts we have from Russia and
Germany of the existence of cattle plague in the sheep are

correct, but probably the ovine race in this country will not

suffer materially from this outbreak. The great length of the

ahmentary tube of a ruminant is one important feature in its

structure, and it is one that has an important relation to this

disease. To give your Lordships a correct notion of the extent

of this canal in the various species of ruminants, I subjoin a

list of some that I have dissected. The extract is made from
the "Proceedings of the Zoological Society ofLondon,February
1864," and the measvtrements were all made by myself :

—

Giraffe, old female, 18 years (C giraffd)

„ young male

„ young, two months
'Eland. (0. can/nt)

Bubaline antelope {A. hibalis)

G\(!i\&icor\% {0. lettcoryx)

Young male do

Addax {A. nasomaculata)

Bontiboc {A. pyrjargus)

Dykerboc {G. meryens)

Rheetboc {E. arnndinace\ts)

Springboc, young ((?. f«c/iore)

Sing Sing (J. ^04)

Gazella vera

Indian antelope (C /e?o«r/«V«)

No. 3 do

" Ou the Structure and Use of the Spleen (out of print)."

FT.
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matter. Fancy, my Lords, the influence a millionth of grain

of arsenic must exert nraongst a hundred-weight of dry vege-

table food ! And it is this stoppage in the first digestive

cavities—this paralysis, it may he, of the very fountain of

nutrition, that leads to the difficulty of treating this disease, as

I hope to show in my next letter. There is nothing in any

other structure of the ox, that I know of, that materially con-

cerns this inquiry, except the tongue, which as is well-

known, is furnished with spines, as in the lion, and in many
carnivora, probably to enable the animal better to take the

coarse grass, to wliich it often gives a preference.

I have stated that the alimentary tube of the ox varies in

length from 120 to ISO feet, that of the sheep from 70 to 117,
but the great difference in the digestive ajiparatus of the ox
and sheep is the absence of spines on the tongue of the latter.

and the less complicated glandular structure of the alimentary

tube. The foldings and doublings in the intestines of the

ox are scarcely seen in the sheep, and the aggregate glands in

the latter animal are comparatively of small extent and less

'elevated. In the intestinal tnbe of a laml) now before me, I

find that these glandular patches amount to ten, each about

three inches in length, and about one-third of an inch in

width. These differences, however, scarcely serve to explain

the comparative exemption of the sheep fix>m this disease.

In my next letter, my Lords, I hope to describe the patho-

logy of this " Cattle Plague."

I have the honour to be, my Lords,

Your obedient servant,

Edavaeds Cmsp, M.D.
4:~, Beaiiforl-sfrce/, Chelsea, Oct. 7, 1S65.

CALENDAR OF AGRICULTURE.
Finish the sowing of wheat, if any remains un-

done from last month. Take up Swedish turnips,
and store the roots at the homestead, and give the
tops and small bulbs to the sheep in the fields, or
to young cattle in the yards.

Flood water-meadows. Clean out and put in-

to proper order the main channels, conveying-gut-
ters, and the sluices of floodgates.

Begin to cut underwoods, plant forest-trees,

open-drain plantations, repair old fences and make
new ones, cast-open ditches, and repair roads.
Thrash grains once or twice in. a week regularly,

to supply the beasts with provender and the yards
with htter. Sell and deliver all grains as thrashed.
Cut hay and straw into chafF, mixed for horses, the
fattening bullocks at the stake, and for being
steamed for the milch cows. Apply all litters

thinly and evenly over the yards, and spread over
the surface all different substances for the purpose
of being mixed.

Supply to the cattle in the yards by break of
day an ample feed of turnips, rooted and topped
for the fatting beasts, and with the tops attached
for the other sorts of cattle. Wooden cribs with
latticed bottoms allow the escape of filth and

water. The turnips being all eaten up by night,

the choking of animals unseen is prevented. Give

to milch cows cabbages and beet, and one feed

daily of steamed meals.

Continue the feeding of sheep, as directed last

month, folded on the bare ground over night, or

allowed to run back for shelter.

Feed pigs as directed last month ;
give ample

littering, and keep the animals dry and warm.
Feed poultry with light grains, and with steamed
potatoes and meals mixed, and given in troughs

placed in shelter-sheds in the poultry yard.

Attend to the feeding of young horses in the

farm-yard. Supply fresh water in a trough, and
a convenient and dry shelter-shed. Give hay and
straw in chaff, bran, and oats, and a daily feed of

raw or steamed roots. The first winter's keep is the

chief agent in making superior animals of every

kind.

Begin to plough stubbles for next year's fallows,

and prepare by fallowing, as long as the weather

permits, the land required for the earliest green
crops, as potatoes, beet, and ruta-baga, which are

very much forwarded by the autumnal preparation

of the land.

CALENDAR OF GARDENING.
Kitchen Garden.

Artichokes : Protect the plants by mulch or
masses of leaves, after removing all the old stalks

and decayed foliage. Dig roots for a temporary
supply of the so-called Jerusalem artichokes. Store
all the potatoes, carefully observing the condition
as to soundness or decay. Keep the store very dry,

Brocoli and cauliflower in the open ground
should belaid down, and be guarded with a cover-
ing of dry earth, laid close over the stems.

Carrots : Dig and store ; also beetroot and some
parsnip.

Celery : Finish earthing ; if frost threatens,
cover the ridges and tops with dry haulm.

Endive : Tie up some plants, and remove others
to dry frames, for bleaching.

Lettuces in frame, give air to occasionally. Do
the same by radish and salads.

Fruit Department.
In mild weather, spur-pruning of apple and pear

trees or espaliers is now performed ; wall-trees and
berry-bearing shrubs are sufficiently early in Feb-

ruary. Raspberries are tied by fillis-cord stakes,

six rods to each, stopping at an angle towards the

North, or to a neat open trellis. The cluster of

canes must be open to the sun : perpendicular

tying crowds the bundle to stakes.

Flower Garden.
Plant tuhps, hyacinths, jonquils, &c., in rich

sandy beds. Place the bulbs in holes two inches

deep, among some sand, and to touch the bulbs

all round, and at the base. Move herbaceous

plants ; roughly fork the surface of beds, and scat-

ter over the surface a covering of old dung of cat-

tle and decayed leaf-mould.

Observe neatness and order everywhere. Any
pits, frames, and similar erections must be kept

dry for semi-hardy plants, and aired frequently.

Dry sun-dust is a fine material to plunge in, as it

guards the mould effectually.
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL RErORT FOR OCTOBER.

^
Soiuewliat licuvy raius having fallen in most parts of the

United Kiugilom, the progress of outdoor farm labours has
been interrupted. However, in most of the leading districts

they are seasonably forward. The pastures luive eontinucd
full of grass

; but tlie supplies of stock in them have been con-
siderably less than in many previous years. Fortunately for
the breeders aud feeders of both l)casts and sheep, ample
(piantities of food have been secured for winter consumption.
At a period like the present, when meat is unusually high in

price, notwithstanding the immense importations from the
Continent, an adequate supply of food is a most essential ele-'

ment, as we may now pretty safely calculate upon a great im-
provement in tlie quality aud condition of all kinds of stock
exhibited for sale during the winter months.
Although the present year's crop of wheat has turned out

well as to quantity, the demand for that description of produce,
both home aud foreign, lias ruled steady, at an advance in the
quotations of from Is. to 2s. per quarter. Barley, oats, beans,
and peas, as well as flour, have tended upwards in price, with
a good consumptive inquiry. The probability is that we shall

see &ne wheats from 4-8. to 5s. per quarter higher than they
now are, owing to the great falling off in the importations
from the United States, in which country prices are much too
high to acbuit of profitable shipments to England. There ap-

pears to be a scarcity of really fine English barley in the hands
of our farmers. As a whole, however, the yield is nearly
equal to last season.

Throughout the Continent, wheat is gradually advancing in

price, with an increased demand on English account. Barley
and aU other articles have shown a hardening tendency. The
supplies of wheat aud maize on passage from the Black Sea
ports are small when compared with the corresponding period
last year ; but those from the Baltic, as regards wheat only,

are moderately extensive.

Accounts from some parts of England state that the potato

disease has made its appearance to some extent. Our impres-

sion is, however, that the losses will not exceed the average of

years, and that the bulk of the crop will keep well during the

winter. The various markets have been well supplied, and a

good business has been passing, at from 40s. to 100s. per ton.

The imports from the Continent have, this season, been on a

very moderate scale.

The growth of hops has turned out a full average, both as

to quantity and quality. There has been a good business doing,

at from 105s. to 190s. per cwt. Some large parcels of hops

of tlie present year's growth have arrived from the continent.

The produce in Germany, as well as in America, appears to

have lieen very large. StiU, prices are expected to be steadily

supported for some time.

There li;i3 been only a moderate demand for all kinds of

wool in th« Metropolis ; but, in the manufacturing districts,

large quantities have been worked up to meet the great demand
for woollen goods on Americatt account. In prices we have

no quotable change to notice. The supply of colonial wool

now on hand for the next public sales is about 65,000 bales.

The export trade in wool has received a check from the high

range of money in the discount market.

The supplies of hay and straw on offer have been only mode-

rate. The demand has fallen off, and prices have had a down-

ward tendency. Meadow-hay is selling at from £-1 4s. to £5
10s. ; clover, £5 5s. to £6 12s. ; and straw £1 6s. to £1 15s.

per load. The quantity of hay on hand is certainly in excess of

last season.

The beet and mangold crops are unusually heavy, and of fine

quality. The growth of turnips, however, is a partial failure.

In Scotland the corn trade has shown signs of animation.

Wheat, barley, and oats of fine quality have produced rather

more money, and the value of all other kinds of grain has

been well supported . The shipments to the soutli have been

on a very moderate scale. The growth of wheat has turned

out much better than was at one time anticipated.

Tha Iriih markatg hav« been «cantily supplied with wheat,

for which the demand has ruled steady, at about Is. per qr.

more money. Barley and oats have sold on rather higher

terms ; but other articles have met a dull inquiry. Some large

parcels of grain, especially barley and oats, have been taken for

export to England.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE DURING THE
PAST MONTH.

Although the demand for Ijeasts in the Metropolitan Market
has been somewhat less active tlian in the previous week,
prices have again ruled very high. Tlie importations from
the continent have lieen very large, but chiefly in middling
condition

; consequently prime stock has changed liands freely,

at fuU quotations: otherwise the trade has been in a sluggish
state, on former terms. The weiglit and quality of the arrivals

from our own grazing districts have somewhat improved;
nevertheless, really prime stock has continued scarce from that
quarter.

Notwithstanding the high rates which have prevailed, the
best Downs and iialf-breds having realised 6s. 8d. per 81bs.,

the supplies of English sheep have been again limited. From
abroad, however, the arrivals have been very extensive.
Selected breeds have been very firm ; but inferior sheep have
moved off slowly, at about stationary prices.

There has been a steady, but liy no means active, inquiry
for calves, at full quotations. Nearly the whole of the sup-
plies have been composed of foreigners. The rates have ranged
from 4s. 4d. to 5s. Gd. per 81bs.

Unusually high quotations have been realised for pigs, the
best small porkers having produced 5s. lOd. per 81bs., with a
steady inquiry. The scarcity of hams and bacon in most parts
of the country has had considerable influence upon the pork
trade. Some really good pigs have been imported from France
and Holland.

The accounts from most parts of the agricultural districts in
reference to the disease amongst cattle are rather more favour-
able ; nevertheless, much alarm continues to be felt amongst
the owners of stock, who have suffered severe losses of late.

I'he supply of food now on hand for winter consumption is

consideralily in excess of last year. Hay, however, though
somewhat lower in price, is still selling at high quotations.

The imports of foreign stock into London during the month
have been as under :

—

Head.
Beasts 10,344
Sheep 69,611
Lambs 1,758
Calves 1,953
Pigs 9,135

Total 98,800

Comparison ov Impokts.
October. Beasts. Sheep. Calves. Pio-s.

1864 16,074 38,715 3,339 5 537
1863 11,560 37,531 1,139 3,965
1863 7,906 38,109 1,327 1600
1861 5,577 42,538 1,207 5,315
1860 6,750 34,980 1,663 3,074
1859 6,026 24,323 784 878
1858 4,600 34,145 1,581 553
1857 5,819 34,103 1,998 1,333
1856 8,871 10,503 1,380 895
1855 8,136 21,137 1,358 1,501
1854 6,894 16,.338 1,009 1,063

The total supplies of stock exhibited in the Metro-
politan Cattle Market have been as foUows :

—

Head.
Beasts 30,310
Cows 133
Sheep 157,840
Calves 3,933

Pig« 2,478
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Comparison or Supplies.

October. Beasts. Cows. Sheep. Calves. Pigs.

1864 33,840 519 137,424 2,671 3,820

1863 30,513 535 110,800 2,029 3,439

1863 28,973 526 118,780 1,855 3,286

1861 28 320 539 121,390 1,626 3,650

I860 26,240 625 128,250 2,289 2,620

The supplies of English, Scotch, and Irish beasts thus com-

pare with the tliree previous years :—

•

Oct., 1863. 1863. 1864. 1865.

From Lincolnshire, Leicester-

shire, & Northamptonshire 13,800 11,660 10,600 8,450
Other parts of England 3,000 3,650 3,500 3,700
Scotland 18 28 123 53
Ireland 3,400 2,780 2,070 990

Beef has changed hands at from 3s. 4d. to 5s. 4d. ; mutton,

4s. 4d. to 6s. 8d. ; veal, 4s. 4d. to 5s. 6d.
;
pork, 4s. 4d. to Ss.

lOd. per 81bs., to sink the offal.

CoMPAnisox OF Prices.
Oct., 1861. Oct., 1863.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef from 2 10 to 5 10 3 to 4 8

Mutton 3 0to5 8 3 6 to 5 4
Veal 3 6to5 3 10 to 5 4
Pork 4 0to52 40 to 50

Oct., 1863. Oct., 1864.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef from 3 4 to 5 3 2 to 5 4
Mutton 3 6 to 5 6 3 8 to 5 6

Veal 3 4to4 8 4 to 5 4
Pork 3 4to4 6 3 6 to 4 10

The taUow market has become in au excited state, and
prices have advanced, although the shipments from St. Peters-

burg show a large increase, compared with several former

years. Rough fat has risen to 2s. 7d. per 81bs.

The supplies of meat on offer in Newgate and LeadenhaU
have been moderately good, and the trade has ruled steady.

Beef has sold at from 3s. to 4s. 8d. ; mutton, 4'S. 4d. to 6s.

;

veal, 4s. 4d. to 5s. 4d. ; and pork, 4s. 2d. to 6s. per 81bs. Ijy

the carcass.

AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE,
FAIRS, &c.

AXMINSTER FAIR.—Stock was in less supply than usual.

Pat beef from lis. to 13s. a score; heifers and calves sold well

at from £12 to £16; fresh barrenners from 5s. 6d. to 7s. a

score, two and three-year-old lieifers £'8 to £10, one and two-
year-old heifers £5 to £8, two and tliree-year-old bulls £6 to

£9. The sheep fair -was well supplied, nearly 4,000 penned.
Prices being lower than they liave lately been, business was
rather slack. Pat sheep from 8d. to 9d. a lb.; horn ewes from
40s. to 54s. each ; down, horn, and cross-bred wetlu-rs from
40s. to 56s. ; horn lambs from 25s. to 38s. each ; down and cross-

bred lambs of various ages from 25s. to 40s.

BAKEWELL PAIR.—A large show of both fat and store

cattle, for wliich prices were rather lower. ]\Iilch coms and
cows down calving were much inquired for, and sold at remune-
rative prices. There w-as a large quantitj' of sheep ; fat slieep

we quote same in value, stores rather lofler. Fat lamljs sold
at good prices, stores rather cheaper. The supply of store pigs
was moderate, and found purcliasers at good prices ; fat pigs
scarce and dear. Good useful cart and waggon horses found
customers at good quotations.

BOSTON FAT STOCK MARKET.—The supply of fat
sheep, though somewhat larger than last week, was stiU below
the average. Sales were readily effected at 9d. per lb. Store
sheep were not so plentiful as last week, and trade was slow at
recent rates.

BRIDPORT FAIR was one of the smaUest ever seen. The
few good things exhibited moved off tardilv ; beef lis. to 12s.,
store sheep 38s. to 45s., mutton 8Jd. to 9d. Some fat ewes
sold by auction brouglit 45s. to 50s.
CAISTOR FAIR.—.Some lambs made over 50s., and young

tupping ewes and gimmers sold readily at prices ranging be-
tween

_
60s. and 70s. The gimmers of small frame and low in

condition witli tolerable sldns, were good to sell at 54s. to 5Gs.
a head. Mr. Calthrop sold by auction 300 ewes and gimmers

belonging to E. Davey, Esq., of Thoresway, at prices averag-

ing about 70s. ; and a choice pen of 10 were knocked down at

98s. per head. The horses shown were chiefly those of the

agricultural class, and only little business appeared to be
transacted. The beast fair was thinly supplied, the better

class of cattle being most in demand. Useful lots fetched

high prices, and a clearance was effected early. In-calvers

and fat beasts were scarce and dear. William Torr, Esq., of

Aylesby, showed 10 splendid buUocks, wliich realised fully 9s.

per stone.

CARLISLE FAIR (Saturday last).—The fear of the cattle

plague has brought about a change. Instead of the Sands

being crowded with cattle, as in some former years, there were
very few home-bred animals exhibited, a few luiudred Irish

beasts constituting the bulk of the stock. Business was exceed-

ingly dull. Irish sold at about late rates. Short-horn bullocks

were offered at £14, Galloways about the same, and West
Highlanders at £6 10s. to £7. The show of sheep was not

•iarge, as compared with former years, but a good business was
done, especially among Cheviot ewes. Cheviot ewes 32s. to

35s. each, black-faced ewes 18s. to 24s., Cheviot lambs 14s. to

18s., half-bred lambs 26s. to 35s., gray-faced lambs 24s, to

28s. each.

ELLESMERE FAIR was smaU as regards cattle. Not-
withstanding the prevalence of the cattle plague, most of the

animals found purchasers. Pigs were plentiful.

FARNSFIELD FAIR.—Sheep fetched high prices, and
considering all things the fair was regarded as a good one.

GRANTHAM FAT STOCK MARKET.—A fair show of

beasts, but the supply of sheep W'as small. Trade was dull,

slieep being perhaps a little dearer. Buyers refused to give the

high prices asked, and many lots went away unsold. Beef 8s.

6d. to 8s. 9d. per stcne ; sheep Sjd. to 9d. per lb.

GRIMSBY STOCK MARKET.—Poor attendance. The
price of meat was fully sustained at higli rates. Pork in de-

mand ; 8s. per stone freely given for store pigs.

HEREFORD FAIR.—Quietude reigned iu our streets until

nearly midday ; and tlie absence of cattle, with their incessant

lowing and the hallooing of their attendants, precluded the

possibility of even a very vivid imagination realizing the idea

of its being the great Hereford October fair. Such, however, /

it w'as, held under conditions which it is to be fervently jioped

will never again be forced upon us. From inquiries which we
made from many of our agricultural friends, we are satisfied

that tlie order of the Mayor for the exclusion of cattle met
vvith very general approval. The sheep fair was very weU
supplied, but a large number of the animals had evidently been
sent here by dealers. There were indeed comparatively few
farmers' sheep, and as there were scarcely any buyers present

the trade was very dull, with a slight downward tendency for

very fat things—the best class ewes and wethers with difficulty >

realizing the respective prices of 8Jd. and 9d. per lb. Trade r

in stores, which constituted the great bulk of the animals

penned, was languid iu the extreme, and many lots remained
unsold. The horse fair was a small one, and comprised, as

usual, animals of a very miscellaneous character. A few good
horses, both for hackney and draught uses, sold well, as did

cart suckers, of which the number was large, and which
averaged from £8 to £10, higher figures being obtained for

some of " A 1" character. The trade, though duU, was on the

whole better than it lias been at recent fairs. In the pig

department trade was reported to be somewhat easier, but the

prices asked were still very liigh, scarcely anything much bigger

than a robust " roaster" being obtainable mider a couple of

sovereigns ; . while for stores coming in at all within the

definition of useful, £3 and £4 were asked. For a dozen

very strong and well-bred stores, in condition, the sum of £85
was demanded. Fat pigs, of which there were few penned,

realized 7s. per stone of 121hs.

ILSLEY MARKET.—There was a very small supply of

sheep ; but the trade was heavy, and to effect sales a reduction

of Is. the head from the prices of last market had to be ac-

cepted. Wethers made 50s. to 63s., ewes 42s. to 58s., lambs
32s. to 51s.

KNARESBRO' FAIR.—There was a moderate show of fat

beasts, jirices lieing rather lower, and not many buyers at 8s.

to Ss..6d. per stuue. The show of sheep on Thursday was
unusually large, prices having a downward tendency, averaging

8d. to 8^d. per lb., and plenty of buyers. Fat pigs 9s. 6d. to

10s. per stone. Fat calves 8d, to;8^d. per lb. The Knaresbro'
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fortnight cattle markets are to be discontinued for two mouths,
the Justices liaving issued an order to that ellcct at the Petty
Sessions on Wednesday.
LINCOLX EOiiTNIGIITLY HL'vEKET.—There was a

tolerably good sliow of fat beasts. The inquiry was slow at

very little change from late rates. Tor sheep the demand was
also quiet. Beef 7s. 9d. to 8s. 9d. per stone ; mutton 8d. to

9d. per lb.

LLANGOLLEN FAIR.—The attendance was good; a
great number of cattle, but few purchasers. Horses, as usual,

low. Stores and sucking pigs sold well.

MAIDSTONE EAIR.—A good show of horses, many of
which were sold. Handsome nags, for private harness, 40gs.
to oOgs., riding dhto 25gs. to 40gs., cart horses 35gs. to 'iOgs.,

cart colts 22gs. to 30gs.

NEWBURY FAT CATTLE JIARKET.—A very good
supply of beasts, which sold at from 5s. 6d. to 6s. per stone

;

sheep at 5s. 6d. per stone. There was an average number of
store pigs, and prices rather lower. *

NORTH TAWTON FAIR.—There was not a large supply
of bullocks, sale small. Everybody seemed afi'aid of the rin-

derpast, but no cases have been heard of in this districl. There
was a fair supply of sheep ; business dull.

NOR^YICH FAIR.—There were fewer cattle than was ever

known ; the fear of disease has caused graziers and dealers to

be more cautions thau ever. A drove of prime Galloway Scots,

in niunber near 200, were sold at from 6s. to Cs. 6d. per stone

when fat. We are enabled to state every one of this drove
appeared in the most sound and healthy state. On the fair

stand not a single beast was otfered
;
perhaps this may turn

out a finish of one of the longest standing fairs ,iu Norfolk.

Fresh cases of the disease keep breaking out in the neighbour-

hood, which of course greatly injures the trade, and wlioUy
prevents many from purchasing at either fairs or markets.

PARTNEY FAIR.—The show of sheep was smaUer than
usual, and business was rather slow ; but prices were sustained,

and nearly all were disposed of. One lot of lambs made 59s.

Ewes for grazing and aU usefid store sheep sold well. The
flock of Mr. Wright, of Aswardby, was sold by Mr. John
"Willson, in lots, and good prices were realised.

PENRITH FORTNIGHTLY MARKET.—The show of

sheep was about 2,170 head. Aconsideraljle proportion were
ewes and tups low in condition. Good samples were eagerly

inquired after, and these realised prices quite as high as ruled

at last market. Thirty beasts were on oifer ; but they were a

complete drug, dealers and others, deterred no doubt by the fear

of the cattle plague, declining to invest at present in this class

of stock. The few that found purchasers brought fi-oni 7s.

6d. to 8s. per stone ; the rates for sheep being from 7d. to 8d.

per lb.

ROSS FAIR.—The supply of stock was small, and the

prices lower than those reahsed at our markets up to the pre-

sent time, but iirm on the monthly market held last week.

Mutton was worth about 9d., and beef 72d. per lb. Store

sheep sold tolerably weU ; store cattle a drug. There appeared

to be a little more animation in the trade for young horses,

many changing hands at a decided improvement on the late

low prices.

SHERBORNE PACK FAIR.—The supply of sheep was

at least 3,000 less than last year (which was also a small fair),

and business being transacted with the distrust which the

cattle plague has so generally excited. There were a few good

fat beasts, which were at once sold, but not at high prices, the

best not touching lis. 6d. The poor stock and a few very

small Devon steers were entirely neglected. In the sheep fair

some of the best things sold, but others hung on hand. Mr.

John B. Crocker obtained 60s. a-head for some fine fat

wethers, and Mr. W. Crocker sold the best pair of larnljs in

the fair at Us. VCe quote ewes from -iOs. to 42s. ; trade

nervous and dull at first, but somewhat better at its close, when
lots of sheep bought in the morning were resold at a profit of

3s. a-head. There were a few good cart colts : some of the

best brought £32.

SHirSTON-ON-STOUR FAIR.—There was no fat stock,

and only a few barren beasts, which realized fiom £16 to £18
per head. The supply of sheep was good, tegs realized from

45s. to 48s. per head. Mutton (wether) 9d. per lb. Ewes
9d. per lb. Store pigs, quarter-old from 25s. to 30s. each.

Bacon pigs and bacon hogs were quoted at 12s. per score.

SLEAFORD STOCK MARKET.—The demand for fat

beasts fair, at 8s. 6d. to 9s. 3d. per stone. Calves scarce and
very dear. Sheep 8d. to 9d. per lb.

TIIORNE FAIR.—Very few beasts, and little business,

although in one or two quarters heavy prices were quoted.

The horse fair, considering the weather, was as wcU as could

be expected, and some good useful Irish ponies met with a

tolerable sale.

TIIRAPSTON FAIR.—There was a fair supply of stock,

and we do not hear that the present insecure state of things

raised any depressive influence on transactions in that line,

heavy prices being asked and realized.

WELLINGBOROUGH FAT STOCK MARKET.—

A

fair supply of fat stock. I'rices not quite so high as last week.

IRISH FAIRS.—B.\iLiXASLOE : The sheep fair com-
menced on Wechiesday morning ; but a large business was done

the day before, and intending purchasers that waited till Wed-
nesday were not a little disappointed to find themselves not

only forestalled, but having to pay several shillings per head

over those obtained the preceding evening. It is estimated

that prices averaged 8s. to 12s. a head over last j'car's rates for top

lots. On Thursday cattle were but in slow demand, and young
ones, particularly weanhug calves, were all but a drug in com-
parison to the demand of past years, so that those who had
courage to invest in this description of stock must realise con-

siderable profits next season ; and it is to be feared " beef"

will rate enormously liigh. Mr. John Ogle, of Lysterfield,

sold 100 wethers at £3, and 100 ditto at £2 16s. 3d. Mr.
Hairy T. Potts, sold 100 wethers at 66s. Mr. D. Lynch,

county Roscommon, sold rams to the following : The Hon. Mr.
Campbell, one at £20 10s.; Mr. Egan, £14; Mr. Delaney,

£15; Mr. O'Rorke, £14; Mr. Evans, £16 ; Mr. Lestrange,

£13 10s. ; Mr. Halladay, £14 5s. ; Mr. Richard Kirwan, £15
10s. ; Mr. Ward, £13 lbs. ; Mr. Eyre, £14 5s. ; Mr. P. Ryan,
£16 ; and frivo to Mr. Thong, at £26. He also sold a first-

class hunter, by Tom Steele, to Mr. Garnett, at £80. Ur.
Petres sold 20 ewe hoggets at £4 15s. to Mr. Richard Walker,

and 50 ewe hoggets at £2 12s. A large nimiber of Ros-

common rams were sold at prices varying from £14 to £20.

Mr. Littleboy bought 100 wethers at 70s. Mr. Patrick

O'Connor, of Dundermott, sold a lot of ewes a £3 17s. 6d.

Mr. H. B. Mahon, of BeUville, sold a top lot of ewe hoggets

at £3 5s. Mr. Skerret, of Rathfarnham, sold 100 ewes at £4.

Mr. R. O'Brien bought 1,000 wethers at prices ranging from

50s. to £3 10s. Mr. Barry, of the firm of O'Brien and Co.,

bought 800 to 1,000 sheep at prices vaiying from 55s. to £3
10s., &c. Mr. John Ogle sold 20 smaU heifers at £11 15s.

The following is the ofticial return of the sheep sold and un-

sold during the last seven years, showing the progress of the

fair

:

Year. Sold. Unsold. Total.

1859 ... 73,761 ... 20,889 ... 94,650

1860 ... 76,386 ... 5,275 ... 81,661

1861 ... 70,831 ... 4,287 ... 75,118

1863 ... 57,753 ... 14,245 ... 71,997
1863 ... 5.3,954 ... 19,540 ... 73,494

1864 ... 66,324 ... 3,525 ... 69,849

1865 ... 63,103 ... 1,772 ... 64,875
Horses were in brisk demand. Captain Seymour's horse, sold

yesterday to Mr. M'Grane at 300 guineas, was again disposed

of to-day to Sir Watkins W^illiams Wynn at a considerable ad-

vance. Mr. Pnrdon, of the Farmer's Gazette, sold a colt at

£120, and refused £150 for another. Mr. Browne, of
Stephen's-green, bought a weight-carrying hunter at £120.
Mr. Dunne, of Kildare, sold a horse at 100 guineas, and
another at £75. Mr. Denis Kelly, of Galway, sold two colts

at £103, and another at £109. Mr. Lauder, of tlie county
Leitrim, sold a very handsome chestnut hunter for £150.

—

Kells : Best beef 7d. per lb. ; second class 6d. ; inferior 5d. per

lb. Lots of heifers, fully finished, £17 to £21 each. Three
year old store cattle from £13 to £16 10s. each, according to

merit; two-year-olds from £9s to £12; and yearlings and
stirks from £5 to £8 10s.; and for those advanced in condition

£9 to £10 each for forward stirks ; two and a half year old

store bullocks realised excellent prices, from £9 15s. to £14
10s. each

;
yearlings heifers picked up with avidity from £4

10s. to £5 10s. for little more than weanlings. Springers

and milch cows were in very fair supply and eager demand,
particularly springers at their drojiping, which rated at the

highest prices of the season. The ransfe of prices for springers

was fi'om £11 to £33 eaeh. The sheep fair was an average,
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and mutton continued to maintain its late value. Best wedder

sold at fuUy S^d. per lb. ; ewe at 7d. per lb. for

best; nothing good was left unsold. Bacon was

fully' 60s. per cwt
;

pork, 63s. per do on the foot.

Parsonstown : The show of colts and made horses was a

decided improvement on former years ; only second-class ani-

mals were exhibited. Yearlings brought from £5 to £9 ; two-

year-olds from £8 to £12, and three-year-olds from £13 to

£25. Mr. Fayle purchased a three-year-old for £30. Pork

brought fiJly 55s. to 60s. Store pigs were equally liigh, and

brought from 50s. to 70s., according to size and quality ; one

montli old fetched fi-om 15s. to 20s. Ewe hoggets brought

from 40s. to 50s. A very good supply of wedder hoggets sold

from 50s. to 55s. Lambs were in brisk demand, and l)rought

from 35s. to 14s., and 47s. for a few. Lambs were very much
enquired after, and sold from 30s. to 45s. The best lot of sheep

were sold by Mr. Currie, to a Galway gentleman for £3 3s.

Steokestown : There was a decided rise in the pvice of beef

of a ?ood quality. Top lots of prime heifer beef commanded
from" 7d. to 7|d., second class 5^d. to 6d., and inferior from

4d. to 5d. per lb. There was a large supply of milk cows aad

springers, considering the advanced season of the year, while

the demand was eager. The highest price (given by a Mr.

Eafferty) for some prime-looking milkers was from £16 to

£18 lOs., springers £12 to £14. The sheep fair was one of

the largest witnessed in this county for some years. Some

top lots of fat wedders fetched high figures, the prices ranging

j?roni 63s. to 66s. each. The top figure for wedder mutton

was 7ii- to 8d. per lb., while ewes sold from G^d. to 7d. per
lb. Hoggets fetched from 48s. to 58s. each. Weighty bacon
hogs were in good demand, and ranged from £5 10s. to

£6 each ; store pigs sold from £2 10s. to £3 10s. each

;

slips from 25s. to 30s. each ; weanlings sold at from 15s. to

17s. 6d. each. A great number of horses changed owners at

prices ranging from £16 to £18 each. Long tails brought

from £17 to £25 each. Horses of a good description, and
adapted for general use, ranged from £22 to £27 per head

;

some sporting nags fetched from £30 to £48, and up to £50.
PoRTUMNA: Two-ycar-old heifers brought from £9 to £13,
three-year-olds from £13 to £17, and some fat cows rated at

from £11 to £15. Two-year-old sheep from £2 10s. to £3.

Lambs were in fair demand, at from 35s. to 45s., and nearly all

exposed for sale were sold. Several lots of hoggets went from
£2 to £2 15s. Milch cows were brisk ; demand good, and
many sold from £12 to £15 10s. Goresbridge : Sheep
scarce, and pigs very few. Fat cows ranged from £11 to £14,
ntilch cows from £14 to £16, two-and-a-half-year-old buUocks
£10 to £13, year-and-a-lialf-old heifers £7 to £9 10s., year-

lings £5 to £7, weanlings £3 to £3 10s. Fat sheep 59s. to

60s. each, breeding ewes 50s. to 55s., lambs 30s. to 35s.,

store pigs 35s. to 50s. each, bonhams 40s. to 45s. per couple.

KiLLENAtTLE was \i'ell supplied with stock, which sold briskly.

Fat cows £18 to £20, milch cows £14 to £18, strippers £10
to £12. Young stock iu good demand from £8 downwards.
There was a pretty good supply of sheep, wliich commanded a
ready sale, as higli as GOs. Ijeing got for some.

REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

The unusual heat and drought of September

have been nearly balanced by heavy rains and a

much lower temperature in October ; but the har-

vest being previously gathered, no injury has ac-

crued to any outstanding corn; but turnips and

other esculents have been much benefited, and the

lands previously too dry has been moistened suffi-

ciently for the reception of the autumnal sowings

—some of which were effected early on the light

land, and v^e expect to hear of many strong plants

before Christmas. The potato disease, however,

has been progressing, and the crop is reducing

fast; while the cattle murrain, notwithstanding all

the efforts of science, continues its ravages among
our herds. Let us hope, however, that this visita-

tion will be entirely removed, or receive a salutary

check as the cold season approaches, or it must

eventually fall very heavily on the poor. As re-

spects the present wheat crop, accounts continue

to vary very widely—say from 2 qrs. to 7 qrs. per

acre ; but we fear an inferior yield, as well as

quality, wdl be found to predominate, by the sam-

ples which come daily to view. As respects prices,

the month has certainly shown a tendency up-

wards, and the gain has been fully Is. per qv., with

a certain amount of confidence not hitherto

evinced. The fact is, our prices are lower relatively

than in any part of the world, insomuch that

Dantzic agents and others bitterly complain of the

want of business. Our impressions given last

month have been strengthened by more recent ac-

counts from abroad, that there is less prospect of

a free importation than for years past ; and, should

any extraordinary demand spring up for bread-

stuffs from the failure of animal food, we really do
not know what country to look to for the needed

supplies. We have, indeed, had fair arrivals lately,

as the result of orders during the rains of August,
when prices were rising, but these are already

diminishing; and, in spite of the rise to 7 percent,

in discount, purchases have been freely made from
the Black Sea for next year's spring delivery at ad-

vanced rates ; and, by telegram from Odessa, we
are informed of a rapid rise there, which fully

agrees with a recent statement that the dehveries

there are much less than usual, and of a quahty
also below that of the previous year. It is equally

clear that our present prospects of imports from
America is poor. At ^lontreal white wheat had
risen to o3s. per qr., and spring wheat to 43s. per
qr. of 480lbs., only as the consequence of a de-

mand from the United States, both the West and
the South being largely in need. Some parts of

Germany and Poland are estimated at one-third

less than an average j^i'oduce; while France, Bel-

gium, and Holland have short crops. The follow-

ing quotations were recently current at the several

places named. At Paris the range of prices for

wheat was 38s. to 43s. : at Antwerp red wheat was
worth 48s., at Maestricht in Holland 44s.

Hambro' quotations were much above those here,

red Wahren being quoted 46s. 6d. per qr. At the

Danish ports red wheat was 42s. 6d., cost and
freight; at Cologne the price was 43s. per qr.

;

Berlin prices were 35s. to 41s.; Straubing, in

Bavaria, to 36s. ; Ghirka wheat, floating cargoes

oflP the coast, to 43s. 6d.; red wheat at Venice

37s.; Montreal quotations, as previously noted,

43s. to 53s. per qr. of 480lbs. New York advices

were for Chicago spring 39s. 8d., Milwaukie

40s. 6d., amber Michigan 51s. 6d,, all per

qr. of 480lbs. ; so that English orders were as bo
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much waste paper in merchants' offices, from their

being considerably below present quotations.
The first Monday in Mark-lane opened on fair

English and liberal foreign supplies of wheat. The
show of samples, however, from Kent and Essex
during the morning was deficient, and the smaller
portion of this being fine went off readily at fully

the previous quotations. There were some coun-
try buyers of dry Russian qualities for mixing with

the new crop, and occasionally Is. per qr. advance
was realised, all fresh qualities being held very

firmly. A good business was done in floating car-

goes at something above the previous currency.

Many of the country markets followed the im-
proved London feeling—viz.. Is. per qr. advance.
Among these were Hull, Spilsby, Sheffield, St.

Ives, Hereford, Wolverhampton, and Bristol;

while Liverpool was 3d. per cental dearer for the

week. Glasgow prices were not raised ; but at

Edinburgh there was an advance of Is. to 2s. per

qr. Irish prices were little changed, but most
markets were firm.

On the second Monday there was a better sup-

ply of English wheat, and very large arrivals from
the Continent, chietly from Dantzic and Russia.

There were not many fresh samples sent up in the

course of the morning from Kent and Essex.

Higher prices were at first demanded; but millers

refused to go beyond the previous rates, at which

good samples went off freely. The heavy foreign

arrival rather staggered the market for those quali-

ties ; but there was no disposition on the part of

holders to make any sacrifice, and prices were

nominally unchanged. Cargoes afloat, however,

were sold at Is. per qr. reduetion. Prices were

generally well supported this week throughout the

country for all fine and dry qualities ; but where

the sale of damp parcels was forced, farmers had

to take rather less money. Among the markets so

described were Hull, Boston, Wakefield, and

Liverpool. At Edinburgh prices were 6d. to ts.

per qr. higher; but Glasgow was again unaltered.

The supply of home-grown wheat at Dublin being

very short, there was a ready sale on fully former

terms ; at Cork there was no change.

There was much less wheat on the third Monday
in the returns, but still good supplies of foreign.

Very few samples came up this, morning from

Kent, but rather more from Essex, making to-

gether but a moderate show. Good qualities were

again in fair request; but inferior were more
completely neglected. A retail demand was kept

up for all useful foreign, but the speculative

movement was discouraged by the high rate

of discount. Cargoes afloat were more in re-

quest, and the prices made exhibited some reac-

tion on the late dechne. The trade in the country

this week was more decidedly upward for fine quali-

ties, and many markets realized Is. per qr. im-

provement. Amongthese were Boston, Birmingham,

Bury St. Edmunds, Burton-on-Trent, Hull, Ips-

wich, Newbury, Sandwich, Aylesbury, Cambridge,

Chesterfield, Huntingdon, and Leicester ; Liver-

pool showing some improvement on Friday. Edin-

burgh was rather dearer for fine wheat, and Glas-

gow rose 3d. to 6d. per boll for American quali-

ties. At Dubhn there was an advance on native

wheat of Od. per barrel, and foreign was held at

more money.
On the fourth Monday the arrivals of English

wheat were moderate, and so were those from
foreign parts. The show of samples this morning
from Kent was almost nothing, and that from

Essex was very small ; but samples not being in

good condition, and factors asking more money,
very little business was done. Some of the best

lots were sold at Is. per qr. advance, and the bulk

was held at the same rate, but not disposed of at

a late hour of the day. The foreign trade was
more decidedly improved, and Is. advance freely

paid on all good Russian and Dantzic qualities,

while a similar advance was realized on floating

cargoes, with a good demand for spring delivery.

On the same day, Newcastle-under-Lyne was 2s.

per qr. dearer, and St. Ives Is. to 2s. per qr., and
and most of the later markets were about as much
dearer.

The imports into London for the four weeks
were, in English qualities 34,057 qrs., and in

foreign 123,333 qrs., against 31,536 qrs. Eng-
lish and 96,691 qrs. foreign for the same period

in 1864. The general average commenced at

42s., and closed at 41s, lid. The London
average began at 43s. 7d., and closed at

43s. lOd, per qr. The imports into the king-

dom for four weeks ending 14th Oct, were

2,578,537 cwt, wheat and 343,280 cwt. flonr. The
London exports in the same time were trifling,

viz., 6 qrs. wheat and 136 sacks flour.

The flour trade throughout the four weeks has

been very steady, prices not having varied through-

out, the diminished imports from abroad having

caused a better demand for home manufacture.

Norfolks have ranged from 31s. to 33s. per sack,

and the top price of town-made has stood at 43s.

per sack. American barrels being very scarce, have
kept at a high range, say 2'2s. to 27s. ; and with

the last high quotations from New York and Mon-
treal, it is clear there is very little chance of many
being sent on to England, there being a demand
from the West and South. The imports into Lon-
don for the four weeks were 73,539 sacks country

and 868 sacks 13,551 barrels foreign, against

63,762 sacks English and 885 sacks 30,770 barrels

foreign for the same period in 1864, showing con-

siderable falling olT in barrels.

The warm weather lasting so long, there has been
very httle opportunity for business in the malting
qualities of barley; and so little really fine has

been sent to the London market that its precise

value can scarcely be given; but there has been
more than enough of secondary sorts, mostly
stained, and so inferior in condition that sales have
been not only difficult, but oft-repeated, from the

bulk proving inferior to sample. While this has

been the state of the English market, there has

been a gradual advance both in fine and low foreign

sorts to the extent of Is. to Is. 6d. per qr. during

the four weeks, and the market closed with an up-
ward tendency. The imports into London for four

weeks were 12,l7l qrs. Enghsh and 44,213 qrs.

foreign, against 10,691 qrs. English and 31,479
qrs. foreign in 1864.

The malt trade has been steady through the



The Grraio- and Abergorki seams are worked by level. These form the best-known coal

for locomotive purposes, and the out-put is 100 tons a day, and capable of great extension.

This property is held under two leases, of which 50 years are unexpired, and the term

may be renewed for 40 years of a portion of the property containing about 400 acres, on

payment of a fine of £100. The royalties are much lower than usual, ranging from 5d. to

9d. per ton of 2,5201bs. The property contains the whole of the valuable beds of fire-clay

and ironstone, now worked so extensively for the ironworks in Merthyr and Aberdare, and

also extensive quarries of building stone.

Being the key as regards position to a large tract of minerals, the taking may be at any

time largely increased on advantageous terms ; but even from the present area at least 1,000

tons of coal a day may be raised, and with an additional pit a larger quantity.

The Blaenclydach Colliery consists of 460 acres, held at favourable royalties under

aoreements for leases, of which 56 years are unexpired. It is situated on the Rhondda

Bi-anch of the Taff Vale Railway, and about 18 miles from Cardiff. The seam is the well-

known No. 3 Rhondda, or " Coffin's Seam," and is, without exception, the best bituminous

coal in the district, and for coking and manufacturing- purposes is unrivalled. The present

yield is 120 tons a day, and may be increased.

The New Brithdir Collieries consist of 300 acres of unworked coal. The whole is

opened out, and is worked by level, and yields 300 tons a day.

This taking includes 500 acres of enclosed land, with very extensive right of common,

held for a term, of which 17 years are unexpired, at a rent of £252 per annum. The

purchase includes a lot of 1,000 sheep, horses, and other stock.

The mining lease is for a term, of which 30 years are unexpired ; the royalties are

moderate.

There are 74 coking ovens of the newesit and best construction upon the property,

which are in constant work. The coke is in high repute for ironmaking and shipment.

The property is situate on the Rhymney Railway, and has also a communication with

the Baro-oed branch of the Brecon and Merthyr Railway, by which means the couimunication

is complete with South Staffordshire, and with the ports of Newport, Cardifi^, and Swansea,

and the midland counties of Wales.

The proprietor has 310 waggons on redeemable agreements, spreading the payments

over seven years. The majority of the waggons have been held for nearly three years.

These ao-reements (which are of considerable value) are included in the proposed purchase.

Any contracts which may be existing, together with the trade connection of these

collieries of the proprietor, who has been twenty years in the trade, are included in the

purchase.

The proprietor has guaranteed to the satisfaction of the Directors that for the first five

years after the formation of the Company 10 per cent, per annum shall be paid upon all

the paid-up capital (taking the average of profits over such period). He will also continue

to manage the whole business of the Company at a salary fixed by the Directors.

There is a sufficient plant at each of the collieries efficient to work a much larger

quantity of coal than has been named.

The purchase-money for the whole of the above-named properties is £130,000, and

the same is to be paid by instalments spreading over two years. The proprietor will

take shares to the extent of £50,000.

The price to be paid is based upon valuations made by several well-known and

experienced colliery engineers, all of which have been thoroughly verified. The originals

may be seen at the offices of the Company.

The proprietor includes in the purchase the lease of offices in Bute-crescent, Cardiff,

together with the office fixtures and furniture. •

Prospectuses and Forms of Application for Shares may be obtained of the bankers, at

any of their branches ; brokers, solicitors ; of James Wright, Esq., C.E., 12, Copthall-

court, London ; of Messrs. Smith and Pickering, solicitors, Merthyr Tydvil ; and at

the Temporary Offi.ce of the Company, 10, Collumpton-street, E.C.



THE SALISBURY HOTEL,
SALISBURY SaUARE, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.G.

This Hotel is now Open, and affords accommo-
dation much needed in the vicinity, and families

TV ill find it replete with every convenience and
comfort.

It is furnished and fitted up in the best possible

manner, and with all the latest improvements.

There is a large Hall, with a Committee-room
attached, well adapted for PubKc Meetings, Large

Dinners, Wedding Breakfasts, &c.

There is an excellent Coffee-room for Ladies, or

families not requiring private Sitting-rooms.

A large and well ventilated Room has been set

apart for Smoking

There are Hot and Cold Baths on every floor.

The Hotel is one of the quietest, and at the same
time one of the most centrally-situated houses in

London, while the accommodation generally is very
extensive, so that the Agriculturists of all countries

may here have the opportunity of meeting with each
other.

The Tariff will be found to bear a favourable com-
parison wdth any Hotel of a similar character.

Bed-rooms for Visitors' Servants.

THOMAS HIGGS, Manager.



CHAMPION PLOUGH

Gained at the LAST TRIALS of the Rotal Aorioultubal Sooibtt or Ekolavd, at Newcastle,

The PIEST and ONLY PEIZE for the

BEST WHEEL FLOU&H FOR GENERAL PURPOSES.
This is the most important Prize for Ploughs offered by the Societj

;

And por the last TEN YEABS J. & F. HOWARD have been the Winners or it.

HOWARDS' CHAMPION PLOUGH HAS RECEIVED

FIFTEEN FIRST PRIZES
from the Royal Agrleultural Society of England, being the Largest Number of Prizes awarded to any kind

of Plough ever exhibited.

HOWARDS' CHAMPION PLOUGH
WON THE.FIRST ALL ENGLAND MATCH OF 1865,

Ani at the Last Two Years' Autumnal Matches the unprecedented number of

Forty-one All England Prizes, and upwards of 500 Local Prizes
The Largest Number ever gained by any Maker.

MORE THAN SIXTY THOUSAND ARE NOW IN USE.
At the Plymouth Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society op England, July, 1866,

J. & F. HOWARD won every Prize for which they competed, viz.

—

Two FIRST FRIZES for the Best Haymaking Machines, and the
FIRST FRIZE for the Best Horse Rake.

These Machines have won every First Prize at every competitive trial, both at home and abroad.

The following Prizes have been awarded to J. & F. Howard by the Royal Agricultural Society of England :—

FORTY-POUH FXBST FRIZES
FOR THE BEST PLOUGHS FOR LIGHT LAND,

BEST PLOUGHS FOR HEAVY LAND,
BEST PLOUGHS FOR GENERAL PURPOSES.

BEST RIDGING PLOUGHS, BEST SUBSOIL PLOUGHS,
BEST HARROWS, BEST HORSE RAKES, BEST HAYMAKERS, AND

BEST HORSE HOES; '

ALSO THE GOLD MEDAL, AND OTHER PRIZES, FOR
STEAM-CULTIVATING MACHINERY.

full particulars may be had op their agents throughout the world, or will be sent
FREE ON application TO

JAMES AND FREDERICK HOWARD,
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD, ENGLAND.

LONDON OFFICE: 4, Cheapside.-LIVSEPOOL OFFICE: 19, Sweeting Street.
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H O W A B B
CHAMPION PLOUGH

Gained at the LAST TRIALS of the Royai. Agriouittiral Socibtt op England, at Newcastle,

The FIRST and ONLY PRIZE for the

BEST WHEEL PLOUGH FOB GENERAL PURPOSES.
This is the most important Prize for Ploughs offered by the Society;

And for the last TEN YEARS J. & F. HOWARD havb been the Winners of it.

HOWARDS' CHAMPION PLOUGH HAS RECEIVED

FIFTEEN FIRST PRIZES
from the Royal Agricultural Society of England, being the Largest Number of Prizes awarded to any kind

of Plough ever exhibited.

HOWARDS' CHAMPION PLOUGH
WON THE FIRST ALL ENGLAND MATCH OF 1865,

And at the Last Two Years' Autcmkal Matches the unprecedented number

Forty-one All England Prizes, and upwards of 500 Local Prizes,
The Largest Number ever gained by any Maker.

MORE THAN SIXTY THOUSAND ARE NOW IN USE.

At the Pltmottth Mebtiwq of the Royal Agricultural Society ov England, July, 1865,

J. & F. HOWARD won every Prize for which they competed, viz.

—

Two FIRST PRIZES for the Best Haymaking Machines, and the
FIRST PRIZE for the Best Horse Rake.

These Machines have won every First Prize at every competitive trial, both at home and abroad.

The following Prizes have been awarded to J. & F. Howard by the Royal Agricultural Society of England :

—

FORTY-FOUR FIRST PRIZES
FOR THE BEST PLOUGHS FOR LIGHT LAND,

BEST PLOUGHS FOR HEAVY LAND,
BEST PLOUGHS FOR GENERAL PURPOSES.

BEST RIDGING PLOUGHS, BEST SUBSOIL PLOUGHS,
BEST HARROWS, BEST HORSE RAKES, BEST HAYMAKERS, AND

BEST HORSE HOES;
ALSO THE GOLD MEDAL, AND OTHER PRIZES, FOR

STEAM-CULTIVATING MACHINERY.
PULL PARTICULARS MAY BE HAD OF THEIR AGENTS THROUGHOUT THE VORLD, OR "WILL BE SENT

FREE ON APPLICATION TO

JAMES AND FREDERICK HOWARD,
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, BEDFORD, ENGLAND.

LONDON OFFICE: 4, Cheapside-Three Doors from St. Paid's.
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BELL'S

By Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent.

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST MANURE NOW IN USE
AMMONIA-FIXED PERUVIAN GUANO

Is 30s- per Ton Cheaper than Natural Guano, and produces 10 per Cent- more Wheat—
Proved by Experiments-

The fixing the Ammonia witli Sulpliuric Acid, adding Magnesia, and rendering the Phosphates soluble, makes
it the Cheapest Manure that can be used.

For MANGEL, TURNIPS, CABBAGES, and other Root Crops, its beneficial effects will be found to be ex-

traordinary. For Top-Dressing it is superior to Nitrate of Soda and much cheaper.

One triiil of it, weight foi- wci^jjht, against Peruvian Guano, will prove its superior value.

THE MOST EMINENT PROFESSORS OF CHEMISTRY IN THIS COUNTRY have Analyzed and
reported most favourably upon it— a full copy of all their reports and analyses will be forwarded on application.

Professor WAY and T. M. EVANS, Esq., say—We have carefully analyzed

the sample of Ammonia-fixed Peruvian (jluano produced by your Patent pro-

cess, and have no doubt that it is a most excellent Manure both for Root and
Corn Crops, and also for Hops, &c., &c.

ProfcssorVOELCKERsays—Tl»6 sample submitted by me to analysis contains

a 1 its ammonia in a fixed state, and may be kept freely exposed to dry air for

any length of time witJwiit loshig in the slightest degree any of its valuable

fertilizing j>roperties. I find it rich in soluble phosphate and sulphate of am-
monia.

Professor ANDERSON, of Glasgow, says— I inclose herewith analysis of

your sample of Patent Ammonia-fixed Peruvian Guano, which fully meets

tiic name applied to it. Peruvian Guano treated according to the specification

of your Patent will bo mucli improved, and I have no doubt will be found a,

very excellent manure both for Turnips and Cereal ci'ops, &c., &c.

Professors OGSTON, SIBSGN, and NEWLANDS report most highly upon it.

*^* The Patentee is ready to supply ihis article, carefully prt pared, dry, and fit for the drill, at i^ll per ton,

net cnsh, free on boaid vessel in the Thames, or at any Railway Station in London.

GIBBS, BELL, and CO., Vitriol Works, Victoria Bocks, London.
PRINCIPAL AGENTS:—

TRAC E. !AA.eJ<

Ward & Co., Exeter.
Dixon & Cardus, Southampton.
Geo. Virtue, We) mouth,
E. Strickland, Hailsham.
J. R. Castleden, Canterbury.
Geo. Youngman, Maidstone.
S. Strickland, jiartford.

G. II. Wilson, Stratford.

Geo. GriiTgs, Romford.
John Kernan, Covcnt Garden.

F. & H. Hicks, Chelmsford.

F.ancis & Co., Colchester.

D. Walker, Bungay.
Allen & V/ells, Lynn.
John 13aly, Hardingham.
G. M. Tingay, Wells.

C, F. Foster & Nephews, Cambridge.
Thomas Slater, Boston.

E. Sanders, Woburn.
W. C. Isaac, Reading.

J. Hedges & Son, Aylesbury.
Thos. Metcalfe, I3ridlington Quay.
Carlton & Pearson, Thirsk.

John Ridley, Hexham.
Thos. Harrison, Belsev,

R. F. Bell & Co., Edinburgh.
David Logan, Berwick.
G. A. Pattulo, Dundee.
L. Rintoul, Perth.

UTLER AND M'CULLOCII, Seed Merchants, Covent Garden Market, London, W.C
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, ALL OF THE FINEST QUALITY, SAVED FROiM PURE STOCKS'

Beet, Broom, Buckwheat, Cabbage, Carrot, Clover, Kohl Rabi, Lucerne, Mangold Wuizel. Mustard,
Parsnip, Rape, Rye Grasses, Sainfoin, Turnips white, yellow, and Swedish, Tares, &c. &c.

GRASSES FOR PERMANENT PASTURE MIXED TO SUIT ANY SOIL.
PRICE LISTS and SAMPLES Post Febe on Application. Special quotations for large quantities.

For free conveyance arrangements see Catalogue.

IMPOETAIfT TO OWNERS AND BREEDEES OF HOESES.
T^lRDS'S BOTANIC ESSENCE OR LIQUID BLISTER FOR GENERAL LAME-'^ NESS IN HORSES.

Is beneficial in all cases of Curbs, Splents, Spavins, Strains in the back Sinews, Sore Throats, &c., and, when
applied in its undiluted state, may be used as a common Blister.

Sold, Wholesale and Retiil, in Bottles, Is. 6d. each, by the Proprietor, W. L. Bird, 42, Castle Street East,
Oxford Street. Also, BIRD'S FEVER DRINKS, for Colds, Shivering, &c. ; BIRD'S Celebrated PURGING
PASTE and WHITE OILS; BIRD'S COUGH BALLS, invaluable for Chronic Coughs, IJrokeil Wind, &c. ;

and every description of Iltrse and Cattle Medicines ready prepared from the most approved i-eceipts.
Sold, Wholesale and Retail, by the Proprietor,

42, CASTLE STREET EAST, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
Horse Medicine Chests fitted up on the shtirtest notice.

Agent for Dublin—Messrs. OLDHAM & CO , 37, Grafton Street. Liverpool—RAIMES & CO.,
65, Hanover Street.



THE CATTLE PLAGUE CURABLE BY HOM(EOPATHY.
Over 70 per cent. Cured ! !

!

A Chest, containing the medicines recommended by the Association for advocating the trial of, prevention,
and curative treatment in the Cattle Plague by tlic Homoeopathic metliod, sent carriagk-free to any
RAILWAY station In the United Kingdom on receipt of Post-office order for 15s., 2Gs., 453., or 72s. (with
full instructions for use) by Henrt Turner & Co., 77, Fleet-street, London, and 41, Piccadilly, Manchester.

r*fow Ready, Cloth, in two Volumes, 782 pp., with four steel Portraits, Price 16s. uniform witli

"SCOTT AND SEBRIGHT," "SILK AND SCARLET," &c..

OR

|nitti0li jFlDrL'0 m\ Unh.
BY H. H. D i X O N.

With Steel Engravings of Mr. Hugh Watson, Professor Dick, Mr. Nightingale, and the late Duke of

Richmond, &c.
The Volumes, "North" and "South" (of the Frith of Forth) may bo had separately— Price EIGHT

SHILLINGS each.

Copies will be sent by Post on application to the Author.

KOGERSON AND TUXFORD, 210, STRAND.

Price in aoth, ITALF-A-CROWN ; Post-free, 2i. 9:d.,

OR, POCKET EACmG COMPANION FOR 1865.

(Contents

:

The Nominations for 1865, and the Horses Indexed with their Pedigrees—The Great Stakes for 1866

—

The Grand Prize of Paris for 1865—A Complete Calendar of Races a7id Steeple Cliascs in Great Britain and
Ireland in 1864—Continental Racing in 1864—Laws of Racing and Steeple-chasing—Lengths of Courses

—

Derby Lots—Revised and correct Lists of Trainers, .lockeys, and their Addresses—Tlie Colours worn by the
Aiders— Winners of the Principal Races from their commencement—Queen's Plate Articles, and Weights—
The Racing Past in 1865.

Sold ut the SPORTING REVIEW OFFICE, 246, STRAND; by all Booksellers; and at the various
Railway Stations.—Price Half-a-Crown in Cloth.

NEW WORK BY THE AUTHOR OF "MANHOOD."
Just out, 18mo Pocket Edition, Post Free, 12 stamps; Sealed Ends, 20,

DR. CURTIS'S MEDICAL GUIDE TO MARRIAGE: a Practical Treatise on its
Physical and Pehsonal Obligations. With instructions to the Married and Unmarried of

both Sexes, for removing the special disqualifications and inipcdiments which destroy the happiness of wedded
jfe.—By Dr. J. L. Curtis, 15, Albemarle Street, Piccadillx, London, W.

This work contains plain directions by which forfeited privileges can bo restored, and essential functions
strengthened and preserved.

Also, by the same Author, a New and Revised Edition of

ANHOOD : A MEDICAL ESSAY on the Causes and Cure of Premature Decline in
Man ; the Treatment of Nervous Debility, Spermatorrhoea, Impotence, and tho?e jicculiar infirmities

which result from youthful abuses, adult excesses, tropical climates and other causes; with Instructions for tho
Cure of Infection without Mercury, and its Prevention by tho Author's Prescription (his infallible Lotion).

—

By Dr. J. L. CURTIS, 15, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

REVIEWS OF THE WORK.
"Manhood.—This is truly a valuable work, and should be in the hands of young and old."

—

Sundcy
Times, 23rd March, 1858.
"We feel ilo hesitation in saying that there is no member of society by whom the book will not be found use-

ful, whether such pcr^?on hold th'2 relation of a Parent, Preceptor, or Clergyman"—Sun, Evening Paper,
" Dr. Curtis ha* conferred a great boon by publishing this little work, in which is described the source of

those diseases which produce decline in youth, or more frequently, premature old age."

—

Daily Telegraph,
March 27, 185G.
London : Published by Allen, 20, Warwick Lane, Patcrnostor-row; and Mann, 39, Cornhill, London.
*:,.* Either of the above scientific and useful Works sent Post free by the Author or Publishers for 12

Postage stamps ; or in sealed envelopes, 20 stamps. Consultations from 10 to 3, and 6 to 8.



Before you pur-

chase your Christmas

Presents, remember that those

LETTS'S DIARIES FOR 1866 are adapted to the

wants of all classes of society, being published in over 100 varieties

of form, varying from 1 to 6 days to a page, and at

prices ranging from 6 pence to 6 pOUnds

each. All Booksellers keep them

and will provide Catalogues

gratis.

combining use with elegance are sure to

be most appreciated. Any Bookseller will provide

you with a Catalogue and show you a variety of

LETTS'S DIARIES FOR 1866 ^ velvet, mssla, &c.

CATTLE PLAGUE.
«6T?NW0RB'S SPECIFIC" FOR CATTLE is the best remedy known for this disease*

JjJ EXTRACT FROM TESTIMONIALS.

From Mr. John Jordan, Devonshire Dairy, Green Lanes, Tottenham.

I can safely recommend Enworb's Specific. I lost every cow that was attacked with the Plague before

I obtained it. Since using it all my cattle, now numbering forty, which were seized, are doing well, and most

of them recovered.
From Mr. Johji Palmer, Queen's Head, Green Lanes, Tottenham.

Since I have used Enworb's gPECiific all my milch cows attacked with the Cattle Plague have been

saved, and are doing well.

From Mr. Mills, Roman Boad, Islington.

Your Specific has saved two of my ©ows which were suffering from the disease in its worst form.

Sold in Bottles, 28. 6d., 4s. 6d., and IOs.

SOLE MANUFACTURER, J. T. DAVENPORT, 33, GREAT RUSSELL STREET, BLOOMSBURY, W.C.

ALDERNBY, JERSEY, & GUERNSEY
COWS AND HEIFERS.—EDWARD PAR-

SONS FOWLER, of Jersey, will have on PRIVATE

SALE, at Mr. GOWER'S REPOSITORY, Barbican?

London, E.G., a Choice Herd of the above, the

SECOND and LAST MONDAY in evertj Month

THROUGHOUT THE YEAR. Warranted perfect, direct

from the Islands, and of the Purest Breed. On view

the Saturday prior.

'|3AYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, & BAW-
-*-^ TREE, Seed Farmers and Merchants, 89, Seed

Market, Mark-lane; and Basingstoke.

Prize Medals, 1851, for "Wheat;" 1862, for

Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED.
Highly Important to Dairymen and all who keep Cows.

ARLAND'S PATENT POCKET SELF-
MILKING APPARATUS,

by means of which lOO Cows may Milk
tlaemiselves in One Hour. it is recom-
mendad by several well-known land stewards of the
United Kingdom for its Cleanlin ess, <|uiClk-
neSS, and eCOHiOlUy. Farmers need only to
give it a trial to see its advantages over all other in-
ventions.
" We have received from so trillStwortliy a

source so good an account of the Pocket Milking
Apparatus that we feel ourselves justified in
calling the attention of our readers to it."

—

Bell's
3Iessenger, Jan. 4, 1864.

Price 10s., the Set Complete, post free.

Circulars sent on demand. A liberal discount to

orders for dozens of sets.

Post OfBce orders to be made payable to

THOMAS BARLAND, 16, NORFOLK-STREET,
STRAND, LONDON.
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PLATE I.

"ROYAL" SOUTHDOWN RAMS;

THE PROPETY OF LORD WALSINGHAM, OP MERTON HALL, THETFORD, NORFOLK.

These two rams were first and first in the aged
and shearling ram classes at the Plymouth Meeting
of the Royal Agricultural Society in August last,

when their portraits were taken.

The old sheep on the left, aged two years and
four months, known as " Emperor," is by the

Merton second prize Battersea ram, out of a ewe by
a ram bred at Babraham. At the Lynn show of the

Norfolk Agricultural Society, in 1864, Emperor
was never noticed by the judges; but at Plymouth
he was equally appreciated by the authorities and
the public, being purchased on the ground by Mr.
H. E. Waller, of Harrington Lodge, Northleach.
Emperor was used for one season at home.

" Royal Plymouth," the first-prize yearling, is by
a great grandson of Raglan, the best ram in the

aged class at the Chelmsford Meeting of the Royal
Agricultural Society, out of a ewe by a Norwich
prize ram. Plymouth was used in the Merton
flock during the past season, and served eighty

ewes.

We thus wrote of these sheep, on seeing them at

Plymouth :
" In a very good class of shearlings,

Lord Walsingham still carried all before him, with

great, heavy, fine-bodied sheep, the first and second
being particularly good ; and, as will be seen from
the prize-list, scarcely any other flock noticed

amongst the many commendations. The Merton
two-shear sheep were also remarkable for their fine

growth and weight."

Mr. Dent Dent, in his report, as senior steward,

on the stock show at Plymouth, says that "Lord
Walsingham, with the shepherd, seems also to have
inherited the mantle of Mr. Jonas Webb ;" and
certainly the success of the Merton flock has of

late years been very signal, as the following list

will show :

Old Sskus.]

In 1851, at the Norfolk Agricultural Society: First

and second prizes for shearling rams, second for shearling

ewes, second for shearling wethers, first for ten ewe lambs,

first and second for rams of any age. At the Yorkshire

Agricultural Society : First prize for shearling ram.

In 1852, at the Norfolk Agricultural Society: First

prize for shearling ewes, first for shearling wethers, second

for shearling wethers, second for wethers of any age,

first for ram of any age. At the Smithfield Club Show :

Second prize for two-year-old wethers. At the Birming-

ham Cattle Show : Second prize for two-year-old wethers.

In 1853, at the Norfolk Agricultiu-al Society: First and
second prizes for sheai-ling rams, first and second for two-

year-old wethers, silver medal for two-year-old wethers,

second for ewes. At the Yorkshire Agricultural Society :

First prize for shearling ewes. At the Smithfield Club

Show : First prize and silver medal for wethers of any age.

At the Birmingham Cattle Show : Second prize for shear-

ling wethers.

In 1854, at the Norfolk Agricultural Society : First

prize, silver medal, and second prize for rams of any age

;

first prize and silver medal for shearling ewes, second for

shearling wethers. At the Koyal Agricultural Society's

Meeting at Lincoln : First prize for shearling ewes. At
the Yorkshire Agricultural Society : First prize for shear-

ling ram, first for shearling ewes. At the Smithfield

Club : Second prize for shearling wethers, second for

two-year-old wethers. At the Birmingham Cattle Show

:

Second for shearling wethers, and second for two-year-old

wethers.

lu 1855, at the Norfolk Agricultural Society: First

prize, silver medal, and second prize for shearling rams

;

second for ram of any age ; first prize and silver medal

for ewe lambs ; first prize, silver medal, and second

prize for wethers ; first for shearling wethers. At the

Yorkshire Agricultm-al Society : First prize for shear-

ling ram, first for shearling ewes. At the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's Meeting at Carlisle : Second prize for

shearling ewes. At the Smithfield Club Show: Second

for shearling wethers. At the Birmingham Cattle Show

:

I I [Vol. LVIII.—No. 6.
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First prize and two silver medals for shearling wethers,

second prize for shearling wethers; first prize, silver

medal, and second prize for wethers above one year old.

In 1856, at the Norfolk Agricultural Society : First

prize, sUver medal, and second prize for shearling ram
;

first prize and silver medal for ram of auy age ; fii-st

prize and silver medal for wethers ; first for ewes.

At the Koyal Agricultural Society's Meeting at Chelms-

ford : First and second prize for rams of any age, first and

second for shearling ewes. At the Birmingham Cattle

Show : First prize, and two silver medals, with second

prize for shearling wethers ; first prize, silver medal, and

second prize for wethers of any age. At the Smithfield

Club Show: Second prize for shearling wethers.

In 1857, at the Fat Stock Exhibition at Poissy, in

France : First prize and Gold Medal for wethers, second

prize and silver medal for wethers. At the NorfoEc Agri-

cultural Society : First and second prize, and silver medal

for shearling i-ams ; first prize, silver medal, and second

prize for shearling wethers ; third prize for twenty ewes.

At the Birmingham Cattle Show : First prize, silver medal,

and second prize for shearling wethers ; first prize, silver

cup, and silver medal for two-year-old wethers. At the

Smithfield Club Show : Second prize for two-year-old

wethers.

In 1858, at the Norfolk Agricultural Society: First,

silver medal, and second for shearling rams ; first, silver

medal, and second for rams of any age ; first, silver medal,

and second for shearling wethers. At the Birmingham
Cattle Show : First, silver cup, and silver medal for

shearling wethers. At the Smithfield Club Show

:

Second for shearling wethers, first for extra stock ewe.

In 1859, at the Norfolk Agricultural Society: First

and silver medal for shearling rams ; first, silver medal,

second, and third for rams of any age ; first, silver medal,

and second for shearling ewes ; first, silver medal, and
second for wethers. At the Birmingham Cattle Show :

Second for two-year-old wethers. At the Smithfield

Cattle Show : Third for two-year-old wethers, first for

best extra-stock ewe.

In 1860, at the Norfolk Agricultural Society: First,

silver medal, second, and third for shearling rams ; first,

silver medal, and third for rams of any age ; first, silver

medal, and second for five shearling ewes ; first and silver

medal for three shearling -wethers. At the Yorkshire
Agricultural Society : First and second for rams of any
age. At the Royal Agricultural Society's meeting at

Canterbury ; first for wool, second for five shearling

ewes. At the Birmingham Cattle Show : First and
silver medal for three shearling wethers; first, silver

medal, Society's silver cup, and Innkeepers' silver cup for

two-year-old wethers. At the Smithfield Club Show :

Third for shearling wethers.

In 1861, at the Norfolk Agricultural Society : First,

silver medal, second, and third for shearling rams ; first,

silver medal, second, and third for rams of auy age; first,

silver medal, and second for five shearling ewes. At the
Royal Agricultural Society's Meeting at Leeds : Third for

ram of any age, second for five shearling ewes, first for

hogget wool, first for ewe wool. At the Birmingham
Cattle Show : First for two-year-old wethers, Society's
silver cup for best pen of short-woolled sheep in the
yard, Innkeepers' silver cup for best pen of short-woolled
sheep in the yard, first for ewe. At the Smithfield Club
Show : Silver medal for extra-stock ewe, second for shear-
ling wethers, and third for light-weight shearling wethers.

In 1802, at the Fat Stock Exhibition at Poissy, in
France: Second and silver medal for ten-months-old
wethers. At the Royal Agricultural Society's Meet-
ing in Battersea Park : Second and third for rams of

any age, second for shearling ewes. At the Norfolk
Agricultural Society : First, silver medal, second, and
third for shearling rams ; first, sUver medal, second,
and third for rams of any age ; first and silver medal
for shearling ewes ; silver cup for the best ram or
pen of sheep of any breed in the yard. At the Bir-

mingham Cattle [Show : First, silver medal, and second
for shearling wethers ; first, silver medal, and second for

wethers under 32 months old; first and silver medal for

ewe of any age. At the Smithfield Club Show : First

for ewe of any age, second for shearling wethers, second

for wethers under 32 months old. At the Liverpool

Cattle Show : First and second for wethers of any age

;

silver cup for the best pen of sheep, of auy breed in

the yard.

In 1863, at the Norfolk Agricultural Society : Fkst,

silver medal, second, and third for shearling rams ; first,

silver medal, second, and third for rams of any age; first

and silver medal for shearling ewes. At the International

Exhibition at Hamburg : First and second for rams, first

and second for ewes. At the Royal Agricultural Society's

Meeting at Worcester: First, second, and third for

shearling rams ; first, second, and third for rams of any
age ; first prize for shearling ewes. At the Birmingham
Cattle Show : First, silver medal, and second for shear-

ling wethers ; first, silver medal, and second for wethers

under 32 months old; first and silver medal for ewes of
,

any age; silver cup for best pen of short-woolled sheep

in the yard. At the Smithfield Club Show : First and
silver medal for shearling wethers ; first and silver medal
for light-weight wethers ; second for wethers imder 32
months old ; first for ewe of any age ; silver cup for best

pen of short-wooUed sheep in the yard.

In 1864, at the Norfolk Agricultural Society: First,

silver medal, second, and third for shearling ram ; first

and silver medal for shearling ewes. At the Royal Agri-

cultural Society's Meeting at Neivcastle-on-Tyne : First

and second for shearling rams, first for shearling ewes.

At the Birmingham Cattle Show : First and silver medal
for shearling wethers ; silver cup, value £25, for the best

pen of shearling sheep, of any breed ; second for shear-

ling wethers ; first and silver medal for wethers under 32
months old ; silver cup for the best pen of shortwooUed
sheep in the yard ; second prize for wethers under 32
months old ; fijrst, silver medal and second for ewes of any
age. At the Smithfield Club Show : First and silver

medal for shearling wethers ; second for light-weight

wethers; first and silver medal for wethers under 32
months old ; first for ewe of any age, and silver cup for

best pen of short-wooUed sheep in the yard.

In 1865, at the International Exhibition at Stettin, in

Pomerania : First for shearling ram, and first for shear-

ling ewes. At the Norfolk Agricultural Society : First,

silver medal, second, and third for shearling rams ; fii'st

and second for rams of any age ; silver cup for best

Southdown ram in the yard. At the Royal Agricultm'al

Society's Meeting at Plymouth : First, second, and
third for shearling rams ; first and second for rams of

any age ; second for shearling ewes.

All these prizes were, of course, taken with

Southdowns, Lord Walsingham having laid the

foundation of his flock at Babraham, where his

agent, Mr. Henry Woods, was for years a free bid-

der. Mr. Woods has pointed his experience in the

fold and the yard by a very able essay on the man-
agement of a sheep, while a lecture recently de-

livered by him on the diseases of sheep will be
found farther on in the present number.
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PLATE II.

A CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY.
Perhaps no one looks forward with greater glee

to a Christmas holiday, or enjoys one more, than
the lad for a taste for field sports, just turned loose

from school. No friends—no matter of how long
standing, or how long separated

—

can be more
glad to see each other, or give one-another a more
genuine, hearty greeting, than the absentee of six

long months and his brace of spaniels. The lad is

no sooner home than he is away to old Dash and
Fan. They recognise him in an instant, and are in

such ecstasies that Master Harry can scarcely slip

their collars. There is no end or bounds to their

joy, for they are up and down, about, all over him,
as if they really could not believe he was one of

them, whilst he looked so clean and so prim. The
saddle is on old Bobby as quick as Jack Robinson
can get it on, the ferret in the bag, and the jolly lot

are fleeting away to the Warren, to be inseparable

for the quickest time we ever spent— the six weeks
of a lad from school—his Christmas Holiday.

THE SALTS OF SODA.
BY CUTHBEBT W. JOHNSON, F.K.S.

The use of the salts having soda or potash for their

base has long been a moot-point with those who have

laboured to apply science to agriculture. That all vegetables

contain potash is well known, and yet almost all applica-

tions of its salts as fertilizers have proved of doubtful

value. Tlie same remark applies to the salts having soda

for their base. They are found in far more limited pro-

portions in plants than those of potash, and their power
as manures are equally doubtful. The experiments hitherto

reported iu which they were employed have produced

very discordant results. The only exception to this oc-

curs in the case of those salts which contain nitric acid.

The nitrate of soda (cubic petre) and the nitrate of potash

(saltpetre) are of well-known value as powerful manures
;

but then, very unfortunately, these are the most expensive

of the salts of soda and potash ; while saltpetre is about

35s. per cwt. and cubic petre 15s., sulphate of soda

(Glauber salts) is only worth 5s., and common salt about

Is. 6d. per cwt. ; and au impure soda is very cheaply

obtained by mixing together lime and common salt.

It is therefore very desirable that in so very little undei'-

stood a research further inquiries should be made, and far

more careful experiments instituted than those whose re-

sults we now possess. We should indeed, in all such re-

searches, ever bear in mind the danger of arriving at rapid

conclusions, in trials where vegetable life is concerned.

The mysteries we encounter at every step we take should

teach us caution and patience. It was after long and
laborious inquiries as to the salts of soda that Professor

Voelcker lately remarked, in a paper well wortliy of the

reader's very careful perusal [Jour. Roij. Ag. Soc, N. S,,

vol. i., p. 302) :
" All soils possess a wonderful capacity

of adapting or converting crude fertilizing substances into

combinations fitted to support the process of nutrition of

plants. The changes which soluble fertilizers undergo in

contact with soils of various characters are frequently

quite unexpected. The results of filtration experiments

are very much influenced by the composition of each indi-

vidual soil operated upon, and by the strength and even

the quantity of the saline solution brought into contact

with it. We must, therefore, be careful how we attempt

to deduce from the results of special experiments an uni-

vei'sal or natural law of husbandly. The results of such

experiments are not without value ; they hold good, how-
ever, only under the particular conditions under which

they were performed in the laboratory, and probably

many more years of hard study and conscientious self-

denying work of many intelligent practical observers will

still be required, before our knowledge of the mysterious

process of vegetable nutrition will be much advanced."

These conclusions of the learned professor may well

precede his other very valuable observations, as he step by
step treads carefully in his search for truth. He tells us,

very truly, moi-eover, (I here give his own words), that

"in an agricultural point of view soda and its salts are far

less important fertilizing agents than potash and its saline

combinations. The published ash-analyses of every

variety of agricultural produce show that all cultivated

plants, without exeeption, contain much more potash than

soda. This is not due merely to accident, or, as might be

supposed, to a wider and more abundant distribution of

potash than of soda iu the mineral kingdom, for the rule

holds good even when plants are grown on soils in which
the proportion of soda greatly exceeds that of potash. It

matters not what the composition of the soil is on which a

crop of wheat, oats, turnips, &c. is raised ; invariably the

amount of soda iu the ashes of these and other plants

will be found to be quite insignificant in relation to that of

potash. Plants appear to have not only the power of taking

up potash from the soil, but also of retaining this alkali,

and using it for building up the living organs of the

plant.
" Soda and its saline combinations unquestionably are

also taken up by plants from the soil and circulated through-

out the vegetable organism ; but it is questionable whether

soda, like potash, is ever transformed, in conjunction with

carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and other elements, into a

living organ, iu which the properties of the alkah are no

longer recognisable, but are as completely changed as

those of hydrogen, or carbon, or oxygen when entering

into chemical combination Avith each other.

"It is true we find soda-salts, more especially common
salt, in almost every kind of agricultural produce, and

their presence is commonly regarded as a proof that they

are absolutely necessary for the very life and growth of

our cereal and forage crops. The mere presence of cer-

tain constituents in plants does not, however, prove that

these constituents are indispensable: Such a conclusion

is only well established when the withdrawal of one or

more elements of nutrition, or the substitution of others

I l3
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in their place, is marked uniformly by an uuliealtliy

growth and final failure. Thus we know positively that

no plant can grow healthily without phosphoric acid or

potash, since numerous attempts to find a substitute for

them have all been totally imsuccessful. Hence our pre-

sent state of knowledge entitles us to consider these two

substances to be essential ash-constituents of all j^lants.

" On the other hand, the fact that mangolds, or grass,

contain a good deal ofcommon salt when the soil on which

they are grown is natm'ally rich in salt, or has received a

good dressing of it, does not by any means prove that salt

is necessary, or even that it is, or may be, a useful mamire
for these crops.

" Like other soluble substances, common salt and most
other soda-salts are readily absorbed by the rootlets of

plants and conveyed into their sap, where they probably

have important functions to perform in the living plant.

What these special functions are we have yet to learn ; all

we know is that salt is taken up by plants, and, under cer-

tain conditions which require yet to be more clearly de-

fined, has a remarkably good effect upon vegetation. Not-

withstanding the large increase in the produce of corn or

roots which has in many cases been realized by the use of

salt, and its general presence in almost all plants, its base

—the soda—cannot be regarded as essential to the

luxuriant growth and maturity of plants. In many ash-

analyses, made by our best and most trustworthy analyti-

cal chemists, soda is not mentioned at all, and merely
traces of chloride of sodium are given. Ash-analyses in

which soda does not occur are not -isolated or exceptional

cases, but may be readily found on looking over a list of

such analyses endorsed by the names of Boxxssingault,

Fresenius, Way, and other chemical authorities, who have
faUed to find soda in the ashes of some crops, and only in-

significant quantities in others.
" It is further worthy of notice that whilst the amount of

phosphoric acid or potash in our crops within certain

limits varies but little, the proportion of common salt in

green crops and gi'ass, and cereals in an unripe condition,

appears to be regulated entirely by accidental circum-
stances and to vary greatly. Thus in land like the salt-

marshes the herbage is richer in this constituent than in

upland districts, and on this account more relished by
cattle than ordinary herbage. Again, mangolds that have
received a heavy dressing of salt invariably contain a good
deal of salt, more especially in their leaves, whilst roots

grown without salt are comparatively poor in it. The
difference between potash and soda in this respect is

striking. No plant as yet has been found in which pot-

ash was entirely absent ; and though a soil may contain
but little of this alkali, plants have the power of extract-

ing it and assimilating it—that is, using it for the building
up of their own organism. Soda audits combinations, on
the other hand, when present, occur in variable propor-
tions in the sap of plants. Soda compounds do not ap-
pear to enter into such intimate organic combinations with
carbon, hydi-ogen, nitrogen, and other elements, as pot-
ash and its combination. It is worthy of notice that
common salt never occurs in perfectly ripe seeds, such as
the grain of wheat, barley, or oats, even when the land
upon which they are grown has been heavily top-di-essed
•with conimon salt, and the analysis of the whole plant,
root, stem, leaves, and unripe seed shows its presence in
considerable quantities. Common salt, and soda-salts in
general, as it would appear, circulate in the plant, assist-
ing, in aU probability, the assimilation of other inorganic
or soil constituents without becoming themselves integral
parts of the living plant. It may further be mentioned
that Professor Kemp of Leipzig has succeeded in growing
and maturing peas, beans, Indian corn, oats, " barley,
wheat, and other plants, in watery solutious, from which
hfi excluded all sorts of soda. Lastly, it is well known

to every practical agriculturist that soda compounds, as

a class, certainly do not belong to om- most efficacious

manures ; and it is certain that the beneficial effects which
nitrate of soda and a few other soda salts produce are

mainly due to their acid, and not to their basic consti-

tuents. In the preceding remarks I have sufficiently stated

the reasons which induce me to regard soda as a non-
essential ash-constituent of plants. I have dwelt rather

longer on this matter than may be deemed necessary, be-
cause I think the time has arrived when attention shoiild

be prominently directed to the distinction between essen-

tial and non-essential ash-constituents which I have been
in the habit of drawing for more than eight years. The
development of the doctrine of vegetable nutrition de-

mands that such a distinction should be made, both in a

qualitative and quantitative sense—that is to say, it is

desii-able that we should know positively, not only what
soil constituents are absolutely necessary for the growth

of our cultivated crops, but also what is the amount of each

ash-constituent that has to be regarded as indispensable

for bringing om' various crops to maturity, and what is

the amount which may be considered as superfluous or

accidental."
" Although I do not look upon chloride of sodium and

soda-salts in general as essential ash-constituents of plants,

I am far from denying the beneficial effect which salt is

capable of producing in particular cases. Indeed, my own
experience leads me to admit that salt is a useful and

cheap manure, which, judiciously applied, frequently yields

a large increase of corn, roots, or hay, and seldom does

any harm.
" On porous sandy soils, roots, especially when the sea-

son hajipens to be dry, are apt to pass so rapidly through

all the stages of growth that their leaves begin to drop

before they have had time enough on the one hand to collect

atmospheric food, and on the other to accumulate mine-

ral matter from the soil in sufficient quantity for the

development of an abundant ci'op of bulbs. On such soils

the application of 3 to 4 cwt. has given me a large in-

crease in roots, and 7, 8, or even 9 cwt., so far from
doing harm, increased the produce of mangolds by 25- to

4 tons per acre. On the other hand, it does mischief

when applied in excessive doses (and such I consider all

quantities exceeding 5 cwts. per acre) to stiff wet clay

soils, and soils generally which are cold, and which bring

their grain, roots, and grass crops slowly to maturity, for

salt has a remarkable tendency to prolong the period of

vegetation. It will be seen that the value of a fertilizing

agent does not always depend upon the fact that it is an

essential clement of nutrition ; the substance which we
apply to the land with a view of increasing our crops may
have no value whatever as a direct fertilizer, and may, as

is the !case with chloride of sodium, not even make its ap-

pearance in our grain-crops, and yet it may be instrumen-

tal in materially raising the produce of wheat. Again,

such non-essential salts in general may nevertheless play

an important part in the nutrition of plants by assisting

the solution and uniform distribution of fertilizing con-

stituents which occm* in the soil in a sparingly soluble

or insoluble condition. It is well known to chemists

that chloride of sodium exercises such a dissolving action

upon several bodies, and thus it is not too great a stretch

of fancy to assume that it will act beneficially in the

field by dissolving and rendering available earthy fertiliz-

ing constituents which without its aid will remain in an

inert condition for a long time. The remarkable changes

which solutions of salts of jtotash undergo in passing

through ditt'erent soils naturally lead us to suspect that

similar changes take place when dilute solutions of soda-

salts are filtered through a soil."

The experiments which the Professor made upon the

absorption of salts by various soils, all seem to show thQ
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iul'erior attractiou of these soils I'ortlic salts ot'soila. Tlic

experimeats were made by mixing 3,500 grains of each

soil with 41.52 grains of the salts, dissolved in 4 gallons

of water. The results he obtaiucd, tirst witha caleareoussoil,

to give his own words, showed—that 3,o00grainsofthisral-

careous soil absorbed only 3.S grains of soda contained in

3.28 grains of chloride of sodium, or 1,000 grains ab-

sorbed only 0.8 of a grain of soda. li' we compare this

residt with the action of arable soils upon potash-salts,

we lind that the soil has far less attraction for soda than

for potash. For instance, this same calcareous soil, of

wliich 1,000 grains in the preceding experiment absorbed

only 0.8 of a grain of soda, in a similar filtration experi-

ment made with chloride of potassinm, absorbed 3.578
grains of potash per 1,000 of soil. This, no doubt, is one
of the reasons why soda-salts as a class are far less ener-

getic manures than their corresponding potash-salts. If

a soil is mannred with common salt, and by the action of

rain a dilute solution of salt is produced, a good deal of

the salt will remain undecomposed in the ground. In the

moist soil the salt exercises but a weak influence, which,

howevei", produces a sufficiently marked effect upon the

produce in the long run."

Under similar circumstances 1,000 grains of a stiff

clay soil absorbed 1.057 grains of soda. 1,000 of the

soil of a fertile sandy loam absorbed 0.G2 of a grain

;

1,000 of the soil of a pasture, 1 grain ; 1,000 of a marly

soil, 0-99 of a grain; 1,000 grains of a sterile ferrugin-

ous soil absorbed 0.62 of a grain.

Wc have, however, the results of certain experiments,

made long since, which strongly incline us to think

that Glauber salt (sulphate of soda) is worthy of a more
extended trial as a manure than it has hitherto

received. For instance, in the experiments of Mr. James
Wilson, of Erskiue, on grass-growing upon " a very good
light soil," the following was the produce of hay per

imperial acre

:

The soil, simple 2 tons cwts.

120 lbs. of saltpetre 2 „ 17 „
120 lbs. of cubicpetre 3 „ „

1201bs. of Glauber salt... 2 „ 12 „
3-10 lbs. of gypsum 2 „ 5 „

And in some experiments of Mr. W. Fleming, of

Barochan, on winter rye, the various dressings being

applied on the 14th of April, on a tilly soil which had
been trenched, and produced potatoes the previous year,

the following was the produce per rood

:

Straw. Grain.

SoO.simple — 1,024 lbs. 3^ bush.

Muriate ofammonia (sal-ammoniac) 5 lbs. 1,216 „ 5f „
Nitrate of soda 40 „ 1,664 „ 6| ,.

Lime aud potash 40 „ 1,344 „ 5^ „
Sulphate of soda 40 „ 1,152 „ 4^ „

It would appear from other experiments of Mr. Fleming

that sulphate of soda (Glauber salt) may be a valuable

dressing for leguminous crops. He remarks, " The first

dressing was applied the 4th of May on some beans on

a border in the garden ; the di'ills that were dressed

quickly took the lead of the others. There was no alter-

ation of colour, but greater strength, and they tillered

xooiulerfidhj . There were five or six stems from every

seed sown, and the pods were larger and more numerous,

and the beans in the pods a great deal larger than the

same variety undressed. It was also put upon some of

the ridges of the beans in the field, and with the same

effect, and gave a very large crop. Upon peas in the

garden it appeared to add little, if anything, to the

strength of straw, but those that were dressed had a far

greater number of pods, and those better filled, and the

peas of a better flavour, and it seems a valuable dresiing

for all leguminoxis crops. When sown in the drills along

with the peas, it nearly killed every one of them ; while

the same quantity put on as a top-dressing to some drills

next to them (where the peas were two inches high) did

no injury."

Then we have the fact that not only sea-weeds, but the

ashes of sea-weeds, are a powerful manure ; and these

ashes abound with the salts of soda. In 100 parts of sea-

tangle, Hodges found

:

Saud^. 3.7

Potash 8.2

Soda 25.8

Lime 5.3

Magnesia 8.5

Chlorine 11-7

Phosphoric acid 5.4

Sulphuric acid 20.3

Now the ashes of these sea-weeds are extensively em-

ployed in the Channel Islands. Mr. C. P. Le Coruu, in

his prize essay on the agriculture of these islands, remarks

upon the Isle of Jersey (Jour. Roy. Ag. Soc., vol. xx.

p. 40), " Wheat is sown'in most cases after potatoes, par-

snips, or carrots ; in this case the land is clean, and

requires no preparation beyond manuring. The manure

employed is generally vraic ashes, i. e., the ashes produced

by the burning of dry sea-weed. Sea-weed is collected in

great abundance on the coast, and dried for the purpose of

burning. If the land be rich, as in most cases it is,

having been highly manured for the root-crops, 2j tons per

acre of ashes will be deemed sufficient. A few days before

ploughing these ashes are carted from a dry place (in

which they are stored and kept as free as possible from,

the action of the atmosphere) to the field, where they are

spread evenly on the surface.

Aud the use of these saline ashes as a manure is one

that has prevailed from time immemorial, for in a work

upon Jersey, by the Rev. Philip Falle, published in 1694,

he observes, that " Nature having denied us the benefit of

chalk, lime, and marl, has supplied us with what fuUy

answers the end of them in husbandry—it is a sea-weed,

but a weed more valuable to us than the choicest plant

that grows in our gardens. We call it vraie, in ancient

records veriscum, and sometimes wrecum, and it grows on

the rocks about the island. It is gathered only at certain

times appointed by the magistrate, and signified to the

people by a public crier on a market-day. There are two

seasons for for cutting it, the one in simimer, the other

about the vernal equinox. The summer vraic, being first

well dried by the sea-shore, serves for fuel, and makes a

hot glowing fire ; but the ashes are a great improvement

to the soil, and are equal almost to a like quantity of lime.

The winter vraic being spread thin on the green tmf, and

afterwards buried in the furrows by the plough, it is in-

credible how with its fat unctuous substance it ameliorates

the ground, imbibing itself into it, softening the clod,

and keeping the root of the corn moist during the most

parching heats of summer. In stormy weather, the sea

does often tear up from the rocks vast quantities of this

weed, and casts it on the shore, where it is carefully laid

up by the glad husbandman."

The Jersey and Guernsey Agricultural Society cou-

firmed this report of the excellent eftects of sea-weed

ashes, iu 1797, in their report to the English Board of

Agriculture, when they observed, " It is judged that a

chabot (half a bushel), strewed over a perch of ground in

winter, or tlie beginning of spring, will be a sufficient

manure. Our labourers are unanimously of opinion that

it gives a full ear to the corn, aud prevents it being laid

—

those who have any varech to sell may at all times get a

chabot of wheat for a quarter or six bushels of varech."

(Com. Board of Jgric. vol. i. p. 216).

This very extensive use of the ashes of sea-weed (which

we have seen contain more than one-fourth of their

weight of soda) seems to support the conclusions of those
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who have advocated the employment of a mixttii'e of

Common salt and lime. This manure is made by mixing,

in a dry state, two-parts of hot lime with one part of

salt. After they are well incorporated, the lime and salt

should remain undisturbed under a dry shed, or well

covered with sods for two or three months. The salt in

that time is gradually decomposed—carbonate of soda and

muriate of lime, a deliquescent salt, very likely to be useful

on dry soils, are produced. This mixture of soda and

muriate has been often successfully employed as a manure

from almost the days of the alchemists, the last of that

fraternity, the celebrated Glauber, describing it as Hii

universal medicine for vegetables.

We may then, on the whole, fairly conclude that we
have much still to learn with regard to the agricultm'al

value of the salts of soda. They form a valuable class of

which two, cubic petre and common salt, are of undoubted
service to the agriculturist ; and if we are in doubt as to

the uses to the farm of two of this great group of salts

(Glauber salt and carbonate of soda), it is probably for

want of that information, as to its mode of application,

which future careful examinations may afford.

THE HERDS OE GEEAT BRITAIN.
Chapter XLVIII.

THE EDENBKIDGE AND COURTLANDS HERDS.

The hop season was over. One or two old hop hags

were left half-drunk by the station- door, with their un-

kempt hair straggling over their faces, and shaking their

fists impotently at the railway policeman ; but the rest of

the pickers had tied up their bundles and their potato

kettles, and departed, singing and shouting, to their Lon-

don lair. There were no charms for us in the withering

bine bundles, which some use for straw, some for

thatching, and others "win" for fodder; and we were

not sorry to quit Kent. Om- last halt was at Edenbridge,

in the parish of Westerham. Mr. Murton Tracy's re-

sidence is rather more than a mile from the rail, and just

at the foot of the southern slope of the line of the " green

sand" hills, which run parallel with the great chalk range,

or the "backbone of the county." lYom that fir and

juniper-covered height, the Wealds of Surrey, Kent, and

Sussex seem to spread themselves out in all their fatness

;

and the oak flom'ishes, like a " weed," in every hedgerow.

The situation of the Red HiU farm is remarkably warm
and sheltered ; and the ground gradually faUs from it

down to the Eden, one of the principal sources of the

Medway. Even in the eyes of The Eancy, whose faces

were generally Kentwards on the Tuesdays of their prime,

Edenbridge has an historical value, as the spot where

poor Tom Sayers met Dan CoUins twice in one day, with

Tom Spring and the veteran Vincent Dowling to look on.

The farm of Red HiU comprises about 200 acres, of

which fully half is devoted to permanent grass. The
soil is A'cry much intermixed—sandstone hills on the

higher part, and weald clay below. It grows fine wheat

—in some yeai's 651bs. to the bushel—and is favourable

for clover, but not so well suited to oats, unless grown
after tui'uips. The course is generally a six-shift: fallow

or green crop, wheat, seeds, oats, pulse, wheat. A por-

tion of the pulse-tilth is devoted to a summer fallow

which in autumn is sown, like the rest, with wheat.

The portion which was fallowed is well manm'ed and
deeply ploughed, and then stirred and worked with the

scarifier, as early in March as it will bear the horses. A
little more scarifying and harrowing-in of dung will pre-

pare the ground for mangolds and swedes, which take ex-

ceedingly well when put in with some artificial manure

;

but this plan was only arrived at after many unsuccessful

trials. A great deal of cider is made from the com-
moner sorts of apples ; the hops, Goldings and others,

are of fair quality ; and Dorkings are the pre-

vailing poultry. The cattle of the district are ordinary
unpedigreed shorthorns

; and suckling calves seems their
great milk mission. These calves are bought by dealers
at Croydon from the dairies in and round London ; and
tliree batches are often sucldid iu the year, of which the

third, when weaned, forms part of the regular stock of

the farm.

The first pure shorthorn that ever came to Red Hill

was Rubiui (15210), a handsome roan bull, which

was bred by the late Sir John Lubbock, whose stock, in

which his widow has always felt a great interest, has done

so much good in North Kent. The Hendon sale, in

1855, furnished Cleopatra ;,2nd, by the Earl of Dublin

(9180). With her, came Douglas (12714), a son of the

680-guinea Duke of Glo'ster and Dolly Varden, of the

Gwynne tribe. Snowberry and three others then joined

company from Sir John Lubbock's ; and so did Olga and

Florimel, from Sir Charles Knightley's ; Carohne, by

Second Cleveland Lad, from Mr. Harvey Combe's ; and

Ratifia, from Mr. Marjoribanks. These cows, or theii'

produce, were dispersed at the first sale in '59. TSvo

females and fom- bidls of the Cleopatra tribe were then

sold; and Mr. Noakes gave 78 guineas for Cleopatra 4th.

There were several other good prices, and among them
Snowberry (Mr. Rich, 55 guineas). Elorimel, which

had been bought at Sir Charles Knightley's sale for 60

guineas, made 10 guineas more to Mr. Hales's bid ; Ra-

tifia (65 guineas) became Mr. Christy's ; and her daugh-

ter, Miss i3utterfly, the top lot, passed, at 100 guineas,

through Mr. Sheldon's hands, to the Americans, and was

shi2)ped with Grand Duke of Oxford (16184).

Sir Charles Knightley used to say : "Two things are

cei-tain when I die—those Radical Northampton shoe-

makers wiU never put up their shutters for such an old

Tory ; and Mr. Strafford will have ' a small hut select

herd of S/iorthonis'' io sell." And so it is. Men may
weary of hunting and of racing, but the lover of Short-

horns is as staunch to the death as the fisherman or the

cockfighter ; and hence Mr. Tracy determined to reserve the

two Cleopatras, as he dearly loved the Earl of Dublin and

the other triple Princess cross, in their pedigree, through

BeUerophon (3119), Waterloo (2816), and Young

Wynyard (2859).

Before grass had time to grow in the other stalls, he

was oft" to a sale in the ueighboiirhood, and brought back

Quaint, Geranium, Queen, and Quartz, the latter two both

daughters of Quaint, who went back into the Beauty of

Young Barmpton (3088) sort, but was spoilt by her sire

Castor (17512). Gradually lots from Lenton, Milcote,

Crawley, and Earnboro' came in, and Sweetheart 3rd

(who inherits four direct crosses of Favorite, through

her sire Daybreak), and her grand-daughter Starlight,

established the Sylph by Sir Walter sort in Kent,

Through Daybreak (11838), Mr. Tracy had also that

Earl of Dublin dash once more, which he has so jealously

reserved in his Cleopatra 3rd by The Baron. The latter

bull by Barou Warlaby, from Bou Bon, was bought
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^roni Mr. Antony Criiikshauk for 150 gs., specially to

cross the Sweethearts. lie hail been sokl twice bcl'ore :

once for the same sum by his breeder, IMr. Clialloucr, of

Kingsfort, after wiuuing a first prize at Dublin Spring
;

and again for 155 gs. as a two-ycar-okl at Hcudon. It

was cheap enough for such a hardy bidl, who had also

done such yeoman service for Sittyton. He came from

the county of Bon Accord to meet his own blood, as Cleo-

patra 2nd was in calf to him with Cleopatra 3rd, when
she was bought at Hendon. Mr. Bai-nes's Duke
of Lcinster (17724), a pure Booth buU, was also used in

the herd. He was hired by Mr. Waldo, of Stonewall

Park, about five or six miles away, and came subsequently

for half a year into residence at Red IliU, where The
Marquis (20961) and his sire The Don (18980), one of

them from Cleopatra 3rd, and the other from Sweetheart,

had held the ground in turn.

"With the exception of The Marquis, the Cleopatras

and Sweethearts were all reserved when the second

sale took place in July, 1865, and, owing to this

fact, and the general election, the average was very

low. Mr. Ti-acy has thus fairly chosen his line of blood
;

and we found him with fifteen in September, five males

and ten females. Cleopatra 3rd, by the Baron, has been

a regular breeder ; but with the exception of Cleopatra

5th, by the Duke of Leinster, they have all been bulls

—

to wit, Duke of Albemarle and Last of the Barons. Both
the " Thirds" were sent to Duke of Leinster at Stonewall

Park ; but Sweetheart missed to him. Despite this mis-

hap, which Avas rectified in due season, this cow is the

foundress of a prolific tribe, which she began with twins.

Sweethearts 5th and 6th, by IMameluke. The Marquis

(20961) next arrived; then roan twins again to The Baron
—Baron of Ratheool, and Sweetheart 9th ; and, lastly,

another Baron daughter. Sweetheart 11th. Sweetheart

5th seems to inherit much of her dam's fertility, as she

has already produced three calves—Sweetheart 7th and
10th by The Baron, and a bidl-calf by Duke of Leinster;

and Sweetheart 6th has also had a Duke of Leinster bull-

calf and a Baron heifer. Mr. Tracy is crossing the two
lines, and uses Duke of Albemarle and Last of the Barons

from the one side of the house, and Baron of Eathcool

from the other. The family tree is rather a difficult one

to master, as Duke of Albemarle is one-fourth

Sweetheart 3rd on his sire's side, and the Baron's blood

forms such a strong catenary chain between the two fami-

lies. StUl !Mr. Tracy apportions the dams very care-

fully : Sweetheart 3rd and her twin Mameluke daughters

the 5th and 6th were aU in calf to Duke of Albemarle

;

and a double cross of the Baron was in process of achieve-

ment by putting Baron of Ratheool to Cleopatras 3rd and
5th, and also to Sweetheart 7th.

But even Shorthorn heraldry will pall, and we wanted

to be " in the open." That doesn't just seem the word, as

the meadows here are very snug, and sm-rounded by high

hedges, backed by regular Kentish copses, and fringed

by the Ontarian poplar, with its green aud yeUow hues.

Sweetheart 5th, a red roan Herd Book heroine, was one

of the first we met. She is a very nice, useful cow,

shorter in the leg and deeper in the flesh than her twin

sister; andsomewhat recalling Mr.Douglas'sRoseofSharon.

The old cow herself is a short-legged white, and beginning

to give slightly in the loin : aud we looked with still

greater interest for the deep-middled Cleopatra 3rd, a

healthy hardy old dame, and the first shorthorn that INIr,

Tracy ever bred. Cleopatra 5th is a red aud white, of

great substance, and with a well-turned breast ; but except

on that point, she has not exactly sacrificed to The Graces.

A gay growthy heifer, with a nice picture head, proved to

be Sweetheart 7th. Sweetheart 8th did, perhaps, more
for the hand than the eye ; and the squarey deep-fleshed

roan, with no " hole for your hat" behind the elbow, was

Sweellicart 9tii, the twin with Baron of Ratheool. From

thence we beat to the right, past tlic marl pit, or minia-

ture Devil's Punch Bowl, on whose margin 50 South-

down wedders were browsing, and so round into the yard.

The hops had been dried in the oast-house (which

we once heard an Alliance man term "a hypocrite under a

cowl"), and departed to the brewer in the bags with the

black-horse brand of Kent, so we had no pcncillings

to reward our search. Two yearlings. Sweethearts

10th and 11th, the produce of dam and daughter,

were in the boxes below, of which the 10th

especially was a nice red, level below and above, with a

good Booth rib, and deep in her flank and flesh. Near them

were the two Duke of Leinster bull calves, from Sweet-

hearts 5th and 6th, the former more level, and the latter

perhaps the best in his hair and handling. Duke of Al-

bemarle looked full of constitution ; and Baron of Rath-

eool has a nicely laid shoulder and pleasing head. The

last of the Barons (and singularly enough, from Cleo-

patra 3rd, by the Baron), a clever calf, for which a long

price has been refused, next showed his little Roman head,

"set on like a button," as they say in Scotland;

and then we ruminated over the scidl of the old Baron, of

whose weU-spent lifetime we had such solid proofs, both

here and at Sittyton, and who died of bronchitis, w^heu
" the wind was in the east," early in the spring of last

year.

Those who wish, like om'selves, to combine a peep at

this Kentish herd with the only Royal prize shorthorn

herd in Sussex, must either ride or trudge it for thirteen

mUes over the Ashdown Forest, or go round by Redhill to

the East Grinstead .Junction, which is about seven miles

from Courtlands. Mr. Sharpe's shorthorn love is of no

recent growth. He was born in Durham more than fifty

years since, and soon caught the county spirit. In his

boyhood he had listened with eyes and ears to Old
" Jacky Hutchinson's" praises of Sockburn Sail, and

longed to realise the aspirations expressed in " Jacky's"

burning lyric

:

" Thick in the nmip,
Small in the tail.

Good for the butcher

As well as the pail.

"

Willie Stephenson, the breeder of Belvedere, was also walk-

ing the earth, and Tommy Bates, Tempest, Wood, Major

Rudd, Kit Mason, and the Robsons were still true to the

cause of the Durham, and hence these early Glassynook

impressions have never been lost. His first essay vrith a

herd was at Hewels Field Com-t, near Chepstow, some

sixteen years since. It consisted of some heifers, partly

of Booth blood, a few Gloucestershire crosses, aud a May-
nard buU. During those eight years, he won some prizes

at Coleford and Chepstow, and when he parted with the

herd in '59, and left for the Brazils, he sold some of his best

cows with their calves at 50 gs., and a yearling bull be-

yond that price. He retm-ned when his railway contract

was fulfilled in '62, and buying back two cows of the old

blood from a friend, he purchased Courtlands and started

afresh. This estate, of which he has 450 acres (about

half of it grass) in his own occupation, is on the old

Sussex sandstone, with a clay top, and is very good bean

and wheat land. Mangolds and swedes have also done

weU, while barley and common tm-nips put in late are

generally inferior.

The herd, which now numbers about sixty, commenced
with the purchase of six cows and heifers (among which

were Lady Windsor and Clytemnestra) and a bidl, The
Wizard, by private contract from Mr. Stratton. Mr.
Hales of North Frith's sale added three, and Mr. Jonas

Webb's five, including the 400-guinea bull Lord Chancel-

lor ; and five from Mr. Noakes's and four from Mr. May-
nard pretty nearly made up the first two-dozen. There
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was mauy a bitter blank among them in the breeding line,

but the result both at store and Christmas shows has far

outweighed those losses. Mr. Sharpc has always liked

showing, and he has uow six or seven going on for the

next year's campaign. This year his career was cut short

by the dread of the rinderpest, or else Lord Chancellor

and a bevy of fair dames would have begun at Doncaster and

taken a regular round on that Northern circuit. Now
that the great Towncley, Douglas, and Gnuter lots are no

longer seen there, and Lady Pigot is not in her old

strength, the need of some new blood is sorely felt in the

prize ranks.

Mr. Sharpe may be said to be making his stand with

Lord Chancellor (for whom, as well as Miss Emily, the

late Mr. Clark Irving " sent him along) upon the Babra-

ham, the Maynard, and the Cherry blood, the latter of

which comes in through Bolden's Cherry Duke 3rd, in

Elegant and Lady Bountiful. The calves all suck, and as

it was imjjortant to establish the herd through tail female

assoonas possible, Mr. Sharpe determined totestthe I'rcuch

conception theoiy. Respecting the English one, whatever

it may be, which was so solemnly coniidcd to representa-

tive breeders of different countries, we have heard but

one comment on authority: " We should he afraid to try

it except on a donkey." As the French one was open to

no such objections, all the Courtland cows and heifers

were put-to just as the season was beginning to go off them;

and out of the sixteen so experimented upon, not one has

failed to produce a heifer calf. John Richardson, the

herdsman who graduated under John AVard, when he was
at Aldborough with Mr. AVetherell, was a great sceptic at

first ; but even his patience had been exhausted, as bull-

calf after bull-calf came, and he longed for a crop of
" ladies in red" with the white Chancellor mark on each

Bide, just behind the shoulder.

Mr. Sharpe has always made ventilation a great point,

and his principal house is built of corrugated iron sheds

ill three distinct rows, and with very open circular roofs,

the middle one of which merely covers the passage be-

tween the boxes. Three Lord Chancellor bull-calves

were there—a gay-looking roan from Cleopatra 4th, a red

from jMiss Emily, and a roan from a Windsor cow, and the

thickest of the lot. Elegant's heifcr-calfLady Elegance had

"Lord Chancellor his mark" in perfection, and did him
much credit, and so did another red from Maynard's
Heiress. This bull has quite driven The Wizard by
Young Windsor into the background ; but, when we had
caught a glimpse of that fine, speaking head over the

door, we were sure that there was a world of good be-

hind. He has lived quite an anchorite life since the

rinderpest, as, of course, Mr. Sharpe would allow no

strange cow near the place, and his Lord Chancellor re-

versions are small indeed. At Tonbridge Wells two years

since he beat a large field of bulls ; and his good flesh, very

short leg, and specially neat hind leg and deep twist

would have carried him farther, if he had not rather ran

to gut, and unsettled his top thereby. The Lord Chan-
cellor has a very sweet but not so masculine a head, and
is a little plain at the putting on of his tail, and not quite

first-class in his handling. Still, we may " wander many
a weary fit " and not find, take him altogether, a much
neater bull. Lord Strathallan was once very much in-

clined to send Foseo to Plymouth ; but, fearing the long

sea voyage from Glasgow to Bristol, he did not enter him,

and he was specially kept for Doncaster. The meeting at

either place would have been a very interesting one, as

the white was a second last year to Forth and Van
Tronip at The Royal and The Highland Society, and a

vastly improved bull since then. The red has been
shown four times, and never missed a first prize ; and at

Tonbridge Wells he met and beat Mr. Betts's Third
Duke of Thomdale,

The cows were principally in the park. Among thetn

were Lady Richmond l)y Oxford 2nd (18507), a regular

slasherinpoiutof size, and her own sister Heiress, "alwaysa
great favourite of j\Ir. Wetherell's," on John Richard-

son's authority ; and when we have said that, we have
said enough. She is a daring, stylish-looking lass, and
we can quite believe that she jumped over a wall at the

sale. Lady Ducie, of the Dodona tribe, stood appro-

priately enough under an oak, and in colour must have
been very similar to " t'auld yellow cow," on whose
merits breeders delighted to " set off" old Anthony May-
nard in a cozy evening's chat. Bonny Star by Oxford 2nd
is a very clever roan; and near her stood ^Miss Emily, one

of those buxom five which Jonas Webb showed side by
side iu the cow class at Battersea, against Queen of the

Ocean and Pride of Southwicke. She has well repaid

the 100-guineas which was paid for her ; and, both for

her fine deep old stamp and "for the man who bred her"
fas our friend Easton said, when he showed us The
invalid Englishman), Mr. Sharpe holds her in no slight

honour. A country gentleman, who bought the old

Taglioni coach, said it was worth any money to him just

to sit in the coach-house of an afternoon and smoke a

cigar over it ; but Miss Emily pays better interest than

that, as she has had two calves since the sale, and is just

calving again. Sunshine, from Mr. Noakes's, is a

roughish cow, but a good milker ; and we pass on by
British Queen, of the Celia tribe, to Bloomer, a relic of

the first herd, and a proof that ^Mr. Sharpe's tastes have

quickened with years.

Cleopatra IV. and Dafty Gwynne were both tied up to

feed ; but they are not destined to follow in the Christmas

footsteps of the white (Lady Windsor) and the roan

(Clytemnestra) cows of last year. The pair were started

oft' first to Rugby for the All-England prize; and there

the white was first, and Lord Spencer's heifer, which
had taken tirst Oakham honours, behind her. Pro-

ceeding onwards from the haunt of Mr. Newdegatc
and his " Conservative Club," the pair tried their fortune

at Bingley Hall, where the cards were shuffled, and the

roan was first in her class, the white third and Lord

Spencer's commended. The judges must have been very

sweet on the roan, as they put her before everything in the

classes Iqx \\\v, Skorthoni Cup. Mr. Sharpe was surprised

at his good fortune, as, if he had been obliged to declare

which he would win with, he would have said the white,

which had been to the Royal Cornwall and the Bath and

West of England as a store cow, and come home each time

with the first rosette. In conformity with this

opinion, he had selected her for the Smithfield

class, and put the I'oan among the extra stock.

Both were first ; but the white was reserved for the

cup for the best female in the yard. And so it was at

Leeds, where the white met and settled the prize cow at

York and Darlington, and the roan was not even men-
tioned. Their continued successes for nearly three weeks

spoke volumes for Richardson's training, as, if they are

not very fit when they start (to use Mr. McCombie's
expression), " they melt to nothing in the rail." How-
ever, when they were both killed at Chesterfield, the roan

cut up about three stone the best; and £150 and the

medals were their fruits of travel. Many breeders have

tried all their lives, and failed to do as much, much less

follow it up with a Royal bull first within the next half-

year. No wonder that Mr. Sharpe is as fond of Short-

horns as Mr. Blenkiron of his thoroughbreds ; and in

point of enthusiasm, it would be hard to " whip them

apart."

The Stable Mead was the home of the prize-takers.

Elegant, of the beautiful breast, by Cherry Duke 3rd,

from Fuchsia, and bred by Mr. Noakes, was only three

in May ; and jNIr. Wood's Coriane had thus 21 mouths
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the i)ull over her at Plyiuoiilh, wlierc Mv. Slratton's

Diadem (3 years 5 months) sepaniUul them in the cow
class : she hud taken a ILrst ami two seconds before that

;

and well she might, as seven cows out of the ten were

mentioned at the Royal, and the judges speak of the

class as " a very good one, in which we had great difli-

eulty in arriving at a decision." Lilac by Warwick
(l'J120), from Lily of Windsor (another of ^Ir. Stratton's),

has been a fair winner—tliird at the Ivoyal Cornwall,

third at the Bath and West of England, and com-

mended at the Royal. Read second for third,

and English Emily, a very thick and snug daughter

of Miss Emily, and Englishman had the same

public career to boast of. Beyond them, auioug a field of

yearling heifers, wc found the first Lord Chancellor calf

that was ever dropped at Conrllands ; while iMatchlcss,

yialcly, the other vestige of the first herd. Lady Uucic,

Baby, Countess, &c., had all contributed their quota.

But night was deepening over the Surrey hills ; a mist

was curling steadily up that long valley to Lewes, past Uck-

ficld, with "its Johnny Kenward, and all those brisk hop-

betters, who thought backing or laying against the duty

each l^londay in the season far before any horse-racing.

Bradshaio was equally inexorable ; and through deep

lanes, shaded with ash and beeches reddening to the hue

of the best fox that ever stood for three hours before Old

Tom of the Old Sm-rcy, we reached the Junction once

ON THE WINTEE FEEDING OF FARM STOCK
It is not proposed in the accompanying remarks to advocate

liigh feeding, or recommend to farmers the imitation of gen-

tlemen or amateurs wlio farm for anuisement more than ulti-

mate profit, but simply to review the ordinary methods the

rent-paying farmer has at his command, and must liave

recourse to, for the purpose of bringing his working, breeding,

and store stock ecouomically through the winter.

There can be no greater mistake committed by a tenant

farmer, whose sole dependence is his farm, and who, con-

sequently, has to pay his rent, taxes, butcher's, baker's and

other bills out of its proceeds, than that of imitating too

closely the methods of feeding followed out by the wealthy

owners of prize animals, whether horses, cattle or sheep.

I'ull feeding is an admirable thing, and, when confined to

the varied articles of food grown on the farm, can scarcely lie

carried too far : the more grown and consumed, the return in

hard cash, of coiirse, also becomes greater ; and the manure-

heap, the primary source of all agricultural wealth, increases

in like proportion.

But when a working farmer, who has really a taste for his

business, and an eye for not only a useful but really a hand-

some beast (a gift which many of them possess) begins—for

the sake of having the nicest and best-managed, and best-

looking stock in the neighbourhood—to spend large sums on
purchased food, he gets into a dangerous position.

Although not generally admitted to be a fact, it is not the

less so, viz., that it is quite possible to feed all descriptions of

farm stock beyond the paying point ; or, in other words, they

may be made to consume such a quantity of expensive food

tluit the margin will uot only be on the wrong side, but a con-

siderable way down. A case in exact illustration of this point

came under our ol)servatiou a few years ago. A tenant-farmer

of active and industrious habits, having a capital knowledge of

cattle and their management, and liis devotion to his business

approaching almost to enthusiasm, changed his system, which

was a six-course one, and, in accordance with what was

thought, in the face of declining corn prices, to be the require-

ment of the times, grew less corn, tlirowiug a considerable

portion of the arable extent of his farm into permanent pasture.

Tor the purpose of stocking this increase of pasture, he

purchased twenty-two milch cows, all picked animals, as

nearly even as possible, and the very best of their sort that

money could procure. He look great pride in his dairy stock,

and justly, as they were beautiful animals, and the ad-

miration of the entire district. Anxious to keep up

the good character he had so worthily earned, he over-

did the feeding, and spent large sums on purchased food,

principally oilcake and bean-meal. To such an extent

was this carried that, even under the best management,

and an excellent market for its produce, the dairy never paid

itself, and had to l:e given up after a three years' trial, tjie

owner, although in easy circumstances, not being able to stand

a yearly loss, or, what was equivalent, to keep a stock whose

expenses were equal to the amount realized from their produce.

A small Hock of ewes now occupy the pastures previously

devoted to the cows, equally select iu their own way as the

cows were ; but, profiting by experience, they are allowed to

find their food exclusively on the farm, and, with the present

prices for wool, lamb, and mutton, yield a handsome return

for their keep.

Rapecake is about as economical a purchased food as can

be used on a farm ; and yet it is very questionable, when
used for anything else but fattening stock, whether it ulti-

mately pays.

There are, undoubtedly, occasions when it becomes almost a

necessity to use a little cake, and when, in its own way, it is

highly useful. Dairy cows eat it with avidity ; and it is an

excellent thing for a short period after calving, or at a tinu;

when, being fed on mangolds or other watery food, the milk

may be a little thin. Both rape and linseed cake enrich sucli

milk wonderfully ; but it is dillicidt to suppose that the extra

produce would pay for its continuance throughout the year,

unless under extremely favourable circumstances.

Both experiment and analysis agree iu giving to rapecakc

as much value, as a food, or nearly so, as linseed cake, al-

though so nuich cheaper ; and for cattle it is (of late years)

pretty much used. Suppose, then, that Gibs, of rapecake are

given daily to a milch cow (less cannot reasonably be given),

an expenditure of tjd. per day is involved. Scarcely, indeed,

can rapecake fit for cattle-feeding ever be bought for £7 a

ton : -t^d. a-day for the greater part of the milking season

—

say, 280 days—amoimts to 5 guineas—a very large sum to

have to deduct from the cows' produce, and hand over to the

cake dealer.

Even sheep—the kind of stock that of all others have been

paying best in this country for some years past, and that are

called by the Swedes " the animals with golden feet, on ac-

count of the tendency they have to enrich not only their

owners but the laud on which they feed—will not, by any

means, pay for an unhniited supply of concentrated food.

A pound of crushed oats given to each ewe daily when
nursing, is an excellent addition to their other food; and they

will, in a wonderfully short space of time, show its good elTcct

by improved condition of both ewe and lamb.

A like quantity of corn or cake given to fattening sheep is

also a vast improvement, enriching the manure and conse-

quently the land on which they are fed, besides hastening the

fattening process considerably. So universally is this knov\ii

and acted upon that sheep are seldom attempted to be fattened

without receiving a moderate quantity of crushed corn or cake.

When, however, large quantities are given, the benefit derived

therefrom is in a great measure lost—the improvement effected

on the animals being utterly unable to meet the extra expense

incurred, and at the same time leave a moderate margin lor

the hay and turnips consumed, and also to pay for attendance,

nets, and other charges unavoidable when sheep are confined

on turnips.

The present season is somewhat of an anomalous one, as

the amount of available food at the command of the stock-

owner varies very considerably in the three kingdoms.

In England there are districts where food in the shape of

hay, straw, turnips, and mangolds is abundant, and where the

dilficulty is not to procure food for the cattle, but cattle to

1
consume the food, This unusual difiiculty is of course caused
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^y the critical state of the cattie trade, occasioned by the

presence of the plague or rinderpest, in it in variously de-

signated.

In some of the English counties turnips are nearly as uaa

a crop as they were in ISO-i, tliis result having been oc-

casioned by tlie dry weather of June; in others by tlie ravages

of swarms of flies, which ate up every green leaf the moment
almost it made its appearance : sometimes even destroying the

crop after it had been considerably advanced, and when to all

appearance it was beyond the power of such puny-looking

enemies to destroy or even injure it. In such districts the

available food must of course he used with discretion and

economy to bring the stock on the farms on in health to nest

year's grass, as there is no prospect for some time to come of

being able to profitably lighten the stock of cattle, particularly

with the view of lessening consumption. In ordinary years

this could always he done, and a farmer could without either

trouble or diificulty lessen or increase his stock according to

the quantity of food he had on hand. At present, in England

or Scotland, any one attempting to remove store cattle for the

purpose of sale from his farm, or purchasing such even in the

districts where fairs and markets are stiU permitted to be held,

would be looked upon by his neighbours as one who had lost

all interest in his own affairs.

In Scotland green crops are not quite of such a varied

character as they are in England ; but still there are districts

where turnips are veiy indifferent, the damage in tlie early

part of the season having been caused by dry-rot, tail-worm,

and finger-and-toe. In by far the larger portion of the coun-

try, however, turnips are a good crop ; in some particular por-

tions they are even extraordinary good. Podder is also abundant

—too much so almost for those who have it to sell, and who
grew crops of hay, &c., for the express purpose of supplying

the owners of town dairies with winter fodder for their cattle.

The extreme virulence of the cattle plague, in clearing out

nearly every animal where it has shown itself, particularly in

the town dairies, has cut off a great source of demand ; and

farmers, who calculated on large and remunerative prices for

hay, straw, turnips, and middling-sized and small potatoes (the

latter largely used Ijy the tofl'n cow-feeders), can neither find

a profitable market for their produce, nor yet dare they venture

to buy cattle to consume it.

Glasgow, the great centre for the farmers of ihe West of

Scotland disposing of their produce, has suffered severely, and

the price of fodder is in consequence extremely low. During

the past three months it has become an admitted fact, by every

one directly or indirectly connected with the cattle trade, tliat

no animal could be considered free from infection that had
passed through Glasgow, and the immense mortality that has

occurred In that city would almost make it appear that such

theory was established on a sound basis. It is currently sup-

posed that up to the present tlie Glasgow cow-feeder, of world-

wide fame, has lost 800 of his cows. Such a loss, although an

excessive one, and in these kingdoms probably unprecedented,

occurring to a wealthy man, is only a loss of so much capital,

whUe many a struggling and hard-working man, who kept

himself and his family respectably, and paid at all times 20s.

in the pound, has been irretrievably ruined by the loss from his

stock of from twenty-five to forty or fifty cows.

Although not exactly connected with the subject, it may be

noticed that, even in a locality that has suffered so much, and

where it was highly dangerous to have anything wliatsoever to

do with travelled cattle, there lias not been wanting various

parties disposed to speculate on the purchase of extensive lots,

principally West Highland and North Country. Irish,

although coming from a country that has as yet not

shown the slightest manifestation of disease, being especially

eschewed. Whether it is that the latter, from being knocked
about when on board ship, or from lying in the lairs about

Glasgow, perhaps previously occupied by infected animals, are

really more susceptible of disease, it is hard to say ; but certain

it is, Irisli store cattle are at present almost unsaleable in the

West of Scotland.

Several lots of three-year-old Highland Scots and Queys,
and also of six-quarters old of the same breed, were purchased
at the Falkirk Octolier tryst, for the express and avowed pur-
pose of speculation, grass being taken in the neighbourhood
at high rates to place them on. Should these lots, in sporting

phraseology, " run lucky," they wiU pay splendidly, the heavier
beasts being bought at an easy two-thrids of their ordinary

valae, and the younger animals at very little over half, their

previous owners being delighted to get them off their hands,
even at such a sacrifice.

In Ireland, during the present season the food prospect is

anything but a cheering one, the turnip crop being, unless on
very occasional fields, absolutely nowhere. The cause of the

failui'e of this valuable crop, in a country the climate of which
is so well suited to its growth as Ireland, was the extreme dry
and arid character of the month of June. May was a delightful

month, and the land was got well-worked and the seed sown
when the soil was in splendid condition for its reception ; but
the dry weather set in before the yoimg plants had got hold

of the dung, and between the attacks of the turnip beetle and
the scorchmg rays of the sun they were literally

exterminated. They were in the majority of cases re-

sown ; in some instances again and agam ; and, al-

though eventually stimulated by the excessive rail-fall, they
did not start into luxuriant grovith : it was too late to form
bulbs of much consequence, and by the beginning of October
the leaves were decidedly the leading feature of the turnip

fields. Uay is plentiful and cheap, however, although not
always of the best quality, on account of the difficulty ex-

perienced in saving it during the exceedingly wet months of

July and August.

The difference of the weather between Ireland and Scotland

and some of the northern counties of England during the past

summer has been very marked. "VATiile in Scotland they had
nice showers in June—just sufficient to start the turnip, and
force tliem beyond the reach of tlie fly, in Ireland they had not

a single shower ; and, again, while in tlie latter country far-

mers vi'ere at their Mits' end to get their hay saved, and could

not do so for drenching rain, in Scotland they were rejoicing

at the excellent season they had for their hay, many of them
getting it cut and saved without a shower.

Cattle in Ireland are at present aliundant ; and, thanks to

God's blessing on the precautions that have been taken to ex-

clude it, as yet no sign of the cattle plague through its length

and breadth. Should this dreadful disease abate in England
and Scotland without visiting Ireland, the Irish farmer has
the prospect of finding an excellent market for his surplus

stock in the two sister countries, providing he can bring them
round until the period of stocking the pastures arrive, in good
saleable condition. This lie will in all probability have more
trouble in doing than either the English or Scotcli fanner, for

reasons already shown ; but yet he has the advantage of a
fine soil and genial chmate, which does wonders for him, en-

aljling him to try many expedients almost unknown to the

others. His great advantage, however, over them is his being

able, through the mildness of the chmate, to shorten the

winter by cutting off a bit at both ends.

The last half of January, February, March, and first fort-

night of April constitutes the trying period of the Irish store

farmer. As will be hereafter shown, when coming more par-

ticularly to speak of the winter feeding of stock, the Irish

stockholder has the immense advantage of being able to feed

his cattle night and day in the fields, for at least a couple of

months after they have been housed across the Channel, and
that without the shghtest injury or danger to their healtli, but,

if the grass has been left anything rough, to their manifest

improvement.
Ireland is not called the Emerald or Green Isle without

excellent reason. Her proximity to the Atlantic exercises a

powerful influence on her climate, which seldom rises or falls

to the extreme either of heat or cold. No doubt the rainfall

is in the extreme, in the south or west, but this is beuefici;il to

the farmer, as it nourishes and promotes the growth of grass

through pretty nearly the entire winter. Wliile in Scotland

frost so hard as to stop the plough has on several mornings

been already experienced, there has been in Ireland little more
than frosty dews, and in aU likelihood the plough may not be

stopped half-a-dozen mornings by frost during tlie winter,

whUe in the more northern country it may be stopped as many
weeks. Such a marked difference in the climate of two adjoining

countries must to a considerable extent render necessary differ-

ent details of managemrnt, which difference will be noticed

and compared, as we go on to particularise the different modes

of winter management carried out in various localities in the

three kingdoms.

It will be nearly always found on intimate acquaintance with

the liabits and customs of a locality, that where there is any
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uiarked deviation from the establislied rule and custom of
other districts, there is generally a sound rpasou for such
ditfereucc, whether the difference consists in the management
of live-stock, or the rotation followed out in the cultivation of
the land. It does well, therefore, for any man, \ihatever liis

experience or skill, when changing his farm, whether it be to

a neighbouring country, or eveu country or district of a county,
to study well the modes of management of men already local-

ized, before introducing what are sometimes in the commence-
ment called " sweeping reforms ;" but which in the end often
prove disastrous to the party introducing them.
To carry the point still further, and to bring it doT,\'u still

more closely to daily life, the large and wealthy farmer will, if

observant, and not above taking a hint from a person beneath
him in position, often see many things in the practice and
economical management of his hmnbler neighbours well worth
mutation. Necessity being the mother of invention, the man
of limited means is compelled to try every conceivable plan
that will, in the working of liis land, save labour, and conse-

quently expense ; and in the management of his stock every
plan must be tried that will save food ; and yet not stint the
animals, and throw them back in their growth and produce.
The farmer in easy circumstances not being goaded by the

spur of necessity, does not so readily hit upon improved sys-

tems, nor is he generally so fertile in expedient ; but he is not
liis own friend, when he is above adopting the systems of more
humble men, when they are founded on reason and common
sense,

It is a question often asked why Englishmen, taking land in

Ireland, fail so frequently iu establishing themselves ? and the

blame is often attributed to the grasping character of the Irish

lantUord and liis agent. It will, however, be most frequently

found that laying out their available capital too suddenly on
improvements that the state of the land and the amount of their

capital does not warrant, has more to do with this marked
peculianfi/ than any untoward influence exercised by either

the landlord or his agent. Landlords in Ireland are like land-

lords else\\ here ; they like a tenant who pays with punctuality

(and where is the landlord or agent to be found who does not) ?

the rent paid, every assistance is given that a reasonable tenant

could desire.

A cautious steady man, whether English or Scotch, settling

in Ireland, who is not above imitating his neighbour, and who
runs into no heavy expenditure in the feeding of his stock un-

til he has felt his way, scarcely ever fails to succeed.

This en passant. AVe now proceed briefly to review the most
economical modes ofwinterfeedingpursued by successful farmers

throughout the kingdom ; this, as stated at the outset, being

the principal object of the present paper.

In wintering eveiy description of stock, farmers living in a

district where coals are plentiful, and consequently cheap, pos-

sess a most decided advantage. Not only is a pailful of warm
food a grateful and nourishing meal to the animal itself ; but it

is on the score of economy a decidedly excellent thing for the

pocket of the farmer. Cheap fuel enables him to utilize

every portion of his chaif ;md light grain, which other-nise

would, iu all probabUity, be thrown out on the dung-heap.

In the neighbourhood of large collieries, the screenings can

be bought as low as a penny per cwt., which screenings are, for

the farmer's purpose, quite as good as the round coal, if not

perhaps better.

A mixture of boiled turnips, bean, or other chaff, and light

corn, with the addition of a small quantity of bean-meal, given

lukewarm, and in a semi-liquid state, fonns probably the best

and most economical food that coidd be given to a newly-

calved cow. The produce from such food is large, and of ex-

cellent quality ; and in the midiUc of winter, when butter

produced from the milk of cows fed on raw turnips is

esercrable, the butter made from such food as this is of the

very best quality.

This forms the favourite food of the Scotch cow-keeper,

whether in town or country ; and as early as the beginning of

October, the milking stock are housed at night, and receive a

portion of boiled food morning and evening.

Potatoes given raw, after being passed through the turnip-

machine, are also very largely used, and are very productive of

rich milk. In such a season ss the present, when potatoes in

that country are a splendid crop, and the price extremely low,

the small, middling and slightly diseased portion of the crop

enters largely into consumption, and form an escelleut and
cheap food for dairy stock.

Where the dairy is a large one, the stock of chaff is gene-

rally exhausted at a very early period of the season. When
this is the case, chopped hay or straw, but principally the

former, is used in the boiler along with the turnips, and fonns
an excellent substitute.

Young cattle are mostly wintered in yards, on straw, and a
few turnips when they can be spared. Eor this purpose there

is invariably a yard, surrounded with a shed attached to the

farm steading'. Tlie Scotch house their cattle in winter pro-

bably to a much greater extent than is done in either England
or Ireland.

In the latter country, particularly, a very ^eat contrast is

presented v^lien compared with the practice of the Scotch.

Large herds of cattle in the very best districts are wintered in

the lields, and never enter a house, yard, or shed during the

printer. Their owners—many of them wealthy, and most of

them iu comfortable circvuustances, never think of providing

house-room for them, declaring that there is not the slightest

necessity for it, as the animals enjoy better health, and in the

case of milk cows have a healthier and better calf, and the

premature births much fewer than is generally the case when
the animals are conimed to warm houses during the period of

gestation.

Where the number is large, the pastures will not, of course,

support them in good condition without the aid of other food.

The most convenient, and of course the only available food in

districts mostly in grass, is hay, which is just given on the pas-

tures. Once or twice a day, according to circumstances, the

load of hay is brought into the field amongst the cattle, and the

man proceeds to throw it oif while the horse moves on slowly.

To men unaccustomed to such a style of feeding, this mode
appears most slovenly and wasteful. In practice, however, it

is not really so, as the animals lick np every morsel of the

hay, and in a short time the field becomes literally covered

with manure, or mocleii, as they say in Co. Limerick. With
such a top-dressing, the fields in which this process has been
carried on give a most extraordinary crop of hay in the ensu-

ing season. An eccentric but intelligent farmer of the old

school, who flourished and made a large fortune in the first

Bonaparte's time, used to feed hay to liis cattle in no other

way than this ; and when his men complained in stormy wea-
ther that the hay was blowing about the fields, invariably gave

them for answer, " As long as it is not blowing out of mi/

fields, go you on with your business—the cattle can follow it.

Although not now considered iu most districts in these

kingdoms good management to keep cattle in the field day and
night during the whole year, yet it is perfectly astonishing

how well they thrive when they have enough to eat, and how
healthy they are when so kept. Pure Shorthorns, that by
many persons are considered so delicate that they would wither

and die if exposed to the inclemency ofeven an Irish winter, are

often turned out to seek their food as they best may, \vithout

getting the slightest assistance in the shape of hay or turnips,

and for the very purpose of bringing them into a healthy breed-

ing state. Prize animals that have been aU their lives pam-
pered and fattened up to such a state of obesity as that they

refused to breed, are often brought romid to become useful

breeding animals by this course of treatment, when every other

plan had failed.

On a recent visit to the neighhourhood of the Blackwater,

paid to a friend farming about 350 acres, we remarked the ex-

cessively small quantity of turnips grown on such an extensive

farm, the dairy stock alone amounting to close on 80 cows.
" Do you see," said our friend, " these fields covered with grass

almost fit to mow, and these ricks of hay cropping out in our

view on different points of the farm? These are my principal

dependence for the coming winter for my SO dairy cows, and a

corresponding number of young stock. I have a few acres of

turnips and mangolds to give any of the cows that may happen
to calve early ; but were I to grow these crops extensively, ruin

•nould stare me in the face. My dairy is a summer one, the

cows three-quarter bred Shorthorns ; and although in the fields

night and day during the entire winter, they \^t11 come to the

calving in blooming condition, and probably I v^ill not lose a

single calf by abortion."

This is the experience of an Irish rent-paying farmer, as

detailed to the writer, on his own fields, delivered in the
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broad, c:isv patch of the district, by a fine, comfortable, almost

uoblc-lookiag man, born on the land, wliieh he held from an

Irish landlord (whom, bv the bye, he described as one whom
to know was to love), and under whom liis father and grand-

father held the land before him.

This mode of treatment is eminently suitable for young
cattle, as they thrive, grow,- and even fatten on the pastures,

when supplied with hay and a few turnips, thrown on the

grass, when often animals of the same age, fed inside, and
supplied with a liberal amount of good food, wiU keep obsti-

nately thin.

At the spring fairs, when cattle are being bought up for

stocking the pastures, it is a noticeable and well-known fact

that the animals which have been out-fed during winter are

the most eagerly sought for and first bought up ; and those

beasts that showhy their sleekand shining sides, destituteof every

particle ofold hair, that they have been housedand well cared for

during the winter, are frequently not bought at all, or are ex-

pected to be got at an easier figure, if they happen to be

shown for sale at an early period of the season.

Sheep also thrive remarkably well on the pastures during

winter, when they have not been eaten too bare during the

summer. "Wbere breeding ewes are kept to a moderate ex-

tent, it is an excellent plan to leave a portion of the pastures

rough, and preserve it especially for the ewes when nursing.

A ewe will give more imlk by far, and rear a better lamb
in consequence, when she has a fair bite of grass, along with

a few turnips, mangolds, oats, or other food, than she would
do had she almost an unlimited supply of the roots and com
without the grass. The bite of grass seems to assist the se-

cretion of the milk, whUe the other foods would appear more
to strengthen her own body and lay on fat. Every one knows,

who has anything to do with a flock of breeding ewes, that the

worst lambs are invariably with the fattest mothers, vrhUe a

wretched-looking mother will often have the best lamb in the

whole flock.

Store sheep, if many of them are on a pasture, are all the

better for having a few ttimips scattered amongst them daUy
during the winter ; and a few racks, kept constantly supplied

with hay, wUl tell well in improved condition, and greater

size than they eonld ever have attained to had they been de-

pending solely on the grass for a subsistence.

The greatest mistake that could possibly be committed with

regard to sheep has been fashionable of late years, and, being

still encouraged at the shows, is likely to be perpetuated for

some time to come. The mistake alluded to is the pampering

of the rams. Such animals, when bought by ordinary farmers

at high prices, for the improvement of, it may be, a small

flock of sheep, lead in many instances to nothing but disap-

pointment. When put to the ewes, he is not able to follow

tliem about, and, in attempting to do so is almost sure to get

knocked up in his feet, and probably useless for the season.

Where he does succeed in tupping the ewes, many miss, and
those which breed have often puny lambs. The ram himself,

not generally getting the same treatment in his new quarters,

often pines and dies during the first winter.

A grass-fed ram, equally weU-bred, although not selling at

half the price, is usually, from liis performance, just worth
double, as he is active and lively, and can follow the ewes

about without the slightest trouble.

It is high time, in this age of enlightenment, that all this

gorging and trimming of animals, for the sake of making
them seem what tliey really are not, was done away ^vith, and
the animals shown only in comfortable, healthy condition.

Humanity, if not self-interest, would almost dictate such a
course.

Pigs at this period, when the country is in such a state of

alarm about the cattle plague, are attracting a more than
usual share of attention. It is questionable whether swine

pay for crops grown expressly for their use ; but whether the
fattening of them leaves a fair return or otherwise, pigs can
always be made to pay well in the yard of the industrious far-

mer. There is probably no domestic animal so easQy kept as

a sow. A half-rotten turnip or mangold, a few grains of corn
gleaned at the bam door will do for her for the day ; and if,

in addition to what she can forage for herself, she gets a drink
of whey or butter-milk once a day, she wiU keep herself in
esLceUent condition.

In many parts of the country, young pigs are now bring-
ing 15s. each at a month old, and bargained for before they

see the light. With such prices, there is ample encourage-
ment for every farmer to keep a few well-bred sows, as the

revenue derivable from them is singularly sure and regular, and
the sows themselves (except during the month they are nurs-

ing) feeding almost only on what without their presence would
be absolutely lost. Fattening bacon hogs is quite a different

trade from this, requiring more skill and capital ; and the

price of fat pork and bacon being so fluctuating, the profits are

much more uncertain.

There is still another description of farm stock to be
noticed, and that a most important and often expensive one—the

working horses. Good treatment and a liberal allowance of

food is well repaid on the horse—by increasing his strength

and acti\itv-, and thereby his usefulness. There is no more
distressing sight, nor one more indicative of bad management
or straitened circumstances, than miserable farm horses, re-

qitiring to be urged at every step by whip or rein. It is much
better to have one pair of well-fed, smart- stepping liorses, able

and willing to do their work, than two pair badly fed and badly

cared.

At the same time, it must be observed that there is scarcely

another variety of farm stock requiring such economical

management as the horse. If fed too liberally for the amount
of work he has to perform, there is a loss to his owner—

a

loss, too, that cannot be regained, as it is by his work alone

tliat he can re-imburse himself for his feeding. Hay and oats

are the articles of food of all others most suitable for tlie

horse ; but the farmer must look about for some less expensive

articles of diet to feed his horses on, or at least to substitute

for a portion of them.

In Scotland and England, where the horse is better cared

for than perhaps in any other country in the world, he is taken

off the grass about the end of September or beginning of Oc-
tober, and housed, boiled food, consisting of turnips, chaff, and
a few beans, being given to Mm morning and evening. On
this food, he keeps in first-class condition and is remarkably
healthy, unless he is given the boiled food in excessive quan-

tity, when he is subject to gripes, which often proves fatal. A
little com is given twice a-day, and the racks are filled during

the winter with bean or oat straw ; hay, however, taking

their place as the days lengthen, and the work gets continued

and heavy.

In Ireland the farm-horse has to suffer infinitely more hard-

ships, being hard-worked, and often badly housed and fed.

They are much longer in being taken from the grass than in

the two sister countries, it being often the middle of Novem-
ber before they are stabled. Hay, oats, carrots, potatoes and
bran, and sometimes boOed barley, constitute the principal

articles of diet when inside, during the winter months. Boil-

ing food for them on the extensive scale that is practised in

Scotlsind is never attempted, on account of the deamess of

fuel.

There is, however, a food peculiar to itself coming greatly

into repute of late years for horse feeding, and that is furze,

variously called gorse or wliins. Its good feeding qualities

have been made known, principally througli the exertions of

the Rev. Mr. Townsend, Rector' of Aghada, who has been
using it for both horses and cattle for many years. It forms a

very nutritious and palatable diet, and there is no other crop

at present known to the agriculturist that will feed as many
head of cattle to the acre as furze. Without going quite the

length Mr. Townsend recommends, no farmer would do

wrong in sowing an acre or two near his homestead for his

horses : they eat it greedily, and with apparent relish ; and it

materially lessens the consumption of hay during the winter

months.

It is sometimes recommended to sow it on poor land, but it

is idle to do so, as one acre of good land in prime manurial

condition wUl grow as much as five or six acres of poor land

will do. It is not objectionable near the steading or farm-

house, as the rich dark green of the young shoots is rather or-

namental than otherwise, and its being grown near the stables

is a great convenience, on account of a daily supply being

required. ^-
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HARVESTING CORN AND DISPOSAL OF THE CROP.

At the last mouthly meeting of the Winfrith Fanners' Club,

Mr. Chapj£ax SAr>"DERS said : In introducing this sub-

ject—one which I think you vriU agree with me is of a very

practical nature—I am reminded of the impossibility of laying

before you one system, or propounding a theory, suitable for

each ditferent district, witli its variation of climate, soil, and
many otlier circumstances peculiar to locality ; difficulties only

to be overcome by individual energy, skill, and foresight of

tlie practical agriculturist, assisted by a knowledge of the

peciiliarities of the locality in which his lot is cast. It is,

therefore, my intention to make these remarks of as general a

character as possible. Harvesting, or the method of securing

the crop, is governed by many circumstances, amongst which
may be enumerated the situation of the land, its relative posi-

tion to that of the f;irm-buildings, the supply of labour (horse-

power and manual), and the ditference of seasons. In secur-

ing wheat, the most important of our cereals, the methods of

cutting which I shall notice, and wliich are now almost the

only ones at least in practice in our own county, are mowing,
reaping, and cutting by machine. Mowing, or cutting with

the scythe, may be performed in two ways ; the more com-

mon method, but at the same time I may add the most untidy

of any, is that of laying the com out in swathe at once ready

for the binder. This, although the least exi^ensive method of

cutting by hand, is attended by certain disadvantages, some of

which I may notice. Pirst, the untidiness of the sheaves,

when bound up, owing to the com in the swathe being laid

in a slanting direction instead of at right angles ; conse-

quently the butt ends of the sheaves are mieveu when they

leave the hands of the binder, and thus, when set up in the

field, have not a firm footing. By this method also there are

often ears of corn in the tails of the sheaves, which remain-

ing in the field some length of time, and the weather perhaps

unfavourable, may become sprouted, or at least be carried to

the stack in an unhealthy condition ; besides this there is

always a larger quantity of " rakings" left over the field than

by other means, and this being allowed to remain exposed to

tiie weather until the sheaves are carted, and sometimes the

greater portion of other crops, is of less value than that which

has been secured earlier. Haked com is not only of inferior

quality, but verj- frequently has particles of soil mixed up with

it, collected \^'it'h the straw, thus rendering it fit only for seed

purposes, or to grind as food for cattle, pigs, S:c. On the other

hand, mowing may be resorted to where corn ripens aU at the

same time, when there is a scarcity of labour, and where the

reaping-machine is unavailable, as the only means by which to

make progress in a short and seasonable period. I consider

sheaves of mown corn become fit for carting earlier than those

which have been cut with the hook ; on account of their being

looser they admit more air through them in the field, and

likewise in the stack, as the corn when placed there might not

have been in fijst-rate condition. The other method of cut-

ting with the sci.-the is that of throwing the com when cut

against the standing com. In this case the mower must of

necessity be followed immediately by a gatherer, to remove

the corn and place it in sheafs. On the manner in which

this operation of gathering away is performed depends much
tlie quality of the work, as the loose eats which remain often

become entangled round the scythe which follows, and may be

the cause of some delay, in addition to the inferior work done.

Having carried this system into practice several seasons

when the com has not been adapted for cutting by machine, I

can strongly recommend it. The work being well performed

is nearly if not quite equal to that of the hook ; it is also

more expeditious and less costly, besides it is a method by

which an ordinarily mixed staff of labourers on the farms,

many of whom might make inferior and bad work if placed

to reap, can each find his proper place. An able man re-

quires one about equal in strength to foUow him, wliilst an

older man wUl only require a strong lad, and so in proportion

—a woman or lad as available being engaged to tie after each

scythe. I generally place them according to families as much
as possible, for the better division of their earnings—two
scythes, two gatherers, two tyers, and if there is a small boy

in the family he throws the sheaves together. This forms d
company, who work at piece-work, the price paid being 6s.

per acre, besides ale or cider, with the usual extras as when
by day-work. TMiere com is laid badly I prefer this method
even to using the hook. Reaping, or what is more commonly
termed "yawing," is, wlien taken altogether, about the
cleanest mode, but it costs at any rate 2s. or 2s. 6d. per acre

more than the one last named. But on level land, and good
standing com, with a fair crop, no kind of work can surpass

that of the reaping machine, that is when circumstances
favour—viz., moderately level land, fair size ridges, free from
large stones, standing com, where cutting can be followed on
every side of the field, and I have frequently found less rakings
after it per acre than from any other method. Another
reason why the reaping machine is to be recommended is that
at the commencement of the harvest season horse-power may
be employed in cutting, when otherwise it would be of no
value just at that immediate time, all manual labour being
directed to tying, &c., after. A close stnbble is desirable
tinder general circumstances, for the value of the straw gained
and the better carrying out of autumn cultivation. An ex-
ception may be made where the land is sown dowTi with seed,

and intended as an outlet for sheep during the autumn ; and,
besides having your stock deprived of a certain amount of food
cut off with the straw, there arises the necessity of allowing
the crop to remain on the field several days longer, at all

risks, before it becomes fit for carting. I consider it advisable
to tie oats as well as wheat, if possible, as the expenses after-

wards are reduced by so doing. Barley is seldom tied into
sheaf in our county, and perhaps for sufficient reason ; but in
the midland and northern counties loose barley forms the ex-
ceprion rather than the rule, nearly aU being tied. In Scot-
land I found not only the bulk of the wheat, barley, and oats
tied, but the rakings also. There it becomes, perhaps, more a
matter of necessity, as har^-est work does not commence until

some few weeks later than with us, and consequently there is

more dew and a ditferent atmosphere altogether. The barlev
is tied with a double bond, stitched and secured from the wea-
ther by two sheaves meeting each other over the centre of the
stitch, the ears downwards over each end of it, which must
serve as a good protection in a late season. In a general way
sheaves of all kinds should be small, and the stitch or shock,
consisting of from five to eight on each side, should be made
by commencing in what is to form the middle, as by this

course the sheaves lean towards the centre and stand better
afterwards ; each sheaf should be placed or rather stmck on
the ground in a slanting position (not upright and made lean-
ing afterwards), and shoiild meet directly" the sheaf on the
opposite side, so that each one may help to support the other.
A very secure method for sheaved wheat, thougli not often
pracnsed or necessary, is that of cap-stitching, performed by
first placing a sheal on the ground perpendicularly, then
placing others in a leaning position against it to the number
say of fifteen or twentv", the object being to produce a round
stitch, firm and regularly pointed at the top to receive the
cap-sheaf or hood, which is made of two sheaves bound to<^-
ther, or, what is better, a sheaf double the ordinary size

bound near the tail tightly. This sheaf is spread from the
centre and lifted over the stitch, the ears drawn downward,
and the reed straightened

; another band round the whole
completes the stitch, which is thus secure against all weather,
and is a very good practice in small enclosnres and in wet sea-
sons, when from heat and moisture com vegetates quickly, also

as a means of securing those kinds of grain with a delicate

skin and which consequently sprout freely. In changeable and
stormy weather all sheaves should be tied as soon as the com
is cut, whether it be by hand or delivered from the machine,
and it should remain standing trntQ it is fit to cut and tie, as
thus during unsettled weather it is ready to bind sooner than
when flat on tlie groiufd. When corn has become what is

termed " dead ripe," it is as well (provided there is no grass
mixed with the straw) to cut, tie, and stack, in the same day.
There are reasons favourable to this practice, which are—first,

economy, as the expense of putting the corn into shock is
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saved, and also corn wliich has " overstood" lias its ears so

crooked down that it is impossible to make a shock secure

from Mdnd and weather. lu the usual way, that is when a

few days are allowed between cutting and carting, I consider

mo\ni corn tied into sheaf may sometimes be fit to stack he-

fore that which has been reaped ; owiug to its being looser

and more open in the straw more air is admitted through it in

the field and also in the stack, an advantage when it has been

put together not in a very first-rate condition. On the other

hand, sheaves that have lieen reaped settle down closer toge-

ther when carted, producing a much firmer stack, and better

adapted for the purpose of being shorn after the harvest work

has been completed ; also its appearance is somewhat neater.

A well-made and firm rick is desirable where rats exist in any

quantity, as I have found it to be a sufficient guard against

any number of them ^vhen properly constructed and shorn be-

fore any of these vermin have made their holes into or under

it. Whether the rick is constructed ou a staddle or on the

ground is of little consefpeuce when treated in a proper man-

ner, as far as rats and mice are concerned. The trimming

should be performed somewhat after this manner. From the

eave (which every stack of sheaved corn should have, to carry

the rain falling on the roof away from the sides) downwards,

to within about four or five feet from the groimd, the uneven

ends of the sheaves on the outside may be cut oft" sufficient to

give a neat appearance, with a long blade fixed in a loug

liandle for the special purpose, or a scythe partly worn with

the point taken oif will answer nearly as well. The remain-

ing, or bottom part, has to be shorn with an ordinary cutting-

knife, taking away sufQcient, it may be nearly to the bond of

the bottom sheaves, also the bedding beneath, consistent with

giving this under part that closeness of the reed and hardness

which, being thus obtained, no rat cau penetrate, and, from

tlie small base on which the stack is thus made to rest, the

angle on the outside is such that if a rat jumps against the

side it is uualjle to hold its position, but falls to the ground

from whence it sprang. The method is very effectual and also

practicable, as I have found stacks so treated within a short

distance of immense numbers of these vermin to withstand

their attempts successfully a year or even two. This leads

me to consider the best position for the stack, whether jjlaced

in the field or at the homestead, and this must depend ou the

value placed upon the straw, distance from the steading, state

of the farm roads, horse power, &c. At the time of harvest,

when the stacks are being made, the selection of a proper

spot for each leads to the inquiiy when and in what manner

are they to be thrashed out, and the use to \i'hich the straw

will most probably be applied ? I say probably, because it

sometimes happens that the straw, in its nature best suited

for feeding, has been exposed to the weather, so that

it may ultimately cause some deviation in the course

pursued from that first intended ; therefore I would say,

first secure for your cattle the straw intended for them,

unless it is impracticable to do so from more weighty

considerations, it may be, as regards the grain within. The
stack, if intended for removal to a barn, should be placed as

near as possible to it at harvest-time, for obvious reasons ; it

is better to do so at that season than in winter, or when its

removal becomes necessary, at which latter period more

horses are fi-equently required to cart home than would

be the case at harvest. There is yet another and equally

important point to be considered. When the day for removal

(say in winter) has arrived, one should be chosen with a clear

atmosphere, free from vapour, following others of a like

favourable nature ; but sometimes necessity from existing cir-

cumstances wUl not permit the awaiting of such season ; then

is the advantage of having a stack situated conveniently near

the Ijarn higlily to be valued. Again, a clear winter's morn-

ing is not always followed by a fine day, and the work of re-

moval having commenced—a storm overtaking loads by the

way—the greater the distance the loads have to travel the

more injury to them results in consequence. Even in such

case, if no rain actually falls, a lengthened exposure to the at-

mosphere tends to give the grain a damp condition. I do not

object to making stacks in the field when it is to be thrashed

by steam
; but the spot selected should be adjacent to a good

road, so as to enable tlie corn and straw to be drawn sepa-

rately to the homestead if required. Thrashing, whether con-

ducted in the field or in the barn, has each its own proper
season, and should be carried on with greater regard to atmos-

pheric influences than is frequently observed. It may he pro-

secuted away from the barn in the open air during the summet
months when fine weather prevails, and thus the corn may de-

rive much benefit from the sun's rays or a drying wind ; but I

consider that during the two last and two first months in the

year, viz., November, December, January, and February, it is

preferable in most cases to transfer the greater portion to the

barn ; an exception may occasionally be made, such as during

frosty weather. It is in some measure due to the carrying on

of out-door thrashing by steam power at all seasons of the

year, as pursued by many, that complaints from factors and

miUers are sometimes made of the condition of the grain of-

fered in the market during the winter season ; when it is

sometimes scarcely fit to be ground up at once, still less suited

for storing away any length of time, or for sliipment. This

fact should not be forgotten by those w ho assert from the want

of being more practically informed, that barns are unnecessary

to a farm under present circumstances. The benefit derived

from having, not one barn only, but several on most farms, is

decidedly worth consideration. It is preferable to have two

barns of moderate size rather than one large one, for the pur-

pose as much as possible of keeping the different kinds of grain

separate, as well as the better disposal of the straw. Where
the fann is large and hilly, as many are in this neighbom-hood,

a barn with a shedding attached is veiy advantageous for the

purpose of consmning a certain quantity of straw by cattle near

where it is grown, 'in which case the manure is more easily

returned, thereby reducing the expenses of the farm. Another

barn may be allotted to wheat, either filled with sheaves at

harvest time, but I consider better suited for the purpose of

putting the rakings into as they are collected at different

times. The system of mixing loose rakings with sheaves, as

occasionally practised, is a very untidy one, in favour of which

few argun>ents can be advanced. Thrashing in the barn by

horse-power during the winter, although considered by some a

slow and tedious process as steam become general, has certain

advantages, one of which is economy ; by that I refer to the

disposal of the straw ,'and to the cost of labour. On some

farms, where the number of labourers employed is limited,

there is a difficulty and likewise an inconvenience experienced

in collecting a sufficient number of people to keep a steam

thrashing machine employed, independent of carters and

ploughmen, when the teams or some portion have to re-

main idle. This does not apply in the same degi-ee to

horse-power machines, which require a less number, and

the individual strength required is not so great. I would

further add, for reasons before stated, I consider it more pre-

ferable on small farms to keep a horse-power machine

than to hire one of steam. Whether on large or smaU farms,

there are certain times in the winter when both people and

horses are unable to do much on the land, or perhaps there is

not much at such times which cau be found for them to do
;

these may be employed at the shortest notice, wiiere there is

a horse-power machine kept ready fixed at a certain barn,

which might be allotted for the purticular use where there

is a sufficient number. I do not advocate thrashing by this

means at all seasons, as during warm weather and in summer,

when considerable fatigue is felt by the horses, steam is

preferable. Water-power is preferable to any other where it

can be obtained with certainty at any season, and in all other

respects convenient. Having thus briefly noticed tlie

harvesting and thrashing of the crop, I shall proceed with a

few remarks especially on its disposal. In these days, when
so large a portion of the grain is thrashed by steam, it is the

custom of some who either place but little value on the straw,

or from a limited means for consuming it either as fodder

or as litter for cattle, to thrash a large portion in the

field where grown, distributing the straw carelessly over the

land as muckle, not knowing how to dispose of it better, or

perhaps allowing it almost to waste away in heaps. It

\\ould I think be much better, especially on land at a high

elevation or of a cold and tenacious nature, to form a sort of

wall, say six feet thick and ten feet high, enclosing a sort of

yard, and in this way to receive the refuse straw thrown over

it, which would be very serviceable iu severe weather for sheep

to lie upon. This system is, however, one of great waste,

and which is to be recommended only in few instances.

Straw may be better disposed of, where the distance from the

homestead is great, by placing the stack at harvest-time near

a good piece of roots, and making a temporary yard with
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sheltered hurdles, with a few poles and small posts, to cou-

Btruct a light roof ; such place thus put \i\) where two or

three liclds meet might answer the purpose for two or

three successive years with slight repair. The stock would
derive much benefit from being driven thither for the niglit,

and the land being of an average kind, with oats or barley to

follow, wonld not be much the worse from a portion of

manure being thus taken away. Such a course is certainly

prefierahle to carting the straw and roots home and bringing
back the manure. In the immediate vicinity of large towns
straw may sometimes": be disposed of at remimerative prices,

in whieli case it may be advisable to sell and buy in exchange
manures of a more concentrated kind. In some seasons no
surplus straw exists, as the amount of litter which may be
converted varies so much with the weather, to keep animals

of whatever kind in a comfortable and thriving condition.

Straw as fodder is of more or less value according to the

stage of growth at wliich gathered, that comparatively

early cut being much more nutritious than tiuit which has

overstood; the (|uautity of grassy food mixed up with it, and
also the state of the weatlier when carted, should be consi-

dered ; hence it is advisable where straw is of value to select

the best for feeding as far as practicable. Oat straw I con-

sider preferalile to wheat or l)arley, and where little or no
pasture and meadow land exists more straw may often be
advantageously and profitably consumed in proportion, either

iu the shape of long straw or as chalf. As far as my own
experience has gone, I am of opinion that straw cut into

chaff and given in large quantities to sheep does not answer

so well us for huUoeks ; hut I have frequently found sheep

thrive where they have been able to select what they choose

from loose straw thrown out, treading down the remainder.

The fresh thrashed is preferable to stale, which l^eiug some-

times exposed to atmospheric influence, is not so well

relished l)y animals consuming it ; hence the advantage of

the flail, by which the corn is thrashed out, and the straw

served from day to day to cattle in yards, as also to cart-

horses, over that of machine-thrashed, and stacked sometimes

weeks and even months before consumed. I prefer giving

good straw to cart-horses in their racks rather than hay,

which is often found to he very wasteful. Hay if given to

cart-horses at all should be as chaff. If the money value of

the bay which many horses consunae and waste were
expended on them in the shape of extra corn with the corn

before given, and substituting straw for hay, I have little

doubt but the result would prove more economical and better

for the animals. Hespecting the disposal of the corn, it is

not my intention to detain you with any very lengthened

rentarks. The wheat goes for the most part to feed the people

—wonld, I eoidd add, at present prices, remunerative to the

grower ; but to this he has quietly to submit by what is a so-

called free-trade principle. Earley of the best description, and

of which only a limited quantity is grown in this district at

least, goes to be converted into malt for brewing, the inferior

qualities, together with oats, peas, heans, &c., being made use

of for stock-feeding purposes. The inferior barley—by far the

larger proportion grown—is thus used as the raw article, pre-

vented as we are by that odious impost, the Malt-tax, from

making the best use of what might be a very valualjle article

in the production of beef and mutton, commanding at present,

and in all probability for a long period, very high prices. This

is another reason, with others already set forth, wby it ought

to become a consideration with the greater portion of the com-

munity at large to demand the withdrawal altogether of such

impost. The great injustice of this tax to the fiirmer must

also be apparent when it is remembered that barley is almost

the only raw material of home production sitbjected to taxation,

and so heavy, amounting to 70 per cent, upon the average

price of baidey ; and witli free-trade iu wheat why sliould he

not have the jn'ivilege of free and fair trade in barley ? I

think it is pretty well proved that there is no class of persons

in this country who would bear the remaining of a similar tax

as farmers. See what the hop growers and the paper manu-
facturers and others have done. I would impress on you to

agitate and agitate again, as it is only by so doing that we can

expect to receive that to which, in these days of free-trade, we
are so justly entitled. Do aU and in every way in your power

to support and strengthen the proceedings of the Central Anti-

Malt-tax Association in London, and I have no doubt sooner

or later some good must result. Gentlemen, I now l«ave the

subject, " Harvesting Corn and the Disposal of the Crops," for

discussion in your hands, and will only add iu conclusion that

the comparative difference in cost of cutting by the scythe, the

hook, or the machine, and also of thrashing by steanr or horse-

power, is trifling, the advantage being in the convenience of

doing a large amount of work in a seasonable and short space

of time and the proper disposal of the straw ; but at the same
time, a method which may be pursued with the least real ex-

penditure is not always to be chosen for that reason alone.

Mr. Udall observed that it was now the rage to recom-
mend steam and machinery for every purpose to which they
could be applied, and some people were unbending advocates

for steam thrashing. It might be very good under certain cir-

cumstances ; but as regarded Lent corn, and looking at the

value of the straw for feeding, he thought the thrashing might
be done with the flail cheaper and more advantageously. Now
if they hired a machine for a week they woidd not thrash
above 30 quarters a-day ; aud let them calculate what would
be the cost of thrashing those 30 quarters. Besides the hire

of the machine tliey would have to pay the engine-man and
stoker, -i-s. a-day for the two ; a day's consumption of coal, 7
cwt., would come to say 7s. ; ten men at 18d. a-day would lie

15s. ; cost of supplying water say 4s. ; and the proportion of

fetching the machinery to the farm 3s. Gd., as an average for

the day. This would give a total of 32s. 6d. for thrashing 3U
quarters, or Is. Id. per quarter, to which they must add lOd. per
quarter to pay for the hiring of the machine. This would gi\ e

Is. lid. as the cost of thrashing a quarter, while he could get

his oats thrashed by hand at Is. a quarter, and barley at 18d.

a quarter. He believed it was thrashed equally clean, or

cleaner ; the barley was of better quality ; and the straw, as

well as of oats, was of twice the value for feeding purposes, as

it could be provided fresh from day to day as it was required

for the stock. Therefore, although they were recommended'
steam machinery in everything to which it could be applicil,

in some instances perhaps they v/ere not altogether right in

discarding manual labour, though he did not mean to say that

under certain circumstances steam was not highly advantageous.

Mr. C. BuDDEN suggested whether it would not make a

difference in the comparative cost where they had a small

steam-engine of their own, which might otherwise be usefvdly

employed to do auything else they wanted when not required

for thrashing, and thus lessen the number of horses kept on
the farm. In many places labour was scarce, aud it was
often difficult to get men when they wanted them, so that then
it resolved itself into a question between steam and horse-power.

Mr. Reader thought they must be much obliged to Mr.
Chapman Saunders for the very alile manner in which he
had brought the subject forward, the first part of which he
had quite exhausted. He was in favo\ir of having a steam-
engine of their o^TO, suitable to the farm they occupied, as

they were often put to great inconveiiieuce in hiring. Wifli

regard to the disposal of the crop, this naturally brougl.t

them to the subject of the Malt-tax, which pressed so heavily

upou one of the cliief products of the soil. Kow, when thfv

hid to compete with the foreigner, who could make his barh y
into malt and feed as he pleased, he certainly thought the

British agriculturists shoiUd be allowed to do the same with-

out any interference on the part of the Excise. No other

class iu England would have submitted so long to the incon-

veniences and restrictions experienced by the agriculturists

;

aud if the manufacturers had half as much to complain of as

the farmers had, the Malt-tax would have been repealed long
ago. Not only did it interfere with the disposal of the crop

in the manner that would be most profitable and remunera-
tive ; but if they made it into beer for the benefit of those

who by their owti hands raised the crop, they had to pay a
most exorbitant duty to the Government. But it was not
only a producer's question, for it was one which affected the

consumer very closely, and the man who drank his pot of bc( r

had to pay 100 per cent, upon tlmt commodity, in consequence

of the operation of the tax. Then they also heard that the

beer now sold often only tended to increase thirst, and pro-

duce a maddening intoxicating effect, owiug to drugs which
were used to give it a fictitious strength ; but if the Malt-tax

was repealed malt would produce a cheaper beer than they

could brew any other way. Thus it was a subject in which
the general public were deeply interested, and they ought to

join with the agriculturists in agitating for the repeal. As
to the Government experiment in regard to feeding upon malt,
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it was not conducted in a proper manner, for no one would

think of feeding entirely upon malt any more than they

would upon sugar; but it would often be highly valuable

to add a relish and assist other food, while in itself highly

nutritious. But on the fair principles of Free-trade the

agriculturist was entitled to the total repeal of a tax which

Avas the only remnant of protection ; and the manufacturer

ought to assist him in obtaining what was only justice. He
trusted the Central Anti-Malt-tax Association would be still

more generally supported, and that they would continue to

)icess the question before Parliament until justice was done.

He believed that all classes would ultimately reap consider-

able benefit.

The Chairman said it was very liard that they should be

obliged to produce wheat at Free-trade prices, and yet have

their barley so heavily taxed. He could use his wheat where,

lie liked and for what he liked, but if he did so with his

barley he had to pay a tax of sixty or seventy per cent, upon
its value. He certainly thought that every farmer should be

allowed to use liis barley on his own farm in any way he
thought fit. With the present high price of meat also he
thought the Chancellor of the Exchequer was doing a serious

injury to the public by keeping on the Malt-tax, for if the

farmer could use his barley as he liVed he would be able to

produce more meat. They were certainly now offered the

chance of malting for feeding purposes, but it was under

such restrictions tliat it could not be done vidth advantage.

If the exciseman had anything to do with it they must give

it up. They must, therefore, agitate for the total repeal with

increased energy, and never say die till they are dead.

On the motion of Mr. Udail, seconded by Mr. R. Ran-
dall, a vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Saunders for so

ably introducing the subject to the meeting ; and that gentle-

man having returned thanks the proceedings terminated.

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council: Wednesday, Nov. 1. —Present -.

Lord Tredegar, President, in the Chair ; Earl Cathcart,

Lord Chesham, Lord Fevershara, Lord Walsingham,
Major-General the Hon. A. N. Hood, Sir J. V. Shelley,

Bart., Sir T. Western, Bart., M.P., Mr. Aclaud, M.P.,
Mr. Amos, Mr. Barthropp, Mr. Bowly, Mr. Burgess,

Mr. Cautrell, Colonel Challouer, Mr. Clayden, Mr.
Dent, M.P., Mr. Druce, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr.
Hamond, Mr. Holland, M.P., Mr. Jonas, Mr. Law-
rence, Mr. Pope, Mr. Randell, Mr. Rigden, J\lr. Sanday,
Mr. R. Smith, Mr. Thompson, Mr. Torr, Mr. Henry
Wilson, Mr. Jacob AVilson, Mr. Frere, Professor

Simonds, and Dr. Voelcker.

The following new Members were elected :

—

Atchison, William, 18, Cannon Street, London, E.C.
Boolds, Cornelius C, Plymouth
Bulteel, John, Pamflete, Ivybridge
Cooper, J. R., Manor House, Barton, Bury St. Edmunds
Day, Richard, Hodroyd Hall, Wakefield
De Westphalen, Count Olemens, Laer, via Cologne
Gamier, Charles, M.A., 11, Grove Street, Oxford
George, Richard, Waterstou House, Puddletown, Dorchester
Huntlaud, William, Rodley, Westbury-ou-Severn
Houghton, John S., Railway Hotel, Southampton
Loye, Philip, Kingston Villa, Mannamead, Plymouth
Lyle, Joseph, Bonython, Helston, Cornwall
Smith, Roger, Plymouth
Turnham, George, Barnham, Thetford.

Finances.—Major-General the Hon. A. N. Hood,
Chairman, presented the report, from which it appeared
that the Secretary's receipts, during the past three

months, had been duly examined by tlie Committee and
by Messrs. Quilter, Ball, and Co., the Society's account-
ants, and found correct. The balance in the hands of

the bankers on the 31st October, was £870 14s. 5d. The
quarterly statement of subscriptions and arrears to 30th
September and the quarterly cash account were laid on
the table. The Committee recommended that the sum
of £2,000 be sold out of the funds. This report was
adopted.

Journals.—Mr. Thompson, Chairman, reported that

the prize of £50 for the best Essay on Middle-class Edu-
cation had been awarded to the paper bearing the motto

—

" Mind rules Matter." The President ha\ang opened the
envelope, announced the writer to be Mr. Robert Vallen-
tine, Burcott Lodge Farm, Leighton Buzzard. The papers
written by the Rev. Lewis Evans, Sandbach, and the Rev.
W. H. Beever, were commended.
Show-yard Contracts.—Mr. Torr reported the re-

commendation of the Committee that the insurance on the
Society's plant be increased to £2,000, and that Messrs.
Easton and Amos be instructed to insure the machinery
belonging to the Society, which is now in their keeping.
The Committee considered the details of the preliminary

plan prepared by the Surveyor, under the direction of the

Committee, and agreed to the same with some slight mo-
difications. It w^as determined to construct sleeping

places for the herdsmen and shepherds at the end of every

alternate row of shedding. The Committee considered

the rough plan prepared for the construction of new en-

trances, and the various offices attached thereto, and

agreed to certain alterations. Also the form of specifica-

tions for the construction of—1st, the showyard, &c.

;

2nd, the erection and removal of the offices and buildings

now the property of the Society. The surveyor was di-

rected to prepare corrected plans in accordance with the

decision of the Committee, and to make the necessary cor-

rections in the forms of specifications. The Committee
directed the above should be printed for delivery to persons

intimating their intention to tender, on jjayment of 10s.

each. It was determined that advertisements be inserted

in the undermentioned papers, inviting tenders, stating

that the plans can be inspected at the Society's office after

the 1st Nov. :

—

Bell's Messenger, Mark Lane Express,

Gardeners' Chronicle, Builder, Building News, and Mid-
land Counties Herald. This report was adopted.

Bury Meeting.—On the motion of Sir John Shelley,

seconded by Major-General the Hon. A. N. Hood, Mon-
day, July 16, 18G6, was named for the opening of the

Bury meeting.

A letter from the President of the Royal and Imperial

Agricultural Society of Vienna was read, announcing their

forthcoming Exhibition of Live Stock and Agricultural

Machinery on the Prater of Vienna, in May, 1866.

Earl Cathcart, with a view to the due satisfaction of

Exhibitors, moved that the following instructions be

added to the instructions to the Judges of Implements,
viz., " The Judges in the miscellaneous department are

instructed to visit every stand of Implements in its nu-

merical order, and to report accordingly, to place on the

notice board each evening the number of the Stand with
which they will commence their inspection on the follow-

ing morning, and at 1 o'clock each day the number of the

Stand from which they will proceed at 2 o'clock." The
motion was seconded by Mr. Thompson, and carried.

On the proposition of Lord Cathcart it was arranged

that Professor Voelcker should deliver a lecture at the

Society's house, on Tuesday, the 12th December, at 8

P.M., on Disinfectants, in relation to efficiency and cost,

including all the more recent chemical discoveries, and

having reference to buildings, ships, railway trucks, and

generally to the health of live stock, the prevention

of infection, and the treatment of infected hides and car-

rion. The inquiry will not lose sight of the influence of

the free nse of the several disinfectants as regards the agri-

cultural value of the mau^ire so treated.
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THE GAME LAWS
At the Social Science Congrpss a meetiiif;; was liclil (if tlie

Section of Agriculture in one of the halls of the School of Avis,

Mr. Holland, M.l'., presiding'.

Mr. George Hove, IVntonbarus, read tlie Hdlowiny: jiaper

on the subject of the game laws. He said : 'I'he ijaine laws con-

sist of numerous Acts of Parliament, which rcslrict the killini;-

of certain wild animals, denominated game, to particular sea-

sous, and by certain individuals who must also tlrst oljtain a

licence from Government to enaljle them to do so. Partridges,

pheasants, moorfowl, ptarmigans, healhfowl, snipes, or qiuuls

are termed winged game ; and hares and rabbits ground game.

Deer, 1 believe, are also game, unless appropriated by enclosure

iu a park, when they become })roperty, and the taking of them
is punishable as theft. Game at large has never been held as

property, and these laws, therefore, arc only founded on ex-

pediency, or rather the strong will of tlie governing classes.

To mitigate some of the acknowledged evils that flow from

them, it has been strongly advocated that the law should de-

clare all game to be property, and to belong to the owner of

the land on which it is found. ]3ut it is impossible to hold

animals to be property which cannot be ideutilied, and who
can tell the diiierence betwixt one partridge or one hare from

another of the same species, as they lly over or run across tlie

country ? besides being animals which may become the pro-

perty of haK-a-dozen different people in a few minutes. The
law might declare such animals to be property, and punish the

taking of them as theft ; but this remedy appears to me more
likely to coufound the sense of right and wrong, and thus to

weaken the security of all other property.than toattaiu the object

intended. Elackstoue, iu his Commentaries on English Law,
observes :

" Prom this root (the forest laws) has sprung a

bastard slip, known by the name of the game-laws ; both

founded upon the same unreasonable notion of permanent

property in wild creatures, and both productive of the -same

tyranny to the commons, Imt with this dilference—that the

forest laws established only one mighty hunter thronghout the

land : the game laws have established a little Ninirod in every

manor." The natural right of every man to hunt and kill

wild animals was long maintained in the Roman law, and was
recognized and acted on in the earlier periods of British history.

The right was usurped by the feudal barons, and it has con-

tinued to the present day to be essentially an arbitrary privi-

lege of the wealthy and aristocratic classes. In the time of

llichard II. it was enacted that no artificer, labourer, priest,

or other clerk of small income, " sliall have or keep from
henceforth any greyhound, hound, or other dog, nor shall use

ferrets, nets, kc, to take deer, hares, nor conies, nor other

gentlemen's game, upon pain of one year's imprisonment."

This law has becu repealed, but the same spirit runs through

every later enactment : it is at the peril of the lieges if they

take or disturb "gentlemen's game." In Scotland, tlie right

of killing game seems to have been enjoyed by the whole popu-

1 ation up to a comparatively recent period. It was only id

1621 that the first statute in regard to this matter was passen

by the Scotch Parliament. With characteristic brevity, it

simply enacted, " That no man hunt or hawk at any time here-

after who hath not a plough of land in heritage, under the

pain of ane hundred pounds," which sum, being Scots money,
amounts to £S Gs. 8d. sterling. Tliis old statute still remains

in full force north of the Tweed, and the penalty quoted ad-

mits of no modification, but is often added to the other penalties

for trespass, and for the want of a licence to crush landless

poachers, though no other qualification beyond the licence

from Government is required in England. The differences be-

twixt the law as it exists iu both countries, and various anoma-
lies, common to both, must speedily attract the attention of

I'arliameut. At present, almost every newspaper in Scotland

s discussing the effect of proposed alterations or modifications

f or the amendment of these laws, and at least some advocate

their total abolition. Even a cursory examination of them
will show how vindictive, if not ferocious, the penalties are for

any infringement of their enactments. Their effect i.s also

most disastrous on the morals of the labouring class in the

rural districts. AVithin tlie last twenty years the convictions

under them have increased from 5,000 to upwards of 10,000 in

England alone. The losses sustained by tenant farmers from

the destruction of their crops by game has long been a cause

of just complaint, and it is admitted by every competent judge

tliat liigh or prolitabic farming is incompatible with game pre-

serving". I have a strong belief myself that all game laws

might be utterly abolished with great advantage to the whole

community ; and if a more stringent law of trespass was

thought necessary, tliat no special d.amage was instructed, a

))eualty not exceeding d'Os. might be recoverable like other

debts, besides compensation for any damage, even the carrying

off of hares or pheasants Ijy wilful trespassers. But I appear

here as representing the Scottish Chamber of Agriculture, and

I propose simply to advocate the resolutions agreed to by that

body, and to show that tlicsc laws ought to be modified and

amended, so as at least to render them more in harmony with

justice and right feeling. There can be no reason for a quali-

fication Act being in force in Scotland when none is requind

in Eug-land. In the latter country a tenant had full right to

the game on his land unless he voluntarily divest himself of it

iu his agreement with the landlord ; but in Scotland a tenant

cannot hunt or kill game without the special authority of his

landlord, however long his lease may be, even though it was

reuewable for ever. It is even matter of doubt if the owner of

an entailed estate can legaEy grant a lease of the game for a

term beyond his own life. On the other hand, proprietors and

all authorised by them may hunt or kill game at pleasure in

the fields and enclosures occupied by a tenant. Doubtless, a

landlord had full right to make his own terms in parting with

his land, provided he can get people to agree to them ;
but to

let land first to grow crops, and then, it may be, to let the

right of consuming these crops, or to retain it for himself, is,

to say the least of it, unwise on the part of the agricultural

tenant, and not veiy creditable on the part of the proprietor.

In Scotland, tenants are invariably assured that the game will

be kept down, so as to prevent injury to the crops, and this

promise is generally kept by the great majority of landowners.

Still there are numerous instances of great losses to tenants,

particularly where hares and rabbits are preserved. It is true

many tenants bind themselves to refrain from seeking all re-

dress from losses of game, however much their crops may be

destroyed. It is exceedingly foolish, but it is more so in ap-

pearance than in reality, as game damages are found to cost

more iu recovery, even when successful, than thi; amount

claimed, that is to say if the landlord litigates the case, as he

has it in his power to do, and generally does, if the suit is

commenced before the Sheriff, it can he taken to all the higher

Courts successively ; but even if begun before the Lord Ordi-

nary iu Scotland, it can be carried to the Outer House, and

then the Inner, and finally to the House of Lords. The de-

cision there is final on the merits, but'the amount of the claim

falls to be settled by a jury trial, which may result in a new
or second trial on the ground of the damages being excessive.

The expense and anxiety of this course of action makes it

wisdom on the part of the tenant to submit to the first loss,

and endeavour as speedily as possible to get quit of the farm.

Were actions for game damages to be final before the sheriff or

paid magistrate, justice would be more easily attainable, and

landlords would then become more chary of increasing game

to an unreasonable amount. But, besides the actual damage

done by game, it is the cause of more jealousy and quarrels be-

twixt landlord and tenant than all other causes put together.

I was lately shown a letter written by a proprietor to one of

his tenants, dated only last month, and of which I look a copy

as a curious specimen of the light in which some proprietors

view their tenants, and the insolent conduct they sometimes,

unconsciously, use towards them. In this letter the landlord

complains that the son of the tenant " had been shooting rab-

bits, and without the slightest excuse in tlie way of their

damaging your crops. Sometime previously my keeper and

gardener saw your son and another person, near , having

a greyhound with a loose rope inund his neck, '"*'" """•'" -*^Of course it
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is not difficult to conjecture what was iuteudecl. You are

yourself, I Ijelieve, aware of an incident where your son, and I

believe two otlier persons, were distinctly seen to course several

hares. Whether this was on my ground or that adjoining I

am uncertain. However, I fancy it is very doubtful whether

the proprietor's permission was given to such a proceeding."

Finally, he " hopes he may have l)een misinformed ;" but does

not think having him for a tenant a subject for congratulation.

Now there is not one word about game in this tenant's lease.

Rabbits are by law game and not game ; but they are not game
to the tenant in this case, and he could shoot or trap them as

he cliose. The landlord, in fact, admits this, though lie seems

to think the rabbits should liave first damaged the tenant's

crops. I would ask what did they live and multiply on but the

crops ? they could not be there at all without damaging them.

Then the boy seen with the greyhound, and the rope round his

neck (a boyundernine years ofage !) on the public road—why,

he was simply taking home the animal that had strayed from

a neighbouring farm, the same where the coursing took place.

This story of the coursing is a beautiful illustration of the sort

of tales carried by gamekeepers to tlieir masters, and of the

credulity of the latter. The keeper had seen " distinctly"

this tenant's son and two other persons course several hares,

but were unable to say whether it was on this farm or that,

though it was on an estate where the tenant had leave to

course, and where the boy went by invitation. Mark
also the view the landlord takes of what he styles " such

a proceeding" (the coursing of hares by a tenant). " I fancy

it is very doubtful whether the proprietor's permission was
given." The arrogance of this letter will be more apparent

when I tell you that this tenant has spent several thousand

pounds (not a penny of it made by farming) in bringing into

cultivation some 200 acres, by trenching, liming, draining, and
fencing with stone walls what was previously a barren heath.

He was under no obligation to do so, and it is doubtful whether

he will recover the whole of his capital. But one thing is cer-

tain : he wiU at the close of his lease return the farm to the

landlord worth a great increase of rent, the effect of these per-

manent improvements effected by him with liis own capital. Pew
tenants care about shooting or hunting. I believe not one in

ten would use the privilege if they had it, and I have come to

this conclusion from my knowledge of those who have or have

had the sporting on their farms. But there is one thing they

do dislike, and that is being watched and challenged for herd-

boys firing guns and sheep-dogs frightening hares. I wiU say

further, tenants are glad to see the landlords sporting on their

farms, provided the game is only sufficient for ftiir sport, and

that it is not preserved for a single day's murderous slaughter,

as is now the fashion, and the produce sent to the poulterer,

to the diminution of that produce which should have been

sent to the butcher. Partridges, even when numerous, do com-
paratively little harm to crops. Pheasants are very destructive,

but they are confined to particular localities, where they are

reared under hen-coops, and fed by the hand when young.

They are excellent birds on the table, but I camiot see the

sport of shooting such large half-tame animals. Cultivated

land in the neighbourhood of preserves should be in the owners'

hands ; but if farmers do hire land in such situations they know
what they may expect. Sometimes preserves adjoin the farms

of other proprietors ; and I have known some hard cases where
the tenants' crops were greatly injured year after year by game
reared on adjoining properties, and the tenants refused all re-

dress. But hares and rabbits are the great causes of com-
plaint, and they increase rapidly if only let alone. On many
farms Swedish turnips cannot be left on the ground during

the winter without great loss, as the hares break the skin of

root after root, which renders them liable to be easily destroyed

by frost. It is often impossible to lift them in the autumn
without poaching the land in wet weather, and even if they

could be removed, they are vporth much more to consume by
sheep in spring on the land where they grow. A perusal of

the evidence given before Mr. Bright's Committee on the Game
Laws cannot fail to prove the difficulties farmers have frequently

to contend with in regard to game, and the damage done to their

crops by hares in particular. The evidence of the late Mr.
Pusey, Sir Harry Verney, and Lord Hatlierton is most con-
clusive on these points. I will only quote a few words from
Lord Hathertou's evidence :

" I soon found, as a farmer desirous
of introducing among my tenantry and into the neighbourhood a
better system of cultivalion, tlmt it was utterly liopeless to

do so unless I completely destroyed the hares ; for the attempt

merely to reduce them was useless, for a good season repaired

their numbers to such an extent that I found there was no
effectual cure but destruction." And again :

" Hares wiU
travel miles to the nearest field of Swede turnips," a statement

which I can personally corroborate. I have even counted one

hundred hares on a young grass field on a spring morning, not

half-a-dozen of which remained on the farm during the day,

but retreated to their cover fuUy two miles off. No one who
farms land extensively, or who takes a practical interest in agri-

culture, will continue long to consider hares game, or anything

else but a nuisance. The Marquis of Tvveeddale is well known
throughout the kingdom as a most enlightened practical agri-

culturist. I do not know a single person who makes his

bread by farming whose reputation for skill in agriculture

stands so high as his lordship's does in East Lothian, or who
has done so much in introducing and promoting a profitable

system of farming. Now, his lordship preserves partridges

and pheasants for sport to his friends ; but hares are not per-

mitted to consume either his own crops or those of his tenants.

Lord Twecddale also sets a noble example to other landed pro-

prietors by his systematic destruction of wood-pigeons, which

are a pest that cause more loss and expense to farmers, as a

body, than even game ; but they have increased to their pre-

sent enormous numbers simply from extensive woods and plan-

tations being devoted to the rearing of game, and by game-

keepers destroying all birds of prey. But to return to hares,

I think it must be evident that their preservation in a culti-

vated country is quite irreconcilable with the interest of the

general population. AVhatever I have said as to hares applies

with double force in regard to rabbits. Let both, then, on all

cultivated laud, be considered by the law as vermin, and after

that landlords may make what stiptxlations in their leases they

choose regarding them. There is one thing I decidedly pro-

test against ; and that is a licence, for even the smallest

amount, being necessary for their destruction any more than

for the killing of rats and mice. If a farm were let on condi-

tion that rats were to be preserved for sport to the landlord,

and should a farm-labourer accidentally or even systematically

destroy them, I do not think any penalties could be inflicted

on such a person or even on the tenant of the farm. But if

the licences _are retained (unless the sanction of the proprietor

is granted for destroying them), nothing will be gained by any

change that can be proposed. I know it is said. Why do not

farmers make such stipulations in their agreements with their

landlords as to ensure their freedom from game ravages ?

Doubtless it is in the power of a tenant to refuse to occupy land

unless the game is let along with the right of cropping; but

this is not and has never been the custom. The game has ever

been universally reserved by the proprietor ; it is impossible to

obtain land on any other condition, and those who insist on
having the game may make up their minds to retire from the

profession of a tenant-farmer. It is the law, and the law only,

that enables the proprietor to carry out his terms in regard to

game. The tenant is the weaker party, and surely it is not

asking too much to have so far abolished this law which enables

the stronger party to carry out measures so detrimental to the

rural population. But there are ways in which some farmers

protect themselves from hares, and one is by having an active

man on the farm who knows how to set a wire. This is mucli

more common than is generally supposed, but it frequently

leads to great evils. I have known some old men who have

snared hares from their youth, and who never went further;

but as a rule it is merely a training for those who make mid-

night incursions into pheasant preserves. By a single night's

work in these preserves as much money is realised as by a

month of honest labour. Riotous dissipation and idleness are

sure to follow. Necessity soon compels them to try it again

and again. If caught at last, " To jail with them !" is the order.

The chaplain there finds it impossible to effect the slightest

reformation in them, as they indignantly deny they are thieves.

They confess to having broken a law, but then it is a law of

man's making, not of God's creating—for no one can say that

these laws carry on their front the broad impress of truth and

justice, which all laws ought to have. One great improvement

in the administration of these laws would be to have the trial

of offences under them conducted before the paid magistrates in

England and tlic sheriffs of counties in Scotland, in place of the

justices of the peace as at present. In the Night Poaching Act

.sheriffs arc mentioned, and have jurisdiction; and all trans-
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portable offences must bo tried by the Court ofJusticiary. Now.
justices of peace are almost tlie only individuals interested in

this matter ; while their powers of pmiisluneut are great aud
arbitrary, aud their judgments on tlie merits arc final and
conclusive. In both common aud statute law judges are de-

barred from sitting iu judgment where tlicy or their friends have
the remotest interest ; but these game-laws have been enacted

and are maintained for the sole benefit and pleasure of the very

men selected to try offenders against tliem. One of tlie worst
• features of the game-laws is the cumulative penalties that may be

heaped on an offender. A person trespasses iu pursuit of game.
lie is taken iuthe act ; and a justice ofthe peace fines him for

such trespass. But he has killed a hare or pheasant ; a second

flue is inflicted for being in unlawful possession of game, not

being a duly qualified person. If he pays these two flues, he is

nest brought up for waut ofa certificate ; aud instances are by

no means rare of persons being tlius puuished three times for the

one offence. To show that these punishments are uot light, I

wiU try and state shortly \i'hat the game-laws really are in Scot-

land. To kill game legally, it is first necessary to l)e iu posses-

sion of a ploughgate of land—an undefined quantity, generally

estimated at 60 or 70 acres. A person uot so qualified having

in his possession auy game without leave from a qualified person

forfeits for the first olt'euce 20s. aud for all others £2 ; aud iu

case of non-payment within ten days, suffers imprisonment for

six weeks in lieu of tlie former penalty, aud three mouths in lieu

of the latter. If charged with being also in pursuit of game
without tlie qualification, the penalty in addition to the above

is also £8 Gs. Sd. A licence or game certificate is also necessary.

A person acting without one is liable for a penalty of £20 with

costs, andalso intlie amouat of duty, and failing payment, im-

prisonment for sis months. Prosecutions may be tried summa-
rily, thougii the parties be aljsent, before two justices of tlie

peace, or one justice, provided he is also a commissioner of

supply—that is, the owner of land worth generally £100 a-year.

Sheriff Barclay, in his singularly instructive pamphlet entitled

" Curiosities of the Game-Laws," remarks on this
—

" It is

declared that the conviction must be by two justices. But
marlc the strange addition : if a justice be also a commissioner

of supply this is held to be equivalent to two justices rolled

into one. Because he can add to his signature the cabalistic

letters J. P. and C. S. he is held to be a judicial engine of two
justice-power, capable of exercising the dynamics of two minds,

or, in fact, ' a mau beside himself.' We venture to say, ransack

the legislation of all ages and aU, lands and such a monstrous

anomaly will not be found as this, which blots our statute-book,

aud is in daily exercise in these highly-favoured lands." A
distinction is dra^vn in these laws between day and night poach-

ing, the day time being the first hour before sunrise until an

hour after sunset, the remaining time of the twenty-four hours

being held to be night. A trespasser during the day forfeits a

»um not exceeding £2, with costs. Where an individual is

disguised, or five persons trespass, each person forfeits a sum
not exceeding £5, with costs. If a trespasser refuses to leave

the ground, and to give his name and address, he may be seized

and conveyed to a justice of peace, and summarily fined £5 and

the costs, or, as we say in Scotland, the expenses of process.

In default of payment, the justices may imprison for two months,

with or without hard labour. Under the Night Trespass Act

any person entering upon land, open or enclosed, with instru-

ment for destroying game, is liable to be imprisoned for a period

not exceeding three months, with hard labour, and at the expiry

to find caution, himself iu £10, and security for the same amount
for avoiding such offence for a year. Under this statute, the

Sheriff of Haddington not very long ago sentenced an individual

to one week's imprisonment with hard labour ; but, failing to

find security, lie underwent six months' imprisoument in addi-

tion, with hard laljour. So, for an offence which the sheriff

considered a week's imprisonment the proper penalty, the poor

man, for being unable to find security, had to endure six mouths
in jail, with hard labour. For the second offence, the primary
imprisonment is extended to any period not exceeding six

months, and the security tlien required amounts to £30 alto-

gether ; also, the term of bail to two years, and the imprison-

ment, failing caution, to twelve months—making in all eighteen

months' imprisonment, with hard labour. The third offence

may be punished with transportation for seven years, or im-
prisonment, with hard labour, for a period uot exceeding two
years. Persons to the number of three entering on laud for the

purpose of killing game with fire-arms, bludgeons, or other

offensive weapons, are liable to be transported beyond seas for

not less than seven or more than fourteen years, or to imprison-

ment with hard labour for a term not exceeding three years.

Transportation beyond seas having now been changed to penal

servitude for the like period, there arises an obvious conflict

between the two modes of punishment. By an Act of 184<4, tlie

Night Trespass Act was extended to the taking of game or

rabbits on any public road, in the like manner as upon land.

Only the actual taking of game is necessary for conviction

under this statute. It will be oljserved there is a very great dis-

tinction ^between the penalty or punishment for a game-law

ofl'euce, depending on whether it has been committed during the

day or night. Tor a day offence, the penalty is a pecuniary one,

subject to modification, while for a night one it is imprison-

ment with hard labour, which cauuot be modified. The offences

are distinct and separate, and it must be stated under which Act

the prosecution is conducted, as a minute of time or less would

have the effect of placing the offence under either the one or

other of the statutes. It is often difficult to determine whether

offences committed in the morning or evening belong to the day

or night, and the proof is frequently very unsatisfactory as to

the exact hour the offence was committed, or the time the sun

rose or set at the place. It would surely be better to return to

the hours fixed for summer and winter by the old Act—repealed,

I think, in 1831-^thau having the time fluctuating, as it is now,

both morning and evening. Auy person killing, selling, or

buying, or having game in his possession in forbidden time, for-

feits £5 for each bird ; and in case of failure to pay within ten

days, is lialjle to two months' imprisonment for each £5. These

penalties admit of no modification. In one case the combined

penalties against one individual amounted to £220, and the

consequent imprisonment to seven years and five months ; but

the private prosecutor restricted his complaint to four birds, or

£20 of fine. But surely this is a power too enormous for any

private prosecutor to possess in the punishment of individuals.

Public carriers, too, are liable to it, though they may even be in

ignorance that they have in their possession such precious car-

cases as moorfowl or other game. That this law must be syste-

matically broken is evidenced by the fact that the greater part

of the licensed game dealers iu London and elsewhere present

for sale any quantity of the different varieties of game on the

morning of the day on which their being killed is lawful. At
the close of the Parliament of 18G2, an additional game-law was

placed on the statute-book. It applies to the whole kingdom,

audits chief provision was to enable the police to act as game-

keepers. It empowers them in auy highway or public place to

search any person they suspect to be a poacher, and also to

stop and search any cart or other conveyance in or upon which

they suspect game to be carried. But this search can only take

place on a highway or public place, so that the poachers have

only to leap a hedge aud set their pursuers at defiance. In

some counties in Scotland gamekeepers have been sworii in as

constables to meet this difficulty. Gamekeepers thus become

the servants of the Queen though remaining the paid retainers

of private individuals. This Act was vigorously but unsuecess-

fidly opposed. It contains several anomalies which renders it

still doubtful how far it is workable in Scotland and Ireland.

It places rabbits agaiu in the list of game animals, and even

increases the penalties for game offences ; for simple trespass,

for instance, from £2 to £5 ; and as the previous Act is not

repealed, it is probable an offender may be mulcted in the penal-

ties under both statutes. The resolutions adopted by the Scot-

tish Chamber of Agriculture were :—

" 1st, That hares and rabbits be dropped from the game list.

" 2nd, That all prosecutions for ofl'enees against the game-

laws be transferred from the justices to the sheriffs of the re-

spective counties.
" 3rd, That cumulative penalties for the same offence be

abolished.
*' 4tli, That damages be made eligible by statute in all cases

of injury caused by increase of game during the currency of the

lease—the amowrt to be determined under the authority of the

sheriff."

If effect were given to these resolutions by legislative

enactment, it would satisfy by far the greater propor-

tion of agricultural tenants, would tend much to make a better

feeling in society, and, if the complexities of these laws were

simplified, and their cumidative severity diminished, so that

even the object at which they aim would be better attained.

K K 2
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they would more generally enlist in their favour the feelings

of the community.

Mr. RijuEKTsoN, of Dundounachie, Duukeld, said he had

listened with ,i?reat pleasure to the able paper which liad just

been read by Mr. Hope : but there was one very important

subject that had been entirely omitted by that gentleman.

That subject was one which was now engaging a good deal of

attention in connection with the game-laws, not only in Scot-

land but also in London, from the controversy wliich was now
goiug on between Professor Leoni Levi and the Duke of

Argyll. It related to the great extent of deer-forests which

were preserved in different parts of Scotland ; and he believed

it was frought with so much importance that it would in a

short time come to engage the attention of the legislature it-

self. Large tracts of land which had hitherto been used for

the rearing of sheep, and from which a large amount of food

for the supiily of the people had been obtained, were now ab-

sorbed for tlic purpose of deer shooting. Only within the last

month a very extensive grazing farm, which had afforded pas-

ture ground for not less than 8,000 sheep, had Ijeen diverted

for this purpose, and W'as now almost totally lost, so far as its

capability of producing food was concerned. lie had lately

read a paper on this subject—written Ijy a gentleman very

well known in Scotland, Mr. Horatio Uoss—in which he en-

deavoured to show that deer bring as much food into the mar-

ket as sheep do. From his (Mr. llobertsou's) experience, and

from his kuo'.vledgc of deer forests, whicli was pretty extensive,

he could say that deer forests were totally unproductive for tlie

interests of the community. The whole of the Grampian
range indeed—a large amount of territory whiclMncludes many
thousand square miles—was now being laid entirely desolate,

in order to find room for the deer. The preservation of these

animals were highly injurious to the morals of the community,

because a large amount of poaching was- encouraged,

and a great many evil luabits were engendered Ijy engaging in

that unlawful pursuit (Hear, hear). The late Duke of Athole,

he might mention, was so convinced of the evils attending the

preservation of deer, that he contemplated breaking up tlie

great forest of Glen Tilt, and turning it again into a sheep

walk ; but he was sorry to say that tliese excellent intentions

were fnistrated by tlie deatli of that lamented nobleman. Mr.
llobertsou tlien quoted from Vattel, to show the bad effect on
the eonimunity of the preservation ofgame ; and he also read

a few lines from Eurns' poems, showing that tlie pursuit of

game was apt to engender feelings of cruelty and lawlessness

in those members of the community wlio engaged in it. He
hoped the subject, which was one of great importance, would
receive attention from the Social Science Association and
from the country. He knew of no subject—and he supposed

lie was as well acquainted with the state of Scotland generally

as any Scotchman of the present day—in which the agricul-

turists of Scotland were more deeply interested.

Tlie Ci[.\.iiiM.VN (Mr. Holland, M.P.) thought that in con-

nection with this subject the association ought to be very much
obliged to Mr. Hope for favouring tliem with his very in-

teresting paper, and lie congratulated Mr. Hope on the fact

that tiie subject of the game-laws was the first that was
brought under the consideration of the members of

t'lat Chamber of Agriculture which he himself had beea the

chief Hieans of founding in Edinburgh. Tlie establishment of

the Chamber was indeed a great rise to agriculture. It threw
lier more into the social scale tliau she had ever lieen placed

before, and the result would be that not only would they, iu

course of time, do away with the game-laws, but with many
fiuulal matters which now interfered with the due cultivation of

the land. The question of the game-laws had now been before

the public for a long period. Ever since Mr. Bright's com-
mittee made their report it had been brought forward from
time to time, and that report had been quoted, quotations from
it had Iieen read with avidity by those who were most in-

terested iu the management of game and in the prevention of
its being a check upon the occupiers of the soil. With regard
to the division which took place in Parliament some years ago

—

in 1862—he might say that this was considered an extraordinary
division on the part of those who were in the minority. It was
a larger and a stronger minority than had been autieipntcd.

He had llie])lcasure of voting in that minority, and tliose who
voted with him felt eonviiiecd that the game-laws would be a
question whicli would not very long be prevented from coming
rtgaiu before 11ie public, and tliat nt lon.!,'f1;— before jiinny

years were over—the feeling of the public and of the landed

proprietors would induce them to make such a eliange in the

law as would beuelit the occupiers, and at the same time would
produce on the part of the lobourers a great inducement to

avoid tliose immoral habits which liad arisen under the system

of game preservation, aud which had caused so very much
crime in tho course of those years during which the game-laws
had been in existence. That crime had been increasing in

amount year after year, and was telling sadly against the

morality and good behaviour of the lower orders of the popu-

lation. He trusted that through the exertions of Mr. Hope
'

and others, not only in Scotland but in England, they would
soon find that the existence of the game-laws was limited.

Mr. He^iry AVilson, Mansfield, Notts, said that until

the matter was thoroughly ventilated, and until the public

mind was brought to bear on the subject, they could scarcely

expect to get any alteration in the game-laws. He was sur-

prised to hear some of Mr. Hope's statements, as, for example,

that there had been 10,000 convictions for offences against

these laws ; and he thought if these facts were placed promi-

nently before the pubhc they would sec that this was a matter

which alFected not the owners or occupiers of land only, but

the whole community. One very important consideration was

the position which the landlords themselves occupied through

the operation of these huvs. Only j'estcrday he was told by a

rcspectaljle farmer that he had got notice to quit his farm. On
asking the reason, the farmer informed him that he had been

fool enough to talk too much about the game-laws. He had

been complaining of the damage done by the game to his crops,

aud his landlord, not likiug to hear so much about the matter,

gave him notice to leave. That was the way iu which free

speech on this suliject was sought to be put down.
Mr. Geohgii; Huiist, Bedford, said that a great deal of the

poaching which was so much complained of arose, not from

the fact of the preservation of game, but from the very unfor-

tunate circumstances in which the agricultural labourer was

too often placed. During the winter-months and a great part

of the summer months, a great proportion of the agricultural

labourers in the country were unemployed ; and as their remu-

neration when they were working was small, they were ghid

to take advantage of any opportunity of adding to their own
and their families' subsistence. He thought the game-laws

might be greatly improved, especially in the way of simplifica-

tion ; but he did not see how they could do away with them
altogether. The game must belong either to the owners or to

the occupiers of the land ; and, as between the one and the

other, an agreement must determiue who had the right to kill

game. He did not see that the tenant had anything to com-
plain of, if he took his farm knowing tluvt the landlord re-

served to liimself the entire right of shooting over it. If

damage ^\erc done to the crops from game, it was one of the

consequences of the agreement the farmer had entered into.

Mr. T. AVycliffe Wilson, Sheflield, thought that the last

speaker liad entirely misapprehended some of Mr. Hope's re-

marks. That gentleman did not mean that there should be a

right given to every one to trespass over unenclosed lauds.

Indeed, in the event of the game-laws being altered or abo-

lished, it would only be right that a stringent law of trespass

should be passed ; and that would have the eil'ect of removing
the objection which he had stated.

Mr. Edgar (Secretary of Department) remarked that Mr.
Hope had scarcely dealt with the law of the subject as it

alfected England, and as laid down in an elaborate judgment
of Lord AVcstbury in a recent case. He would like to ask Mr.
Hope whether it v/as the ease, as stated by one of the speakers,

that many agricultural labourers were idle several mouths in

the year ?

Mr. Hope said that in Scotland there was no such a thing

as a labourer being unemployed for part of the year. The
agricultural labourers tliere were equally well employed
throughout the wliole season. With regard to the legislation

necessary if the game-laws were abolished, he had distinctly

stated in his paper that, if the game-laws were abolished alto-

gether, they must have a trespass-law, and tliat that law

sliould be made to apply even where no damage had been

done. He would, however, have the penalty of moderate

amount—say about forty shillings, which would probably pre-

vent some of those murderous conflicts wliicli took place be-

tween the gamekee])ers aud llie poachers, tlie latter being

tempted to resist to the nfmost, owiug* to the scvprify of the
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Ijcnulty. lie believed thfit, oven it' tlic gauio-laws were yreally

inodilieil, the game would still be suHicicntly iiloutit'ul, alfhoii|i;ii

it would not be so large as to be destructive to a farmer's
crop. Things were so bad at present, that in some cases they
employed men to snare the hares. This was a very bad state

of things for farmers to be exposed to; and ho lioped tliey

would soon see an amendment of tlio law in regard to tliis

matter.

This closed the discussion, and the section adjourned.

The following paper was also read :

THE GAME-LAWS:

TKEIR EfEECT ON THE AGRICULTURE OE GREAT
BRITAIN, AND ITS SOCIAL SYSTEM GENERALLY.

BY THOMAS Jl'COMBIE.

There arc two distinct heads under which the following

remarks are classed : 1. Tlie eifect of the present game-laws
upon the agriculture of this country. 2. Their intluencc upon
society, especially tlie poorer classes. The warm interest

which has been exhibited recently in the game-laws ami game

-

preserving induces me to propose, at the " Committee of the

Eourth Section of Trade and Ecouoniy," that tlie whole subject

should he taken into consideration at the present meeting of

the Social Science Association, at a special subsection on
agriculture. I do not tliink that too much attention can be

bestowed upon this important question ; aud I regret tliat 1

do not feel myself competent to do it fnU justice. I only

desire, however, to introduce it, in order that abler men may
express their opinion upon what must be regarded as an

anomaly in legislation, and a social grievance of some mag-
nitude. Tlic few remarks I shall offer will be ratlier of a

practical than theoretical kind, aud I hope it wiU be con-

sidered in a liberal and comprehenBive spirit. I should liardly,

however, have thought myself justified in wasting the time of

this section by entering into any dissertation upon the historical

phases of the question. Simply taking the game-laws as wc
find tlicm now in existence, let me consider, firstly, their eifect

upon the agriculture of Great Britain. The tenant farmers

are in a very different position now from that in which tliey

were placed in the feudal times, some centuries back. In not

a few districts, they arc almost universally weU-educated and
independent-minded men, who pay a high rent for tlie laud

they farm, and, in reality, owe little favour to the owners.

The market for land is similar to other markets—tlie owner is

generally compelled to let, and the occupier to lease land.

This differs little from purely commercial transactions ; and
the sooner it comes to be recognised as such tlie better for all

the parties interested. The farmers are the great producing
class, on which the other classes, to some extent, depend for

food. The greater the quantity of animal and vegetable food

which they can produce, and the cheaper tlie necessaries of

life, the better for all the consumers in the country. I think

one of the most objectionable features of the game-laws is tliis

—that they liave a sure tendency to decrease the amount of

food actually produced in the country. In tliose parts where
hares aud rabbits arc abundant, this is more especially the

case, as tlie grain and other crops are often destroyed. l)id

the landlords merely preserve the game for their amusement in

fair sport, tliere would not be so much to complain of; hut, in

numerous instances, they turn the matter into one of commercial

profit. On many properties, waggon-loads of game arc taken

to the markets and turned into money. This is certainly an abuse

of sport ; and it is not much to be wondered at that a good deal

of ill-feeling has been engendered between tlie landlords

and their tenants. The latter give the highest rent for the

land that in most cases can possibly be squeezed out of them,

aud it is very hard upon them to have to keep up the wikl

animals so that a second rent may be obtained. They know
and fetl it is a gross imposition upon them, which they are,

in the majority of cases, unable to resist ; indeed, in many dis-

tricts, so great is the competition for land that they are fre-

quently compelled to take it on the owner's terms. Game
preserving is thus no longer merely for sport such as amused
the oldeu class of gentry ; it is a system of wholesale breeding
and slaughtering to supply the London poulterers ; aud this is

all done, not at the cost of the landlord, but of his tenants.

This new system has been gradually introduced, aud the raw

and new farmer, in competing against those of expfrieucc,

knows little of what he has to endure from the landlord's

game, and ho only makes the discovery wlien too late, and has

to endure a gradual decay of means from the depredations of

wild animals. The landlords have the tenants bound down by

leases wliicli compel them not merely to protect the game,

wild fowl, fish, &c., upon their farms, which arc all reserved

for the landhn-ds, but also to renounce any claim for damages

they might have, whatever tlic amount of loss ; and in par-

ticular cases, wliich are well authcnticafed, the liolders of

farms have had half their crops eaten up. 15ut the worst fea-

ture in these leases has not even yet been stated. The tenants

arc bound to leave at the first term after found killing, or

countenancing any one who is suspected of killing game, and

throwing up all benefit from improvements or otherwise under

the leases. I know that this fact will scarcely be bidicvcd,

yet it is quite true ; and to prove that it is so, I shall licn^^

quote portions of leases which are strictly enforced on four of

the largest properties in the North. I may stale that these

were quoted by my brother—AVilliam M'Combic, of Tillyfour,

the well-known stock breeder—in speaking on this question

at the public meeting in Edinburgh, which was held to consi-

der the game laws!" [Jlr. M'Combie here quotes from his

brother's "address, at Edinburgh, the varicms clauses from

leases which have already been jiublislied and are well known.]

To show that the injury sustained by game on many farms is

considerable in amouiit, I may mention that a case was quite

recently brought before the public of a farmer's losses, and the

fact remains uncontradicted. A particular farm had suffered

from the depredations of game, and no restrictions being in

the lease, the occupier received a very large sum as compensa-

tion for losses, I believe as much as some hundreds of pounds

a year. The new tenant signed a lease which deprived him of

this right, and the consequence was that he found himself very

speedily a ruined mau, aud the landlord would do nothing to

assist him or pay him one farthing for his losses. Now, the

right of the landowners to the exclusive right of the game is

even at this time very doubtful. They cannot kill a head of

any kind of game without a licence from the Government to

do so, thus showing that the wild animals are even yet com-

mon right and not merely vested property. The right

to kill game until very recently, say 350 years back, was in

most parts of these kingdoms enjoyed by the whole of the

people. The wild animals that roam the country free aud

unconfmed never can, in any reasonable sense, be private pro-

perty ; and it is only by la\^ s of a most stringent and ob-

noxious character that landlords have been able during recent

times to enforce their unconstitutional claims. These preserv-

ing efforts culminated in Sir Baldwin Leighton's Act of 1SG2,

which makes all the police of the country spies and game pre-

servers for the landlords, and authorises them to search any

person on the Queen's highway whom they suspect to bo

illegally in possession of game. The means by which the

landlords have effected their great object and by indirect legis-

lative enactments had game declared to be property, has been

corabiuation. From their influence in rarliamcnt, which has

for many years preponderated, and from having no tenant

antagonism to contend with in that great political areua, every

measure calculated to repress the right of the people to the

game has been carried, and an injustice to the people, and a

heavy loss to agriculture, has been perpetrated. The most

effectual method of coping with the combined inlluence of the

landowners in this coiuitry wouldbea Tenant Defence League,

through which the whole tenant farmers of the United King-

dom should unite themselves together and biud themselves not

to rent land on any consideration whatever, unless the power

to kill destructive game were conceded. In this way they

might protect themselves from that constaut and steady in-

fringement on their fair rights which has been going on for a

long time. The great obstacle towards obtaining a proper

reform of the Game-law grievance hitherto, has been the back-

wardness of the tenant farmers, who have been so abjectly

afraid of offending the landlords that they could hardly even

be prevailed on to come forward prominently in any agitation

for their improvement to even speak the truth. This want of

independence will, I liope, from the increasing eft'ect of superior

education amongst the more extensive cultivators of the soil,

speedily disappear. Their own interests, as well as those of

the country at large, are at stake, and public duty calls iijion

them to act boldly. There have liavc been four rarliamcntary
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CoiumiUecs on this sultject during the last forty .years, wliich

have been all wr\ing most reluctantly from the different Go-

vernments ; the evidence taken in all the four was condemna-

tory of the game laws, but no relaxation of them has ever

been obtained. Rendered bold by the impunity into which

the pressure against them had been resisted, the landlord in-

fluence forced the Bill of Sir Baldwin Leighton upon tlie

country. The same party, in the subsecjueut session, defeated

the motion of Mr. JForster, the member for Bradford, for a

Committee to inquire into the operation of that measure, thus

showing their determination to stifle free inquiry into the

subject. This was the more extraordinary, inasmuch as

the working of the Act had clearly demonstrated that in-

quiry was absolutely necessary. There had been con-

flicting decisions of different county benches upon the subject

as to whether the onus prohandi lay on the complainant or

the defendant. Not a few of the magistrates decided that, on

a charge being exhibited against a man, he was bound to prove

his innocence—a most tyrannical decision, contrary to the

spirit of English law, which holds every one innocent until

proved guilty; and almost unworthy of the dark ages, when the

liberty and life of the subject were held in small estimation

by the magistrates of the land. The country gentlemen flatter

themselves that they will permanently secure the right of

property in game without paying rates and taxes on it, and

liave the police turned into amateur keepers to protect it for

them; but, on the other hand, intelligent men think they have

already gone too far, and that, in the strong reaction which

must ensue, the severity of the existing law will be relaxed.

The Government of Lord Palmerston is free from blame in this

last instance ; indeed. Sir George Grey warmly supported Mr.

Porster's motion, and was scarcely able to get a hearing from

the House of Commons when enunciating the views of the

Government on the subject. The Home Secretary declared

upon this occasion that nothing could be more anomalous than

the present state of the law on the game question, and we have

therefore cause for hoping that a material alteration will be

made at no distant day. The friends of liberty and social pro-

gress have no cause to regret that Sir Baldwin Leighton has

not been re-elected to the present Parliament ; the influence of

the tenant-farmers having been sufficient to keep him out.

The necessity for a sifting investigation into the subject is,

perhaps, rendered more apparent by the dift'erence of opinion

existing amongst the highest legal functionaries of the country

on many points which have recently been brought prominently

before the public by the case of Blades v. Higgs, and others,

and in which the decision of Mr. Justice WiUes, who held that

a man's property in land did not give him any right to pro-

perty in animals of a wild nature after they became old

enough to escape from the land, was upset upon appeal, and
the contrary doctrine affirmed. This would show that the

law recognized in most civilized countries, which was appa-

rently the law of this, is no longer so. The game is now held

to be the property of the owner when killed and taken, and
if so obtained by a trespasser he is held to be in illegal posses-

sion of it, and the game legally to revert to the owner of

the soil. The Lord Chancellor, however, gave tlie decision

partly on technical grounds. He said, " This conclusion would
-not be affected, even though it be true that an indictment at

common law will not lie against the trespasser for kiUing|and

carrying away of game, if it be one continuous act, inasmuch
as the ovniership of the game is considered as incident to the

property in the land ; but this consequence is the result of a

peculiarity in the law of larceny, which holds that the act of

severing and taking away things attached to the freehold is

not a felonious taking, a result which does not affect the ex-

istence of the right of property." I now come to the social

effect of the game laws, and their influence upon the morals
of the people. That game preserving and its never-failing

attendant, poaching, has demoralised the working population
of this country, must be admitted. The law of England would
now appear to give the landowner the same right in game on
his land as in cattle or sheep, or tame stock ; but the people do
not recognise this as just. Poaching is, therefore, resorted to
by very many who would not steal, or injure property generally

;

but it has such degrading associations that tlie moral senti-
ments are weakened in its pursuit, and its votaries very often
end in becoming thieves, drunkards, and even, sometimes,
murderers. Were there no preserves, there would not be
half so much poaching ; and it is the temptation thrown in

the way of tlie working-classes which leads to crime. Land-
lords contend that they have a perfect right to preserve game,
or, in fact, do anything they think fit with their own property.

But this is by no means so clear, in cases where a certain in-

jury is inflicted upon society. It appears extremely selfish for

any gentleman, merely to gratify liis taste for sport, to inflict a
nuisance upon the country, tempting large numbers from the

paths of virtue into vicious habits and reckless dissipation, and
crowding tlie prisons and penitentiaries with criminals young
and robust, and able to work. The law may recognise game
as private property, but the nearly unanimous voice of the

public rebels against the idea, and poaching has never been
held to be so heinous as any other offence against property.

The man who steals a horse or sheep is so far degraded in the

eye of society as to have no sympathy ; but the crime of the

poacher is not stigmatised, and has popular feeling in its fa-

vour. Nothing can be more injurious to the society of a

country than laws which conflict with the moral convictions of

the great majority. Tlie poorest admit the justice of the laws

which protect life and property, and all agree, when offences

against either are committed, that the offender should be pun-
ished. Not so, however, in infractions of the game laws.

Those who are punished on that score regard themselves as

martyrs to class legislation—as men punished by the tyranny

of those above them for no real crime, and they command the

hearty sympathy of the whole working people, which is clearly

on their side. But the poacher seldom stops at killing game

;

he becomes unable, or unwilling, to work steadily in the ordi-

nary hours of labour, and takes to more dishonest courses

;

he comes in contact with gamekepers and police, and in time

regards bloodshed without horror ; he is led into bad and dissi-

pated habits ; and thousands, who but for the first temptation

through game preserving would have been honest members of

society, end their days in penal settlement or the gallows. The
correctness of these opinions may be proved by a parliamen-

tary paper, of date 19th of July, which shows that, during

the last year, there were 10,117 offences against the game
laws, and of these 8,527 were for trespassing during the

day in quest of game. It is not disputed that a large

amount of the crime of the country is connected, either

directly or indirectly, in country districts, with the infringe-

ment of the game laws, and that such offences are largely on
the increase. The country proprietors having carried all their

points, so as to have the police charged with preserving the
game and having it declared private property, and every other

concession asked for from ParUamcnt and the courts of law,

are now busily engaged in numerous instances in extending
their preserves, and thus increasing the temptation to the poor
to take to poaching. The fact that the system is tending to-

wards the demoralisation of the people makes it a great national

question, and justifies us in calling loudly for legislative inter-

ference, in order that game-preserving may be, if not abolished,

at any rate maintained within more reasonable proportions.

It is a remarkable fact that, whUe the punishment has been
increased, the result, so far from deterring, has had the con-

trary effect. Prior to 1862, the penalty for the first offence

was £2 ; after that it was by by Sir Baldwin Leighton's BiU
increased to £5 ; the consequence being, that the number of

offences since are double what they W'ere before the increase.

The greatest part of those convicted were so convicted for

trespassing in the day time after game, which is not deemed
so disreputable and hardened a kind of poaclung as night

work, the punishment of which is much less severe ; the one
being by fine only, tlie other by three months' imprisonment for

the first offence, but at the end of that period, unless the of-

fender can find security that he will not trespass in a similar

manner, he is liable to be continued in prison for other six

•months. The extra severity of the laws seems to make our

countrymen more reckless in disregarding them. Englishmen
in humble life seem to think the game is the property of no
particular person, and the more tlie proprietors determine to

punish for killing it, the less they think the offence deserving

of reprobation. The offence of killing wild animals is by no

means one of a heinous kind in the eye of society generally,

and the ease with which landlords have been able to increase

the penalties for it says little for the character of our legisla-

tion. In the records of the various committees on the subject

were the fullest and most conclusive evidence against the biU

of 1852. Yet despite this and tlie efforts of a few independent

men, the obnoxious measure passed into law. Now, it says
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but liulu lor the civilisation oi' a country when law and pub-

lic feehng are in antagonism and run iu contrary direc-

tions. The fact that the public generally view killing wild

animals as no offence against morality is the surest con-

condemnation of tlie stringent game laws that have been

lately passed, and if the vote were taken there woxAd not be

five per cent, in favour of the last law passed in 18G3. What,
then, can we think of a representative assembly which, taking

advantage of the accidental position of its members, should

pass a nieasm-e so selfish and tyrannical as to be execrated by

nearly every class in tlie country ? Were the lauiUonls merely

desirous of preserving the game for tlieir own use or legitimate

sport, the poor might have some sympathy in their views ; but

when, in numerous cases, they rather let their shootings oj

sell their game for their own benefit in London, it can scarcely

be expected that such a feeling should exist in the breasts of

the other classes. There are many landowners who wish to

have double rent out of the land, and then either sell the game
or let the land to such as do sell it, and the working-classes

form their own ideas of the want of high tone in such trans-

actions, and deem it a small crime to shoot hares or rabbits if

the chance comes in their way. Such are some of the evils

of the laws running contrary to the public opinion of the class

called upon to preserve them, that it weakens their respect for

lh(^ iustihidous under wiiich they live. It may be argued that

all landlords are not alike tyrannical in causing these laws to

be administered with the severest rigour ; hut those who have

the good sense to see the impolicy of such severe Acts of Par-

liament ought to be the first to dt^sire their repeal. The public

have no right to bo compelled to take as a favour from any one

what they are entitled to as a right. And there is ample ne-

cessity for the immediate interference of the legislature, and

for a combination of that portion of the puljlic more immedi-

ately interested. If the greatest good of tlie greatest niunber

be the aim of all legislation, then these laws should be re-

pealed or ameliorated. Every friend of social progress and

the elevation of the working-classes must earnestly hope for

an improvement iu our mode of legislation ni this important

question, and for the blotting out of such unconstitutional

acts from the Statute Book.

THE OVER-PRESERVATIOH OE GAME.

At the Freshwell Labourers' Friend Society, Colonel

Urise said : During the last week or so there had been some

correspondence and lectures in the different agricultural news-

papers on the subject of the preservation of game. He was

struck with one of the observations made, and was induced to

look into the subject more closely than he otheivrise should

liave done. It was stated that the preservation of game was an

injury to the country ; thatthemanwho preserved game was an

injury to his country, an injury to his neighbourhood, and an

injury to himself. Well, he thought that was strong language,

and said to himself, " Let us look at the facts of the case, and

see if it is so ;" and on looking into the matter, and consider-

ing it thoroughly, he could agree with this gentleman so far

—

that an unfair or over-preservation of game was an injury to a

man's country, to his neighbourhood, and to himself ; but a fair

preservation of game he did not think was an injury in any

way to either one or the other. A fair preservation of game
only tended to promote healthy exercise and social intercourse,

and gave an opportunity of meeting one's friends and spending

pleasant days together, and so on ; and it was also the privi-

lege of the owner of the soil that he had a right to the game on

that soil ; and indeed, if that were not so, he thought there

would be very few men who would care about investing their

money iu land at 2^ per cent. ; for only the other day a friend

of his, who had bought an estate not very far off, said to him,
" Wliat a fool I must be to go and purchase an estate which

vnll only pay me ~^ per cent., when I might get 10 per cent.

for my money in London." If gentlemen were sal isfied with a

small return for their money, they deserved to have some pri-

vilege as well.—[Mr. Keeble : Fox-hunting.]—Well, they

woiild have something about that presently. There could be

no doubt that, if it were not for the sporting, gentlemen would

much more frequently absent themselves from their estates, and

we sliould have what was the curse of Ireland at the present

time—absentee landlords. Over-preservation of game was a

different thing; for it had been said that the necessaries of life

were damaged to a great extent by animals kept for amuse-

ment and luxury, and in this way, no doubt, over-preservation

was injurious to the country. We had heard a great deal as to

how much a rabbit ate, and some people said that two hares

and two raljbits would eat as much as a sheep ; and if that were

so, great injury was done to the country by keeping too many
hares and rabbits. But a fair preservation of game depended

on what was considered the number of hares, and so on, there

ought to be on an estate. jN'ow, he believed it wquld be gene-

rally admitted that partridges did no harm whatever, that rab-

bits ought to l)e killed like rats, and that hares should be

allowed up to a certain number. A gentleman who gave a lec-

ture on the subject the other day, and who seemed to think he

knew all about it, said there ought only to be one single hare

to four acres of land.—[Mr. Portway : Too many.]—That was
something like 25 hares to a hundred acres, 350 to a thousand

acres, and 750 to three thousand acres ; and he must say that

though he had preserved game in his time, he had never com-

mitted such an excess as that. He doubted whether one hare

to every four acres was a fair proportion ; he thought it was

too much. He thought one hare to ten acres was

ample, and even a hundred hares to a thousand

acres would be a very large proportion, and if

there were less it would be Ijctter. But then it was said

that the preservation of game was an injury to a neighbour-

hood. But he thought a fair preservation ofgame would be no

injury ; on the contrary, it would be rather- a benefit to the

adjoining owners of laud, for by preserving the gamea man
helped to stock the country, and to afford healthy exercise and

sport to ills neighbours and friends, and was also enabled to

send presents of game to his friends around him. But when

he went beyond that—wlien he came to over- preservation of

game, he thought he was doing an injury to the neighbourhood.

No doubt it was an annoying and irritating thing to a tenant

to find his turnips, wheat, or harley carried away surrepti-

tiously by four-footed animals like his landlord's game, oyer

which he had no control. It must be a most annoying thing

to a farmer who prided himself on his crops to see in the

spring-time of the year, when his hopes were high, his growing

corn bitten oft' and nibbled about by animals, toward whom he

could not but feel a great antipathy. This would not tend to

cement the good feeling between landlord and tenant, because

however good a fellow the tenant might be, he must feel much
annoyed and aggrieved at the time ; and though it was pro-

bable—and no doubt in most cases it was so—that after a time

the landlord compensated him and they were good friends

again, yet a wound had been inflicted at the time, and it would

be just as well if it had not been inflicted. But there was

said to be another injury to one's neighbours attendant on

the preservation of game. He heard something said just now
about foxes, and it was a very difficult thing indeed for an

owner of land to carry out the preservation of foxes if he pre-

served tlie game. It could only be done by stringent measures

being used, and the keeper being made thoroughly aware that

his situation depends on whether the hounds find a fox in his

cover or not. But the keepers, he beHeved, were often un-

justly accused in this matter. AYe knew there were many hen

roosts in the coimtry, and foxes sometimes were very fond of

hen roosts ; and he had known cases where ignorant men had

been employed to prevent foxes robbing hen roosts, and they

had been destroyed in that way by men who did not know

what they were about in destroying so valuable an animal as

the fox. It was not just that the landlords should incur aU

the odium when the foxes were destroyed, for it was often the

necessary consequence of employing dishonest servants, hut it

was their duty to see their servants were honest so far as lay

in their power. He thought they might attribute the paucity

of foxes not so much to their being destroyed as driven from

their covers. The constant traffic of the keepers in the covers

where game was preserved did not tend to keep the foxes
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there, and it was a great cliauceif they found a fox in the same

cover, although possibly he might be in the ueighbonrhood,

and not very far off. This was a very important subject to

tlieui all, and one well deserving ot their consideration ; and

lie did tliiuk, as he said before, that a fair preservation of

game was an injury neither to their country, to their neigh-

bourhood, nor to themselves, but an over-preservation was.

If it were an injury to themselves—if a man, for instance,

chose to spend his money in preserving for his own amuse-

ment—that was his own look out. No doubt game preservers
were little aware what damage was done to the underwood and
timber by the game in their woods. lie believed the under-
wood was materially damaged by game, and that the growth
of young oaks was prevented altogether. He would not de-

tain them much longer on that subject. They had something
else to do besides hunt and shoot, though hunting and shooting
were a iileasant relaxation from their duties.

THE NEW FAR M
At last the blessed rain ! I'kansing the foul sewers,

giving drink to the grass roots, washing mildew from the

swedes, reinspiriug the croquet-lawn, bringing home the

wells and refilling the old village ladies' tarred-barrel re-

servoirs, delighting the young mndlarks—to be led o'Y in

screaming terror an hour hence by exasperated maternity—

•

but, above all, dispelling the di-ead malaria of typhus and
cholera.

On the still pool of the river-bcnd, there beyond the

willow, how the glad pellets dance, lightening and darken-

ing iu alteinatc sport ! It is even as Byron wrote

—

" IIovv the lit lake shines, a phosphoric sea,

And the big raiu comes dancing to the earth"

—

He wrote, however, of his loved lake Leman, little dream-
ing that his lines should ever be borrowed by a farmer to

point the expression of a bucolic !

It is but a short tlu'ee weeks since the above was writ-

teu and left. Already liovv the wind howls around quite

winterly, and the lovely October tints are being beaten

away, and the general prevalence of colds and bronchial

affections warns us how little we can trust the climate of

perfidious Albion ! How lovely was the weather wc had
previously, in the which your humble servant, being an

Epicurean, revelled—a sort of second summer without; the

damp of the like Canadian season. Ijut the good this

broilTng autumn did the tillage-farmer, who shall fairly

recount ?—to those especially who, like my unfortunate self,

succeeded to a foul farm. This is a red sandstone forma-
tion, and in the sandy loam couch-grass seems to thrive

luxuriantly, spreading out most i-apidly its bunch of

clawlike rootlets, each one in diameter no less than a full-

sizcd pipe of Neapolitan macaroni.

The custom of this country is to scarify the stubbles

directly after harvest—an excellent practice no doubt
when the scarifier bites, which it will not always do, and
wlien the ground is sufficiently soft for its tiues to tear up
the couch mass bodily. Still, under the best of circum-
stances, with this practice many is the rootlet broken off,

and left as a cutting, to strike, against the planting of the
spring. The plan oi plonr/hiiiff in. the couch I like still

less, as that is nothing less than deliberately setting new
beds, and each separate severed stem of this pertinacious
grass wiU grow.

The plan I find answer best, is to take off all but the
share of "Woofe's paring plough, and then go down into
the soil some four to live inches deep. The fresh flakes of
the last year's growth are thus thrown, like sods half-

shaken of their soil, roots upwards, with scarcely one cut,
iuthe sun, who rapidly does his part in turn. It is sur-
prising how hard a siu-face this implement will break up.
Then come the harrows and the roller—the scarifier after-
wards, and then the chain-harrows to roll into cigarette
form, for gathering, the withered masses that strew the
surface of the fallow.

And then—what then ? what is to be done with the

collected heaps ? Should wc burn ? should wc cart off

and wash as fodder for the horses, as the I'reneh and

Flemish do ? or should we trausport them to a heap in

the corner of the field, and mix with lime and salt, to

make the weed pay penalty as a manure iu its turn ?

Each plan I think a good one. The burning docs, of

itself, an iufinily of service to the soil. The mineral ashes

left are invaluable, but then the vegetable element is lost,

having tied in the smoke of the fire.

As fodder, well washed, it is said to be excellent. Is

it not what the grass-cutters of India provide for their

pig-sticking master's Arab ? But the questiori is whether-,

having the prejudices of the farm-servant to overcome, it

would not be unsafe policy, as of course he would take

care that it was no saving, as regards the supply of corn

and roots and hay ; and besides, he would throw out, as

rcjecled by his team, a quantity to vegetate and hold on its

mischievous life on the manure-heap behind the stables,

thence to return duly to its former haunt.

Then a good plan is it, again, to pack up tight the mass,

with a dressing of lime between each layer, to make it a

compost for the meadow, that will bring up the young
white-clover leaflets thickly for the nibbling of the lambs

when the ewes' milk shall begin to wane. But of all

these jdans, " which be the best r" as a rustic hereabouts

would inquire.

Alack-a-day ! what should one do ? To decide—is it

not the most disagreeable necessity of evcry-day life ?

Oh ! that some one would say. Do this, or that ; then,

having attended to orders, one could comfortably repose
;

and is not my bailiffs iu the right when he says, as he

often does, compassionately, " Please, sir, I wouldn't be

you for anything. When my work's over my mind is

free, and 1 can go and have a pipe upon the stile ; hut

your work is always going on, and your mind is never

free
!"

But from another point of view, the exceeding dryness

of the past summer has been very trying to the temper of

the cattle-breeder. "Whether from this cause, as is likely,

or not, anyhow the cows don't hold, especially if they he

at all obese. They should be cool enough, in all con-

science, for they have stood for mouths, half the day,

knee-deep in the waters of a swift and limpid river ; but

somehow they don't hold. Every three weeks they re-

turn most provokingly to bidl, and that to different bulls.

I see that Mr. Tanner notices the occasional occurrence of

this sad fact, and attributes it, in his able essay just pub-

lished in the Roi/al AgricuUural Journal, to the extra-

ordinary heat. AVhatever the cause, anyhow it is a great

sell, especially to those who own Shorthorns of price.

What with the wife grumbling incessantly about the want

of cream, and the certain loss of interest on capital in-

vested, arising from this barrenness, it is really no joke.

I have at this moment three bulls in my stalls, and

about a score of buxom cows upon the pasture, not one of

hi cli do we know certainly to be in-calf.

Writing of cattle brings up a pretty picture of home-
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stead enjoyment that 1 saw, not long since, in my farm-

yard. I'pon one of tiie last broiling days, jnst nnder the
lee of the cider-iuill, in a sort of moat, that 1 keep fnll in

case of lire in Ihc slackyard, there stood, calmly chewing
her end, and just llieking the flics off rellectively

from her flank witli her tail, an aged white cow, that

once, nnder the training of Culshaw, wrought won-
ders at the Paris and vSalisbury Shows. Swimming
around and about her, steering handily on their pivots as

a gunboat or the Alabama, were some dear domesticated
pet wild ducks, popping up and catching tiicilics from the

tow's white-skin, and almost before they settled llierc

nipping tlicm oft", to her evident relief and their own pri-

vate satisfaction. It was a deliglitful contrast for the

contemplation of the indolent. The placid, white old

cow in the rcd-marl-staincd water, with the feathered

fleet of quackers cruising happily around, and doing her
kind service, wliile they fed themselves, and helped to

diminish the plagnc tliat is quite besetting this district at

present.

This fly abomiaalion ! Can it be that the hatches in-

tended for next year arc being already qniekcncd by the

nausnal heat, jnst as we read of the young crocodiles

l)urstiug through the crust of hardcricd mud nnder
i\lungo Park's bed in the desert, having had their egg-

covering premalurelj' chipped by that worthy's weight or

warmth.

How devoutly do I not hope that it is so ! Then de-

liverance for the muslin curtain and the whitened ceiling

which are now so cruelly bespattered and destroyed !

TJicQ good riddance of the villain swarm that gathers in

the beer-tap and does its best to be swallowed in a dozen

household shapes !

But to return to ducks and their clFect upon the meat
question. IIow thankful am I not that I took such pains

early in tlie spring to sec that the greatest possible mul-
titude should be reared from our hens and dueks ! Have
we not such an array of the last—such an army of the

former, that our neighbouring friends, with watering teeth,

will wonder how ever we can consume them ? and do they

not come in convenient now, to ease the butcher's bill ?

and don't they help to swell the farm profits by being con-

tent to fatten on the trough of steamed decaying pota-

toes, just thickened with a pinch of bavlcy-meal ? It is

AYorth while hearing how we saved so many. The plau is

at once so simple and eft'ective. It was thus : AVe let tlie

old ducks make their nests where they would, nnder the

heaps of firewood and hedge-clippings that we had carted

and thrown down along the edge of the pool, purposely at

once to serve as fodder for the oven and to supply shelter

from the fox—both two and four-legged—to the brooding

ducks. Of a sudden there were several missing at theirmorn-

ing and their evening feed. Anon, one would appear at

odd hours, but with so earnest, bustling a demeanour that

one had not the heart to scold them for their want of

punctuality. And it paid us for onr charitable intention

in giving them an extra-ordinary meal, when one morning,
passing by the pool, our attention was caught by the

plaintive wailing of a duckling, as though in distress.

We stop to listen and look : when we notice he has

dropped from the bank above, as his brother jnst drops

in our view, and sets up at once an involuntary wailing,

as tliough, human-babe-like, he appreciated not as he
should his sudden morning wash. Gradually the lot drop
out, and at last the fond parent herself flies down with a
splash, having for a while most faithfully devoted herself

to the hatching of her due complement of eggs, regardless

of her infants' cries below, until at length she makes up
her mind to follow, despairing of the vitality of the one
surviving egg.

Parenthetically, we would observe that all sorts of fowl

invariably hatch a larger pcr-ccntagc when they are al-

lowed to make their own nests than when they are set by
the lienwife.

i5ut to return to onr duck : just as she proudly sails by
througli a strait, l)cside which wcare in ambush, with her

merry, dark young brood in tow, that arc veering around so

sharp and jumping at the ilies, just then wc slip nnder the

landing-net and wiiip out a pair ; then three, and a fourth,

and six more, and there is a grand piping in chorus of

distressed and afl'righted duck juvenility in the covered
basket; and then, alas for the feelings of maternity ! the

whole new brood being walked ofl'brisiily to the old hen-
wife's charge, our parent duck but takes a header in the

dark flood, and flirts lier tail and washes, and feels, no
doubt, delightfully her change from incubation to her
cool native element, and away she sails down the

water-side, so cnjoyingly drinking up her beakers, if we
may use the expression, until her lord and master ob-
serving her, there is a chase and a flight, and tliey are lost

to sight ; all ending, however, in her, within a few days,

refeathcring a nest, and depositing new eggs, and com-
mencing a new term of earnest reproduc(k)tion. "Whereas,

meanwhile we, the hard-hearted ones, bear olf our wail-

ing freight, tinally to turn them out into a wire-fenced,

covered court, where i,here is an old duck hissing at us

over her already almost overgrown charge, which, with
this new accession, now numbers Ibrty-odd ducklings.

All these, however, during the day she proudly and cHi-

ciently attends to, instructing them to padtUe in the milk-
pan thatjnst floats with an inch of water upon a sod of

grass, as well as the due use of their chop-sticks in the
trough of mashed meal and potato. But at night this will

not do : they die then by dozens, if neglected, from want
of warmth, the old duck obviously being unable to shelter

well above a dozen or so. The duty of the poultry-
woman is to catch all the others, and stow them away
in the back-kitclicn in a hamper or covered basket

in some wool, uuder which is placed a hot bottle. They
are thus in the morning bright aud fresh, to rejoin their

indefatigable mamma. We have lost but few since wc
adopted this system.

I have just been shown another greatly improved grass
mower. Of machinery I am very fond ; and once again,
as so often before, is suggested to my mind the inquiry,
why won't the machine-makers take fair pains, and im-
prove their implements to the utmost before they bring
them out ?

For their own sakes it were advisable. Not only would
their sale be vastly increased, but the farmer would have
some comfort in buying. I have of late, as many others
that I know, become wary of sinking my money in useless

or improvcable implements. I have had two mowers and
two reaping machines on a small holding, aud they were
all comparative failures. The defects we soon perceived,

but could not remedy. Why could not the makers have
fairly tested their model, and, on finding that in work the
grass clogged in front, have improved the machinery at

once ? It were undoubtedly their interest to do so. I have
mentioned the movi'er, but my remarks must be under-
stood to apply to all other new implements. Fanners get

disgusted, and afraid to purchase. It reminds one of an
auctioneer of ponies, the other day. " This is the most
perfect cob of the lot" ; and when this was sold at a good
figure, out came the partner, and from the lips of the

oracle, to our astonishment, "Now, here is a better."

There were a number of his audience who lost confidence

in his statements in a moment. I have spoken more than
once to implement-makers and their agents upon the sub-

ject ; but the only answer one gets is, " If yon only knew
the expense and trouble we go to in perfecting our ma-
chine, you would not wonder or complain." That, excuse

me, i§ nothing to the poiut. There should be no gross de-
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feet left wlien you offer it for sale. If an implement he

fairly tried in the service for which it is intended—grass-

cutting, reaping, and so on—defects that will disgust and

dishearten the fanner would be at once apparent and reme-

died ; after which the sale at a fair price of a really ef&-

cient, simple implement to facilitate labour would surpass

calculation. The gross inefficiency of so much machinery

wheu first brought out is the great reason why men de-

cline to invest therein. There is always a very general

prejudice against a new implement, and the least defect

consequently gets highly exaggerated. Let the inventor
and improver take this to mind • "Don't attempt to in-

troduce imtil you have perfected and simplified" ; and
he would be surprised at the difference of the haul that

would follow.

But I don't like complaining, and, hush ! there's the
music of the meri-y beagles across the water ; and as I

run to the window, there my friend pops so cleverly

over the quickset on his cob ! and is waving his cap, that

I must be off, to show our bantlings the fun. Vigil.

THE DUKE or ARGYLL OK STOCK-BREEDING.
On the 14th of October the Duke of Argj-11 entertained the

landward tenantry on the Iiiverary estate at the Castle at

Tuverary. The noble Duke presided on the occasion, the

Marquis of Loni occupying the chair at the lower end of the

table.

His Grace proposed the usual loyal and patriotic toasts,

after which he proceeded to give " The Tenantry of Scotland."

He said : I am glad to congratulate you as representing at

least a large class of the farmers of Scotland, namely, the

stock farmers—tlie farmers chiefly interested in the breeding
of cattle and sheep. I think I may congratulate you on a

period of long-continued and increasing prosperity. So f&r

as my conversation with the tenantry of this country enables

me to judge, I must say that they are accepting that prosperity

in a very proper spirit—liy no means in a spirit of over-

confidence, not being inclined to say, as David is reported to

have said iu circmnstances of great prosperity, " In ray pros-

perity I shall never be moved." On the contrary, I have
always found the tenantry doubting whetlier such extraordi-

nary prosperity could possibly last—whether it was to be
expected that such unusual prices as we have been realising

for our stock in this country could possibly be a permanent
state of things, and rather fearing tliat, prices liaviiig become
very extravagant, there might suddenly be some revulsion in

the markets of the country. That has been a common fear

expressed to me ; it has been a fear expressed by my rev.

friend beside me. Dr. Smith, who is acquainted with farming
as weU as more spiritual matters. It may be worth while to

inqiure a little how far it is likely or is not likely that the

prosperity of stock farming is to be permanent, or is only due
to temporary caiises. There have been imdoubtedly some
temporary causes which have been affecting the markets of
the country during the last few years, and prominent among
these, of com'se, I need hardly say, there has been the late

civil war in America, aflectiug very considerably, perhaps I
may say largely, the price of wool, as it has done of aU fibrous

material iu this country. I have no doubt whatever that a
considerable part of the very high price which has been riiling

for wool in this country during the last few years has been
due, in a great measure, to the failure of cotton, and to those
results which have followed fi'om the great civil war in

America. But, at the same time, we must observe that,

although the American war has undoubtedly affected the price

of wool, it cannot be said directly to liave affected the price of
sheep and cattle themselves. Now, it is a remarkable circum-
stance that for some time the price not merely of wool, but of
the ammals themselves, has been steadily advancing. There
is, of course, another temporary and accidental cause which is

affecting the price at the present moment, and that is the
panic, if I may so call it—perhaps I ought rather to say the
alarm, for it is too just an alarm—which has arisen in respect
to the cattle disease. That during the last few months has no
doubt further tended to increase the price both of sheep and
cattle, and that also is, as we earnestly trust and hope, a tem-
porary cause. But we must observe that, long before there
were symptoms of a disease approaching, long before there
was any alarm whatever in respect to the rinderpest, there
had been a steady and rapid rise in the price of cattle and
sheep going on for sonre years, and reaching a very high point
during some months previous to the appearance of the cattle
disease. We caimot attribute, therefore, either to the Ameri-
can war or to the cattle disease the gradual tendency to a rise

of prides in tbe markets for sheep and cattle in this country.

To what, then, are we to attribute this steady rise in the price

of the commodities which you are chiefly concerned in pro-

ducing ? I imagine there can be but one answer to that ques-

tion—the enormous increase in the consuming power of tliis

coimtry. And here, again, although we may have had cause

almost to feel ashamed that we should profit by the calamities

of our neighbours, we come to see that our interests are coin-

cident with the interests of aU the rest of the world, because

the increased power of consumption in this countiy is due to

tbe enormous increase of its trade, and the enormous increase

of its trade is intimately connected and boimd up with the

peace and prosperity of all other nations iu the world. I have
no doubt whatever, therefore, that so long as trade is left

entirely free, as it now is in most of its branches, and so long

as tbe capital of the comitry continues to be invested in the

production of the goods which are necessary for consumption
aU over the world, and so long as peace and prosperity Open
to us the markets of the rest of the world, the consuming
power of this country will and must go ou increasing. It

reaches almost all classes. No one can have failed to observe

that during the last few years the labouring classes of this

country have been able to consume, and have been actually

consimiing, much more butcher-meat than they ever have done
in any previous period of our history. That is advancing
rapidly. Generally among the labourhig classes of society

people have been earning better wages ; they have been able

to buy for themselves better food ; and that is the real secret

of the enormous increase in the price of the articles in ques-

tion. So far as we know, there has been no diminution iu

the supply ; but there has been an enormous increase in the

consimiing power of the country. The question of price is

not merely, of course, a question of demand ; it is a question

also of supply—it is a question of the proportion between
the demand and the supply with which it is possible

to meet it. Now, with a view to the inquiry how far

high, or at least remunerative, prices are likely to be per-

manent for stock in this country, the next question is, Given
this enormously increasing demand, what are the sources

of supply to which we must look ? There can be no doubt
whatever that, as regards corn crops, the effect of free trade

has been to render unprofitable the cidtivation of corn in many
districts where it was profitable before ; but, as regards stock,

I really believe that the farmers of tliis country need fear no
competition which can possibly be brought against them. We
are unable of course to foresee what may be the inventions of

mankind under the impulse of necessity ; and it is just possible,

quite possible perhaps, that methods may be found of so far

preserving the immense number of animals which are annually

slaughtered in South America, for example, almost solely for

the sake of their skins, sinews, and fat—it is possible that

there, and also in AustraUa, some method may be found to so

preserve the meat as to enable importers to carry it into this

country in a fit state for the consumption of the people. You
are aware that experiments have been made on tliis subject,

and that a considerable amount of public interest has arisen

very lately in respect of what is called the charqui beef, or the

l)eef of South America. I dare say much of it may be found

fit for human food ; but I cannot bring myself to beheve that

from this source there ever can be an effective competition

against the flesh meat of our own markets. Then let us look

on the other side of the water to the continent of Europe,
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which is iiiucli move likely to supply us w Itli fresh meat in

competition with the stock produced here. Tliere is already,

as you are aware, a veiy large importation both of cattle and
of sheep from the continent—au importation which no doubt
wiU increase, stimulated and encouraged as it is by the very
high prices now ruling in this country. But there are limits,

I believe, to that supply, which make it, I think, quite impos-
sible that that can ever bring down to an incunveuieut degree

the price of meat in this country. The truth is that we, in

the British islands, enjoy advantages, as compared with other

countries, in the production of stock, which arc as great as the
disadvantages under which we labour in respect of cereal crops.

It is impossible to go over any part of the continent of Europe
without being stnick by the contrast which is presented be-

tween their parched and bumt-up grass in the summer, and
the green, succulent vegetation of the British islands. And a
great part of Europe, as you all know, is subjected to a very

long and severe winter. There is a very small part of Europe
which has anything approacliing to the openness of the winters

of the British islands. In short, the northern ])art of the con-

tinent is sealed up during the winter with snow, while another

part in summer is burnt up by heat ; and there is only a very

small part—chiefly the northern portions of Holland, Belgium,
and those countries of Sclileswdg-Holstein which have been so

politically interesting during the last two or three years—wliich

can be looked to for a great supply of butcher-meat for the

people of this country. Now, whatever advantages are enjoyed

by the British islands as a whole, as compared with the conti-

nent, are specially enjoyed by the West HigUands, as compared
with all other parts of the country. We have a very moist cli-

mate, and we have what may be called perennial grass. We
have a very mild winter, I have often beeu here in winter,

and I think I may safely say that the years are rave in which

we have six weeks of snow lying on the low groimd of this

country. No doubt on the tops of the hills there is snow lying

a considerable part of the winter ; but the lower slopes of the

hills and all the low ground are, during a great part of the

winter and spring, entirely free from snow. Now this is an

advantage enjoyed by very few parts of the country indeed.

Even as compared with England, whenever we have a hot and

dry season—and the last two years have been extraordinarily

hot and dry seasons in England—I never come to this country

from England, as I generally do in July or August, without

seeing with ever fresh astonishment the greenness and richness

of our pastures. They always remind me of the expression of

the Tsalmist, " Thy paths drop fatness ; they drop upon the

pastures." It is extraordinary the richness of the pastures in

this country in a dry season, as compared with that on the

continent, and even in England. While a great part of the

pastures of England are extremely burnt up, I do not think

there has been any drought in this country \^hich could be at

all injurious to the pasture. The hiUs were extremely rich iu

grass ; the hay crops were very admirable, although not so

abundant as in some years ; and turnips, a failure over a great

part of the country, seemed to me rich and luxuriant in the

lower part of tliis country. In short, as regards the pro-

duction of sheep and cattle, tliere is no doubt whatever that in

this moist climate of the west coast of Scotland you enjoy

advantages such as are enjoyed by a very small portion of the

world indeed ; therefore I say that, as far as regards the ques-

tion of supply for this rapidly increasing demand for butcher-

meat, I think you have advantages wliich, if they are well

husbanded, will enable you to compete with any possible

production which can be brought against you.

THE DWELLINGS OF PIGS AND PEASANTS.
At the annual meeting of the Halberton Farmers' Club, a

day or two since, the Rev. Cauon Girdlestone, the vicar of Hal-
berton, made a speech, in which he spoke of the value of such

clubs, the improvement of cottages, the cattle murrain, and
other kindred topics. He said one special subject which
deeply interested himself, but had not attracted the

remarks of any previous speaker, in some measure con-

cerned the owners, and in another measure the occupiers, of

land. There was no doubt that each had a share of the re-

sponsibility. It was a very important subject—he meant that

relating to the dwellings of the labourers in the agricultural

districts. He was enough of a farmer to know that if he
wanted to have his horse in good condition he must give him
a good stable, and in his stable place a good stall. He must
have the stable well drained and well ventilated, and made
snug and comfortable. He was enough of a farmer to know
that the same treatment must be adopted, more or less, accord-

ing to circumstances, with other classes of animals. The squire

of the parish he held for many years in Lancashire, a man of

old family, was an amateur farmer, and he bestowed his atten-

tion especially upon pigs. The pigs had not sties to live in
;

they had positive palaces, actually had a green park to run in,

and were washed with soap and water two or three times a-

week. Wliat was the result ? Why the animals that were
considered to prefer dirty habits became more clean in them,
and grew so fine that the squire won prizes at almost every

agricultural show in the countj% and made large suras of

money by his pigs. He was sure they would agree with
him on the general principle, which they saw developed in

every part of the countrj-, that in order to have tirst-class

animals they must give them first-class accommodation and a

large portion of attention and care. Now, whUst they were all

ahve to that part of the question—and he did not beheve there

was a farmer present who would say nay to the principles he
had laid down, as to the care that was taken of their cattle

—

he would ask them what was the condition of the agricultural

labourer? He would ask them to compare many of the

labourers' cottages with the stalls in which they stabled their

horses, the sheds in which they cared for their cattle, or eveil

the sties where they housed their pigs. He had no hesitation

in saying that in a great number of instances the brute crea-

tion had the preference over human beings. They might say

what was that to them ? the cattle were of importance to tliem,

and if they did not bring them up carefully they would lose

their profits. He, however, maintained that the housing of

the labourer did matter a great deal to them in every respect.

They could not expect to have a faithful, honest, intelligent

servant unless he was well cared for, at least as well as the

cattle on whom so much attention was bestowed. He took it

that iu many cases they could see the houses almost in ruins,

with the roof like au umbrella which let in more rain than it

kept out, with the floor so fuU of holes that the tidiest house-

wife could not possibly keep it clean ; a single room, in which
there were sleeping together father, mother, and grown-up sons

and daughters. He asked them what they could expect to be

the result of that. It was not strange that their labourers fre-

quently preferred the fireside of the public-house to their own,
because their own was so uncomfortable. Many of their young
women became mothers before they were wives, and had a

herd of illegitimate children following them about, who had to

be provided for at the cost of the parish. They must not be
surprised at such results, for they were the necessary conse-

quences of such a state of things. These matters were of great

pecuniary interest to themselves, because it would increase the

amount of their rates, which every farmer in the parish was
constantly telling him was the only thing that stood in the

way of improving their farms. But there was a much more
important principle than that involved, for it must be remem-
bered that there was a place where they had to give account

for the moral and rehgious treatment of every single soul with

whom they were brought into contact as masters. The pre-

sent was an age of progress, and progress must be stamped on
the very future of such societies as the preccnt, and they might
depend upon it that if they wished that parish to prosper they

must progress also.
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STEPPE MUEEAIN—ITS NATUEE, PEBVENTION, AND CURB.

Cattle are subject to four maladies known under the popular
name of " murrain," viz.

:

1. Vesicular murrain, or mouth-and-foot disease.

2. Pulmonary murrain, or lung disease.

3. Steppe murrain, or contagious fever in cattle.

4. Carbuncular murrain, malignant pustule, or Siberian
cattle plague.

Of these several varieties of murrain, the 3rd—steppe
murrain—is the subject of this paper.

Very little is yet known, scientifically speaking, of steppe
murrain. A long experience has enabled political and agricul-

tural writers, veterinarians, and medical men to talk fluently

of certain outward appearances, and also of what they have
seen and done. But the gi'cater portion of this talk is un-
worthy of the appellation of science, strictly speaking ; for

many discoveries have yet to be made before tlie true character
of steppe murrain is understood. Indeed no small part of
medical science (in the common acceptation of the phrase), as

applied both to man and our domestic animals, belongs to tlie

same superficial view that is thus taken of this disease ; and
the reason is simply Ijccause Experience has hitherto been the
master teacher. When left to themselves, instinct teaclies our
cattle, when ailing, to eat certain medicinal plants in their pas-
tures, in order to elfcct a cure. And in the olden time medical
men were not ashamed to follow the cattle tlius grazing, in

order to ascertain the medicinal properties of the plants in (jues-

tion, and then by experiment on themselves and their patients

to follow up tlie most successful method of compounding and
exhil)iting such medicines. Up to a very recent period, an
exi)erimental knowledge of this kind was all that constituted
medical science.

Of late years chemistry and the microscope have done much
to throw scientific light upon the subject ; but mucli more
remains to lie done before we know the medicinal properties of

even our daily food—properties that are essentially necessary
to preserve us in health. And with regard to the food of our
cattle, our chemical knowledge in this respect is still farther

beliind. As to tlie malady under consideration—steppe mur-
rain—we neither know its chemistry nor the chemistry of its

prevention or cure, no remedial means having been discovered
up to this date by experiment as above.

Fi'om tliese observations it will readily be inferred that our
remarks on the nature, prevention, and cure of the contagious
maladies that are now decimating our lierds and flocks—and
even ourselves, for two veterinarians have been cut off—must
have for their object the reconciling of facts so ftir as dis-

covery in veterinary science has already attained in the know-
ledge of this class of diseases, and the stimulating of further

discovery so as to obviate the ruinously heavy losses now be-

ing sustained by the owners of diseased cattle.

I'irst, as to the nature of the disease. Tlie almost unani-
mous opinion of the veterinary profession and also of medical
men both of this country and of the Continent of Europe is

that it is the Russian " Steppe murrain," alias cattle plague,
alias, in German, " rinderpest," which has been imported by
some means or other from those provinces of the Continent
where it is now raging. And, although this opinion lias met
with much opposition, the counter-arguments thus raised fall

to the ground as untenable, being nothing more than the
baseless fabric of a sceptical vision.

Of the untenable objections raised to the above professional

opinion, the following may be instanced and briefly disposed
of in this place :

—

1. " The importation of steppe-murrain from tlie infected

provinces of tlie Continent has not been established, and
therefore it is not the disease." But the fallacy of this objec-
tion is so manifest as hardly to admit of a refutation ; for
those who thus reason the matter may as well argue that be-
cause the Ethnological Society cannot prove how a Cossack
of the Don got to the British capital, he must therefore be an
Englishman! In short, if the disease is Russian steppe

-

murrain, then it cannot be English muriain, and vice versa.
And, \vith regard to the introduction of the former into this

country, it may have been im])orted in some one or other of

the different kinds of corn aud seeds, in wool, hides, tallow,

and other imports of this kind from the infected countries ; or

it may have been imported in flax, or some of licr fibrous mate-

rial, or in the wearing apparel of travellers, or of those en-

gaged in commerce, or in manufactured goods, &c. When
these several sources are practically investigated, the surprise

will be that England has been so long in catching contagion

from the Continent.

2. The second objection raised is, that " London and other

large town dairies, cattle maikets, and lairs, &c., arc in sueh a

filtiiy, over-crowded, pestilential state as to be capable of

generating disease of a typhoid nature, and therefore the cattle

plague now raging is in all probability of English and not

Russian origin." We have for upwards of twenty years advo-

cated strongly the general doctrine involved in this objection,

as to the generation of disease at home, and to an increasing

liability to the growth and spread of malignant contagious

diseases. The concentration of cattle in the metropolis, also

the concentration of the ofFal of slaughtered cattle, and the

concentration of sewage gases in the capital, is a pestilential

state of things enough to alarm the most obtuse observer ; but

granting this, and a great deal more in the same direction, the

facts of the two cases in question arc so totally different in

London and in the steppes of Russia, both as regards cattle,

climate, and produce, so that London miasms and steppe

miasms and tlic typhoid diseases whidi they produce in cattle

constitutionally different are also different, so that tlie existence

of English ly))hus does not improve the existence of Russian

typhus (granting that steppe murrain is typhus), any more
tlian the existence of malignant cases of British cholera im-

proves the existence of Asiatic cholera. Hence the nature of

the fallacy of the objection. In short, there is a much greater

variety of typhus in cattle, as in man, than those who raise

this untenable objection imagine. True, there is the possi-

bility of the veterinary and medical authorities, referred to

above, having mistaken the Russian plague for the English
plague ; but the liypothesis is a very unlikely and uncharitable

one, and unwarranted by any facts which have come under
our notice, for the pathological peculiarities of steppe murrain
have been too well identified to be mistaken. At the same
time, it must lie abmitted that the above authorities, and still

more so the long list of Government inspectors, have mani-
fested a somewhat conspicuous proneness to follow in the foot-

steps of the past, blind to those differences of circumstances

which give variety to contagious diseases. But it is to be hoped
that the breaking out of murrain amongst sheep, horses, and
all kinds of stock will induce them for the future to examine
diseased animals more closely through English spectacles ; for

if they do so they may ultimately find some half-a-dozen of

varieties, or more, of English typhus in each of our domestic

animals, as something of this- sort is absolutely necessary to

reconcile the diversity of cases now recorded with one another,

and with any established laws of nature.

3. The third objection is not a very definite one, but it runs

somehow thus :
" The contagion is in the air, and that blows

the philosophy of our veterinarians and medical men to the

winds." When people leave terra firma for the clouds, it is

seldom worth while to foUow them. This method of battling

the question belongs to the olden time ; and before our ances-

tors had discovered the constituent elements of the atmosphere

and its physical properties generally, it was doubtless admis-

sible ; but the modern lesson thus taught by the facts of the

case simply inform us that the contagious matter, whatever it

may be, is ligliter or of less specific gravity than the atmos-

phere. Aud the information thus taught is of the highest im-

])ortance, as it obviously furnishes one line of investigation

for determining what the generating miasms and tJie conta-

gions foniites of steppe murrain and the other varieties of

cattle fevers arc, in a cliemico-physiological sense, assuming

that steppe murrain is a contagious fever ;
for if this could

be ascertained, preventive and curative discoveries would fol-

low.
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Fiirtlipv refutation of this old a^-rial dogma would he supcr-

fluous. The distance to whidi contagious matter can ho car-

ried iu tlie atmosphere has not hceu determined. The example
of Lord Syncy's stock, viz., " three miles," although often

quoted, will not hear a close, investigation, for the contagious

matter may have been carried this distance by dogs, foxes, hares,

and rabbits—hy rats, cats, weasels, and vermin of this class :

by flies, or by various kinds of birds, as carrion crows, mag-
pies, i^c. ; or the saliva of diseased cattle may have been carried

this distance on the surface of a Howing stream or river, as

from one drinking-pool to another. The ways by wliich con-

tagion may be conveyed from one place to another are far

more numerous than credited at the present time, and it would
be well for the owners of cattle to make themselves better

acquainted with the practical details of this view of the sub-

ject than they now appear to be ; for the manner cattle have
been purchased in open markets since the prevalence of cattle-

plague was known, shows either a degree of ignorance or of

supine indilTerence tliat is highly discreditable to both buyer
and seller.

Some doubts may be raised as to whether steppe-murrain is

truly a ease of simple typhus ; but until science makes farther

discovery as to what typhus in cattle really is, and we lusiy

also include the question of what typhus iu man is, so as to

distinguish scicntilically its different varieties, it would he pre-

mature to oiler a word of comment on this head of the sub-

ject.

The period of " incubation," as it has been termed, is an-

other question that is giving rise to much fallacy. The pro-

priety of the term itself as applied to a putrid disease is a very

problenuitieal one ; for it ignores the chemical changes that

manifestly take place in the putrefaction of animal substances,

and the new products formed under such processes in animal
chemistry; wliile it solves the problem at issue and all similar

problems physiologically, the living organism of the ox or sheep

being metamorphosed (we use the expression for the want of a

better) either into cryptogamic organisms so small as to be in-

visible to the naked eye, and of so low a specific gravity as to float

in the atmosphere, or else into some sort of vibrionic animal
life, or living s/i/ik, so to speak, into which the body of the

animal is finally resolved, and of which perhaps the less said

the better, in our present state of knowledge; for when chemis-

try and physiology have made the discovery, thereby determin-

ing what respectively belongs to each, then we shall know
the ultimatum of the matter. Meantime farmers have to deal

with the contagious matter as au unknown poison, which if

taken into the system is assumed not to play havoc for some ten

days or so ! Now, practically speaking, jierhaps greater nonsense

was never promulgated ; for the contagious foinites begin to ex-

ercise their forces, whether those forces be vital or chemical, the

moment they are taken into the circulation, assuming they are

in an active state : if in a passive state, they will pass through
the system harmless, if they are not changed in the digestive

processes. In either ease Nature will do her best to defend

herself. If the health is low and predisposed to harm, i. e., if

the tissues and iluids are iu au abnormal State, and exercise a

strong aftinity, or au attractive force, as the case may be, for

the contagion, she will soon succumb under the former hypo-

thesis. But if health is robust, and the fluids well supplied

with those antiseptic, tonic, and other properties that exercise

a repulsive force, the contagion will be powerless, so long as

the system is kept in this robust state of health. On the other

hand, if the contagious matter is deposited upon the coats of

cattle, as in the hair of the ox, or the wool of the sheep, in an
agglutinate form, as in the saliva or ftcces of the diseased ani-

mal, it may he there for weeks, and even months, and at the ex-

piration of these periods be taken into the system of an ani-

mal predisposed to disease, iu various ways—as by the conta-

gion being liberated into the atmosphere, and thus he taken
into the lungs ; or it may be washed off with rain, or rubljcd

off, and mixed nith the food, and thus be taken into the

stomach; or it may he licked off with the tongue. Such being

the facts of the case so far as known, the reader will perceive

the difficulties that stand in the way of preventiug the spread

of disease hy any system of quarantine.

Tiic slaughtering and burying of infected cattle, or the
" stamping-out process" as it lias been termed, is another very
unpopular method of preventing the spread of disease. The
qiiestion involved is chiefly one of expediency, so that the fact^j

of the case must be the rule in each example. Personally,

we feel a strong avcrsi(m to " tiie stamping-out process" rule;

hut until a remedy is discovered, the disease must be treated

as an incurable one. In a few instances nature may light the

battle successfully, thus restoring a small per-centage of the

herd or flock to ctmiparative health ; hut in this example three

considerations have to he estimated before a practical conclu-

sion can he drawn. First, the reduced value of the recovered

animals, present and future. If a fat ox or milch cow is worth
£~0 when infected—£10 when cured—and if after this it does

not return one-half the value of the food it consumes, then the

owner and the public may both sustain a dead loss. Second,

ff fifty per cent, of the stock die, then three-fourths of tlie

value of the herd is the present loss. Third, if ilve animals

had been infected at the outset, and if slaughtering these would
have saved the remainder, then the owner's loss would have

only been £100. Hence the practical conclusion. But the if

in this example hinges upon a very nice professional question,

which we believe has not yet been solved by veterinarians or

medical men, viz.. If the infected animiJs are slaughtered be-

fore they begin to give ofi;' contagious fomitcs, then the disease

will be eiTeetually " stamped out." Quo"!/, at what period of

the disease does the discharge of contagion begin ? The pri-

mary generating miasm is not contagion in every case, and
therefore when the former is taken into the system it requires

a certain time to play havoc and produce the latter : how
long ? Again, there is a period of time between the ingress

and egress of contagious matter : what is the length of this

period? To neither of these two questions can a definite

answer he given ; but it may safely be inferred that the periods

of time are very ditferent under different circumstances as to

the nature of the primary generating miasm—the tempera-

ture and purity of the atmosphere, and the constitutional

health, food, and physical condition of the animal when in-

fected.

Public opinion iu the discussion of the stamping-out prac-

tice has fallen into an egregious error, hy assuming that the

slaughtering of diseased cattle involves a loss of animal food,

the reverse of this short-sighted and fallacious conclusion be-

ing the truth. Thus, for example, the food of the animals

which they consume after they are recovered is, in point of

fact, that which represents the animal food of the people, and
not the carcases of the animals when infected ; for the cattle

plague is unquestionably a great gormandiser of flesh and

milk. And this, too, is not the most unfiivourable view of the

subject; for after auimals have recovered, they do not pay for

the food they consume, /. e., they turn their food to bad ac-

count, while the quality of the meat or milk they yield is in-

ferior. Add these considerations together, and the nature of

the fallacy will appear manifest.

If, on the other hand, the disease is in an advanced state,

and if the atmosphere is in a highly putrid and pestilential

state from the discharge of contagion, and if the pestilence ex-

tends far and wide, then the slaughtering practice becomes
more and more diflicult to he carried out successfully, as other

herds and flocks are liable to become infected.

Until a cure has been discovered (and even when it is) every

attention should be paid to preventive means, and to prohibit-

ing the seUiug of calves and lambs, so as to supply stock for

the conversion of farm produce into animal food for the future
;

but into the details of this we cannot go at present.

A FiEwST-rBizE Stock Breeder.

REMEDY FOR CRACKED HOOFS.—Take a piece of

copper four inches long and two inches wide, and drill eight

holes, four in each end, so as not to interfere with the crack,

and screw it fast to the hoof, erossways of the crack ; then
take a hot iron with a sharp edge, and burn the crack at the

edge of the hair, till it goes through to the quick. After this

let the horse run on pasture, and it will begin to heal up in a

few weeks. This remedy I have tried, and it did the work
complete, and I worked the horse all the time. Care should

bo tal;en to close the crack tight before the jilate is fastened

on. So says a practical farmer of Pleasant Valley, Ohio, in

Cquiifr^ Gaiflcnia/i,
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THE PIG.

(Concluded from our lastJ

The animals of this variety of swine afford the best symme-

try that can be seen of the pig carcase. The greatest degree

of activity belongs to it thai is exercised by domesticated

swine, and it very much conduces to the health of the animal

and the soundness of the flesh. The widening of the carcase

has lightened the belly, and strengtliened the legs, and thus

have been removed the very generalobjectionstoheavy swine, the

want of some degree of activity and of a sufficient leg. These

qualities are possessed by the variety now described, as fuUy as

may be consistent with the very gluttonous and obese propen-

sity ofthe hog genus of animals.

Tlie improved pig of Berkshire is the most faultless of all

British swine, none being more generally useful, or possessing

so many points of excellence. The size is the smallest medium
bulk ; colour black, with white spots on the belly and flanks,

with a tawny red tinge on the same places. This variety of

colours shows a mixed descent from the pig of Naples and

China, and the old and indigenous hog, with the tawny flunks

and snout. No other pig possesses the general parts of the

body in the same proportions of just adaptation on the same

level distribution of fat and lean flesh over the carcase. This

is a valuable distinction in producing an agreeable diet of

animal food. The animal is most peculiarly the labourers'

pig ; convenient in size, easily maintained, flesh well mixed,

and spread over the body
;
quick in fattening, and cheaply re-

placed. For small farmers, this recommendation is also to be

applied.

The small breed of pigs has been obtained by crossing the

least sized variety of the English improved hog with the swine

of China. The delicacy of flesli has been imparted by the

foreign swine, both by the Chinese and Neapolitan animals, as

warm countries only produce pigs of that perfection. These

animals were early imported into Britain, and the value was

soon observed and appreciated. A continued use of the ani-

mals has stamped a variety of pigs in Britain known by the

name of the small breed.

This variety of swine is mostly white in colour, as both the

English hog and Chinese pig are nearly white. The delicacy

is very great, that quality of the Chinese breed having been

very largely communicated to the improved progeny of the

mixed blood. The size is small, and the bulk diminutive ; but

the number of animals that can be maintained and fattened on

a certain quantity of food, makes compensation for the want
of size in the carcase, and for the weight of production. Tlie

great use of the breed consists in attending the young pigs for

roasting, the quantity of flesh on the same bulk very far ex-

ceeds any other animal form. The most delicious fresh pork

is also aiforded by the small breed of swine ; not only the deli-

cacy of flesh suits that purpose, but the size and form of the

animal join in constituting a most eligible article for the tables

of the rich, and the secondary degree of domestic economy. For
bacon and hams the use is small; the size is below that condition

of being prepared, and the flesh is weak to be salted. The
largest carcases of the small swine are sometimes prepared for

future use ; but the common purpose is for fresh pork and
roast pigs, in which capacity the breed is most admirably

adapted. The breeding is mostly confined to the establish-

ments of gentlemen farmers, who relish the fine articles in

preference to value and profit. The breeding from near affi-

nities has reduced this variety of swine to a very delicate ex-

istence—the hair or bristles has nearly altogetlier disappeared,

and has been succeeded by a scrofulous skin, and a redness

beyond the natural condition. This state is deficient in

the constitutional vigour that is necessary to discharge the
.animal functions. Tlie pigs of the small breed are exhibited
in a very superior excellence on the Royal farms at Windsor,
whoUy white in colour, and of the large size of the breed, not
reduced into delicacy, nor dwindled into insignificance of bulk.
For fresh pork and roast pigs the animals are most superior,
and afford small hams of much preference. A vigorous con-

stitution is shown, of which the want forms a heavy objection

to many refinements of animals.

The three kinds of pigs that have been described, compre-
hend the whole classes that are used in Britain, and every mo-
dification of the animals can be easily referred to some of the

kinds now mentioned. The quality of the flesh is an insepara-

ble attendant of the animal condition in a large, a middling, or

a small bulk of carcase. No other animal of the farm inherits

so very pertinaciously this property, tliough it belongs in a
greater or less degree to every animal existence. A near con-

sanguinity of breeding very soon diminishes the value of the

pig ; the size is dwindled, and the constitution is enfeelfled, the

flesh loses quality, and the vigour is wanting which upholds

the system, and enables the proper discharge of the natural

functions. This invaluable quality must be possessed by aU
thriving states of animal life. An activity is also required, and a

disposition to move about in some degree less or more. Some
exercise promotes a healthy circulation, and assists assimila-

tion aud digestion. Though short and fine in the bone, the

legs of swine must be sufficient to support the carcase; the

head must be small rather,thau large, but not disproportionately

reduced, as in some kinds of small pigs, the back straight and
wide ; the skin tliick, fine, and gelatinous; coat glossy, with no
eruptions an the hide ; hair or bristles rather thinly placed on
the body, long, and fine to the touch, not coarse and harsh

;

neck short and thick, a great mark of the fattening propensity

in all animals; cheeks full;j body deep, compact, fuU and
plump ; ears erect, quick, pointed upwards, and not slouching

forwards. Width of carcase is the chief essential of a pig; and
breadth of loin and breast, a cylindrical squareness of form,

with a near uniformity of size, and an abundant propagation.

A refined delicacy loses the robust properties which consti-

tute a prosperous existence : to combine the conjunction of the

double inheritance is the grand object of all profitable breeding.

The most eligible production of improved swine in Britain

may be found among the animals of the white colour of the

middle-sized breed, with a good coat of hair in bristles, of a
fair length and quality, and fine in tlie pile. Black pigs are

finest in the skin, are less subject to diseases of the coat than
white colours, and are less affected by the rays of the sun

;

but the white skin is most pleasing to the eye in all flesh that

is used with the skin unremoved, as with swine and poultry

;

but this objection does not much prevail. The great prefer-

ence of the middle-sized breed consists in affording roasting-

pigs and fresh pork in the young condition, and large hams and
bacon in the matured age. These purposes being duly served,

aifix a value that requires no further demonstration.

The very large consumption of the flesh of swine as an
article of human food, in the fresh and salted condition for

the domestic use, and in the latter state as an article of ex-

portation, and for naval stores, attaches a very great import-

ance to the breeding and management of pigs over the United
Kingdom of the British isles. Every quantity of land in the

hired cultivation of the extent of 200 acres and upwards, of

which a fair portion is capable of producing crops of roots for

winter food, should be arranged to constitute a regular manu-
factory of prepared articles of sale, bleeding, and fattening

the number oi animals that can be maintained on the extent

of ground. Among the animals that are thus entered into the

use of the farm, the pig holds a place that is equal to any
other of the articles that are manufactured into value. The
accommodation given to swine must be adequate to serve the

purpose of separation, rearing, and fattening : 'the houses

are low to suit the stature of the animals, and the yards are

less extensive than for cattle. The systematic arrangement of

managing animals requires that each kind be separately

accommodated, and the low bulk of swine demands this re-

moval more than the larger animals of the farm, but which
are treated with separation. In the management that is now
to be detailed, the piggery is wholly separated from the far-
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mery, but still adjoining to it, aud forming a part of the

erection.

A small piggery is required to suit the small extent of farms,

accommodatiug one or two sows for breeding and the offspring

in the store aud fattened condition. A house contains the

food for application, sties for fattening two animals in each
division, a yard for store pigs with sheds for shelter, and a
pond of water in which to roll and wallow. The food is

meds, wlicys, and boiled potatoes in the yard, with clovers

and vetches in siuunier, and roots during winter.

On farms 300 acres aud upwards, a boar and three brood
sows are accommodated in four sties, placed on the end of the

fire-house, and forming with it the width of the piggery ; the

lodging is iu an open yard and a covered shed, being the best

accommodation yet devised. The young pigs are nursed by
the sows till grown, castrated, aud weaned, aud then turued
into the store yards, fed during summer with clovers aud
vetches, and iu winter with turnips, potatoes, beet, and cab-

bages, but chiefly witli raw potatoes. Ample littering is supplied

iu the rough strawy dung from the stables, wlucli affords a warm
bed for the pigs, and will produce a large quantity of dung iu

the store-yard, wliich is provided with shelter-sheds against

the inclement weather, and a central pond of water in which
the pigs delight to roll aud wallow. There is a double row of

fattening sties for two pigs in each apartment, into which the

animals are drawn from the store-yard as required to be fat-

tened. This is done l^y means of cooked food in steamed
potatoes mashed with meals, and prepared in the fire-house,

cooled iu vats, and carried along the pavement road between
the rows of sties iu a light four-wheeled iron waggon, and de-

livered by a spade through the spout-holes into the troughs

placed for the pigs iu the open yard. Two meals a-day, iu the

morning and evening, vviU suffice for short days, long days will

require tliree feedings. EKperieuee has shown that of all farm

animals, pigs are most benefited by cooked food ; and it is

here solely used, except during the last mouth of feeding. One
daily meal is given, in dry grains, of beans, oats, or barley, in

order to consolidate the flesh, and bind tlie muscular frame.

Beans are most useful, as the seeds contain the tannin prin-

ciple iu the pericarp, which binds the fibrous bodies into a

more firm consistence. The average progeny from three

brood-sows may be sixty pigs yearly. Two lots of fat pigs,

sold yearly from the sties, will be about fifty. The surplus

pigs are sold as lean stores. The fire-house is floored, to con-

tain the meals and grains : the roots and stearaiug-vats are ou
the ground-floor. An end-door in the house passes the

cooked food, along a pavement road, to the boar and brood-

sows, which latter are amply fed during the suckling season

with liquid food, as milks and \^heys, thickened with meals.

Such an establishment as now described will employ part of

tlie time of the cow-man and lad both during winter and
summer. Water is brought to the steaming-house in pipes

from some liigher position ; and meals and roots are in a con-

venient access. The fattening season begins with the month
of October, and ends with March, allowing two fattenings of

pigs, as the animals are always in a very forward condition in

the store-yard, and ready for the feeding-sty.

It is beneficial to allow some few store pigs of a small size

to live in the cattle-feeding yards, aud roam at pleasure from
place to place, picking up for food the crusts of turnip-bulbs

that are refused by the cattle, and the grains that may come
among tlie straw and escaped from the scutchers of the thrash-

ing machine. Some few turnip-roots or raw potatoes being

given to these stray inhabitants, will assist the growtli, which
is much promoted by the nestling of the pigs in the yard

adjoining the stable, of which the litter is discharged in

a rough condition, with the warm dung of the liorse,

tliat is very agreeable to the nature of swine. It will

be advantageous that the yard nest to the stable is

whoUy adapted as a store-pig habitation, and provided with

the necessary water aud troughs for containing the raw kinds of

foods. A manure of most excellent quality is thus manufac-
tured ; the cold saponaceous excrement of the pig is mixed
with the hot fermenting dung of the horse, which corrects the

extreme quality of both substances into a medium of a better

nature. The labour of swine with the snout is almost in-

cessant, by which the excrementitious substances are minutely

reduced and most intimately blended. The manufacture thus

done exceeds all hand-mixing of materials. If this yard is not

formed adjoining the stable for store swine, the strawy dung

of the stable is carried to the store-yard of the .specially-

designed piggery, as is now represented, and spread as litter

evenly and regularly over the surface, when an excellent mix-
ture happens of the hot and cold excrements, which are cor-

rected into a medium quality of a very great value and of a

large quantity fi'om the straw alfordcd as litter. Much of the

profit derived from swine arises from the bulk of the most ex-

cellent manure that is made by the animals, when duly ac-

commodated and provided with food and litter. No animal of

the farm is so useful in that respect, nor docs any quadruped
void so large a quantity of solid and liquid excrements in pro-

portion of the bidk of carcase. The organs are fitted for

quick digestion, wliich induces a voracious appetite, tliat is

little discriminating ; but a general devourer of juicy articles

and rejecting dried forage, as the animal docs not ruminate.

The variety of food consumed by pigs unposcs little trouble iu

the preparation.

Pigs are very mnltiparous, the gestation of the female being

often considerably advanced before the preceding litter is

weaned. But the simiiltaueous processes of breeding and
suckling are too severe to be supported by the animal, and the

progeny is best restricted to two litters in the year, wliicli

gives some recreation between the bearings, as the production

is in seventeen weeks after impregnation. A very numerous
progeny is not eligilile, being often puny and delicate ; ciglit,

and not exceeding ten pigs, are the best litter, when the

chance is of being strong aud healthy. Sixteen pigs from a

sow yearly are better than twenty-four, when eleaths will be
more frequent, and the lives less robust. During the time of

suckling, the sow requires a very attentive supply of juicy

and liquid food in milks and wlieys, thickened with barley-

meal ; water alone may be used in forming the thickened warm
food, aud assisted by the liquids of the dairy. On the pigs

being weaned, dry food, as oats aud beans, are giVen to the
sows for the purpose of promoting the salacity, which is much
forwarded by that application. The pigs are allowed for a
time very ample food m broths aud gruels made with warm
milks, wheys, aud water, thickened with meals of beans, bar-

ley, and oats ground and mixed for the purpose. When parted

from the sow, it is beneficial that the pigs are confined in a

shed or styes, in order to feed for a time with food similar to

the milk of the udder, and have a part of the food of the store-

yard to learn the eating of the fare to lie used when turned

into that congregation. Being thus strengthened by age, and
accustomed to the food, the transition will be easy from the

stye to the store-yard, and inflicts no damage on the progres-

sive growth of tlie animals. The fire-house for cooking the

food gives much convenience in providing warm meals for the

special purposes of the piggery. Iu small establishments the

kitchen of the farm-house will afford those warm provisions,

and the piggery is placed at a near distance from the hack-

door of the kitchen. In that case some vats are placed to

receive meals and dairy wash, which become tliickencd by

remaiuiug, and being again made thin with warm liquids, a

healthy food is prepared for pigs of all ages. The cooking-

house, as seen in the design now shown,'supersedes this ne-

cessity ; but these erections suppose large establishments aud a

systematic management, both in breeding and feeding the

swine. The same rules are to be observed iu every case of

feeding pigs ; the largest establisliment is only a greater ex-

tent of the smaller practice, varied in some points of applica-

tion by the more ample means that are afforded, aud tlie num-
ber of animals that are to be provided with food and accommo-

dation. These differences cause some deviations, but still

attached to the main purpose.

It is acknowledged, almost without a single doubt being

expressed, that pigs, before all other animals of the farm, pro-

duce tlie largest quantity of flesh meat from the food that is

consumed, and that the pig eats the greatest variety of food

which is the least troublesome in the preparation of use.

With the exception of dried forage food, as hays and straws, on

which articles alone cattle and sheep are not readily fattened,

swine devour promiscuously almost every leaf and root, reject-

ing little, and consuming very largely. In the store condition

of the animals, raw food is preferred, as the juice is required to

distend the growth in tlie fattening process ; cooked food is

required in order that flesh may be easier and more speedily

formed. Even in that condition grains are found necessary to

impart firmness to the flesh, and bind the fibrous texture of

the animal frame, The experience is ample, and is daily
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practised, of rearing and fattening swine in much perfection

witli unprepared roots and grains, and without any confine-

ment of the animals ; and as the process of lattcmiiK is

slower, the Hesh is firmer, and more fixed and concentrated.

This mode can only he done on a small scale, and with a few

of the animals to he hred and fattened ; the extensive manu-

factory of swine demands a separation of the age and purpose

ofthe animals, and the accommodation necessary for the receiv-

ing and fattening heing done in a separate comhiaation.

The meal of harley fattens pigs better than any other food

that is known, the great quantity" of starch, about GO per cent.,

producing a larger portion of fat in the animal than in any

other fattened earcase. The proportion of fat to lean is pro-

duced by the pig more largely than liy any other animal, and

by barley-meal better than by any other food, though it

contains very little oily matter, aud is superior to oilcake, or

any other food of the kind. The pig sleeping in the shed

after a full diet of thickened barley-meal in the yard, solves

the problem of chemical philosophy on the conversion of

starch into fat. But tlie pecidiar organs of the pig arc re-

quired for the process, as barley does not produce the same re-

sult with any other animal.

No fattened animal is so extensively spread in the use as the

I)ig ; the ox and the sheep are only kept on extents of culti-

vated lands, and by the cultivators tliemselves, whereas thepig

enters into every human dwelling, and becomes a part of its

furniture. The size of the animal suits the convenience of any

habitation ; tlie food, both in quantity and qaality, is within

the reach of almost tbc poorest inmates, and tbe unscrupulous

taste ofthe pig is adapted to the little variety of food that

can be afforded, aud the limited means of procurement. On
small farms the use of swiue is very great, being in many cases

the chief sujiport of the establishment, especially when near to

the aemauPl of towns and naval stations. In these cases, the

management is more regular and systematic, though on a small

scale,"than on more extensive farms, wliere cattle and sheep

are more favoured as fattening stock at least in the fair ratio
;

the breed is kept, and the progeny reared into forward stores,

or fattened into liaeon. The demand is found to suit the use

of the tlesh, and the attention is consequently turned to that

article as a manufactory of farm produce. In this \yay the

root crops are advantageously disposed, and the profit is found

to be very considerable.

On dairy farms, where the produce is large in milks and

wheys, pigs are indispensable consumers of these articles,

which no other animals of the farm are adapted to use. Tigs

are consequently very extensively reared and fattened under

these circumstances. The liquids of the dairy iu the thin

mixture with meals nurse the youug condition into small pork
;

and the thicker food of meals and milks fatten the animals,

with .some raw grains to finish the process, A very large

quantity of animal food is thus produced, and from articles

that, but for pigs, would be altogether lost aud thrown away,

which consideration very much raises the value of the pig as

a domestic animal to be reared and fattened. The variety of

its food comes here into a very large consideration.

As the flesh diet of the labouring class of society, pigs are

far the most useful of all fattened animals, and not in the

cheapness of the flesh, but in the way of its being procured

by the poor inhabitant of the cottage. If not a piece of

rented land, at least a garden ground is attached to every

human dwelling. In thickly-peopled countries of labour on

the farm, a quantity of potatoes growing in the farmer's field

forms a part of the yearly wages, and also a cow kept on the

farm, which belongs to the labourer or the farmer. The

vegetable produce of the garden, the potatoes of the field, and

the milk of the cow, all produce a food for the pig, aud in

remnants that could not otherwise be used, but be lostin any

application. Accordingly, it is essential that every cottage

have accommodation for a pig, in which the animal can live

and be fattened, and by the usual arrangement of two in a

year, or three iu two years. Two small pigs of the middling

breed in the year will best suit the poor man's purposes.

Equal in use with the milk of the cow to the youug family of

the labourer, the flesh of the pig may be a more substantial

diet to the working part of the people. The offals afford a

fresh meat, and are made to last for a time: part can be

cured ; while the haras and bacon afford a ready, wholesome,

and substantial food throughout the year. It is this readiness,

and the mode of procuring the meat by the home-fattening of

the pig, that confers the very especial value on the animal fur

the use of the labouring population. The liome production

of it, with the articles of tlie wages of labour, prevent the

market purchase of flesh, and affords a recompense that is be-

yond the value in money. Tlie bulk of the pig is convenient

to the purpose of the cottager : the variety of food eaten by
the animal suits the means of maintenance ; and the quantity

of flesh produced from the food consumed is not equalled by

any other animal, and no other llesh-producing quadruped

relishes the food of the pig, which would be altogether lost

but for the swiue to consume it. The flesh of the pig is

almost the only animal food within the reach of the labouring

population. Being mauufactured at home, the money is not

wanted for the idirect purchase—it is ready at all times at

home, aud carried to the field of lal)our ; and, being generally

nutritious, it is never refused by any fastidious liking, or re-

served to please any unreasonable choice. The harmony of

the hearth and domestic contentment are very much promoted

by the ready article of liacon in the cottage of the labourer.

The wife is pleased to have a ready meal for all demands ; aud

the husband reckons on a supply that never forsakes his abode.

The provision does more to prevent marauding and poaching

than whole volumes of penal statutes. The tame animals

supply the want of wild ones, aud exhibits the social example

of competeucy, preveuting crime, or, rather, an usurped pro-

hibition. At all events, the provision of competence is seen

to jiroduce the expected results.

The pig is a most general cosmopolite, inhabiting a great

variety of cHinates ; and in no locality is the domestication re-

fused by Nature, provided the food in some kind or quality is

afforded, and the necessary shelter erected. Cattle and sheep

have their peculiar likings, which must he gratified in order to

obtain a profitable use of the animals : the kinds of the ani-

mals must be adapted to the influences of the climate and the

capabilities of the soil, along with the general surrounding

circumstances. But the pig does not require any large consi-

deration for its maintenance. The support is easy, and the

accommodation inexpensive ; and for its general usage no very

particular provisions have to be regarded.

No description or notice can he formed of the animals of the

farm without a very large and varied estimate being made of

swine, as constituting a most important and very considerable

portion of the fattened produce of cultivated lands. The ofl'al

nature of the food consumed by store pigs, both iu the quan-
tity and quality, forms a very great recommendation ; while,

the variety of general aliment is a property of swine that ex-

ceeds every other auiraal, and is almost exclusively confined to

the pig. This quality, along with the easy adaptation of the

animal to the circumstances of influence, much advance the

estimated value of swine. The convenience of its use in small

habitations, the quality of the flesh, the quantity produced
from tlie kiud of food, and very procreative faculty of the

animal have fixed a natural value on the pig, that can-

not be challenged, nor can be in the least degree impugned.
Practical opinion never exhibits two sides of the question,

and every written record bears testimony of the universal en-

tertainment. No fattened animal produces so much flesh from
the same quantity and ([uality of food that is consumed, nor

does any otlier beast carry the amount of meat on the small

quantity of bone that forms the carcase of the pig. In these

respects the pig exceeds all other fatteued animals of the

farm.

CLEAN PIGS AND DIRTY PIGS.—Pigs enjoy the repu-

tation of having a real liking for dirt ; and, certainly, the way
in which they are kept on some farms would show that their

owners are determined to give them ample opportunities for car-

rying out this liking. No notion can, however, be more errone-

ous than this, as none is certainly so productive of loss to the

keeper. Let any one not convinced of this try the two modes of

pig-keeping—the dirty and the clean—the food in both cases,

and otlier general treatment, being the same ; and the result wiU
showhim which ofthe two is the best in the end. A great deal

de])euds upon the mode in which they are housed. Mr. Raines,

of Mills, adopts the following :—A large outhouse is enclosed at

the sides, so as to be warm and dry. The floor is paved and

sprinkled over wiDi burnt clay, and ashes obtained by burning
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weeds. In this (lie pigs arc fed ; while for resting' and sleeping

tjiey have a compartment railed off at tlie other end, and which
is amply provided with clean straw. In another case, the prin-

ciple of box-feeding has been applied, the pigs being kept in a pit,

into which the manure from the ox or cow stables and the horse

stables is pnl. The pigs tread this down, and enjoy tlieinsclves

amazingly. In one case, where this plan has been ado])ted, tlie

fanner states that his pigs " have given him a profit by their

meat, and left the dung—as good as guano—for nothing.

—

tScoi-

/isk Farmer.

ON THE SANITARY STATE OF TOAVN DAIRIES.

The common practice pursued in the mauagemeut of milch

cows in the mctroiiolis and our other large towns is a long
way out of date. However spacious buildings may be, even
granting that cows were housed in se))arate apartments, and
these equal in arehiteelnral style and dimensions to the best

rooms in ]5uckinghain Palace, and the dietary free from ob-

jection, the smoky, diity, ]iolluted atmosphere of towns, and
the noisy turmoil, together with the other etceteras involved
in town life, are incompatible with the sanitary requirements
of a milch cow. Very little rccpiires to be said in order to

jirove that the manufacture of milk is a work that imperatively

demands the pure air and comparative retirement of the coun-
try, the full enjoyment of the blessings of country life in this

respect being no less essentially necessary to the health of

milch cows than it is for the health of the inhabitants of
large towns and the pecuniary interest of cowkeepers, because
upon such depend the quantity and quality of milk, the profits

of the dairymen, and the health of their customers. And
these data apply witli as much force to the cows of private

families as to those of public dairymen. No doubt, in both

cases, many establishments coidd be pointed out, in w hicli cows
are in good condition, and in the enjoyment of apparent good
health, and yielding, at the same time, an abundant flow of

thick milk, as indicated by the lactometer.

We have on more occasions than one been told this, when
reasoning the matter with the cowkeepers themselves, while

examining the dairies of the British capital during the last

eighteen years. But it must be borne in mind that fatness is

no true index of health : much less does the lactometer give

a true indication of rich milk ; for, when we appeal to the

books of cowkeepers, they prove, without a single exception,

to the contrary—that milch cows in the capital are short-lived

animals ; while the specific gravity aud thickness of cream
are due to an excess of saline and abnormal fatty and other

matters that rise to the surface of the milk when kept to

throw up cream. To those who know no better, such milk

may " pass muster ;" but it has precious little of the tlavour,

general richness, and nourishment of country milk, when the

cows are properly fed on natural food. I?i slun-t, healthy

suburban detached residences for the milch cows of the metro-

polis have become as essentially necessary in our social

economy as suburban detached residences for our " city

princes," and in both cases for similar sanitary reasons.

Season tickets for cowkeepers with their milk-cans a few

miles into the country twice a-day will be no new proposition

ten years hence, but an established realization in the march of

improvement. In point of fact, it is so at the present date.

There may be a greater variety of ways in carrying out the

proposition into practice than at present ; but the progress of

tiie general principles involved in the enunciation are daily

becoming more and more a matter of certainty in the general

economy of the trade ; for the conveyance of milk in from the

country twice a-day is a practice that is rapidly increasing
;

and were landlords and their tenants to turn their attention

more closely to the defects of town dairies, the requirements

and increasing demands of towns, and to the establishment of

dairies on tiie most approved plans at all the railway stations

along the various lines within the limited distance of milk

conveyance, the supply of genuine country milk would soon

supersede altogether the crude, abnormal, saline produce of in-

tramural dairies. Towards the circumference or inner circle

of the suburban districts, cowkeepers may rent a small pad-

dock each, for example, or purchase the fee-simple, and, upon
these, erect proper household accommodation for their stock,

and then bring in milk in their own carts. But in the more
central districts of the metropolis the progress of things

rather indicates a more extended subdivision of labour between

tovv'n and country—the former (the town liranch or division

of tlie trade) being confined exclusively to the retail commerce
ot milk, in supplying milk-walks with their demands twic(!

a-day; while the labours of the latter (the dairy farmers of

the country) will be exclusively confined to tlie produce and

wholesale of milk, including its regular conveyance and de-

livery in town. In other examples, a large dairy-farmer in

the country may open milk-walks in town, and thus bring in

his milk by rail, and retail it daily ; and we may add that thi;

examples already in existence of each of these plans are too

numerous to be mentioned individually.

Tills, however, is not exactly the principal view of the sub-

ject to which we wish more particularly to direct our present

observations. Enough has been said to show that tlie removal

of town cows to the couiif^ry involves a great work of progress

in the supplying of the metropolis and other large towns with

an abundance of wholesome milk. While, on the other hand,

the special object of our remarks that follow will further

show that the growing prevalence of contagious diseases and
the heavy loss generally sustained from a low degree of health,

and the consequent ruinous tear-and-wear upon cow stock,

more especiaOy in the metropolis and a few other towns, will

compel cow-kcep(!rs to remove their stock to the pure and un-

adulterated atmosphere of the country, and to adopt a more
natural system of dietary than is now in force. The heavy

mortality amongst milch cows, under the cattle plague now
raging, and the liability of milch cows to be affected by typhoid

diseases, when confined and fed as they are at present in a

close and impure atmosphere, are such [as to justify the prohi-

bition by statute of keeping milch cows within—say, for the

sake of argument—a five-mile radius of St. Paul's at this date.

This limit to extend as the area within this circle is filled up

wit! I buildings; the statute to apply to all other towns. In

short. Parliament must interfere, and compel town dairy-cows

to be kept in proper buildings in the pure air of the country,

to be fed on ))roper food, and to be free from crowding and the

other proximate causes tliat generate pestilential miasma, mus-
cular and nervous debility, and finally typhus fever and other

contagious diseases. It will also be necessary to prohibit milch

cows and young dairy stock from being bought aud sold in the

metropolitan cattle market, and in all similar cattle markets,

where crowding and exhaustion are experienced.

It will be uo easy matter, judging trom past experience, to

bring the cow-keepers of the capital to subscribe, either to

the growing necessity of a country life for their cows, or to the

propriety of statutory measures to enfore the practice ; and

the same may be said of the cow-keepers in all our other large

commercial and manufacturing towns. We can readily imagine,

for example, a thousand objections being raised to both pro-

positions, based on the inutility of the former and on the

arbitrary unconstitutional character of the latter. But when
such objections are examined from a practical and scientific

point of view, they only amount to a bumbling degree of

ignorance and prejudice, with innumerable antiquated habits

that are fast giving way to the improved practices against

which those very olijcctions are levelled. Thus, it will be

argued that dairy-stocks, beyond the five-mile circle specified,

have suffered as much from the cattle plague now raging as

those situated within that radius, and that cows in the latter

examples are just as healthy and free from any predisposing

cause to typhus as cows in the former, and therefore the prac-

tical conclusion will be drawn that it would be both unrea-

sonable and unjust to remove cow-keepers the long distance of

half-a-dozen of miles from their milk-walks, as such would

amount to twenty-four miles daily. But however closely tied

down and professionally blind certain classes of the commu-

nity may yet be to anticiuated prejudices aud short-sighted

habits in the daily routiiu' of tlieiv affairs, and however bar-

barou.s may be their notions relative to the dietary and health

I. h
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of homed cattle, all who know anything experimentally about

town life and country life in a sanitary sense, and the physio-

loo-ical requirements of a milch cow, must perceive the fallacy

and untenable character of such objections to the improve-

ments in question ; for, granting that country dairies are badly

managed, that does not prove to\ni dairies to be conducted in

the most improved, economical, and profitable way. In short,

both town dairies and country dairies are subject to vast and

needful improvements, as much for the profit of the cow-

Iceepers themselves as for the health of their cows and the

pecuniary and sanitary welfare of their customers. If it is

true, as political journalists generally argue, that the cattle

plague is neither less nor more than typhus generated in the

London dairies and cattle markets, including its lairs, &c.,then

the practical inference to be deduced is manifest, for cow-keep-

ing and marketing are in a very rotten state, and the

losses now sustained by London cow-keepers no more
than what they justly deserve. But whether the cattle-

plague was generated in the Loudon dairies, or imported from

Russia in live-stock or agricidtural or other produce, from the

Black Sea or Baltic, or from Egypt, the East Indies, &c., is

only a question of degree ; for, according to the former hypo-

thesis, the rotten state of the London dairies is the generating

cause, while, according to the latter, it would be the predis-

posing cause—assuming always that the steppe-murrain of

Russia is in verity a typhoid clisease, produced by pestilential

miasmata, and not a nervous, spasmodic disease, produced by

the sting of an insect, as the " tsetse" or the like, under a

vitiated state of the solids and fluids ; for there cannot be a

doubt that the food and general management of milch cows in

the dairies of London, and in many country dairies also, are

sufficient to produce the predisposing cause—muscular and

nervous debilitj', and, next, typhus fever itself. Now most
medical men, who have studied the prevention and cure of

typhus in man, must be perfectly aware that, in the former

case, pure air, a generous, wholesome diet, and plenty of

breathing-room, more especially over-night, in the absence of

the stimulus of light, and nnder the lower force of vitality

during darkness and sleep, form the rule—conditions wholly

incompatible with town dairies. Consequently, cure, or

rather, the assisting of Nature to cure herself, resolves itself

into a very hopeless task, if not an absolute impossibility, in

the overcrowded area and confined, polluted atmosphere of a

London dairy, and, we may add, the vast majority of country

dairies also, and even the open fields of the country, when
management in other respects is defective, and the system,

consequently, in a vitiated state.

The secretion of milk is a natural process that involves a

large amount of nervous action, and, consequently, tear-and-

wear of the whole system. Hence the reason why great

nulkers consume a large amount of food, and why they are,

nevertheless, thin, being often compared to " nothing more
than skin and bone," and why they are so soon worn out.

Hence also the reason why milk-cows are so easily agitated,

and even irritated, by any exciting cause from without or from
within, as by a change from a rich to a poor diet, and the like.

The change of a cow-man, for example, or the change from
one place to another, as wlien sold iu market, has been known
to put some fine milkers almost dry for a short time, although
the change thus experienced by them was in every other re-

spect to the better. Not only, therefore, do milch cows re-

quire pure air and a plentiful supply of rich natural food, but
also the most gentle and uniformly-kind treatment that can
be given them ; and perhaps no creature iu the world is more
sensible of such kindness, or more thankful for it, her sole

pleasui-e, as it were, being to labour night and day in order to

return her ovnier the greatest possible remuneration, both as

to quantity and quality of milk.

The iunctiou of a milch cow is thus a very interesting pro-

position, but one that is very little understood in a scientific

sense, or attended to in a practical one, by the vast majority of

cow-keepers. This is much to be regretted, no less on their

own account than on that of the general public ; for the up-
shot is, that not more than half the quantity of mUk is con-

sumed that otherwise woidd be used, were milch cows treated

according to their physiological or natural requirements, so as

to produce rich, weU-flavourcd, wholesome milk.

Although the cov.- is naturally the habitant of low-lying

pastures, and will even wade to the knees to obtain the succu-

lent grasses produced liy springs and ilowing water, she is

nevertheless extremely sensitive to a pure atmosphere and dry

bed ; for, after she has tUled her belly with such grasses, she

wiU go a long way to obtain her natural wants in both these

respects—viz., a dry bed and pure atmosphere, in which to lie

down, ruminate, and fill her udder with the rich beverage she

yields as the produce of her industry.

How different is the experience of the mUch cow in the

British capital, even in the most favourable examples ! the

whole system of dairy management, if system it can be caUed,

being diametrically opposed to her natural requirements. To
say that John Bull had oli'ercd a golden medal for the most
elTectual system of generating typhus, and that the cow-keepers

of the capital, one and aU, were competing for the prize, may
be considered, perhaps, an exaggeration ; but it nevertheless

embodies a very faithful exposition of the facts of the case.

True, pure air in Loudon cannot be had for any money. But
is not this the very key to the true solution of the point at

isiuc ? for if a proper site is chosen, pure aii can be had in the

coimtry for nothing. And even in the country, pure air in a'

cow-house is a much more comprehensive question than is

generally imagined ; for milch cows require a much greater

amount of household accommodation than they now receive,

or what is now proposed for metropolitan cows—viz., 1,000

cubic feet ; and when sickness occurs, they require a stOl

greater area of house-room, as compared with ordinary occa-

sions of health. K cow-keepers will only visit our hospitals,

and measure the area of house-room apportioned to each ])a-

tieut, and then multiply that area by ten, fur the requirements

of a milch cow, they wiU at once perceive the force of our ge-

neral argument, that to erect buildings in the capital, suitable

for co\i's during the typhus-brewing months of summer, is an
absolute impossibility, practically speaking ; for it is in the

country, and only in a few select parts of it, that milch cohs
can be accommodated with those atmospheric conditions that

are essentially necessary to their health and the secretion of a
plentiful yield of rich milk.

The work of improvement is evidently one of degrees, even

granting that statute law shoidd interpose to enforce its com-
pletion within a given time. But, whether Parliament inter-

feres or not, the work is already in progress ; and the sooner

it is finished the better for aU parties interested. Short-

sighted cow-keepers may conclude otherwise, and cling to

their antiquated and unhealthy cow-hovels until a diminishing

business compel them eventually to sell out for a "losing

whistle ;" but the cattle-plague now raging wiU open the eyes

of the more thoughtful to a timely sense of future duty and in-

terest ; and it is -to be hoped that, upon the whole, this wiU be

the general rule in the British capital—the securing, with-

out delay, of healthy paddocks near railway stations for dairy

homesteads.

IMPEEFECT RIVER DRAINAGE.
The season reminds us of the expression of sympathy we

again ov/e to those of our fellow-creatures who are doomed to
live in our undrained river valleys. The populous low grounds
of the Ouse may be taken as 'an example. Here we have
the two county towns of Bedford and Huntingdon whose in-
habitants must of necessity suffer seriously from the present
state of that river, Kimbolton, with Kimbolton Castle, the

baronial residence of the Duke of Manchester, situated on

one of its tributaries—the Kym—is, perhaps, worse than

either ; while hundreds of cottages, besides other towns, villages,

and hamlets, are about as bad as bad can be. Looking down
from the high grounds into this vaUey, as we have frequently

done about daybreak at this season, and casting llie eye along

the slumbering fogs in which so many human beings uncon-
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sciously spend almost every night, and sometimes the greater

portion of the day, and then turning to the chemical question

which such a state of things involves, " one's flesh," to quote
a rather common but significant phrase, " begins to creep

upon the bone " at the thought of consequences.* Fortunately
for many of tiiose who live in such low-lying districts, very
little is yet known, chemically, by them of the direful in-

fluence of the pestilential gases that arise from decaying ani-

mal and vegetable substances, and the peculiar agency of these

fogs in the production of disease. AVhen tiiose accustomed to

breatJie the pure atmosphere of higher levels descend iuto such
miasmatic grounds, they feel a sensation uot very easily de-

scribed ; and, when they return home, they again experience

relief: but the inhabitants who reside constantly in such dis-

tricts are not sensible of what they actually experience, owing
to the effects of habit upon the constitution. They are, how-
ever, by no means exempt from suffering, altliough uncon-
scious of the proximate cause of their malady. There may be
a general credence in the district that the low standard of

health is attributable to its impure atmosphere, and th:it this

impure atmosphere is caused by stagnant water from imper-
fect drainage. So tar is mere traditionary " hearsay," handed
do\Mi from time immemorial ; but ninety-nine out of every
hundred know comparatively nothing of the cliemistiy in-

volved in such phenomena, or they would not sleep a single

night in such low-lying pestilential Imbitatious, at least those
of them who could afford to rent a dormitory on a higher
level—one beyond the reach of the noxious gases.

The case is a very strong one, involving uot only the vio-

lation of one of nature's laws, but also the expiatory punish-

ment which such merits at the hands of Retributive Justice.

The loss is heavy, falling not less upon the purse than upon
the person ; for, while the bills of the family doctor are high,

incomes are low, and the labouring population so enfeebled as

to be unable to do a day's work ; so that labour is much more
expensive than it otherwise would be to employers. Horses
and working cattle are similarly unfit for duty ; while the loss

on breeding and fattening stock is, in many situations, very

heavy -. consequently, the sum total of the losses on both sides

is something considerable.

It is a matter of much regret that the proper steps have
not been taken to estimate these losses practically. Were
those interested sensible of the loss they thus sustain aunuaUy,
more would he said about river drainage, and the imperative

necessity of its being thoroughly executed willumt delay or

any regard to the short-sighted and selfisli opposition that is

often allowed to stand in the way as an effective barrier. This
is no less applicalile to landowners, farmers, and their labourers,

than to the inhabitants of such towns as those already men-
tioned. The dogged indifference with \^•hicll both town and
country entertain their respective jiositions in this respect is

certainly highly reprehensible. It no doubt arises from the

sacred regard which in this country is extended towards
private int<?rests—to the peculiar doctrine generally entertained

of the inalienable rights of land, especially the more valuable

"nooks and corners" occupied for manufacturing and com-
mercial purposes, and to the somewhat easy manner we take

the invitation to rise and go along with the times. But
although such a spirit may be highly commendable in every

case where it accords with public and private interests
;

yet in

the example before us, it has long ceased to be applicable,

every obstruction to river-drainage having out-lived its day
and generation, any claims to rights appertaining thereto

being nothing more than the last struggles of nature in throw-
ing off the mortal coU—the unconscious movement of the foot

and leg, as it were, when the heart has ceased to perform its

functions—the remains of what was once a noble structure of
great public and private usefulness, but which has now ceased
to live, and must therefore be consigned, like other remains,
to its final restiuL'-plaee, in order to make room for the off-

spring of the present age.
That mills, canals, bridges, and the other ninety-aud-nine

nameless obstructions to river-drainage were great things in
their day, is now matter of historical fact that admits of no
proof to the contrary

; and more than this, for there is some-
tliing so genuine about the old mill and its appurtenances, the
canal sluice, the barge and its companions, ^'c, however
antiquated tliey may be, that, when gone, will be missed by
many a friendly eye to thorough drauiage. When that day
comes—and come it must—it were difficult to anticipate the

theme of the poet or the shade of the landscape-painter. No
douljt new scenes will arise in place of the old, each possessing

its own meritorious cliarin to the artist and the lover of the

picturesque; but the old lordly willows tliat have enjoyed tiie

admiration of more generations than one, with the old millers

and their mill-carts, will be nowhere to be seen. These, with

a long list of splashing mill-wheels and the busy train of

canal-craft, will have ceased from entrancing our imperfectly-

drained valleys with their betwiteheries, and for tliem a modern
bard may sing of " passing clouds sliedding tears," or artist's

pencil poiirtray some chaotic exegesis of the passing moment

;

and what is more, we can well afford to sympathise with all

who may thus be called upon to experience affliction or be-

reavement of this kind before the change has actually taken

place. Up to the last hour of the present drama this is no
more than natural ; but when once the curtain falls, and new
bridges begin to span our rivers, leaving a clear water-way,

from source to confluence, for thorough drainage, the new
scene wiU not be devoid of its engineering and agricultural

attractions, and to these we must now proceed to turn the

reader's attention.

It is only when our river valleys are properly drained, and
the profits of the new system have begun to flow in, that our

present losses can be practically estimated. In other words,

when once we pocket the difference between no-drainage and
drainage, if we may be allowed the expression, then we shall

know the amount of our present loss and of our future gain
;

and, besides the £ s. d. view of the picture, the more cheerful

appearance of the landscape will bear a comparison at least

with the present. Just now it has been shown that neither

the inhabitants nor the cattle enjoy that degree of health

which they will obviously do under a proper state of drainage

and aeration of the soil ; and, with the exception of a few
aquatic plants, as the willow and some grasses, the present

unhealthy state of the vegetable kingdom will also be changed
to the better. In both cases the difference will thus manifestly

be greatly in favour of the future—an ugly abnormal state of

organism giving place to beautiful symmetry, both in the

animal and vegetable kingdom.
The soundness of these conclusions is amply borne out by

many examples where the drainage of low-lying districts has

already been effected. There is not in the kingdom, perhaps,

a single county which cannot show its example of great im-

provements having been effected in the lieahli of man and
beast, and also of the different crops produced by drainage,

harvest being greatly more abundant, and in some places

nearly a month earlier. In every case, the change that has

taken place is so much in favour of drainage as to render

detailed argument in its support superfluous.

The rationale of these changes, already alluded to in part,

although not yet ascertained m all its chemical details, is,

nevertheless, sufficiently known to entitle it to the appellation

of a practical demonstration. Thus, in the case of undrained

land fuU of vegetable matter, the decomposition that takes

place in an excess of water gives rise to the " WiUo'-the-
AVisp" or " Jack-o'-Lanterii," that yet haunts so many of our

valleys (phosphuretted hydrogen), and also to sulphuretted

hydrogen gas—one of the most poisonous of all the gases ; for

air containing only l-1500th of its volmne of it was found to

kill a small bird instantaneously, 1-SOOth to kill a

dog and l-loOth a horse. Now, in these two gases we
have to draw attention to the conversion of some of the most

valuable fertilizing elements of manure, viz., the phosphorus,

the sulphur, and the hydrogen, into pestilential malarite no

less deadly to ourselves than to our cattle and cultivated crops.

Wliereas,'on the other hand, in the case of properly drained

and aerated laud, the oxygen consumed in the process of de-

composing vegetable matter is obtained partly from the atmos-

phere contained in the pores of the soil, and partly from the

moisture it also contains, so that the nitrogen of the former

and hydrogen of the latter are liberated along with the sulphur

and tiie phosphorus in a nascent state, in which process one

of the richest ammoniacal manures is formed, thus accounting

for the great fertility of such soils, not nnfrequently reported

by practical writers to be "inexhaustible," the weight of crop

and amount of cropping exceeding that of the best artificially-

manured land. Hydrogen and nitrogen thus liberated have

long been known, by various processes in the laboratory, to

finite—forming ammonia. Henry, in his " Elements of

Chemistry," gives an account of no fewer than three such pro-

L L li
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cesses. The Society of Arts has offered a premium " for the

production of ammonia or nitric acid from ilielr elements, hy

methods \\]\\c\\ would admit of practical api)licatioii ;" aud in

its Junnial of May 20th, 1859, will he found a paper hy

Alexander "Williams, Esq., of Neath, "on a new method of

manufacfuriiig ammonia," which corrohorates the natural pro-

cess to which we liave ahove directed the reader's attention.

The productive value of low-lying land when undrained, it

will tluis he seen, is very different from tlie productive value

of the same land after it has heen thoroughly drained and

aerated, or hroken up so as to admit of tlie free circiJation of

the atmosphere to the roots of the growing plants, aud to de-

composing vegetable matter. Many appear disappointed at

the effects produced by the drainage of low-lying meadows

and grazing lands, and hastily conclude that the present system

is better for the farmer. But premature conclusions ot this

kind are deduced from mismanagement ; the newly drained

grouiuls in question not having been aerated so as to supply

its quota of oxygen and nitrogen in the above process of

manufacturing ammonia in Nature's laboratory, the soil. Im-

perfect as are the details we liave given al)0ve of tliis natural

process, enough it is lioped has been said to show the reader the

important part the nitrogen of the atmosphere, or rather the

air itself, plays in its successful completion ; for \\itliout a

suitable supply of air, sulphuretted hydrogen and phosphuretted

liydrogeu would be produced as at present, so long as the laud

contained moisture ; and afterward, during the drought of sum-

mer, moulding and eremacausis would be the results. Under
sueli circumstances the case is certainly worse for the farmer

than at present. Wc have had occasion to examine profes-

sionally numerous examples of this kind, where the tenant

had less hay and pasturage after drainage than previously.

But tliis is uo argument for the contrary practice of drowning
land, for the grasses that generally grow on wet meadows are

not those adapted for them when newly drained, so that a two-
fold change has to be produced before profitable results are ob-
tained ; for, in the first place, tlie generality of new ly drained
meadows require to be aerated, and in the second place to be
stocked with herbage suitable for the improvement. Some-
times the opposite extreme is experienced, newly drained
meadows being open and spongy from an excess of undecom-
posed vegetable matter, in which case the application of clay,

saud, lime, bones, &c., is had recourse to, and not uufrequeutly

paring and burning. But details of this kind are foreign to

our present subject.

The conclusion at which we have arrived is thus a very

brief one : fresh air is no less a blessing to the plants that grow
in our fields and to the manurial resources of the laud tlian to

ourselves and our cattle. But we deny our great river valleys

this blessing, jiure air, by keeping the soil full of stagnant

water, thereby converting their productive resources of healtli

and wealth into their contraries—pestilence, bad health, and
poverty. The loss is inestiinalile to the whole population that

inha1)it these undrained districts. The small advantage now
derived from mills, canals, &c., is like a drop in the bucket

when compared with it, and is no longer adequate to preserve

the balance of public rights in a state of equilibrium. In
short, iniU rights and canal rights in our great valleys have
long outlived their day and generation, virtually now ranking

with things obsolete, while the grievances of those who have

so long suffered from imperfect river-drainage demand imme-
diate redress.

HOW TO TEEAT GKASS LANDS.
Mr. Oliver, of renhallow, read the following paper at one

of the meetings of the St. Austell Farmers' Club :—Should a

farmer nowadays complain of the low price of grain—which
he is certainly justified in doing—he is likely to meet with
this sliarp retort from consumers, " Why don't you lay your
land dowu to grass, that we might have shamble meat cheaper ?

Surely the price of beef aud mutton is high enough !" think-

ing, no doubt, in their ignorance of agriculture, that by in-

creasing tlie breadth of grass land we should increase the

quantity of stock ; but, as practical agriculturists, you are

fully aware that the arable land of this country will carry a
much larger amount of stock, when properly cultivated, than
when laid down to permanent pasture. If, therefore, in a

national point of view, cereal crops v^'iU pay the expense of
cultivating, such land should not be laid dowu permanently to

grass ; for by so doing there would be a diminution of both
labour and produce. Moreover, should tlicsc suggestions be
adopted, consumers in this country would find themselves
rather awkwardly situated in winter, wlieu foreign stock

cannot reach our shores, if winter fattening were discontinued,

.IS it must necessarily be, on grazing farms.

1. Ill treating on the subject of grass land, I do not intend
to confine my observations to permanent pasture, but to grass

land generally, and wiU commence with seeding.

Previous to seeding, the land should be carefully freed from
weeds ; and in order to accomplish that object, as well as to

prepare a compact and suitable seed-bed, the surface should lie

well pulverised. In selecting seed, particular attention should
be paid to the kinds of grass found to flourish, and such as arc

readily eaten by stock on adjacent land of similar quality ; for

it is surprising what effect soil and climate have on vegetation.

Grasses which are eaten by cattle with avidity off certain soils

will be rejected when gro«u on soils of a different character
;

hence the necessity of studying nature in the selection of seed.

Seedsmen, however, frequently proffer a mixture regardless of
the character of both soil and climate, which to me " savours
strongly of the shop." I have seen many fields, that have been
injudiciously seeded down for permanent pasture with those
mixtures, rendered ahuost valueless fur many years, although
heavily manured, by the coarse, inferior grasses domineering
over tlic finer sorls, so that it has been found necessary to rip
them again at a considerable saerifipe. Old a-rnss hind" in the

light soils and humid climate of Cornwall, is generally found

to abound in soft grasses, chiefly of inferior quality, ill-adapted

to the fattening of either cattle or sheep, especially woolly, soft

grass (llotcus lanatus), which is of little value. It is, there-

fore, necessary to introduce some of the hardier kind of grass,

such as the foxtail, catstail, or timothy grass, which appear to

be well adapted to our loam soils ; cocksfoot, a grass calculated

to keep the digestive organs in order ; rough-stalked meadow
grass, Src. These grasses should, however, be but sparingly

used with Italian and common rye, mixed with different kinds

of clover (especially Cornish mail, which will remain much
longer in the land than any other variety), so that, when the

short-lived sorts die off, those which I have named, with

others indigenous to the soil, may fill up the vacancy. The
quantity of seed recommended by seedsmen is, I am persuaded,

much too great. Grass crops suffer from being planted over-

thick in the same proportion as grain or root crops. Much
care is required in sowing grass-seeds. It should be done by

broadcast machines ; and even then, to ensure its being rapidly

sown—which is a matter of great importance—the land should

be twice sown, by taking half the machine's breadth only at a

turn. Rich soils, intended for permanent pasture, should be

sown about the end of July without a corn crop. Good arable

land should be sown about the middle of Slay with a corn

cro)), or earlier, if with wheat, and the crop be forward.

Light, plain land, which should be but seldom tilled, is most
profitably seeded down about the middle of July, witliout a

corn crop, adding two quarts of rapeseed per acre, which
affords much keep in the autumn or following spring. I

would observe, by the way, tliat, when coarse upland pastures

require to Ije " renewed," and are broken up for that purpose,

the natural or indigenous grasses should by no means be de-

stroyed, since grasses of a superior order cannot long exist on
elevated poor land ; and while it is impossible to purchase the

seed of many of the native grasses, it is more economical to

propagate from plants.

3. The manuring of grass land is a very interesting ques-

tion ; its effects are really wonderful. " jNIuck" is said to be

the mother of manure ; we will tlicrefore first consider its

varied effects, which will, of course, in great measure depend

on ils preparation, composition, nnd applicafion.

This brief pn'per will not admit of my dilating on the two
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foniicr (luestions ; Init, with rcgavil to ilie latter, I would
observe that, in order to improve a coarse, old jiasture, dung
should be well fermented, or, still better, decomposed, by being

previously mixed with rich calcareous or alumiuous soil, and
applied in the nutuuiu, the grass being first eaten close.

Should it, however, bo desirable to increase the quantity, rc-

eenlly made and slightly fermented manure should be supplied

in the spring. On rich arable land I consider that farmyard
manure is most profitably applied on the second year's grass,

slightly fermented, in the spring; but on plain arable land I

think it would be more advantageously a]){)lied in a similar

manner to the first year's grass. As a rule, I am decidedly of

opinion that farmyard manure is most profitably applied to

grass land, taking into consideration the facilities alTorded for

its application, in the autumn and spring, when teams would
frequently be unemployed—economy of labour being a matter

of great importance. Many persons are of opinion that when
dung is applied to the surface of land much of its manuring
properties escape into the atmosphere. Experience and ob-

servation have, liowever, long tauglit me to think otherwise
;

and Professor Voelcker has lately, by a scries of experiments,

distinctly proved that it is benefited by exposure. Some years

since I manured a field in February with recently-made

yard manure. We had a continuance of cold, dry wind for

about two months after. During that time the manure was
freipiently brush-harrowed, so that it had the appearance of

short, dry straw ; nevertheless, its effect was manifest long

before any rain fell, and afterwards it was extraordinary—so

much so, that I feel confident that I never applied manure to

greater advantage. Lime is, no doulit, a valuable rectifier of

rich old grass lands, by acting upon and decomposing inert

\ egetable matter, and neutralising acidity ; but I consider it to

be much more valuable when mixed with salt, having seen

some wonderful effects from the application of that compound,
to which sand is a great acquisition. I mix equal quantities

of fish salt and quicklime, and then cover the heap with half

tlie quantity of sea-sand, which prevents evaporation, fermenta-

tion being very great lor many days ; but when it has subsided

I mix the whole well together, and subsec[uently apply it to

the land by means of a manure distributor with great effect.

If laud be mossy, it should be well harrowed with a close,

short-tined harrow previous to spreadiug the manure, and
subsequently be chain-harrowed and rolled. Peruvian guano
and nitrate of soda are both very stimulating manures for

grass land ; but, since they have a tendency to promote the

growth of coarse grass, old pastures so manured in the spring

should be eaten close with stock up to the middle of June, in

order that the finer grasses may have an opportunity of taking

their place, or the pasture is sure to become coarse, when the

manure is frequently blamed instead of the management.
Grass produced by these manures is readily eaten by Ijoth

cattle and sheep. Bone, however, I consider to be generally

the best manure for grass land in Cornwall, our liumid climate

being rather calculated to produce quantity than quality ; and
since a large amount of dairy produce and young stock is

annually exported, requiring for its production a large quantity

of bone-earth, that constituent must necessarily be employed to

keep up the fertility of the soil ; for, although there may not

be a very perceptible falling off in the quantity of grass, the

quality frecpiently becomes inferior from want of pliosphate of

lime, which, no doubt, is also essential to the health of stock.

Tliere are many instances in this county where the judicious

application of bone manure has caused old grass land to carry

double the quantity of stock that it formerly did, and tliat, too,

of very superior quality. Previous to application, bones should,

if convenient, be slightly decomposed either by fermentation

or by mixing with the heap a quantity of liquid manure, the

mass being well covered for a time by ashes or mould, which,
when fermeutatiou has ceased, should be carefully mixed, or

sulphuric acid may also be used for the purpose ; or it may
advantageously be mixed, some mouths previous to being spread
on the laud, with way-soil or the cleaning of ditches. Bone
manure should be applied early iu spring, old grass land being
well harrowed before and after. Such land should subse-
quently Ije cut for hay, since the bone will for a time interfere

with the feeding of stock ; and long grass lias a tendency to

fix and bury the undecomposed pieces of bone. Adulteration
is, no doubt, a great check to the application of artificial ma-
-nure generally, which in many cases is ditficidt'to detect save
in the deficiency of our crops. The safest plan, therefore, u

to patronise rchpeetablc manufacturers, and not suffer ourselves

to lie gulled by vendors offering cheap goods, which are not

unfreciuently nasty.

3. The stocking or cutting of grass land requires some con-

sideration, which will, of course, depend greatly on it.s character.

I consider, however, that under all circumstances it is unwise

to cat young seed plants with sheep unlil they have taken a firm

hold on the land, since sheep an^ apt, by bitingclose, to ]iull up

a considerable number and injure others. Yoimg cattle arc,

therefore, preferable to take the tirst cropping, since, while

fastening the land, they do not bite close. Grass intended for

permanent pasture should not lie cut the first year, but be

stocked close, in order that the finer grasses may have an

opportunity of taking their place, which are frequently

smothered w hen the crop is cut. Old pasture land should be

occasionally mown, but in all cases early ; otherwise rank

grasses are sure to domineer over the finer varieties, and the

sward consequently becomes coarse. On shallow, quick,

arable laud, the first year's seeds sliould be cut. If eaten, the

land, being exposed to the scorching sun, frequently jji-oduces

but a light crop of grass, while, if shaded, it would have

produced a heavy crop of hay.

4. The mechanical condition of grass land is a -subject

worthy of notice, since it has great effect on the character of

its produce—light land being congenial to the growth of bent

and inferior grasses generally, vrhile firm land is favourable to

the leguminous grasses, and those containiug the largest

amount of mitrimeut.

I therefore consider it prudent to stock our dry old pastures

heavily with mixed stock during the winter, and find that the

part which gets the greatest amount of treading invariably

produces the best quality of grass the following summer. IMy

old pastures at Trescowe are frequently infested with the grub

of tlie cockchafer and other Morms, wliich render portions of

the land very light, thereby exposing themselves to the prey of

rooks, and at times apparently destroy all the grass of a con-

siderable breadth of laud ; but for many years past, on dis-

covering the location of the gnib—which is perceptible from

the dry, coarse nature of the grass—when the land is very wet

in winter, I have roots carted on it, and there consumed by

cattle, treading the land very firm, which entirely destroys the

baneful effects of the insect, and causes the laud to produce

grass of superior quality for many years. Grass laud is fre-

quently rendered too light through the instrumentality of

earthworms, by driving into the subsoil and depositing the

fine mould on the surface—a valuable process, if kept ^yithin

bounds, but, like miners generally, they are apt to do great in-

jury I)y cutting off a sufficient supply of water. They must,

therefore, either be destroyed ov their effects counteracted by

some mechanical means. The mole is, no doubt, very useful

iu destroying grub and various kinds of worm whiph injure

our cultivated crops. Moles will occupy land no longer than

they find food. I have seen many crops of both grain and

roots saved through their instrumentality, but am not aware

that I ever saw one injured by them. The chain-harrow is an

excellent implement for spreading the earth deposited by them

on the surface. Nature's little drainers, the eai^hworm and

the mole, bring to mind the necessity of draining wet land

previous to laying it down to grass. Stagnant water not only

prevents the growth of superior grasses, but promotes the

growth of those of an opposite character. All wet low land

should therefore be drained and trench-ploughed previous to

being laid down to permanent pasture.

5. Iu conclusion, I M'ould observe that I consider it de-

sirable, with the existing price of agricultural produce and

laljour, to increase the breadth of grass land in Cornwall iu

the following manner :—

^

1st, By allowing arable land to remain four or five years

out to grass, instead of breaking if up at the end of two or

three years, as is now commonly done. By adopting that

plan much better crops would be grown than at present, and

there would be less complaint of clover-sick land, rotten roots,

and light grain ; while the expense of cultivation would be

considerably diminished. Much land in Cornwall would pro-

duce good pasture for four or five years, tiiat is not sufiiciently

strong to lay down permanently to advantage. !2nd, A con-

siderable quantity of our elevated thin soils, kept under the

plough, certainly cannot be properly cultivated with the

present price of grain. Such laud should be boned, laid down
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to grass, and not tilled, save with the view of renewing the

pasture ; and (hat sliould not be hastily done, since the decay

of certain grasses frequently makes room for those of a snpe-

rior order. 3rd, Much of our deepest, best arable laud might

undoubtedly be laid down to permanent pasture with advan-

tage ; but, since laying down land for permanent pasture is an
expensive process, and is a permanent improvement to the

farm, enhancing its rental value, I consider that it is only fair

and reasonable that landlords should assist their tenants in

accomplishing this desirable object, by supplying the necessary
quantity of bone manure, the tenant paying, say, 5 per cent,

on the outlay. If that system were adopted, the value of an
immense quantity of land in this county might be doubled

;

whilst landlords, their tenantry, and the community at large

would be greatly benefited. Permanent improvements are

certainly the duty of landlords, and not of tenant farmers.

liAILWAY AND STEAMBOAT CONVEYANCE OF CAECASES.

Although the conveyance of animal food from the provinces

where it is produced, to our large manufacturing and commer-
cial towns, where it is chiefly consumed, undeteriorated in,

quldity or i;pou improved plans from those now in operation,

has become a national question of the first magnitude, it un-

fortunately cannot be said that those engaged in the trade

—sueh as railway companies and steamboat companies, far-

mers' carcase salesmen, &c.—have yet taken this view of it,

practically speaking. Indeed, taking the British capital as

an illustration, it can hardly be pronounced an exaggeration to

say the trade is about as barbarous as can well be imagined
in all its multitudinous ramifications. And this, too, is not

even the most objectionable feature of the practice now in

force; for when prospectively viewed it appears as if it were
determined to move in the opposite direction of improvement,
as the present mode of conveyance is daily growing worse and
worse with the rapidly-growing increase of supplies. Our
readers may well say, " This is not a very flattering exordium
to any class engaged in the carcase trade, home or foreign ;"

hut the time has obviously arrived when the plain facts of (he

case must be allowed to speak for themselves, in order to

awaken the ear of the public to a national sense of duty ; for

an abundant sujiply of wholesome animal food for the Metro-
polis and our other large towns has already become the leading

question in the political economy of the country. Not a few
of John Bull's somewhat petted and pampered children are

even becoming alarmed lest the grov.iug prevalence of disease

amongst our domestic animals should so interfere with sup-

plies as not only to reduce their own daily allowance, but also

permanently to enhance the price of labour now being de-

manded by the working-classes, so as to enable them to obtain

what they require. What between cattle plague and high-

lu'iced meat on the one liand, and strikes for higher wages on
the other, a large portion of the English public is so panic-

stricken as almost to be afi'aidto face the future.

Grura^jling is proverbially the native privilege of every free-

born subject of the realm. There cannot be a question

raised about this to the contrary. But grumbling after things

go beyond a certain limit becomes very un-English, and this

We aver is the true character of the groundless fears and appre-

hensions now being raised relative to the approaching scarcity

of wholesome animal food ; for in this case, as in all others of

a similar character. Necessity will be found to be the mother
of Invention ; for if any ingenious inventor would only come
forward and produce a method of conveying carcases by rail-

way and steamboats free from the injury at present sustained,

the discovery would hush into silence the hurricane of alarm
(hat is now sv.ccping everything before its ruin-spreading
course. So long as English farmers and dairymen and Con-
tinental farmers and live-stock dealers continue to congregate
cattle together in increasing numbers at embarking and dis-

fnbarking ports, and in fat-stock markets and town dairies,

hat can be expected but an increase of contagious diseases of
a typhoid character P Thfe contrary experience would fall no-
thing short of a miracle ! But supersede this antiquated and
highly objectionaljle plan of live-stock marketing, by improve-
ments in the conveyance of carcases, as suggested above, and
by a more natural and wholesome dietary for fat stock and
milch cows, so as to enhance the quality of their flesh and
milk, and the contagions diseases that are at the present time
decimating herds and flocks (thereby lessening the future sup-
plies of animal food to an enormous extent) would soon dis-
appear

; supplies would at (he same time be greatly ino'cased
both m quantity and quality ; consequently the profits to all
parties now engaged in the comnaerce of animal food would be

greater than what they are at present even in the absence of

disease ; while the advantages to the consumer would be still

more satisfactory. Such being (he manifest conclusion, the

practical course which farmers and the public ought to adopt is

self-evident, viz., private sales or markets for breeding lean

stock and milch cows, greatly improved dead-meat markets in

all our large towns, and a proper method of conveying car-

eases to market by railway and steamboats.

In confirmation of the soundness of the above conclusion

from a practical point of view, we have first to observe that of

late private sales by auction or otherwise have been greatly on
the increase amongst the agricultural body, almost all our im-

proved breeds of cattle being thus sold at home where they

are bred, and the intelligent observer of the progress of science

in this branch of farm practice—one which is rapidly growing
in importance—cannot fail to perceive that public markets are

not the places that are suited for the exchange of our im-

proved breeds, and that eventually Donnybrook and all the

old uproarious public markets, with their rags, filth, and dirt,

must give place to private sales. Our Metropolitan Cattle

Market, for example,wlien seen in the light of progress, truly be-

longs to an agelong gone by. The carcase trade, again, is any-

thing but what it shoidd be ; nevertheless, as a branch of com-
merce, it is annually increasing, and fast superseding the live-

stock trade, as has already been shown. And if such is the

result under an antiquated method of conveying carcases, and
even deplorable state of things generally, what would the

result be under all the improvements contemplated in the

difi'ercnt departments of (he carcase (rade ?

Improved carcase-vans for common road and railway con-

veyance of dead meat, and improved steam-boats built for (he

express purpose of conveying all sorts of fresh animal-food
from the continent of Europe and olher places, together with
improved slaughter-houses, setting-houses, and dead-meat
markets, is no new proposhion. Widi regard (o (he British

capital, the subject is as old as that of the removal of Smith-
field Cattle Market and the improvement of Newgate and
Leadenhall Dead-meat JIarkets ; and about the time of the

Exhibition, 1851, in Hyde Park, we were told, by no mean
autliority, that so long as the Corporation of the city of

London had the control of the markets the desired improve-
ments contemplated were beside the question ! The out-of-

date character of the Live-stock Market, since then opened,

and the no less antiquated character of (he Dead-meat Market,

now in progress of erection, certainly afford tangible proof of

(lie soundness of the conclusion ; and, further, (he proposKion

of A CATTLE PLAGUE iiosriTAL is in perfect harmony with

the above antiqua(ed anomalies. The commerce of a suitable

supply of animal food (including milk) for the British capital

is a national proposition that has greatly overgrown the capa-

bQKies of (he old Corporadon of London to govern. A new
tribunal is therefore absolutely necessary, in which the pro-

ducer or agrieuKural inlercst diould be better represented—

a

tribunal wliich would give more encouragement to private

enterprize than a huge jobbing monopoly under " the cat's-

paw" of few cattle-market hawkers, both of whose interests

arc, in a great measure, diametrically opposed (o (he carcase,

conveyance improvements in question by railways and steam-

boats.

The subject requires to be thoroughly canvassed de novo in

the provinces and in the columns of tlic agricidtural Press.

Earmers are very much to blame for their supinencss of aclion

in (he ma((er, for were (hey (o make (iienisclvcs pracdcally

familiar with their present losses, and (o let the engineering

world know what (hey want, and their readiness to support
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Ijrog'ress, the iinprovctl cavc.ise-vaiis and steam-boats for con-

vej'ing carcases free from injury would soon he invented and
placed in active operation, the former on every railway in the

kingdom, and the latter between all the embarking and disem-

barking ports—from whicii and to which cattle arc now con-

veyed—under tlie culd-blast-chilling, sweating, fasting, and
inoculating processes. AVliatever city corporations, cattle-

niarket-bankers, with their salesmen and butchers at the other

end, may say to the contrary, these are not the processes whicli

animal food requires to undergo either for the interest of the

producers or consumer*.

At present, dead meat also undergoes two of these processes,

viz., sweating and inoculating. We repeat, it requires no
second sight to perceive that neither the purse of the farmer

nor the stomach of the consumer requires chemical processes

of this kind to qualify animal food (dead or live) for the Eng-
lisli market. Moreover, the concentration of all sorts of car-

cases into one large market—a market that is annually in-

creasing in its demands—is just as objectionable in a sanitary

point of view as the concentration of all sorts of cattle into one

live-stock market, and the concentration of sickly dairj- cows

into large hospitals /or i/ie cure of typhoid disease. Surely we
may take it for granted that the agricultural body generally

are further advauccd in chemistry and physiology than the

sweating and other processes of the metropolitan live stock and

dead meat markets imply. At all events, it is high time that

they were so ; for both these departments of the commerce of

animal food is in a very unsatisfiictory state at the present

time, reflecting the highest degree of discredit to all concerned,

more especially the agricultural body, who are evidently " sell-

ing their hen in a raiiii/ dayp

Improved carcase-vans for common roads and railways, and

carcase steamboats being the svork of future discovery, nothing

can be said about their construction at present. Tliere are,

however, certain principles that must be attended to in their

construction, and also in the methods of conveying carcases,

which may profitably be discussed, together with the many
shortcomings of the present system, both by sea and land ; and

farther, as numerous objections will, no doubt, be raised to the

proposed carcase trade by those interested in tlic live-stock

trade, more especially at the present time, when contagious

diseases prevail, these also may be profitably disposed of in a

single paragragh.

First : Different qualities of meat must l)e conveyed sepa-

rately, and provision should be made for such in the construc-

tion of carcase-vans and steamboats for the conveyance of dead

meat. In other words, there is a large proportion of animals

in a less or more abnormal state of health, whose carcases,

when slaughtered, are liable to imdergo certain chemical

changes, equally different from each other ; others to produce

fungi ; others protozoa ; and these, if brought into close contact

with the carcases of sound, healthy animals, inoculate them,
thereby producing the same chemical change or crop of fungi, &c.

©besity, for example, is a disease, and the carcases of obese ani-

mals will inoculate the best meat, thereby reducing the two to a

common equality. Without, therefore, going further into detail

under this head, we at once come to the practical conclusion

that diiferencc of quality must be scrupulously attended to in

the conveyance of dead meat of every kind, both by sea and
and, for our metropolitan and other markets.

Second : Carcases must be protected from the extremes of

temperature—from tlie extra heat of smnmer as well as from
the frost of winter.

Third: Carcase vans and steamboats must be thoroughly

ventilated by artificial means, vitiated air being removed, and
pure air supplied ; and in effecting tliis the small penetrating

dust of railways, and the moist and often polluted air of steam-
boats, must be excluded by charcoal filtration or other pro-
cesses.

Fourth : In times when contagious diseases prevail amongst
live stock, such as the steppe murrain at present, it may often
be advisable to fumigate carcases, and even to convey them in
a disinfected atmosphere, although they have been entirely free
from disease when first hung up in the setting-house. Accord-
ing to the organization of the carcase trade proposed, un-
healthy animals would be virtually wholly excluded from the
dead-meat market ; for farmers would be obliged to give up
rearing and fattening such animals—an alternative which
would be greatly to their advantage.

Fifth : The sides, quarters, or legs of carcases ought not to

be allowed to lie upon or even touch each other iu the carcase

van or in the steamboat, otherwise they will very soon gene-

rate disease ; and the meat will suH'cr less harm if carried sus-

pended in tlie position in which it was cooled and set than if

allowed to lie upon trays or framing of any kind. Land-

owners, farmers, butchers, and provision merchants are familiar

with the propriety, and even necessity, of attending to this,

especially during the warm weather of summer, or during

moist warm weather at any season of the year ; and therefore

it is surprising that so little has been done by them to effect

improvement in the present barbarous method of dead-meat

conveyance.

Si.rth : Dead meat of every kind, including butcher-meat,

fish, fowl, and game, should be conveyed directly by through
trains to market in the shortest possible time, and, so far as

practicable, during night ; and it should be conveyed in first,

second, and third class carcase vans, according to quality, as

previously proposed.

Now, without going into details, which our present limits

will not permit, we see no great difficulty in the way of a suc-

cessful practical solution to each of the six foregoing proposi-

tions, so that objections of every kind fall to the ground.

Indeed the contrary conclusion would obviously be throwing a
reflection upon railway and steamboat engineers whicli they do

not merit. At the same time the facts of the case evidently

indicate that their end of the yoke is rather behind than in

advance of that of tlie opposite party, the farmer and butcher ;

for the present rail«-ay and steamboat systems are the very

reverse of what the above propositions involve. It is high
time, therefore, for railway and steamboat companies to make
a move in advance ; and we venture to say that if they do so

in the right direction they will meet with the hearty co-

operation of the agricultural party in every province of the

kingdom. A First Prize Stock Breeder.

MICHAELMAS RENTS ON CORN
AVERAGES.

Sir,—I again avail myself of the return of the close of the

farmer's year to send you, for the information of your agricul-

tural readers, and more especially those who may have adopted

the system of corn rents, based on the average price of wheat,

or of wheat, barley, and oats, a statement of the average prices,

founded on the returns published weekly in the London Gazette.

For the year ending Michaelmas, 18G5, the average prices

are as follows :

—

s. d.

Wheat 40 3;^ per imp. qr.

Barley 29 I

Oats 21 4i

The highest and lowest prices during the same period are as

follows :

—

Highest price. Lowest price.

ISGa s. a. s. d. s. di

3 11

Wheat ... Sept, 5 ...46 7
[ Jlf^^; ^JJ; Jggf } 37 10 ... 8 9

CScpt. 5 •) o
"'

'

"'

I Sept. 13 5
^

rAug. 1 )
i Aug. 8 [ 2

(.Aug. 29 3

-r, ,
CScpt. 5 •) on o (Juue20, 1SG5") „,

^^'l"=y •••

i Sept. 13 1
^1 - 1 July 18, 1SG5 j

^^

21 Jan. G, 18G5 18 10 ... 5 3

I remain. Sir, your most obedient servant,

Charles ]\I. Willich, late Secretary and Actuary

University Life Assurance Society.

2, Jlo/itpelier-Sfjiiure, Bromjiton, S.IK, Nov. 6, 1865.
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THE PROGRESS OF STEAM IN THE FIELD.

The friend is not always judicious. He is apt to say a

little too luueh, to vaunt the excellences of his friend a

little too highly. Possibly this is due to a remote ten-

dency to self- exaltation ; but whether this is so or not,

the result is sure and certain. Disappoiutnient always

follows, and reaction.

When steam first came to the aid of the farmer in the

field, a great deal too much vvas said—a great deal too

much was expected. It was to accomplish in no

time a complete revolution in all our tillage operations.

It was at once to anti(|uate all that was, to reduce the ex-

penses of cultivation to zero, and to impart to our soil its

maximum fertility. The friends of steam were a little too

enthusiastic—too sanguine ; they made a trifle too much
of their lion ; and the consequence was that the immature

power was unmercifidly quizzed and pulled to pieces. A
reaction set in, in fact ; and we have heard very little of

steam for some time.

It has been, perhaps, well for steam to be thus allowed

quietly to work. Some hundreds of sets of apparatus

were in private hands before this reaction commenced, and

these duriug a series of years have been silently tested.

The result, we are glad to find, is satisfactory. The
very wide expectations formed have not been realized, as a

matter of course ; but those of a moderate character have

been surpassed. A silent and gradual revolution has

been going on under the eyes of those men who have had

the sagacity and courage to induce it, and every man who
has worked his tackle with cou'sideration and judgment is

fonnd to rejoice in its possession. They can show a far

better balance-sheet than their less enterprising compeers,

who have merely depended upon horse labour, and have

reason to thank the circumstances that led to the change.

It is astonishing how difficult it is to arrive at any defi-

nite conclusion respecting an agricidtural experiment,

mechanical or chemical, or both. For such experiments

iu a general way there exists in the year but a few weeks,

and therefore, before any reliable resxdt can be obtained

from experiments that have to be made amid a series of

ever-varying circumstances of soil, clinuatc, &c., several

years must elapse. And then, too, so few farmers pretend

to any accuracy in book-keeping, that it is really seldom

that a man is found competent to institute a com2)arison

with respect to the old mode and the new. It

is exceedingly rare to meet with a farmer who by reference

to any account can give the history of any one of his

fields for five years back, and tell liis querist in any one

of these years what was the expense of cnltivation, of

manuring, of harvesting, and what was the produce. And
if this cannot be done, how can he possibly give any but

the most general and uusatisfactory reply to auy one who
questions him as to the advantages of steam cultivation?

If there be no means for arriving at this special informa-

tion with respect to the profit and loss account of each

plot or area under cultivation, how is it possible to say

where the loss or where the gain has been made in the

year's transactions? The gain attributed here, or the

loss there, may be very falsely attributed ; and the ap-

parent beuefits of steam cultivation might, if projierly

analyzed, prove to be actually no benefits at all, but the
reverse. In order to ascertain these things men must go
into details, and not longer be satisfied with totals. The
vague manner in which the expenses of a farm are calcu-
lated afford, for instance, a fair S])ecimen of the reckless
system of account keeping that must prevail. At any

market, fair, or farmers' club, let Ihc (|uestion of horse-

keep be started, and it will be fonnd that the estimates of

this serious item of expenditure will prove as numerous as

the persons asked. Each will give a different reply.*

There appears to be as yet no settled conviction on the

subject. Most men will studiously avoid the subject

altogether, with the remark, " Thank you, I would
rather not know what my horses cost me : 1 know
they eat up all the profit, but they are inevitable."

So long as a want of fixity is observable in esti-

mating the cost at which horse-power is maintained,

there can be, of course, no certainty with respect to the

calculation of processes in which horses furnish the motive

power. In the same manner, but to a less extent com-
paratively (because it concerns a very superior class of

men), the like uncertainty is found to prevail amongst
men who are using steam-cultivating apparatus with re-

gard to the statement of expenses. Very few of the per-

sons who have iised them have yet attempted to ascertain

their cost ; and, amongst those who have, fewer still

have arrived at anything approaching to a satisfactory and

fixed conclusion. The same might be atfirmed of several

other items of farm expenditure, which, had they been

within the province of manufacturing proper, would long

ago have been accm'ately measured and tabulated. So
far as time is required for the necessary experiments, it

cannot be avoided that years will elapse before reliable

I'esults can be announced ; but so far as the announcement
of such rules for guidance depends upon accurate accounts

and accurate observations, there is nothing to delay the

publication of such defined residts, but the disinclination

to obtain them.

Coidd the results of steam culture have been compared
with those of horse culture for any length of time under

the same invariable influences, like the testing of two ma-
chines in a room of constant temperature with material

of uniform quality, we should long ago have known what
we were about, and probably steam would have been far

more generally used in farm tillage than it now is. The
sanguine, who rarely wait for results, and the far-seeing

who arrive at their judgments by a species of intuition,

are mainly those who have had courage enough to become
steam-plough men. The cautious arc yet lingering.

They pry over the hedge, and listen for reports. On this

hand they are told of profit, on that of loss. So they

oscilatc between two opinions, and stick to their team

till the light in one direction or auothor becomes clearer.

Of those subjects of which men know least, they gene-

rally speak most dogmatically. On what conclusions it

rests we cannot see ; but there seems to be in the public

mind a very firm conviction that steam culture is best

adapted for heavy land, and wiU be confined to it. No-
thing is more clear than that the steam horse is a God-

send to the clay-land farmer. It came to him just when

* The following may l)e foimd in an early copy of the Mark
Lane Ktpress, dated Feb. 11th, 1837. A committee of the

llarleston Farmers' Club report as follows :
—" Your com-

niittee, in common with every niem1)er of the club, was asto-

nislied to find that amongst a body of farmers, aU residing

within four or five miles of tlie place of meeting, all using a

similar breed of cart-horses, and cultivating a similar descrip-

tion of land, such a marked difference in the expense of main-

taining their teams should exist, amounting in autlienticated

statements to upwards of 50 per cent., whether estimated at

per head for each cart-liorse, or per acre for the arable land."
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he began to see that his only hoi)C was in deep cultui'c,

for wliich in horses he hehl iio ellicient power. But
althougli it may at ouee be granted tiiat the heavy cby
land of Great Britain couhl not be developed without
steam, it by no means follows that steam cannot
be profitably applied to lifjht land. The most sur-

prising- success has attended tiic light-footed motions
of the strong steam horse on heavy land : the

under-iU-ain, the digging breast, and the winter's tooth

together have wrought wonders on such sticky, te-

nacious clays as are found in Somersetshire, Gloucester-

shii-e, and Essex ; but, with less to do, they will prove
quite as effective where the soil is light and easily worked
with horses. It may be true that the apparatus adapted
to heavy is not adapted to light land : but, with an al-

lowable accommodation in this respect, the power which
is so invaluable in one case is quite as invaluable in the

other. There are but few instances in which this can be
seen, simply because light-land farmers have generally

persuaded themselves tliat steam could never be of any
advantage to those who coidd plough as deep as they

wished with two horses. To one of these few the atten-

tion of the reader will be directed. It is not necessary

to mention the name, the locality, or the imjdement
maker: suliice it to say that the laud fm'uishing this in-

stance is of the lightest description, and rests on a chalk

substratum.

The farm in question, within half-au-hour's ride of

Loudon, consists of 600 acres of mixed land, but land

mainly under the plough. Of this, 300 acres are under

the seven-course shift—potatoes, wheat, oats or barley,

green rye, peas or tares and crop after, barley, seeds,

wheat ; 130 acres are under the six-course system—pota-

toes, wheat, mangels, wheat, seeds, wheat ; 90 acres,

under the four-course, lie at some distance, and arc

worked for sheep. The soil, which varies in depth from
six inches to six feet, is not drained, and under all cir-

cumstances can be ploughed with two horses. Having
thus specified the sort of soil dealt with, and the course

of cropping, it may in the second place be well to show
what work is usually performed in preparing for each

crop. To begin, then, with the breaking up of the wheat
or stubble, in September, for roots : If weedy, the plot is

scarified and harrowed ; and when the rubbish has been

well weathered, it is tm'ned down with a ten-inch

furrow without diiRculty. Manure is also covered in

without difllculty, in the same way. The land, in

spring, is ridged with horses ; the dung is applied ; and
the ridge is split, and left for the deposit of seed. For

wheat after potatoes, only one scarifying is required ; for

oats, the laud is skimmed before winter, and a six-inch

furrow, with ten load of manure, is given before sowing

;

for green rye the laud is scarified, dunged, and ploughed

in September, and sown directly, so that it may be cleared

from May to July following. As the rye is cut green, the

laud is dunged and ploughed (generally with horse-

power) as it is cleared ; and, so long as the season serves,

tlie vacant place is tilled up with cabbages, dibbed, and
subsequently with tiuMiips, rape, &e. If the cabbages are

removed in March, the land is fitted for spring wheat with

a single furrow, if iu April for barley. For wheat after

seeds one furrow suffices. AM this work by reason of

beiug done at the proper season, quickly done, thoroughly
done, is now effected by means of a ten-horse-power en-
gine and apparatus, and nine horses. Formerly, that is

to say so late as 1858, twenty-two horses were employed
in producing a result for inferior dimensions.

The apparatus was supplied in the year 1859. The first

attack upon the land was a formidable one for the steam-
plough, and we may also add for the land; The soil was
matted together with weeds, and the pan was exceedingly
imwilliug to yield to the thi-ust of the share. In the

register, which has been most carefidly kept by one who
had no foregone conclusions to serve—by one who took

to sfcam on purely economic grounds—the work done

for tlie first and following years is thus summarised

:

For the crop of 1861

—

Jjanil under tillage ... ... ... ... 400 acres.

Days at work ploughing and scarifying ... 70 days.

The number of days in this year would have been greater

had not the wet autumn of 1860 inlerfered.

For the crop of 18C2

—

Land under tillage ... ... ... ... 510 aci'es.

Days at work ploughing and scarifying ... 115 days.

Ploughing on hire ... ... ... ... 45 days.

For the crop of 1863

—

Laud under tillage ... ... ... ... 510 acres.

Days at work ploughing ... ... 84

,, thrashing ... ... 21—105 days.

It may be remarked in passing that the whole crop was
thrashed by the ploughing engine.

For the crop of 1864

—

Land under tillage ... ... ... ... 510 acres.

Days at work ploughing ... ... 75
thrashing 26—101 days.

Here again the entire ci'op was thrashed, and it may be
further remarked that for these two last crops the work
done in acres amounts to 575 in each year.

For the crop of 1865

—

Land under tillage ... ... ... ... 510 acres.

Days at work ploughing ... ... 54

,, thrashing ... ... 29—83 days.

It is observable that the days occupied in thrashing in-

crease, indicating a larger bulk grown ; while the days
occupied iu ploughing and scarifying .decrease, indicating

increased facility in working, increased freedom from
weeds, increased fertility, and pulverization ; the soil, in

fact, needing less culture. During the whole of this

period the crops were visibly increasing, and at no time
did the number of horses exceed nine.

The actual accounts received for the whole period being

produced, together with vouchers for the entire expenses,

it is simple work to reduce them to a table of aiuiiial cost,

remarking by-the-bye that the " account" includes the

supply of several improvements made in the apparatus

after the year 1859.

£ s. d.

Account 60
1 year's coal 72
OU 8 10
Depreciation and intersst ... ... ... 100

£240 10

The account against the nine horses is as follows

—

Cost for nine horses...

Hay
12 acres of green meat
Depreciation and interest on nine horses,

valued at £40 each

£420 9

Thus we see that the thrashing, cartage, and tillage on

this farm of 600 acres is done, so far as horse-power and

steam are concerned, at an expense of £660.

Many men may be unprepared for such a case against

horses on a light land farm, but such we are assured arc

the actual figures. It may be objected that no allowance

is made for manure in the statement; but let it be re-

membered that the account, on the other hand, is not

charged with the straw, the repair and depreciation of

implements, and harness used with the horses. Here,

then, without attempting to balance the two cases with

183
108
84
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exactness, is a power called in to displace and replace

thirteen horses.

& s. d.

The annual cost of the power substituted was 006 13 4

The annual cost of the substitute is ... 240 10

The apparent gain ... ... 366 3 4

There are three considerations which go largely to in-

crease the sura which, after the above process of subtrac-

tion, is left as gain.

Thrashing, when horse-power only was employed, and
maintained at a cost of £1,026, was an extra; now that

steam has displaced a considerable proportion of the horse

power, and reduced the expenditure of certain specified

operations to £660, thrashing is included.

The seasonableness and thoroughness of the tillage

operations render altogether unnecessary the multiplied

acts which used to characterise every system of good

husbandry. One deep steam stirring at the right season

is made to take the place of several slighter ones. Every

year the work becomes easier, more mauagable, and the

days spent ia tillage operations fev\'er.

Although no account has been kept upon this farm to

measure the exact result of steam as against horse power

in actual bulk of produce—and such an account for the

reason that horse power and steam are used in conjunction

is impossible—the owner of the farm is perfectly satisfied.

His stackj'ard and his banking balance show a state of

improvement that can only be attributed to the employ-

ment of steam. T. R. S.

MY POTATO CROP.
BY A PRACTICAL FARMER.

Having to plant a rather large breadth of potatoes in

the past spring, I resolved to take more especial notice of

the growth of one particular crop, chiefly with the view of

satisfying myself as to the comparative value of the dif-

ferent manures applied, aud the various little deviations

of management I had adopted. The field contains about
nine acres ; the soil an alluvial loam, upon a silty (old

sea sand) subsoil. The preceding crop was wheat—

a

rather heavy one. Adjoining the field is a large public

pond. This pond had not been cleaned out for the space

of forty years ; consequently the accumulations of one
kind of matter or another was very considerable, and formed
a deep stratum of what is denominated " pond mud." "With

more courage than discretion, as I often thought whilst

doing it, I undertook to lead out this mud, and to spread

it over the surface of this field, which I did, at the rate

of about forty loads the acre, excei)t a portion on the cast

side, which was left uncovered. This was done imme-
diately after Ijarvest, and was laid upon the wheat stub-

bles, the wheat crop having been mown. Dming the

winter I collected a large quantity of ditch readings and
the rich earth-mud from the cleansing out of a public

draiu. These I mixed slightly with foldyard dung aud
pond mud in a dung-heap, and in February tm^ned all

over, throwing over the turnings, as we proceeded, a

good dressing of lime and salt mixed. This proved to be

a valuable compost. I also purchased a quantity of

Lawes' super-jihosphatc, Peruvian guano, blood manure,
and a popular manure from the west of England. The
potatoes, imported from Scotland, were of the very

best stocks ; some fi"om llenfrewshire, and the remaining
from near Dunbar—all provineially here called Dunbar
Regents. Those from llenfrewshire were as they were
grown, except the chats. The Dunbar lot were good
seed.

The ware having been taken away, the field was
deeply ploughed in the early winter ; in the early spring

it was cultivated, and slightly but sufficiently worked by
harrowing, &;c., &c. ; but owing tothe unusually fine

winter it was speedily in good order, having a fine deep
mould, and being in the very best state which we like for

ridging. "We commenced ridging and planting in the

early part of April, the ridges being 82 inches apart.

On the east side of the field,; where there was no pond
mud, 23 rows were manured with twelve loads of very
good fresh dung direct from the fold-yard, 8 cwt. of the
lime and salt compost, aud 3|^ cwt. of Lawes's superphos-
phate, per acre. The two latter di-essings were sown by

hand along the open ridges, the potatoes (Scotch Regents)

planted upon them at about 14 inches from set to set, and

then the ridge was closed. (This was the course pursued

throughout the field). Next to these 23 rows we com-

menced manuring v.ith the like' quantity of good old and

well-fermented fold-yard dung ; this manuring was con-

tinued throughout the field. The 92 rows next to these

23 rows had the same dressing of compost and super-

phosphate i)er acre, aud pond mud. i\ext to these 93

rows were 16 rows having a dressing of 3^ cwt. of Peru-

vian guano (Lawes's selection), andin the remainder of the

44 rows of Regents the dressing of Sj cwt. was the west

of England manm-e, all having the dressing of pond mud,

and the like management.
My first noted observations were on the 12th of

May. The 23 rows had not put in an appearance;

the 92 rows exhibited the potato plaut from end to

end, and growing fast; the 16 rows (guanoed) only

just coming up ; the 44 rows, rather forwarder, but not

equal to the 92 rows, the whole planting only occupying

three days. On the west side of the field was an acre of

Rock potatoes, but all manured alike. These at this date

were not to be seen, and were last to come up. In a few

days, the twenty-three rows slowly and gradually came up,

as did also the Rocks ; but they continued in the same

relative positions throughout the summer, except the

"guanoed" part

—

i.e., the sixteen-rows. These grew the

slowest till the middle of July : they then began to show
decided strength, owing, I thought, to more moisture

from rains and dews ; and ultimately they headed the

field in haulm. Up to this time, the superphosphate

ninety-two rows had a decided lead, being more luxuriant.

The whole crop was thrice horse-hoed and twice moulded

up. It progressed most satisfactorily throughout, and

appeared the most promising crop in the neighbourhood.

Its general appearance was so full and fine as to call forth

the commendations of every passer-by. On the 5th of

August, symptoms of " the potato disease " began to mani-

fest itself. The copious rains in the early part of harvest

caused it to spread fast. The field adjoins one occupied

by a small farmer, whose custom it has been for years to

cut off the tops on the first appearance of tlic disease, and

with very good results. I resolved to try tlie like course

with some rows at several aud separate distances. These

had the tops

—

i.e., the haulm—cut off in their greenest

state. The adjoining rows left untouched. In other

places I had rows, cleared of the haulm, in a partially

diseased state, and others when far advanced.
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On September 30tli we comvnenccd harvesting the crop.
'

I examined (hrce rows mljoiniiig carh otiier, wliieli had
the liauhn taken off when lirst attaclved and green, the

adjoining three rows which were left nntouched, and otlier

rows which were cut olU when far advanced. I took up
the potatoes at separate distances, along the rows, of twenty
paces each, and counted them. The first on the three

rows cut green averaged 231 good or sound tubers, and
126 diseased ditto. The uncut averaged, in the like dis-

tance, 165 good or sound tubers, and 199 diseased ditto.

Tiie rows cut when partially diseased averaged, in spaces

as above, 211 good or sound tubers, and 171 diseased

ditto. lu another part of the field the haulm of

one row was cut off in its greenest state : the ad-

joining rows left uncut. lu the single row, also eut

green, the twenty-pace intervals averaged 295 sound
tubers, and 194 unsound. The uncut rows adjoining, in

the like spaces, averaged 227 sound tubers and 196 un-

sound ones.

This little experiment may not be decidedly

conclusive to many of my readers ; but to myself, who
Vt'atched it throughout, it was truly so. I have no hesi-

tation in asserting that if our crops were immediately de-

nuded of the haulm upon the first appearance of the dis-

ease much good would result, and their safety would be

further aided by remoulding up. In accounting for the

less number of tubers in the uncut or totally decayed
rovis, I would say that many were found finite rotten. It

may be observed that the disease was very bad through-

out the field, averaging, according to experiment as above,

227 sound to 196 unsound—a sorry average of bad ones.

The sound and unsound would together have made a good

crop, perhaps averaging twelve tons per acre ; as it is, I

could observe that the mild or looser loam of the field

yielded a larger proportion of sound tubers than the stiffer

or close loamy parts, and the richer the soil and dressing

the greater the loss. It is well worthy of remark, too,

that the tubers in the early cut rows were fully equal, if

not larger in size, than the uncut rows. Certainly the

disease spread very rapidly. There was not much time

to cause any great difference, but that difference is in

i\xvour of the early topping. On the west side of the field,

planted with Rock potatoes, scarcely any unsound tubers

were foimd, and the crop very good. Does not this indi-

cate that the belter the ([uality of tubers the greater is the

liability to disease ? I know this is so in a turnip crop in

severe frosts; still it is by no means a certain indication.

Fluke potatoes, for instance, possess most superior quality,

and yet in this season scarcely any tubers are diseased.

Rocks and Flukes are this season the freest of all kinds

from the " disease," and both arc yielding good crops.

In another field of ten acres, all Rocks, I adopted the

like management, except that 1 used "Blood" manure
in preference to the " West of England" manure; but I

found that, good as its quality was, it did not equal Lawes'

Superphosphate or guano. The superphosphate dressing

forced the potatoes first into growth ; the West of Eng-
land manure second

;
guano third ; and the blood ma-

nure last ; and others of my experiment about an average.

On July 2nd I examined my cxperiuicutal rows ; i. e,,

16 rows, ten loads old muck, SJ cwt. super-phosphate,

and 8 cwt. compost throughout—^'good average. Six

rows, no manure, but like artificials as the 16 rows—defec-

tive. Thirty-three rows, 10 loads| old muck, and same

artificials—a good average. Eifty-six rows, 10 loads

fresh dung and the same artificials—not equal to the

above. Twenty-five rows, 10 loads of fresh dung, and

same weight of "West of England manure—not an average.

Thirty-nine rows, 10 loads ditto, and 3| cwt. guano—
second-best in the field. Twelve rows, 10 loads as

before West of England (best), 12 ditto as before, and

home compost—average. Twelve rows, 10 loads as be-

fore of blood manure—about an average. The remainder

of the field blood manure, &c.

August 2nd, again examined the field, and estimated

the progress of the various rows: The 16 rows better

than the 6 rows; the 33 rows betterj than the 6 rows,

and equal to the 10 rows ; the 50 rows better still than

either; the 25 rows not equal to the 56 rows; the 34

rows best in the field; the 12 rows second-best; the next

12 rows not so good; and the remainder of the field, all

blood-manm'e dressing as above, about an average.

In harvesting the crop we found that each of the above

estimates was fairly borne out. The crop was a good

average one, of superior quality, and nearly free from dis-

ease.

CHEMISTRY OF BRICK MAKING.
Brick and tile manufacture embraces two processes—the

one chemical and the other mechanical. In a former paper

we olfered a few desultory observations on the latter, and in

this we purpose investigating some of the more important

details of tiie former, couliuing our enquiry chiefly to the

quality of the clay, and the chemical processes involved during

kneading, moulding, tlrj'iug, and burning. The object of our

remarks being to stiumlate progress, we shall, as in the former

case (" Mechanical Brickmakiug"), purposely avoid noticing

or making any reference to any one's peculiar invention or

patent process.

There is at the present time an immense amoimt of rubbish

being used up in building that hardly deserves the name of
" brick." By means of plastering on the inside and a selec-

tion of bricks having unl}roken faces on the outside (and in

some first and second-rate buildings facing-ljricks outside), a
passing appearance is given to the whole fabric ; but when
closely examined, what a ginger-bread concern it is ! llow
short is the period of its duration ! How expensive to keep
in repair ! And how unhealthy and unsatisfactory to the oc-
cupier, let him be landlord or tenant ! As for bonding the
wall, the bricks are worse than useless ; so that walls built

wholly of them may be said to be without any bond whatever,
and therefore ready to split up the middle

; and as the outside

bricks absorb moisture to excess, they consequently swell aud

contract during severe frosty weather aud sudden thaws, so

that the ultimatum may be more easily imagined than de-

scribed. Add to this the bad mortar with which sucli rubbish

is too frequently built, aud the reader will readily perceive

the chemical rationale why such buildings crumble so soon into

ruin.

The so-called "practical men," who manufacture and use

such rubbish, are never at a loss for an excuse for doing so.

But what is its value in the vast majority of cases P We
have even heard the latter defend himself by saying, " The

sooner the rickety buildings made of his bricks crumble into

dust, the better for the trade "! But is not tlie very contrary of

this short-sighted and selfish policy manifestly the ride ? Be-

cause a few isolated individuals may knock fortunes out of

the exception, by a system of jobbing—anything but creditable

to themselves aud the trade, professionally and scientiiically

speaking—does that make it the rule P

It woidd be ahuost superlluoiis to say that the most durable

bricks are absolutely required for agricultural buildings, along

with the best quahty of mortar. And the same may be said

of roofing-tiles and draining tiles. In practice, the prevailing

difficnlty lies in convincing both the landowner and tenant

what a durable brick really means, wlien any sort of rubbish

can be had for less money. In such cases the schoolmaster

abroad i? evidently much needed ; but even then the battle be-
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tweeii luud easli aad clieiuical iihilosopliy would have to Ije

fought ou wliat may be termed " very doubtful ground,"

Hence tlie upshot.

The practical question in the march of chemical progress

liiuges upon the very little that is often reciuired to make a

very bad brick a good one in the manufacture. A landowner,

for example, has a brickfield which produces a very inferior

article ; but by proper macliiuery for washing and removing
grit (small stones and shells), and by the addition of a small

quantity of marl, chalk, or lime from a different part of his

estate, it would turn out a very superior and most durable

brick and drain tile. And this is not all, the more interesting

part of the story having to be told ; for this latter durable

brick would cost him actually less money out of pocket than
tlie former—the inferior, gritty, crumbling one—owing to the

command of water and marl, chalk, or lime upon the property.

In other cases, where the water for washing, and marl &c.

for mi.xing, have to be brouglit from a distance, there might be
some extra money out of pocket for the improved article, but
not nearly so much as is generally calculated ; while it is stUl

further Ijelow the additional value thus added to the produce
of the Ijrickfield.

To those practically acquainted with the details of brick

manufacture, the ratlonaJe of the above conclusions as to

cheaper bricks will appear manifest ; but to those otherwise

experienced it may not be out of place to add that it costs

more to make the inferior brick from the bad materials than
the durable brick from the good materials ; and this extra ex-

pense is experienced both in the mechanical and chemical pro-

cesses— ;'. c, both in the kneading, tempering, moulding, and
drying for the kiln, and also in the burning ; while there is a

heavy loss of unsaleable refuse in waste, broken rubbish in the

former case, but comparatively none in the latter—the whole
being readily purchased or used up—to say nothing of how
the intrinsic value of the two articles are affected by the im-
provement.
Much has been said in books about the proper percentage

of alumina, sand, and marl, or other material, as lime, &e.,

acting as a flux, so as to produce a close weatherproof durable

brick ; but in practice " the rule of thumb " is yet in the

majority of cases the most reliable one, owing to the imprac-
ticability of determining these percentages, or ever attaining

to their near approximation. In other words, an inteUigent

experienced brickmaker knows better how to mix and temper
his clay by observation, than by a chemical analysis, owing to

the diiferent substances present in the clay, besides those

specified, and the peculiar fuuclion they jierform in the burn-

ing ; and also often owing to the stratified character of the

clay both before and after washing. The texture of the clay

as to its fineness or coarseness of grain also affects the per-

centages in question, and likewise the degree of moisture ne-

cessary to the proper moulding, drying, and burning of the

brick. In practice all these things must be carefully taken
into consideration ; but in books it is hardly possible to give

them a hearing.

In the brickfield, therefore, the initiatory step in improving
the quality of the clay is to try experiments in washing and
mixing it with the best and readiest flux materials at com-
mand, such as marl, chalk, or lime. At first, the colour of the

clay may deceive tlie eye as to the percentage of iron which it

contains ; but an experienced burner, when he sees the bricks

coming out of the kiln, will be at no loss as to how far his

experiment has been successful, and what additions the clay

may require to bring it up to the required standard ; and how-
ever laborious the work may be—however fruitful m dis-

appointments when the manufacturer is only but a begiuncr

—

Ifbwever trying to the patience it may jirovc, the work of
progress shoirld nevertheless be persevered in ; for, when once
the grand desideratum sought is gained, the result at all hands
during the future is more money and less labour, and a higher
degree of professional credit and trade : in other words, it is

simply the difference between a good and a bad brick, and
their respective consequences.
The next topic for consideration is the texture of the clay

as to its fineness or coarseness of grain, and the percentage of
water it should contain when ready for moulding. The prac-
tical question at issue is a very nice and important one, and
has been keenly canvassed both in books and in the brick-,
field

; but, as in the previous case, scientific deductions arc
of difficult application, in consequence of some clays requiring

more water than others, owing to differences partly in Ww.
fineness of the grain, and partly in the other substances of
which kneaded clay is composed. Hence the practical man
has no alternative left but to fall back ujion his experience

and skill, as forming the safest rule. And the experience of

every successful hand-moulder of In'icks informs him that the
proper kneading and tempering of the clay in other respects

has more to do with the moulding process and quality of the

brick produced than the mere peroentage of water whicliit

contains ; and the conclusion doubtless applies with equal
force to machine-moulding.

In a scientific sense, the chemistry of these several pro-

cesses of mixing, kneading, tempering, and moulding the clay

is not more than sufliciently well understood to be practically

useful, if so much. This chiefly arises, perhaps, from the
scientific data involved being more of a mechanical nature

than a chemical, such as the adhesion and cohesion of particles

together. Practically speaking, the proper weathering, mixing,

kneading, and tempering the clay, gives it a degree of tough-
ness which it did not previously possess. Why ? Because
the particles, solid and liquid, are brought into contact in

a manner so as to allow a more uniform application of

the force of cohesion, attraction, and chemical affinity that

naturally exists between them, and also of the compression of

the atmosphere, than when these forces arc counteracted by

that of gravitation towards the centre of the earth. The
particles forming a sandstone, for example, may be wholly

held together by the force of cohesion, almost to the exclusion

of chemical affinity, analogous to the particles of iron forming
a bar of that metal. But in preparing the clay and moulding
a brick, less or more chemical affinity also exists, which is

greatly increased in the burning, provided the clay has been
properly mi.xed and tempered. There are thus two principal

forces involved ; but between these two forces science is yet

unable to make any distinction that is of practical utility to

the brickmaker : hence he is left to grope his way as ex-

perience guides his various manipulations in the processes in

question. At the same time, he ouglit to bear iii mind the

existence and even imperative importance of these forces, more
especially chemical affinity, chiefly effected by fluxes, with the

view to the improvement of his manufacture.

Do percussive force in the kneading and moulding, and
the allowing the clay to lie and Mcather, increase the force of

chemical affinity ? And does the compression of the newly-
moulded brick afterwards increase both the cohesive attrac-

tion and chemical affinity of the materials of which it is

made ?

Much might be advanced in support of an affirmative answer
to both these questions. This has already been done to a cer-

tain extent under the previous article, ,on the mechanical de-

partment of the work. Tiie workmen, for example, are

familiar with the fact that after the clay has been properly
" weathered" during the previous winter, and a second time
after the process of pugging and the work of kneading and
moulding began, the more expeditious the several manipula-

tions are performed, and the greater the amount of percussive

force employed, the more successful the result of their labours.

Beginners fail by turning out badly-tempered clay, and friable

ill-formed bricks, because they go about the work so slowly,

all the manipulations being performed in a hesitating, doubtful,

and unworkmanlike manner. The moulder, who is dashing

in the clay, and turning out his 5,000 bricks of the Ijest quality

daily, may hand a stranger his mould to try his luck ; and if

this stranger has never put his hand to the moulding before,

the finale is bad bricks, and few of flicm. The difference is

conspicuous enough. Hence the inference to be deduced from
the facts of the ease thus briefly premised.

In the chemistry of the process of drying there is perhaps

less that requires special notice. Success mainly depends upon
the uniformity of the process, so that one part of the brick

shall not dry more rapidly than another. Water has a greater

affinity for clay than sand, but if the two have been properly

incorporated together little harm will be experienced. But if

there arc small stones or the like in the brick, or if these have

been crushed and the Ijroken dust not properly incorporated

with the clay, then in both these cases the bricks will crack

less or more in the drying. To the naked eye the cracks m
many instances may not in the sun-dried brick be visil)le, but in

the removal of the bricks from the kiln the cracks will make
their appearance.
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A great deal has l)ecu said about burning bricks, a great

deal more in the same o))iuionative style miglit he. added, but
witliout advancing a single sentence to improve the work,
simply because lire-side truisms cannot be heard in the lirick-

kilns. If the bricks have been properly prepared for tlie kiln

tliey will be easily burned ; but if otherwise, all the Inirning

and other etceteras usually advanced will not turn out a good
manufacture. No doubt the heat should be equally distributed

throughout the kiln, in order to make good work ; and no
doubt also to etl'cct this is a grand desideratum, and in the

majority of kilns tliis has been approximated, if not wholly

attaiiU'd. But the majority of iviliis, nevertheless, do not turn

out well-burnt bricks. And tlie reason is, because sufficient

attention has not been paid to the chemistry of the previous

processes already noticed, relative to the first weathering, mix-
ing, jiugging, and second weathering and moulding of the clay.

The proper manufacture of bricks in these respects is highly

conducive to the after-process of burning ; while the rice-rersd

rule is equally in force, being adverse to the process of burn-

ing. No doubt to a few there is yet something very mysteri-

ous in the agency of fire, and therefore it is not surprising if

they in a battled hour lay all the blame upon this unknown
agent for the badly-burnt bricks that come out of the kiln.

But after all, man has not a more faithful servant tlian fire,

or one that is more easily controlled in the brick-kiln, with a

moderate degree of caution. The kiln itself is as seldom to

blame for the bad (juality of the bricks as the fire. Others

give battle to the winds of heaven, because they won't allow

the fire to l)urn and the kiln to draw equally. But in nine

eases out of ten, is not this putting both common sense and
patience into the frying-i)anP Tlie Ijest method of filling the

kiln is doubtless an important prublem, but its practical solu-

tion is only a work of a few experiments. 1'lie successful

burning of the brick is the true index to the progress made in

the preceding manipulations of the work; and therefore when-
ever something wTong is indicated, the true plan is to go back

and begin at tlie beginning.

LORD BURY ON THE CATTLE DISEASE.

At Norwich, Lord Bury said some information had come
into his possession within the last two or three days of such

importance that he felt it was only due to the committee to

ask the Chairman's leave to bring it Ijefore the meeting. It

was reported a short time since that the Dutch had been ex-

ceedingly successful in tlie cure of the rinderpest, and the

homceopathic body decided on sending out one of its most dis-

tinguished members to Holland to investigate the subject.

Dr. Hamilton was the gentleman requested to go out, and he

was furnished with a letter from Earl Russell to the Govern-

ment of Holland. He started on his mission last mouth, and
he was put in communication witli the burgomaster of Schie-

dam, which was situated in the very centre of tlie district infected

with the cattle-plague in Holland, and obtained from him the

most authentic information. It was not only the homceopathic

method of treatment which had been exceedingly successful in

Holland, but the allopathic method had been exceedingly suc-

cessful also. The information which he was about to detail

would jn'ove most conclusively that the argument that the rin-

derpest was incurable was not to be sustained for a moment
;

and if the facts which he advanced could be proved—as he be-

lieved they could be—they would knock on the head the ab-

surd system on which we. had now entered of killing every

beast as soon as it was attacked, without making an effort to

save it. About the middle of August the Dutch Government
liecame aware that the rinderpest had broken out in Holland.

It first of all attacked a place near Rotterdam, called Kethcl.

It was distinctly traced to a cargo of cattle which had been sent

from Rotterdam to the London market, which had remained
ten days in London, and which had been sent back. On the

appearance of the disease, the Dutch Government immediately
drew a cordon sanitaire for a considerable distance round
Ketliel. Agents and sentries were appointed to watch all the

roads, and to prevent any movement of stock outside the in-

fectel district, which contains about 250 square miles. The
success of the cordon, had been established by the fact that,

^vhile within it about 5,000 cases of the rinderpest had occurred,

outside of it there had been only three cases. The Dutch Govern-

ment was very particular in preventing the passage, not only of

cattle, Imt also of dung, hay, straw, or anything which could be
supposed to liave come in contact with diseased cattle. As to the

general treatment of the disease, it was the expressed opinion of

the Dutch veterinary surgeons that it was highly contagious, that
it was communicable by direct contact, and even by approach-
ing within a wave of air with a radius of about 9 feet. They
also said that they believed it had been communicated, not
only by hay and straw which had been brought into contact
with diseased animals, but even by birds which had settled on
diseased animals.

Mr. Oldfield asked whether these remarks applied to cases
of cattle only.

Lord Bury : Yes. Phenic acid, which had been hitherto
used as a means of preventing decomposition, had been found
in TTolhiiid i.f the jrivafrs! use as n disinfectant. Many of the

veterinary surgeons in iLolland believe th.at the disease was of

a parasiiic origin, and on that ground they tried plienic acid,

and with considerable success. Holland was divided into 197
communes, and the Government appointed a veterinary surgeon

to each commune. The veterinary surgeon of each commune
had to account every week for the whole number of cattle

within his district, having to state the number of cattle in it,

the number attacked, the number dead, the number cured, so

that the most accurate returns had thus been secured of the

progress of the disease. There was one fact which he could

not lielp bringing under notice, viz., that although the move-
ment of stock was entirely prohibited from one part of Holland
to the other, yet the export of unsound cattle from Rotterdam

to the London market was still continued and was still

sanctioned. In reference to the question put just now, he

might state that no animals except horned cattle and those ino-

culated had taken the disease. It was found that animals

treated in the open air yielded to the remedies applied much
more readily than animals treated in sheds. The symptoms
of the disease as they occurred in Holland correspond in every

particular with the symptoms which were here described as

being characteristic of the disease throughout England.

Among the general preventive measures adopted, cow-sheds

were carefully cleansed and washed with gas-tar, carbolic acid,

and water. It was found necessary to be very careful with

preparations of chlorine, as they affected the lungs of animals

declared convalescent with respect to the rinderjiest. Various

other plans had been adopted in Holland. Creosote had been

tried, but not with success ; a stimulating treatment had been

found to be injurious ; and inoculations had been fatal in all

cases. There had been treated altogether in Holland 4,700

cases of rinderpest, and of these 45 per cent, had been saved.

This 45 per cent, included the results attained with experi-

ments made by the houiccopathists ; the latter dealt with a

small number of beasts only, but they saved 75 per cent, of

those which they treated. There were 197 communes in

Holland, and of these 71 were affected by the diseased. All

of them were enclosed within the cordon sandaire, and on the

22nd of October twenty -five of these communes were pronounced

to l)e again free from disease. The total number of animals

attacked up to October 21, 1865, which was the latest return

he had seen, was 4,798 ; of these 1,031 were killed, leaving

3,707, which were treated either by the allopathic or the

homceopathic system of medicine. Of these 3,707 animals

1,270 were cured and 1,071 died, leaving 790 at the date of

the return under treatment. A considerable number of

tliese 790 must have recovered, because the official

statistics to which Dr. Hamilton had access stated the

proportion cured to be 45 per cent. This return included

the commune treated homceopathically, in which 73 per

cent, of the animals treated were cured, subsequent returns

bringing the proportion up to 75 per cent. The ordinary

(allopathic) method of treatment had been most simple. The

practice had been to dilute nmiiatic acid combinod with linseed
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tea in oue or oue and a-lialf drachm doses, giving freqnently as

much as five drachms per day, sometimes combined with

gentian, tormentilla, and ginger. It had also been customary

to dilute sulphuric acid, combined with sulphate of quinine in

equal parts. These were the principal allopathic remedies,

and they saved 45 per cent. The external use of phenic

(carbolic) acid, in the proportion of eighteen drachms

of the acid to forty quarts of water, had also
_
been

adopted, the eyes, nose, Jcc, being washed with the mixture

three or four times per day. Vinegar and tepid water had

also been used. The external use of carbolic acid as a prophy-

lactic had been attended with advantage. Rules of diet were

very carefully observed, and the feeding of beasts with distil-

lers' grains and refuse was prohibited by the Government, be-

cause it was found that it predisposed sound cattle to attack,

while those which were attacked were invariably carried off

more easily. From the great soreness of the lips and mouth it

was most difticiilt for. an affected animal to eat, and it was found

necessary to place food, consisting of small quantities of hay and

oilcake, far into the mouth by hand, by wliich means the vital

powers were sustained during an attack. He now came to the

homceopathic mode of treatment. He thought he should be

able to change the smile which he observed into a look of ad-

miration before he had done. The details which he was about

to state were offered by the homoeopathic body to the lloyal

Commission just before their last sitting, and it was generally

understood that the lay members of the commission were anxious

to enter into them. No doubt, however, the commissioners

had heard a vast amount of twaddle in the course of then-

inquiry, and the medical members of the commission, whose

time was worth five or six guineas an hour, felt indisposed to

enter into details of treatment with which, prima facie, they

did not agree. He thought they were wrong in rejecting this

evidence, because no one could say what it was wortli without

hearing it. As, however, the lloyal Commission had decided

not to examine Dr. Hamilton as a witness, it became the duty

of every individual to give as much publicity as possible to the

facts. In Berkshire, and in some parts of Scotland, the same

course had been jiursued, and the farmers and landowners were

being put in possession of the facts by other means than ex-

amination before the Royal Commission. In September, when
the cattle plague was raging in Holland, two Belgian gentle-

men, M. Gaudy, a member of the Veterinary College, Brussels,

and M. Scutin, a homffiopathic chemist, offered to the Dutch

Government that if a district were put under their charge, and

they would not allow them to be interfered with, and would

not require them to make a report until a sufficient number of

cases had been treated, they would on their part give their

services gratuitously, and try the system fairly. This was

accepted by the Dutch Government, who agreed to give a

commune up to the homccopaths, it being understood that the

veterinary surgeon of that commune should be required to

certify that every case which came under homojopathic treat-

ment was an actual case of rinderpest. Matterness, the dis-

trict assigned to the homoeopaths, was a commune sltuiited in

the very centre of the infected district. The peasants and

proprietors were somewhat prejudiced against the homceopathic

system in the first instance, and did not enter cordially into

the views of the homoeopaths ; but before the termination of
the experiment they were greatly pleased with it, and gave
every assistance in their power. At the commencement of the

experiment the proportion of cures effected out of the animals

attacked was 70 per cent., but in the latter weeks the homoeo-
paths saved nine out of every ten cattle which came under
their treatment. Matterness was situated within a mile of

Ivethel, in the very centre of what had come to be styled the
" black district," so that the homoeopaths did not enter upon
their task under peculiarly favourable circumstances. They
commenced it September 23, and eighty beasts came under tlieir

care, each case being certified by the veterinary surgeon as

one of actual rinderpest. Of these eighty animals sixty

recovered and twenty died. Besides these, ~30 beasts in the

commune were put under prophylactic homoeopathic treatment;

twenty-five took the disease before the treatment had had time

to work, but in the fourth week no fresh case had occurred,

and on the 21st of October the commune was pronounced free

from disease, and liad remained free from that time to the pre-

sent. A large proportion of the cattle attacked in the com-
mune of Matterness had been treated by the allopaths before

the homoeopaths came into the district. In all, ISO cases came
under treatment, eighty under the homoeopathic system, and
109 under the other. As seventy-three cures only were effected,

of which sixty were attributed in an official report to the homoE-
opaths, the balance was largely in favour of the homoeopathic

mode of treatment. To the seventy-three cured ought, how-
ever, to be added a portion of those still reported as under

treatment, as some of them no doubt recovered. The remedies

which were employed by the hoiuffiopaths w'ere arsenicuin,

phosphorus, phosphoric acid, rlius tox., and sulphur. It was
found that all cattle could not be treated alike, as every case

had to be dealt with on its own merits. Mere details proved,

he thought, that the disease was amenable to treatment, and
that our plan of knocking on the head every animal which
happened to be attacked was barbarous and unwise. He ob-

served by the Privy Council return, published in the Times of

Priday, that only four per cent, of the animals attacked in

England had recovered ; and when they thought of the vast

amount of property which was sacrificed by an ordinance
which he could not but consider most tyrannical and unjust,

as it ordered a man who had the misfortune to have a beast

attacked to kill it without remuneration, the farmers of Nor-
folk would hardly be inclined to allow such a state of things to

continue if they could help it. The homoeopathic body felt

that the statistics which he had quoted were of no use unless

they were brought to some practical result ; and if a veterinary

surgeon were allowed to certify that each case assigned to

thein was one of rinderpest before they treated it, and if they

had a sufficient number of cases to enable them to make a fair

average, they would undertake that a com})etent veterinary

surgeon should come to take the case in hand, and a leading

firm of homoeopathic chemists had also agreed to give the ne-

cessary medicines free of cost. All this might, perhapsj be
called cmpyricism, quackery, and nonsense ; but if the farmers

of Norfolk would only look into the facts of the case, he
thought it \^ oiild be satisfactory for the county and for their

own pockets.

THE BEST METHOD OP TREATING LAMBS AFTER WEANING TIME.

At a meeting of the members of the Kelso Farmers' Club
lately held, Mr. Purves, Linton Burnfoot, presiding, and with
a fuU attendance, a discussion took place on the question,
" Wliat is the best method of treating lambs after weaning
time ?"

Mr. MuNRO, who introduced the subject, said—In engaging
last mouth to introduce the subject for discussion, I was well

aware that I had no mvi practice to advocate or wonderful dis-

covery to promulgate, but I did it rather with the view of
merely commencing the discussion, for undertaking which duty
there seemed to be some difficulty in getting any one to volun-
teer, and thereby throwing all the trouble on our permanent
Chairman. Therefore I liope I shall be excused if I only go
over ground well known to aU the members of this Club.

The subject for discussion suggested last month by Mr. Wotlier-

spoon was, " The best method of keeping lambs from the time

of weaning to the time they are put on turnips." This, you all

know, is a critical time to our lambs, as by mismanagement a

great loss may be sustained. If they get a check at this time,

it takes a long period and a good deal of feeding before they

recover the lost ground ; and if kept on unsuitable food, death

may cause a serious decimation of their numbers. So far as

my observation goes, almost the only plan to lake with them is

to give them a change to a fresh pasture, and, if possible, to

young grass, and to watch them carefully, so as to mark in its

early stages any tendency to purging, which, if allowed to go

on, "if it does not kill them, reduces them rapidly in condition.

On purging being noticed, the lambs should be removed, if ou
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j'Oimg grass, to a clean fickl of older grass, aiul rice versa. I

do not think anything further can be done, though sometimes
benefit follows the administration of oil and laudanum, or an
occasional feed of corn, if they can be induced to cat it. Tiiis

year I have lost a few by a disease which has much the appear-

ance of quarter-ill, wlien the discoloration does not come to

the outside. It is not the lambs that are purged that are thus

affected. They are carried olf rapidly. After taking off the

skin, the (Icsli appears sound enough ; but -wlien cut into, it is

quite black, especially the hind quarters. This, I have no
doubt, is brought on by the rapid growth of grass forced for-

ward by the warm weather following the rain we had at the

beginning of harvest. In trying to show how this change of

pasturage of lambs may be most easily effected, the diti'erent

circumslances under which farms are managed must be taken
into account. The dilfereut systems may be divided generally

into three classes. 1st, Those farms on wliich merely the

stock of grey sheep bought in yearly, say at St. Boswell's Eair,

and which are sold olf nearly altogether before another lot is

])urchased ; ~nd. Those on which a full stock of ewes are kept,

and merely the ewe lambs to renew the flock ; and 3rd, Tliose

keeping a stock of breeding ewes, and also their own lambs.

"With regard to the first, they have the least trouble in finding

food suitable for the young stock. The greater part of their

last year's purchase will have been sent to market before the

season again comes round, when they have to buy in for

another winter. Their fields will be clean, and not overgrown
with aftermath. The lambs should do well at once, any weakly
ones or eases of scouring being removed to the hay field, and
after harvest to the stubbles. Those who follow^ the second

system of farming have rather more difficulty in carrying their

lambs from w^eaning to turnips. Their fields, from the time

that the lambs are sold off, are very lightly stocked, and the

foggage is ready. After that is consumed, the barley stubbles

a' e available, and the longer the lambs are kept going forward

on grass there is not only a saving of turnips, but they do not

so soon lose their teeth, and are able to break the turnips for

themselves to a later period in spring. I'nder the third system,

the greatest dillicnlty is found in keeping the lands thriving, as

the same stock is on the lands that has been there all summer.
The Ijest plan, I think, is to take grain sown down without a

crop or a foggage after hay in addition to the farmer's own.
If these cannot be procured, a hill grazing may be taken for a

few weeks, which, although it may not put much condition on
the lambs, gives at least clean food in the mean time, and allows

the grass on which they have been weaned to clean and freshen.

Another plan that might be tried on ftirms with small fields

is to teach the lambs to eat cake before they are weaned. This

might, I think, be done (although I never saw it tried), by

allowing the ewes to come to boxes at first, and then gradually

and quietly keeping them back. The quantity allowed to

lambs would require to be increased after weaning. A fourth

class might also be made from those who sell part of their

lambs, and feed a considerable number ; but their management
cannot differ in any degree from that of other classes, with

slight modifications to suit varied circumstances.

The Chairm.vn said the management of lambs was one

of the most difficult things they had to deal with, and
there were more deaths at the early age of weaning time

than all the rest of the time a sheep lived. His opinion

was that sheep stock bred on whiustone should be put on

red freestone, heavy clay, or limestone. If they remained on

the farm on which they were ])red, they would go to wreck

and ruin. After about a month or six weeks they came home
to their regular pastures in a good healthy condition, resulting

from the change. He considered also that giving the lambs a

supply of cake was a very excellent thing. They should be

taught to eat it when early lambed—a week after birth in fact

—

which would make them cat it after they vi'cre weaned, and
which n'ould improve them a hundred per cent. A person
who kept all his lamljs was often in a difiiculty to find food
for them after they came home from the summering. This
year, he (the Chairman) bad tried another plan, lie had
some twenty acres of tares, upon which he put his lambs, and
they soon took to the eating of them out of the ricks. This
was the first year he had tried them, and in a year like this,

when they had a superabundance of grass, tares were far more
preferable than heavy clover. AYith this kind of feeding, out
of 23 scores lie liad this seasou only one lamb dead, If they

could only keep the rush from their lambs, they would go on
well, but with it they went fast to ruin. He would advise

those wlio had farms of 500 acres to sow about 20 acres of

tares for the use of their lambs. Such had been his experience

this year, and he intended to carry it on.

Mr. SiMSON, Courthill, said the best plan was to learn the

lambs to eat cake early, and after they had been weaned to

give them a mixture of corn and tares, the latter being eaten

from hecks. He disapproved of sending them away to other

pastures ; his practice was to keep them on tlic same land.

This year, he had as good young grass as could be desired, yet

he had been losing them right and left.

The CiiAiRiiAN remarked that last year he had got a quarter

of winf er tares, which were sown in October on three acres of

ground, and turned out a splendid crop, one-half of them being

cut twice, and the second-cutting proved better than the first.

The first cutting, he might mention, took place about tlie end
of May.

Mr. RoBEKTON, jun., Ladyrig, said that on the whole ho

agreed with the remarks of the Chairman, Upon the farm of

Ladyrig there had been no deaths among lambs to speak of

this year, but those that did occur he attributed to the over-

growth of grass proving too strong. They usually put their

lambs on foggage for some hours a-day. After the foggage

was done they were turned on to stubble. The symptoms of

the disease which had proved so fatal among their lambs were

nearly the same as those described by Mr. Munro. Some of

them had a slight rush, and some of them had none. They
died very soon after being taken ill, sometimes in less than an
hour, and swelled after death to an immense extent. He had
lately caused the shepherd to put a piece of rock salt into each

field, and since then no deaths had taken place ; but whether
the salt had I'cen the means of stopping the mortality he was
not prepared to say.

INIr. Burn (Eduam West Mains) differed a little from the

opinions expressed by the Chairman. He knew that people

sent away their lambs, and succeeded in saving a great many
lives ; but at the same time it might be questioned if they gained

much by sending them away, because they lost a great deal in

condition. Tor his part he preferred to keep his lambs at

home, and he thought he could save their lives too. He
thought it of great importance to teach them to eat cake at an

early stage. If they could manage to allow the lambs but not

the ewes, to get into another field than that in which they were

pastured, and have cake placed in the field on which the lambs

could feed without the mothers getting at it—he did not think

it beneficial that the ewes should get cake—it would lie found

an excellent way of getting them to eat it early. lie was also

in favour of putting lambs early on turnips ; but whenever

they intended to change their kind of food, they should always

do so by degrees—always, as it were, preparing them some

time beforehand for what they were coming to. Mr. Burn
then mentioned that he had a great many deaths among his

lioggs, sometimes at the rate of one per day. They were

sometimes found dead in the morning just as if they were

sleeping ; and he found that soon after death they had a dread-

ful smell, so bad, in fact, that he would never think of having

them skinned, since any one merely touching them with his

finger could not get quit of the smell for a whole day. As to

their colour, the ficsh was soon as black as his hat. He thought

it was something like the black spall in cattle. He thought it

was good for them to change them from one field to another,

and when changing their food to do so gradually.

EARLY MILKING.—Cows should he milked early in the

morning, so that they can feed on the Ae\Yy grass. Two hours

of such feed is worth as much as that of the rest of the day

towards giving a good flow of milk. So wake up, boys, at

father's rap on the partition wall, and hie to the yard with

pail in hand, and have the cows in pasture before anybody's

else. Be sure and milk clean. A boy who will always milk

clean will have a good recommendation of being faithful

wherever he goes, and such a recommendation always goes a

great way among business lam.-^Mame Farmer,
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THE CATTLE PLAGUE. — THE GOVERNMENT AND THE
VETBRINAEY SURGEONS.

The (liscxxssion over the cattle-plague would now
seem to centre over the cousideration of two cer-

tainly very material points—Should the outside world, the

general public, or the agricultural interest fall foul of the

Government or tlie veterinary ])rofessiou ? Upon more
mature rellectiou, liovvever, it will be found impossible to

separate these two subjects, as the Admiuistration has

simply done as the veterinarians directed. If wholesale

slaughter has been countenanced—if the utter abnegation

of the old English principle that every man's house is his

castle has been admitted of, so much has been sanctioned

rather at the instance of a veterinary professor than by
the order of a Home Secretary. No one can say but that

her Majesty's Ministci's have shown themselves really

alive to the necessity for action. Instructions arc being

continually issued. Commissions of inquiry have been

instituted, and the most practical of prohibitive measures

have been enforced. And yet, at the meeting of the

Fariners' Club, the tone of the debate evinced an

iuclination to disparage the Government at the same
time that it upheld the veterinary profession ! Thus
Mr. Charles Howard, who read the opening paper,

clearly sympatliized with the cattle doctors, and " the

most unfair" manner in which these gentlemen have been

treated in certain quarters ; while any remedy not pro-

ceeding fro)n the profession must emanate from " a

quack," who has vinegar, carbolic acid, or gypsum to

sell ; as due allowance must be made for the " proclivities"

of the homoeopathists. Professor Simonds, who was
present, took up this wondrous tale, for " it was a most
extraordinary thing that farmers and shepherds should

set up their opinions on this question against those of the

veterinary profession ;" or again, " we see men who know
nothing about medicine, and do not perhaps even know
the names of the organs in the animal's body, setting up
their notions as to the curability of this disease against

ours," The learned Professor characterized all this as

"amusing;" but there was a certain irritability of voice

and gestm'c associated with tire expression that scarcely

realized the phrase in its primitive sense. Let us, though,

look a little closer into this matter. What do the Pro-

fessors and their disciples know more of the cattle plague

than the farmers and shepherds and other outsiders who
cannot tell you even the names of the organs in an
animal's body ? NotJdnff. "What have they done more
thau we could have done for ourselves ? Nothing. Assume
that so far we had been living in a kind of Golden Age, in

a modern Arcadia, as it might be where veterinarians

were unknown, and that this terrible plague had broken
out amongst our herds. How in our ignorance and utter

imbecility should we have acted of our own accord but as

these veterinarians now advise us to do ? Should we uot

have drawn cordons round infected districts, and have
slaughtered forthwith every suspected beast so reported ?

Or, even as to symptoms and premonitory signs, are uot

farmers and shepherds, and people who do uot know the

names of organs, often to be trusted as much or more
than many of the didy qualified practitioners ? There can
scarcely be a reader of this paper, but who could cite

cases of animals which have been condemned upon authority
as having the rinderpest when they had nothing of the sort,

as others after examination have been suffered to go at
large with the seeds of Die disease gradually if uot
rapidly developing. The veterinarians declare, in point

of fact, in so many words, that they can do nothing ; and
if accordingly the malady is to be stamped out, if lieca-

tombs are to be ofl'ered and homesteads to be invaded, it

is not so much the Government as the profession which
must be made answerable. Still Mr. Simonds has pre-

cedent to support him ; for, as he tells us, it is uot only the

plague in animals, but typhus, cholera, and small-pox in

the human frame are equally incurable. A hundred years

since, or in an assemblage of savages, a man might have
declared the small-pox inculpable, but such a doctrine will

not do in these days ; and if cholera or small-pox can be

successfully treated, so surely may the rinderpest. Mr.
Howard almost sneers at the homccopathist, as he does more
directly at the quack wlio has something to sell, and we do
hope that we have as great an objection to puffing pretenders

as most men, but how stands the case? What have the

veterinarians to sell here ? Nothini/ ; neither knowledge
nor drugs. Then surely we are justified in looking to

some other quarter, remeraberiug as we must that some
of our greatest discoveries, some of our most valuable im-

provements, have been made by men who might not know
the technical terms for the very instruments they were em-
ploying. Professor Simonds informs us somewhat mag-
nanimously " what 2Pe are going to do" ; and that is "we
are going to let the homoeopathists have a trial." Wc
should rather think we were, too, after all Lord Bury
has said as to the cures that had been etfected in Holland.

It may be all Very well for Mr. Smallbones, Colonel de

Butts, or other gentlemen residing abroad, to sit down in

despair when the plague makes a visitation upon them
;

hut that is surely no reason why we here in England
should continue hand-tied. If the Government will de-

serve censure hereafter, it will be for putting too much
reliance upon an agency that has no power. Veterinai-y

science has had ample scope and opportunity, and now
let us, if anything, rather go out of the way to give the

other professors a chauce. Let it be not merely the ho-

mccopathist whose prescription shall be put to the test;

but let every one wlio thinks he can do good be called

upon, even if the remedy be made to depend upon what,

as Mr. Howard has it, he may have to sell, whether
vinegar, carbolic acid, or braudy-and-watcr.

A greater part of the evening at the new
Club House was spent in tracing the plague to foreign

parts, and Professor Simonds certainly worked out this

theory with much tact and ability, but stiU without anj^

direct evidence whatever from facts. We do uot care

to dispute the deduction, but in a remarkably sickly sea-

son it would have been curious if cattle had escaped. Some
of the most fatal disorders have appeared amongst the

humau race; wild animals, like hares and rabbits,

have been found dead by the score and the hundred, and
horses and shec]) have been struck down with what is de-

clared to be uot the rinderpest. If hares and rabbits were
as valuable as cows and oxen, we might proceed more
elaborately to trace the origin of their ills; but, as it is,

we are content to put them down to the sickly season.

Beyond the lengthy addresses of Messrs. Howai'd
and Simonds, there was little or nothing in the Club

debate that can provoke much profitable comment ; and,

as taking the question from a farmer's point of view, the

business of the evening will by no means compare, for

useful results, with manj' a previous meeting of the same
society. The report, Iiowever, which wc give in full, cart
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now be pointed by tliat emaiiathii;' from tlie Royal Com-
missioners, as published on Saturday. We gave the sub-

stance of this document when we stated some time since

that it would "recommend the adoption of the most
stringent steps to guard against contagion. Fairs, mar-
kets, shows, and unctions are for the time to be aban-

doned, as the transit of beasts, save under cer-

tain restrictions, will be interdicted, and beef rather

than cattle be the commodity in which salesmen

must deal. It is rumoured, moreover, that the several

clauses, as carried, are worded so strongly tliat the agri-

cultural element on the Commission withdrew from a

division in which they were so continually in a minority,

and that the scientilic men have here again pressed in

their point as to stamping out the disease being the only

cllectual way of subduing it. The evidence, to be sure,

went much the same way, and agricullnrists from the east

and the midland counties, gentlemen whose names carry

weight with them, have expressed themselves as strongly

as the Commissioners, who can turn to such testimony in

support of the couclnsions at which they have arrived."

At the head of the dissentients we hnd the agricultural

element, as represented by Lord Spencer, the President

of the Smithheld Club, and Mr. Sewell Read, the

Member for Norfolk, who, with Lord Cranbonrne, and

Mr. Bence Jones, have issued a separate Report of their

own, against the total stoppage of all movement of cattle.

The Report of the majority runs to great length, as in

fact it is too wordy ; while a deal of space is occupied in

(racing the origin of the disease. The Commissioners here

go over much the same ground that Professor Simonds
did at the Farmers',' Club, while these gentlemen are

fain to admit that this history is but a theory at best :

—

' The facts, though by no means inconsistent with the

theory which attributes the appearance of the plague in

England to the Revel cargo, fall far short of establishing

that theory, unless we assume that the event caunot pos-

sibly be accounted for in any other way. Further inquiry

may throw new light on the question. At present we are

not able to pronounce a decided opinion on it ; nor, for

the practical conclusions which we are about to oifer, is

it material on which side the truth lies." We thoroughly

agree with this deduction ; and for the future it will be

well to keep a little closer to what really is material

.

CENTRAL FARMERS' CLUB.
THE CATTL

The first meeting of the Club, after the usual autumnal

recess, took place on Monday evening, November G, in tlie

diuiug hall of the Salisbury Hotel, where there was a large

attendance, amounting to more than 100 members, drawn

together by the importance of the topic, namely, tlie cattle

plague, now raging throughout the country. Tiie subject

fixed for consideration in the programme for uhe year was that

of benefit societies ; but, in compliance with the wish of the

committee, Mr. Chas. Howard consented to substitute for it

tlie question which has recently absorbed the attention of

farmers and graziers.

Mr. RoBKRT Leeds (West Lexham, Norfolk) the chair-

man for the year, presided, and, in opening the proceed-

ings, said, In welcoming you to our new home 1 am
only sorry we do not hold our first meeting here under more

encouraging auspices. It has been usual, I Ijclieve, for your

Chairman on the occasion of our re-assembling to say a word

or two on the past harvest, while all I can tell you is that in

my own county of Norfolk, it has been the worst cither for

wheat or barley that I have known for many years,

more especially on the mixed and light soils. But this,

gentlemen, is not our only diificulty, for we are assembled here

to-iught to consider one of yet more pressing importance, and

of which we have also known the effects in the East. I may

say that the Committee have long felt the necessity of taking

this matter up, but knowing the difficulty of getting iarmers to

London earlier it was thought better to postpone the question

until the November meeting. As you are aware, the name
of Mr. Charles Howard stood upon the card associated with

another subject, and I am sure that gentleman deserves the

best thanks of us all for the readiness with which, at much
personal inconvenience, he fell in with our wishes, and agreed

to take up instead a topic of so much national importance. I

shall in no way attempt to anticipate Mr. Howard's paper, or

to refer here to what lias been clone by the Government or

other societies. But having, as I had expected, a very large

meeting, and many gentlemen having no doubt something to

say, I would urge the necessity of these remarks being put as

E PLAGUE.
concisely as possible. It would perhaps be better indeed tb.at

I mention two or three of the chief rules of these discussion

meetings, which are as follo\^s :
—" That none but members of

the Club address tlie meeting except by special invitation."

—" That tlie introducer of the subject have the right to reply,

but that no other member address the meeting more than once :"

—and, " That no one but the introducer of the subject occupy

the time of the meeting for more tlian a quarter of an hour."

Mr. CiiAKLES HowARP said : Gentlemen, I must congra-

tulate the club on tlie attendance of so numerous and in-

fluential a company as I see before me this evening ; and,

indeed, had I known that I should have before me such a

formidable assembly, I should perhaps have been more chary

about giving my assent to introduce the subject which is now

about to be discussed (cheers). I appear before you this eve-

ning as a farmer. I do not pretend to any great knowledge of

the veterinary art, or to be possessed of more information on

the subject for this evening's discussion than could have been

acquired by any man of ordinary intelligence, who had read

the newspapers and other publications of the last few months.

I would say at the outset that I hope you have not come here

to-niglit expecting to hear how to cure the cattle plague ; this

I am content to leave with those who have made it their es-

pecial study, my endeavour will be to treat the subject from a

farmer's point of view. When it was intimated to me, about

a month since, that the committee deemed it desirable that the

Cattle Plague should be the subject for discnssioii at om- first

meeting, instead of that of Benefit Clubs, which I had under-

taken to introduce, I entirely agreed with the opinion ex-

pressed, and at once wrote to our Secretary to suggest the

names of gentlemen conversant with the subject, who should

be solicited to take up the question. I believe these gentle-

men were applied to, but without success ; such being the

case, and feeling the great importance of the matter to the

farmers and graziers of England, as well as to everj- other class

of the community, 1 could not refuse tlie request to bring this

suljject under the notice of the Club. It is my intention to

sketch briefly the histoid and nature of the disease, to notice

M M
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its appearance in this country, and to remark upon the curative

and remedial or preventive measures. It will be remembered

tliat when the alarm note was sounded by tlie veterinary pro-

fessors upon the appearance of the cattle plague in England it

was treated very liglitly, both by the public and the farmers,

the opinion, in some quarters, being that it was an endeavour

on the part of one or more of these veterinary gentlemen to

write themselves into notice and place. Those, however, who

were acquainted M'itli tlie frightful ravages the disease had

made in the herds of every country in which it had appeared,

felt that the agricultural interest was about to be exposed to

one of the greatest calamities that could overtake it. First,

then, as to its nature and history. It appears that cattle

plague, which differs not only in intensity but in kind, is no

new disease : it was kuov^Ti, according to some authorities, as

long ago as the third century. AVe read, also, of a grievous

murrain in the time of Moses, whether akin to the present

murrain or not we liave no evidence. It has at various periods

committed fearful havoc among the cattle of several countries

on the continent and in more distant territories. It is stated,

that from the year 1793 to 1795 it destroyed in Italy between

three and four million animals, and in France, from 1713 to

179G not less than ten millions. Upon the whole continent of

Europe it is computed that some two hundred millions of

cattle perished from cattle plague during the last century, and

in more recent times in Russia one million have perished in a

single year. In Egypt it was introduced in 184!l, by the im-

portation of foreign cattle, and in three years some 350,000

were destroyed. I learn also from my brother, wlio has lately

visited that country, that in the year ISGl' above one million

head of cattle died there, so great was tlie mortality, that the

Egyptian farmers, left without draught animals, were driven to

mechanical appliances for the tillage of their soil ; hence the

large orders that were received in this country a year or two

since for steam engines and steam ploughs. From the best

veterinary authorities in our own country and on the

continent we learn that the spontaneous develop-

ment of rinderpest takes place only in the East :

as, witli cholera morbus, tliis appears to be its natural

home. Various causes are assigned, such as the soil,

climate, its peculiar vegetable products, and tlie breed

and management of the cattle. I learn from some writers

on the subject, that true rinderpest is simply malignant

typhus fever ; but that another kind or form of tlie murrain is

typhoid fever, accompanied by inilammation of the lungs, or

aggravated pleuro-pncumonia. Other varieties of the murrain

are described, into which I do not propose to enter ; what we
have to do witli is the type or form of the murrain now pre-

vailing in the country, which is said to closely resemble, if

not to be, typhoid fever. It is undoubtedly much more contagi-

ous than any known disease, either of man or animal: so much
is this the case, that these same autliorities consider it can be

and has been carried from diseased to healthy cattle by dogs,

sheep, goats, and even marching armies, while the soldiers and

other animals have been unaffected by it. Some go so far as to

maintain that flies even are carriers of the poison. As to the

quest ion wliether sheep being brought into contact with diseased

animals take the disease or not seems at present a disputed

point. In ray own neiglibourhood, a number of sheep belong-

ing to a friend of mine have been grazing in the same field

in whicli were a number of badly diseased bullocks, and
although they ate the food upon which the bullocks had
breathed, and a portion of their saliva had fallen, up to the

present time no harm lias befallen the sheep. It is therefore

open to question whether, in the much discussed Norfolk case,

the sheep were the victims of this dreadful scourge ; upon

tliis, however, we may hear more this evening. The disease

docs not develop itself for some days after coming into

contact with diseased animals. As to the precise time,

however, great difference of opinion exists: some say for from

four to fourteen days, others to twenty-one days. It may be

known from the following sympto'ms- : Great dulness, frequent

twitcliings and shivering, staring coat, arched back, drooping

licad, with a mucous discharge from the nose, reddened

eyes, with a vratery discharge, quick and short breathing,

ulcerated lips and roof of mouth, cessation of rumination, with

diarrhoea or dysenteric purging ; the animals rapidly sink, and

die in from twelve hours to eight or ten days, in most in-

stances the second day, after falling. The cattle plague first

made its appearance in England in 174'1', and remarkably

enougli, as in the present outbreak, the cows near London

were its first victims. Various accounts are given of its intro-

duction, but most agree that it was an importation. It raged

with more or less virulence until 1757, when it ceased, after

having destroyed many hundreds of thousands of cattle. Great

alarm was felt then as now. Orders m Council prohibited

tlie holding of fairs and markets, and ordered all beasts show-

ing symptoms of the plague to be destroyed and buried.

Various reasons were assigned for its appearance, pamphlets

were published, some writers endeavoured to show, as in tlie

present instance, that it was a visitation of Providence for the

sins ofthe people. The famous Dr. CuUen tells us that it is a

judgment of the Almighty for our gross superstition in cattle

\\orship, or in other v.'ords, for the undue attention we bestow

upon our animals. The celebrated Dr. Cummiug, when at Bed-

ford, the other day, expressed almost similar sentiments— senti-

ments, however, which will find no echo in a farmers' club. My
own opinion is, that our animals have not had attention enough,

particularly in their transit tlirougii the country, and their

exposure to the vicissitudes of our climate when in the hands

of the dealers. At the appearance of the cattle plague in

England in the present year, conflicting opinions again arose

us to whether it was an imported contagious disease or an

epidemic, or, as the veterinary profession more properly ex-

press it, epizootic, spontaneously breaking out in the cow-

sheds of London. Many letters and articles, some of an angry

character, appeared in the daily papers, witli regard to one

of these organs, which for many years led the public mind, and

doubtless at times has swayed the Government, and to which

England is indebted for the great ability it has brought to

bear on public questions, its conduct towards our leading

veterinary men I maintain was most unfair, because these gen-

tlemen gave expression to an honest opinion tluit the

disease was imported, no language was too severe to apply

to them ; if the section of the press to which I allude

had prevailed upon tlie country and the Govern-

ment that the plague was epizootic, it would have been

all but useless for tlie Privy Council to have taken action

in the matter. Had it been atmospheric, no precautionary

measures would have availed in arresting tlie progress of the

disease, it would long ere this have travelled from parish to

parisli, untU Die whole country would have become infected.

On tlie other hand, numerous cases have happened in wliicli

prompt measures liave sufficed to arrest and stamp out the

disease in the locality. It was curious that the parties who

came prominently forward to uphold the epidemic theoiy were
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either interested in the cattle trade or were over-zealous sup-

porters of the system by which foreign cattle are admitted;

while, on the other haud, it was held to be a contagious

disease—and that an imjwiied one—by men of the highest'

staudiug iti the veterinary profession. Latterly, however, the

epidemic view has been dropped by the press ; and, from the

experience of the past few weeks, I think—to say nothing of

the origin of the contagion—he would be a bold man iudeed

who would stand up and defend this theory. I aiu aware that

statements liave been put forth of spontaneous outbreaks ; but

well-authenticated proofs of spontaneous generation, as fur as

I knou', are not forthcoming ; on the other haud, however>

we have cases without number where the disease is clearly

traceable to contact with affected animals. To confine myself

to ray own district, I may state that in every instance the at-

tacks can be traced to the introduction of diseased animals.

Tlie first case was through the purchase of Loudon calves at

Leighton Buzzard market ; the ne.\t at Ilarlington , through

the purchase of diseased bullocks at Newport Pagnell fair J

another at Maistou, where a diseased cow was driven through

a laue, a hedge only paitiug it from some grazing bullocks

—

these immediately took the disease. Mr. Kilpin (a member

of this club), the owner of the cattle, and who has lost thirty-

three, occupies another fixrm (Bickeriugs Park) some three or

four miles distant. The disease, in a few days, broke out

there also ; as no other reason can be given, the belief is

that it was conveyed by the men who had been in attendance

upon the diseased beasts at Marston. Another case occurred

at Dean. Thirty Welsh runts were bought at Leicester fair,

and, in a v/eek after, fell with the disease, the last news I

heard was that twenty-five had died. I learn also that others

bought at the same fair had fallen and died in various parts of

the country. I will only mention one other well-known case,

which happened not far from my place. In'August last, a

large drove of Welsh and Irish beasts were taken to Newport

Pagnell fair, several lots were sold, which went into dif-

ferent parts of the country, each lot is known to have in-

fected the respective neighbourhoods to which they were taken.

The unsold portion of these same cattle were driven to Barnet

fair, and there sold into Hampshire ; and I learn from a friend

of mine that the whole died on their road home. I have this

morning received a letter from Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., part of

which I will read

:

. Honingham Thorpe, Nonvioh, Nov. 4, 1865.

My Dear Sir,—As tlie report ot the Royal Committee lias

not yet, I believe, been pi:esentecl to the Government, I do not
wish to give my opinion as to the origin and nature of the
disease, or suggest any measures for preventing its further
spread. I wiU therefore confine my ohservatious to a short
record of the outbreak of the cattle plague in Norfolk. In the
first week of July the plague Ijroke out in three distinct and
separate locahties, which may be called Eeepham, North
Walsham, and Harleston. Certainly in the same week, and I

beUeve on almost the same day, the plague appeared in these
three districts, and all could bo traced to foreign cattle, which
were bought in the MetropoUtan Market, and sent into
Norfolk. From ignorance, carelessness, p.nd selfishness, the
disease spread like wild-fire, till the formation of the Cattle
Plague Association for Norfolk ; and the injunction on its

members to refrain from piu'chasuig stock in any markets for a
period of six weeks, had a marked effect. Hovrever, the mar-
kets were -sioi closed entu-ely against stock, and certain persons
(not members of the association) purchased cattle, and
several of them ineun-ed most serious losses. Farmers re-
sumed bringing cattle on the 23rd of September, and it is

easy to trace the loss of 200 head of stock to the piu-chases of
that day. I mean, of course, the cattle actually bought on
that Saturday, and the cattle they infected on different farms.
The losses are now becoming most serious, and there is no
doubt that the disease is spreading in Norfolk to an alai-ming
extent. The markets are now entirely closed thi-oughoiit
the county, yet dealers continue to congregate cattle and

hold sales just outsido tho walls of the city or town, and
so little good has yet Iseeu realized. Everyone no doubt lias

hcai'd of Mr. R. J. Harvey's most serious loss of cattle at
Crown Point. When tho cattle began to die, the sheep ap-
peared to be also smitten \vith tho plague, and 1 lielieve Mr.
Harvey in six weeks lost 1,200 sheep. A lot of healthy
hoggets were placed with a portion of Mr. Ilarvoy's sheep, on
some fi'csh ground, and three or four of those are dead, and.
two out of three that were placed with some sick bullocks, ou
another farm, have also taken the plague and died, as well aa
a goat, which ran about with the stock there.

C'l.v!!K Sewell Read.

Since I liave been in the hotel to-day,. I have received

a letter from a friend of mine—a gentleman who went to

Hungary some years ago, to manage the vast estates of Prince

Esterhazy. As I have not had time to peruse this letter, I

have put it into the hands of my brother, who will, with tl.e

permission of the chairman, read it to you.

Mr. Jajus Howard here read the letter, as follows

:

Deut.sch-Kreutz, Hungary, Nov. 2, 1865.
Dear Su',—To attempt a description of the cattle plague,

after the elaborate commiuiications which have been laid
before the public by Professor Simouds, would occupy much
time, without thro\'(-inj^ more light ou the subject than has
been already obtained from the able description of the Pro-
fessor. There cannot exist a doubt as to the disease being,
in tho highest possible degree, infectious, and so extremely
diificult of cure that hitherto, in this country, not only havo
the majority of cases proved fatal, but there have been many
instances also in wliich from a whole stable of horned-cattle
scarcely one has been saved. Under these circumstances,
it is evident that the proprietors of horned- cattle will have to
rely much more on the possibOity of preventing the spreading
of this disease, than on the problematical chances of effecting
its cure ; indeed, the question may very possibly arise, seeing
the great risk that is run of the disease being rapidly propa-
gated by the infection constantly emanating from the sick
animals, whether it may not be advantageous, even in a
pecuniaiy point of view, as it is in a sanatory point of view, to
have each animal in which the disease distinctly shows itself
destroyed at once, and thus diminish, to a great extent, the
source from which the infection arises. Should the steam-
bath treatment described by an Englishman residing in
Russia, and transmitted by him through the Russian Em-
bassy to England, reduce the losses in England, as it is re-
ported to have done in Russia, to 6 per cent., or thereabouts,
the solution of the above ciuestion would be, and that de-
sen'edly, in favour of attempting the cure. Whatever
measiu-'es may be adopted as regards those animals already
affected with tho disease, vrhether in the absence of a
more successful mode of treatment than has hitherto
isrevailed, they 1:e destroyed at once, or whether
under a more successful mode of treatment tho risk
incurred in retaining them to attempt their cure would be
more than counterbalanced by the results obtained, it will
nevertheless remain a point of the highest importance to
cattle-proprietors to ascertain and adopt those measures by
which the propagation of this fearful disease may be confined
within the narrowest possible bounds. To efi'ect this it is,

amongst other things, absolutely necessary that not only a
thorough separation of the diseased and even of the sus-
pected animals from those that are still healthy be effected,

but at the same time this separation must extend also to the
servants employed to tend the said cattle, as it is well known
that a servant going from a stable of diseased animals to a.

stable of perfectly healthy ones will be almost sure to convey
the infection to the healthy animals : there have been only
too-frequent proofs of this fact. On the other haud, we have
also had repeated proof of tho safety that has been derived
fi-om entire isolation of anhnals and ser\-ants. For instance.
It has frequently happened that a large cattle-proprietor, on
the approach of the disease, has closed his cattle-stalls, or
rather the farm-yards in which they have been situated, per-
mitting neither egress nor ingress of either person or animal

;

the animals being fed from fodder in the lofts above their
stables, and tho servants having their food handed to them
through a window, thus cutting off all communication from
without. This plan has been attended with success, even
where the disease has been ravaging the whole neighbour-
hood around the yard thus isolated ; but it must be strictly

carried out. For cattle that are lying in fields of pasture, it

would be well, on the approach of the disease, to fix stakes in
the ground, at sulficient distances, so that one animal might
) le tethered to each stake, and thus each be kept at a svifEcient

distance from either of the others. By this means, also, the
chances of the disease being propagated are much less than
when the whole herd can huddle themseh^es together in one
part of the field, as they generally do if left at liberty. In
regard to the means of cure which have lieeu adopted here, it
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can merely be said that little good effect lias hitherto been

derived consequently little reliance is placed in them. The
cattle-proprietors here generally destroy those decidedly

affected with the disease ; separate those which, from their

contiguity to the sick animals, are likely to have caught the

infecUon, and either kill them at once, or immediately on one

or two of them showing sjTnptoms of the disease coming on,

namely, before the meat has become imfit for food. By this

means' they are enabled to make something of them, and at

the same time not uufrequently prevent the disease extending
beyond their o^vn animats. George B. SiiALLBOJfES.

Mr. J. Howard added that Mr. Smallbones had had the

management, he would not venture to say of liow many hun-

dred thousands of acres belougiug to Prince Esterhazy, for a

period of tweuty years past.

Mr. C. HoVAJiD : I have also received a letter from Mr.

Spoouer since I have heeu here, together with one from

Egypt. Erom the hitter I fmd that tlie symptoms of the dis-

ease are dilfercnt in Egypt from wliat tliey are iu this country.

My brother will be good enough to read the letter.

Mr. J. Howard : The gentleman who writes this letter is

the manager of the Peuiiisuhir and Oriental Company's farms.

He says :

Peninsular and Oi-iental Steam Navigation Company,
Caii-o, Oct. 25th, 1865.

My Dear Sir,—I have the pleasure to acknowledge receipt

of your letter of the 10th instant to hand to-day. The Egyp-
tian cattle-plague appears fresh in j'our memory. I

have been trying to forget it, for I suffered rather heavOy.
The following are the sjanptoms noticed by me : The cattle

fastened up at night all right ; found in the morning
the provender had scarcely been touched, and the
animals watering at the eyes and nose, the discharge
gradually becoming thick and glutinous, and the white of the
eyes turnmg to a deep red. The animals appeared very
heavy, hanging their heads, and in a short time be-
came quite prostrate, like a person in fever; and suf-

fered at last vv'ith purging, wliich in a few hours car-
ried them off. I had several opened, and found the gall
bladder very mitch enlarged, and filled with very
thin yellow matter, bitt could not discover any other part
diseased. The change of air to Suez had not the desired
effect, for all the oxen I sent there died. I dare say you re-

member a piece of berseem*, near the well on the farm. I

put an ox at the one end, and a cow that was suppljing om'
little ones with milk at the other. The ox died, after being
out aliout four nights and days ; but the cow escaped, and is

still living. She is the only one I saved. It is the opinion
of many of ns Egyi)tians tliat the cattle disease, as also the
cholera, travels in the air. Possibly you English folk may be
of a different opmion. I sincerely hope that the i)recautions
you are taking iu England will Ije the means of staying the
dreadful plague. Rout. Aib.

A great deal has been made, by those wlio hold to the

epidemic theory, of the fact of the disease breaking

out among the dairy cows of London. If these cow-sheds

had bred the disease, as suggested by them, it is strange that

it had not broken out before, for the same causes have been

at work for generations ; but, unfortunately for this argument,

tlie disease made its appearance first in those cow-sheds con-

tiguous to the Metropolitan Cattle ^Market ; while those in the

City, equally insalubrious, I learn, liave all along been fi-ee

from it. It is not dilficuit to understand wliy these cows in

the London dairies sho\ild have been among its ftrst vic-

tims : their unnatural diet, together with coufmemeut in a

vitiated atmosphere, would naturally weaken their con-

stitutions, thereby rendering them, as unliealtliy dwell-

ings and privations do the human family, more sus-

ceptible to disease. I now come to a more important part of

ray subject—the curative, remedial, or preventive measures.

Eirst, then, as to the curative : Much has been said and written

upon the modes of cure : again the press and the public were

somewhat hard upon the veterinary profession, so far as I

\mderstjnd the position taken by these gentlemen, it is this

—

" Berseem is Araljic for cloven

that the disease lies in the system without any symptoms being

manifest so long that when the animal does fall the chances of

cure are so small, and thedanger to surrounding herds so great,

that the most prudent, the most politic course is to slaughter

the animal, and thus prevent the spread of the malady, the

chances appear to be that in attemptmg to cure one animal

risk is incurred, by keeping it alive, of spreading it to a hun-

dred others. From what has come under my own observation,

it appears to me that until some remedy is discovered upon

which the farmer may undoubtedly rely, the cause thus advo-

cated is the best for the cattle-owner to pursue, had the ani

mals to which I allude been promptly slaughtered on the first

indication of the disease, instead of curative measures being

attempted, the total loss would have been considerably less.

A highly respectable veterinary surgeon of many years' stand-

ing in my locality thinks with the much-abused professors that

the pole-axe is the best remedy. We must not forget that

were these gentlemen to pursue a contrary course, they might

run up a long bill against their clients: their practice has at

least the merit of disinterestedness. Like aU otlier diseases,

the chances of recovery depend upon the intensity of the at-

tack, at best, however, they are but few ; for from a report

which has been recently published of the number of animals

that have been attacked, I find that only from 4 to o per cent,

have survived. It appears that the veterinary professors who

advocate the immediate slaughter are backed-up in their views

by the most eminent veterinary surgeons on the Continent,

these gentlemen have had iar more experience and more

abundant opportunities of studying the various forms and

stages of the disease than our English membeisof the profes-

sion. It will be remembered that when in 1SG3 the small-pox

broke out among the sheep in the south-west of England, it

was exterminated in less than a month by the slaughter of

very few flocks. Having said thus much respecting the vete-

rinary profession, there is one point to which they miglit pro-

bably have given more attention, I allude to premonitory

symptoms. If correctly informed, I believe the profession

maintain that no premonitory symptoms are to be discovered

until the animals hopelessly fall, a view which appears to me

and other non-professional people most inexpUcable and excep-

tional. Perhaps I might be allowed most respectfully to urge

upon the profession that every scientific and other appliance

should be resorted to in order to discover whether there are

not some slight symptoms not hitherto noticed in the early

stages of the disease. This is my only hope, that this at pre-

sent mysterious malady may be successfully treated. A non-

professional friend of mine, who has had many opportunities

of observing infected cattle, informs me tliat he has noticed

that for days before the animal f;dls the breathing is first un-

easy, and subsequently more laboured : the breath of the animal

is also oifensive. The outbreak of the cattle plague has

brought out a host of quacks, eager to reap a harvest out of the

misfortunes of others. Pamphlets and advertisements are

abundantly circulated, the vinegar dealer maintains that

bathing the animal with that liquid is a certain cure ; others

interested in the sale of gypsum, carbolic acid, and other

articles publish statements urging their preventive properties

;

and so on, down to the more humble countiy

flirrier who perhaps may head his advertisement, " No cure,

no pay." The homceopathic treatment has been brought for.

ward, and claims its share of public atlention. Since pre-

paring my paper, I find that the editor of BelTs Messenger has

given a very favourable mention of the doings and pamphlets
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of a homaopathic practitioner (Mr. Moove). No names are,

liowever, givea of tlie owners of animals wlncli arc said to

have l)een so successfully treated. I do not think the farmers

of England have much faith in the globule theory ; and it will

require something more than the assurances of the worthy

editor of ]\Ir. IMoore's respectability to convince them tliat in-

finitesimal practice is right, either in diet or physic. Accord-

ing to Professor Gamgee, no medical treatment can be said to

have been successful ; for as large a proportion of animals have

got well without any treatment, as those upon which the doc-

tors and otliers had tried their remedies. The practice

adopted of wrapping round the bodies of diseased animals blan-

kets or woollen cloths appears to be a sensible one, and has, we

arc assured by General Cotton and others, been found of ser-

vice. So many plans have been recommended, that, were I to

go into this part of the subject, my paper would bo of undue

length. I see in this morning's papers, however, some very

important statements were made at Korwich on Saturday last

by Lord Bury. It appears that some 4,700 cases of rinder-

pest have been treated in Holland : 45 per cent, had been

saved through tlie means of homcEopathic and allopathic treat-

ment, the homoeopathic treatment having proved, according to

this authority, the most successful ; but as tlie inquiry to

which the noble lord alludes was set on foot by homoeopathic

practitioners, dne allowance must be made for the proclivities

of the gentlemen sent over. Before leaving this part of my

subject, I should wish to make one or two remarks, which will

not, I think, be considered out of place. There has existed a

feeling, for years past, that the veterinary art has not made

the same progress as other sciences, this to the farmers of

England, with their more valuable and increasing flocks and

herds, is an important question ; I believe by gentlemen hold-

ing the highest position in the profession this evil has been

felt. So long, however, as farmers prefer the services of un-

educated and ignorant farriers, upon the mistaken notion of

cheapness, to the services of properly-educated and intelligent

veterinary surgeons, it cannot be expected that any great im-

provement will take place in the style of men practising the

veterinary art. I compare the present state of things in many

districts to w^hat our forefathers did in going to the barber to

be bled, instead of going, as we do in the present day, to the

medical practitioner for advice. When more enlightened

views prevail with respect to the veterinary profession, and

when it takes a position, as I think it ought, equal in respec-

tability, or caste, or whatever you like to call it, to other pro-

fessions, then it may fairly be expected that young men of in-

telligence and education will turn their attention to the study

of the diseases of our domestic animals. I now come to the

last and by far the most important part of my subject—the

remedial or preventive measures. The old adage of " Preven-

tion is better than cure" was never more fitting than in the

present case. The farmers themselves can do much in pre-

venting this fearful disease from spreading and taking a per-

manent home in this country, first in cheerfully acquiescing in

the course recommended, of abstaining from all dealing and

traffic in cattle for a given period (to this I will shortly fur-

ther allude). The grazing of cattle on roadsides should be

imperatively forbidden
; animals should be supplied with ge-

nerous food and pure water. If half-starved animals—of
which, I am sorry to say, there are a large number still to be

found in England—are left to shiver under hedges, or at best

racked up with straw iu cold, comfortless yards, the owners

must not expect, when danger approaches, to escape the con-

tagion. Ml liuildings should be kept clean, well ventilated

and occasionally limewashed ; or perhaps, what is better still,

chloride of lime or other disinfectants should be freely

used. It has been said, but with what truth I cannot say,

that one of the best disinfectant modes is that of tarring

the noses of the animals every day. This plan has been

put forth by men of experience on the Continent ; and

as it is inexpensive, and as no harm could result

from its adoption, I have singled it out as one of the most

feasible modes I have met with. When an animal is attacked

and it is resolved to attempt a cure, the early and perfect

isolation is a matter of the first importance. Having hinted

at what owners themselves may do, I now come to a more im-

portant question to the farmers of England, viz., what steps

should be adopted by Government in tliis and any future out-

break to extirpate and prevent the disease spreading. It is

true we are indebted to the Continent for a large supply of

cattle and sheep, and no thoughtful man now-a-days woidd

wish to interfere with the free importation of food for our

population: at the same time, we as fanners have a right to

demand from the Government such precautionary measures as

will ensure the most valuable animals in the known world

from falling victims to diseases introduced by foreign importa-

tions. During the last twenty or twenty-five years the British

farmer has suffered frightful losses in his cattle, from diseases

that were previously unknown in this country : it has been

stated, with what truth I cannot say, that these diseases have

destroyed more animal food than has been imported during the

period named ; but certain it is, that our own herds would

have been far more numerous, and consequently our own

means of feeding the people far greater, had these diseases

been kept out of the country. In 1857, our Government was

fearful lest the rinderpest, which was raging on the Continent,

should be introduced here, Professor Simonds was sent there

by the agricultural societies of the three kingdoms, on a

mission of inquiry ; luckily, we at that time escaped the ex-

pected visitation. As the introduction of the disease was at any

time possible, I consider that the Government should have in-

sisted upon a thorough inspection, and not allowed it to re-

main a mere farce as it has been, the idea of one man having

to examine some six animals a minute, or nearly as fast as we

should count them, and this perhaps in the night, is simply

ridiculous. To make the inspection thorough, a larger num-

ber of inspectors must be appointed, should the country ob-

ject to this course on the score of expense, let the owners of

the animals pay a small fee per head for the veterinary certifi-

cate ; the most rampant free-trader could not, I imagine, ob-

ject to this very small piece of " protection." Had such an

inspection as I advocate been adopted, England might pro-

bably have been spared the present outbreak ; and here I

would state that it would be well for us to take a leaf out of

the foreigner's book, I would call your atteution to the fol-

lowing fact : I have on several occasions had to send Short-

horn bulls to the Continent; before shipping them I have

been required to sign a certificate and get it counter-signed by

the local authorities, that no infectious disease had been pre-

valent in my neighbourhood for the previous six or twelve

months. Russia requires this condition, and yet England in-

terposes scarcely an obstacle to the introduction of her poison-

ous distempers into these islands. I believe, however, the

Government is waking up ; for I learn from Professor Simonds

that the examination of imported cattle is in a more satisfi^c-

tory state. Whitehall has issued its Orders in Council, and
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althougli some of these have not been ciltogether satisfactory,

they eviuce a desire ou t'ue part of the Goveruiaent to arrest

the progress of the disease. Here I would observe that when

farther legislation is attempted upon the cattle question,

I trust the Government will not be tliwarted and op-

posed as it was the Session before last upon the " Cattle

Prevention Diseases Bill. " T could not join many of

my friends in their opposition to this bill : it con-

tained many good clauses, and had it been carried it would

now have been found most beneficial ; I learn that it was

abandoned by the Government, not altogether by the opposi-

tion it met vrith here, but through that of the Irish members,

who thought it would damage their export trade ; the Irish

breeders, be it remembered, were the very first to call out when

they saw danger at their own doors ; and who, through their

importunity, have induced the Government—and, as I think,

properly—to stop the importation of cattle into their island.

To revert to the Orders in Council : The stoppage of fairs

and markets is a step in the right direction. The order should,

however, have been peremptory, and not left to the discretion

of the local authorities, as a partial stoppage was useless. I

firmly believe that had farmers ceased from purchasing at fairs

and markets when the plague first broke out, we should now liave

known but little about it. Some inconvenience will be caused

by this regulation, but one good will perhaps result from it

:

farmers will have to do more business witli each other, and

less with the middle-man, who of late years has not only fixed

the price of the stock, but has had the lion's share of the

profits. Very little good, however, will attend the stoppage of

fairs and markets so long as men can purchase animals from

infected districts and drive them when and where they please

—

so long, also, as butchers and others can attend the Metropo-

litan market and send the animals alive from there into the

country. The Order in Council states that no animal shall be

brought to this market imless for immediate slaughtering, in

my opinion it should also have stated that it should not leave

London afiir. This leads me to another point ; should

England continue to be visited with plague among her cattle,

the establishment of markets for foreign animals at the various

ports of debarkation is worthy of consideration ; or, perhaps,

what would be better still, the erection of abattoirs at the

several ports, the animals could be slaughtered and sent to

the various dead-meat markets of the country. Old Smith-

field will require something to fill it, and I do not know to

what better purpose the Corporation of London could put it.

I am aware it will be said that this course would entail loss

upon the foreigner, it might do to a small extent ; but when
really so mucli is at stake—the welfare, I may say the very

life, of the seven or eight millions of cattle of these islands

—

this ought not to be considered; we are bound, the good

Book says, " to care first for those of our own household."

Memorials have been sent from some parts of the country to

the Home Secretary, requesting that measures may be taken to

stop the importation of foreign cattle and sheep for the next

sis. months, such, in the opinion of the memorialists, being the

only means of eradicating the plague. The resolution adopted

by the committee of the Nevrcp.stlc Tarmers' Club is as fol-

lows :
—

" That this Committee petition the Home Secretary to

take measures to stop the importation of foreign cattle and

sheep for the next sis months, such being, in their opinion, the

only means of eradicating the rinderpest from this country

;

and, also, that in their opinion every facility should be given

for the importation of dead meat, so as not to interfere with

the supply of the food of the people"—a course not likely to

be adopted, and, looking to the millions of consumers, it is one

in whicli I cannot concur. That part of the Order in Council

relating to the appointment of inspectors and the powers

given to them, is open to great objection, and is of a very

arbitrary nature. If the appointments were given to none but

skilful men, there would not be much injury done ; but where

unskilful men are appointed, " vested with a little brief autho-

rity," we cannot but think great losses have been entailed

upon private individuals, by the unnecessary slaughter of a

large number of animals. If Government intends to compen-

sate the owners of cattle for such slaughter, there Vi ill not be

so much to complain of, except the loss to the nation. I am

not surprised to find that there is a very strong opinion in

many parts of the country, that it would only be a matter of

justice on the part of the Government that where animals

have been slaughtered by orders of their inspectors some

compensation should be made. This view was strongly urged

by Lord Winchilsea, in a forcible letter to the Times, on Oc-

tober 20th. Others go further, and consider that compensa-

tion should be made to all who have suffered any loss by the

plague. This view of the question is so well put by the com-

mittee of the " Newark Cattle Plague Compensation Associa-

tion," in an address to the Privy Council, that I wiU quote

their words: " The committee respestfuUy would submit to your

lordships that inasmuch as the owners of English cattle in

this country have been in no wise instrumental in introducing

this disease, it appears to the committee to press with peculiar

hardship upon the English cattle-owner, if he has to bear the

entire loss caused by the introduction of a foreign disease,

consequent upon the importation of foreign cattle for the be-

nefit of the community at large ; that the subject should be

treated, as it is in fact, as a national question; and that those

who have sutfered any loss, by reason of .the plague, should be

deemed equitably entitled to some remuneration from the

national exchequer." I do not know what Mr. Gladstone will

say to this, who, I hope, entertains a more kindly feeling to-

wards the agricultural interest than some are disposed to give

him credit for. It would, however, be vrcll to remind him of

what all men in office like—a precedent. The Orders in Council

during the last century provided that a measure of compensa-

tion should be made to all those whose animals were destroyed

in conformity -with the regulations then issued. Whether or

not the country wiU listen to the suggestion, one thing is cer-

tain, the farmers cannot be twitted with having done nothing

to help themselves, praiseworthy efforts have been made in

most counties, by owners of stock banding themselves together

to indemnify each other against apprehended losses. It ap-

pears, however, from enquiries I have made upon the subject,

that with two exceptions only, viz., Banbury and Hertford,

these associations have not been formed upon a legal basis

:

this is an important matter, Mr. Tidd Pratt, an eminent au-

thority upon such matters, informs me that to render any as-

surance association legal, it must be registered under the Joint

Stock Companies' Act of 1802 ; and unless this is done, pro-

ceedings cannot be taken against members for the recovery of

the amounts due from tliem ; and Viliat is perhaps of more

importance, there is no limit to the liability incurred by indi-

vidual members. The principles upon which these associations

are established are as numerous almost as the counties in which

they are in action, if they are to gain a permanent and suc-

cessful footing, it strikes me they must, like fire insurance

offices, be lew in number, and embrace ail diseases. Having
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touched upon tliese various points, tlierc is one other to \vluch

I would invite your particular attention. Tlie question of ef-

fectually dealing with the cattle plag\ie, without resorting to

such rigid measures as would paralyse the wliolc cattle trade of

the country, has had my hest and serious consideration. I have

CQine to the conclusion that a simple plan might he adopted

which would soon put an end to the malady. Tu the first place

stop all fairs and markets for a given time, except for the sale

of fat stock, due precautionary measures heing adopted to

prevent such animals leaving any town or place until slaugli-

tered. It sliould he ordered, tliat in any village or township

where the disease should break out, an inventory of all cattle

he at once taken ; that none sliould he allowed to pass through

or out of tliat village or township, or perhaps the adjoining

one as well, so long as there was any case in it, and for three

weeks after, and that a heavy penalty he inflicted for a hrcach

of this law. I think the police might he employed in this

service (unless their new duties of looking after tlie poachers

would prevent them), that the veterinary inspectors should see

all cattle weekly according to the inventory, and that uo animal

should be buried or otherwise made away with, without a cer-

tificate from tlie inspector. If this regulation were to he put

into practice, it would he at once ascertained where diseased

beasts were to he fouud ; the murrain ^^ould soon be nar-

rowed in its limits, and very soon effectually stamped out,

and this without the enormous inconvenience to farmers and

others by the adoption of more rigid measures. lu a liighly

interesting pamphlet, written by the late M. Renault, and pub-

lished recently under the authority of the Prencli Government,

I find that similar, only more despotic, steps have been adopted

by Austria and Prussia for some years past on their eastern

frontier ; and, at the present moment, France, by its prefects,

is enforcing even more rigorous measures. I quote also from

Lord Bury again, who says :
" That on the appearance of the

disease, the Dutch Government immediately drew a sanitary

cordon for a considerable distance around the locality. Agents

and sentries were appointed to watch all the roads and to pre-

vent any movement of stock outside the infested district, wliich

contains about 250 square miles. The success of this step had

been establislied by tlie fact that while witliiu it about 5,000

'^ases of the rinderpest liad occurred, outside of it tiiere had

been only three cases." Gentlemen, I now leave the matter in

your liands, feeling assured that your time will be well occupied

in discussing a subject which so much affects not only tlie

farmers, but the masses of this great country. For we cannot

disguise the fact that, should the cattle plague continue to in-

crease, as from the late returns appears to be the case, meat

will advance to such a price, that it will be beyond the reacli

of thousands who liave liitherto enjoyed this liixuiy. Such is

the state of things in countries where its ravages have been

severe. My brother (Mr. James Howard) informs me that

when he was in Cairo last spring, beef was from 2s. 6d. to 3s.

per lb. I earnestly liope that such measures will be taken as

will prevent any such calamity befalling our highly-favoured

land. (Cheers.)

Mr. AV. J. Brown (Hazlebury, Box, Chippenham), said as

a humble member of that Club he felt very grateful to Mr.

Howard for iutrodacing that subject, which was one of the

utmost importance to the country as well as to agriculturists.

He was thankful to say that as an individual he had not suf-

fered at all from the cattle plague ; but it had lately appeared

in his district, within aliout ten miles fi^om his farm, and he felt

as certain that it was introduced there by foreign beasts as that

he was alive at that moment. The first case of wliich he would

speak occurred at Kingswood, in the neighbourhood of Bristol.

Nothing was there known of the disease till some foreign beasts

passed througli the village. A small herd of six beasts was

afterwards attacked, and they were all killed directly. There

were four more foreign beasts which were purchased in the

Bristol market, whitiier they had travelled from London.

After being purchased they passed through a healthy district,

and nothing appeared to be the matter until they had reached

the premises of the purchaser, Mr. Wyalt, a butcher and
farmer of Beacli. Within a very short time, Mr. Matthews, a

neighbour of his, saw that one of these animals ^vas un-

well, which wss taken away in a cart, the other three

driven at the same time. Mr. Matthevi's' farm adjoined

Mr. Wyatt's, and to his sorrow Mr. Matthews discovered

early in October that one of his twelve calves was attacked

;

all died in about fourteen days, the second calf that took the

disease living the longest. Immediately the calves were dead,

the disease broke out amongst twenty-four dairy cows and eight

grazing beasts. Twenty-five of these animals were dead, and

it was expected that the remainder would have to be killed in

the early part of this week. Mr. Matthews had some beasts in

another part of his farju wh.ich were as yet well. Another

neighbour of his, Mr. Moses Gibbs, had eighteen cattle—viz.,

five cows, eight steers and heifers, and five yearlings ; and they,

too, had suffered from the same cause. The first symptom
which he observed appeared on the 23rd of October ; he then

perceived a stiflfness in his heifers ; and for three days he

treated them for influenza. The inspectors saw them, and con-

demned them, and within eight days of the commencement of

the attack the wliole herd was gone : seven being buried and

eleven kiUed. The disease next appeared at a distance of about

a mile, on the farm of Mr. John Gibbs, a brother of Mr.

Moses Gibbs. The result was that a herd of twelve steers was

ordered to be killed, and that order was carried out. The next

case was that of Mrs. Truebody, who had fourteen cows. Up
to Saturday oue v/as killed and buried ; anotlier was ill on

Saturday night. The disease, he miglit remark, seemed to go

in a straight line from east to west. lilr. Highnam, of Dyrliam,

bought at Ivingsdowu fair ninety ewes, which were brought

home. Tu-enty were taken out and put with his usual flock,

and all up to tlie present time were well. Of the remaining

seventy, thirty-four were dead up to last night, and the sj'mp-

toms were exactly the same as those in the beasts. He could

not account in any way for the fact of the sheep having thus

sulfercd ; but he repeated that he had no doubt whatever that

the cattle got the disease from the foreign animals which were

brought into the district.

Alderman Mechi v.'ished to state one or tvi-o facts con-

nected with his own district that tended to confirm what had

been said as to the disease being spread from the Metropolitan

market. In one case some cattle which were brought from

London to Kelvedon were put on Sir. Eevelt's farm, ?'« transitv,

as it were, to another farm ; and the consequence was that

all the cows on the farm died, or had to be slaughtered. A
number of cows in an adjoining meadow caught the disease

from those cows, and there were other cases in which animals

were lost through the introduction of cattle from the London

market. Fortunately his own cattle, and that of some of his

neighbours, had escaped ; but he believed that was because

they had not bought any new stock. So far as he could judge,

the disease was spread by contagion. They had, indeed, had

an unusually hot summer, and there was an extraordinary

amount of effluvium from the animals wliicli were shut up. Dis-

ease \A'as no douljt floating about in the air, and that perhaps

produced a tendency to disease in cattle, as well as in 'the

human subject ; but his observations in his own neighbour-
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hood had led him to believe that it was by contagion that the

cattle-disease was propagated. When contact was done away

witli, there was no case of disease ; and he had heard of no

case of disease within five or six miles of his farm for the last

three or four weeks.

Mr. Joseph Martin (Littleport, Ely) said he believed that

those who were at all acquainted with this disease had ar-

rived at the conclusion that it was contagious. When it first

broke out in his own immediate neighbourhood they could

trace it to calves brought from Loudon, and the result was

that from forty to fifty animals were lost in the parish of

Mepal. Within the last three days the plague had broken out

at Ely. The owner of these animals had weaned, if not bred

them
; they had always been in his possession, and were quite

isolated in situation. At the time tliey were attacked they were

all tied up in a lodge, and two were taken at the same time with-

out any clue to the way in whicli they Mere infected.

A TilEiiiSER : How far were they from the road ?

Mr. Martin : Some distance from the turnpike-road.

Mr. Charles Howard : Did the same men attend them

that attended the others ?

Mr. Martin : No. This disease visited our country about

a hundred years ago, and it was found so highly contagious

that the government adopted very stringent measures with re-

gard to the men who attended upon animals. Such persons

were obliged to have their hair tied up in bags, it being tliought

that the disease was conveyed in the hair, tlie clothes and sliocs.

At that period, all the fat cattle in Lincolnshire being dead, some

butchers crossed into Yorkshire to purchase beef ; and iu every

yard they entered the disease ajipeared. The Government jiad

issued orders with regard to fairs : but what did the dealers do ?

They offered animals for sale upon bye roads and private pro-

perty, to evade the order in Council. He was glad to find an

order had been issued to prevent such occurrences, though it was

like shutting the stable door when the horse was gone. If he

were Chancellor of the Exchequer he would place a tax on cattle

dealers, wliich would tend to check that evil (laughter) . He had

noticed that wherever there was a fair, directly after they could

trace the rinderpest. Take the case of Leicestershire. There

was no disease whatever there till the fair was held : now it had

broken out. It was the same in regard to Peterborough.

There also there was no disease till after the fair ; but it was

now raging most virulently. Now, with regard to sheep, it

had been stated by Professor Simonds that Mr. Harvey's sheep

had the plague. He (Mr. Martin) did not see those sheep,

and he knew nothing about the matter himself; but he had

heard other gentlemen express a different opinion from that of

the Professor. He should be happy to hear the Professor's

opinion on that subject ; and he should be glad if he would

state why the sheep that were confined with the bullocks that

liad the disease did not also take it. As to curative mea-

sures, he was convinced that if they were to make an analysis

of the cases of animals which had been treated and cured, it

would not speak very favourably for the veterinary profession.

From the returns that had been made, it appeared that only

one-half per cent, had been cured ; but he would assume the

proportion to be four or five per cent. It was acknowledged

that a large number of the animals which had been treated

and had recovered would probably have recovered if they had
not been treated ; and the proportion cured in consequence of

treatment must perhaps be reduced to two per cent. Was it

not, then, the best course, when such a contagious disease ap-

peared on a farm, to liave the animals killed at once P (Hear,
hear).

Mr. Lee Steere (Jayes Park, Dorking), said he regretted
that a meeting of the clulj for the consideration of tb.at im-

portant subject had not been convened before, because he

thouglit the farmers, represented as they were by themselves

that evening, had not had fair play (Hear, hear). They had

seen in the papers, day after day, different views expressed on

this question, some writers abusing the veterinary profession

and some tlie Government for this thing and that ; but tlie

farmers themselves bad never as a body properly spoken out.

He should himself deal with the subject by asking questions

with a view to obtaining information. He should like to

know, in the first place, whether the meeting did or did not

consider tli-at this plague had been imported from foreign

lands? His own opinion was that that certainly was the

case, and he thought the plague would continue as long as

cattle were imported from abroad in the free sort of way that

they were, without any possibility of a proper inspection ;

especially as it was the opinion of Professor Simonds and other

great veterinary authorities that an animal might have come

in contact witji the plague on the other side of the water,

might be five days coming over, might pass the inspectors,

might go to the Metropolitan market, and might actually go

into the country and pass the inspectors there before the

disease broke out. He really did not see how they were to

guard against the disease being imported into this country, so

long as the importation of foreign cattle was allowed (Hear,

hear). He was not going to advocate at that moment tbe

sto])ping of the importation of foreign cattle, for he could not

understand how our population was to be fed without it ; but

he would not say that it would not come to that. Violeut

diseases, it was said, required violent remedies ; and if this

evil continued in its present dreadful form, he really believed

the Government would have to step in and prevent the im-

portation of any foreign cattle. There were many persons

who would have it that this disease was not imported from

abroad, hut liad sprung up among the dairy establishments of

London. He should like to know whether that was the

opinion of the meeting. He should also be glad to learn what

was their opinion as to the course which tlie Government had

pursued in ordering their cattle to be destroyed on the word of

an inspector, witjiout giving them a guarantee that they were

to be remunerated for their loss (Hear, hear). He wished to

know what was the view taken by a large assemblage of far-

mers coming from all parts of England on that importaut

point. His own opinion was that it was a most unheard of

thing in this free country for the Government to order men's

cattle to be destroyed without offering them any remuneration

(Hear, hear). Such a course was perfectly un-English

(cheers). Indeed, he must say that the conduct of the Go-

vernment altogether in this matter seemed to be open to great

doubt. They had read in the papers that one of Her Majesty's

ministers, when he got up at a large gathering in Yorkshire

to return thanks for his health being drunk, said, in effect,

" I suppose, gentlemen, I must allude at this meeting to this

cattle plague, which is going on in the country ; I con-

sider that and the Fenian disturbance in Ireland to be

both of the same calibre." When such language was used

by Sir Charles Wood, a cabinet minister, what confi-

dence could the farmers of England have in the Go-

vernment in reference to this question (Hear, hear) ?

The gentleman who had introduced the subject went so fully

into it that he had in fact left but little to be added. They
must all feel that without stringent measures, such as the

stopping of the fairs and markets, which ought to be done

through a general order of tlie Government, and not left to

magistrates at the different petty sessions, the disease was

likely to assume a still more formidable character ; and even

a penalty of £20 would not alone be sufficient to prevent the
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spread of the malady. As regarded the question of treatment

or cure when the disease had broken out, he could not doubt

which course was preferable when he saw such mcu as Profes-

sors Simouds, Gauij^ce, and 15udd advocating the use of the

knife in preference to tainperiug with the disease and trying

to cure it, especially as farmers generally had not sullicient

conveniences for the separation of animals. Farmers, like

otlier classes of society, would rather pay small bills than

large ones, unless there were some evident advantage connected

with a large outlay; and considering what experience had been

gained on this subject, it was not surprising that they did not

incur the cost of resorting to a first-rate veterinary surgeon,

wlieu subjected to the ravages of the cattle plague (Hear,

hear).

Mr. J. N. Lee (London), said he sliould not have in-

truded on the attention of the meeting for a moment, had not

reference been made by Mr. Howard to a paper with which

be was connected {BcWs Weekly Mcssemjer). A gentleman

who bad just sat dov.n asked the important cpiestion whether

they believed the disease to be capable of cure or not; while

another gentleman stated that the cases of cure had only been

from 2 to •! per cent. It having been affirmed that Mr.

Moore, a homoeopathic veterinary surgeon, had successfully

treated, either personally or through instructions given by him,

a large number of cases, he (Mr. Lee) thought it was nothing

but right that tlie attention of the farmers of the country

should be drawn to the subject, so that they might, by a care-

ful consideration of the arguments aud facts stated by Mr.

Moore, form some idea as to whether the disease could or could

not be cured. Mr. Howard had referred to a statement made

by Lord Bury, that only 45 per cent, of the cases which

had come under allopathic and homoeopathic treatment have

been cured.

Mr. Howard said he remarked that the homceopaths ap-

peared to have had the best of it ; he comljined the results of

the two modes of treatment.

Mr. Lee continued. : If Mr. Howard would refer again to

the report of Lord Bury's speech he would find that his lord-

ship stated, on the authority of Dr. Hamilton, that the total

per-centage of cures by homoeopathic treatment was 75 per

cent. Some gentlemen present were, perhaps, not acquainted

witli the facts mentioned by Lord Bury. Premising that

he (Mr. Lee) was neither a homoeopath nor an allopath

in relation to this matter, it being his duty to place before the

farmers of England all the well-authenticated facts which were

l)ronght under his notice, and believing they were as capa-

l)le of drawing right conclusions from those facts as he himself

was, he woidd read the following extract from Lord Bury's

speech :
" In Sept., when the cattle plague was raging in Hol-

land, two Belgian gentlemen, M. Gaudy, a member of the

Veterinary College, Brussels, and M. Seutin, a homoeopathic

chemist, offered to the Dutch Government that if a district

were put under their charge, and if they would not allow them

to be interfered with, and would not require them to make a

report until a sullicient number of cases had been treated, they

would on their part give their services gratuitously, and try

the system fairly. This was accepted by the Dutch Govern-

ment, who agreed to give a commune up to the homoeopaths,

it being understood that the veterinary surgeon of that com-

mune should be required to certify that every case which came
under homoeopathic treatment was an actual case of rinderpest.

Matterness, the district assigned to the homoeopaths, was a

commune situated in the very centre of the infected district.

The peasants and projirietors were somewhat prejudiced

against the horaccopathic system in the first instance, and did

not enter cordially into the view of the homeopaths, but be-

fore the termination of the experiment they were greatly

pleased with it, and gave every assistance in their power. At

the commencement of the experiment the proportion of cures

effected out of the animals attacked was 70 per cent., but in the

last three weeks the homocopathists saved nine out of every ten

cattle which came under their treatment. Matterness was

situated within a mile of Kcthel, in the very centre of what

hfvd come to be styled the " black district," so that the ho-

mocopathists did not enter upon their tasks under peculiarly

favourable circumstances. They continued it till September 23,

aud 80 beasts came under their care, each case being certified

by the veterinary surgeon as one of actual rinderpest. Of

these SO animals 60 recovered and 20 died. Besides these,

230 beasts in the commune were put under prophylactic ho-

moeopathic treatment; 25 took the disease before the treat-

ment had had time to work, but in the fourth week no fresh

cases had occurred, and on the 21st of October the commune

was pronounced free from disease, and had remained free from

that time to the present. A large proportion of the cattle at-

tacked in the cimmnue of Matterness had Ijeen treated l)y the

allopathists before the homoeopaths came into the district. In

all, 189 cases came under treatment, 80 under the homoeopa-

thic system, and 109 under the other. As 73 cures only

were effected, of which GO were attributed in an oflicial

report to the homoeopaths, the balance was largely in

favour of the homoeopathic mode of treatment." Now
he (Mr. Lee) thought those facts deserved to be brought

under the notice of the farmers of England (Hear, hear). An
important question arose out of this, namely, whether the

Privy Council ought not to communicate with the Dutch

Government, with the view of ascertaining whether what was

stated by Lord Bury on the authority of Dr. Hamilton was

true or not ; and if it should turn out to he true, means ought,

he thought, to be adopted for trying the effect of the homoeo-

pathic system here (Hear, hear). Lord Bury closed his

address by soying, " The homoeopathie body felt that the

statistics which he had quoted were of no use unless they

were brought to some practical result, and if a veterinary

surgeon were allowed to certify that case each assigned to

them was one of rinderpest before they treated it, and if they

had a sufficient number of cases to enable them to make a»fair

average, they would undertake that a competent veterinary sur-

geon should come to take the cases in hand, aud a leading

firm of homoeopathic chemists had also agreed to give the neces-

sary medicines free of cost." He (Mr. Lee) hoped this pro-

posal would be accepted.

Professor Simojjds said : In procecdiiig to make a few ob-

servations on wliat we must all regard as a national calamity,

I shall endeavour t« be as concise as possiljle, and to answer,

so far as my memory will allow, some of the remarks which

have fallen from preceding speakers. First, I will say a word

with reference to the origin of this affection. It has been

supposed by some to have sprung up spontaneously ; but all

the evidence which we have in relation to it, all that we know

of its history, leads to the conclusion that it has not existed

in f his country for 120 years. After having taken what is

said by those who hold the theory of a spontaneous origin,

the theory that this is a disease which arises from ordinary

causes, into full consideration, I would ask whether in the last

120 years there has not been sufiicient mismanagement of our

cattle to have caused the disease to be developed long ago if it

could arise simply from spontaneous action or from ordinary

influences bearing on the health of animals. With regard to

the question how this disease came to appear first in cow-

sheds in London—a fact which has led to its being attributed

[
to mismanagement of the London cows—I would observe,
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that it is an established fact that it -ivas noticed very early in

some of tlie best-managed dairies of the metropolis, while it

is also an established fact that it made its appearance in some

of the dairy cows iu the Metropolitan Market. There is

anotlier point vvliich shonld not be forgotten in considering

this question, namely, that of late years the whole of the cow-

sheds of London have been under local manaseraeut. The

parish vestries have appointed sanitary inspectors, whose duty

it has been to visit the cow-sheds to see tliat they were properly

drained, ventilaled,and so on, and not to allow a larger number of

animals to be placed in any shed than could be kept tliere with-

out deteriorating the air. Moreover, these inspectors have

always looked tolerably close into such matters, and I believe

it may be affirmed that the cows of London were never in a

better condition than they were, generally speaking, at tlie

time when this disease first appeared. I now come—for I

must be exceedingly brief in my remarks—to the question of

the probable origin of this disease in foreign countries. Tou
must bear in mind that this disease belongs to Russia (Hear,

hear) ; it belongs to all the countries lying to the south of

Russia ; and whenever it has made its way into Austria

Proper, or into Hungary, or into Boliemia, or into Galicia, or

into Prussia, it has invariably been traced to the introduction

of animals from Russia, or from the countries bordering on

those I have just mentioned. There is no spontaneous origin

of this disease on the Continent of Europe, westward of a

line drawn from Memel on the Baltic to Trieste in the Gulf of

Venice. There has l)een no rinderpest in Europe siuce the

last general war, when its presence was to be accounted for

by the fact that the armies of Russia and Prussia were com-

pelled to draw their supplies of meat from the countries to

which I have alluded. It followed in the wake of those armies

and spread all over the Continent ; and it was not until after

the establishment of peace, when nation after nation saw the

vast amount of injury which it had sustained, and that the

whole of the cattle vvas being swept away, that recourse was

had to those stringent measures which were then put into

operation. By those measures they expelled the disease from

their borders ; and it was thus put back, as it were, to those

countries to which I have alluded, where stringent measures

conkl not be adopted, and which have in consequence become

tlie abiding home of tlie cattle-pest. Now, it has been said

that this is a disease belonging especially to the steppe cattle,

that is to say, the cattle nurtured and fed on the vast plains of

Moldavia, Wallachia, and Podolia, and that whenever they are

removed from those districts to others, it is developed by or-

dinary causes. Now, to that opinion I certainly take ex-

ception, and I do so because I know, from my own investiga-

tion of this malady, that it belongs not to the steppe cattle or

to any other cattle belonging to those countries ; it rather be-

longs to the whole of the animals existing in those countries,

and from time to time, like small-pox in sheep and other

special affections, it assumes a more serious character than

usual, and spreads over a greater extent of country, and then

by means of the ordinary cattle traffic it is carried to other

countries. Turning to the facts connected with the appear-

ance of this disease in England, you will recollect that until

May, 1865, wc never received any animals, either directly or

indirectly, from Russia ; and I Mould appeal to any one who
is conversant with the juatter whether at the time the Russian

cattle first arrived in England they were not looked upon by
all the cattle dealers as very great novelties in the Metropolitan

ilarket. If any animals did come from Russia before, it was
certainly indirectly, not directly ; but it is a disputed point

whether we ever had any at all before May this year. Now,
every one who is acquainted with the sanitary regulations of

tlie Continent must know that if this disease were to spread

from Russia to Prussia, and were to come in the ordinary

course of cattle traffic from Prussia to England, it would have

to break through no end of cordons. Every man's premises

would be surrounded with a cordon ; no individual belonging

to those premises would be allowed to come out of that cor-

don, and no stranger would be allowed to enter it. Supposing

that diseased cattle were to cross the Prussian frontier and get

into one cordon, there would then be anotlier cordon ; there

would, iu fact, be cordon after cordon, and nobody can tell

what number of cordons the animals would have to break

through, before they could depart from the western side of

Prussia. You see, therefore, that there are so many diffi-

culties in the way of our getting this disease overland, that

it may vrell be considered abnost impossible that it can have

come iu that way from the countries to which I have alluded.

I wish to lay stress on this point, namely, that although the

disease has existed, and exists at this moment in Hungary, it

is iu such a remote part of that country that Aus-

tria herself is not affected by it. I may remark that when I

had been visiting Galicia, and afterwards went to Vienna, I

was not permitted to enter the Austrian cattle sheds because I

had been in the country of the pest. Tliat shows how strin-

gent are tlie regulations in Austria, and illustrates the alarm

wliich is felt in other European countries besides our own ;

while we could not have a better proof of the improbability of

our having received the disease overland from the countries

which I have mentioned, '^'ell, now, we will go to Russia
;

and you must l)8ar in mind that there the state of things is

totally difl'erent from that which I have described. In conse-

quence of representations having been made to certain indi-

viduals that animals were to be bought at a very low rate iu

Esthonia, a person went out on commission to arrange for the

purchase of some, and he secured a number which were

brought together at Revel. Those animals were put on Ijoard

a steamer which came down the Baltic ; that steamer called

at Copenhagen for orders on the 2~nd of May, and within six

days from the time of its leaving Revel it arrived at Hull.

Here, then, was a direct importation iu six days from Revel,

the first and only one that we ever had. Now, it has been

argued with regard to these Russian cattle that they come out

of Esthonia, that they were fed thereby the barous, and that

it is impossible that they can have had the disease ; for not

only had they been for a long time on the premises of the in-

dividual owners, but no disease of this kind existed in Esthonia.

The Government has been blamed, and it has been praised.

Now, with regard to itsljeing blamed on this question of look-

ing into thecondition of the Russian cattle in the first instance :

I should say that we questioned the Russian authorities as to

the state of health of the animals in Esthonia almost imme-

diately the disease became known in this country. As we an-

ticipated, the reply was that there was no disease there (Hear,

hear). It was not at all likely that we should get any other

reply (Hear, hear) ; it was not at all probable that they would

say that a disease existed which i«-ould interfere with the trade

whicli was likely to spring up with Great Britain (Hear, hear).

Now tliere is another fact connected with these Revel cattle—
and in making these remarks, let me say that I do not wish to

l)ear too hard on those cattle : I am only stating facts—there is

another fact which has been too much lost sight of, namely,

that the contract was for animals which were to have weighed

l.OOOlbs. each, live weight. When the animals were brought

down to the iudividnal who purchased them, he found that a

great number of them did not come up to that weight, and

consequently he refused to take thera. "Well," said tlie

barous, '• if you will not take our cattle, we will go elsewhere,
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and see if we cauuot get cattle that will make up the wcig-lit."

Tliey weut iu search of other animals ; they went nohody

knows where : it may have been to St. Petershurg or to Wilna

;

and the result was that a number of fresh cattle were brought

down in waggons to Revel. They were four days on the

journey to Revel, and were so much knocked about, that, wjieu

the man who had engaged to get them shijipcd saw thcni, he

said, " I cannot take them ; tlicy are so raucli injured that I

am afraid they would be altogether unfit for the English

market." A dispute having arisen between the parties, two

experts were called in, to say whether the shipper was to take

any of those cattle ; and the result was that he took thirteen of

them, which were put on board the vessel witli the others, to

make up the cargo of 3.C1. Xow, without laying too much
stress on this matter, I would observe that there is this fact in

connection with these Revel cattle, that one of the animals had

been so bruised aud injured on the journey to Revel that it

died in the yard before any of the others were put on board,

while another animal was ill on board ship. The illness of

the last animal could not be attributed to tlie voyage, because,

if that animal could be struck down by the six days' voyage

from Revel to Hull, it would have been the only animal out of

321 which suffered from that cause. We see here somethiug

like a special case of disease. That animal required more than

ordinary treatment on board, for braudy-and-water and other

stimulants were administered to it. Well, these 331 animals

arrived in Hull on the 28th of May. Some persons have

asked, " How is it, if these animals brought the disease, that

it did not break out at Hull ?'' None of them went into the

Hull market—not one of them was purchased there—but some

of th.em were bought by a butcher at JIanchester, while others

went to Derby aud Wakefield to be slaughtered. A number

of them were bought by an individual almost iniuicdiatcly

after being lauded, having been driven to a couveaieut place,

wliere he could look over them and select such as he required.

That individual did not pick out the sick animal which I have

mentioned ; but it was sent to London, where it arrived on the

29th of May. On reaching London, it went into a layer in

Maiden-lane, where it remained until it went with the otliers

into the Metropolitan Market on the 31st of June. Twenty of

these animals had been previously picked out and sent down to

Portsmouth for the shipping, aud the number that went into

the metropolitan market was reduced to that extent. Now, in

consequence of those animals having been sold in theSIetropo-

litan Market on 21st of June, we could get no subsequent in-

formation with regard to them. They were killed directly

after being sold, and went to the Whitechapel market, and we
could obtain no informatiou as to whether they were then sub-

ject to the pest or not. Here, however, we have the simple

tact of animals that came from Russia, the home of the pest,

arriving in England within six days, before the period of incu-

bation had elapsed, aud being sold in our Metropolitan JIarket

within the time of the disease declaring itself. The fa-st thing

which we hear of this disease is that it has shown itself in a

dairy close to the Metropolitan Market—that it has

shown itself in a dairy connected with layers used for English

cattle and also for foreign cattle, vv'herc it had assumed a very

serious form, and that the aticutiou of a veterinary surgeon

was directed to it for the first tiine on the :21st of June. Now
I Will leave that outbreak, vidiieh you all know took place in

3Irs. Nicholls' dairy, to advert for a few moments to onewhich
is not so well known that took place at Hackney. Let us ex-

amine what was the cause of the Hackney outbreak. The
attention of the veterinary surgeon was first drawn to that
case on the 2Sth of June, and the disease was clearly trace-

able to a cow which was bought in tlia Metropolitan Market

on the l'.)lh of June. 'L'hat was not a foreign cow, but an

English one. It was sent up from Buckinghamshire by Jlr.

Bardsley, a large cattle dealer, and bought on the 10th of June

by Mr. Baldwin, aud it went direct from the Metropolitan

Market into Mr. Baldwin's sheds. Within nine days, the or-

dinary period of incubation, that animal sickened of the dis-

ease ; it communicated the disease to the rest of the stock,

and the whole 22 or 23 were swept off in a very short time.

There is anotlier fact connected with these original outljreaks

which I think goes a long way to establish the introduction

of the disease, namely that another outbreak took place in

Whitechapel about the same time. Here is an outbreak at

Hackney, another at Islington, and a third at Whitechapel.

How did the outbreak at Whitechapel occur ? The man who
experienced it was not only a cowkeeper but also a cow dealer ;

and the animals which he bought iu the Jletropolitan I\Larket

were sent to his sheds, remained there till the next market

day, and were then sent again to market. That was his cus-

tom. Tliere never was a day when he did not buy animals
;

so that the outbreak in that case was easily enough accounted

for. Now I think, then, that if we look at all these isolated

outbreaks, one can hardly suppose tliat this disease had a spon-

taneous origin, but must come to the eouclusiou that in each

case the same cause v.-as in operation, that cause being that

animals were introduced on the several premises which came
direct from the Metropolitan Market (Hear, hear). The only

thing wanting iu the chain is some connecting link between
the 1st of June aud the lOtli of June. We want to know
something about the disease at that period, and it is not ini-

prabable that the investigations which are now going on will

throw light on tliat point. I hold, however, that it is highly

probable that the disease was introduced from Russia, and is

not attributable to any other source. In sujjport of this view
we have three positive facts : One, that the disease exists in

Russia; fact two, that Russian cattle come here ; fact three

that within nineteen days after they were landed we had the

disease spreading from the Metropolitan Market. These are

three important facts, and I don't think any one can get rid of

them. I now pass on to speak of some of the original out-

breaks of this disease in different parts of the country, aud
not only in this country but also in Holland, which is intimately

connected with our own land. This subject was very properly

adverted to by the gentleman who read the introductory paper.

Aud here I must say tliat a more dispassionate view of the

question than that which he took I have never met with

(cheers) ; I never heard the subject treated so well by an un-

professional man ; and I wish to convey my individual thanks

to Mr. Howard for the information which I have derived from

his paper. As regards the original outbreaks of this disease

in the country, the outbreaks iu Norfolk may, as he said,

every one of them be traced, directly or indirectly, to the

Metropolitan Market. Animals which had lieen bought iu

the Metropolitan Market were sold on Norwich Hill, whence
they v/eat to Reepham, North Walsham, aud other places, and
it was by that means that the disease was spread. The case

was similar in Kent and in Sussex. I myself investigated

several outbreaks in Sussex, and I traced every one of them
to calves bought at Chichester, which calves had been sent

direct from the Metropolitan Market. Yi'c are now engaged

in tracing all the original outbreaks. I believe it wiU turn

out that every single case is traceable to the Metro-

politan Market. Let me now allude to the Dutch
outbreak. It is generally supposed that that outbreak

took place in August. The Club will perhaps be

somewhat surprised to hear that it actually took place early in

July. It look place in thismauuer: A number of animals
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were sent from Ketliel Ijy Mr. Defries to his son here for sale

in the Metropolitan Market. They went into the market on

tlie 3i?ud of June, tliey went there again on the two succeeding

days, and they were not soil, there not being sufficient bid for

them. The consequence was that ]Mr. Defries wrote to his

father on the subject, and it was decided that the animals

should be sent back to Holland, and back they went, leaving

England on the 23nd of July. It was absolutely noticed on

the wharf that they were ill before they were sent away. It

was not known by the inspector what was amiss with tliem,

but they were evidently out of health. They went direct to

Rotterdam, and arrived at Kethel, near Schiedam, and within

two days after their arrival they began to die of tlie disease.

Twenty-tlircc or twenty-four were sent back, and twenty-one

were lost within a week or ten days after their departure from

England. They communicated the disease to some cattle be-

longing to another person which happened to be in tlie next

pasture, being separated only by an ordinary ditcli. In this

way the disease was introduced into the neighbourhood of

Scliiedam, and was making great ravages nearly a month before

the Dntcli Government knew anything about it. The fact is,

we had sent the disease to Holland witliout their being at all

aware of the fact, or knowing any more than we liad done at the

outset what liad to be dealt with. Animals were sent from Eng-

land to Holland after having been exposed to the disease in our

market. It has been said that the Dutch cattle got the disease.

That is true enough, but they got it because they first received

it here. That is the answer to the statement that it was not

Hungarian or any other eastern cattle that introduced the

disease into tliis country (Hear, hear). So much then for the

origin of this affection. One word witli regard to the question

of its extent at the present time. I regret to say that, with

the exception of three, or at the utmost four, counties, every

county in England has the disease (Hear, hear). The only

counties which appear from the returns to be free from it are

Hereford, Monmouth, Rutland, and AVestmoreland ; wliile

two-thirds of Scotland appear to be affected to a greater or

less extent. You see, then, how wide-spread this affection is^

and liow necessary it is that stringent measures should be

adopted, far more stringent even than tliose which had been

adopted up to the present time (Hear, hear). One

word with reference to tlie course which has been

taken by the Government in this matter. It fell to iny lot

to make tire first communication to the Government with

respect to this disease. I received information as to the affec-

tion on the ith of July. I went to the dairy of Blrs. Nicholls

under the impression that her animals had Ijeeu poisoned, that

being what was told me by the veterinary surgeon in attend-

ance, and by Mrs. Nicholls herself. Investigating the disease

on the spot, T saw enough to make me hesitate at once as to

whether that was an ordinary case of poison ; and before I

left the premises my mind was nearly made up that we had a

new cattle disease in the country. I did not say to Mrs.

Nicholls, nor to the veterinary surgeon in her presence, that I

had any doubt as to what was the nature of the affection ; but

no sooner was I alone with the veterinary surgeon than I said

to liira (it having been proposed to analyze the animals' water,

the contents of the stomach, and so on), that I thought all

that would be of no use whatever, because I feared that we

had a new disease to deal with. I also said to him that we
must try and ascertain whether there were any more cases

which resembled that of Mrs. NichoUs's animals, adding, tliat

if I found that there were others I should then feel no douljt

on the suljject. The ne.tt day I ascertained that otlier cases of

disease had begun, and within five days after that I made a

communication to the Government. During the five days

which I spent in investigating the disease I drew up a circular,

which was sent to every veterinary surgeon, in order to ascer-

tain whether he had had any iiistance of such an affection
;

and I got returns from aU parts of the country, showing that

there was nothing of the kind. You can readily understand

that the Government were not very likely to give full credence

at once to my statement. The thing came upon them by sur-

prise, and at first they naturally hesitated as to whether they

should or shovild not deal with this affection. Without men-

tioning names, I may state that M'lien I went to the Govern-

ment at a former period with regard to the smallpox in sheep,

a gentleman whom I saw said to me, " You will excuse my ask-

ing you the question, but are you positive in this matter ?"

and on my replying that I was positive, he shrugged his

shoulders and exclaimed, " Woidd to God that we had some

despotic power !" For want of such power the Government

could not take tlie bull by the horns, and they cannot do so at

the present time : their hands are tied. Wlien we arc told

that the Government have taken strong measures, T would re-

mark that they will have to go to Parliament for a bill of

indemnity for what they have done (A voice :
" They will get

it"). It was not till a bill had been passed for the suppression

of smallpox in sheep that the Government were able to act

energetically in that matter. In the present case they have

proceeded cautiously, and perhaps they have done all that, as

a constitutional Government, they ought to have done under

the circumstances (A voice :
" No"). There were more diffi-

culties in the case than many people supposed. It has been

asked why the Government had not indemnified the owners of

cattle for their losses. T\'hy they have not got a shilling for

that purpose (Hear, hear.) Again, it has been asked why the

Government did not do what was done in 184<7. The reply is,

that they could not do so (A voice :
" Parliament might have

been called together"). It is easy to find fault afterwards

with what has been done ; but whatever maybe the individual

or the collective opinion of those whom I now address as to

the conduct of the Government in this matter, I say—say with-

out fear of contradiction—that the Government has acted nobly

considering how its hands have been tied up (cries of " No,

no"). I am afraid, Mr. Chairman, that this part of the ques-

tion might lead me into details which would take me away

from what I intended to say, and therefore I will content my-

self with observing that I lielieve the Government has acted

nobly (renewed expressions of dissent). Now, then, I come

to tlie question of the extension of this disease to otlier ani-

mals. I do so because the question has been put to me
whether the disease is capable of being communicated from

the ox to other animals, and whether those animals can in

reality communicate the disease to others. If the ques-

tion he whether or not slieep are especially susceptible

of this aft'eclion, I have no hesitation in saying tliat they are.

Those who know me best as a professional man, and who

know what have been my advantages over many others—

I

take no credit to myself on that account—will, I think, feel

that I would not be the first man to hoist tlie danger-signal,

and that if I do hoist it, it is because that is necessary. I

have hoisted the danger-signal with regard to sheep. I say

that sheep have got the disease, and have got it as thoroughly

established in their system as oxen. Mr. Harvey, of Norfolk,

had 2,000 sheep at Crown Point. He bought a number of

Irish steers at Norwich market, and the cattle and the sheep

communicated together, the former having previously become

infected with the disease. Within a short time 107 or 110

cattle died. Assuming that the sheep were susceptible of the

disease—they were, he might observe, placed uiuler favourable

circumstances for its extension—and what is the result ? Up
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to the present time, out of ^,000 slioop at Crown Point, 1,-tOO

have died; and the very fact that l.iOO sheep out of •:,000

liave died in the course of a couple of mouths ought to he

sullicieut to convince persons who know anything at all ahout

sheep diseases that this is not an ordinary ali'cctiou. But I

go further ; and I say that we have taken the discharges from

tlie eyes and nostrils of Mr. Harvey's sheep, and inoculated

sheep in London with the matter, and we have produced the

disease in the sheep so inoculated. Again, we can show

clearly enough that the sheep were labouring under a con-

tagious disease, and a contagious disease allied to the rinder-

pest. We have exposed cattle to the same sheep that were

iuoculated from cattle, and the cattle so exposed have taken

tlie disease from the sheep by ordinary infection. With such

facts before you, I do not see how you can doubt that my

view of the disease of the sheep is a correct one. The ease of

Sir. Harvey's sheep is not an isolated one ; there is also the

case of the Blakeuey sheep occurring within a few miles. A
number of sheep were bought at Thetford, were sent to

Blakeney, and took the disease with them, having been ex-

posed to the infection previously. The disease was communi-

cated to the cat lie, and nearly all of them died in a few days.

1 might mention other cases which have occurred in Norfolk,

Sullblk, and Essex. I will give you two in Essex—one being

the case of a number of ewes, and the other of a lot of lambs.

The ewes were bought in June in two lots—nineteen in one

lot and twenty in another, and a more healthy set of ewes a

man could not look upon. I saw them again and again, and

tliey seemed exceedingly healthy, and were worth £3 a-piece.

The cattle plague, however, was introduced on the farm by

some bullocks that were driven. These cattle were put

into a field adjoining a field of sheep, the separation being a

gate-communication between the fields and a low hedge. The

result was that the disease spread from the cattle to the sheep,

and at the date of the last report out of 00 ewes 48 had died.

The ewes were well managed. Two rams were put with them,

and one of these also died. The other case was that of 147

lambs bought at Colchester. The disease manifested itself in

them, and spread to the cattle on the same farm ; and a great

part of tlie cattle are now dead. Here, then, we liave a free

interchange of the disease between cattle and sheep, as the re-

sult of exposure and inoculation (Hear, hear). One word

more with reference to treatment. I am one of those who

from the beginning have never felt any great confidence that

this disease would yield to medical treatment. There are cer-

tain diseases—special diseases belonging not merely to cattle

but to sheep, and even the human subject—which tor all prac-

tical purposes have ever been looked npon as incurable.

Thus cholera is incurable, yellow fever is incurable, small-pox

is incurable. (No, no). Men w'ho have had a medical educa.

tion say yes ; it is only those who possess a partial knowledge

that say " no" (laughter) . It is a most amusing tiling that

farmers—I say this with all due deference ; for I have a great

respect for farmers as a body—it is, I say, a most extraordi-

nary thing that fanners and shepherds should set up their

opinions on this question against tliose of the veterinary pro-

fession. [A Voice : " And parsons do so."] If I were to

attempt to dictate to any leading physician as to how he should

treat a case of cholera or of yellow fever, he would no doubt

consider me a very presumptuous fellow for interfering, with my
imperfect knowledge of the matter ; and yet we see men who
know nothing about medicine, and do not perhaps even know
the names of the organs in the animal's body, setting up their

opinions as to the curability of this disease, against ours

(Hear, hear, and laughter). Many persons speak confidently

about typhoid and typhus, when perhaps they could not tell

the meaning of those terms without looking at the dictionary

(laughter). Typhus is classed by medical men among incur-

able diseases ; and when we come to look 'at_results not only

in England, but throughout the Continent of Europe, we shall

find that that view is a sound one. Now, there are two

systems of treating the cattle disease, one_^ being called the

allopathic, the other the homeopathic system. Homoeopaths

tell us that they have treated it successfully : I am very glad

to hear it (Hear, hear). If they can prove to my satisfaction

that they are able to cure 50 per cent, of cases of cattle

plague under the same circumstances in which allopaths have

failed, I will declare myself a convert to the system directly

(Hear, hear). But I will tell you what we are going to do.

It has been said. Let them have a trial. They are going to

have a trial (Hear, hear) . I believe that Dr. Hamilton him-

self will have placed at his disposal a certain number of cases

to treat exactly as he likes, the only condition being that we
will take care that they are genuine cases of cattle-plague

(Hear, hear) . When homoeopaths talk about curing so many
cases of cattle disease, you may depend upon it that a great

number of them are not eases of that disease at all (Hear,

hear). Everything is now cattle-plague (Hear, hear) ; we
have no more mouth-and-foot disease in the country (Hear,

hear, and laughter) ; it is all cattle-plague ; we have no lung

disease now, everything of that kind is cattle- plague ; and,

looking at these facts, we can easily account for all the alleged

cases of cure. Depend npon it that when you have got

genuine cattle-plague to deal with, not more than seven or

eight per cent, of the cases will ever recover (Hear, hear)

.

We should endeavour to deal with this evil in the way of pre-

vention before animals have been attacked, but we must have

recourse to slaugliter as soon as animals have become alTeeted.

In order to prevent animals from being attacked there must

be perfect isolation ; and unless there is perfect and complete

isolation, it wiU, I believe, be many a day before this country

will get rid of the cattle-plague (Hear, hear). The way to

secure perfect and complete isolation is not merely to stop

fairs and markets, but to prevent the transit of cattle alto-

gether, and that must be done. It is impossible to draw a

line so long as a man is allowed to drive cattle along a road,

and hence the only remedy is entire prohibition. We have

already lost 15,000 animals, and I believe that without what
I am now advocating we shall lose tens of thousands more in

the course of a few months. Let me state, in conclusion,

that this morning we received accounts of no less than 299

fresh outbreaks of this disease (Hear, liear).

Mr. J. WiLLi.vjis (Baydon, Hungerford) said two observa-

tions had been made that evening to which he wished to re-

ply. One gentleman said that the farmers of England had
never spoken out on this subject, and that it was owing to that

course that they were in the predicament that they were. As
one of the farmers of England he hoped to speak out that

evening before he sat down. Professor Simonds said he
thought the Government had acted a noljle part in this manner.

He denied that, and maintained that the Government had
acted in a \(ay to which no other class than tlie farmers of

England would submit (cheers). He meant to speak out on
that occasion. He would take them back to the year 1840,

and ask Professor Simonds what the Government had done

since that period ? Were any of these diseases known iu

England before the importations of cattle which had taken

place since 1840 ?

Professor Simonds : Yes.

Mr. J. A. WiLLi.VMS continued : Thcire were some diseases •

but this rinderpest was never known till after the Govern-

ment introduced the tariff—he did not mean to condemn that
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tariff—which had brought the Russian disease with it (Hear,

hear). Now, with regard to his owu couuty (Wilts), he might

observe that there were two farriers there iuliis district, cue at

Iliuverford, the other at Marlborough, who had received

autliority to do what ? Why, to go iuto the agricultural dis-

tricts aud visit the sheep-folds and the farm yards where there

was any apparent disease. Men who knew nothing about

sheep—had authority from the magistrates to come there

and do what they pleased. He would riiention two instances.

Last week he (Mr. J. Williams) lost two sheep from murrain.

He knew what was the cause of that. His sheep-dog bit

some sheep ; the virus of the dog entered them, and the result

was that they died. Again, his friend, Mr. Chandler, the in-

ventor of the manure-drill, lost eight fat sheep during the

last week. Those sheep ^^ere previously worth £.3 a-pieee ;

but they too suffered from the same cause as his (Mr. Wil-

liams's) sheep ; and Mr. Chandler told him only on the pre-

vious evening that he had to consign them to the manure tank

to make manure for the next turnip crop. The men in

autliority to whom he had referred—he would not mention

their names—were very respectable men, and very talented

in their profession, hut their experience was chiefly among

horses, and they knew nothing about sheep ; and if they

had seen these cases of Mr. Cliaudler's, and his own, they might

have come to the conclusion that they had the cattle plague

(Hear, hear). They did not know half as much as the farmers

themselves respecting this matter. The authority which they

exercised was given to them Ijy the Privy Council. [A Voice :

No; by the magistrates.] He repeated that it was given to

them by the Privy Council. There was no Parliament sitting,

and the power must come from the Privy Council; it was

the members of that Council alone that gave authority to the

magistrates, and in their turn the magistrates gave these men
autliority to order sheep to be destroyed (Hear, hear). The

Government themselves introduced this disease. Professor

Simouds had clearly proved by his arguments that evening

that the disease was imported from abroad. The Govern-

ment themselves authorized the importation of these foreign

animals ; and what did they now call upon the farmers of

England to do P Why, they called upon them, with a penalty

of £20 for disobedience, to slaughter their sheep and cattle

(Hear, hear) . Was it possible, he contended, that that was

doing justice to agriculture? (Hear, hear). Was such a

monstrosity ever heard of before? (Hear, hear). If the

Government said to them, " You must destroy your animals

for the benefit of society " he could understand their conduct

;

and he was quite willing to admit the necessity of so doing, but

they had somewhat more than this to do, and that was, after they

had ordered tlie destruction of these animals, and to be buried

5 feet deep at th.e owner's expense, /o make him compensaiioH for

the loss ! (Hear, hear). But he could not admit that they acted

a noble part, as Professor Siraonds said they had done, when tliey

said in effect, " We require you to kill your animals for the

benefit of the country, but we will not pay you their value."

As regarded the cattle disease, he was happy to s.ay that he

knew nothing of it personally ; but he believed it was pro-

pagated at the different markets and fairs. A young man,

who went to Kingsdown fair, bought there 1-iO sheep, whicli

were afterwards brought to the neighbourhood of Marlborough.

They were, he believed, over-driven, and the whole were

dead. As regards about half of them, a number of gentlemen

in the neighbourhood offered to pay about £1 a head for them,

and the owner received £60 as eompeusation for having them
killed, and this had completely stopped any infection. Mr. Wil-

liams coucUided 1)y observing that he had the honour of intro-

dueing a new member that evening in the person of Sir

George Jenkinson, Bart., who desired to take part iu tliis

discussion.

Mr. E. Tatters.vll (Knightsbridge) said in a conversa-

tion which he had some time ago in Yorkshire, with a

gentleman who had passed the greater part of his life as an

officer in the Austrian service, he learnt some circumstances

connected with the cattle plague which perfectly frightened

him. It was not till then that lie had any idea of the great

national danger with which we were threatened. What that

gentleman told him induced him to write a letter to the Times,

which with the chairman's permission he would now read, as

it bore upon one or two points which had been touched upon

that evening. This letter was dated the 20th of September,

and was as follows :
" AVhen in Y'orkshire a few days since I

met with a gentleman who had passed the greater part of his

life as an officer in the Austrian service. We spoke of the

cattle plague, and he treated it as undoubtedly being the

' rinderpest,' and his opinion was that it would kill a great

proportion of the cattle iu England. He told me that when
it made its appearance in Austria, as soon as it broke out in a

particular district, a line was drawn around the parish, varying

in circumference, and every head of cattle killed, wdiether

attacked or not, and no cattle allowed to go on to the infected

ground for a given period. Experience had proved that it was

the only effectual means of stopping this dreadful disease,

which he had known to destroy immense herds. I inquired

who compensated the owners of the cattle, and he said, ' The

Governmeut.' Now, believing as I do that this is the ' rinder-

pest,' and believing nothing of the spontaneous nonsense

theory, and believing that the disease is spreading aud will

spread, will it not be the wisest, best, and cheapest plan iu the

end, at once and literally, boldly to 'take the bull by the horns'

and kill him, bury the already infected aninmls, and send the

others to market while fit to be sent ? But then comes the

important question. Who is to pay? The country ought ; I

speak as a consumer, and I believe it will be the best, the most

lionest, and the cheapest plan in the end, to make it a national

question, and the sooner the better. It is unfair to expect the

agricultural interest to take the burdens ou themselves. Many
of them are great sufferers already. This is a question as

vitally aitecting the well-being of the citizen and the manu-

facturing and labouring population as it does tlie landlord, the

farmer, and the agricultural laliourer, and the loss ought to

fall ou the eomuiuuity, aud not upon a class. IIow this can

best be done is not for me to point out. I am told it is done

on the Continent, and it may be another instance of the old

adage, that ' they manage these things better abroad ;' but the

new Parliament would surely sanction any steps the Govern-

ment might think fit to take in such an emergency, when

everything depends upon prompt action." That was the simple

text of the few words which he had to offer that evening.

Having written this letter nearly tv,o months since, it was

satisfactory to him to find the opinion which he then ex-

pressed, that this disease w.as the rinderpest, borne out in the

able paper of Mr. Howard. They had also heard Professor

Siraonds, in one of the ablest arguments to which he ever

listened, proving that it was the rinderpest and nothing else,

proving also that it was communicated from cattle to sheep,

and would probably, therefore, inflict one of the greatest losses

ever entailed upon this country in any age. The most im-

portant question to farmers was, of course, how they were to

be compensated for their losses. He was simply a consumer;

but he regarded this question as a national one, and he thought

no one could pretend to calculate within thousands or even

hundreds of thousands of pounds what the loss would ulti-

mately amount to. Let the Farmers' Club, whose voice ou
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such a ciuestiou ought to be powerful, urge the Goveniment to

do wliut t'ley all said it ought to do in reference to this matter.

Professor Siniouds thought the Goverunicut had done nU. it

could do under the circumstances. Possihly that was the case.

This was not a despotic country, and tliank God for it ; hut

Parliaiueut was ahout to meet, and it became that important

body to make its voice heard (Hear, hear). There ought, in

his opinion, to be a committee of that Club formed, to take the

requisite steps. He did not know whether or not the Cattle

Plague Commission was still in existence, but he felt ceitain

that Lord Spencer and the other members of it would have

been glad to listen to a deputation from that Club, and he

hoped they would not separate that evening without having

done something towards laying their opinions before Parlia-

ment and the nation. It was a great advantage that they had

now a farmer sitting in the House of Commons, who was

also a member of the Cattle Plague Commission. The first

farmer ever returned to that House was a Norfolk mau.

]^eing a Norfolk mau himself, he thought that was a great

honour to the county, and he also thought that the

sooner other counties followed the example which Norfolk

had set, the better (Hear, hear). They ought to appoint a

committee, who would impress on members of Parliament the

necessity of doing justice in reference to questions of compen-

sation. Our laws were founded on justice and honesty ; but

it was not just or honest for a Government to say to a man,
" If your cattle should be attacked, you must kill them ; but

you shall not be paid for them." Why cause farmers to be

ruined for the benefit of others? (Hear, hear). He main-

tained that uo Government had a right to order cattle to

be killed without granting compensation. He thought any

man would Ije almost justified in refusing to obey, merely to

try the poiut. He believed that the law of England would

bear him out in such refusal. He would therefore move a re-

solution to this effect—that a deputation from the Farmers'

Club should wait upon the Cattle Plague Commission, to state

that, in their opinion, it was cruel and unjust to order any

man's cattle to be destroyed for the public good, without giving

him fair compensation, and to impress upon the Commission

the necessity of advising and urging Parliament, as soon as it

met, to legislate on the matter, and to make a retrospective as

well as prospective law, that every farmer whose cattle were

killed for the good of the country should be paid for them by

the public.

Mr H. Corbet, on the part of the committee, asked

attention for one moment, particularly after the suggestion

which had just been made by Mr. Tattersall. The Eoyal

Commission did them the honour to send to them to inquire

whether they could give any evidence on this question , while

he might tell the meeting in passing, that that Commission,

so far as the taking of evidence was concerned, had now
closed its labours, as it had also, he believed, closed, as re-

spected the report to be presented. In response to the in-

vitation received, Mr. John Clayden, of Littlsbury, went

before the Commission, on behalf of the Farmers' Club. Mr.
Clayden was then in the room ; and though he (Mr. Corbet)

did not know whether or not that gentleman wished to speak,

he thought it only fair to the committee of the Club to make
known that they had already acted, by anticipation, upon the

suggestion of Mr .'^Tattersall (cheers).

Sir George Jenkinson, said : Although he came there

not to speak, but to listen, on the occasion of his election

as a member of that Club, yet having, as a magistrate, paid a

great deal of attention to the subject for some months, he
would venture to make one or two remarks; He must first

protest against the assertion that the magistrates had given an

order for tlie indiscriminate slaughter of cattle that were sup-

posed to bo attacked. That order was issued by the Privy

Council, and not by the magistrates, who had no more power

to issue such an order than he had to issue an order that any

one present should be killed (laughter). He would exemplify

what he meant by stating what had occurred in his owa
county. When an order of the Privy Council was sent down
to the petty sessional division of which he happened to be

the Chairman, that inspectors should be appointed with such

powers as were provided liy the Government, he for one pro-

tested against that ; and he said that he could never consent

as a magistrate to give to any set of men power to walk into

a farmer's yard and direct cattle to be killed unless th.e Govern-

ment undertook to make compensation. He was happy that the

magistrates who acted with him in that district entirely con-

curred in his viev.'s on that point, and up to the present moment
no such authority had been given. To give inspectors

authority to destroy cattle without any remuneration being

granted to the owner was, in his opinion, unfair and unconsti-

tutional. With regard to the fairs and markets also, he thought
a great mistake was made by the Government in that respect,

though Professor Simonds, who so much praised the Govern-
ment, might be of a did'erent opinion. The Government had
in ever, instance tried to get the magistrates to take upon
their shoulders the performance of disagreeable tasks, instead

of incurring the responsibility themselves. He asserted witji

confidence, with regard to every disagreeable order that affected

the farmers of England, that the Government had tried to

place the work on the shoulders of the magistrates, instead of

facing the responsibility which it was incumbent upon it to

undertake (Hear, hear). luthe days when they had a strong
Government, magistrates were not told to do the work of the

Government. As to the Government not having power to

order compensation for the animals destroyed, it was all fudge.

The same power which enabled the Government to give

authority for cattle to he killed indiscriminately, and for fairs

and markets to be shut up, would enable them to grant compen-
sation to farmers for cattle destroyed under the authority of

the inspectors. When Sir George Grey urged the magistrates,

as he did lately, to order fairs and markets to be shut up, and
went no further, it reminded Jiim (Sir George Jenkiuson) of

his early soldiering days, when he used to practise the goose or
balance step without gaining ground (laughter). Supposing
the magistrates in nineteen divisions out of twenty in a county
decided upon shuttiug up the fairs and markets, ami those of

the twentieth refrained from taking that course, not only would
the dealers in tiie twentieth division get all the custom, but

the plague might be disseminated from that division

to all the others. Thus they would be just as badly

off as if no order had been issued. To give an
example in his own neighbourhood most of the fairs and mar-
kets were closed ; hut they were not stopped at Bristol, and tlie

consequence was that diseased cattle which came froju London
to Bristol found their way into the adjoining district (Hear,

hear). Had the Government stopped the markets all over

England and Scotland they would have done some good : that

was the only way to stamp out the disease. As he said two
months ago, nothing but the stoppage of the circulation of

cattle along the roads would meet the case, and in his opinion

that would be found preferable to indiscriminate slaughter.

They had heard so many instances that evening of the ravages

of the rinderpest that it would be useless to multiply them
;

but he would urge upon them, if possible in still more iorcible

language than that of Mr, Tattersall, the suggestion which
was made by that gentleman. He did think the fanners liad

made a great mistake in not combining to use in relation to

this matter the enormous strengtli which they possessed

(Hear, hear). He would ask them to look back to the cotton

famine. Was that viewed as a local misfortune ? (Hear, hear).

Was that allowed to rest on one class ? No ; the manufac-

turers as a body combined ; they knew their power, and they

used it; and until the farmers of England pursued a similar

course, until they put a pressure on the Government, through

their representatives in Parliament, and exercised that influence

to which their numbers, their wealth, and their intelligence

entitled them, they would not obtain justice for themselves
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with regard to this question (cheers). All such afflictions and

dispensations as the present were, he beheved, sent by an all-wise

Providence fur some good end ; and if tlie cattle-plague should

teach tiie farmers of England to help themselves in future by

handing themselves more togetber for their own protection, it

would in tbat way have produced a most beneficial ell'ect. He
was not fond of quoting Mr. 13right, but lie must say that

gentleman bad given fanners some good advice when speaking

on the subject of the Game-laws ; and if farmers combined

together, they might at all events compel the Govcrnnient to

adopt better measures in future for regulating the importation

of foreign cattle and tlie transit of all cattle in various parts

of the country. With such results, however much tbey might

liave suifered, it would not have been in vain (Hear, hear).

Mr. John Cl.vyden (Littlebury, Saffron Walden) said :

As they had been informed by Mr. Corbet that he had had the

honour of representing tlie chib before the lloyal Commission
on the cattle-plague, he wished to say one or two words in ex-

planation. It would have been presumption in hiui to liave

tendered liis evidence ; but the fact was that the Commission
wrote, inviting information from the club ; and he (Mr. Clay-

den) having written a letter on tlie subject, expressing some
strong opinions, was deputed by the committee to go and give

evidence. He was very glad to find that the measui'es whicli

he recommended were in full accordance with the o))inion of

Professor Simonds, our friend Mr. Howard, and other speakers.

It would have been madness for him to say, " Do not allow

the importation of ibreign animals ;" but be said, " Let those

which are imported be slaughtered, and let aU the cattle be

slaughtered that are required for the consumption of the king-

dom, and not one be moved alive for at least a month, the

skins being disinfected. Half measures, he said, would not

be sufficient in such a case as tliat. A contagious disease

like the cattle-plague required strong measures. Lord Spencer

asked him whether he would not allow the Metropolitan and

a few local markets to be open, if all were slaughtered that

went there, and his reply was, that if all animals that went to

the Metropolitan and other markets were required to be slaugh-

tered on the spot, injustice would be done to senders, as a

limited number of markets would increase the supply of the

animals, and the number of purchasers become restricted, as

those only who possessed slaughter-houses could purchase

them. His concluding remark to the Royal Commission was
that he was aw'are that he was recommending the adoption of

harsh and un-English measures ; but in such a contagious dis-

ease as they had to contend with, he felt that sooner or later

they must be adopted. In his own neighbourhood he was
happy to say they at present had only a slight infliction of the

disease. It occurred some weeks ago on two farms in one

parish, from the purchase of London dairy calves. The whole

of the animals on those two farms were slaughtered and buried,

and it was gratifying to state that there had been no more dis-

ease in that parish, nor in the entire sessional division.

Nothing can speak louder in fiivour of isolation than this case

does.

Mr. James Hoavaed (Bedford) said, Mr. Tattersall had
proposed an important resolution ; and, as he had consented to

put it in more general terms, he had undertaken to second it.

The resolution, as amended, was as follows :
" That tlie various

legislative questions arising out of the cUscussion this evening-

be referred to the committee of the club, with a re([uest from
the meeting that it will appoint a deputation to bring this

question under the attention of the Government."
Mr. S. SiDNFA' (Islington) said he would himself have felt

great pleasure in seconding that resolution, because he thought
they had now arrived at a few positive conclusions. There could

be no question, after the exhaustive address of Mr. Howard,
and the speecli of Professor Simonds, that this disease was
highly contagious, and that up to the present moment no
remedyfor it had been discovered. What, then, remained ?

Wliy, that the farmers and breeders of England should em-
phatically represent to the Government their views on the

subject. With regard to the observations of Sir George Jen-
kinson, it should be recollected that they were living in a
constitutional country ; and however desirable strong measures
might appear, he hoped he should never see the time when a

Minister sitting in an office in London might by a stroke of
his pen settle or unsettle the whole trade of the country.

Sir Geouge Jenki^son : I never said that he should do so.

Mr. Sidney continued : Gentlemen could not liave the ad-

vantage, wliatever it might be, of both despotic and constitu-

tional government in England. Tlie country had not yet made
np its mind as to what was wanted. When that was done,
and the Government was fully informed on the point, its wishes
would, no doubt, be carried out.

Sir George Jejjkijsson said he must, with the Chairman's
permission, deny having said that any Minister should issue

despotic orders ; what he said was that the Government had
requested magistrates to do certain acts which they should liave

done themselves if they were to be done at all (Hear, hear).

Mr. Wejsbeii said : As this disease was a new one in this

country, and of such an anoiualous character, lie should have
ju'eferred an inquiry in the first instance for the purpose of

ascertaining its nature ; aud it might afterwards have been
seen what remediable measures would do. To him, it appeared,

a very wrong course to destroy auinnils without having given

them a chance of recovery.

Mr. Tattersall's resolution in its amended form was
then put from the chair, and passed unanimously.

The Chairman said he thought there was very little left for

him to say, after the able introduction of Mr. Howard, the

elaborate address of Professor Simonds, and the other speeches

which had been delivered. A brother-in-law of his was, he
believed, imfortunate enough to buy the first infected bullocks

imported into the county of Norfolk from London ; and Lord
Spencer remarked to him (the Chairman) on the singular co-

incidence that more animals were cured out of that lot than
out of any other that had come under the consideration of the

commissioners. Of 2G animals which his brother-in-law pur-

chased at that time, fourteen were now alive. They were bouglit

in Norwich on tlie 1st of July, and fell down with the disease

on the I-th. He had before him the report from Norwich made
up to Saturday evening, and he was sorry to say it was stated

tliat there were a larger number of applications for forms of

claims for compensation on that day than on any previous day.

Mr. Charles Howard then replied. He said the excellent

discussion which had taken place had in fact left him but little

to say. He regretted that the gentleman who spoke last, did

not speak earlier, as he had given expression to seiuimeuts

which were not those that had been generally advocated that

evening (Hear, hear). One gentleman had alluded to Sir

Charles "\Vood. If the nonsense attributed to the right hon.

baronet was really uttered by him, he (Mr. Howard) could

not be surprised at his having been rejected by Halifax

(laughter). They must all have been pleased with what fell

from Professor Simonds, the statements which he made being
of the most conclusive character. lie must, hoN^evei', allow

him to remark that he did not say that the Government had
power to grant compensation ; what he said was that he did

not know what Parliament might say with regard to compen-
sation. He agreed with other speakers that evening that no
other class would have submitted to be treated as the farmers

had been, aud he hoped the Government would show itself pre-

pared to deal out some measure of justice to that branch of the

community. His friend Mr. Lee had, he was afraid, been some-
wliat annoyed at his allusion to the article in Bell's Messenyer.
Now he begged to say that he meant nothing offensive ; but he
must be allowed to observe that the cures in question rested on
the statements of homccopathic practitioners (Hear, hear). No
names were given, and they all knew that when persons had a

hobby they were apt to ride it very hard, and to give more
credit to it than was due (Hear, hear). All he could say was
that he had no prejudice against homoeo])athy, though a de-

parted member of his family was induced to try that system for

a great length of time, and, having found it of no avail, after-

wards had recourse to a different system. He was rather pleased

to find Professor Simonds standing- up for his profession
;

farmers themselves not liking to be told liow they should carry

on their business, by persons who did not belong to it. He
was not surprised that that gentleman had taken a professional

view of the subject, and he regretted that anything had been
said in disparagement of that useful body to wfiich he belonged.

On the motion of Mr. Skelton, seconded by Mr. Cross-
kill, thanks were voted to Mr. Howard for his introductory

paper.

On the motion of Mr. J. A. Williams, seconded by Mr.
CoussMAKER, thanks were afterwards accorded to the Chair-

man, aud this tetminated the proceedings,
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THE CATTLE PLAGUE
The following is the first Report of the Commissioners

appointed to inquire into the origin and nature of

the Cattle Plague, dated Octoher 31, 1863

—

To THE Queen's Most Excellent Majesty.

Your Majesty was pleased, hy your Commission dated the

•29th day of September, 1865, to intrust to us the task of in-

vestigating the origin and nature of a disorder which now

prevails among the cattle of great Britain, and is generally de-

signated the Cattle Plague, and of ascertaining as far as pos-

sible the mode oftreatment best adapted for the cure of the

affected animals, and the regulations which may with the

greatest advantage be made with a view to prevent the spread-

ing of the said disorder, and to avert any future outbreak of it.

Your Majesty was at the same time pleased to ordain that we,

or any five or more of us, might have liberty to report to j"ou

our proceedings under the commission from time to time,

should we judge it expedient to do so.

The terms of the Commission therefore authorize us, if we

think fit, to report specially to your Majesty on any part of

the subject committed to us, reserving other parts of it for

further investigation. The nature of the calamity under wliich

England and Scotland are at present suffering, and which may

at any moment attack Ireland, the extensive growth of the

disease, its destructive character, and the imperfect success

which has hitherto attended all endeavours to arrest its pro-

gress, make it clearly our duty to take this course, and to lose

no time in humbly presenting to your Majesty such recom-

mendations as, after carefid consideration, we believe the

emergency to require. We shall introduce them with a brief

statement on the history of the disease and on its general

character.

The disease wliich is the subject of this inquiry was first ob-

served and recognised in Great Britam towards the close of the

month of June. Two English cows had been purchased on
the 19th of June in the Metropolitan Cattle Market by a cow-
keeper residing in Islington, in whose sheds they were when
the symptoms of disease attracted, on the 27th, the notice of

the veterinary surgeon in charge. Similar symptoms were ob-

served on the 28th by the same surgeon in a cow belonging to

a dairyman in Hackney, which had been purchased in the same
place and on the same day. Two Dutch cows in a Lambeth
shed, likewise bought in the market on the 19th, were attacked

on the 24th. The malady broke out immediately afterwards

in many London dairies, and spread with extreme rapidity,

destroying great number of animals. The Islington cowkeeper
lost her whole herd of 93 ; she sfterwards bought more, and
lost them also, making lOS or 107 in all. An mspector who
had charge of a great part of the north and north-east of Lon-
don states that in his own district more than four-fifths have
either died or been slaughtered, and the general average within
the preclnccs of the metropolis is probably at least as high.

Very early in July it appeared in JN^orfolk ; a litile later in

SuiTolk and Shropshire ; then in one county after another,

and before the end of the montli it had invaded Scotland. In
aU the earlier cases, at least, it seems to have been directly

traceable to purchases made in the Metropolitan Market ; but
Norwich-hill and other country markets speecbly became, in

their respective districts, subordinate centres of infection. On
the 11-th of October it had extended into 29 counties in Eng-
land, 2 in Wales, and 16 in Scotland, and was still advancing.

The subjoined tabular statement, prepared by the Veteri-
nary Department of the Privy Council-office from such official

information as that department has received from inspectors

throughout the country, has already appeared in the public

papers :
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were ever brouglit direct from that couutry to Eugland,* were

sold in the Metropolitaa ]\Iarket by the importer, a Londou

cattle salesman. They had been shipped at ilevel and lauded

at Hull
;
part of them had there been sold, and sent lo various

places in the north of England, and the rest despatched to

London. Tlie southern provinces of Russia, are, if not the

birth-place, the constant home of a disease which, as we shall

hereafter show, is identical with the cattle plague, and to this

cargo the introduction of the plague into England has been

ofteu and confidently ascribed. Some obscurity hangs over the

earlier history of the transaction. That the province of

Esthonia, where the cattle M'cre contracted for, and where the

bulk of them, at least, were collected, was at and before the

date of shipment free from the plague, is certified by authority

which we should be reluctant, and indeed have no ground, to

question. But it is alleged hy the importer's agent, who pro-

cured and shipped the animals and had charge of them on the

voyage, that a few (13 out of 3;?1) v/ere not Esthonian, but

part of a larger lot brought in vans fi-om the neighbourhood of

St. Petersburg to make up the uunilier required ; and he further

alleges that out of this lot two were ill at Ilevel with a disease

which he believes to have been the cattle plague. This part of

his story is flatly contradicted by his principal, as his assertion

that the aurinals were not examined on lauding is by tlie Cus-

toms' inspector at Hull.f It must be added that he does not

know the disease otherv^ise than l)y description ; that of the

331 imported none appear lo liave shown any signs of disease,

except one, which was ill on the voyage, hut looked well when
it reached Londou ; and that no animal is proved to have con-

tracted the disease in the Metropolitan Market from the 1st

(the date of its supposed introduction) to the I'Jth (that of its

supposed transmission to the Islington, Lambeth, and Haokney
cows), a negative circumstance of no great ^^eight, since an

early case of the malady may easily have been mistaken for one

of pleuro-pneumonia, but not to be left out of consideration.

The fads, then, though by no means inconsistcut with the

theory which attributes the appearance of the plague in Eng-
land to the ilevel cargo, fall far short of establishing that

theory, unless we assume that the event cannot possibly be ac-

comited for in any other way. Further inquiry may throw

new light on the question. At present we arc not able to

pronounce a decided opinion on it ; nor, for the practical con-

clusions which we are about to offer, is it material on which

side the truth lies.

Another explanation has been suggested in the following

extract of a letter from her Majesty's Consul-General at

Hamburg :

—

" Mr. Sclirader, an intelligent veterinary surgeon, who is

specially employed by the .Hamburg Government to examine

cattle and sheep shipped for foreign ports, has infonned me he

thinks it most prol)able that the murrain has been introduced

into Eugland by importation from Holland. He states that in

the course of the last spring a considerable number of Hun-
garian cattle were conveyed from Vienna into Holland tiirough

Germany by land carriage and river navigation ; tliat at the

same time the rinderpest had broken out in the neighbourhood

of Vienna, particularly m the village of Horisdorf ; and that in

the month of May a number of cattle at or near Utrecht in

Holland had been attacked by it. Although, therefore, the

murrain in Holland broke out with much greater violence at a

later period of the year, it would be quite possible that it passed

from the Dutch ports into England so early as the month of

May last. With respect to the rumour of diseased cattle having
been imported into England from the Russian port of Revel in

Estlionia, either directly or by way of Lubeek, no credit is at-

tached to it here ; and, indeed, the great distance of Revel
Ijoth from Great Britain and from the cattle districts in

Southern Russia, seems to render it unlikely that diseased

cattle should have reached England from that port without any
observation."

* A copy of an entry from the books of the London Custom-
honso has been' sent to us, from which it would appear that
twenty Russian oxen wore landed at London from St. Pctors-
bvirg on the 4th of Jnly, 1860. The point is of no importance.

t It is proper to add tliat wo have been furnished with the
original certtacate, dated the 29th of May, and signed by the
two veterinary sm-geons wlio were charged witli tlie examina-
tion of the cargo, that they had examined it, and that it was
sound and free from disease, as well a3 with a subsequent
declaration by them to tho same effect.

One fact mentioned in Ibis letter, and which has also been

elicited in evidence, deserves particular attention, since it is of

more than historical importance. Hungarian and Galician

cattle novv undoubtedly come in considerable numbers to the

EngUsh market. " Large quantities," says one dealer, " are

sent every week." Hungary and Galicia, from their neigh-

bourhood to the steppe country of Russia in Europe, are often

attacked by the plague ; and Hungary, at least, has suffered

severely from it during the present year. The completion of

the two great lines of railway which, traversing Central and

Southern Germany, now connect Hamburg and Rotterdam

with both Vienna and Leml)crg, have opened to us these new
supplies. Respecting the average duration of the transit, we
have no precise information ; nor do we at present know how
fiir it may be abridged in particular cases, nor by what regu-

lations it is guarded at the bcginuiug or end of the journey.

We may have occasion to recur to this point hereafter. At
present we advert to it only as suggesting a possible solution

of the question how the cattle plague reached England.

11.

That the disease in question is contagious, that the con-

tagion is extraordinarily swift and subtle, and that it is most

destructive in its effects, there can be no doubt whatever.

The manner in which it has spread, travelling perceptibly, for

the most part, in the track of animals brought from some
centre of infection, and establishing a new centre wherever

it has been suffered to effect a lodgment ; the very difliculty

that has been often found, even where the fact of infection

was certain, in tracing the exact means by which the infection

was couvcyed ; the havoc it has made in open pastures not less

than in the London eowslicds, and against which fresh air,

wholesome food, and carefully tending seem to have afforded

no defence, would be quite enough to establish these con-

clusions, even if no light were thrown upon them by past his-

tory or by the experience of other countries. Of the witnesses,

indeed, whom we have examined, even those who believe it to

have been spontaneously generated here, acknowledge that it

is contagious, and, with hardly an exception, admit that it is

new in England.
But we see no reason to question the evidence which has

been produced before us, proving that it is the same disease

as that which has been long known under the name of the

rinderpest (cattle plague), or steppe-murrain. Tlic symptoms
during life, the results of post-mortem examination, and the

whole train of general characteristics, are precisely the same,

or varied only by such minute shades of difl'erence as we might

expect to find in difierent breeds and climates. A com])arison

of what we see with the full descriptions contained in foreign

medical works leaves on this head no doubt at all ; and no
doubt is entertained liy competent and trustworthy witnesses

who have had and used opportunities of personal oljservation

both here and abroad. The whole experience gained of it in

countries v.diere it is not, as here, a stranger—countries fre-

(juently infested by it, where its eft'ects are perfectly weU
known, its nature has been carefully studied, and the strictest

measures have been devised and are enforced by law to detect

and extirpate it as often as it crosses the frontiers—becomes,

therefore, at once available for our guidance. These measures

are wholly based on the view that tlie disease propagates itself

by contagion, and by contagion alone ; and the extreme strin-

gency of them proves in tlie most forcible manner the viru-

lence and activity of the evil which they are designed to keep

at bay. They are measures, indeed, which never could be

enforced (they involve sacrifices to which no people could be

reasonably asked to submit), unless in the presence of a dreaded

enemy, and under a sense of overwhelming necessity. The
same view is, we believe, universally held among the eminent

veterinarians of Germany—men of high education and intel-

ligence ; and it has recently been endorsed by the congress of

veterinary surgeons jield at Vienna in August last, which was

attended by members of the profession from ahiiost every

country in Europe.
This is not, however, the first time that this plague has

visited England. Fatal murrains among cattle, analogous to,

if not identical with it, have at various times appeared here.

In 134-8-9, after the black death had produced great mortality

among men, a grievous plague attacked cattle, which perished

by thousands. A great rise in the price of food followed, not-

withstanding an abundant harvest. The diseased cattle were
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slaughtered, and infected herds were as much as possible

sejjaratcd from those which were sound ; while the herdsmen
^¥ho attended the former were not allowed to come in contact

with the latter. About a century later (in 1180) a second

murrain of the same kind committed great devastation. There
is no accurate "account of the symptoms exhibited by cattle

attacked during these murrains ; and we are, therefore, unable

to ascertain whether they were different from, or identical

with, the present disease ; but there is every reason to believe

that the distemper which in 1715 made a brief inroad, but was
promptly expelled, and which ia 1715 renewed the attack, and
held its grouud till 1757, was exactly the same as the present

plague. Of this we have proof in the descriptions extant of

the symptoms then observed, and of the morbid appearances

after dcatli. In a paper communicated to the lloyal Society

in January, 17iO, by Dr. Mortimer, he ascribes the origin of

the murrain to two calves imported from Holland by a farmer

liviug near Poplar, early in 171'5. The spring and summer
had been very wet, the autumn dry and cold, the early winter

cold and damp. The disease communicated to the cows of

this farmer spread through Essex, reached London, and was
propagated in various directions from the metropolitan mar-

kets. It entered Berkshire, however, by two cows bought at

a fair in Esses. Almost simultaneously with its appearance

in London, a violent distemper broke out among the liorned

cattle of Argyllshire, sweeping olf 6,000 beasts ; but there is

no exact information as to the nature of the Scotch murrain.

The disease for some time advanced in a manner which ap-

peared to justify the Government in treating its attacks as

mere local outbreaks ; and it was nearly a year after its first

appearance that the country became suiiiciently aroused to use

national measures for the repression of it. But by this time

it had taken too deep root for these to be effective. A com-

mission for Middlesex w\as appointed on the 25th of Novem-
ber, 171o. The commission, with the short experience of

1715 to guide them, appointed various cowkeepers and butchers

as inspectors of cattle, and instructed them :

—

1. To inspect cowhouses and to separate sick from sound

cows.

2. To see that all cowhouses and yards were kept thorougUy

clean.

3. To kill all sick cows and calves, to slash their hides so as

to render them useless, with several cuts from head to tail and

round the body, and then to bury them in graves ten feet deep,

with two bushels of unslacked Ume to each cow.

4. To certify to the destruction of cows, for each of which
the Treasury gave iOs.

5. To see that proper returns were made by cowkeepers as

to their losses.

The disease having spread beyond Middlesex, an Act was
passed, and received the Royal Assent on the 13tli ofFebruaiy,

1746, empowering the Crown to issue, through the Privy

Council, rules and directions in order to prevent the distemper

spreading among horned cattle.

On the 12th of March, 1746, an Order in Council was
passed in which the incurable nature of the malady is setforth,

and the following regulations appear :

—

1. Cowkeepers must shoot infected beasts, and bury them
entire with slashed hides, four feet deep covered with lime.

(The direction as to the use of lime was subsec^uently re-

voked.)

3. All hay and litter used by diseased animals must be
burnt. No herdsman who has attended a diseased beast is

to go near a sound one without changing his clothes.

_
3. Infected sheds must be thoroughly washed all over, then

disinfected with burning sulphur, &c., again repeatedly washed
with vinegar and water, and not used for two months.

4. Convalescent animals are not to be mi.xed with soimd
ones for one month, and not then till they have been well
curried and cleansed witli vinegar and water.

5. Elesh and entrails of diseased cattle are not to be given
as food to other animals.

6. No man whose herd is infected is to be allowed to drive

any cattle, whether diseased or not, beyond the boundary of
his farm ; and, even v/hen disease has disappeared, his herd is

to be held infected for a month.
7. Local authorities, such as churchwardens, overseers,

constables, or cattle inspectors who may be appointed, are
charged to see the executions of this Order. They arc to re-

port to each meeting of justices and make exact returns.

8. These local authorities are to persuade owners to divide

up their herds into separate parts ; they are not only to sec to

the burying of diseased cattle, but also the burial of all in-

fected dung.

9. Cattle travelling on roads are to be stopped and

examined.
10. Houses, buildings, or yards used for cattle, sound or

diseased, are to be carefully kept clean.

11. Compensation for slaughtered cattle is to bo paid at the

rate of 4'Os. per head ; for calves, 10s.

Towards the end of the year the Government found that the

local authorities had not assisted them vigorously in the exe-

cution of the first order, and they issued a second to tho effect,

that from the 27th of December for three calendar months no
person shall send to fairs or markets any cattle excejit for

immediate slaughter, or " buy, sell, or expose to sale " any
cattle except those which are ready for immediate slaughter.

Nor is this privilege of selling fat cattle permitted to anyone
whose herd is infected. Therefore all beasts going to fairs or

markets must be provided with passes from a justice ; or, fail-

ing him, from other competent local authorities, given on the

owner's oath that his cattle are and have been for a month
free from the plague.

No raw hides shall be sold or allowed to be transported

without like passes ; but hides and horns of diseased beasts

must absolutely be destroyed, and a compensation of 10s. per

hide is given.

A third Order in Council was issued, proscribing the district

from the Humber and Trent, and not allowing cattle to be

driven out of it northwards from the 19th of December, 1746,
to the following 27th of March.
On the 13th of Peln'uary, 1747, an Act to amend and ex-

tend the powers of the previous Act was passed, and this was
followed, up to 1757, by various continuing and enlarging

statutes. In addition to the measures before specified, these

statutes also provided that sales of cattle should only take

place when the seller had had them in his possession for 40
days ; calves were not allowed to be sold, in order that they

might be preserved for breeding purposes, and severe re-

strictions were put on the sale of the hides of diseased

animals.

Various orders were issued during the year 1747, stopping

local fairs, and empowering local authorities to do so when
they found it expedient.

The plague in consequence of these orders was extinguished

where the local authorities acted with vigour, but lingered in

other places, whence it spread after a time as rapidly as ever.

In consequence of this, in September, 1747, there is a new
suspension of all fairs and markets and of all movements of

cattle, except for slaughter, throughout the kingdom for three

months. This was modified afterwards, sound lean cattle be-

ing allowed to be changed to clean pastures, and cows being

allowed to go to bulls when both were sound.

The same result followed this new order as its predecessors.

The disease was extinguished in many counties, but lurked_ ia

others where the local authorities had been lax in looking

after the execution of the order. Hence, in December, 1749,

the Council admits its failure in putting dovra the disease, and

now again prohibits all movement of cattle, except for

slaughter, and the place of slaughter must be within two miles

of the spot where the cattle are on tlie 14th of December, 1750.

The r eciuirement that cattle should be slaughtered only

within two miles of their staUs was found very grievous by

London and Westminster, and the outcry raised against it by

these influential places produced a revocation of it within a

month of its use.
" Unfortunately," says Mr. Youatt, in his well-known work,

" the restrictions with regard to the sale or removal of cattle

and communication between ditferent districts were so fre-

quently evaded that it was either impossible or impolitic to

exact the penalties." (Youatt, Cattle, their Breeds and Dis-

eases, p. 391). Tho system of compensation was carried on

for some years until the Government found it produced serious

frauds. Every animal that was ailing, or had diseases of any

kind, was kiUed and charged to the Government as having

died by the plague, and in consequence of these frauds com-

pensation was abandoned. One cause of the ill success of the

repressive measures adopted is thus described in the words of

Layard, who, WTiting even in 1757, says :
" The disease, thank

God, is considerably abated, and only breaks out now and then

N N 2
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in such places where, for want of proper cleausing after the

infection, or carelessness in burying the carcasses, the putrid

fames is still preserved, and is ready, at a proper constitution

of the air, or upon being uncovered, to disperse such a quan-

tity of effluvia that all the cattle vfhich have not had it wiU

be liable to infection,"—(Layard, The Distemper amoiuj Horned
Cattle, p. 20).

Tor some time after the revocation of the Order of 17'i9,

each county proscribed neighbouring infected counties, and
refused to receive their cattle. The roads from one county
to another were strictly guardsd, and cattle, hides, carcasses,

and taUow from any infected counties were carefully excluded.

These measures, however, had but a very partial effect. Ches-
shire lost in the first half of 1757 and three months ol the

preceding year about 30,000 liead of cattle, and many other

counties in proportion. For the next two or three years this

local war against the disease was allowed to be waged, the

Government occasionally iuterfering when the magistrates

permitted fairs in places likely to be injurious to neigliljouring

counties. It continued iip to 1756, with considerable varia-

tions, the plague being intense in some counties, milder in

others, and absent from many, until it wore itself out. There
is no accurate record within our knowledge of the mortality

produced by it. In the third year of the attack 80,000 head
were slaughtered under the Orders in Council, and a far larger

number perished liy the disease. During its course it must
have destroyed several hundred thousand cattle.

There was some dispute as to the means by which England
received its infection in 1715 and 171'5, but it is certain that

the plague was raging in different parts of western Europe at

that time. "WJierever during war Ilussian and Austrian parks
of cattle followed the movements of armies, tlie cattle plague
appeared, and spread gradually to tlie adjacent countries.

France iu this way received it at least half-a-dozen times in

the last century.* From 1711 to 1711< foreign authors state

that western Europe lost 1,500,000 head of cattle by the
plague ; while from 17'±5 to 1748 (a period which includes
three years of the great English attack) 3,000,000 are believed
to have perished in western and central Europe. These figures

are pro))aljly not exaggerated, considering the great losses

sustained by particular States. Thus tlie Danish monarchy, in
the four years from 1745 to 1749, lost 280,000 head, and
Holland, in three years bcgmning with 1769, lost 395,000
head. These disasters attracted the attention of Governments
and scientific men, and the long peace wliich began in 1816
permitted the adoption of those careful aud systematic mea-
sures of precaution which, in the countries bordering on Uussia,
have been maintained ever since with various modifications,

and, on the whole, with considerable success. It was ascer-

tained that Europe usually received the infection through Rus-
sian steppe cattle sent into Poland and Hungary. Tliese cattle

feed in vast numl)ers on the luxuriant herbage of the steppes
in the Ilussian provinces watered by the lower part of the
Dnieper and its tributaries. Large heids of them are annually
driven to different part of Eussia, to Poland, Galicia, and
Hungary, and often carry witli them tlie seeds of disease in
their train. In 1863 the number attacked by the plague in the
Austrian dominions was 296,000, of whicli 153,000 died. In
1863, it again invaded aud overran rot only Galicia, but the
whole of tlie kingdom of Hungary and its 'dependencies, the
Bukowina, Dalmatia, Carniola, Lower Austria, Moravia, and
Styria. Fourteen per cent, of the cattle in these countries
took the infection, and the average mortality, as stated iu
Schmidt's Jahrbuchder Gesammteit Medeeiu, 1865 (p. 95), was
as follows

:

Per cent.

Hungary 65
East Galicia 77
Croatia and Slavonia... 81.6
Military Frontier 83

Per cent.

Moravia 88
Lower Austria 93
West Galicia 94
Bukowina and Styria.. 100

It should be added that the number attacked in the last two
provinces was small.

III.

Our present experience, then, our past experience, and the

* Much interesting information on tliis part of the subject
IS contained iu a memoir liy M. Renault, President of the Ve-
terinary School of Alfort, transmitted to the French Minister
of Agricultirre, and published in several French and EngUsh
newspapers.

experience of foreign countries, coincide so far as they respec-

tively go ; they identify the English plague of 1865, the mur-
rain of 1745, and the rinderpest of Eastern Europe, as the

same disease, and they yield some clear and well ascertained

results, which may be briefly stated as follows :

The cattle plague is, in the language of medicine, a specific

disease, belonging to the class of contagious fevers. The
contagious matter is subtle, volatile, prolific, in an unexampled
degree. It is conveyed in a most virulent form in the excre-

tions from the diseased animal. Any particle of those ex-

cretions may serve as a vehicle for it. We know not the limit

of time within which it disengages itself from them, nor to

what distance it may not be diffused. It may travel, we
know, in the hide, horns, hoofs, and intestines of the dead

animal ; the oflTal, therefore, is highly dangerous. It lurks

undeveloped in the system for a period about which some dif-

ference of opinion exists, which is certainly not less than five

days—usually seven or eight, but appears to be more prolonged

in some cases. Towards the end of this period of incubation,

but at what precise point we do not know, it becomes capable

of diffusing itself by contagion. A diseased animal may,
therefore, be infectious before it shows any signs of disease,

or, at all events, before the malady betrays itself to any but a

very close and very skilful observer. The proportion of cases

in which it is fatal is extraordinarily large. No specific has

been discovered which neutralizes or expels the poison ;
judi-

cious treatment may enable nature to resist tiU the virus has

spent itself; injudicious treatment may h?ve a contrary effect

;

but that is all. The practical conclusiou, therefore, at which
foreign physicians and foreign Governments have arrived—the

conclusion that it is better always to kill a diseased animal, or

a few diseased animals, where by so doing you can kill an iso-

lated germ of disease, instead of suffering that germ to linger

and fructify while you are attempting a cure, for the precarious

prospect of an insignificant saving—is justified by reason ; it

is also directly justified by experience, which shows that, while

the plague, propagated from a single germ, speedily becomes
unmanageable, spreads from herd to herd, from province to

province, and from country to country, multiphes in a con-

tinually increasing ratio, and exhausts itself only after ruin-

ous havoc and a long course of time, it may be eflfectually

eradicated by prompt and unsparing measures. The experience

of Prussia is especially valuable in tliis respect. The plague

has often appeared, says Professor Gerlach, in the provinces

boidering on the Ilussian Empire, in East Prussia, Posen, and
Silesia, but it has never since 1815 penetrated eastwards, even

so far as Brandenbuig. Lastly, we must add, it has not been
found to give way before cold weather or rain. The reverse

seems to be the case. It is worse. Professor Gerlach informs

us, " in cold and wet weather, and better in warm and dry

weather." " It spreads," says Mr. Ernes, " as fast in a cold

as in allot season." The murrain of 1745 broke out here in

early spring, the temperature of the preceding year having
been low ; and it is stated to have raged most violently during

the winters, and to have diminished in intensity with the ad-

vance of summer.
These conclusions, which are aU that for our present purpose

it is necessary to state, are far, of course, from exhausting all

that is krown upon the subject. Beyond what is known,
however, there is a large field of iuqu'ry which may be use-

fully explored. To observe carefully the premonitory and
progressive symptoms of the disease under various conditions

—to determine precisely the period of incubation, the effect

of remedial and of prevertive agencies (including under the

latter head disinfectants, therapeutical measures, and inocula-

tion)—to ascertain within what range and under what modifi-

cations the poison may be communicated from a diseased cow
to other animals of the same or dfterent species—these are

branches of investigation practically iijportant, but which will

take time. With a view to the thorough examination of them,

we have obtained the assistance of men eminent in various

departments of sc'ence, and we hope to be able to report on
them hereafter. Biit we have now to deal with more pressing

questions. Ave the measures hitherto adopted to stifle the

plague at home and stop its entrance from abroad effectual for

the puvnosr ? IT not, what other measures are hkely to be

effectual ? To these questions, having early satisfied ou''selves

of the general character of the disease, we at ouce directed our

attention ; aud the evidence which we have received has been

chiefly taken with a view to them.
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IV.
The iirevontivc mcaMircs hitlicrto adopted by your Majesty's

Goveriimeiit may be briefly stated.

By an Act of rarliameut passed iu 181-8, and contimicd by
several subsequent Acts to tlie present time, the Lords and
otliers of your Majesty's I'rivy Council, or any two or more of

tliem, are autliorized to make from time to time such orders

and regulations as to them may seem necessary for the pur-

pose of prohibiting or regulating the removal to or from such
parts or places as they may designate iu sucli order, of sheep,

cattle, horses, swine, or other animals, or of irteat, skins, hides,

hoofs, or other part of any animals, or of hay, straw, fodder,

or other articles likely to propagate infection ; and also for

for the purpose of purifying any yard, stable, outhouse, or

other place, or any waggons, carts, carriages, or other vehi-

cles ; and also for the purpose of directing how any animals

dying iu a diseased state, or any animals, parts of animals, or

other things seized under the provisions of the Act, are to be
disposed of; and also for the pur))ose of causing notices to be

given of the ajipearance of any disorder among sheep, cattle,

or other animals, and to make any other orders or regulations

for the purpose of giving etFect to the provisions of the said

Act, and again to revoke, alter, or vary any such ord'^rs or re-

gulations ; and it is euacted that all provisions for any of the

purposes aforesaid in any such orders contained shall liave the

like force and effect as if the same had been inserted in the

Act ; and that all persons ofiCending against the Act shall for

each and every offence forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding

£20, or such smaller sum as the Council may in any case by
such order direct.

Under the powers conferred by this Act several Orders iu

Council have beeu issued, dated respectively the 24tli of July

(14 days after the first notice of the outbreak was given by

Professor Simonds to the Privy Council-office), the 11th, IStli,

and 2Gth of August, 18G5, the suljstance of which was afier-

wards embodied in a consolidated order, dated the 22nd of

September, 1865. This consolidated order contains the re-

gulations now in force relating to England, Wales, and Scot-

land. Some further orders have been made prohibiting the

importation of horned cattle and sheep, and regulating the

portation of hides, from Great Britain into Ireland, and like-

wise prohibiting importation into the island and barony of

Lewis.

(a.) Under these orders inspectors have been appointed by

the Clerk of the Council for the Metropolitan Police District

;

as to all the rest of Great Britain, the appointment of inspec-

tors is discretionary in England with the justices of each Petty

Sessional Division, in Scotland with the County Justices m
Sessions ; within municipal boroughs the power is invested in

the mayor or provost. The discretion, however, may only he

exercised where the local authorities are satisfied of the exist-

ence of the disease iu, or have reason to apprehend its ap-

proach to (this was added ou the 2Gth of August), the district

over which theirjurisdiction extends.

{b.) Every inspector is empowered to enter and inspect all

premises within his district in which any animal (this word is

defined as including neat cattle, sheep, goats, and swine) may
be found, to seize, slaughter, and bury animals diseased, and to

disinfect the premises, and to order the separation of animals

suspected of being diseased.

(c.) Owners of diseased stock are forbidden, absolutely, to

send to market or expose for sale, to send by highway, railway,

or coasting vessel, or, lastly, to turn out on common or unen-

closed laud any diseased animal. If within an inspector's dig-

trict, they are also forbidden, without the inspector's leave, to

remove from their premises any animal which is diseased or

has beeu iu the same shed or lierd, or in contact with a diseased

animal ; or to place any diseased animal in any field or pasture

where, in the inspector's judgment, it would be likely to pro-

pagate the disorder.

{d.) The local authorities may, by published notice, exclude

all animals, or any specified description of them, from any fair

or market witliin their jurisdiction ; and no animal is to be

sent to the Metropolitan Cattle-market so long as the plague

exists within the metropolitan police district, " except for the

purpose of being there sold for immediate slaughtering, and
every such animal, as soon as sold, shall be marked for slaugh-

ter in the same manner in which cattle are ordinarily marked
for slaughter in the Metropolitan Cattle-market." The two
latter provisions date from tlio 33ud of September*

Inspectors have been appointed under these orders in a
large number of districts. Cattle landed at the j)ort of Lon-
don, or at any of the outports, are inspected on lauding by

inspectors ap])ointed by the Board of Customs, who are now
veterinary surgeons, except in a very few cases where no
veterinary surgeons can be procured.

These orders have not arrested the march of the plague,

nor can we persuade ourselves that they will materially serve

to arrest it, now that it has spread so widely.

I.ispect'on is the instrument on which the chief reliance is

placed. But it is not enough to clothe an inspector with the

mo3t ample powers as to diseased cattle if he cannot certainly

know whether a beast is diseased or not. During the period

of incubation, as the evidence shows, even askilfid practitioner

may be at fault. Nor arc wa by any means sure that in all

the infected districts a sufficient number of competent persons

have been found skilled in the diseases of cattle. The demand
has been sadden. We have reason to doubt whether it has

called forth an adequate supply. At any rate, many cases

have been brought to our notice in which tradesmen or others

without prol'esbional qualifications have been charged with this

office. It n)ust be added that an inspector, set to fight single-

handed in his own district against this insidious enemy, with
a piivate practice, and among fanners and butchers to whom
he looks for employment, has a hard task to perform, and is

likely to find their motives and ojiportunities for concealing

the disease more than a match for his means of detecting it.

An important step was taken by prohibiting stock from
being sent to the Metropolitan Market, except for immediate
slaughter. But how is this prohibition enforced ? The beast,

if sold, is marked by clipping the hairs of his tail, and this is

understood to mean that he is marked for the butcher. But
such a mark is sure to lose its significance as soon as the re-

gulation becomes notorious ; and, significant or not, there is

nothing in it to prevent him from being carried into the

country, turned out to graze, or resold, while unsold animals

are not marked at all. Cases of this kind, where the animals

carried infection with them, have lieen brought to our uotice.

In fact, of all the cattle which are sent from the country into

London, about one-third, after having stood in the market, are

distributed again from London over the country.

The discretionary power given to local authorities of closing

wholly or partially fairs and markets is still more important,

provided it be exercised generally, promptly, and firmly. But,
iu the first place, such a power is not proper to be intrusted to

mayors of boroughs and justices of petty sessional divisions.

Wider interests are concerned than these little circles enclose.

The mayor of a town, to which its market brings large and
regular profits, is not the fittest judge of the expediency of

closing that market before it becomes a source of infection to

the surrounding rural district. All justices are not equally

firm, equally ready to do an unpopular thing, equally con-

vinced of the magnitude of the calamity. A large number of

markets and fairs have, it is true, been closed, one by one,

against lean or store cattle ; the example once set has been

gradually followed. But what has been done has not been

done uniformly. In some places all fairs and markets for both

store and butcher's stock have been stopped ; in others those

for store stock only. The periods of stoppage also have beeu

very various. Here, however, uniform action is everything.

Restraints on the ordinary course of business and trallic must

be of brief continuance if they are to be strictly enforced

;

they must be sharp and sweeping if they are to be brief.

What is necessary to be done should be done at the same

time, wherever it is necessary, or it might almost as well not

be done at all. In the second place, the prohibition is easily

evaded, and does not go far enough for even its limited object.

It is evaded (this also has been repeatedly urged on us) by

auctions and other public but unauthorized sales, couducted

without even those imperfect checks and safeguards which

exist at a market or fair.* Small jobbers, too, we are in-

formed, are beginning to roam the country with droves, out

of which they supply customers who are not nice as to what

* A later order, issued ou the 31st of October, prohibits,

wherever fairs or markets have been closed, by the local au-

tiiority, the " bringing or sending" of any animals to any place

for the purpose of exhibition or sale, and the receiving, exhibit-

ius, buying, or selling of animals so )irought or sent.
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they buy. It would be difficult to invent means better adapted

to sow infectiou broadcast.

We are convinced, then, that other measures are required.

We proceed to consider wliat those otlier measures should be.

In doing so we shall endeavour to point out clearly the general

course which we think should be pursued, without entering

into detaUs, which more properly bolong to your Majesty's

Government.
V.

We are perfectly sensible that this a question of extreme

difficulty. The difficulty lies in the magnitude of the sacrifices

we have to caU for, the inadequate notion which prevails of

the extent of the evil to be subdued, the facilities for dishonest

evasion, and the risks from inadvertence which spring up with

every attempt to mitigate those sacrifices. For it must be ob-

served that we have not merely to guard against criminal or

unscrupulous acts ; nothing is easier than for a man, withoiit

being guilty of so much as gross negligence, to become the

means of spreading infection over a whole county.

Let us first say a word about the system employed with so

much success in Prussia ; we mean the system of cordons,

by which infected places are isolated, and the disease either

suffered to exhaust itself or stamped out by indiscriminate

slaughter. Notliiug can be more efficacious where tlie disease

is confined to a very few points ; but in order to be efficacious

the isolation must be complete and must be soon over, and
slaughter (as tlie Germans themselves hold) is merely waste-

ful where tlie number of animals is large. ^Alien the disease

has widely diffused itself, and disappears at one point only to

appear at another, the difficulties of isolation become greater

and the chances of its being efficacious less. We need hardly

add that in countries accustomed to a strict half-military

police and the constant presence of soldiery, where men and
cattle are lodged in close-packed villages encircled by tracts of

open ground, and where the system itself is so well known and
the necessity for it felt, it finds facilities which would be want-
ing among our lanes and scattered homesteads, with a people

to whom it was novel, and who are unused to restraints and
jealous of interference. These considerations are by no means
conclusive against tlie application of it, with some modifica-

tions, to England, far less against resorting to it in Ireland,

but they warn us against expecting too much from it, or rely-

ing on it alone.

Against a disease which is highly contagious, undiscoverable

at a certain stage, and too widely diffused for an army of in-

spectors to cope with it, there is clearly but one remedy which
would be certainly and absolutely effectual. Tliat remedy is to

prohibit everywhere for a limited time any movement of cattle

from one place to another. Enforce this, and within a time which
cannot last very long the disease is at an end. It must stand
stiU, and it must starve for want of nutriment. This great
sacrifice would certainly eradicate the evil ; we cannot say so
of any sacrifice less than this.

We are perfectly sensible of the vast train of losses and in
conveniences, public and private, which must attend upon such
a measure ; and the possibility of mitigating them by circum-
scribing the prohibition in different ways, without rendering
it ineffective, is a point to which we have given the most
anxious consideration.

Tlie distinction which may be drawn between lean and fat

stock, or rather between cattle moved from place to place for
the sake of grazing or fattening, and cattle moved with a view
to immediate slaughter, here suggests itself at once. In the
case of store stock the risk of propagating infection is, on the
whole, great, and the evil of stopping circulation is less. The
farmer who has lean animals to dispose of, and the farmer who
has winter food for them to consume, must undoubtedly suffer

;

and tliere might be reason to apprehend some diminution in
the supply of winter-fed stock for the spring and early
sum merof next year. But it must be remarked that the fear
of infection now deters many farmers—in infected counties,
indeed, all but the very needy or the imprudent—from buying at
store markets; and that the persons who would lose most by the
application of the remedy are also those who are most deeply
interested in tlie matter, and will be the greatest losers if no
effectual remedy is found. We have little difficulty, therefore,
in arriving at the conclusion, not only that public sales of lean
stock should be suspended for a time, but that private sales,
over which it is impossible to e.\ercise an effective control,
8uonia be stopped likewise.

On the other hand, to interfere with the circulation of fat
stock is to interfere directly with the meat market ; and to
embarrass it, is to raise, for a time at least, the price of meat.
To require that every bullock sold for slaughter shall be
slaughtered on the premises of the seller will, undoubtedly, in
a multitude of cases be inconvenient to both farmer and
butcher. There will be difficulties about the actual slaughter-
ing, about the disposal of hides and offal, about transport ; and
these difficulties appear still more serious when we consider
the manner in which the live-meat trade is now carried on,
through salesmen and jobbers, and the vast quantity of fat

cattle continually in motion to and from Loudon, and from one
market to another. A large system of trade and transport will

have to be deranged, and many new arrangements to be made,
and the cost of etfecling these changes ou the spur of the mo-
ment must fall, to a considerable extent, on the consumer of
meat.

If the distinction be admitted, however, many other ques-
tions arise. In the first place, how is it to be enforced ?

If a privilege is conceded to cattle destined for the butcher,
how are we to make sure that a particular animal is really

destined for the Iratcher, or that he will be slaughtered imme-
diately or slaughtered at all, or that he will not scatter infec-

tion ou his road ? May he be driven home by the nearest

country butcher who will buy him, or must he be sent to

market ? May he go to any market, or only to one where
conveniences for slaughtering and for careful inspection are or
can be provided ? May he, if unsold, be sent home again, or
transported from one market to another ; or if not, what chance
will the seller have, should the market be overstocked, of
making a fair bargain ? In considering these points it must
be borne in mind that a butcher has, as some witnesses have
remarked to us, facilities which a fanner has not for concealing
tlie presence of the disease, and that he has not those motives
for being on his guard against it which the farmer has. A
farmer who brings home a diseased animal may probaly lose

his whole herd. But it is often the butcher's interest to ask
no questions.

Answers more or less complete may be furnished on all the
points above enumerated, and precautions may be devised with
a view to each of them. In general terms it may be stated
that such precautions must in the main rest on some or all of
the following expedients:—On a modified adoption of the
cordon system ; on the imposition of new and peculiar legal

obligations upon butchers, and probably upon drovers, railway
companies, and the autliorities in cliarge of markets ; lastly,

on a system, more or less extensive, of permits, certificates, or
declarations. We ought not, however, to shrink from dis-

tinctly saying that no answers can be given wliicli, in our
judgment, are perfectly satisfjictorily, and no precautions in-

vented on whicli it is possible entirely to rely ; and that we be-

lieve it to be best for the country, and even for tlie interests

wliich wiU suffer most in the first instance, that the prohibi-

tion against the circulation of cattle should be maintained in

its integrity.

We have stated frankly the difficulties and sacrifices for

wliicli Ihe country must be prepared should this proposition

be carried into effect. Of these difficulties the one which wiU
probably be felt most strongly relates to the supply of food to

the great towns. Eears have been expressed tliat to close the

Metropolitan-market, for instance, against the influx of cattle

from the country would create a famine. We have already

seen that the attempt to restrict the markets of London and
Westminster during the plague which raged here in the reign

of George II. was given up on account of the clamour wliicli

it created ; and it may be argued that the same thing would
happen now. Circumstances, however, have widely changed.
In the days of George II. meat could only be transported to

London alive ; even the roads along which the cattle travelled

were what we should now think few and bad ; there was little

importation from abroad, and some difficulty must have been
often found in supplying the wants of the metropolis by the

ordinary means of communication. Now, every place where
fat cattle are fed in large numbers is approached by railways,

which can transport dead as well as live meat ; and it seems

no unreasonable demand to require that, for the sake of avert-

ing a calamity of almost incalculable magnitude, London
should be content to be supplied vnih dead meat from the pro-

vinces, instead of constituting herself a hotbed of infection by

receiving twice a week great throngs of living cattle. This
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cliauge is, indeed, in itself economical and advantageous, and
apiiears to l)e gradually taking place as a natural consequence
of the extension (if the railway system. There is obviously

an immense waste of labour in bringing the live animal to

London in order that certain portions of its carcass may be
consumed as human food ; dead meat is more easily carried

than the living creature, and it seems quite as reasonable to

carry the butcher to the ox as to bring the ox to the liiitchcr.

We are informed that from Aberdeen alone upwards of 1,000
carcasses are sent up weekly to the Euglisli metropolis during
eight months of the year, and 300 or 400 during the remain-
ing four months, and that special dead-meat trains leave Aber-
deen on this errand five days in tlie week. Nor is it to be
forgotten that Loudon is at the.present moment fed in a great

measure with foreign cattle. From the lOtli of September to

the ISth of October last, both inclusive, the number of English
beasts in the market was but l-l.C-io to 30,185 foreign. It

must further be observed—and this is the most important
point—that .i general prohibition is capable of being
thoroughly enforced. The mere presence of a beast on any
highway will be sufficient to prove the infraction of the rule.

Any plan which, while laying down the general prohibition,

admits exceptions in favour of cattle removed to particular

places or for particular purposes, must rest upon the ascertain-

ment of facts more or less complicated, to be proved by certi-

ficates from local authorities, upon the accuracy of which, ex-

perience warns us, little reliance can be placed. The liberty

to remove cattle for particular purposes is sure to be extended
and abused for other purposes. A man has only to ]n'ofess an
intention in accordance with the law, in order, by a little dex-

terity, to obtain under such a system the utmost facility for

violating the law. It will be a long time before the rules are

understood, and the period in which they are violated through
ignorance will be succeeded by the period in which tliey are

evaded by design. England is probably the worst country in

the world for the working a system of certiticates, permits,

Hceuces, and passports; and the temptation to violate the rules

will be very great, for the thought that naturally occurs to

everyone whose herd is attacked is to conceal the existence of

the disease until he has got rid of those animals which do not

yet show symptoms of its presence. To the objection, true as

far as it goes, that the embarrassment thus thrown in the way
of trade will probably tend to raise the price of meat, it may
be answered—first, that such a rise'intlie price of meat will

atford at the expense of the community the means of re-

imbursing the trade for tlie sacrifices it has made for the

comuion benefit ; and, secondly, that the immense destruction

of cattle which sucli a measure is alone calculated to prevent, is

likely to raise the price of meat to a higher point, and for a

longer time, than a regulation which really does little more
than change the place of slaughter from large towns to

country districts and places of importation. In the period

from 17-i5 to 1757 almost every measure, short of the one

which w^e are considering, was tried in vain. The disease at first

advanced slowly, but it lasted twelve years, and then died out,

apparently for want of animals susceptible of its influence,

although tiie difficulty of communication from one part of

England to another ofl'eved at that time the fairest chance for

the success of palliative measures. England has now to con-

tend with the plague under disadvantages never experienced by
any other country. The density of her populattion, the large

quantity of her horned stock, and, above all, the enormous
facility of communication l)y railroad, make lier peculiarly

liable to tlie ravages of a contagious disorder, and render the
prospect of eradicating it within any reasonable time, either by
slaughter or by curative and disiufectuig measures, almost
hopeless.

Recommendations.

i. susrension of cattle tllaitic in great britain.

For the reasons stated above we feel ourselves compelled
to recommend to your Majesty that such measures shall

be taken as may be requisite to invest, with as little delay
as possible, some high officer of your Majesty's Government
with the power of suspending for a limited time the move-
ment of cattle from one place in Great Britain to another,
for extending or shortening such period, and for rcnewino-
the prohibition as often as circumstances may telider ue°
cessary.

la, SUGGESTED REGULATIONS AS TO CATTLE TRAFFIC,

SHOULD RECOMMENDATION 1 NOT BE ADOPTED.

We believe that this measure offers, as we have already said

the only certain means of eradicating the disease, and we con-

ceive that the end amply justifies us in proposing to the nation

so great a present sacrifice. In submitting this, liowever, as

our first recommendation to your Majesty, we are well aware

that it is likely to excite mucli opposition; that the dilficulties

to which we have adverted may to some appear insurmount-

able, and tliat to those who do not regard the cattle plague in

so serious a light as we do the remedy may seem worse than

the evil. This view may possibly be shared by your Majesty's

Ministers ; we think it right, therefore, to go fiirther, and to

indicate the measures which might, in our opinion, be advan-

tageously adojited, should an absolute suspension of the move-

ment of cattle in Great Britain not be enforced.

(/. For a period to be fixed, and whicli might, if necessary,

be extended, no lean or store stock should be permitted to be

sold at any tair or market, and sales of such stock by auction

or advertisement, or in any other manner whatever, should be

prohibited.

b. Cattle might be moved for immediate slaughter to a mar-

ket or to a slaughterhouse licensed for use, but only under a

licence for transit granted by the magistrates in Petty Sessions.

The licence for tra'nsit should ceitify to the healthiness of the

district fi'om which tln^ cattle come. "With this exception, and

except in the case of cattle di-iven from one part of the same

farm to another, the transit of cattle over any public road (in-

cluding railways), or in any coasting vessel, should be abso-

lutely prohibited.

c. Precautions should he taken that every animal sold for

butcher's meat be slauglitered within a short and fixed period.

It may be convenient for this purpose that no slaughterhouse

should be used without a licence from the local authorities, and

no such licence given except on the butcher's undertaking to

have all cattle w liich may be sold or consigned to him driven

direct to the slaughterhouse or premises attached to it, from

whence they are not to be moved alive. Cattle sold at a fair or

market should not be allowed to leave the precincts of the

borough orotlier place where the fair or market is held (in the

case of Loudon, the Metropolitan Police District) alive. To
ensure this object, it might be required that cattle enter-

ing a fair or market should be branded or marked on entrance,

and cattle sold elsewhere to a butcher similarly marked at the

time of sale, and that it should be penal for any one but a butcher

to have a marked animal in his possession. If any regulation

of this kind is adopted, it would be advisalile that in every place

where a pulilic market is held, lairs should be provided in

which unsold animals could remain from one market-day to

another.

d. It would be desirable to draw some more distinct line be-

tween infected and uninfected districts than is at present traced

by the orders in Council. For this purpose, whenever a case of

infection is discovered, or is known to have existed within a

certain period before the time when these measures may come
into operation, the district should be "proclaimed" as infected

in the Gaxet/e and the county papers. The egress of live cattle

from a proclaimed district sliould be strictly prohibited, but

cattle slaughtered within it and certified by the district inspector

to be fit for food might lie sent out of it, under proper safe-

guards for disinfection. Provision should be made for enabling

districts which had been proclaimed to be publicly set free,

on proof being furnished that all risk from infection was at an

end.

This latter proposal would, if adopted, strengthen the induce-

ments of the inhabitants of infected districts to rid themselves

of the disorder, and those of their neighbours to watch vigi-

lantly against its approach.

3. POWERS OF INSPECTORS.

We are of opinion that the power to seize and slaughter

vested in inspectors by the Consolidated Order may properly

be withdrawn ; or that, if retained, it should be exercised only

in cases where the inspector's directions as to the separation of

sound from diseased stock, Sc, or any general preveutive or

sanitary regulations issued by the Government, are not com-

plied with. Tills power is right and useful when the disease

has appeared only at isolated spots and attacked a few ani-

mals ; the puljlic benefit is theu very great, aud the private sa-
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crifice small ; but in proportion as it extends, the liope of thus

arresting its march diminislies, the inevitable waste increases,

and the sense of liardship tends to become insupportable. In

principle, a system of compulsory slaughter should be comple-

mented by a system of compensation, and the objections

to promising compensation to individuals out of the public

treasury on an extensive scale appear to us insurmountable.

3. FOREtGN CATTLE.
No reference has hitherto been made to cattle imported from

abroad. Should our first recommendation be entertained, and
an absolute embargo placed on all traffic in cattle within Great
Britain, we think that imported cattle should be slaughtered at

the ports of lauding. We are further of opinion that cattle

should be allowed to land at certain ports only, where proper
facilities can be afforded for inspection and transport. In the
other alternative, it will be sufficient to say that foreign cattle,

if passed by the Customs' inspectors, and not coming from an
infected district, may be sent by railway to any market in Great
Britain, but shall be then subject to the same regulations as

British cattle.

4. TJNINCLOSED L.VNBS.
During the period of prohibition, whether absolute or

limited, no cattle should be allowed to be turned on common
or uninclosed land.

5. PEIlIODIC.\X RETURNS.
It is highly desirable that steps should be taken for ob-

taining periodical returns of tlie horned cattle and sheep
within the area of every parish of Great Britain, and of their
sanitary condition, with especial reference to the present
disease.

C. IRELAND.
Before this Report is concluded, some reference should be

made to the peculiar circumstances of Ireland. The disease
not having as yet broken out in that country, tliere is no
necessity for the measures which have been recommended for
Great Britain. It is still possible, by the adoption of suitable
precautions, to avert the calamity from Ireland altogether.
The importation of cattle into that country has already been
prohibited for some weeks past. Considering, however, the
destructive character of the disease, it will not be judicious to
rely upon that precaution alone for escaping it. The evidence
which has been laid before us leaves little doubt that it can
be conveyed by persons who have been in contact witli in-
fected animals, as well as by the animals themselves. In case
it should, by any accident, be carried over, the Government
should be in readiness to eradicate it from any spot in which it

may appear ; and unless preparations are made for doing so
before the plague shows itself, the authorities will hardly be
in a condition to act with the necessary speed and vigour
when the emergency arises. In Prussia, upon whose eastern
frontier the disease frequently appears, a system of precaution
has been adopted for stoppiug its further progress, which has
hitherto met with invariable success. It would probably not
be difficult to make provision for the application of similar
measures to Ireland, and so to secure to it a permanent im-
munity from the calamity uuder which Great Britain is at
present suffering. But the extreme rapidity with which the
disease spreads makes it important tliat all arrangement for
stamping it out, in case of its possible appearance, should be
made without delay.

We api)end to this Report a short series of practical sug-
gestions, dravTO up by those members of the Commission
who are professionally qualified to deal with sanitary subjects,
and whicJi may be useful at the present time to owners of
cattle.

Robert Lowe. E. A. Parices.
Lyon Playfair. Tnos. Wormald.
Richard Quain. Robert Ceeley.

Oct. 31. Charles Spooner.

The following is a separate Report of Earl Spencer,
Viscount Cranborne, Mr. Read, and Dr. Bence Jones :—

_
We are unable to join the other members of the Commis-

sion in recommending the total stoppage of all movement of
cattle HI Great Britain. It is true that, if such a measure
were practicable, it would be more effectual than any other in
extirpating the disease. But we do not believe it to be prac-
iieablc. It would involve an interference with the coiwe of

trade at variance with our national habits ; and it would de-

mand sacrifices from large numbers of people, who are removed
from the presence of the disease, and who will, therefore, not
see the necessity for so stringent a measure. The sudden
transformation of the enormous cattle trade, by which the

large towns are supplied into a dead-meat trade, would involve

difiiculties and dangers of the most formidable kind. The
foreign trade, wluch at this moment furnishes a considerable

proportion of the meat consumed in the large towns, would
also be seriously interfered with. The price of meat would, in

consequence, rise materially and suddenly.

These difficulties would lead to the evasion of the pro-

hibition ; and if it is largely evaded, as we think probable, it

will be worse than useless.

We prefer, therefore, the measures of a less stringent cha-

racter, which are recommended as an alternative in the above
Report. They demand no greater sacrifice than wiU readily

be made to arrest the progress of so serious an evil ; and,

therefore, we beUeve that they are likely to be thoroughly
carried out.

In the other recommendations of the Report we heartily

concur.

Spencer. Clare Sewell Read.
Cranborne. Henry Bence Jones.

We are of opinion, however, that store animals may be
permitted to move from the farm of the seller to that of the

buyer, provided they have a certificate from a justice of the

peace acting in the district where the sale takes place,

showing that they are free from disease, and that tliey

have been located for a certain time on the farm of the

seller.

Spencer.
Oct. 31. Clare Sewell Read.

The followiDs; is a separate Report of Mr.
M'Clean :—

I dissent from the Report on the following grounds

:

I consider that the magnitude of the calamity against

which it is intended to guard in no way justifies the inter-

ference with the traffic in cattle M'hicli the Commissioners in

tlieir Report recommend, and that the evils which would
arise to the communify from even a limited prohibition of the

movement, or of the importation of foreign cattle, would
far exceed the losses which may arise from the prevailing dis-

order.

By the last return issued liy the Veterinary Department of
the Privy Council-office—which, as regards the number of
animals which have died of the cattle plague, is correct, and,
although not strictly accurate in otiier resj)ects, may be con-
sidered fairly to represent the progress and present extent of
the ravages of the disease—it appears tliat up to the 21st of
October, 1805, a period of rather more than four months from
the time when the disease first appeared in Islington, 14,083
animals had been attacked; that of these 0,711 had died,

5,119 had been slaughtered, 707 had recovered, and 1,54'0 re-

mained under treatment.

The estimated number of horned cattle in Great Britain is

about 7,000,000, so that less than one per 1,000 of such cattle

have died of the disease in four months, or about one per day
for every 110,000 head.

During the same period of four months, sound and healthy
cattle, of the average value of (say) £15 15s. per head, have
been imported from foreign countries at the average rate of
1,000 per day, so that by the operation of the present system,

involving careful inspection at the ports of landing, the gain
to the country has been 100 sound cattle for each one that has
died of the disease.

The growing necessities of the community in the matter of
animal food, and the comparatively trifling extent of the injury
hitherto inflicted by the disease, do not justify any exceptional

legislation or any systematic interference by Government with
the trade in cattle, a trade which, taking its position among
the other great branches of national industry, must be subject

to its own peculiar risks and liabilities.

The existing Orders in Council, enforced by the exertions of
landowners, farmers, and graziers who have embarked their

capital in the trade, appear to be sufficient for its protection
;

while by insnfancp or othervvise the parties interested should
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indemnify themselves against loss without appealing to the
community to interfere for tho preservation of their property
by pxt'optional Icfrislation.

Since the year 1750 the circumstances of the country and
of the cattle trade have entirely chanj^ed, and no comparison
can fairly be instituted between its state at that period and the
present time.

In the year 1750, and the subsequent years of the cattle

plag-up, the trade in cattle was one of (he principal industries

of the country, and any loss sustained by the owners \\'as al-

most irremediable, as tliere were then no available means of
iinporting cattle from foreign countries for supplying the people
with animal food.

In ISG-i, circumstances were very different. In that year
the computed net value of the articles imported into the United
Kingdom was nearly £275,000,000, of which upwards of
£-iO,000,000 was for alimentary supply, exclusive of spirits,

wine, tobacco, and other exciseable articles.

During the same year the computed net value of the articles

exported was £212,650,54.3, making a total value of

£187,520,468, while the amount of all descriptions of pro-
perty and profits assessed to the income-tax was £320,775,501,
about one-ninth of which was for occupation of land, and
probal)ly not so much as one-eighteenth was due to pastoral

occupation.

The estimated value of property which it is proposed to pro-

tect by penal laws and quarantine regulations, to be carried

out at tlie expense of the community and to their serious loss,

inconvenience, and certain discontent, is about £60,000,000,
or about one-eighth of the annual value of the national im-
ports and exports.

The importance of the cattle trade, as compared with the
other branches of national industry, is much less in 1864 than
it was in the year 1750, while umnbers of the people, tlieir

wealth, and means of purchasing animal food have greatly

increased.

The consumption of animal food is not now confined ex-

clusively to the wealthy, but it has become the necessary food

for the working-classes, and the use of it is so general that so

long as the disease can be discovered at a period when the flesh

of the animal is perfectly good and fit for human food, it is

i)npossible in this populous country for the disease to spread

to any great extent, as all beasts showing the slightest symp-
toms of disease would be immediately slaughtered by the owner
for his own protection.

As the demand, as shown by our imports of cattle, is greater

than the home supply, there would only be partial loss when
lean cattle had to be slaughtered.

The opinions expressed by witnesses of experience on the

proposal to supply London exclusively vntii meat killed and
broui^ht from a distance were not favourable to the plan.

It is further to be considered that any prohibition to the im-

portation of foreign cattle would affect and derange the whole
of our commercial relations and means of communication with
foreign countries.

It would create distrust at home and abroad as to the safety

of investing capital in establishing, by steamboats and other-

wise, clieap and regular routes by means of which food is pro-

vided for the community.
It would deprive the foreigner of an important exchange-

able commodity, in many cases the only one he has to offer, and
possibly lead foreign Governments to impose restrictions on the

export of any food from their respective countries that might
prove very detrimental to this kingdom.
The farmers of Great Britain cannot produce food enough

for the peoj)le. Agricultural produce, including cattle, meat,

butter, poultry, &c., to the value of more than £40,000,000
sterling has to be imported yearly from beyond the seas. Any
legislation which should interfere with this supply, and the

employment ofthe means which at great expense have been pro-

vided for its conveyance to this country, would inflict an incal-

culable amount of injury, and would occasion great and imme-
diate suffering to the labouring classes, many of whom would
be thrown out of work, while the price of provisions would be
enhanced, and many of them now able to use animal food would
be deprived of it. This would interfere with the value of

labour, and with our means of competition with other countries

by increasing the cost of our manufactures.

With these facts and considerations before me, and after

carefully considering the nrtture and extent of the present dis.

order in cattle, I am of opinion that it does not at present jus-

tify any further restriction in the movement or trade of cattle,

and that the powers now vested in Ilcr Majesty's Privy Coun-
cil arc sufficient to prevent the spreading of the said disorder,

and to avert any future outbreak of it.

Oct. 31. JouN Robinson M'Clean.

The following is a supplement to the Report :—

SAUITARY EECOMMENDA.TIONS. *

On the subject of preventive and medical treatment the
Commissioners have received, both from this country and from
abroad, discouraging but decided evidence that all methods
hitherto adojjted have been found vmsuccessful. Nevertheless,

being of opinion that medical science may still be able to dis-

cover agents capable of mitigating the virulence of the malady,
the Commissioners have drawn up a scheme of investigation

into the nature of the disease, and have intrusted different in-

quiries to scientific men of great skill and ability, who will

make reports on the subjects intrusted to them at the earliest

possible moment.
In the meantime a few sanitary suggestions may be offered,

which are calculated to be useful to farmers and dealers iu

cattle. These may be divided into the following heads :

—

I. The general precautions which should be taken by cattle

owners to prevent the spread of the disorder.

II. The special precautions required when the plague is in

the neighbourhood.

III. The measures, preventive and remedial, which should

be taken when the plague breaks out in a locality.

rV. Measures for disinfecting sheds and cattle which have
been infected.

I. General Precautions to Pre^tsnttue Spread o? the
Disorder.

1. As no successful plan of treatment has yet been pro-

posed, the owners of cattle must, in the meantime, rely chiefly

upon those hygienic measures which the experience acquired

in other diseases show to be important in preventing the

spread of contagion, and iu diminishing the intensity and area

of ail attack, when, in spite of such measures, they invade a
locality hitherto uninfected. In the case of the cattle plague
it is certain that no sanitary precautions can prevent the
spread of the disease when it is actually introduced ; still, from
analogy, we may draw the conclusion that some efi'ect may be
produced ou the rapidity of the spread or on the virulence of

the disease, by placing cattle iu the conditions most favourable

to health.

2. With this view it is important to secure strict cleanliness,

good drainage, eflicient ventilation, and to prevent overcrowd-

ing in all cattle sheds and cowhouses. No accumulations of

litter fouled by the voidiugs of animals should be permitted in,

or even close to, the houses or sheds in which cattle arc kept.

Chloride of lime, carbolic acid, or the powder containing car-

bolate of lime and sulphite of lime should be used. The lat-

ter is probably the best ; it contains a well-known disinfecting

substance which is formed when sulphur is burnt, and also a

strongly antiseptic material, kreasote, from coal-tar. The
sheds themselves should be swept and washed daily, and sprin-

kled with disinfectants. But such purification of the air of

cattle-sheds or houses will be iusuflicieut to preserve health if

the cattle be overcrowded. Pure air and nourishing diet are

of great importance in protecting animals from the attacks of

disease. Pure water, derived from sources uncontamiuated by

drainage from surrounding dungheaps, or from the absorption

of vitiated air which hovers around them and in the sheds of

cattle, is t;qually essential.

Every farmer should look to the housing of his cattle in the

present emergency, as he would look to the housing of his

own family, if cholera or other formidable disease were in his

neighbourhood. Thorough cleanliness of the houses, good

drainage, freedom from evil smells, nourishing diet, with pure

air and water, cannot give immunity from the disease ; but

they may ofl'er obstacles to its propagation.

* Suggestions in tlio sense of many of these recommenda-
tions have been ab-eady drawn up by Professor Simonds and
by Dr. Thudichum for the Privy Council, and hayie been Cir^

ciliated)
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II. Special PRECAUTio:f9 necessart when the Disorder
IS IN the Neighbourhood.

Whenever the plague is knowu to he in tlie neighhourhooil,

or to he approacliiug it, the following conditions must be

borne in mind :

1. The natural voidings of a diseased animal, as well as the

discharges which come from its moutli, nose, and eyes, during

the progress of the disorder, can be carried by men and ani-

mals, so as to infect sound cattle ; and in this way the disease

is often propagated. A farmer should therefore at once give

orders that none of his own labourers should go near infected

beasts, and that none of the labourers working on the farm

where there are diseased cattle should approach his stock.

Even when veterinary surgeons visit cattle affeated with the

plague, they should, if they have been with diseased beasts,

first thoroughly cleanse their clothes, wash their hands in a

solution of chloride of lime, and rub the soles of their slioes

mth disinfecting powder.

2. Both sheep and dogs can carry seeds of the disease, so

that they should be carefully looked after, lest, in having

access to diseased cattle, they may attach to themselves por-

tions of excrement or discharges, and communicate the conta-

gion to sound cattle. The farmer will do well to recollect that

both sheep and goats take the plague in a virulent form, al-

though they are not, perhaps, quite so susceptible to the in-

fluence of the contagion as horned cattle ; but even when they

do not take the disorder, the wool of the sheep and the hair of

goats can long retain the morbific matter, and then transfer it

to cattle.

3. The particles of the poison can be drifted by the wind to

some distance, experience having shown that a space of consi-

derably more than a hundred yards affords no protection.

Therefore, if a farmer has the opportunity, be should remove
his stock to the furthest possible distance from that of his in-

fected neighbours.

4. It a farmer have reason to think that some of his beasts

may have been near infected animals, he should at once wash
them over with the solution of disinfecting soap or with a

tepid solution of chloride of lime, carefully sponging out the

nostrils and mouth, so as to remove all portions of discharges

which may have been collected.

5. He should vigorously attend to the hygienic measures de-

scribed in the last section.

III. PRE^^;NTI\^: and Remediai Recommendations,
WHEN THE Plague has attacked a Locality.

1. Should, unfortunately, the plague reach the farm or cow-
shed, it will be the cattle-owner's duty to separate, without

delay, the diseased from the sound stock. At once, and be-

fore any SJ^nptoms of the malady have appeared in the animals

which may have been in contact with the diseased beast, he
should place them in roomy, well-cleansed and dried, well-

aired and disinfected sheds, having previously washed their

bodies with water containing disinfecting soap, or with a tepid

solution of chloride of lime. He will thus place them in the

best condition to resist the further spread of the disease. But if

he do not possess the necessary accommodation for the removal
of the healthy animals, h? ought, after separating the diseased

beasts, to make a thorough disinfection of the house or shed, in

the manner to he described afterwards, before he permits the

sound stock to remain in it.

3. The sick beast, if allowed to remain alive, should be well

rubbed down and thoroughly cleansed, be kept in a warm but
•well-ventilated and clean shed, and be covered with a clean

horse-rug. The animal will thus be put in a favourable condi-

tion to receive such curative treatment as the veterinary sur-

geon or farmer may consider it expedient to employ.
3. Having failed to obtain any assurance of the existence

of efi'ective metliods, the Commissioners only venture for the
present to indicate some general suggestions as to diet and
treatment, which may l)e useful to farmers.

a. Kind of Food.—One of the early symptoms of the dis-

ease is that the appetite fails and rumination ceases. When
a dissection is made of an animal that has died of the plague,
the stomachs are usually found to contain from one hundred
to two_ hundred pounds of undigested food. This mass of
matter interferes with the functions of nutrition in tlie case of
new food, and, further, hinders the action of medicine which
jnaybeadmimst^red, by greatly retarding its absorptiou, As

soon, therefore, as the beast shows the early sjnnptoms of the

disease, its ordinary food should be changed ; and, as rumina-
nation has stopped, the dry food should be replaced by warm
licpiid stimulating mashes given in moderate quantity.

b. Warmth of the Air.—It is stated that the temperature

of the air of the stall should be kept warm
;
probably not

lower than CO deg. I'ahr.

c. Warmth to the Skin.—It is desirable to keep the skin of

the animal as warm as possible, and, if it can be done, to pro-

mote perspiration. Without expressing any decided opinion

as to tlie exact efficacy of steam or hot-air liatlis, we yet be-

lieve the evidence is sufficient to warrant a fiiir trial of these

measures.

d. It is important to lose no time in beginning the treat-

ment of the complaint with sahnes or diaphoretics, or even

stimulants, according to the judgment of the veterinary sur-

geon as to the state of the disease. Every hour that is lost

lessens the chance of a successful result. After cattle have

been exposed to infection, some veterinary surgeons consider

.

it useful to give saliue and febrifuge medicines at once, even

though it is not certain the animal has taken the disease.

e. When diarrhoea occurs, there seems little doubt that it

should be controlled, and not encouraged.

/. The animal must be supported as much as possible by

very nutritious food.

ff.
Milking cows should be regularly milked as long as any

milk can be got. The milk, of course, should not be used as

food.

The general diffusion of the disorder through the system

leaves little little hope that any local treatment is likely to

prove effective.

Wiien the animal shows signs of convalescence it should

only be very gradually restored to the dry food requiring ru-

mination. It may be treated with moderate stimulants and

tonics, among which bark and iron are considered to be the

most efficacious.

IV. ]\Leasures roE Disinfecting Ineected Sheds and

Cattle.

1. When animals attacked with the plague have become
convalescent, they ought to he kept apart from sound beasts

for three weeks, and even then not he permitted to associate

with them till they have been washed and disinfected as de-

scribed previously.

2. During all the time that animals suffer from the disease,

the litter fouled by them, with the dung and discharge on it,

should be burned, and not be allowed to mix with other

manure. It contains the poison in a concentrated form, and
it is questionable whether it can be disinfected efficiently.

3. The sheds in which the diseased animals have been must
he thoroughly purified and disinfected. The roof and walls

should be washed m ith lime. The floor and woodwork, after

being throughly washed with water containing washing soda,

should be again washed all over with solution of chloride of

lime, containing lib. to a pailful.

4. The hides and horns of animals which have died of the

disease ought to be Imricd with the animal, according to tlie

Orders in Council. But the hides and horns of those which
have been killed to escape the spread of the infection must he

dipped in, or thoroughly mopped all over, and, in the case of

the hides, on both sides, with water containing 41b. of chloride

of lime to three pailfuls of water. Unless this be done with

care a most fertile source of contagion will be preserved.

5. The attendants upon diseased beasts should not be al-

lowed to go near the sound animals in the same farm.

6. Every one who has had the plague in his premises

should feel the responsibility which rests upon him to destroy,

by careful cleansing and disinfection, every trace of the dis-

order which may be left on his pastures or stalls, or on his

cattle, their horns, hides, manure, and litter. Under favour-

able circumstances for its preservation, the contagious poison

has been kept, Mith all its virulence unimpaired, for many
months. Unless therefore each person uses his utmost effort

to extinguish the seeds of the plague which lurk about his

farm, they may become a centre of contagion, which will again

spread it abroad through the country, and render unavailing

the sacrifice necessary for the speedy suppression of this

terrible scourge.
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ARE SHEEP LIABLE TO CATTLE PLAGUE?
THE VETERINAEY SURGEONS AND THE PRACTICAL MEN.

At a numerous meeting of the members of tlie Wayland
Agricultural Society, for the purpose of discussing "The nature
and cause of the disease now prevailing amongst lambs, and
whether or not such disease is analogous to the cattle plague,"
The Chairnmn, Mr. T. Barton, said : They must all "have

been startled by the statement of Professor Simonds, which
appeared on the 25th of September last. He, at any rate,

was startled, because he thought that if it were true that their

flocks were subject to the same disease as tlieir herds, and
would have to be handed over to the inspectors for wholesale
—lie was going to say indiscriminate—slaughter, the agricul-

tural sun of England would be almost totally eclipsed. He hoped,

however, for belter things, and that the rinderpest would not
be found to prevail among sheep ; and though he saw in that

day's papers reports that seemed to favour the idea that the

disease among sheep was the same as among cattle, he was
glad to say that the learned men who were investigating the

subject asserted that it w-ould never be so fatal among sheep as

it was among cattle.

Mr. H. Woods, who rose at the call of the Chairman,
said, he had no doubt he had been called upon from
the fact that he had taken some interest in the dis-

ease that was said to have existed at Crown Point. When
first he saw Professor Simonds' letter in the Times, he
was necessarily, like a great many others, somewhat alarmed,

for he there learnt that there was a possibility of the disease

being carried through their flocks, that agricultural distress

would be very great, and that no one could teU where it would
end. On the other hand, he felt that if the disease did not

exist, people's minds were in such a state that a panic might
arise, and no one could tell what would be the end of that.

He, therefore, felt it a duty which he owed to himself and
others entertaining these feelings, to make some enquiry as to

the symptoms shown by Mr. Harvey's sheep. He did so, and
was satisfied from what he was able to gather, that there were
great doubts as to whether it was the cattle plague which
existed among those sheep. He saw Mr. Harvey, and spoke

to liim on the subject, and Mr. Harvey, at his suggestion,

decided to ask a deputation of practical men to meet Professor

Simonds and Dr. Letheby at Crown Point, and to take the

opinion of the practical men on the state in which, the sheep

might be found. That deputation was composed of seven

practical men, and they met at Crown Point ; but, as he had
said at a meeting held a short time ago, very much to their

surprise, instead of simply meeting Professor Simonds aud Dr.

Letheby, they found that they were to meet no less than seven

professional gentlemen. Not that the practical men were in

any way alarjned, liecause tliey felt, and strongly felt, confi-

dence in being able to discuss those points that might come
under their observation. He might say, to the credit of jMr.

Harvey, that he did everything that lay in his power to give

them all a fair and open field, aud Mr. Harvey told him pri-

vately that he \vislied neither himself, nor his people, nor his

management to be spared in any remarks it might be necessary

to make, and as they would see from the remarks he (Mr.
Woods) had made at Norwich, he had acted upon this permis-

sion. Mr. Harvey provided for them at Crown Point a very

sumptuous luncheon, and while the professional gentlemen and
the agricultural deputation were partaking of it he wotild ask
the meeting to take a walk with him across Mr. Harvey's
fields, aud take a practical view of the state in which he foimd
the lambs, and he would state the opinions enforced upon his

mind by what he saw. He must confess that he was very
much struck when he found that 3,000 sheep had beeu living

together, folded together, and treated as one flock. If the

management of practical men in this district, and he might say

in every part of the county, was worth anything, the system
adopted at Crown Point must have been wrong. There was a
great quantity of coarse grass, such as he felt sure no practical

man would think of feeding lambs upon, and he found also that

8 great many of the fields, which were divided by iron fences,

wliere the aninii^lj lay, were covered with excrement, wliich lie

had no- doubt had Iain there for a long time, and which, doubt-

less, created a very disagreeable efUuvium that must have beeu
perceptible to the organs of the lambs. Tliere was another
point with which he was particularly struck, and that was,

that there was a long road divided from the fields by a vrire

fence, and that road appeared as if it was a receptacle for the

lambs, which were probably taken there every day to be
trimmed or otherwise treated, aud if there happened to be a
sliower of rain, he felt certain that that road must have been
nothing more nor less than a complete cesspool of excrement
mixed with rain. He foxmd, too, that those animals, during
the early part of the summer, had been fed in the park where
they were then feeding, and it must necessarily be imagined
that the fields in which so large a number of lambs had lain

were considerably soiled with their excrement. After the

rains of August, Mr. Harvey said there was a great flush of

vegetation—the grasses that had been dormant during the

whole of the summer sprang up and produced a large amount
of succulent food. He thought he,need not ask any practical

man in that room his experience as to the efl'eet that succulent

grasses from fields that had previously been heavily fed with
sheep must have produced on lambs, for many of them had
seen it, and they all knew that it must be highly injurious.

It should also be understood that those animals had no artifi-

cial food given to them—they had nothing but what the park
produced, and that, as he said, was of a very succtileut character.

There was no change of pasture, and no change of food. He
thought, consequently, that those he was addressing would say,

that even in what he had already stated there was quite suffi-

cient to produce a disease similar to what many of them had
seen in their flocks before. But there had come to his know-
ledge one important fact conuected with the flock at Crown
Point which had never yet appeared before the public, aud
having heard it incidentally it was only by considerable care

that he was able to arrive at its truth. He must say to the

honour of Mr. Harvey, that when the matter was put fairly to

him he honestly told him that which he would relate to the
meeting. They all knew that when lambs had been living on
dry and bare pastures, when probably some feverish state of

the system was produced, the very lastthiiig thing they would
think of doing wotild l)e to allow them an unlimited supply of

water. Their experience told them that their great aim and
object when their lambs in hot weather had been kept long

without water was not to let them run to it indiscriminately,

if tliey let them have it at all. But he had ascertained that

during the hot month of August, and abotit a week or two
before the disease broke out, Mr. Harvey's lambs broke away
from the shepherd more tlian once or twice, and got down to

the Thorpe river, wliere they not only drank the water, but

rushed in, many of them going overhead, and a great many
over their backs ; the consequence being tlnxt they not only

suflered from the efl'ects of drinking the water, but also fi-om

the chill that must necessarily have been produced to the

system by their immersion. But let the meeting listen to the

account of the kind of water they had to drink. No doubt

mauy of them had seen a leading article in the Norwich Mer-

cury of last week, in which the editor said the fish had eeasej

to exist near Norwich, principally owing to the refuse of the

alkali and other works, which rendered the water not only

obnoxious but poisonous. As he (Mr. Woods) wished to state

nothing but facts which he should be able to substantiate, he

had taken very great care to obtain on every point he should

speak upon evidence which he defied any one to contradict.

He therefore wi-ote to a friend of his, whom, for obvious rea-

sons, he should not name, though he would hand the name to

the Chairman, and asked liim the state of the river wliere the

lambs had gone to drink. The answer he received was as

follows :

—

6th November, 1S65.

My Dear Sir,—In reply to your letter I must tell j'oii that

the river near Crown Point is, in the summer months, very

fotiij au^l tU9 fiteueli egioetimes in yery ])w\ fer a jail© Igwer
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down the river. The surface ofthe water is sometimes covered

with a thin coating of the refuse thrown into this river, which

I have seen skimmed off to prevent the stench. Thero is no

doubt but that the river water is l)ad enough to kill fish a very

short distance from Crown Point, and must be injurious to

sheep if they drink the water. It smells badly two mOes
past Crown Point. I have smelt it this summer quite to the

Wood's End, which must be three miles down the stream.

I beUeve this has been stated in the papers, and can be vouched
to by any one hving near the river in summer time.

He had also received from Mr. Harvey that morning a letter,

from which the following was an extract :

—

In reply to your note, it is very possible my lambs drank
the river water, which has the sewage of Norwich emptied
mto it, as they were frequently by the river side, and it is

true tlie river "is sometimes so offensive it is difficult to be
there witliout being sick.

He would ask those whom he was addressing whether as prac-

tical men they would think it right and judicious, whether

they did not think it would produce consequences of which

they would he very much afi-aid if they were to allow their

flocks to drink such water as that ? But it did not stop there,

for he had ascertained as a fact that during three mouths the

lanihs frequently broke away to a small pond near Crowu Point,

which was nothing more nor less than a complete mass of ani-

malcules, and whether this could be beneficial to lambs or not,

his own experience was not sufficient to say, further than that

he thought it must have been decidedly wrong to have let the

lambs have that water. He now came to another point to

which he must call attention. They would have read that at

the meeting of Saturday week Mr. Porrester admitted that the

treatment of the lambs was decidedly wrong, and such as no
practical man would think of following witliout expecting that

it would produce something like 15 or 20 per cent, of deaths

under ordinary circumstances ; but when he found the per-

centage came to 50 or GO he licld that there must have been

something more than common, and that to all intents and pur-

poses it must have been cattle plague, because so great a num-
ber of the lambs had died. Now, he joined issue with Mr.
Eorrester on this. . He contended that the greater the number
of sheep there were together the greater the loss they were

liable to. To meet this point of Mr. Forrester's he would ask

them to allow him to tell them that Mr. Palmer, of Poubnerc,

lost 55 lambs out of 107. Now, what he would ask was this

:

If Mr. Palmer had had 2,000 sheep iu one lot instead of 107,

what would have been the proportion he would have lost, the

sheep having all the advantages of change and everything that

could be given to them ? But he had a still more startling

point to bring to the consideration of the meeting in connexion

with this part of the matter. His friend Mr. Palmer said he

knew that a relative of his had unfortunately sustained con-

siderable loss among his lambs, and Mr. Palmer kindly under-

took to write for all the particulars, which he (Mr. Woods)
had since received. The gentleman who wi'ote the letter he

was about to read was a most excellent manager of lambs, and
when they considered the loss, which was very great, with all

his good management, he (Mr. Woods) had a right to ask

what would liave beeu the loss if that gentleman had had 2,000

sheep lying where only nine score lay on his farm ? The letter

was as follows :

—

Weybread, 2nd November, 1865.

Dear Sir,—In answer to your letter respecting the disease,
I can give you no satisfactory explanation. They were from
a lot of nine score blackfaced ewe flock lambs, good ones,
costing 31s. each. When they first came home tbej- fell down
with foot disease, and got very poor. After the fu'st rains in

harvest they began to die. The first symptoms were dulness
and scouring, and in about ten days they died. Their lungs
and livers were entirely gone, but not in the way of rot. I

lost 81, and 19 more dwindled away to skin price, thus mak-
ing 100. The remaining four ewes are gradually getting bet-
ter. The veterinarians and various persons who saw them
thought the disease came fi-om mildew and unhealthy state of
the grass and layers. My opinion is that we cannot give
lambs too much dry food or keep them too well. We have
now several lots doing badly near here, but they are un-
healthy ones. The strong lambs are doing well.

I am, dear sir, yours sincerely,
To Mr. Thos. Palmer. L. O. Jeites.

If they found that Mr. Jeffes with all his good management
lost 100 lambs out of 180, it showed that the loss at Crown
Point was not so startling as to make it necessarily caused by
cattle plague. Another point to whicli he wished to call atten-
tion was tlii«. They kjxew that Mr. Forrester stated—and he

was quite sure that Mr. Forrester stated it believing it to be
true, because he believed Mr. Forrester incapable of saying
anything but what he believed—that the sheep began to die

soon after the bullocks. Now, he (Mr. Woods) had it on the
strongest possible evidence, and that was from Mr. Harvey
himself, in his own handwriting, that eleven lambs sickened

and died before a single bullock was taken ill. He would give

them another case. There was a flock in Monmouthshire—iu

fact there were eight flocks in Monmouthshire, of which he
would presently give particulars—iu which a gentleman lost 50
lambs out of loO. Therefore they saw that the losing of 60 per
cent, at Mr. Harvey's was not so very startling as Mr. For-
rester seemed to think. There was another point to which he
wished to call attention, and that was as to the time during
the past summer when the disease broke out among the sheep
in various parts of the country ; and he wished them to give

particular attention to this, because he thought they would find

that the disease broke out in Norfolk and other counties almost

simultaneously, the outbreaks being within a week or so of

each other. Prom particidars furnished by Mr. W. Nebnes,
of Pembridge Castle, Monmouthshire, he found that the dis-

ease broke out in two flocks in Monmouthshire at the latter

end of July and in the first week of August, and there were
four other flocks in the same county where thecUsoase appeared

among the sheep, aud at that time there had not been a single

case of cattle plague either in that county or the adjoining

county. In three flocks the disease commenced at the end of

August, and in another it broke out during the first week in

September. The disease commenced among the flock of Mr.
Palmer, of Fonlmere, in August ; among the sheep of Mr. Ling,

of Shelford-hall, Essex, in the first week of September ; among
those of Mr. Pitts, of Starston, on the 3rd September ; among
the sheep of Mr. Uobinson, of Oakley-haU, Bishop Stortford,

on the 1st September ; among the sheep of Mr. Palmer, of

Tottington, on the 3rd September ; and among the sheep of

Mr. Game, of Bushy-grove, near Watford, on the 8th Septem-

ber. Therefore they would see that the disease in the flocks

he had named, aud doubtless in others, broke out pretty nearly

within ten days of each other. He would now ask them to

listen attentively while he read a description of the appearance

of the disease among the Crown Point sheep, as stated by Dr.

Letheby in his letter to the Times of the 27tli September. He
wished attention to be paid to this because he should read

other people's descriptions of the symptoms among their lambs,

and ask them whether they did not see a strong similarity.

Dr. Letheby said :

—

The symptoms which I observed dming my visit to-day
were the foliowmg :—The animal appears at first to be some-
what feeble in its gait ; it also looks heavy, and stands with
drooping head and ears. Its appetite fails, and it shows
signs of severe febrile action by the heat of the head and ears,
and by its seeking the shade and running to the water to
drink. At this time a discharge begins to fiow from the eyes
and nose—the discharge being very limpid and colom-less
like water, not purulent, although there are occasional patches
of ulceration alsout the nose from the u'ritation of flies. Thero
is some difficulty of breathing, and the respu-ation is panting,
and the animal moans as if in pain. Diarrhoea also oecvrrs,

but the discharge is never tinged with blood, as in the case of
cattle, but is of a thin gruel-like consistence, and is of a pale
greenish-yellow colour.

The next description of the symptoms he should read was that

given by Mr. Pitts, of Starston :

—

Dulness and drooping, loss of appetite, appearance of pain,
coughing, sinking of flesh, discharge from the eyes and nose,
and thin flux.

]Mr. Bobiuson, of Oakley-haU, near Bishop Stortford, de-

scribed the symptoms thus—
Deadness of coat, loss of appetite, hanging down the head

and eai's, extreme weakness, excessive thirst, and scouring.

Mr. Nelmes described the symptoms among the eight flocks in

Monmouthshire as follows :

—

Refusal of food, drooping ears, dull appearance, violent
discharge from the nose, shortness of breath, rapid sinking
of flesh, scovrring, and appearance of pain ; coughing, the
more violent when disturbed.

In a letter he had received from Mr. Nelmes, that gentleman

described the post mortem appearances of the lambs. The
letter was as follows :

—

Pembridge Castle, Nov. 3rd, 1865.

Sir,—I have very great pleasure iu replying to yours of the
31st inst. The greatest number of lamlis that have died in

Quv flock is 53 Quti qi a flQCls <?f 143i S'eijliBSm twis^uvl inte •
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rest ill thin disoaae, I hsivo been present when several that
have (lied have been opened in different flocks, and I may say
in each c;ise there has been congestion of the Inngs, also a
partintf of the coats of the stomach in patches, and sometimes
there arc spots. I was one day speakins? to a professional
about these spots. Ho says it is not unusual to find them
where there is congestion of the lungs.—I am sir, yours trulj^,

Mr. Woods. AVm. Nelmes.
Mr. Game, the very higlily intelligent agent of Mr. IMarcli-

baiiks, of 13ushy Grove, near Watford, in Hertfordshire, de-
scribed tlie symptoms as follows :

—

The ears (b•a^^^l back and head down; if moved, begins
coughing, and shows weakness of loins by staggering gait

;

refuses food, sets up its back, and shows appearance of pain,
scours a thin greenish-j'ellow coloured excrement. In some
there is no scouring, and these generally prove the worst
cases, and die ((uicker after being taken. When dead the
lungs are congested, the liver decayed, and iutestmes in-
flamed. The tUsease may lie chscovercd by examining the
eyes of the affected lamljs, which are somewhat similar to
those of sheep with flukes in the liver.

Another description came from a man who was well known to

tliose present by repute—he referred to Mr. Lugar, of Hen-
grave, wlio said, under date Nov. 7th :

—

I will now answer yom- letter of yesterday. My lambs were
taken ill, or rather showed sjonptoms in the beginning of Sep-
tember. The first was a cough, or husking, which ended in
violent coughing. They then had tlischarge, which some-
times lasted two days, and then ceased, and then returned a
second time. The laii^bs wasted every day, and looked very
thin. Those that died did not scour—also wasted very much.
I believe it to be the same land of disease that we have had
at times for several years, and many thousands have died
from its effects.

He liad received several other descriptions of a similar cliarae-

ter. He wislied the meeting to refer to tlie county papers of

last Saturday week for the description given tliirly years by
Mr. Youatt of the symptoms shown by lambs with inflammation

of the lungs, and they would find that it corresponded in almost

every particular with the description given by Dr. Letheby, as

noticed in Mr. Harvey's sheep, and, with some little differ-

ence—allowing for each gentlezuan's powers of description

—

with the symptoms sliown by each of the flocks of sheep to

which he had just referred. This testimony showed clearly

enough tliat the disease of which he was speaking had been a

recognised disease thirty years ago, the symptoms then being

the same as now. They should understand that all tliese re-

turns he had received before he went to Crown Point, as he

wished to be perfectly prepared with evidence to meet the

scientific gentlemen. There was another point on which he

had been twitted more tlian once at the Norwich meetings, and

that was as to whether or not the disease was a curable one.

He would say advisedly that tlie disease at Crown Point was a

curable disease if taken in time, and he would corroborate this

by practical facts. He would ask the cpiestiou of Mr. Palmer

(of Eoulmere), Mr. Palmer (of Tottiugton), Mr. Pitts (of

Starston), Mr. Game (of Bnshey Grove, Watford), and Mr.

Lugar (of Hengrave), and they would say that they had cured

lambs with precisely the same symptoms as those at Crown
Point. He would now return to the learned professors and
agricultural gentlemen whom he had left at luncheon with Mr.
Harvey, and proceed with them to the iwst mortem examina-

tion of the dead lambs, a considerable number of which lay

about. Several of the professional gentlemen—he did not say

with what object, that was best known to themselves—selected

those cases which they considered the worst. Perhaps they

were right, as they wanted, no doubt, to give clear and unde-

niable evidence of what they expected to find. It was much
to the credit of Mr. Smith, the veterinary inspector of Nor-
wich, whose conduct throughout had been uniformly straight-

forward and honest, and that of a man who had an opinion of

his own, and was determined to maintain it, that he had stated

when the dead lambs were about to be opened, if the lungs

were healthy he should say it was cattle plague , but if, on the

contrary, they were congested he should have very considerable

doubt whether it was cattle plague or not. This opinion was
borne out by a great authority, Dr. Smart, who, in his report

to the Council of Edinburgh, the other day, made the follow-

ing remark :—
The "staring hide" and "arched back," so frequently

mentioned as distinctive featm-es of this disease, while cha-
racteristic of the advanced form of pleuro-pneumonia, are
not at all marks of the "rinderpest," There ia no cough or

lung symptom in tho pui'O and uncomplicated examples of
the disease.

Consequently, with so great an autliority behind him, Mr.
Smith was not so far wrong as some professional gentlemen
were willing to make it apjicar. He wished to call particular
attention to the fact that in pure cases of rinderpest the lungs
were as healthy as they could be. But even if they
found a few cases where the lungs were diseased, was this at
all surprising, when they considered that there was still a grest
amount of lung disease in this country ? but, singularly enough,
he liad never yet met with a gentleman who, on jwst mortem
examination of bullocks that had died from the rinderpest, had
found any lung disease at all. Mr. Erasnett, of Croxton, liad
seven bullocks taken iU the other day, and they were
slaughtered, and the veterinary inspector said the lungs were
healthy and the stomach was not spotted. Now, with respect
to the post mortem appearances in tlie lambs at Crown Point,
there was nothing particularly remarkable in the first two or
three cases. There was great inflammation of the viscera, ex-
treme congestion of the lungs, and the livers were diseased.
As to the lungs, they were what in medical phsaseology were
termed hepatized, which meant that they would readily sink in
water. It sliould be understood that there were two or three
cute shepherds there, and they had, on their own account,
opened one or two lambs, and there saw distinct spots, which
the learned professors afterwards made so great a matter of;
but they only saw what they were prepared to swear tliey had
seen in sheep many years ago. During the post mortem ex-
amination, the very intelligent sheplierd of Mr. Rising, at his
(Sir. Woods') suggestion, went and dug a lamb up from a pit,
and he (Mr. Woods) called the attention of the professors and
the medical gentlemen to the state of the stomach. When
they exammed the lining of the fourth stomach they found it

spotted. This settled it in the minds of those gentlemen as
being conclusive that the sheep had died of cattle plague. The
practical gentlemen were inclined to have produced evidence,
and to discuss, not only the question of the post mortem ap-
pearances, but as to what was the general condition of the
sheep

; but from some cause or other, best known to the other
gentlemen, they declined, and thus ended the meeting at Crown
Point. The great point that was made as to any significant
and marked proof of the lambs having had the rinderpest was,
so far as he could see, that they had those spots on the fourth
stomach. There was not one lamb examined after death at
Crown Point but its lungs were more congested than he had
ever previously noticed to be the case either in sheep or other
animals, and tlie lungs of the animal that liad the spotted
stomach were more congested than those of either of the other
animals. If, therefore, it was a feature that cattle with the
rinderpest had healthy lungs, assuming that the sheep also liad
rinderpest, it was a direct reverse of that feature to find that
tliey had unhealthy lungs. They had been told lately that the
lungs of hoggets were more susceptible of disease than those
of beasts. But was this the fact P He asked those whom lie

addressed, as practical men, to say whether they had not seen
and heard, in their experience, of 25 per cent, more cases of
lung disease in cattle than in sheep ? It was a strange and
startling fact, that in the two days following the meeting at

Crown Point, Mr. Rising had a sheep taken with a disease
the symptoms of which were similar to those observed at
Crown Point. Mr. Smith examined the carcase of that sheep,
and found unmistakable evidence of those spots on the
stomach ; and yet there was no cattle plague on Mr. Rising's
farm, nor had any been known to be in the neighbourhood.
Consequently, if that sheep had the cattle plague, the cattle

plague must be an epidemic, because the disease was not taken
by infection or contagion. He would now read what Dr.
Letheby said was the immediate cause of the death of Mr.
Harvey's sheep

:

The immediate cause of death in the sheep is extreme con-
gestion of the lungs, amounting in many cases to heiiatization.
This is a constant ;/osi mortem sign in the sheep, and is rarely
or never seen in the cattle plague.

On the same Saturday that Mr. Rising had described his sheep
to him (Mr. Woods), Mr. Parrer, of Sporle, said he had had a
lamb die, and described the symptoms as similar to those at
Crown Point. Mr. Farrer said he found the fourth stomach
spotted like atpliun pudding with the so-called plague spots ; and
yet there was no cattle plague on Mr. Farrer's farm. Two or
three days afterwards lie (Mr. Woods) went to Mr. Liudsey's, of
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Stanford, aud there saw two dead lambs tliat Mr. Lindsey's

shepherd liad opened an hour or two before, and ia them he

saw stron"'er mauifestations of tlie so-called cattle plague than

he liad seen at Crown Point—the stomachs being more spotted,

and showing altogether stronger symptoms. The shepherd

afterwards told him that a day or two later he opened another,

tlie fourth stomach of which was even more spotted and marked
tlian those of tlie animals he (Mr. Woods) had seen. He also

had a sheep sent from Mrs. Howes' farm, at Blakeney, and it

was opened in the presence of two medical gentlemen of

Watton. In it they found the hepatized lungs aud the in-

flamed viscera, hut there was an absence of the spots in the

stomach, and he would declare upon his honour that the in-

ternal lining of the fourth stomach was precisely in every par-

ticular like that of the slieep he liad seen opened that had heeu

inoculated by Mr. Wells. There had been no cattle plague

near Mrs. Howes' farm. They opened another lamb, be-

longing to Mr. John Gasken, of Tompson, in the presence of

Lord Walsiugham, and found some gangrenous matter round
the throat, and on the fourth s<;omach, two clear and distinct

spots like cattle plague, and so deep as to have actually eaten

into the submucous coat of the fourtli stomach. The lungs

of the animal were also much congested and the viscera very

much inflamed. But the most striking case he had to call at-

tention to was one from Mr. Back's, of Saham. The lamb
was sent to Mr. AVorms' veterinary establishment last Wednes-
day, and Mr. Worms had invited him to go aud look at it.

He went, aud found that it had evidently been shrinking, aud
there were the drooping ears, arched back, moving flanks, ap-

pearance of great pain, and discharge from the nose. He (Mr.

Woods) said it would die, and it died on the following day.

Mr. Worms sent him word that if he liked to call on Thursday
afternoon he could sec the sheep opened. He accordingly at-

tended, and they had a post mortem examination, and that

sheep had points of disease more strongly developed than any
sheep he had seen at Crown Point, more than ever confirming

his opinion that there was no cattle plague in sliecp. The
slieep was opened shortly after death, and the appearances
were these : Great inflammation round the root of the tongue,

the larynx much inflamed, and also the windpipe. The internal

lining of the gullet was very much ulcerated with deep-seated

ulcers, some so deep as to penetrate through the lining of tlie

guEet, aud these extended, more or less, down to the rumen,
or paunch. The parts not ulcer.ated were of a gangrenous
purple colour. The heart was much inflamed and blocked up
with coagula. There was great inflammation of the viscera

;

effusion of blood into the cellular tissue of the sub-mucous coat

of the fourth stomach, forming livid patches, which in medical
language was called ecchymoses, which he had never seen in any
sheep of Mr. Harvey's ; and a clear and distinct livid patch in

the duodenum, or first intestine. This brought him down to the
examination of the points connected with another flock of
sheep that had been mentioned in the reports—those of Mr.
Temple at Blakeney. He had not seen the sheep, but he had
taken pains to make inquiry about them, and had been in-

formed that they were bought at Colchester by Mr. Page and
sent to Thetford fair, but he had not learnt whether they were
sent by rail or driven, thougli he was led to believe they were
driven, more or less. Thetford fair was in the middle of Au-
gust. The sheep were sold to Mr. Stannard, who sold them
to Mr. Patterson, and Mr. Patterson sent them to Mr. Temple.
If those animals had been drifted some distance before they
got to Thetford fair, and they stood that fair on a hot, dry day
in the middle of August (Tlietford, in dry weather, being a
very dusty place), and if they were then sent off by rail, with-
out any refreshment or water, to Fakenhara, and then driven
from Pakenham down to Blakeney, he would ask any practical

man whether there were not fair and reasonable grounds for

supposing that those sheep might have suffered to some extent
from the drifting and the great exertions they had consequently
to undergo ? He knew that Mr. John Matthews, of Stanford,
had seen those sheep, and he cousequently wrote to Mr.
Matthews,_ asking him wliat was his opinion of them, taking a
farmer's view, and Mr. Matthews replied as follows :

Stanford, 4th October, 1885.

Dear Sib,—In reply to youi- letter to-day, I beg to say I
saw Mr. Temple's lambs on Monday, the 17th September.
My opinion tliou was, and I have Bcon nothing to alter it
since, that the symptoms they exhibited were precisely like
those exhibited by lamba in my own neigUbouxhood, with

this exception—that they were aggravated by drift and ex-
posure to sun and dust for several days, with insufficient food.
In answer to yom* second question, whether the symi^toms
materially differ from cases I have seen other years, I beg to
say (with the exception named) that the syim)tom8 were those
of 60 lamba I lost from a lot of 210 ten years since. I have
seen since, at different periods, lambs similarly afflicted, and
the loss probably would have been as heavy had they not
been favoured with seasonable weather.

I remain yours very obediently,
H. Woods, Esq., Merton. Jso, Matthews.

How frequently did people become alarmed at the name of the

cattle plague ! It was becoming popular to call every disease

that happened to animals the cattle plague, and much alarm
was often felt about it. He had that morniug received a letter

from Mr. Lugar, in which that gentleman mentioned a case

worthy of attention. The letter was dated November 7th, and
he would read the following extract from it

:

I wish to mention a case which has just occurred at Lack-
ford, about three miles from Hongrave. The proprietor, who
farms some of his own estate, sent his man uji to ask me
what was to be done, for his breeding ewes were dying fast

—

they had lost eleven, and several others were ill. This came
on so suddenly thej- could not think what it could be, for they
were dead in a few hours. I sent the cattle inspector over,
who ordered three to be killed, and s aid it was the nearest
in appearance to the plague of anj-thiug he had seen. The
sheep appeared blown and in great pain ; and, when opened,
the intestines, &o., wore one mass of inflammation. However,
I advised them to make a complete change in their food.
The last account is they aro better, and no more dead—in
truth it was from putting them on to \'ery young grass on
low meadows, and then on to Swedish turnij^s very full of
growth, and having too many to begin with, for it appears
that it is not the plague, and change of diet has worlied a
cure.

Now, if the owner of those sheep liad not met with so sensible

a man as Mr. Lugar, it would have been said, " a case of

cattle plague has occurred at Lackford among old sheep," and
the practical men woidd have been swamped by the remark
that the disease had hitherto been confined to lambs, but was
now shown to have attacked old sheep. He had that morning
received from Professor Gamgee a letter, in which he said :—
Lambs have died in large quantities this year of paraistic

lung disease, and near Rotherham (in Yorkshire) it was
supposed that the cattle plague had attacked the lambs, and
I found on examination that such was not the case.

This brought him to the trials at Crown Point. After the posi
mortem examinations, some objections being taken by practical

men to the conclusions arrived at by the medical gentlemen, it

was determined that there should be a trial of sheep at Crowu
Point, and he believed it was decided at a meeting of the

Cattle Plague Association that there should be forty sheep
taken from what were considered the best of Mr. Harvey's lot,

though he was sure he should be borne out in saying that

when the sheep's eyes were turned so that the whites of them
could be seen, they bore all the appearance that was described

in IMr. Game's lettei'. "\Ylien they wanted out of that lot to

find a healthy lamb to make an experiment upon for the
satisfaction of the professors, they confessed they [could not
find one. This showed that the whole of them were more or
less in an unhealthy state. Twenty were to be taken from
animals said to be convalescent ; twenty-two were to be taken
which were nearly dead, aud twenty more to be bought, and
if he was right they were to be good, strong, liealthy, well-fed

lambs, and there were to be ten of Mr. Head's shearlings. The
selection of the convalescent lambs led to some dispute

between Mr. Rising and Mr. Wells. The twenty from Sir

Thos. Beauchamp's flock that were to have been good, strong,

healthy lambs, were light, delicate animals, and two of them
he would swear w-ere not healtliy. Mr. Harvey's and Mr,
Bising's shepherds reported that when they took the twenty
off the waggon they said they were a poor lot to begin with,

and one that lagged behind as they were taking the lot to the

field of trial, they observed not to be healthy. Now, without
desiring to cast any reflection on any individual, lie must say

that where there was a shadow of doubt the doubt ought to

have been removed—and the instructions of the committee of

the Cattle Plague Association ought to have been literally

carried out. Therefore, those twenty lambs ought to have

been strong, healthy animals.

A Voice : What was the cost of those Iambs ?

Mr. AVooDS said they ought not to have cost much by the

look of them. This brought him to another point to which
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lio must CiiU atleuiion. Thuy had all sccu a letter of Mr.
Wells in the Norwich papers of last Saturday, aud Mr. Wells

evidently felt aggrieved at some remarks he (Mr. Woods)
made ou the previous Saturday at the meeting of the Cattle

Plague Association. He was willing to admit that he made
those remarks iu the heat of the moment upon some information

he had received which he was wilhng to helieve was
misrepresented, and consequently if Mr. WcUs felt (hat he
had said one word that was painful or ollensive to him, or

language that one honest man ought not to use towards another,

he had great pleasure in withdrawing such remarks. He
could not charge Jlr. Wells with anything like unfair conduct,

hecause in a letter he had received that day from a gentleman in

whose opinion he had considcrahlc confuleuce the writer said he

helieved Mr. Widls had treated the whole matter fairly. But
while admitting this and helieving that Mr. Wells did not wish

to misrepresent facts, he was sure Mr. Wells would allow him
to say that he (Mr. Wells) was hahle, like other persons, to

make mistakes. Mr. Wells said in his letter that the sheep on
trial did not succeed so well as was expected under the nianage-

nu;nt of Messrs. Woods and. Rising. If the Woods there

alluded to was himself he would tell Mr. Wells that he had
had no more to do with the selection of those sheep nor with

the management of them than the King of Ahyssinia. Had
they hceu under his treatment they would not have heen

treated as they had heen. In placing those sheep with others

on trial it ought to have heen the first ohject to prevent them
ilying from any other complaint than that which they were
plac<Hl there to take, if they could take it. He did not mean
the slightest, reflection ou Mr. Rising, who had done every-

thing a man could do, and he must say that if Mr. Rising had
erred at aU, it had been in endeavouring to so carry out his

management that the sheep should have the plague, if they

could get it, Mr. Rising having felt as strongly as he (Mr.

Woods) had done that they would not take it. Mr. Rising

therefore honestly and fairly desired not to leave a single

point with which those who were opposed to him could fuid

fault. Let them now see what the treatment of these sheep

had been ? Mr. Harvey's sheep were taken from grass land,

they had been running on a wide space ; and Sir Thomas
Beauehamp's sheep—and he had this from Sir Thomas
Beauchamp's agent>—had been running in his park, and on
new layers. Those ,sheep were placed in a small fold upon
black land, and young growing turnips were given them to

eat. They were not allowed to run out as flockmasters were
in the habit of letting their sheep do when the lambs were
put on turnips. He believed aU flockmasters trained the

lambs to eat turnips for three weeks or a mouth before they

regularly put them on that food, for fear they would be killed

outright if put on turnips all at once. Then, the turnips

given to the sheep were such that he was quite sure they

would kiU any lot of sheep. He would read a letter he had
received from Mr. Rising yesterday morning, in which Mr.
Rising sent him a statement of the trials :

—

Cossey Lodge, Norwich, Nov. 6tli, 1865.
DEA.E Sir,—I beg to forward you a statement of the trial of

the sheep at Crown Point, which commenced ou the lOtli of
October last. I selected forty lambs off the Park. Mr. WoUs
selected forty of the very worst that could be found, twenty
were brought from Sir Thos. Beauehamp's, and five shear-
lings from ill'. Read's—the whole of these were put in rather
close fold, as the main object iu the trial was to prove if the
disease could Ijb conveyed to the healthy animals. I must
tell you we started unfairly, as there were no troughs for the
first five days; this, of com-se, was against such weakly
sheep, and I had to feed them on miserably small tm-nips,
full of gi'owth (the worst thing you can give to sheep) ; taut in
spite of all this, I think the trial has been a successful one, as
the following account will show. We have now hving (with
the exception of one likely to die, and I expect will hve),
75 per cent, of the forty selected by me ; over 50 per cent of
Ml-. WeUs' lot, So per cent, of Sh T. Beauehamp's, and all the
shearlings, notwithstanding Mr. Ovenuan stating that one of
them had the disease, but that my mediciue cured it (so much
for Rising's patent). I ought to state that six died the first
night (of com-se they were dying when selected). Tho
numbers as they died were as follow : First week, twenty-
two ; second week, six ; third week, thi-ee ; fourth week, two

;

and, with the exception of the one before mentioned, all the
others are hkely to hve and are doing remarkably well.
Trusting I have sent a clear accomit,

I am, dear sir, yom-s truly, .

Henry Woods, Esq. Robx. O. Risiitg.

Mr. Harvey also expressed his view as to the way the sheep

were treated. In a letter dated the 7th November, he said :—
Tho sheep are now doing well: sonic days I do not lose one,

and others I do, according to the change of temperatm-o, I

think the fault iu Mr. Rising's management was that he
Ijogan before ho had his materials together, troughs and
proper food, and no doubt at first was the principal loss.

Again ho imprisoned in a small pen lambs which never saw
a turnip before, which iircvcntod many eating tho food pro-

vided imtU actual hunger and consecpient debility had ensued;
while the very iU died without making the exertion.

Consequently the meeting must feel, as practical men, that the

trial was not only a trial whether the animals would take the

disease, but a strong trial as to whether or not they would live

luider such treatment. The result which he had received up
to that morning was as follows : Erom Mr. Harvey's best lot

of forty, twelve had died ; from the twenty said to be con-

valescent, seven had died ; from twenty-two nearly dead,

thirteen had died; from the twenty of Sir Thos. Beauehamp's,

three had died ; and the ten shearlings of Mr. Read's were all

well. The two last named lots had been with the affected

animals since the 10th of October, and only three of Sir Thos.

Beauehamp's had died ; while the whole of Mr. Read's shear-

lings—the five that were put in the field with the infected

animals, and the five that were put in the park with the infected

animals—were all living and doing well. When he went to

Crown Point to look at the lambs that day fortnight, he found

that one of Sir Thos. Beauehamp's had died, and therefore he

felt it important to make a superficial examination of the state

of the animal. He fouiid that it only w-eighed 4 stone 3 lbs.

as it lay ; it had not an atom of flesh on its bones ; and its

wool came off with the slightest puU, and any practical mau
knew that if the animal had been anything like healthy for

weeks before, its wool would not have come off so easily. He
went to Norwich, and learning that there was to be a committee

of medical gentlemen to meet Mr. Wells and Mr. Smith and
make a 'post-morlcm examination of that animal and of the

animal that was said to have died from inoculation, he felt it

his duty to he present and see what took place. He was pre-

sent, and he would say that the ^wst-hwdcm appearances of

Sir T. Beauehamp's lamb were these : It had consolidated

lungs, terrible inflammation of the viscera, great emaciation of

form, aud there were clear and evident specks of what were

called the cattle plague ; but when they came to look into it

it was admitted by the medical gentlemen on all hands that it

was a diseased animal when it went to Crown Point,

and had not died of cattle plague. Let them look,

then, at the sequel. If the sheep did not die from

cattle plague, what could the medical gentlemen say about the

spots with which the fourth stomach was covered, and which

were like the spots found iu the animals they said had died of

cattle plague, at Crown Point ? With regard to the sheep that

had been inoculated, t\\G post-morfeiii appearances were similar

iu some respects to those of the other animal, except that there

was an absence of any spot on the fourth stomach. The
mucous lining of the stomach was certainly thicker, but there

were no spots ; and when he called attention to the surface of

the skin of the animal, which showed no manifestation of

having taken the plague, one gentleman turned round—he

would not mention the name, hecause it appeared to be dan-

gerous to give names—aud said "Then it must have been taken

by contagion." They had been asked there to see the inoculated

sheep opened ; but had it died from inoculation ? He had no

hesitation in saying it had not. He now came to the report

sent in by the medical gentlemen to the Cattle Plague Associa-

tion, and he wished to speak with the most marked respect of

those gentlemen, who he believed went to Crown Point and did

everything they could to arrive at a right and proper con-

clusion ; but it was no disrespect to them to say that a man
unaccustomed to the ;joj^Morfc;« examination of sheep could

form but a very inadequate opinion of the appearances presented.

He saw a post-mortem examination of a sheep made in the

jjresence of a surgeon of great skill, whoso impression was that

the lungs were healthy, while the impression of practical men
was that they were not healthy, and when the lungs of a

healthy sheep were exhibited the medical gentleman acknow-

ledo-ed that he was iu error. AVas it not possible then that the

n-entlemen who had sent in the report he was about to read

might also make mistakes ; was it possible that without great

practical experience they could distinguish between animals

that were healthy and animals that were slightly affected?

Their report was as follows :

—
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To the Ohainaian of the Norfolk Cattle Plague Association.

gjjj Youi' committee, in caiTyiiig out the iiistnictions

Eriven to them, have made experiments as time and oppor-

tunities have allowed. Some of these experiments are con-

cluded others are still in progress ; but, so far as they have

gone yoiu- committee are able to report—1st, that the disease

IS coinmunicable by inoculation from bullock to bullock ; and
2nd, that the disease is communicable from bullocks to sheep

by association. We are, sir, yom- oliedient servants,

W. P. NicHOLLS, Petek Bade, M.D.,
Wm. Cadge, Thos. Wells, M.R.C.V.S.,
Fred. Bateman, M.D., Wm. Smith, M.R.C.V.S.

Norwich, Nov. 1, 1865.

Of course no oue doubted that the disease was communicable

from bullock to bullock by inoculation ; but the question was

as to its being conimuuicable from bullocks to sheep by inocu-

lation. AVhere was the report of the niedical geutlemeu on

the inoculated sheep ? It was not noticed in the report, which

was the first tliose gcntlemeu had given to the public. Had
they ignored the inoculation altogether, or was it in progress ?

This was a question which practical men wished to have an-

swered. Mr. Porrester, in reading that report, liad said the

facts in it were few but weighty ; but what proof did they give

of the assertion that sheep had died from association with bul-

locks ? Mr. Forrester had said that Mr. George's ewe that

had died was a four-year-old, and that it hnd caught the disease

from being associated with Mr. George's bullocks ; but in a

letter to him (Mr. Woods) Mr. Smith stated that the ewe was

five years old. He should like to liave looked into her

mouth, because when they got to four or five years old tlie

marks were so indefinite that it was dillicult to say whether an

ewe was four or five, or even eight years old. What age, then,

was the ewe ? What was her condition when put -with the

bullocks, and did she not die from inflammation of the lungs,

caught through the late rains ? He would give an instance.

Aliout the same time that animal died, a ram that took the

first prize and the cup at the Norfolk Agricultural Show, and

the third prize at the sliow of the lloyal Society, was taken

with as strong an attack of inflammation as he ever saw ; he

was four days between life and death, and everylwdy felt sure

he would die, but by the strong and active measures taken with

him he was now alive and doing well. It was natural that on

the 2JOs/ mortem examination of the ewe he had mentioned the

congestion of the lungs was not so strongly marked as in the

case of the lambs. Mr. Forrester went on to tell them in his

speech that one very strong laml) of the trial lot at Crown
Point jumped the hurdles and helped himself to the turnips.

If he did so, the fact of his eating those strong turnips on the

black land was sufficient to account for his death—such turnip

tops as he saw in the field were sufficient to kill any lamb. He
would now give them some very strong and positive evidence

in direct contradiction to what the medical committee had set

forth. Professor M'Caul, in a report to the Town Council of

Glasgow, after speaking of the diseased cattle, said

—

I have also had five ordinary sheep—viz., two ewes and
three lambs—and one African ewe sheep, in constant contact
with cattle suffering under plague in its most severe form.
They have been confined in the same boxes and eaten of the
same food since Thui'sday, the 28th ult., and I also inoculated
with the discharge from the eyes and nostrils of plague-
stricken animals the African ewe and one of the lambs in the
beginning of the week. None of them have shown any symp-
toms of disease. I have also kept five dogs—viz., a Scotch
terrier, two retrievers, a pointer, and a mougi-el—at the sani-

tarium, and fed them almost entirely on the stomachs and in-

testines of cattle which have died from plague, selecting those
portions wliich are most vu-ulently affected. They have con-
tinued feeding on this since Monday, the 18th, and no symp-
toms of disease of any kind have shown themselves.

That morning he had received the following letter fi-om Mr.
Nelmes :

—

Pcniljridge Castle, Nov. 3rd. 1865.

Sir,—Since I wrote my first letter of to-day I have seen a
veterinai'y surgeon ; he is a person who has a considerable
sheep practice, and has paid very gi-cat attention to the lamb
disease for years ; he says he has had as many as 3,000 at

one time mader his care, and the only difference this year to

others is, he has found the disease of a more stubborn nature.
He has been to Edinburgh (of which college he is a member),
where he stayed a week, during which time he was fully em-
ployed investigating the disease—namelj', the cattle jjlague,

and dissecting animals that had died from the plague ; he
examined the sheep that have been in the sanatoriiun for

weeks, living with diseased beasts and feeding with them,
even eait»9 the Jiwj u-ifh the saliva of these beasts upon it, and
he pronounced them healthy. I askocl him hie oxsLuiou, it he

thought this lamb disease partook in any way of the cattle
plague ; his reply waa, not in the least. It was the same
disease that has been so prevalent in this part of the coiuitry
for years, but more severe in its nature this year than he ever
found it before. He had the accounts of the Norfolk flock,

and he says he is satisfied that it is the same disease that has
been raging in this quarter, and (pite laughs at the idea of
the professors ; but as he did not wish me in any way to

make use ofhis name because he is also a member ofthe R.V.C.,
I therefore promised him it should not appear. I think he
will give me his assistance if you should require any fui-ther

information. I am, sir, yours truly,

Mr. Woods. Wm. Nelmes.

They thus had evidence that in Glasgow, where the sheep had
been placed with infected cattle, and had been inoculated,

they did not take the disease ; and in the Edinburgh sanato-

rium sheep placed with infected cattle had also resisted the

disease, as was confirmed by a member of that college. He
would now read another letter he had received that morning
from Mr. Game, and though it took rather a different line it

was well worthy of attention. It was as follows :

—

Bushoy Grove Farm, Watford.
Dear Sir,—I beg to inform you that from the birth of Mr.

Maijoribank's lambs to the time of their being attacked they
had been particularly healthy, having lost only one per cent.
Just jirevious to their bemg attacked we had veiy heavy fogs
diu'iug the evening, the pastures being covered with what is

commonly called cobweb, and the air being as it were fuU of
it. In a few days the grass fields were covered with a pecu-
liar kind of blight, which collected on the shoes similar to a
fine powder of a pale chocolate colour ; the clovers were
covered with mildew. I remarked to the shepherd how un-
healthy the pastures were, remembering having heard my
father (who is an experienced stock manager) say that such
was veiy injurious, and often produced husk in young calves.

Soon after this the lambs showed the symptoms I have de-
scribed to you. I behove the sheep disease has no connexion
^^•ith the cattle disease, and for the followmg very good rea-
son :—At the time I had several lambs ill (with what, to all

appearance, has been called iu Norfolk cattle plague) I put
them in a close, and soon after having two cows calve, I
turned them into the field with the lambs for a few hours every
day, and they (the cows) took no harm.

If a beast could communicate the disease to sheep, it was fair

to suppose that the sheep could communicate it to beasts, but
here was evidence that they could not do so. He had another
letter, which he considered an important one, because it gave
facts near home. It was written by Mr. Pulcher, baiHif to

Lord Sondes, and was as follows :

AVe have had several cases of plague in this neighbourhood.
In most instances the diseased cattle have been herded with
sheep, yet the latter have alwaj^s escaped. Mr. Dack, of
Guist, three miles from this place, who lost ten bullocks of
rinderpest, informs me that at the time the beasts became dis-

eased they were grazmg m the same pastiu'e with his ewes.
The present cattle plague is, I believe, admitted to be identi-
cal with that which i)revailed in the last century ; and I look
upon it as a remarkable and, to flockmasters of the present
day, cheering circumstance, that aU the okl records of the
disease mention it as affecting neat cattle only.

He would now turn to Mr. Harvey, who, they learnt, had 650
sheep left that were doing well, but that was chiefly because
Mr. Harvey had an intclhgent shepherd, who knew how to

treat sheep, and not only gave those sheep change of food, but
gave them highly nourishing food. He (Mr. Woods) had
heard that Mr. Harvey had been advised to slaughter the

whole of his flock, when they were first seized, and when he had
something like 1,800 or 1,900 lambs on his farm. He also

lieard the statement indirectly contradicted, but the statement

was so astounding that he never dared make use of it for fear

of saying what was not true. He wrote to Mr. Harvey the

day before yesterday, and asked him plainly whetuer such was
the fact or not ; and Mr. Harvey said, in reply :

7th November, 1865.

It is also true that it was recommended to Capt. Lambart,
)jy a Government veterinary authority, to kiV the whole flock

(or so ho understood it), and that I scented the idea, and
wrote mj'self to the Privy Council, stating I hoped that it

would consider well before adopting such a coui-se, or sanc-
tioning the dictum that the disease was cattle plague witnout
further information, and also stating, if it was reahy cattle

plague, at least half recovered, and that this indiscriminate

slaughter was veiy wrong,

Mr. Harvey's conduct in that matter was beyond aU praise.

If Mr. Harvey had been seized with the panic attempted to

be forced on liim, that panic would have taken hold of the
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tounliy, and not a flock would Ikuo bctni safe from slauglitci-,

by order of the veterinary inspectors. In Wiltshire, one
lloek was slaughtered chietty because the sheep were snlferiny

from a disease like that at Crown I'oint ; iHit Mr. Harvey,
with a nobleness of conduct that did him infinite credit, and
for which lie deserved the hearly thanks of every llockmaster
in England, determined to see it out. On tlie Saturday
lollowmg the meeting of the deputation at Crown I'oint two
gentlemen went to Mr. Ilarvey and oifered to buy the whole
of his lambs—two men of sound judgment and great

csiwrieuce, who were not likely to make a mistake. This was
?i fact which showed that those men of experience had a

feasouable ground for belie\ ing that if they gave those lambs
U eliange of food and a change of locality they would save a

large per-ceutage of them. Mr. Ilarvey told them that if they

would give him ten thousand pounds for the remainder
of the lambs he would not let them go, and by so

Uoing run the risk of Iniviug it said, if risk there

Wvra, that he had helped to send the disease to other

parts of the country. He now came to the most
important part of the information connected with the cattle

disease that he had yet heard. Count Nesselrode, a llussian

nobleman, and an extensive landed proprietor, was staying at

Merton-hall, and had authorised him to state to that meeting
that in 1861 he lost the whole of his large herd of cattle from
i'hiderpest. He had at that time 10,000 sheep running on the

same land with the infected cattle, but not a single sheep was
attacked with the disease. Count Nesselrode had entirely

given up keeping cattle iu consequence of the rinderpest, and
kept sheep only, for it was found that they did not take the

disease, although it had been tried to be made out that there

had been cases of rinderpest : but it always proved to have
arisen from improper feeding and management. If a man of

the standing of Count Nesselrode iu llussia, and of his great

experience, instructed him to say upon his (Count Nesselrode's)

autiiority, that sheep iu llussia did not take the disease, he

would ask how could they take it in England ? He now came
to the close of his address. It had been said that he had taken

a negative position with respect to the sub-committee of

tlie Cattle Plague Association relative to these sheep trials.

This he begged publicly to deny, and he would show why he

had not gone in opposition to them. In the first place he

was personally acquainted with every gentleman on the sub-

committee, and they were all gentlemen for whom he had the

most profound regard. He honestly believed that their only

object was to do the best they could with the funds at their

disposal, and for the interests of the insurers ; consequently,

why should he wish to oppose them ? But, while they

claimed for themselves the right of free expression of opinion,

they should accord the same privilege to others. If he had
taken a strong stand he had done so with a good intent and
on public grounds, and he would ask the meeting whether he

had not laid before them just and reasonable grounds for the

position he had taken ? And what should he gain supposing

he proved his position to be right ? Only the consciousness of

having done his duty. If, on the other hand, he was proved

to be wrong, what should he lose ? But in the latter case, he

should do as every honest man would do, and admit that he
was mistaken. "While saying this he must also say that he
felt no hostility to the members of the sub-committee, though
he would maintain his unyielding and uncompromising
opposition to anything like scientific delusions. Science

had done much for agriculture, and might do much more ; but

it had many mistakes, and one among the number that would
take the first rank was the endeavour to persuade the public

that the rinderpest existed among the sheep at Crown Point.

DEATH OF MR. HUGH WATSON.—This celebrated

Seottisli agriculturist died at his residence, The Den, near

Perth, on the 10th Not., in his 78th year. For nearly three

years he had been confined to his room with a chest complaint,

originating in neglected bronchitis ; and it was quite a miracle

that he should have lived so long. The following sketch of
his history is from Mr. Dixon's recently published work,
" Field and Fern ; or, Scottish Flocks ancl Herds." " ' The
castle of old Forfar' might once, as a poet observes, have been
' stnffit full of Inrjlishmen^ but we had no time to inquire

after the fate of out compatriots, as we pointed straight from

Kirriemuir to Mains of Kelly. Keillor, which has always been
regarded as the very ^^'arlaby of the ' doddies,' lies about
tweh e miles from it, and a little east of Cupar Angus. It will

Ijc four years come Martinmas since Mr. AVatson left it, after

a residence of four-and-fifty years, and retired to a new home
in Perth. He was purely catholic in his cattle tastes.

Bracelet, Charity, and one or two more of tlie pure Booths
were the models he kept iu his eye, in building up his blacks

;

and even in a shire so strongly wedded to its own breed, he
did not shrink from saying so. Many of his dearest friends

lived over the Border—John Booth, Anthony Maynard,
Wetherell, Torr, and Philip Skipworth—and he loved to go
shorthorn and sheep judging with them to Ireland, and to call

to mind Booth's merry jokes and his practicals on old Philip.

He had also many ' a quiet day at Wisetou' with the first earl

among the shorthorns ; and he was walking with his lordship

on the race-course at Doncaster, just before Elis's St. Leger,
when he first met Sir Charles Knightley. The old Ijaronet began
to rally hiin directly after they had been introduced, in allusion

to the earl's pohtics, on ' not keeping better company.'
Before the end of the week they met again at a sheep sale at

Wooller, and for many years kept up a strong correspondence.

Old Jock (1), Strathmore (5), Angus (lo), and Pat (29),
were his four favourite bulls, and there is a strain of them iu

every great black herd. Old Jock was the most stylish of the
lot, and showed, as his owner never scrupled to say, ' much of
the shorthorn superiority' in hair and touch.' His son Pat
thought nothing on one occasion of walking eighteen miles to

a show, and winning
; and his son, llanton, made the herd

fortunes of M'Combie, who bought him for 105 gs. when he
had won at Berwick. Old Jock was sold for 100 gs., after

taking a Highland Society first in 1844. In 1853 his sou
Grey Breasted Jock, or Second Jock, beat all the polled bulls

iu a sweepstakes at Perth, when he was thirteen ; and Black
Jock (.3) and Young Jock (4) kept up the line. ' Keillor

Watson,' as he is always called, began to show in 1810, and
won upwards of two hundred prizes for sheep and ' doddies' in

the next thirty-three years, principally at Strathmore (Cupar
Angus), the Highland Society, and the Royal Irish. Some of
these must be credited to thorough-breds and cart-horses, and
among the medals and other trophies there are not a few race-

cups. Old breeders still speak with rapture of the heifers

which he showed at Perth in '29 ; and his Leicester rams
were so good and level ou that occasion, tiiat each of the
three judges had got a dift'erent one for first. 'Twenty-nine

was also the year of his Smithfield heifer ; and so delighted

was Earl Spencer, the president of the club, with her, that he
requested that she should be modelled and struck olf on a

medal. He also gave the Irish a taste of his quality, and
made several large sales there. His four-year-old Angus ox
\\'ent over, and was placed first for the Purcell Challenge Cup
at Belfast, and yet, strange to say, died after all in the plough
at the Royal Home Farm when he was rising eighteen. Still

his fame was in aU lands, as a traveller in India found his

portrait pasted up on a temple of Vishnu. His longevity was
hereditary from his dam, old Grannie, who gave uo milk after

she was 28, and ended in July, '59, a pilgrimage of Zo\ years.

From one to three she was often shown, and very seldom

beaten as a cow ; and her guardian, James Thompson, after

forty two years of service, received one hundred francs as a

tribute from the ' Society Protecfrice des Animaux.' She is

'the prima cow' of the polled herd-book, and dates from 1824;
while Colonel, the premier bull, is six years her senior. This

book, which was published in April, 1862, contains entries

from 126 owners, 31 of them Galloway men. Of the 336
numbered bulls, 45 are Galloway, and the cows of the sort

muster 95 out of 846. Mr. Watson kept Leicesters on his

low land, and sonthdowns, to which he had always a strong

leaning, on the hill. In 1838, he could record that he had
bred the latter for five-and-twenty years, that he thought them
as hardy as the Cheviot, and that their suug-wooUed heads and
necks dried sooner after a storm. In another respect he found

them very superior, as ho could always fatten them much
better off grass the year their lamb was taken from them.
His experience of their hardihood was drawn from the fine

middle range of the Seidlaw Hills, where they browsed upon
the green sward, intermixed with whin and heather, five

hundred to twelve huiuU-ed feet above the level of the sea, a
spot ' too high for Leicesters, and under the level at which the

native black-face only thrives.'

"

Q
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THE BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The usual monthly meeting of the Council was held at the

Railway Hotel, Taunton, on Saturday, the 11th of Nov, under

the presidency of the Earl of Portsmouth. There were also

present Colonels Acland, M.P., Axcher, and Luttrell, Drs.

Brent, Gillett, and Scott, Uev. T. Phillpotts, Messrs. G. H.

Andrews, R. Bremridge, R. H. Bush, J. H. Cotterell, E. S.

Drewe, T. Danger, J. Daw, R. R. M. Daw, T. Duckham,

il Eookes, M. Tarrant, J. Fry, Jonathan Gray, J. Gould, J.

D. Hancock, J. Hole, T. Hussey, H. P. Jones, R. K. M.

King, R. May, G. S. Poole, W. Porter, J. W. Sillifant,

J. cTm. Stevens, H. Williams, W. VVippell, and J. Goodwin

(Secretary and Editor),

Dr. Gillett brought up the quarterly report of the Finance

Committee, aud various sums of money were ordered to be

paid in accordance with its recommendations.

The S.vlisbury IMeeting • was fixed to commence on

Monday, June 4th, 1866, audit was directed that all entries of

Stock, Poultry, Implements, and Works of Art be made by

tlie 14;th of April.

The Stock. Prize Sheet was accepted and confirmed

;

the Society's prizes amounting to £1,093 ; those offered by

the Salisbury Local Committee to £150 ; total prizes for

Stock £1,243. In the prize sheet Devon, Herefordshire,

and shorthorn cattle are all placed on the same footing. In

the sheep classes several additions have been made
;
prizes are

now offered for Leicesters, Cotswolds, other Long Wools,

South Downs, Hampshire Downs, Shropshires, Oxford Downs,

Somerset and Dorset Horns, and Mountain Sheep. In the

horse classes there are prizes of £50 for tlic best thorough-

bred staUion ; £30 to £15 for the best stallion for agricultural

purposes ; and prizes varying fron £35 to £10 and £5 for

mares, colts, &c. ; total prizes for horses £275. The prizes

for pigs remain the same as last year ; the amount being £61.

Mr. Miles, of Dixfield, Exeter, again renews llie offer of

prizes for shoeing smiths.

The following is a list of the Salisbury Local Prizes :—
Channel Islands Cattle—A first and second prize of £5 and £3
respectively for bulls of any age, two year-old bulls, yearling

l)ulls, dairy cows, three-year old heifers ; Cattle of any breed—
A first and second prize of £5 and £3 respectively for dairy

cows ; ditto for heifers. Sheep prizes of £5 aud £3 for pens

of Hampshire Down ram lambs, and ditto for pens of ewe
tegs in their wool, part to be shorn in the yard. A prize of

£5 for the best pair of working cart horses. Prizes of £5
and £3 for the best New Forest pony ; similar prizes for the

best mare and foalj and £5 for the best pair of ponies.

Prizes of £5 and £3 for Berkshire boar pigs ; ditto for

breeding sows ; ditto for the three best breeding sows above

four and not exceeding eight months old. Prizes of £10, £5,

and £3, for Wiltshire cheese ; £5 for the best sack of wheat

grown within 20 miles of Salisburv ; and £5 for the best sack

of barley ; total, £150.

Poultry Prizes.—Dr. Brent, one of the stewards of

poultry, brought up the prize sheet for his department. The
total amount of prizes offered is £150.
Arts Departjiea't.—On the motion of Mr. H. Williams,

seconded by Mr. Drewe, the sum of £400 was voted for the

erection of a new arts building at the Salisbury meeting.

Day roR holding Council Meetings.—After much
discussion it was resolved that after the present year the

meetings of tlic Council be held on the last Tuesday instead

of the second Saturday in the month : this arrangement not

to take effect till the February meeting.

Payment of Judges.—it was resolved on the motion of

Mr. H. Fookes " That in future the Society's judges of Stock

at the meetings of the Bath and West of England Society be

paid £5 each for their trouble, such sum to include aU expenses

excepting first-class railway fare to and from the place of

meeting."

International Cheese Exhibition at Paris.—The
following letter was read by the secretary :^

Offlco of Committee of Piivy Council for Trade,
"Whitehall, 4th November, 1863.

Sir,—I ara dirootecl by the Lords of the Committee of Privy
Council for Trade, to transmit to you for the information of

the Bath and "West of England Agricultural Society, the
accompanying copy of a programme, &o., of a proposed
International Cheese Exhibition intended to he held at Paria
in December next, and which has been received from Hia
Majesty's Charg(5 d'Afl'aires at this Court.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,
(Signed) J. EMEBSOJf T^NaNT.

The Secretary to the Bath and
West of England Agricultural Society.

The exhibition above referred to will take place on the 31st

of December.

New Members Elected.—Messrs. Ingram and Pliillips,

Stuokton Ironworks, Fordingbridge, Hants ; Mr. Richard

Woodward, Chargrove, Clieltenham ; Messrs. Wilkinson,

Brothers, Market-place, Batli ; Mr. Fredk. Shum, Laura-place,

Bath ; Mr. J. H. Clark, Altwood House, Maidpahead,

CALENDAR OF AGRICULTURE.

Plough stubbles and leys for Lent crops and

fallows. In fresh weather repair old fences, and
make new ones. Continue the cutting of drains

60 long as the weather allows. Mend roads and
cart-up earths for making composts. Collect for

manure, in every shape or form, all earthy and vege-

table substances that can be got.

^lood meadows, and lay dry occasionally.

Cut underwoods, and fill up vacancies by plant-

ing and layering. Plant all kinds of forest trees,

^'Specially ash and oak. Keep fences in good re-

j»air, to prevent trespassing—a very sure mark of

slovenly management. Raise turnips from the

ground in dry fresh weather ; give the tops and
small roots to young cattle in the yards, and to the
^tore sheep in the fields.

I$^rly lambs will be dropped this month in some

places. Feed the ewes amply, and provide good
shelter.

During frosty weather thrash grains very fre-

quently, and litter the yards very often. Collect

earths to the compost heaps, and carry lime for

mixing with the earths. Carry stones for draining;

timber, faggots, and coals for fuel.

The proper arrangements are now made of a

systematic management in every department of the

winter operations. The live stock require the

most vigilant and unremitting attention, in being

regularly and amply fed, and in having a dry and

comfortable lair in the yard and sheds. Steam

roots and meals for cows, pigs, and poultry; give

the food in a fresh condition, without any sourness

or acidity. Give to the cattle the turnips from the

8tore-pit8 d«ring stormy weather, but from th©
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fields daily when the weather permits. The drains

and culverts must be all in good current order,

to convey the urinary liquids to the tank. The
cattle in the yards eat under cover in high cold

latitudes, from cribs placed in the shelter-sheds.

The grains and animals, with all moveable arti-

cles, being the property of the farmer, are insured

at his cost ; the buildings by the proprietor, being

his charge. Every kind of rural produce is now
insured most safely and economically at the

Royal Farmers' Insurance Office, and proprietors

and farmers who neglect the yearly precaution by

not insuring are most culpably faulty, and commit
an injury not only to themselves, but against thQ

public at large,

CALENDAR OF GARDENING.

Kitchen Garden.
Frost may set in early, and then all plants under

glasses, in frames, and in v.'arm borders require

the protection of matting, fern and littery straw
being laid over them. In this way late-sown
radishes are preserved under straw, which is raked
off in dry sunny weather. Little can be added to

the general directions of last month. All is con-
tingent ; if the weather be open, there is every
probability that it will be wet ; and then to trample
upon and work ground saturated with water is

only to do much harm.
Sea-kale : Pot and excite a second set of plants.

Brick pits and darkened frames, with good linin;;;s,

would be a great convenience, and prevent much
htter.

Asparagus is easily forced upon deep beds of

leaves raked from woods and parks, avoiding

those of laurels and evergreens generally. The
plants should be prepared in proper beds for the

express purpose, and selected from the best two
or three-year-old stock. Brick pits are the best

erections ; but good frames, set upon leaves, with

warm linings, will do well.

Flower Garden.

Cover the ground with half-decayed leaves, or

lay cakes of moss among the shrubs, keeping
them in order by small stones ; and in the event of

snow, lose no time to brush it off evergreens, if the

sun shine hot upon them, as alternate thawings

and freezings ruin foliage.

AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT

FOR NOVEMBER.
Notwithstanding that large quantities of raiu have fallen in

most parts of the United Kingdom, the progress of ploughing

and sowing has been somewhat rapid. The young wheats are

now well above ground, and indicate great healthiness.

Increased quantities of wheat have been thrashed out iu the

leading counties ; and most of the markets have been lairly

supplied with samples. Really fine qualities have moved off

slowly, at about previous quotations; but inferior parcels

have given way Is. to 2s. per quarter ; apparently, wheat has

seen its highest range of value for the present. The millers

are well in stock, and there is no disposition shown to

speculate in any kind of produce on the part of the

leading houses. The large quantities of grain on passage

from the Black Sea ports, and the fall of 2s. to 3s. per quarter

iu the rates demanded for forward shipment, have tended to

depress the trade generally. We are not likely to receive any
quantity of either wheat or flour from America during the

winter months ; but we shall, no doubt, import largely from
France, Holland, &c., at prices which will eli'ectually prevent

an upward movement in the quotations here. Very little fine

English barley has been brought forward, and the inquiry for

it has ruled steady, at extreme rates. Inferior parcels have
given way Is. to 2s. per quarter, with a dull sale. Malt has
somewhat declined iu value ; b\it oats, Ijeans, and peas, have
changed hands freely at fidl prices. The transactions in flour

have been to a moderate extent, at late currencies.

The new crop of English wiieat is turning out well as to

quantity; hut the bidk of it is in very nuddling condition.

The imports from the continent have shown a want of quality,

consequently have beeu held less iirmly. Barley is certainly

about an average crop ; but the yield of oats, beans, and
peas, though rather larger than in 1864, is deficient.

The reductions in the Bank rate for money to 6 per cent,

and the great activity for wooUen goods in the manufacturing
districts, for shipment tg America, have giveiii addiUoual firm-

ness to the wool trade. The sales of colonial wool, at which

about 00,000 bales will be brought forward, are going off

briskly, at au advance in the quotations of OJd. to Id. per lb.

EiigUsh wool has, consequently, commanded rather more

money. The supply iu the hands of our manufacturers are

very moderate, even iov the time of year. On the continent,

the inquiry for wool has certainly improved.

Ttlost of our markets have been heavily supplied witk

potatoes in good saleable condition. A few fine samples have

realized 110s. per ton ; but other qualities have ranged from

50s. to 90s. The losses from disease have been very moderate,

and we may safely conclude that large supplies will continue

on ofi'er for some time. The moderate range in the value of

potatoes must have some influence upon the wheat trade. The

imports from the continent have been limited, for some

time past.

There has beeu about an average business doing iu nearly all

kinds of hops, and the quotations have been well supported.

The quantities on ofter have been moderately extensive, and

the imports from abroad have been on a liberal scale. The

best new English have sold at 180s. to 190s. per cwt.

The root crops have turned out remarkably well, and of good

quahty. There is, consequently, a full average supply of

cattle food on hand. The outlay for linseed and cakes for some

time will be trifling when compared with some former years.

There is, however, no disposition on the part of holders to

accept lower prices for those articles.

The quantities of hay and straw on offer have beeu only

moderate. The demand has not improved; nevertheless the

quotations have been well supported. Meadow hay has sold at

from £i to £5 15s., clover £5 to £7, and straw £1 18s. to £2

5s. per load. The quantity of liay in stack in various parts of

the country is large.

The price of nearly all kinds of meat has beeu very high

during the month. Oar impression is that the supply of Eng-

lish stock, l)oth beasts and sheep, is gradually decreasing, and

that really prime animals will command liigh currencies for 3.

2
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cousideraljle period, tlie large iucrease in tlie importations

notwithstaiuliiig. The great falling off in tlic arrival of cured

provisions from America and other quarters compared \vitli

last year—over 1,000,000 cuts.—has, of course, given great

firmness to the hacon market, and reduced our supplies of food

considerably. At New York, bacon, hams, lard, &c., are much
liigher in price than in England, and whilst high rates prevail

we can liardly anticipate an increase in the shipments.

Tlie Seotcli markets have been but moderately supplied with
wheat. The trade, however, 1ms been very inactive, on rather

lower terms. AU kinds of spring corn have moved otT freely,

at extreme quotations. The shipments of potatoes to the

south liave been on the increase.

In Ireland no new feature lias presented itself in the grain

trade. Pine wheat, barley, and oats have sold freely at full

quotations, otherwise the transactions have been very moderate.

Increased quantities of produce have found Ijuyers on English

account.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TE,ADE DURING THE
PAST MONTH.

In the early part of the mouth, the supplies of English
stock on sale in the leading markets of consumption were very

moderate, and in but middling condition. Prime beasts were,

therefore, in good request at enhanced quotations. Since then,

however, increased numbers have been brought forward, and
the upward movement in value has not been supported. The
quality of the foreign beasts exhibited has sliowu signs of

improvement, and we are now receiving fewer store animals
than usual ; the consequence is that some addition has been
made to the supply of meat, and that a check has been given

to the high rates current during the greater portion of the

year. We do not see, however, how any material reduction
can take place in prices, us tlie arrivals of stock from the
continent will be on a moderate scale during (lie whole of tlie

winter montlis. The number of diseased animals seized in the

Metropolitan Market has been very small, althongli heavy losses

have been sustained in the agricultural districts. Very superior

Scots and crosses realized 5s. 6d. ; but the^closing figure, as a
general quotation, was 5s. 2d. per 8 lbs.

Rather large numbers of sheep have been brought forward,
but, as repects London, about one-third of them have been de-

rived from abroad. Prime downs and half-breds have sold

freely, other kinds slowly : the former liave readily produced
6s. 8d., in some instances 7s. per Slbs.

Increased numbers of calves having been on sale, the veal
trade has continued in a most inactive state, at drooping cur-
rencies. The reduced rates have ranged from 4s. to os. per
8 lbs.

Small pigs have been scarce and dear ; whilst inferior pork
lias sold slowly. The commencement of the season has in-

duced the holders of pork to demand unusually high quota-
tions.

Although the supply of food for cattle is very abundant in
most parts of England, strong prices have been realised for
hay, and the probability is that that article will continue dear
for several montlis.

The imports of foreign stock into London have been as fol-

lows :— Head.
Beasts 10,254
Sheep 52,517
Lambs 1,209
Calves 3'5::.G

Pigs 7J70

Total 80,330

CoMPAUisoN Of Imports.
November. Beasts. Sheep. Calves.
1804 17,137 34,793 2,970
1803 11,020 30,347 1,770
1803 0,839 28,577 1,659
1801 5,295 37,833 940
I860 0,901 22,733 1004
1859 5,927 21,907 997
1858 4,787 18,358 1,174
1857 4,409 17,830 2,087
1856 0,102 10,380 1,152
1855 7,367 17,094 1127
1854 7,120 10,004 1108

Pigs.

3,947

2,202
033

1,241

828
159
156
130
309
454
309

The total supplies of stock onoft'ei in the great Metropolitan
Market have been :

—

Head.
Beasts 36,820
Cows 295
Sheep 107,230
Calves 3,858
Pigs 2,811

CoMPAiiisoN OF Supplies.
November. Beasts. Cows. Sheep. Calves. Pigs.
1864 32,000 543 114,300 3,587 2,900
1803 27,704 506 99,130 2,150 3,170
1802 30,139 532 110,020 2,313 3,172
ISGl 20,590 560 109,370 1,370 3,430
1800 25,400 500 103,600 2,112 2,920
1859 20,492 522 120,840 1,299 2,800
1858 24,856 534 114,043 1,437 2,970
1857 25,383 504 103,130 3,002 3,037
1856 25,444 515 105,750 3,096 3,415
1855 27,411 457 97,400 1,585 3,535

1854 23,442 512 131,031 1,848 2,736

The district arrivals of beasts thus compare with the three

previous years :

—

Nov., 1863. 1863. 1864. 1865.

From Lincolnshire, Leicester-

sliire, & Northamptonshire 14,370 9,200 9,300 9,000
Other parts of England 3,450 2,800 2,700 3,550
Scotland 74 309 554 448
Ireland 3,300 2,800 2,000 1,000

Beef has sold at from 3s. to 5s. Od. ; mutton, 4s. to Os. 8d.

;

veal, 4s. 4d. to 5s. 4d. ; and pork, 4s. to 5s. Sd. per 81bs., to

sink the oftal.

CoMP.vKiso:v or Prices.
Nov., 1801. Nov., 1803.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef from 3 to 5 3 3 4 to 5

Mutton 3 3to5 8 3 8 to 5 8

Veal 4 3to5 4 3 4 to 5

Pork 3 10to5 4 to 5

Nov., 1863. Nov., 1864.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef from 3 4 to 5 3 4 to 5 8

Mutton 3 8to5 8 3 10 to 6

Veal 3 4to4 8 4 to 5 3
Pork 3 4 to 4 6 3 6 to 4 8

There has been a considerable increase in the supplies of

meat on sale in Newgate and Leadeuhall markets. Sales have
consequently progressed slowly at drooping prices. Beef
closed at from 2s. lOd. to 4s. 8d. ; mutton 3s. 6d. to 5s. 4d.

;

veal 4s. to 4«. 8d. ; and pork 4s. to 5s. 4d. per 8 lbs., by the

carcase. These quotations show rather an important decline

since the commencement of the month.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.
We have an abundance of grass on onr pasture lands, and

the aftermaths have been remarkably heavy. Some say the

long pastures have been against the healtli of stock, which,

when they lay down, had too mucli wet grass about them.
There may be some truth in it, and we think it wiser to graze

all down as evenly as'we can. To let any field run too long
must involve loss. Both sheep and cattle have increased in

weight considerably tlie last two months ; and it should bring

down the price of meat, a very desirable matter with our enor-

mous population. The rinderpest, we hope, is in some measure
stayed. It is truly .an alarming afl'air for the farmer to look

upon his stock, all in high health and so pleasing to sees ; and,

at the same time to be reminded that to-morrow death may be

among tlieni and l)last his hopes is truly humiliating, and lie

has the truth forced upon him that the cattle on a " thousand
hiUs is the Lord's." The measures adopted in regard to fairs

and markets and the transit of stock must meet with general

acquiescence. Let the cattle of the country have the strictest

cordon which can be thrown around them ; and if it is, as re-

presented, so contagious, that is all we can do. We hear ofno

one complaining except the dealers (jobbers), and their general

treatment to cattle is often so' shameful tliat it would be a

blessing for them to lay aside their craft for a while ; the coun-

try would spare them well, and they may have been the means

of jiromoting some of our ills. We see cattle and sheep adver-
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tised for sale by private contract on the farms of tlie owners,

so that our necessities for tlie time will soon devise a means
for supplying the public wants. Seed time is nearly over, with

about the nsual breadth of wheat put in. It has not, on some
lands, been the most favourable season ; but so mnch depends
on the future with wheat, that it is absurd to draw any conclu-

sion. Tiie thrashing of wheat has been almost continuous,

and the supply ample enough. We hear few complaints about
the yield, and in several instances more have been delivered

than sold—a clear proof that it had exceeded tlic calculation of
the seller. The mangel-Murzel crop is heavy, the best we
have had for years, 'ilie season has been favourable, and more
attention is paid to its management. The turnip crop is a par-

tial one, and the Swedish variety small in size. We had too

much mildew abont them to give a crop, and we doubt their

keeping capabilities. One thing we learned last winter, a les-

son of some worth—how to economise our roots. They are

either food or physic ; and by using them more sparingly we
have the food, and unsparingly the reverse. Our corn markets
have been fairly supplied, and with an upward tendency ; we
think the lowest point is passed, and the future more hopeful

for the producer. Our great season for the hiring of servants

is at hand, and, so far, there is little alteration in the rate of

wages. There would be depression enough were it not that our

mining and manufacturing interests absorb such an enormous
amount of labour : and it seems strange, with tifty per cent,

higher wages about the coal pits, &c., that so many should re-

main about the homestead of the farmer. Is it the love of

rural life ? All attempts to do away with our hiring places

are, so far, void, and tlie farmers say they must have rough
minds for rough work ; so mind does not go for much
at the dung-cart—"every man in his order." And so every

generation seems to produce a class of individuals who will be

at the foot, and laugh at any ameliorating effort. We only

repeat what we have so often expressed at this period of the

year, that in our opinion our statutes for the hiring of servants

are a standing disgrace to the country, and that he who goes

to engage labourers at such places promotes one of our great

social evils.—Nov. 22.

AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE,
FAIRS, &c.

ANDOVER 1101" FAIR.—Many parcels of hops which
had been held over by growers and housed from last Weyhill

fair were on offer, although the chief supply was in the hands

of merchants, which indicates that hop-growers have very

generally sold this j-ear's growth. The demand for best sam-

ples of hops ruled active, Sussex hops made from £4 to £5
10s. per cwt., Hampshire growths £A< 10s. to £6, and some
parcels of Farnhams realised £11 to £12, and Kent samples

£6 to £9.

BOSl^OX FAT STOCK MARKET.—A moderate supply of

fat sheep, with a slow trade, at 8d. per lb.

BOSTON HORSE MART.—There was only a meagre
show of animals, and buyers did not appear to be very nume-
rous. The best sort of cart colts made good prices, but other

kinds were difficult to quit, and many were taken home again

unsold. The best two-year-old cart colt that was exhibited

was purchased by Mr. Kirkham for £40, the highest price

realised throughout the fair. A yearling out of the same
mare as the above was sold for £25 10s.

BRECON FAIR.—A large number of sheep were sold at

good prices. Among the n\imbcr were many hill wethers tit

for the shambles, which butchers from the iron districts

bought readily at prices averaging about Sd. per lb. A good
deal of business was also done in the horse fair, especially

with the mountain ponies, of which there were many changed
hands. Cattle, by order, excluded. There were a great num-
ber of pigs, but prices were rather on the decline.

DAVENTllY FAIR for the sale of sheep only. There was
not a large supply, and trade was rather dull for all sorts.

The best mutton fetched about Gs. per stone, and good lambs
for keepiusc abont 40s. each.

DOUNE SECOND TRYST.—The number of sheep on
sale never was so small, but though this was the case the sup-

ply was equal to the demand. Those brought forward con-

sisted of blackfaced and Cheviot ewes, with a few wethers.

The prices for all kinds were as good as at the last tryst ; in-

ileed they were, if anything, a shade firmer. Mr. James

Graham, Myothill, Denny, purchased a lot of blackfoced ewes

and wetliers, mixed, at 24s. 6d., which he resold at 29s. Mr.
Peter M'Caul, Dumblane, sold a lot of blackfaced ewes at 269.

Mr. Forbes M'Caul sold a lot of Cheviot ewes to Mr. Graham
at 30s. One and two years old colts were selling at from £10
to £25, and good draught horses at from £25 to £36. Mr.
Christie, Stirling, sold at from £15 to £35. Mr. Peter Scott,

Yettso'-Muckhart, sold draught horses at from £30 down-
wards.

DUMFRIES PORK MARKET.—The ]nesent high prices

of mutton and beef have led farmers to look forward to high

prices. About 200 carcases were brought forward; but they

were in far from good condition for curing. Buyers, on this

account, were shy at coming to terms ; and the high prices

sought also frightened them. On this account the market was
dull, and sales moved very slowly till the close. For the best

lots from 7s. 4d. to 7s. 6d. per imperial stone was given ; for

secondary sorts, from 7s. to 7s. 3d. : and for heavy ones, from

6s. 6d. to 7s.

GARSTANG MARTINMAS FAIR.—The market for

cattle, according to orders issued by Council, was completely

closed. There were not many sheep on sale. However, what
were exposed sold at good prices. AVe have not seen a better

show of horses for some years, and a tolerable trade was done

in good cart-stags and anything useful, at remunerative prices.

AVe are glad to say that we keep free from the cattle-plague

here at present, and for some miles round us.

MARLBOROUGH FAIR.—The number of sheep was
under the average ; the trade was dull, and prices dear. Mr.
Gale, of Burbage, obtained the top price (61s.) for lambs, and
also for ewes. As a whole, the prices at Andover and Ilsley

fairs were maintained.

SALISBURY FORTNIGHTLY MARKET.—There was a

large number of beasts, and among them a fair proportion of

good serviceable qualities. The high prices to which beef has

been unwarrantably forced up by the unfounded reports of

scarcity are now operating against trade, and to-day the great-

est difficulty was experienced in obtaining the tigures asked.

Business, therefore, ruled excessively didl, with a downward
tendency ; and although many animals remained in the market

until five in the afternoon, a clearance was not effected. In

the sheep department there was an excellent supply. Previous

quotations were asked for the best qualities ; but the trade was
decidedly inactive, and many pens were left unsold. Some of

the local butchers have lowered the price of meat Id. per lb.

;

but it is considered that the consumer is entitled to a reduc-

tion of quite 2d. per lb. on prime joints. Quotations: Best

oxen realized from 12s. to 13s. per score, and heifers from

lis. to 12s. ; mutton may be quoted from 7d, to 9^~d. for the

best Downs, per lb.

SKIPTON FORTNIGHTLY FAIR.—No horned cattle.

The prices of fat stock sold out of the town were about 7d.

per lb. In mutton, best wedders sold at 7d. to 72d. per lb.,

and ewes at 6d. to 6|d. Butchers bought very slowly and

sparingly. A good show of pork sold at 7d. to 7id. per lb.

Store pigs realized good prices.

ST. COLUMB FAIR was well supplied with fat and store

sheep ; but the sale, on the whole, was not brisk. Fat sheep

fetched 7|d. per lb. There were no bullocks in the fair.

TRURO FAIR.—There were no bullocks, cows, or calves ;

and only 600 sheep—not one-half the average number usually

oil'ered—and for these few sales were dull, at lower prices,

7fd. being the top price for fat sheep. Several flocks were

driven home unsold. Farmers generally evinced no disposi-

tion to buy, fearing to take the plague to their herds.

Y'EOVIL FAIR was well attended, the supply of stock

being moderate. Barreners realized from £16 to £17 a pair.

Sheep sold readily, at the following rates : AA'ethers 44s. to

48s., ewes 44s. to 47s. each. Pigs small supply.

YORK HORSE FAIR.—Two features were strikingly

apparent in this annual chartered fair, and these the sraallness

of number and meagreness of quality of the animals shown.

Anything really useful for agricultural or nag purposes was

speedily bought at high prices, whilst animals of an inferior

order were a drug upon the hands of those who ofl'ered them,

and numbers of these were consequently left unsold.

IRISH FAIRS.

—

Caklakstown Biudge : Some splendid

looking lots of bullocksi—as prime as ever were fed on the

fertile fields of Meath—were quickly bought up for England

in the early part of the day at £20 to £26 each, which might
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be calculated at fully J&3 3s. per cwt. sinking ofifal. Beef, how-

ever, was down in price, generally speaking, and the average

rate for good quality may be set down at (id. per lb. on the

foot. Store cattle appeared to have improved somewhat in

price where they promised to turn out v.eU after stall-feeding,

but those out of condition were no more than a drug. The

following may be taken as the ruling prices : Three-year-old

heifers from £11 10s. to £15 each, two-year-olds £9 to £11,

yearlings &i 10s. to £6 10s. each—in a few instances to £7
10s. per head. BuUocks, rising three years, fetched from £13
10s. to £16 each, two-year-olds from £10 to £13,

yearlings from £7 to £9. A lot of two-year-old

bullocks—certainly the pick of the fair—were sold by Mr.

James M'Corraick to an English dealer at £14 each. Mr.
M'Nally sold another prime lot, of like age, at £13 5s. per

head. Milch cows were brought up with much avidity, more
particularly by English and Dublin buyers. Of springers and
strippers there was a fair show, and all were quickly bought
up—the former from £1-1 to £24, and the latter from £9 to

£13 per head. The exhibition of sheep was very fair ; wether

mutton brought from Sd. to S-^d., and ewe from 7d. to 72d.

per lb. Store hoggets and store lambs sold well. In pigs

there was an animated trade, bacon going from 48s. to 56s., and
pork at fully 7d. per lb. for prime, in sink

;
good strong stores

£2 to £3 10s. each, while bonnives fetched from 20s. to 28s.

;

a general clearance was effected in pigs of every descrip-

tion. The horse fair was principally made up of nags of

an inferior kind ; tlie highest price given was £45 for a cob.—Ratoatji : No beef or sheep. Springers scarce and dear,

but pigs sold well. Bacon pigs brought 56s. per cwt., stores

£3 10s. to £3 10s., slips or suckers 20s. to 35. Store bullocks

were unsaleable, and the few sold were to graziers, at prices

which would have been obtained for them last May, and in

some instances less. Heifers were in better demand, but at

prices that left tlie feeders nothing for the summer's grass.

Not one-fourth of the cattle were disposed of.

—

B.udlymaiion :

The supply of beef was tolerably large, and from 5Gs. to 65s.

was obtained, the latter for prime quality. Springers and
milch cows in fair demand, and reahzed good prices ; dry cattle

of good quality were also in brisk demand, three-year-old

heifers £12 to £15 two-year-olds, of which there was aa
abundance, £S 10s. to 10 gs. each

;
yearlings £5 10s. to £7

a head. The show of sheep was below the average. Some
few lots of ewes sold at 48s., store hoggets 50s. to 55s. each.

Best wether mutton 72d. to 8^d. per lb., and the ewe about

Id. below that quotation. Lambo a small supply, with a brisk

demand, at high prices ; in some instances 48s. a head was
obtained for them. Good bacon pigs sold at from

£4 10s. to £6 10s. each ; store .ditto vary from £2
to £4 each. Suckers and weanlings scarce and dear.—
TuLLOW : The demand v^as rather dull for stores, especially

for bullocks. Cows for stall feeding were much looked after,

at say £11 to £15
;
yearlings brought from £7 to £9, and

youuger animals were proportionately high. Springers and
milch cows met a fair demand at high prices. Eirst-class beef

sold at £3 per cwt., second ditto 50s. to 56s. The supply of

sheep was exceedingly small, and prices of mutton may be

quoted at Sd. to SJd., inferior quahty 7d. to 7id. per lb.

Lambs averaged from 35s. to 45s. The pig fair, wliich was
held on the previous day, was very well supphed with a good
description of animals. Pork went at 56s. per cwt., being

rather an advance on late quotations ; stores 56s. to 60s., and

young pigs were £1 10s. each.

—

Goresbuidge : Store stock

was more plentiful, and sold at a shade lower than the prices

of the recent fairs. Sheep were also in very short supply.

Hoggetts were more plentiful, and sold well. The attendance

of buyers was large, but the Inisiness done was confined to

store stock. Fat coas averaged from £10 to £12, new milch

cows £12 to £14, two years old ludlocks £7 10s. to £9 10s.,

yearlings £5 to £7, weanlings £3 to £4 10s. Eat sheep

brought from £3 10s. to £3 5s., hoggetts £1 15s. to £2. The
pig fair took place the day before, and .was well supplied.

Bacon rated at from 53s. to 55s. per cwt. ; stores went at from
£2 to £2 10s. each, bonhams 35s. to 4)2s. per couple.

REVIEW OE THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

The final week of the month of October, which
we could not include in our last report, closed
briskly with an advance of 2s. on wheat, and 3s.

per sack on town-made flour. Indeed, it was a
period of movement throughout, barley being Is.

to 2s. higher, as well as beans, while oats improved
6d. to Is. per qr. November has presented the
following features. For the first fortnight it was
of a seasonable character. There was plenty of fog,
more especially at the commencement ; but with
most of the time open and partly brilliant, farmers
lost no opportunity of doing a large amount of
business in the way of seeding their lands. After-
wards it became more unsettled, and, finally, a
week of storms and deluging rain brought fright-

ful disasters by land and sea, and left many of the
heavy lands in anything but a condition for finish-
ing the work. Let us hope, however, with good
drainage and drying winds, everything will be
completed before Christmas. The return of
damp has made sad havoc with the newly-
thrashed samples, and brought dulness into
the trade after a good run of business,
and the samples are now so bad that we
can hardly hope for much amendment before the
nipping frosts of next January set in. The market
received its first check on the second Monday, and,
80 far as we can fairly speak of qualities unfit for

the mill, the movement has been downward.
Nevertheless, everything good and dry has found
buyers, even in the London markets, where the

wealth of millers enabUngthera to import and hold

foreign stocks, they are comparatively independent.

The ascensional movement of the averages, how-
ever, show the real state of the country, and we
are as far as ever from believing in a return to low
prices as a rule, whatever fluctuation may prevail.

As respects foreign countries, France has lately

been an exception to the general movement through-

out Europe, having lowered j)rices, say from the

highest Is. to 2s. per qr. ; and yet France herself

was among the first to report an inferior crop.

This state of things may arise from the fact that

free trade in that country is yet a novelty, and that

the last importation burnt the fingers of importers,

so that they are wanting in spirit, and rather dis-

posed to take things as they come, or to follow the

English plan of taking a present profit, and leave

the future to itself. The markets in the Baltic,

though so soon after harvest, are really getting ex-

cited with the belief of their future incapacity to

make shipments or possibly provide for themselves.

This is the case in Dantzic, Poland, and Denmark,
while the Marks district in the vicinity of Hamburg
is said not to have the tenth of a crop, and specu-

lators are wild for rye at proverbially quiet Berlin,
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Not much, we hear, is to come from the interior of

Southern Russia ; still less from the United States,

compared with their former facilities of shipment

;

for statistics tell us that while in 1863 their estimate

was 179 thousand bushels of wheat, 1864 was
only about 160 thousand, and 1865 but 148

thousand; so that from the year of export, 1863,

the diminution in round numbers is about four

millions of quarters, or two-thirds of our average
English receipts. Put the increasing cattle plague
to this poor account, and what have we pros-

pectively to look on but the odds and ends of ship-

ments, or such as we can get ? The following

prices were recently quoted at the places named :

At Paris the best white wheat was quoted 44s.; at

Antwerp, red Baltic 48s. ; Zealand, at Maestricht,

45s.; Wahren, at Hambro', 51s, (not worth over

30s. here) ; Holstein for spring 50s. ; new wheat at

Dantzic 50s. f. o. b. floating cargoes of Ghirko
44s.; Banat wheat at Venice 41s.; Upper Canada
wheat at Montreal 40s. per 480lbs.; Milwaukie and
Chicago 39s., there having been a demand for the

United States. At New York, old Chicago wheat
was worth 40s. per 480lbs., and amber State 53s.

6d. per 480]bs. free on board.

The first Monday in Mark-lane commenced after

small supplies of Wheat, both Enghsh and foreign.

The show of samples this morning on the Kentish

stands was very scanty, but rather more plentiful

on those of Essex. Part of the supply being in good
condition, an advance of Is. per qr. was readily ob-

tained, and the inferior found a better sale. The
foreign trade, though not extensive, was very firm,

and in some instances Is. per qr. more money was
paid in retail. Though the arrivals oif the coast

were not numerous, floating cargoes were rather

lower. This week the London advance was gene-

rally sustained in the country, but without excite-

ment, though some places of importance noted an
improvement of 2s. per qr., as Hull, Stockton,

Bourn, Spilsby, and Thirsk. On the other hand,

some towns only quoted the previous rates, as

Barnsley, Newark, and Newbury. Edinburgh was
Is. per qr. higher, but Glasgow was only firm. The
tone of trade was against buyers at Dublin, but no
rise in prices was noted.

On the second Monday the English supply was
somewhat better, and that from abroad was about
doubled. Kent again sent up but few samples this

morning to the London market, and Essex only

about an average number. Yet the trade showed
symptoms of reaction, and the best qualities went
off with difficulty on barely the same terms, and
some of the inferior was unsold. The foreign trade

continued heavy, and some factors accepted Is. less

money for Russian qualities, but the majority of

holders were firm. Floating cargoes were without

change of value. Tke country markets this week
were less buoyant, and several gave way to the ex-

tent of Is. per qr. Among these were Hull, Bos-
ton, Spalding, Maidstone, Rochester, and Glouces-

ter ; but other places were firm, as Birmingham,
St. Ives, Sleaford, Leighton Buzzard, &c. Liver-

pool was down 2d. per cental on the week. Both
Edinburgh and Glasgow were Is. per qr. lower, but
Dubhn was only dull.

The third Monday was supplied with rather less

English and foreign than in the previous week. A
few more samples were seen this morning on the

Kentish and Essex stands ; but the condition was
much affected by fully a fortnight's damp weather.

The very few parcels of dry that were found about

maintained the previous currency ; but it would
have been difl!icult to clear those that were damp
at Is. to 2s. less money, as they were below mil-

lers' use. Though the state of the English trade

was calculated to increase the demand for dry

foreign, yet scarcely any inquiry was manifest, and
to have sold freely Is. less must have been ac-

cepted. With better arrivals off the coast, there

was no disposition to make purchases. The damp
weather influencing every market in the country,

there was universal dulness, yet without a decided

decline on dry and fine qualities, these being

scarce ; and, on this score, there was so general an
agreement that it seems needless to particularize.

Glasgow declined Is. per qr. ; but Edinburgh was
not decidedly cheaper. At Dublin, both the native

and foreign trade were heavy, and rather in favour

of buyers.

The fourth Monday was moderately supplied

both with English and foreign samples. The
quantity offering from Kent and Essex was small j

but the condition was as miserable nearly as on
the previous week, and the consequence was very
little could be sold : really fine and dry lots, being
scarce, were fully as dear, and old were more in-

quired for at the previous rates. There was rather

more doing in foreign qualities ; but the dull state

of the market encouraged buyers to expect a de-

cline, which, however, was not acceded to, the

Baltic markets all coming high with reports as to

the crops in Germany being worse than previously.

The imports into London for four weeks were
23,207 qrs. English, 48,195 qrs. foreign, against

18,846 qrs. English, 81,755 qrs. foreign for the

same period in 1864. The London averages com-
menced at 45s. id. and closed at 49s. 4d. per qr.

The general average began at 42s. 4d. and finished

at 46s. lid. per qr. The exports from London in

four weeks were only 342 cvvts. flour. The imports
into the kingdom for the week ending 18th No-
vember were, in wheat 1,922,849 cwts., in flour

265,697 cwts.

The flour trade throughout the month has been
very quiet, and scarcely any change of prices can
be noted, though the last markets closed dull for

country sorts ; and rates were more nominal than
real, from the absence of a demand, and increased

supplies. But foreign arrivals have continued
very short, both in sacks and barrels; and the

lowness of stocks have kept such at full value.

Fine extra qualities of American have even brought
30s. per barrel, and French to 36s. per sack ; but
Norfolks can hardly be valued over 33s., though
the better marks have a higher range. Neither in

Canada nor New York were prices suited to tho
English market ; and, without an advance here, or
a reduction there, there is very little prospect of

supplies. The imports into London for four weeks
have been 80,892 sacks country, 1,524 sacks 3,388
barrel" foreign, against 54,803 sacks country, 749
sacks 10,856 barrels foreign for the same period
in 1864.
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The barley trade has been in a peculiar position.

Brif;ht malting sorts, whether English, Scotch, or

foreign, bare all through found ready buyers at

full prices ; but stained English malting, which is

the quality most predominant, has been constantly

dull, and prices have rather given way. Foreign
of all descriptions has ruled firm; and the absence
of grinding sorts has made them scarce and dear,

•24s. to 25s. being a common price for samples that

a httle while ago were not making over iOs. to 218.

The want of beans must be considered as occa-
sioning the advance, as well as the falling-off of
foreign shipments. For extra fine malting foreign

3Ss. would be readily paid; but it is held higher.
It would seem that extra fine qualities must rule

high all through the season, and that there is no
prospect of a return to the former lo'.v rates for

inferior qualities, as they are still cheap compared
with oats. The imports into London for four
weeks were 2r,503 qrs. British, 1 1,S TO qrs. foreign,

against 14.280 qrs. British, 7,421 qrs. foreign, for
the same period in 1864.

The malt trade has ruled dull through the month.
Fine old qualities, being still preferred to the best
new, and now getling scarce, have maintained
their value; but new have rather given way of late

—say, Is. to 2s. per qr.

The supply of foreign oats for the past month
has very httle exceeded half what it was in October,
and the market has consequently again tended up-
wards. The largest arrivals were in the first fort-

night, but even then there was a balance of 6d.

in favour of sellers, which has since been increased
to the same extent, notwithstanding the present high
prices. Russian sorts have been selling at 24s. per
320lbs., which is about 20 per cent, beyond the

average of seasons ; but with our own crops bad,
only slender expectations from abroad, and beans
very dear, there does not seem much chance of any
reduction before Ciiristmas, and perhaps if the

season should prove severe, we may see yet higher
prices. Our arrivals hitherto from Scotland and
Ireland have been quite trifling, and if present
rates are not attractive, it is fair to presume but
few r,-ill come forward. The imports into London
for the four weeks were 10,221 qrs. EagUsh, 1,630
qrs. Scotch, 2,953 qrs. Irish, 133,629 qrs. foreign ;

against 4,4^7 qrs. English, 9,430 qrs. Scotch, 9,432
qrs. Irish, 120,841 qrs. foreign for the same period

in 1864.

The bean trade now most severely feels the
failure of suppUes from Egypt siuce their growth
has been supplanted by cotton, and the want of a
stock suitable for splitting almost forces up prices in

every market. Common new have now been held
at 47s. to4Ss., formerly worth 34s. to 35s., and no
substitutes being adopted, it is very lucky for the
trade that our own short crop was harvested in a
very dry time. Not only Egypt has beendiverted
from the growth, but the crops appear to have
failed in Algeria and Morocco, ani a search will

have to be made in every quarter to make up the
deficiency. Neither is there any telling to what
height prices may reach if consumers will accept
of no substitutes. The imports into London for
four weeks were 5,399 qrs. English, 2,088 qrs.
foreign; against 3,881 qv3. English, 11,479 qrs.

foreign for the same time in 1S64. So the total re-

ceipts are scarcely one-half what they were, and
the better supply of English has been brought
about by higher prices.

The pea trade, slowly following that of beans,
shews an advance on former rates of about 2s.

;

indeed, old white have been much used for horses
in their stead, and on this score alone they are

likely to be dear, while the set-in of a frost would
enhance the comparatively low rates of boilers.

Hog peas have been influenced in the same way, as

well as by the advance on low barley. The imports
into London for four weeks were 3,886 qrs. Eng-
lish, 5,677 qrs. foreign; against 3,025 qrs. English
and 7,100 qrs. foreign in 1864.

Linseed has exceeded the advance in grain,

being 5s. per qr, dearer, not only in consequence
of its scarcity, but because it seems beyond dispute

that the crop has failed in the East Indies from
drought, and has been poor in the Baltic. The
want of this produce, still more than the high price,

will be seriously felt. Linseed cakes have slightly

participated in the advance, and cotton cake seems
hkely to follow, as well as all artificial food, unless

stopped by the course of the heavy cattle murrain.
In agricultural seeds, for sowing, there has been

a steady trade at prices about equal to our last.

The reduction in the prices of cloverseed in France
does not seem to have afl:ected the few holders here,

and it is very probable there will again be some re-

action upwards. White seed and trefoil have been
quite as dear. Mustardseed and canaryseed firm,

and somewhat higher. Winter tares have at last

been nearly cleared, at os. to 5s. 6d. per bushel.

CURRENT PRICES OF BRITISH GRAIN AND FLOUR
IN MARK LANE.

Shillings per Quarter.
WHEAT, Essex and Kent, white new... 406052

„ „ ,, rod „ ... 38 47
Norfolk, Lincoln, and Yorkshire, red 40 47

BARLEY 27 to 31 ChevaUer, new 33 38
Grimling 26 29 DistilUng 30 33

iLALT, Esses, Norfolk, and Suffolk new 54 61 old 56 66
Kingston, '\\ are, and town-made new 54 61 old 53 66
Brown , 48 53

RYE 26 28
OATS, English, feed 21 to 26 Potato 25 30

Scotch, feed 21 26 Potato 25 30
Irish, feed, white 20 23 Fhie 24 27
Ditto, black 19 23 Potato 24 27

BEANS, ilazagan ...43 44 Ticks 43 45
Harrow 16 4S Pigeon 47 63

PEAS, white, boders.. 38 44 Maple 33 to 42 Grey, new 37 40
FLOUR, per sack of 2S0lbs., Town, Households 42 46

Country, on shore 33 to 35 „ 37 39
Norfolk and Suffolk, on shore 32 34

FOREIGN GRAIN.
Shillings perQoarter.

WHEAT, Dantzic, mixed .51 to 5i old, extra .54to60
Konigsberg 48 52 extra 53 55
Rostock 48 52 fine 53 55
Silesian, red 46 48 white 49 51
Pomera., Meckberg., and Uckermrk red old... 45 51
Russian, hard, 42 to 44.... St. Petersburg and Riga 41 47
Danish and Holstcin, red 41 46
French, none Rhine and Belgium 46 53
American, red winter 46 to 49, spring 45 to 47, white 50 54

BARLEY, grinding 24 to 26 distilling and malting 30 34
OATS, Dutch, brewing and Rolands 22 to 26 feed 21 23

Danish and Swedish, feed 22 to 26 Stralsund. . . 23 26
Russian, Riga 22 to 24.. ..Arch. 21 to 24....P'sburg 23 27

BEANS, Friesland and Holstein 37 43
Konigsberg 40 to 44...Egvptian — —

PEAS, feeding and maple. ..36 40.. .fine boilers 39 43
INDIAN CORN, white 31 36. ..yellow 31 36

TARES, p. bush., winter 5s. 5s. 6d... Lentils — —
FLOUR, per sack, French. . .33 36. . . Spanish, p. sack 33 36

American, per brl 23 25...extraand d'ble. 26 29
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IMPEEIAL AVERAGES
For the week ended November 18, 1865.

Wheat 71,o"0| qrs. 46s. lid.
Barley C3,816| „ 33s. 7d.
Oats o,240i „ 22s. 9d.

COMPAJIATIYE AVERAGES.
WHEAT.

I

BARLEY. I OATS.
Years. Qrs. s. d. Qrs. s. d. Qrs. s. d.
1861 ... 82,6031 ... 59 10

|
79,73S| ... 37 6 10,520f ...22 7

1863 ... 65,475i ... 49 4 , 75,2474 ... 36 4 12,672J ... 21 5
1863 ... 87,4921 ... 39 10 83,522| ... 34 8,017| ...18 9
1864 ... 71,616i ... 33 9 i 77,499| ... 30 1 • 5,023| ... 19 11
1865 ... 71,570f ... 46 11

,
63,816| ... 33 7 1 5,240^ ... 22 9

AVI
Fob the last Six

Weeks:
Oct. 14, 1865
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LEADENHALL LEATHER MARKET.
LONDON, Saiuedat, Nov. 25.—Moderate supplies of

leather are on sale. Dressing liides, calf-skins, offal, and
medium Eug'lisli butts move otf steadily at full prices, other-

wise the leather trade is quiet, on former terms. Kaw lucles

are in slow request at late rates.

CROP HIDES
ENGLISH,

lbs. d. d.
to 14

i6Vi

BUTTS.
ENGLISH.

44 60

d.
131.6

13^
14V6

20
N.
im
111/2

llVij

llMi
12
121^
IS 25

OFFAL,
d. d.

English Shoulders 12 15
Do. Cheeks and Faces. 6\h 9
Do. BeUies 9 11
Do. Middles do 11 13

Foreign Shoulders 10 12
Do. Necks 8 10
Do. BeUies 9 lOV
Do. Middles do 10 12

Dressing Hide Shouldera. 10 12
Do. do. BeUies TVi 9

Kip Shoulders 5 7
Do. Bellies 5 7

DRESSING HIDES.
lbs. lbs. d. d.

Common 20 to 24 ... 11 to 12/2

Do.
Do. ..35

12V2
34 ... ins 13
40 ... 12 15

Saddlers' 30
Do 36 50 ... 15 17

BuUs 10 12
Shaved 14 16 ... 13!^ 16
Do 17 19 ... 12^ 15
Do 20 23 ... 12 14
Do 24 28 ... 12 13V2

Scotch do 16 24 ... 12 16
Coach, per hide 23s. to 30s.

HORSE BUTTS. SHAVED,
d. d. d. d.

EngUsh 11 13 ... 13 15
Spanish lOVfe 12 ... 12 11

HORSE HIDES.
lbs. lbs.

English 13
„ without butts 9
Spanish, salted,
without butts,
per hide G

Do. do. do... 9
Do. do.

d.

dry do... 6 8
do. do... 9 11
do. do. inferior

10tol2Vs
14 ... 11 13Vi

E. d. s.

d

9 ...10 15
12 ...11 6 17 6

•ior... 7 10
8 ... 8 11

,10 14

..CO 8

CALF SKINS.
Av. weight, lbs. lbs.
per dozen 20to30 ...

Do. -"
"

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Welsh, unmded.
Av. wght., p.doj.SS

Do. 35

.35 40 ... 21 29

.40 45 ... 21 29

..45 50 ... 20 28

.50 60 ... 19 27

.60 75 ... 18 25

..75 SO ... 16 22

.95 110 ... 14 20

50 ... 16 20

KIPS.
lbs. lbs.

Petersburgh 4 7 ...

Do 7 9 ...

Do.

d. d.
16 22

Do. ..11 13
E. I. drysalted.

.

Do. do. ... 7 9 ... 16
Do. seconds 15
Do. thirds 11
Do. inferior 7 10

SHEEP SKINS.
Basils, unstrained, per lb. 10 IS
Do. strained, per lb. ... 10 18
DO. facing, perdoz 7s. 22s.

White Sheep & Lambs „ 4 10
Do. strained „ 8 20
Do. aprons „ 10 26

Tan Sheep and Lambs „ 10 26
Sumach roans „ 16 35
Do. skivers „ 10 24

Bark skivers „ 10 26

SUNDRIES,
s. s.

Hog Skins, best each 8tol4
Do. seconds „ 5 8

Seal Skins, split, per dozen 40 70
Do. for bindings „ 35 75

Calf Skins.Sumach-
tanned „ 30 45
Do. white 30 50

Horse Hides, white, each... 8 15
Hide Splits, per lb 7d. tolld.

BARK, &c.
LONDON, Satuedat, Nov.

£ s. £ s.

English, per load of
45 cwt. delivered in
London 16 Otol7 10

Coppice 16 10 18
Dutch, per ton 5 6
Hambro" 5 6
Antwerp Tree 6 7
Do. Coppice 6 10 7 10

French
Mimosa Chopped 9 10 5
Do. Ground 10 1115

Cork Tree, Barbary 6
Do. Sardinian 8

Valonia, Smyrna 14
Do. Camata 10
Do. Morea 12

Terra Japonica:

—

Gambler in bales 20
Ditto free cubes 26
Cutch 24

DiviDivi 10
Myrabolams

s. £ s.

0to6 10
.0 9 10

23 10
23
20

10 21 10
27 10
27
Vi 10
16

Do. Lone 7 9 O' Sumach, SicUy, p. cwt. 16s.tol7s.ed.

HIDE AND SKIN MARKETS.
LONDON, Satuedat, Nov. 25,

MARKET HIDES

:

56 to 641bs 3 3i4
64 to 721bs 3 3V2
72 to 801bs 3V2 3^
80 to 881bs 3% 4
88 to 981bs 4 4M!
96tol041bs iVo 5
l04toU21b3 5 too 5VS

Horse hides, each
Calf skins, Ught 2
Full 6 6

Polled sheep 10
Half-breds 8
Downs 5 9
Shearlings
Lambs

CHICORY.
LONDON, Satuedat, Nov. 25.—Most descriptions of

Chicory are in fair demand. On the whole, the trade is

steady, at late rates.

Deliveeablk peom Whabb' in Bags, exclusive of Duty,
HarUngen £3 to £9 10 1 Antwerp £9 to £9 15

Bruges 9 11 | Hamburgh ... 8 15 9 5

WOOL MARKETS.
ENGLISH WOOL MARKET.

CITY, Monday, Nov. 27.—The activity iu the demand
for Colonial Wool at the sales now in progress has produced a

firmer feeling in tliis market. The amount of business doing

is only moderate, yet there are very few holders willing to sell

except at enhanced rates. The supply of Wool ou offer is

very moderate.

OUEEENT PeICES of ENGLISH WOOL. S. d, S, d.
Fleeces—Southdown hoggets per lb. 1 8 to 1 9

Half-bred ditto ,, 1 Hi 2 Oi
Kent fleeces , 1 10^ 2
Southdo-\vn ewes and wethers ,, 18 1 8J
Leicester ditto „ 1 lOj 2

Soeis—Clothing ,, 16 1 11
Combing „ 15 2

LIVERPOOL WOOL MARKET.—Nov. 25.

Scotch.—There is still a limited demand for Laid Highland,

hut the stocks are light and no pressure to sell. In Cheviots

a moderate business is doing about late current rates.

s. d. s. d.
Laid Highland Wool per 241bs 18 Oto20
White Highland do, 23 26
Laid Cheviot do. unwashed 28 30

Do. do. washed... 24 28
White Cheviot do. washed... 40 48

FoRFiGN.—There has been a fair demand and considerable

business done during the week at fidl late current rates, no
doubt stimulated by the advance oljtained at the colonial sales

now in progress in Loudon.

WOOL.

—

France : At Havre, Biienos Ayres wool, in a

dirty state has made Is. Sjd. to 2s. 3d. ; Montevidean, iu a

dirty state, Is. 5^d. to 2s. 2d. ; and La Plata sheep's hides Is.

Id. to Is. 2d. per kilogramme (a kilogramme is the fiftieth pBJt

of an English cwt.). At Marseilles, washed Syrian has made
2s. Sj^d., and Persian Is. 9d. per kilo.

MANURES.
PRICE CURRENT OF GUANO, &c.

Peruvian Guano, direct from the importers' stores, or ex ship (20 tons)
£12 5s. to £12 10s. per ton.

Bones, £6 lOs. per ton.
Anim al Charcoal (£70 per cent. Phosphate) £3 per ton.
Coprolite, Cambridge, whole £2 5s. to £2 8s., ground £2 15s. to £3 ;

Suffolk, whole £1 18s. to £2, ground £2 IDs. to £2 123.perton.
Muriate of Potash, £13 to £14 per ton.
Nitrate of Soda, £15s to £15 lOs. per ton.
Sulphate of Ammonia, £14 to £15 per ton.
GSTisum, 30s. per ton. Superphosphate of Lime, £5 to £6 5s. per ton.
Sulphm-ic Acid, concentrated 1845 Id. per lb., brown 1712 0%d.
Blood Manure, £6 5s. to £7 10s. per ton. Dissolved Bones, £6 15s. p. ton.
Linseed Cakes, best American barrel, £11 5s., dlttobag£10 lOs.p.ton;

English, £11 to £11 lOs. Rape Cake, £5 15s. to £6 per ton.
E. PuESEE, London Manure Company,

116. Fenchurch Street, E.C,

Guano, Peruvian £12 7 6to£0
Do. Upper do. 6 7

Kooria Mooria
Bone Ash
Brimstone, 2d&3rd
Saltpetre, Bengal,
2 per cent

Nitr. of Soda, p. ct. 13
Cloverseed, Amer.
red, new per cwt.

SAMUEL DOWNES

Linseed Cake, per ton

—

Americ.,thin,bgs. £9 15 to £9 10
Do. inbrls
English 10 10 10

Cotsd.Cake,decort.
Linsd.Bomby.p.qr. 3 7 3 8

OlRapeseed, Guzerat 3 12 3 15
14 Niger 00

Tallow, 1st P.T.C. 2 10 2 10 6
01 „ BUi^er. Norths 2 8 2 10

AND CO., General Brokers,
Exchange Court, Liverpool.

Agricidtural Chemical Works, Stowmarkot, Suffolk.
Prentice's Cereal Manm-e for Corn Crops per ton .£8 10 6
Mangold Manure

, 8
Prentice's Turnip Manure „ 8 10
Prentice's Superphospiiate of Lime , 6
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PRICE ONE SHILLING EACH.

NEATLY PRINTED IN FOOLSCAP OCTAVO^

EACH VOLUME CONTAINING from 130 to 190 PAGES OP LETTERPEESS

RICHARDSOH
NEW EDITIONS, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

WHEAT : ITS HISTORY AND CUL-
TIVATION.—Bv The Old Norfolk FAKiiEK.

FLAX : ITS CULTIVATION AND PRE-
PARATION, AND BEST MODE OF CON-

VEBSION.—By Jamks Ward, Autlior of " The World
and its Workshops," &c.

' URAL ARCHITECTURE : a Series
OF DESIGNS FOE EURAL AND OTUER

DWELIilNGS. The Ground Plans, Elevations, and
Specifications by James Sandeesok, Borough Engi-

neer's Oflice, Liverpool.

rpiIE AGRICULTURAL INSTRUCTOR;
X OR, YOUNG FARMER'S CLASS BOOK.—
By Edmund Mukphy, A.B.

DOMESTIC FOV/L : THEIR NATURAL
HISTORY, BREEDING, AND GENERAL

MANAGEMENT.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.—By George
GlenxXY, F. L. S., Author of "Properties of

Flowers," &e.

ORSES; THEIRVARIETIES, BREED-
ING, AND MANAGEMENT.— Edited by

M. M. MiLBURN.

DOGS : THEIR ORIGIN AND VARIE-
TIES.

PIGS : THEIR ORIGIN AND VARIE-
TIES.

r^OWS AND DAIRY HUSBANDRY.—
Vy Bv M. 51. MiLEURN, Author of " The Sheep,"
&c.—(The Dairy Department revised by T. Hoksfall).

CHEEP AND SHEPHERDING.— Em-O bracing the HISTORY, YAEIETIES, REAR-
ING, FEEDING, and GENERAL MANAGEMENT
OF SHEEP ; ^vith TREATISES on AUSTRALIAN
SHEEP FARMING, the SPANISH and SAXON
MERINOS, &e.—By M. M. Milburn, Author of "Tha
Co-.v," and of various Agricultural Prize Essays.

rpilE HIVE AND THE HONEY
-a- BEE.

PESTS OF THE FARM.—A New
EDITION:—By M. M. MiLEURN, Author of " The

Sheep," &e.

LAND DRAINAGE, EMBANKMENT,
AND IRRIGATION. — By James Donald,

Civil Engineer, Derby.

OILS AND MANURES, with INSTRUC-
TIONS FOR THEIR IMPROVEMENT.—By

John Donaldson, Government Land Drainage Sur-
veyor.

In ti)t ^rfss, in ronttnuaffon of t^e same 5fti>i5,

THE IMPLEMENTS OF THE FARM.
—By R. ScoxT Burn, C.E.

THE POTATO: ITS HISTORY, CUL-
TURE, AND NATIONAL IMPORTANCE.—

By S. Copland,

London ; Houlston &Wriglit, 65, Paternoster Eow. Dublin ; J, McCrlashan

Upper Sackville Street, tod all Book.§elleri.



THE SALISBURY HOTEL,
SALISBUKY SftUASE, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.G.

This Hotel is now Open, and affords accommo-
dation much needed in the vicinity, and families

will find it replete with every convenience and

comfort.

It is furnished and fitted up in the best possible

manner, and with all tiie latest improvements.

There is a large Hall, with a Committee-room

attached, well adapted for Public Meetings, Large

Dinners, Wedding Breakfasts, &c.

There is an excellent Coffee-room for Ladies, or

families not requiring private Sitting-rooms.

A large and well ventilated Room has been set

apart for Smoking.

There are Hot and Cold Baths on every floor.

The Hotel is one of the quietest, and at the same
time one of the most centrally-situated houses in

London, while the accommodation generally is very

extensive, so that the Agriculturists of all countries

may here have the opportunity of meeting with each

other.

The Tariff will be found to bear a favourable com-
parison with any Hotel of a similar character.

Bed-rooms for Visitors' Servants.

THOMAS HIGGS, Manager.



THE ROYAL FARMERS' INSURANCE COMPANY,
3, NORFOLK STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

Persons insured by this Company have the security of an extensive and wealthy proprietary, as well as of
an ample capital, always applicable to the payment of claims.

FIRE DEPARTMEIVT.
First class... Not Hazardous Is. 6d. per cent.

Second class Hazardous 23. 6d. ,,

Thirdclass Doubly Hazardous 4s. 6d. ,,

BUII.I>I:N0 A]VI» llEItCA-WTIIiE PROPERTir of every description in

Public or Private Warehouses— Distillers, Stenm Engine s, Goods in Boats or Canals, Ships in Port or Harbour,
&c., &.C., are insured in this Office at moderate rates.

SPKCIAIj risks.—At such rates as may be considered reasonable.

EARMIWCr STOCIt.—5s. per cent.; and Portable Steam Thrashing Machines allowed to be
used, without extra charge. Nearly five millions insured in this Office on this description of property alone.

liOSSES paid immediately after the amounts have been ascertained.

lilFE.—Life Insurances on moderate terms, by Policies payable to the registered holders.
*

BOH" US,—Insurers of the participating class are entitled to four-fifths of the profits.

At the last declaration of Bonus in May, 1864, £6 5s. was added to every iglOO insured by Policies of five

years' standing, being at the rate of £1 53. per cent, per annum, and proportionate amounts to all other
insurances on which two or more annual payments had been made, being in some cases about GO per cent, on
the premiums received.

Additional Agents wanted. Application to

JOHN REDDISH, Esq., Secretary and Actuary.

IMPORTANT TO FLOCKMIASTERS.

THOMAS BIGG, Agricultural and Veterinary
Chemist, by Appointment to His late Royal Highness The

Prince Consort, K.G., Leicester House, Great Dorer-street,
Borough, London, begs to call the attention of Farmers and
Graziers to his valuable SHEEP and LAMB DIPPING COM-
POSITION, which requires no Boiling, and may be used with
Warm or Cold Water, for effectually destroying the Tick, Lice,
and all other insects injurious to the Flock, preventing the
alarming attacks of Fly and Shab, and cleansing and purifying
the Skin, thereby greatly improving the Wool, both in quantity
and quality, and highly contributing to the general health of
the animal.
Prepared only by Thomas Bigg, Chemist, &c., at his Manufac-

tory as above, and sold as follows, although any other quantity
may be had, if required :

—

4 lb. for 20 sheep, price, jar included jEO 2
61b. 80 „ „ „ 3
8 1b. 40 „ „ „ 4
10 1b. 50 „ „ „ 5
20 lb. 100 „ „ (cask and measure 10
30 lb. 150 „ „ included) 15
40 1b. 200 „ „ „ 10
50 1b. 250 „ „ „ 1 3 C
60 1b. 300 „ „ „ 17 6
80 lb. 400 „ „ „ 1 17 6
100 1b. 600 „ „ „ 2 5

Should any Flockmaster prefer boiling the Composition, it will
be equally effectiye.

MOST IMPORTANT CERTIFICATE.
From Ma. Herapath, tke celebrated Analytical Chemist

:

—
Bristol Laboratory, Old Park, January 18th, 1801.

Sir,—I have submitted your Sheep-Dipping Composition to

analysis, and find that the ingredients are well blended, and the
mixtirs neutral. If it is used according to the directions given,
1 feel satisfied, that while it effectually destroys vermin, it will

not injure the hair roots (or " yolk ") in the skin, the fleece, or
the carcase. I think it deserves the numerous testimonials pub-
lished. I am. Sir, yours respectfully,

William Herapath, Sen., P.C.8., &c., &c..
To Mr. Thomas Bigg, Professor of Chemistry.

Leicester Hoase, Great Dover'Street, Borough, London,

He would also especially call attention to his SPECIFIC, or
LOTION, for the SCAB, or SHAB, which wiU be found a certain
remedy for eradicating that loathsome and ruinous disorder in
Sheep, and which may be safely used in all climates, and at all
seasons of the year, and to all descriptions of shee|), even ewes
in lamb. Price FIVE SHILLINGS per gallon^sulBcient on an
average for thirty Sheep (according to the virulence of the
disease); also in wine quart bottles. Is. 3d. each.

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIAL.
"Scoulton, near Hinghara, Norfolk, April 16th, 1855.

" Dear Sir,—In answer to yours of the 4lh inst, which would
have been replied to before this had I been at home, I have
much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of your in-
valuable 'Specific for the cureof S'-ab in Sheep.' The 000 sheep
were all dressed in August last with 84 gallons of the ' Non-
PoisoTwus Specific,' that was so highly recommended at the
LIucoln Show, and by their own dresser, the best attention
being paid to the flock by my shepherd after dressing according
to instructions left; but notwithstanding the Scab continued
getting worse. Being determined to have the Scab cured if

possible, I wrote to you for a supply of your Specific, which
I received the following day; and although the weather was
most severe in February during the dressing, your Specific
proved itself an invaluable remedy, for in tliree weeks the Sheep
were quite cured ; and I am happy to say the young lambs are
doing remarkably well at present. In conclusion, I believe it

to be the safest and best remedy now in use. " I remain, dear Sir,

your obedient servant, " For JOHN TINGEY, Esq.,
" To Mr. Thomas Bigg." «' R. RENNEY.

i^g" Flockmasters would do well to beware of such prepara-

tions as " Non-poiionous Compositions :" It is only necessary to

appeal to their good common sense and judgment to be tho-

roughly convinced, that no " Non-poisonous" article can poison

or destroy insect vermin, particularly such as the Tick, Lice, and
Scab Parasites—creatures so tenacious of life. Such advertised

preparations must be wholly useless, or they are not what they

are represented to be.

Dipping Apparatus .•....£14, £S, £i,& £S.



FOR AILJTHO COURT THE GAY AND FESTIVE SCENES.
»lk*.

^

m^

ROWI^ANDS' MAQABBAn Oil*,
IS A DELIGHTFULLY FRAGRANT AND TRANSPARENT PREPARATION FOR THE HAIR,

AND AS AN INVIGORATOR AND BEAUTIFIER BEYOND ALL PRECEDENT.
In dressing the Hair nothing can equal its effect, rendering it so admirably soft that it will lie in any direc-

tion, imparting a transcendent lustre, and sustaining it in decorative charm during the Dance or the heated

atmosphere of crowded AssemVes.

Price 3s. 6d., 7s., lOs. 6d. equal to four small, and Sis. per Bottle.

worn TII£ ^Kl]¥ A.M]> €OM3»l.C:XIO]l'.
IS UNEQUALLED FOR ITS RARE AND INESTIMABLE QUALITIES,

THE RADIANT BLOOM IT IMPARTS TO THE CHEEK,
THE SOFTNESS AND DELICACY WHICH IT INDUCES OF THE HANDS AND ARMS,

Its capability of soothing irritation, aad removing cutaneous defects, discolorations, and all unsightlgr

appearances, render it

ZSrBZSFlSNSABi:«E TO BVEB.'S' TOIIiET.
Price 4s. 6d. and 8s. 6d. per bottle.

ROWLANDS' ODONTO,
OR PEARL DENTIFRICE,

Compounded of the choicest nnd most recherche iugred'ents of the ORIENTAL HERBAL, and of
inestimable value in

MSffiSBSlfVIWC^ AM"® :eEAUTSF^i:M€^ TMK TEETH,
and in giving a

PZ.SA5ZNG SmAGStASrCS TO T£^:S BB^SATB.
It eradicates Tartar from the Teeth, removes spots of incipient decay, and polishes and preserves the enamel,

to which it imparts a

:PEAME.-]L2ME ^WMITEMESS.
Price 2s. 9d. per Box.

Chemists and Perfumers. Ask for

Articles.
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